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70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The headache is
described as sudden and severe.; The patient
has vision changes.; The patient had a recent
onset (within the last 4 weeks) of neurologic
symptoms.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; Thi study is being requested for
None of the above.; This procedure is being
requested for other indications

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

; This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The
study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The headache is described as sudden
and severe.; The patient has vision changes.;
The patient had a recent onset (within the last 4
weeks) of neurologic symptoms.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

arm weakness; htn; neuropathy; rhinitis;
n&amp;v;; This is a request for a brain/head CT.;
There is headache not improved by pain
medications.; "There are no recent neurological
symptoms or deficits such as one-sided
weakness, vision defects, speech impairments
or sudden onset of severe dizziness."; This study
is being requested for a headache.

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

chronic headaches and fatigue family hx
hyperthyroidism; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; Thi study is being requested for
None of the above.; This procedure is being
requested for other indications

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

None; This is a request for a brain/head CT.;
The study is NOT being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; This study is being ordered for
new onset of seizures or newly identified
change in seizure activity or pattern.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Patient presented with complaint of hit in nose
hard with a shoulder while playing roller derby
Saturday. Patient reports fells crossed-eyed and
has headache. Between the eyes and noses is
sore and can breath out of right side but not left
nare. Patient i; This study is being ordered for
trauma or injury.; Patient presented with
complaint of hit in nose hard with a shoulder
while playing roller derby Saturday. Patient
reports fells crossed-eyed and has headache.
Between the eyes and noses is sore and can
breath out of right side but not left nare. Patient
i; There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Patient presented with complaint of
hit in nose hard with a shoulder while playing
roller derby Saturday. Patient reports fells
crossed-eyed and has headache. Between the
eyes and noses is sore and can breath out of
right side but not left nare. Patient i; Had xray
noting nasal fracture.

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Swollen lymph nodes; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 2
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

This is a request for a brain/head CT.; There is a
suspected or known brain tumor.; This study is
being requested for known or suspected brain
tumor, mass or cancer.

2

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

This is a request for a brain/head CT.; There is
headache not improved by pain medications.;
"There are recent neurological symptoms or
deficits such as one-sided weakness, vision
defects, speech impairments or sudden onset of
severe dizziness."; This study is being requested
for a headache.

7

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

This is a request for a brain/head CT.; There is
not headache not improved by pain
medications.; "There are recent neurological
symptoms or deficits such as one-sided
weakness, vision defects, speech impairments
or sudden onset of severe dizziness."; This study
is being requested for a headache.

2

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 17 years ago;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; patient is seeing spot and servere neck
pain, neasuea and vitomiting.; patient only had
medication

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD
70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

visual disturbances; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The headache is
described as sudden and severe.; The headache
is not described as a “thunderclap” or the worst
headache of the patient’s life.; The patient does
NOT have a recent onset (within the last 4
weeks) of neurologic symptoms.
"This request is for face, jaw, mandible
CT.239.8"; "There is a history of serious facial
bone or skull, trauma or injury.fct"; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

Pt is having visual lost and mild otalgia; This
study is being ordered for sinusitis.; This is a
request for a Sinus CT.; The patient is NOT
immune-compromised.; The patient's current
rhinosinusitis symptoms are unknown.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

1

3

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

swelling in the face and head looking for a
abscess.; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 04/13/2017;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Chronic sinusitis, headaches, chronic
ear infection, and swelling in the face and head.;
antibiotics and other medications

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST
70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for sinusitis.; This is
a request for a Sinus CT.; It is unknown if the
patient is immune-compromised.; The patient's
current rhinosinusitis symptoms are described
as Recurrent Acute Rhinosinusitis (4 or more
acute episodes per year); Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT
This study is being ordered for sinusitis.; This is
a request for a Sinus CT.; The patient is immunecompromised.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for sinusitis.; This is
a request for a Sinus CT.; The patient is NOT
immune-compromised.; The patient's current
rhinosinusitis symptoms are described as
Chronic Rhinosinusitis (episode is greater than
12 weeks); Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

1

1

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for sinusitis.; This is
a request for a Sinus CT.; The patient is NOT
immune-compromised.; The patient's current
rhinosinusitis symptoms are described as
Recurrent Acute Rhinosinusitis (4 or more acute
episodes per year); Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

pt here for f/u on right sided neck mass thought
at last apt to 2 weeks ago to be reactive lymph
node. Now present and large x 6 weeks, tender
to touch.right submandibular node (spanning to
postauricular space) is firm, fixed, enlarged
(1cm) and very slig; This is a request for neck
soft tissue CT.; The patient has a neck lump or
mass.; There is a palpable neck mass or lump.;
The neck mass is 1 cm or smaller.; The neck
mass has been examined twice at least 30 days
apart.; The lump did not get smaller.; A fine
needle aspirate was NOT done.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

Swollen lymph nodes; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 2
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; It is
unknown if there has been recent trauma or
other injury to the neck.; It is unknown if there
is suspicion of or known tumor, metastasis,
lymphadenopathy, or mass.; It is unknown if
there is a suspicion of an infection or abscess.; It
is unknwon if this is being ordered by an ENT
specialist.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; There
has not been recent trauma or other injury to
the neck.; There is suspicion of or known tumor,
metastasis, lymphadenopathy, or mass.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; 10
days ago; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; mbr has blurred vision
and black spots; Nuero opto

1

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
brain.

2

70496 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY HEAD
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST
70496 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY HEAD
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

70498 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY NECK
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; 10
days ago; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; mbr has blurred vision
and black spots; Nuero opto
"This is a request for orbit,face, or neck soft
tissue MRI.239.8"; The study is ordered for
trauma or injury of the orbit, face or neck soft
tissue

70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
5/10/17; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; blurry vision, decreased
vision in both eyes.

1

70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE

pt has hypothyroidism also she has new onset
of problems; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 3 weeks ago; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; pt has
muscle twitching, swallowing issues,; vitamins
and therapy

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

1

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; It is unknown if the study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; Not
requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; It is not known if the condition is
associated with headache, blurred or double
vision or a change in sensation noted on exam.;
It is not known if a metabolic work-up done
including urinalysis, electrolytes, and complete
blood count with results completed.; The
patient does NOT have dizziness, fatigue or
malaise, Bell's Palsy, a congenital abnormality,
loss of smell, hearing loss or vertigo.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The patient has a chronic or
recurring headache.

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; Requested for
evaluation of tumor; A biopsy has not been
completed to determine tumor tissue type.;
There are not recent neurological symptoms
such as one-sided weakness, speech
impairments, or vision defects.; There is not a
new and sudden onset of headache (less than 1
week) not improved by pain medications.; It is
not known if the tumor is a pituitary tumor or
pituitary adenoma.
none; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study
is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has a chronic or
recurring headache.

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

none; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 04/26/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; h/a, abd
pain; meds

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

1

1

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; It is unknown if
the study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; Not requested for evaluation of
trauma/injury, tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; The patient does
NOT have dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's
Palsy, a congenital abnormality, loss of smell,
hearing loss or vertigo.
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as chronic or
recurring.; It is not known if the headache is
presenting with a sudden change in severity,
associated with exertion, or a mental status
change.; There are recent neurological
symptoms or deficits such as one sided
weakness, speech impairments, or vision
defects.

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as chronic or
recurring.; The headache is presenting with a
sudden change in severity, associated with
exertion, or a mental status change.

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

1

1

3

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as sudden and
severe.; There are NO recent neurological
deficits on exam such as one sided weakness,
speech impairments or vision defects.; There is
a new and sudden onset of a headache less than
1 week not improved by medications.; The
headache is described as a “thunderclap” or the
worst headache of the patient’s life.

3

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as sudden and
severe.; There are NO recent neurological
deficits on exam such as one sided weakness,
speech impairments or vision defects.; There is
not a new and sudden onset of a headache less
than 1 week not improved by medications.;
There is a family history (parent, sibling, or
child) of stroke, aneurysm, or AVM
(arteriovenous malformation)

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as sudden and
severe.; There recent neurological deficits on
exam such as one sided weakness, speech
impairments or vision defects.

2

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient had a thunderclap headache or
worst headache of the patient's life (within the
last 3 months).

2

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Not requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; The patient does
NOT have dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's
Palsy, a congenital abnormality, loss of smell,
hearing loss or vertigo.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Not requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; The patient is
experiencing dizziness.

2

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Not requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results completed.;
The lab results were abnormal; The patient is
experiencing fatigue or malaise.
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested due to trauma or injury.; There are
new, intermittent symptoms or deficits such as
one sided weakness, speech impairments, or
vision defects.
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
This study is being ordered for seizures.; There
has been a change in seizure pattern or a new
seizure.

1

1

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; This request is
for a Brain MRI; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
headache is described as chronic or recurring.;
The headache is described as chronic or
recurring.; The headache is presenting with a
sudden change in severity, associated with
exertion, or a mental status change.; The
headache is presenting with a sudden change in
severity, associated with exertion, or a mental
status change.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknwon; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The headache is described as chronic
or recurring.; The headache is not presenting
with a sudden change in severity, associated
with exertion, or a mental status change.; There
are not recent neurological symptoms or
deficits such as one sided weakness, speech
impairments, or vision defects.; There is not a
family history (parent, sibling or child of the
patient) of AVM (arteriovenous malformation).

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

will fax; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The headache is described as chronic
or recurring.; The headache is not presenting
with a sudden change in severity, associated
with exertion, or a mental status change.; There
are not recent neurological symptoms or
deficits such as one sided weakness, speech
impairments, or vision defects.; It is not known
if there is a family history (parent, sibling or
child of the patient) of AVM (arteriovenous
malformation).

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

"The ordering physician IS a surgeon,
pulmonologist or PCP ordering on behalf of a
specialist who has seen the patient."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for known or suspected
inflammatory disease or pneumonia.; Yes this is
a request for a Diagnostic CT

3

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

"There IS evidence of a lung, mediastinal or
chest mass noted within the last 30 days."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

10

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; "There is NO evidence of a
lung, mediastinal or chest mass noted within
the last 30 days."; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; This study is being ordered for workup for suspicious mass.; Yes this is a request for
a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; This study is being ordered for
screening of lung cancer.; It is unknown if the
patient had a Low Dose CT for Lung Cancer
Screening or a Chest CT in the past 11 months.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is not a hematologist/
oncologist.
A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study
is being ordered for known tumor.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study
is being ordered for suspected pulmonary
Embolus.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

4

2

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

abnormal x-ray shows pulmonary nodule; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The study is
being ordered for none of the above.; This study
is being ordered for non of the above.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

cough for 6 months, treated with antibiotics
without relief, has been diagnosed with COPD,
no fever but reports hot flashes more
frequnently.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; The study is being ordered for none of
the above.; This study is being ordered for non
of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

none; "There IS evidence of a lung, mediastinal
or chest mass noted within the last 30 days.";
They had a previous Chest x-ray.; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
None; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is not a hematologist/
oncologist.

1

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

There is no radiologic evidence of mediastinal
widening.; There is no physical or radiologic
evidence of a chest wall abnormality.;
Complains of chest wall pain on the left upper
chest at the nipple line. She ran into an open
door and now it is painful to breath. The
pectoris muscle is swollen and tender. Any
major movement is painful. Deep breathing is
painful. Positive for chest wal; The ordering
physician a is NOT a Surgeon, Pulmonologist, or
Cardiologist.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; The study is being ordered for none of
the above.; This study is being ordered for
follow up trauma.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

There is no radiologic evidence of non-resolving
pneumonia.; "The caller doesn't know if the
ordering physician is a surgeon, pulmonologist
or PCP ordering on behalf of a specialist who
has seen the patient."; "There is no radiologic
evidence of sarcoidosis, tuberculosis or fungal
infection."; There is radiologic evidence of a
lung abscess or empyema.; A Chest/Thorax CT is
being ordered.; This study is being ordered for
known or suspected inflammatory disease or
pneumonia.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

There is no radiologic evidence of non-resolving
pneumonia.; There is no radiologic evidence of
asbestosis.; decreased breathe sounds, sob,
wheezing, x-ray shows air filled bubbles in chest;
"The ordering physician is NOT a surgeon,
pulmonologist or PCP ordering on behalf of a
specialist who has seen the patient."; "There is
no radiologic evidence of sarcoidosis,
tuberculosis or fungal infection."; There is no
radiologic evidence of a lung abscess or
empyema.; There is no radiologic evidence of
pneumoconiosis e.g. black lung disease or
silicosis.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
This study is being ordered for known or
suspected inflammatory disease or pneumonia.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX
71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

There is no radiologic evidence of non-resolving
pneumonia.; There is no radiologic evidence of
asbestosis.; Doctor can hear something in lung
but not on x ray; "The ordering physician is NOT
a surgeon, pulmonologist or PCP ordering on
behalf of a specialist who has seen the patient.";
"There is no radiologic evidence of sarcoidosis,
tuberculosis or fungal infection."; There is no
radiologic evidence of a lung abscess or
empyema.; There is no radiologic evidence of
pneumoconiosis e.g. black lung disease or
silicosis.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
This study is being ordered for known or
suspected inflammatory disease or pneumonia.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

This study is requested to evaluate suspected
pulmonary embolus.; Yes, this is a request for a
Chest CT Angiography.

3

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is not to be part
of a Myelogram.; This is a request for a Cervical
Spine CT; There is no reason why the patient
cannot have a Cervical Spine MRI.

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

The patient does not have any neurological
deficits.; The patient has failed a course of antiinflammatory medication or steroids.; This
study is not to be part of a Myelogram.; This is a
request for a Cervical Spine CT; This study is
being ordered due to chronic neck pain or
suspected degenerative disease.; It is not known
if there has been a supervised trial of
conservative management for at least six
weeks.; There is a reason why the patient
cannot have a Cervical Spine MRI.; The patient
has had 3 or fewer follow-up Cervical Spine CTs.

1

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

The patient does not have any neurological
deficits.; This study is not to be part of a
Myelogram.; This is a request for a Cervical
Spine CT; This study is being ordered due to
chronic neck pain or suspected degenerative
disease.; There has been a supervised trial of
conservative management for at least 6 weeks.;
There is a reason why the patient cannot have a
Cervical Spine MRI.

1

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 17 years ago;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; patient is seeing spot and servere neck
pain, neasuea and vitomiting.; patient only had
medication

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

72128 CT THORACIC
SPINE, UPPER BACK NO
CONTRAST

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

; This is a request for a thoracic spine CT.; Caller
does not know whether there is a reason why
the patient cannot undergo a thoracic spine
MRI.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient does not have a history of severe low
back trauma or lumbar injury.; This is not a
preoperative or recent postoperative
evaluation.; This study is not part of a
myelogram or discogram.; The patient is
experiencing symptoms of radiculopathy for six
weeks or more.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient has a history of severe low back trauma
or lumbar injury.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; It is not known
if there has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; &lt; Describe primary symptoms here or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

1

1

2

2

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
10/01/2015; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; &lt; Describe primary
symptoms here - or Type In Unknown If No Info
Given &gt;; Meds and PT.

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Mild spondylosis at L5-S1 without acute
traumatic injury or&#x0D; listhesis on flexion
and extension imaging.; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; Mild spondylosis at L5-S1
without acute traumatic injury or&#x0D;
listhesis on flexion and extension imaging.;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Pain is located along her entire spine,
from her upper cervical neck to her tailbone.
Associated symptoms include headaches and
nausea. No radiation. Describes pain as sharp
and burning. Sometimes with numbing and
tingling. No loss of bowel or bladder con; back
pain x "years". Worsened after completing
physical therapy 6 months ago. Celebrex and
flexeril have been unbeneficial for her pain. Pain
is located along her entire spine, from her upper
cervical neck to her tailbone. Associated
symptoms include head

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

numbness and tingling in all four extremities,
radiating pain throughout mid and low back.
Dermatome distribution.; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; &lt; Describe primary
symptoms here - or Type In Unknown If No Info
Given &gt;; PT and Pain management.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient has failed a course of antiinflammatory medication or steroids.; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; There has been a
supervised trial of conservative management
for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or Chronic neck
and/or back pain; No, the patient does not
demonstrate neurological deficits.; No, this
patient did not have a recent course of
supervised physical Therapy.

4

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient has failed a course of antiinflammatory medication or steroids.; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; There has been a
supervised trial of conservative management
for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or Chronic neck
and/or back pain; Yes, the patient demonstrate
neurological deficits.; No, there is not a
documented evidence of extremity weakness
on physical examination.; No, there is no
evidence of recent development of unilateral
muscle wasting.; No, this patient did not have a
recent course of supervised physical Therapy.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient has not failed a course of antiinflammatory medication or steroids.; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; There has been a
supervised trial of conservative management
for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or Chronic neck
and/or back pain; Yes, the patient demonstrate
neurological deficits.; No, there is not a
documented evidence of extremity weakness
on physical examination.; No, there is no
evidence of recent development of unilateral
muscle wasting.; No, this patient did not have a
recent course of supervised physical Therapy.;
No, the patient did not have six weeks of
Chiropractic care related to this episode.;
cervical fusion, dizziness

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; It is not known if
the patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient does have new signs or
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; There is x-ray evidence of a recent
cervical spine fracture.

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; Yes, the patient
demonstrate neurological deficits.; yes, there is
a documented evidence of extremity weakness
on physical examination.

19

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; It is not
known if there has been a supervised trial of
conservative management for at least six
weeks.; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back pain;
Yes, the patient demonstrate neurological
deficits.; No, there is not a documented
evidence of extremity weakness on physical
examination.; No, there is no evidence of recent
development of unilateral muscle wasting.; Yes,
this patient had a recent course of supervised
physical Therapy.
This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Neurological deficits; Yes, the patient is
experiencing or presenting new symptoms of
upper extremity weakness.

1

3
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Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; It is not known if
the patient demonstrate neurological deficits.;
Yes, this patient had a recent course of
supervised physical Therapy.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; No, the patient
does not demonstrate neurological deficits.;
Yes, this patient had a recent course of
supervised physical Therapy.

3

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; Yes, the patient
demonstrate neurological deficits.; No, there is
not a documented evidence of extremity
weakness on physical examination.; No, there is
no evidence of recent development of unilateral
muscle wasting.; Yes, this patient had a recent
course of supervised physical Therapy.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Trauma
or recent injury; Yes, the patient have new or
changing neurological signs or symptoms.; Yes,
the patient is experiencing or presenting new
symptoms of upper extremity weakness.

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is not a hematologist/
oncologist.

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; It is not known
if there has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; &lt; Describe primary symptoms here or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

It is not known if the patient has any
neurological deficits.; This is a request for a
thoracic spine MRI.; There has been a
supervised trial of conservative management
for at least 6 weeks.; The study is being ordered
due to chronic back pain or suspected
degenerative disease.; The patient is
experiencing sensory abnormalities such as
numbness or tingling.

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

Mild spondylosis at L5-S1 without acute
traumatic injury or&#x0D; listhesis on flexion
and extension imaging.; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; Mild spondylosis at L5-S1
without acute traumatic injury or&#x0D;
listhesis on flexion and extension imaging.;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Pain is located along her entire spine,
from her upper cervical neck to her tailbone.
Associated symptoms include headaches and
nausea. No radiation. Describes pain as sharp
and burning. Sometimes with numbing and
tingling. No loss of bowel or bladder con; back
pain x "years". Worsened after completing
physical therapy 6 months ago. Celebrex and
flexeril have been unbeneficial for her pain. Pain
is located along her entire spine, from her upper
cervical neck to her tailbone. Associated
symptoms include head

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

numbness and tingling in all four extremities,
radiating pain throughout mid and low back.
Dermatome distribution.; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; &lt; Describe primary
symptoms here - or Type In Unknown If No Info
Given &gt;; PT and Pain management.

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

The patient does not have any neurological
deficits.; This is a request for a thoracic spine
MRI.; There has been a supervised trial of
conservative management for at least 6 weeks.;
The study is being ordered due to chronic back
pain or suspected degenerative disease.

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

Unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 26 years ago;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Back pain, old injury form age of 6, x
ray showed mild to moderate DDD,
irregularities, t12-l1 for DDD; PT, medication

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; It is unknown if the patient
has acute or chronic back pain.; This procedure
is being requested for None of the above

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Neurological deficits; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is weakness.;
extremity weakness on exam; The patient does
not have new signs or symptoms of bladder or
bowel dysfunction.; The patient does not have a
new foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent lumbar fracture.

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; None of the above; It is not
known if the patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; It is not known if
the patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.
&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
above

1

2

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
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72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; It is not known
if there has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; &lt; Describe primary symptoms here or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

2

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
10/01/2015; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; &lt; Describe primary
symptoms here - or Type In Unknown If No Info
Given &gt;; Meds and PT.

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; 1st
visit to this MDO: 3/22/2017; It is not known if
there has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; The pt has activity chg, weakness,
numbness, headaches, back pain.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
2/2017; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Pain radiation in l leg
Chronic Shoulder &amp; back pain; Medrol dose
pk Meloxicam

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
3/27/16; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; pain in hip, low back
pain, foot and leg goes to sleep; medications

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

bypass; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; It is unknown if the patient has acute or
chronic back pain.; This procedure is being
requested for None of the above

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

For back pain, R/O tear; The study requested is
a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back
pain; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; Patient is having weakness down the
middle back, into the hip area; The patient does
not have new signs or symptoms of bladder or
bowel dysfunction.; The patient does not have a
new foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent lumbar fracture.

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Mild spondylosis at L5-S1 without acute
traumatic injury or&#x0D; listhesis on flexion
and extension imaging.; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; Mild spondylosis at L5-S1
without acute traumatic injury or&#x0D;
listhesis on flexion and extension imaging.;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Pain is located along her entire spine,
from her upper cervical neck to her tailbone.
Associated symptoms include headaches and
nausea. No radiation. Describes pain as sharp
and burning. Sometimes with numbing and
tingling. No loss of bowel or bladder con; back
pain x "years". Worsened after completing
physical therapy 6 months ago. Celebrex and
flexeril have been unbeneficial for her pain. Pain
is located along her entire spine, from her upper
cervical neck to her tailbone. Associated
symptoms include head

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

patient has completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy and medication and is still having
problems with her back; The study requested is
a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back
pain; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; It is not known if
there is weakness or reflex abnormality.; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient does have a new foot
drop.

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient does have new signs or
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The
patient does not have a new foot drop.

2

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
foot drop.; There is x-ray evidence of a recent
lumbar fracture.

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

1

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has 6 weeks of completed conservative
care in the past 3 months or had a spine
injection
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has an Abnormal x-ray indicating a
significant abnormality

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has completed Treatment with a facet
joint or epidural injection in the past 6 weeks

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has Neurological deficit(s)
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1
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Advanced Practice
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72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 26 years ago;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Back pain, old injury form age of 6, x
ray showed mild to moderate DDD,
irregularities, t12-l1 for DDD; PT, medication

1

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

At least two echogenic nodular areas within the
fundal and mid&#x0D; uterine endometrium.
Consideration could be given to the
possibility&#x0D; of focal endometrial
thickening, polyps, endometrial hyperplasia
or&#x0D; endometrial cancer. Further
evaluation with dedicate; This study is being
ordered due to known or suspected infection.;
"The ordering physician is a surgeon,
gynecologist, urologist, gastroenterologist, or
infectious disease specialist or PCP ordering on
behalf of a specialist who has seen the patient.";
This is a request for a Pelvis CT.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

pain, down back , appendicitis; This study is
being ordered due to known or suspected
infection.; "The ordering physician is NOT a
surgeon, gynecologist, urologist,
gastroenterologist, or infectious disease
specialist or PCP ordering on behalf of a
specialist who has seen the patient."; "There are
NO active, clinical findings or endoscopic
findings of Crohn's disease, ulcerative colitis, or
diverticulitis."; "There are no radiographical or
ultrasound findings consistent with abnormal
fluid collection, pelvic abscess, pelvic
inflammation or ascites."; "There are no
physical findings or abnormal blood work
consistent with peritonitis, pelvic inflammatory
disease, or appendicitis."; This is a request for a
Pelvis CT.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT
&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a Pelvis
MRI.; The request is not for any of the listed
indications.

72196 MRI PELVIS

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
unknown; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; swelling

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

1

1

1
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72196 MRI PELVIS

Mild spondylosis at L5-S1 without acute
traumatic injury or&#x0D; listhesis on flexion
and extension imaging.; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; Mild spondylosis at L5-S1
without acute traumatic injury or&#x0D;
listhesis on flexion and extension imaging.;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Pain is located along her entire spine,
from her upper cervical neck to her tailbone.
Associated symptoms include headaches and
nausea. No radiation. Describes pain as sharp
and burning. Sometimes with numbing and
tingling. No loss of bowel or bladder con; back
pain x "years". Worsened after completing
physical therapy 6 months ago. Celebrex and
flexeril have been unbeneficial for her pain. Pain
is located along her entire spine, from her upper
cervical neck to her tailbone. Associated
symptoms include head

1

73200 CT ARM OR
UPPER EXTREMITY

There is not a history of upper extremity joint
or long bone trauma or injury.; This is not a
preoperative or recent postoperative
evaluation.; There is suspicion of upper
extremity neoplasm or tumor or metastasis.;
This is a request for an Arm CT Non Joint; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1
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Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
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73200 CT ARM OR
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity,
shoulder, scapula, elbow, hand, or wrist joint
CT.; There is a history of upper extremity joint
or long bone trauma or injury.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

73220 MRI UPPER
EXTREMITY , ENTIRE
EXTREMITY, NOT A
JOINT

The request is for an upper extremity non-joint
MRI.; This is not a preoperative or recent
postoperative evaluation.; There is not
suspicion of upper extremity neoplasm or tumor
or metastasis.; There is suspicion of upper
extremity bone or soft tissue infection.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
2/2017; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Pain radiation in l leg
Chronic Shoulder &amp; back pain; Medrol dose
pk Meloxicam

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; "The
caller indicated the study was not ordered for:
Known or Suspicious Mass or Tumor with or
without metastasis, Known or suspected Joint
Infection, Aseptic Necrosis, Trauma, Chronic
Pain, or Pre or Post operative evaluation."; &lt;
Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If No
Info Given. &gt;

2
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; It is not known if the patient has
completed and failed a course of conservative
treatment.; &lt; Enter answer here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given. &gt;

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has completed and failed a
course of conservative treatment of at least 4
weeks.; The ordering physician is not an
orthopedist.; The patient has a documented
limited range of motion on physical
examination.; It is not known if there is
documented findings of severe pain on motion.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has completed and failed a
course of conservative treatment of at least 4
weeks.; The ordering physician is not an
orthopedist.; There is documented findings of
severe pain on motion.

8

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has not completed and failed
a course of conservative treatment of at least 4
weeks.; Pt broke her right shoulder 5 years ago.
She stated that she has been having alot of pain
lately. Th pt also suffers from shoulder stiffness,
crepitus, a sensation of shoulder instability,
locking of her shoulder in a fixed position,
numbness (over the sh

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
is being ordered for known/suspected joint
infection.; The patient has not had a recent
bone scan.; The patient has had a recent
ultrasound of the shoulder.; The patient has had
a normal ultrasound.; The plain films were
normal.; There are documented physical or
laboratory findings of a joint infection.; The
patient has not had a recent CT of the shoulder.

2

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
is being ordered for known/suspected joint
infection.; The plain films were not normal.

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The
pain is described as chronic; The request is for
shoulder pain.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has not completed 6 weeks of
physical therapy?; The patient has been treated
with medication.; The patient has completed 6
weeks or more of Chiropractic care.; The patient
received oral analgesics.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There has has been a history of
significant trauma, dislocation or injury to the
joint within the past 6 weeks.; The patient does
have an abnormal plain film study of the joint.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

unknown; The requested study is a Shoulder
MRI.; The pain is described as chronic; The
request is for shoulder pain.; It is not known if
the physician has directed conservative
treatment for the past 6 weeks.

1

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

This is a preoperative or recent postoperative
evaluation.; This is a request for a Knee CT; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an ankle CT.; "There is a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the ankle.";
There is a history of new onset of severe pain in
the ankle within the last two weeks.; There is a
suspected tarsal coalition.; The patient has a
documented limitation of their range of
motion.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
This is not a preoperative or recent
postoperative evaluation.; There is no suspicion
of a lower extremity neoplasm, tumor or
metastasis.; There is suspicion of lower
extremity bone or joint infection.; This is a
request for a Knee CT; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
This is not a preoperative or recent
postoperative evaluation.; There is no suspicion
of a lower extremity neoplasm, tumor or
metastasis.; There is suspicion of lower
extremity bone or joint infection.; This is a
request for a Leg CT.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a Knee
MRI.; It is not known if the study is requested
for knee pain; The study is not requested for
any of the standard indications for Knee MRI

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

2

1

1

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a Knee
MRI.; The study is requested for knee pain.; The
pain is not from a recent injury, old injury,
chronic pain or a mass.
; This is a request for an Ankle MRI.; Surgery or
arthrscopy is not scheduled in the next 4
weeks.; The study is requested for ankle pain.;
There is a suspicion of tendon or ligament
injury.

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Possible fracture; This is a request for a Knee
MRI.; The study is requested for knee pain.; The
pain is described as chronic; The physician has
not directed conservative treatment for the
past 6 weeks.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Pt foot tingles, pain increases when movement
or weight bearing.; This is a request for a Knee
MRI.; The patient has not had recent plain films
of the knee.; The ordering physician is not an
orthopedist.; Non-acute Chronic Pain; Pain
greater than 3 days; No, patient has not
completed and failed a course of conservative
treatment.

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

1

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Strain of muscles tendon at lower leg level
unspecified; This study is being ordered for
trauma or injury.; Pt c/o pain/swelling in left
lower leg x3 days ago. Pt reports sxs occured
after picking up battery. Rates pain at 8 on scale
of 0-10; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Pain Swelling in leg X3
days; Nocro 10-325mg 1 tablet as needed
&#x0D; tramadol 50mg 1 tablet as needed

2

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a foot MRI.; "There is a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; There
is a history of new onset of severe pain in the
foot within the last two weeks.

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a foot MRI.; "There is not a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; There
is a history of new onset of severe pain in the
foot within the last two weeks.; The patient has
a documented limitation of their range of
motion.

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; It is not
known if the ordering physician is an
orthopedist.; Non-acute Chronic Pain; Instability

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT
73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is an orthopedist.; Suspected
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury
This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; Non-acute
Chronic Pain; Instability
This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; Suspected
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury; Yes, there
is a known trauma involving the knee.;
Instability

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; Suspected
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury; Yes, there
is a known trauma involving the knee.; Limited
range of motion

3

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; Suspected
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury; Yes, there
is a known trauma involving the knee.; Swelling
greater than 3 days

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
had recent plain films of the knee.; The plain
films were normal.; The ordering physician is
not an orthopedist.; Non-acute Chronic Pain;
Pain greater than 3 days

2

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

1

1

2

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
had recent plain films of the knee.; The plain
films were normal.; The ordering physician is
not an orthopedist.; Suspected meniscus,
tendon, or ligament injury; It is not known if
there is a known trauma involving the knee.;
Pain greater than 3 days; It is not known if the
member experience a painful popping,
snapping, or giving away of the knee.

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
had recent plain films of the knee.; The plain
films were not normal.; The ordering physician
is not an orthopedist.; Suspected meniscus,
tendon, or ligament injury; Yes, there is a
known trauma involving the knee.; Pain greater
than 3 days
This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The study is
requested for knee pain.; The pain is from an
old injury.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for an Ankle MRI.; "There is a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the ankle.";
There is a history of new onset of severe pain in
the ankle within the last two weeks.; There is
not a suspected tarsal coalition.

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

1

1

1

2

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for an Ankle MRI.; "There is
not a history (within the past six weeks) of
significant trauma, dislocation, or injury to the
ankle."; There is a history of new onset of
severe pain in the ankle within the last two
weeks.; The patient does not have an abnormal
plain film study of the ankle other than
arthritis.; The patient has not used a cane or
crutches for greater than four weeks.; There is
not a suspected tarsal coalition.; The patient has
not been treated with and failed a course of
supervised physical therapy.; The patient has
been treated with anti-inflammatory
medications in conjunction with this complaint.;
The patient does not have a documented
limitation of their range of motion.

1

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
3/27/16; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; pain in hip, low back
pain, foot and leg goes to sleep; medications

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient is not receiving long-term
steriod therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The
patient has a documented limitation of their
range of motion.
None; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is not a hematologist/
oncologist.

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

rule out hernia; This is a request for an
Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Kidney/Ureteral stone,
&#x0D; Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O
metastases, Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ
Enlargement, &#x0D; Known or suspected
infection such as pancreatitis, etc..; There are no
findings of Hematuria,
Lymphadenopathy,weight loss,abdominal
pain,diabetic patient with gastroparesis; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

2

1

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for a kidney/ureteral stone.; It
is not known if there is a strong suspicion of
kidney or ureteral stones.; This patient is
experiencing hematuria.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for a kidney/ureteral stone.;
There is a known or a strong suspicion of kidney
or ureteral stones.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for a suspicious mass or
tumor.; There is a suspicious mass found using
ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy, or
sigmoidoscopy.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for an infection such as
pancreatitis, appendicitis, abscess, colitis and
inflammatory bowel disease.; There are
abnormal lab results or physical findings on
exam such as rebound or guarding that are
consistent with peritonitis, abscess, pancreatitis
or appendicitis.; No, the patient has not been
seen by a specialist or are the studies being
requested on behalf of a specialist for an
infection.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

1

1

2

2

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for an infection such as
pancreatitis, appendicitis, abscess, colitis and
inflammatory bowel disease.; There are
abnormal lab results or physical findings on
exam such as rebound or guarding that are
consistent with peritonitis, abscess, pancreatitis
or appendicitis.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Crohn's disease,
Abscess, Ulcerative Colitis, Acute Non-ulcerative
Colitis, Diverticulitis, or Inflammatory bowel
disease.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for another reason besides
Kidney/Ureteral stone, &#x0D; Known Tumor,
Cancer, Mass, or R/O metastases, Suspicious
Mass or Tumor, Organ Enlargement, &#x0D;
Known or suspected infection such as
pancreatitis, etc..; There are clinical findings or
indications of Hematuria.; The hematuria is
newly diagnosed.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST
74175 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY
ABDOMEN
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for another reason besides
Kidney/Ureteral stone, &#x0D; Known Tumor,
Cancer, Mass, or R/O metastases, Suspicious
Mass or Tumor, Organ Enlargement, &#x0D;
Known or suspected infection such as
pancreatitis, etc..; There are clinical findings or
indications of Hematuria.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

1

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
abdomen.

1

2

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis
has been completed.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; It
is not known if the urinalysis results were
normal or abnormal.; It is not known if the pain
is acute or chronic.; This is the first visit for this
complaint.; It is unknown if the patient had an
Amylase or Lipase lab test.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; It is not
known if a urinalysis has been completed.; This
study is being requested for abdominal and/or
pelvic pain.; The study is being ordered for
chronic pain.; This is not the first visit for this
complaint.; It is unknown if there has been a
physical exam.; It is unknown if the patient had
an Amylase or Lipase lab test.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; The reason
for the study is none of the listed reasons.; It is
not know if this study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; It is not known if
the study is requested for hematuria.; Yes this is
a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Abdominal Pain with Tenderness noted for the
past week; This is a request for an abdomenpelvis CT combination.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
The study is being ordered for chronic pain.;
This is not the first visit for this complaint.;
There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
female.; A pelvic exam was NOT performed.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

At least two echogenic nodular areas within the
fundal and mid&#x0D; uterine endometrium.
Consideration could be given to the
possibility&#x0D; of focal endometrial
thickening, polyps, endometrial hyperplasia
or&#x0D; endometrial cancer. Further
evaluation with dedicate; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
pain.; This is not the first visit for this
complaint.; There has been a physical exam.;
The patient is female.; A pelvic exam was NOT
performed.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Chronic low quadrant pain; This is a request for
an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study
is being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
pain.; This is not the first visit for this
complaint.; There has been a physical exam.;
The patient is female.; It is not known if a pelvic
exam was performed.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

FEVER, CRAMPING, BURNING EPIGASTRIC,
BLOATING, CONSTIPATION, DIARRHEA, FLATUS,
NAUSEA, VOMITING, PAIN IS AGGRAVATED
WHEN EATING; This is a request for an abdomenpelvis CT combination.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
The study is being ordered for chronic pain.;
This is not the first visit for this complaint.;
There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
female.; A pelvic exam was performed.; The
results of the exam were abnormal.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Generalized abdominal pain&#x0D; Blood in
stool; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the
first visit for this complaint.; There has been a
physical exam.; The patient is female.; A pelvic
exam was NOT performed.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

H-PYLORI NEGATIVE,CBC NORMAL CONTINUED
PAIN DESPITE OMEPRAZOLE,CARAFTE AND SOFT
BLAND DIET, HIDA NEGATIVE,GALLBLADDER
ULTRASOUND NEGATIVE, NO RELIEF WITH
TYLENOL #3, FLAT AND UPRIGHT XRAY NORMAL
IN OFFICE; This is a request for an abdomenpelvis CT combination.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
The study is being ordered for chronic pain.;
This is not the first visit for this complaint.;
There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
female.; A pelvic exam was NOT performed.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

LLQ guarding and tenderness on palpation,
microscopic hematuria on UA; This is a request
for an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This
study is being requested for abdominal and/or
pelvic pain.; The study is being ordered for
acute pain.; There has been a physical exam.;
The patient is male.; A rectal exam was not
performed.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

None.; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis
CT combination.; The reason for the study is
infection.; It is not known if the patient has a
fever and elevated white blood cell count or
abnormal amylase/lipase.; This study is not
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is not requested for hematuria.;
The patient does not have Crohn's Disease,
Ulcerative Colitis or Diverticulitis.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

none; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 04/26/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; h/a, abd
pain; meds

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Pt had low back pain, nausea due to pain,
hematuria.; This is a request for an abdomenpelvis CT combination.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
The study is being ordered for chronic pain.;
This is not the first visit for this complaint.;
There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
female.; A pelvic exam was NOT performed.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

PT HAS A WBC OF 9.6. PRACTICINER WANTING
TO RULE OUT DIVERTICULITIS.; This is a request
for an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; A
urinalysis has been completed.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The results of the urinalysis were normal.;
The study is being ordered for chronic pain.;
This is the first visit for this complaint.; The
patient did not have a amylase or lipase lab
test.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

pt with pyelonephritis, hematuria and flank
pain. not responding to oral abx; This is a
request for an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being ordered
for chronic pain.; This is not the first visit for this
complaint.; There has been a physical exam.;
The patient is female.; A pelvic exam was NOT
performed.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

PT. HAD C-SECTION 1 YEAR AGO. HAS BEEN
SLOW HEALING PROCESS, CHRONIC PURULENT
DISCHARGE FROM UMBILICOUS. PATIENT HAS
ABDOMINAL PAIN AND TENDERNESS PT. C/O
"DISCHARGE AND SOMETIMES BLEEDING FROM
UMBILICUS, ABDOMINAL PAIN AND
TENDERNESS." SUPECT PERITONEA; This is a
request for an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being ordered
for acute pain.; There has been a physical
exam.; The patient is female.; A pelvic exam was
NOT performed.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

r/o chnrons disease persistent and sharp pain
two weeks before 4-14; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
pain.; This is not the first visit for this
complaint.; There has been a physical exam.;
The patient is female.; A pelvic exam was NOT
performed.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

r/o renal stone; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
pain.; This is not the first visit for this
complaint.; There has been a physical exam.;
The patient is female.; A pelvic exam was
performed.; The results of the exam were
normal.; The patient did not have an
Ultrasound.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Right lower quadrant abdominal pain&#x0D;
Severe hepatic parenchymal disease versus fatty
liver.&#x0D; 2. Atrophic right kidney with
limited detail.&#x0D; The uterus is surgically
absent. Neither ovary is&#x0D;
identified.&#x0D; right lower abdominal pain x
1 month intermittently; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis
has been completed.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
The results of the urinalysis were normal.; The
study is being ordered for chronic pain.; This is
the first visit for this complaint.; The patient did
not have a amylase or lipase lab test.; Yes this is
a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Severe abd pain. Splenomegaly. Started 10 days
ago. Had this same feeling 6 years ago (thought
appendix) CT negative then. Ultrasound
revealed enlarged spleen and dense liver.; This
is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has been completed.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The results of the urinalysis
were normal.; The study is being ordered for
chronic pain.; This is the first visit for this
complaint.; It is unknown if the patient had an
Amylase or Lipase lab test.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

The Pt has painful umbilical hernia.; This is a
request for an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being ordered
for chronic pain.; This is not the first visit for this
complaint.; There has been a physical exam.;
The patient is male.; A rectal exam was not
performed.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has been completed.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The results of the urinalysis
were abnormal.; The urinalysis was positive for
hematuria/blood.; The study is being ordered
for chronic pain.; This is the first visit for this
complaint.; The patient did not have a amylase
or lipase lab test.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; Infection such as pancreatitis,
appendicitis, abscess, colitis and inflammatory
bowel disease; Yes, the patient has been seen
by a specialist or are the studies being
requested on behalf of a specialist for an
infection.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

2

6

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; It is unknown if there are
abnormal lab results or physical findings on
exam such as rebound or guarding that are
consistent with peritonitis, abscess, pancreatitis
or appendicitis.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Crohn's disease,
Abscess, Ulcerative Colitis, Acute Non-ulcerative
Colitis, Diverticulitis, or Inflammatory bowel
disease.; It is not known if there are findings
that confirm hepatitis C.; Infection such as
pancreatitis, appendicitis, abscess, colitis and
inflammatory bowel disease; No, the patient
has not been seen by a specialist or are the
studies being requested on behalf of a specialist
for an infection.; 31y/o male presents c/o LLQ
abdominal pain intermittently x 1 year, acutely
worse over the past month, constant at this
time, notable tenderness to palpation LLQ; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The hematuria is due to Renal
Calculi/kidney/ ureteral stone.; This study is not
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is requested for hematuria.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is
infection.; The patient has a fever and elevated
white blood cell count or abnormal
amylase/lipase.; This study is not being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
The study is not requested for hematuria.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The requested study is for postoperative evaluation.; The requested study is a
first follow up study for a post operatove
complication.; Pre-op or post op evaluation; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are abnormal lab results or
physical findings on exam such as rebound or
guarding that are consistent with peritonitis,
abscess, pancreatitis or appendicitis.; Infection
such as pancreatitis, appendicitis, abscess,
colitis and inflammatory bowel disease; No, the
patient has not been seen by a specialist or are
the studies being requested on behalf of a
specialist for an infection.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

8

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are clinical findings or
indications of Hematuria.; Other; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

4

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are clinical findings or
indications of unexplained abdominal pain in
patient over 75 years of age.; Other; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are clinical findings or
indications of unexplained weight loss of greater
than 10% body weight in 1 month; Other; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

3

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are NO abnormal lab
results or physical findings on exam such as
rebound or guarding that are consistent with
peritonitis, abscess, pancreatitis or
appendicitis.; There are known or endoscopic
findings of Diverticulitis.; Infection such as
pancreatitis, appendicitis, abscess, colitis and
inflammatory bowel disease; No, the patient
has not been seen by a specialist or are the
studies being requested on behalf of a specialist
for an infection.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are NO abnormal lab
results or physical findings on exam such as
rebound or guarding that are consistent with
peritonitis, abscess, pancreatitis or
appendicitis.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Crohn's disease,
Abscess, Ulcerative Colitis, Acute Non-ulcerative
Colitis, Diverticulitis, or Inflammatory bowel
disease.; There are no findings that confirm
hepatitis C.; Infection such as pancreatitis,
appendicitis, abscess, colitis and inflammatory
bowel disease; No, the patient has not been
seen by a specialist or are the studies being
requested on behalf of a specialist for an
infection.; there is change bowel habits; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are NO abnormal lab
results or physical findings on exam such as
rebound or guarding that are consistent with
peritonitis, abscess, pancreatitis or
appendicitis.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Crohn's disease,
Abscess, Ulcerative Colitis, Acute Non-ulcerative
Colitis, Diverticulitis, or Inflammatory bowel
disease.; There are no findings that confirm
hepatitis C.; Infection such as pancreatitis,
appendicitis, abscess, colitis and inflammatory
bowel disease; No, the patient has not been
seen by a specialist or are the studies being
requested on behalf of a specialist for an
infection.; Unknown; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; &lt;Enter Additional
Clinical Information&gt;; Yes this is a request for
a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; AB PAIN; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

4

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; body aches, fever,
jaundice; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Chronic ABD pain and
change bowel habits.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; establish urological care;
closed bladder neck; elevate urine flow; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Pelvic pain for 3 weeks
with fever; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

1

1

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Pt had a CT of the Chest in
the ER and thought they saw something in her
small intestine.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; pt went er and had a xray
that was normal; pain is increasing; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; tenderness at the
umbilicus, visible striae of the abdomen pain
increases with forceful movement and rests
improves discomfort, scar at umbilicus with
edema noted, previous hernia repair, looking
for reoccurance of hernia, pain has worsened
over last mo; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is a known or a strong
suspicion of kidney or ureteral stones.;
Kidney/Ureteral stone; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

1

1
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Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is a suspicious mass found
using ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy,
or sigmoidoscopy.; Suspicious Mass or Tumor;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

3

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is no suspicious mass found
using ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy,
or sigmoidoscopy.; There are no new symptoms
including hematuria.; There are new lab results
or other imaging studies including ultrasound,
Doppler or plain films findings.; Suspicious Mass
or Tumor; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This is not a request for follow up
of a known tumor or cancer involving both the
abdomen and pelvis or if this patient is
undergoing active treatment.; This is a request
for initial staging of a known tumor other than
prostate.; Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or Rule
out metastases; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This is not a request for follow up
of a known tumor or cancer involving both the
abdomen and pelvis or if this patient is
undergoing active treatment.; This is not a
request for initial staging of a known tumor
other than prostate.; There has NOT been a
recent (within the last 3 months) Abdomen
and/or Pelvis CT.; This patient does NOT have
known prostate cancer with a PSA (prostatespecific antigen) greater than 10.; Known
Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or Rule out metastases;
yes, there is a palpable or observed abdominal
mass.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

2

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the
first visit for this complaint.; There has not been
a physical exam.; The patient had an amylase
lab test.; The results of the lab test were
abnormal.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Topamax and Imitrex but he was getting
recurrent kidney stones on the Topamax so he
was taken off of this medication. He states that
approximately one week ago he felt that he was
getting another kidney stone on the right side
and has been having some rig; This is a request
for an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; A
urinalysis has not been completed.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
pain.; This is the first visit for this complaint.;
The patient did not have a amylase or lipase lab
test.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

unknown; This is a request for an abdomenpelvis CT combination.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
The study is being ordered for chronic pain.;
This is not the first visit for this complaint.;
There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
female.; A pelvic exam was NOT performed.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

We are looking for a mass. patient is having
abdominal tenderness and rebound tenderness
in bilateral sides of abdomen.; This is a request
for an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; A
urinalysis has been completed.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The results of the urinalysis were normal.;
The study is being ordered for chronic pain.;
This is the first visit for this complaint.; The
patient did not have a amylase or lipase lab
test.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
unknown; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; swelling

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study.";

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study.";
Constant right flank pain for 6 weeks. Recent CT
of abdomen shows indeterminate mass on the
right adrenal gland measuring 1.9 cm.

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are no
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study."; This is
a 57-year-old female with history of multiple
lung nodules in the right upper lobe, concerning
for malignancy (on PET scan 3/2/2017). Biopsy
of the lung nodule done on 4/14/2017 showed
adenocarcinoma with suggestion of a metastatic
process from pa

1

This patient does not have a medical problem
that makes him/ her unsuitable for conventional
colonoscopy.; This patient has not undergone
an attempted but incomplete conventional
colonoscopy.; This patient does not have a
known obstructing colorectal cancer.; The
member had colon screening studies completed
prior to this request.

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

74261 CT Colonography,
diagnostic without
contrast
75635 CTA AA&BI
ILIOFEM LXTR RS&I C/C+ POST-PXESSING

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
abdominal arteries.
Patient has left breast cancer; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of the
studies being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.

77078 CT bone mineral
density study, 1 or more
sites; axial skeleton

This is a request for a Bone Density Study.; This
patient has not had a bone mineral density
study within the past 23 months.; This is a bone
density study in a patient with clinical risk of
osteoporosis or osteopenia.

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

1

1

1

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

35 y/o F c/o heart palpitations, fatigue and
chest pressure. Episode yesterday of chest
pressure lasted 5 min. Rest helped the pain.
Reports SOB during episode. Radiated into
shoulder blades. Also, hx of dull ache in chest
over the past few weeks intermit; The patient is
not diabetic.; The patient is less than 45 years
old.; The patient has not had a recent exercise
treadmill test that was positive.; The patient has
NONE of the following: heart transplant, aortic
aneurysm, carotid artery narrowing or stenosis,
and/ or peripheral vascular disease or narrowed
blood vessels in the legs.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

The study is being ordered for a post
myocardial infarction evaluation.; The patient is
presenting new symptoms of chest pain or
increasing shortness of breath.; The patient's
age is between 45 and 64.; The patient has not
had a stress echocardiogram within the past
eight weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient has not had a nuclear cardiology
study since having an MI.

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

The study is being ordered for suspected CAD.;
The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
There are documented clinical findings of
hyperlipidemia.; The patient has not had a
recent non-nuclear stress test.; The patient's
age is between 45 and 64.; The patient has not
had a stress echocardiogram within the past
eight weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient has a physical limitation to exercise.

2

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

This study is being ordered as a pre-operative
evaluation.; The patient is presenting with
symptoms of atypical chest pain and/or
shortness of breath.; There are no documented
clinical findings of hyperlipidemia.; The patient
has not had a recent non-nuclear stress test.;
The patient has not had a recent stress
echocardiogram.; The patient has suspected
CAD.; This patient is clinically obese or has an
emphysematous chest configuration.; The
patient's age is between 45 and 64.; The patient
has not had a stress echocardiogram within the
past eight weeks.; This evaluation is prior to
major surgery involving general anesthesia.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has a physical limitation to exercise.

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being requested for Melanoma.;
This is NOT for evaluation of regional lymph
nodes.; This would be the first PET Scan
performed on this patient for this cancer.; This
is NOT a Medicare member.

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for another reason;
This study is being ordered for evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x-ray or EKG) indicative
of heart disease.; There has been a change in
clinical status since the last echocardiogram.;
This is not for the initial evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x-ray or EKG) indicatvie of heart
disease.

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for another reason;
This study is being ordered for evaluation of
Pericardial Disease.; This is for the initial
evaluation of a pericardial disease.

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Cardiac Murmur.; It is unknown if this request is
for initial evaluation of a murmur.; It is unknown
if this is a request for follow up of a known
murmur.

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Cardiac Murmur.; This request is for initial
evaluation of a murmur.; It is unknown if the
murmur is grade III (3) or greater.; There are
NOT clinical symptoms supporting a suspicion of
structural heart disease.; This is NOT a request
for follow up of a known murmur.

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Cardiac Murmur.; This request is for initial
evaluation of a murmur.; The murmur is grade
III (3) or greater.

2

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of Left
Ventricular Function.; The patient has a history
of hypertensive heart disease.; There is a
change in the patient’s cardiac symptoms.

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Pulmonary Hypertension.

1

93350 ECHO TTHRC R-T
2D -+M-MODE
COMPLETE REST&STRS

This is a request for a Stress Echocardiogram.;
The patient has NOT had cardiac testing
including Stress Echocardiogram, Nuclear
Cardiology (SPECT/MPI), Coronary CT
angiography (CCTA) or Cardiac Catheterization
in the last 2 years.; The member has known or
suspected coronary artery disease.

2

G0297 Low dose CT
scan (LDCT) for lung
cancer screening

R/O CANCER BECAUSE OF CHEST PAIN.
SMOKER.; This request is for a Low Dose CT for
Lung Cancer Screening.; No, I do not want to
request a Chest CT instead of a Low Dose CT for
Lung Cancer Screening.; The patient is
presenting with pulmonary signs or symptoms
of lung cancer or there are other diagnostic test
suggestive of lung cancer.

1

G0297 Low dose CT
scan (LDCT) for lung
cancer screening

This request is for a Low Dose CT for Lung
Cancer Screening.; This patient has NOT had a
Low Dose CT for Lung Cancer Screening in the
past 11 months.; The patient is between 55 and
80 years old.; This patient is a smoker or has a
history of smoking.; The patient has a 30 pack
per year history of smoking.; The patient is NOT
presenting with pulmonary signs or symptoms
of lung cancer nor are there other diagnostic
test suggestive of lung cancer.; The patient has
not quit smoking.

3

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Approval

S8037 mrcp

This is a request for MRCP.; There is a reason
why the patient cannot have an ERCP.; The
patient has not undergone an unsuccessful
ERCP.; The patient does not have an altered
biliary tract anatomy that precludes ERCP.; The
patient requires evaluation for a congenital
defect of the pancreatic or biliary tract.

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; There is headache not improved
by pain medications.; "There are no recent
neurological symptoms or deficits such as oneRadiology Services sided weakness, vision defects, speech
Denied Not
impairments or sudden onset of severe
Medically
dizziness."; This study is being requested for a
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
headache.
Radiology Services ; This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The
Denied Not
study is being requested for evaluation of a
Medically
headache.; The headache is described as chronic
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
or recurring.

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Disapproval

; This is a request for a brain/head CT.; There is
headache not improved by pain medications.;
"There are no recent neurological symptoms or
Radiology Services deficits such as one-sided weakness, vision
Denied Not
defects, speech impairments or sudden onset of
Medically
severe dizziness."; This study is being requested
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
for a headache.

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Disapproval

1

1

1

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Disapproval

history of bleeding in eyes, loss of memory,
Radiology Services headaches, dizziness and nausea,; This is a
Denied Not
request for a brain/head CT.; The study is being
Medically
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
headache is described as chronic or recurring.

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Disapproval

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary

Pt has migraine with aura; worsening; This is a
request for a brain/head CT.; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
headache is described as chronic or recurring.

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Disapproval

Pt needs CT of the brain due to syncope and
Radiology Services fainting.; This is a request for a brain/head CT.;
Denied Not
Thi study is being requested for None of the
Medically
above.; This procedure is being requested for
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
other indications

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Disapproval

She is experiencing ongoing worsening pain in
her neck, head, and face. To evaluate her
problems a ct is needed.; This study is being
ordered for trauma or injury.; February 25th;
There has been treatment or conservative
Radiology Services therapy.; Ear pain, loss of hearing. Shoulder pain
Denied Not
with numbness down limb, pain with eating due
Medically
to pain on face from blunt trauma; She has
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
taken medications and rested with ice.

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Disapproval

She is having migraines, nausea and dizziness
for 2 months. No medications are helping.; This
Radiology Services is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study is
Denied Not
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Medically
The headache is described as chronic or
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
recurring.

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Disapproval

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary

unknown; This is a request for a brain/head CT.;
The study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The headache is described as chronic
or recurring.

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Disapproval

CT requested for recurrent sinusitis, right sinus
pain, and facial tenderness over the sinuses.;
This study is being ordered for sinusitis.; This is a
request for a Sinus CT.; The patient is NOT
immune-compromised.; The patient's current
70486 CT SINUS,
Radiology Services rhinosinusitis symptoms are described as
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M Denied Not
Recurrent Acute Rhinosinusitis (4 or more acute
AXILLOFACIAL NO
Medically
episodes per year); Yes this is a request for a
CONTRAST
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Disapproval

patient seen on 05/17/17, worsened; This
study is being ordered for sinusitis.; This is a
request for a Sinus CT.; It is unknown if the
patient is immune-compromised.; The patient's
current rhinosinusitis symptoms are described
as (sudden onset of 2 or more symptoms of
nasal discharge, blockage or congestion, facial
70486 CT SINUS,
Radiology Services pain, pressure and reduction or loss of sense of
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M Denied Not
smell, which are less than 12 wks in duration); It
AXILLOFACIAL NO
has been 14 or more days since onset; Yes this
Medically
CONTRAST
Necessary
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Disapproval

recurrent; This study is being ordered for
sinusitis.; This is a request for a Sinus CT.; The
patient is NOT immune-compromised.; The
70486 CT SINUS,
Radiology Services patient's current rhinosinusitis symptoms are
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M Denied Not
described as Chronic Rhinosinusitis (episode is
AXILLOFACIAL NO
Medically
greater than 12 weeks); Yes this is a request for
CONTRAST
Necessary
a Diagnostic CT

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Disapproval

She is experiencing ongoing worsening pain in
her neck, head, and face. To evaluate her
problems a ct is needed.; This study is being
ordered for trauma or injury.; February 25th;
There has been treatment or conservative
70486 CT SINUS,
Radiology Services therapy.; Ear pain, loss of hearing. Shoulder pain
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M Denied Not
with numbness down limb, pain with eating due
AXILLOFACIAL NO
Medically
to pain on face from blunt trauma; She has
CONTRAST
Necessary
taken medications and rested with ice.

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Disapproval
Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Disapproval
Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
Radiology Services congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
5/10/17; There has not been any treatment or
70540 MRI
Denied Not
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O Medically
conservative therapy.; blurry vision, decreased
DYE
Necessary
vision in both eyes.
70540 MRI
Radiology Services ; This study is being ordered for a neurological
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O Denied Not
disorder.; ; There has been treatment or
DYE
Medically
conservative therapy.; ;
70540 MRI
Radiology Services ; This study is being ordered for trauma or
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O Denied Not
injury.; ; There has been treatment or
DYE
Medically
conservative therapy.; ;

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The patient has a chronic or
recurring headache.
loss of balance , weakness , blurred vision, loss
of balance, difficulty walking; This request is for
Radiology Services a Brain MRI; The study is NOT being requested
Denied Not
for evaluation of a headache.; The patient has
Medically
vertigo.; It is unknown why this study is being
Necessary
ordered.
Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

2

1

1

2

1

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

Pt. reports blurred vision, episodes of
forgetfulness, memory loss, and episodes of
sharp, stabbing pains to top of head.; This
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient has dizziness.; The patient has a sudden
and severe headache.; The patient had a recent
onset (within the last 3 months) of neurologic
symptoms.
unknown; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient does not have a sudden
severe, chronic or recurring or a thunderclap
headache.
Unknown; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has a chronic or
recurring headache.
Dyspnea SOB xray; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; The study is being ordered for none of
the above.; This study is being ordered for non
of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary
Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Pt states that she has a 2 mm spot in her lung
after an accident on 7-26-2010 and she reports
that this has not been rechecked since then.;
"There is NO evidence of a lung, mediastinal or
Radiology Services chest mass noted within the last 30 days."; A
Denied Not
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
Medically
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Necessary
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Disapproval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Disapproval

1

1

1

1

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Disapproval

71550 MRI CHEST

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Disapproval

71550 MRI CHEST

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Disapproval

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

There is no radiologic evidence of mediastinal
widening.; There is no physical or radiologic
evidence of a chest wall abnormality.; pt had
recent fall, and has new onset of shortness of
breath and decreased mobility; The ordering
physician a is NOT a Surgeon, Pulmonologist, or
Cardiologist.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
Radiology Services ordered.; The study is being ordered for none of
the above.; This study is being ordered for
Denied Not
follow up trauma.; Yes this is a request for a
Medically
Necessary
Diagnostic CT
Unknown; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
Radiology Services The study is being ordered for none of the
Denied Not
above.; This study is being ordered for non of
Medically
the above.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
Necessary
CT
&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a work-up of a suspicious mass.; There is no
radiographic or physical evidence of a lung or
chest mass.; This is a request for a chest MRI.
; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ;
&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is not to be part
Radiology Services of a Myelogram.; This is a request for a Cervical
Denied Not
Spine CT; Call does not know if there is a reason
Medically
why the patient cannot have a Cervical Spine
Necessary
MRI.
Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary
Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically

1

1

1

1

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Disapproval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Disapproval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Disapproval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Disapproval

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
Radiology Services No Info Given. &gt;; This study is not to be part
Denied Not
of a Myelogram.; This is a request for a Cervical
Medically
Spine CT; There is no reason why the patient
Necessary
cannot have a Cervical Spine MRI.

1

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

; This study is not to be part of a Myelogram.;
This is a request for a Cervical Spine CT; There is
no reason why the patient cannot have a
Cervical Spine MRI.

1

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

PATIENT IS HAS SWELLING AND A MASS ON THE
LEFT SIDE OF NECK AND IS CAUSING PAIN; This
Radiology Services study is not to be part of a Myelogram.; This is a
Denied Not
request for a Cervical Spine CT; There is no
Medically
reason why the patient cannot have a Cervical
Necessary
Spine MRI.

1

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

She is experiencing ongoing worsening pain in
her neck, head, and face. To evaluate her
problems a ct is needed.; This study is being
ordered for trauma or injury.; February 25th;
There has been treatment or conservative
Radiology Services therapy.; Ear pain, loss of hearing. Shoulder pain
Denied Not
with numbness down limb, pain with eating due
Medically
to pain on face from blunt trauma; She has
Necessary
taken medications and rested with ice.

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Disapproval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Disapproval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient does not have a history of severe low
back trauma or lumbar injury.; This is not a
preoperative or recent postoperative
evaluation.; This study is not part of a
myelogram or discogram.; The patient is not
experiencing symptoms of radiculopathy for six
weeks or more.; There is no neurologic
symptoms of bowel or urinary bladder
Radiology Services dysfunction.; There is no suspicion of lumbar
Denied Not
spine infection.; There is no suspicion of lumbar
spine neoplasm or tumor or metastasis.; Yes
Medically
Necessary
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
Radiology Services This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
Denied Not
patient has a history of severe low back trauma
Medically
or lumbar injury.; Yes this is a request for a
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back
pain; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
Radiology Services weakness.; Document exam findings; The
Denied Not
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
Medically
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; There is not xray evidence of a recent cervical spine fracture.
Necessary

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Disapproval

1

1

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Disapproval
Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Disapproval
Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Disapproval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST
72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST
72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This is a request for cervical spine MRI; None
of the above; The patient does not have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; The
patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The
Radiology Services patient has seen the doctor more then once for
Denied Not
these symptoms.; The physician has not
Medically
directed conservative treatment for the past 6
Necessary
weeks.
Radiology Services ; This study is being ordered for a neurological
Denied Not
disorder.; ; There has been treatment or
Medically
conservative therapy.; ;
Radiology Services ; This study is being ordered for trauma or
Denied Not
injury.; ; There has been treatment or
Medically
conservative therapy.; ;

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Suspected pinched nerve; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Radiology Services vascular disease.; 01/28/2017; There has been
Denied Not
treatment or conservative therapy.;
Medically
Radiculopathy cervical region, lower extremity
swelling and cramps; Medication
Necessary

1

1

1

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient has failed a course of antiinflammatory medication or steroids.; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; There has been a
supervised trial of conservative management
for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or Chronic neck
Radiology Services and/or back pain; No, the patient does not
demonstrate neurological deficits.; No, this
Denied Not
patient did not have a recent course of
Medically
Necessary
supervised physical Therapy.

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient reports trouble concentrating.She
describes the quality of pain as aching, burning
and deep.. She reports severity of pain on
numerical reporting scale, at its worse is 8/10,
least is 2/10, on an average 5/10, and right now
it is 4/10. Worseni; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; 12-2816; There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Worsening factor(s) include: bending,
house chores, lifting, lying flat on back, standing
and walking Alleviating factors include exercise,
hot Packs, medications and sitting. Other
associated symptoms/problems include but not
limited to: depression and f; She has tried
NSAIDs- ibuprofen, aleve, tylenol, sports
creams, Robaxin, Flexeril, Baclofen,
Gabapentin/Horizant,
Radiology Services Amitriptyline/Nortriptyline, Prozac,
Denied Not
Hydrocodone and Oxycodone in the past. The
Medically
treatment tried in the past includes home
Necessary
exercises and Inter

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Disapproval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Disapproval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has not been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; It is not known if
the patient demonstrate neurological deficits.;
Robert J Smyth, a 63 y.o. male presents with a
Chief Complaint of Shoulder Pain Patient
Radiology Services presents with complaints of left sided
Denied Not
shoulder/neck pain for over 2 weeks. States the
pain comes and goes and radiates down to his
Medically
Necessary
hand. States he had the same sympt

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has not been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Radiology Services Chronic neck and/or back pain; No, the patient
Denied Not
does not demonstrate neurological deficits.;
Medically
Swollen area on back of neck, pain radiates
Necessary
down right shoulder

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has not been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; Yes, the patient
demonstrate neurological deficits.; No, there is
not a documented evidence of extremity
Radiology Services weakness on physical examination.; No, there is
Denied Not
no evidence of recent development of unilateral
Medically
muscle wasting.; &lt;Enter Additional Clinical
Necessary
Information&gt;

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Disapproval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Disapproval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Disapproval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Unknown; This is a request for cervical spine
MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is reflex
abnormality.; The patient does not have new
Radiology Services signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
Denied Not
recent cervical spine fracture.; Diminished
Medically
Necessary
reflex

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
vascular disease.; ; There has been treatment or
CONTRAST
Necessary
conservative therapy.; ;
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
; This study is being ordered for trauma or
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
injury.; ; It is not known if there has been any
CONTRAST
Necessary
treatment or conservative therapy.;
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
; This study is being ordered for trauma or
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
injury.; ; There has been treatment or
CONTRAST
Necessary
conservative therapy.; ;

1

1

1

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Disapproval

31 y.o.male here for complaint of mid back
strain. He states his pain began Friday with mid
back pain that radiated to his right hip and
down his right leg. He states he went to the
emergency room because his started to get a
headache, too. He states he r; This is a request
for a thoracic spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back
pain; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is no
weakness or reflex abnormality.; The patient
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services does not have new signs or symptoms of
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
not have a new foot drop.; There is recent
CONTRAST
Necessary
evidence of a thoracic spine fracture.

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Disapproval

It is not known if there are documented
findings of immune system suppression.; This is
a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; It is not
known if the patient is experiencing back pain
associated with abdominal pain.; The caller
indicated the the study was not ordered for:
Chronic Back pain, Trauma, Known or suspected
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services tumor with or without metastasis, Follow up to
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
or Pre-operative evalution, or Neurological
deficits."; &lt;Enter Additional Clinical
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
Information&gt;
CONTRAST
Necessary

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Disapproval

None; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services anomaly, or vascular disease.; 4/5/2017; There
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
has been treatment or conservative therapy.; pt
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
has inflammation with back pain . Shoulder
CONTRAST
Necessary
pain and leg pain; Physical Therapy

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Disapproval

unknown; This is a request for a thoracic spine
MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient
does not have new or changing neurologic signs
or symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has not
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?; The
patient has been treated with medication.; It is
not known was medications were used in
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services treatment.; The patient has not completed 6
SPINE CHEST SPINE
weeks or more of Chiropractic care.; The
Denied Not
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
physician has not directed a home exercise
CONTRAST
program for at least 6 weeks.
Necessary

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Disapproval

UNKNOWN; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services anomaly, or vascular disease.; UNKNOWN;
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
There has not been any treatment or
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
conservative therapy.; BACK PAIN THAT
CONTRAST
Necessary
RADIATES FROM THE NECK DOWN TO HER KNEE

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
It is not known if the patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; The
patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The
patient has seen the doctor more then once for
these symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; It
is not known if the patient has completed 6
weeks of physical therapy?; The patient has
been treated with medication.; The patient was
Radiology Services treated with oral analgesics.; The patient has
Denied Not
not completed 6 weeks or more of Chiropractic
Medically
care.; The physician has not directed a home
Necessary
exercise program for at least 6 weeks.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Disapproval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Disapproval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Disapproval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
Radiology Services had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
Denied Not
seen the doctor more then once for these
Medically
symptoms.; The physician has not directed
Necessary
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
Radiology Services No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Denied Not
Lumbar Spine MRI.; It is unknown if the patient
Medically
has acute or chronic back pain.; This procedure
Necessary
is being requested for None of the above

3

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Radiology Services Lumbar Spine MRI.; None of the above; It is not
Denied Not
known if the patient does have new or changing
Medically
neurologic signs or symptoms.; It is not known if
Necessary
the patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.

2

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; None of the above; It is not
known if the patient does have new or changing
Radiology Services neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
Denied Not
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; It is not know if
Medically
the patient has seen the doctor more then once
Necessary
for these symptoms.

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Disapproval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Disapproval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
above

4

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
Radiology Services disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
Denied Not
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
2/9/2017; There has been treatment or
Medically
Necessary
conservative therapy.; pain; therapy

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; It is not known if
the patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has not completed 6 weeks of
physical therapy?; The patient has been treated
with medication.; It is not known was
medications were used in treatment.; The
patient has not completed 6 weeks or more of
Chiropractic care.; The physician has directed a
Radiology Services home exercise program for at least 6 weeks.;
Denied Not
The home treatment did include exercise,
Medically
prescription medication and follow-up office
Necessary
visits.; NO improvement

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Disapproval
Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Disapproval
Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Disapproval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST
72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST
72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
Radiology Services disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Denied Not
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Medically
vascular disease.; ; There has been treatment or
Necessary
conservative therapy.; ;
Radiology Services ; This study is being ordered for trauma or
Denied Not
injury.; ; It is not known if there has been any
Medically
treatment or conservative therapy.;
Radiology Services ; This study is being ordered for trauma or
Denied Not
injury.; ; There has been treatment or
Medically
conservative therapy.; ;

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Further evaluation; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; Pt has weakness, gait disturbance
and numbness down the leg; back pain radiating
Radiology Services to leg; The patient does not have new signs or
Denied Not
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The
Medically
patient does not have a new foot drop.; There is
Necessary
not x-ray evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

1

2

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Disapproval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Disapproval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Herniation of lumbar disc with sciatica; The
study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute
or Chronic back pain; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is reflex abnormality.; The patient does
not have new signs or symptoms of bladder or
Radiology Services bowel dysfunction.; The patient does not have a
new foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
Denied Not
recent lumbar fracture.; Weakness in legs with
Medically
standing and walking
Necessary

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

none; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; tingling in leg
and weakness, joint tenderness; The patient
Radiology Services does not have new signs or symptoms of
Denied Not
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
Medically
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.
Necessary

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

None; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
Radiology Services anomaly, or vascular disease.; 4/5/2017; There
Denied Not
has been treatment or conservative therapy.; pt
Medically
has inflammation with back pain . Shoulder
Necessary
pain and leg pain; Physical Therapy

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Disapproval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient has radiating pain , chronic back pain
Radiology Services for 6 years, patient says pain causes paralysis;
Denied Not
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Medically
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
Necessary
patient has none of the above

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient has tried multiple rounds of antiinflammatories, oral analgesics and rest.; The
study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute
or Chronic back pain; It is not known if the
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; The patient has had back
pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the
doctor more then once for these symptoms.;
The physician has directed conservative
treatment for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has
not completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?;
The patient has been treated with medication.;
The patient was treated with oral analgesics.;
The patient has not completed 6 weeks or more
of Chiropractic care.; The physician has directed
a home exercise program for at least 6 weeks.;
The home treatment did include exercise,
prescription medication and follow-up office
visits.; Patient has had chronic back pain for the
Radiology Services past 20+ years. He has tried several rounds of
Denied Not
anti-inflammatories, oral analgesics, and
Medically
exercises. He cannot complete daily activities
Necessary
without pain medication.

1

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Disapproval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Disapproval

Advanced Practice
Registered Nurse Disapproval

pos straight leg rise; arthritis in the spine; The
study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The
patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has none of the above

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

pt has had 6 weeks of conservative treatment
with worsening symptoms; The study requested
is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back
pain; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; lumbago with sciatica; The patient
Radiology Services does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
Denied Not
Medically
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.
Necessary

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Suspected pinched nerve; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Radiology Services vascular disease.; 01/28/2017; There has been
Denied Not
treatment or conservative therapy.;
Medically
Radiculopathy cervical region, lower extremity
swelling and cramps; Medication
Necessary

1

1
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72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient reports trouble concentrating.She
describes the quality of pain as aching, burning
and deep.. She reports severity of pain on
numerical reporting scale, at its worse is 8/10,
least is 2/10, on an average 5/10, and right now
it is 4/10. Worseni; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; 12-2816; There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Worsening factor(s) include: bending,
house chores, lifting, lying flat on back, standing
and walking Alleviating factors include exercise,
hot Packs, medications and sitting. Other
associated symptoms/problems include but not
limited to: depression and f; She has tried
NSAIDs- ibuprofen, aleve, tylenol, sports
creams, Robaxin, Flexeril, Baclofen,
Gabapentin/Horizant,
Radiology Services Amitriptyline/Nortriptyline, Prozac,
Denied Not
Hydrocodone and Oxycodone in the past. The
Medically
treatment tried in the past includes home
Necessary
exercises and Inter

1
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72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

UNKNOWN; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
Radiology Services anomaly, or vascular disease.; UNKNOWN;
Denied Not
There has not been any treatment or
Medically
conservative therapy.; BACK PAIN THAT
Necessary
RADIATES FROM THE NECK DOWN TO HER KNEE

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Variable degenerative lumbar spine changes
and underlying lumbar spasm/strain. No
radiographically visible acute post-traumatic or
pathologic finding. Correlation with an MRI of
the lumbar spine may be of value in the
appropriate clinical setting.; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is no weakness or reflex abnormality.;
Radiology Services The patient does not have new signs or
Denied Not
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The
Medically
patient does not have a new foot drop.; There is
Necessary
not x-ray evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1
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72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Weakness in legs and tender to touch; The
study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute
or Chronic back pain; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is weakness.; ; The patient does not have
Radiology Services new signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
Denied Not
foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
Medically
Necessary
recent lumbar fracture.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The pain is not from a
recent injury, old injury, chronic pain or a mass.;
This request is for a wrist MRI.; This study is
requested for evalutation of wrist pain.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Pt needs the MRI of the left shoulder due to
pain. MRI was ordered due to an abnormal left
shoulder xray. The xray showed advanced
degenerative changes to the left AC and
Radiology Services glenohumeral joint of the left shoulder.; The
Denied Not
requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The pain is
Medically
not from a recent injury, old injury, chronic pain
Necessary
or a mass.; The request is for shoulder pain.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; "The
caller indicated the study was not ordered for:
Known or Suspicious Mass or Tumor with or
without metastasis, Known or suspected Joint
Radiology Services Infection, Aseptic Necrosis, Trauma, Chronic
Denied Not
Pain, or Pre or Post operative evaluation."; &lt;
Medically
Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If No
Necessary
Info Given. &gt;

1
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; "The
caller indicated the study was not ordered for:
Known or Suspicious Mass or Tumor with or
without metastasis, Known or suspected Joint
Infection, Aseptic Necrosis, Trauma, Chronic
Pain, or Pre or Post operative evaluation."; Pt
stated that she had previously injured her
shoulder about 5 years ago. She stated that she
Radiology Services recently reached behind her to get a briefcase
out of her back seat. She stated that she felt her
Denied Not
shoulder pop and, "it felt like someone shot
Medically
her". She also st
Necessary

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has not completed and failed
a course of conservative treatment of at least 4
weeks.; ER f/u from a fall which resulted in right
Radiology Services shoulder pain Pain started after a fall in her
Denied Not
bathroom No acute abnormality noted on xray
Medically
per pt Shoulder, right: unable to move shoulder
at all on own
Necessary

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Unknown; The requested study is a Shoulder
MRI.; The pain is from a recent injury.; Surgery
Radiology Services or arthrscopy is not scheduled in the next 4
Denied Not
weeks.; The request is for shoulder pain.; There
Medically
is a suspicion of tendon, ligament, rotator cuff
Necessary
injury or labral tear.

1
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

unknown; The requested study is a Shoulder
MRI.; The pain is from an old injury.; The
request is for shoulder pain.; The physician has
directed conservative treatment for the past 6
weeks.; The patient has not completed 6 weeks
of physical therapy?; The patient has been
treated with medication.; The patient has not
completed 6 weeks or more of Chiropractic
care.; The physician has directed a home
exercise program for at least 6 weeks.; The
Radiology Services home treatment did include exercise,
Denied Not
prescription medication and follow-up office
Medically
visits.; no change, 5 weeks home excise; The
Necessary
patient received oral analgesics.

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 7/26/16; There
Radiology Services has been treatment or conservative therapy.; Pt
Denied Not
has right knee/elbow/arm pain. knee is popping
73221 MRI JOINT OF
Medically
and swelling, edema.; injections and
UPPER EXTREMITY
medications
Necessary
73706 CT
Radiology Services
ANGIOGRAPHY LOWER Denied Not
Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
EXTREMITY
Medically
lower extremity.

1

1

1
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&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a Knee
MRI.; It is not known if patient had recent plain
films of the knee.; It is not known if the ordering
physician is an orthopedist.; There is no
supsected meniscus,pre-op or post-op
evaluation,non-acute Chronic Pain,supsected
tumor or Aseptic Necrosis; There is no symptom
of locking,Instability, Swelling,Redness,Limited
range of motion or pain.
; This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The study is
requested for knee pain.; The pain is from a
recent injury.; There is a suspicion of a
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury.; Surgery
or arthrscopy is not scheduled in the next 4
weeks.
; This is a request for an Ankle MRI.; Surgery or
arthrscopy is not scheduled in the next 4
weeks.; The study is requested for ankle pain.;
There is a suspicion of tendon or ligament
injury.
; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ;

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT
73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary
Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Symptoms of locking, popping, and giving away
Radiology Services has been present.; This is a request for a Knee
Denied Not
MRI.; The study is requested for knee pain.; The
Medically
pain is not from a recent injury, old injury,
Necessary
chronic pain or a mass.

1

1

1

1

1

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 7/26/16; There
Radiology Services has been treatment or conservative therapy.; Pt
has right knee/elbow/arm pain. knee is popping
Denied Not
and swelling, edema.; injections and
Medically
Necessary
medications
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73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Advanced Practice
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&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
73721 MRI JOINT OF
Radiology Services disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP Denied Not
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR Medically
2/9/2017; There has been treatment or
FOOT JOINT
Necessary
conservative therapy.; pain; therapy

1
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This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic MRI.;
"There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is a suspicion of AVN.;
The patient is receiving long-term steriod
73721 MRI JOINT OF
Radiology Services therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The patient
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP Denied Not
had an abnormal plain film study of the hip
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR Medically
other than arthritis.; The patient has a
FOOT JOINT
documented limitation of their range of motion.
Necessary

1

1
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74174 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY
ABDOMEN AND PELVIS
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Advanced Practice
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&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis
has not been completed.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
Radiology Services The study is being ordered for chronic pain.;
Denied Not
This is the first visit for this complaint.; The
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
patient did not have a amylase or lipase lab
W/O CONTRAST
test.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
Necessary

1
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Bilirubin is elevated. Rectal bleeding.
Abdominal pain. Watery stools.; This is a
request for an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.;
A urinalysis has not been completed.; This study
is being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
Radiology Services pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
Denied Not
pain.; This is the first visit for this complaint.;
The patient did not have a amylase or lipase lab
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
test.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary

1

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
This is a request for CT Angiography of the
Necessary
Abdomen and Pelvis.

1
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hemorrhage; sudden onset of acute abdominal
pain; family Hx of Crohn's Disease; This is a
request for an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being ordered
for chronic pain.; This is not the first visit for this
complaint.; There has been a physical exam.;
The patient is female.; A pelvic exam was
Radiology Services performed.; The results of the exam were
Denied Not
normal.; The patient did not have an
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
Ultrasound.; Yes this is a request for a
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

1
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Left upper quad pain, elevated liver enzymes,
hernia; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis
CT combination.; This study is being requested
for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the
Radiology Services first visit for this complaint.; There has been a
Denied Not
physical exam.; The patient is male.; A rectal
exam was not performed.; Yes this is a request
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
for a Diagnostic CT
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary

1
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pain when pt is bending down, increasing with
sneezing and coughing, feels that pain is
stretching or moving to left upper quadrant,
pain feels like sharp, stabbing that is 7 out of 10
on scale. decreased appetite, positive bloating
and constipation compl; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
pain.; This is not the first visit for this
Radiology Services complaint.; There has been a physical exam.;
Denied Not
The patient is female.; A pelvic exam was NOT
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
performed.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
CT
Pt has rectal pain X 2 years for internal rectal
cyst. Recurrant; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
pain.; This is not the first visit for this
complaint.; There has been a physical exam.;
Radiology Services The patient is male.; A rectal exam was
Denied Not
performed.; The results of the exam were
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
abnormal.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
W/O CONTRAST
CT
Necessary

1

1
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Radiology Services
Denied Not
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
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Radiology Services
Denied Not
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
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Radiology Services
Denied Not
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
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Radiology Services
Denied Not
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary

Pt's Urinalysis is negative. Pt has RLQ and
suprapubic tenderness. PT has ascites.; This is a
request for an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being ordered
for chronic pain.; This is not the first visit for this
complaint.; There has been a physical exam.;
The patient is female.; A pelvic exam was NOT
performed.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; &lt;Enter Additional
Clinical Information&gt;; Yes this is a request for
a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; ; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Evaluate for reoccurance
of hernia; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

2

1

1
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This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Radiology Services Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
Denied Not
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
gastroparesis; Other; none given; Yes this is a
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
request for a Diagnostic CT

1
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This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This is not a request for follow up
of a known tumor or cancer involving both the
abdomen and pelvis or if this patient is
undergoing active treatment.; This is not a
request for initial staging of a known tumor
other than prostate.; There is no abdominal and
pelvic or retroperitoneal mass that has been
confirmed by previous imaging other than a CT.;
There are no new signs or symptoms including
hematuria, presenting with known cancer or
tumor.; This patient does NOT have known
prostate cancer with a PSA (prostate-specific
antigen) greater than 10.; Known Tumor,
Cancer, Mass, or Rule out metastases; No,
there is not a palpable or observed abdominal
Radiology Services mass.; presents to clinic with weight gain of 12
Denied Not
pounds in the past 2-3 months "bloating" and
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
"cramping" for 1-2 months; Yes this is a request
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
for a Diagnostic CT

1
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78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has 3 or more
cardiac risk factors; The study is requested for
Radiology Services congestive heart failure.; The study is requested
for suspected coronary artery disease.; The
Denied Not
member has known or suspected coronary
Medically
Necessary
artery disease.; The BMI is not know

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

52 y/o M c/o intermittent chest discomfort at
rest onset 3 days ago. Describes the pain as
"cold" throughout the chest and pain radiates
into L arm. Describes the pain as "tearing."
Sitting still makes the pain worse. Episodes last
approx. 20-30 min. last; The caller indicated that
the study was not ordered for: Known or
suspected coronary artery disease, post
myocardial infarction evaluation, pre operative
or post operative (Cardiac surgery, angioplasty
or stent) evaluation.; The patient's age is
Radiology Services between 45 and 64.; The patient has not had a
Denied Not
stress echocardiogram within the past eight
Medically
weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Necessary
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1
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78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Chest pain, new onset; The caller indicated that
the study was not ordered for: Known or
suspected coronary artery disease, post
myocardial infarction evaluation, pre operative
or post operative (Cardiac surgery, angioplasty
or stent) evaluation.; The patient's age is
Radiology Services between 45 and 64.; The patient has not had a
stress echocardiogram within the past eight
Denied Not
weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Medically
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).
Necessary

1
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78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; 1st
Radiology Services visit to this MDO: 3/22/2017; It is not known if
there has been any treatment or conservative
Denied Not
Medically
therapy.; The pt has activity chg, weakness,
numbness, headaches, back pain.
Necessary

Advanced Practice
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This is a request for a Stress Echocardiogram.;
None of the listed reasons for the study were
selected; It is not known if the member has
known or suspected coronary artery disease.

1
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Allergy &
Immunology

Allergy &
Immunology

Allergy &
Immunology

Approval

Approval

Approval

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL
70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

Patient has left breast cancer; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
Radiology Services are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of the
Denied Not
studies being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT
Medically
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
Necessary
CT/MRI.
Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for another reason;
The reason for ordering this study is unknown.
This study is being ordered for sinusitis.; This is
a request for a Sinus CT.; The patient is immunecompromised.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

1

2

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for sinusitis.; This is
a request for a Sinus CT.; The patient is NOT
immune-compromised.; The patient's current
rhinosinusitis symptoms are described as
Chronic Rhinosinusitis (episode is greater than
12 weeks); Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

4

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The
study is being ordered for none of the above.;
This study is being ordered for non of the
above.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Allergy &
Immunology

Allergy &
Immunology

Approval

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

30 YEAR OLD FEMALE WITH ALLERGIC RHINITIS,
UNSPECIFIED ALLERGIC RHINITIS TRIGGER,
UNSPECIFIED RHINITIS SEASONALITY,
MODERATE PERSISTENT ASTHMA WITHOUT
COMPLICATION, CHRONIC COUGH. PLEASE
OBTAIN A HIGH RESOLUTION CT OF THE CHEST
TO LOOK FOR INTERSITIAL LUN; A Chest/Thorax
CT is being ordered.; The study is being ordered
for none of the above.; This study is being
ordered for non of the above.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The
study is being ordered for none of the above.;
This study is being ordered for non of the
above.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Ambulatory/Walkin Clinic
Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

Ambulatory/Walkin Clinic
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; There
has not been recent trauma or other injury to
the neck.; There is suspicion of or known tumor,
metastasis, lymphadenopathy, or mass.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is a known or a strong
suspicion of kidney or ureteral stones.;
Kidney/Ureteral stone; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

Anesthesiology

70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE

"This is a request for orbit,face, or neck soft
tissue MRI.239.8"; The study is ordered for the
evaluation of lymphadenopathy or mass

Approval

1

1

1

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

n/a; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; n/a; It is not known if there
has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; n/a

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as chronic or
recurring.; The headache is presenting with a
sudden change in severity, associated with
exertion, or a mental status change.

1

Anesthesiology

Approval

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

Physical Examination&#x0D; Constitutional:
Patient appears to be appropriate looking for
stated age. Patient is awake, alert and oriented
to person,&#x0D; place and time with recent/
remote memory intact. Caucasian male in no
acute distress noted.&#x0D; Respiratory: Vis;
This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; History of Present
Illness&#x0D; Mr. Killingsworth presents today
on an initial appointment on referral from Dr.
Andrea Bounds. Patient suffers from
neck&#x0D; pain that radiates into his left
upper extremity that was caused from an MVA
in 2012. Patient has had a c; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Pain
Details: This is a new patient consult for
evaluation of chronic pain symptoms. The
patient complains of pain in&#x0D; neck and in
lower back. The patient has been experiencing
this pain for Greater than 1 year. He reports
onset of pain&#x0D; gradually over ti;
Treatment History: Professional caregivers seen
in the past include family physician, physical
therapist, pain medicine physician, spine
surgeon, orthopedist and psychiatrist. The

1

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Approval

Approval

Approval

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST
72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This study is not to be part of a Myelogram.;
This is a request for a Cervical Spine CT; This
study is being ordered due to chronic neck pain
or suspected degenerative disease.; There has
been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; The patient
is experiencing sensory abnormalities such as
numbness or tingling.; There is a reason why the
patient cannot have a Cervical Spine MRI.; This
study is being ordered for another reason
besides Abnormal gait, Lower extremity
weakness, Asymmetric reflexes, Documented
evidence of Multiple Sclerosis, &#x0D; Bowel or
bladder dysfunction, Evidence of new foot drop,
etc...

1

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This study is not to be part of a Myelogram.;
This is a request for a Cervical Spine CT; This
study is being ordered due to chronic neck pain
or suspected degenerative disease.; There is a
reason why the patient cannot have a Cervical
Spine MRI.; The patient is experiencing or
presenting symptoms of Radiculopathy
documented on EMG or nerve conduction
study.

1

This study is to be part of a Myelogram.; This is
a request for a Cervical Spine CT

1

Anesthesiology

Approval

Anesthesiology

Approval

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

72128 CT THORACIC
SPINE, UPPER BACK NO
CONTRAST
72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

Approval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

Approval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This is a request for a thoracic spine CT.; The
study is being ordered due to chronic back pain
or suspected degenerative disease.; There is a
reason why the patient cannot undergo a
thoracic spine MRI.; The patient is experiencing
or presenting lower extremity weakness.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1
1

This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient does not have a history of severe low
back trauma or lumbar injury.; This is a
preoperative or recent post-operative
evaluation.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT
This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient does not have a history of severe low
back trauma or lumbar injury.; This is not a
preoperative or recent postoperative
evaluation.; This study is not part of a
myelogram or discogram.; The patient is
experiencing symptoms of radiculopathy for six
weeks or more.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

2

3

Anesthesiology

Approval

Anesthesiology

Approval

Anesthesiology

Approval

Anesthesiology

Approval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK
72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient does not have a history of severe low
back trauma or lumbar injury.; This is not a
preoperative or recent postoperative
evaluation.; This study is not part of a
myelogram or discogram.; The patient is not
experiencing symptoms of radiculopathy for six
weeks or more.; There is no neurologic
symptoms of bowel or urinary bladder
dysfunction.; There is no suspicion of lumbar
spine infection.; There is no suspicion of lumbar
spine neoplasm or tumor or metastasis.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient has a history of severe low back trauma
or lumbar injury.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

6

2

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back
pain; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; RIGHT ARM AND SHOULDER; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; There is not xray evidence of a recent cervical spine fracture.

1

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 2/5/2017; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
low back pain; medication

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.; 2 months
ago; There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; pain limited range of motion
instability .; Pt for the last 6 weeks meds

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
10/1/2016; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; numbing, tingling,
radiating pain.; medication treatment

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
2/2017; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; chronic pain; PT

1

Anesthesiology

Approval

Anesthesiology

Approval

Anesthesiology

Approval

Anesthesiology

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
Patient has been dealing with this pain for the
past 24 years; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; patient has strength loss
in right arm , loss of light touch sensation on
right arm. and decreased strength over the right
side , patient also has chronic pain syndrome;
Physical therapy for 6 weeks without relief

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST
72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This is a request for cervical spine MRI; None
of the above; It is not known if the patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; It is not known if the patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.
; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ;

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ;

1

1

2

1

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 2012; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; NECK AND
BACK PAIN; MEDS

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 2012; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; PAIN IN
NECK AND BACK; MEDS

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 2013; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; PAIN IN
NECK AND BACK; MEDS

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 2014; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; PAIN IN
NECK AND BACK; MEDS

2

Anesthesiology

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Cervical Spine: Spine appears grossly stable
with normal curvature. Palpation of bilateral
facet reveals pain. ROM is&#x0D; greatly
reduced in most directions limited by pain.
Cervical extension causes pain while cervical
flexion produced minimal&#x0D; pain. Left a;
This study is being ordered for Inflammatory/
Infectious Disease.; unknown date of onset of
Rheumatoid Arthritis.; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; She is
having pain in her lower back which radiates
into her hips&#x0D; and down her legs to her
knees at various times. She is also having pain in
her neck which radiates into her
shoulders&#x0D; and down her arms. There is
associated numbness and tingling. She re;
Professional caregivers seen in the past include
family physician, physical therapist, pain
medicine physician, rheumatologist and
chiropractor. The following tests have been
done in the past: MRI scan or CT scan and
no&#x0D; testing . She has tried NSAIDs- ib

1

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

N/A; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 1/2012; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Numbness,
tingling, weakness in arms, joint swelling and
stiffness.; Medication management, and home
physical therapy.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Neck pain c4-l5, improved little with
medications, CT and traction, Chiro TX, x ray
showed c4-5 advanced disc degeneration, c5
imperial vertebrae; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back
pain; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is reflex
abnormality.; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent cervical spine fracture.; Kauffman reflex
on the R

1

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Other associated symptoms/problems include
but not limited to: difficulty in carrying out
certain physical activities, difficulty staying
asleep due to pain and frustrated because of
pain .; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; The patient has been
experiencing this pain for several years.; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Pain radiates to bilateral lower extremity, left
hand and right upper extremity. He reports
severity of pain on numerical reporting scale, at
its worse is 10/10, least is 3/10, on an average
7/10, and right now it is 8/10. Worsening
factor(s) include: any; He has tried NSAIDsibuprofen, aleve, tylenol, sports creams,
Flexeril, Ultram/Ultram ER, Oxycodone and
Morphine in the past. He says that the prior
treatments tried have not helped much.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

pain; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 10/20/1996; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; no range of
motion; PT and medication

1

Anesthesiology

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

She describes the quality of pain as aching,
burning, deep, penetrating, sharp and
throbbing. Pain radiates to bilateral upper
extremities and bilateral lower extremity. She
reports severity of pain on numerical reporting
scale, at its worse is 10/10, lea; This study is
being ordered for a neurological disorder.; The
patient has been experiencing this pain for
several years. 16 years ago.; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Worsening
factor(s) include: any increased physical activity,
bending, cold and rainy weather, getting up
from a sitting or lying position, house chores,
lifting, looking up, looking down, sitting,
standing and walking Alleviating factors include
Lying do; The treatment tried in the past
includes Epidural steroid injection, Heat, home
exercises, Ice, Massage, Nerve block and tens.
She says that the prior treatments tried have
not helped much. The treatments were started
when the home remedies and other OTCs

1

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

She describes the quality of pain as burning,
deep, numbness, pins and needle, sharp,
shooting, spreading, stabbing, throbbing and
tingling. Pain radiates to bilateral upper
extremities and bilateral lower extremity. She
reports severity of pain on numeri; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; Neurological
deficits; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; . Other associated
symptoms/problems include but not limited to:
dependence on others for activities of daily
living, depression, difficulty in carrying out
certain physical activities, difficulty staying
asleep due to pain, frustrated because of pain,
nu; The patient does not have new signs or
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.;
There is not x-ray evidence of a recent cervical
spine fracture.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient has failed a course of antiinflammatory medication or steroids.; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; It is not known if
there has been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least six weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; It is not known if
the patient demonstrate neurological deficits.;
It is not known if this patient had a recent
course of supervised physical Therapy.

1

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient has failed a course of antiinflammatory medication or steroids.; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; There has been a
supervised trial of conservative management
for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or Chronic neck
and/or back pain; No, the patient does not
demonstrate neurological deficits.; It is not
known if this patient had a recent course of
supervised physical Therapy.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient has failed a course of antiinflammatory medication or steroids.; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; There has been a
supervised trial of conservative management
for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or Chronic neck
and/or back pain; No, the patient does not
demonstrate neurological deficits.; No, this
patient did not have a recent course of
supervised physical Therapy.

4

Anesthesiology

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient has failed a course of antiinflammatory medication or steroids.; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; There has been a
supervised trial of conservative management
for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or Chronic neck
and/or back pain; Yes, the patient demonstrate
neurological deficits.; No, there is not a
documented evidence of extremity weakness
on physical examination.; No, there is no
evidence of recent development of unilateral
muscle wasting.; No, this patient did not have a
recent course of supervised physical Therapy.

1

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient reports numbness. &#x0D; The
patient has failed conservative treatment
(include activity modifications, physical/home
exercise therapy, NSAIDs and opioid medication
therapy) and wishes to proceed with a cervical
epidural steroid injection. The goa; This study is
being ordered for a neurological disorder.; The
patient has been experiencing this pain for
several years.; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Worsening factor(s)
include: bending, getting up from a sitting or
lying position, looking up, looking down, lying
flat on back, lying flat on stomach, sitting,
standing, some time no particular reason and
walking Alleviating factors include changing
posi; He has tried NSAIDs- ibuprofen, aleve,
tylenol, sports creams, Flexeril,
Gabapentin/Horizant, Cymbalta, Ultram/Ultram
ER, Oxycodone and Medrol Dose Packs in the
past.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; It is not known if
the patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?
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Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Approval

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient does have new signs or
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?

3

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has not
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?; The
patient has been treated with medication.; the
patient was treated with a facet joint injection.

2

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; Yes, the patient
demonstrate neurological deficits.; yes, there is
a documented evidence of extremity weakness
on physical examination.
This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Neurological deficits; Yes, the patient is
experiencing or presenting new symptoms of
upper extremity weakness.

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; It is not known if
the patient demonstrate neurological deficits.;
Yes, this patient had a recent course of
supervised physical Therapy.

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; No, the patient
does not demonstrate neurological deficits.;
Yes, this patient had a recent course of
supervised physical Therapy.
This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Trauma
or recent injury; &lt;Enter Additional Clinical
Information&gt;; No, the patient does not have
new or changing neurological signs or
symptoms.

19

1

8

18

1

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Trauma
or recent injury; Yes, the patient have new or
changing neurological signs or symptoms.; Yes,
the patient is experiencing or presenting new
symptoms of upper extremity weakness.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 01/2013; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
numbness, tingling, joint swelling, stiffness,;
Medication and home exercises

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 2006; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Neck/right shoulder/right arm/lower back pain;
injections, surgery, therapy, meds

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 2014; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
BACK/NECK PAIN; PHYSICAL THERAPY,
CHIROPRACTIC THERAPY

1

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Approval

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 2014; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; pain
in neck and back; surgery on back, medication
trials

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 2016; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; lower
back, neck pain; Spinal, Joint, Muscle injections

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Worsening factor(s) include: cold and rainy
weather, lifting, looking up, looking down, lying
flat on back, sitting and turning head side to side
Alleviating factors include rest. Other associated
symptoms/problems include but not limited to:
difficulty i; This is a request for cervical spine
MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; It is not known if
there is weakness or reflex abnormality.; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; There is not xray evidence of a recent cervical spine fracture.

1

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST
72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.; 2 months
ago; There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; pain limited range of motion
instability .; Pt for the last 6 weeks meds

1

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ;

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 2011; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; PAIN IN
BACK; MEDS AND SURGERY

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 2014; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; PAIN IN
NECK AND BACK; MEDS

2

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Approval

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

Date of injury: 1985. The patient complains of
pain at lower back , hips and legs and abdomen.
The patient has been experiencing this pain for
several years. She reports onset of pain gradual.
Reports frequency of her pain as constant with
intermittent fl; This study is being ordered for
trauma or injury.; 1985; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; She reports
severity of pain on numerical reporting scale, at
its worse is 10/10, least is 0/10, on an average
4/10, and right now it is 0/10. Worsening
factor(s) include : any increased physical
activity, some time no particular reason., sitting,
standin; She has tried NSAIDs- ibuprofen, aleve,
tylenol, sports creams, Skelaxin, Soma, Flexeril,
Baclofen, Neurontin, Lyrica, Topamax, Prozac,
Cymbalta, Ultram/Ultram ER, Hydrocodone,
Oxycodone, Oxycontin, Nucynta,
Oxymorphone/Opana and Methadone in the
past. Th

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

n/a; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; n/a; It is not known if there
has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; n/a

1

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Approval

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

Needs MRI to be a narcotic candidate.; This
study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 2014; It is not known if there
has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; Low back, leg pain.

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

-Recommend MRI ___T &amp; L___
Spine&#x0D; &#x0D; - MRI __T &amp; L______
spine is being requested to further evaluate the
patient's persistent pain and symptoms.
Findings from this study will be incorporated, in
conjunction with objective findings, into the
decision proce; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; Unknown; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; Pain
radiates to bilateral upper extremities. She
reports severity of pain on numerical reporting
scale, at its worse is 10/10, least is 4/10, on an
average 7/10, Worsening factor(s) include: any
increased physical activity, bending, getting up
from a sit; She has tried NSAIDs- ibuprofen,
aleve, tylenol, sports creams, Robaxin, Flexeril,
Gabapentin/Horizant, Ultram/Ultram ER and
Hydrocodone in the past. The treatment tried in
the past includes Heat, home exercises and Ice.
She says that the prior treatments

1

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Approval

Approval

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to chronic back pain
or suspected degenerative disease.; The patient
is experiencing or presenting symptoms of
radiculopathy documented on EMG or nerve
conduction study.

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

The patient does not have any neurological
deficits.; This is a request for a thoracic spine
MRI.; There has been a supervised trial of
conservative management for at least 6 weeks.;
The study is being ordered due to chronic back
pain or suspected degenerative disease.

8

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?

3

Anesthesiology

Approval

Anesthesiology

Approval

Anesthesiology

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST
72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

to rule out the cause of the pain and then
proceed with either epidural injections for facet
blocks based on the pathology of the MRI
reports.; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 2005; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; lower
back pain, pain in the center back and on the
sides. with radiating pain in the lower calf area.;
nsaids, pain medications and home exercises
program

1

UNKNOWN; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; UNKNOWN;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; LEG/BACK/NECK PAIN; UNKNOWN

1

1

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; ROM decrease/ weakness in lower
back; The patient does not have new signs or
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The
patient does not have a new foot drop.; There is
not x-ray evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
not seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; It is unknown if the patient
has acute or chronic back pain.; This procedure
is being requested for None of the above

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 2/5/2017; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
low back pain; medication

1

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Approval

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.; 2 months
ago; There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; pain limited range of motion
instability .; Pt for the last 6 weeks meds

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
Patient has been dealing with this pain for the
past 24 years; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; patient has strength loss
in right arm , loss of light touch sensation on
right arm. and decreased strength over the right
side , patient also has chronic pain syndrome;
Physical therapy for 6 weeks without relief

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; It is not known if
the patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.; It is not known if the physician has
directed conservative treatment for the past 6
weeks.

1

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; She reports
severity of pain on numerical reporting scale, at
its worse is 7/10, least is 4/10, on an average
5/10, and right now it is 6/10. Worsening
factor(s) include: any increased physical activity,
bending, getting up from a sitting or lying
positio; The patient does not have new signs or
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The
patient does not have a new foot drop.; There is
not x-ray evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; It is not known if the
patient has completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?; The patient has been treated with
medication.; The patient was treated with oral
analgesics.; It is not known if the patient has
completed 6 weeks or more of Chiropractic
care.; It is not known if the physician has
directed a home exercise program for at least 6
weeks.

1

Anesthesiology

Approval

Anesthesiology

Approval

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Approval

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST
72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
None of the above; It is not known if the patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; It is not known if the patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.
; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ;

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ;

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 2011; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; PAIN IN
BACK; MEDS AND SURGERY

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 2012; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; NECK AND
BACK PAIN; MEDS

1

1

3

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Approval

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 2012; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; PAIN IN
NECK AND BACK; MEDS

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 2013; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; PAIN IN
NECK AND BACK; MEDS

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 2014; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; PAIN IN
NECK AND BACK; MEDS

2

Anesthesiology

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

abnormal reflexes, tenderness reduced
extention to 5 degrees; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; weakness in legs with foot
numbness; The patient does not have new signs
or symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.;
The patient does not have a new foot drop.;
There is not x-ray evidence of a recent lumbar
fracture.

1

Anesthesiology

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Cervical Spine: Spine appears grossly stable
with normal curvature. Palpation of bilateral
facet reveals pain. ROM is&#x0D; greatly
reduced in most directions limited by pain.
Cervical extension causes pain while cervical
flexion produced minimal&#x0D; pain. Left a;
This study is being ordered for Inflammatory/
Infectious Disease.; unknown date of onset of
Rheumatoid Arthritis.; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; She is
having pain in her lower back which radiates
into her hips&#x0D; and down her legs to her
knees at various times. She is also having pain in
her neck which radiates into her
shoulders&#x0D; and down her arms. There is
associated numbness and tingling. She re;
Professional caregivers seen in the past include
family physician, physical therapist, pain
medicine physician, rheumatologist and
chiropractor. The following tests have been
done in the past: MRI scan or CT scan and
no&#x0D; testing . She has tried NSAIDs- ib

1

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

chronic back pain, pain management done,
burning aching sensation in back, numbness and
tingling; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient
does not have new or changing neurologic signs
or symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; It is not know if the patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Date of injury: 1985. The patient complains of
pain at lower back , hips and legs and abdomen.
The patient has been experiencing this pain for
several years. She reports onset of pain gradual.
Reports frequency of her pain as constant with
intermittent fl; This study is being ordered for
trauma or injury.; 1985; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; She reports
severity of pain on numerical reporting scale, at
its worse is 10/10, least is 0/10, on an average
4/10, and right now it is 0/10. Worsening
factor(s) include : any increased physical
activity, some time no particular reason., sitting,
standin; She has tried NSAIDs- ibuprofen, aleve,
tylenol, sports creams, Skelaxin, Soma, Flexeril,
Baclofen, Neurontin, Lyrica, Topamax, Prozac,
Cymbalta, Ultram/Ultram ER, Hydrocodone,
Oxycodone, Oxycontin, Nucynta,
Oxymorphone/Opana and Methadone in the
past. Th

1

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

He describes the quality of pain as aching,
deep, shooting and tender. Pain radiates to
bilateral lower extremity. He reports severity of
pain on numerical reporting scale, at its worse is
10/10, least is 7/10, on an average 9/10, and
right now it is 9/10; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; He feels the pain and weakness has
worsened since that time. He reported the
lumbar epidural steroid injection did not help
his pain at all. The patient complains of pain at
lower back and hips and legs.; The patient does
not have new signs or symptoms of bladder or
bowel dysfunction.; The patient does not have a
new foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent lumbar fracture.
LOW BACK PAIN RADIATING INTO THE FOOT,
HAS HAD INJECTIONS; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
above

1

1

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Approval

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

N/A; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 1/2012; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Numbness,
tingling, weakness in arms, joint swelling and
stiffness.; Medication management, and home
physical therapy.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

n/a; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; n/a; It is not known if there
has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; n/a

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Needs MRI to be a narcotic candidate.; This
study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 2014; It is not known if there
has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; Low back, leg pain.

1

Anesthesiology

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Other associated symptoms/problems include
but not limited to: difficulty in carrying out
certain physical activities, difficulty staying
asleep due to pain and frustrated because of
pain .; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; The patient has been
experiencing this pain for several years.; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Pain radiates to bilateral lower extremity, left
hand and right upper extremity. He reports
severity of pain on numerical reporting scale, at
its worse is 10/10, least is 3/10, on an average
7/10, and right now it is 8/10. Worsening
factor(s) include: any; He has tried NSAIDsibuprofen, aleve, tylenol, sports creams,
Flexeril, Ultram/Ultram ER, Oxycodone and
Morphine in the past. He says that the prior
treatments tried have not helped much.

1

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Approval

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Pain, tingling, numbness in left leg.; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Trauma or
recent injury; The patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There
is weakness.; Weadness down left leg.; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

pain; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 10/20/1996; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; no range of
motion; PT and medication

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient has new onset of radiating pain in RLE
accompanied by numbness, tingling, and
weakness that has not been alleviated by
conservative therapy.; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; 3/5 weakness in RLE in quadriceps
and dorsiflexion; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent lumbar fracture.

1

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Pt is having back pain; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
above

1

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Pt states that his pain started in 1994 with a
work injury. He has had spine surgery. He has
done Physical therapy and been to the
chiropractor. &#x0D; &#x0D; Medications
trials:&#x0D; - hydrocodone 10/325 mg maybe
4 x per week&#x0D; - Flexeril 10 mg TID
PRN&#x0D; - Mobic 15 mg d; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; The patient does not have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
The patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.;
The patient has seen the doctor more then once
for these symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; It
is not known if the patient has completed 6
weeks of physical therapy?; The patient has
been treated with medication.; The patient was
treated with oral analgesics.; It is not known if
the patient has completed 6 weeks or more of
Chiropractic care.; The physician has not
directed a home exercise program for at least 6
weeks.

1

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiating back pain into legs and hips.; The
study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The
patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has none of the above

1

Approval

Anesthesiology

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiating pain to RLE with decreased sensation,
decreased strength. He has completed physical
therapy, use of NSAIDS, Tylenol.; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is weakness.; Weakness in RLE 4/5; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

Anesthesiology

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

-Recommend MRI ___T &amp; L___
Spine&#x0D; &#x0D; - MRI __T &amp; L______
spine is being requested to further evaluate the
patient's persistent pain and symptoms.
Findings from this study will be incorporated, in
conjunction with objective findings, into the
decision proce; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; Unknown; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; Pain
radiates to bilateral upper extremities. She
reports severity of pain on numerical reporting
scale, at its worse is 10/10, least is 4/10, on an
average 7/10, Worsening factor(s) include: any
increased physical activity, bending, getting up
from a sit; She has tried NSAIDs- ibuprofen,
aleve, tylenol, sports creams, Robaxin, Flexeril,
Gabapentin/Horizant, Ultram/Ultram ER and
Hydrocodone in the past. The treatment tried in
the past includes Heat, home exercises and Ice.
She says that the prior treatments

1

Anesthesiology

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

She describes the quality of pain as aching,
burning, deep, numbness, penetrating, pins and
needle, pulling, sharp, shooting, spreading,
stabbing, throbbing and tingling. She reports
severity of pain on numerical reporting scale, at
its worse is 8/10, lea; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Neurological deficits; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is weakness.; Other
associated symptoms/problems include but not
limited to: dependence on others for activities
of daily living, depression, difficulty staying
asleep due to pain, frustrated because of pain,
numbness and weakness .; The patient does not
have new signs or symptoms of bladder or
bowel dysfunction.; The patient does not have a
new foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent lumbar fracture.

1

Anesthesiology

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

She describes the quality of pain as aching,
burning, deep, penetrating, sharp and
throbbing. Pain radiates to bilateral upper
extremities and bilateral lower extremity. She
reports severity of pain on numerical reporting
scale, at its worse is 10/10, lea; This study is
being ordered for a neurological disorder.; The
patient has been experiencing this pain for
several years. 16 years ago.; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Worsening
factor(s) include: any increased physical activity,
bending, cold and rainy weather, getting up
from a sitting or lying position, house chores,
lifting, looking up, looking down, sitting,
standing and walking Alleviating factors include
Lying do; The treatment tried in the past
includes Epidural steroid injection, Heat, home
exercises, Ice, Massage, Nerve block and tens.
She says that the prior treatments tried have
not helped much. The treatments were started
when the home remedies and other OTCs

1

Anesthesiology

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient complains of pain at lower back
and hips and legs. The patient has been
experiencing this pain for several years. He
reports onset of pain gradual. Reports
frequency of his pain as constant with
intermittent flare ups. And constant. He describ;
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has not directed conservative
treatment for the past 6 weeks.

1

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient reports numbness. &#x0D; The
patient has failed conservative treatment
(include activity modifications, physical/home
exercise therapy, NSAIDs and opioid medication
therapy) and wishes to proceed with a cervical
epidural steroid injection. The goa; This study is
being ordered for a neurological disorder.; The
patient has been experiencing this pain for
several years.; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Worsening factor(s)
include: bending, getting up from a sitting or
lying position, looking up, looking down, lying
flat on back, lying flat on stomach, sitting,
standing, some time no particular reason and
walking Alleviating factors include changing
posi; He has tried NSAIDs- ibuprofen, aleve,
tylenol, sports creams, Flexeril,
Gabapentin/Horizant, Cymbalta, Ultram/Ultram
ER, Oxycodone and Medrol Dose Packs in the
past.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; It is not known if
the patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?

23

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Approval

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient does have a new foot
drop.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
foot drop.; There is x-ray evidence of a recent
lumbar fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; It is not known if the
patient has completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?; The patient has been treated with
medication.; other medications as listed.; The
patient has completed 6 weeks or more of
Chiropractic care.; HydrocodoneAcetaminophen 10-325mg &#x0D; Ibuprofen
800mg

1

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; It is not known if the
patient has completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?; The patient has been treated with
medication.; the patient was treated with a
facet joint injection.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?

17
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Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Approval

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has not
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?; The
patient has been treated with medication.;
other medications as listed.; The patient has
completed 6 weeks or more of Chiropractic
care.; Cymbalta&#x0D; Gabapentin&#x0D;
Flexeril&#x0D; Aspirin

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; It
is unknown if the patient has acute or chronic
back pain.; This procedure is being requested
for Follow-up to surgery or fracture within the
last 6 months; The patient is experiencing new
or changing symptoms.; The patient has not
been seen by nor is the ordering physician a
neuro-specialist, orthopedist, or oncologist.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
The patient does have new signs or symptoms
of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient
does not have a new foot drop.

1

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has 6 weeks of completed conservative
care in the past 3 months or had a spine
injection
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has an Abnormal nerve study involving
the lumbar spine

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has completed Treatment with a facet
joint or epidural injection in the past 6 weeks

6

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has Neurological deficit(s)

13

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

to rule out the cause of the pain and then
proceed with either epidural injections for facet
blocks based on the pathology of the MRI
reports.; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 2005; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; lower
back pain, pain in the center back and on the
sides. with radiating pain in the lower calf area.;
nsaids, pain medications and home exercises
program

1

Approval
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1
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Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; None of the above; It is not known if
the patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; It is not known if
the patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.

1

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or chronic
back pain.; The patient has none of the above

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 01/2013; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
numbness, tingling, joint swelling, stiffness,;
Medication and home exercises

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 2006; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Neck/right shoulder/right arm/lower back pain;
injections, surgery, therapy, meds

1

Approval

Approval

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 2014; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
BACK/NECK PAIN; PHYSICAL THERAPY,
CHIROPRACTIC THERAPY
Unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 2014; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; pain
in neck and back; surgery on back, medication
trials

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 2016; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; lower
back, neck pain; Spinal, Joint, Muscle injections

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

UNKNOWN; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; UNKNOWN;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; LEG/BACK/NECK PAIN; UNKNOWN

1

Approval

Approval

1

1

Anesthesiology

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Anesthesiology

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

Anesthesiology

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Approval

Approval

Approval

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; unknown; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
low back and knee pain - Aching, Burning,
Numb, Sharp, Tingling; spinal/joint injections
BILATERAL HIP PAIN SEVERE; This is a request
for a Pelvis MRI.; The request is not for any of
the listed indications.
This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The request
is for pelvic trauma or injury.

1

1
1

72196 MRI PELVIS
73220 MRI UPPER
EXTREMITY , ENTIRE
EXTREMITY, NOT A
JOINT

This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The request
is for suspicion of joint or bone infection.

1

The request is for an upper extremity non-joint
MRI.; This is a preoperative or recent
postoperative evaluation.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

n/a; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; n/a; It is not known if there
has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; n/a

2

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

pain; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 10/20/1996; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; no range of
motion; PT and medication

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has completed and failed a
course of conservative treatment of at least 4
weeks.; The ordering physician is not an
orthopedist.; The patient has a documented
limited range of motion on physical
examination.; There is no documented findings
of severe pain on motion.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has completed and failed a
course of conservative treatment of at least 4
weeks.; The ordering physician is not an
orthopedist.; There is documented findings of
severe pain on motion.

2

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The
pain is described as chronic; The request is for
shoulder pain.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?

1

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 2014; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; PAIN IN
KNEES; MEDS

2

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
had recent plain films of the knee.; The plain
films were normal.; The ordering physician is
not an orthopedist.; Non-acute Chronic Pain;
Pain greater than 3 days

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
had recent plain films of the knee.; The plain
films were not normal.; The ordering physician
is not an orthopedist.; Non-acute Chronic Pain;
Pain greater than 3 days

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
has not had recent plain films of the knee.; The
ordering physician is not an orthopedist.; Nonacute Chronic Pain; Pain greater than 3 days;
Yes, patient has completed and failed a course
of conservative treatment.; Immobilization

1

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
has not had recent plain films of the knee.; The
ordering physician is not an orthopedist.; Nonacute Chronic Pain; Pain greater than 3 days;
Yes, patient has completed and failed a course
of conservative treatment.; Physician directed
course of non-steroidal anti-inflammatory
medications
This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The study is
requested for knee pain.; The pain is described
as chronic; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?
unknown; This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The
study is requested for knee pain.; The pain is
not from a recent injury, old injury, chronic pain
or a mass.

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; unknown; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
low back and knee pain - Aching, Burning,
Numb, Sharp, Tingling; spinal/joint injections

1

Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; The member
has failed a 4 week course of conservative
management in the past 3 months.; The hip
pain is chronic.; The request is for hip pain.

3

1

1

1

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Approval

Approval

Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient is receiving long-term steriod
therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).

1

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient is receiving long-term steriod
therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The patient
has a documented limitation of their range of
motion.

2

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

n/a; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; n/a; It is not known if there
has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; n/a

1

Anesthesiology

Disapproval

Anesthesiology

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
Radiology Services disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
70540 MRI
Denied Not
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O Medically
2/2017; There has been treatment or
DYE
Necessary
conservative therapy.; chronic pain; PT
&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is not to be part
Radiology Services of a Myelogram.; This is a request for a Cervical
72125 CT CERVICAL
Denied Not
Spine CT; Call does not know if there is a reason
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO Medically
why the patient cannot have a Cervical Spine
CONTRAST
Necessary
MRI.

Disapproval

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Radiology Services or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Denied Not
vascular disease.; 2014; It is not known if there
Medically
has been any treatment or conservative
Necessary
therapy.; MEDS AND SURGERY

Anesthesiology

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

1

1

1

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Disapproval

Patient is having a catheter study. Her pump is
empty. Patient will need CT's after cath study.;
This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 5-4-17; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Patient
states her pain pump is actually empty and she
will need to be scheduled for a catheter study.
Radiology Services The patient complains of pain at hip, lower back
72128 CT THORACIC
Denied Not
and hips and legs. Reports frequency of her pain
SPINE, UPPER BACK NO Medically
as constant with intermittent flare ups. She
CONTRAST
Necessary
describes; Patient has a pain pump

1

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Radiology Services Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; It is not known
Denied Not
if there has been any treatment or conservative
Medically
therapy.; &lt; Describe primary symptoms here Necessary
or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

1

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Disapproval

Disapproval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Radiology Services or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Denied Not
vascular disease.; 2014; It is not known if there
Medically
has been any treatment or conservative
Necessary
therapy.; MEDS AND SURGERY

1

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

Patient is having a catheter study. Her pump is
empty. Patient will need CT's after cath study.;
This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 5-4-17; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Patient
states her pain pump is actually empty and she
will need to be scheduled for a catheter study.
Radiology Services The patient complains of pain at hip, lower back
Denied Not
and hips and legs. Reports frequency of her pain
Medically
as constant with intermittent flare ups. She
Necessary
describes; Patient has a pain pump

1

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Disapproval

Disapproval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

Physical Examination&#x0D; Constitutional:
Patient appears to be appropriate looking for
stated age. Patient is awake, alert and oriented
to person,&#x0D; place and time with recent/
remote memory intact. Caucasian male in no
acute distress noted.&#x0D; Respiratory: Vis;
This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; History of Present
Illness&#x0D; Mr. Killingsworth presents today
on an initial appointment on referral from Dr.
Andrea Bounds. Patient suffers from
neck&#x0D; pain that radiates into his left
upper extremity that was caused from an MVA
in 2012. Patient has had a c; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Pain
Details: This is a new patient consult for
evaluation of chronic pain symptoms. The
patient complains of pain in&#x0D; neck and in
lower back. The patient has been experiencing
this pain for Greater than 1 year. He reports
onset of pain&#x0D; gradually over ti;
Radiology Services Treatment History: Professional caregivers seen
in the past include family physician, physical
Denied Not
therapist, pain medicine physician, spine
Medically
surgeon, orthopedist and psychiatrist. The
Necessary

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
Radiology Services for a neurological disorder.; 6 OMTHS AGO;
Denied Not
There has not been any treatment or
Medically
conservative therapy.; UPPER EXTRIMITY
Necessary
WEAKNESS / CERVICAL RIDICULITIS

1

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Radiology Services or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Denied Not
vascular disease.; 2011; It is not known if there
Medically
has been any treatment or conservative
Necessary
therapy.; PAIN IN NECK AND BACK

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Radiology Services or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Denied Not
vascular disease.; 2011; There has been
Medically
treatment or conservative therapy.; NECK AND
Necessary
BACK PAIN; MEDS

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Radiology Services or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Denied Not
vascular disease.; 2011; There has been
Medically
treatment or conservative therapy.; PAIN IN
Necessary
NECK AND BACK; MEDS

2

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Radiology Services or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Denied Not
vascular disease.; 2013; There has been
Medically
treatment or conservative therapy.; NECK AND
Necessary
BACK PAIN; MEDS

1

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Radiology Services or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Denied Not
vascular disease.; 2013; There has been
Medically
treatment or conservative therapy.; PAIN IN
Necessary
NECK AND BACK; MEDS

4

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Radiology Services or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Denied Not
vascular disease.; 2014; It is not known if there
Medically
has been any treatment or conservative
Necessary
therapy.; PAIN IN NECK AND BACK

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Radiology Services or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Denied Not
vascular disease.; 2014; There has been
Medically
treatment or conservative therapy.; PAIN IN
Necessary
NECK AND BACK; MEDS

3

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Radiology Services or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Denied Not
vascular disease.; NECK AND BACK PAIN; There
Medically
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Necessary
PAIN IN NECK AND BACK; MEDS

1

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

In 2016 she completed cervical spine physical
therapy, but she continues to complain of pain
in her neck that radiated down both arms with
numbness in her hands, with the right side
being more affected. The patient describes the
pattern of pain as constan; This is a request for
cervical spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck
and/or back pain; The patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There
is weakness.; Other associated
symptoms/problems: numbness, weakness,
difficulty staying asleep due to pain, and
Radiology Services frustration secondary to pain.; The patient does
Denied Not
not have new signs or symptoms of bladder or
Medically
bowel dysfunction.; There is not x-ray evidence
Necessary
of a recent cervical spine fracture.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

n/a; This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Radiology Services None of the above; It is not known if the patient
Denied Not
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
Medically
symptoms.; It is not known if the patient has
Necessary
had back pain for over 4 weeks.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Need imaging to further treatment plan; This
study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Radiology Services or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Denied Not
vascular disease.; 1973; There has been
Medically
treatment or conservative therapy.; Neck, Mid
Necessary
Back, Low Back, Right Hip; Meds

1

Anesthesiology

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Neurological: The patient reports headache,
numbness, tremors, trouble with memory,
trouble concentrating and gait
unsteadiness.&#x0D; -Recommend MRI Cervical
Spine- MRI cervical spine is being requested to
further evaluate the patient's persistent pain
and sy; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; 2000; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; The patient has been
experiencing this pain for several years. He
describes the quality of pain as hot-burning,
sharp, shooting and tingling. Pain radiates to
lower back and into back sides of both thighs,
Radiology Services Left upper extremity, Left lower extremity, Left ;
Denied Not
He has tried NSAIDs- ibuprofen, aleve, tylenol,
Medically
sports creams, Cymbalta and Hydrocodone in
Necessary
the past.

1

Anesthesiology

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Other associated symptoms/problems include
but not limited to: depression, difficulty in
carrying out certain physical activities, difficulty
staying asleep due to pain, frustrated because
of pain and numbness .Neurological: The patient
reports headache, ; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back
pain; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; Worsening factor(s) include: any
increased physical activity, bending, house
chores, lifting, pressure changes, standing and
walking Alleviating factors include Lying down,
medications, rest, sitting and Sometimes
Radiology Services nothing helps.; It is not known if the patient has
new signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
Denied Not
dysfunction.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
Medically
recent cervical spine fracture.
Necessary

1

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

She characterizes as constant, sharp, shooting,
stabbing, aching pain accompanied by
numbness and tingling in her RUE and BLE. She
reports frequently dropping things and loss of
sensation in right hand stating she will burn
herself on the grill at work an; This is a request
for cervical spine MRI; Neurological deficits; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is weakness.;
NECK/THYROID: limited ROM of cervical spine
secondary to pain with full flexion evident but
slow extension with elicitation of cervical pain;
pain on extremes of rotational movement of
Radiology Services cervical spine..; The patient does not have new
Denied Not
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
Medically
dysfunction.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
Necessary
recent cervical spine fracture.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

shoulder pain; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
Radiology Services anomaly, or vascular disease.; 5/24/17; There
Denied Not
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Medically
right ankle pain, bilateral knee pain, neck pain,
Necessary
and lower back pain; unknown

1

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient has failed a course of antiinflammatory medication or steroids.; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; There has been a
supervised trial of conservative management
for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or Chronic neck
Radiology Services and/or back pain; No, the patient does not
demonstrate neurological deficits.; No, this
Denied Not
patient did not have a recent course of
Medically
Necessary
supervised physical Therapy.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
Radiology Services more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
Denied Not
for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has
Medically
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?
Necessary

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; Yes, the patient
demonstrate neurological deficits.; yes, there is
a documented evidence of extremity weakness
on physical examination.

1

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has not been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; No, the patient
Radiology Services does not demonstrate neurological deficits.;
Denied Not
numbness and weakness on right hand radiating
Medically
to right shoulder, occasional number down left
Necessary
upper extremity
This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has not been a supervised trial of conservative
Radiology Services management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Denied Not
Chronic neck and/or back pain; No, the patient
Medically
does not demonstrate neurological deficits.;
Necessary
pain

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; This is a request for cervical spine
MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back pain;
The patient does not have new or changing
Radiology Services neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
Denied Not
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
Medically
not seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.
Necessary

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
Radiology Services inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
Denied Not
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 2015; It is not
Medically
known if there has been any treatment or
Necessary
conservative therapy.; neck and back pain

1

Disapproval

Disapproval

1

1

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
Radiology Services inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
Denied Not
anomaly, or vascular disease.; unknown; There
Medically
has not been any treatment or conservative
Necessary
therapy.; unknown

1

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
10/1/2016; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; numbing, tingling,
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
radiating pain.; medication treatment
CONTRAST
Necessary

1

Disapproval

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
vascular disease.; 2011; There has been
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
treatment or conservative therapy.; PAIN IN
CONTRAST
Necessary
NECK AND BACK; MEDS

1

Disapproval

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
vascular disease.; 2013; There has been
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
treatment or conservative therapy.; PAIN IN
CONTRAST
Necessary
NECK AND BACK; MEDS

2

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Disapproval

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
vascular disease.; 2014; There has been
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
treatment or conservative therapy.; PAIN IN
CONTRAST
Necessary
NECK AND BACK; MEDS

1

Disapproval

Pain radiates to right upper
extremity.Musculoskeletal: The patient reports
back pain.&#x0D; Neurological: The patient
reports numbness and arm weakness.; This
study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; The patient has been
experiencing this pain for several years.; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Worsening factor(s) include: cold and rainy
weather, getting up from a sitting or lying
position, standing and some time no particular
reason Alleviating factors include hot Packs,
medications, rest, Sometimes nothing helps and
walking. Other associated s; He has tried NSAIDsibuprofen, aleve, tylenol, sports creams, Flexeril
and Ultram/Ultram ER in the past. The
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services treatment tried in the past includes Heat, home
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
exercises, Ice, Massage and tens. He says that
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
the prior treatments tried have not helped
CONTRAST
Necessary
much. T

1

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Disapproval

The patient does not have any neurological
deficits.; This is a request for a thoracic spine
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services MRI.; There has been a supervised trial of
Denied Not
conservative management for at least 6 weeks.;
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
The study is being ordered due to chronic back
CONTRAST
Necessary
pain or suspected degenerative disease.

3

Disapproval

This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; It is not known if
the patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services symptoms.; The physician has directed
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
The patient has completed 6 weeks of physical
CONTRAST
Necessary
therapy?

1

Disapproval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to Neurological
deficits.; ; The patient is experiencing or
presenting symptoms of lower extremity
weakness documented on physical exam.

1

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Disapproval

This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to Neurological
deficits.; She describes the quality of pain as
numbness, pins and needle, sharp, shooting,
stabbing and tingling. Pain radiates to left foot,
right lower extremity and right foot. The patient
has been experiencing this pain for several
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services years. She has tried NSAIDs-; The patient is
experiencing or presenting symptoms of lower
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
extremity weakness documented on physical
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
CONTRAST
Necessary
exam.

1

Disapproval

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 2015; It is not
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
known if there has been any treatment or
CONTRAST
Necessary
conservative therapy.; neck and back pain

1

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
Radiology Services for a neurological disorder.; 6 OMTHS AGO;
Denied Not
There has not been any treatment or
Medically
conservative therapy.; UPPER EXTRIMITY
Necessary
WEAKNESS / CERVICAL RIDICULITIS

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is no weakness or reflex
abnormality.; The patient does not have new
Radiology Services signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; It is not known if the patient has a
Denied Not
new foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
Medically
Necessary
recent lumbar fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Radiology Services or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Denied Not
vascular disease.; 2011; It is not known if there
Medically
has been any treatment or conservative
Necessary
therapy.; PAIN IN NECK AND BACK

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Radiology Services or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Denied Not
vascular disease.; 2011; There has been
Medically
treatment or conservative therapy.; NECK AND
Necessary
BACK PAIN; MEDS

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Radiology Services or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Denied Not
vascular disease.; 2011; There has been
Medically
treatment or conservative therapy.; PAIN IN
Necessary
BACK AND HIPS; MEDS

1

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Radiology Services or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Denied Not
vascular disease.; 2011; There has been
Medically
treatment or conservative therapy.; PAIN IN
Necessary
NECK AND BACK; MEDS

2

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Radiology Services or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Denied Not
vascular disease.; 2013; There has been
Medically
treatment or conservative therapy.; NECK AND
Necessary
BACK PAIN; MEDS

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Radiology Services or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Denied Not
vascular disease.; 2013; There has been
Medically
treatment or conservative therapy.; PAIN IN
Necessary
NECK AND BACK; MEDS

3

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Radiology Services or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Denied Not
vascular disease.; 2014; It is not known if there
Medically
has been any treatment or conservative
Necessary
therapy.; PAIN IN NECK AND BACK

1

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Radiology Services or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Denied Not
vascular disease.; 2014; There has been
Medically
treatment or conservative therapy.; PAIN IN
Necessary
NECK AND BACK; MEDS

3

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Radiology Services or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Denied Not
vascular disease.; NECK AND BACK PAIN; There
Medically
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Necessary
PAIN IN NECK AND BACK; MEDS

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

back pain that radiates into right hip and
buttox, can not stand more than 15-20mins,
tenderness to lateral rotation of the right lower
extremity with placement of pressure on the
right sacral iliac joint, decrease range of motion,
point tenderness on the; The study requested is
a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back
pain; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is no
weakness or reflex abnormality.; The patient
Radiology Services does not have new signs or symptoms of
Denied Not
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
Medically
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
Necessary
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

extreme back pain, numbness in back and
tingling&#x0D; &#x0D; extreme Left arm pain;
This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Radiology Services vascular disease.; 02/10/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; tingling in
Denied Not
back, numbness, pain&#x0D; shoulder pain;
Medically
Norco, ibuprofen
Necessary

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

He has a two month history of low back pain. It
is axial back pain. Does not go down the legs, No
weakness or numbness.&#x0D; He has tried a
pain medication but it puts him to sleep. He has
a little relief from meloxicam.&#x0D; He has
been doing some home exercises; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is weakness.; He has a two month history
of low back pain. It is axial back pain. Does not
go down the legs, No weakness or
numbness.&#x0D; He has tried a pain
medication but it puts him to sleep. He has a
little relief from meloxicam.&#x0D; He has been
doing some home exercises; The patient does
Radiology Services not have new signs or symptoms of bladder or
Denied Not
bowel dysfunction.; The patient does not have a
Medically
new foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
Necessary
recent lumbar fracture.

1

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

long hx problems related to back and neck, pt
had cervical fusion in the past. currently taking
Aleeve, using back brace; The study requested is
a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back
pain; It is not known if the patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
The patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.;
The patient has seen the doctor more then once
for these symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; It
is not known if the patient has completed 6
weeks of physical therapy?; The patient has
been treated with medication.; The patient was
treated with oral analgesics.; It is not known if
Radiology Services the patient has completed 6 weeks or more of
Chiropractic care.; It is not known if the
Denied Not
physician has directed a home exercise program
Medically
for at least 6 weeks.
Necessary

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Need imaging to further treatment plan; This
study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Radiology Services or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Denied Not
vascular disease.; 1973; There has been
Medically
treatment or conservative therapy.; Neck, Mid
Necessary
Back, Low Back, Right Hip; Meds

1

Anesthesiology

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Neurological: The patient reports headache,
numbness, tremors, trouble with memory,
trouble concentrating and gait
unsteadiness.&#x0D; -Recommend MRI Cervical
Spine- MRI cervical spine is being requested to
further evaluate the patient's persistent pain
and sy; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; 2000; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; The patient has been
experiencing this pain for several years. He
describes the quality of pain as hot-burning,
sharp, shooting and tingling. Pain radiates to
lower back and into back sides of both thighs,
Radiology Services Left upper extremity, Left lower extremity, Left ;
Denied Not
He has tried NSAIDs- ibuprofen, aleve, tylenol,
Medically
sports creams, Cymbalta and Hydrocodone in
Necessary
the past.

1

Anesthesiology

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Pain radiates to lower back and into back sides
of both thighs.MRI lumbar spine is being
requested to further evaluate the patient's
persistent pain and symptoms. Findings from
this study will be incorporated, in conjunction
with objective findings, into; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; The patient does not have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
The patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.;
Radiology Services The patient has seen the doctor more then once
Denied Not
for these symptoms.; The physician has not
Medically
directed conservative treatment for the past 6
Necessary
weeks.

1

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Pain radiates to right upper
extremity.Musculoskeletal: The patient reports
back pain.&#x0D; Neurological: The patient
reports numbness and arm weakness.; This
study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; The patient has been
experiencing this pain for several years.; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Worsening factor(s) include: cold and rainy
weather, getting up from a sitting or lying
position, standing and some time no particular
reason Alleviating factors include hot Packs,
medications, rest, Sometimes nothing helps and
walking. Other associated s; He has tried NSAIDsibuprofen, aleve, tylenol, sports creams, Flexeril
and Ultram/Ultram ER in the past. The
Radiology Services treatment tried in the past includes Heat, home
Denied Not
exercises, Ice, Massage and tens. He says that
Medically
the prior treatments tried have not helped
much. T
Necessary
Radiology Services
Denied Not
pain; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
Medically
MRI.; The patient has acute or chronic back
Necessary
pain.; The patient has none of the above

1

1

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient has had previous spine surgery,
diagnosed the post-laminectomy syndrome.
Radiology Services Patient will be evaluated for possible spinal cord
Denied Not
stimulator implant.; The study requested is a
Medically
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Pre-Operative Evaluation; It
Necessary
is not known when surgery is scheduled.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Positive straight leg test on RLE; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is weakness.; 4/5 RLE weakness; The
Radiology Services patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
Denied Not
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
Medically
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
Necessary
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Reports that finally Ortho advised that there
was nothing further that could be done and
referred her back to PM for further evaluations;
This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 2016; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; middle back
Radiology Services pain. She also has bilateral hip pain that radiates
Denied Not
down into upper thighs and has had increased
Medically
pain for about 6 months.; ORTHO, MEDS,
Necessary
INJECTIONS WITHOUT RELIEF

1

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

shoulder pain; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
Radiology Services anomaly, or vascular disease.; 5/24/17; There
Denied Not
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Medically
right ankle pain, bilateral knee pain, neck pain,
Necessary
and lower back pain; unknown

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient has been experiencing this pain for
several years. He reports onset of pain gradual.
Reports frequency of his pain as constant with
intermittent flare ups. He describes the quality
of pain as aching. Pain radiates to left knee and
right knee. ; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is weakness.; Other
associated symptoms/problems include but not
limited to: numbness and weakness .; The
Radiology Services patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
Denied Not
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
Medically
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
Necessary
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; It is not known if
the patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
Radiology Services symptoms.; The physician has directed
Denied Not
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
Medically
The patient has completed 6 weeks of physical
Necessary
therapy?

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
Radiology Services more then once for these symptoms.; The
Denied Not
physician has directed conservative treatment
Medically
for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?
Necessary
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Radiology Services The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
Denied Not
patient has 6 weeks of completed conservative
Medically
care in the past 3 months or had a spine
Necessary
injection

1

1

2

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; None of the above; The patient
does not have new or changing neurologic signs
or symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; It is not known if the
patient has completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?; The patient has been treated with
medication.; It is not known was medications
were used in treatment.; It is not known if the
Radiology Services patient has completed 6 weeks or more of
Denied Not
Chiropractic care.; It is not known if the
Medically
physician has directed a home exercise program
Necessary
for at least 6 weeks.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
Radiology Services inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
Denied Not
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 2015; It is not
Medically
known if there has been any treatment or
Necessary
conservative therapy.; neck and back pain

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
Radiology Services inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
Denied Not
anomaly, or vascular disease.; unknown; There
Medically
has not been any treatment or conservative
Necessary
therapy.; unknown

1

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Disapproval

Disapproval

72196 MRI PELVIS

Reports that finally Ortho advised that there
was nothing further that could be done and
referred her back to PM for further evaluations;
This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 2016; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; middle back
Radiology Services pain. She also has bilateral hip pain that radiates
Denied Not
down into upper thighs and has had increased
Medically
pain for about 6 months.; ORTHO, MEDS,
Necessary
INJECTIONS WITHOUT RELIEF

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Radiology Services Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; It is not known
Denied Not
if there has been any treatment or conservative
Medically
therapy.; &lt; Describe primary symptoms here Necessary
or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

1

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Disapproval

Disapproval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

extreme back pain, numbness in back and
tingling&#x0D; &#x0D; extreme Left arm pain;
This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Radiology Services vascular disease.; 02/10/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; tingling in
Denied Not
back, numbness, pain&#x0D; shoulder pain;
Medically
Norco, ibuprofen
Necessary

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a foot MRI.; "There is not a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; There
is not a history of new onset of severe pain in
the foot within the last two weeks.; The patient
does not have an abnormal plain film study of
the foot other than arthritis.; The patient has
not used a cane or crutches for greater than
four weeks.; The patient has not been treated
with and failed a course of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient has not been treated with
Radiology Services anti-inflammatory medications in conjunction
Denied Not
with this complaint.; This is not for preMedically
operative planning.; The patient does not have a
Necessary
documented limitation of their range of motion.

1

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Disapproval

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
73721 MRI JOINT OF
Radiology Services or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP Denied Not
vascular disease.; 2011; There has been
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR Medically
treatment or conservative therapy.; PAIN IN
FOOT JOINT
Necessary
BACK AND HIPS; MEDS

2

Disapproval

Reports that finally Ortho advised that there
was nothing further that could be done and
referred her back to PM for further evaluations;
This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 2016; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; middle back
73721 MRI JOINT OF
Radiology Services pain. She also has bilateral hip pain that radiates
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP Denied Not
down into upper thighs and has had increased
pain for about 6 months.; ORTHO, MEDS,
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR Medically
FOOT JOINT
Necessary
INJECTIONS WITHOUT RELIEF

2

Anesthesiology

Cardiac Surgery

Cardiac Surgery

Disapproval

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient is not receiving long-term
steriod therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The
patient does not have an abnormal plain film
study of the hip other than arthritis.; The
patient has not used a cane or crutches for
greater than four weeks.; The patient has not
been treated with and failed a course of
supervised physical therapy.; There is not a
mass near the hip.; The patient has been
73721 MRI JOINT OF
Radiology Services treated with anti-inflammatory medications in
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP Denied Not
conjunction with this complaint.; This is not for
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR Medically
pre-operative planning.; The patient has a
FOOT JOINT
Necessary
documented limitation of their range of motion.

2

Approval

70496 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY HEAD
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

; This study is being ordered for Vascular
Disease.; 5/2014; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; neck chest pain
..vertigo....numbness abnormal gait; surgery

1

Approval

70498 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY NECK
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

; This study is being ordered for Vascular
Disease.; 5/2014; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; neck chest pain
..vertigo....numbness abnormal gait; surgery

1

Cardiac Surgery

Approval

Cardiac Surgery

Approval

Cardiac Surgery

Cardiac Surgery

Cardiac Surgery

Cardiac Surgery

Approval

Approval

70498 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY NECK
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST
71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
Neck.

6
1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

"The ordering physician IS an oncologist,
surgeon, pulmonologist, cardiologist or PCP
ordering on behalf of a specialist who has seen
the patient."; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; The study is being ordered for none of
the above.; This study is being ordered for a preoperative evaluation.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

"There IS evidence of a lung, mediastinal or
chest mass noted within the last 30 days."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

2

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; The study is being ordered for none of
the above.; This study is being ordered for non
of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study
is being ordered for known tumor.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

5

Cardiac Surgery

Cardiac Surgery

Cardiac Surgery

Cardiac Surgery

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study
is being ordered for suspected pulmonary
Embolus.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Patient has copd, is a smoker has been for
many years. Physician is scanning for Cancer;
This study is being ordered for Inflammatory/
Infectious Disease.; 5/16/2017; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
Shortness of Breath&#x0D; Coughing
sleep apnea; "There is NO evidence of a lung,
mediastinal or chest mass noted within the last
30 days."; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
This study is being ordered for work-up for
suspicious mass.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; ; This study is being ordered
for Vascular Disease.; This study is being
ordered for Vascular Disease.; 3/7/2017; 3-72017; There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; TIA , AMAUROSIS FUGAX
, History external angina for over a month,
uncontrolled hypertension; TIA , AMAUROSIS
FUGAX , History external angina for over a
month, uncontrolled hypertension; &lt;
Describe treatment / conservative therapy here or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;;

Approval

3

1

1

1

Cardiac Surgery

Cardiac Surgery

Cardiac Surgery

Cardiac Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
04/7/17; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; right side face numbness
type Aortic Dissection

1

71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST
71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for Vascular Disease.; 3/2015; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; PAIN IN
LEGS; SURGERY 2016

1

; This study is being ordered for Vascular
Disease.; see note attached.; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;

1

71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

; This study is not requested to evaluate
suspected pulmonary embolus.; This study will
not be performed in conjunction with a Chest
CT.; This study is being ordered for another
reason besides Known or Suspected Congenital
Abnormality, Known or suspected Vascular
Disease.; Yes, this is a request for a Chest CT
Angiography.

1

Cardiac Surgery

Cardiac Surgery

Cardiac Surgery

Approval

71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Approval

71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

; This study is not requested to evaluate
suspected pulmonary embolus.; This study will
not be performed in conjunction with a Chest
CT.; This study is being ordered for Suspected
Vascular Disease.; There are no new signs or
symptoms indicative of a dissecting aortic
aneurysm.; This is an evaluation for thoracic
outlet syndrome.; Yes, this is a request for a
Chest CT Angiography.
follow up to surgery; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 11/04/2016; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; aneurysm,;
surgery

71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Here for f/u. She has recurrent paroxysmal AF
s/p PVI 2014. Recent Holter showed AF RVR.
She's on Eliquis. She's has several stents since.
She's fatigued. She has nosebleeds.; This study
is not requested to evaluate suspected
pulmonary embolus.; This study will not be
performed in conjunction with a Chest CT.; This
study is being ordered for Known Vascular
Disease.; This is a pre-operative evaluation.; This
surgey is scheduled/planned.; A catheter
angiogram has not been performed within the
last month.; Yes, this is a request for a Chest CT
Angiography.

Approval

1

1

1

Cardiac Surgery

Cardiac Surgery

Cardiac Surgery

Cardiac Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST
71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST
71555 MRA, MRI
ANGIOGRAPHY
CHEST[NOT
MYOCARDIUM]
WITH/WITHOUT
CONTRAST
73220 MRI UPPER
EXTREMITY , ENTIRE
EXTREMITY, NOT A
JOINT

Patient here with f/u s/p PVI and has had
exercise intolerance and exercise induced PVCs.
He's referred for PVC ablation. He wore a 24
hour Holter. He's taking coreg. He says he's
sleeping all the time.&#x0D;
cMRI 10/2016
ok.; This study is not requested to evaluate
suspected pulmonary embolus.; This study will
not be performed in conjunction with a Chest
CT.; This study is being ordered for Known
Vascular Disease.; This is a Follow-up to a
previous angiogram or MR angiogram.; There
are no new signs or symptoms indicative of a
dissecting aortic aneurysm.; There are signs or
symptoms indicative of a progressive vascular
stenosis.; Yes, this is a request for a Chest CT
Angiography.

1

This study is requested to evaluate suspected
pulmonary embolus.; Yes, this is a request for a
Chest CT Angiography.

5

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an MR
Angiogram of the chest or thorax

1

The request is for an upper extremity non-joint
MRI.; This is a preoperative or recent
postoperative evaluation.

1

Cardiac Surgery

Cardiac Surgery

Cardiac Surgery

Cardiac Surgery

Cardiac Surgery

Approval

74174 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY
ABDOMEN AND PELVIS
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
04/7/17; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; right side face numbness
type Aortic Dissection

1

Approval

74174 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY
ABDOMEN AND PELVIS
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

; This study is being ordered for Vascular
Disease.; see note attached.; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;

1

Approval

74174 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY
ABDOMEN AND PELVIS
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

This is a request for CT Angiography of the
Abdomen and Pelvis.

4

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for Vascular Disease.; 3/2015; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; PAIN IN
LEGS; SURGERY 2016

1

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
abdomen.

1

Approval

Approval

74175 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY
ABDOMEN
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST
74175 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY
ABDOMEN
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Cardiac Surgery

Cardiac Surgery

Cardiac Surgery

Cardiac Surgery

Cardiac Surgery

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

75635 CTA AA&BI
ILIOFEM LXTR RS&I C/C+ POST-PXESSING

1
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The requested studies are being
ordered for known or suspected aneurysms and
are being ordered by a surgeon or by the
attending physician on behalf of a surgeon.;
Vascular disease; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; &lt;Enter Additional
Clinical Information&gt;; Yes this is a request for
a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This is a request for follow up of a
known tumor or cancer involving both the
abdomen and pelvis and the patient is
undergoing active treatment.; Known Tumor,
Cancer, Mass, or Rule out metastases; Yes this is
a request for a Diagnostic CT
follow up to surgery; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 11/04/2016; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; aneurysm,;
surgery

1

1

1

1

Cardiac Surgery

Cardiac Surgery

Cardiac Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

75635 CTA AA&BI
ILIOFEM LXTR RS&I C/C+ POST-PXESSING

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
abdominal arteries.

7

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has 3 or more
cardiac risk factors; The study is requested for
congestive heart failure.; The study is requested
for suspected coronary artery disease.; The
member has known or suspected coronary
artery disease.; The BMI is 20 to 29

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
as a pre-operative evaluation.; The patient is
not presenting with symptoms of atypical chest
pain and/or shortness of breath.; The patient
has not had a recent non-nuclear stress test.;
The patient has not had a recent abnormal EKG
consistent with CAD.; The patient has not had a
recent stress echocardiogram.; The patient has
not had a recent stress echocardiogram.; The
patient has suspected CAD.; The patient's age is
between 45 and 64.; The patient has not had a
stress echocardiogram within the past eight
weeks.; This evaluation is prior to major surgery
involving general anesthesia.; This is a request
for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiac Surgery

Cardiac Surgery

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

The study is being ordered for suspected CAD.;
The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
There are documented clinical findings of
hyperlipidemia.; The patient has not had a
recent non-nuclear stress test.; The patient's
age is between 45 and 64.; The patient has not
had a stress echocardiogram within the past
eight weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient has a physical limitation to exercise.

2

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

The study is being ordered for suspected CAD.;
The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
There are no documented clinical findings of
hyperlipidemia.; The patient has not had a
recent non-nuclear stress test.; This patient is
clinically obese or has an emphysematous chest
configuration.; The patient's age is between 45
and 64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has a physical limitation to exercise.

1

Cardiac Surgery

Cardiac Surgery

Cardiac Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

This study is being ordered as a pre-operative
evaluation.; The patient is presenting new
symptoms of chest pain or increasing shortness
of breath.; The patient has not had a recent
stress echocardiogram.; The patient has known
CAD.; This patient had a previous cardiac
surgery or angioplasty.; The patient's age is
between 45 and 64.; The patient has not had a
stress echocardiogram within the past eight
weeks.; This evaluation is prior to major surgery
involving general anesthesia.; This is a request
for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

78813 PET IMAGING
WHOLE BODY

Patient has copd, is a smoker has been for
many years. Physician is scanning for Cancer;
This study is being ordered for Inflammatory/
Infectious Disease.; 5/16/2017; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
Shortness of Breath&#x0D; Coughing

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
A nodule of less than 4 centimeters has been
identified on recent imaging; This study is being
ordered to evaluate a solitary pulmonary
nodule.; The solitary pulmonary nodule was
identified on an imaging study in the last 30
days.; This study is being requested for Lung
Cancer.; This would be the first PET Scan
performed on this patient for this cancer.

1

Cardiac Surgery

Cardiac Surgery

Cardiac Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
It is unknown why the study is being ordered.;
This study is being ordered for something other
than Breast CA, Lymphoma, Myeloma, Ovarian
CA, Esophageal CA, Lung CA, Colorectal CA,
Head/Neck CA, Melanoma, Soft Tissue Sarcoma,
Pancreatic CA or Testicular CA.; This study is
being requested for Brain Cancer/Tumor or
Mass.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Cardiac Murmur.; This request is for initial
evaluation of a murmur.; It is unknown if the
murmur is grade III (3) or greater.; There are
clinical symptoms supporting a suspicion of
structural heart disease.

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of Left
Ventricular Function.; The patient does not have
a history of a recent heart attack or
hypertensive heart disease.

1

Cardiac Surgery

Cardiac Surgery

Cardiac Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

93350 ECHO TTHRC R-T
2D -+M-MODE
COMPLETE REST&STRS

This is a request for a Stress Echocardiogram.;
The patient had cardiac testing including Stress
Echocardiogram, Nuclear Cardiology
(SPECT/MPI), Coronary CT angiography (CCTA)
or Cardiac Catheterization in the last 2 years.;
The patient is experiencing new or changing
cardiac symptoms.; The member has known or
suspected coronary artery disease.

1

93350 ECHO TTHRC R-T
2D -+M-MODE
COMPLETE REST&STRS

This is a request for a Stress Echocardiogram.;
The patient has NOT had cardiac testing
including Stress Echocardiogram, Nuclear
Cardiology (SPECT/MPI), Coronary CT
angiography (CCTA) or Cardiac Catheterization
in the last 2 years.; The member has known or
suspected coronary artery disease.

2

G0297 Low dose CT
scan (LDCT) for lung
cancer screening

This request is for a Low Dose CT for Lung
Cancer Screening.; This patient has NOT had a
Low Dose CT for Lung Cancer Screening in the
past 11 months.; The patient is between 55 and
80 years old.; This patient is a smoker or has a
history of smoking.; The patient has a 30 pack
per year history of smoking.; The patient is NOT
presenting with pulmonary signs or symptoms
of lung cancer nor are there other diagnostic
test suggestive of lung cancer.; The patient quit
smoking less than 15 years ago.

1

Cardiac Surgery

Cardiac Surgery

Cardiac Surgery

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
70498 CT
Radiology Services for Vascular Disease.; 3/21/17; There has been
Denied Not
treatment or conservative therapy.; numbness;
ANGIOGRAPHY NECK
W/CONTRAST/NONCON Medically
anti-inflammatory, physical therapy, carpal
TRAST
Necessary
injections. referral to two hand surgeons

1

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
Radiology Services for Vascular Disease.; 3/21/17; There has been
Denied Not
treatment or conservative therapy.; numbness;
Medically
anti-inflammatory, physical therapy, carpal
Necessary
injections. referral to two hand surgeons

1

Disapproval

none; This study is not requested to evaluate
suspected pulmonary embolus.; This study will
not be performed in conjunction with a Chest
CT.; This study is being ordered for another
71275 CT
Radiology Services reason besides Known or Suspected Congenital
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST Denied Not
Abnormality, Known or suspected Vascular
Disease.; Yes, this is a request for a Chest CT
W/CONTRAST/NONCON Medically
TRAST
Necessary
Angiography.

1

Cardiac Surgery

Disapproval

Cardiac Surgery

Disapproval

Cardiac Surgery

Cardiology

Disapproval

Approval

75635 CTA AA&BI
ILIOFEM LXTR RS&I C/C+ POST-PXESSING
78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; ; This study is being ordered
for Vascular Disease.; This study is being
ordered for Vascular Disease.; 3/7/2017; 3-72017; There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; TIA , AMAUROSIS FUGAX
, History external angina for over a month,
uncontrolled hypertension; TIA , AMAUROSIS
Radiology Services FUGAX , History external angina for over a
Denied Not
month, uncontrolled hypertension; &lt;
Describe treatment / conservative therapy here Medically
Necessary
or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;;
Radiology Services This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Denied Not
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The study
Medically
is requested for known or suspected valve
Necessary
disorders.

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

1

1

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for another reason;
The reason for ordering this study is unknown.

1

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; Thi study is being requested for
None of the above.; This procedure is being
requested for Syncope/Fainting; It is unknown
why an MRI is not being considered

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

; This is a request for a brain/head CT.; This
study is being requested for Suspicion of a TIA
(Transient Ischemic Attack).; Metallic implants
such as Pacemakers, ICD
(cardioverter/defibrillator), vascular clips,
prosthesis or joint replacement is the reason
why an MRI is not being considered

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Suspected TIA; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; This study is being requested for
Suspicion of a TIA (Transient Ischemic Attack).;
Metallic implants such as Pacemakers, ICD
(cardioverter/defibrillator), vascular clips,
prosthesis or joint replacement is the reason
why an MRI is not being considered

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

This is a request for a brain/head CT.; There is
headache not improved by pain medications.;
"There are recent neurological symptoms or
deficits such as one-sided weakness, vision
defects, speech impairments or sudden onset of
severe dizziness."; This study is being requested
for a headache.

8

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

This is a request for a brain/head CT.; There is
not headache not improved by pain
medications.; "There are recent neurological
symptoms or deficits such as one-sided
weakness, vision defects, speech impairments
or sudden onset of severe dizziness."; This study
is being requested for a headache.

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

This is a request for a brain/head CT.; This study
is being requested for a history of stroke, (CVA)
known or follow-up.

1

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

Patient is having problems with her
defibrillator. She said it is red and her neck
around her jugular is swollen like to the size of a
hard boiled egg.; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 04/19/2017;
There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; Patient reports the site
around her ICD is red, swollen, warm to touch,
and she thinks she is running a fever. Patient
states she first noticed the symptoms 4-5 days
ago. Patient also reports the area is swollen last
night the size of a hard boiled egg.

1

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; There
has not been recent trauma or other injury to
the neck.; There is suspicion of or known tumor,
metastasis, lymphadenopathy, or mass.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Cardiology

Approval

Cardiology

Approval

Cardiology

Approval

Cardiology

Approval

70496 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY HEAD
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
5/5/17; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; Lost of vision, shortness
of breath, diabetes, abnormal EKG

70496 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY HEAD
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST
70496 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY HEAD
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

carotid doppler shows carotid stenosis which
could possibly be the cause of her dizzy and
syncope problem.; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 05/22/2017; There
has not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; syncope, dizziness, pt also had
abnormal carotid doppler scan
dizziness,; This study is being ordered for
Vascular Disease.; 4/13/17; It is not known if
there has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; carotid bruit

70496 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY HEAD
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

ULTRASOUND SHOWED A 90% BLOCKAGE; This
study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 06/08/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; BLINDNESS
IN ONE EYE; ULTRASOUND OF THE CARATOID

1

1

1

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

Approval

70498 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY NECK
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
5/5/17; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; Lost of vision, shortness
of breath, diabetes, abnormal EKG

1

70498 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY NECK
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; april
2017; It is not known if there has been any
treatment or conservative therapy.; dizziness,
hypertension

1

70498 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY NECK
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for Vascular Disease.; 12/2016; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
Headaches/dizziness/chest pain/off balance

1

70498 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY NECK
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST
70498 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY NECK
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

carotid doppler shows carotid stenosis which
could possibly be the cause of her dizzy and
syncope problem.; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 05/22/2017; There
has not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; syncope, dizziness, pt also had
abnormal carotid doppler scan
dizziness,; This study is being ordered for
Vascular Disease.; 4/13/17; It is not known if
there has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; carotid bruit

Approval

70498 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY NECK
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Patient had Abdominal US that showed AAA at
4.5. She is currently experiencing abdominal
pain and leg pain. Patient had Lower Extremity
US that showed absent pulses in ankles and
possible narrowing in arteries. Patient also has
areas of lymphedema on left; This study is being
ordered for Vascular Disease.; Unknown.
Referred to Dr. Cheema by Primary Care
Physician; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; Abdominal US shows
AAA of 4.5. Lower Extremity US shows possible
narrowing of arteries with no BP showing in
ankles.

1

Approval

70498 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY NECK
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

ULTRASOUND SHOWED A 90% BLOCKAGE; This
study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 06/08/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; BLINDNESS
IN ONE EYE; ULTRASOUND OF THE CARATOID

1

Cardiology

Approval

Cardiology

Approval

Cardiology

Cardiology

1

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

Cardiology

Approval

Cardiology

Approval

Cardiology

Approval

70498 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY NECK
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
Neck.

15

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

There is not an immediate family history of
aneurysm.; The patient has a known aneurysm.;
This is a request for a Brain MRA.

1

The patient has not had a recent MRI or CT for
these symptoms.; There has not been a stroke
or TIA within the past two weeks.; "There is a
sudden onset of one-sided weakness, speech
impairment, vision defects or severe dizziness.";
This is a request for a Neck MR Angiography.

1

70547 Mr angiography
neck w/o dye
70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

3

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The headache is described as
sudden and severe.; There are NO recent
neurological deficits on exam such as one sided
weakness, speech impairments or vision
defects.; It is not known if there is a new and
sudden onset of a headache less than 1 week
not improved by medications.; There is not a
family history (parent, sibling, or child) of
stroke, aneurysm, or AVM (arteriovenous
malformation)

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

pt has one sided weakness and dizziness. TIA
suspected; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; Requested for evaluation of stroke
or aneurysm; It is not known if there are recent
neurological symptoms such as one sided
weakness, speech impairments, or vision
defects.; There is not a family history (parent,
sibling or child of the patient) of AVM
(arteriovenous malformation).

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This MRI is needed due to increased memory
loss and cognitive issues after stroke.; This
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of stroke or
aneurysm; There are not recent neurological
symptoms such as one sided weakness, speech
impairments, or vision defects.; There is not a
family history (parent, sibling or child of the
patient) of AVM (arteriovenous malformation).

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as chronic or
recurring.; The headache is presenting with a
sudden change in severity, associated with
exertion, or a mental status change.

2

Cardiology

Approval

Cardiology

Approval

Cardiology

Approval

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST
71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of stroke or
aneurysm; There are recent neurological
symptoms such as one sided weakness, speech
impairments, or vision defects.
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of tumor; A biopsy has
been completed to determine tumor tissue
type.

1

1
2

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

"The ordering physician IS a surgeon,
pulmonologist or PCP ordering on behalf of a
specialist who has seen the patient."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for known or suspected
inflammatory disease or pneumonia.; Yes this is
a request for a Diagnostic CT

2

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

"The ordering physician is a surgeon,
pulmonologist, or cardiologist."; A Chest/Thorax
CT is being ordered.; This study is being ordered
for vascular disease other than cardiac.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

2

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

"There IS evidence of a lung, mediastinal or
chest mass noted within the last 30 days."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

4

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; 6-122017; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; HX of CHF, CAD, and
C.O.P.D. Chest pain.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

; "There is NO evidence of a lung, mediastinal
or chest mass noted within the last 30 days."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The
study is being ordered for none of the above.;
This study is being ordered for non of the
above.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
; This study is being ordered for Vascular
Disease.; October 2013; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Mrs.
Grovenburg is a pleasant 39-year-old female
who presents today for routine follow-up
regarding her hypertensive cardiovascular
disease with concentric LVH, left ventricular
diastolic dysfunction per 2-D echocardiogram,
mildly dilated a descending aor; cardiac
medications
A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study
is being ordered for known tumor.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

2

1

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study
is being ordered for suspected pulmonary
Embolus.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

4

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Dyspnea, having worsened DOE, has had
recurrent CP that is identical to the pain that he
had before his previous MI; A Chest/Thorax CT
is being ordered.; The study is being ordered for
none of the above.; This study is being ordered
for non of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

FOLLOW UP THORACIC AORTIC ANEURYSM.
CHECKING SIZE; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; The study is being ordered for none of
the above.; This study is being ordered for non
of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

IMPRESSION/PLAN&#x0D; A very pleasant
patient here for followup. He had continued
pain around, but not near his pacemaker
pocket. On physical examination, it does not
look infected or inflamed and it is not tender.
Device interrogation is unable to reproduc; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The study is
being ordered for none of the above.; This study
is being ordered for non of the above.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

monitor thoracic aneurysm; A Chest/Thorax CT
is being ordered.; The study is being ordered for
none of the above.; This study is being ordered
for non of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Mr. Carr comes to clinic for follow up s/p
evacuation of mediastinal hematoma and
anterior mediastinoscopy on 02/14/2017. She
has a history of lupus, mitral valve replacement,
and post reoperative aortic valve replacement.
She had a positive PPD and was f; "There IS
evidence of a lung, mediastinal or chest mass
noted within the last 30 days."; They had a
previous Chest x-ray.; A Chest/Thorax CT is
being ordered.; This study is being ordered for
work-up for suspicious mass.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

PATIENT HAS BEEN HAVING INCREASING SOB
AND HAD AN ABN CHEST X-RAY THAT
RECOMMENDS A CT OF CHEST DUE TO
QUESTIONABLE MASS; "There is NO evidence of
a lung, mediastinal or chest mass noted within
the last 30 days."; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; This study is being ordered for workup for suspicious mass.; Yes this is a request for
a Diagnostic CT

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

PATIENT HAS DILATION OF AORTA ROOT, AS
WELL AS CHEST PAINS WITH AND WITHOUT
EXERTION. HAS SHORTNESS OF BREATH WITH
AND WITHOUT EXERTION. CHEST PAIN DOES
RADIATE INTO ARM AND JAW.; A Chest/Thorax
CT is being ordered.; The study is being ordered
for none of the above.; This study is being
ordered for non of the above.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Patient is having problems with her
defibrillator. She said it is red and her neck
around her jugular is swollen like to the size of a
hard boiled egg.; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 04/19/2017;
There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; Patient reports the site
around her ICD is red, swollen, warm to touch,
and she thinks she is running a fever. Patient
states she first noticed the symptoms 4-5 days
ago. Patient also reports the area is swollen last
night the size of a hard boiled egg.

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Patient was in the office for an echo &amp;
masses were noted &amp; the physician wants
CT ASAP.; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is not a hematologist/
oncologist.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Patient went to an after hours medical clinic for
shortness of breath and chest pain. Patient was
told that the chest x-ray was abnormal and was
referred for a CT Chest with contrast to evaluate
a possible lung mass. Patient is obese with an
elevated bloo; "Caller is NOT SURE if there is
evidence of a lung, mediastinal or chest mass
noted within the last 30 days."; A Chest/Thorax
CT is being ordered.; This study is being ordered
for work-up for suspicious mass.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Pt has known lung nodules we are following
DM; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The
study is being ordered for none of the above.;
This study is being ordered for non of the
above.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
pulmonary nodule; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; The study is being ordered for none of
the above.; This study is being ordered for non
of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

There is no radiologic evidence of non-resolving
pneumonia.; There is no radiologic evidence of
asbestosis.; none given; "The ordering physician
is NOT a surgeon, pulmonologist or PCP
ordering on behalf of a specialist who has seen
the patient."; "There is no radiologic evidence of
sarcoidosis, tuberculosis or fungal infection.";
There is no radiologic evidence of a lung abscess
or empyema.; There is no radiologic evidence of
pneumoconiosis e.g. black lung disease or
silicosis.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
This study is being ordered for known or
suspected inflammatory disease or pneumonia.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

There is radiologic evidence of non-resolving
pneumonia after at least 4 weeks of treatment.;
"The ordering physician is NOT a surgeon,
pulmonologist or PCP ordering on behalf of a
specialist who has seen the patient."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for known or suspected
inflammatory disease or pneumonia.; Yes this is
a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Thoracic Aortic Aneurysm.; A Chest/Thorax CT
is being ordered.; The study is being ordered for
none of the above.; This study is being ordered
for non of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

2

Approval

71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; It is not known
if there has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; &lt; Describe primary symptoms here or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

1

Approval

71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for Vascular Disease.; 12/2016; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
Headaches/dizziness/chest pain/off balance

1

71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for Vascular Disease.; SEPT.20,2016; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; HIGH
BLOOD PREESURE, CHEST PAIN,
HYPERLIPEDEMIA, HEADACHE; MEDICATIONS,
CATH DONE ON 12/2016

1

Approval

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

Approval

71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is not requested
to evaluate suspected pulmonary embolus.; This
study will not be performed in conjunction with
a Chest CT.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Known or Suspected
Congenital Abnormality, Known or suspected
Vascular Disease.; Yes, this is a request for a
Chest CT Angiography.

1

71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is not requested
to evaluate suspected pulmonary embolus.; This
study will not be performed in conjunction with
a Chest CT.; This study is being ordered for
Known Vascular Disease.; This is a pre-operative
evaluation.; This surgey is scheduled/planned.;
A catheter angiogram has not been performed
within the last month.; Yes, this is a request for
a Chest CT Angiography.

1

71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is not a hematologist/ oncologist.

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 9/4/2014; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Atrial
fibrillation, hyper tension, tachy cardia;
Medication

1

71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

; This study is being ordered for Vascular
Disease.; 02/16/16; There has been treatment
or conservative therapy.; Shortness of Breath; It
has been left alone for the last year &amp; echo
showed changes

1

71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

; This study is being ordered for Vascular
Disease.; 03/2016; It is not known if there has
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
increased episodes of substernal chest
discomfort with associated shortness of breath
or smothering sensationShe is losing air while
singing in church, making it difficult to get
through

1

71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

; This study is not requested to evaluate
suspected pulmonary embolus.; This study will
not be performed in conjunction with a Chest
CT.; This study is being ordered for another
reason besides Known or Suspected Congenital
Abnormality, Known or suspected Vascular
Disease.; Yes, this is a request for a Chest CT
Angiography.

2

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

; This study is not requested to evaluate
suspected pulmonary embolus.; This study will
not be performed in conjunction with a Chest
CT.; This study is being ordered for Known or
Suspected Congenital Abnormality.; The
abnormality is of a cardiac nature.; There is no
known or suspected coarctation of the aorta.;
There is no other type of arch anomaly.; Yes,
this is a request for a Chest CT Angiography.

1

71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

25 YO with hx of HTN who had brain surgery
due to intracranial bleed, was incidentally found
to have ascending aortic aneurysm &#x0D;
Presents today for follow up with c/o CP &#x0D;
Her BP is better controlled &#x0D; Underwent
ETT and Echo both were OK &#x0D; Appropriate
Use; This study is not requested to evaluate
suspected pulmonary embolus.; This study will
not be performed in conjunction with a Chest
CT.; This study is being ordered for Known
Vascular Disease.; It is not known if this is a preoperative evaluation, post operative evaluation
or follow up to a previous angiogram or MR
angiogram.; Yes, this is a request for a Chest CT
Angiography.

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Chest Pain, SOB, Bicuspid aortic valve.; This
study is not requested to evaluate suspected
pulmonary embolus.; This study will not be
performed in conjunction with a Chest CT.; This
study is being ordered for Suspected Vascular
Disease.; There are new signs or symptoms
indicative of a dissecting aortic aneurysm.; Yes,
this is a request for a Chest CT Angiography.

1

Approval

71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

dilated aortic root (4.5 cm) on CT scan for Ca
score.&#x0D; We will order CTA chest abdomen
and pelvis&#x0D; Stress echo was ordered for
DOE. His BP is perfectly controlled on the
present regimen, B blockers are a good choice
for dialted aortic root.&#x0D; We will wait ; This
study is being ordered for Vascular Disease.;
unknown; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ; BP control abd beta
blockers for dialated aortic root

1

Approval

71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Heart murmur Hypertension; This study is
being ordered for Vascular Disease.; 6/5/2017;
There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; Pain Cough

1

Approval

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

Approval

71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Known Thoracic Aortic Aneurysm 5.3cm. If the
aneurysm is not improved then surgical repair is
recommended.; This study is not requested to
evaluate suspected pulmonary embolus.; This
study will not be performed in conjunction with
a Chest CT.; This study is being ordered for
Known Vascular Disease.; This is a pre-operative
evaluation.; This surgey is scheduled/planned.;
A catheter angiogram has not been performed
within the last month.; Yes, this is a request for
a Chest CT Angiography.

1

71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

KNOWN THORACIC AORTIC ANEURYSM; This
study is not requested to evaluate suspected
pulmonary embolus.; This study will not be
performed in conjunction with a Chest CT.; This
study is being ordered for Known Vascular
Disease.; This is a pre-operative evaluation.; This
surgery is not scheduled/ planned.; Yes, this is a
request for a Chest CT Angiography.

1

71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

none; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 04-25-2017; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
none

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

Approval

71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

None; This study is not requested to evaluate
suspected pulmonary embolus.; This study will
not be performed in conjunction with a Chest
CT.; This study is being ordered for another
reason besides Known or Suspected Congenital
Abnormality, Known or suspected Vascular
Disease.; Yes, this is a request for a Chest CT
Angiography.

1

71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Patient had Abdominal US that showed AAA at
4.5. She is currently experiencing abdominal
pain and leg pain. Patient had Lower Extremity
US that showed absent pulses in ankles and
possible narrowing in arteries. Patient also has
areas of lymphedema on left; This study is being
ordered for Vascular Disease.; Unknown.
Referred to Dr. Cheema by Primary Care
Physician; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; Abdominal US shows
AAA of 4.5. Lower Extremity US shows possible
narrowing of arteries with no BP showing in
ankles.

1

71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

PRE PROCEDURAL PLANNING; This study is not
requested to evaluate suspected pulmonary
embolus.; This study will not be performed in
conjunction with a Chest CT.; This study is being
ordered for another reason besides Known or
Suspected Congenital Abnormality, Known or
suspected Vascular Disease.; Yes, this is a
request for a Chest CT Angiography.

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

Approval

71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Pre-Cardiac Ablation; This study is not
requested to evaluate suspected pulmonary
embolus.; This study will not be performed in
conjunction with a Chest CT.; This study is being
ordered for another reason besides Known or
Suspected Congenital Abnormality, Known or
suspected Vascular Disease.; Yes, this is a
request for a Chest CT Angiography.

1

71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

PT HAS CORONARY ART DISEASE, HAS A
THORACIC ANEURYSM, WITH ISCHEMIC
CARDIOMYOPATHY; This study is not requested
to evaluate suspected pulmonary embolus.; This
study will be performed in conjunction with a
Chest CT.; Yes, this is a request for a Chest CT
Angiography.

1

71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

pt has thoracic aortic aneurysm. Also found to
have pulmonary nodues; This study is not
requested to evaluate suspected pulmonary
embolus.; This study will be performed in
conjunction with a Chest CT.; Yes, this is a
request for a Chest CT Angiography.

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Reason for Appointment &#x0D; 1. Chest
discomfort &#x0D; &#x0D; &#x0D; History of
Present Illness &#x0D; HPI: &#x0D;
Cardiology consultation for this pleasant 58year-old lady. She is referred by Dr. burns. She
has a history of thoracic aortic aneurysm. Get a
CTA done in 201; This study is not requested to
evaluate suspected pulmonary embolus.; This
study will not be performed in conjunction with
a Chest CT.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Known or Suspected
Congenital Abnormality, Known or suspected
Vascular Disease.; Yes, this is a request for a
Chest CT Angiography.

1

71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Reason for Appointment &#x0D; 1. TAA
&#x0D; 2. Dissection in celiac trunck and CIAs
&#x0D; &#x0D; &#x0D; History of Present
Illness &#x0D; HPI: &#x0D;
58 y.o. male
with no prior cardiac history here for 6 month
f/u appt. &#x0D;
On last visit no complaints
today. Active at home; This study is not
requested to evaluate suspected pulmonary
embolus.; This study will not be performed in
conjunction with a Chest CT.; This study is being
ordered for another reason besides Known or
Suspected Congenital Abnormality, Known or
suspected Vascular Disease.; Yes, this is a
request for a Chest CT Angiography.

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

significant family history of aortic dissection
and has SOB;; This study is not requested to
evaluate suspected pulmonary embolus.; This
study will not be performed in conjunction with
a Chest CT.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Known or Suspected
Congenital Abnormality, Known or suspected
Vascular Disease.; Yes, this is a request for a
Chest CT Angiography.

1

71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST
71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

significant family hx of aortic dissection and is
having chest pain and SOB; This study is not
requested to evaluate suspected pulmonary
embolus.; This study will not be performed in
conjunction with a Chest CT.; This study is being
ordered for Known or Suspected Congenital
Abnormality.; The abnormality is of a cardiac
nature.; There is no known or suspected
coarctation of the aorta.; There is no other type
of arch anomaly.; Yes, this is a request for a
Chest CT Angiography.

1

This study is requested to evaluate suspected
pulmonary embolus.; Yes, this is a request for a
Chest CT Angiography.

39

71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

To rule out AAA; This study is being ordered for
Vascular Disease.; Approximately 3 weeks ago;
There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; Chest tightness,
shortness of breath, dizziness.

1

71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

71555 MRA, MRI
ANGIOGRAPHY
CHEST[NOT
MYOCARDIUM]
WITH/WITHOUT
CONTRAST
71555 MRA, MRI
ANGIOGRAPHY
CHEST[NOT
MYOCARDIUM]
WITH/WITHOUT
CONTRAST
71555 MRA, MRI
ANGIOGRAPHY
CHEST[NOT
MYOCARDIUM]
WITH/WITHOUT
CONTRAST

71555 MRA, MRI
ANGIOGRAPHY
CHEST[NOT
MYOCARDIUM]
WITH/WITHOUT
CONTRAST
71555 MRA, MRI
ANGIOGRAPHY
CHEST[NOT
MYOCARDIUM]
WITH/WITHOUT
CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an MR
Angiogram of the chest or thorax

1

mbr has aneurysm 4.7cm x 4.4cm 4/2016; This
is a request for an MR Angiogram of the chest
or thorax

1

Palpitations dizziness; This study is being
ordered for Congenital Anomaly.; Birth; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
F/U to surgery; Surgery

1

Thank you very much for referring Ms. Alexias
Poke who is a 20-year young female who
unfortunately has had high blood pressure since
the age of 8. Blood pressure greater than 200
has been reported by the family and also has
LVH on the most recent echocar; This is a
request for an MR Angiogram of the chest or
thorax

1

thoracic aneurysm 4.9cm,; This is a request for
an MR Angiogram of the chest or thorax

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient has a history of severe low back trauma
or lumbar injury.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
above

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has Neurological deficit(s)

1

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

42 year old male patient referred by Dr. Shane
Higginbotham's office for evaluation of a
possible right inguinal hernia. Patients states the
problem has been present for approximately 23 weeks. He states the testicle feels "high
riding". He reports a sma; This study is being
ordered due to organ enlargement.; There is
ultrasound or plain film evidence of a pelvic
organ enlargement.; This is a request for a Pelvis
CT.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; This study is being ordered because
of a suspicious mass/ tumor.; "The patient has
NOT had a pelvic ultrasound, barium, CT, or MR
study."; This is a request for a Pelvis CT.; There
are documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

Approval

Approval

1

1

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; It is not known
if there has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; &lt; Describe primary symptoms here or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

Cardiology

Approval

Cardiology

Approval

73206 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY UPPER
EXTREMITY
73706 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY LOWER
EXTREMITY

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
lower extremity.
This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; Suspected
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury; Yes, there
is a known trauma involving the knee.;
Instability

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
had recent plain films of the knee.; The plain
films were normal.; The ordering physician is
not an orthopedist.; Suspected meniscus,
tendon, or ligament injury; Yes, there is a
known trauma involving the knee.; Pain greater
than 3 days

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

2

1

1

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for Vascular
Disease.; October 2013; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Mrs.
Grovenburg is a pleasant 39-year-old female
who presents today for routine follow-up
regarding her hypertensive cardiovascular
disease with concentric LVH, left ventricular
diastolic dysfunction per 2-D echocardiogram,
mildly dilated a descending aor; cardiac
medications

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for a suspicious mass or
tumor.; There is no suspicious mass found using
ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy, or
sigmoidoscopy.; It is not known if there are new
symptoms including hematuria.; It is not known
if there are new lab results or other imaging
studies including ultrasound, Doppler or plain
films findings.; There is not a suspicion of an
adrenal mass.; This is a request to confirm a
suspicious renal mass suggested by physical
exam, lab studies, IVP or ultrasound.; Yes this is
a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

74174 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY
ABDOMEN AND PELVIS
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; It is not known
if there has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; &lt; Describe primary symptoms here or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

1

74174 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY
ABDOMEN AND PELVIS
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
02/2017; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Shortness of breath,
dyspnea on exertion. history of radiation for
lymphoma. Aortic valve replacement. Swelling
in legs, Defect in aortic route.; Medication

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

Cardiology

Approval

Cardiology

Approval

74174 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY
ABDOMEN AND PELVIS
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 9/4/2014; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Atrial
fibrillation, hyper tension, tachy cardia;
Medication

1

74174 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY
ABDOMEN AND PELVIS
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

; This study is being ordered for Vascular
Disease.; 03/2016; It is not known if there has
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
increased episodes of substernal chest
discomfort with associated shortness of breath
or smothering sensationShe is losing air while
singing in church, making it difficult to get
through

1

This is a request for CT Angiography of the
Abdomen and Pelvis.

7

74174 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY
ABDOMEN AND PELVIS
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST
74175 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY
ABDOMEN
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

Approval

74175 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY
ABDOMEN
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST
74175 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY
ABDOMEN
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST
74175 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY
ABDOMEN
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Approval

74175 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY
ABDOMEN
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST
74175 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY
ABDOMEN
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for Vascular Disease.; SEPT.20,2016; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; HIGH
BLOOD PREESURE, CHEST PAIN,
HYPERLIPEDEMIA, HEADACHE; MEDICATIONS,
CATH DONE ON 12/2016

1

; This study is being ordered for Vascular
Disease.; 02/16/16; There has been treatment
or conservative therapy.; Shortness of Breath; It
has been left alone for the last year &amp; echo
showed changes

1

Heart murmur Hypertension; This study is
being ordered for Vascular Disease.; 6/5/2017;
There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; Pain Cough

1

To rule out AAA; This study is being ordered for
Vascular Disease.; Approximately 3 weeks ago;
There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; Chest tightness,
shortness of breath, dizziness.

1

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
abdomen.

10

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; 6-122017; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; HX of CHF, CAD, and
C.O.P.D. Chest pain.

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is not a hematologist/ oncologist.

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

dilated aortic root (4.5 cm) on CT scan for Ca
score.&#x0D; We will order CTA chest abdomen
and pelvis&#x0D; Stress echo was ordered for
DOE. His BP is perfectly controlled on the
present regimen, B blockers are a good choice
for dialted aortic root.&#x0D; We will wait ; This
study is being ordered for Vascular Disease.;
unknown; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ; BP control abd beta
blockers for dialated aortic root

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Cardiology

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Cardiology

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Patient was in the office for an echo &amp;
masses were noted &amp; the physician wants
CT ASAP.; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is not a hematologist/
oncologist.
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; Infection such as pancreatitis,
appendicitis, abscess, colitis and inflammatory
bowel disease; Yes, the patient has been seen
by a specialist or are the studies being
requested on behalf of a specialist for an
infection.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The requested study is for postoperative evaluation.; The requested study is a
first follow up study for a post operatove
complication.; Pre-op or post op evaluation; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The requested study is for preoperative evaluation.; The study is requested by
a surgeon, specialist or PCP on behalf of a
specialist who has seen the patient.; Pre-op or
post op evaluation; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

2

1

2

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is a suspicious mass found
using ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy,
or sigmoidoscopy.; Suspicious Mass or Tumor;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This is not a request for follow up
of a known tumor or cancer involving both the
abdomen and pelvis or if this patient is
undergoing active treatment.; This is not a
request for initial staging of a known tumor
other than prostate.; There has NOT been a
recent (within the last 3 months) Abdomen
and/or Pelvis CT.; This patient does NOT have
known prostate cancer with a PSA (prostatespecific antigen) greater than 10.; Known
Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or Rule out metastases;
yes, there is a palpable or observed abdominal
mass.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Cardiology

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Cardiology

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This is not a request for follow up
of a known tumor or cancer involving both the
abdomen and pelvis or if this patient is
undergoing active treatment.; This is not a
request for initial staging of a known tumor
other than prostate.; There is no abdominal and
pelvic or retroperitoneal mass that has been
confirmed by previous imaging other than a CT.;
There are no new signs or symptoms including
hematuria, presenting with known cancer or
tumor.; This patient does NOT have known
prostate cancer with a PSA (prostate-specific
antigen) greater than 10.; Known Tumor,
Cancer, Mass, or Rule out metastases; No,
there is not a palpable or observed abdominal
mass.; &lt;Enter Additional Clinical
Information&gt;; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study."; &lt;
Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If No
Info Given. &gt;

1

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

Cardiology

Approval

Cardiology

Approval

Cardiology
Cardiology

Approval
Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN
74185 MRA, MRI
ANGIOGRAPHY
ABDOMEN
WITH/WITHOUT
CONTRAST
75557 Cardiac MRI
Morph & structure w/o
contrast
75557 Cardiac MRI
Morph & structure w/o
contrast

75571 Corornary Artery
Calcium Score, EBCT
75572 CT Heart

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study."; 1.
Below the level of the proximal calf, the
bilateral infrapopliteal arteries&#x0D; are not
well evaluated secondary to timing of the
images compared to timing of&#x0D; the bolus;
however, the bilateral infrapopliteal arteries
appear to be patent&#x0D; to the ankle. Re

This is a request for a MR Angiogram of the
abdomen.
Palpitations dizziness; This study is being
ordered for Congenital Anomaly.; Birth; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
F/U to surgery; Surgery

This is a request for a heart or cardiac MRI
&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a CT
scan for evalutation of coronary calcification.

1

2

1

16

1
2

Cardiology
Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval
Approval

Approval

75572 CT Heart
75572 CT Heart

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
02/2017; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Shortness of breath,
dyspnea on exertion. history of radiation for
lymphoma. Aortic valve replacement. Swelling
in legs, Defect in aortic route.; Medication
This is a request for a Heart CT.

1
7

75574 CT Angiography
Heart coronary arteries,
CCTA

Abnormal stress echo, angina, shortness of
breath, dyspnea, tachycardia; This is a request
for CTA Coronary Arteries.; The patient has had
a stress echocardiogram; The patient has 3 or
more cardiac risk factors; The study is not
requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass,
CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.; The
study is requested for suspected coronary
artery disease.; The member has known or
suspected coronary artery disease.

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

75574 CT Angiography
Heart coronary arteries,
CCTA

It is not known if patient has any conditions like
diabetes, age over 50 etc.; This request is for a
Coronary CT Angiography study.; No, patient
did not have a Nuclear Cardiology study within
the past six months.; This study is being ordered
for suspected Coronary Artery Disease (CAD)
and symptomatic?; No, patient does not have
new onset congestive heart failure.; Patient
with a negative stress echocardiogram 3/2017
still has complaint of dull sharp chest pain,
palpitations, and dizziness. Patient is obese with
a history of smoking. Patient has also had
syncopal episodes in the past year. He has also
complained of ; Yes, there is Chronic Chest Pain.

1

75574 CT Angiography
Heart coronary arteries,
CCTA

Possible aberant left main; This is a request for
CTA Coronary Arteries.; Another test besides a
Nuclear Cardiology Study, CCTA or Stress
Echocardiogram has been completed to
evaluate new or changing symptoms.; The
patient has 2 cardiac risk factors; The study is
not requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac
mass, CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.;
There are new or changing cardiac symptoms
including atypical chest pain (angina) and/or
shortness of breath.; The study is requested for
suspected coronary artery disease.; The
member has known or suspected coronary
artery disease.

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

75574 CT Angiography
Heart coronary arteries,
CCTA

The patient does not have three or more of the
following conditions: age over 50, diabetes,
history of hypertension, history of LDL
cholesterol above 130, history of HDL
cholesterol below 35, obesity (BMI above 35),
and/or active history of smoking.; This request
is for a Coronary CT Angiography study.; No,
patient did not have a Nuclear Cardiology study
within the past six months.; This study is being
ordered for suspected Coronary Artery Disease
(CAD) and symptomatic?; No, patient does not
have new onset congestive heart failure.;
&lt;Additional Clinical Information&gt;; Yes,
there is Chronic Chest Pain.

2

75574 CT Angiography
Heart coronary arteries,
CCTA

The patient does not have three or more of the
following conditions: age over 50, diabetes,
history of hypertension, history of LDL
cholesterol above 130, history of HDL
cholesterol below 35, obesity (BMI above 35),
and/or active history of smoking.; This request
is for a Coronary CT Angiography study.; No,
patient did not have a Nuclear Cardiology study
within the past six months.; This study is being
ordered for suspected Coronary Artery Disease
(CAD) and symptomatic?; No, patient does not
have new onset congestive heart failure.; ; Yes,
there is Chronic Chest Pain.

2

Cardiology

Approval

75574 CT Angiography
Heart coronary arteries,
CCTA

The patient does not have three or more of the
following conditions: age over 50, diabetes,
history of hypertension, history of LDL
cholesterol above 130, history of HDL
cholesterol below 35, obesity (BMI above 35),
and/or active history of smoking.; This request
is for a Coronary CT Angiography study.; No,
patient did not have a Nuclear Cardiology study
within the past six months.; This study is being
ordered for suspected Coronary Artery Disease
(CAD) and symptomatic?; No, patient does not
have new onset congestive heart failure.;
CURRENT DIAGNOSES&#x0D; 1.
Hyperlipidemia, unspecified&#x0D; 2.
Hypertensive heart disease without heart
failure&#x0D; 3. Chest pain, unspecified&#x0D;
4. Family history of ischemic heart disease and
other diseases of the circulatory system&#x0D;
____________________________&#x0D;; Yes,
there is Chronic Chest Pain.

1

Cardiology

Approval

75574 CT Angiography
Heart coronary arteries,
CCTA

The patient does not have three or more of the
following conditions: age over 50, diabetes,
history of hypertension, history of LDL
cholesterol above 130, history of HDL
cholesterol below 35, obesity (BMI above 35),
and/or active history of smoking.; This request
is for a Coronary CT Angiography study.; No,
patient did not have a Nuclear Cardiology study
within the past six months.; This study is being
ordered for suspected Coronary Artery Disease
(CAD) and symptomatic?; No, patient does not
have new onset congestive heart failure.;
Patient presented with chest pain that was
intermittent and sharp on 4-19-17. He had a
subsequent RSE that was negative for ischemia
on 4-14-17. The patient returned today with
continued intermittent chest pain that is dull.
He has CAD is in 1st degre; Yes, there is Chronic
Chest Pain.

1

Cardiology

Approval

75574 CT Angiography
Heart coronary arteries,
CCTA

The patient does not have three or more of the
following conditions: age over 50, diabetes,
history of hypertension, history of LDL
cholesterol above 130, history of HDL
cholesterol below 35, obesity (BMI above 35),
and/or active history of smoking.; This request
is for a Coronary CT Angiography study.; No,
patient did not have a Nuclear Cardiology study
within the past six months.; This study is being
ordered for suspected Coronary Artery Disease
(CAD) and symptomatic?; No, patient does not
have new onset congestive heart failure.; Visit
3/27/17 &#x0D; &#x0D; HISTORY OF PRESENT
ILLNESS&#x0D; Mr. Williams is the son of Mr.
James Williams, my patient. This is a 48-yearold gentleman. He comes in because of chest
pain and palpitations. His palpitations are single
beats. They occur when he is rest; Yes, there is
Chronic Chest Pain.

1

Cardiology

Approval

75574 CT Angiography
Heart coronary arteries,
CCTA

The patient has three or more of the following
conditions: age over 50, diabetes, history of
hypertension, history of LDL cholesterol above
130, history of HDL cholesterol below 35,
obesity (BMI above 35), and/or active history of
smoking.; This request is for a Coronary CT
Angiography study.; No, patient did not have a
Nuclear Cardiology study within the past six
months.; This study is being ordered for
suspected Coronary Artery Disease (CAD) and
symptomatic?; It is not known if patient has
new onset congestive heart failure.; History of
Chest pain that radiates to his L jaw and
shoulder with diaphoresis, Pain is substernal
and sharp that lasts 20-30 minutes. His history
includes hypertension and
Hypercholesterolemia. His paternal grandfather
is deceased due to CAD with MI; Yes, there is
Chronic Chest Pain.

1

Cardiology

Approval

75574 CT Angiography
Heart coronary arteries,
CCTA

The patient has three or more of the following
conditions: age over 50, diabetes, history of
hypertension, history of LDL cholesterol above
130, history of HDL cholesterol below 35,
obesity (BMI above 35), and/or active history of
smoking.; This request is for a Coronary CT
Angiography study.; No, patient did not have a
Nuclear Cardiology study within the past six
months.; This study is being ordered for
suspected Coronary Artery Disease (CAD) and
symptomatic?; No, patient does not have new
onset congestive heart failure.; ; Yes, there is
Chronic Chest Pain.

5

Cardiology

Approval

75574 CT Angiography
Heart coronary arteries,
CCTA

The patient has three or more of the following
conditions: age over 50, diabetes, history of
hypertension, history of LDL cholesterol above
130, history of HDL cholesterol below 35,
obesity (BMI above 35), and/or active history of
smoking.; This request is for a Coronary CT
Angiography study.; No, patient did not have a
Nuclear Cardiology study within the past six
months.; This study is being ordered for
suspected Coronary Artery Disease (CAD) and
symptomatic?; No, patient does not have new
onset congestive heart failure.; 32-year-old
male with history of newly diagnosed
hypertension, strong family history of
premature carotid disease, that had CABG at
age of 48 closed (, alcohol abuse, and former
smokeless tobacco abuse (quit 3 months ago)
was referred by ER after having 2; Yes, there is
Chronic Chest Pain.

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

75574 CT Angiography
Heart coronary arteries,
CCTA

The patient has three or more of the following
conditions: age over 50, diabetes, history of
hypertension, history of LDL cholesterol above
130, history of HDL cholesterol below 35,
obesity (BMI above 35), and/or active history of
smoking.; This request is for a Coronary CT
Angiography study.; No, patient did not have a
Nuclear Cardiology study within the past six
months.; This study is being ordered for
suspected Coronary Artery Disease (CAD) and
symptomatic?; No, patient does not have new
onset congestive heart failure.; patient has
unstable chest pain.; Yes, there is Chronic Chest
Pain.

1

75574 CT Angiography
Heart coronary arteries,
CCTA

The patient has three or more of the following
conditions: age over 50, diabetes, history of
hypertension, history of LDL cholesterol above
130, history of HDL cholesterol below 35,
obesity (BMI above 35), and/or active history of
smoking.; This request is for a Coronary CT
Angiography study.; No, patient did not have a
Nuclear Cardiology study within the past six
months.; This study is being ordered for
suspected Coronary Artery Disease (CAD) and
symptomatic?; No, patient does not have new
onset congestive heart failure.; Pt has chest
pain, sob, HTN and had ST depression during
RSE; Yes, there is Chronic Chest Pain.

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

75574 CT Angiography
Heart coronary arteries,
CCTA

The patient has three or more of the following
conditions: age over 50, diabetes, history of
hypertension, history of LDL cholesterol above
130, history of HDL cholesterol below 35,
obesity (BMI above 35), and/or active history of
smoking.; This request is for a Coronary CT
Angiography study.; No, patient did not have a
Nuclear Cardiology study within the past six
months.; This study is being ordered for
suspected Coronary Artery Disease (CAD) and
symptomatic?; No, patient does not have new
onset congestive heart failure.; see clinical
notes attached.; Yes, there is Chronic Chest
Pain.

1

75574 CT Angiography
Heart coronary arteries,
CCTA

The patient has three or more of the following
conditions: age over 50, diabetes, history of
hypertension, history of LDL cholesterol above
130, history of HDL cholesterol below 35,
obesity (BMI above 35), and/or active history of
smoking.; This request is for a Coronary CT
Angiography study.; No, patient did not have a
Nuclear Cardiology study within the past six
months.; This study is being ordered for
suspected Coronary Artery Disease (CAD) and
symptomatic?; No, patient does not have new
onset congestive heart failure.; treadmill test
pos inferior for st depression; Yes, there is
Chronic Chest Pain.

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

75574 CT Angiography
Heart coronary arteries,
CCTA

There is no "Acute Chest Pain" or Angina.; This
request is for a Coronary CT Angiography study.;
No, patient did not have a Nuclear Cardiology
study within the past six months.; This study is
being ordered for suspected Coronary Artery
Disease (CAD) and symptomatic?; No, patient
does not have new onset congestive heart
failure.; patient is experiencing recurrent
syncope and near syncope. The patient reports
an episode approximately 3 months ago
resulting in a a fall with associated head
abrasion.; No, there is no Chronic Chest Pain.;
No, this patient does not have equivocal or
uninterpretable stress test (exercise, perfusion,
or stress echo).

1

Approval

75574 CT Angiography
Heart coronary arteries,
CCTA

This is a request for CTA Coronary Arteries.; The
patient has not had other testing done to
evaluate new or changing symptoms.; The
patient has 2 cardiac risk factors; The study is
not requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac
mass, CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.;
There are new or changing cardiac symptoms
including atypical chest pain (angina) and/or
shortness of breath.; The study is requested for
suspected coronary artery disease.; The
member has known or suspected coronary
artery disease.

1

Approval

75574 CT Angiography
Heart coronary arteries,
CCTA

This is a request for CTA Coronary Arteries.; The
study is requested for known or suspected valve
disorders.

1

Approval

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

75574 CT Angiography
Heart coronary arteries,
CCTA

This request is for a Coronary CT Angiography
study.; It is not known if patient did not have a
Nuclear Cardiology study within the past six
months.; CABG with DOE

1

Approval

75574 CT Angiography
Heart coronary arteries,
CCTA

This request is for a Coronary CT Angiography
study.; It is not known if patient did not have a
Nuclear Cardiology study within the past six
months.; Chest Pain and SOB

1

Approval

75574 CT Angiography
Heart coronary arteries,
CCTA

This request is for a Coronary CT Angiography
study.; It is not known if patient did not have a
Nuclear Cardiology study within the past six
months.; Chest Pain and SOB.

1

75574 CT Angiography
Heart coronary arteries,
CCTA

This request is for a Coronary CT Angiography
study.; It is not known if patient did not have a
Nuclear Cardiology study within the past six
months.; Chest Pain, DOE

1

75574 CT Angiography
Heart coronary arteries,
CCTA

This request is for a Coronary CT Angiography
study.; It is not known if patient did not have a
Nuclear Cardiology study within the past six
months.; LBBB with abnormal stress test

1

75574 CT Angiography
Heart coronary arteries,
CCTA

This request is for a Coronary CT Angiography
study.; No, patient did not have a Nuclear
Cardiology study within the past six months.;
This study is being ordered for being evaluated
prior to a cardiac surgical procedure.;
&lt;Additional Clinical Information&gt;; Yes, the
examination is for noninvasive coronary arterial
mapping.

1

Approval

Approval

Approval

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

75574 CT Angiography
Heart coronary arteries,
CCTA

This request is for a Coronary CT Angiography
study.; No, patient did not have a Nuclear
Cardiology study within the past six months.;
This study is being ordered for being evaluated
prior to a cardiac surgical procedure.; None;
Yes, the examination is for noninvasive coronary
arterial mapping.

1

75574 CT Angiography
Heart coronary arteries,
CCTA

This request is for a Coronary CT Angiography
study.; No, patient did not have a Nuclear
Cardiology study within the past six months.;
This study is being ordered for known coronary
disease.; hx stent, pci; new and worsening
cp/sob; swelling; htn; hyperlipidemia

1

75574 CT Angiography
Heart coronary arteries,
CCTA

This request is for a Coronary CT Angiography
study.; No, patient did not have a Nuclear
Cardiology study within the past six months.;
This study is being ordered for known coronary
disease.; She has a positive family history of
heart disease in a first degree relative

1

75574 CT Angiography
Heart coronary arteries,
CCTA

This request is for a Coronary CT Angiography
study.; No, patient did not have a Nuclear
Cardiology study within the past six months.;
This study is being ordered for prior equivocal
or uninterruptible cardiac imaging .; ; Yes, this
patient has an equivocal or uninterpretable
stress test (exercise, perfusion, or stress echo).

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

Approval

75574 CT Angiography
Heart coronary arteries,
CCTA

This request is for a Coronary CT Angiography
study.; No, patient did not have a Nuclear
Cardiology study within the past six months.;
This study is being ordered for prior equivocal
or uninterruptible cardiac imaging .; Patient
referred for cardiac evaluation due to murmur
heard on examination and patient complaint of
palpitations that restrict her from exertion.
Stress test was ambiguous.; Yes, this patient has
an equivocal or uninterpretable stress test
(exercise, perfusion, or stress echo).

1

75574 CT Angiography
Heart coronary arteries,
CCTA

This request is for a Coronary CT Angiography
study.; No, patient did not have a Nuclear
Cardiology study within the past six months.;
This study is being ordered for suspected
Coronary Artery Disease (CAD) and
symptomatic?; Yes, patient has new onset
congestive heart failure.; &lt;Additional Clinical
Information&gt;

1

75574 CT Angiography
Heart coronary arteries,
CCTA

This request is for a Coronary CT Angiography
study.; Yes, patient had a Nuclear Cardiology
study within the past six months.; angina
equivalent, equivocal stress test with EF
45&amp;, shortness of breath, dizziness, lower
extremity edema, dizziness, dyspnea on
exertion, arteriosclerosis of extremity with rest
pain, abnormal ecg's

1

Cardiology

Approval

Cardiology

Approval

Cardiology

Approval

Cardiology

Approval

75574 CT Angiography
Heart coronary arteries,
CCTA

75574 CT Angiography
Heart coronary arteries,
CCTA
75635 CTA AA&BI
ILIOFEM LXTR RS&I C/C+ POST-PXESSING

75635 CTA AA&BI
ILIOFEM LXTR RS&I C/C+ POST-PXESSING

This request is for a Coronary CT Angiography
study.; Yes, patient had a Nuclear Cardiology
study within the past six months.; Chest Pain
and Sob

1

This request is for a Coronary CT Angiography
study.; Yes, patient had a Nuclear Cardiology
study within the past six months.;
IMPRESSION:&#x0D; 1. This is an indeterminate
treadmill Cardiolite study because of
development of clinical symptoms of chest pain,
ECG changes of ischemia, but no demonstrable
perfusion abnormality. Cannot exclude multivessel coronary artery disease or lef

1

1
&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; april
2017; It is not known if there has been any
treatment or conservative therapy.; dizziness,
hypertension

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

Cardiology

Approval

Cardiology

Approval

75635 CTA AA&BI
ILIOFEM LXTR RS&I C/C+ POST-PXESSING

75635 CTA AA&BI
ILIOFEM LXTR RS&I C/C+ POST-PXESSING
75635 CTA AA&BI
ILIOFEM LXTR RS&I C/C+ POST-PXESSING
78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Patient had Abdominal US that showed AAA at
4.5. She is currently experiencing abdominal
pain and leg pain. Patient had Lower Extremity
US that showed absent pulses in ankles and
possible narrowing in arteries. Patient also has
areas of lymphedema on left; This study is being
ordered for Vascular Disease.; Unknown.
Referred to Dr. Cheema by Primary Care
Physician; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; Abdominal US shows
AAA of 4.5. Lower Extremity US shows possible
narrowing of arteries with no BP showing in
ankles.

1

She has recurrent chest pain, we will order
Lexiscan Myoview&#x0D; CTA AIF was ordered
for the foot ulcer and PAD.; This study is being
ordered for Vascular Disease.; unknown; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
She has recurrent chest pain, we will order
Lexiscan Myoview&#x0D; CTA AIF was ordered
for the foot ulcer and PAD.; Pt on maximal
medical therapy. statin and beta blocker

1

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
abdominal arteries.

63

31

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

#2 coronary artery disease: He is over one year
out from multivessel intervention. He's not had
any recurrent chest pain or angina. He's not had
the use nitroglycerin.; The study is being
ordered for known CAD.; It is not known if the
patient is presenting with new symptoms of
chest pain or increasing shortness of breath.;
This patient had a previous cardiac surgery or
angioplasty.; The patient's age is between 45
and 64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The caller indicated that the
study was not ordered for: Known or suspected
coronary artery disease, post myocardial
infarction evaluation, pre operative or post
operative (Cardiac surgery, angioplasty or stent)
evaluation.; The patient's age is between 45 and
64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The patient is not diabetic.;
The patient is less than 45 years old.; The
patient has not had a recent exercise treadmill
test that was positive.; The patient has NONE of
the following: heart transplant, aortic
aneurysm, carotid artery narrowing or stenosis,
and/ or peripheral vascular disease or narrowed
blood vessels in the legs.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

12

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The patient's age is
between 45 and 64.; It is not known if the
patient has had a stress echocardiogram within
the past eight weeks.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The patient's age is
between 45 and 64.; The patient has had a
stress echocardiogram within the past eight
weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study is being ordered
for known CAD.; The CAD diagnosis was
esablished by something other than, a previous
cardiac surgery / angioplasty, a previous MI,
congestive heart failure or a previous stress
echocardiogram, nuclear cardiology study or a
stress EKG.; The patient's age is between 45 and
64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

7

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study is being ordered
for known CAD.; The patient is not presenting
new symptoms of chest pain or increasing
shortness of breath.; The patient has not had a
recent non-nuclear stress test.; The patient had
a recent abnormal EKG consistent with CAD.;
The patient has not had a recent stress
echocardiogram.; This patient had a previous
cardiac surgery or angioplasty.; The patient's
age is between 45 and 64.; The patient has not
had a stress echocardiogram within the past
eight weeks.; The patient is male.; This is a
request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study is being ordered
for suspected CAD.; The patient is not
presenting with symptoms of atypical chest pain
and/or shortness of breath.; The patient has not
had a recent non-nuclear stress test.; The
patient has not had a recent abnormal EKG
consistent with CAD.; The patient has not had a
recent stress echocardiogram.; The patient's
age is between 45 and 64.; The patient has not
had a stress echocardiogram within the past
eight weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study is being ordered
for suspected CAD.; The patient is presenting
with symptoms of atypical chest pain and/or
shortness of breath.; The patient had previous
cardiac surgery or angioplasty.; There are no
new symptoms or changing EKG findings.; The
patient has not had a recent non-nuclear stress
test.; The patient's age is between 45 and 64.;
The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.

1

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study is being ordered
for suspected CAD.; The patient is presenting
with symptoms of atypical chest pain and/or
shortness of breath.; The patient has not had
previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.; The
patient has not had a recent non-nuclear stress
test.; The patient's age is between 45 and 64.;
The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.

26

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study is being ordered
for suspected CAD.; The patient is presenting
with symptoms of atypical chest pain and/or
shortness of breath.; There are no documented
clinical findings of hyperlipidemia.; There are no
documented clinical findings of hypertension.;
The patient is not diabetic.; The patient has not
had a recent non-nuclear stress test.; "Patient is
not clinically obese, nor has an emphysematous
chest configuration."; The patient's age is
between 45 and 64.; The patient has not had a
stress echocardiogram within the past eight
weeks.; The patient is male.; This is a request
for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has a physical
limitation to exercise.

2

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient had a recent
stress echocardiogram to evaluate new or
changing symptoms.; The patient has 2 cardiac
risk factors; The study is not requested for pre
op evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal defects,
or valve disorders.; There are new or changing
cardiac symptoms including atypical chest pain
(angina) and/or shortness of breath.; The study
is requested for suspected coronary artery
disease.; The member has known or suspected
coronary artery disease.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has 3 or more
cardiac risk factors; The study is not requested
for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal
defects, or valve disorders.; The study is
requested for suspected coronary artery
disease.; The member has known or suspected
coronary artery disease.; The BMI is 20 to 29

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has 3 or more
cardiac risk factors; The study is requested for
congestive heart failure.; The study is requested
for suspected coronary artery disease.; The
member has known or suspected coronary
artery disease.; The BMI is 30 to 39

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has had
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging including SPECT
(single photon Emission Computerized
Tomography) or Thallium Scan.; The study is not
requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass,
CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.; There
are new or changing cardiac symptoms
including atypical chest pain (angina) and/or
shortness of breath.; There is known coronary
artery disease, history of heart attack (MI),
coronary bypass surgery, coronary angioplasty
or stent.; The member has known or suspected
coronary artery disease.

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has not had
other testing done to evaluate new or changing
symptoms.; The patient has 1 or less cardiac risk
factors; The study is not requested for pre op
evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal defects, or
valve disorders.; There are new or changing
cardiac symptoms including atypical chest pain
(angina) and/or shortness of breath.; The study
is requested for suspected coronary artery
disease.; The member has known or suspected
coronary artery disease.; The BMI is 20 to 29

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has not had
other testing done to evaluate new or changing
symptoms.; The patient has 2 cardiac risk
factors; The study is not requested for pre op
evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal defects, or
valve disorders.; There are new or changing
cardiac symptoms including atypical chest pain
(angina) and/or shortness of breath.; The study
is requested for suspected coronary artery
disease.; The member has known or suspected
coronary artery disease.; The BMI is not know

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has not had
other testing done to evaluate new or changing
symptoms.; The study is not requested for pre
op evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal defects,
or valve disorders.; There are new or changing
cardiac symptoms including atypical chest pain
(angina) and/or shortness of breath.; There is
known coronary artery disease, history of heart
attack (MI), coronary bypass surgery, coronary
angioplasty or stent.; The member has known or
suspected coronary artery disease.; The BMI is
30 to 39

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; 3-12017; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; Sob, pt has PVC,
hypertension, family hx of cad

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
4/27/2017; There has not been any treatment
or conservative therapy.; &lt; Describe primary
symptoms here - or Type In Unknown If No Info
Given &gt;

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
5/18/17; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; Has Chest discomfort,
dyspnea, Hx of diabetes,

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
unknown; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; chest pain and shortness
of breath

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

. PVCs, bundle branch block. They rhythm is
sinus. First degree AV block. IVCD with
bigeminal PVCs, makes it very difficult to tell
what the EF is. The good beats post PVC look
like the EF is at the lower limits of normal. The
other beats look like i; The patient's age is
between 45 and 64.; The patient has had a
stress echocardiogram within the past eight
weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

.C/O CHEST PAIN &#x0D; The patient comes in
today for a followup, was seen in our clinic
approximately four months ago Worsening
chest pain since last week. Exertional dyspnea
and fatigue continue. No palpitations, syncope
or near syncope, no orthopnea or PND-; This is a
request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient has not
had other testing done to evaluate new or
changing symptoms.; The study is not requested
for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal
defects, or valve disorders.; There are new or
changing cardiac symptoms including atypical
chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of breath.;
There is known coronary artery disease, history
of heart attack (MI), coronary bypass surgery,
coronary angioplasty or stent.; The member has
known or suspected coronary artery disease.;
The BMI is 20 to 29

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

; It is not known if the patient is diabetic.; The
patient is less than 45 years old.; The patient
has not had a recent exercise treadmill test that
was positive.; It is not known whether the
patient has one or more of the following: heart
transplant, aortic aneurysm, carotid artery
narrowing or stenosis, and/ or peripheral
vascular disease or narrowed blood vessels in
the legs.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

; It is not known if the patient is diabetic.; The
patient is less than 45 years old.; The patient
has not had a recent exercise treadmill test that
was positive.; The patient has NONE of the
following: heart transplant, aortic aneurysm,
carotid artery narrowing or stenosis, and/ or
peripheral vascular disease or narrowed blood
vessels in the legs.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

; The caller indicated that the study was not
ordered for: Known or suspected coronary
artery disease, post myocardial infarction
evaluation, pre operative or post operative
(Cardiac surgery, angioplasty or stent)
evaluation.; The patient's age is between 45 and
64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

2

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

; The patient is not diabetic.; The patient is less
than 45 years old.; The patient has not had a
recent exercise treadmill test that was positive.;
The patient has NONE of the following: heart
transplant, aortic aneurysm, carotid artery
narrowing or stenosis, and/ or peripheral
vascular disease or narrowed blood vessels in
the legs.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

16

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

; The patient's age is between 45 and 64.; It is
not known if the patient has had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

2

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

; The patient's age is between 45 and 64.; The
patient has had a stress echocardiogram within
the past eight weeks.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

2

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

; The study is being ordered for known CAD.;
The CAD diagnosis was esablished by something
other than, a previous cardiac surgery /
angioplasty, a previous MI, congestive heart
failure or a previous stress echocardiogram,
nuclear cardiology study or a stress EKG.; The
patient's age is between 45 and 64.; The patient
has not had a stress echocardiogram within the
past eight weeks.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

4

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

; The study is being ordered for known CAD.;
The patient is not presenting new symptoms of
chest pain or increasing shortness of breath.;
The patient has not had a recent non-nuclear
stress test.; The patient had a recent abnormal
EKG consistent with CAD.; The patient has not
had a recent stress echocardiogram.; This
patient had a previous cardiac surgery or
angioplasty.; The patient's age is between 45
and 64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
The patient is male.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

; The study is being ordered for known CAD.;
The patient is not presenting new symptoms of
chest pain or increasing shortness of breath.;
The patient has not had a recent non-nuclear
stress test.; The patient has not had a recent
abnormal EKG consistent with CAD.; The patient
has not had a recent stress echocardiogram.;
This patient had a previous cardiac surgery or
angioplasty.; The patient's age is between 45
and 64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

2

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

; The study is being ordered for suspected CAD.;
The patient is not presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
The patient has not had a recent non-nuclear
stress test.; The patient has not had a recent
abnormal EKG consistent with CAD.; The patient
has not had a recent stress echocardiogram.;
The patient's age is between 45 and 64.; The
patient has not had a stress echocardiogram
within the past eight weeks.; This is a request
for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

; The study is being ordered for suspected CAD.;
The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
It is not known if the patient has had a previous
cardiac surgery or angioplasty.; The patient has
not had a recent non-nuclear stress test.; The
patient's age is between 45 and 64.; The patient
has not had a stress echocardiogram within the
past eight weeks.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient does not have a
physical limitation to exercise.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

; The study is being ordered for suspected CAD.;
The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
It is not known if there are documented findings
of hyperlipidemia.; It is not known if there are
documented clinical findings of hypertension.;
The patient is not diabetic.; The patient had a
recent non-nuclear stress test.; "Patient is not
clinically obese, nor has an emphysematous
chest configuration."; The patient's age is
between 45 and 64.; The patient has not had a
stress echocardiogram within the past eight
weeks.; The patient is male.; This is a request
for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

; The study is being ordered for suspected CAD.;
The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
The patient had previous cardiac surgery or
angioplasty.; There are no new symptoms or
changing EKG findings.; The patient has not had
a recent non-nuclear stress test.; The patient's
age is between 45 and 64.; The patient has not
had a stress echocardiogram within the past
eight weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient does not have a physical limitation
to exercise.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

; The study is being ordered for suspected CAD.;
The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
The patient has not had previous cardiac
surgery or angioplasty.; The patient has not had
a recent non-nuclear stress test.; The patient's
age is between 45 and 64.; The patient has not
had a stress echocardiogram within the past
eight weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient does not have a physical limitation
to exercise.

42

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

; The study is being ordered for suspected CAD.;
The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
There are no documented clinical findings of
hyperlipidemia.; There are no documented
clinical findings of hypertension.; The patient is
not diabetic.; The patient has not had a recent
non-nuclear stress test.; "Patient is not clinically
obese, nor has an emphysematous chest
configuration."; The patient's age is between 45
and 64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
The patient is male.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has a physical
limitation to exercise.

2

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

; This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; Another
test besides a Nuclear Cardiology Study, CCTA or
Stress Echocardiogram has been completed to
evaluate new or changing symptoms.; The
patient has 2 cardiac risk factors; The study is
requested for congestive heart failure.; There
are new or changing cardiac symptoms
including atypical chest pain (angina) and/or
shortness of breath.; The study is requested for
suspected coronary artery disease.; The
member has known or suspected coronary
artery disease.

1

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

; This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; Another
test besides a Nuclear Cardiology Study, CCTA or
Stress Echocardiogram has been completed to
evaluate new or changing symptoms.; The study
is not requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac
mass, CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.;
There are new or changing cardiac symptoms
including atypical chest pain (angina) and/or
shortness of breath.; There is known coronary
artery disease, history of heart attack (MI),
coronary bypass surgery, coronary angioplasty
or stent.; The member has known or suspected
coronary artery disease.

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

; This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
had cardiac testing including Stress
Echocardiogram, Nuclear Cardiology
(SPECT/MPI), Coronary CT angiography (CCTA)
or Cardiac Catheterization in the last 2 years.;
The study is not requested for pre op
evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal defects, or
valve disorders.; There are not new or changing
cardiac symptoms including atypical chest pain
(angina) and/or shortness of breath.; There is
known coronary artery disease, history of heart
attack (MI), coronary bypass surgery, coronary
angioplasty or stent.; The member has known or
suspected coronary artery disease.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

; This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has 3 or more cardiac risk factors; The study is
not requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac
mass, CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.;
The study is requested for suspected coronary
artery disease.; The member has known or
suspected coronary artery disease.; The BMI is
30 to 39

2

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

; This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has 3 or more cardiac risk factors; The study is
requested for congestive heart failure.; The
study is requested for suspected coronary
artery disease.; The member has known or
suspected coronary artery disease.; The BMI is
30 to 39

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

; This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has 3 or more cardiac risk factors; The study is
requested for congestive heart failure.; The
study is requested for suspected coronary
artery disease.; The member has known or
suspected coronary artery disease.; The BMI is
less than 20

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

; This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has not had other testing done to evaluate new
or changing symptoms.; The patient has 1 or
less cardiac risk factors; The study is not
requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass,
CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.; There
are new or changing cardiac symptoms
including atypical chest pain (angina) and/or
shortness of breath.; The study is requested for
suspected coronary artery disease.; The
member has known or suspected coronary
artery disease.; The BMI is 20 to 29

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

; This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has not had other testing done to evaluate new
or changing symptoms.; The patient has 2
cardiac risk factors; The study is not requested
for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal
defects, or valve disorders.; There are new or
changing cardiac symptoms including atypical
chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of breath.;
The study is requested for suspected coronary
artery disease.; The member has known or
suspected coronary artery disease.; The BMI is
20 to 29

2

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

; This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has not had other testing done to evaluate new
or changing symptoms.; The study is not
requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass,
CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.; There
are new or changing cardiac symptoms
including atypical chest pain (angina) and/or
shortness of breath.; There is known coronary
artery disease, history of heart attack (MI),
coronary bypass surgery, coronary angioplasty
or stent.; The member has known or suspected
coronary artery disease.; The BMI is 30 to 39

2

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

; This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has not had other testing done to evaluate new
or changing symptoms.; The study is requested
for congestive heart failure.; There are new or
changing cardiac symptoms including atypical
chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of breath.;
There is known coronary artery disease, history
of heart attack (MI), coronary bypass surgery,
coronary angioplasty or stent.; The member has
known or suspected coronary artery disease.;
The BMI is 20 to 29

2

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

; This study is being ordered as a post-operative
(Cardiac Surgery, Angioplasty or stent )
evaluation.; The patient is presenting new
symptoms of chest pain or significant EKG
changes.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram since surgery.; The patient's
age is between 45 and 64.; The patient has not
had a stress echocardiogram within the past
eight weeks.; No, patient did not have a nuclear
cardiology study since surgery.; This is a request
for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

; This study is being ordered as a pre-operative
evaluation.; The patient has not had a recent
stress echocardiogram.; The patient's age is
between 45 and 64.; The patient has not had a
stress echocardiogram within the past eight
weeks.; It is not known whether this evaluation
is prior to major surgery involving general
anesthesia.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

; This study is being ordered as a pre-operative
evaluation.; The patient is not presenting new
symptoms of chest pain or increasing shortness
of breath.; The patient has not had a recent nonnuclear stress test.; The patient had a recent
abnormal EKG consistent with CAD.; The patient
has not had a recent stress echocardiogram.;
The patient has not had a recent stress
echocardiogram.; The patient has known CAD.;
This patient had a previous cardiac surgery or
angioplasty.; The patient's age is between 45
and 64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This evaluation is prior to major surgery
involving general anesthesia.; The patient is
male.; This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

; This study is being ordered as a pre-operative
evaluation.; The patient is not presenting with
symptoms of atypical chest pain and/or
shortness of breath.; The patient has not had a
recent non-nuclear stress test.; The patient had
a recent abnormal EKG consistent with CAD.;
The patient has not had a recent stress
echocardiogram.; The patient has not had a
recent stress echocardiogram.; The patient has
suspected CAD.; The patient's age is between 45
and 64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This evaluation is prior to major surgery
involving general anesthesia.; The patient is
male.; This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; ; There has not been any
treatment or conservative therapy.;

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

; This study is being ordered for Vascular
Disease.; UNKNOWN; It is not known if there
has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; Carla Rash is here at the request of Dr.
Lie for consultation and diagnostic testing, as
needed. She denies any problems with chest
pain or chest pressure. No orthopnea, PND,
fever, chills, sweats or productive or
nonproductive cough. She has a history ap

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

59 y.o. female with h/o DM (hbgA1c 6.0%),
heart murmur, and HTN here for workup of
SOB. &#x0D;
FOr the past 3 weeks she c/o
SOB. Moderate. Constant but worse with
exertion. Sometimes associated with chest pain
which is sharp and lasts ~ 1 minute. Stable; This
is a request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient has 3 or
more cardiac risk factors; The study is not
requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass,
CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.; The
study is requested for suspected coronary
artery disease.; The member has known or
suspected coronary artery disease.; The BMI is
30 to 39

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

63 yr old male patient w/ diabetes, etc; This is a
request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient has 3 or
more cardiac risk factors; The study is requested
for congestive heart failure.; The study is
requested for suspected coronary artery
disease.; The member has known or suspected
coronary artery disease.; The BMI is 30 to 39

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

A 35-year-old gentleman with:&#x0D; Chest
pain. &#x0D; &#x0D; Status post bioprosthetic
27 mm Medtronic stentless porcine graft
replacement graft conduit with aortic valve
replacement plus aortic root replacement for
aortic valve endocarditis and severe aortic valve
re; The patient is not diabetic.; The patient is
less than 45 years old.; The patient has not had
a recent exercise treadmill test that was
positive.; The patient has NONE of the
following: heart transplant, aortic aneurysm,
carotid artery narrowing or stenosis, and/ or
peripheral vascular disease or narrowed blood
vessels in the legs.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

A 39-year-old lady, very much overweight at
342 pounds, presented with chest pain radiating
to the left arm that comes and goes. Patient
also has a murmur. At this time we are going to
request echocardiogram and Cardiolite for
further evaluation; The patient is not diabetic.;
The patient is less than 45 years old.; The
patient has not had a recent exercise treadmill
test that was positive.; The patient has NONE of
the following: heart transplant, aortic
aneurysm, carotid artery narrowing or stenosis,
and/ or peripheral vascular disease or narrowed
blood vessels in the legs.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

A 40-year-old gentleman with a strong family
history of premature coronary artery disease
presented with typical angina like symptoms
which caused a significant impact on his
everyday life. Patient also had a murmur. We
are going to request echocardiogram; The
patient is not diabetic.; The patient is less than
45 years old.; The patient has not had a recent
exercise treadmill test that was positive.; The
patient has NONE of the following: heart
transplant, aortic aneurysm, carotid artery
narrowing or stenosis, and/ or peripheral
vascular disease or narrowed blood vessels in
the legs.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

A 44-year-old gentleman with a history of
typical angina like symptoms returned to clinic
after echocardiogram and treadmill stress test
which revealed normal left ventricular function.
However, patient only reached 76% of the
maximum heart rate based on ; The patient is
not diabetic.; The patient is less than 45 years
old.; The patient has not had a recent exercise
treadmill test that was positive.; The patient has
NONE of the following: heart transplant, aortic
aneurysm, carotid artery narrowing or stenosis,
and/ or peripheral vascular disease or narrowed
blood vessels in the legs.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

A 51-year-old gentleman with a history of
smoking, diabetes, hypertension presented with
abnormal electrocardiogram which is suggesting
anterolateral ischemia. Patient also had the
murmur; This study is being ordered as a preoperative evaluation.; The patient is not
presenting with symptoms of atypical chest pain
and/or shortness of breath.; The patient has not
had a recent non-nuclear stress test.; The
patient had a recent abnormal EKG consistent
with CAD.; The patient has not had a recent
stress echocardiogram.; The patient has not had
a recent stress echocardiogram.; The patient
has suspected CAD.; The patient's age is
between 45 and 64.; The patient has not had a
stress echocardiogram within the past eight
weeks.; This evaluation is prior to major surgery
involving general anesthesia.; The patient is
male.; This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Abn-EKG, Chest Pain, HTN; It is not known if the
patient is diabetic.; The patient is less than 45
years old.; The patient has not had a recent
exercise treadmill test that was positive.; It is
not known whether the patient has one or more
of the following: heart transplant, aortic
aneurysm, carotid artery narrowing or stenosis,
and/ or peripheral vascular disease or narrowed
blood vessels in the legs.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

abnormal EKG and Syncope; The study is being
ordered for suspected CAD.; The patient is
presenting with symptoms of atypical chest pain
and/or shortness of breath.; The patient has not
had previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.;
The patient has not had a recent non-nuclear
stress test.; The patient's age is between 45 and
64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Abnormal EKG Dyspnea on exertion Essential
hypertension&#x0D; Random episodes of
dyspnea rule out angina equivalentHistory of
cardiomegaly&#x0D; Rule out underlying
ischemiaTwo-dimensional echocardiographic
Doppler study to assess left ventricular systolic
and dias; It is not known if the patient is
diabetic.; The patient is less than 45 years old.;
The patient has not had a recent exercise
treadmill test that was positive.; The patient has
NONE of the following: heart transplant, aortic
aneurysm, carotid artery narrowing or stenosis,
and/ or peripheral vascular disease or narrowed
blood vessels in the legs.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Abnormal EKG with non-specific ST-T changes.
HTN and dyspnea on exertion.; The patient is
not diabetic.; The patient is less than 45 years
old.; The patient has not had a recent exercise
treadmill test that was positive.; The patient has
NONE of the following: heart transplant, aortic
aneurysm, carotid artery narrowing or stenosis,
and/ or peripheral vascular disease or narrowed
blood vessels in the legs.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

abnormal ekg, dyspnea; The study is being
ordered for suspected CAD.; The patient is
presenting with symptoms of atypical chest pain
and/or shortness of breath.; The patient has not
had previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.;
The patient has not had a recent non-nuclear
stress test.; The patient's age is between 45 and
64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

abnormal ekg; has copd; is obese;; The study is
being ordered for suspected CAD.; The patient is
presenting with symptoms of atypical chest pain
and/or shortness of breath.; The patient has not
had previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.;
The patient has not had a recent non-nuclear
stress test.; The patient's age is between 45 and
64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

ABNORMAL MCOT, WITH SYMPTOMS OF
PALPITATIONS AND CARDIC RISK FACTORS,
CHRONIC FATIGUE, HISTORY OF BENIGN CARDIC
MURMER; The patient is not diabetic.; The
patient is less than 45 years old.; The patient
has not had a recent exercise treadmill test that
was positive.; The patient has NONE of the
following: heart transplant, aortic aneurysm,
carotid artery narrowing or stenosis, and/ or
peripheral vascular disease or narrowed blood
vessels in the legs.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

abnormal stress echo; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has 3 or more
cardiac risk factors; The study is not requested
for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal
defects, or valve disorders.; The study is
requested for suspected coronary artery
disease.; The member has known or suspected
coronary artery disease.; The BMI is 30 to 39

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Active chest pain with 1-2 mm ST depression
inf/lat leads; The patient is not diabetic.; The
patient is less than 45 years old.; The patient
has not had a recent exercise treadmill test that
was positive.; The patient has NONE of the
following: heart transplant, aortic aneurysm,
carotid artery narrowing or stenosis, and/ or
peripheral vascular disease or narrowed blood
vessels in the legs.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Angina equivalent Random episodes of
dyspnea&#x0D; Dyspnea on exertion
HypercholesterolemiaAbnormal EKG Rule out
underlying ischemia Two dimensional
echocardiographic Doppler study to assess left
ventricular systolic and diastolic function, mitral
valve perica; The patient's age is between 45
and 64.; The patient has had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

angina, shortness of breath, unable to walk due
to knee pain; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient has not had other testing done to
evaluate new or changing symptoms.; The
patient has 2 cardiac risk factors; The study is
not requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac
mass, CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.;
There are new or changing cardiac symptoms
including atypical chest pain (angina) and/or
shortness of breath.; The study is requested for
suspected coronary artery disease.; The
member has known or suspected coronary
artery disease.; The BMI is 30 to 39

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Angina, Sleep apnea; The study is being ordered
for suspected CAD.; The patient is presenting
with symptoms of atypical chest pain and/or
shortness of breath.; It is not known if there are
documented findings of hyperlipidemia.; It is
not known if there are documented clinical
findings of hypertension.; It is not known if the
patient is diabetic.; The patient had a recent
non-nuclear stress test.; It is not known if the
patient is clinically obese or if there is an
emphysematous chest configuration.; The
patient's age is between 45 and 64.; The patient
has not had a stress echocardiogram within the
past eight weeks.; The patient is male.; This is a
request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Angina/Chest Pain, radiates to the left arm,
shortness of breath, CVA: Y, Hypertension: Y,
Personal history of transient ischemic attack
(TIA), and cerebral infarction without residual
deficits; The patient is not diabetic.; The patient
is less than 45 years old.; The patient has not
had a recent exercise treadmill test that was
positive.; It is not known whether the patient
has one or more of the following: heart
transplant, aortic aneurysm, carotid artery
narrowing or stenosis, and/ or peripheral
vascular disease or narrowed blood vessels in
the legs.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Atrial fibrillation &#x0D; Hypertension #
Angina &#x0D; &#x0D; . The patient is a white
female who has paroxysmal atrial fibrillation.
She has two episodes a week and feels tired
with them. She has chest pain at times with
activity and with atrial fibrillation. Sh; The study
is being ordered for suspected CAD.; The patient
is presenting with symptoms of atypical chest
pain and/or shortness of breath.; The patient
has not had previous cardiac surgery or
angioplasty.; The patient has not had a recent
non-nuclear stress test.; The patient's age is
between 45 and 64.; The patient has not had a
stress echocardiogram within the past eight
weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient does not have a physical limitation
to exercise.

1

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Atrial tachycardia&#x0D; Palpitations&#x0D;
dyspnea on exertion&#x0D; fatigue &#x0D;
decreased exercise tolerance &#x0D;
Hypertension&#x0D; Dyslipidemia&#x0D; Left
Ventricular Hypertrophy&#x0D; Chest
Pain&#x0D; Headache&#x0D; Weakness&#x0D;
GERD&#x0D; Sleep Disorder&#x0D;
Hyperthyroidism; The study is being ordered for
suspected CAD.; The patient is presenting with
symptoms of atypical chest pain and/or
shortness of breath.; The patient has not had
previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.; The
patient has not had a recent non-nuclear stress
test.; The patient's age is between 45 and 64.;
The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

been having some angina like symptoms; The
study is being ordered for known CAD.; It is not
known if the patient is presenting with new
symptoms of chest pain or increasing shortness
of breath.; This patient had a previous cardiac
surgery or angioplasty.; The patient's age is
between 45 and 64.; The patient has not had a
stress echocardiogram within the past eight
weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

cad DOT; The study is being ordered for known
CAD.; The patient is not presenting new
symptoms of chest pain or increasing shortness
of breath.; The patient has not had a recent nonnuclear stress test.; The patient had a recent
abnormal EKG consistent with CAD.; The patient
has not had a recent stress echocardiogram.;
This patient had a previous cardiac surgery or
angioplasty.; The patient's age is between 45
and 64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
The patient is male.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

CAD w/new chest pain; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has had
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging including SPECT
(single photon Emission Computerized
Tomography) or Thallium Scan.; The study is not
requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass,
CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.; There
are new or changing cardiac symptoms
including atypical chest pain (angina) and/or
shortness of breath.; There is known coronary
artery disease, history of heart attack (MI),
coronary bypass surgery, coronary angioplasty
or stent.; The member has known or suspected
coronary artery disease.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

CAD w/new chest pain; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has not had
other testing done to evaluate new or changing
symptoms.; The study is not requested for pre
op evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal defects,
or valve disorders.; There are new or changing
cardiac symptoms including atypical chest pain
(angina) and/or shortness of breath.; There is
known coronary artery disease, history of heart
attack (MI), coronary bypass surgery, coronary
angioplasty or stent.; The member has known or
suspected coronary artery disease.; The BMI is
30 to 39

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

CAD w/new DM diagnosis. Abn EKG; The study
is being ordered for known CAD.; The patient is
not presenting new symptoms of chest pain or
increasing shortness of breath.; The patient has
not had a recent non-nuclear stress test.; The
patient had a recent abnormal EKG consistent
with CAD.; The patient has not had a recent
stress echocardiogram.; This patient had a
previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.; The
patient's age is between 45 and 64.; The patient
has not had a stress echocardiogram within the
past eight weeks.; The patient is male.; This is a
request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

CAD, HTN, Hyperlipidemia, pacemaker.; The
study is being ordered for known CAD.; It is not
known if the patient is presenting with new
symptoms of chest pain or increasing shortness
of breath.; This patient had a previous cardiac
surgery or angioplasty.; The patient's age is
between 45 and 64.; The patient has not had a
stress echocardiogram within the past eight
weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

cant walk on a treadmill do to bad back that is
why and lexi is being ordered.; The study is
being ordered for known CAD.; The CAD
diagnosis was esablished by something other
than, a previous cardiac surgery / angioplasty, a
previous MI, congestive heart failure or a
previous stress echocardiogram, nuclear
cardiology study or a stress EKG.; The patient's
age is between 45 and 64.; The patient has not
had a stress echocardiogram within the past
eight weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

cardiac cath; The study is being ordered for
known CAD.; The CAD diagnosis was esablished
by something other than, a previous cardiac
surgery / angioplasty, a previous MI, congestive
heart failure or a previous stress
echocardiogram, nuclear cardiology study or a
stress EKG.; The patient's age is between 45 and
64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Cardiovascular Surgery - 2015 - heart bypass
surgery and 2 stents.significant atherosclerotic 2vessel CAD. LVEF - 60% EVEDP - 12mmHg. TMST
(11/3/15): &#x0D; 1. Normal stress ECG, with
no evidence of inducible myocardial ischemia at
% of the maximal predicted ; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; left heart cath 2015 with 2
stents placed; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; 6 month follow-up pt
having sob, chest pain, edema, more fatigue and
weakness with a history of CAD, CHF,
HTN,DM,DYSTOLIC DYSFUNCTION,
HYPOTHRYOID, HYPERLIPIDEMIA; 6 month
follow-up pt having sob, chest pain, edema,
more fatigue and weakness with a history of
CAD, CHF, HTN,DM,DYSTOLIC DYSFUNCTION,
HYPOTHRYOID, HYPERLIPIDEMIA

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

chest discomfort, Grade 1 diastolic
dysfunction; The patient is not diabetic.; The
patient is less than 45 years old.; The patient
has not had a recent exercise treadmill test that
was positive.; The patient has NONE of the
following: heart transplant, aortic aneurysm,
carotid artery narrowing or stenosis, and/ or
peripheral vascular disease or narrowed blood
vessels in the legs.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

chest pain and shortness of breath. need test
for suspected CAD; The study is being ordered
for suspected CAD.; The patient is presenting
with symptoms of atypical chest pain and/or
shortness of breath.; The patient has not had
previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.; The
patient has not had a recent non-nuclear stress
test.; The patient's age is between 45 and 64.;
The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

chest pain and shortness of breath; The study is
being ordered for suspected CAD.; The patient is
presenting with symptoms of atypical chest pain
and/or shortness of breath.; The patient has not
had previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.;
The patient has not had a recent non-nuclear
stress test.; The patient's age is between 45 and
64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Chest pain associated with arm pain and
palpitations. Need an MPS to assess for flow
limiting CAD. She is unable to get a treadmill
stress test due to having spine fusion surgery.;
This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; October 2016; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
Chest pain, palpitations and arm pain. Due to
spine fusion surgery she is unable to do
treadmill stress test.

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Chest pain Dyspnea Abnormal EKG&#x0D;
Trivial tricuspid regurgitation&#x0D; Family
history of coronary artery disease Obesity Low
voltage in precordial leadsPoor R wave
progression from V1V3Anterior subepicardial
ischemia; The patient is not diabetic.; The
patient is less than 45 years old.; The patient
has not had a recent exercise treadmill test that
was positive.; It is not known whether the
patient has one or more of the following: heart
transplant, aortic aneurysm, carotid artery
narrowing or stenosis, and/ or peripheral
vascular disease or narrowed blood vessels in
the legs.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Chest pain w/abnormal EKG @ rest. ST and T
Wave abnormality; The study is being ordered
for suspected CAD.; The patient is presenting
with symptoms of atypical chest pain and/or
shortness of breath.; The patient has not had
previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.; The
patient has not had a recent non-nuclear stress
test.; The patient's age is between 45 and 64.;
The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

chest pain w/nausea and vomiting; The study is
being ordered for suspected CAD.; The patient is
presenting with symptoms of atypical chest pain
and/or shortness of breath.; The patient has not
had previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.;
The patient has not had a recent non-nuclear
stress test.; The patient's age is between 45 and
64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Chest Pain&#x0D; Hypertension; The study is
being ordered for suspected CAD.; The patient is
presenting with symptoms of atypical chest pain
and/or shortness of breath.; The patient has not
had previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.;
The patient has not had a recent non-nuclear
stress test.; The patient's age is between 45 and
64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

chest pain&#x0D; shortness of breath&#x0D;
transient cerebral ischemic attack&#x0D;
syncope; The study is being ordered for
suspected CAD.; The patient is presenting with
symptoms of atypical chest pain and/or
shortness of breath.; The patient has not had
previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.; The
patient has not had a recent non-nuclear stress
test.; The patient's age is between 45 and 64.;
The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

chest pain, abnormal EKG w/ST T wave
abnormality; The patient is not diabetic.; The
patient is less than 45 years old.; The patient
has not had a recent exercise treadmill test that
was positive.; The patient has NONE of the
following: heart transplant, aortic aneurysm,
carotid artery narrowing or stenosis, and/ or
peripheral vascular disease or narrowed blood
vessels in the legs.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Chest pain, abnormal resting EKG; The study is
being ordered for suspected CAD.; The patient is
presenting with symptoms of atypical chest pain
and/or shortness of breath.; The patient has not
had previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.;
The patient has not had a recent non-nuclear
stress test.; The patient's age is between 45 and
64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

CHEST PAIN, CAD (SHOWN BY CARDIAC CT),
SOB, TAA, AORTIC REGURG.; The study is being
ordered for known CAD.; The CAD diagnosis was
esablished by something other than, a previous
cardiac surgery / angioplasty, a previous MI,
congestive heart failure or a previous stress
echocardiogram, nuclear cardiology study or a
stress EKG.; The patient's age is between 45 and
64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

chest pain, dizziness, dyspnea; The study is
being ordered for suspected CAD.; The patient is
presenting with symptoms of atypical chest pain
and/or shortness of breath.; The patient has not
had previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.;
The patient has not had a recent non-nuclear
stress test.; The patient's age is between 45 and
64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Chest pain, dyspnea on exertion, Abnormal EKG
with non-specific ST-T changes.; The study is
being ordered for suspected CAD.; The patient is
presenting with symptoms of atypical chest pain
and/or shortness of breath.; The patient has not
had previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.;
The patient has not had a recent non-nuclear
stress test.; The patient's age is between 45 and
64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

chest pain, dyspnea, palpitations, htn; The
study is being ordered for suspected CAD.; The
patient is presenting with symptoms of atypical
chest pain and/or shortness of breath.; The
patient has not had previous cardiac surgery or
angioplasty.; The patient has not had a recent
non-nuclear stress test.; The patient's age is
between 45 and 64.; The patient has not had a
stress echocardiogram within the past eight
weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient does not have a physical limitation
to exercise.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

chest pain, ekg; The study is being ordered for
suspected CAD.; The patient is presenting with
symptoms of atypical chest pain and/or
shortness of breath.; There are no documented
clinical findings of hyperlipidemia.; There are no
documented clinical findings of hypertension.;
The patient is not diabetic.; The patient has not
had a recent non-nuclear stress test.; "Patient is
not clinically obese, nor has an emphysematous
chest configuration."; The patient's age is
between 45 and 64.; The patient has not had a
stress echocardiogram within the past eight
weeks.; The patient is male.; This is a request
for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has a physical
limitation to exercise.

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Chest pain, htn, family hx; The patient is not
diabetic.; The patient is less than 45 years old.;
The patient has not had a recent exercise
treadmill test that was positive.; The patient has
NONE of the following: heart transplant, aortic
aneurysm, carotid artery narrowing or stenosis,
and/ or peripheral vascular disease or narrowed
blood vessels in the legs.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

CHEST PAIN, HTN, SMOKER, COPD,
HYPERLIPIDEMIA, FAMILY HX OF CAD; This is a
request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient has 3 or
more cardiac risk factors; The study is not
requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass,
CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.; The
study is requested for suspected coronary
artery disease.; The member has known or
suspected coronary artery disease.; The BMI is
20 to 29

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Chest pain, palpitations, syncope; The patient is
not diabetic.; The patient is less than 45 years
old.; The patient has not had a recent exercise
treadmill test that was positive.; The patient has
NONE of the following: heart transplant, aortic
aneurysm, carotid artery narrowing or stenosis,
and/ or peripheral vascular disease or narrowed
blood vessels in the legs.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

chest pain, SOB, HTN, Syncope; The study is
being ordered for suspected CAD.; The patient is
presenting with symptoms of atypical chest pain
and/or shortness of breath.; The patient has not
had previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.;
The patient has not had a recent non-nuclear
stress test.; The patient's age is between 45 and
64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

CHEST PAIN, USA, SOB, HTN, CAD,
HYPERLIPIDEMIA, COPD, FORMER SMOKER,
FAMILY HX OF CAD; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has not had
other testing done to evaluate new or changing
symptoms.; The study is not requested for pre
op evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal defects,
or valve disorders.; There are new or changing
cardiac symptoms including atypical chest pain
(angina) and/or shortness of breath.; There is
known coronary artery disease, history of heart
attack (MI), coronary bypass surgery, coronary
angioplasty or stent.; The member has known or
suspected coronary artery disease.; The BMI is
20 to 29

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

chest pain; The study is being ordered for
known CAD.; The CAD diagnosis was esablished
by something other than, a previous cardiac
surgery / angioplasty, a previous MI, congestive
heart failure or a previous stress
echocardiogram, nuclear cardiology study or a
stress EKG.; The patient's age is between 45 and
64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

2

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

chest pain; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; Unknown; There
has not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; Unknown

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

chest wall tenderness; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; initial seen on 5-3 pt states its
been going on for a couple of days; There has
not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; dizziness, palpitation an SOB, fainting

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Chief Complaint&#x0D; Bradycardia &#x0D;
Chest pain &#x0D; DOE &#x0D; &#x0D; Reason
For Visit&#x0D; Referred by Samantha Vickrey
&#x0D; The patient is being seen for a
consultation . Reason for visit: hyperlipidemia,
PAC and sinus bradycardia. &#x0D; &#x0D;
History of Present Illness&#x0D; 35 YO with hx;
The patient is not diabetic.; The patient is less
than 45 years old.; The patient has not had a
recent exercise treadmill test that was positive.;
It is not known whether the patient has one or
more of the following: heart transplant, aortic
aneurysm, carotid artery narrowing or stenosis,
and/ or peripheral vascular disease or narrowed
blood vessels in the legs.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

chronic back pain and limited mobility; The
study is being ordered for suspected CAD.; The
patient is presenting with symptoms of atypical
chest pain and/or shortness of breath.; The
patient has not had previous cardiac surgery or
angioplasty.; The patient has not had a recent
non-nuclear stress test.; The patient's age is
between 45 and 64.; The patient has not had a
stress echocardiogram within the past eight
weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient does not have a physical limitation
to exercise.

1

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Coronary artery disease dyspnea angina&#x0D;
Over the years patient has experienced
intermittent episodes of pressure like chest pain
located to mid precordium nonradiating
associated with dyspnea happening around him
fashion, no identifiable precipitating eve; This is
a request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient has not
had other testing done to evaluate new or
changing symptoms.; The study is requested for
congestive heart failure.; There are new or
changing cardiac symptoms including atypical
chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of breath.;
There is known coronary artery disease, history
of heart attack (MI), coronary bypass surgery,
coronary angioplasty or stent.; The member has
known or suspected coronary artery disease.;
The BMI is 30 to 39

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

cp r07.89 sob R06.02 PALPS R00.2; The study
is being ordered for suspected CAD.; The patient
is presenting with symptoms of atypical chest
pain and/or shortness of breath.; The patient
has not had previous cardiac surgery or
angioplasty.; The patient has not had a recent
non-nuclear stress test.; The patient's age is
between 45 and 64.; The patient has not had a
stress echocardiogram within the past eight
weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient does not have a physical limitation
to exercise.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

CP R07.9 SOB R06.02 PALPS R0.2 FATIGUE
R53.83; The study is being ordered for
suspected CAD.; The patient is presenting with
symptoms of atypical chest pain and/or
shortness of breath.; The patient has not had
previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.; The
patient has not had a recent non-nuclear stress
test.; The patient's age is between 45 and 64.;
The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

CP SOB; The patient is not diabetic.; The patient
is less than 45 years old.; The patient has not
had a recent exercise treadmill test that was
positive.; The patient has NONE of the
following: heart transplant, aortic aneurysm,
carotid artery narrowing or stenosis, and/ or
peripheral vascular disease or narrowed blood
vessels in the legs.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

cp, dyspnea, obesity, hypertension; The study is
being ordered for suspected CAD.; The patient is
presenting with symptoms of atypical chest pain
and/or shortness of breath.; The patient has not
had previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.;
The patient has not had a recent non-nuclear
stress test.; The patient's age is between 45 and
64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

CP, Fm Hx, HTN; The patient is not diabetic.;
The patient is less than 45 years old.; The
patient has not had a recent exercise treadmill
test that was positive.; It is not known whether
the patient has one or more of the following:
heart transplant, aortic aneurysm, carotid artery
narrowing or stenosis, and/ or peripheral
vascular disease or narrowed blood vessels in
the legs.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

cp, hyperlipidemia, hypertension, dyspnea; The
study is being ordered for suspected CAD.; The
patient is presenting with symptoms of atypical
chest pain and/or shortness of breath.; The
patient has not had previous cardiac surgery or
angioplasty.; The patient has not had a recent
non-nuclear stress test.; The patient's age is
between 45 and 64.; The patient has not had a
stress echocardiogram within the past eight
weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient does not have a physical limitation
to exercise.

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

cp, hypertension, abn ekg,family history; The
study is being ordered for suspected CAD.; The
patient is presenting with symptoms of atypical
chest pain and/or shortness of breath.; The
patient has not had previous cardiac surgery or
angioplasty.; The patient has not had a recent
non-nuclear stress test.; The patient's age is
between 45 and 64.; The patient has not had a
stress echocardiogram within the past eight
weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient does not have a physical limitation
to exercise.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

cp, hypertension, crohns; The patient is not
diabetic.; The patient is less than 45 years old.;
The patient has not had a recent exercise
treadmill test that was positive.; The patient has
NONE of the following: heart transplant, aortic
aneurysm, carotid artery narrowing or stenosis,
and/ or peripheral vascular disease or narrowed
blood vessels in the legs.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

cp, hypertension,; The patient is not diabetic.;
The patient is less than 45 years old.; The
patient has not had a recent exercise treadmill
test that was positive.; The patient has NONE of
the following: heart transplant, aortic
aneurysm, carotid artery narrowing or stenosis,
and/ or peripheral vascular disease or narrowed
blood vessels in the legs.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

cp, obesity, hyperlipidemia, smoker, dyspnea;
The study is being ordered for suspected CAD.;
The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
The patient has not had previous cardiac
surgery or angioplasty.; The patient has not had
a recent non-nuclear stress test.; The patient's
age is between 45 and 64.; The patient has not
had a stress echocardiogram within the past
eight weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient does not have a physical limitation
to exercise.

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

CP, SOB, AND ABNORMAL EKG SCHEDULING
UP FOR GXT CARDIOLITE; The study is being
ordered for suspected CAD.; The patient is
presenting with symptoms of atypical chest pain
and/or shortness of breath.; The patient has not
had previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.;
The patient has not had a recent non-nuclear
stress test.; The patient's age is between 45 and
64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Dept of ttransportation clearance; The study is
being ordered for known CAD.; The patient is
not presenting new symptoms of chest pain or
increasing shortness of breath.; The patient has
not had a recent non-nuclear stress test.; The
patient had a recent abnormal EKG consistent
with CAD.; The patient has not had a recent
stress echocardiogram.; This patient had a
previous myocardial infarction.; The patient's
age is between 45 and 64.; The patient has not
had a stress echocardiogram within the past
eight weeks.; The patient is male.; This is a
request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Diabetes type 2; The study is being ordered for
suspected CAD.; The patient is not presenting
with symptoms of atypical chest pain and/or
shortness of breath.; The patient has not had a
recent non-nuclear stress test.; The patient had
a recent abnormal EKG consistent with CAD.;
The patient has not had a recent stress
echocardiogram.; The patient's age is between
45 and 64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
The patient is male.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Diabetes; The study is being ordered for
suspected CAD.; The patient is presenting with
symptoms of atypical chest pain and/or
shortness of breath.; The patient has not had
previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.; The
patient has not had a recent non-nuclear stress
test.; The patient's age is between 45 and 64.;
The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

diabetic pt with chest pain radiating to her left
arm; who is an everyday smoker and medically
treated diabetic.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has 3 or more
cardiac risk factors; The study is not requested
for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal
defects, or valve disorders.; The study is
requested for suspected coronary artery
disease.; The member has known or suspected
coronary artery disease.; The BMI is 30 to 39

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

diabetic, cp, hypertension, family hx of cad,;
The study is being ordered for suspected CAD.;
The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
The patient has not had previous cardiac
surgery or angioplasty.; The patient has not had
a recent non-nuclear stress test.; The patient's
age is between 45 and 64.; The patient has not
had a stress echocardiogram within the past
eight weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient does not have a physical limitation
to exercise.

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

diabetic, dyspnea, abn ekg, obesity,; The study
is being ordered for suspected CAD.; The patient
is presenting with symptoms of atypical chest
pain and/or shortness of breath.; The patient
has not had previous cardiac surgery or
angioplasty.; The patient has not had a recent
non-nuclear stress test.; The patient's age is
between 45 and 64.; The patient has not had a
stress echocardiogram within the past eight
weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient does not have a physical limitation
to exercise.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Dyspnea on exetion. She has discomfort
between the shoulder blades when she stops
walking her discomfort goes away.; The study is
being ordered for suspected CAD.; It is unknown
if the patient has symptomsof atypical chest
pain (angina) or shortness of breath.; The
patient has not had a recent non-nuclear stress
test.; It is not known if the patient had a recent
abnormal EKG consistent with CAD.; The patient
has not had a recent stress echocardiogram.;
The patient's age is between 45 and 64.; The
patient has not had a stress echocardiogram
within the past eight weeks.; This is a request
for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Dyspnea on mild to moderate exertion atrial
fibrillation history of congestive heart
failurediagnosed as having congestive heart
failure and atrial fibrillation Patient complains of
dyspnea on mildtomoderate exertion Dyspnea
is moderate, occasionally seve; The study is
being ordered for known CAD.; The CAD
diagnosis was esablished by something other
than, a previous cardiac surgery / angioplasty, a
previous MI, congestive heart failure or a
previous stress echocardiogram, nuclear
cardiology study or a stress EKG.; The patient's
age is between 45 and 64.; The patient has not
had a stress echocardiogram within the past
eight weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

dyspnea, hypertension, smoker,; The caller
indicated that the study was not ordered for:
Known or suspected coronary artery disease,
post myocardial infarction evaluation, pre
operative or post operative (Cardiac surgery,
angioplasty or stent) evaluation.; The patient's
age is between 45 and 64.; The patient has not
had a stress echocardiogram within the past
eight weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

ekg showed borderline 1st degree av block with
t wave changes in anterior leads, and PRWP.;
The patient is not diabetic.; The patient is less
than 45 years old.; The patient has not had a
recent exercise treadmill test that was positive.;
The patient has NONE of the following: heart
transplant, aortic aneurysm, carotid artery
narrowing or stenosis, and/ or peripheral
vascular disease or narrowed blood vessels in
the legs.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If No
Info GiEssential (primary) hypertension&#x0D;
2. Angina pectoris, unspecified&#x0D; 3.
Palpitations&#x0D; ven.; The patient is not
diabetic.; The patient is less than 45 years old.;
The patient has not had a recent exercise
treadmill test that was positive.; The patient has
NONE of the following: heart transplant, aortic
aneurysm, carotid artery narrowing or stenosis,
and/ or peripheral vascular disease or narrowed
blood vessels in the legs.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown IfMs
Hall is a 42 y/o WW with h/o HTN, Obesity, and
Tobacco Use. She has a family h/o HTN,CAD,
CHF, and CVA, here today to establish cardiac
care. She says that lately she has been having
chest pains and left arm pa; The patient is not
diabetic.; The patient is less than 45 years old.;
The patient has not had a recent exercise
treadmill test that was positive.; It is not known
whether the patient has one or more of the
following: heart transplant, aortic aneurysm,
carotid artery narrowing or stenosis, and/ or
peripheral vascular disease or narrowed blood
vessels in the legs.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Enter35-year-old white female over the last
few months has been experiencing recurrent
episodes of pressure-like chest pain located mid
precordium, nonradiating, associated with a
fluttering sensation in her chest, dyspnea,
lasting less than 2 minutes, sp; The patient is
not diabetic.; The patient is less than 45 years
old.; The patient has not had a recent exercise
treadmill test that was positive.; The patient has
NONE of the following: heart transplant, aortic
aneurysm, carotid artery narrowing or stenosis,
and/ or peripheral vascular disease or narrowed
blood vessels in the legs.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Essential (primary) hypertension&#x0D;
Paroxysmal atrial fibrillation; The study is being
ordered for suspected CAD.; The patient is
presenting with symptoms of atypical chest pain
and/or shortness of breath.; The patient has not
had previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.;
The patient has not had a recent non-nuclear
stress test.; The patient's age is between 45 and
64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Essential (primary) hypertension; The study is
being ordered for suspected CAD.; The patient is
presenting with symptoms of atypical chest pain
and/or shortness of breath.; The patient has not
had previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.;
The patient has not had a recent non-nuclear
stress test.; The patient's age is between 45 and
64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.

2

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Essential Hypertension; The study is being
ordered for suspected CAD.; The patient is
presenting with symptoms of atypical chest pain
and/or shortness of breath.; The patient has not
had previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.;
The patient has not had a recent non-nuclear
stress test.; The patient's age is between 45 and
64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.

3

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Family history of CAD in mother and father.;
This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 06/12/2017; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
Dizziness Chest Pain

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

follow up from bypass; The study is being
ordered for known CAD.; The patient is not
presenting new symptoms of chest pain or
increasing shortness of breath.; The patient has
not had a recent non-nuclear stress test.; The
patient has not had a recent abnormal EKG
consistent with CAD.; The patient has not had a
recent stress echocardiogram.; This patient had
a previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.; The
patient's age is between 45 and 64.; The patient
has not had a stress echocardiogram within the
past eight weeks.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Follow-up for abnormal EKGnon-rheumatic
tricuspid insufficiency Patient with episodes of
precordial chest pain and dyspnea described in
detail in history of present
illnesshypercholesterolemia&#x0D; Rule out
underlying ischemia; It is not known if the
patient is diabetic.; The patient is less than 45
years old.; The patient has not had a recent
exercise treadmill test that was positive.; It is
not known whether the patient has one or more
of the following: heart transplant, aortic
aneurysm, carotid artery narrowing or stenosis,
and/ or peripheral vascular disease or narrowed
blood vessels in the legs.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Given.Problem List/Impression: 1. Preoperative
clearance Z01.818&#x0D; Plan : Nuclear
Medicine Stress Test to evaluate for ischemia.
ECHO to evaluate LVEF and valvular
abnormalities. &#x0D; &#x0D; 2. Ischemic
cardiomyopathy I25.5&#x0D; Plan : Dual
chamber AICD in p; This study is being ordered
as a pre-operative evaluation.; It is not known if
the patient had a recent stress
echocardiogram.; The patient's age is between
45 and 64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.; It
is not known whether this evaluation is prior to
major surgery involving general anesthesia.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

h/o htn, cp stabbing left sided lasting 30-45 sec
daily , dizziness, bp 87/45, bmi 31.46; The study
is being ordered for suspected CAD.; The patient
is presenting with symptoms of atypical chest
pain and/or shortness of breath.; The patient
has not had previous cardiac surgery or
angioplasty.; The patient has not had a recent
non-nuclear stress test.; The patient's age is
between 45 and 64.; The patient has not had a
stress echocardiogram within the past eight
weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient does not have a physical limitation
to exercise.

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

has a history of hypertension, hyperlipidemia,
type 2 DM and tobacco abuse. Patient describes
exertional SOB associated with occasional chest
pain.; The study is being ordered for suspected
CAD.; The patient is presenting with symptoms
of atypical chest pain and/or shortness of
breath.; The patient has not had previous
cardiac surgery or angioplasty.; The patient has
not had a recent non-nuclear stress test.; The
patient's age is between 45 and 64.; The patient
has not had a stress echocardiogram within the
past eight weeks.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient does not have a
physical limitation to exercise.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

has diabetes II; hypertensive heart disease;;
The study is being ordered for suspected CAD.;
The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
The patient has not had previous cardiac
surgery or angioplasty.; The patient has not had
a recent non-nuclear stress test.; The patient's
age is between 45 and 64.; The patient has not
had a stress echocardiogram within the past
eight weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient does not have a physical limitation
to exercise.

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Has palpitations, episodes last 2-3 minutes,
associated chest pain, not with syncope, chest
pains are sharp, and associated dyspnea as she
is deconditioned...did not go have stress
test...discussed normal monitor...; The patient is
not diabetic.; The patient is less than 45 years
old.; The patient has not had a recent exercise
treadmill test that was positive.; The patient has
NONE of the following: heart transplant, aortic
aneurysm, carotid artery narrowing or stenosis,
and/ or peripheral vascular disease or narrowed
blood vessels in the legs.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Having left arm pit pain and radiating left arm
one , associated dyspnea and dizziness and
nausea, and had hypertension arrival ER
Hope...discharged...no evidence AMI; This is a
request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient has 3 or
more cardiac risk factors; The study is not
requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass,
CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.; The
study is requested for suspected coronary
artery disease.; The member has known or
suspected coronary artery disease.; The BMI is
20 to 29

1

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

He complains of chest pains and associated
shortness of breath. episodes have been going
on for several months. It is a left sided
moderate intensity chest pain, it comes on at
rest or with exertion. It lasts " alittle while". His
niece who is with him sa; The study is being
ordered for suspected CAD.; The patient is
presenting with symptoms of atypical chest pain
and/or shortness of breath.; The patient has not
had previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.;
The patient has not had a recent non-nuclear
stress test.; The patient's age is between 45 and
64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.

1

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

he has chronic back pain that is why this
procedure is being requested. he cant walk on a
treadmill.; The study is being ordered for
suspected CAD.; It is unknown if the patient has
symptomsof atypical chest pain (angina) or
shortness of breath.; The patient has not had a
recent non-nuclear stress test.; The patient has
not had a recent abnormal EKG consistent with
CAD.; The patient has not had a recent stress
echocardiogram.; The patient's age is between
45 and 64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

He has complaints of occasional chest pressure
with no radiation that he states "occurs every
once in a while, not very often" that will last a
few minutes and resolve on it's own. He has
chronic SOB; The study is being ordered for
suspected CAD.; The patient is presenting with
symptoms of atypical chest pain and/or
shortness of breath.; The patient has not had
previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.; The
patient has not had a recent non-nuclear stress
test.; The patient's age is between 45 and 64.;
The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

he has dvt and a pulmonary embolism that is
why they would like a cardio done on them.;
The study is being ordered for suspected CAD.;
The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
The patient has not had previous cardiac
surgery or angioplasty.; The patient has not had
a recent non-nuclear stress test.; The patient's
age is between 45 and 64.; The patient has not
had a stress echocardiogram within the past
eight weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient does not have a physical limitation
to exercise.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

he has obesity and diabetes that is why this test
is being asked for.; The study is being ordered
for suspected CAD.; The patient is not
presenting with symptoms of atypical chest pain
and/or shortness of breath.; The patient has not
had a recent non-nuclear stress test.; It is not
known if the patient had a recent abnormal EKG
consistent with CAD.; The patient has not had a
recent stress echocardiogram.; The patient's
age is between 45 and 64.; The patient has not
had a stress echocardiogram within the past
eight weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

he is about to have left knee replacement in
may. he was taken off work because of that.
that is the reason for the lexi and not the ste to
be done.; The study is being ordered for
suspected CAD.; The patient is presenting with
symptoms of atypical chest pain and/or
shortness of breath.; The patient has not had
previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.; The
patient has not had a recent non-nuclear stress
test.; The patient's age is between 45 and 64.;
The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

heart cath was done to diagnose; The study is
being ordered for known CAD.; The CAD
diagnosis was esablished by something other
than, a previous cardiac surgery / angioplasty, a
previous MI, congestive heart failure or a
previous stress echocardiogram, nuclear
cardiology study or a stress EKG.; The patient's
age is between 45 and 64.; The patient has not
had a stress echocardiogram within the past
eight weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

HIST OF CAD; The study is being ordered for
known CAD.; The CAD diagnosis was esablished
by something other than, a previous cardiac
surgery / angioplasty, a previous MI, congestive
heart failure or a previous stress
echocardiogram, nuclear cardiology study or a
stress EKG.; The patient's age is between 45 and
64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

History of Present Illness&#x0D; Male with
past medical history of HTN, HLD, CAD who
presents for follow up.&#x0D; Underwent
calcium scoring that was positive&#x0D;
Presents today for routine follow up. Denies any
CP, but states has noticed mild
DAssessment&#x0D; 1. DOE (d; The study is
being ordered for known CAD.; The CAD
diagnosis was esablished by something other
than, a previous cardiac surgery / angioplasty, a
previous MI, congestive heart failure or a
previous stress echocardiogram, nuclear
cardiology study or a stress EKG.; The patient's
age is between 45 and 64.; The patient has not
had a stress echocardiogram within the past
eight weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

history of smoking , shortness of breath , chest
pain radiates to left arm; The study is being
ordered for suspected CAD.; The patient is
presenting with symptoms of atypical chest pain
and/or shortness of breath.; The patient has not
had previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.;
The patient has not had a recent non-nuclear
stress test.; The patient's age is between 45 and
64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

htn, palpitations, chest pain; The patient is not
diabetic.; The patient is less than 45 years old.;
The patient has not had a recent exercise
treadmill test that was positive.; The patient has
NONE of the following: heart transplant, aortic
aneurysm, carotid artery narrowing or stenosis,
and/ or peripheral vascular disease or narrowed
blood vessels in the legs.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

htn; hyperlipidemia; hx cad; The caller indicated
that the study was not ordered for: Known or
suspected coronary artery disease, post
myocardial infarction evaluation, pre operative
or post operative (Cardiac surgery, angioplasty
or stent) evaluation.; The patient's age is
between 45 and 64.; The patient has not had a
stress echocardiogram within the past eight
weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

hx of PVD; significant dyspnea on exertion and
associated chest tightness; abnormal EKG;
immediate family hx of hear disease; occasional
dizziness and palpitations; progressive
symptoms over last 2 months; This is a request
for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has 3 or more
cardiac risk factors; The study is not requested
for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal
defects, or valve disorders.; The study is
requested for suspected coronary artery
disease.; The member has known or suspected
coronary artery disease.; The BMI is 30 to 39

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Hyperlipidemia; The study is being ordered for
suspected CAD.; The patient is presenting with
symptoms of atypical chest pain and/or
shortness of breath.; The patient has not had
previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.; The
patient has not had a recent non-nuclear stress
test.; The patient's age is between 45 and 64.;
The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

hypertension cardiac arrest; This is a request
for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has 3 or more
cardiac risk factors; The study is not requested
for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal
defects, or valve disorders.; The study is
requested for suspected coronary artery
disease.; The member has known or suspected
coronary artery disease.; The BMI is 30 to 39

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

hypertension, diabetic, cp; The study is being
ordered for suspected CAD.; The patient is
presenting with symptoms of atypical chest pain
and/or shortness of breath.; The patient has not
had previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.;
The patient has not had a recent non-nuclear
stress test.; The patient's age is between 45 and
64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Hypertension-Essential (Benign)&#x0D;
Abnormal EKG; The patient's age is between 45
and 64.; The patient has had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Hypertension-Essential (Benign); The study is
being ordered for suspected CAD.; The patient is
presenting with symptoms of atypical chest pain
and/or shortness of breath.; The patient has not
had previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.;
The patient has not had a recent non-nuclear
stress test.; The patient's age is between 45 and
64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

It is not known if the patient is diabetic.; The
patient is less than 45 years old.; The patient
has had a recent exercise treadmill test that was
positive.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Known CAD with new chest discomfort and
shortness of breath. Hyperlipidemia and HTN.;
The patient is not diabetic.; The patient is less
than 45 years old.; The patient has not had a
recent exercise treadmill test that was positive.;
The patient has NONE of the following: heart
transplant, aortic aneurysm, carotid artery
narrowing or stenosis, and/ or peripheral
vascular disease or narrowed blood vessels in
the legs.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

lbbb, diabetic, morbid obesity, hypertension,
family history of heart disease, dyspnea; The
caller indicated that the study was not ordered
for: Known or suspected coronary artery
disease, post myocardial infarction evaluation,
pre operative or post operative (Cardiac
surgery, angioplasty or stent) evaluation.; The
patient's age is between 45 and 64.; The patient
has not had a stress echocardiogram within the
past eight weeks.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

left arm and shoulder pain; The study is being
ordered for suspected CAD.; The patient is
presenting with symptoms of atypical chest pain
and/or shortness of breath.; The patient has not
had previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.;
The patient has not had a recent non-nuclear
stress test.; The patient's age is between 45 and
64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

mbr in er this morning with chest pain for three
days; The caller indicated that the study was not
ordered for: Known or suspected coronary
artery disease, post myocardial infarction
evaluation, pre operative or post operative
(Cardiac surgery, angioplasty or stent)
evaluation.; The patient's age is between 45 and
64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

MEMBER IS DIABETIC; The study is being
ordered for suspected CAD.; The patient is
presenting with symptoms of atypical chest pain
and/or shortness of breath.; The patient has not
had previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.;
The patient has not had a recent non-nuclear
stress test.; The patient's age is between 45 and
64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.

1

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Mitral Valvue Disorder&#x0D; Tricuspid Valve
Disorder &#x0D; Murmur&#x0D; Abn-EKG; The
study is being ordered for suspected CAD.; The
patient is presenting with symptoms of atypical
chest pain and/or shortness of breath.; It is not
known if there are documented findings of
hyperlipidemia.; It is not known if there are
documented clinical findings of hypertension.;
The patient is not diabetic.; The patient has not
had a recent non-nuclear stress test.; It is not
known if the patient is clinically obese or if
there is an emphysematous chest
configuration.; The patient's age is between 45
and 64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
The patient is male.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; It is not known if the patient
has a physical limitation to exercise.

1

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Mixed hyperlipidemia&#x0D; Peripheral
vascular disease, unspecified: PAD - bilateral
occluded SFA&#x0D; Arteriosclerosis of native
arteries of extremity w/ intermittent
claudication&#x0D; Arteriosclerosis of native
coronary artery w/o angina pectoris&#x0D;
Personal history ; The study is being ordered for
suspected CAD.; The patient is presenting with
symptoms of atypical chest pain and/or
shortness of breath.; The patient has not had
previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.; The
patient has not had a recent non-nuclear stress
test.; The patient's age is between 45 and 64.;
The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Monoplegia Of Lower Limb Following Other
Cerebrovascular Disease Affecting Unspecified
Side; The study is being ordered for suspected
CAD.; The patient is presenting with symptoms
of atypical chest pain and/or shortness of
breath.; The patient has not had previous
cardiac surgery or angioplasty.; The patient has
not had a recent non-nuclear stress test.; The
patient's age is between 45 and 64.; The patient
has not had a stress echocardiogram within the
past eight weeks.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient does not have a
physical limitation to exercise.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

MPI for recurrent angina; This study is being
ordered as a post-operative (Cardiac Surgery,
Angioplasty or stent ) evaluation.; The patient is
presenting new symptoms of chest pain or
significant EKG changes.; The results of the
previous nuclear cardiology study were normal.;
The patient's age is between 45 and 64.; The
patient has not had a stress echocardiogram
within the past eight weeks.; Yes, patient had a
nuclear cardiology study since surgery.; This is a
request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Mr Dixon is here today for echo results. He
denies any cp or sob. He states that he does get
tired if he walks very far.; The study is being
ordered for suspected CAD.; The patient is
presenting with symptoms of atypical chest pain
and/or shortness of breath.; The patient has not
had previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.;
The patient has not had a recent non-nuclear
stress test.; The patient's age is between 45 and
64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.

1

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Mr Harris is a 54 year old male referred for
dyspnea on exertion. He has a history of DM,
HTN, HLD. He has noticed it over the last year or
so. It is getting worse. No associated chest
discomfort. He notices it with moderate
exertion such as climbing mult; The study is
being ordered for suspected CAD.; The patient is
presenting with symptoms of atypical chest pain
and/or shortness of breath.; The patient has not
had previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.;
The patient has not had a recent non-nuclear
stress test.; The patient's age is between 45 and
64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.

1

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Mr Smith states that he just wants a cardiac
evaluation. He states that he has had some sob
on exertion but is not sure if this is only due to
being overweight or if he needs something done
with his heart.&#x0D; &#x0D; Hypertension and
Dyspnea; The study is being ordered for
suspected CAD.; The patient is presenting with
symptoms of atypical chest pain and/or
shortness of breath.; The patient has not had
previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.; The
patient has not had a recent non-nuclear stress
test.; The patient's age is between 45 and 64.;
The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.

1

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Mr. Manuel is a 37 yo male with hx of HTN,
DLP, smoking who presented in 1/17 with
NSTEMI. S/P cardiac cath with successful PCI to
LAD and Diagonal.&#x0D; Echo: EF 50% with
WMA. Repeat Echo: 3/17: EF 55-60%. Normal
diastolic fn.&#x0D; He was started on
Brilinta.&#x0D; ; The patient is not diabetic.;
The patient is less than 45 years old.; The
patient has not had a recent exercise treadmill
test that was positive.; The patient has NONE of
the following: heart transplant, aortic
aneurysm, carotid artery narrowing or stenosis,
and/ or peripheral vascular disease or narrowed
blood vessels in the legs.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Mr. Tatum is here today c/o midsternal chest
pain radiates up his neck and down left arm and
shortness of breath. On a pain scale of 1-10 his
chest pain is a 2. States he has mitral valve
stenosis.; The study is being ordered for known
CAD.; The CAD diagnosis was esablished by
something other than, a previous cardiac
surgery / angioplasty, a previous MI, congestive
heart failure or a previous stress
echocardiogram, nuclear cardiology study or a
stress EKG.; The patient's age is between 45 and
64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Mr. Williams is a 25 year old WM with a history
of HTN, DVT, PE AND Factor V Leiden, who was
referred to us by Dr. Dill for dyspnea on exertion
and chest pain. He returns for 3-month follow
up. Since his last visit, his right leg has been
swelling and he; The patient is not diabetic.; The
patient is less than 45 years old.; The patient
has not had a recent exercise treadmill test that
was positive.; The patient has NONE of the
following: heart transplant, aortic aneurysm,
carotid artery narrowing or stenosis, and/ or
peripheral vascular disease or narrowed blood
vessels in the legs.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Mr. Zuber comes in for initial evaluation of
PVCs. He has h/o HTN and HLP. He's a little bit
more fatigue. On Christmas Eve you get a
toothache and his heart rate was low. ECG
showed bigeminy. He has pressure in neck at
times. Lasts several minutes. No CP; The study is
being ordered for suspected CAD.; The patient is
presenting with symptoms of atypical chest pain
and/or shortness of breath.; The patient has not
had previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.;
The patient has not had a recent non-nuclear
stress test.; The patient's age is between 45 and
64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Mrs Hollis is a pleasant 55yo lady (left handed,
retired CNA) with significant history of carotid
stenosis (RICA 50-69%), GOLD Stage ?III/IV (per
pt report) COPD/continued tobacco abuse, HTN,
HLD, hypothyroidism and depression, referred
by Dr. McBay for e; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has 3 or more
cardiac risk factors; The study is not requested
for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal
defects, or valve disorders.; The study is
requested for suspected coronary artery
disease.; The member has known or suspected
coronary artery disease.; The BMI is 30 to 39

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

MS. Cooper is a 61 yo wmn who was last seen
9/1/16. She is here today for 6 month follow up.
&#x0D;
She was admitted to AHH on
8/1/16 with new onset afib. Dr. Sudarone was
consulted. She was converted to SR with IV
diltiazem.&#x0D;
A fib was very sym; The
patient's age is between 45 and 64.; The patient
has had a stress echocardiogram within the past
eight weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Ms. Cooper is here to establish care. Patient
went to Magnolia ER midline chest pain that felt
like it was pulling. Patient experienced sob and
diaphoresis with this episode on June 5. Saw her
PCP. Denies CP or SOB today but states she feels
"like little ; The study is being ordered for
suspected CAD.; The patient is presenting with
symptoms of atypical chest pain and/or
shortness of breath.; The patient has not had
previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.; The
patient has not had a recent non-nuclear stress
test.; The patient's age is between 45 and 64.;
The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.

1

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Ms. Evans comes in for initial evaluation. She
has somewhat of a confusing history. She
evidently had some syncopal episodes about
five months ago. She has a history of normal
pressure hydrocephalus. Evidently had a real
slow heart rate in the 30s in Apri; The patient is
not diabetic.; The patient is less than 45 years
old.; The patient has not had a recent exercise
treadmill test that was positive.; The patient has
NONE of the following: heart transplant, aortic
aneurysm, carotid artery narrowing or stenosis,
and/ or peripheral vascular disease or narrowed
blood vessels in the legs.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Ms. McGarity is a 37 year old WW with a
history of hyperlipidemia and tobacco use, who
was referred to us by Anne Williams, APRN for
complaints of chest pain. She reports having
chest pain off and on for the past 4 months.
She experiences a sharp pain an; The patient is
not diabetic.; The patient is less than 45 years
old.; The patient has not had a recent exercise
treadmill test that was positive.; The patient has
NONE of the following: heart transplant, aortic
aneurysm, carotid artery narrowing or stenosis,
and/ or peripheral vascular disease or narrowed
blood vessels in the legs.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Ms. Williams is a 21 year old BW with a history
of morbid obesity and HTN, who was referred to
us by Dr. Dill for chest pain and BLE edema. The
patient has a chronic history of chest pain of
many years. She describes a sharp pain, like a
stabbing pain w; The patient is not diabetic.;
The patient is less than 45 years old.; The
patient has not had a recent exercise treadmill
test that was positive.; The patient has NONE of
the following: heart transplant, aortic
aneurysm, carotid artery narrowing or stenosis,
and/ or peripheral vascular disease or narrowed
blood vessels in the legs.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

N/A; The study is being ordered for suspected
CAD.; The patient is presenting with symptoms
of atypical chest pain and/or shortness of
breath.; The patient has not had previous
cardiac surgery or angioplasty.; The patient has
not had a recent non-nuclear stress test.; The
patient's age is between 45 and 64.; The patient
has not had a stress echocardiogram within the
past eight weeks.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient does not have a
physical limitation to exercise.

1

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

New onset a-fib; neck and left shoulder pain;
upcoming neck surgery; echo showed grade 2
diastolic function with enlargement of RA, RV,
LA; This study is being ordered as a preoperative evaluation.; The patient is not
presenting with symptoms of atypical chest pain
and/or shortness of breath.; The patient has not
had a recent non-nuclear stress test.; The
patient has not had a recent abnormal EKG
consistent with CAD.; The patient has not had a
recent stress echocardiogram.; The patient has
not had a recent stress echocardiogram.; The
patient has suspected CAD.; The patient's age is
between 45 and 64.; The patient has not had a
stress echocardiogram within the past eight
weeks.; This evaluation is prior to major surgery
involving general anesthesia.; This is a request
for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

New onset chest pain and shortness of breath;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has not had other testing done to evaluate new
or changing symptoms.; The patient has 2
cardiac risk factors; The study is not requested
for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal
defects, or valve disorders.; There are new or
changing cardiac symptoms including atypical
chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of breath.;
The study is requested for suspected coronary
artery disease.; The member has known or
suspected coronary artery disease.; The BMI is
30 to 39

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

NEW PT W/NEW ONSET CHEST PAIN, HTN,
OBESITY; The patient is not diabetic.; The
patient is less than 45 years old.; The patient
has not had a recent exercise treadmill test that
was positive.; It is not known whether the
patient has one or more of the following: heart
transplant, aortic aneurysm, carotid artery
narrowing or stenosis, and/ or peripheral
vascular disease or narrowed blood vessels in
the legs.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

new symptoms suspicious of cad; The patient is
not diabetic.; The patient is less than 45 years
old.; The patient has not had a recent exercise
treadmill test that was positive.; The patient has
NONE of the following: heart transplant, aortic
aneurysm, carotid artery narrowing or stenosis,
and/ or peripheral vascular disease or narrowed
blood vessels in the legs.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

none; The patient is not diabetic.; The patient is
less than 45 years old.; The patient has not had
a recent exercise treadmill test that was
positive.; The patient has NONE of the
following: heart transplant, aortic aneurysm,
carotid artery narrowing or stenosis, and/ or
peripheral vascular disease or narrowed blood
vessels in the legs.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

none; The study is being ordered for suspected
CAD.; The patient is presenting with symptoms
of atypical chest pain and/or shortness of
breath.; The patient has not had previous
cardiac surgery or angioplasty.; The patient has
not had a recent non-nuclear stress test.; The
patient's age is between 45 and 64.; The patient
has not had a stress echocardiogram within the
past eight weeks.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient does not have a
physical limitation to exercise.

3

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

None; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient has 3 or more cardiac risk factors;
The study is not requested for pre op
evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal defects, or
valve disorders.; The study is requested for
suspected coronary artery disease.; The
member has known or suspected coronary
artery disease.; The BMI is 20 to 29

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

none; This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has 3 or more cardiac risk factors; The study is
not requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac
mass, CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.;
The study is requested for suspected coronary
artery disease.; The member has known or
suspected coronary artery disease.; The BMI is
30 to 39

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

NONE; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 06/01/2017; It is
not known if there has been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; chest pain and
bradycardic

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Obese, Abnormal EKG; The patient is not
diabetic.; The patient is less than 45 years old.;
The patient has not had a recent exercise
treadmill test that was positive.; The patient has
NONE of the following: heart transplant, aortic
aneurysm, carotid artery narrowing or stenosis,
and/ or peripheral vascular disease or narrowed
blood vessels in the legs.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

obesity&#x0D; Essential hypertension&#x0D;
abnormal electrocardiogram; The patient is not
diabetic.; The patient is less than 45 years old.;
The patient has not had a recent exercise
treadmill test that was positive.; The patient has
NONE of the following: heart transplant, aortic
aneurysm, carotid artery narrowing or stenosis,
and/ or peripheral vascular disease or narrowed
blood vessels in the legs.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Obesity&#x0D; Unable to ambulate on
treadmill&#x0D; Family History&#x0D;
Abnormal EKG&#x0D; Dyspnea&#x0D; Chest
Pain&#x0D; Nicotine dependence; This is a
request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient has 3 or
more cardiac risk factors; The study is not
requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass,
CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.; The
study is requested for suspected coronary
artery disease.; The member has known or
suspected coronary artery disease.; The BMI is
30 to 39

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

obesity, smoker, hypertension, copd, dyspnea;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has 3 or more cardiac risk factors; The study is
not requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac
mass, CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.;
The study is requested for suspected coronary
artery disease.; The member has known or
suspected coronary artery disease.; The BMI is
30 to 39

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Old anterior myocardial infarction &#x0D;
Inferior lateral subendocardial injury Lateral so
epicardial &#x0D; ischemia1Precordial chest
pain&#x0D; Dyspnea&#x0D; Dyspnea on
exertion&#x0D; Abnormal EKG Malignant
hypertension&#x0D;
Hypercholesterolemia.&#x0D; Smoker of one
pack of cigarettes ; The patient's age is between
45 and 64.; The patient has had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

One month ago patient had been experiencing
shortness of breath and went to see her PCP
and was given Steroid shot and cough syrup.
The dyspnea improved some but only for a
short time and now the shortness of breath has
increased again with and without ac; The
patient is not diabetic.; The patient is less than
45 years old.; The patient has not had a recent
exercise treadmill test that was positive.; The
patient has NONE of the following: heart
transplant, aortic aneurysm, carotid artery
narrowing or stenosis, and/ or peripheral
vascular disease or narrowed blood vessels in
the legs.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).
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Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

other chest pain, strong history of family with
coronary artery disease.&#x0D; 56 yo F presents
with chest pain starting intermittently for about
3 weeks, comes and goes, with radiation to the
L chest and L neck, L arm. The episode today
was around noon. She h; The study is being
ordered for suspected CAD.; The patient is
presenting with symptoms of atypical chest pain
and/or shortness of breath.; The patient has not
had previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.;
The patient has not had a recent non-nuclear
stress test.; The patient's age is between 45 and
64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

palpiations&#x0D; dyspnea&#x0D;
obesity&#x0D; cardiac Clearance for hip
replancement; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient has 3 or more cardiac risk factors;
The study is not requested for pre op
evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal defects, or
valve disorders.; The study is requested for
suspected coronary artery disease.; The
member has known or suspected coronary
artery disease.; The BMI is 30 to 39

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Palpitations&#x0D; hyperlipidemia; The study is
being ordered for known CAD.; The CAD
diagnosis was esablished by something other
than, a previous cardiac surgery / angioplasty, a
previous MI, congestive heart failure or a
previous stress echocardiogram, nuclear
cardiology study or a stress EKG.; The patient's
age is between 45 and 64.; The patient has not
had a stress echocardiogram within the past
eight weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Palpitations. Tachycardia; The study is being
ordered for suspected CAD.; The patient is
presenting with symptoms of atypical chest pain
and/or shortness of breath.; The patient has not
had previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.;
The patient has not had a recent non-nuclear
stress test.; The patient's age is between 45 and
64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.
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Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Palpitations; The study is being ordered for
suspected CAD.; The patient is presenting with
symptoms of atypical chest pain and/or
shortness of breath.; The patient has not had
previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.; The
patient has not had a recent non-nuclear stress
test.; The patient's age is between 45 and 64.;
The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.

2

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

patient cannot walk on Beta blocker, has fast
heart rate, and shortness of breath.; It is not
known if the patient is diabetic.; The patient is
less than 45 years old.; The patient has not had
a recent exercise treadmill test that was
positive.; It is not known whether the patient
has one or more of the following: heart
transplant, aortic aneurysm, carotid artery
narrowing or stenosis, and/ or peripheral
vascular disease or narrowed blood vessels in
the legs.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Patient has bradycardia; The study is being
ordered for suspected CAD.; The patient is not
presenting with symptoms of atypical chest pain
and/or shortness of breath.; The patient has not
had a recent non-nuclear stress test.; The
patient has not had a recent abnormal EKG
consistent with CAD.; The patient has not had a
recent stress echocardiogram.; The patient's
age is between 45 and 64.; The patient has not
had a stress echocardiogram within the past
eight weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Patient has complaint of worsening dizziness.
Wife recently passed away. Patient has CAD
with bypass grafting, VT, aortic stenosis, &amp;
ischemic cardiomyopathy. Patient is a former
smoker and has a family history of CAD.; It is
unknown if the patient has symptomsof atypical
chest pain (angina) or shortness of breath.; The
patient is at least 65 years old.; This is a request
for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient does not have
diabetes.; The patient has had a cardiology
study in the past 3 years.

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

patient has had a prior PCI, has HPT, CAD; This
is a request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient had a
recent stress echocardiogram to evaluate new
or changing symptoms.; The study is not
requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass,
CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.; There
are new or changing cardiac symptoms
including atypical chest pain (angina) and/or
shortness of breath.; There is known coronary
artery disease, history of heart attack (MI),
coronary bypass surgery, coronary angioplasty
or stent.; The member has known or suspected
coronary artery disease.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Patient has obesity, hypertension,
hyperlipidemia.; The study is being ordered for
known CAD.; The CAD diagnosis was esablished
by something other than, a previous cardiac
surgery / angioplasty, a previous MI, congestive
heart failure or a previous stress
echocardiogram, nuclear cardiology study or a
stress EKG.; The patient's age is between 45 and
64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

PATIENT HAS SIGNIFICANT SHORTNESS OF
BREATH WITH EXERTION. FAST HEART RATE
AND A BMI OF 54.9 AND IS UNABLE TO WALK
ON A TREADMILL.; The patient is not diabetic.;
The patient is less than 45 years old.; The
patient has not had a recent exercise treadmill
test that was positive.; The patient has NONE of
the following: heart transplant, aortic
aneurysm, carotid artery narrowing or stenosis,
and/ or peripheral vascular disease or narrowed
blood vessels in the legs.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Patient having chest pain and SOB for the last
three months. Walks with cane and is unable to
walk on TM; The patient is not diabetic.; The
patient is less than 45 years old.; The patient
has not had a recent exercise treadmill test that
was positive.; The patient has NONE of the
following: heart transplant, aortic aneurysm,
carotid artery narrowing or stenosis, and/ or
peripheral vascular disease or narrowed blood
vessels in the legs.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

patient history includes HTN with shortness of
breath. She has a strong family history of three
brothers passing away d/t MI's mother
deceased at age 35 from MI; The study is being
ordered for suspected CAD.; The patient is
presenting with symptoms of atypical chest pain
and/or shortness of breath.; The patient has not
had previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.;
The patient has not had a recent non-nuclear
stress test.; The patient's age is between 45 and
64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.
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Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Patient is a 48 year old male who presents
today as new patient. PMH includes HTN, HLD.
He is a non-smoker. He is active. He denies any
previous cardiac workup. He complains today of
"profuse" diaphoresis over the past two years
that occurs at random with; The study is being
ordered for suspected CAD.; The patient is
presenting with symptoms of atypical chest pain
and/or shortness of breath.; The patient has not
had previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.;
The patient has not had a recent non-nuclear
stress test.; The patient's age is between 45 and
64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

patient is a smoker; The study is being ordered
for suspected CAD.; The patient is presenting
with symptoms of atypical chest pain and/or
shortness of breath.; The patient has not had
previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.; The
patient has not had a recent non-nuclear stress
test.; The patient's age is between 45 and 64.;
The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.
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Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Patient is having chest pain with multiple visits
to the ER. Pain is relieved by nitroglycerin; The
study is being ordered for suspected CAD.; The
patient is presenting with symptoms of atypical
chest pain and/or shortness of breath.; The
patient has not had previous cardiac surgery or
angioplasty.; The patient has not had a recent
non-nuclear stress test.; The patient's age is
between 45 and 64.; The patient has not had a
stress echocardiogram within the past eight
weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient does not have a physical limitation
to exercise.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

patient is present with chest pain; The patient
is not diabetic.; The patient is less than 45 years
old.; The patient has not had a recent exercise
treadmill test that was positive.; The patient has
NONE of the following: heart transplant, aortic
aneurysm, carotid artery narrowing or stenosis,
and/ or peripheral vascular disease or narrowed
blood vessels in the legs.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).
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Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Patient is very obese with an abnormal ekg.;
The patient is not diabetic.; The patient is less
than 45 years old.; The patient has not had a
recent exercise treadmill test that was positive.;
The patient has NONE of the following: heart
transplant, aortic aneurysm, carotid artery
narrowing or stenosis, and/ or peripheral
vascular disease or narrowed blood vessels in
the legs.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Patient is white/hispanic female who presented
to Sparks with left sided weakness in 2017. She
was diagnosed with a stroke. She has
longstanding hypertension. She has chest pain
with activity.&#x0D; STRESS EKG- Limiting
angina and claudication; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; Another test besides a
Nuclear Cardiology Study, CCTA or Stress
Echocardiogram has been completed to
evaluate new or changing symptoms.; The
patient has 2 cardiac risk factors; The study is
not requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac
mass, CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.;
There are new or changing cardiac symptoms
including atypical chest pain (angina) and/or
shortness of breath.; The study is requested for
suspected coronary artery disease.; The
member has known or suspected coronary
artery disease.
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Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

patient on a beta blocker cannot to a walking
stress test; The patient is not diabetic.; The
patient is less than 45 years old.; The patient
has not had a recent exercise treadmill test that
was positive.; The patient has NONE of the
following: heart transplant, aortic aneurysm,
carotid artery narrowing or stenosis, and/ or
peripheral vascular disease or narrowed blood
vessels in the legs.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

patient presents with chest pain and dizziness
with history of hypertension; The study is being
ordered for suspected CAD.; The patient is
presenting with symptoms of atypical chest pain
and/or shortness of breath.; The patient has not
had previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.;
The patient has not had a recent non-nuclear
stress test.; The patient's age is between 45 and
64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

patient presents with chest pain and shortness
of breath.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient has 3 or more cardiac risk factors;
The study is requested for congestive heart
failure.; The study is requested for suspected
coronary artery disease.; The member has
known or suspected coronary artery disease.;
The BMI is 20 to 29

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Patient presents with chest pain typical of
angina. Given the history, exam findings and his
risk factors, I feel additional investigation is
warranted. I have made arrangements for an
exercise stress test in the near future.
Appropriate labwork has been ; The patient is
not diabetic.; The patient is less than 45 years
old.; The patient has not had a recent exercise
treadmill test that was positive.; The patient has
NONE of the following: heart transplant, aortic
aneurysm, carotid artery narrowing or stenosis,
and/ or peripheral vascular disease or narrowed
blood vessels in the legs.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Patient that has a pacemaker/defibrillator with
hypertension, SVT with cardiomyopathy.; This is
a request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient has had
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging including SPECT
(single photon Emission Computerized
Tomography) or Thallium Scan.; The patient has
2 cardiac risk factors; The study is not requested
for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal
defects, or valve disorders.; There are new or
changing cardiac symptoms including atypical
chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of breath.;
The study is requested for suspected coronary
artery disease.; The member has known or
suspected coronary artery disease.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

patient unable to walk for treadmill test has
fibromyalgia; The patient is not diabetic.; The
patient is less than 45 years old.; The patient
has not had a recent exercise treadmill test that
was positive.; The patient has NONE of the
following: heart transplant, aortic aneurysm,
carotid artery narrowing or stenosis, and/ or
peripheral vascular disease or narrowed blood
vessels in the legs.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Patient was seen inpatient, cardiologist was
called to consult on patient. Was admitted due
to chest discomfort, cath performed 1 year prior
for the same symptoms.; The study is being
ordered for suspected CAD.; The patient is not
presenting with symptoms of atypical chest pain
and/or shortness of breath.; It is not known if
the patient has had a recent non-nuclear stress
test.; It is not known if the patient had a recent
abnormal EKG consistent with CAD.; It is not
known if the patient had a recent stress
echocardiogram.; The patient's age is between
45 and 64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Patient with a history of stroke brought to the
emergency room due to chest pressure, chest
pain, nausea, vomiting, and dizziness with a
syncopal episode. Patient referred to cardiology
for further evaluation of chest pain. Patient has
a history of knee s; The study is being ordered
for suspected CAD.; The patient is presenting
with symptoms of atypical chest pain and/or
shortness of breath.; It is not known if there are
documented findings of hyperlipidemia.; There
are no documented clinical findings of
hypertension.; The patient is not diabetic.; The
patient has not had a recent non-nuclear stress
test.; It is not known if the patient is clinically
obese or if there is an emphysematous chest
configuration.; The patient's age is between 45
and 64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
The patient is male.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has a physical
limitation to exercise.
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Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

patient with syncopal episodes and mitral valve
insufficiency; unable to walk treadmill due to
fall and MVA; It is not known if the patient is
diabetic.; The patient is less than 45 years old.;
The patient has not had a recent exercise
treadmill test that was positive.; The patient has
NONE of the following: heart transplant, aortic
aneurysm, carotid artery narrowing or stenosis,
and/ or peripheral vascular disease or narrowed
blood vessels in the legs.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Patint wis shortness of breath on exertion with
chest pain/discomfort. Patient with a long
history of smoking, hypertension, tachycardia,
&amp; palpitation.&#x0D; ECG had nonspecific
ST changes.; The study is being ordered for
suspected CAD.; The patient is presenting with
symptoms of atypical chest pain and/or
shortness of breath.; The patient has not had
previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.; The
patient has not had a recent non-nuclear stress
test.; The patient's age is between 45 and 64.;
The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.
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Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

per Stress Test Unable achieve target heart rate
pt has had some cortication's; The patient is not
diabetic.; The patient is less than 45 years old.;
The patient has not had a recent exercise
treadmill test that was positive.; The patient has
NONE of the following: heart transplant, aortic
aneurysm, carotid artery narrowing or stenosis,
and/ or peripheral vascular disease or narrowed
blood vessels in the legs.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Precordial chest heaviness EDyspneaDyspnea
on exertionSevere coronary artery disease Type
2 diabetes mellitus with
polyneuropathyEssential hypertensionObesity
with body mass insulin requiring&#x0D;
HypercholesterolemiaCardiac murmurRule out
underlying ischemi; The patient's age is
between 45 and 64.; The patient has had a
stress echocardiogram within the past eight
weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Precordial chest pain diaphoresis dyspneawhite
male with strong family history of coronary
artery disease presents with six month history
of recurrent episodes of left precordial
pressurelike chest pain radiating to his left arm
associated with diaphores; The patient is not
diabetic.; The patient is less than 45 years old.;
The patient has not had a recent exercise
treadmill test that was positive.; It is not known
whether the patient has one or more of the
following: heart transplant, aortic aneurysm,
carotid artery narrowing or stenosis, and/ or
peripheral vascular disease or narrowed blood
vessels in the legs.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Precordial chest pain dyspnea on exertion risk
factors for coronary artery disease white
female who over the last two months has been
experiencing recurrent episodes of pressure like
chest pain located the mid precordium radiating
to her left arm lasting; The patient is not
diabetic.; The patient is less than 45 years old.;
The patient has not had a recent exercise
treadmill test that was positive.; It is not known
whether the patient has one or more of the
following: heart transplant, aortic aneurysm,
carotid artery narrowing or stenosis, and/ or
peripheral vascular disease or narrowed blood
vessels in the legs.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Precordial chest pain dyspnea palpitations atrial
fibrillation last two years has been experiencing
recurrent episodes of pressurelike chest pain
associated with dyspnea occasionally with
palpitations happening with physical activity in
which case symptom; The patient's age is
between 45 and 64.; The patient has had a
stress echocardiogram within the past eight
weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Precordial chest pain risk factors for coronary
artery diseasebut spatially over the last few
weeks has been experiencing recurring episodes
of left precordial Patient has not found any
means of preventing alleviating her symptoms
unless it is spontaneous; It is not known if the
patient is diabetic.; The patient is less than 45
years old.; The patient has not had a recent
exercise treadmill test that was positive.; It is
not known whether the patient has one or more
of the following: heart transplant, aortic
aneurysm, carotid artery narrowing or stenosis,
and/ or peripheral vascular disease or narrowed
blood vessels in the legs.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Precordial chest pain, dyspnea dyspnea on
exertion palpitations Abnormal EKGC. Obesity;
The patient is not diabetic.; The patient is less
than 45 years old.; The patient has not had a
recent exercise treadmill test that was positive.;
The patient has NONE of the following: heart
transplant, aortic aneurysm, carotid artery
narrowing or stenosis, and/ or peripheral
vascular disease or narrowed blood vessels in
the legs.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Precordial chest pressureAbnormal EKG&#x0D;
HypercholesterolemiaFamily history of coronary
artery diseaseHypertriglyceridemia&#x0D;
Borderline hypertensionRecommend
proceeding with myocardial perfusion imaging
study using exerciseRule out underlying
ischemia; It is not known if the patient is
diabetic.; The patient is less than 45 years old.;
It is not known whether the patient has had a
recent exercise treadmill test that was positive
or not.; The patient has NONE of the following:
heart transplant, aortic aneurysm, carotid artery
narrowing or stenosis, and/ or peripheral
vascular disease or narrowed blood vessels in
the legs.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

precordial pain, essential hypertension, history
of CVA with residual deficit&#x0D; Kenneth L
Youngs is a 56 y.o. Caucasian male with PMH of
stroke, dyslipidemia, HTN, who presents for
evaluation of chest pain Onset was 3 months
ago, with waxing and waning cou; The study is
being ordered for suspected CAD.; The patient is
presenting with symptoms of atypical chest pain
and/or shortness of breath.; It is not known if
the patient has had a previous cardiac surgery
or angioplasty.; The patient has not had a recent
non-nuclear stress test.; The patient's age is
between 45 and 64.; The patient has not had a
stress echocardiogram within the past eight
weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient does not have a physical limitation
to exercise.

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

presented to ER w/chest pain, Dyspnea
w/exertion, palpitations, htn; The study is being
ordered for suspected CAD.; The patient is
presenting with symptoms of atypical chest pain
and/or shortness of breath.; The patient has not
had previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.;
The patient has not had a recent non-nuclear
stress test.; The patient's age is between 45 and
64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

prior stent HTN Hyperlipidemia strong family
history; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient has not had other testing done to
evaluate new or changing symptoms.; The study
is not requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac
mass, CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.;
There are new or changing cardiac symptoms
including atypical chest pain (angina) and/or
shortness of breath.; There is known coronary
artery disease, history of heart attack (MI),
coronary bypass surgery, coronary angioplasty
or stent.; The member has known or suspected
coronary artery disease.; The BMI is 30 to 39

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

pt also had an ekg on 04/12/2017 showing SR
w/ NSST changes. .; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
04/16/2017; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Chest pain and Shortness
of breath.; Medical treatment: &#x0D; pt
currently on Amlodipine, Losartan, HCTZ (PB =
156/104) and started on Pantaprazole; also
takes Glipizide and Novolog for DM.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

pt BMI 54 cannot get on treadmill, abnormal
EKG; The patient is not diabetic.; The patient is
less than 45 years old.; The patient has not had
a recent exercise treadmill test that was
positive.; The patient has NONE of the
following: heart transplant, aortic aneurysm,
carotid artery narrowing or stenosis, and/ or
peripheral vascular disease or narrowed blood
vessels in the legs.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

PT cannot walk on treadmill due to seizure
history.; The patient is not diabetic.; The patient
is less than 45 years old.; The patient has not
had a recent exercise treadmill test that was
positive.; The patient has NONE of the
following: heart transplant, aortic aneurysm,
carotid artery narrowing or stenosis, and/ or
peripheral vascular disease or narrowed blood
vessels in the legs.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Pt has a pacemaker, multiple sudden brady
episodes, syncope; The caller indicated that the
study was not ordered for: Known or suspected
coronary artery disease, post myocardial
infarction evaluation, pre operative or post
operative (Cardiac surgery, angioplasty or stent)
evaluation.; The patient's age is between 45 and
64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

PT HAS CAD HAVING INCREASE SHORTNESS OF
BREATH AND ALSO HAVING INCREASED
PALPITATIONS; The study is being ordered for
suspected CAD.; The patient is presenting with
symptoms of atypical chest pain and/or
shortness of breath.; The patient had previous
cardiac surgery or angioplasty.; There are no
new symptoms or changing EKG findings.; The
patient has not had a recent non-nuclear stress
test.; The patient's age is between 45 and 64.;
The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Pt has elevated lipids and TIA. Shortness of
breath, edema, DOE, hypertension; The study is
being ordered for suspected CAD.; The patient is
presenting with symptoms of atypical chest pain
and/or shortness of breath.; The patient has not
had previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.;
The patient has not had a recent non-nuclear
stress test.; The patient's age is between 45 and
64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.

1

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Pt has experienced chest pain, shortness of
breath and palpitations for 1 month. She has
been to the emergency room twice and ruled
out for MI. Pt has cardiac risk factors; The
patient is not diabetic.; The patient is less than
45 years old.; It is not known whether the
patient has had a recent exercise treadmill test
that was positive or not.; The patient has NONE
of the following: heart transplant, aortic
aneurysm, carotid artery narrowing or stenosis,
and/ or peripheral vascular disease or narrowed
blood vessels in the legs.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

pt has heart failure and has an implanted ICD.
pt is unable to exercise on treadmill.; The study
is being ordered for suspected CAD.; The patient
is presenting with symptoms of atypical chest
pain and/or shortness of breath.; There are no
documented clinical findings of hyperlipidemia.;
It is not known if there are documented clinical
findings of hypertension.; The patient is not
diabetic.; The patient has not had a recent nonnuclear stress test.; "Patient is not clinically
obese, nor has an emphysematous chest
configuration."; The patient's age is between 45
and 64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
The patient is male.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has a physical
limitation to exercise.

1

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

pt has hypertensive heart disease, dyspnea.;
The study is being ordered for suspected CAD.;
The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
The patient has not had previous cardiac
surgery or angioplasty.; The patient has not had
a recent non-nuclear stress test.; The patient's
age is between 45 and 64.; The patient has not
had a stress echocardiogram within the past
eight weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient does not have a physical limitation
to exercise.

1

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

PT HAS ULCER ON FEET NEEDS SURGERY, PT
ALSO HAS CHEST PAINS WITH SHORNESS OF
BREATH AND FAMILY HISTORY OF HTN,
STROKES AND DIABETIS.; The study is being
ordered for suspected CAD.; The patient is
presenting with symptoms of atypical chest pain
and/or shortness of breath.; There are no
documented clinical findings of hyperlipidemia.;
There are no documented clinical findings of
hypertension.; The patient is not diabetic.; The
patient has not had a recent non-nuclear stress
test.; "Patient is not clinically obese, nor has an
emphysematous chest configuration."; The
patient's age is between 45 and 64.; The patient
has not had a stress echocardiogram within the
past eight weeks.; The patient is male.; This is a
request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient has a
physical limitation to exercise.

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

pt is having Chest pain and shortness of
breath.; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; Unknown; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Precordial Pain&#x0D; SOB&#x0D; HTN&#x0D;
Dyslipidemia&#x0D; Diabetes&#x0D; Morbid
Obesity; Pt had EKG now she needs a Echo and
Lexiscan to try to figure out where her Chest
Pain and Shortness of breath are coming from.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Pt is here to see us due to experiencing recent
chest pain.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient has 3 or more cardiac risk factors;
The study is not requested for pre op
evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal defects, or
valve disorders.; The study is requested for
suspected coronary artery disease.; The
member has known or suspected coronary
artery disease.; The BMI is 30 to 39

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Pt is severely obese and suffers with shortness
of breath and chest pains.; The study is being
ordered for suspected CAD.; The patient is
presenting with symptoms of atypical chest pain
and/or shortness of breath.; It is not known if
there are documented findings of
hyperlipidemia.; It is not known if there are
documented clinical findings of hypertension.; It
is not known if the patient is diabetic.; The
patient has not had a recent non-nuclear stress
test.; It is not known if the patient is clinically
obese or if there is an emphysematous chest
configuration.; The patient's age is between 45
and 64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
The patient is male.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has a physical
limitation to exercise.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

pt presents with worsening chest pain radiating
into arm and with SOB and HTN. She continues
to smoke and has a BMI of 35; The patient's age
is between 45 and 64.; The patient has had a
stress echocardiogram within the past eight
weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

pt with a-fib and cardiomyopathy and sob on
mild exertion along with fatigue; previous stress
testing revealed a large inferior-septal fixed
defect; echo showed anterospetal basal,
interospetal basal, inferoseptal mid, septal
apical, and lateral apical hy; The study is being
ordered for suspected CAD.; The patient is
presenting with symptoms of atypical chest pain
and/or shortness of breath.; There are no
documented clinical findings of hyperlipidemia.;
There are no documented clinical findings of
hypertension.; The patient is not diabetic.; The
patient has not had a recent non-nuclear stress
test.; "Patient is not clinically obese, nor has an
emphysematous chest configuration."; The
patient's age is between 45 and 64.; The patient
has not had a stress echocardiogram within the
past eight weeks.; The patient is male.; This is a
request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient has a
physical limitation to exercise.

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Pt. had bypass in 2012, new SX of chest pain
and requiring nitroglycerin, typical, exertional,
quite a few cardiac risk factors, ABN EKG
showing non specific ST changes 4/4/17; This is
a request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient has not
had other testing done to evaluate new or
changing symptoms.; The study is not requested
for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal
defects, or valve disorders.; There are new or
changing cardiac symptoms including atypical
chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of breath.;
There is known coronary artery disease, history
of heart attack (MI), coronary bypass surgery,
coronary angioplasty or stent.; The member has
known or suspected coronary artery disease.;
The BMI is 30 to 39

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Pt. has strong family HX, Hodgkin's disease; This
is a request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient has 3 or
more cardiac risk factors; The study is not
requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass,
CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.; The
study is requested for suspected coronary
artery disease.; The member has known or
suspected coronary artery disease.; The BMI is
30 to 39

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

r/ A CAD , strong family history of heart
Disease; The patient is not diabetic.; The patient
is less than 45 years old.; The patient has not
had a recent exercise treadmill test that was
positive.; The patient has NONE of the
following: heart transplant, aortic aneurysm,
carotid artery narrowing or stenosis, and/ or
peripheral vascular disease or narrowed blood
vessels in the legs.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

R/O CAD; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient has 3 or more cardiac risk factors;
The study is not requested for pre op
evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal defects, or
valve disorders.; The study is requested for
suspected coronary artery disease.; The
member has known or suspected coronary
artery disease.; The BMI is 30 to 39

1

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Reason for Appointment &#x0D; 1. Chest Pain
&#x0D; 2. Leg pain &#x0D; &#x0D; &#x0D;
History of Present Illness &#x0D; HPI: &#x0D;
He is here for further evaluation of chest pain
that started a few months ago. It seems to be
occurring more often now. It is not related to
activity; The patient is not diabetic.; The patient
is less than 45 years old.; The patient has not
had a recent exercise treadmill test that was
positive.; The patient has NONE of the
following: heart transplant, aortic aneurysm,
carotid artery narrowing or stenosis, and/ or
peripheral vascular disease or narrowed blood
vessels in the legs.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Reason for Appointment &#x0D; 1.
Palpitations/Arrhythmias &#x0D; 2. Valvular
Disease &#x0D; 3. Cardiomyopathy &#x0D;
&#x0D; &#x0D; History of Present Illness
&#x0D; HPI: &#x0D;
Mr. Rosinbaum
presents for follow up of atrial flutter and
valvular cardiomyopathy. He has a hx of MVR in;
The patient is not diabetic.; The patient is less
than 45 years old.; The patient has not had a
recent exercise treadmill test that was positive.;
The patient has NONE of the following: heart
transplant, aortic aneurysm, carotid artery
narrowing or stenosis, and/ or peripheral
vascular disease or narrowed blood vessels in
the legs.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Reason for Appointment &#x0D; 1. Bradycardia
&#x0D; 2. Persistent afib &#x0D; 3. Palpitations
&#x0D; 4. Preoperative clearance &#x0D;
&#x0D; &#x0D; History of Present Illness
&#x0D; HPI: &#x0D;
Pt here for followup of
bradycardia and afib. He denies any chest pain.
He denies any syncope. H; This study is being
ordered as a pre-operative evaluation.; The
patient is not presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
The patient has not had a recent non-nuclear
stress test.; The patient had a recent abnormal
EKG consistent with CAD.; The patient has not
had a recent stress echocardiogram.; The
patient has not had a recent stress
echocardiogram.; The patient has suspected
CAD.; The patient's age is between 45 and 64.;
The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This evaluation is prior to major surgery
involving general anesthesia.; The patient is
male.; This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Reason for Appointment &#x0D; 1. Chest pain
&#x0D; &#x0D; &#x0D; History of Present
Illness &#x0D; Symptoms: &#x0D;
New
patient referred Dr Stan Burleson chest pain on
9 th June, left precordial, at rest, radiating left
shoulder and arm, episode last 30 minutes till
went ER ; The patient is not diabetic.; The
patient is less than 45 years old.; The patient
has not had a recent exercise treadmill test that
was positive.; The patient has NONE of the
following: heart transplant, aortic aneurysm,
carotid artery narrowing or stenosis, and/ or
peripheral vascular disease or narrowed blood
vessels in the legs.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Reason for Appointment &#x0D; 1. CHF &#x0D;
&#x0D; &#x0D; History of Present Illness
&#x0D; HPI: &#x0D;
Echo showed normal
LV function but enlarged ventricle. He has
intermittent episodes of substernal chest
discomfort, pressure-type, which radiates into
the left arm, with e; The study is being ordered
for suspected CAD.; The patient is presenting
with symptoms of atypical chest pain and/or
shortness of breath.; The patient has not had
previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.; The
patient has not had a recent non-nuclear stress
test.; The patient's age is between 45 and 64.;
The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Reason for Appointment &#x0D; 1. Fatigue
&#x0D; 2. Hypertension &#x0D; &#x0D;
&#x0D; History of Present Illness &#x0D;
Symptoms: &#x0D;
Has fatigue and had
chest pains since car accident, no dyspnea or
angin a at rest, or syncope...fractured ribs
hypertension not controlled, disc; The patient's
age is between 45 and 64.; The patient has had
a stress echocardiogram within the past eight
weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Reason for Appointment &#x0D; 1. Labile HTN
&#x0D; 2. Chest Pain &#x0D; &#x0D; &#x0D;
History of Present Illness &#x0D; HPI: &#x0D;
Ms. Anderson returns to clinic today with issues
with blood pressure control. She has had
trouble tolerating atenolol and toprol in the
past. She al; The patient is not diabetic.; The
patient is less than 45 years old.; The patient
has not had a recent exercise treadmill test that
was positive.; The patient has NONE of the
following: heart transplant, aortic aneurysm,
carotid artery narrowing or stenosis, and/ or
peripheral vascular disease or narrowed blood
vessels in the legs.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

reason for the lexi is bc she obese and has
diabetes; The study is being ordered for
suspected CAD.; The patient is presenting with
symptoms of atypical chest pain and/or
shortness of breath.; The patient has not had
previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.; The
patient has not had a recent non-nuclear stress
test.; The patient's age is between 45 and 64.;
The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Recent Stress Echo Suboptimal; This is a
request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient had a
recent stress echocardiogram to evaluate new
or changing symptoms.; The study is not
requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass,
CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.; There
are new or changing cardiac symptoms
including atypical chest pain (angina) and/or
shortness of breath.; There is known coronary
artery disease, history of heart attack (MI),
coronary bypass surgery, coronary angioplasty
or stent.; The member has known or suspected
coronary artery disease.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Referred for an episode of palpitations and
chest pain. Was diagnosed with possible PSVT
15 years ago. Has had a couple episodes but no
definitive diagnosis. He swims regularly without
limitation. Was walking his dog recently when
he experienced prolonged; The patient is not
diabetic.; The patient is less than 45 years old.;
The patient has not had a recent exercise
treadmill test that was positive.; The patient has
NONE of the following: heart transplant, aortic
aneurysm, carotid artery narrowing or stenosis,
and/ or peripheral vascular disease or narrowed
blood vessels in the legs.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Referred for family history of heart disease.
Mother recently had an MI. She has severe
dyspnea on exertion, improves with rest,
present for several years, occurs daily, thought
related to COPD.; The study is being ordered for
suspected CAD.; The patient is presenting with
symptoms of atypical chest pain and/or
shortness of breath.; The patient has not had
previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.; The
patient has not had a recent non-nuclear stress
test.; The patient's age is between 45 and 64.;
The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

s/p PTCA stent, CHF, HTN, DM, angina,
shortness of breath; This study is being ordered
as a post-operative (Cardiac Surgery,
Angioplasty or stent ) evaluation.; The patient is
presenting new symptoms of chest pain or
significant EKG changes.; The patient has not
had a stress echocardiogram since surgery.; The
patient's age is between 45 and 64.; The patient
has not had a stress echocardiogram within the
past eight weeks.; No, patient did not have a
nuclear cardiology study since surgery.; This is a
request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

she cant do the ste that is why the lexi is being
ordered she has chronic back pain, status post
surgery with limited monility; The study is being
ordered for suspected CAD.; It is unknown if the
patient has symptomsof atypical chest pain
(angina) or shortness of breath.; The patient has
not had a recent non-nuclear stress test.; The
patient has not had a recent abnormal EKG
consistent with CAD.; The patient has not had a
recent stress echocardiogram.; The patient's
age is between 45 and 64.; The patient has not
had a stress echocardiogram within the past
eight weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

she cant walk on a treadmill do to myocitis and
she is also a new patient. so she hasn't any
other testing done yet.; It is unknown if the
patient has symptomsof atypical chest pain
(angina) or shortness of breath.; The patient is
at least 65 years old.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient does not have
diabetes.; It is not known if the patient has had
a cardiology study in the past 3 years.; No other
testing was completed more than 3 years ago.

1

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

She complains today of fluctuating BP at home.
She states that most of the time her BP is
elevated and she can feel her ears get warm and
develop a headache but "sometimes it will get
as low as 80/55" and she will feel fatigued, dizzy
and has a hard time ; The study is being ordered
for suspected CAD.; The patient is presenting
with symptoms of atypical chest pain and/or
shortness of breath.; The patient has not had
previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.; The
patient has not had a recent non-nuclear stress
test.; The patient's age is between 45 and 64.;
The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.

1

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

She complains today of intermittent central
chest pain over the last 3-4 months that is
gradual in onset that radiates down her left
arm. She reports one episode of sharp chest
pain that woke her from sleep. She states she
has been increasingly fatigued t; The study is
being ordered for suspected CAD.; The patient is
presenting with symptoms of atypical chest pain
and/or shortness of breath.; The patient has not
had previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.;
The patient has not had a recent non-nuclear
stress test.; The patient's age is between 45 and
64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.

1

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

She had an angiogram that demonstrated a
patent LIMA graft to LAD. Occluded RCA and
occluded SVG to it and an occluded SVG to OM
and with severe disease of her LCx. An attempt
has been made at opening her RCA but the first
attempt was not successful. A; This is a request
for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has not had
other testing done to evaluate new or changing
symptoms.; The study is not requested for pre
op evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal defects,
or valve disorders.; There are new or changing
cardiac symptoms including atypical chest pain
(angina) and/or shortness of breath.; There is
known coronary artery disease, history of heart
attack (MI), coronary bypass surgery, coronary
angioplasty or stent.; The member has known or
suspected coronary artery disease.; The BMI is
20 to 29

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

she has lung cancer that is why we are doing a
cardiolite on her she cant walk treadmill; The
study is being ordered for suspected CAD.; The
patient is presenting with symptoms of atypical
chest pain and/or shortness of breath.; The
patient has not had previous cardiac surgery or
angioplasty.; The patient has not had a recent
non-nuclear stress test.; The patient's age is
between 45 and 64.; The patient has not had a
stress echocardiogram within the past eight
weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient does not have a physical limitation
to exercise.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

She has recurrent chest pain, we will order
Lexiscan Myoview&#x0D; CTA AIF was ordered
for the foot ulcer and PAD.; This study is being
ordered for Vascular Disease.; unknown; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
She has recurrent chest pain, we will order
Lexiscan Myoview&#x0D; CTA AIF was ordered
for the foot ulcer and PAD.; Pt on maximal
medical therapy. statin and beta blocker

1

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

she has right-sided neck pain, and was seen at
the er for it and they gave he nitro. she also has
hyposthyroidism and tyroidectomy that is why
the lexi i being ordered.; The study is being
ordered for suspected CAD.; The patient is
presenting with symptoms of atypical chest pain
and/or shortness of breath.; The patient has not
had previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.;
The patient has not had a recent non-nuclear
stress test.; The patient's age is between 45 and
64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.

1

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

she is a new patient she has chest pain and HTN
her chest pain occurred about 3-4 weeks ago.
she states she was at concert and their seats
were on the floor and had to go up and down
stairs on several occasion. she noticed the next
day or so that she was ; The study is being
ordered for suspected CAD.; The patient is
presenting with symptoms of atypical chest pain
and/or shortness of breath.; The patient has not
had previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.;
The patient has not had a recent non-nuclear
stress test.; The patient's age is between 45 and
64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

she is obesity that is why this test is being
ordered for her.; The study is being ordered for
suspected CAD.; The patient is presenting with
symptoms of atypical chest pain and/or
shortness of breath.; The patient has not had
previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.; The
patient has not had a recent non-nuclear stress
test.; The patient's age is between 45 and 64.;
The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

She is referred today after EKG in PCP's office
showed possible Q waves in precordial leads
with poor R wave progression. She reports SOB
at times.; The study is being ordered for
suspected CAD.; The patient is presenting with
symptoms of atypical chest pain and/or
shortness of breath.; The patient has not had
previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.; The
patient has not had a recent non-nuclear stress
test.; The patient's age is between 45 and 64.;
The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.

1

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

She presents today with reports of
intermittent, sharp chest pain that occurs with
rest and usually resolves with massage. She also
reports palpitations that will occur without
regards to exertion. States while at PCP's office,
EKG was done and HR was 110; The patient is
not diabetic.; The patient is less than 45 years
old.; The patient has not had a recent exercise
treadmill test that was positive.; The patient has
NONE of the following: heart transplant, aortic
aneurysm, carotid artery narrowing or stenosis,
and/ or peripheral vascular disease or narrowed
blood vessels in the legs.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

She states she had been told her EKG showed
she had a heart attack "at some point". She
reports occasional stabbing left sided chest pain
that will radiate down her left arm and cause it
to tingle. She reports she feels as if she cannot
get enough air wit; The patient is not diabetic.;
The patient is less than 45 years old.; The
patient has not had a recent exercise treadmill
test that was positive.; The patient has NONE of
the following: heart transplant, aortic
aneurysm, carotid artery narrowing or stenosis,
and/ or peripheral vascular disease or narrowed
blood vessels in the legs.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

shortness of breath on exertion, fatigue,
unspecified type, shortness of breath&#x0D;
John Mark Cox is a 45 y.o. male who presents as
new. Pertinent history includes: tobacco use.
Other past medical history is noted below.
Patient had an episode of near passi; The study
is being ordered for suspected CAD.; The patient
is presenting with symptoms of atypical chest
pain and/or shortness of breath.; The patient
has not had previous cardiac surgery or
angioplasty.; The patient has not had a recent
non-nuclear stress test.; The patient's age is
between 45 and 64.; The patient has not had a
stress echocardiogram within the past eight
weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient does not have a physical limitation
to exercise.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Shortness of breath, chest pain; The study is
being ordered for suspected CAD.; The patient is
presenting with symptoms of atypical chest pain
and/or shortness of breath.; The patient has not
had previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.;
The patient has not had a recent non-nuclear
stress test.; The patient's age is between 45 and
64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

shortness of breath, dyspnea on exertion,
palpitations.&#x0D; Candy Hutchison is a 42
y.o. Caucasian female who presents for
evaluation of dyspnea on exertion and
palpitation. Onset was 3 years ago, with waxing
and waning course since that time. &#x0D; At
rest an; The patient is not diabetic.; The patient
is less than 45 years old.; The patient has not
had a recent exercise treadmill test that was
positive.; The patient has NONE of the
following: heart transplant, aortic aneurysm,
carotid artery narrowing or stenosis, and/ or
peripheral vascular disease or narrowed blood
vessels in the legs.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

skip clinicals; It is not known if the patient is
diabetic.; The patient is less than 45 years old.;
It is not known whether the patient has had a
recent exercise treadmill test that was positive
or not.; It is not known whether the patient has
one or more of the following: heart transplant,
aortic aneurysm, carotid artery narrowing or
stenosis, and/ or peripheral vascular disease or
narrowed blood vessels in the legs.; This is a
request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

SMOKER, CP, HYPERLIPIDEMIA,; The study is
being ordered for suspected CAD.; The patient is
presenting with symptoms of atypical chest pain
and/or shortness of breath.; The patient has not
had previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.;
The patient has not had a recent non-nuclear
stress test.; The patient's age is between 45 and
64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

smoker; family history CAD; hypertension;; The
patient is not diabetic.; The patient is less than
45 years old.; The patient has not had a recent
exercise treadmill test that was positive.; The
patient has NONE of the following: heart
transplant, aortic aneurysm, carotid artery
narrowing or stenosis, and/ or peripheral
vascular disease or narrowed blood vessels in
the legs.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

SOB , Doc want to make sure there is no
ischemia; The patient is not diabetic.; The
patient is less than 45 years old.; The patient
has not had a recent exercise treadmill test that
was positive.; The patient has NONE of the
following: heart transplant, aortic aneurysm,
carotid artery narrowing or stenosis, and/ or
peripheral vascular disease or narrowed blood
vessels in the legs.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

SOB ...lower leg swelling; The patient's age is
between 45 and 64.; It is not known if the
patient has had a stress echocardiogram within
the past eight weeks.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

SOB AND CHEST PAIN, NO HX OF CAD, NEED TO
ASSESS FOR ANY LV FUNCTION. IS GETTING
ECHO AS WELL; The study is being ordered for
suspected CAD.; The patient is presenting with
symptoms of atypical chest pain and/or
shortness of breath.; The patient has not had
previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.; The
patient has not had a recent non-nuclear stress
test.; The patient's age is between 45 and 64.;
The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

sob, and swelling in her face; The caller
indicated that the study was not ordered for:
Known or suspected coronary artery disease,
post myocardial infarction evaluation, pre
operative or post operative (Cardiac surgery,
angioplasty or stent) evaluation.; The patient's
age is between 45 and 64.; The patient has not
had a stress echocardiogram within the past
eight weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Somewhat atypical in its location. His
electrocardiogram reveals evidence of an old
inferior wall myocardial infarction. In light of
risk factors an exercise perfusion imaging study
would be reasonable. This will be scheduled. He
will be started on aspiri; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; March 2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; SOB, Chest
Pain; rest

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Stress echo was abnormal, 54 y.o. female here
for workup of PVCs. &#x0D;
Noted to have
frequent PVC with ECG at endo office.
Associated with skipped beat feeling. Worse at
night. Seems to be worse lately. &#x0D;
Denies chest pain or DOE. &#x0D;
Of ; The
patient's age is between 45 and 64.; The patient
has had a stress echocardiogram within the past
eight weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Stress testing ordered by provider to evaluate
chest pain and shortness of breath; The study is
being ordered for suspected CAD.; The patient is
presenting with symptoms of atypical chest pain
and/or shortness of breath.; The patient has not
had previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.;
The patient has not had a recent non-nuclear
stress test.; The patient's age is between 45 and
64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

strong family h/x of premature CAD,; The
patient is not diabetic.; The patient is less than
45 years old.; The patient has not had a recent
exercise treadmill test that was positive.; The
patient has NONE of the following: heart
transplant, aortic aneurysm, carotid artery
narrowing or stenosis, and/ or peripheral
vascular disease or narrowed blood vessels in
the legs.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

STRONG FAMILY HISTORY OF CAD, SMOKER,
UNABLE TO WALK ON TREADMIL., MORBID
OBESE; The patient is not diabetic.; The patient
is less than 45 years old.; The patient has not
had a recent exercise treadmill test that was
positive.; The patient has NONE of the
following: heart transplant, aortic aneurysm,
carotid artery narrowing or stenosis, and/ or
peripheral vascular disease or narrowed blood
vessels in the legs.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Suspected CAD; The patient is not diabetic.; The
patient is less than 45 years old.; The patient
has not had a recent exercise treadmill test that
was positive.; The patient has NONE of the
following: heart transplant, aortic aneurysm,
carotid artery narrowing or stenosis, and/ or
peripheral vascular disease or narrowed blood
vessels in the legs.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Suspected CAD; The study is being ordered for
suspected CAD.; The patient is presenting with
symptoms of atypical chest pain and/or
shortness of breath.; The patient has not had
previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.; The
patient has not had a recent non-nuclear stress
test.; The patient's age is between 45 and 64.;
The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

syncope, vertigo, precordial pain, dyslipidemia;
The study is being ordered for suspected CAD.;
The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
The patient has not had previous cardiac
surgery or angioplasty.; The patient has not had
a recent non-nuclear stress test.; The patient's
age is between 45 and 64.; The patient has not
had a stress echocardiogram within the past
eight weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient does not have a physical limitation
to exercise.

1

Cardiology

Approval

Cardiology

Approval

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

Testing has been ordered for cardiac evaluation
related to symptoms reported by patient of
chest pain, dizziness, syncope, fatigue, and
shortness of breath. It is necessary to diagnose
or rule out cardiac causes of reported
symptoms.; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 4/18/17; There
has not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; dizziness, chest pain, palpitations,
syncope, shortness of breath, and fatigue
The patient is at least 65 years old.; This is a
request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient has
diabletes.

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study
78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study
78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

The patient is diabetic.; The patient is less than
45 years old.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

47

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

The patient is not diabetic.; The patient is less
than 45 years old.; The patient has had a recent
exercise treadmill test that was positive.; This is
a request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).

6

1

7

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

The patient is not diabetic.; The patient is less
than 45 years old.; The patient has not had a
recent exercise treadmill test that was positive.;
The patient has one or more of the following:
heart transplant, aortic aneurysm, carotid artery
narrowing or stenosis, and/ or peripheral
vascular disease or narrowed blood vessels in
the legs.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

10

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
The patient is at least 65 years old.; This is a
request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).; It is not known if
the patient has diabetes.

2

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
The patient is at least 65 years old.; This is a
request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient does
not have diabetes.

31

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

The study is being ordered for a post
myocardial infarction evaluation.; The patient is
presenting new symptoms of chest pain or
increasing shortness of breath.; The patient's
age is between 45 and 64.; The patient has not
had a stress echocardiogram within the past
eight weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient has not had a nuclear cardiology
study since having an MI.

3

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

The study is being ordered for known CAD.; The
patient is not presenting new symptoms of
chest pain or increasing shortness of breath.;
The patient has not had a recent non-nuclear
stress test.; The patient had a recent abnormal
EKG consistent with CAD.; The patient has not
had a recent stress echocardiogram.; This
patient had a previous cardiac surgery or
angioplasty.; The patient's age is between 45
and 64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
The patient is female.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

The study is being ordered for known CAD.; The
patient is presenting new symptoms of chest
pain or increasing shortness of breath.; This
patient had a previous cardiac surgery or
angioplasty.; The patient's age is between 45
and 64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

156

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

The study is being ordered for known CAD.; The
patient is presenting new symptoms of chest
pain or increasing shortness of breath.; This
patient had a previous myocardial infarction.;
The patient's age is between 45 and 64.; The
patient has not had a stress echocardiogram
within the past eight weeks.; This is a request
for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

3

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

The study is being ordered for known CAD.; The
patient is presenting new symptoms of chest
pain or increasing shortness of breath.; This
patient has congestive heart failure.; The
patient's age is between 45 and 64.; The patient
has not had a stress echocardiogram within the
past eight weeks.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

3

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

The study is being ordered for known CAD.; The
patient is presenting new symptoms of chest
pain or increasing shortness of breath.; This
patient's diagnosis was established by a
previous stress echocardiogram, nuclear
cardiology study, or stress EKG.; The patient's
age is between 45 and 64.; The patient has not
had a stress echocardiogram within the past
eight weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

20

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

The study is being ordered for suspected CAD.;
The patient is not presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
The patient has not had a recent non-nuclear
stress test.; The patient had a recent abnormal
EKG consistent with CAD.; The patient has not
had a recent stress echocardiogram.; The
patient's age is between 45 and 64.; The patient
has not had a stress echocardiogram within the
past eight weeks.; The patient is female.; This is
a request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).

2

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

The study is being ordered for suspected CAD.;
The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
It is not known if there are documented findings
of hyperlipidemia.; It is not known if there are
documented clinical findings of hypertension.; It
is not known if the patient is diabetic.; The
patient has not had a recent non-nuclear stress
test.; It is not known if the patient is clinically
obese or if there is an emphysematous chest
configuration.; The patient's age is between 45
and 64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
The patient is female.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; It is not known if the patient
has a physical limitation to exercise.

3

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

The study is being ordered for suspected CAD.;
The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
It is not known if there are documented findings
of hyperlipidemia.; It is not known if there are
documented clinical findings of hypertension.;
The patient is not diabetic.; The patient had a
recent non-nuclear stress test.; "Patient is not
clinically obese, nor has an emphysematous
chest configuration."; The patient's age is
between 45 and 64.; The patient has not had a
stress echocardiogram within the past eight
weeks.; The patient is female.; This is a request
for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

The study is being ordered for suspected CAD.;
The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
It is not known if there are documented findings
of hyperlipidemia.; It is not known if there are
documented clinical findings of hypertension.;
The patient is not diabetic.; The patient had a
recent non-nuclear stress test.; It is not known if
the patient is clinically obese or if there is an
emphysematous chest configuration.; The
patient's age is between 45 and 64.; The patient
has not had a stress echocardiogram within the
past eight weeks.; The patient is female.; This is
a request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

The study is being ordered for suspected CAD.;
The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
It is not known if there are documented findings
of hyperlipidemia.; It is not known if there are
documented clinical findings of hypertension.;
The patient is not diabetic.; The patient has not
had a recent non-nuclear stress test.; "Patient is
not clinically obese, nor has an emphysematous
chest configuration."; The patient's age is
between 45 and 64.; The patient has not had a
stress echocardiogram within the past eight
weeks.; The patient is female.; This is a request
for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; It is not known if the patient
has a physical limitation to exercise.

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

The study is being ordered for suspected CAD.;
The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
It is not known if there are documented findings
of hyperlipidemia.; It is not known if there are
documented clinical findings of hypertension.;
The patient is not diabetic.; The patient has not
had a recent non-nuclear stress test.; It is not
known if the patient is clinically obese or if
there is an emphysematous chest
configuration.; The patient's age is between 45
and 64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
The patient is female.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has a physical
limitation to exercise.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

The study is being ordered for suspected CAD.;
The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
It is not known if there are documented findings
of hyperlipidemia.; The patient had a recent nonnuclear stress test.; This patient is clinically
obese or has an emphysematous chest
configuration.; The patient's age is between 45
and 64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

The study is being ordered for suspected CAD.;
The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
It is not known if there are documented findings
of hyperlipidemia.; The patient has not had a
recent non-nuclear stress test.; This patient is
clinically obese or has an emphysematous chest
configuration.; The patient's age is between 45
and 64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; It is not
known if the patient has a physical limitation to
exercise.

5

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

The study is being ordered for suspected CAD.;
The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
It is not known if there are documented findings
of hyperlipidemia.; The patient has not had a
recent non-nuclear stress test.; This patient is
clinically obese or has an emphysematous chest
configuration.; The patient's age is between 45
and 64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has a physical limitation to exercise.

14

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

The study is being ordered for suspected CAD.;
The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
It is not known if there are documented findings
of hyperlipidemia.; There are documented
clinical findings of hypertension.; It is not known
if the patient has had a recent non-nuclear
stress test.; It is not known if the patient is
clinically obese or if there is an emphysematous
chest configuration.; The patient's age is
between 45 and 64.; The patient has not had a
stress echocardiogram within the past eight
weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; It
is not known if the patient has a physical
limitation to exercise.

3

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

The study is being ordered for suspected CAD.;
The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
It is not known if there are documented findings
of hyperlipidemia.; There are documented
clinical findings of hypertension.; The patient
has not had a recent non-nuclear stress test.;
"Patient is not clinically obese, nor has an
emphysematous chest configuration."; The
patient's age is between 45 and 64.; The patient
has not had a stress echocardiogram within the
past eight weeks.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; It is not known if the patient
has a physical limitation to exercise.

1

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

The study is being ordered for suspected CAD.;
The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
It is not known if there are documented findings
of hyperlipidemia.; There are documented
clinical findings of hypertension.; The patient
has not had a recent non-nuclear stress test.;
"Patient is not clinically obese, nor has an
emphysematous chest configuration."; The
patient's age is between 45 and 64.; The patient
has not had a stress echocardiogram within the
past eight weeks.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has a physical
limitation to exercise.

2

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

The study is being ordered for suspected CAD.;
The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
It is not known if there are documented findings
of hyperlipidemia.; There are documented
clinical findings of hypertension.; The patient
has not had a recent non-nuclear stress test.; It
is not known if the patient is clinically obese or
if there is an emphysematous chest
configuration.; The patient's age is between 45
and 64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; It is not
known if the patient has a physical limitation to
exercise.

7

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

The study is being ordered for suspected CAD.;
The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
It is not known if there are documented findings
of hyperlipidemia.; There are documented
clinical findings of hypertension.; The patient
has not had a recent non-nuclear stress test.; It
is not known if the patient is clinically obese or
if there is an emphysematous chest
configuration.; The patient's age is between 45
and 64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has a physical limitation to exercise.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

The study is being ordered for suspected CAD.;
The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
The patient had previous cardiac surgery or
angioplasty.; There are new symptoms or
changing EKG findings.; The patient has not had
a recent non-nuclear stress test.; The patient's
age is between 45 and 64.; The patient has not
had a stress echocardiogram within the past
eight weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient does not have a physical limitation
to exercise.

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

The study is being ordered for suspected CAD.;
The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
There are documented clinical findings of
hyperlipidemia.; It is not known if the patient
has had a recent non-nuclear stress test.; The
patient's age is between 45 and 64.; The patient
has not had a stress echocardiogram within the
past eight weeks.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; It is not known if the patient
has a physical limitation to exercise.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

The study is being ordered for suspected CAD.;
The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
There are documented clinical findings of
hyperlipidemia.; The patient had a recent nonnuclear stress test.; The patient's age is
between 45 and 64.; The patient has not had a
stress echocardiogram within the past eight
weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

10

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

The study is being ordered for suspected CAD.;
The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
There are documented clinical findings of
hyperlipidemia.; The patient has not had a
recent non-nuclear stress test.; The patient's
age is between 45 and 64.; The patient has not
had a stress echocardiogram within the past
eight weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; It
is not known if the patient has a physical
limitation to exercise.

19

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

The study is being ordered for suspected CAD.;
The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
There are documented clinical findings of
hyperlipidemia.; The patient has not had a
recent non-nuclear stress test.; The patient's
age is between 45 and 64.; The patient has not
had a stress echocardiogram within the past
eight weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient has a physical limitation to exercise.

165

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

The study is being ordered for suspected CAD.;
The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
There are no documented clinical findings of
hyperlipidemia.; It is not known if there are
documented clinical findings of hypertension.; It
is not known if the patient is diabetic.; The
patient had a recent non-nuclear stress test.; It
is not known if the patient is clinically obese or
if there is an emphysematous chest
configuration.; The patient's age is between 45
and 64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
The patient is female.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

The study is being ordered for suspected CAD.;
The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
There are no documented clinical findings of
hyperlipidemia.; It is not known if there are
documented clinical findings of hypertension.;
The patient is diabetic.; The patient has not had
a recent non-nuclear stress test.; It is not known
if the patient is clinically obese or if there is an
emphysematous chest configuration.; The
patient's age is between 45 and 64.; The patient
has not had a stress echocardiogram within the
past eight weeks.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; It is not known if the patient
has a physical limitation to exercise.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

The study is being ordered for suspected CAD.;
The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
There are no documented clinical findings of
hyperlipidemia.; The patient had a recent nonnuclear stress test.; This patient is clinically
obese or has an emphysematous chest
configuration.; The patient's age is between 45
and 64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

5

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

The study is being ordered for suspected CAD.;
The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
There are no documented clinical findings of
hyperlipidemia.; The patient has not had a
recent non-nuclear stress test.; This patient is
clinically obese or has an emphysematous chest
configuration.; The patient's age is between 45
and 64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; It is not
known if the patient has a physical limitation to
exercise.

5

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

The study is being ordered for suspected CAD.;
The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
There are no documented clinical findings of
hyperlipidemia.; The patient has not had a
recent non-nuclear stress test.; This patient is
clinically obese or has an emphysematous chest
configuration.; The patient's age is between 45
and 64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has a physical limitation to exercise.

67

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

The study is being ordered for suspected CAD.;
The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
There are no documented clinical findings of
hyperlipidemia.; There are documented clinical
findings of hypertension.; The patient had a
recent non-nuclear stress test.; "Patient is not
clinically obese, nor has an emphysematous
chest configuration."; The patient's age is
between 45 and 64.; The patient has not had a
stress echocardiogram within the past eight
weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

3

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

The study is being ordered for suspected CAD.;
The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
There are no documented clinical findings of
hyperlipidemia.; There are documented clinical
findings of hypertension.; The patient has not
had a recent non-nuclear stress test.; "Patient is
not clinically obese, nor has an emphysematous
chest configuration."; The patient's age is
between 45 and 64.; The patient has not had a
stress echocardiogram within the past eight
weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; It
is not known if the patient has a physical
limitation to exercise.

5

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

The study is being ordered for suspected CAD.;
The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
There are no documented clinical findings of
hyperlipidemia.; There are documented clinical
findings of hypertension.; The patient has not
had a recent non-nuclear stress test.; "Patient is
not clinically obese, nor has an emphysematous
chest configuration."; The patient's age is
between 45 and 64.; The patient has not had a
stress echocardiogram within the past eight
weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient has a physical limitation to exercise.

25

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

The study is being ordered for suspected CAD.;
The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
There are no documented clinical findings of
hyperlipidemia.; There are documented clinical
findings of hypertension.; The patient has not
had a recent non-nuclear stress test.; It is not
known if the patient is clinically obese or if
there is an emphysematous chest
configuration.; The patient's age is between 45
and 64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; It is not
known if the patient has a physical limitation to
exercise.

3

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

The study is being ordered for suspected CAD.;
The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
There are no documented clinical findings of
hyperlipidemia.; There are documented clinical
findings of hypertension.; The patient has not
had a recent non-nuclear stress test.; It is not
known if the patient is clinically obese or if
there is an emphysematous chest
configuration.; The patient's age is between 45
and 64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has a physical limitation to exercise.

1

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

The study is being ordered for suspected CAD.;
The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
There are no documented clinical findings of
hyperlipidemia.; There are no documented
clinical findings of hypertension.; The patient is
diabetic.; The patient had a recent non-nuclear
stress test.; "Patient is not clinically obese, nor
has an emphysematous chest configuration.";
The patient's age is between 45 and 64.; The
patient has not had a stress echocardiogram
within the past eight weeks.; This is a request
for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

The study is being ordered for suspected CAD.;
The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
There are no documented clinical findings of
hyperlipidemia.; There are no documented
clinical findings of hypertension.; The patient is
diabetic.; The patient has not had a recent nonnuclear stress test.; "Patient is not clinically
obese, nor has an emphysematous chest
configuration."; The patient's age is between 45
and 64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has a physical limitation to exercise.

1

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

The study is being ordered for suspected CAD.;
The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
There are no documented clinical findings of
hyperlipidemia.; There are no documented
clinical findings of hypertension.; The patient is
not diabetic.; The patient has not had a recent
non-nuclear stress test.; "Patient is not clinically
obese, nor has an emphysematous chest
configuration."; The patient's age is between 45
and 64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
The patient is female.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; It is not known if the patient
has a physical limitation to exercise.

1

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

The study is being ordered for suspected CAD.;
The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
There are no documented clinical findings of
hyperlipidemia.; There are no documented
clinical findings of hypertension.; The patient is
not diabetic.; The patient has not had a recent
non-nuclear stress test.; "Patient is not clinically
obese, nor has an emphysematous chest
configuration."; The patient's age is between 45
and 64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
The patient is female.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has a physical
limitation to exercise.

6

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

they are wanting a cardio do to the hearth cath
that she had done she has possible pci; This is a
request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient has not
had other testing done to evaluate new or
changing symptoms.; The patient has 2 cardiac
risk factors; The study is not requested for pre
op evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal defects,
or valve disorders.; There are new or changing
cardiac symptoms including atypical chest pain
(angina) and/or shortness of breath.; The study
is requested for suspected coronary artery
disease.; The member has known or suspected
coronary artery disease.; The BMI is 30 to 39

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

they had the stent put in in 8/28/16 and they
had an echo done on 8/29/16. they haven't had
stress test done yet.the coronary angioplasty
status atypical pain and mostly associated with
htn excessive adjusted therapy from coreg and
losartan to bystolic an; This study is being
ordered as a post-operative (Cardiac Surgery,
Angioplasty or stent ) evaluation.; The patient is
presenting new symptoms of chest pain or
significant EKG changes.; The patient had a
stress echocardiogram since surgery.; The
patient's age is between 45 and 64.; The patient
has not had a stress echocardiogram within the
past eight weeks.; No, patient did not have a
nuclear cardiology study since surgery.; This is a
request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

this is a 61 year old male that presents as a new
EP patient. He was scheduled for hernia repair
surgery this AM per Dr. Pack however his EKG
showed PVC trigeminy pattern and he was
referred to us, surgery has been postponed until
he receives cardiac clea; This study is being
ordered for Vascular Disease.; CVA 5 years ago;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; frequent palpitations that skip a beat
associated with dizziness and shortness of
breath; paitent was started on atenolol, normal
nuc mps and heart monitor that showed PVCs 56 years ago

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has 3 or more cardiac risk factors; The study is
not requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac
mass, CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.;
The study is requested for suspected coronary
artery disease.; The member has known or
suspected coronary artery disease.; The BMI is
40 or greater
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has 3 or more cardiac risk factors; The study is
requested for congestive heart failure.; The
study is requested for suspected coronary
artery disease.; The member has known or
suspected coronary artery disease.; The BMI is
40 or greater

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has not had other testing done to evaluate new
or changing symptoms.; The patient has 2
cardiac risk factors; The study is not requested
for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal
defects, or valve disorders.; There are new or
changing cardiac symptoms including atypical
chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of breath.;
The study is requested for suspected coronary
artery disease.; The member has known or
suspected coronary artery disease.; The BMI is
40 or greater

Approval

13

2

2

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has not had other testing done to evaluate new
or changing symptoms.; The study is not
requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass,
CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.; There
are new or changing cardiac symptoms
including atypical chest pain (angina) and/or
shortness of breath.; There is known coronary
artery disease, history of heart attack (MI),
coronary bypass surgery, coronary angioplasty
or stent.; The member has known or suspected
coronary artery disease.; The BMI is 40 or
greater

2

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has not had other testing done to evaluate new
or changing symptoms.; The study is requested
for congestive heart failure.; There are new or
changing cardiac symptoms including atypical
chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of breath.;
There is known coronary artery disease, history
of heart attack (MI), coronary bypass surgery,
coronary angioplasty or stent.; The member has
known or suspected coronary artery disease.;
The BMI is 40 or greater

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

Cardiology

Approval

Cardiology

Approval

Cardiology

Approval

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The study
is not requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac
mass, CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.; It
is not known if the study is requested for
suspected or known coronary artery disease.;
The member has known or suspected coronary
artery disease.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The study
is not requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac
mass, CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.;
The member does not have known or suspected
coronary artery disease

2

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study
78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study
78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study
78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The study
is requested for congestive heart failure.; The
member does not have known or suspected
coronary artery disease
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The study
is requested for evaluation of the heart prior to
non cardiac surgery.
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The study
is requested for known or suspected cardiac
septal defect.
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The study
is requested for known or suspected valve
disorders.

1

8

1

19

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The study
is requested to evaluate a suspected cardiac
mass.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

THIS PATIENT PRESENTED WITH C/O CP THAT
RADIATES TO BACK, HTN, SOB AND
INTERMITTENT FLUTTERS FOR SEVERAL
MONTHS WITH FREQUENT PVC'S ON ECG, SHE
ALSO HAS BEEN DIAGNOSED WITH DIABETES
MELLITIS; The study is being ordered for
suspected CAD.; The patient is presenting with
symptoms of atypical chest pain and/or
shortness of breath.; The patient has not had
previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.; The
patient has not had a recent non-nuclear stress
test.; The patient's age is between 45 and 64.;
The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.

1

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

This study is being ordered as a pre-operative
evaluation.; The patient is presenting new
symptoms of chest pain or increasing shortness
of breath.; The patient has not had a recent
stress echocardiogram.; The patient has known
CAD.; This patient had a previous cardiac
surgery or angioplasty.; The patient's age is
between 45 and 64.; The patient has not had a
stress echocardiogram within the past eight
weeks.; This evaluation is prior to major surgery
involving general anesthesia.; This is a request
for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

2

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

This study is being ordered as a pre-operative
evaluation.; The patient is presenting with
symptoms of atypical chest pain and/or
shortness of breath.; It is not known if there are
documented findings of hyperlipidemia.; The
patient has not had a recent non-nuclear stress
test.; The patient has not had a recent stress
echocardiogram.; The patient has suspected
CAD.; This patient is clinically obese or has an
emphysematous chest configuration.; The
patient's age is between 45 and 64.; The patient
has not had a stress echocardiogram within the
past eight weeks.; This evaluation is prior to
major surgery involving general anesthesia.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has a physical limitation to exercise.

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

This study is being ordered as a pre-operative
evaluation.; The patient is presenting with
symptoms of atypical chest pain and/or
shortness of breath.; There are documented
clinical findings of hyperlipidemia.; The patient
had a recent non-nuclear stress test.; The
patient has not had a recent stress
echocardiogram.; The patient has suspected
CAD.; The patient's age is between 45 and 64.;
The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This evaluation is prior to major surgery
involving general anesthesia.; This is a request
for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

This study is being ordered as a pre-operative
evaluation.; The patient is presenting with
symptoms of atypical chest pain and/or
shortness of breath.; There are documented
clinical findings of hyperlipidemia.; The patient
has not had a recent non-nuclear stress test.;
The patient has not had a recent stress
echocardiogram.; The patient has suspected
CAD.; The patient's age is between 45 and 64.;
The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This evaluation is prior to major surgery
involving general anesthesia.; This is a request
for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has a physical
limitation to exercise.

2

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

This study is being ordered as a pre-operative
evaluation.; The patient is presenting with
symptoms of atypical chest pain and/or
shortness of breath.; There are no documented
clinical findings of hyperlipidemia.; The patient
had a recent non-nuclear stress test.; The
patient has not had a recent stress
echocardiogram.; The patient has suspected
CAD.; This patient is clinically obese or has an
emphysematous chest configuration.; The
patient's age is between 45 and 64.; The patient
has not had a stress echocardiogram within the
past eight weeks.; This evaluation is prior to
major surgery involving general anesthesia.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

This study is being ordered as a pre-operative
evaluation.; The patient is presenting with
symptoms of atypical chest pain and/or
shortness of breath.; There are no documented
clinical findings of hyperlipidemia.; There are
documented clinical findings of hypertension.;
The patient has not had a recent non-nuclear
stress test.; The patient has not had a recent
stress echocardiogram.; The patient has
suspected CAD.; "Patient is not clinically obese,
nor has an emphysematous chest
configuration."; The patient's age is between 45
and 64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This evaluation is prior to major surgery
involving general anesthesia.; This is a request
for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has a physical
limitation to exercise.

2

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

This study is being ordered as a pre-operative
evaluation.; The patient is presenting with
symptoms of atypical chest pain and/or
shortness of breath.; There are no documented
clinical findings of hyperlipidemia.; There are no
documented clinical findings of hypertension.;
The patient is not diabetic.; The patient has not
had a recent non-nuclear stress test.; The
patient has not had a recent stress
echocardiogram.; The patient has suspected
CAD.; It is not known if the patient is clinically
obese or if there is an emphysematous chest
configuration.; The patient's age is between 45
and 64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This evaluation is prior to major surgery
involving general anesthesia.; The patient is
female.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; It
is not known if the patient has a physical
limitation to exercise.

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

TO R/O CAD; The patient is not diabetic.; The
patient is less than 45 years old.; The patient
has not had a recent exercise treadmill test that
was positive.; The patient has NONE of the
following: heart transplant, aortic aneurysm,
carotid artery narrowing or stenosis, and/ or
peripheral vascular disease or narrowed blood
vessels in the legs.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Treadmill stress test attempted but pt unable
to complete due to chest pain.; This is a request
for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; Another test besides a
Nuclear Cardiology Study, CCTA or Stress
Echocardiogram has been completed to
evaluate new or changing symptoms.; The study
is not requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac
mass, CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.;
There are new or changing cardiac symptoms
including atypical chest pain (angina) and/or
shortness of breath.; There is known coronary
artery disease, history of heart attack (MI),
coronary bypass surgery, coronary angioplasty
or stent.; The member has known or suspected
coronary artery disease.

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Type 2 Diabetes &#x0D; Hyperlipidemia; The
study is being ordered for known CAD.; The CAD
diagnosis was esablished by something other
than, a previous cardiac surgery / angioplasty, a
previous MI, congestive heart failure or a
previous stress echocardiogram, nuclear
cardiology study or a stress EKG.; The patient's
age is between 45 and 64.; The patient has not
had a stress echocardiogram within the past
eight weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Type 2 diabetes mellitus without complications;
The study is being ordered for suspected CAD.;
The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
The patient has not had previous cardiac
surgery or angioplasty.; The patient has not had
a recent non-nuclear stress test.; The patient's
age is between 45 and 64.; The patient has not
had a stress echocardiogram within the past
eight weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient does not have a physical limitation
to exercise.

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Type 2 diabetes mellitus; The study is being
ordered for suspected CAD.; The patient is not
presenting with symptoms of atypical chest pain
and/or shortness of breath.; The patient has not
had a recent non-nuclear stress test.; The
patient has not had a recent abnormal EKG
consistent with CAD.; The patient has not had a
recent stress echocardiogram.; The patient's
age is between 45 and 64.; The patient has not
had a stress echocardiogram within the past
eight weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

TYPE 2 DIABETES HYPERLIPIDEMIA; The study is
being ordered for suspected CAD.; The patient is
presenting with symptoms of atypical chest pain
and/or shortness of breath.; The patient has not
had previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.;
The patient has not had a recent non-nuclear
stress test.; The patient's age is between 45 and
64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

unknown; The caller indicated that the study
was not ordered for: Known or suspected
coronary artery disease, post myocardial
infarction evaluation, pre operative or post
operative (Cardiac surgery, angioplasty or stent)
evaluation.; The patient's age is between 45 and
64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

UNKNOWN; The patient is not diabetic.; The
patient is less than 45 years old.; It is not known
whether the patient has had a recent exercise
treadmill test that was positive or not.; The
patient has NONE of the following: heart
transplant, aortic aneurysm, carotid artery
narrowing or stenosis, and/ or peripheral
vascular disease or narrowed blood vessels in
the legs.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Unknown; The patient is not diabetic.; The
patient is less than 45 years old.; The patient
has not had a recent exercise treadmill test that
was positive.; It is not known whether the
patient has one or more of the following: heart
transplant, aortic aneurysm, carotid artery
narrowing or stenosis, and/ or peripheral
vascular disease or narrowed blood vessels in
the legs.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Unknown; The patient is not diabetic.; The
patient is less than 45 years old.; The patient
has not had a recent exercise treadmill test that
was positive.; The patient has NONE of the
following: heart transplant, aortic aneurysm,
carotid artery narrowing or stenosis, and/ or
peripheral vascular disease or narrowed blood
vessels in the legs.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

4

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

unknown; The patient's age is between 45 and
64.; It is not known if the patient has had a
stress echocardiogram within the past eight
weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

unknown; The patient's age is between 45 and
64.; The patient has had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

2

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

unknown; The study is being ordered for
suspected CAD.; The patient is not presenting
with symptoms of atypical chest pain and/or
shortness of breath.; The patient has not had a
recent non-nuclear stress test.; The patient had
a recent abnormal EKG consistent with CAD.;
The patient has not had a recent stress
echocardiogram.; The patient's age is between
45 and 64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
The patient is male.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Unknown; The study is being ordered for
suspected CAD.; The patient is presenting with
symptoms of atypical chest pain and/or
shortness of breath.; The patient has not had
previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.; The
patient has not had a recent non-nuclear stress
test.; The patient's age is between 45 and 64.;
The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.

21

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

unknown; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient has not had other testing done to
evaluate new or changing symptoms.; The study
is not requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac
mass, CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.;
There are new or changing cardiac symptoms
including atypical chest pain (angina) and/or
shortness of breath.; There is known coronary
artery disease, history of heart attack (MI),
coronary bypass surgery, coronary angioplasty
or stent.; The member has known or suspected
coronary artery disease.; The BMI is 20 to 29

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

UNKNOWN; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient has not had other testing done to
evaluate new or changing symptoms.; The study
is not requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac
mass, CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.;
There are new or changing cardiac symptoms
including atypical chest pain (angina) and/or
shortness of breath.; There is known coronary
artery disease, history of heart attack (MI),
coronary bypass surgery, coronary angioplasty
or stent.; The member has known or suspected
coronary artery disease.; The BMI is 30 to 39

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 06/12/2017;
There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; Chest Pain

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 11/2016; There
has not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; patient is having left sided chest pain,
shortness of breath, extertion and dizziness.

1

78459 Myocardial
imaging, PET

This is a request for a Cardiac-imaging PET
scan.; This study is being ordered to identify a
myocardial perfusion defect.; This patient has
NOT had a SPECT scan within the past eight (8)
weeks.; Yes, the patient has symptoms including
chest tightness, angina and/or shortness of
breath on exertion.; The patient has a body
Mass List score index equal to or above 40.

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

Approval

78472 CARDIAC OR
HEART BLOOD POOL
IMAGING

This is a request for a MUGA scan.; This study is
being ordered for Congestive Heart Failure.; The
patient has recently been diagnosed with
and/or treated for congestive heart failure.; The
patient has not had a previous MUGA scan.; It is
not known if the patient is presenting new
cardiac signs or symptoms.;

1

78472 CARDIAC OR
HEART BLOOD POOL
IMAGING

This is a request for a MUGA scan.; This study is
being ordered for Congestive Heart Failure.; The
patient has recently been diagnosed with
and/or treated for congestive heart failure.; The
patient has not had a previous MUGA scan.; The
patient is not presenting any new cardiac signs
or symptoms.;

2

78472 CARDIAC OR
HEART BLOOD POOL
IMAGING

This is a request for a MUGA scan.; This study is
being ordered for Congestive Heart Failure.; The
patient has recently been diagnosed with
and/or treated for congestive heart failure.; The
patient has not had a previous MUGA scan.; The
patient is not presenting any new cardiac signs
or symptoms.; &lt; Enter answer here - or Type
In Unknown If No Info Given. &gt;

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78472 CARDIAC OR
HEART BLOOD POOL
IMAGING

This is a request for a MUGA scan.; This study is
being ordered for Congestive Heart Failure.; The
patient has recently been diagnosed with
and/or treated for congestive heart failure.; The
patient has not had a previous MUGA scan.; The
patient is presenting new cardiac signs or
symptoms.; The patient has not had a recent
MI.; There are not documented clinical findings
consistent with a valve disease.; There are
documented clinical findings consistent with
hypertension.;

1

78472 CARDIAC OR
HEART BLOOD POOL
IMAGING

This is a request for a MUGA scan.; This study is
being ordered for Congestive Heart Failure.; The
patient has recently been diagnosed with
and/or treated for congestive heart failure.; The
patient has not had a previous MUGA scan.; The
patient is presenting new cardiac signs or
symptoms.; The patient has not had a recent
MI.; There are not documented clinical findings
consistent with a valve disease.; There are
documented clinical findings consistent with
hypertension.; &lt; Enter answer here - or Type
In Unknown If No Info Given. &gt;

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

78472 CARDIAC OR
HEART BLOOD POOL
IMAGING

This is a request for a MUGA scan.; This study is
being ordered for Known Cardiomyopathy/
Myocarditis.; It is not known if there are EKG
findings consistent with cardiomyopahy or
myocarditis.; There are stress echocardiogram
findings consistent with cardiomyopathy or
myocarditis.; Congestive heart failure - EF 2025%. Wearing lifevest. will get a MUGA scan in
about a month. Cont with BB, ACE, asa, and
lasix.Cardiomyopathy,Aortic valve regurgitation Moderate.Abdominal aortic aneurysm Ascending aortic aneurysmal dilation to 4.6 c

1

78472 CARDIAC OR
HEART BLOOD POOL
IMAGING

This is a request for a MUGA scan.; This study is
being ordered for Known Cardiomyopathy/
Myocarditis.; There are EKG findings consistent
with cardiomyopathy or myocarditis.; EF 34%

1

78472 CARDIAC OR
HEART BLOOD POOL
IMAGING

This is a request for a MUGA scan.; This study is
being ordered for Known Cardiomyopathy/
Myocarditis.; There are EKG findings consistent
with cardiomyopathy or myocarditis.; shortness
of breath , on a life vest

1

78472 CARDIAC OR
HEART BLOOD POOL
IMAGING

This is a request for a MUGA scan.; This study is
being ordered for Known Cardiomyopathy/
Myocarditis.; There are EKG findings consistent
with cardiomyopathy or myocarditis.; Suspected
heart failure

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78472 CARDIAC OR
HEART BLOOD POOL
IMAGING

This is a request for a MUGA scan.; This study is
being ordered for Known Cardiomyopathy/
Myocarditis.; There are not EKG findings
consistent with cardiomyopathy or myocarditis.;
There are no stress echocardiogram findings
consistent with cardiomyopathy or myocarditis.;
There are not abnormal laboratory findings
consistent with cardiomyopathy or myocarditis.;

1

78472 CARDIAC OR
HEART BLOOD POOL
IMAGING

This is a request for a MUGA scan.; This study is
being ordered for Suspected Cardiomyopathy/
Myocarditis.; It is not known if the patient has
been recently diagnosed with and/or treated for
congestive heart failure.; The patient is
presenting new cardiac signs or symptoms.; The
patient has not had a recent MI.; There are
documented clinical findings consistent with a
valve disease.;

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

78472 CARDIAC OR
HEART BLOOD POOL
IMAGING

This is a request for a MUGA scan.; This study is
being ordered for Suspected Cardiomyopathy/
Myocarditis.; The patient has not recently been
diagnosed with and/or treated for congestive
heart failure.; The patient is presenting new
cardiac signs or symptoms.; The patient has not
had a recent MI.; There are not documented
clinical findings consistent with a valve disease.;
There are documented clinical findings
consistent with hypertension.; Mr. Cargile is a
27 year old WM with a history of HTN who was
referred to us by Dr. Holiday for fatigue,
shortness of breath on exertion, chest pain and
palpitations. &#x0D; &#x0D; He has undergone
the following evaluation:&#x0D; Echo: EF 4550%, normal chamber sizes

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; 3-12017; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; Sob, pt has PVC,
hypertension, family hx of cad

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

Approval

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
5/18/17; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; Has Chest discomfort,
dyspnea, Hx of diabetes,

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
unknown; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; chest pain and shortness
of breath

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; ; There has not been any
treatment or conservative therapy.;

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 3-29-2017; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
Shortness of breath, edema, hypertension, CHFlike symptoms, family history of CAD and CVA

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; He has had palpitations for a
long time. Lately, it has been getting more
frequent and more pronounced. Sometimes it
lasts for a few minutes and sometimes it will
last up to 20 to 30 minutes. The patient mainly
notices it at rest. He will particularly no; It is not
known if there has been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; oseph Farris is 61 years
old. He is here at the request of Dr. Bogle for
consultation and diagnostic testing, as needed,
due to Dr. Bogle. He has had palpitations for a
long time. Lately, it has been getting more
frequent and more pronounced. Sometimes it

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

; This study is being ordered for Vascular
Disease.; UNKNOWN; It is not known if there
has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; Carla Rash is here at the request of Dr.
Lie for consultation and diagnostic testing, as
needed. She denies any problems with chest
pain or chest pressure. No orthopnea, PND,
fever, chills, sweats or productive or
nonproductive cough. She has a history ap

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

Came in through ER; This study is being ordered
for Vascular Disease.; 2 weeks ago; There has
not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; ECHO: Chest pain, Dizziness, and
shortness of breath. CTA: Blurred vision, neck
pain, pulsing pain. Heart cath in May of 2016.
Bypass surgery in May 2016.

1

Cardiology

Approval

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

Cardiovascular Surgery - 2015 - heart bypass
surgery and 2 stents.significant atherosclerotic 2vessel CAD. LVEF - 60% EVEDP - 12mmHg. TMST
(11/3/15): &#x0D; 1. Normal stress ECG, with
no evidence of inducible myocardial ischemia at
% of the maximal predicted ; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; left heart cath 2015 with 2
stents placed; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; 6 month follow-up pt
having sob, chest pain, edema, more fatigue and
weakness with a history of CAD, CHF,
HTN,DM,DYSTOLIC DYSFUNCTION,
HYPOTHRYOID, HYPERLIPIDEMIA; 6 month
follow-up pt having sob, chest pain, edema,
more fatigue and weakness with a history of
CAD, CHF, HTN,DM,DYSTOLIC DYSFUNCTION,
HYPOTHRYOID, HYPERLIPIDEMIA

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

Approval

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

Chest pain associated with arm pain and
palpitations. Need an MPS to assess for flow
limiting CAD. She is unable to get a treadmill
stress test due to having spine fusion surgery.;
This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; October 2016; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
Chest pain, palpitations and arm pain. Due to
spine fusion surgery she is unable to do
treadmill stress test.

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

chest pain; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; Unknown; There
has not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; Unknown

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

Family history of CAD in mother and father.;
This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 06/12/2017; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
Dizziness Chest Pain

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

Approval

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

Mr. Carlton is referred for cardiac evaluation.
He has a chronic past medical history of
hypertension, hyperlipidemia, , tobacco use,
and obesity. He reports left-sided chest pain
that radiates into his left neck and into his head.
He describes the pai; This study is being ordered
for Vascular Disease.; Symptoms started
sometime last year and have gradually
worsened; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.;

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

NONE; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 06/01/2017; It is
not known if there has been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; chest pain and
bradycardic

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

pt also had an ekg on 04/12/2017 showing SR
w/ NSST changes. .; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
04/16/2017; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Chest pain and Shortness
of breath.; Medical treatment: &#x0D; pt
currently on Amlodipine, Losartan, HCTZ (PB =
156/104) and started on Pantaprazole; also
takes Glipizide and Novolog for DM.

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

pt is having Chest pain and shortness of
breath.; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; Unknown; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Precordial Pain&#x0D; SOB&#x0D; HTN&#x0D;
Dyslipidemia&#x0D; Diabetes&#x0D; Morbid
Obesity; Pt had EKG now she needs a Echo and
Lexiscan to try to figure out where her Chest
Pain and Shortness of breath are coming from.

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

Testing has been ordered for cardiac evaluation
related to symptoms reported by patient of
chest pain, dizziness, syncope, fatigue, and
shortness of breath. It is necessary to diagnose
or rule out cardiac causes of reported
symptoms.; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 4/18/17; There
has not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; dizziness, chest pain, palpitations,
syncope, shortness of breath, and fatigue

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

Approval

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This a
request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This is a request for a Transthoracic
Echocardiogram.; This study is being ordered for
Evaluation of Cardiac Valves.; This study is being
ordered for Evaluation of Cardiac Valves.; This is
an evaluation of new or changing symptoms of
valve disease.; This is an evaluation of new or
changing symptoms of valve disease.

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for another reason;
The reason for ordering this study is unknown.

28

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for another reason;
This study is being ordered for evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x-ray or EKG) indicative
of heart disease.; It is unknown if the patient
has a history of a recent heart attack or
hypertensive heart disease.; This is for the initial
evaluation of abnormal symptoms, physical
exam findings, or diagnostic studies (chest x-ray
or EKG) indicatvie of heart disease.; The patient
has high blood pressure

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for another reason;
This study is being ordered for evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x-ray or EKG) indicative
of heart disease.; It is unknown if the patient
has a history of a recent heart attack or
hypertensive heart disease.; This is for the initial
evaluation of abnormal symptoms, physical
exam findings, or diagnostic studies (chest x-ray
or EKG) indicatvie of heart disease.; The patient
has shortness of breath; Known or suspected
left ventricular disease.

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for another reason;
This study is being ordered for evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x-ray or EKG) indicative
of heart disease.; The patient does not have a
history of a recent heart attack or hypertensive
heart disease.; This is for the initial evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x-ray or EKG) indicatvie
of heart disease.; The patient has high blood
pressure

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for another reason;
This study is being ordered for evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x-ray or EKG) indicative
of heart disease.; The patient does not have a
history of a recent heart attack or hypertensive
heart disease.; This is for the initial evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x-ray or EKG) indicatvie
of heart disease.; The patient has shortness of
breath; Known or suspected left ventricular
disease.

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for another reason;
This study is being ordered for evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x-ray or EKG) indicative
of heart disease.; The patient has a history of
hypertensive heart disease.; There is a change in
the patient’s cardiac symptoms.; This is for the
initial evaluation of abnormal symptoms,
physical exam findings, or diagnostic studies
(chest x-ray or EKG) indicatvie of heart disease.;
The patient has high blood pressure

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for another reason;
This study is being ordered for evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x-ray or EKG) indicative
of heart disease.; There has been a change in
clinical status since the last echocardiogram.;
This is not for the initial evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x-ray or EKG) indicatvie of heart
disease.

2

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for another reason;
This study is being ordered for evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x-ray or EKG) indicative
of heart disease.; There has NOT been a change
in clinical status since the last echocardiogram.;
It is unknown if this is for the initial evaluation
of abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings,
or diagnostic studies (chest x-ray or EKG)
indicatvie of heart disease.

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for another reason;
This study is being ordered for evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x-ray or EKG) indicative
of heart disease.; There has NOT been a change
in clinical status since the last echocardiogram.;
This is not for the initial evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x-ray or EKG) indicatvie of heart
disease.

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for another reason;
This study is being ordered for evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x-ray or EKG) indicative
of heart disease.; This is for the initial evaluation
of abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings,
or diagnostic studies (chest x-ray or EKG)
indicatvie of heart disease.; It is unknown if this
study is being requested for the initial
evaluation of frequent or sustained atrial or
ventricular cardiac arrhythmias.; The patient has
an abnormal EKG

3

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for another reason;
This study is being ordered for evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x-ray or EKG) indicative
of heart disease.; This is for the initial evaluation
of abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings,
or diagnostic studies (chest x-ray or EKG)
indicatvie of heart disease.; The abnormal
symptom, condition or evaluation is not known
or unlisted above.

8

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for another reason;
This study is being ordered for evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x-ray or EKG) indicative
of heart disease.; This is for the initial evaluation
of abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings,
or diagnostic studies (chest x-ray or EKG)
indicatvie of heart disease.; The patient has
shortness of breath; Known or suspected
pulmonary hypertension

2

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for another reason;
This study is being ordered for evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x-ray or EKG) indicative
of heart disease.; This is for the initial evaluation
of abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings,
or diagnostic studies (chest x-ray or EKG)
indicatvie of heart disease.; The patient has
shortness of breath; Shortness of breath is not
related to any of the listed indications.

11

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for another reason;
This study is being ordered for evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x-ray or EKG) indicative
of heart disease.; This is for the initial evaluation
of abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings,
or diagnostic studies (chest x-ray or EKG)
indicatvie of heart disease.; This study is being
requested for the initial evaluation of frequent
or sustained atrial or ventricular cardiac
arrhythmias.; The patient has an abnormal EKG

2

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for another reason;
This study is being ordered for evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x-ray or EKG) indicative
of heart disease.; This is for the initial evaluation
of abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings,
or diagnostic studies (chest x-ray or EKG)
indicatvie of heart disease.; This study is NOT
being requested for the initial evaluation of
frequent or sustained atrial or ventricular
cardiac arrhythmias.; The patient has an
abnormal EKG

4

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for another reason;
This study is being ordered for evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x-ray or EKG) indicative
of heart disease.; This is for the initial evaluation
of heart failure.; This is for the initial evaluation
of abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings,
or diagnostic studies (chest x-ray or EKG)
indicatvie of heart disease.; The patient has
shortness of breath; Known or suspected
Congestive Heart Failure.

5

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

Approval

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for another reason;
This study is being ordered for evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x-ray or EKG) indicative
of heart disease.; This request is NOT for initial
evaluation of a murmur.; This is NOT a request
for follow up of a known murmur.; This is for
the initial evaluation of abnormal symptoms,
physical exam findings, or diagnostic studies
(chest x-ray or EKG) indicatvie of heart disease.;
The patient has abnormal heart sounds

3

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for another reason;
This study is being ordered for evaluation of
cardiac arrhythmias; It is unknown if this study
is being requested for the initial evaluation of
frequent or sustained atrial or ventricular
cardiac arrhythmias.

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for another reason;
This study is being ordered for evaluation of
cardiac arrhythmias; This study is being
requested for the initial evaluation of frequent
or sustained atrial or ventricular cardiac
arrhythmias.

3

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

Approval

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for another reason;
This study is being ordered for evaluation of
cardiac arrhythmias; This study is NOT being
requested for the initial evaluation of frequent
or sustained atrial or ventricular cardiac
arrhythmias.

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for another reason;
This study is being ordered for evaluation of
Pericardial Disease.; There has been a change in
clinical status since the last echocardiogram.;
This is NOT for the initial evaluation of a
pericardial disease.

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Cardiac Murmur.; It is unknown if this request is
for initial evaluation of a murmur.; It is unknown
if this is a request for follow up of a known
murmur.

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

Approval

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Cardiac Murmur.; There has been a change in
clinical status since the last echocardiogram.;
This request is NOT for initial evaluation of a
murmur.; This is a request for follow up of a
known murmur.

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Cardiac Murmur.; This request is for initial
evaluation of a murmur.; It is unknown if the
murmur is grade III (3) or greater.; It is unknown
if there is clinical symptoms supporting a
suspicion of structural heart disease.; This is
NOT a request for follow up of a known
murmur.

2

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Cardiac Murmur.; This request is for initial
evaluation of a murmur.; It is unknown if the
murmur is grade III (3) or greater.; There are
clinical symptoms supporting a suspicion of
structural heart disease.

9

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Cardiac Murmur.; This request is for initial
evaluation of a murmur.; The murmur is grade
III (3) or greater.

10

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Cardiac Murmur.; This request is for initial
evaluation of a murmur.; The murmur is NOT
grade III (3) or greater.; There are clinical
symptoms supporting a suspicion of structural
heart disease.

4

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Cardiac Valves.; It is unknown what type of
cardiac valve conditions apply to this patient.

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Cardiac Valves.; This is an annual re-evaluation
of artificial heart valves.; It has been at least 12
months since the last echocardiogram was
performed.

3

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Cardiac Valves.; This is an annual re-evaluation
of artificial heart valves.; It has NOT been at
least 12 months since the last echocardiogram
was performed.; The patient is experiencing
new or changing symptoms related heart valves.

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Cardiac Valves.; This is an annual review of
known valve disease.; It has been 12 - 23
months or more since the last echocardiogram.

5

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Cardiac Valves.; This is an annual review of
known valve disease.; It has been 24 months or
more since the last echocardiogram.

2

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Cardiac Valves.; This is an annual review of
known valve disease.; It has been 4-6 months
since the last echocardiogram.

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Cardiac Valves.; This is an annual review of
known valve disease.; It has been 7-9 months
since the last echocardiogram.

2

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Cardiac Valves.; This is an evaluation of new or
changing symptoms of valve disease.

23

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Cardiac Valves.; This is an initial evaluation of
artificial heart valves.

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Cardiac Valves.; This is an initial evaluation of
suspected valve disease.

75

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Cardiac Valves.; This is NOT for prolapsed mitral
valve, suspected valve disease, new or changing
symptoms of valve disease, annual review of
known valve disease, initial evaluation of
artificial heart valves or annual re-eval of
artifical heart valves.

2

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Congenital Heart Defect.; It is unknown if this is
being ordered for initial diagnosis of congenital
heart disease, Annual follow up of congenital
heart disease or Evaluation of change of clinical
status.

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Congenital Heart Defect.; This is for evaluation
of change of clinical status.

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Congenital Heart Defect.; This is for initial
diagnosis of congenital heart disease.

2

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Congenital Heart Defect.; This is fora routine
follow up of congenital heart disease.; It has
been at least 24 months since the last
echocardiogram was performed.

2

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Congenital Heart Defect.; This is fora routine
follow up of congenital heart disease.; There has
NOT been a change in clinical status since the
last echocardiogram.; It has NOT been at least
24 months since the last echocardiogram was
performed.

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Heart Failure; It is unknown if there been a
change in clinical status since the last
echocardiogram.; It is unknown if this is for the
initial evaluation of heart failure.

2

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Heart Failure; There has been a change in
clinical status since the last echocardiogram.; It
is unknown if this is for the initial evaluation of
heart failure.

3

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Heart Failure; There has been a change in
clinical status since the last echocardiogram.;
This is NOT for the initial evaluation of heart
failure.

13

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Heart Failure; This is for the initial evaluation of
heart failure.

38

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of Left
Ventricular Function.; It is unknown if the
patient has a history of a recent heart attack or
hypertensive heart disease.

12

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of Left
Ventricular Function.; The patient does not have
a history of a recent heart attack or
hypertensive heart disease.

36

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of Left
Ventricular Function.; The patient has a history
of a recent myocardial infarction (heart attack).

9

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of Left
Ventricular Function.; The patient has a history
of hypertensive heart disease.; There is a
change in the patient’s cardiac symptoms.

41

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of Left
Ventricular Function.; The patient has a history
of hypertensive heart disease.; There is NOT a
change in the patient’s cardiac symptoms.; It
has NOT been at least 24 months since the last
echocardiogram was performed.

3

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of Left
Ventricular Function.; The patient has a history
of hypertensive heart disease.; There is NOT a
change in the patient’s cardiac symptoms.; It is
unknown if it has been at least 24 months since
the last echocardiogram was performed.

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

Approval

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Pulmonary Hypertension.

41

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

this is a 61 year old male that presents as a new
EP patient. He was scheduled for hernia repair
surgery this AM per Dr. Pack however his EKG
showed PVC trigeminy pattern and he was
referred to us, surgery has been postponed until
he receives cardiac clea; This study is being
ordered for Vascular Disease.; CVA 5 years ago;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; frequent palpitations that skip a beat
associated with dizziness and shortness of
breath; paitent was started on atenolol, normal
nuc mps and heart monitor that showed PVCs 56 years ago

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 11/2016; There
has not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; patient is having left sided chest pain,
shortness of breath, extertion and dizziness.

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

93312 TEE R-T IMG 2D
W/PRB IMG ACQUISJ
I&R

Approval

93312 TEE R-T IMG 2D
W/PRB IMG ACQUISJ
I&R

known hx of CAD; This a request for an
echocardiogram.; This is a request for a
Transesophageal Echocardiogram.; This study is
NOT for suspected acute aortic pathology, preop of mitral valve regurgitation, infective
endocarditis, left atrial thrombus,
radiofrequency ablation procedure, fever with
intracardiac devise or completed NON
diagnostic TTE.
NOne; This a request for an echocardiogram.;
This is a request for a Transesophageal
Echocardiogram.; This study is NOT for
suspected acute aortic pathology, pre-op of
mitral valve regurgitation, infective
endocarditis, left atrial thrombus,
radiofrequency ablation procedure, fever with
intracardiac devise or completed NON
diagnostic TTE.

93312 TEE R-T IMG 2D
W/PRB IMG ACQUISJ
I&R

Patient has ongoing Atrial Fibrillation. Patient
failed medical history of Amiodarone. Patient
scheduled for direct current cordial version and
TE is being done to make sure there is no
Thrombus present before cardio version.
Patient has congestive failur; This a request for
an echocardiogram.; This is a request for a
Transesophageal Echocardiogram.; This study is
NOT for suspected acute aortic pathology, preop of mitral valve regurgitation, infective
endocarditis, left atrial thrombus,
radiofrequency ablation procedure, fever with
intracardiac devise or completed NON
diagnostic TTE.

Approval

1

1

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

93312 TEE R-T IMG 2D
W/PRB IMG ACQUISJ
I&R

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transesophageal Echocardiogram.;
This study is beibg requested for evalutaion of
atrial fibrillation or flutter to determine the
presence or absence of left atrial thrombus or
evaluate for radiofrequency ablation procedure.

6

Approval

93312 TEE R-T IMG 2D
W/PRB IMG ACQUISJ
I&R

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transesophageal Echocardiogram.;
This study is being requested after a completed
NON diagnostic transthoracic echocardiogram.

3

Approval

93312 TEE R-T IMG 2D
W/PRB IMG ACQUISJ
I&R

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transesophageal Echocardiogram.;
This study is being requested for diagnosis and
management of infective endocarditis.

1

Approval

93312 TEE R-T IMG 2D
W/PRB IMG ACQUISJ
I&R

Approval

93312 TEE R-T IMG 2D
W/PRB IMG ACQUISJ
I&R

Approval

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transesophageal Echocardiogram.;
This study is being requested for pre-operative
evaulation of mitral valve regurgitation
unknown; This a request for an
echocardiogram.; This is a request for a
Transesophageal Echocardiogram.; This study is
NOT for suspected acute aortic pathology, preop of mitral valve regurgitation, infective
endocarditis, left atrial thrombus,
radiofrequency ablation procedure, fever with
intracardiac devise or completed NON
diagnostic TTE.

1

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

93350 ECHO TTHRC R-T
2D -+M-MODE
COMPLETE REST&STRS

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a Stress
Echocardiogram.; It is unknown if the patient
had cardiac testing including Stress
Echocardiogram, Nuclear Cardiology
(SPECT/MPI), Coronary CT angiography (CCTA)
or Cardiac Catheterization in the last 2 years.; It
is not known if the patient is experiencing new
or changing cardiac symptoms.; The member
has known or suspected coronary artery
disease.

1

93350 ECHO TTHRC R-T
2D -+M-MODE
COMPLETE REST&STRS

CP, SOB, PALPITATIONS, HISTORY OF AFIB,
SYCOPE EPISODE IN PAST. PT HAS
HYPERTENSION AND HAS POOR ENERGY; This
study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; PT HAVING CHEST PAINS
WITH HISTORY OF HYPERTENSION, HISTORY OF
AFIB AND PALPITATIONS; It is not known if there
has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; CHEST PAINS, PALPITATIONS

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

93350 ECHO TTHRC R-T
2D -+M-MODE
COMPLETE REST&STRS

Reprocessed for Dr Srinivasan see trk #
11245743; This is a request for a Stress
Echocardiogram.; It is unknown if the patient
had cardiac testing including Stress
Echocardiogram, Nuclear Cardiology
(SPECT/MPI), Coronary CT angiography (CCTA)
or Cardiac Catheterization in the last 2 years.; It
is not known if the patient is experiencing new
or changing cardiac symptoms.; The member
has known or suspected coronary artery
disease.

1

93350 ECHO TTHRC R-T
2D -+M-MODE
COMPLETE REST&STRS

This is a request for a Stress Echocardiogram.; It
is unknown if the patient had cardiac testing
including Stress Echocardiogram, Nuclear
Cardiology (SPECT/MPI), Coronary CT
angiography (CCTA) or Cardiac Catheterization
in the last 2 years.; The patient is experiencing
new or changing cardiac symptoms.; The
member has known or suspected coronary
artery disease.

4

93350 ECHO TTHRC R-T
2D -+M-MODE
COMPLETE REST&STRS

This is a request for a Stress Echocardiogram.;
None of the listed reasons for the study were
selected; It is not known if the member has
known or suspected coronary artery disease.

12

93350 ECHO TTHRC R-T
2D -+M-MODE
COMPLETE REST&STRS

This is a request for a Stress Echocardiogram.;
None of the listed reasons for the study were
selected; The member does not have known or
suspected coronary artery disease

2

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

93350 ECHO TTHRC R-T
2D -+M-MODE
COMPLETE REST&STRS

This is a request for a Stress Echocardiogram.;
The patient had cardiac testing including Stress
Echocardiogram, Nuclear Cardiology
(SPECT/MPI), Coronary CT angiography (CCTA)
or Cardiac Catheterization in the last 2 years.;
The patient is experiencing new or changing
cardiac symptoms.; The member has known or
suspected coronary artery disease.

14

Approval

93350 ECHO TTHRC R-T
2D -+M-MODE
COMPLETE REST&STRS

This is a request for a Stress Echocardiogram.;
The patient has NOT had cardiac testing
including Stress Echocardiogram, Nuclear
Cardiology (SPECT/MPI), Coronary CT
angiography (CCTA) or Cardiac Catheterization
in the last 2 years.; The member has known or
suspected coronary artery disease.

144

Approval

93350 ECHO TTHRC R-T
2D -+M-MODE
COMPLETE REST&STRS

This is a request for a Stress Echocardiogram.;
To evaluate a suspected cardiac mass.; The
member does not have known or suspected
coronary artery disease

1

93350 ECHO TTHRC R-T
2D -+M-MODE
COMPLETE REST&STRS

This is a request for a Stress Echocardiogram.;
To evaluate the heart prior to non-cardiac
surgery.; It is not known if the member has
known or suspected coronary artery disease.

1

Approval

Approval

Cardiology

Cardiology

Disapproval

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; this is a 47 year old female
that presents as a return EP patient. GXT
09/01/16 was equivocal for ischemia with
ventricular bigeminy and ST depression. LHC
09/12/16 revealed no hemodynamically fixed
Radiology Services stenosis. Echo 09/01/16 55-60%. She reports
Denied Not
that 2 weeks; There has not been any treatment
Medically
or conservative therapy.; numbness and tingling
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
in hands and fingers, also reports mild headache

1

Disapproval

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; this is a 47 year old female
that presents as a return EP patient. GXT
09/01/16 was equivocal for ischemia with
ventricular bigeminy and ST depression. LHC
09/12/16 revealed no hemodynamically fixed
Radiology Services stenosis. Echo 09/01/16 55-60%. She reports
70490 CT NECK SOFT
Denied Not
that 2 weeks; There has not been any treatment
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI Medically
or conservative therapy.; numbness and tingling
D ETC. NO CONTRAST
Necessary
in hands and fingers, also reports mild headache

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Disapproval

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; this is a 47 year old female
that presents as a return EP patient. GXT
09/01/16 was equivocal for ischemia with
ventricular bigeminy and ST depression. LHC
70496 CT
Radiology Services 09/12/16 revealed no hemodynamically fixed
stenosis. Echo 09/01/16 55-60%. She reports
ANGIOGRAPHY HEAD
Denied Not
W/CONTRAST/NONCON Medically
that 2 weeks; There has not been any treatment
TRAST
Necessary
or conservative therapy.;

1

Disapproval

; This study is being ordered for Vascular
Disease.; 09/2016; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Leg pain Swelling
70496 CT
Radiology Services Dizziness Cramping Aching Shooting pain
ANGIOGRAPHY HEAD
Denied Not
Weakness Edema Heart fluttering; Compression
W/CONTRAST/NONCON Medically
Therapy Medication Monitoring blood sugar
TRAST
Necessary
Scans Recommended exercise/Weight loss

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Disapproval

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; this is a 47 year old female
that presents as a return EP patient. GXT
09/01/16 was equivocal for ischemia with
ventricular bigeminy and ST depression. LHC
70498 CT
Radiology Services 09/12/16 revealed no hemodynamically fixed
stenosis. Echo 09/01/16 55-60%. She reports
ANGIOGRAPHY NECK
Denied Not
W/CONTRAST/NONCON Medically
that 2 weeks; There has not been any treatment
TRAST
Necessary
or conservative therapy.;

1

Disapproval

; This study is being ordered for Vascular
Disease.; 09/2016; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Leg pain Swelling
70498 CT
Radiology Services Dizziness Cramping Aching Shooting pain
ANGIOGRAPHY NECK
Denied Not
Weakness Edema Heart fluttering; Compression
W/CONTRAST/NONCON Medically
Therapy Medication Monitoring blood sugar
TRAST
Necessary
Scans Recommended exercise/Weight loss

1

Cardiology

Disapproval

Cardiology

Disapproval

Came in through ER; This study is being ordered
for Vascular Disease.; 2 weeks ago; There has
not been any treatment or conservative
70498 CT
Radiology Services therapy.; ECHO: Chest pain, Dizziness, and
ANGIOGRAPHY NECK
Denied Not
shortness of breath. CTA: Blurred vision, neck
W/CONTRAST/NONCON Medically
pain, pulsing pain. Heart cath in May of 2016.
TRAST
Necessary
Bypass surgery in May 2016.
70498 CT
Radiology Services
ANGIOGRAPHY NECK
Denied Not
W/CONTRAST/NONCON Medically
Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
TRAST
Necessary
Neck.

1

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
Radiology Services ordered.; The study is being ordered for none of
Denied Not
the above.; This study is being ordered for non
Medically
of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

FAMILY HISTORY OF AORTIC DISSECTION. HAS
CHEST PAIN AND SHORTNESS OF BREATH.; A
Radiology Services Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The study is
Denied Not
being ordered for none of the above.; This study
Medically
is being ordered for non of the above.; Yes this
Necessary
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

HISTORY OF PRESENT ILLNESS Mrs. Cooper is a
very pleasant 40-year-old woman self-referred
for evaluation of chest pain. She tells me that
she has been having pain above her right breast
since 2014. This has been there almost
continuously although it is wo; A Chest/Thorax
Radiology Services CT is being ordered.; The study is being ordered
for none of the above.; This study is being
Denied Not
Medically
ordered for non of the above.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
Necessary

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

There is no radiologic evidence of non-resolving
pneumonia.; It is not known if there is radiologic
evidence of asbestosis.; ; "The ordering
physician is NOT a surgeon, pulmonologist or
PCP ordering on behalf of a specialist who has
seen the patient."; "There is no radiologic
evidence of sarcoidosis, tuberculosis or fungal
infection."; There is no radiologic evidence of a
lung abscess or empyema.; It is not known if
there is radiologic evidence of pneumoconiosis
e.g. black lung disease or silicosis.; A
Radiology Services Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
Denied Not
being ordered for known or suspected
Medically
inflammatory disease or pneumonia.; Yes this is
Necessary
a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Disapproval

follow up study on ascending aortic aneurysm.;
71275 CT
Radiology Services This study is not requested to evaluate
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST Denied Not
suspected pulmonary embolus.; This study will
be performed in conjunction with a Chest CT.;
W/CONTRAST/NONCON Medically
TRAST
Necessary
Yes, this is a request for a Chest CT Angiography.

1

Disapproval

KNOWN THORACIC AORTIC ANEURYSM; This
study is not requested to evaluate suspected
pulmonary embolus.; This study will not be
performed in conjunction with a Chest CT.; This
71275 CT
Radiology Services study is being ordered for Known Vascular
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST Denied Not
Disease.; This is a pre-operative evaluation.; This
W/CONTRAST/NONCON Medically
surgery is not scheduled/ planned.; Yes, this is a
TRAST
Necessary
request for a Chest CT Angiography.

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Disapproval

71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Disapproval

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 3/28/2017; There has been treatment
Radiology Services or conservative therapy.; numbness in bilateral
72128 CT THORACIC
Denied Not
lower extremities; patient was inpatient at the
SPINE, UPPER BACK NO Medically
hospital and received pain medication for the
CONTRAST
Necessary
back pain

1

Disapproval

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 3/28/2017; There has been treatment
Radiology Services or conservative therapy.; numbness in bilateral
Denied Not
lower extremities; patient was inpatient at the
Medically
hospital and received pain medication for the
Necessary
back pain

1

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
This is a request for CT Angiography of the
Necessary
Abdomen and Pelvis.

1

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

1

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK
74174 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY
ABDOMEN AND PELVIS
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST
74175 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY
ABDOMEN
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST
74175 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY
ABDOMEN
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

Unknown; This study is being ordered for
Vascular Disease.; Unknown; It is not known if
there has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; Chest pain

Unknown; This study is being ordered for
Vascular Disease.; Unknown; It is not known if
there has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; Chest pain

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
Necessary
abdomen.

1

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
This is a request for a Heart CT.

Disapproval

75572 CT Heart

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for CTA
Coronary Arteries.; The patient has not had
other testing done to evaluate new or changing
symptoms.; The study is not requested for pre
op evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal defects,
or valve disorders.; There are new or changing
cardiac symptoms including atypical chest pain
(angina) and/or shortness of breath.; There is
Radiology Services known coronary artery disease, history of heart
75574 CT Angiography Denied Not
attack (MI), coronary bypass surgery, coronary
Heart coronary arteries, Medically
angioplasty or stent.; The member has known or
CCTA
Necessary
suspected coronary artery disease.

3

1

Cardiology

Disapproval

It is not known if patient has any conditions like
diabetes, age over 50 etc.; This request is for a
Coronary CT Angiography study.; No, patient
did not have a Nuclear Cardiology study within
the past six months.; This study is being ordered
for suspected Coronary Artery Disease (CAD)
and symptomatic?; No, patient does not have
new onset congestive heart failure.; THIS
PATIENT PRESENTS WITH C/O CHEST PAIN THAT
IS SHARP TO DULL, WITH FATIGUE, SHE HAS
Radiology Services MILD TO MODERATE Ao VALVE REGURGITAION.
75574 CT Angiography Denied Not
SHE HAS A HX OF BREAST CANCER STATUS POST
Heart coronary arteries, Medically
30 CYCLES OF RADIATION TREATMENT; Yes,
CCTA
Necessary
there is Chronic Chest Pain.

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Disapproval

Mrs. Golatt has been experiencing intermittent
chest discomfort since approximately 2013.
However, she seems to have noted over the last
six months that has been increasing in
frequency and severity. She describes having
chest discomfort, leg pain and l; This is a request
for CTA Coronary Arteries.; The patient has not
had other testing done to evaluate new or
changing symptoms.; The patient has 1 or less
cardiac risk factors; The study is not requested
for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal
defects, or valve disorders.; There are new or
changing cardiac symptoms including atypical
Radiology Services chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of breath.;
75574 CT Angiography Denied Not
The study is requested for suspected coronary
Heart coronary arteries, Medically
artery disease.; The member has known or
CCTA
suspected coronary artery disease.
Necessary

1

Disapproval

Stress echo was equivocal. Angina and
shortness of breath continue. Multiple
contributing risk factors; This is a request for
CTA Coronary Arteries.; The patient has had a
stress echocardiogram; The patient has 3 or
more cardiac risk factors; The study is not
requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass,
Radiology Services CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.; The
75574 CT Angiography Denied Not
study is requested for suspected coronary
Heart coronary arteries, Medically
artery disease.; The member has known or
CCTA
Necessary
suspected coronary artery disease.

1

Cardiology

Disapproval

The patient does not have three or more of the
following conditions: age over 50, diabetes,
history of hypertension, history of LDL
cholesterol above 130, history of HDL
cholesterol below 35, obesity (BMI above 35),
and/or active history of smoking.; This request
is for a Coronary CT Angiography study.; No,
patient did not have a Nuclear Cardiology study
within the past six months.; This study is being
ordered for suspected Coronary Artery Disease
(CAD) and symptomatic?; No, patient does not
have new onset congestive heart failure.; CTA of
Radiology Services the coronaries with calcium scoring to exclude
75574 CT Angiography Denied Not
epicardial coronary disease which is very
Heart coronary arteries, Medically
unlikely in this young lady with no significant
CCTA
risk factors; Yes, there is Chronic Chest Pain.
Necessary

1

Disapproval

The patient does not have three or more of the
following conditions: age over 50, diabetes,
history of hypertension, history of LDL
cholesterol above 130, history of HDL
cholesterol below 35, obesity (BMI above 35),
and/or active history of smoking.; This request
is for a Coronary CT Angiography study.; No,
patient did not have a Nuclear Cardiology study
within the past six months.; This study is being
ordered for suspected Coronary Artery Disease
(CAD) and symptomatic?; No, patient does not
have new onset congestive heart failure.; The
patient is a 21 year old male referred by his PCP
for chest pain. He has no past medical history.
Radiology Services This started about a year ago. It is off and on. It
75574 CT Angiography Denied Not
feels like pressure or throbbing in the center of
Heart coronary arteries, Medically
his chest. It does not radiate. It can last from a ;
CCTA
Necessary
Yes, there is Chronic Chest Pain.

1

Cardiology

Disapproval

Radiology Services
75574 CT Angiography Denied Not
Heart coronary arteries, Medically
CCTA
Necessary

1

Cardiology

Disapproval

Cardiology

This request is for a Coronary CT Angiography
study.; It is not known if patient did not have a
Nuclear Cardiology study within the past six
months.; Chest Pain since Feb 2015
This request is for a Coronary CT Angiography
Radiology Services study.; No, patient did not have a Nuclear
75574 CT Angiography Denied Not
Cardiology study within the past six months.;
Heart coronary arteries, Medically
This study is being ordered for known coronary
CCTA
disease.;
Necessary

1

Cardiology

Disapproval

Cardiology

Disapproval

This request is for a Coronary CT Angiography
study.; No, patient did not have a Nuclear
Radiology Services Cardiology study within the past six months.;
This study is being ordered for suspected
75574 CT Angiography Denied Not
Heart coronary arteries, Medically
Coronary Artery Disease (CAD) and
CCTA
Necessary
asymptomatic (no significant symptoms)?;
Radiology Services
75574 CT Angiography Denied Not
This request is for a Coronary CT Angiography
Heart coronary arteries, Medically
study.; Yes, patient had a Nuclear Cardiology
CCTA
Necessary
study within the past six months.; FAX

Disapproval

This request is for a Coronary CT Angiography
study.; Yes, patient had a Nuclear Cardiology
study within the past six months.; Reason for
Appointment &#x0D; 1. Chest pain &#x0D; 2.
Palpitations &#x0D; 3. Diabetes mellitus &#x0D;
&#x0D; &#x0D; History of Present Illness
Radiology Services &#x0D; HPI: &#x0D;
Pt here for followup of
75574 CT Angiography Denied Not
palpitations and hypertension. She has chest
Heart coronary arteries, Medically
pain frequently. She has some spells of dizziness
CCTA
Necessary
when

1

Disapproval

; This study is being ordered for Vascular
Disease.; 09/2016; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Leg pain Swelling
Radiology Services Dizziness Cramping Aching Shooting pain
Denied Not
Weakness Edema Heart fluttering; Compression
Medically
Therapy Medication Monitoring blood sugar
Necessary
Scans Recommended exercise/Weight loss

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

75635 CTA AA&BI
ILIOFEM LXTR RS&I C/C+ POST-PXESSING

1

1

Cardiology

Disapproval

Cardiology

Disapproval

Cardiology

Disapproval

75635 CTA AA&BI
ILIOFEM LXTR RS&I C/C+ POST-PXESSING
75635 CTA AA&BI
ILIOFEM LXTR RS&I C/C+ POST-PXESSING

none; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Radiology Services or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 04-25-2017; There has not
Denied Not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
Medically
none
Necessary
Radiology Services
Denied Not
Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
Medically
abdominal arteries.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; A study not listed has be
completed.; The patient has 2 cardiac risk
factors; The study is not requested for pre op
evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal defects, or
valve disorders.; There are not new or changing
cardiac symptoms including atypical chest pain
Radiology Services (angina) and/or shortness of breath.; The study
Denied Not
is requested for suspected coronary artery
Medically
disease.; The member has known or suspected
Necessary
coronary artery disease.

1

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Disapproval

Disapproval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has 3 or more
cardiac risk factors; The study is not requested
for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal
Radiology Services defects, or valve disorders.; The study is
requested for suspected coronary artery
Denied Not
disease.; The member has known or suspected
Medically
coronary artery disease.; The BMI is 20 to 29
Necessary

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has 3 or more
cardiac risk factors; The study is not requested
for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal
Radiology Services defects, or valve disorders.; The study is
requested for suspected coronary artery
Denied Not
Medically
disease.; The member has known or suspected
coronary artery disease.; The BMI is 30 to 39
Necessary

3

Cardiology

Cardiology

Disapproval

Disapproval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; 2016;
Radiology Services There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; chest pressure,
Denied Not
palpitations, dizziness, shortness of breath, low
Medically
energy
Necessary

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
Radiology Services 3/15/17; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; chest pain, pt does have
Denied Not
Medically
hypertension, family hx CAD, shortness of
breath
Necessary

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Disapproval

Disapproval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

.01. Localized edema (R60.0): I suspect her
edema is due to VENOUS INSUFFICIENCY.
Seems to have been worsened by podiatrist
putting a brace on her left ankle. She says that
the brace is not really helping her symptoms
and she wants to take it off. This; This is a
request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient has 3 or
more cardiac risk factors; The study is requested
Radiology Services for congestive heart failure.; The study is
Denied Not
requested for suspected coronary artery
disease.; The member has known or suspected
Medically
Necessary
coronary artery disease.; The BMI is 30 to 39

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

; The study is being ordered for suspected CAD.;
The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
The patient has not had previous cardiac
surgery or angioplasty.; The patient has not had
a recent non-nuclear stress test.; The patient's
age is between 45 and 64.; The patient has not
had a stress echocardiogram within the past
Radiology Services eight weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Denied Not
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
Medically
The patient does not have a physical limitation
Necessary
to exercise.

2

Cardiology

Cardiology

Disapproval

Disapproval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

; This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; Another
test besides a Nuclear Cardiology Study, CCTA or
Stress Echocardiogram has been completed to
evaluate new or changing symptoms.; The
patient has 2 cardiac risk factors; The study is
not requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac
mass, CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.;
There are new or changing cardiac symptoms
including atypical chest pain (angina) and/or
Radiology Services shortness of breath.; The study is requested for
Denied Not
suspected coronary artery disease.; The
Medically
member has known or suspected coronary
Necessary
artery disease.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

; This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has 3 or more cardiac risk factors; The study is
not requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac
mass, CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.;
Radiology Services The study is requested for suspected coronary
Denied Not
artery disease.; The member has known or
Medically
suspected coronary artery disease.; The BMI is
Necessary
20 to 29

2

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

; This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has 3 or more cardiac risk factors; The study is
not requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac
mass, CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.;
Radiology Services The study is requested for suspected coronary
Denied Not
artery disease.; The member has known or
suspected coronary artery disease.; The BMI is
Medically
30 to 39
Necessary

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

; This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has 3 or more cardiac risk factors; The study is
requested for congestive heart failure.; The
Radiology Services study is requested for suspected coronary
Denied Not
artery disease.; The member has known or
Medically
suspected coronary artery disease.; The BMI is
20 to 29
Necessary

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

; This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has 3 or more cardiac risk factors; The study is
requested for congestive heart failure.; The
Radiology Services study is requested for suspected coronary
Denied Not
artery disease.; The member has known or
Medically
suspected coronary artery disease.; The BMI is
30 to 39
Necessary

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Disapproval

Disapproval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

; This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has had Myocardial Perfusion Imaging including
SPECT (single photon Emission Computerized
Tomography) or Thallium Scan.; The patient has
1 or less cardiac risk factors; The study is not
requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass,
CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.; There
are new or changing cardiac symptoms
including atypical chest pain (angina) and/or
Radiology Services shortness of breath.; The study is requested for
suspected coronary artery disease.; The
Denied Not
Medically
member has known or suspected coronary
Necessary
artery disease.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

; This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has not had other testing done to evaluate new
or changing symptoms.; The patient has 2
cardiac risk factors; The study is not requested
for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal
defects, or valve disorders.; There are new or
changing cardiac symptoms including atypical
chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of breath.;
Radiology Services The study is requested for suspected coronary
artery disease.; The member has known or
Denied Not
Medically
suspected coronary artery disease.; The BMI is
20 to 29
Necessary

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Disapproval

Disapproval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

; This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has not had other testing done to evaluate new
or changing symptoms.; The patient has 2
cardiac risk factors; The study is requested for
congestive heart failure.; There are new or
changing cardiac symptoms including atypical
chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of breath.;
Radiology Services The study is requested for suspected coronary
Denied Not
artery disease.; The member has known or
suspected coronary artery disease.; The BMI is
Medically
20 to 29
Necessary

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

; This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has not had other testing done to evaluate new
or changing symptoms.; The study is not
requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass,
CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.; There
are new or changing cardiac symptoms
including atypical chest pain (angina) and/or
shortness of breath.; There is known coronary
Radiology Services artery disease, history of heart attack (MI),
Denied Not
coronary bypass surgery, coronary angioplasty
Medically
or stent.; The member has known or suspected
Necessary
coronary artery disease.; The BMI is 20 to 29

2

Cardiology

Cardiology

Disapproval

Disapproval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

; This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has not had other testing done to evaluate new
or changing symptoms.; The study is not
requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass,
CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.; There
are new or changing cardiac symptoms
including atypical chest pain (angina) and/or
shortness of breath.; There is known coronary
Radiology Services artery disease, history of heart attack (MI),
coronary bypass surgery, coronary angioplasty
Denied Not
or stent.; The member has known or suspected
Medically
Necessary
coronary artery disease.; The BMI is less than 20

2

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

; This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has not had other testing done to evaluate new
or changing symptoms.; The study is requested
for congestive heart failure.; There are new or
changing cardiac symptoms including atypical
chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of breath.;
There is known coronary artery disease, history
Radiology Services of heart attack (MI), coronary bypass surgery,
Denied Not
coronary angioplasty or stent.; The member has
Medically
known or suspected coronary artery disease.;
Necessary
The BMI is 20 to 29

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Disapproval

Disapproval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

; This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has not had other testing done to evaluate new
or changing symptoms.; The study is requested
for congestive heart failure.; There are new or
changing cardiac symptoms including atypical
chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of breath.;
There is known coronary artery disease, history
Radiology Services of heart attack (MI), coronary bypass surgery,
Denied Not
coronary angioplasty or stent.; The member has
known or suspected coronary artery disease.;
Medically
The BMI is 30 to 39
Necessary

3

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

; This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has not had other testing done to evaluate new
or changing symptoms.; The study is requested
for congestive heart failure.; There are new or
changing cardiac symptoms including atypical
chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of breath.;
There is known coronary artery disease, history
Radiology Services of heart attack (MI), coronary bypass surgery,
Denied Not
coronary angioplasty or stent.; The member has
Medically
known or suspected coronary artery disease.;
Necessary
The BMI is less than 20

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
Radiology Services disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Denied Not
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Medically
vascular disease.; ; There has not been any
Necessary
treatment or conservative therapy.;

3

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Radiology Services vascular disease.; 3-29-2017; There has not
Denied Not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
Medically
Shortness of breath, edema, hypertension, CHFNecessary
like symptoms, family history of CAD and CVA

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; ABOUT 6 MONTHS AGO; It is
not known if there has been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; Mary Workman is 61
years old. She is here at the request of Dr.
Halsted for consultation and diagnostic testing,
Radiology Services as needed. For the past 6 months or more, she
Denied Not
has been having episodes when she sits down
Medically
and rest, she would have a twinge of chest pain
Necessary
that

1

Cardiology

Disapproval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; He has had palpitations for a
long time. Lately, it has been getting more
frequent and more pronounced. Sometimes it
lasts for a few minutes and sometimes it will
last up to 20 to 30 minutes. The patient mainly
notices it at rest. He will particularly no; It is not
known if there has been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; oseph Farris is 61 years
old. He is here at the request of Dr. Bogle for
Radiology Services consultation and diagnostic testing, as needed,
Denied Not
due to Dr. Bogle. He has had palpitations for a
Medically
long time. Lately, it has been getting more
frequent and more pronounced. Sometimes it
Necessary

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Disapproval

Disapproval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

A 53-year-old lady with a history of myocardial
bridge, however she has newly developed chest
pain which is worse than before, exertional and
relieved by the rest. Patient also has migraine
headaches. At this time we are going to request
myocardial perfus; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has 3 or more
cardiac risk factors; The study is not requested
for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal
Radiology Services defects, or valve disorders.; The study is
Denied Not
requested for suspected coronary artery
Medically
disease.; The member has known or suspected
Necessary
coronary artery disease.; The BMI is 30 to 39

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

angina, shortness of breath; This is a request
for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has not had
other testing done to evaluate new or changing
symptoms.; The patient has 2 cardiac risk
factors; The study is not requested for pre op
evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal defects, or
valve disorders.; There are new or changing
cardiac symptoms including atypical chest pain
Radiology Services (angina) and/or shortness of breath.; The study
Denied Not
is requested for suspected coronary artery
Medically
disease.; The member has known or suspected
Necessary
coronary artery disease.; The BMI is 30 to 39

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Disapproval

Disapproval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

cad w/new chest pain. post hospital; This is a
request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient has not
had other testing done to evaluate new or
changing symptoms.; The study is not requested
for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal
defects, or valve disorders.; There are new or
changing cardiac symptoms including atypical
chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of breath.;
There is known coronary artery disease, history
Radiology Services of heart attack (MI), coronary bypass surgery,
Denied Not
coronary angioplasty or stent.; The member has
Medically
known or suspected coronary artery disease.;
Necessary
The BMI is 30 to 39

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

CAD w/new chest pain; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has not had
other testing done to evaluate new or changing
symptoms.; The study is not requested for pre
op evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal defects,
or valve disorders.; There are new or changing
cardiac symptoms including atypical chest pain
(angina) and/or shortness of breath.; There is
known coronary artery disease, history of heart
Radiology Services attack (MI), coronary bypass surgery, coronary
Denied Not
angioplasty or stent.; The member has known or
Medically
suspected coronary artery disease.; The BMI is
Necessary
30 to 39

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Disapproval

Disapproval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

CAD w/new shortness of breath; This is a
request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient has not
had other testing done to evaluate new or
changing symptoms.; The study is not requested
for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal
defects, or valve disorders.; There are new or
changing cardiac symptoms including atypical
chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of breath.;
There is known coronary artery disease, history
Radiology Services of heart attack (MI), coronary bypass surgery,
Denied Not
coronary angioplasty or stent.; The member has
Medically
known or suspected coronary artery disease.;
Necessary
The BMI is 30 to 39

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

chest pain and sob; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
Radiology Services disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
Denied Not
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
Medically
05/15/2017; There has not been any treatment
Necessary
or conservative therapy.; chest pain

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Disapproval

Disapproval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

chest pain upon arrive states when he walks or
exercises has chest pain. Discussed with Dr Riley
will order stress test and start him on Ranexa
1000 mg BID samples given .; This is a request
for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has not had
other testing done to evaluate new or changing
symptoms.; The study is requested for
congestive heart failure.; There are new or
changing cardiac symptoms including atypical
chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of breath.;
There is known coronary artery disease, history
Radiology Services of heart attack (MI), coronary bypass surgery,
Denied Not
coronary angioplasty or stent.; The member has
Medically
known or suspected coronary artery disease.;
Necessary
The BMI is 20 to 29

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

chest pain with exertion; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has 3 or more
cardiac risk factors; The study is not requested
for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal
Radiology Services defects, or valve disorders.; The study is
Denied Not
requested for suspected coronary artery
Medically
disease.; The member has known or suspected
coronary artery disease.; The BMI is 30 to 39
Necessary

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

chest pain&#x0D; Family history of coronary
artery disease; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient has 3 or more cardiac risk factors;
The study is not requested for pre op
evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal defects, or
Radiology Services valve disorders.; The study is requested for
suspected coronary artery disease.; The
Denied Not
member has known or suspected coronary
Medically
artery disease.; The BMI is 20 to 29
Necessary

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

chest pain&#x0D; sob&#x0D; htn&#x0D;
dyslipidemia; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
Radiology Services anomaly, or vascular disease.; 04/06/2017;
Denied Not
There has not been any treatment or
Medically
conservative therapy.; CHest Pain&#x0D;
Shortness of Breath&#x0D; Syncope
Necessary

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

chest pain, hypertension, hx of cardiac arrest in
2014, 60 pack year hx smoking, positive family
hx.; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Radiology Services or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Denied Not
vascular disease.; 03/29/2017; There has not
Medically
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
Necessary
Chest pain, hypertension, L sided tingling

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

chest pain; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient has 3 or more cardiac risk factors;
The study is not requested for pre op
evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal defects, or
Radiology Services valve disorders.; The study is requested for
suspected coronary artery disease.; The
Denied Not
member has known or suspected coronary
Medically
Necessary
artery disease.; The BMI is 30 to 39

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Chest pain; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
Radiology Services inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
Denied Not
anomaly, or vascular disease.; Unknown; There
Medically
has not been any treatment or conservative
Necessary
therapy.; Unknown

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

cp, diabetic, dyspnea, smoker,hypertension,;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has 3 or more cardiac risk factors; The study is
not requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac
mass, CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.;
Radiology Services The study is requested for suspected coronary
artery disease.; The member has known or
Denied Not
suspected coronary artery disease.; The BMI is
Medically
20 to 29
Necessary

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Disapproval

Disapproval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Enter answer here - or Type In Unk45 years old
lady who was referred because of chest pain.
&#x0D; &#x0D; &#x0D; &#x0D; &#x0D; She has
developed retrosternal left supramammary area
sharp chest discomfort that would last for about
30-40 minutes. It usually occurs when she is
busy ; This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has had Myocardial Perfusion Imaging including
SPECT (single photon Emission Computerized
Tomography) or Thallium Scan.; The patient has
2 cardiac risk factors; The study is requested for
congestive heart failure.; There are new or
changing cardiac symptoms including atypical
Radiology Services chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of breath.;
The study is requested for suspected coronary
Denied Not
Medically
artery disease.; The member has known or
suspected coronary artery disease.
Necessary

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Enter answer here Unknown; This study is
being ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
Radiology Services infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Denied Not
vascular disease.; Unknown; There has not been
Medically
any treatment or conservative therapy.;
Necessary
Unknown

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Disapproval

Disapproval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Essential (primary) hypertension&#x0D; Cardiac
Arrest, Cause Unspecified; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has 3 or more
cardiac risk factors; The study is not requested
for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal
Radiology Services defects, or valve disorders.; The study is
requested for suspected coronary artery
Denied Not
disease.; The member has known or suspected
Medically
Necessary
coronary artery disease.; The BMI is 30 to 39

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

He still smokes cig 1/2 pack/week. Patch,
Wellbutrin and Chantix did not help or had side
effect. No chest pain, SOB, orthopnea, PND,
dizziness, syncope, palpitation. Mild SOB on
exertion, associated with weakness, relieved by
rest. Hefeels chest tightnes; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has not had
other testing done to evaluate new or changing
symptoms.; The study is not requested for pre
op evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal defects,
or valve disorders.; There are new or changing
cardiac symptoms including atypical chest pain
(angina) and/or shortness of breath.; There is
known coronary artery disease, history of heart
Radiology Services attack (MI), coronary bypass surgery, coronary
Denied Not
angioplasty or stent.; The member has known or
Medically
suspected coronary artery disease.; The BMI is
Necessary
20 to 29

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Disapproval

Disapproval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

her blood pressure is high and has precordial
chest pain. her palpitations are rapid heart
beats. she has hypertension.; This is a request
for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has 1 or less
cardiac risk factors; The study is not requested
for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal
defects, or valve disorders.; There are not new
or changing cardiac symptoms including atypical
Radiology Services chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of breath.;
Denied Not
The study is requested for suspected coronary
Medically
artery disease.; The member has known or
Necessary
suspected coronary artery disease.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

HYPERTENSION, DVT,SMOKER, FAMILY HX; This
is a request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient has 3 or
more cardiac risk factors; The study is not
requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass,
CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.; The
Radiology Services study is requested for suspected coronary
Denied Not
artery disease.; The member has known or
Medically
suspected coronary artery disease.; The BMI is
Necessary
30 to 39

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Disapproval

Disapproval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

In Comes in for follow up. Her 2d echo showed
normal LVEF. Her labs showed normal CBC,
normal ProBNP, elevated TSH and low free T4.
She will need her thyroid repl adjusted by her
pcp. Her BP is well controlled. c/o occasional
chest discomfort which is loc; This is a request
for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has 3 or more
cardiac risk factors; The study is not requested
for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal
Radiology Services defects, or valve disorders.; The study is
Denied Not
requested for suspected coronary artery
Medically
disease.; The member has known or suspected
Necessary
coronary artery disease.; The BMI is 30 to 39

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Mr. Carlton is referred for cardiac evaluation.
He has a chronic past medical history of
hypertension, hyperlipidemia, , tobacco use,
and obesity. He reports left-sided chest pain
that radiates into his left neck and into his head.
He describes the pai; This study is being ordered
Radiology Services for Vascular Disease.; Symptoms started
Denied Not
sometime last year and have gradually
Medically
worsened; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.;
Necessary

1

Cardiology

Disapproval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Mrs Burk is here today for cardiac evaluation.
She denies any cp. Has had some swelling and
pain to legs. She states that her left side is
"slower than her right side. Abnormal EKG.; This
is a request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient has not
had other testing done to evaluate new or
changing symptoms.; The study is not requested
for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal
defects, or valve disorders.; There are new or
changing cardiac symptoms including atypical
chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of breath.;
There is known coronary artery disease, history
Radiology Services of heart attack (MI), coronary bypass surgery,
Denied Not
coronary angioplasty or stent.; The member has
Medically
known or suspected coronary artery disease.;
The BMI is 20 to 29
Necessary

1

Cardiology

Disapproval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Mrs Gooden is here today for cardiac
evaluation. She does admit to intermittent chest
discomfort. Last episode was a few weeks ago.
She denies cp currently. She does have
extensive family history of heart disease and
father just died from MI at age 67.; This is a
request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient has 3 or
more cardiac risk factors; The study is not
requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass,
CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.; The
Radiology Services study is requested for suspected coronary
Denied Not
artery disease.; The member has known or
Medically
suspected coronary artery disease.; The BMI is
Necessary
30 to 39

1

Cardiology

Disapproval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

NEW ONSET CHEST PAIN. PT HAS KNOWN CAD
S/P STENTS, HTN, HYPERLIPIDEMIA, SMOKER,
FAMILY HX OF CAD, TESTICULAR CANCER; This is
a request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient has not
had other testing done to evaluate new or
changing symptoms.; The study is not requested
for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal
defects, or valve disorders.; There are new or
changing cardiac symptoms including atypical
chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of breath.;
There is known coronary artery disease, history
Radiology Services of heart attack (MI), coronary bypass surgery,
Denied Not
coronary angioplasty or stent.; The member has
Medically
known or suspected coronary artery disease.;
Necessary
The BMI is 30 to 39

1

Cardiology

Disapproval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

New patient referred DR George Garrett,
history CAD, had AMI one year ago, admitted
Wadley Hospitaland UAMS and coronary stents
St Michael the day, had cardiac arrest, had
papaplegia since AMI with spinal infarct...limited
activity, and no angina ,,...ex ; This is a request
for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has not had
other testing done to evaluate new or changing
symptoms.; The study is not requested for pre
op evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal defects,
or valve disorders.; There are new or changing
cardiac symptoms including atypical chest pain
(angina) and/or shortness of breath.; There is
known coronary artery disease, history of heart
Radiology Services attack (MI), coronary bypass surgery, coronary
Denied Not
angioplasty or stent.; The member has known or
Medically
suspected coronary artery disease.; The BMI is
less than 20
Necessary

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Disapproval

Disapproval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

NOne; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient has not had other testing done to
evaluate new or changing symptoms.; The
patient has 2 cardiac risk factors; The study is
not requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac
mass, CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.;
There are new or changing cardiac symptoms
including atypical chest pain (angina) and/or
Radiology Services shortness of breath.; The study is requested for
Denied Not
suspected coronary artery disease.; The
Medically
member has known or suspected coronary
Necessary
artery disease.; The BMI is 20 to 29

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

none; This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has not had other testing done to evaluate new
or changing symptoms.; The study is not
requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass,
CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.; There
are new or changing cardiac symptoms
including atypical chest pain (angina) and/or
shortness of breath.; There is known coronary
Radiology Services artery disease, history of heart attack (MI),
Denied Not
coronary bypass surgery, coronary angioplasty
Medically
or stent.; The member has known or suspected
Necessary
coronary artery disease.; The BMI is 30 to 39

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Disapproval

Disapproval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

None; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
Radiology Services inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
Denied Not
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 05/16/2017; It is
Medically
not known if there has been any treatment or
Necessary
conservative therapy.; Radiating Chest Pain

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

patient is experiencing chest pain and shortness
of breath; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient has not had other testing done to
evaluate new or changing symptoms.; The
patient has 2 cardiac risk factors; The study is
requested for congestive heart failure.; There
are new or changing cardiac symptoms
including atypical chest pain (angina) and/or
Radiology Services shortness of breath.; The study is requested for
Denied Not
suspected coronary artery disease.; The
Medically
member has known or suspected coronary
Necessary
artery disease.; The BMI is not know

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Disapproval

Disapproval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

patient is in with chest pain and shortness of
breath and has history of CAD and CHF and has
had stents and heart cath done in the past
month.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
Another test besides a Nuclear Cardiology
Study, CCTA or Stress Echocardiogram has been
completed to evaluate new or changing
symptoms.; The study is requested for
congestive heart failure.; There are new or
changing cardiac symptoms including atypical
chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of breath.;
Radiology Services There is known coronary artery disease, history
Denied Not
of heart attack (MI), coronary bypass surgery,
Medically
coronary angioplasty or stent.; The member has
Necessary
known or suspected coronary artery disease.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Pt has blockage; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has not had
other testing done to evaluate new or changing
symptoms.; The patient has 1 or less cardiac risk
factors; The study is not requested for pre op
evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal defects, or
valve disorders.; There are new or changing
cardiac symptoms including atypical chest pain
Radiology Services (angina) and/or shortness of breath.; The study
Denied Not
is requested for suspected coronary artery
Medically
disease.; The member has known or suspected
Necessary
coronary artery disease.; The BMI is not know

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Disapproval

Disapproval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Pt has known CAD w/ a STENT; This is a request
for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has not had
other testing done to evaluate new or changing
symptoms.; The study is not requested for pre
op evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal defects,
or valve disorders.; There are new or changing
cardiac symptoms including atypical chest pain
(angina) and/or shortness of breath.; There is
known coronary artery disease, history of heart
Radiology Services attack (MI), coronary bypass surgery, coronary
Denied Not
angioplasty or stent.; The member has known or
Medically
suspected coronary artery disease.; The BMI is
Necessary
20 to 29

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Pt unable to complete stress echo due to
fatigue and S.O.B.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient had a recent
stress echocardiogram to evaluate new or
changing symptoms.; The patient has 2 cardiac
risk factors; The study is not requested for pre
op evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal defects,
or valve disorders.; There are new or changing
cardiac symptoms including atypical chest pain
Radiology Services (angina) and/or shortness of breath.; The study
Denied Not
is requested for suspected coronary artery
Medically
disease.; The member has known or suspected
Necessary
coronary artery disease.

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Disapproval

Disapproval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

r/o CAD; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient has 3 or more cardiac risk factors;
The study is not requested for pre op
evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal defects, or
Radiology Services valve disorders.; The study is requested for
suspected coronary artery disease.; The
Denied Not
member has known or suspected coronary
Medically
Necessary
artery disease.; The BMI is not know

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

R/O CAD; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient has not had other testing done to
evaluate new or changing symptoms.; The
patient has 1 or less cardiac risk factors; The
study is not requested for pre op evaluation,
cardiac mass, CHF, septal defects, or valve
disorders.; There are new or changing cardiac
symptoms including atypical chest pain (angina)
Radiology Services and/or shortness of breath.; The study is
Denied Not
requested for suspected coronary artery
Medically
disease.; The member has known or suspected
Necessary
coronary artery disease.; The BMI is less than 20

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Disapproval

Disapproval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

r/o heart attack; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; about 2 wks;
Radiology Services There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; feeling all the symptoms
Denied Not
he felt before he had his heart attack last year;
Medically
Necessary
chest pain

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Reason for Appointment &#x0D; 1. Palpitations
&#x0D; &#x0D; &#x0D; History of Present
Illness &#x0D; HPI: &#x0D;
61 y.o. female
seen for PVI consult referred for cardiac
evaluation and to establish care. &#x0D;
C/o
palpitations for the last one month. Associated
with dizzi; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient has not had other testing done to
evaluate new or changing symptoms.; The
patient has 2 cardiac risk factors; The study is
not requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac
mass, CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.;
There are new or changing cardiac symptoms
including atypical chest pain (angina) and/or
Radiology Services shortness of breath.; The study is requested for
Denied Not
suspected coronary artery disease.; The
Medically
member has known or suspected coronary
Necessary
artery disease.; The BMI is 20 to 29

1

Cardiology

Disapproval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Reason for Appointment &#x0D; 1. Palpitations
&#x0D; &#x0D; &#x0D; History of Present
Illness &#x0D; HPI: &#x0D;
Mr Jackson is a
52 year old male referred for chest pain and
palpitations. This happened about 3 weeks ago.
He had an episode of dizziness, chest tightness,
diaph; This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has not had other testing done to evaluate new
or changing symptoms.; The patient has 2
cardiac risk factors; The study is not requested
for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal
defects, or valve disorders.; There are new or
changing cardiac symptoms including atypical
chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of breath.;
Radiology Services The study is requested for suspected coronary
Denied Not
artery disease.; The member has known or
Medically
suspected coronary artery disease.; The BMI is
Necessary
30 to 39

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Disapproval

Disapproval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Reason for Appointment &#x0D; 1. Syncope
&#x0D; &#x0D; &#x0D; History of Present
Illness &#x0D; HPI: &#x0D;
Mrs Blasingame
is a 62yo lady with significant history of HTN
(limited medical tolerance) and nephrolithiasis,
followed by Dr. Ransom, self-referred after
syncopal epi; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient has 3 or more cardiac risk factors;
The study is not requested for pre op
evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal defects, or
Radiology Services valve disorders.; The study is requested for
Denied Not
suspected coronary artery disease.; The
Medically
member has known or suspected coronary
Necessary
artery disease.; The BMI is 30 to 39

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

strong family history of heart disease. She is
having more chest pain, she may very well have
angina.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient has 3 or more cardiac risk factors;
The study is not requested for pre op
evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal defects, or
Radiology Services valve disorders.; The study is requested for
Denied Not
suspected coronary artery disease.; The
Medically
member has known or suspected coronary
artery disease.; The BMI is 30 to 39
Necessary

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Suspected CAD; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient has 3 or more cardiac risk factors;
The study is not requested for pre op
evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal defects, or
Radiology Services valve disorders.; The study is requested for
suspected coronary artery disease.; The
Denied Not
member has known or suspected coronary
Medically
Necessary
artery disease.; The BMI is 20 to 29

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

SUSPECTED CAD; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has 3 or more
cardiac risk factors; The study is not requested
for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal
Radiology Services defects, or valve disorders.; The study is
Denied Not
requested for suspected coronary artery
Medically
disease.; The member has known or suspected
coronary artery disease.; The BMI is 30 to 39
Necessary

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Symptoms brought on by physical activity.
chest pain resolved by nitro. Increase syncope
w/collapse over last few months/.; This study is
being ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
Radiology Services infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 03/2017; There has not been
Denied Not
Medically
any treatment or conservative therapy.; Chest
pain, SOB, syncope, dizziness.
Necessary

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Disapproval

Disapproval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

The study is being ordered for suspected CAD.;
The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
There are documented clinical findings of
hyperlipidemia.; The patient has not had a
recent non-nuclear stress test.; The patient's
age is between 45 and 64.; The patient has not
had a stress echocardiogram within the past
Radiology Services eight weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Denied Not
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; It
Medically
is not known if the patient has a physical
Necessary
limitation to exercise.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

The study is being ordered for suspected CAD.;
The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
There are documented clinical findings of
hyperlipidemia.; The patient has not had a
recent non-nuclear stress test.; The patient's
age is between 45 and 64.; The patient has not
Radiology Services had a stress echocardiogram within the past
Denied Not
eight weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Medically
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient has a physical limitation to exercise.
Necessary

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Disapproval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Disapproval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

The study is being ordered for suspected CAD.;
The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
There are no documented clinical findings of
hyperlipidemia.; The patient has not had a
recent non-nuclear stress test.; This patient is
clinically obese or has an emphysematous chest
configuration.; The patient's age is between 45
and 64.; The patient has not had a stress
Radiology Services echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
Denied Not
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Medically
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
Necessary
has a physical limitation to exercise.
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has 3 or more cardiac risk factors; The study is
requested for congestive heart failure.; The
Radiology Services study is requested for suspected coronary
Denied Not
artery disease.; The member has known or
Medically
suspected coronary artery disease.; The BMI is
Necessary
40 or greater

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The study
Radiology Services is not requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac
Denied Not
mass, CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.; It
Medically
is not known if the member has known or
Necessary
suspected coronary artery disease.

Disapproval

1

1

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Disapproval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The study
Radiology Services is not requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac
Denied Not
mass, CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.;
Medically
The member does not have known or suspected
Necessary
coronary artery disease

Disapproval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The study
is requested for congestive heart failure.; It is
not known if the member has known or
suspected coronary artery disease.

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study
78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study
78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary
Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary
Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The study
is requested for congestive heart failure.; The
member does not have known or suspected
coronary artery disease
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The study
is requested for evaluation of the heart prior to
non cardiac surgery.
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The study
is requested for known or suspected valve
disorders.

Cardiology

Disapproval

Cardiology

Disapproval

Cardiology

Disapproval

1

1

2

1
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Cardiology

Cardiology

Disapproval

Disapproval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Type 2 Diabetes mellitus without
complications&#x0D; dyspnea, unspecified; This
is a request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient has 3 or
more cardiac risk factors; The study is not
requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass,
CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.; The
Radiology Services study is requested for suspected coronary
Denied Not
artery disease.; The member has known or
Medically
suspected coronary artery disease.; The BMI is
Necessary
30 to 39

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

unknown; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
Another test besides a Nuclear Cardiology
Study, CCTA or Stress Echocardiogram has been
completed to evaluate new or changing
symptoms.; The patient has 2 cardiac risk
factors; The study is not requested for pre op
evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal defects, or
valve disorders.; There are new or changing
cardiac symptoms including atypical chest pain
Radiology Services (angina) and/or shortness of breath.; The study
Denied Not
is requested for suspected coronary artery
Medically
disease.; The member has known or suspected
Necessary
coronary artery disease.

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 03/2017; There
Radiology Services has not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; patient is havingchest pain radating to
Denied Not
back, shortness of breath risk factor for
Medically
Necessary
cardinory atrtery disease and patient is obese.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
Radiology Services inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
Denied Not
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 06/12/2017; It is
Medically
not known if there has been any treatment or
Necessary
conservative therapy.; chest pain and SOB

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
Radiology Services inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
Denied Not
anomaly, or vascular disease.; unknown; It is
Medically
not known if there has been any treatment or
Necessary
conservative therapy.; unknown

1

Cardiology

Disapproval

Cardiology

Disapproval

Cardiology

Cardiology

Disapproval

Disapproval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study
78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
Radiology Services inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
Denied Not
anomaly, or vascular disease.; Unknown; There
Medically
has not been any treatment or conservative
Necessary
therapy.; Unknown
Radiology Services unknown; This study is being ordered for
Denied Not
trauma or injury.; 11/2016; There has not been
Medically
any treatment or conservative therapy.;
Necessary
unknown

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

unstable angina, dyslipidemia, type 2 diabetes
mellitus; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient has 3 or more cardiac risk factors;
The study is not requested for pre op
evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal defects, or
Radiology Services valve disorders.; The study is requested for
suspected coronary artery disease.; The
Denied Not
Medically
member has known or suspected coronary
artery disease.; The BMI is 30 to 39
Necessary

1

78459 Myocardial
imaging, PET

unknown; This is a request for a Cardiacimaging PET scan.; This study is being ordered to
identify a myocardial perfusion defect.; This
patient has NOT had a SPECT scan within the
past eight (8) weeks.; Yes, the patient has
Radiology Services symptoms including chest tightness, angina
Denied Not
and/or shortness of breath on exertion.; The
Medically
patient does NOT have a body Mass List score
Necessary
index equal to or above 40.

1

1

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for something other
than Breast CA, Lymphoma, Myeloma, Ovarian
CA, Esophageal CA, Lung CA, Colorectal CA,
Head/Neck CA, Melanoma, Soft Tissue Sarcoma,
Radiology Services Pancreatic CA or Testicular CA.; This study is not
being ordered for Cervical CA, Brain
Denied Not
Cancer/Tumor or Mass, Thyroid CA or other
Medically
Necessary
solid tumor.

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; 2016;
Radiology Services There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; chest pressure,
Denied Not
Medically
palpitations, dizziness, shortness of breath, low
energy
Necessary

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
Radiology Services 3/15/17; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; chest pain, pt does have
Denied Not
Medically
hypertension, family hx CAD, shortness of
Necessary
breath

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
Radiology Services 4/27/2017; There has not been any treatment
or conservative therapy.; &lt; Describe primary
Denied Not
symptoms here - or Type In Unknown If No Info
Medically
Given &gt;
Necessary

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
Radiology Services disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Denied Not
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Medically
vascular disease.; ; There has not been any
Necessary
treatment or conservative therapy.;

6

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; ABOUT 6 MONTHS AGO; It is
not known if there has been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; Mary Workman is 61
years old. She is here at the request of Dr.
Halsted for consultation and diagnostic testing,
Radiology Services as needed. For the past 6 months or more, she
Denied Not
has been having episodes when she sits down
Medically
and rest, she would have a twinge of chest pain
Necessary
that

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

chest pain and sob; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
Radiology Services disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
Denied Not
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
Medically
05/15/2017; There has not been any treatment
Necessary
or conservative therapy.; chest pain

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

chest pain&#x0D; sob&#x0D; htn&#x0D;
dyslipidemia; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
Radiology Services anomaly, or vascular disease.; 04/06/2017;
Denied Not
There has not been any treatment or
Medically
conservative therapy.; CHest Pain&#x0D;
Shortness of Breath&#x0D; Syncope
Necessary

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

chest pain, hypertension, hx of cardiac arrest in
2014, 60 pack year hx smoking, positive family
hx.; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Radiology Services or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Denied Not
vascular disease.; 03/29/2017; There has not
Medically
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
Chest pain, hypertension, L sided tingling
Necessary

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

Chest pain; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
Radiology Services inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
Denied Not
anomaly, or vascular disease.; Unknown; There
Medically
has not been any treatment or conservative
Necessary
therapy.; Unknown

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

chest wall tenderness; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Radiology Services vascular disease.; initial seen on 5-3 pt states its
Denied Not
been going on for a couple of days; There has
Medically
not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; dizziness, palpitation an SOB, fainting
Necessary

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

Enter answer here Unknown; This study is
being ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
Radiology Services infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Denied Not
vascular disease.; Unknown; There has not been
Medically
any treatment or conservative therapy.;
Necessary
Unknown

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

None; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
Radiology Services inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
Denied Not
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 05/16/2017; It is
Medically
not known if there has been any treatment or
Necessary
conservative therapy.; Radiating Chest Pain

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

r/o heart attack; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; about 2 wks;
Radiology Services There has not been any treatment or
Denied Not
conservative therapy.; feeling all the symptoms
Medically
he felt before he had his heart attack last year;
chest pain
Necessary

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

Somewhat atypical in its location. His
electrocardiogram reveals evidence of an old
inferior wall myocardial infarction. In light of
risk factors an exercise perfusion imaging study
would be reasonable. This will be scheduled. He
will be started on aspiri; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
Radiology Services infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Denied Not
vascular disease.; March 2017; There has been
Medically
treatment or conservative therapy.; SOB, Chest
Necessary
Pain; rest

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

Symptoms brought on by physical activity.
chest pain resolved by nitro. Increase syncope
w/collapse over last few months/.; This study is
being ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
Radiology Services infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 03/2017; There has not been
Denied Not
any treatment or conservative therapy.; Chest
Medically
pain, SOB, syncope, dizziness.
Necessary

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for another reason;
The reason for ordering this study is unknown.

15

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for another reason;
This study is being ordered for evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x-ray or EKG) indicative
of heart disease.; It is unknown if there been a
change in clinical status since the last
Radiology Services echocardiogram.; This is not for the initial
Denied Not
evaluation of abnormal symptoms, physical
Medically
exam findings, or diagnostic studies (chest x-ray
Necessary
or EKG) indicatvie of heart disease.

2

Cardiology

Cardiology

Disapproval

Disapproval

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for another reason;
This study is being ordered for evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x-ray or EKG) indicative
of heart disease.; The patient has a history of
hypertensive heart disease.; There is NOT a
change in the patient’s cardiac symptoms.; This
is for the initial evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
Radiology Services studies (chest x-ray or EKG) indicatvie of heart
Denied Not
disease.; It has been at least 24 months since
Medically
the last echocardiogram was performed.; The
Necessary
patient has high blood pressure

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for another reason;
This study is being ordered for evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x-ray or EKG) indicative
of heart disease.; There has NOT been a change
in clinical status since the last echocardiogram.;
Radiology Services It is unknown if this is for the initial evaluation
Denied Not
of abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings,
Medically
or diagnostic studies (chest x-ray or EKG)
Necessary
indicatvie of heart disease.

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Disapproval

Disapproval

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for another reason;
This study is being ordered for evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x-ray or EKG) indicative
of heart disease.; This is for the initial evaluation
of abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings,
Radiology Services or diagnostic studies (chest x-ray or EKG)
Denied Not
indicatvie of heart disease.; The abnormal
Medically
symptom, condition or evaluation is not known
Necessary
or unlisted above.

3

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for another reason;
This study is being ordered for evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x-ray or EKG) indicative
of heart disease.; This is for the initial evaluation
of abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings,
Radiology Services or diagnostic studies (chest x-ray or EKG)
Denied Not
indicatvie of heart disease.; The patient has
Medically
shortness of breath; Shortness of breath is not
Necessary
related to any of the listed indications.

4

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for another reason;
This study is being ordered for evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x-ray or EKG) indicative
of heart disease.; This is for the initial evaluation
of abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings,
or diagnostic studies (chest x-ray or EKG)
indicatvie of heart disease.; This study is NOT
Radiology Services being requested for the initial evaluation of
Denied Not
frequent or sustained atrial or ventricular
Medically
cardiac arrhythmias.; The patient has an
Necessary
abnormal EKG

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Cardiac Valves.; It is unknown what type of
cardiac valve conditions apply to this patient.

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
Radiology Services This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Denied Not
Cardiac Valves.; This is an annual review of
Medically
known valve disease.; It has been 10 - 11
Necessary
months since the last echocardiogram.

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
Radiology Services This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Denied Not
Cardiac Valves.; This is an annual review of
Medically
known valve disease.; It has been 24 months or
Necessary
more since the last echocardiogram.

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
Radiology Services This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Denied Not
Cardiac Valves.; This is an annual review of
Medically
known valve disease.; It has been 7-9 months
Necessary
since the last echocardiogram.

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
Radiology Services request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
Denied Not
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Medically
Cardiac Valves.; This is an evaluation of new or
Necessary
changing symptoms of valve disease.

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Congenital Heart Defect.; It is unknown if this is
Radiology Services being ordered for initial diagnosis of congenital
Denied Not
heart disease, Annual follow up of congenital
Medically
heart disease or Evaluation of change of clinical
Necessary
status.

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Radiology Services Heart Failure; There has NOT been a change in
Denied Not
clinical status since the last echocardiogram.;
Medically
This is NOT for the initial evaluation of heart
Necessary
failure.

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
Radiology Services This study is being ordered for Evaluation of Left
Denied Not
Ventricular Function.; The patient does not have
a history of a recent heart attack or
Medically
Necessary
hypertensive heart disease.

9

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of Left
Radiology Services Ventricular Function.; The patient has a history
Denied Not
of hypertensive heart disease.; It is unknown if
Medically
there is a change in the patient’s cardiac
Necessary
symptoms.

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of Left
Ventricular Function.; The patient has a history
Radiology Services of hypertensive heart disease.; There is NOT a
Denied Not
change in the patient’s cardiac symptoms.; It
Medically
has been at least 24 months since the last
Necessary
echocardiogram was performed.

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Pulmonary Hypertension.

2

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 03/2017; There
Radiology Services has not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; patient is havingchest pain radating to
Denied Not
back, shortness of breath risk factor for
Medically
Necessary
cardinory atrtery disease and patient is obese.

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

Unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
Radiology Services inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
Denied Not
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 06/12/2017; It is
Medically
not known if there has been any treatment or
Necessary
conservative therapy.; chest pain and SOB

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

Unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
Radiology Services inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
Denied Not
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 06/12/2017;
Medically
There has not been any treatment or
Necessary
conservative therapy.; Chest Pain

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Disapproval

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
Radiology Services inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
Denied Not
anomaly, or vascular disease.; unknown; It is
Medically
not known if there has been any treatment or
Necessary
conservative therapy.; unknown

Disapproval

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

Disapproval

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

Unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
Radiology Services inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
Denied Not
anomaly, or vascular disease.; Unknown; There
Medically
has not been any treatment or conservative
Necessary
therapy.; Unknown
Radiology Services unknown; This study is being ordered for
Denied Not
trauma or injury.; 11/2016; There has not been
Medically
any treatment or conservative therapy.;
Necessary
unknown

93312 TEE R-T IMG 2D
W/PRB IMG ACQUISJ
I&R

CP, SOB, PALPITATIONS, HISTORY OF AFIB,
SYCOPE EPISODE IN PAST. PT HAS
HYPERTENSION AND HAS POOR ENERGY; This
study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; PT HAVING CHEST PAINS
Radiology Services WITH HISTORY OF HYPERTENSION, HISTORY OF
Denied Not
AFIB AND PALPITATIONS; It is not known if there
Medically
has been any treatment or conservative
Necessary
therapy.; CHEST PAINS, PALPITATIONS

Disapproval

1

1

1

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

the pain complains of chest discomfort. the
discomfort is located in the precordial area. it
radiates to the left arm, neck,jaw and shoulders.
the patient describes the pain as aching, sharp,
tightness and pressure. she states exertion
makes it worse. it ; This a request for an
echocardiogram.; This is a request for a
Transesophageal Echocardiogram.; This study is
NOT for suspected acute aortic pathology, preop of mitral valve regurgitation, infective
Radiology Services endocarditis, left atrial thrombus,
radiofrequency ablation procedure, fever with
Denied Not
intracardiac devise or completed NON
Medically
Necessary
diagnostic TTE.

Disapproval

93312 TEE R-T IMG 2D
W/PRB IMG ACQUISJ
I&R

Disapproval

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
Radiology Services disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
93350 ECHO TTHRC R-T Denied Not
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
2D -+M-MODE
Medically
vascular disease.; ; There has not been any
COMPLETE REST&STRS Necessary
treatment or conservative therapy.;

1

Disapproval

Radiology Services
93350 ECHO TTHRC R-T Denied Not
2D -+M-MODE
Medically
COMPLETE REST&STRS Necessary

This is a request for a Stress Echocardiogram.;
None of the listed reasons for the study were
selected; It is not known if the member has
known or suspected coronary artery disease.

1

Disapproval

Radiology Services
93350 ECHO TTHRC R-T Denied Not
2D -+M-MODE
Medically
COMPLETE REST&STRS Necessary

This is a request for a Stress Echocardiogram.;
None of the listed reasons for the study were
selected; The member does not have known or
suspected coronary artery disease

2

1

Chiropractic
Medicine

Chiropractic
Medicine

Chiropractic
Medicine

Chiropractic
Medicine

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
2/24/2017; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; neck pain, upper back
pain, and rt shoulder pain radiating down her
arm.; Medications, spinal manipulation, trigger
point injections, massage therapy, electrical
stem therapy. Home exercises.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 3/2017; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Numbness in face and R back of head;
Acupunture

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

"There IS evidence of a lung, mediastinal or
chest mass noted within the last 30 days."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is not to be part
of a Myelogram.; This is a request for a Cervical
Spine CT; There is no reason why the patient
cannot have a Cervical Spine MRI.

1

Chiropractic
Medicine

Approval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

Chiropractic
Medicine

Approval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient does not have a history of severe low
back trauma or lumbar injury.; This is not a
preoperative or recent postoperative
evaluation.; This study is not part of a
myelogram or discogram.; The patient is
experiencing symptoms of radiculopathy for six
weeks or more.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient has a history of severe low back trauma
or lumbar injury.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
11/2014; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; &lt; Describe primary
symptoms here - or Type In Unknown If No Info
Given &gt;; injections, PT, Chiropractic care

Chiropractic
Medicine

Approval

1

1

1

Chiropractic
Medicine

Chiropractic
Medicine

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Reason for Study: Spondylolisthesis, cervical
region, Cervical facet joint syndrome,
Radiculitis, cervical, Osteoarthritis of spine with
radiculopathy, cervical region.Cervical region
pain not progressing as expected.Possible post
concussion syndrome.p; This is a request for
cervical spine MRI; Trauma or recent injury; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is reflex
abnormality.; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent cervical spine fracture.;

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient has not failed a course of antiinflammatory medication or steroids.; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; There has been a
supervised trial of conservative management
for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or Chronic neck
and/or back pain; No, the patient does not
demonstrate neurological deficits.; No, this
patient did not have a recent course of
supervised physical Therapy.; Yes, the patient
had six weeks of Chiropractic care related to this
episode.

3

Chiropractic
Medicine

Chiropractic
Medicine

Chiropractic
Medicine

Approval

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; There is x-ray evidence of a recent
cervical spine fracture.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; Yes, the patient
demonstrate neurological deficits.; yes, there is
a documented evidence of extremity weakness
on physical examination.

4

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; It is not
known if there has been a supervised trial of
conservative management for at least six
weeks.; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back pain;
No, the patient does not demonstrate
neurological deficits.; Yes, this patient had a
recent course of supervised physical Therapy.

1

Chiropractic
Medicine

Chiropractic
Medicine

Chiropractic
Medicine

Approval

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; None of
the above; &lt;Enter Additional Clinical
Information&gt;; No, the patient is not
experiencing or presenting new symptoms of
upper extremity weakness?; No, the patient is
not demonstrating unilateral muscle wasting.;
No, the patient is not experiencing or presenting
new symptoms of Bowel or bladder
dysfunction.; No, the patient is not experiencing
new onset of parathesia diagnosed by a
neurologist; No, the patient is not experiencing
or presenting x-ray evidence of a recent
fracture.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; No, the patient
does not demonstrate neurological deficits.;
Yes, this patient had a recent course of
supervised physical Therapy.

6

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; Yes, the patient
demonstrate neurological deficits.; No, there is
not a documented evidence of extremity
weakness on physical examination.; No, there is
no evidence of recent development of unilateral
muscle wasting.; Yes, this patient had a recent
course of supervised physical Therapy.

1

Chiropractic
Medicine

Chiropractic
Medicine

Chiropractic
Medicine

Approval

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has not been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; Yes, the patient
demonstrate neurological deficits.; No, there is
not a documented evidence of extremity
weakness on physical examination.; No, there is
no evidence of recent development of unilateral
muscle wasting.; No improvements R/O
buldging disc neck and nerve pain

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Trauma
or recent injury; Tingling and numbness in the
neck area; some difficulty turning head; It is not
known if the patient have new or changing
neurological signs or symptoms.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; This is a request for cervical spine
MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back pain;
The patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has not completed 6 weeks of
physical therapy?; The patient has not been
treated with medication.; The patient has not
completed 6 weeks or more of Chiropractic
care.; It is not known if the physician has
directed a home exercise program for at least 6
weeks.

1

Chiropractic
Medicine

Chiropractic
Medicine

Chiropractic
Medicine

Approval

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 2002; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
cervical and lumbar pain; steroid shot,PT

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
11/2014; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; &lt; Describe primary
symptoms here - or Type In Unknown If No Info
Given &gt;; injections, PT, Chiropractic care

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to chronic back pain
or suspected degenerative disease.; ; The
patient is experiencing or presenting symptoms
of lower extremity weakness documented on
physical exam.

1

Chiropractic
Medicine

Chiropractic
Medicine

Approval

Approval

Chiropractic
Medicine

Approval

Chiropractic
Medicine

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; There
has been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; The study is
being ordered due to chronic back pain or
suspected degenerative disease.; The patient is
experiencing sensory abnormalities such as
numbness or tingling.; The patient is not
experiencing or presenting symptoms of
abnormal gait, lower extremity weakness,
asymmetric reflexes, fracture, radiculopathy or
bowel or bladder dysfunction.

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

thoracic spine has pain with persistent spasms.;
This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 2/28/17; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; pain radiates down legs,;
chirorpractic adjustments and manual therapy

1

Unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; Unknown; It is
not known if there has been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; Unknown

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST
72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

1

Chiropractic
Medicine

Chiropractic
Medicine

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
It is not known if the patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; The
patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The
patient has seen the doctor more then once for
these symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has not completed 6 weeks of
physical therapy?; The patient has been treated
with medication.; other medications as listed.; It
is not known if the patient has completed 6
weeks or more of Chiropractic care.; The
physician has directed a home exercise program
for at least 6 weeks.; The home treatment did
include exercise, prescription medication and
follow-up office visits.; home treatment
documentation will fax in.; Anti inflammatory
and muscle relaxer.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient does NOT have
acute or chronic back pain.; The patient has
none of the above.; This procedure is being
requested for Trauma or recent injury

1

Chiropractic
Medicine

Chiropractic
Medicine

Chiropractic
Medicine

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; &lt;
Describe primary symptoms here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; chiropractic

1

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
10/26/2016; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Radiating pain from right
pelvis going to his right lower lumbar area;
Chiropractic, orthotic with heel light, home
exercise

1

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

chronic pain; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or chronic
back pain.; The patient has none of the above

1

Approval

Chiropractic
Medicine

Chiropractic
Medicine

Chiropractic
Medicine

Chiropractic
Medicine

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Physical Exam Findings: B/L low back pain
occurs occasionally with no radiation. Pain is
aching and sharp. There is an injury. Pain is
aggravated by lifting, pushing, and rotation. Pain
is relieved by ice, chiro. Patient woke with mm
spasm.Bilateral lumba; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
above

1

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

R/O HNP and pathology severe pain radiating to
leg and foot; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or chronic
back pain.; The patient has none of the above

1

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has not
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?; It is
not known if the patient has been treated with
medication.; The patient has completed 6 weeks
or more of Chiropractic care.
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has 6 weeks of completed conservative
care in the past 3 months or had a spine
injection

1

27

Chiropractic
Medicine

Chiropractic
Medicine

Chiropractic
Medicine

Chiropractic
Medicine

Chiropractic
Medicine

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has an Abnormal x-ray indicating a
significant abnormality

1

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has Neurological deficit(s)

8

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

thoracic spine has pain with persistent spasms.;
This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 2/28/17; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; pain radiates down legs,;
chirorpractic adjustments and manual therapy

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 2002; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
cervical and lumbar pain; steroid shot,PT

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; unknown; It is
not known if there has been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; unknown

1

Approval

Approval

Approval

Chiropractic
Medicine
Chiropractic
Medicine
Chiropractic
Medicine

Chiropractic
Medicine

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
10/26/2016; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Radiating pain from right
pelvis going to his right lower lumbar area;
Chiropractic, orthotic with heel light, home
exercise
This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The request
is for pelvic trauma or injury.
This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The request
is for suspicion of tumor, mass, neoplasm, or
metastatic disease?

73220 MRI UPPER
EXTREMITY , ENTIRE
EXTREMITY, NOT A
JOINT

The request is for an upper extremity non-joint
MRI.; This is not a preoperative or recent
postoperative evaluation.; There is not
suspicion of upper extremity neoplasm or tumor
or metastasis.; There is no suspicion of upper
extremity bone or soft tissue infection.; The
ordering physician is not an orthopedist.; There
is a history of upper extremity trauma or injury.

Approval

1
1

1

2

Chiropractic
Medicine

Chiropractic
Medicine

Chiropractic
Medicine

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
11/2016; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Pain.; manipulation,
neuromuscular reeducation, massage therapy.

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
2/24/2017; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; neck pain, upper back
pain, and rt shoulder pain radiating down her
arm.; Medications, spinal manipulation, trigger
point injections, massage therapy, electrical
stem therapy. Home exercises.
The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has completed and failed a
course of conservative treatment of at least 4
weeks.; The ordering physician is an
orthopedist.

1

1

1

Chiropractic
Medicine

Chiropractic
Medicine

Chiropractic
Medicine

Chiropractic
Medicine

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has completed and failed a
course of conservative treatment of at least 4
weeks.; The ordering physician is not an
orthopedist.; There is documented findings of
severe pain on motion.

7

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to trauma within past 72
hours.; The patient has had recent plain films of
the shoulder.; The plain films were not normal.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There is no history of significant
trauma, dislocation or injury to the joint within
the past 6 weeks.; The patient does have an
abnormal plain film study of the joint.; The
patient has been treated with and failed a
course of four weeks of supervised physical
therapy.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; Unknown; It is
not known if there has been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; Unknown

1

Chiropractic
Medicine

Chiropractic
Medicine

Chiropractic
Medicine

Chiropractic
Medicine

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; &lt;
Describe primary symptoms here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; chiropractic

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 2/17; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; pain,; &lt;
Describe treatment / conservative therapy here or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

1

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

none; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 05/22/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; sharp pain
while walking; PT, steroid injections

2

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is an orthopedist.; Suspected
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury

1

Approval

Approval

Chiropractic
Medicine

Chiropractic
Medicine

Chiropractic
Medicine

Chiropractic
Medicine

Chiropractic
Medicine

Chiropractic
Medicine

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; Non-acute
Chronic Pain; Limited range of motion

1

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; Suspected
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury; Yes, there
is a known trauma involving the knee.; Limited
range of motion
This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; There is no
supsected meniscus,pre-op or post-op
evaluation,non-acute Chronic Pain,supsected
tumor or Aseptic Necrosis; Limited range of
motion
This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The study is
requested for knee pain.; The pain is from an
old injury.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; This study is
being ordered prior to arthroscopic surgery.;
The ordering physician is an orthopedist.; Preoperative Evaluation; Instability

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for an Ankle MRI.; "There is a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the ankle.";
There is a history of new onset of severe pain in
the ankle within the last two weeks.; There is
not a suspected tarsal coalition.

1

Approval

Approval

1

1

1

Chiropractic
Medicine

Chiropractic
Medicine

Approval

Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
11/2016; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Pain.; manipulation,
neuromuscular reeducation, massage therapy.

1

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is a suspicion of AVN.;
The patient is not receiving long-term steriod
therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The patient
has a documented limitation of their range of
motion.

1

Chiropractic
Medicine

Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient is not receiving long-term
steriod therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The
patient does not have an abnormal plain film
study of the hip other than arthritis.; The
patient has not used a cane or crutches for
greater than four weeks.; The patient has been
treated with and failed a course of supervised
physical therapy.; The patient has a
documented limitation of their range of motion.

1

Chiropractic
Medicine

Chiropractic
Medicine

Approval

Disapproval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient is not receiving long-term
steriod therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The
patient does not have an abnormal plain film
study of the hip other than arthritis.; The
patient has not used a cane or crutches for
greater than four weeks.; The patient has not
been treated with and failed a course of
supervised physical therapy.; There is not a
mass near the hip.; The patient has been
treated with anti-inflammatory medications in
conjunction with this complaint.; This is not for
pre-operative planning.; The patient has a
documented limitation of their range of motion.
&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
Radiology Services for a neurological disorder.; 3/2017; There has
Denied Not
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Medically
Numbness in face and R back of head;
Necessary
Acupunture

1

1

Chiropractic
Medicine

Chiropractic
Medicine

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 05/6/17; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.;
Radiology Services RADIATINING PAIN NUMBNEDSS PAIN IN MED
Denied Not
BACK / FEELS COMPRESS GETTING IN AND OUT
Medically
OF CARS CANT PULL HIMSELF UP; PT
Necessary
MEDCICTIONS MASSAGE THERAPY

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Upon finalizing 6 weeks of therapeutic
exercises guided by physician for at home care,
no improvement has been noted for this
patients condition.; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back
pain; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is no
Radiology Services weakness or reflex abnormality.; The patient
Denied Not
does not have new signs or symptoms of
Medically
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; There is not xray evidence of a recent cervical spine fracture.
Necessary

1

Chiropractic
Medicine

Disapproval

Chiropractic
Medicine

Disapproval

Chiropractic
Medicine

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
5/26/16; There has been treatment or
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services conservative therapy.; Mid back pain, muscle
SPINE CHEST SPINE
contraction, lumbar muscle contraction;
Denied Not
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
manipulation, therapeutic message, home
CONTRAST
Necessary
exercises, meds for inflammation
&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 05/6/17; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.;
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services RADIATINING PAIN NUMBNEDSS PAIN IN MED
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
BACK / FEELS COMPRESS GETTING IN AND OUT
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
OF CARS CANT PULL HIMSELF UP; PT
CONTRAST
MEDCICTIONS MASSAGE THERAPY
Necessary
72148 MRI LUMBAR
Radiology Services
SPINE OR LOW BACK
Denied Not
WITHOUT CONTRAST
Medically

1

1

1

Chiropractic
Medicine

Chiropractic
Medicine

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
5/26/16; There has been treatment or
Radiology Services conservative therapy.; Mid back pain, muscle
contraction, lumbar muscle contraction;
Denied Not
manipulation, therapeutic message, home
Medically
Necessary
exercises, meds for inflammation

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Numbness; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is no weakness or
reflex abnormality.; The patient does not have
Radiology Services new signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
Denied Not
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
Medically
foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent lumbar fracture.
Necessary

1

Chiropractic
Medicine

Chiropractic
Medicine

Chiropractic
Medicine

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Possible disc bulges bilateral sciatica; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; The patient does not have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
The patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.;
The patient has seen the doctor more then once
for these symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has not completed 6 weeks of
physical therapy?; The patient has been treated
with medication.; The patient was treated with
Radiology Services oral analgesics.; The patient has not completed
Denied Not
6 weeks or more of Chiropractic care.; The
Medically
physician has not directed a home exercise
Necessary
program for at least 6 weeks.
Severe pain and extension ROM; The requested
study is a Shoulder MRI.; The pain is from a
recent injury.; Surgery or arthrscopy is not
Radiology Services scheduled in the next 4 weeks.; The request is
Denied Not
for shoulder pain.; There is a suspicion of
Medically
tendon, ligament, rotator cuff injury or labral
Necessary
tear.

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; "The
caller indicated the study was not ordered for:
Known or Suspicious Mass or Tumor with or
without metastasis, Known or suspected Joint
Radiology Services Infection, Aseptic Necrosis, Trauma, Chronic
Denied Not
Pain, or Pre or Post operative evaluation."; &lt;
Medically
Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If No
Necessary
Info Given. &gt;

Disapproval

1

1

1

Chiropractic
Medicine
Colon & Rectal
Surgery

Colon & Rectal
Surgery

Disapproval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; "The
caller indicated the study was not ordered for:
Known or Suspicious Mass or Tumor with or
without metastasis, Known or suspected Joint
Radiology Services Infection, Aseptic Necrosis, Trauma, Chronic
Denied Not
Pain, or Pre or Post operative evaluation.";
Medically
suspects rotator cuff tear with displacement of
Necessary
bicep tendon.
A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study
is being ordered for known tumor.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have not been performed on
the member in the past 3 months.

Approval

1

1

1

Colon & Rectal
Surgery

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Initial Staging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

Colon & Rectal
Surgery

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Colon & Rectal
Surgery

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

Colon & Rectal
Surgery

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.
This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The request
is for evaluation of the pelvis prior to surgery or
laparoscopy.
This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The request
is for suspicion of tumor, mass, neoplasm, or
metastatic disease?

Approval

74174 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY
ABDOMEN AND PELVIS
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

This is a request for CT Angiography of the
Abdomen and Pelvis.

Colon & Rectal
Surgery

1

3

1

3

1

Colon & Rectal
Surgery

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Colon & Rectal
Surgery

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; ; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; UNEXPLAINED
ABDOMINAL PAIN IN PT; Yes this is a request for
a Diagnostic CT

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This is a request for follow up of a
known tumor or cancer involving both the
abdomen and pelvis and the patient is
undergoing active treatment.; Known Tumor,
Cancer, Mass, or Rule out metastases; Yes this is
a request for a Diagnostic CT

Colon & Rectal
Surgery

Approval

1

1

2

Colon & Rectal
Surgery

Colon & Rectal
Surgery

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This is not a request for follow up
of a known tumor or cancer involving both the
abdomen and pelvis or if this patient is
undergoing active treatment.; This is not a
request for initial staging of a known tumor
other than prostate.; There is no abdominal and
pelvic or retroperitoneal mass that has been
confirmed by previous imaging other than a CT.;
There are new signs or symptoms including
hematuria, presenting with known cancer or
tumor.; This patient does NOT have known
prostate cancer with a PSA (prostate-specific
antigen) greater than 10.; Known Tumor,
Cancer, Mass, or Rule out metastases; No,
there is not a palpable or observed abdominal
mass.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have not been performed on
the member in the past 3 months.

1

Colon & Rectal
Surgery

Colon & Rectal
Surgery

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Initial Staging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

3

Colon & Rectal
Surgery

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

Colon & Rectal
Surgery

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for pre-operative evaluation.;
"The ordering physician is an oncologist,
urologist, gastroenterologist, or surgeon."; IBD
(presumed UC) with transverse colon stricture
This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for pre-operative evaluation.;
"The ordering physician is an oncologist,
urologist, gastroenterologist, or surgeon.";
unknown

1

1

Colon & Rectal
Surgery

Colon & Rectal
Surgery

Approval

Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being requested for Colo-rectal
Cancer.; This would be the first PET Scan
performed on this patient for this cancer.; This
is NOT a Medicare member.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Colo-rectal Cancer.; The patient is experiencing
new signs, symptoms indicating a reoccurrence
of cancer or a rising CEA.; 2 PET Scans have
already been performed on this patient for this
cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

Colon & Rectal
Surgery

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient is experiencing a burning sensation in
his low back; pain is worse on the left side than
the right.; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; It is not
known if the patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; It
is not known if the patient has completed 6
weeks of physical therapy?; The patient has
been treated with medication.; The patient was
treated with oral analgesics.; It is not known if
Radiology Services the patient has completed 6 weeks or more of
Chiropractic care.; It is not known if the
Denied Not
physician has directed a home exercise program
Medically
for at least 6 weeks.
Necessary

1

Colon & Rectal
Surgery

Disapproval

Dermatology

Approval

unknown.; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; It is not
known if the patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; It
is not known if the patient has completed 6
weeks of physical therapy?; The patient has
been treated with medication.; other
medications as listed.; It is not known if the
patient has completed 6 weeks or more of
Chiropractic care.; The physician has directed a
home exercise program for at least 6 weeks.;
The home treatment did include exercise,
prescription medication and follow-up office
Radiology Services visits.; It was instructed but the back pain was
72148 MRI LUMBAR
Denied Not
keeping him from exercising.; HydrocodoneMedically
SPINE OR LOW BACK
acetaminophen 10-325 Mg Oral Tablet&#x0D;
WITHOUT CONTRAST
Necessary
Medrol 4 Mg Oral Tablet Therapy Pack
This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; There
has not been recent trauma or other injury to
the neck.; There is no suspicion of or known
tumor, metastasis, lymphadenopathy, or mass.;
There is not a suspicion of an infection or
70490 CT NECK SOFT
abscess.; This is not being ordered by an ENT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
specialist.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
D ETC. NO CONTRAST
CT

1

1

Dermatology

Dermatology

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Approval

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Neoplasm of uncertain significance, history of
Merkel Cell Carcinoma, Stage IIIB with 1 of 3
nodes positive in the R axillary dissection.
Actinic Keratoses, history of NMSC, numerous.;
This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is not a hematologist/ oncologist.

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Neoplasm of uncertain significance, history of
Merkel Cell Carcinoma, Stage IIIB with 1 of 3
nodes positive in the R axillary dissection.
Actinic Keratoses, history of NMSC, numerous.;
This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is not a hematologist/ oncologist.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study
is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has one sided arm or leg
weakness.; The patient had a recent onset
(within the last 4 weeks) of neurologic
symptoms.; This study is being ordered for
stroke or aneurysm.; This study is being ordered
for a previous stroke or aneurysm.

1

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Approval

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Approval

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Approval

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

This is a request for a brain/head CT.; This study
is requested for known or suspected bleed such
as subdural hematoma or subarachnoid bleed.

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST
70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient had cervical ESI on 4/24, now can't
swallow and is vomiting.; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 04/28/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Patient had
cervical ESI 4/24, now can't swallow and is
vomiting; Patient had cervical ESI 4/24/17, can't
swallow
; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ;

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

blurred vision and unable to function on daily
basis, numbness, there is a mass on the r side of
the face in the temple area; This request is for a
Brain MRI; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The patient has
dizziness.; The patient has a sudden and severe
headache.; The patient had a recent onset
(within the last 3 months) of neurologic
symptoms.

1

1

1

1

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as chronic or
recurring.; The headache is not presenting with
a sudden change in severity, associated with
exertion, or a mental status change.; There are
recent neurological symptoms or deficits such
as one sided weakness, speech impairments, or
vision defects.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as chronic or
recurring.; The headache is presenting with a
sudden change in severity, associated with
exertion, or a mental status change.

2

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Not requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; The patient is
experiencing dizziness.
Unknown; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 2/7/2017; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Headaches; Medications

1

1

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

"There IS evidence of a lung, mediastinal or
chest mass noted within the last 30 days."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is not to be part
of a Myelogram.; This is a request for a Cervical
Spine CT; There is no reason why the patient
cannot have a Cervical Spine MRI.

1

Approval

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; gradually over time since 2000; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
neck and back pain; pain medication, NSAIDs,
back surgery, PT

1

Approval

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; gradually over time; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; neck and
back pain; ibuprofen

1

Approval

Approval

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation
Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Patient had cervical ESI on 4/24, now can't
swallow and is vomiting.; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 04/28/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Patient had
cervical ESI 4/24, now can't swallow and is
vomiting; Patient had cervical ESI 4/24/17, can't
swallow

1

1

Approval

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST
72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

The patient does not have any neurological
deficits.; This study is not to be part of a
Myelogram.; This is a request for a Cervical
Spine CT; This study is being ordered due to
chronic neck pain or suspected degenerative
disease.; There has been a supervised trial of
conservative management for at least 6 weeks.;
There is a reason why the patient cannot have a
Cervical Spine MRI.
This study is to be part of a Myelogram.; This is
a request for a Cervical Spine CT

1

Approval

72128 CT THORACIC
SPINE, UPPER BACK NO
CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for Inflammatory/
Infectious Disease.; ; There has been treatment
or conservative therapy.; ;

1

Approval

Approval

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Approval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; gradually over time since 2000; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
neck and back pain; pain medication, NSAIDs,
back surgery, PT

Approval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Approval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Approval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; gradually over time; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; neck and
back pain; ibuprofen
This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient does not have a history of severe low
back trauma or lumbar injury.; This is not a
preoperative or recent postoperative
evaluation.; This study is not part of a
myelogram or discogram.; The patient is
experiencing symptoms of radiculopathy for six
weeks or more.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient has a history of severe low back trauma
or lumbar injury.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; This is a
request for a lumbar spine CT.; The patient has
a history of severe low back trauma or lumbar
injury.; The patient has a history of severe low
back trauma or lumbar injury.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT ; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Approval

1

1

2

6

1

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; 1998;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Patient has chronic pain syndrome,
pulmonary disease numbness in both legs; Back
surgery 10 yrs ago ,. PT in 1998

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 01/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; will fax; did
PT for 3 months, and medications

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 02/13/2017; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
CHRONIC PAIN, NECK PAIN, NUMBNESS &amp;
TINGLING IN HANDS, FINGERS &amp; TOES,
DIFFICULT STANDING, WALKING &amp; DOING
DAILY MOVEMENTS.; PATIENT HAS HAD PT,
MEDICATIONS, TIME OFF FROM WORK,
CHIROPRACTIC CARE.

1

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ;

1

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; ; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.;

1

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; gradually over time; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; neck and
back pain; ibuprofen

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; gradually over time; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; neck and
back pain; muscle relaxers, epidural injections

1

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; gradually over time; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; neck and
mid to lower back pain; pain medication, muscle
relaxers, NSAIDs
; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; gradually over time; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; neck and
mid to lower back pain; pain medication,
NSAIDs

2

1

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Approval

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Approval

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST
72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; gradually over time; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; neck
and back pain; pain medication, NSAIDs
; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ;

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

NECK PAIN RADIATING TO EXTREMETIES, R/O
HERNIATED DISC IN THE NECK AREA; This study
is being ordered for trauma or injury.; OCTOBER
2015; There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; PAIN, NUMBNESS AND TINGLING IN
HANDS; PHYSICAL THERAPY, MEDICATIONS,
INJECTIONS

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient has failed a course of antiinflammatory medication or steroids.; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; There has been a
supervised trial of conservative management
for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or Chronic neck
and/or back pain; It is not known if the patient
demonstrate neurological deficits.; It is not
known if this patient had a recent course of
supervised physical Therapy.

1

1

1

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient has failed a course of antiinflammatory medication or steroids.; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; There has been a
supervised trial of conservative management
for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or Chronic neck
and/or back pain; No, the patient does not
demonstrate neurological deficits.; No, this
patient did not have a recent course of
supervised physical Therapy.

2

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient has failed a course of antiinflammatory medication or steroids.; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; There has been a
supervised trial of conservative management
for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or Chronic neck
and/or back pain; Yes, the patient demonstrate
neurological deficits.; No, there is not a
documented evidence of extremity weakness
on physical examination.; No, there is no
evidence of recent development of unilateral
muscle wasting.; No, this patient did not have a
recent course of supervised physical Therapy.

2

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient has not failed a course of antiinflammatory medication or steroids.; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; It is not known if
there has been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least six weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; No, the patient
does not demonstrate neurological deficits.; No,
this patient did not have a recent course of
supervised physical Therapy.; No, the patient
did not have six weeks of Chiropractic care
related to this episode.;
This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; Yes, the patient
demonstrate neurological deficits.; yes, there is
a documented evidence of extremity weakness
on physical examination.
This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Neurological deficits; Yes, the patient is
experiencing or presenting new symptoms of
upper extremity weakness.
This is a request for cervical spine MRI; PreOperative Evaluation; No, the last Cervical
spine MRI was not performed within the past
two weeks.

1

13

2

2

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; It is not known if
the patient demonstrate neurological deficits.;
Yes, this patient had a recent course of
supervised physical Therapy.

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; No, the patient
does not demonstrate neurological deficits.;
Yes, this patient had a recent course of
supervised physical Therapy.

15

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has not been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; No, the patient
does not demonstrate neurological deficits.;
unknown

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Trauma
or recent injury; Yes, the patient have new or
changing neurological signs or symptoms.; Yes,
the patient is experiencing or presenting new
symptoms of upper extremity weakness.

2

8

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; since 15 years of
age; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; chronic pain syndrome,
RA, panic disorder

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; This study is being ordered for
trauma or injury.; 4/19/17; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Numbness
and tingling down right side. decrease range of
motion. headaches. back pain,; medications,
physical therapy. time off work, xrays (normal)

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; 1998;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Patient has chronic pain syndrome,
pulmonary disease numbness in both legs; Back
surgery 10 yrs ago ,. PT in 1998

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 01/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; will fax; did
PT for 3 months, and medications

1

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Approval

Approval

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST
72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 3/1/17; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Weakness
of the upper extremity, pain , and swelling.; PT,
medications , and rest.

1

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ;

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; gradually over time; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; mid to
lower back pain; pain medication, NSAIDs,
muscle relaxers

1

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; gradually over time; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; neck and
mid to lower back pain; pain medication, muscle
relaxers, NSAIDs
; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; gradually over time; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; neck and
mid to lower back pain; pain medication,
NSAIDs

2

1

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Approval

Approval

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ;

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to chronic back pain
or suspected degenerative disease.; The patient
is experiencing or presenting symptoms of
abnormal gait.

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; There
has been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; The study is
being ordered due to chronic back pain or
suspected degenerative disease.; The patient is
experiencing sensory abnormalities such as
numbness or tingling.; The patient is not
experiencing or presenting symptoms of
abnormal gait, lower extremity weakness,
asymmetric reflexes, fracture, radiculopathy or
bowel or bladder dysfunction.

3

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient does not have any neurological
deficits.; This is a request for a thoracic spine
MRI.; There has been a supervised trial of
conservative management for at least 6 weeks.;
The study is being ordered due to chronic back
pain or suspected degenerative disease.
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; "The
patient has been seen by, or the ordering
physician is, a neuro-specialist, orthopedist, or
oncologist."; The study is being ordered due to
follow-up to surgery or fracture within the last 6
months.
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to Neurological
deficits.; Patient has lower extremity weakness.
Patient is recieving speech &amp; physical
therapy.; The patient is experiencing or
presenting symptoms of lower extremity
weakness documented on physical exam.
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.;
There is a known condition of neurological
deficits.; The study is being ordered due to preoperative evaluation.; The patient is
experiencing or presenting symptoms of
abnormal gait.
&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
above

8

1

1

1

1

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; 1998;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Patient has chronic pain syndrome,
pulmonary disease numbness in both legs; Back
surgery 10 yrs ago ,. PT in 1998

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 01/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; will fax; did
PT for 3 months, and medications

1

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 02/13/2017; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
CHRONIC PAIN, NECK PAIN, NUMBNESS &amp;
TINGLING IN HANDS, FINGERS &amp; TOES,
DIFFICULT STANDING, WALKING &amp; DOING
DAILY MOVEMENTS.; PATIENT HAS HAD PT,
MEDICATIONS, TIME OFF FROM WORK,
CHIROPRACTIC CARE.

1

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has none of the above

1

Approval

Approval

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; ; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.;

1

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; gradually over time; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; mid to
lower back pain; pain medication, NSAIDs,
muscle relaxers

1

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; gradually over time; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; neck and
back pain; ibuprofen

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; gradually over time; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; neck and
back pain; muscle relaxers, epidural injections

1

Approval

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; gradually over time; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; neck and
mid to lower back pain; pain medication, muscle
relaxers, NSAIDs
; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; gradually over time; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; neck and
mid to lower back pain; pain medication,
NSAIDs

2

1

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Approval

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Approval

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Approval

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ;

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST
72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; gradually over time; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; neck
and back pain; pain medication, NSAIDs
; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ;

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

NECK PAIN RADIATING TO EXTREMETIES, R/O
HERNIATED DISC IN THE NECK AREA; This study
is being ordered for trauma or injury.; OCTOBER
2015; There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; PAIN, NUMBNESS AND TINGLING IN
HANDS; PHYSICAL THERAPY, MEDICATIONS,
INJECTIONS
radiating pain to legs /; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
above

1

1

1

1

1

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has 6 weeks of completed conservative
care in the past 3 months or had a spine
injection
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has an Abnormal x-ray indicating a
significant abnormality

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has completed Treatment with a facet
joint or epidural injection in the past 6 weeks

2

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has Neurological deficit(s)

15

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; since 15 years of
age; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; chronic pain syndrome,
RA, panic disorder
Updated MRI needed.; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
above
This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The request
is for evaluation of the pelvis prior to surgery or
laparoscopy.

128

7

1

1

1

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Approval

73220 MRI UPPER
EXTREMITY , ENTIRE
EXTREMITY, NOT A
JOINT

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The request is for an upper extremity non-joint
MRI.; This is a preoperative or recent
postoperative evaluation.
The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has completed and failed a
course of conservative treatment of at least 4
weeks.; The ordering physician is an
orthopedist.

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has completed and failed a
course of conservative treatment of at least 4
weeks.; The ordering physician is not an
orthopedist.; There is documented findings of
severe pain on motion.

4

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There has has been a history of
significant trauma, dislocation or injury to the
joint within the past 6 weeks.; The patient does
not have an abnormal plain film study of the
joint.; The patient has been treated with and
failed a course of four weeks of supervised
physical therapy.

1

Approval

Approval

1

2

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY
73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT
73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There is no history of significant
trauma, dislocation or injury to the joint within
the past 6 weeks.; The patient does not have an
abnormal plain film study of the joint.; The
patient has been treated with and failed a
course of four weeks of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient has a documented
limitation of their range of motion.; The patient
has experienced pain for greater than six
weeks.; The patient has been treated with antiinflammatory medication in conjunction with
this complaint.
; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ;
This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; Non-acute
Chronic Pain; Instability

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; Non-acute
Chronic Pain; Swelling greater than 3 days

2

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
had recent plain films of the knee.; The plain
films were normal.; The ordering physician is
not an orthopedist.; Non-acute Chronic Pain;
Pain greater than 3 days

1

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Approval

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Approval

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Approval

1

2

1

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
has not had recent plain films of the knee.; The
ordering physician is not an orthopedist.; Nonacute Chronic Pain; Pain greater than 3 days;
Yes, patient has completed and failed a course
of conservative treatment.; Physical Therapy

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
has not had recent plain films of the knee.; The
ordering physician is not an orthopedist.; Nonacute Chronic Pain; Pain greater than 3 days;
Yes, patient has completed and failed a course
of conservative treatment.; Physician directed
course of non-steroidal anti-inflammatory
medications

2

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

unknown; This study is being ordered for
trauma or injury.; 4/19/17; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Numbness
and tingling down right side. decrease range of
motion. headaches. back pain,; medications,
physical therapy. time off work, xrays (normal)

1

Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ;

2

Approval

Approval

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Approval

Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic MRI.;
"There is a history (within the last six months) of
significant trauma, dislocation, or injury to the
hip."; There is not a suspicion of AVN.; The
patient is not receiving long-term steriod
therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The patient
does not have an abnormal plain film study of
the hip other than arthritis.; The patient has
used a cane or crutches for greater than four
weeks.; The patient has been treated with and
failed a course of supervised physical therapy.;
The patient has a documented limitation of
their range of motion.

1

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient is not receiving long-term
steriod therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The
patient does not have an abnormal plain film
study of the hip other than arthritis.; The
patient has not used a cane or crutches for
greater than four weeks.; The patient has been
treated with and failed a course of supervised
physical therapy.; The patient does not have a
documented limitation of their range of motion.

1

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Approval

Approval

Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient is not receiving long-term
steriod therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The
patient has a documented limitation of their
range of motion.

1

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient is receiving long-term steriod
therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).

1

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient is not receiving long-term
steriod therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The
patient does not have an abnormal plain film
study of the hip other than arthritis.; The
patient has not used a cane or crutches for
greater than four weeks.; The patient has been
treated with and failed a course of supervised
physical therapy.; The patient has a
documented limitation of their range of motion.

1

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Approval

Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient is not receiving long-term
steriod therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The
patient does not have an abnormal plain film
study of the hip other than arthritis.; The
patient has not used a cane or crutches for
greater than four weeks.; The patient has been
treated with and failed a course of supervised
physical therapy.; There is not a mass near the
hip.; The patient has been treated with antiinflammatory medications in conjunction with
this complaint.; The patient does not have a
documented limitation of their range of motion.

1

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient is not receiving long-term
steriod therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The
patient had an abnormal plain film study of the
hip other than arthritis.; The patient has a
documented limitation of their range of motion.

2

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Disapproval

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Disapproval

This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; There
has not been recent trauma or other injury to
the neck.; There is no suspicion of or known
tumor, metastasis, lymphadenopathy, or mass.;
Radiology Services There is not a suspicion of an infection or
70490 CT NECK SOFT
abscess.; This is not being ordered by an ENT
Denied Not
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI Medically
specialist.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
D ETC. NO CONTRAST
CT
Necessary
Unknown; This study is being ordered for
Radiology Services trauma or injury.; April 17, 2017; There has
70540 MRI
Denied Not
been treatment or conservative therapy.; Pain;
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O Medically
Physical therapy, medication, time off from
DYE
Necessary
work and negative x-rays

Disapproval

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

Disapproval

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

Disapproval

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

1

1

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; gradually over time; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; neck and
back pain; pain medication, NSAIDs

1

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary
Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; gradually over time; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; neck and
back pain; pain medication, physical therapy

1

; This study is being ordered for Inflammatory/
Infectious Disease.; ; There has been treatment
or conservative therapy.; ;

1

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This study is not to be part of a Myelogram.;
This is a request for a Cervical Spine CT; This
study is being ordered due to chronic neck pain
or suspected degenerative disease.; There is a
Radiology Services reason why the patient cannot have a Cervical
Spine MRI.; The patient is experiencing or
Denied Not
presenting symptoms of Bowel or bladder
Medically
Necessary
dysfunction.

Disapproval

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

Disapproval

Radiology Services
72128 CT THORACIC
Denied Not
SPINE, UPPER BACK NO Medically
CONTRAST
Necessary

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; gradually over time; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; mid to
lower back pain; pain medication, NSAIDs

1

Disapproval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; gradually over time; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; mid to
lower back pain; pain medication, NSAIDs

1

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; gradually over time; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; neck and
back pain; pain medication, NSAIDs

1

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary
Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; gradually over time; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; neck and
back pain; pain medication, physical therapy

1

; This study is being ordered for Inflammatory/
Infectious Disease.; ; There has been treatment
or conservative therapy.; ;

1

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

1

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Radiology Services Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; It is not known
if there has been any treatment or conservative
Denied Not
therapy.; &lt; Describe primary symptoms here Medically
Necessary
or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; gradually over time; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; neck and
back pain; failed PT, NSAIDs, pain medications,
epidural injections

1

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; gradually over time; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; neck and
back pain; ibuprofen

1

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; gradually over time; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; neck and
back pain; ibuprofen, pain medication

1

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; gradually over time; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; neck and
back pain; pain medication, ibuprofen

1

Disapproval

Disapproval

1

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; gradually over time; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; neck and
back pain; pain medication, muscle relaxers,
NSAIDs

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; gradually over time; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; neck and
back pain; pain medication, NSAIDs
; This study is being ordered for a neurological
Radiology Services disorder.; gradually over time; There has been
Denied Not
treatment or conservative therapy.; neck and
back pain; pain medication, NSAIDs, muscle
Medically
Necessary
relaxers

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
Radiology Services disorder.; gradually over time; There has been
Denied Not
treatment or conservative therapy.; neck and
Medically
back pain; physical therapy, pain medications,
Necessary
NSAIDs

1

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; gradually over time; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; neck and
mid back pain; pain medication, NSAIDs

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; gradually over time; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; neck and
mid to lower back pain; muscle relaxers,
NSAIDs, pain medications

1

Disapproval

1

1

2

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Disapproval

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Disapproval

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Disapproval

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Radiology Services vascular disease.; gradually over time; There has
Denied Not
been treatment or conservative therapy.; neck
Medically
and back pain; neck surgery in 1990s, pain
Necessary
medication, NSAIDs, muscle relaxers

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST
72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Radiology Services or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Denied Not
vascular disease.; gradually over time; There has
Medically
been treatment or conservative therapy.; neck
Necessary
and back pain; pain medication, NSAIDs
Radiology Services ; This study is being ordered for trauma or
Denied Not
injury.; ; There has been treatment or
Medically
conservative therapy.; ;

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Cervical Spine:&#x0D; C4, C5, and C6 anterior
osteophyte formation; decreased disc space C5C6&#x0D; &#x0D; Lumbar Spine:&#x0D; severe
facet arthrosis; This study is being ordered for
Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.; 12/10/2016;
Radiology Services There has been treatment or conservative
Denied Not
therapy.; EXTREME NECK AND LOW BACK PAIN,
Medically
HEADACHES; MEDICATION&#x0D;
THERAPY&#x0D; BRACING
Necessary

1

1

2

1

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

continuous back pain, cervical pain. numbness,
weakness and aching pain.; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Radiology Services vascular disease.; 1/10/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; radiating
Denied Not
pain, numbness, aching; medication, therapy,
Medically
inflammatory medications
Necessary

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Inspection of the lumbar spine reveals scoliosis.
Palpation of lumbar facet reveals bilateral pain
at L3-S1. There is pain noted over the lumbar
intervertebral spaces (discs) on palpation.
Palpation of the bilateral sacroiliac joint area
reveals right and; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; unknown; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Inspection of the lumbar spine reveals scoliosis.
Palpation of lumbar facet reveals bilateral pain
at L3-S1. There is pain noted over the lumbar
Radiology Services intervertebral spaces (discs) on palpation.
Denied Not
Palpation of the bilateral sacroiliac joint area
Medically
reveals right and; medication, compress,
Necessary
physical therapy

1

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Disapproval

Disapproval

none; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 11/11/2013; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; Pain
that Radiates down legs.; PT and Oral Medicine

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient has failed a course of antiinflammatory medication or steroids.; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; There has been a
supervised trial of conservative management
for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or Chronic neck
Radiology Services and/or back pain; No, the patient does not
demonstrate neurological deficits.; It is not
Denied Not
known if this patient had a recent course of
Medically
Necessary
supervised physical Therapy.

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Radiology Services Chronic neck and/or back pain; Yes, the patient
demonstrate neurological deficits.; yes, there is
Denied Not
Medically
a documented evidence of extremity weakness
on physical examination.
Necessary
Radiology Services Unknown; This study is being ordered for a
Denied Not
neurological disorder.; 2/7/2017; There has
Medically
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Necessary
Headaches; Medications

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; This study is being ordered for a
Radiology Services neurological disorder.; March 2017; There has
Denied Not
been treatment or conservative therapy.; Pt has
Medically
neck and upper back pain w/ weakness and
Necessary
radiculopathy; home therapy and medication

Disapproval

1

1

2

1

1

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services for a neurological disorder.; 12/19/2016; There
Denied Not
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
MID and lower back pain.; NSAIDS, pain
CONTRAST
Necessary
medication, steroid injection, and PT.

1

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; It is not known
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
if there has been any treatment or conservative
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
therapy.; &lt; Describe primary symptoms here CONTRAST
Necessary
or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

1

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Disapproval

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Disapproval

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Disapproval

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Disapproval

; This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has not
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?; The
patient has been treated with medication.; The
patient was treated with oral analgesics.; The
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services patient has not completed 6 weeks or more of
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
Chiropractic care.; The physician has not
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
directed a home exercise program for at least 6
CONTRAST
Necessary
weeks.
; This study is being ordered for a neurological
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services disorder.; gradually over time; There has been
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
treatment or conservative therapy.; neck and
mid to lower back pain; muscle relaxers,
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
CONTRAST
Necessary
NSAIDs, pain medications
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
; This study is being ordered for trauma or
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
injury.; ; There has been treatment or
CONTRAST
Necessary
conservative therapy.; ;
; This study is being ordered for trauma or
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services injury.; 12/22/2016; There has been treatment
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
or conservative therapy.; mid to lower back
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
pain; physical therapy, muscle relaxers, pain
CONTRAST
Necessary
medication/NSAIDs

1

1

2

1

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Disapproval

continuous back pain, cervical pain. numbness,
weakness and aching pain.; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services vascular disease.; 1/10/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; radiating
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
pain, numbness, aching; medication, therapy,
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
inflammatory medications
CONTRAST
Necessary

1

Disapproval

Patient is diagnosed with fibromyalgia, DDD,
lumbago, etc. &#x0D; The patient is needing
alternative pain management, and further
evaluation.; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; Patient has been
experiencing this pain beyond our treatment
care. First initial visit with our facility was on
02/08/2017.&#x0D; Patient has had this
ongoing condition for seven years.; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Patient is having radiating pain.The patient
states that the touch of her clothing is almost
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services too much to bare. Most days she cannot move
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
due to the pain.; Failed physical therapy.&#x0D;
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
Consecutive oral treatment therapy such as
CONTRAST
Necessary
Opioids, NSAIDS, and OTC anti-inflammatory.

1

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Disapproval

The patient does not have any neurological
deficits.; This is a request for a thoracic spine
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services MRI.; There has been a supervised trial of
Denied Not
conservative management for at least 6 weeks.;
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
The study is being ordered due to chronic back
CONTRAST
Necessary
pain or suspected degenerative disease.

2

Disapproval

This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to Neurological
deficits.; right lower extremity weakness, pain
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services around T8-9 known compression fracture.; The
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
patient is experiencing or presenting symptoms
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
of lower extremity weakness documented on
CONTRAST
Necessary
physical exam.

1

Disapproval

unknown; This study is being ordered for a
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services neurological disorder.; March 2017; There has
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
been treatment or conservative therapy.; Pt has
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
neck and upper back pain w/ weakness and
CONTRAST
Necessary
radiculopathy; home therapy and medication

1

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
Radiology Services for a neurological disorder.; 12/19/2016; There
Denied Not
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Medically
MID and lower back pain.; NSAIDS, pain
Necessary
medication, steroid injection, and PT.

1

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Radiology Services Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; It is not known
if there has been any treatment or conservative
Denied Not
therapy.; &lt; Describe primary symptoms here Medically
Necessary
or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;
Radiology Services
Denied Not
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Medically
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
Necessary
patient has none of the above

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
Radiology Services disorder.; gradually over time; There has been
Denied Not
treatment or conservative therapy.; neck and
Medically
back pain; failed PT, NSAIDs, pain medications,
Necessary
epidural injections

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; gradually over time; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; neck and
back pain; ibuprofen

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; gradually over time; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; neck and
back pain; ibuprofen, pain medication

1

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

2

1

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; gradually over time; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; neck and
back pain; pain medication, ibuprofen
; This study is being ordered for a neurological
Radiology Services disorder.; gradually over time; There has been
Denied Not
treatment or conservative therapy.; neck and
back pain; pain medication, muscle relaxers,
Medically
Necessary
NSAIDs

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; gradually over time; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; neck and
back pain; pain medication, NSAIDs
; This study is being ordered for a neurological
Radiology Services disorder.; gradually over time; There has been
Denied Not
treatment or conservative therapy.; neck and
Medically
back pain; pain medication, NSAIDs, muscle
Necessary
relaxers

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
Radiology Services disorder.; gradually over time; There has been
Denied Not
treatment or conservative therapy.; neck and
Medically
back pain; physical therapy, pain medications,
Necessary
NSAIDs

1

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

1

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; gradually over time; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; neck and
mid back pain; pain medication, NSAIDs

1

1

1

2

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Disapproval

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
Radiology Services disorder.; gradually over time; There has been
Denied Not
treatment or conservative therapy.; neck and
Medically
mid to lower back pain; muscle relaxers,
Necessary
NSAIDs, pain medications

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
Radiology Services disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Denied Not
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Medically
vascular disease.; ; There has been treatment or
Necessary
conservative therapy.; ;

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Radiology Services vascular disease.; gradually over time; There has
Denied Not
been treatment or conservative therapy.; neck
Medically
and back pain; neck surgery in 1990s, pain
Necessary
medication, NSAIDs, muscle relaxers

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST
72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Radiology Services or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Denied Not
vascular disease.; gradually over time; There has
Medically
been treatment or conservative therapy.; neck
and back pain; pain medication, NSAIDs
Necessary
Radiology Services ; This study is being ordered for trauma or
Denied Not
injury.; ; There has been treatment or
Medically
conservative therapy.; ;

1

1

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Disapproval

Disapproval

; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; 12/22/2016; There has been treatment
or conservative therapy.; mid to lower back
pain; physical therapy, muscle relaxers, pain
medication/NSAIDs

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Cervical Spine:&#x0D; C4, C5, and C6 anterior
osteophyte formation; decreased disc space C5C6&#x0D; &#x0D; Lumbar Spine:&#x0D; severe
facet arthrosis; This study is being ordered for
Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.; 12/10/2016;
Radiology Services There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; EXTREME NECK AND LOW BACK PAIN,
Denied Not
HEADACHES; MEDICATION&#x0D;
Medically
Necessary
THERAPY&#x0D; BRACING

1

1

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Inspection of the lumbar spine reveals scoliosis.
Palpation of lumbar facet reveals bilateral pain
at L3-S1. There is pain noted over the lumbar
intervertebral spaces (discs) on palpation.
Palpation of the bilateral sacroiliac joint area
reveals right and; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; unknown; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Inspection of the lumbar spine reveals scoliosis.
Palpation of lumbar facet reveals bilateral pain
at L3-S1. There is pain noted over the lumbar
Radiology Services intervertebral spaces (discs) on palpation.
Denied Not
Palpation of the bilateral sacroiliac joint area
Medically
reveals right and; medication, compress,
Necessary
physical therapy

1

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

1

none; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 11/11/2013; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; Pain
that Radiates down legs.; PT and Oral Medicine

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

72196 MRI PELVIS

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

Disapproval

Disapproval

Patient is diagnosed with fibromyalgia, DDD,
lumbago, etc. &#x0D; The patient is needing
alternative pain management, and further
evaluation.; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; Patient has been
experiencing this pain beyond our treatment
care. First initial visit with our facility was on
02/08/2017.&#x0D; Patient has had this
ongoing condition for seven years.; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Patient is having radiating pain.The patient
states that the touch of her clothing is almost
too much to bare. Most days she cannot move
due to the pain.; Failed physical therapy.&#x0D;
Consecutive oral treatment therapy such as
Opioids, NSAIDS, and OTC anti-inflammatory.
Pt has had PT.; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 03/08/2017; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; Low
back and hip pain.; Pain medication, NSAIDS,
and muscle relaxers.
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has 6 weeks of completed conservative
care in the past 3 months or had a spine
injection
Pt has had PT.; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 03/08/2017; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; Low
back and hip pain.; Pain medication, NSAIDS,
and muscle relaxers.

1

1

3

1

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Disapproval

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Disapproval

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Disapproval

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

72196 MRI PELVIS

severe arthrosis of the right femoral head,
moderate arthrosis of left femoral head,&#x0D;
degeneration of the acetabular cartilage R L
Radiology Services with arthrosis. There appears to be a collapse of
Denied Not
R L femoral head; This is a request for a Pelvis
Medically
MRI.; The request is not for any of the listed
Necessary
indications.

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
Radiology Services for trauma or injury.; 3/1/17; There has been
Denied Not
treatment or conservative therapy.; Weakness
73221 MRI JOINT OF
Medically
of the upper extremity, pain , and swelling.; PT,
UPPER EXTREMITY
Necessary
medications , and rest.
73706 CT
Radiology Services
ANGIOGRAPHY LOWER Denied Not
Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
EXTREMITY
Medically
lower extremity.

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Radiology Services vascular disease.; gradually over time; There has
Denied Not
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Medically
bilateral knee pain; physical therapy, pain
Necessary
medications, steroid injections
Unknown; This study is being ordered for
Radiology Services trauma or injury.; April 17, 2017; There has
Denied Not
been treatment or conservative therapy.; Pain;
Medically
Physical therapy, medication, time off from
Necessary
work and negative x-rays

1

1

1

2

1

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Disapproval

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient is not receiving long-term
steriod therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The
patient does not have an abnormal plain film
study of the hip other than arthritis.; The
patient has not used a cane or crutches for
greater than four weeks.; The patient has not
been treated with and failed a course of
supervised physical therapy.; There is not a
mass near the hip.; The patient has been
treated with anti-inflammatory medications in
73721 MRI JOINT OF
Radiology Services conjunction with this complaint.; This is not for
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP Denied Not
pre-operative planning.; The patient does not
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR Medically
have a documented limitation of their range of
FOOT JOINT
Necessary
motion.

1

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Disapproval

Doctors and
Rehabilitation

Disapproval

Emergency
Medicine

Approval

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient is not receiving long-term
steriod therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The
patient does not have an abnormal plain film
study of the hip other than arthritis.; The
patient has not used a cane or crutches for
greater than four weeks.; The patient has not
been treated with and failed a course of
supervised physical therapy.; There is not a
mass near the hip.; The patient has been
73721 MRI JOINT OF
Radiology Services treated with anti-inflammatory medications in
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP Denied Not
conjunction with this complaint.; This is not for
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR Medically
pre-operative planning.; The patient has a
FOOT JOINT
Necessary
documented limitation of their range of motion.
Radiology Services
Denied Not
; This study is being ordered for Inflammatory/
Infectious Disease.; ; There has been treatment
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
or conservative therapy.; ;

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

fell off 6 ft ladder; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 6-19-17; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
blurred vision, severe h/a's, ridged neck , lossof
motion, tenderne3ss down spine severe pain ,
tenderness to palpation, ltd rom

1

1

1

Emergency
Medicine

Emergency
Medicine

Emergency
Medicine
Emergency
Medicine

Emergency
Medicine

Approval

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

This is a request for a brain/head CT.; There is
headache not improved by pain medications.;
"There are recent neurological symptoms or
deficits such as one-sided weakness, vision
defects, speech impairments or sudden onset of
severe dizziness."; This study is being requested
for a headache.

6

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

This is a request for a brain/head CT.; This study
is requested for known or suspected bleed such
as subdural hematoma or subarachnoid bleed.

1

Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

Approval

70547 Mr angiography
neck w/o dye

abnormal lab work along with dizziness and
lump in neck; This is a request for neck soft
tissue CT.; The patient has a neck lump or mass.;
There is a palpable neck mass or lump.; The
neck mass is larger than 1 cm.; A fine needle
aspirate was NOT done.; Yes this is a request for
a Diagnostic CT
The patient has had a recent MRI or CT for
these symptoms.; This is a request for a Neck
MR Angiography.

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as chronic or
recurring.; The headache is presenting with a
sudden change in severity, associated with
exertion, or a mental status change.

Approval

1

1

2

Emergency
Medicine

Emergency
Medicine

Emergency
Medicine

Emergency
Medicine

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as sudden and
severe.; There recent neurological deficits on
exam such as one sided weakness, speech
impairments or vision defects.

2

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Not requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; The patient is
experiencing dizziness.

2

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of stroke or
aneurysm; There are recent neurological
symptoms such as one sided weakness, speech
impairments, or vision defects.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

"There IS evidence of a lung, mediastinal or
chest mass noted within the last 30 days."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

2

Emergency
Medicine

Emergency
Medicine

Emergency
Medicine

Emergency
Medicine

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX
71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

underlying rib lesion found on xray, CT
recommended.; "Caller is NOT SURE if there is
evidence of a lung, mediastinal or chest mass
noted within the last 30 days."; A Chest/Thorax
CT is being ordered.; This study is being ordered
for work-up for suspicious mass.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

This study is requested to evaluate suspected
pulmonary embolus.; Yes, this is a request for a
Chest CT Angiography.

1

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

fell off 6 ft ladder; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 6-19-17; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
blurred vision, severe h/a's, ridged neck , lossof
motion, tenderne3ss down spine severe pain ,
tenderness to palpation, ltd rom

1

72128 CT THORACIC
SPINE, UPPER BACK NO
CONTRAST

fell off 6 ft ladder; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 6-19-17; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
blurred vision, severe h/a's, ridged neck , lossof
motion, tenderne3ss down spine severe pain ,
tenderness to palpation, ltd rom

1

Emergency
Medicine

Emergency
Medicine

Emergency
Medicine

Emergency
Medicine

Emergency
Medicine

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
03/28/2017; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; burning from shoulder to
elbow, weakness; medication

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; pt was in MVC where he was riding a
scooter and was admitted to the hospital on
06/11/2017. Pt came in to ER with right arm
tingling on 06/17. PT states he has been
through all 20 of his pain meds.; It is not known
if there has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; right arm tingling

1

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; Yes, the patient
demonstrate neurological deficits.; yes, there is
a documented evidence of extremity weakness
on physical examination.
This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Neurological deficits; Yes, the patient is
experiencing or presenting new symptoms of
upper extremity weakness.
This is a request for cervical spine MRI; PreOperative Evaluation; No, the last Cervical
spine MRI was not performed within the past
two weeks.

1

1

1

Emergency
Medicine

Emergency
Medicine

Emergency
Medicine

Approval

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Trauma
or recent injury; The patient does not have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; The
patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The
patient has seen the doctor more then once for
these symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Trauma
or recent injury; Yes, the patient have new or
changing neurological signs or symptoms.; Yes,
the patient is experiencing or presenting new
symptoms of upper extremity weakness.

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
03/28/2017; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; burning from shoulder to
elbow, weakness; medication

1

Emergency
Medicine

Emergency
Medicine

Emergency
Medicine

Approval

Approval

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; pt was in MVC where he was riding a
scooter and was admitted to the hospital on
06/11/2017. Pt came in to ER with right arm
tingling on 06/17. PT states he has been
through all 20 of his pain meds.; It is not known
if there has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; right arm tingling

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to chronic back pain
or suspected degenerative disease.; The patient
is experiencing or presenting symptoms of
abnormal gait.

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

The patient does not have any neurological
deficits.; The patient has not failed a course of
anti-inflammatory medication or steroids.; This
is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; There has
not been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; The study is
being ordered due to chronic back pain or
suspected degenerative disease.;

1

Emergency
Medicine

Emergency
Medicine

Emergency
Medicine

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Back pain with radiculopathy; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is no weakness or reflex abnormality.;
The patient does not have new signs or
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The
patient does not have a new foot drop.; There is
not x-ray evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient does have a new foot
drop.

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?

Approval

1

1

1

Emergency
Medicine

Emergency
Medicine

Emergency
Medicine

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has not
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?; The
patient has been treated with medication.; The
patient was treated with oral analgesics.; The
patient has completed 6 weeks or more of
Chiropractic care.
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has 6 weeks of completed conservative
care in the past 3 months or had a spine
injection

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has Neurological deficit(s)

1

3

2

Emergency
Medicine

Emergency
Medicine
Emergency
Medicine

Approval

Approval
Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

73220 MRI UPPER
EXTREMITY , ENTIRE
EXTREMITY, NOT A
JOINT
73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

WILL FAX RECORDS; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Neurological deficits; The
patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has not completed 6 weeks of
physical therapy?; The patient has been treated
with medication.; The patient was treated with
oral analgesics.; The patient has not completed
6 weeks or more of Chiropractic care.; The
physician has not directed a home exercise
program for at least 6 weeks.

1

The request is for an upper extremity non-joint
MRI.; This is not a preoperative or recent
postoperative evaluation.; There is not
suspicion of upper extremity neoplasm or tumor
or metastasis.; There is no suspicion of upper
extremity bone or soft tissue infection.; The
ordering physician is not an orthopedist.; There
is a history of upper extremity trauma or injury.

1
1

Emergency
Medicine

Emergency
Medicine

Emergency
Medicine

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has completed and failed a
course of conservative treatment of at least 4
weeks.; The ordering physician is not an
orthopedist.; There is documented findings of
severe pain on motion.
The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to trauma within past 72
hours.; The patient has had recent plain films of
the shoulder.; The plain films were normal.; The
patient is experiencing joint locking or
instability.

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The
pain is described as chronic; The request is for
shoulder pain.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has not completed 6 weeks of
physical therapy?; The patient has been treated
with medication.; The patient recevied joint
injection(s).

Approval

4

1

1

Emergency
Medicine

Emergency
Medicine

Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

WILL FAX RECORDS; The requested study is a
Shoulder MRI.; The pain is from an old injury.;
The request is for shoulder pain.; The physician
has directed conservative treatment for the
past 6 weeks.; The patient has not completed 6
weeks of physical therapy?; The patient has
been treated with medication.; The patient has
not completed 6 weeks or more of Chiropractic
care.; It is not known if the physician has
directed a home exercise program for at least 6
weeks.; The patient received oral analgesics.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a foot MRI.; "There is not a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; There
is not a history of new onset of severe pain in
the foot within the last two weeks.; The patient
does not have an abnormal plain film study of
the foot other than arthritis.; The patient has
not used a cane or crutches for greater than
four weeks.; The patient has not been treated
with and failed a course of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient has not been treated with
anti-inflammatory medications in conjunction
with this complaint.; This is for pre-operative
planning.; The patient does not have a
documented limitation of their range of motion.

1

Emergency
Medicine

Emergency
Medicine

Emergency
Medicine

Approval

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a foot MRI.; "There is not a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; There
is not a history of new onset of severe pain in
the foot within the last two weeks.; The patient
does not have an abnormal plain film study of
the foot other than arthritis.; The patient has
not used a cane or crutches for greater than
four weeks.; The patient has not been treated
with and failed a course of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient has not been treated with
anti-inflammatory medications in conjunction
with this complaint.; This is not for preoperative planning.; The patient does not have a
documented limitation of their range of motion.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; Suspected
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury; It is not
known if there is a known trauma involving the
knee.; Swelling greater than 3 days; Yes, the
member experience a painful popping,
snapping, or giving away of the knee.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; Suspected
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury; Yes, there
is a known trauma involving the knee.; Limited
range of motion

2

Emergency
Medicine

Emergency
Medicine

Emergency
Medicine

Approval

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
had recent plain films of the knee.; The plain
films were normal.; The ordering physician is
not an orthopedist.; Suspected meniscus,
tendon, or ligament injury; Yes, there is a
known trauma involving the knee.; Pain greater
than 3 days

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
had recent plain films of the knee.; The plain
films were not normal.; The ordering physician
is not an orthopedist.; There is no supsected
meniscus,pre-op or post-op evaluation,nonacute Chronic Pain,supsected tumor or Aseptic
Necrosis; Pain greater than 3 days

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a lower extremity MRI.;
This is not a pulsatile mass.; "There is no
evidence of tumor or mass from a previous
exam, plain film, ultrasound, or previous CT or
MRI."; There is a suspicion of an infection.; The
patient is taking antibiotics.

1

Emergency
Medicine

Emergency
Medicine

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for an Ankle MRI.; "There is
not a history (within the past six weeks) of
significant trauma, dislocation, or injury to the
ankle."; There is not a history of new onset of
severe pain in the ankle within the last two
weeks.; The patient had an abnormal plain film
study of the ankle other than arthritis.; The
patient has not used a cane or crutches for
greater than four weeks.; There is not a
suspected tarsal coalition.; The patient has not
been treated with and failed a course of
supervised physical therapy.; The patient has
been treated with anti-inflammatory
medications in conjunction with this complaint.;
The patient does not have a documented
limitation of their range of motion.; This study is
not being ordered by an operating surgeon for
pre-operative planning.

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This
study is being ordered for another reason
besides Kidney/Ureteral stone, &#x0D; Known
Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O metastases,
Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ Enlargement,
&#x0D; Known or suspected infection such as
pancreatitis, etc..; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

Emergency
Medicine

Emergency
Medicine

Emergency
Medicine

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Strong family history of colon CA. Gunshot
wound to abd x 5 yrs ago; This is a request for
an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis
has been completed.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
The results of the urinalysis were normal.; The
study is being ordered for chronic pain.; This is
the first visit for this complaint.; It is unknown if
the patient had an Amylase or Lipase lab test.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; Infection such as pancreatitis,
appendicitis, abscess, colitis and inflammatory
bowel disease; Yes, the patient has been seen
by a specialist or are the studies being
requested on behalf of a specialist for an
infection.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; It is not known if this request is
for follow up for abdominal and/or pelvic
trauma ordered by a specialist or PCP on behalf
of a specialist who has seen the patient.; There
is recent trauma with physical findings or
abnormal blood work indicating either
peritonitis or abscess.; Trauma; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

Approval

1

1

1

Emergency
Medicine

Emergency
Medicine

Emergency
Medicine

Emergency
Medicine

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The hematuria is due to Renal
Calculi/kidney/ ureteral stone.; This study is not
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is requested for hematuria.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are abnormal lab results or
physical findings on exam such as rebound or
guarding that are consistent with peritonitis,
abscess, pancreatitis or appendicitis.; Infection
such as pancreatitis, appendicitis, abscess,
colitis and inflammatory bowel disease; No, the
patient has not been seen by a specialist or are
the studies being requested on behalf of a
specialist for an infection.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

2

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are clinical findings or
indications of Hematuria.; Other; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; abdominal pain, nausea;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Emergency
Medicine

Emergency
Medicine

Emergency
Medicine

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; pain, vomiting for several
days; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is a known or a strong
suspicion of kidney or ureteral stones.;
Kidney/Ureteral stone; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is no suspicious mass found
using ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy,
or sigmoidoscopy.; There are no new symptoms
including hematuria.; There are new lab results
or other imaging studies including ultrasound,
Doppler or plain films findings.; Suspicious Mass
or Tumor; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

Approval

1

8

1

Emergency
Medicine

Emergency
Medicine

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

; The study is being ordered for suspected CAD.;
The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
The patient has not had previous cardiac
surgery or angioplasty.; The patient has not had
a recent non-nuclear stress test.; The patient's
age is between 45 and 64.; The patient has not
had a stress echocardiogram within the past
eight weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient does not have a physical limitation
to exercise.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

came to the er w/chest; protocol for test; It is
not known if the patient is diabetic.; The patient
is less than 45 years old.; It is not known
whether the patient has had a recent exercise
treadmill test that was positive or not.; It is not
known whether the patient has one or more of
the following: heart transplant, aortic
aneurysm, carotid artery narrowing or stenosis,
and/ or peripheral vascular disease or narrowed
blood vessels in the legs.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

Emergency
Medicine

Emergency
Medicine

Emergency
Medicine

Emergency
Medicine

This is a request for a Stress Echocardiogram.;
The patient has NOT had cardiac testing
including Stress Echocardiogram, Nuclear
Cardiology (SPECT/MPI), Coronary CT
angiography (CCTA) or Cardiac Catheterization
in the last 2 years.; The member has known or
suspected coronary artery disease.

Approval

93350 ECHO TTHRC R-T
2D -+M-MODE
COMPLETE REST&STRS

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; "There are no recent
neurological symptoms or deficits such as oneRadiology Services sided weakness, vision defects, speech
Denied Not
impairments or sudden onset of severe
Medically
dizziness."; This study is being requested for a
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
recent head trauma or injury.

1

Disapproval

left side numbness, radiates down leg and arm.
Speech problems when numbness occurs; This is
a request for a brain/head CT.; This study is
Radiology Services being requested for Suspicion of a TIA (Transient
Denied Not
Ischemic Attack).; Imaging is needed and
Medically
availability of MRI would delay treatment is the
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
reason an MRI is not being considered

1

Disapproval

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary

patient has weakness and numbness to the left
arm; This is a request for a brain/head CT.; Thi
study is being requested for None of the above.;
This procedure is being requested for other
indications

1

1

Emergency
Medicine

Emergency
Medicine

Disapproval

Disapproval

; This study is not to be part of a Myelogram.;
This is a request for a Cervical Spine CT; Call
does not know if there is a reason why the
patient cannot have a Cervical Spine MRI.

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient does not have a history of severe low
back trauma or lumbar injury.; This is not a
preoperative or recent postoperative
evaluation.; This study is not part of a
myelogram or discogram.; The patient is not
experiencing symptoms of radiculopathy for six
weeks or more.; There is no neurologic
symptoms of bowel or urinary bladder
Radiology Services dysfunction.; There is no suspicion of lumbar
Denied Not
spine infection.; There is no suspicion of lumbar
Medically
spine neoplasm or tumor or metastasis.; Yes
Necessary
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

1

Emergency
Medicine

Emergency
Medicine

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

WILL FAX RECORDS.; This is a request for
cervical spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck
and/or back pain; The patient does not have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
The patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.;
The patient has seen the doctor more then once
for these symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has not completed 6 weeks of
physical therapy?; The patient has been treated
with medication.; The patient was treated with
Radiology Services oral analgesics.; The patient has not completed
Denied Not
6 weeks or more of Chiropractic care.; The
Medically
physician has not directed a home exercise
program for at least 6 weeks.
Necessary

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

WILL FAX RECORDS; This is a request for
cervical spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck
and/or back pain; The patient does not have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
The patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.;
The patient has seen the doctor more then once
for these symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has not completed 6 weeks of
physical therapy?; The patient has been treated
with medication.; The patient was treated with
Radiology Services oral analgesics.; The patient has not completed
Denied Not
6 weeks or more of Chiropractic care.; The
Medically
physician has not directed a home exercise
Necessary
program for at least 6 weeks.

1

Emergency
Medicine

Emergency
Medicine

Emergency
Medicine

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; None of the above; The
patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has not completed 6 weeks of
physical therapy?; The patient has been treated
with medication.; The patient was treated with
oral analgesics.; It is not known if the patient
Radiology Services has completed 6 weeks or more of Chiropractic
care.; It is not known if the physician has
Denied Not
Medically
directed a home exercise program for at least 6
weeks.
Necessary
Radiology Services
Denied Not
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Medically
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
Necessary
patient has none of the above

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

pt has had treatment that is failing and she is
getting worse. First saw ER physician on June
Radiology Services 7th and came back because of worsening pain
Denied Not
and tingling.; The study requested is a Lumbar
Medically
Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or chronic
Necessary
back pain.; The patient has none of the above

Disapproval

1

1

1

Emergency
Medicine

Emergency
Medicine

Emergency
Medicine

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

PT PRESENTED TO ER WITH SEVERE LOW BACK
PAIN AND WAS HAVING DIFFICULT TIME
AMBULATING. Pt states she was seen by PCP
on Monday and he "adjusted" her and
Radiology Services prescribed carisoprodol and valium.; The study
Denied Not
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient
Medically
has acute or chronic back pain.; The patient has
Necessary
none of the above

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

RECORDS WILL FOLLOW; The study requested is
a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back
pain; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is reflex
abnormality.; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
Radiology Services foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
Denied Not
recent lumbar fracture.; POSITIVE STRAIGHT LEG
Medically
RAISE TEST ON RIGHT AND LEFT WITH SCIATICA
PAIN ON BOTH LEFT AND RIGHT DURING TEST
Necessary

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

SHE NUMBNESS AND TINGLING IN BILAT LEGS,
STARTED TWO WEEKS AND RECEIVED STERIODS
AND MEDS BUT THE PAIN HAS WORSENED; The
Radiology Services study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The
Denied Not
patient does NOT have acute or chronic back
Medically
pain.; This procedure is being requested for
Necessary
None of the above

1

Emergency
Medicine

Emergency
Medicine

Emergency
Medicine

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

WILL FAX RECORDS; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is no
weakness or reflex abnormality.; The patient
Radiology Services does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
Denied Not
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
Medically
Necessary
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

WILL FAX RECORDS; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
Radiology Services seen the doctor more then once for these
Denied Not
symptoms.; It is not known if the physician has
Medically
directed conservative treatment for the past 6
Necessary
weeks.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

WILL FAX RECORDS; The study requested is a
Radiology Services Lumbar Spine MRI.; Trauma or recent injury;
Denied Not
The patient does not have new or changing
Medically
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
Necessary
NOT had back pain for over 4 weeks.

1

Emergency
Medicine

Emergency
Medicine

Disapproval

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient is not receiving long-term
steriod therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The
patient does not have an abnormal plain film
study of the hip other than arthritis.; The
patient has not used a cane or crutches for
greater than four weeks.; The patient has not
been treated with and failed a course of
supervised physical therapy.; There is not a
mass near the hip.; The patient has been
73721 MRI JOINT OF
Radiology Services treated with anti-inflammatory medications in
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP Denied Not
conjunction with this complaint.; This is not for
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR Medically
pre-operative planning.; The patient has a
FOOT JOINT
Necessary
documented limitation of their range of motion.

1

Disapproval

Suspected nephrolithiasis, flank pain, possible
hydronephrosis; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
Radiology Services pain.; The study is being ordered for acute pain.;
Denied Not
There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
male.; A rectal exam was not performed.; Yes
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Emergency
Medicine

Emergency
Medicine

Endocrinology

Disapproval

Disapproval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The caller indicated that the
study was not ordered for: Known or suspected
coronary artery disease, post myocardial
infarction evaluation, pre operative or post
operative (Cardiac surgery, angioplasty or stent)
evaluation.; The patient's age is between 45 and
Radiology Services 64.; The patient has not had a stress
Denied Not
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Medically
Necessary
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The patient is not diabetic.;
The patient is less than 45 years old.; The
patient has not had a recent exercise treadmill
test that was positive.; The patient has NONE of
the following: heart transplant, aortic
aneurysm, carotid artery narrowing or stenosis,
Radiology Services and/ or peripheral vascular disease or narrowed
Denied Not
blood vessels in the legs.; This is a request for
Medically
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).
Necessary

1

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for sinusitis.; This is
a request for a Sinus CT.; The patient is NOT
immune-compromised.; The patient's current
rhinosinusitis symptoms are described as
Chronic Rhinosinusitis (episode is greater than
12 weeks); Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

Endocrinology

Endocrinology

Endocrinology

Endocrinology

Approval

Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

neck mass; This is a request for neck soft tissue
CT.; The patient has NOT been diagnosed with
cancer.; The patient has a neck lump or mass.;
There is a palpable neck mass or lump.; The
neck mass is larger than 1 cm.; A fine needle
aspirate was done.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; It is
unknown if there has been recent trauma or
other injury to the neck.; There is suspicion of or
known tumor, metastasis, lymphadenopathy, or
mass.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; The
study is being ordered for Follow Up.; The
patient has a known tumor or metastasis in the
neck.; They have not had a previous Neck CT in
the last 10 months.; The patient has NOT
completed a course of chemotherapy or
radiation therapy within the past 90 days.; It is
unknown if there are new or changing
symptoms in the neck.; Yes this is a request for
a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; There
has not been recent trauma or other injury to
the neck.; There is no suspicion of or known
tumor, metastasis, lymphadenopathy, or mass.;
There is not a suspicion of an infection or
abscess.; This is not being ordered by an ENT
specialist.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

1

Endocrinology

Endocrinology

Endocrinology

Approval

Approval

Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; There
has not been recent trauma or other injury to
the neck.; There is suspicion of or known tumor,
metastasis, lymphadenopathy, or mass.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

5

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have not been performed on
the member in the past 3 months.

2

Endocrinology

Approval

Endocrinology

Approval

Endocrinology

Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST
70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

2

2

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; It is unknown if the study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; Not
requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; It is not known if the condition is
associated with headache, blurred or double
vision or a change in sensation noted on exam.;
It is not known if a metabolic work-up done
including urinalysis, electrolytes, and complete
blood count with results completed.; The
patient does NOT have dizziness, fatigue or
malaise, Bell's Palsy, a congenital abnormality,
loss of smell, hearing loss or vertigo.

1

Endocrinology

Endocrinology

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; Not requested for
evaluation of trauma/injury, tumor,
stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results was not
completed.; The patient does NOT have
dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's Palsy, a
congenital abnormality, loss of smell, hearing
loss or vertigo.

2

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The patient does not
have dizziness, fatigue or malaise, sudden
change in mental status, Bell's palsy, Congenital
abnormality, loss of smell, hearing loss or
vertigo.; It is unknown why this study is being
ordered.

1

Endocrinology

Endocrinology

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This request is for a Brain MRI; It is unknown if
the study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; Not requested for evaluation of
trauma/injury, tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; It is not known if the condition is
associated with headache, blurred or double
vision or a change in sensation noted on exam.;
It is not known if a metabolic work-up done
including urinalysis, electrolytes, and complete
blood count with results completed.; The
patient does NOT have dizziness, fatigue or
malaise, Bell's Palsy, a congenital abnormality,
loss of smell, hearing loss or vertigo.

3

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This request is for a Brain MRI; It is unknown if
the study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient does not have dizziness,
fatigue or malaise, sudden change in mental
status, Bell's palsy, Congenital abnormality, loss
of smell, hearing loss or vertigo.; It is unknown
why this study is being ordered.

1

Endocrinology

Endocrinology

Endocrinology

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; Not requested for evaluation of
trauma/injury, tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results was not
completed.; The patient is experiencing fatigue
or malaise.
Galactorrhea; This request is for a Brain MRI;
The study is NOT being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The patient does not have
dizziness, fatigue or malaise, sudden change in
mental status, Bell's palsy, Congenital
abnormality, loss of smell, hearing loss or
vertigo.; It is unknown why this study is being
ordered.

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

mass; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study
is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient does not have dizziness,
fatigue or malaise, sudden change in mental
status, Bell's palsy, Congenital abnormality, loss
of smell, hearing loss or vertigo.; It is unknown
why this study is being ordered.

Approval

1

1

1

Endocrinology

Endocrinology

Endocrinology

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

patient has pituitary; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The headache is not
described as a “thunderclap” or the worst
headache of the patient’s life.; Requested for
evaluation of tumor; A biopsy has not been
completed to determine tumor tissue type.;
There are not recent neurological symptoms
such as one-sided weakness, speech
impairments, or vision defects.; There is a new
and sudden onset of headache (less than 1
week) not improved by pain medications.

1

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Internal Auditory Canal
MRI.; There is a suspected Acoustic Neuroma or
tumor of the inner or middle ear.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as chronic or
recurring.; The headache is presenting with a
sudden change in severity, associated with
exertion, or a mental status change.

2

Approval

Endocrinology

Endocrinology

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Not requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; The patient does
NOT have dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's
Palsy, a congenital abnormality, loss of smell,
hearing loss or vertigo.

4

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Not requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results completed.;
The lab results were abnormal; The patient does
NOT have dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's
Palsy, a congenital abnormality, loss of smell,
hearing loss or vertigo.

8

Endocrinology

Endocrinology

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Not requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results completed.;
The lab results were abnormal; The patient is
experiencing fatigue or malaise.
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of tumor; A biopsy has
been completed to determine tumor tissue
type.

1

1

Endocrinology

Endocrinology

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of tumor; A biopsy has
not been completed to determine tumor tissue
type.; There are not recent neurological
symptoms such as one-sided weakness, speech
impairments, or vision defects.; There is not a
new and sudden onset of headache (less than 1
week) not improved by pain medications.; The
tumor is a pituitary tumor or pituitary
adenoma.; There are not physical findings or
laboratory values indicating abnormal pituitary
hormone levels.; There has been a previous
Brain MRI completed.; The brain MRI was
abnormal.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of tumor; A biopsy has
not been completed to determine tumor tissue
type.; There are not recent neurological
symptoms such as one-sided weakness, speech
impairments, or vision defects.; There is not a
new and sudden onset of headache (less than 1
week) not improved by pain medications.; The
tumor is a pituitary tumor or pituitary
adenoma.; There are physical findings or
laboratory values indicating abnormal pituitary
hormone levels.

3

Endocrinology

Endocrinology

Endocrinology

Endocrinology

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of tumor; A biopsy has
not been completed to determine tumor tissue
type.; There are recent neurological symptoms
such as one-sided weakness, speech
impairments, or vision defects.

1

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient has one sided arm or leg weakness.;
The patient had a recent onset (within the last 4
weeks) of neurologic symptoms.; This study is
being ordered for stroke or TIA (transient
ischemic attack).

1

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
This study is being ordered for a tumor.

2

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have not been performed on
the member in the past 3 months.

1

Approval

Approval

Endocrinology

Endocrinology

Endocrinology

Approval

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; "There is NO evidence of a
lung, mediastinal or chest mass noted within
the last 30 days."; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; This study is being ordered for workup for suspicious mass.; Yes this is a request for
a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; ; It is not known if there has
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

Endocrinology

Endocrinology

Endocrinology

Approval

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have not been performed on
the member in the past 3 months.

2

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

2

72196 MRI PELVIS

For a know Fibroid found on a ultrasound; This
is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The patient had
previous abnormal imaging including a CT, MRI
or Ultrasound.; An abnormality was found in the
uterus.; The study is being ordered for suspicion
of tumor, mass, neoplasm, or metastatic
disease.

1

Endocrinology

Endocrinology

Endocrinology

Endocrinology

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Kidney/Ureteral stone,
&#x0D; Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O
metastases, Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ
Enlargement, &#x0D; Known or suspected
infection such as pancreatitis, etc..; There are no
findings of Hematuria,
Lymphadenopathy,weight loss,abdominal
pain,diabetic patient with gastroparesis; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for a known tumor, cancer,
mass, or rule out metastases.; Yes, this is a
request for follow up to a known tumor or
abdominal cancer.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for a suspicious mass or
tumor.; There is a suspicious mass found using
ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy, or
sigmoidoscopy.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is no suspicious mass found
using ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy,
or sigmoidoscopy.; There are new symptoms
including hematuria.; Suspicious Mass or Tumor;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

Approval

1

2

1

1

Endocrinology

Endocrinology

Endocrinology

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have not been performed on
the member in the past 3 months.

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

2

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

Disorder of adrenal gland, unspecified; This
request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study is
being ordered for suspicious mass or suspected
tumor/ metastasis.; The patient had previous
abnormal imaging including a CT, MRI or
Ultrasound.; The abnormality found on a
previous CT, MRI or Ultrasound was not in the
liver, kidney, pancreas or spleen.

1

Endocrinology

Endocrinology

Approval

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are no
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study."; HPI
She is here as a new patient for evaluation of a
left adrenal tumor. She had very high blood
pressures around Christmas. She had stroke
symptoms. She had vision change which has
improved. She has some hesitancy in her speech
and weakness in the right

1

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

This is a request for Breast MRI.; This study is
being ordered as a screening examination for
known family history of breast cancer.; There is
a pattern of breast cancer history in at least two
first-degree relatives (parent, sister, brother, or
children).

1

Endocrinology

Approval

Endocrinology

Disapproval

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for another reason;
This study is being ordered for evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x-ray or EKG) indicative
of heart disease.; This is for the initial evaluation
of abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings,
or diagnostic studies (chest x-ray or EKG)
93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
indicatvie of heart disease.; The abnormal
2D +-M-MODE REC
symptom, condition or evaluation is not known
COMPL
or unlisted above.
; This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; The
patient has a neck lump or mass.; There is a
Radiology Services palpable neck mass or lump.; The neck mass is
70490 CT NECK SOFT
Denied Not
larger than 1 cm.; A fine needle aspirate was
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI Medically
NOT done.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
D ETC. NO CONTRAST
CT
Necessary

Disapproval

Being treated for type 2 diabetes, trying to R/O
anorexia as Pt. not wanting to eat due to the
pain; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has not been
completed.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
Radiology Services being ordered for chronic pain.; This is the first
visit for this complaint.; The patient did not
Denied Not
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
have a amylase or lipase lab test.; Yes this is a
W/O CONTRAST
request for a Diagnostic CT
Necessary

Endocrinology

1

1

1

Endocrinology

Endocrinology

Gastroenterology

Disapproval

Disapproval

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; It is not known if
there are documented physical findings
Radiology Services consistent with an abdominal mass or tumor.;
Denied Not
"The patient has not had an abdominal
Medically
ultrasound, CT, or MR study."; &lt; Enter answer
Necessary
here - or Type In Unknown If No Info Given. &gt;

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being ordered for
something other than Breast CA, Lymphoma,
Myeloma, Ovarian CA, Esophageal CA, Lung CA,
Colorectal CA, Head/Neck CA, Melanoma, Soft
Tissue Sarcoma, Pancreatic CA or Testicular CA.;
This study is being requested for Thyroid
Radiology Services Cancer.; The patient had a thyroidectomy and
radioiodine ablation.; The patient does NOT
Denied Not
Medically
have a serum thyroglobulin level greater than
10ng/mL.; This is NOT a Medicare member.
Necessary

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

This is a request for a brain/head CT.; There is
headache not improved by pain medications.;
"There are recent neurological symptoms or
deficits such as one-sided weakness, vision
defects, speech impairments or sudden onset of
severe dizziness."; This study is being requested
for a headache.

2

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

Approval

Approval

Approval

F45.8; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 1 month; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
dysphasia; meds and barium swallow
This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; There
has not been recent trauma or other injury to
the neck.; There is no suspicion of or known
tumor, metastasis, lymphadenopathy, or mass.;
There is not a suspicion of an infection or
abscess.; This is being ordered by an ENT
specialist.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

1

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST
70496 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY HEAD
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; There
has not been recent trauma or other injury to
the neck.; There is suspicion of or known tumor,
metastasis, lymphadenopathy, or mass.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

3

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
brain.

1

70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE

There is not a suspicion of an infection or
abscess.; This examination is being requested to
evaluate lymphadenopathy or mass.; This is a
request for a Face MRI.; There is not a history of
orbit or face trauma or injury.

1

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Approval

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; It is unknown if
the study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; Not requested for evaluation of
trauma/injury, tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; The patient does
NOT have dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's
Palsy, a congenital abnormality, loss of smell,
hearing loss or vertigo.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Not requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; The patient does
NOT have dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's
Palsy, a congenital abnormality, loss of smell,
hearing loss or vertigo.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of tumor; A biopsy has
not been completed to determine tumor tissue
type.; There are recent neurological symptoms
such as one-sided weakness, speech
impairments, or vision defects.

1

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

"The ordering physician IS a surgeon,
pulmonologist or PCP ordering on behalf of a
specialist who has seen the patient."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for known or suspected
inflammatory disease or pneumonia.; Yes this is
a request for a Diagnostic CT

3

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

"There IS evidence of a lung, mediastinal or
chest mass noted within the last 30 days."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

2

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is not a hematologist/
oncologist.

1

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.; 2006;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; chrons disease; MEDICATION

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.; Around
6/19/17; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; swollen lymph nodes,
tenderness in the neck also; had ct of neck that
was abnormal

1

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; epigastric pain,
heartburn, heartburn, dysphagia, constipation,
and weight loss; We have treated the symptoms
with medication without success.
A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study
is being ordered for known tumor.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

3

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

F45.8; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 1 month; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
dysphasia; meds and barium swallow

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

History / Dx: C15.9 Adenocarcinoma of
esophagus &#x0D; History / Dx: T17.310A
Choking due to phlegm in larynx, initial
encounter&#x0D; History / Dx: R05
Cough&#x0D; &#x0D; Duration of Symptoms:
Start: 03/16/2017 &#x0D; &#x0D; Physical Exam
Findings: Pt with hx of esophageal cancer,; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The study is
being ordered for none of the above.; This study
is being ordered for non of the above.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT
Severe Pain; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; The study is being ordered for none of
the above.; This study is being ordered for non
of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

There is radiologic evidence of non-resolving
pneumonia for 6 weeks after antibiotic
treatment was prescribed.; A Chest/Thorax CT is
being ordered.; This study is being ordered for
known or suspected inflammatory disease or
pneumonia.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

Approval

1

1

1

1

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

1

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX
71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Trying to r/o lymphoma, sarcoidosis.; This
study is being ordered for a metastatic disease.;
There are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI,
CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is not
a hematologist/ oncologist.
This study is requested to evaluate suspected
pulmonary embolus.; Yes, this is a request for a
Chest CT Angiography.

1

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has Neurological deficit(s)

1

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Gastroenterology

Approval

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Gastroenterology

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

Patient has had rectal discomfort since Oct
2016. She also has a mucousy sensation around
her rectum. She has had shingles around her
buttocks area in 2014. She also has had
dramatic weight loss. CT of Pelvis should be
done to rule out any significant pro; This study is
being ordered for some other reason than the
choices given.; This is a request for a Pelvis CT.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a Pelvis
MRI.; The request is not for any of the listed
indications.

72196 MRI PELVIS

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.; feb
2017; There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; abdominal pain, diarrhea, bloody
stool; medication

1

72196 MRI PELVIS

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; It is not known
if there has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; &lt; Describe primary symptoms here or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

1

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Approval

Approval

1

1

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Approval

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

; This study is being ordered for Inflammatory/
Infectious Disease.; 3/28/2017&#x0D; returns
to GI clinic to discuss about pregnancy, ongoing
therapy with Entyvio which she has been taking
for approximately 1 year, and possibly recurrent
perianal fistula (see March 10 GI note for
historical details). Last week she developed pe;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Pt called stating sx of Crohn's are less
under control with more diarrhea, mucous, and
abscess has been draining white/yellow fluid.
Denies fever.; Discussion with the patient about
the importance of continuing current biologic
therapy &#x0D; - Refer to UAMS for endoscopic
ultrasound to assess for perirectal disease. Also
try to arrange visit so that patient can be
evaluated by Dr. Laryea, colorectal surg

1

72196 MRI PELVIS

MRE FOR NEWLY DIAGNOSED CROHNS
DISEASE; This study is being ordered for
Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.; 2/14/2017;
There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; ABDOMINAL PAIN, 2
YEAR HISTORY OF DIARRHEA, STATUS POST
EGD/COLON WITH PATHOLOGY CONSISTENT
WITH NEW DIAGNOSIS OF CROHNS DISEASE

1

Gastroenterology

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

Gastroenterology

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

Gastroenterology

Approval

Gastroenterology

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT
74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Gastroenterology

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Other chronic pancreatitis pelvic pain
abdominal pain; This study is being ordered for
Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.; 01-18-17;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Other chronic pancreatitis pelvic pain
abdominal pain; unknown
This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The request
is for suspicion of tumor, mass, neoplasm, or
metastatic disease?
This is a request for a foot MRI.; "There is a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is a suspected tarsal coalition.

1

1

1
9

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered as a
pre-op or post op evaluation.; The requested
study is for post-operative evaluation.; It is not
known if the requested study is a first follow up
study for a post operative complication.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Approval

Approval

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Kidney/Ureteral stone,
&#x0D; Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O
metastases, Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ
Enlargement, &#x0D; Known or suspected
infection such as pancreatitis, etc..; There are no
findings of Hematuria,
Lymphadenopathy,weight loss,abdominal
pain,diabetic patient with gastroparesis; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

8

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This
study is being ordered for a suspicious mass or
tumor.; There is a suspicious mass found using
ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy, or
sigmoidoscopy.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This
study is being ordered for another reason
besides Kidney/Ureteral stone, &#x0D; Known
Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O metastases,
Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ Enlargement,
&#x0D; Known or suspected infection such as
pancreatitis, etc..; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

3

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Approval

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; epigastric pain,
heartburn, heartburn, dysphagia, constipation,
and weight loss; We have treated the symptoms
with medication without success.

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

12-2016 ct of abdomen, hemangioma showed,
this is a follow up ct; This is a request for an
Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Kidney/Ureteral stone,
&#x0D; Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O
metastases, Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ
Enlargement, &#x0D; Known or suspected
infection such as pancreatitis, etc..; There are no
findings of Hematuria,
Lymphadenopathy,weight loss,abdominal
pain,diabetic patient with gastroparesis; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Approval

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

2 centimeter cyst in tail of pancreas; This is a
request for an Abdomen CT.; This study is being
ordered for another reason besides
Kidney/Ureteral stone, &#x0D; Known Tumor,
Cancer, Mass, or R/O metastases, Suspicious
Mass or Tumor, Organ Enlargement, &#x0D;
Known or suspected infection such as
pancreatitis, etc..; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

30 yr old male patient; This is a request for an
Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Kidney/Ureteral stone,
&#x0D; Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O
metastases, Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ
Enlargement, &#x0D; Known or suspected
infection such as pancreatitis, etc..; There are no
findings of Hematuria,
Lymphadenopathy,weight loss,abdominal
pain,diabetic patient with gastroparesis; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Approval

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Abdominal pain, dilated common bile duct.;
This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for another reason besides
Kidney/Ureteral stone, &#x0D; Known Tumor,
Cancer, Mass, or R/O metastases, Suspicious
Mass or Tumor, Organ Enlargement, &#x0D;
Known or suspected infection such as
pancreatitis, etc..; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

caller will fax in the clinicals; This is a request
for an Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered
for another reason besides Kidney/Ureteral
stone, &#x0D; Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or
R/O metastases, Suspicious Mass or Tumor,
Organ Enlargement, &#x0D; Known or
suspected infection such as pancreatitis, etc..;
There are no findings of Hematuria,
Lymphadenopathy,weight loss,abdominal
pain,diabetic patient with gastroparesis; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Approval

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Lesion in the right lobe was seen on abdominal
ultrasound. CT of the abdomen was
recommended. pt has been having abdominal
pain.; This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This
study is being ordered for another reason
besides Kidney/Ureteral stone, &#x0D; Known
Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O metastases,
Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ Enlargement,
&#x0D; Known or suspected infection such as
pancreatitis, etc..; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient was scheduled for ultrasound of
abdomen and was found to have a mass in the
abdomen; This is a request for an Abdomen CT.;
This study is being ordered for a known tumor,
cancer, mass, or rule out metastases.; No, this is
not a request for follow up to a known tumor or
abdominal cancer.; This study being ordered for
a palpable, observed or imaged abdominal
mass.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Gastroenterology

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Gastroenterology

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Post EUS to see if pancreatic pseudocyst has
reduced.; This is a request for an Abdomen CT.;
This study is being ordered as a pre-op or post
op evaluation.; The requested study is for postoperative evaluation.; The requested study is
not a first follow up study for a post operative
complication.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered as a pre-op or post op
evaluation.; The requested study is for postoperative evaluation.; The requested study is a
first follow up study for a post operatove
complication.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for a known tumor, cancer,
mass, or rule out metastases.; This is a request
for initial staging of a known tumor other than
prostate.; No, this is not a request for follow up
to a known tumor or abdominal cancer.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

Gastroenterology

Approval

1

2

1

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Approval

Approval

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for a known tumor, cancer,
mass, or rule out metastases.; This is not a
request for initial staging of a known tumor
other than prostate.; There are new signs or
symptoms including hematuria, presenting with
known cancer or tumor.; This patient does NOT
have known prostate cancer with a PSA
(prostate-specific antigen) greater than 10.; No,
this is not a request for follow up to a known
tumor or abdominal cancer.; No, there is a
palpable or observed abdominal mass.;
No,there is not an abdominal and pelvic or
retroperitoneal mass that has been confirmed.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for a known tumor, cancer,
mass, or rule out metastases.; Yes, this is a
request for follow up to a known tumor or
abdominal cancer.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

7

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for a kidney/ureteral stone.;
This patient is experiencing hematuria.; The
hematuria is newly diagnosed.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Approval

Approval

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for a suspicious mass or
tumor.; There is a suspicious mass found using
ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy, or
sigmoidoscopy.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

8

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for a suspicious mass or
tumor.; There is no suspicious mass found using
ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy, or
sigmoidoscopy.; There are new symptoms
including hematuria.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for a suspicious mass or
tumor.; There is no suspicious mass found using
ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy, or
sigmoidoscopy.; There are no new symptoms
including hematuria.; There are new lab results
or other imaging studies including ultrasound,
Doppler or plain films findings.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

2

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for a suspicious mass or
tumor.; There is no suspicious mass found using
ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy, or
sigmoidoscopy.; There are no new symptoms
including hematuria.; There are no new lab
results or other imaging studies including
ultrasound, Doppler or plain films findings.;
There is a suspicion of an adrenal mass.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for a vascular disease.; The
requested studies are being ordered for known
or suspected blood clot, thrombosis, or stenosis
and are being ordered by a surgeon or by the
attending physician on behalf of a surgeon.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for an infection such as
pancreatitis, appendicitis, abscess, colitis and
inflammatory bowel disease.; There are known
or endoscopic findings of Diverticulitis.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for an infection such as
pancreatitis, appendicitis, abscess, colitis and
inflammatory bowel disease.; There are known
or endoscopic findings of Inflammatory bowel
disease.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Approval

Approval

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for an infection such as
pancreatitis, appendicitis, abscess, colitis and
inflammatory bowel disease.; Yes, the patient
has been seen by a specialist or are the studies
being requested on behalf of a specialist for an
infection.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

21

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for organ enlargement.; There
is evidence of organ enlargement on ultrasound,
plain film, or IVP.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; This is a request for an Abdomen CT.;
This study is being ordered for a suspicious mass
or tumor.; There is no suspicious mass found
using ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy,
or sigmoidoscopy.; There are no new symptoms
including hematuria.; There are no new lab
results or other imaging studies including
ultrasound, Doppler or plain films findings.;
There is not a suspicion of an adrenal mass.;
This is not a request to confirm a suspicious
renal mass suggested by physical exam, lab
studies, IVP or ultrasound.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

1

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Approval

74174 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY
ABDOMEN AND PELVIS
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Approval

74174 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY
ABDOMEN AND PELVIS
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST
74175 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY
ABDOMEN
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

1

This is a request for CT Angiography of the
Abdomen and Pelvis.

5

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
abdomen.

1

5
&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis
has not been completed.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
The study is being ordered for acute pain.;
There has not been a physical exam.; It is
unknown if the patient had an Amylase or
Lipase lab test.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; It is not
known if a urinalysis has been completed.; This
study is being requested for abdominal and/or
pelvic pain.; It is not known if the pain is acute
or chronic.; It is not known if this is the first visit
for this complaint.; It is unknown if there has
been a physical exam.; It is unknown if the
patient had an Amylase or Lipase lab test.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for acute pain.;
There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
male.; A rectal exam was not performed.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
pain.; This is not the first visit for this
complaint.; There has been a physical exam.;
The patient is female.; A pelvic exam was NOT
performed.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

2

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
pain.; This is not the first visit for this
complaint.; There has been a physical exam.;
The patient is male.; A rectal exam was
performed.; The results of the exam were
normal.; The patient did not have an
Ultrasound.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is not a hematologist/
oncologist.

1

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.; 2006;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; chrons disease; MEDICATION

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.; Around
6/19/17; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; swollen lymph nodes,
tenderness in the neck also; had ct of neck that
was abnormal

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has not been
completed.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; It is not known if
the pain is acute or chronic.; This is the first visit
for this complaint.; It is unknown if the patient
had an Amylase or Lipase lab test.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has not been
completed.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for chronic pain.; This is the first
visit for this complaint.; The patient did not
have a amylase or lipase lab test.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; It is not known if a urinalysis has
been completed.; This study is being requested
for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for chronic pain.; This is the first
visit for this complaint.; It is unknown if the
patient had an Amylase or Lipase lab test.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; It is not known if
the pain is acute or chronic.; This is not the first
visit for this complaint.; There has been a
physical exam.; The patient is female.; A pelvic
exam was NOT performed.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the
first visit for this complaint.; There has been a
physical exam.; The patient is female.; A pelvic
exam was NOT performed.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

1

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

04/24/2017 Lab Desc&#x0D; Comprehensive
Metabolic Panel / CBC Auto Diff / Protime / ANA
by IFA/Titer if Positive / Anti-Mitochondrial
(M2) Antibody / Anti-Smooth Muscle (Actin) Ab
/ H. Pylori Abs Routine/FDC / Iron/TIBC Panel /
Hepatitis BsAg Screen / Hepatiti; This is a
request for an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.;
A urinalysis has not been completed.; This study
is being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
pain.; This is the first visit for this complaint.; It
is unknown if the patient had an Amylase or
Lipase lab test.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

1. Follow Up of Crohn's &#x0D; Vickie returns
for followup. This 55-year-old woman has a
history of ileocolonic Crohn's disease with
resections in the right colon and sigmoid colon
in the distant past, endoscopically, minimal to
no activity on her last exam; This is a request for
an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study
is being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
pain.; This is not the first visit for this
complaint.; There has been a physical exam.;
The patient is female.; A pelvic exam was NOT
performed.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

abdominal pain; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
pain.; This is not the first visit for this
complaint.; There has been a physical exam.;
The patient is female.; A pelvic exam was NOT
performed.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

Barium enema showed constipation, no fistula,
needing to make sure patient does not have any
abscess or inflammatory processes before
proceeding with colonoscopy; This is a request
for an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; A
urinalysis has not been completed.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
pain.; This is the first visit for this complaint.;
The patient did not have a amylase or lipase lab
test.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
bloating, constipation, black tarry stool, change
in bowel habits; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
pain.; This is not the first visit for this
complaint.; There has been a physical exam.;
The patient is female.; A pelvic exam was
performed.; The results of the exam were
abnormal.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

1

1

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

CT Enterography being ordered for a patient
with unexplained gi bleeding, unintentional
weight loss, abdominal pain, nausea and
vomiting.; This is a request for an abdomenpelvis CT combination.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
The study is being ordered for chronic pain.;
This is not the first visit for this complaint.;
There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
female.; A pelvic exam was NOT performed.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

History of Colon CA, Retal bleeding,
Colososcopy and remover Pylops.; This is a
request for an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.;
A urinalysis has not been completed.; This study
is being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
pain.; This is not the first visit for this
complaint.; There has not been a physical
exam.; The patient had an amylase lab test.; The
results of the lab test were normal.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Labs have been negative with the exception of
the elevated c-reactive protein. Con. abd pain
and tenderness; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis
has not been completed.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
The study is being ordered for chronic pain.;
This is the first visit for this complaint.; The
patient did not have a amylase or lipase lab
test.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

MEM HAS COLON CANCER; This is a request for
an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; It is not
known if a urinalysis has been completed.; This
study is being requested for abdominal and/or
pelvic pain.; It is not known if the pain is acute
or chronic.; This is the first visit for this
complaint.; It is unknown if the patient had an
Amylase or Lipase lab test.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

NONE; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis
CT combination.; The reason for the study is
none of the listed reasons.; This study is not
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is not requested for hematuria.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

none; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis
CT combination.; The reason for the study is
suspicious mass or suspected tumor or
metastasis.; This study is not being requested
for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
not requested for hematuria.; The patient did
NOT have an abnormal abdominal Ultrasound,
CT or MR study.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
none; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis
CT combination.; This study is being requested
for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the
first visit for this complaint.; There has been a
physical exam.; The patient is female.; A pelvic
exam was NOT performed.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT
pain melena N&amp;V; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
pain.; This is not the first visit for this
complaint.; There has been a physical exam.;
The patient is male.; A rectal exam was not
performed.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

1

1

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Patient had a colonoscopy that showed colitisis;
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the
first visit for this complaint.; There has been a
physical exam.; The patient is female.; It is not
known if a pelvic exam was performed.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Pt has persistent abdominal pain; This is a
request for an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.;
It is not known if a urinalysis has been
completed.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for chronic pain.; This is the first
visit for this complaint.; It is unknown if the
patient had an Amylase or Lipase lab test.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Right upper quadrant abdominal pain, weight
loss, history of hcv, nausea and vomiting,
diarrhea; This is a request for an abdomenpelvis CT combination.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
The study is being ordered for chronic pain.;
This is not the first visit for this complaint.;
There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
female.; A pelvic exam was NOT performed.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Technique: Multiplanar real-time ultrasound
images were obtained through the
abdomen.&#x0D; &#x0D; Findings:&#x0D; The
visualized abdominal aorta measures up to 1.9
cm in diameter. The IVC is normal.&#x0D;
&#x0D; The visualized portions of the pancreas
are normal in echotexture w; This is a request
for an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; A
urinalysis has been completed.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The results of the urinalysis were normal.;
The study is being ordered for chronic pain.;
This is the first visit for this complaint.; The
patient did not have a amylase or lipase lab
test.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; Infection such as pancreatitis,
appendicitis, abscess, colitis and inflammatory
bowel disease; Yes, the patient has been seen
by a specialist or are the studies being
requested on behalf of a specialist for an
infection.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

144

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; It is not known if there is a
suspicious mass found using ultrasound, IVP,
Endoscopy, colonoscopy, or sigmoidoscopy.; It
is not known if there are new symptoms
including hematuria.; It is not known if there are
new lab results or other imaging studies
including ultrasound, Doppler or plain films
findings.; It is not known if there is a suspicion
of an adrenal mass.; It is not known if this is a
request to confirm a suspicious renal mass
suggested by physical exam, lab studies, IVP or
ultrasound.; Suspicious Mass or Tumor;
&lt;Enter Additional Clinical Information&gt;;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is
suspicious mass or suspected tumor or
metastasis.; The patient is presenting new
symptoms.; This study is not being requested
for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
not requested for hematuria.; The patient had
an abnormal abdominal Ultrasound, CT or MR
study.; The patient has NOT completed a course
of chemotherapy or radiation therapy within
the past 90 days.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

Gastroenterology

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The requested study is for preoperative evaluation.; The study is requested by
a surgeon, specialist or PCP on behalf of a
specialist who has seen the patient.; Pre-op or
post op evaluation; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

Gastroenterology

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Gastroenterology

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are abnormal lab results or
physical findings on exam such as rebound or
guarding that are consistent with peritonitis,
abscess, pancreatitis or appendicitis.; Infection
such as pancreatitis, appendicitis, abscess,
colitis and inflammatory bowel disease; No, the
patient has not been seen by a specialist or are
the studies being requested on behalf of a
specialist for an infection.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are clinical findings or
indications of Diabetic patient with
gastroparesis.; Other; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are clinical findings or
indications of unexplained abdominal pain in
patient over 75 years of age.; Other; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

Gastroenterology

Approval

1

1

1

1

Gastroenterology

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Gastroenterology

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Gastroenterology

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Gastroenterology

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are clinical findings or
indications of unexplained weight loss of greater
than 10% body weight in 1 month; Other; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are NO abnormal lab
results or physical findings on exam such as
rebound or guarding that are consistent with
peritonitis, abscess, pancreatitis or
appendicitis.; There are known or endoscopic
findings of Crohn's disease.; Infection such as
pancreatitis, appendicitis, abscess, colitis and
inflammatory bowel disease; No, the patient
has not been seen by a specialist or are the
studies being requested on behalf of a specialist
for an infection.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; &lt;Enter Additional
Clinical Information&gt;; Yes this is a request for
a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; ; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

9

1

22

3

Gastroenterology

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; abdominal pain and
diarrhea; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

Gastroenterology

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Gastroenterology

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; abdominal pain, gastritis,;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Abdominal pain, rectal
pain, etc.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Abdominal Pain;
Generalized and most likely secondary to
adhesions from previous abdominal surgeries
but will r/o other entities with A/P CT Scan.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

Gastroenterology

Approval

1

1

1

1

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; abdominal pain; Yes this is
a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; abdominal symptoms; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; chronic abd pain for 3
years. No relief with GB removal. Colon normal.
Bentyl is not working. Reports diarrhea and
crampy abd pain. Also has hx of abnormal lft's.
Bx 2015 revealed chronic hep grade2 Stage 2.
Hep serologies neg. &#x0D; suspect IBS. Will
eval fo; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Chronic Diarrhea; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

1

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Gastroenterology

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Gastroenterology

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; CT Enterography being
ordered for patient with right lower quadrant
pain and altered bowel function very concerning
for small bowel obstruction.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; diarrhea, left lower
quadrant pain for over month; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Diverticulitis, abdominal
pain, gi bleed, diarrhea; Yes this is a request for
a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; elevated tumor marker
with known cirrhosis of the liver; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

1

1

1

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Evaluation of the patinets
conditions Abdominal ongoing pain, ultrasound
results normal, elevated liver levels,
colonoscopy findings normal.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; gastopresis; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; History of bowel
obstruction; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; pancreas protocol; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

1

1

1

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Patient has Crohns
disease.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; patient has limp nodes;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Patient with complaint of
abdominal pain, bloating, and constipation since
February 2017; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Patient with continued
abdominal pain for several months. Unable to
find relief. Looking for possible fold in bowel.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

Approval

1

1

1

1

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Gastroenterology

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Gastroenterology

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; POSSIBLE HEPATIC CYST
OR HEMANGIOMAS; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; possible mesenteric
ischemia; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Pt had a EGD, gallbladder
scan, ULTRA, and colonoscopy; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; pt has pain ...diagnos; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Approval

1

1

1

1

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Ultrasound was negative;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; unexplained Upper gastric
pain , unresolved; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; unknown; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is a known or a strong
suspicion of kidney or ureteral stones.;
Kidney/Ureteral stone; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is a suspicious mass found
using ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy,
or sigmoidoscopy.; Suspicious Mass or Tumor;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

Approval

1

1

1

4

9

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is evidence of organ
enlargement on ultrasound, plain film, or IVP.;
Organ Enlargement; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

3

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is no suspicious mass found
using ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy,
or sigmoidoscopy.; There are no new symptoms
including hematuria.; There are new lab results
or other imaging studies including ultrasound,
Doppler or plain films findings.; Suspicious Mass
or Tumor; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is no suspicious mass found
using ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy,
or sigmoidoscopy.; There are no new symptoms
including hematuria.; There are no new lab
results or other imaging studies including
ultrasound, Doppler or plain films findings.;
There is not a suspicion of an adrenal mass.;
This is not a request to confirm a suspicious
renal mass suggested by physical exam, lab
studies, IVP or ultrasound.; Suspicious Mass or
Tumor; blood in stool; hx gall stones and thyroid
surgery; hx hysterectomy; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

1

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This is a request for an abdomenpelvis CT combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Infection such as pancreatitis,
appendicitis, abscess, colitis and inflammatory
bowel disease; Other; Yes, the patient has been
seen by a specialist or are the studies being
requested on behalf of a specialist for an
infection.; UNKNOWN; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT ; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This is a request for follow up of a
known tumor or cancer involving both the
abdomen and pelvis and the patient is
undergoing active treatment.; Known Tumor,
Cancer, Mass, or Rule out metastases; Yes this is
a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This is not a request for follow up
of a known tumor or cancer involving both the
abdomen and pelvis or if this patient is
undergoing active treatment.; This is a request
for initial staging of a known tumor other than
prostate.; Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or Rule
out metastases; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

Gastroenterology

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This is not a request for follow up
of a known tumor or cancer involving both the
abdomen and pelvis or if this patient is
undergoing active treatment.; This is not a
request for initial staging of a known tumor
other than prostate.; There has NOT been a
recent (within the last 3 months) Abdomen
and/or Pelvis CT.; This patient does NOT have
known prostate cancer with a PSA (prostatespecific antigen) greater than 10.; Known
Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or Rule out metastases;
yes, there is a palpable or observed abdominal
mass.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

2

Gastroenterology

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This is not a request for follow up
of a known tumor or cancer involving both the
abdomen and pelvis or if this patient is
undergoing active treatment.; This is not a
request for initial staging of a known tumor
other than prostate.; There is no abdominal and
pelvic or retroperitoneal mass that has been
confirmed by previous imaging other than a CT.;
There are no new signs or symptoms including
hematuria, presenting with known cancer or
tumor.; This patient does NOT have known
prostate cancer with a PSA (prostate-specific
antigen) greater than 10.; Known Tumor,
Cancer, Mass, or Rule out metastases; It is not
known if there is a palpable or observed
abdominal mass.; ; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

Gastroenterology

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This is not a request for follow up
of a known tumor or cancer involving both the
abdomen and pelvis or if this patient is
undergoing active treatment.; This is not a
request for initial staging of a known tumor
other than prostate.; There is no abdominal and
pelvic or retroperitoneal mass that has been
confirmed by previous imaging other than a CT.;
There are no new signs or symptoms including
hematuria, presenting with known cancer or
tumor.; This patient does NOT have known
prostate cancer with a PSA (prostate-specific
antigen) greater than 10.; Known Tumor,
Cancer, Mass, or Rule out metastases; No,
there is not a palpable or observed abdominal
mass.; &lt;Enter Additional Clinical
Information&gt;; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

Gastroenterology

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This is not a request for follow up
of a known tumor or cancer involving both the
abdomen and pelvis or if this patient is
undergoing active treatment.; This is not a
request for initial staging of a known tumor
other than prostate.; There is no abdominal and
pelvic or retroperitoneal mass that has been
confirmed by previous imaging other than a CT.;
There are no new signs or symptoms including
hematuria, presenting with known cancer or
tumor.; This patient does NOT have known
prostate cancer with a PSA (prostate-specific
antigen) greater than 10.; Known Tumor,
Cancer, Mass, or Rule out metastases; No,
there is not a palpable or observed abdominal
mass.; RIGHT LOWER QUADRANT AND RECTAL
PAIN,FAMILY HISTORY OF MALIGNANT
NEOPLASM OF DIGESTIVE ORGAN,FAMILY
HISTORY ANUS/RECTUM DISEASE.RIGHT LOWER
QUAD PAIN,DEEP RECTAL DISCOMFORT SPASTIC
TYPE,INCREASED RISK FOR MALIGNANT
NEOPLASM OF DIGESTIVE ORGAN; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the
first visit for this complaint.; There has been a
physical exam.; The patient is female.; A pelvic
exam was performed.; The results of the exam
were normal.; The patient had an Ultrasound.;
The Ultrasound was normal.; A contrast/barium
x-ray has been completed.; The results of the
contrast/barium x-ray were normal.; The
patient had an endoscopy.; The endoscopy was
normal.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

3

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the
first visit for this complaint.; There has been a
physical exam.; The patient is male.; A rectal
exam was performed.; The results of the exam
were normal.; The patient had an Ultrasound.;
The Ultrasound was normal.; A contrast/barium
x-ray has been completed.; The results of the
contrast/barium x-ray were normal.; The
patient had an endoscopy.; The endoscopy was
normal.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for chronic pain.; This is the first
visit for this complaint.; The patient had an
amylase lab test.; The results of the lab test
were abnormal.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Trying to r/o lymphoma, sarcoidosis.; This
study is being ordered for a metastatic disease.;
There are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI,
CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is not
a hematologist/ oncologist.

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Ulcerative colitis; wants to r/o any adhesions or
perforations in the colon; This is a request for
an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study
is being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
pain.; This is not the first visit for this
complaint.; There has been a physical exam.;
The patient is female.; A pelvic exam was NOT
performed.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Unintentional weight loss, llq abdominal pain,
abdominal pain gen, and constipation; This is a
request for an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being ordered
for chronic pain.; This is not the first visit for this
complaint.; There has been a physical exam.;
The patient is female.; It is not known if a pelvic
exam was performed.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

unknown; This is a request for an abdomenpelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis has not
been completed.; This study is being requested
for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for chronic pain.; This is the first
visit for this complaint.; It is unknown if the
patient had an Amylase or Lipase lab test.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

unknown; This is a request for an abdomenpelvis CT combination.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
The study is being ordered for chronic pain.;
This is not the first visit for this complaint.;
There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
male.; A rectal exam was not performed.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Gastroenterology
Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Approval
Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST
74181 MRI ABDOMEN

Will FAx; This is a request for an abdomenpelvis CT combination.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
The study is being ordered for chronic pain.;
This is not the first visit for this complaint.;
There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
female.; A pelvic exam was NOT performed.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1
5

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for an
Abdomen MRI.; This study is not being ordered
for known tumor, suspicious mass or suspected
tumor/metastasis, organ enlargement, known
or suspected vascular disease, hematuria, followup trauma, or a pre-operative evaluation.

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.; feb
2017; There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; abdominal pain, diarrhea, bloody
stool; medication

1

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Approval

Approval

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; It is not known
if there has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; &lt; Describe primary symptoms here or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
04/11/2017; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; left and right lower
quadrant pain, Diarhea and bloating; ct scan

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
2/4/2017; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; pain; ct scan

1

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Approval

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

; This study is being ordered for Inflammatory/
Infectious Disease.; 3/28/2017&#x0D; returns
to GI clinic to discuss about pregnancy, ongoing
therapy with Entyvio which she has been taking
for approximately 1 year, and possibly recurrent
perianal fistula (see March 10 GI note for
historical details). Last week she developed pe;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Pt called stating sx of Crohn's are less
under control with more diarrhea, mucous, and
abscess has been draining white/yellow fluid.
Denies fever.; Discussion with the patient about
the importance of continuing current biologic
therapy &#x0D; - Refer to UAMS for endoscopic
ultrasound to assess for perirectal disease. Also
try to arrange visit so that patient can be
evaluated by Dr. Laryea, colorectal surg

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 4/2015; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Abdominal
pain, Diarrhea,; See notes.

1

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Approval

Approval

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

Abnormal LFT's, liver lesion seen on imaging,
fever greater than 101, Hep c; This study is
being ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 5/2017; It is not known if
there has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; Liver lesion seen on previous imaging,
Abnormal Lft's, Hep C, Fever greter than 101

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

acute pancreatitis, Hepatitis C,as well as new
diagnosis DM HONK/HHS; This request is for an
Abdomen MRI.; This study is not being ordered
for known tumor, suspicious mass or suspected
tumor/metastasis, organ enlargement, known
or suspected vascular disease, hematuria, followup trauma, or a pre-operative evaluation.

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

Chrones disease; This request is for an
Abdomen MRI.; This study is not being ordered
for known tumor, suspicious mass or suspected
tumor/metastasis, organ enlargement, known
or suspected vascular disease, hematuria, followup trauma, or a pre-operative evaluation.

1

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

Lesion on pancreatic head; This request is for
an Abdomen MRI.; This study is being ordered
for suspicious mass or suspected tumor/
metastasis.; The patient has NOT had previous
abnormal imaging including a CT, MRI or
Ultrasound.; This study is NOT being ordered to
evaluate an undescended testicle in a male.

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

MRE FOR NEWLY DIAGNOSED CROHNS
DISEASE; This study is being ordered for
Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.; 2/14/2017;
There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; ABDOMINAL PAIN, 2
YEAR HISTORY OF DIARRHEA, STATUS POST
EGD/COLON WITH PATHOLOGY CONSISTENT
WITH NEW DIAGNOSIS OF CROHNS DISEASE

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

Other chronic pancreatitis pelvic pain
abdominal pain; This study is being ordered for
Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.; 01-18-17;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Other chronic pancreatitis pelvic pain
abdominal pain; unknown

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

Patient has history of Pancreatitis; This study is
being ordered for Inflammatory/ Infectious
Disease.; &lt; Enter date of initial onset here - or
Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Abdominal pain Nausea Vomiting Dirreaha;
Medications Diet change.

1

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Approval

Approval

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

She is known to have liver cysts since 2008. She
states that cyst was 2 cm in size in 2008 and has
been steadily increasing in size. Largest
dimension has been stable at 4.7 cm for the
past 6 months.; This request is for an Abdomen
MRI.; This study is not being ordered for known
tumor, suspicious mass or suspected
tumor/metastasis, organ enlargement, known
or suspected vascular disease, hematuria, followup trauma, or a pre-operative evaluation.

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for known or suspected
infection.; "The ordering physician is a
gastroenterologist, urologist, or infectious
disease specialist.";

15

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for known or suspected
infection.; "The ordering physician is a
gastroenterologist, urologist, or infectious
disease specialist."; &lt; Enter answer here - or
Type In Unknown If No Info Given. &gt;

1

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Approval

Approval

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for known or suspected
infection.; "The ordering physician is a
gastroenterologist, urologist, or infectious
disease specialist."; Mr. Scott is a 39 year old
Caucasian with chronic hepatitis C, genotype 1a
, and HCV RNA of 6.06 IU/mL. Risk factors for
infection include hemophilia, and blood
products prior to 1992. Diagnosed in 1994 after
screening due to frequent blood product transf

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for known or suspected
infection.; "The ordering physician is a
gastroenterologist, urologist, or infectious
disease specialist."; patient with abdominal pain
and elevated labs. Ordering STAT

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for known or suspected
infection.; "The ordering physician is a
gastroenterologist, urologist, or infectious
disease specialist."; unknown

2

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Approval

Approval

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for known or suspected
infection.; "There is radiographical or ultrasound
findings consisitent with abnormal fluid
collection, abdominal abscess, or ascites.";
There are NO physical findings or abnormal
blood work consistent with peritonitis,
pancreatitis or appendicitis.; There is active or
clinical findings of ulcerative colitis, bowel
inflammation or diverticulitis.

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for known or suspected
vascular disease.; The ordering physician is a
surgeon.; Regarding portal venous thrombosis
(PVT) will order urgent MRI

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for known or suspected
vascular disease.; The ordering physician is not a
surgeon.; There are plain film or ultrasound
evidence of vascular abnormality.;

1

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Approval

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for known or suspected
vascular disease.; The ordering physician is not a
surgeon.; There are plain film or ultrasound
evidence of vascular abnormality.; 24 yo
referred from Dr. Shaw for abdominal pain
&#x0D; PMH early menarch, age of 8, pituitary
adenemoa?&#x0D; Patient with history of CCx
March 2017 for dyskinesia with HIDA EF
0%&#x0D; At the time of her CCx she had
elevated LFTs into the mid/upper-100's&#x0D;
Liver biopsy

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for known or suspected
vascular disease.; The ordering physician is not a
surgeon.; There are plain film or ultrasound
evidence of vascular abnormality.; Schedule MRIMRCP to visualize intra and extrahepatic biliary
tree and pancreatic ductal system. To make sure
there is no residual stone after CCx or de-novo
post-CCx choledocholithiasis as basis of the
symptoms.

1

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Approval

Approval

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for Known Tumor.; The patient
is not presenting new symptoms.; The patient
has had 3 or fewer follow-up abdomen MRIs.;
This study is being ordered for follow-up.; The
patient is not undergoing active treatment for
cancer.; "The ordering physician is an
oncologist, urologist, gastroenterologist, or
surgeon."; 1.7 X 2.6 X 2.2 LIVER LESION

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for Known Tumor.; The patient
is not presenting new symptoms.; The patient
has had 3 or fewer follow-up abdomen MRIs.;
This study is being ordered for follow-up.; The
patient is not undergoing active treatment for
cancer.; "The ordering physician is an
oncologist, urologist, gastroenterologist, or
surgeon."; FU to known lesion; Monitoring

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for Known Tumor.; The patient
is not presenting new symptoms.; The patient
has had 3 or fewer follow-up abdomen MRIs.;
This study is being ordered for follow-up.; The
patient is not undergoing active treatment for
cancer.; "The ordering physician is an
oncologist, urologist, gastroenterologist, or
surgeon."; unknown

1

Gastroenterology

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for Known Tumor.; The patient
is presenting new symptoms.; This study is
being ordered for follow-up.; The patient is not
undergoing active treatment for cancer.; "The
ordering physician is an oncologist, urologist,
gastroenterologist, or surgeon."; 6 MONTH
FOLLOW UP OF ABN CT

Gastroenterology

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

Gastroenterology

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for Known Tumor.; This study is
being ordered for follow-up.; The patient did
NOT have chemotherapy, radiation therapy or
surgery in the last 3 months.; They did NOT
have an Abdomen MRI in the last 10 months.
This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for Known Tumor.; This study is
being ordered for follow-up.; The patient had
chemotherapy, radiation therapy or surgery in
the last 3 months.

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for Known Tumor.; This study is
being ordered for follow-up.; The patient is
undergoing active treatment for cancer.; "The
ordering physician is an oncologist, urologist,
gastroenterologist, or surgeon.";

Gastroenterology

Approval

1

2

2

3

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Approval

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for Known Tumor.; This study is
being ordered for follow-up.; The patient is
undergoing active treatment for cancer.; "The
ordering physician is an oncologist, urologist,
gastroenterologist, or surgeon."; none

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for Known Tumor.; This study is
being ordered for follow-up.; The patient is
undergoing active treatment for cancer.; "The
ordering physician is an oncologist, urologist,
gastroenterologist, or surgeon."; patient with
hepatocellular carcinoma currently being
evaluated for a liver transplant. Imaging is for
surveillance of treated tumor.

1

Gastroenterology

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

Gastroenterology

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for Known Tumor.; This study is
being ordered for follow-up.; The patient is
undergoing active treatment for cancer.; "The
ordering physician is an oncologist, urologist,
gastroenterologist, or surgeon."; Patient with
hepatocellular carcinoma currently listed for a
liver transplant. Imaging is to evaluate
hepatocellular carcinoma status.
This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for organ enlargement.; There
is an ultrasound or plain film evidence of an
abdominal organ enlargement.; &lt; Enter
answer here - or Type In Unknown If No Info
Given. &gt;

2

1

Gastroenterology

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

Gastroenterology

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

Gastroenterology

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

Gastroenterology

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for organ enlargement.; There
is an ultrasound or plain film evidence of an
abdominal organ enlargement.; Pt has Cirrhosis this is his 1 year follow-up MRI
This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for pre-operative evaluation.;
"The ordering physician is an oncologist,
urologist, gastroenterologist, or surgeon.";
unknown
This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study.";
This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study."; &lt;
Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If No
Info Given. &gt;

1

1

8

9

Gastroenterology

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

Gastroenterology

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

Gastroenterology

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study."; 3
month follow check vascular anomaly in liver
This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study."; found
to have 6CM liver mass present. He continues to
feel abdominal distention and pain whenever he
eats
This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study.";
Patient had abnormal ultrasound and has an
elevated AFP

1

1

1

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Approval

Approval

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study.";
Patient had liver mass and had recent PET scan
but needing closer imaging on liver.

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study.";
Patient has Liver Lesions and Ct Scan
recommends MRI to further evaluate

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study.";
Patient having RUQ abdominal pain for about 2
weeks with nausea. LFT's are continously rising.
Had abnormal ultrasound done.

1

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Approval

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has not had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study.";

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has not had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study."; asp
elevated R/O tumor

1

Gastroenterology

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

Gastroenterology

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are no
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study.";
This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are no
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study."; &lt;
Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If No
Info Given. &gt;

1

1

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Approval

Approval

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are no
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study."; 2. The
common bile duct is enlarged, the etiology of
which is unclear. This could be further evaluated
with a CT of the abdomen to exclude an
obstructing lesion.

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are no
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study."; US
abdomen done on 3/9/2017 and CT abd done
on 3/17/2017 both showed multiple
indeterminate liver lesions.

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; It is not known if
there are documented physical findings
consistent with an abdominal mass or tumor.;
"The patient has had an abdominal ultrasound,
CT, or MR study."; Patient US liver and CT scan
that showed mass in the right lobe of the liver
and suggested MRI.

1

Gastroenterology

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

Gastroenterology

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; It is not known if
there are documented physical findings
consistent with an abdominal mass or tumor.;
"The patient has had an abdominal ultrasound,
CT, or MR study."; Pt had a abdominal
ultrasound that the common bile duct is
dilated. She is having abdom pain, nausea
vomiting, weight loss, and gastritis.
This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; The patient had
previous abnormal imaging including a CT, MRI
or Ultrasound.; A abnormality was found on the
pancreas during a previous CT, MRI or
Ultrasound.

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; The patient had
previous abnormal imaging including a CT, MRI
or Ultrasound.; A liver abnormality was found
on a previous CT, MRI or Ultrasound.; There is
suspicion of metastasis.

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is not being ordered for known tumor,
suspicious mass or suspected tumor/metastasis,
organ enlargement, known or suspected
vascular disease, hematuria, follow-up trauma,
or a pre-operative evaluation.;

7

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Approval

Approval

1

2

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Approval

Approval

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is not being ordered for known tumor,
suspicious mass or suspected tumor/metastasis,
organ enlargement, known or suspected
vascular disease, hematuria, follow-up trauma,
or a pre-operative evaluation.; &lt; Enter
answer here - or Type In Unknown If No Info
Given. &gt;

3

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is not being ordered for known tumor,
suspicious mass or suspected tumor/metastasis,
organ enlargement, known or suspected
vascular disease, hematuria, follow-up trauma,
or a pre-operative evaluation.; Abdominal pain,
Crohn's disease, diarrhea

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is not being ordered for known tumor,
suspicious mass or suspected tumor/metastasis,
organ enlargement, known or suspected
vascular disease, hematuria, follow-up trauma,
or a pre-operative evaluation.; Diagnosed
Crohn's disease in past. B12 levels low. ?small
bowel Crohn's disease

1

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Approval

Approval

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is not being ordered for known tumor,
suspicious mass or suspected tumor/metastasis,
organ enlargement, known or suspected
vascular disease, hematuria, follow-up trauma,
or a pre-operative evaluation.; MRCP being
ordered to follow up and re-evaluate pancreatic
cysts that were seen on prior exam. Patient
also c/o right and lower quadrant pain as well as
change in bowel habits.

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is not being ordered for known tumor,
suspicious mass or suspected tumor/metastasis,
organ enlargement, known or suspected
vascular disease, hematuria, follow-up trauma,
or a pre-operative evaluation.; None.

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is not being ordered for known tumor,
suspicious mass or suspected tumor/metastasis,
organ enlargement, known or suspected
vascular disease, hematuria, follow-up trauma,
or a pre-operative evaluation.; pancreatic cyst

1

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Approval

Approval

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is not being ordered for known tumor,
suspicious mass or suspected tumor/metastasis,
organ enlargement, known or suspected
vascular disease, hematuria, follow-up trauma,
or a pre-operative evaluation.; Pt had several
studies done, having unexplained right upper
quadrant pain for 5 months. Had a AB/PELV CT
that was normal ULTRA of abd and pelv that
was negative. Colonoscopy that was normal,
EGD that showed gastritis

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is not being ordered for known tumor,
suspicious mass or suspected tumor/metastasis,
organ enlargement, known or suspected
vascular disease, hematuria, follow-up trauma,
or a pre-operative evaluation.; Screening or HCC
in Hep C patient with cirrhosis.

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is not being ordered for known tumor,
suspicious mass or suspected tumor/metastasis,
organ enlargement, known or suspected
vascular disease, hematuria, follow-up trauma,
or a pre-operative evaluation.; unintended
weight loss

1

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Approval

Approval

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is not being ordered for known tumor,
suspicious mass or suspected tumor/metastasis,
organ enlargement, known or suspected
vascular disease, hematuria, follow-up trauma,
or a pre-operative evaluation.; We must exclude
Crohn's disease, she has had largely normal
endoscopies in the past. We will order MRE and
get fecal calprotectin

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is not being ordered for known tumor,
suspicious mass or suspected tumor/metastasis,
organ enlargement, known or suspected
vascular disease, hematuria, follow-up trauma,
or a pre-operative evaluation.; Will fax clinical
information

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Approval

Approval

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN
74185 MRA, MRI
ANGIOGRAPHY
ABDOMEN
WITH/WITHOUT
CONTRAST

To monitor a liver cyst; This request is for an
Abdomen MRI.; This study is not being ordered
for known tumor, suspicious mass or suspected
tumor/metastasis, organ enlargement, known
or suspected vascular disease, hematuria, followup trauma, or a pre-operative evaluation.

1

This is a request for a MR Angiogram of the
abdomen.

2

74261 CT Colonography,
diagnostic without
contrast

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This patient has a medical
problem that makes him/her unsuitable for
conventional colonoscopy.; The member had
colon screening studies completed prior to this
request.

5

Approval

74261 CT Colonography,
diagnostic without
contrast

Approval

74261 CT Colonography,
diagnostic without
contrast

; This patient does not have a medical problem
that makes him/ her unsuitable for conventional
colonoscopy.; This patient has undergone an
attempted but incomplete conventional
colonoscopy.; The member had colon screening
studies completed prior to this request.
Could not complete colonoscopy due to
possible adhesions, pt is having abd pain and
constipation.; This patient has a medical
problem that makes him/her unsuitable for
conventional colonoscopy.; The member had
colon screening studies completed prior to this
request.

1

1

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Approval

74261 CT Colonography,
diagnostic without
contrast

Despite using both adult and pediatric scopes I
could not advance beyond the sigmoid colon.
This is likely due to intra-abdominal adhesions.
She had a tendency to have mild bradycardia
with further scope advancement; This patient
has a medical problem that makes him/her
unsuitable for conventional colonoscopy.; The
member had colon screening studies completed
prior to this request.

Approval

74261 CT Colonography,
diagnostic without
contrast

Approval

74261 CT Colonography,
diagnostic without
contrast

During diagnostic conventional colonoscopy
scope advanced to what I believe to be at least
splenic flexure. There is redundancy and unable
to advance further; This patient has a medical
problem that makes him/her unsuitable for
conventional colonoscopy.; The member had
colon screening studies completed prior to this
request.
Pt. HAVE SIGMOIDOSCOPY AND DIVERTITY
NOTICE AND; This patient has a medical
problem that makes him/her unsuitable for
conventional colonoscopy.; The member had
colon screening studies completed prior to this
request.

74261 CT Colonography,
diagnostic without
contrast

stent placed April 12 cardiologist will not let
him stop meds til October; This patient has a
medical problem that makes him/her unsuitable
for conventional colonoscopy.; The member had
colon screening studies completed prior to this
request.

Approval

1

1

1

1

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Approval

74261 CT Colonography,
diagnostic without
contrast

This patient does not have a medical problem
that makes him/ her unsuitable for conventional
colonoscopy.; This patient has not undergone
an attempted but incomplete conventional
colonoscopy.; This patient does not have a
known obstructing colorectal cancer.; The
member had colon screening studies completed
prior to this request.

1

Approval

74263 CT Colonography,
screening

This is a request for CT Colonoscopy for
screening purposes only.

1

75571 Corornary Artery
Calcium Score, EBCT

Patient being evaluated for a liver transplant.
Testing is part of the this evaluation process.;
This is a request for a CT scan for evalutation of
coronary calcification.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Patient being evaluated for a liver transplant
with coronary artery disease involving native
heart without angina pectoris.; This study is
being ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; Patient being evaluated for a
liver transplant with coronary artery disease
involving native heart without angina pectoris.;
There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; coronary artery disease
involving native heart without angina pectoris
and hypertension, diabetes type II.

1

Approval

Approval

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology
Gastroenterology

Approval

Approval
Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study
S8037 mrcp

Patient is currently being evaluated for a liver
transplant. Testing is to evaluate abnormal
ECHO and CT Heart findings.; The patient's age
is between 45 and 64.; The patient has had a
stress echocardiogram within the past eight
weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

This study is being ordered as a pre-operative
evaluation.; The patient is presenting with
symptoms of atypical chest pain and/or
shortness of breath.; There are no documented
clinical findings of hyperlipidemia.; There are no
documented clinical findings of hypertension.;
The patient is diabetic.; The patient had a recent
non-nuclear stress test.; The patient has not had
a recent stress echocardiogram.; The patient
has suspected CAD.; "Patient is not clinically
obese, nor has an emphysematous chest
configuration."; The patient's age is between 45
and 64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This evaluation is prior to major surgery
involving general anesthesia.; This is a request
for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

1
1

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Approval

Approval

Approval

S8037 mrcp

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for MRCP.;
There is no reason why the patient cannot have
an ERCP.

3

S8037 mrcp

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
03/3/2017; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; adnominal pain, nausea,
weight loss ,; Hospital admission , pancreatic
enzymes ,

1

S8037 mrcp

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
04/11/2017; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; left and right lower
quadrant pain, Diarhea and bloating; ct scan

1

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Approval

Approval

S8037 mrcp

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
2/4/2017; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; pain; ct scan

1

S8037 mrcp

; This is a request for MRCP.; There is no reason
why the patient cannot have an ERCP.

4

Gastroenterology

Approval

S8037 mrcp

Gastroenterology

Approval

S8037 mrcp

Gastroenterology

Approval

S8037 mrcp

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 4/2015; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Abdominal
pain, Diarrhea,; See notes.
A mild acute pancreatitis.; This is a request for
MRCP.; There is no reason why the patient
cannot have an ERCP.
abnormal ct and gall stone.; This is a request for
MRCP.; There is no reason why the patient
cannot have an ERCP.

1

1

1

Gastroenterology

Approval

S8037 mrcp

Dilated common bile duct to 8.5 mm at the
porta but no definite&#x0D; intrahepatic biliary
duct dilatation noted. Recommend
clinical&#x0D; correlation. MRCP may be of
benefit.; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; ; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
Abnormal findings on an Ultra sound of the
abdomen. Pt has a dilated common bile duct to
8.5 mm at the porta. it is recommended that an
MRCP be done. Pt also has elevated liver
function and has Hep C.

1

enlarged bile duct shown on ultrasound; This is
a request for MRCP.; There is no reason why the
patient cannot have an ERCP.

1

Gastroenterology

Approval

S8037 mrcp

Gastroenterology

Approval

S8037 mrcp

Gastroenterology

Approval

S8037 mrcp

Liver; This is a request for MRCP.; There is no
reason why the patient cannot have an ERCP.
Pancreatitis, K86.1, r10.13; This is a request for
MRCP.; There is no reason why the patient
cannot have an ERCP.

S8037 mrcp

Patient had abnormal ultrasound and CT scan
and MRI was recommended for further
evaluation.; This is a request for MRCP.; There is
no reason why the patient cannot have an ERCP.

Gastroenterology

Approval

1

1

1

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

S8037 mrcp

Patient has had an abnormal US and CT
suggesting CBD obstruction. She complains of
lower left back pain and periumbilical
abdominal pain. She also has nausea but no
vomiting.; This is a request for MRCP.; There is
no reason why the patient cannot have an ERCP.

1

S8037 mrcp

Patient has history of Pancreatitis; This study is
being ordered for Inflammatory/ Infectious
Disease.; &lt; Enter date of initial onset here - or
Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Abdominal pain Nausea Vomiting Dirreaha;
Medications Diet change.

1

S8037 mrcp

Patient has pancreatitis and needs an MRCP to
evaluate.; This is a request for MRCP.; There is
no reason why the patient cannot have an ERCP.

1

S8037 mrcp

Patient with history of pancreatitis unresolved
with continuous abdominal pain. Also having
nausea, heartburn, and diarrhea.; This is a
request for MRCP.; There is no reason why the
patient cannot have an ERCP.

1

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Approval

Approval

S8037 mrcp

This is a request for MRCP.; There is a reason
why the patient cannot have an ERCP.; The
patient has not undergone an unsuccessful
ERCP.; The patient does not have an altered
biliary tract anatomy that precludes ERCP.; The
patient does not require evaluation for a
congenital defect of the pancreatic or biliary
tract.; The MRCP will be used to identify a
pancreatic or biliary system obstruction that
cannot be opened by ERCP.

2

S8037 mrcp

This is a request for MRCP.; There is a reason
why the patient cannot have an ERCP.; The
patient has not undergone an unsuccessful
ERCP.; The patient does not have an altered
biliary tract anatomy that precludes ERCP.; The
patient requires evaluation for a congenital
defect of the pancreatic or biliary tract.

2

Gastroenterology

Approval

S8037 mrcp

Gastroenterology

Approval

S8037 mrcp

This is a request for MRCP.; There is a reason
why the patient cannot have an ERCP.; The
patient has not undergone an unsuccessful
ERCP.; The patient has an altered biliary tract
anatomy that precludes ERCP.
upper abd Tenderness; This is a request for
MRCP.; There is no reason why the patient
cannot have an ERCP.

2

1

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Disapproval

; This is a request for a brain/head CT.; There is
not headache not improved by pain
medications.; "There are no recent neurological
Radiology Services symptoms or deficits such as one-sided
Denied Not
weakness, vision defects, speech impairments
Medically
or sudden onset of severe dizziness."; This study
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
is being requested for a headache.

1

Disapproval

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
Radiology Services anomaly, or vascular disease.; August 2016;
70490 CT NECK SOFT
Denied Not
There has been treatment or conservative
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI Medically
therapy.; Pt has abdominal pain, reflux, lump in
D ETC. NO CONTRAST
Necessary
throat; medications

1

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

"There IS evidence of a lung, mediastinal or
Radiology Services chest mass noted within the last 30 days."; A
Denied Not
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
Medically
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Necessary
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; 3-31Radiology Services 2017; There has been treatment or conservative
Denied Not
therapy.; elevated liver enzymes. alcohol
Medically
dependency, nausea, vomiting, dyspia; egd,
Necessary
biopsy, lab work

1

Disapproval

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary
Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 4/5/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; ; EGD
MEDS

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Gastroenterology

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Gastroenterology

Disapproval

; This study is being ordered for Inflammatory/
Infectious Disease.; ; It is not known if there has
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
Unknown; This study is not requested to
71275 CT
Radiology Services evaluate suspected pulmonary embolus.; This
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST Denied Not
study will be performed in conjunction with a
W/CONTRAST/NONCON Medically
Chest CT.; Yes, this is a request for a Chest CT
TRAST
Necessary
Angiography.

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
Radiology Services No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
72128 CT THORACIC
Denied Not
thoracic spine CT.; There is no reason why the
SPINE, UPPER BACK NO Medically
patient cannot undergo a thoracic spine MRI.;
CONTRAST
Necessary
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Disapproval

Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If No
Info Given&#x0D; 4/2017; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
72191 CT
Radiology Services neurological disorder, inflammatory or
ANGIOGRAPHY PELVIS Denied Not
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
W/CONTRAST/NONCON Medically
vascular disease.; ; There has been treatment or
TRAST
Necessary
conservative therapy.; ;

1

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

1

1

1

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
Radiology Services anomaly, or vascular disease.; August 2016;
Denied Not
There has been treatment or conservative
Medically
therapy.; Pt has abdominal pain, reflux, lump in
Necessary
throat; medications

1

72196 MRI PELVIS

Assessment &#x0D; 50 year old female with
history of abdominal cramps is here for a
routine follow up. The etiology of her abdominal
pain is unclear at this time. She is on multiple
Radiology Services medications which can decreased gut motility
Denied Not
such as tramadol, hyoscyamine, pr; This is a
Medically
request for a Pelvis MRI.; The request is not for
Necessary
any of the listed indications.

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Pt has known hepatitis C Has R upper
quadrant pain; This is a request for an Abdomen
CT.; This study is being ordered for another
reason besides Kidney/Ureteral stone, &#x0D;
Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O
metastases, Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ
Enlargement, &#x0D; Known or suspected
infection such as pancreatitis, etc..; There are no
Radiology Services findings of Hematuria,
Lymphadenopathy,weight loss,abdominal
Denied Not
Medically
pain,diabetic patient with gastroparesis; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT
Necessary

1

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for an infection such as
pancreatitis, appendicitis, abscess, colitis and
inflammatory bowel disease.; Yes, the patient
Radiology Services has been seen by a specialist or are the studies
being requested on behalf of a specialist for an
Denied Not
infection.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
Medically
Necessary
CT

2

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; This is a request for an Abdomen CT.;
This study is being ordered for another reason
besides Kidney/Ureteral stone, &#x0D; Known
Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O metastases,
Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ Enlargement,
&#x0D; Known or suspected infection such as
pancreatitis, etc..; There are no findings of
Radiology Services Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
Denied Not
gastroparesis; Yes this is a request for a
Medically
Diagnostic CT
Necessary

1

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
This is a request for CT Angiography of the
Necessary
Abdomen and Pelvis.

2

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
Necessary
abdomen.

1

74174 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY
ABDOMEN AND PELVIS
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST
74175 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY
ABDOMEN
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis
has not been completed.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
Radiology Services The study is being ordered for chronic pain.;
This is the first visit for this complaint.; The
Denied Not
patient did not have a amylase or lipase lab
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
test.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
pain.; This is not the first visit for this
Radiology Services complaint.; There has been a physical exam.;
The patient is female.; A pelvic exam was NOT
Denied Not
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
performed.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
W/O CONTRAST
CT
Necessary

2

Gastroenterology

Disapproval

Gastroenterology

Disapproval

Gastroenterology

Disapproval

Gastroenterology

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
pain.; This is not the first visit for this
complaint.; There has been a physical exam.;
The patient is male.; A rectal exam was
Radiology Services performed.; The results of the exam were
normal.; The patient did not have an
Denied Not
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
Ultrasound.; Yes this is a request for a
W/O CONTRAST
Diagnostic CT
Necessary
&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; 3-31Radiology Services 2017; There has been treatment or conservative
Denied Not
therapy.; elevated liver enzymes. alcohol
dependency, nausea, vomiting, dyspia; egd,
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
biopsy, lab work
&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
Radiology Services No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 4/5/2017; There has been
Denied Not
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
treatment or conservative therapy.; ; EGD
W/O CONTRAST
MEDS
Necessary
Radiology Services
Denied Not
; This study is being ordered for Inflammatory/
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
Infectious Disease.; ; It is not known if there has
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;

1

1

1

1

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Disapproval

epigastric pain severe, constant and worsens
with meals, want to check gallbladder. Tried
Nexium without relief. Positive for weight loss.;
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has not been
completed.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
Radiology Services being ordered for chronic pain.; This is the first
visit for this complaint.; It is unknown if the
Denied Not
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
patient had an Amylase or Lipase lab test.; Yes
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Disapproval

Evaluate renal cyst; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for acute pain.;
There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
female.; A pelvic exam was performed.; The
results of the exam were normal.; The patient
Radiology Services had an Ultrasound.; The Ultrasound was
Denied Not
abnormal.; The ultrasound showed a
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
Kidney/Renal cyst(s); Yes this is a request for a
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

1

Disapproval

none; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis
CT combination.; A urinalysis has not been
completed.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
Radiology Services being ordered for chronic pain.; This is the first
Denied Not
visit for this complaint.; It is unknown if the
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
patient had an Amylase or Lipase lab test.; Yes
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

2

Gastroenterology

Disapproval

Gastroenterology

Disapproval

none; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis
CT combination.; It is not known if a urinalysis
has been completed.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; It
Radiology Services is not known if the pain is acute or chronic.; This
Denied Not
is the first visit for this complaint.; The patient
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
did not have a amylase or lipase lab test.; Yes
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
none; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis
CT combination.; It is not known if a urinalysis
has been completed.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
The study is being ordered for chronic pain.;
Radiology Services This is the first visit for this complaint.; It is
Denied Not
unknown if the patient had an Amylase or
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
Lipase lab test.; Yes this is a request for a
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

Disapproval

Pt has weight loss of 30 lbs in last 6 months. Pt
has upper and lower quad pain.; This is a
request for an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.;
A urinalysis has not been completed.; This study
is being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
Radiology Services pain.; This is the first visit for this complaint.; It
is unknown if the patient had an Amylase or
Denied Not
Lipase lab test.; Yes this is a request for a
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
W/O CONTRAST
Diagnostic CT
Necessary

Gastroenterology

1

1

1

Gastroenterology

Disapproval

Gastroenterology

Disapproval

Gastroenterology

Disapproval

Gastroenterology

Disapproval

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; Infection such as pancreatitis,
appendicitis, abscess, colitis and inflammatory
bowel disease; Yes, the patient has been seen
Radiology Services by a specialist or are the studies being
requested on behalf of a specialist for an
Denied Not
infection.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
W/O CONTRAST
CT
Necessary
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
Radiology Services loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
Denied Not
gastroparesis; Other; &lt;Enter Additional
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
Clinical Information&gt;; Yes this is a request for
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Abdominal Pain;
Radiology Services Generalized and most likely secondary to
Denied Not
adhesions from previous abdominal surgeries
but will r/o other entities with A/P CT Scan; Yes
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Radiology Services Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
Denied Not
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
gastroparesis; Other; liver cyst; Yes this is a
W/O CONTRAST
request for a Diagnostic CT
Necessary

2

2

1

1

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Disapproval

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Radiology Services Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
Denied Not
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
gastroparesis; Other; unknown; Yes this is a
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Disapproval

To rule out primary malignancy. Nausea and
vomiting, Early Satiety, Diarrhea, Liver Mass.;
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is
suspicious mass or suspected tumor or
metastasis.; It is not known if the patient is
presenting new symptoms.; This study is not
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is not requested for hematuria.;
The last Abdomen/Pelvis CT was performed
within the past 10 months.; The patient had an
abnormal abdominal Ultrasound, CT or MR
Radiology Services study.; The patient has NOT completed a course
Denied Not
of chemotherapy or radiation therapy within
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
the past 90 days.; Yes this is a request for a
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

1

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Disapproval

unknown; This is a request for an abdomenpelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis has been
completed.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; It is not known if
the urinalysis results were normal or abnormal.;
It is not known if the pain is acute or chronic.;
This is not the first visit for this complaint.;
Radiology Services There has not been a physical exam.; It is
unknown if the patient had an Amylase or
Denied Not
Lipase lab test.; Yes this is a request for a
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

1

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
Radiology Services 03/3/2017; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; adnominal pain, nausea,
Denied Not
Medically
weight loss ,; Hospital admission , pancreatic
enzymes ,
Necessary

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

Dilated common bile duct to 8.5 mm at the
porta but no definite&#x0D; intrahepatic biliary
duct dilatation noted. Recommend
clinical&#x0D; correlation. MRCP may be of
benefit.; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; ; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
Abnormal findings on an Ultra sound of the
Radiology Services abdomen. Pt has a dilated common bile duct to
Denied Not
8.5 mm at the porta. it is recommended that an
Medically
MRCP be done. Pt also has elevated liver
Necessary
function and has Hep C.

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

Patient has Crohns disease; This request is for
an Abdomen MRI.; This study is not being
ordered for known tumor, suspicious mass or
Radiology Services suspected tumor/metastasis, organ
Denied Not
enlargement, known or suspected vascular
Medically
disease, hematuria, follow-up trauma, or a preNecessary
operative evaluation.

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is not being ordered for known tumor,
Radiology Services suspicious mass or suspected tumor/metastasis,
Denied Not
organ enlargement, known or suspected
Medically
vascular disease, hematuria, follow-up trauma,
Necessary
or a pre-operative evaluation.;

1

Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

Disapproval

74185 MRA, MRI
ANGIOGRAPHY
ABDOMEN
WITH/WITHOUT
CONTRAST

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This patient has a medical
Radiology Services problem that makes him/her unsuitable for
74261 CT Colonography, Denied Not
conventional colonoscopy.; The member had
diagnostic without
Medically
colon screening studies completed prior to this
Necessary
request.
contrast

Gastroenterology

Disapproval

Gastroenterology

Disapproval

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
This is a request for a MR Angiogram of the
Necessary
abdomen.

This patient does not have a medical problem
that makes him/ her unsuitable for conventional
colonoscopy.; This patient has not undergone
an attempted but incomplete conventional
Radiology Services colonoscopy.; This patient does not have a
known obstructing colorectal cancer.; The
74261 CT Colonography, Denied Not
member had colon screening studies completed
diagnostic without
Medically
prior to this request.
contrast
Necessary
Radiology Services
74263 CT Colonography, Denied Not
This is a request for CT Colonoscopy for
Medically
screening purposes only.
screening

1

1

1

1

Gastroenterology

Disapproval

Gastroenterology

Disapproval

Gastroenterology

Disapproval

Patient being evaluated for a liver transplant
with coronary artery disease involving native
heart without angina pectoris.; This study is
being ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; Patient being evaluated for a
liver transplant with coronary artery disease
involving native heart without angina pectoris.;
Radiology Services There has not been any treatment or
Denied Not
conservative therapy.; coronary artery disease
75571 Corornary Artery Medically
involving native heart without angina pectoris
Calcium Score, EBCT
Necessary
and hypertension, diabetes type II.
Pt is diagnosed with ESLD with cirrhosis due to
ETOH abuse. Pt is also ESRD and is currently on
HD 3 x wk TThS. Pt stated he is compliant with
Radiology Services his medications, diet, fluid restrictions, dialysis
Denied Not
treatments, and md appts. Pt stated he wants a
75571 Corornary Artery Medically
transplant to; This is a request for a CT scan for
Calcium Score, EBCT
Necessary
evalutation of coronary calcification.
Radiology Services &lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
Denied Not
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for MRCP.;
Medically
There is no reason why the patient cannot have
S8037 mrcp
Necessary
an ERCP.

1

1

1

Gastroenterology

Disapproval

S8037 mrcp

Gastroenterology

Disapproval

S8037 mrcp

Gastroenterology

Disapproval

S8037 mrcp

Abnormal LFT's, liver lesion seen on imaging,
fever greater than 101, Hep c; This study is
being ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Radiology Services vascular disease.; 5/2017; It is not known if
there has been any treatment or conservative
Denied Not
therapy.; Liver lesion seen on previous imaging,
Medically
Abnormal Lft's, Hep C, Fever greter than 101
Necessary
Radiology Services nausea abdominal pain; This is a request for
Denied Not
MRCP.; There is no reason why the patient
Medically
cannot have an ERCP.
Radiology Services patient had abnormal CT 5/1/2017; This is a
Denied Not
request for MRCP.; There is no reason why the
Medically
patient cannot have an ERCP.

Disapproval

S8037 mrcp

Pt has undergone multiple CT scans and
radiographs as well as upper GI with small
Radiology Services bowel follow through. Pt says pain primarily in
Denied Not
epigastrium associated with nausea.; This is a
Medically
request for MRCP.; There is no reason why the
Necessary
patient cannot have an ERCP.

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Gastroenterology
General/Family
Practice

1

1

1

1
2

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; It is unknown if the study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient does not have dizziness, fatigue or
malaise, sudden change in mental status, Bell's
palsy, Congenital abnormality, loss of smell,
hearing loss or vertigo.; This study is being
ordered for something other than trauma or
injury, evaluation of known tumor, stroke or
aneurysm, infection or inflammation, multiple
sclerosis or seizures.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The headache is
described as chronic or recurring.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The headache is
described as sudden and severe.; The patient
has dizziness.; The patient had a recent onset
(within the last 4 weeks) of neurologic
symptoms.

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

General/Family
Practice

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The headache is
described as sudden and severe.; The patient
has vision changes.; The patient had a recent
onset (within the last 4 weeks) of neurologic
symptoms.
&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; This headache is not
described as sudden, severe or chronic
recurring.

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; The study is NOT being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient does not have dizziness, fatigue or
malaise, sudden change in mental status, Bell's
palsy, Congenital abnormality, loss of smell,
hearing loss or vertigo.; This study is being
ordered for something other than trauma or
injury, evaluation of known tumor, stroke or
aneurysm, infection or inflammation, multiple
sclerosis or seizures.

General/Family
Practice

Approval

1

2

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; There is headache not improved
by pain medications.; "There are no recent
neurological symptoms or deficits such as onesided weakness, vision defects, speech
impairments or sudden onset of severe
dizziness."; This study is being requested for a
headache.

7

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; There is not headache not
improved by pain medications.; "There are no
recent neurological symptoms or deficits such
as one-sided weakness, vision defects, speech
impairments or sudden onset of severe
dizziness."; This study is being requested for a
headache.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; Thi study is being requested for
None of the above.; This procedure is being
requested for Abnormalities of the eye; Imaging
is needed and availability of MRI would delay
treatment is the reason an MRI is not being
considered

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; Thi study is being requested for
None of the above.; This procedure is being
requested for other indications

2

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; Thi study is being requested for
None of the above.; This procedure is being
requested for Syncope/Fainting; Imaging is
needed and availability of MRI would delay
treatment is the reason an MRI is not being
considered

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; Thi study is being requested for
None of the above.; This procedure is being
requested for Vertigo; Foreign metallic bodies
such as metallic splinters, metallic
bullets/buckshot is the reason an MRI is not
being considered

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; Thi study is being requested for
None of the above.; This procedure is being
requested for Vertigo; It is unknown why an
MRI is not being considered

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; This study is being requested for
Suspicion of a TIA (Transient Ischemic Attack).;
Imaging is needed and availability of MRI would
delay treatment is the reason an MRI is not
being considered

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; This study is being requested for
Suspicion of a TIA (Transient Ischemic Attack).;
Severe Claustrophobia is the reason an MRI is
not being considered

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; This study is being requested for
Suspicion of a TIA (Transient Ischemic Attack).;
There is another reason why an MRI is not being
considered; because a CT is the appropriate test
to be performed at this point

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; This study is being requested for
Suspicion of a TIA (Transient Ischemic Attack).;
There is another reason why an MRI is not being
considered; mdo wants a CT first

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; This study is requested for a
new onset of seizures or newly identified
change in seizure activity or pattern.

2

General/Family
Practice

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

General/Family
Practice

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 6/17/17; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
pain. blurred vision. swelling. difficulty
breathing.
; This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The
study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The headache is described as chronic
or recurring.

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

; This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The
study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The headache is described as sudden
and severe.; The patient has vision changes.;
The patient had a recent onset (within the last 4
weeks) of neurologic symptoms.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

; This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The
study is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has dizziness.; The
patient had a recent onset (within the last 4
weeks) of neurologic symptoms.; This study is
being ordered for trauma or injury.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

1

6

General/Family
Practice

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

; This is a request for a brain/head CT.; There is
headache not improved by pain medications.;
"There are no recent neurological symptoms or
deficits such as one-sided weakness, vision
defects, speech impairments or sudden onset of
severe dizziness."; This study is being requested
for a headache.

2

General/Family
Practice

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

General/Family
Practice

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

; This is a request for a brain/head CT.; There is
not headache not improved by pain
medications.; "There are no recent neurological
symptoms or deficits such as one-sided
weakness, vision defects, speech impairments
or sudden onset of severe dizziness."; This study
is being requested for a headache.
; This is a request for a brain/head CT.; Thi
study is being requested for None of the above.;
This procedure is being requested for other
indications

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

; This is a request for a brain/head CT.; This
study is being requested for Suspicion of a TIA
(Transient Ischemic Attack).; Imaging is needed
and availability of MRI would delay treatment is
the reason an MRI is not being considered

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

; This is a request for a brain/head CT.; This
study is being requested for Suspicion of a TIA
(Transient Ischemic Attack).; It is unknown why
an MRI is not being considered

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

1

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

General/Family
Practice

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

; This is a request for a brain/head CT.; This
study is being requested for Suspicion of a TIA
(Transient Ischemic Attack).; Metallic implants
such as Pacemakers, ICD
(cardioverter/defibrillator), vascular clips,
prosthesis or joint replacement is the reason
why an MRI is not being considered
; This is a request for a brain/head CT.; This
study is being requested for Suspicion of a TIA
(Transient Ischemic Attack).; Severe
Claustrophobia is the reason an MRI is not being
considered

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 2/28/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Headaches,
left upper quadrant pain, nausea, vomiting,
fatigue.; rest, medication

General/Family
Practice

Approval

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

62 year old female with history of CVA, now
with short term memory loss noticed by family.;
This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study
is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has a sudden change in
mental status.; This study is being ordered for
something other than trauma or injury,
evaluation of known tumor, stroke or
aneurysm, infection or inflammation, multiple
sclerosis or seizures.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

ACHING BURNING STABBING PAIN CHEST PAIN
AND HEADACHES; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 06/01/2017; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
PAIN; NECK SURGERY

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

altered mental status; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; Thi study is being requested for
None of the above.; This procedure is being
requested for other indications

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

assess sinuses and brain for dizziness/vision
problems;; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 4/11/16; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; dizziness;
confusion; sob; blurry vision; facial tenderness;
swelling;; meds; steroids; injection

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Blacked out multiple times; This is a request for
a brain/head CT.; The study is NOT being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient has dizziness.; The patient had a recent
onset (within the last 4 weeks) of neurologic
symptoms.; This study is being ordered for
stroke or aneurysm.; This study is being ordered
for neurological deficits.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Chronic Post-Traumatic headache, not
intractable after altercation where patients
head was slammed into concrete.; This is a
request for a brain/head CT.; "There are no
recent neurological symptoms or deficits such
as one-sided weakness, vision defects, speech
impairments or sudden onset of severe
dizziness."; This study is being requested for a
recent head trauma or injury.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

confusion; This is a request for a brain/head
CT.; The study is being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The headache is described as
sudden and severe.; The patient has dizziness.;
The patient had a recent onset (within the last 4
weeks) of neurologic symptoms.

2

General/Family
Practice

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

currently new onset of severe headaches and
photophobia, brain bleed at age 26; This is a
request for a brain/head CT.; There is headache
not improved by pain medications.; "There are
no recent neurological symptoms or deficits
such as one-sided weakness, vision defects,
speech impairments or sudden onset of severe
dizziness."; This study is being requested for a
headache.

General/Family
Practice

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

General/Family
Practice

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Facial Droop, Syncope, Incontinence,; This is a
request for a brain/head CT.; This study is being
requested for Suspicion of a TIA (Transient
Ischemic Attack).; There is another reason why
an MRI is not being considered; Dr. Guinn is
requesting CT not MRI
Falling asleep in class and slow speech; This is a
request for a brain/head CT.; Thi study is being
requested for None of the above.; This
procedure is being requested for other
indications

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

family history of aneurysm and headaches last
2-3 days; This is a request for a brain/head CT.;
There is headache not improved by pain
medications.; "There are no recent neurological
symptoms or deficits such as one-sided
weakness, vision defects, speech impairments
or sudden onset of severe dizziness."; This study
is being requested for a headache.

General/Family
Practice

Approval

1

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

fax; This is a request for a brain/head CT.; This
study is requested for a new onset of seizures or
newly identified change in seizure activity or
pattern.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

For eval as a follow up for a Lung Nodule, and
severe pain.; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is not a hematologist/
oncologist.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

frequent headaches and nosebleeds, numbness
in face; This is a request for a brain/head CT.;
The study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The headache is described as chronic
or recurring.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Has took a hit to her head around some farm
equipment and is having concussion symptoms;
had no loc at the time; slight nausea and
vomiting and dizziness and fainting; This is a
request for a brain/head CT.; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient has dizziness.; The patient had a
recent onset (within the last 4 weeks) of
neurologic symptoms.; This study is being
ordered for trauma or injury.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

head ache with neck pain due to fall on
steps&#x0D; pain radiating to both arms&#x0D;
numbness in both arms; This study is being
ordered for trauma or injury.; 06/05/2017;
There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; pt fell and hit head on
steps and has laceration to back of head&#x0D;
pt has dizziness and head ache, neck pain
radiating to arms, numbness in arms

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Head injury with nausea. Having moderate right
lateral skull pain. On pain scale of 0-10, its a 7.
History of spherocytosis.; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; "There are no recent
neurological symptoms or deficits such as onesided weakness, vision defects, speech
impairments or sudden onset of severe
dizziness."; This study is being requested for a
recent head trauma or injury.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

HEADACHE &#x0D; ALTERED MENTAL
STATUS&#x0D; HEAD CONFUSION&#x0D;
AMNESIA; This is a request for a brain/head CT.;
The study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The headache is described as sudden
and severe.; The patient has dizziness.; The
patient had a recent onset (within the last 4
weeks) of neurologic symptoms.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Headache after a fall. Has had headaches for
over a month; This is a request for a brain/head
CT.; There is headache not improved by pain
medications.; "There are no recent neurological
symptoms or deficits such as one-sided
weakness, vision defects, speech impairments
or sudden onset of severe dizziness."; This study
is being requested for a headache.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Headache right facial numbness, headache on
entire right side, and right-sided facial
pain.&#x0D; Floaters. Floaters do not clear with
blinking or rubbing eyes. Difficulty closing in the
right eye and photophobia of the right eye.; This
is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as chronic or
recurring.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Headache with nausea, confusion, slurred
speech, double vision; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The headache is
described as chronic or recurring.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Headache; This is a request for a brain/head
CT.; The study is being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The headache is described as
chronic or recurring.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Headaches and syncope; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The headache is
described as sudden and severe.; It is not known
if the headache is described as a “thunderclap”
or the worst headache of the patient’s life.; It is
unknown if the patient had a recent onset
(within the last 4 weeks) of neurologic
symptoms.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

headaches with neck pain for two weeks, not
getting better; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 6/05/17; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
headache that radiates into neck, flashes of
light, history of brain tumor in family

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

History of aneurysm; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The headache is
described as chronic or recurring.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

history of fall 6 months ago, hit head on left
side,; This is a request for a brain/head CT.;
There is headache not improved by pain
medications.; "There are no recent neurological
symptoms or deficits such as one-sided
weakness, vision defects, speech impairments
or sudden onset of severe dizziness."; This study
is being requested for a headache.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

History of trauma and surgery to same areas
affected; This study is being ordered for trauma
or injury.; 06/14/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Severe
head, neck , and upper back pain, radiates to
arms and back , is unable to turn neck or body in
certain ways because of pain; Ibuprofen, Norco,
Tylenol have all be tried, none are helping with
the pain, has tried flexeril and still unable to
move neck or turn certain ways

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

injury is due to a fall patient had; This is a
request for a brain/head CT.; "There are no
recent neurological symptoms or deficits such
as one-sided weakness, vision defects, speech
impairments or sudden onset of severe
dizziness."; This study is being requested for a
recent head trauma or injury.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

intermittent, daily headache associated with
dizziness and sleep disturbances.; This is a
request for a brain/head CT.; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
headache is described as chronic or recurring.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Loss of long and short term memory which is
now affecting patients daily life.; This is a
request for a brain/head CT.; Thi study is being
requested for None of the above.; This
procedure is being requested for Dementia/
Cognitive Impairment; It is unknown why an
MRI is not being considered

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

General/Family
Practice

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

memory loss; This is a request for a brain/head
CT.; Thi study is being requested for None of the
above.; This procedure is being requested for
other indications
migraine headache; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; There is headache not improved
by pain medications.; "There are no recent
neurological symptoms or deficits such as onesided weakness, vision defects, speech
impairments or sudden onset of severe
dizziness."; This study is being requested for a
headache.

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

migraine; This is a request for a brain/head CT.;
The study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The headache is described as chronic
or recurring.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Ms. WILLIAMS is a 35 year old White female.
She presents with pain left side of neck, left arm
tingling. &#x0D; &#x0D; HPI: &#x0D; Patient
awoke with worse headache ever. Pain in left
temple and occiput. Numbness in left face, LUE,
LLE.k No history of TIA or CVA. ; This is a
request for a brain/head CT.; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
headache is described as sudden and severe.;
The patient has one sided arm or leg weakness.;
The patient had a recent onset (within the last 4
weeks) of neurologic symptoms.; The patient is
able to have a Brain MRI for evaluation of these
symptoms.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

1

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

General/Family
Practice

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

General/Family
Practice

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

General/Family
Practice

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

MVA SUFFERED ON 05/24/17. HIT BACK OF
HEAD ON HEAD REST, HAS SLIGHT CONFUSION
HEADACHE RATES A 5 OUT OF 10.&#x0D; NECK
PAIN AND TENDERNESS AT C SPINE.; This is a
request for a brain/head CT.; "There are no
recent neurological symptoms or deficits such
as one-sided weakness, vision defects, speech
impairments or sudden onset of severe
dizziness."; This study is being requested for a
recent head trauma or injury.
None; This is a request for a brain/head CT.;
The study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The headache is described as chronic
or recurring.
None; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is not a hematologist/
oncologist.
none; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 3 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is not a hematologist/
oncologist.

1

2

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Numbness and tingling of LEFT upper extremity;
This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study
is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; This headache is not described as
sudden, severe or chronic recurring.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

numbness and tingling on left side of face
...mass is growing larger; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; There is not a suspected or
known brain tumor.; The patient currently does
not have cancer.; This is not a evaluation for a
bone tumor or abnormality of the skull.; This
study is being requested for known or
suspected brain tumor, mass or cancer.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

NUMBNESS TINGLING ON FACE AND HEAD ALL
OVER; This is a request for a brain/head CT.;
This study is being requested for Suspicion of a
TIA (Transient Ischemic Attack).; Severe
Claustrophobia is the reason an MRI is not being
considered

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

On Easter Sunday Pt. states her left side went
number and it lasted about a min. then went
away. States it has happened a few times after
that and then again last night. States there is no
headache associated with numbness.; This is a
request for a brain/head CT.; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient does not have dizziness, fatigue or
malaise, sudden change in mental status, Bell's
palsy, Congenital abnormality, loss of smell,
hearing loss or vertigo.; This study is being
ordered for something other than trauma or
injury, evaluation of known tumor, stroke or
aneurysm, infection or inflammation, multiple
sclerosis or seizures.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Ongoing headaches, history of fat containing
lesion to brain.; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; There is headache not improved
by pain medications.; "There are no recent
neurological symptoms or deficits such as onesided weakness, vision defects, speech
impairments or sudden onset of severe
dizziness."; This study is being requested for a
headache.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Ongoing migraine HA for approx 3 wks.
Described as pressure/band around head.
Worse posterior occipital and parietal areas but
does radiate to temporal and frontal bilat. +
light/sound sensitivity. Intermittent nausea.
Recent sed rate normal. Yesterday wa; This is a
request for a brain/head CT.; There is headache
not improved by pain medications.; "There are
no recent neurological symptoms or deficits
such as one-sided weakness, vision defects,
speech impairments or sudden onset of severe
dizziness."; This study is being requested for a
headache.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Patient experiencing headaches on regular
basis, they started after she had a fall and head
trauma in April. Patient needs a CT scan of the
head to look for any residual injury or trauma
she has a headache following trauma and it
warrants a CT Scan. A; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; There is headache not improved
by pain medications.; "There are no recent
neurological symptoms or deficits such as onesided weakness, vision defects, speech
impairments or sudden onset of severe
dizziness."; This study is being requested for a
headache.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Patient fell 2 months ago and hit his head. He
has since had occasional headaches that are not
relieved by OTC meds.; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; There is headache not improved
by pain medications.; "There are no recent
neurological symptoms or deficits such as onesided weakness, vision defects, speech
impairments or sudden onset of severe
dizziness."; This study is being requested for a
headache.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Patient had a syncope episode.; This is a
request for a brain/head CT.; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
headache is described as sudden and severe.;
The patient has dizziness.; The patient had a
recent onset (within the last 4 weeks) of
neurologic symptoms.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Patient has a new onset of disorientation; This
is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study is
NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has a sudden change in
mental status.; This study is being ordered for
something other than trauma or injury,
evaluation of known tumor, stroke or
aneurysm, infection or inflammation, multiple
sclerosis or seizures.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

PATIENT HAS AN ABRASION AND LACERATION
TO THE TOP OF HIS HEAD.; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; "There are no recent
neurological symptoms or deficits such as onesided weakness, vision defects, speech
impairments or sudden onset of severe
dizziness."; This study is being requested for a
recent head trauma or injury.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

PATIENT HAS HAD A PERSISTANT HEADACHE
FOR 4 DAYS. HAS BEEN TAKING TYLENOL,
TYLENOL #3, IBUPROFEN, AMOXICILLIN, AND
ROCEPHIN SHOT. NOT IMPROVED. HAS HAD
OCCASIONAL NAUSEA DUE TO PAIN.; This is a
request for a brain/head CT.; There is headache
not improved by pain medications.; "There are
no recent neurological symptoms or deficits
such as one-sided weakness, vision defects,
speech impairments or sudden onset of severe
dizziness."; This study is being requested for a
headache.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Patient has had headaches for over a year
becoming more frequent.; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; There is headache not improved
by pain medications.; "There are no recent
neurological symptoms or deficits such as onesided weakness, vision defects, speech
impairments or sudden onset of severe
dizziness."; This study is being requested for a
headache.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Patient has intermittent episodes of dizziness
and a tremor.; This is a request for a brain/head
CT.; The study is being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The headache is described as
chronic or recurring.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

PATIENT HAVING HEADACHES; This is a request
for a brain/head CT.; "There are no recent
neurological symptoms or deficits such as onesided weakness, vision defects, speech
impairments or sudden onset of severe
dizziness."; This study is being requested for a
recent head trauma or injury.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Patient hit her head and has worsening
headache and blurred vision; This is a request
for a brain/head CT.; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
headache is described as sudden and severe.;
The patient has vision changes.; The patient had
a recent onset (within the last 4 weeks) of
neurologic symptoms.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Patient is having vertigo and syncope with
frequent falls.; This is a request for a brain/head
CT.; Thi study is being requested for None of the
above.; This procedure is being requested for
Vertigo; It is unknown why an MRI is not being
considered

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Patient is having visual disturbances &amp;
confusion along with disorientation.; This is a
request for a brain/head CT.; This study is being
requested for Suspicion of a TIA (Transient
Ischemic Attack).; Imaging is needed and
availability of MRI would delay treatment is the
reason an MRI is not being considered

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Patient presented to AMMC ER on 4-2-17; with
right shoulder and arm pain. Patient had Right
humerus and shoulder films, which showed
MULTIPLE sites of metastasis in the joint and
the humerus; bones appear "moth eaten" in
appearance, also shows multiple; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 3 exams are being ordered.; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is not a
hematologist/ oncologist.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Patient states she's been having problem with
double vision for the past 3 days. She states that
the vision is worse when she looks to the left.
She thinks the problem is in her right eye.
better. She still has occasional wheezing and
headache.; This is a request for a brain/head
CT.; There is headache not improved by pain
medications.; "There are no recent neurological
symptoms or deficits such as one-sided
weakness, vision defects, speech impairments
or sudden onset of severe dizziness."; This study
is being requested for a headache.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Patient suddenly developed a severe stutter
with no injury or trauma.; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; Thi study is being requested for
None of the above.; This procedure is being
requested for other indications

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

patient with headache with exertion. sudden
onset with extreme severity.; This is a request
for a brain/head CT.; There is headache not
improved by pain medications.; "There are no
recent neurological symptoms or deficits such
as one-sided weakness, vision defects, speech
impairments or sudden onset of severe
dizziness."; This study is being requested for a
headache.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

POSSIBLE NOSE FRACTURE; This study is being
ordered for trauma or injury.; 4/30/2017; There
has not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; PATIENT HAS LOSS OF CONSCIENCE
DUE TO HEAD INJURY, BUT DOESNT KNOW
WHAT HAPPENED. HEADACHES, NAUS &amp;
CONFUSSION.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

primary located on left side, following trauma;
This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study
is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; This headache is not described as
sudden, severe or chronic recurring.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Pt complains of headaches after hitting head 4
weeks ago.; This is a request for a brain/head
CT.; "There are no recent neurological
symptoms or deficits such as one-sided
weakness, vision defects, speech impairments
or sudden onset of severe dizziness."; This study
is being requested for a recent head trauma or
injury.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Pt fell out of bed 2 weeks ago and hit head.
Pain to scalp and dizziness intermittently since.;
This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study
is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has dizziness.; The
patient had a recent onset (within the last 4
weeks) of neurologic symptoms.; This study is
being ordered for trauma or injury.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

pt had headache, then passed out which
resulted in her hitting head on deep freeze; This
is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as sudden and
severe.; The patient has dizziness.; The patient
had a recent onset (within the last 4 weeks) of
neurologic symptoms.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Pt has a headache that won't go away; previous
closed head injury; dizziness, altered mental
status; This is a request for a brain/head CT.;
The study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The headache is described as chronic
or recurring.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Pt has onset of visual disturbance. Eye doctor
ruled out vision problem; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; The study is NOT being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient does not have dizziness, fatigue or
malaise, sudden change in mental status, Bell's
palsy, Congenital abnormality, loss of smell,
hearing loss or vertigo.; This study is being
ordered for something other than trauma or
injury, evaluation of known tumor, stroke or
aneurysm, infection or inflammation, multiple
sclerosis or seizures.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

pt headaches are worsening despite
conservative therapy. pt has been prescribed
ibuprofen and amitriptyline. now on Topamax
and esigic plus.; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; There is headache not improved
by pain medications.; "There are no recent
neurological symptoms or deficits such as onesided weakness, vision defects, speech
impairments or sudden onset of severe
dizziness."; This study is being requested for a
headache.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Pt is 6 weeks postpartum with severe left eye
pain, visual changes, severe headache, and
dysphasia.; This is a request for a brain/head
CT.; This study is being requested for Suspicion
of a TIA (Transient Ischemic Attack).; Imaging is
needed and availability of MRI would delay
treatment is the reason an MRI is not being
considered

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

pt is having memory problems ...unsteady gait;
This is a request for a brain/head CT.; Thi study
is being requested for None of the above.; This
procedure is being requested for other
indications

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Pt is her with c/o of Lt facial Drooping with
numbness, dizziness, blurred vision, has a metal
taste. Sx not at the same time. Has had 3 spells
of facial drooping x 2 weeks. The dizziness off (
not positional) and blurring have been going on
for a while. ; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 04/20/2017; There has
not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; Face drooping, numbness, dizziness,
blurred vision

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

PT is still really dizzy.. Went to ENT yesterday
and they said it was not trigeminal neuralgia.
&#x0D; Need to order a CT of head to rule out
other etiology.; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; This study is being requested for
Suspicion of a TIA (Transient Ischemic Attack).;
Metallic implants such as Pacemakers, ICD
(cardioverter/defibrillator), vascular clips,
prosthesis or joint replacement is the reason
why an MRI is not being considered

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

PT suffering from Neck pain after a fall from a
tree and a MVA.; This study is being ordered for
trauma or injury.; Fall from tree and MVC; There
has not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; sequela paresthesia of both hands
memory impairment

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Pt with head injury with vision changes .; This
is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as sudden and
severe.; The patient has vision changes.; The
patient had a recent onset (within the last 4
weeks) of neurologic symptoms.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Pt with seizure like activity. Pt has history of
seizure. &#x0D; Acute on chronic seizure consider Pseudo seizure as a cause triggered by
exhaustion and medication treatment of
Thyroid DZ.; This is a request for a brain/head
CT.; This study is requested for a new onset of
seizures or newly identified change in seizure
activity or pattern.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

pts symptoms have continued and have
worsened over the past two weeks,pt has a
history of cva, has increased bp in office today
with visual disturbances and new onset of neck
pain,pt had a 100 piece tool set and a cast iron
slider fall and hit her directl; This study is being
ordered for trauma or injury.; 5/10/17; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
severe headache, dizziness, seeing flashing
lights, ear and neck pain,; celestone injection
and meloxicam

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Recent car accident 3/31, ER visit, still having
pain at this time; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; There is headache not improved
by pain medications.; "There are no recent
neurological symptoms or deficits such as onesided weakness, vision defects, speech
impairments or sudden onset of severe
dizziness."; This study is being requested for a
headache.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

She states headaches occurred after she fell
back off the couch and hit the back of her head,
they are still present; occur daily &#x0D;
Context: related to trauma&#x0D; Alleviating
factors: nothing gives relief; Frova helps with
some of the symptoms, but she is st; This is a
request for a brain/head CT.; It is unknown if
the study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has vision changes.; The
patient had a recent onset (within the last 4
weeks) of neurologic symptoms.; This study is
being ordered for trauma or injury.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

skin sensation; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; The study is NOT being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient has fatigue or malaise; This study is
being ordered for something other than trauma
or injury, evaluation of known tumor, stroke or
aneurysm, infection or inflammation, multiple
sclerosis or seizures.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Sudden, severe headaches, worst headache of
patient's life, (thunder-clap type headaches).
This patient has been on medication for these
headaches, (Topamax, Imitrex, Tylenol,
Ibuprofen, Toradol), nothing has helped.
Patient has even been to pain manage; This is a
request for a brain/head CT.; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
headache is described as sudden and severe.;
The patient has vision changes.; The patient had
a recent onset (within the last 4 weeks) of
neurologic symptoms.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

This is a request for a brain/head CT.; "There
are recent neurological symptoms or deficits
such as one-sided weakness, vision defects,
speech impairments or sudden onset of severe
dizziness."; This study is being requested for a
recent head trauma or injury.

50

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study
is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The headache is described as sudden
and severe.; The headache is described as a
“thunderclap” or the worst headache of the
patient’s life.; The patient does NOT have a
recent onset (within the last 4 weeks) of
neurologic symptoms.

3

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study
is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The headache is described as sudden
and severe.; The patient has one sided arm or
leg weakness.; The patient had a recent onset
(within the last 4 weeks) of neurologic
symptoms.; The patient is NOT able to have a
Brain MRI for evaluation of these symptoms.

2

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study
is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; It is unknown if the patient had a
recent onset (within the last 4 weeks) of
neurologic symptoms.; This study is being
ordered for trauma or injury.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study
is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient does NOT have a recent
onset (within the last 4 weeks) of neurologic
symptoms.; This study is being ordered for
trauma or injury.

2

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study
is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has one sided arm or leg
weakness.; The patient had a recent onset
(within the last 4 weeks) of neurologic
symptoms.; This study is being ordered for
stroke or aneurysm.; This study is being ordered
for neurological deficits.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study
is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; This study is being ordered for
evaluation of known tumor.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study
is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; This study is being ordered for
infection or inflammation.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

This is a request for a brain/head CT.; There is a
suspected or known brain tumor.; This study is
being requested for known or suspected brain
tumor, mass or cancer.

16

General/Family
Practice

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

General/Family
Practice

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

This is a request for a brain/head CT.; There is
headache not improved by pain medications.;
"There are recent neurological symptoms or
deficits such as one-sided weakness, vision
defects, speech impairments or sudden onset of
severe dizziness."; This study is being requested
for a headache.
This is a request for a brain/head CT.; There is
not a suspected or known brain tumor.; The
patient currently does not have cancer.; This is a
evaluation for a bone tumor or abnormality of
the skull.; This study is being requested for
known or suspected brain tumor, mass or
cancer.

154

3

General/Family
Practice

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

General/Family
Practice

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

General/Family
Practice

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

This is a request for a brain/head CT.; There is
not headache not improved by pain
medications.; "There are recent neurological
symptoms or deficits such as one-sided
weakness, vision defects, speech impairments
or sudden onset of severe dizziness."; This study
is being requested for a headache.
This is a request for a brain/head CT.; This study
is being requested for a history of stroke, (CVA)
known or follow-up.
This is a request for a brain/head CT.; This study
is being requested for Hydrocephalus or
congenital abnormality.

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

This is a request for a brain/head CT.; This study
is requested for known or suspected bleed such
as subdural hematoma or subarachnoid bleed.

14

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Reoccurrence of cancer; Other
tests such as laboratory or ultrasound or patient
symptoms indicate that the cancer may be
present or reoccurring.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval
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3

General/Family
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General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

to evaluate sudden headache; This study is
being ordered for Inflammatory/ Infectious
Disease.; pt with sudden onset of rt sided HA, rt
ear pain and eye pain. it is a 7/10. + tingling in
the rt cheek and nose. no fever. no stufy nose
or runny nose. no ear d/c.; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; pt with
sudden onset of rt sided HA, rt ear pain and eye
pain. it is a 7/10. + tingling in the rt cheek and
nose. no fever. no stufy nose or runny nose.
no ear d/c.; Patient was given tramadol , heat
ice packs, rest and torodal injection

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Trauma/injury 1 month ago; This is a request
for a brain/head CT.; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
headache is described as chronic or recurring.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

TRAUMA; This is a request for a brain/head CT.;
There is headache not improved by pain
medications.; "There are no recent neurological
symptoms or deficits such as one-sided
weakness, vision defects, speech impairments
or sudden onset of severe dizziness."; This study
is being requested for a headache.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

tunnel vision, falls, altered mental status; This is
a request for a brain/head CT.; Thi study is being
requested for None of the above.; This
procedure is being requested for Dementia/
Cognitive Impairment; Severe Claustrophobia is
the reason an MRI is not being considered

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

unknown; This is a request for a brain/head CT.;
The study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The headache is described as sudden
and severe.; The patient has vision changes.;
The patient had a recent onset (within the last 4
weeks) of neurologic symptoms.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

UNKNOWN; This is a request for a brain/head
CT.; Thi study is being requested for None of the
above.; This procedure is being requested for
Infection or Inflammation; Imaging is needed
and availability of MRI would delay treatment is
the reason an MRI is not being considered

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

unknown; This is a request for a brain/head CT.;
Thi study is being requested for None of the
above.; This procedure is being requested for
Syncope/Fainting; Imaging is needed and
availability of MRI would delay treatment is the
reason an MRI is not being considered

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Unknown; This is a request for a brain/head
CT.; This study is being requested for Suspicion
of a TIA (Transient Ischemic Attack).; Severe
Claustrophobia is the reason an MRI is not being
considered

1

General/Family
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General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; brain:
05/13/2017 abd/pelvis: unknown; There has
not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; Facial numbness, pressure in right
groin area, swelling to right groin area,

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Unknown; This study is being ordered for
trauma or injury.; 2/20/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Facial pain
and pressure and nasal drainage, headaches
increasing in severity. Blurred vision. Loss of
taste and smell.; Antibiotics. Topamax. both not
helping.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

unknown; This study is being ordered for
trauma or injury.; 4/17/2017; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
headache, blurred vision, pain, nausea,

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

UNKNOWN; This study is being ordered for
trauma or injury.; APRIL 13TH; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
HIP PAIN AND HEAD CONTUSION FROM A FALL
4 DAYS AGO.

1

General/Family
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General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

upper and lower muscle weakness, difficulty
speaking, memory loss, dizziness, disoriented,
burning sensation on Rt side of head,
headaches; This is a request for a brain/head
CT.; This study is being requested for Suspicion
of a TIA (Transient Ischemic Attack).; There is
another reason why an MRI is not being
considered; Physician ordered CT

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

visual disturbances; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The headache is
described as chronic or recurring.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Will fax.; This is a request for a brain/head CT.;
Thi study is being requested for None of the
above.; This procedure is being requested for
other indications

1

70480 CT ORBIT,EYE
SOCKET, SELLA
TURCICA, POSTERIOR
FOSSA,EAR ETC.

"This request is for orbit,sella, int. auditory
canal,temporal bone, mastoid, CT.239.8";
"There is not suspicion of bone infection,
cholesteatoma, or inflammatory disease.ostct";
"There is a history of serious head or skull,
trauma or injury.ostct"; Yes this is a request for
a Diagnostic CT

2

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

70480 CT ORBIT,EYE
SOCKET, SELLA
TURCICA, POSTERIOR
FOSSA,EAR ETC.

"This request is for orbit,sella, int. auditory
canal,temporal bone, mastoid, CT.239.8";
"There is not suspicion of bone infection,
cholesteatoma, or inflammatory disease.ostct";
"There is not a history of serious head or skull,
trauma or injury.ostct"; "There is not suspicion
of neoplasm, or metastasis.ostct"; This is not a
preoperative or recent postoperative
evaluation.; "There is not suspicion of acoustic
neuroma, pituitary or other tumor. ostct"; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

2

Approval

70480 CT ORBIT,EYE
SOCKET, SELLA
TURCICA, POSTERIOR
FOSSA,EAR ETC.

"This request is for orbit,sella, int. auditory
canal,temporal bone, mastoid, CT.239.8";
"There is suspicion of bone infection,
cholesteatoma, or inflammatory disease.ostct"

2

Approval

70480 CT ORBIT,EYE
SOCKET, SELLA
TURCICA, POSTERIOR
FOSSA,EAR ETC.

"This request is for orbit,sella, int. auditory
canal,temporal bone, mastoid, CT.239.8";
"There is suspicion of bone infection,
cholesteatoma, or inflammatory disease.ostct";
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
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Approval
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70480 CT ORBIT,EYE
SOCKET, SELLA
TURCICA, POSTERIOR
FOSSA,EAR ETC.
70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

Approval

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

Approval

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

This is a request for an Internal Auditory Canal
CT.; There is a suspected cholesteatoma of the
ear.; The patient had a recent abnormal
auditory brainstem response.; The patient has
not had a recent abnormal brain CT or MRI.;
There are neurological symptoms of one-sided
hearing loss or sudden onset of ringing in 1 or
both ears.; There is a suspected Acoustic
Neuroma or tumor of the inner or middle ear.
"This request is for face, jaw, mandible
CT.239.8"; "There is a history of serious facial
bone or skull, trauma or injury.fct"; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
"This request is for face, jaw, mandible
CT.239.8"; "There is not a history of serious
facial bone or skull, trauma or injury.fct"; "There
is not a suspicion of neoplasm, tumor or
metastasis.fct"; "There is suspicion of bone
infection, [osteomyelitis].fct"; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
"This request is for face, jaw, mandible
CT.239.8"; "There is not a history of serious
facial bone or skull, trauma or injury.fct"; "There
is suspicion of neoplasm, tumor or
metastasis.fct"; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1
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Approval

Approval

Approval

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.;
4/22/2017; There has not been any treatment
or conservative therapy.; mbr unable to swallow
and bleeding in throat and getting worse

1

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for sinusitis.; This is a request for a Sinus CT.;
The patient is NOT immune-compromised.; The
patient's current rhinosinusitis symptoms are
described as (sudden onset of 2 or more
symptoms of nasal discharge, blockage or
congestion, facial pain, pressure and reduction
or loss of sense of smell, which are less than 12
wks in duration); It has been 14 or more days
since onset AND the patient failed a course of
antibiotic treatment; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for sinusitis.; This is a request for a Sinus CT.;
The patient is NOT immune-compromised.; The
patient's current rhinosinusitis symptoms are
described as Recurrent Acute Rhinosinusitis (4
or more acute episodes per year); Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for sinusitis.; This is a request for a Sinus CT.;
The patient is NOT immune-compromised.; The
patient's current rhinosinusitis symptoms are
unknown.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for sinusitis.; This is
a request for a Sinus CT.; The patient is NOT
immune-compromised.; The patient's current
rhinosinusitis symptoms are described as
(sudden onset of 2 or more symptoms of nasal
discharge, blockage or congestion, facial pain,
pressure and reduction or loss of sense of smell,
which are less than 12 wks in duration); It has
been 14 or more days since onset AND the
patient failed a course of antibiotic treatment;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

2

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

Chronic Sinusitis. Before Patient can be
scheduled with ENT. They want this CT done.;
"This request is for face, jaw, mandible
CT.239.8"; "There is not a history of serious
facial bone or skull, trauma or injury.fct"; "There
is not a suspicion of neoplasm, tumor or
metastasis.fct"; "There is not a suspicion of
bone infection, [osteomyelitis].fct"; This is not a
preoperative or recent postoperative
evaluation.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

female states that on 4/3 she had just finished
working at Subway, and noticed a knot just
below the right ear. She rubbed on it, took
Ibuprofen and then the swelling spread to
involve the right parotid region. She was seen
in the ER on 4/3 and given Ke; "This request is
for face, jaw, mandible CT.239.8"; "There is not
a history of serious facial bone or skull, trauma
or injury.fct"; "There is not a suspicion of
neoplasm, tumor or metastasis.fct"; "There is
not a suspicion of bone infection,
[osteomyelitis].fct"; This is not a preoperative or
recent postoperative evaluation.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

headaches began 12 weeks ago, radiates to left
temple. to rule out TMJ; "This request is for
face, jaw, mandible CT.239.8"; "There is not a
history of serious facial bone or skull, trauma or
injury.fct"; "There is not a suspicion of
neoplasm, tumor or metastasis.fct"; "There is
not a suspicion of bone infection,
[osteomyelitis].fct"; This is not a preoperative or
recent postoperative evaluation.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1
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Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

lump under her jaw MD concerned it may be a
hemmourge; "This request is for face, jaw,
mandible CT.239.8"; "There is not a history of
serious facial bone or skull, trauma or
injury.fct"; "There is not a suspicion of
neoplasm, tumor or metastasis.fct"; "There is
not a suspicion of bone infection,
[osteomyelitis].fct"; This is not a preoperative or
recent postoperative evaluation.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

mbr has headaches in right brow and eye for
several months feels a pulling at the eye ball;
This study is not being ordered for trauma,
tumor, sinusitis, osteomyelitis, pre operative or
a post operative evaluation.; This is a request
for a Sinus CT.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

none; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; none; It is not known if there
has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; none

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

ONSET:3 WEEKS,SEVERITY MODERATE&#x0D;
PROBLEM HAS NOT CHANGED.BOTH SIDES ARE
AFFECTED.SYMPTOMS:FACIAL PAIN AND
PRESSURE AND SINUS
PRESSURE,COUGH,HEADACHE,NASAL
OBSTRUCTION,POSTNASAL DRAINAGE AND
RHINORRHEA.SYMPTOMS ARE ASSOCIATED
WITH TOBACCO USE.AGGRAVATING F; This
study is being ordered for sinusitis.; This is a
request for a Sinus CT.; The patient is NOT
immune-compromised.; The patient's current
rhinosinusitis symptoms are described as
(sudden onset of 2 or more symptoms of nasal
discharge, blockage or congestion, facial pain,
pressure and reduction or loss of sense of smell,
which are less than 12 wks in duration); It has
been 14 or more days since onset AND the
patient failed a course of antibiotic treatment;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

pain and swelling in the face; This study is being
ordered for sinusitis.; This is a request for a
Sinus CT.; The patient is NOT immunecompromised.; The patient's current
rhinosinusitis symptoms are described as
(sudden onset of 2 or more symptoms of nasal
discharge, blockage or congestion, facial pain,
pressure and reduction or loss of sense of smell,
which are less than 12 wks in duration); It has
been 14 or more days since onset AND the
patient failed a course of antibiotic treatment;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

Patient has had severe headache, sore throat,
and nausea since yesterday. Patient has had
hoarseness voice change nasal congestion
sneezing and sore throat on 4/12/17 visit for 2
days.; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; Patient has had severe
headache, sore throat, and nausea since
yesterday. Patient has had hoarseness voice
change nasal congestion sneezing and sore
throat on 4/12/17 visit for 2 days.; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Patient has had severe headache, sore throat,
and nausea since yesterday. Patient has had
hoarseness voice change nasal congestion
sneezing and sore throat on 4/12/17 visit for 2
days.; Patient has had severe headache, sore
throat, and nausea since yesterday. Patient has
had hoarseness voice change nasal congestion
sneezing and sore throat on 4/12/17 visit for 2
days.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

Patient originally came in with sore throat and
ear ache on 05/01. Patient returned to clinic on
05/04 complaining of headache and sinusitis
issues. Patient was given Zithromax and
predinzone at initial visit with no relief.; This
study is being ordered for sinusitis.; This is a
request for a Sinus CT.; The patient is NOT
immune-compromised.; The patient's current
rhinosinusitis symptoms are described as
(sudden onset of 2 or more symptoms of nasal
discharge, blockage or congestion, facial pain,
pressure and reduction or loss of sense of smell,
which are less than 12 wks in duration); It has
been less than 14 days since onset; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

POSSIBLE NOSE FRACTURE; This study is being
ordered for trauma or injury.; 4/30/2017; There
has not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; PATIENT HAS LOSS OF CONSCIENCE
DUE TO HEAD INJURY, BUT DOESNT KNOW
WHAT HAPPENED. HEADACHES, NAUS &amp;
CONFUSSION.

1

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

suspected Mass; This study is not being ordered
for trauma, tumor, sinusitis, osteomyelitis, pre
operative or a post operative evaluation.; This is
a request for a Sinus CT.; Yes this is a request for
a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST
70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

The patient is complaining of a sore throat,
fever, sinus pressure, and congestion. She has
come in 7 times this year with complaints of
chronic sinusitis. We have tried numerous
treatments with no relief; This study is being
ordered for sinusitis.; This is a request for a
Sinus CT.; The patient is NOT immunecompromised.; The patient's current
rhinosinusitis symptoms are described as
Chronic Rhinosinusitis (episode is greater than
12 weeks); Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

This study is being ordered for a known or
suspected tumor.; This is a request for a Sinus
CT.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

3

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for sinusitis.; This is
a request for a Sinus CT.; It is unknown if the
patient is immune-compromised.; The patient's
current rhinosinusitis symptoms are described
as Chronic Rhinosinusitis (episode is greater
than 12 weeks); Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

3

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for sinusitis.; This is
a request for a Sinus CT.; It is unknown if the
patient is immune-compromised.; The patient's
current rhinosinusitis symptoms are described
as Recurrent Acute Rhinosinusitis (4 or more
acute episodes per year); Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

2

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for sinusitis.; This is
a request for a Sinus CT.; The patient is immunecompromised.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

7

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for sinusitis.; This is
a request for a Sinus CT.; The patient is NOT
immune-compromised.; The patient's current
rhinosinusitis symptoms are described as
Chronic Rhinosinusitis (episode is greater than
12 weeks); Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

16

Approval

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for sinusitis.; This is
a request for a Sinus CT.; The patient is NOT
immune-compromised.; The patient's current
rhinosinusitis symptoms are described as
Recurrent Acute Rhinosinusitis (4 or more acute
episodes per year); Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

15

Approval

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

Unknown; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 03/29/2017 - headaches
started; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Headaches; Medication

1

Approval

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

unknown; This study is being ordered for
trauma or injury.; 04/03/2017; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
nose bleeds and headaches and facial pain

1

Approval

Approval

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

Approval

Approval

Unknown; This study is being ordered for
trauma or injury.; 2/20/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Facial pain
and pressure and nasal drainage, headaches
increasing in severity. Blurred vision. Loss of
taste and smell.; Antibiotics. Topamax. both not
helping.

1

1

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for neck
soft tissue CT.; The patient has a neck lump or
mass.; There is a palpable neck mass or lump.;
The size of the neck mass is unknown.; The neck
mass has been examined twice at least 30 days
apart.; It is unknown if the lump got smaller.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for neck
soft tissue CT.; The study is being ordered for
something other than Trauma or other injury,
Neck lump/mass, Known tumor or metastasis in
the neck, suspicious infection/abcess or a preoperative evaluation.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.;
4/22/2017; There has not been any treatment
or conservative therapy.; mbr unable to swallow
and bleeding in throat and getting worse

1

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 6/17/17; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
pain. blurred vision. swelling. difficulty
breathing.

1

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

; This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.;
Surgery is NOT scheduled within the next 30
days.; The patient has a suspicious infection or
abscess.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

2x3 cm mass midline neck fluctuant
erythematous; This is a request for neck soft
tissue CT.; The patient has a neck lump or mass.;
There is a palpable neck mass or lump.; The
neck mass is larger than 1 cm.; A fine needle
aspirate was NOT done.; Yes this is a request for
a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

choking; This is a request for neck soft tissue
CT.; The study is being ordered for something
other than Trauma or other injury, Neck
lump/mass, Known tumor or metastasis in the
neck, suspicious infection/abcess or a preoperative evaluation.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

Evaluation of soft tissue mass along right side
of neck. She had recent thyroid ultrasound,
which revealed a very small cyst. She reports
that his area has gotten slightly larger, causing
some discomfort.; This is a request for neck soft
tissue CT.; The patient has a neck lump or mass.;
There is a palpable neck mass or lump.; The size
of the neck mass is unknown.; The neck mass
has NOT been examined twice at least 30 days
apart.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

lymph node enlargement to left neck, left
breast and left armpit. Patient has history of
breast cancer with left mastectomy.
Subcutaneous nodules with erythema of breast
Right.; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

multiple lymph nodes are seen in the right and
left submandibular regions. The left
submandibular lymph node measures
2.7x0.7x1.5 cm; This is a request for neck soft
tissue CT.; The patient has a neck lump or mass.;
There is a palpable neck mass or lump.; The
neck mass is larger than 1 cm.; A fine needle
aspirate was NOT done.; Yes this is a request for
a Diagnostic CT
None; This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.;
The patient has a neck lump or mass.; There is a
palpable neck mass or lump.; The neck mass is
larger than 1 cm.; A fine needle aspirate was
NOT done.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT
None; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is not a hematologist/
oncologist.

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

pain in the clavicular area on the left side, over
the last year it is getting bigger; This is a request
for neck soft tissue CT.; The study is being
ordered for something other than Trauma or
other injury, Neck lump/mass, Known tumor or
metastasis in the neck, suspicious
infection/abcess or a pre-operative evaluation.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

Approval

1

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

patient has done conservative treatment and
has had a ultrasound done with results of
enlarged lymph nodes.; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 05/31/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; enlarged
lymph nodes with neck and head pain.;
antibiotics, steroids.

1

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

pt. has large B cell lymphoma on top of scalp
per pathology report ( Dr.Monfee removed
lesion on top of scalp). We need to see if it is
anywhere else. the oncologist asked us to order
these studies before he sees him.; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 3 exams are being ordered.; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is not a
hematologist/ oncologist.

1

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

Swollen face/jaw, tooth/gum pain for 3 days;
This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; Surgery
is NOT scheduled within the next 30 days.; The
patient has a suspicious infection or abscess.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; It is
unknown if there has been recent trauma or
other injury to the neck.; It is unknown if there
is suspicion of or known tumor, metastasis,
lymphadenopathy, or mass.; There is a suspicion
of an infection or abscess.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

1

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; It is
unknown if there has been recent trauma or
other injury to the neck.; There is suspicion of or
known tumor, metastasis, lymphadenopathy, or
mass.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

4

Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.;
Surgery is scheduled within the next 30 days.;
The patient has a suspicious infection or
abscess.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; There
has been recent trauma or other injury to the
neck.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

2

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; There
has not been recent trauma or other injury to
the neck.; There is no suspicion of or known
tumor, metastasis, lymphadenopathy, or mass.;
It is unknown if there is a suspicion of an
infection or abscess.; This is not being ordered
by an ENT specialist.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

2

Approval

Approval

Approval

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; There
has not been recent trauma or other injury to
the neck.; There is no suspicion of or known
tumor, metastasis, lymphadenopathy, or mass.;
There is a suspicion of an infection or abscess.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

3

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; There
has not been recent trauma or other injury to
the neck.; There is suspicion of or known tumor,
metastasis, lymphadenopathy, or mass.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

77

70496 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY HEAD
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; none;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; had TIA; abnormal ultrasound and
nseds

1

70496 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY HEAD
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for Vascular Disease.; 3/15/2017; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; The pt
has numbness &amp; tingling in head.;
Cholesterol medication

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

70496 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY HEAD
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for Vascular Disease.; 6/8/2017; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
carotid artery stenosis

1

70496 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY HEAD
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

restenosis of known left carotid stent placed in
March 2017; This study is being ordered for
Vascular Disease.; march 23, 2017; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
dizziness, elevated blood pressure; US carotid
duplex, Plavix 75mg, Aspirin 325

1

This 48 year old male presents for dizzy and
double vision.&#x0D; &#x0D; History of Present
Illness:&#x0D; 1. dizzy, double vision &#x0D;
Mr Gwin comes in after feeling funny yesterday.
He felt like his eyes were trying to cross. He
took a nap and felt better. This am,; This study
is being ordered for a neurological disorder.;
06/15/2017; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; He felt like his eyes were
trying to cross. He took a nap and felt better.
This am, he woke with double vision. One field
was on top of the other. He could close one eye
and his sx would go away. He went back to
sleep and woke up without sx. There h; MRI,
MEDICATION

1

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
brain.

11

70496 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY HEAD
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST
70496 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY HEAD
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

70498 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY NECK
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; none;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; had TIA; abnormal ultrasound and
nseds

1

70498 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY NECK
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for Vascular Disease.; 3/15/2017; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; The pt
has numbness &amp; tingling in head.;
Cholesterol medication

1

70498 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY NECK
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for Vascular Disease.; 6/8/2017; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
carotid artery stenosis

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

70498 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY NECK
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Patient had an abnormal MRI showing
abnormal bilateral vertebral artery flow, CTA
was recommended. Nerve conduct study
showed Polyneuropathy and Brachial
Plexopathy due to smoking. CT was
recommended.; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 05/02/2017;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Arm pain and numbness.; Gabapentin
for arm pain on 05/02/2017. Patient had an MRI
and Nerve conduct study done as well.

1

70498 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY NECK
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

restenosis of known left carotid stent placed in
March 2017; This study is being ordered for
Vascular Disease.; march 23, 2017; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
dizziness, elevated blood pressure; US carotid
duplex, Plavix 75mg, Aspirin 325

1

This 48 year old male presents for dizzy and
double vision.&#x0D; &#x0D; History of Present
Illness:&#x0D; 1. dizzy, double vision &#x0D;
Mr Gwin comes in after feeling funny yesterday.
He felt like his eyes were trying to cross. He
took a nap and felt better. This am,; This study
is being ordered for a neurological disorder.;
06/15/2017; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; He felt like his eyes were
trying to cross. He took a nap and felt better.
This am, he woke with double vision. One field
was on top of the other. He could close one eye
and his sx would go away. He went back to
sleep and woke up without sx. There h; MRI,
MEDICATION

1

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
Neck.

12

General/Family
Practice

Approval

General/Family
Practice

Approval

70498 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY NECK
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST
70498 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY NECK
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Approval

70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE

"This is a request for orbit,face, or neck soft
tissue MRI.239.8"; The study is ordered for
suspicion of neoplasm, tumor or metatstasis

Approval

70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE

Approval

70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE

"This is a request for orbit,face, or neck soft
tissue MRI.239.8"; The study is ordered for the
evaluation of lymphadenopathy or mass
"This is a request for orbit,face, or neck soft
tissue MRI.239.8"; The study is ordered for
trauma or injury of the orbit, face or neck soft
tissue

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; "This is a request for
orbit,face, or neck soft tissue MRI.239.8"; The
reason for the study is not for trauma,
infection,cancer, mass, tumor, pre or postoperative evaluation

1

70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.; unknown;
It is not known if there has been any treatment
or conservative therapy.; &lt; Describe primary
symptoms here - or Type In Unknown If No Info
Given &gt;

1

70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE

Cervical disc disorder at C6-C7 level with
radiculopathy; "This is a request for orbit,face,
or neck soft tissue MRI.239.8"; The reason for
the study is not for trauma, infection,cancer,
mass, tumor, pre or post-operative evaluation

1

70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE

Impression from Eye Exam pt has Bilateral
Papilledema associated w/ increased
intracranial pressue and OD McColley
recommends MRI of brain and orbits w/wo
contrast to be followed by lumbar puncture if
clean.; This study is being ordered for
Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.; 05/08/17;
There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; Pt has whoosing in right
ear, has gained 40 pounds in last year,
headaches w/ peripheral vision loss gradually
worsening myopla and astigmatism

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

General/Family
Practice

Approval

General/Family
Practice

Approval

70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE

n./a; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 03/24/2017; There has
not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; double vision

1

70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE

N/A; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 4/30/2017; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
Severe headache, sudden onset, with vision
loss.

1

70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE

Patient has came into the office with bilateral
swelling and pain of neck and a continuous
headache. Patient was seen in ER and had CT
preformed and the ER doctor recommend a MRI
and to look further into the swelling and the
cause of the headaches.; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 2
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

There is a suspicion of an infection or abscess.;
This is a request for a Face MRI.; There is not a
history of orbit or face trauma or injury.

2

This is a request for a Face MRI.; There is a
history of orbit or face trauma or injury.

1

70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE
70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE

This is a request for an Orbit MRI.; There is a
history of orbit or face trauma or injury.

1

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; It is not known
if there has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; headache

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

General/Family
Practice

Approval

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; headaches
throbbing; meds
; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ;

Approval

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 5/10/17; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ;

General/Family
Practice

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; Patient states the dizziness
has been going off and on for about 2 years, and
getting more frequent. Also having bilateral
tinnitus along with hearing loss.; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; dizziness,
lightheaded, bilateral tinnitus, bilateral hearing
loss; physical therapy for dizziness

1

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

episodes of disorientation.; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 05/08/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; headaches,
numbness and visual disturbance.; steroids,
antibiotics and medications

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

General/Family
Practice

Approval

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

N/A; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 4/20/2017; It is not known if
there has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; Feels like top of the head is going to
blow off, head is hot to the touch. Lasts for 22.5 minutes. Shooting pains in her head.
Headache associated with sexual activity.
patient had stroke; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 4/28/17; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; headache;
patient went to ER

Approval

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

Severe optic nerve edema blurred vision, MD
wants to r/o tumor; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

Approval

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

There is an immediate family history of
aneurysm.; This is a request for a Brain MRA.

4

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

There is not an immediate family history of
aneurysm.; The patient does not have a known
aneurysm.; The patient has not had a recent
MRI or CT for these symptoms.; There has not
been a stroke or TIA within the past two weeks.;
This is a request for a Brain MRA.

4

General/Family
Practice
General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

Approval

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

There is not an immediate family history of
aneurysm.; The patient has a known aneurysm.;
This is a request for a Brain MRA.
This is a request for a head and neck MR
Angiogram.; There is not an immediate family
history of aneurysm.; The patient does not have
a known aneurysm.; The patient has had a
recent MRI or CT for these symptoms.; There
has been a stroke or TIA within the past 2
weeks.

General/Family
Practice

Approval

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

General/Family
Practice

Approval

70547 Mr angiography
neck w/o dye

Uploading Clinical notes from patient's
Optometrist.; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 02/07/2017; It is
not known if there has been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; Double vision,
Headaches, Presbyopia, Exophoria
The patient has had a recent MRI or CT for
these symptoms.; This is a request for a Neck
MR Angiography.

70547 Mr angiography
neck w/o dye

The patient has not had a recent MRI or CT for
these symptoms.; There has been a stroke or
TIA within the past 2 weeks.; This is a request
for a Neck MR Angiography.

General/Family
Practice

Approval

1

1

1

3

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

General/Family
Practice

Approval

General/Family
Practice

Approval

70547 Mr angiography
neck w/o dye

70547 Mr angiography
neck w/o dye

70547 Mr angiography
neck w/o dye
70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient has not had a recent MRI or CT for
these symptoms.; There has not been a stroke
or TIA within the past two weeks.; "There is a
sudden onset of one-sided weakness, speech
impairment, vision defects or severe dizziness.";
This is a request for a Neck MR Angiography.
The patient has not had a recent MRI or CT for
these symptoms.; There has not been a stroke
or TIA within the past two weeks.; "There is not
a sudden onset of one-sided weakness, speech
impairment, vision defects or severe dizziness.";
This is a request for a Neck MR Angiography.;
The patient has not had an abnormal ultrasound
of the neck.
This is a request for a head and neck MR
Angiogram.; There is not an immediate family
history of aneurysm.; The patient does not have
a known aneurysm.; The patient has had a
recent MRI or CT for these symptoms.; There
has been a stroke or TIA within the past 2
weeks.

3

1

1

2

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

"I woke up last Tuesday morning, I didn't know
where I was" "I looked in closet and saw my
work uniform ,everything started coming back
to me" Went to AMMC ER due to memory loss.
FH Father-Alzheimers; This request is for a
Brain MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The patient has a
sudden change in mental status.; It is unknown
why this study is being ordered.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; It is unknown if the study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; Not
requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; It is not known if the condition is
associated with headache, blurred or double
vision or a change in sensation noted on exam.;
A metabolic work-up done including urinalysis,
electrolytes, and complete blood count with
results was not completed.; The patient is
experiencing fatigue or malaise.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; It is unknown if the study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; Not
requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; It is not known if the condition is
associated with headache, blurred or double
vision or a change in sensation noted on exam.;
It is not known if a metabolic work-up done
including urinalysis, electrolytes, and complete
blood count with results completed.; The
patient does NOT have dizziness, fatigue or
malaise, Bell's Palsy, a congenital abnormality,
loss of smell, hearing loss or vertigo.

3

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; It is unknown if the study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient does not have dizziness, fatigue or
malaise, sudden change in mental status, Bell's
palsy, Congenital abnormality, loss of smell,
hearing loss or vertigo.; It is unknown why this
study is being ordered.

2

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The headache is described as
chronic or recurring.; It is not known if the
headache is presenting with a sudden change in
severity, associated with exertion, or a mental
status change.; There are not recent
neurological symptoms or deficits such as one
sided weakness, speech impairments, or vision
defects.; There is not a family history (parent,
sibling or child of the patient) of AVM
(arteriovenous malformation).

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The headache is described as
chronic or recurring.; The headache is not
presenting with a sudden change in severity,
associated with exertion, or a mental status
change.; There are not recent neurological
symptoms or deficits such as one sided
weakness, speech impairments, or vision
defects.; It is not known if there is a family
history (parent, sibling or child of the patient) of
AVM (arteriovenous malformation).

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The headache is described as
chronic or recurring.; The headache is not
presenting with a sudden change in severity,
associated with exertion, or a mental status
change.; There are not recent neurological
symptoms or deficits such as one sided
weakness, speech impairments, or vision
defects.; There is not a family history (parent,
sibling or child of the patient) of AVM
(arteriovenous malformation).

6

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The headache is described as
sudden and severe.; There are NO recent
neurological deficits on exam such as one sided
weakness, speech impairments or vision
defects.; There is not a new and sudden onset
of a headache less than 1 week not improved by
medications.; There is not a family history
(parent, sibling, or child) of stroke, aneurysm, or
AVM (arteriovenous malformation)

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The patient has a chronic or
recurring headache.

3

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The patient has dizziness.; The
patient has a sudden and severe headache.; The
patient had a recent onset (within the last 3
months) of neurologic symptoms.

2

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; Not requested for
evaluation of trauma/injury, tumor,
stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results completed.;
The lab results were normal; The patient does
NOT have dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's
Palsy, a congenital abnormality, loss of smell,
hearing loss or vertigo.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; Not requested for
evaluation of trauma/injury, tumor,
stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results completed.;
The lab results were normal; The patient is
experiencing vertigo

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; Not requested for
evaluation of trauma/injury, tumor,
stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results was not
completed.; The patient does NOT have
dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's Palsy, a
congenital abnormality, loss of smell, hearing
loss or vertigo.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; Not requested for
evaluation of trauma/injury, tumor,
stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The patient has not undergone
treatment for a congenital abnormality (such as
hydrocephalus or craniosynostosis).; There are
not recent neurological symptoms or deficits
such as one-sided weakness, speech
impairments, or vision defects.; Surgery is not
planned within the next 4 weeks.; An operation
for shunt placement (for brain fluid drainage) is
not being considered or a non-metalic shunt is
not functioning correctly.; The patient has a
congenital abnormality.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; Requested due to
trauma or injury.; It is not known if there are
new, intermittent symptoms or deficits such as
one sided weakness, speech impairments, or
vision defects.; The trauma or injury to the head
occured more than 1 week ago.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; Requested for
evaluation of infection or inflammation; Is is not
known if the patient has a fever, stiff neck AND
positive laboratory findings (like elevated WBC
or abnormal Lumbar puncture fluid examination
that indicate inflammatory disease or an
infection.; The doctor does not note on exam
that the patient has delirium or acute altered
mental status.; The patient does not have a
Brain CT showing abscess, brain infection,
meningitis or encephalitis.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; Requested for
evaluation of seizures; It is not known if there
has been a previous Brain MRI completed.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The patient does
NOT have a recent onset (within the last 4
weeks) of neurologic symptoms.; This study is
being ordered for trauma or injury.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 3 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Restaging of Cancer;
Imaging studies have been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; &lt; Enter date of
initial onset here - or Type In Unknown If No
Info Given &gt;; It is not known if there has
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
&lt; Describe primary symptoms here - or Type
In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 4/25/2010; There
has not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; &lt; Describe primary symptoms here or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; for years; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; head
aches; medication

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; several months;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Migraines left arm pain twitching
visual changes; Topamax

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.; unknown;
It is not known if there has been any treatment
or conservative therapy.; &lt; Describe primary
symptoms here - or Type In Unknown If No Info
Given &gt;

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; It is not known
if there has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; &lt; Describe primary symptoms here or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; It is not known
if there has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; headache

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; headaches
throbbing; meds

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; weight loss;
thyroid medicine, treated for migrances,
specialist

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; 5-222017; There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; new numbness in l arm and down to
his fingers are tingling and headaches. Solid
mass in neck; Oral meds

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; may 3
2016; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; vertigo headache
dizziness mass on right side of c spine inability
to move neck

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; seven
months ago; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; weakness, pain; b12

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as chronic or
recurring.; It is not known if the headache is
presenting with a sudden change in severity,
associated with exertion, or a mental status
change.; There are not recent neurological
symptoms or deficits such as one sided
weakness, speech impairments, or vision
defects.; It is not known if there is a family
history (parent, sibling or child of the patient) of
AVM (arteriovenous malformation).

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as chronic or
recurring.; The headache is not presenting with
a sudden change in severity, associated with
exertion, or a mental status change.; There are
not recent neurological symptoms or deficits
such as one sided weakness, speech
impairments, or vision defects.; It is not known
if there is a family history (parent, sibling or
child of the patient) of AVM (arteriovenous
malformation).

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as chronic or
recurring.; The headache is not presenting with
a sudden change in severity, associated with
exertion, or a mental status change.; There are
not recent neurological symptoms or deficits
such as one sided weakness, speech
impairments, or vision defects.; There is not a
family history (parent, sibling or child of the
patient) of AVM (arteriovenous malformation).

1

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as sudden and
severe.; There are NO recent neurological
deficits on exam such as one sided weakness,
speech impairments or vision defects.; There is
a new and sudden onset of a headache less than
1 week not improved by medications.; The
headache is not described as a “thunderclap” or
the worst headache of the patient’s life.

1

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient has a chronic or recurring headache.

3

Approval

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient has a sudden and severe headache.;
It is unknown if the patient had a recent onset
(within the last 3 months) of neurologic
symptoms.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient has dizziness.; The patient has a
sudden and severe headache.; The patient had a
recent onset (within the last 3 months) of
neurologic symptoms.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient has vision changes.; The patient has
a sudden and severe headache.; The patient had
a recent onset (within the last 3 months) of
neurologic symptoms.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
This headache is not described as sudden,
severe or chronic recurring.; It is not known if
the headache is presenting with a sudden
change in severity, associated with exertion, or
a mental status change.; It is not known if there
are recent neurological symptoms or deficits
such as one sided weakness, speech
impairments, or vision defects.; It is not known
if there is a family history (parent, sibling or
child of the patient) of AVM (arteriovenous
malformation).

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; Not requested for evaluation of
trauma/injury, tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results completed.;
The lab results were normal; The patient does
NOT have dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's
Palsy, a congenital abnormality, loss of smell,
hearing loss or vertigo.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; Not requested for evaluation of
trauma/injury, tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results completed.;
The lab results were normal; The patient is
experiencing dizziness.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; Not requested for evaluation of
trauma/injury, tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; It is not known if a
metabolic work-up done including urinalysis,
electrolytes, and complete blood count with
results completed.; The patient does NOT have
dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's Palsy, a
congenital abnormality, loss of smell, hearing
loss or vertigo.
; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; Requested due to trauma or injury.;
There are not new, intermittent symptoms or
deficits such as one sided weakness, speech
impairments, or vision defects.; It is not known
when the recent trauma or injury to the head
occured.

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; Requested for evaluation of
infection or inflammation; The patient does not
have a fever, stiff neck AND positive laboratory
findings (like elevated WBC or abnormal Lumbar
puncture fluid examination that indicate
inflammatory disease or an infection.; The
doctor does not note on exam that the patient
has delirium or acute altered mental status.;
The patient does not have a Brain CT showing
abscess, brain infection, meningitis or
encephalitis.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; Requested for evaluation of stroke
or aneurysm; There are not recent neurological
symptoms such as one sided weakness, speech
impairments, or vision defects.; It is not known
if there a family history (parent, sibling or child
of the patient) of AVM (arteriovenous
malformation).

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient does not have dizziness,
fatigue or malaise, sudden change in mental
status, Bell's palsy, Congenital abnormality, loss
of smell, hearing loss or vertigo.; It is unknown
why this study is being ordered.

2

General/Family
Practice

Approval

General/Family
Practice

Approval

General/Family
Practice

Approval

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST
70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has a sudden change in
mental status.; It is unknown why this study is
being ordered.
; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; This study is being ordered for
Parkinson's disease.; This study is being ordered
for new neurological symptoms.; The neurologic
symptoms include worsening Parkinson's
symptoms.
; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ;

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 01/01/2008; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; blacking
out with headache, back pain,; Medications

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 2016; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; headache, Fatigue and
Tiredness Neck Pain (radiates into both
shoulders) and Neck Stiffness, Back Pain (severe
lumbago), Joint Pain, Joint Stiffness and Myalgia
Difficulty Speaking (trouble finding words),
Headaches and Paresthesias (l arm); Rx
Gabapentin 600MG &#x0D; ice and heat.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

1

1

2

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 5/10/17; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ;

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; may 2016; There has been treatment
or conservative therapy.; Neck and RUE pain
and stiffness. Grip weakness, increased pain and
paresthesia left index and thumb. Numbness of
nasal bridge and left shin tingling. Bilateral hand
tremors; opioid analgesics, coricosteriods,
physical therapy, manipulations, cervical brace.
; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; Pt is having some right sided
weakness; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; pt has abdominalwallce
llulitis

Approval

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; Earache&#x0D; Reported by
patient.&#x0D; Location: left; pain inside
ear&#x0D; Quality: aching; dull &#x0D; Severity:
continuous &#x0D; Duration: symptoms lasting
over 2 weeks &#x0D; Timing: worse&#x0D;
Context: no recent swimming/water in ear; sick
contact&#x0D; Modifying Factors: hurts to lie;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Earache&#x0D; Reported by
patient.&#x0D; Location: left; pain inside
ear&#x0D; Quality: aching; dull &#x0D; Severity:
continuous &#x0D; Duration: symptoms lasting
over 2 weeks &#x0D; Timing: worse&#x0D;
Context: no recent swimming/water in ear; sick
contact&#x0D; Modifying Factors: hurts to lie;
antibiotics and cough syrup given

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; Patient states the dizziness
has been going off and on for about 2 years, and
getting more frequent. Also having bilateral
tinnitus along with hearing loss.; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; dizziness,
lightheaded, bilateral tinnitus, bilateral hearing
loss; physical therapy for dizziness

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for Vascular
Disease.; Patient has diagnosis of
atherosclerotic heart disease as of 1/12/17.
Patient has been diagnosed with low back pain
also as of 1/12/17. Patient reported to have
these conditions before establishing care with
our clinic which was 1/12/17.; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Low back
pain. Recent TIA which was found in hospital.;
Patient was started on Hydrocodone on
1/12/17 for his back pain, it helps some but
symptoms not completely relieved. Patient is
also on Plavix, Lipitor and Lisinopril and follows
with cardiology for atherosclerotic heart
disease.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

a 19 y.o. female presents with a Chief
Complaint of Headache (C/O area to head which
is sunken in and sore, C/O frequent headaches
to that area of the head and dizziness); This
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient has dizziness.; The patient has a sudden
and severe headache.; The patient had a recent
onset (within the last 3 months) of neurologic
symptoms.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

ABNORMAL MRI RESULTS; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 3
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Automobile accident of March 2017 - lost sight
in his eye for a while. Change in mental status;
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient does not have a sudden severe,
chronic or recurring or a thunderclap headache.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

blackouts; memory loss; eeg normal;; This
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Not requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results was not
completed.; The patient is experiencing
dizziness.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Cheyenne was out of town and had a seizure
which ended her up in the hospital.; This
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of seizures; There has
been a previous Brain MRI completed.; The
brain MRI was normal.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Chronic intractable headache, unspecified
headache type; This request is for a Brain MRI;
The study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has a chronic or
recurring headache.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Chronic Migraine with fall BECOMING MORE
FREQUENT IN THE LAST 6 MOS.; This request is
for a Brain MRI; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The patient has a
chronic or recurring headache.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

concern for MS at gender and age. She has
worsening HAs, fatigue, intermittent blurry
vision, memory difficulty, extremity
parasthesias.; This request is for a Brain MRI;
The study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has a chronic or
recurring headache.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

currently in physical therapy and left sided
weakness has got worse.; This study is being
ordered for a neurological disorder.; 6/3/2017;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; left sided severe weakness, facial
drooping, severe headache, seziure like activity.;
patient was hospitalized and given TPA.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Duration of Symptoms: Start: 05/19/2016
&#x0D; &#x0D; Physical Exam Findings: Blurred
vision, dizziness, photophobia; phonophobia;
neck stiffnes, vomittin &#x0D; &#x0D;
Medications: 02/23/2017 AMITRIPTYLINE
HCL&#x0D; Duration of Medications: 3
months&#x0D; 1. headache &#x0D; Onset: 1 ;
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient has a chronic or recurring headache.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

episodes of disorientation.; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 05/08/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; headaches,
numbness and visual disturbance.; steroids,
antibiotics and medications

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

facial numbness and tingling; This request is for
a Brain MRI; The study is NOT being requested
for evaluation of a headache.; Not requested for
evaluation of trauma/injury, tumor,
stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results completed.;
The lab results were normal; The patient is
experiencing dizziness.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

family history of aneurysm , patient having
dizziness; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; Not requested for evaluation of
trauma/injury, tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results completed.;
The lab results were normal; The patient is
experiencing dizziness.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Family HX of MS, vague joint pain and muscle
weakness/fatigue LEFT side; This request is for a
Brain MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; Not requested for
evaluation of trauma/injury, tumor,
stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; It is not known if a
metabolic work-up done including urinalysis,
electrolytes, and complete blood count with
results completed.; The patient is experiencing
fatigue or malaise.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Fatigue, somnolence, feeling of off balance
&amp; leaning to right side, intermittent blurred
vision and paresthesia. She had laboratory
workup which had no acute findings but ER
physician felt she should get an MRI of the brain
to rule out MS.; This request is for a Brain MRI;
The study is NOT being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The patient has fatigue or
malaise; It is unknown why this study is being
ordered.
FAX; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study
is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has a chronic or
recurring headache.

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

further evaluation; possible pituitary gland
issue; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study
is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has fatigue or malaise; It
is unknown why this study is being ordered.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

further evaluation; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The patient has
dizziness.; The patient had a recent onset
(within the last 4 weeks) of neurologic
symptoms.; This study is being ordered for
stroke or TIA (transient ischemic attack).

1

Approval

Approval

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

had a MRI , of cervical spine , recommended
MRI of brain; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; Not requested for evaluation of
trauma/injury, tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results completed.;
The lab results were normal; The patient does
NOT have dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's
Palsy, a congenital abnormality, loss of smell,
hearing loss or vertigo.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

has a spinal tumor that could be metastatic. he
has a tumor in his T spine already; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is not a
hematologist/ oncologist.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

headache since MVA 03/11/17 with normal ct;
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as chronic or
recurring.; The headache is not presenting with
a sudden change in severity, associated with
exertion, or a mental status change.; There are
not recent neurological symptoms or deficits
such as one sided weakness, speech
impairments, or vision defects.; There is not a
family history (parent, sibling or child of the
patient) of AVM (arteriovenous malformation).

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Headaches are worsening in severity.; This
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient has a chronic or recurring headache.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

High Prolactin level. Normal range 4.8-23.3 she
level 133.8; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; Not requested for evaluation of
trauma/injury, tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results was not
completed.; The patient does NOT have
dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's Palsy, a
congenital abnormality, loss of smell, hearing
loss or vertigo.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

History of Hypertension since age 16. Diagnosis
of Renal arteries Stenosis; This study is being
ordered for trauma or injury.; 04/01/2017;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Chronic Headaches and hypertension;
Medication therapy

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

illness dx with pineal cyst, States headaches
becoming more frequent and lasting longer
sometimes a whole week.; This request is for a
Brain MRI; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The headache is
described as chronic or recurring.; The
headache is not presenting with a sudden
change in severity, associated with exertion, or
a mental status change.; There are not recent
neurological symptoms or deficits such as one
sided weakness, speech impairments, or vision
defects.; There is not a family history (parent,
sibling or child of the patient) of AVM
(arteriovenous malformation).

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Impression from Eye Exam pt has Bilateral
Papilledema associated w/ increased
intracranial pressue and OD McColley
recommends MRI of brain and orbits w/wo
contrast to be followed by lumbar puncture if
clean.; This study is being ordered for
Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.; 05/08/17;
There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; Pt has whoosing in right
ear, has gained 40 pounds in last year,
headaches w/ peripheral vision loss gradually
worsening myopla and astigmatism

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

increased pain and weakness since on set on 0422-2017.; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 04-22-2017; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; Neck
pan decreased grip and numbness of right hand
and arm. tingling numbness of right arm and
hand; Pt given script to Prednisone 10 mg
tablets dose pack on 04-24-2017.&#x0D; Order
for Toradol injection and decadron injection.
apply ice pack to rt post neck for 30 min 4x daily
use ibuprofen 800mg with foor every 8 hours
follow with primary care if pain persi

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Left hip pain/Unspecified essential
hypertension /Numbness and tingling /Flank
Pain; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 7/22/2015; It is not known if
there has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; Numbness and tingling

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

May be issues with sinuses but wants to rule
out atypical causes for headaches. Sinuses are
swollen.; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The headache is described as sudden
and severe.; There are NO recent neurological
deficits on exam such as one sided weakness,
speech impairments or vision defects.; There is
not a new and sudden onset of a headache less
than 1 week not improved by medications.;
There is not a family history (parent, sibling, or
child) of stroke, aneurysm, or AVM
(arteriovenous malformation)

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

memory loss, left and right carotid blockage;
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Not requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results completed.;
The lab results were normal; The patient is
experiencing fatigue or malaise.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

memory loss; This request is for a Brain MRI;
The study is NOT being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The patient has a sudden
change in mental status.; It is unknown why this
study is being ordered.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Migraine without aura and without status
migrainosus; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has dizziness.; The
patient has a sudden and severe headache.; The
patient had a recent onset (within the last 3
months) of neurologic symptoms.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

N/A; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 4/20/2017; It is not known if
there has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; Feels like top of the head is going to
blow off, head is hot to the touch. Lasts for 22.5 minutes. Shooting pains in her head.
Headache associated with sexual activity.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Neurological system: abnormal.&#x0D; Sensory
exam abnormalities were noted.&#x0D; A
complete body motor examination was
performed, a coarse tremor was seen, a rest
tremor was seen of the head, of the right upper
extremity, of the right lower extremity, of the
left ; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; Requested for evaluation of Multiple
Sclerosis; The patient has not undergone
treatment for multiple sclerosis.; It is not known
if there are intermittent or new neurological
symptoms or deficits such as one-sided
weakness, speech impairments, or vision
defects.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

New, persistent, progressive; This request is for
a Brain MRI; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The headache is
described as chronic or recurring.; The
headache is not presenting with a sudden
change in severity, associated with exertion, or
a mental status change.; There are not recent
neurological symptoms or deficits such as one
sided weakness, speech impairments, or vision
defects.; There is not a family history (parent,
sibling or child of the patient) of AVM
(arteriovenous malformation).

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

None.; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has a chronic or
recurring headache.
none; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study
is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has a chronic or
recurring headache.

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

On Lumbar MRI that was done the radiologist
stated contrasted MRI's will be needed because
it looks like cancer. So the full spine is needing
to be scanned with contrast to determine if it is
truly cancer.; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 4 exams are
being ordered.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

one sided numbness on the right side; This
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of Multiple Sclerosis;
The patient has not undergone treatment for
multiple sclerosis.; There are not intermittent or
new neurological symptoms or deficits such as
one-sided weakness, speech impairments, or
vision defects.

1

Approval

Approval

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Pain is described as sharp, blurred vision,
nausea, numbness, scalp tenderness and had
MRI 2009 showed pituitary tumor.; This request
is for a Brain MRI; The study is being requested
for evaluation of a headache.; The patient has
dizziness.; The patient has a sudden and severe
headache.; The patient had a recent onset
(within the last 3 months) of neurologic
symptoms.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient complains of dizziness and nausea.
brain mass/lesion noted on MRI performed in
2006. eye exam first, if no abnormalities found
and lab normal, consider MRI brain; This
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Not requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results completed.;
The lab results were normal; The patient is
experiencing dizziness.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

PATIENT HAD A CLOSED HEAD INJURY; This
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient has a sudden and severe headache.; It is
unknown if the patient had a recent onset
(within the last 3 months) of neurologic
symptoms.
Patient had dizziness and weakness. Since then
the patient has had slurred speech and her lip is
drawing up.; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has dizziness.; It is
unknown why this study is being ordered.
patient had stroke; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 4/28/17; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; headache;
patient went to ER

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient has a pending appointment with
neurology for abnormal VNG (central vestibular
dysfunction), dizziness/vertigo, tremor and
abnormal/unsteady gait. He has a history of
larynx cancer that was treated with radiation in
2015-2016. He also has a histo; This request is
for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; Not
requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results was not
completed.; The patient is experiencing vertigo

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient has been having dizziness with
numbness in his arms and legs since 10/2016.;
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient has dizziness.; It is unknown why
this study is being ordered.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient has been suffering from headaches,
dizziness, cervical strain, neuropathy.; This study
is being ordered for a neurological disorder.;
Patient has suffering from cervical strain and
sever headaches since 12/27/2016.; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
dizziness, headaches, cervical strain,
neuropathy, osteoarthritis.; Patient has finished
and failed physical therapy, nsaids, otc pain
medication, patient is having 10/10 pain.
Patient is dizzy.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient has came into the office with bilateral
swelling and pain of neck and a continuous
headache. Patient was seen in ER and had CT
preformed and the ER doctor recommend a MRI
and to look further into the swelling and the
cause of the headaches.; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 2
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient has cogwheel rigidity which is muscular
rigidity in which passive movement of the limbs
elicits ratchet-like start-and stop movements
through the range of motion of a joint. Patient
still complains of shaking bilateral arms.; This
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient does not have dizziness, fatigue or
malaise, sudden change in mental status, Bell's
palsy, Congenital abnormality, loss of smell,
hearing loss or vertigo.; It is unknown why this
study is being ordered.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient has family history of cardiovascular
disease; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The headache is described as chronic
or recurring.; It is not known if the headache is
presenting with a sudden change in severity,
associated with exertion, or a mental status
change.; It is not known if there are recent
neurological symptoms or deficits such as one
sided weakness, speech impairments, or vision
defects.; It is not known if there is a family
history (parent, sibling or child of the patient) of
AVM (arteriovenous malformation).

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient has had recurring headaches for more
than four days. Patient has come into office
numerous times to achieve some relief, nothing
is helping. Patient is worried there is more going
on than just high blood pressure.; This request is
for a Brain MRI; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The patient has a
chronic or recurring headache.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

patient has recurring headaches; This request is
for a Brain MRI; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The headache is
described as chronic or recurring.; It is not
known if the headache is presenting with a
sudden change in severity, associated with
exertion, or a mental status change.; It is not
known if there are recent neurological
symptoms or deficits such as one sided
weakness, speech impairments, or vision
defects.; It is not known if there is a family
history (parent, sibling or child of the patient) of
AVM (arteriovenous malformation).

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient having severe onset of headache hurts
back of head to sides with neck pain. She has a
family history of cerebral aneurysm; This
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
headache is described as sudden and severe.;
There are NO recent neurological deficits on
exam such as one sided weakness, speech
impairments or vision defects.; There is a new
and sudden onset of a headache less than 1
week not improved by medications.; The
headache is not described as a “thunderclap” or
the worst headache of the patient’s life.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient is having chronic and continuous
headaches without relief. Patient has type 2
diabetes, and also cervical spine disc disease.;
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as chronic or
recurring.; The headache is not presenting with
a sudden change in severity, associated with
exertion, or a mental status change.; There are
not recent neurological symptoms or deficits
such as one sided weakness, speech
impairments, or vision defects.; It is not known
if there is a family history (parent, sibling or
child of the patient) of AVM (arteriovenous
malformation).

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

PATIENT IS HAVING HEADACHES WITH
FREQUENT MEMORY LOSS THAT ARE GETTING
WORSE; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has a chronic or
recurring headache.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient is having pressure headaches and
dizziness. Patient states sleep makes headaches
better never had a work up for migrains; This
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
headache is described as chronic or recurring.;
The headache is not presenting with a sudden
change in severity, associated with exertion, or
a mental status change.; There are not recent
neurological symptoms or deficits such as one
sided weakness, speech impairments, or vision
defects.; It is not known if there is a family
history (parent, sibling or child of the patient) of
AVM (arteriovenous malformation).

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient is here to f/u. He went to see Dr.
Dowdy, Neurosurgeon in Arkadelphia, on May
2nd. He was seen for foot drop and to review
his MRI. Pt states he is scheduled to have ESI
later this month and Dr. Dowdy also ordered PT.
He has a f/u appt towards; This request is for a
Brain MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The patient does
NOT have a recent onset (within the last 4
weeks) of neurologic symptoms.; This study is
being ordered for stroke or TIA (transient
ischemic attack).; This study is NOT being
ordered as a 12 month annual follow up.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient needs MRI to rule out brain aneurysm.
Ct of chest due to throwing up blood, and neck
MRI for radiculopathy; This study is being
ordered for trauma or injury.; 11/2016; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
sensitivity to bright light and loud noises,
N&amp;V, right and left occipital pain. &#x0D;
Neck pain, has been present since the last few
years no known injury. States pain radiates from
neck down arms. Epigastric pain needs a CT for
evaluation of hemoptysis; sumitriptan, motrin,
caffeine, topiramate

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient presents for hospital follow up 3/21/17
discharge. Patient has been having more
episodes headaches, blurry vision, high BP,
vomiting and confusion. Patient has diagnosis of
migraine with stroke like features. Patient
presents with severe headache,; This request is
for a Brain MRI; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The patient has a
chronic or recurring headache.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient suffered a closed head injury mid
February 2017, a head ct was performed and
was unremarkable however the patient still
suffers from acute dizziness and occasional
headaches; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; Requested due to trauma or injury.;
There are not new, intermittent symptoms or
deficits such as one sided weakness, speech
impairments, or vision defects.; The trauma or
injury to the head occured more than 1 week
ago.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient with increasing short term memory
loss. MMSE abnormal in office. Strong family
history of white matter changes.; This request is
for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; Not
requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results was not
completed.; The patient does NOT have
dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's Palsy, a
congenital abnormality, loss of smell, hearing
loss or vertigo.
pounding headache that has lasted for 1 week.
Has visual changes and nausea and vomiting
with it.; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has a chronic or
recurring headache.

1

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Prominent posterior pituitary bright spot
measuring 7 x 6.5 x 11.5&#x0D; mm which
could reflect a superimposed proteinaceous or
hemorrhagic&#x0D; nodule. Recommend
dedicated pre and postcontrast pituitary MRI
for&#x0D; further evaluation.; This request is
for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; Not
requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results was not
completed.; The patient does NOT have
dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's Palsy, a
congenital abnormality, loss of smell, hearing
loss or vertigo.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

PT has had headaches for a month now The
patient is a 40 year old female who presents for
headache. Symptoms include typical headache
features. The patient describes the pain as
aching and throbbing. Onset was gradual. The
symptoms occur frequently. The p; This request
is for a Brain MRI; The study is being requested
for evaluation of a headache.; The headache is
described as chronic or recurring.; The
headache is not presenting with a sudden
change in severity, associated with exertion, or
a mental status change.; There are not recent
neurological symptoms or deficits such as one
sided weakness, speech impairments, or vision
defects.; There is not a family history (parent,
sibling or child of the patient) of AVM
(arteriovenous malformation).

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

pt has had two episodes, one lasted 10 seconds
and the other 45 seconds.; This request is for a
Brain MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; Requested for
evaluation of stroke or aneurysm; It is not
known if there are recent neurological
symptoms such as one sided weakness, speech
impairments, or vision defects.; It is not known
if there a family history (parent, sibling or child
of the patient) of AVM (arteriovenous
malformation).

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Pt has Hodgkin's lymphoma, been off of
radiation for 3 months, had an eye exam that
was normal.; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; This headache is not described as
sudden, severe or chronic recurring.; The
headache is not presenting with a sudden
change in severity, associated with exertion, or
a mental status change.; There are not recent
neurological symptoms or deficits such as one
sided weakness, speech impairments, or vision
defects.; There is not a family history (parent,
sibling or child of the patient) of AVM
(arteriovenous malformation).

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Pt having vertigo; constant headache; ringing in
left ear; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; Requested due to trauma or injury.;
There are not new, intermittent symptoms or
deficits such as one sided weakness, speech
impairments, or vision defects.; The trauma or
injury to the head was between 24 hours and 1
week ago.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Pt is having periods at home of confusion,
memory loss, headaches. The physician is trying
to rule out TIA's.; This request is for a Brain MRI;
The study is NOT being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; Requested for evaluation of
stroke or aneurysm; There are not recent
neurological symptoms such as one sided
weakness, speech impairments, or vision
defects.; It is not known if there a family history
(parent, sibling or child of the patient) of AVM
(arteriovenous malformation).

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

PT PRESENTS TO THE CLINIC WITH C/O R SIDED
HEADACHE, HAS HEADACHE MOST DAYS OF THE
WEEK. HAS HEADACHE FOR 2-3 DAYS AT A
TIME. C/O SHORT TERM MEMORY LOSS +
ASSOCIATED DIZZINESS AND NAUSEA; This
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
headache is described as chronic or recurring.;
The headache is not presenting with a sudden
change in severity, associated with exertion, or
a mental status change.; There are not recent
neurological symptoms or deficits such as one
sided weakness, speech impairments, or vision
defects.; There is not a family history (parent,
sibling or child of the patient) of AVM
(arteriovenous malformation).

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

pulsatile tinnitus and headache continued after
beginning meds for HTN; This request is for a
Brain MRI; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The patient has
dizziness.; The patient has a sudden and severe
headache.; The patient had a recent onset
(within the last 3 months) of neurologic
symptoms.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

R side facial numbness with the headache; This
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient has dizziness.; The patient has a sudden
and severe headache.; The patient had a recent
onset (within the last 3 months) of neurologic
symptoms.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

R/O TUMOR IN PITUTARY, HALLUCINATIONS;
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Not requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results completed.;
The lab results were normal; The patient is
experiencing dizziness.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

related to memory loss noted over the past 2
weeks.; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; Not requested for evaluation of
trauma/injury, tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results was not
completed.; The patient does NOT have
dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's Palsy, a
congenital abnormality, loss of smell, hearing
loss or vertigo.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

request for MRI is for follow up on mass in
brain measuring 2.9 cm x 1.1 cm. Last MRI was
done 06/08/2012.; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The headache is described as
chronic or recurring.; The headache is not
presenting with a sudden change in severity,
associated with exertion, or a mental status
change.; There are not recent neurological
symptoms or deficits such as one sided
weakness, speech impairments, or vision
defects.; There is not a family history (parent,
sibling or child of the patient) of AVM
(arteriovenous malformation).

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

see attached clinicals.; This request is for a
Brain MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; Not requested for
evaluation of trauma/injury, tumor,
stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; It is not known if a
metabolic work-up done including urinalysis,
electrolytes, and complete blood count with
results completed.; The patient is experiencing
dizziness.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

see attached OVs; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; Not requested for
evaluation of trauma/injury, tumor,
stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results completed.;
The lab results were normal; The patient is
experiencing vertigo

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

See Symptoms; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 03/17/17; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Dizziness, left sided sciatica with lumbago,
cervicalgia, facial numbness, blurry
vision,decreased flexion and extension and
spasms, reduced ROM, and tenderness on
palpation. Lumbar / Lumbosacral Spine spasms,
tenderness on palpation, and reduced ROM.
Sof; cyclobenzaprine,hydrocodone, tylenol

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

seizures; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; This headache is not described as
sudden, severe or chronic recurring.; It is not
known if the headache is presenting with a
sudden change in severity, associated with
exertion, or a mental status change.; There are
not recent neurological symptoms or deficits
such as one sided weakness, speech
impairments, or vision defects.; It is not known
if there is a family history (parent, sibling or
child of the patient) of AVM (arteriovenous
malformation).

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Severe optic nerve edema blurred vision, MD
wants to r/o tumor; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

severely dizzy can hardly walk stumbles
headache; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has vertigo.; It is
unknown why this study is being ordered.

1

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

She has not had any brain studies done as of
right now and would like to have one.; This
study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 8 months ago; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Face, arm
and leg numbness. All symptoms are on the left
side of her body. She also has been feeling
patches of her skin on the left arm and left leg
that would suddenly feel "wet" and on fire.; She
was had lab work done, she was referred to
Reumatology at Baylor because her ANA was
high.

1

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

She is having intermittent occipital headache;
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient has a chronic or recurring headache.

1

Approval

Approval

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

She is post hysterectomy for years but has
elevated hcg levels. Needing to look at pituitary
gland to look for tumor or other cause of
elevated hcg; This request is for a Brain MRI;
The study is NOT being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; Requested for evaluation of
tumor; A biopsy has not been completed to
determine tumor tissue type.; It is not known if
there are recent neurological symptoms such as
one-sided weakness, speech impairments, or
vision defects.; There is not a new and sudden
onset of headache (less than 1 week) not
improved by pain medications.; The tumor is
not a pituitary tumor or pituitary adenoma.
surgery follow up; This study is being ordered
for Congenital Anomaly.; 01-2015; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
headache and surgery follow up; pt under gone
surgery for Chiari malformation and
cranioplasty

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

SUSPECTED CVA; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The patient has vision changes.;
The patient has a sudden and severe headache.;
The patient had a recent onset (within the last 3
months) of neurologic symptoms.

1

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Internal Auditory Canal
MRI.; There is a suspected Acoustic Neuroma or
tumor of the inner or middle ear.

3

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as chronic or
recurring.; It is not known if the headache is
presenting with a sudden change in severity,
associated with exertion, or a mental status
change.; There are recent neurological
symptoms or deficits such as one sided
weakness, speech impairments, or vision
defects.

5

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as chronic or
recurring.; The headache is not presenting with
a sudden change in severity, associated with
exertion, or a mental status change.; There are
not recent neurological symptoms or deficits
such as one sided weakness, speech
impairments, or vision defects.; There is a family
history (parent, sibling or child of the patient) of
AVM (arteriovenous malformation).

2

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as chronic or
recurring.; The headache is not presenting with
a sudden change in severity, associated with
exertion, or a mental status change.; There are
recent neurological symptoms or deficits such
as one sided weakness, speech impairments, or
vision defects.

30

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as chronic or
recurring.; The headache is presenting with a
sudden change in severity, associated with
exertion, or a mental status change.

150

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as sudden and
severe.; It is unknown if there recent
neurological deficits on exam such as one sided
weakness, speech impairments or vision
defects.; There is a new and sudden onset of a
headache less than 1 week not improved by
medications.; The headache is described as a
“thunderclap” or the worst headache of the
patient’s life.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as sudden and
severe.; There are NO recent neurological
deficits on exam such as one sided weakness,
speech impairments or vision defects.; There is
a new and sudden onset of a headache less than
1 week not improved by medications.; The
headache is described as a “thunderclap” or the
worst headache of the patient’s life.

10

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as sudden and
severe.; There recent neurological deficits on
exam such as one sided weakness, speech
impairments or vision defects.
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient had a thunderclap headache or
worst headache of the patient's life (within the
last 3 months).

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient has one sided arm or leg weakness.;
The patient has a sudden and severe headache.;
The patient had a recent onset (within the last 3
months) of neurologic symptoms.

5

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient has the inability to speak.; The
patient has a sudden and severe headache.; The
patient had a recent onset (within the last 3
months) of neurologic symptoms.

1

Approval

Approval

84

11

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
This headache is not described as sudden,
severe or chronic recurring.; The headache is
not presenting with a sudden change in severity,
associated with exertion, or a mental status
change.; There are recent neurological
symptoms or deficits such as one sided
weakness, speech impairments, or vision
defects.
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
This headache is not described as sudden,
severe or chronic recurring.; The headache is
presenting with a sudden change in severity,
associated with exertion, or a mental status
change.

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Not requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; It is not known if the condition is
associated with headache, blurred or double
vision or a change in sensation noted on exam.;
A metabolic work-up done including urinalysis,
electrolytes, and complete blood count with
results completed.; The lab results were
abnormal; The patient is experiencing fatigue or
malaise.

Approval

1

4

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Not requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; It is not known if the patient has
undergone treatment for a congenital
abnormality (such as hydrocephalus or
craniosynostosis).; There are recent
neurological symptoms or deficits such as onesided weakness, speech impairments, or vision
defects.; The patient has a congenital
abnormality.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Not requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; The patient does
NOT have dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's
Palsy, a congenital abnormality, loss of smell,
hearing loss or vertigo.

15

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Not requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; The patient is
experiencing dizziness.

31

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Not requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; The patient is
experiencing fatigue or malaise.

8

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Not requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; The patient is
experiencing vertigo

5

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Not requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results completed.;
The lab results were abnormal; The patient does
NOT have dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's
Palsy, a congenital abnormality, loss of smell,
hearing loss or vertigo.

4

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Not requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results completed.;
The lab results were abnormal; The patient is
experiencing fatigue or malaise.

3

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Not requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The patient has not undergone
treatment for a congenital abnormality (such as
hydrocephalus or craniosynostosis).; There are
recent neurological symptoms or deficits such
as one-sided weakness, speech impairments, or
vision defects.; The patient has a congenital
abnormality.

2

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested due to trauma or injury.; There are
new, intermittent symptoms or deficits such as
one sided weakness, speech impairments, or
vision defects.

11

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of infection or
inflammation; The patient has a fever, stiff neck
AND positive laboratory findings (like elevated
WBC or abnormal Lumbar puncture fluid
examination that indicate inflammatory disease
or an infection.

2

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of Multiple Sclerosis;
It is not known if the patient has undergone
treatment for multiple sclerosis.; There are
intermittent or new neurological symptoms or
deficits such as one-sided weakness, speech
impairments, or vision defects.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of Multiple Sclerosis;
The patient has not undergone treatment for
multiple sclerosis.; There are intermittent or
new neurological symptoms or deficits such as
one-sided weakness, speech impairments, or
vision defects.

12

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of Multiple Sclerosis;
The patient has undergone treatment for
multiple sclerosis.

2

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of seizures; There has
not been a previous Brain MRI completed.

18

Approval

Approval

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of stroke or
aneurysm; There are recent neurological
symptoms such as one sided weakness, speech
impairments, or vision defects.
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of tumor; A biopsy has
been completed to determine tumor tissue
type.

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of tumor; A biopsy has
not been completed to determine tumor tissue
type.; There are not recent neurological
symptoms such as one-sided weakness, speech
impairments, or vision defects.; There is not a
new and sudden onset of headache (less than 1
week) not improved by pain medications.; The
tumor is a pituitary tumor or pituitary
adenoma.; There are physical findings or
laboratory values indicating abnormal pituitary
hormone levels.

Approval

54

9

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of tumor; A biopsy has
not been completed to determine tumor tissue
type.; There are recent neurological symptoms
such as one-sided weakness, speech
impairments, or vision defects.

13

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient has one sided arm or leg weakness.;
The patient had a recent onset (within the last 4
weeks) of neurologic symptoms.; This study is
being ordered for Multiple Sclerosis.; The
patient has new symptoms.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient has one sided arm or leg weakness.;
The patient had a recent onset (within the last 4
weeks) of neurologic symptoms.; This study is
being ordered for stroke or TIA (transient
ischemic attack).

4

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient has the inability to speak.; The
patient had a recent onset (within the last 4
weeks) of neurologic symptoms.; This study is
being ordered for stroke or TIA (transient
ischemic attack).

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient has vision changes.; The patient had
a recent onset (within the last 4 weeks) of
neurologic symptoms.; There has been a recent
assessment of the patient's visual acuity.; This
study is being ordered for Multiple Sclerosis.;
The patient has new symptoms.

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
This study is being ordered for a tumor.
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
This study is being ordered for and infection or
inflammation.
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
This study is being ordered for seizures.; There
has been a change in seizure pattern or a new
seizure.

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
This study is being ordered for seizures.; There
has NOT been a change in seizure pattern or a
new seizure.; This is a new patient.

Approval

1

4

1

7

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; This request is
for a Brain MRI; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
headache is described as chronic or recurring.;
The headache is described as chronic or
recurring.; The headache is presenting with a
sudden change in severity, associated with
exertion, or a mental status change.; The
headache is presenting with a sudden change in
severity, associated with exertion, or a mental
status change.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; This request is
for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
study is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; Not requested for evaluation of
trauma/injury, tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; Not requested for evaluation of
trauma/injury, tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; The condition is
not associated with headache, blurred or double
vision or a change in sensation noted on exam.;
A metabolic work-up done including urinalysis,
electrolytes, and complete blood count with
results completed.; A metabolic work-up done
including urinalysis, electrolytes, and complete
blood count with results completed.; The lab
results were abnormal; The lab results were
abnormal; The patient is experiencing dizziness.;
The patient is experiencing fatigue or malaise.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

To rule out tumors because of facial pan, it
effects her right has blurriness; This request is
for a Brain MRI; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The patient has a
chronic or recurring headache.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

to see what is going on we have a referral sent
in to a neurologist but waiting to get an
appointment.; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; ; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.;
forgetfulness, looses sight in right eye, tremors
start in left arm, cannot catch breath.
disoriented, usually lasts a couple of days.;
getting progressively worse, had been on
medication over a year ago, but it never really
helped the seizure like activity. she has never
been to a neurologist.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Unknown.; This request is for a Brain MRI; It is
unknown if the study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; Not requested for
evaluation of trauma/injury, tumor,
stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; It is not known if the condition is
associated with headache, blurred or double
vision or a change in sensation noted on exam.;
It is not known if a metabolic work-up done
including urinalysis, electrolytes, and complete
blood count with results completed.; The
patient does NOT have dizziness, fatigue or
malaise, Bell's Palsy, a congenital abnormality,
loss of smell, hearing loss or vertigo.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The headache is described as chronic
or recurring.; The headache is not presenting
with a sudden change in severity, associated
with exertion, or a mental status change.; There
are not recent neurological symptoms or
deficits such as one sided weakness, speech
impairments, or vision defects.; There is not a
family history (parent, sibling or child of the
patient) of AVM (arteriovenous malformation).

unknown; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The headache is described as sudden
and severe.; There are NO recent neurological
deficits on exam such as one sided weakness,
speech impairments or vision defects.; There is
a new and sudden onset of a headache less than
1 week not improved by medications.; The
headache is not described as a “thunderclap” or
the worst headache of the patient’s life.
unknown; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has a chronic or
recurring headache.

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; Not requested for evaluation of
trauma/injury, tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results completed.;
The lab results were normal; The patient is
experiencing dizziness.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; This study is being ordered for
seizures.; It is unknown if there has there been a
change in seizure pattern or a new seizure.; This
is not a new patient.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 02/21/2017;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Headache and neck pain; Medications
and PT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Uploading Clinical notes from patient's
Optometrist.; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 02/07/2017; It is
not known if there has been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; Double vision,
Headaches, Presbyopia, Exophoria

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

vertigo with hx of brain cancer; This request is
for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; Not
requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; It is not known if a
metabolic work-up done including urinalysis,
electrolytes, and complete blood count with
results completed.; The patient is experiencing
dizziness.

1

General/Family
Practice
General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval
Approval

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST
71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

vertigo&#x0D; chest pain&#x0D; nausea&#x0D;
dizziness&#x0D; falling&#x0D; light
headiness&#x0D; falling&#x0D;
numbness&#x0D; weakness&#x0D; 5/5 bilateral
grip/elbow flexion/extension, hip flexion, knee
flexion/ext, ankle flexion/extension. Normal
smile/frown/forehead motion bilaterally,
patellar ref; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has dizziness.; The
patient had a recent onset (within the last 4
weeks) of neurologic symptoms.; This study is
being ordered for stroke or TIA (transient
ischemic attack).

1
4

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

"The ordering physician IS a surgeon,
pulmonologist or PCP ordering on behalf of a
specialist who has seen the patient."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for known or suspected
inflammatory disease or pneumonia.; Yes this is
a request for a Diagnostic CT

40

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

"The ordering physician is a surgeon,
pulmonologist, or cardiologist."; A Chest/Thorax
CT is being ordered.; This study is being ordered
for vascular disease other than cardiac.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

"The ordering physician IS an oncologist,
surgeon, pulmonologist, cardiologist or PCP
ordering on behalf of a specialist who has seen
the patient."; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; The study is being ordered for none of
the above.; This study is being ordered for a preoperative evaluation.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

"The ordering physician is not a surgeon,
pulmonologist, or cardiologist."; It is not known
if there is radiologic evidence of mediastinal
widening.; ; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; This study is being ordered for
vascular disease other than cardiac.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

"The ordering physician is not a surgeon,
pulmonologist, or cardiologist."; There is no
radiologic evidence of mediastinal widening.;
chest pain x 3 weeks negative cardiac work up
pain in the anterior lower chest/upper
epigastric rated as a 10 increases with leaning
forward; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
This study is being ordered for vascular disease
other than cardiac.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

"The ordering physician is not a surgeon,
pulmonologist, or cardiologist."; There is no
radiologic evidence of mediastinal widening.;
Thoracic aortic aneurysm, without rupture; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for vascular disease other than
cardiac.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

"The ordering physician is not a surgeon,
pulmonologist, or cardiologist."; There is
radiologic evidence of mediastinal widening.; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for vascular disease other than
cardiac.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

4

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

"There IS evidence of a lung, mediastinal or
chest mass noted within the last 30 days."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

205

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

"There IS evidence of a lung, mediastinal or
chest mass noted within the last 30 days."; They
did not have a previous Chest x-ray.; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

5

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt; Follow up to rule out
cancer; "There is NO evidence of a lung,
mediastinal or chest mass noted within the last
30 days."; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
This study is being ordered for work-up for
suspicious mass.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt; follow up; "There is NO
evidence of a lung, mediastinal or chest mass
noted within the last 30 days."; A Chest/Thorax
CT is being ordered.; This study is being ordered
for work-up for suspicious mass.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; "There IS evidence of a
lung, mediastinal or chest mass noted within
the last 30 days."; They had a previous Chest xray.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This
study is being ordered for work-up for
suspicious mass.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

2

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; "There is NO evidence of a
lung, mediastinal or chest mass noted within
the last 30 days."; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; This study is being ordered for workup for suspicious mass.; Yes this is a request for
a Diagnostic CT

14

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; The study is being ordered for none of
the above.; This study is being ordered for non
of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

11

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; This study is being ordered for
screening of lung cancer.; The patient had a Low
Dose CT for Lung Cancer Screening or a Chest CT
in the past 11 months.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; This study is being ordered for
screening of lung cancer.; The patient is 54
years old or younger.; The patient has NOT had
a Low Dose CT for Lung Cancer Screening or a
Chest CT in the past 11 months.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; This study is being ordered for
screening of lung cancer.; The patient is
between 55 and 80 years old.; This patient is a
smoker or has a history of smoking.; The patient
has a 30 pack per year history of smoking.; It is
unknown if the patient quit smoking in the past
15 years.; The patient has NOT had a Low Dose
CT for Lung Cancer Screening or a Chest CT in
the past 11 months.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; This study is being ordered for
screening of lung cancer.; The patient is
between 55 and 80 years old.; This patient is a
smoker or has a history of smoking.; The patient
has a 30 pack per year history of smoking.; The
patient did NOT quit smoking in the past 15
years.; The patient has signs or symptoms
suggestive of lung cancer such as an
unexplained cough, coughing up blood,
unexplained weight loss or other condition.; The
patient has NOT had a Low Dose CT for Lung
Cancer Screening or a Chest CT in the past 11
months.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

3

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The patient has NOT had a
chest x-ray recently.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; The study is being ordered for none of
the above.; This study is being ordered for
hemoptysis.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is not a hematologist/
oncologist.

2

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; It is not known
if there has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; &lt; Describe primary symptoms here or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
weight; loss
; "Caller is NOT SURE if there is evidence of a
lung, mediastinal or chest mass noted within
the last 30 days."; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; This study is being ordered for workup for suspicious mass.; Yes this is a request for
a Diagnostic CT

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

; "There IS evidence of a lung, mediastinal or
chest mass noted within the last 30 days."; They
had a previous Chest x-ray.; A Chest/Thorax CT
is being ordered.; This study is being ordered for
work-up for suspicious mass.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

4

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

; "There is NO evidence of a lung, mediastinal
or chest mass noted within the last 30 days."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

4

Approval

Approval

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The
study is being ordered for none of the above.;
This study is being ordered for non of the
above.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This
study is being ordered for screening of lung
cancer.; The patient had a Low Dose CT for Lung
Cancer Screening or a Chest CT in the past 11
months.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This
study is being ordered for screening of lung
cancer.; The patient is 54 years old or younger.;
The patient has NOT had a Low Dose CT for
Lung Cancer Screening or a Chest CT in the past
11 months.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This
study is being ordered for screening of lung
cancer.; The patient is between 55 and 80 years
old.; This patient is a smoker or has a history of
smoking.; The patient has a 30 pack per year
history of smoking.; The patient did NOT quit
smoking in the past 15 years.; The patient has
signs or symptoms suggestive of lung cancer
such as an unexplained cough, coughing up
blood, unexplained weight loss or other
condition.; The patient has NOT had a Low Dose
CT for Lung Cancer Screening or a Chest CT in
the past 11 months.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

Approval

5

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

General/Family
Practice

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

; There is no radiologic evidence of mediastinal
widening.; There is no physical or radiologic
evidence of a chest wall abnormality.; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The study is
being ordered for none of the above.; This study
is being ordered for follow up trauma.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT
; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.
; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

; This study is being ordered for Inflammatory/
Infectious Disease.; ; There has been treatment
or conservative therapy.; ;

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

; This study is being ordered for Inflammatory/
Infectious Disease.; 03/31/17; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; unresolved
cough; chronic nasal drip; pain, sore throat;
Medications.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

; This study is being ordered for Inflammatory/
Infectious Disease.; 6/13/2017; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
chest pain sob

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; ; It is not known if there has
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

1. Bronchitis &#x0D; Onset: gradual. Severity:
mild-moderate. The patient describes the
cough as moist, persistent and productive (of
yellow sputum). It occurs persistently. The
problem has become gradually worse. There
are no aggravating factors. Relie; This study is
being ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 2.Diabetes &#x0D; The
problem is stable. Risk factors include: family
history diabetes mellitus, obesity, over age 45
years old and sedentary lifestyle. Patient is
compliant with using medication, and follow-up.
He Has been managed with diet, oral
medications,; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; 1. Bronchitis &#x0D;
Onset: gradual. Severity: mild-moderate. The
patient describes the cough as moist, persistent
and productive (of yellow sputum). It occurs
persistently. The problem has become
gradually worse. There are no aggravating
factors. Relie; better diet and medications
regularly
3.5 mm nodule; "There is NO evidence of a
lung, mediastinal or chest mass noted within
the last 30 days."; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; This study is being ordered for workup for suspicious mass.; Yes this is a request for
a Diagnostic CT

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

4-20-17 XRay Chest notes LUL lung irregular
nodular density; "There IS evidence of a lung,
mediastinal or chest mass noted within the last
30 days."; They had a previous Chest x-ray.; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

4mos ago increased in area size x3; "There is
NO evidence of a lung, mediastinal or chest
mass noted within the last 30 days."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

56 year old male, post valvular replacement.
Chest x-ray shows persistent vague opacity in
the anterior aspect of the right upper lobe.;
There is no radiologic evidence of asbestosis.;
"There is no radiologic evidence of sarcoidosis,
tuberculosis or fungal infection."; There is no
radiologic evidence of a lung abscess or
empyema.; There is no radiologic evidence of
pneumoconiosis e.g. black lung disease or
silicosis.; There is NO radiologic evidence of nonresolving pneumonia for 6 weeks after antibiotic
treatment was prescribed.; A Chest/Thorax CT is
being ordered.; This study is being ordered for
known or suspected inflammatory disease or
pneumonia.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

6 mon F/U from a previous chest CT that had
showed nodules. &#x0D; CT Cervical spine for
patient complaints of neck pain &#x0D; Patent
is describing a Knot on right side of neck with
increased Headaches, Neck, right shoulder and
back Pain.; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is not a hematologist/
oncologist.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice
General/Family
Practice

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

6 MONTH FOLLOW UP /ABNORMAL XRAY; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for screening of lung cancer.; The
patient had a Low Dose CT for Lung Cancer
Screening or a Chest CT in the past 11 months.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
6 MONTH FOLLOW UP; "There is NO evidence
of a lung, mediastinal or chest mass noted
within the last 30 days."; A Chest/Thorax CT is
being ordered.; This study is being ordered for
work-up for suspicious mass.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
6 month follow; "There is NO evidence of a
lung, mediastinal or chest mass noted within
the last 30 days."; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; This study is being ordered for workup for suspicious mass.; Yes this is a request for
a Diagnostic CT
A 11 mm LUNG NODULE FOUND ON CT
PERFORMED ON 03/03/2017. PER RADIOLOGIST
RECOMMEND PET SCAN OR F/U CT W/O
CONTRAST IN 3 MONTHS.; "There is NO
evidence of a lung, mediastinal or chest mass
noted within the last 30 days."; A Chest/Thorax
CT is being ordered.; This study is being ordered
for work-up for suspicious mass.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study
is being ordered for known tumor.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

1

1

1

28

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study
is being ordered for screening of lung cancer.;
The patient is between 55 and 80 years old.;
This patient is a smoker or has a history of
smoking.; The patient has a 30 pack per year
history of smoking.; The patient did NOT quit
smoking in the past 15 years.; The patient does
NOT have signs or symptoms suggestive of lung
cancer such as an unexplained cough, coughing
up blood, unexplained weight loss or other
condition.; The patient has NOT had a Low Dose
CT for Lung Cancer Screening or a Chest CT in
the past 11 months.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

3

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study
is being ordered for screening of lung cancer.;
The patient is between 55 and 80 years old.;
This patient is a smoker or has a history of
smoking.; The patient has a 30 pack per year
history of smoking.; The patient quit smoking in
the past 15 years.; The patient does NOT have
signs or symptoms suggestive of lung cancer
such as an unexplained cough, coughing up
blood, unexplained weight loss or other
condition.; The patient has NOT had a Low Dose
CT for Lung Cancer Screening or a Chest CT in
the past 11 months.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

2

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study
is being ordered for suspected pulmonary
Embolus.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

40

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

abd ct showed masses in lower lungs; "There IS
evidence of a lung, mediastinal or chest mass
noted within the last 30 days."; They had a
previous Chest x-ray.; A Chest/Thorax CT is
being ordered.; This study is being ordered for
work-up for suspicious mass.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Abdominal pain, Liver masses were found
6/22/2017 in ER.; This study is being ordered for
a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is not a hematologist/
oncologist.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

ABNORMAL CHEST XRAY WITH QUESTIONABLE
MASS; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The
study is being ordered for none of the above.;
This study is being ordered for non of the
above.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

General/Family
Practice

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Abnormal weight loss and history of cancer;
This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is not a hematologist/ oncologist.
abnormal xray; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; The study is being ordered for none of
the above.; This study is being ordered for non
of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

ALSO HAS LUNG NODULE THAT WAS NOTED IN
2016; This study is being ordered for
Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.; 5/10/2016;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; FEVER UP TO 103 &#x0D;
LYMPHADOPATHY&#x0D; MUSCLE PAIN&#x0D;
FATIGUE; MULIPLE ANTIBODICS, HAS HAD
LYMPH NODE DISCETIONS. IS CURRENTLY
DOING IV ABT AT THIS TIME.

General/Family
Practice

Approval

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Anterior palpation - Guarding. Abdominal
tenderness - lower.&#x0D; Lumbar spine tenderness, Range of motion: severe pain w/
motion.&#x0D; 2:46 PM&#x0D; 8/10&#x0D;
Numeric Pain Intensity Scale&#x0D; Percocet 5
mg-325 mg tablet&#x0D; 04/13/2017&#x0D;
take 1 tablet by oral route every 12 h; There is
no radiologic evidence of asbestosis.; "The caller
doesn't know if there is radiologic evidence of
sarcoidosis, tuberculosis or fungal infection."; It
is not known if there is radiologic evidence of a
lung abscess or empyema.; There is no
radiologic evidence of pneumoconiosis e.g.
black lung disease or silicosis.; There is NO
radiologic evidence of non-resolving pneumonia
for 6 weeks after antibiotic treatment was
prescribed.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; This study is being ordered for known
or suspected inflammatory disease or
pneumonia.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
Bilateral wheezes with decreased tidal
volumes.; "There is NO evidence of a lung,
mediastinal or chest mass noted within the last
30 days."; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
This study is being ordered for work-up for
suspicious mass.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Chest 2 views shows chronic changes. slight
atelectasis or infiltrate in right lung.&#x0D;
there is minimal atelectasis or infiltrate in the
right lung base.; This study is being ordered for
Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.; February
2017; There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; cough&#x0D; pain&#x0D; pain with
swallowing; Antibiotic therapy&#x0D; Nsaids

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Chest CT performed in 01/2017, recommended
follow up CT in 6 months.; "There is NO
evidence of a lung, mediastinal or chest mass
noted within the last 30 days."; A Chest/Thorax
CT is being ordered.; This study is being ordered
for work-up for suspicious mass.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

CHEST WALL PAIN/DYSPNEA; A Chest/Thorax
CT is being ordered.; The study is being ordered
for none of the above.; This study is being
ordered for non of the above.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

chest x ray on 06/08/2017; "There IS evidence
of a lung, mediastinal or chest mass noted
within the last 30 days."; They had a previous
Chest x-ray.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; This study is being ordered for workup for suspicious mass.; Yes this is a request for
a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Chest xray shows patchy radioopaque areas;
"There is NO evidence of a lung, mediastinal or
chest mass noted within the last 30 days."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

chronic cough; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 2015; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; 20lb
weight loss in 2 years, hematuria in urine;
medication

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

COPD Chronic scarring in lung and chest area; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for screening of lung cancer.; The
patient is between 55 and 80 years old.; It is
unknown if this patient is a smoker or has a
history of smoking.; The patient has NOT had a
Low Dose CT for Lung Cancer Screening or a
Chest CT in the past 11 months.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

COPD&#x0D; Abnormal chest x-ray shows a
perihilar mass.; "There IS evidence of a lung,
mediastinal or chest mass noted within the last
30 days."; They had a previous Chest x-ray.; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Cough, Chest congestion and x-ray showed a
MASS.; "There IS evidence of a lung, mediastinal
or chest mass noted within the last 30 days.";
They had a previous Chest x-ray.; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Cough, shortness of breath, weight loss,
fatigue.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
This study is being ordered for screening of lung
cancer.; The patient is between 55 and 80 years
old.; This patient is a smoker or has a history of
smoking.; The patient has a 30 pack per year
history of smoking.; The patient did NOT quit
smoking in the past 15 years.; The patient has
signs or symptoms suggestive of lung cancer
such as an unexplained cough, coughing up
blood, unexplained weight loss or other
condition.; The patient has NOT had a Low Dose
CT for Lung Cancer Screening or a Chest CT in
the past 11 months.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

cough, shortness of breath,; A Chest/Thorax CT
is being ordered.; The study is being ordered for
none of the above.; This study is being ordered
for non of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

CT Abdomen 6/10/16 impression Subtle hypo
densities in right lobe of liver, probably
hemangiomas. Larger lesion is unchanged from
prior exam. Smaller lesion in the sub-capsular
region more inferiorly was not visualized
previously but has an overall benign; "There is
NO evidence of a lung, mediastinal or chest
mass noted within the last 30 days."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

CT scan done 6 months ago showed mass,
recommendation to follow up on 6 months;
"There is NO evidence of a lung, mediastinal or
chest mass noted within the last 30 days."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Ct was done for a mass in the neck. A
speculated mass was found in the right lung.
Has not had any other CT of chest, so nothing
else to compare. given concern for malignancy.;
This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is not a hematologist/ oncologist.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

currently in physical therapy and left sided
weakness has got worse.; This study is being
ordered for a neurological disorder.; 6/3/2017;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; left sided severe weakness, facial
drooping, severe headache, seziure like activity.;
patient was hospitalized and given TPA.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Duration of Symptoms: Start: 02/28/2017
&#x0D; &#x0D; Physical Exam Findings: The
patient presents with a complaint of Chest pain.
The symptoms began 1 month ago and began
suddenly. The symptoms have improved. The
pain is in the right chest. The patient describes t;
A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The study
is being ordered for none of the above.; This
study is being ordered for non of the above.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Family History of Lung Cancer; Pain in thoracic
spine when coughing or sneezing; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for screening of lung cancer.; The
patient is 54 years old or younger.; The patient
has NOT had a Low Dose CT for Lung Cancer
Screening or a Chest CT in the past 11 months.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

female states she has been on Claritin for 3
weeks and Nasonex for 1 week for a cough. It
does not wake her up at night. It is occasionally
a yellow thick productive cough. She notices
SOB intermittently. Her pulse ox at home runs in
the 91-93% at home; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; This study is being ordered for
screening of lung cancer.; The patient is
between 55 and 80 years old.; This patient is a
smoker or has a history of smoking.; The patient
has a 30 pack per year history of smoking.; The
patient quit smoking in the past 15 years.; The
patient has signs or symptoms suggestive of
lung cancer such as an unexplained cough,
coughing up blood, unexplained weight loss or
other condition.; The patient has NOT had a Low
Dose CT for Lung Cancer Screening or a Chest CT
in the past 11 months.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

FINDINGS:&#x0D; There is a 1.9 cm nodular
opacity which projects along the cardiac&#x0D;
apex in the left lung base. Although this might
reflect epicardial&#x0D; fat, the density is more
prominent than on the reference
examinations&#x0D; and 8 pulmonary nodule
cannot be excl; "There IS evidence of a lung,
mediastinal or chest mass noted within the last
30 days."; They had a previous Chest x-ray.; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

follow from prior abnormal CT; "There is NO
evidence of a lung, mediastinal or chest mass
noted within the last 30 days."; A Chest/Thorax
CT is being ordered.; This study is being ordered
for work-up for suspicious mass.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Follow up 6 months. Nov 16 found chest mass
will fax clinical.; "There is NO evidence of a lung,
mediastinal or chest mass noted within the last
30 days."; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
This study is being ordered for work-up for
suspicious mass.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Follow up of a mass.; "There is NO evidence of
a lung, mediastinal or chest mass noted within
the last 30 days."; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; This study is being ordered for workup for suspicious mass.; Yes this is a request for
a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

follow up on pulmonary nodule and with new
symptoms of lymphadenopathy, hyperesthesia,
and edema of BUE/BLU.; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; Onset approx. 3/30/2017.;
There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; Edema to BLE and BUE.
&#x0D; Lymphadenopathy.&#x0D;
Hyperesthesia.&#x0D; Solitary Pulmonary
Nodule.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Follow up on pulmonary nodules; "There is NO
evidence of a lung, mediastinal or chest mass
noted within the last 30 days."; A Chest/Thorax
CT is being ordered.; This study is being ordered
for work-up for suspicious mass.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Follow Up to Chest CT; A Chest/Thorax CT is
being ordered.; This study is being ordered for
screening of lung cancer.; The patient had a Low
Dose CT for Lung Cancer Screening or a Chest CT
in the past 11 months.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Follow up treatment for testicular cancer; This
study is being ordered for a metastatic disease.;
There are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI,
CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is not
a hematologist/ oncologist.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

follow-up for lung nodule, cough and
congestion for about 10 days; "There is NO
evidence of a lung, mediastinal or chest mass
noted within the last 30 days."; A Chest/Thorax
CT is being ordered.; This study is being ordered
for work-up for suspicious mass.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

had a chest CT done and was found to have a
solitary pulmonary nodule, recommended
repeat CT in 6 months to assess for changes.;
"There is NO evidence of a lung, mediastinal or
chest mass noted within the last 30 days."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

has been sick for the past 3-4 months, has a
cough that won't go away, has been lethargic,
headache, cough has worsened over the past
week or so, has on and off fever a couple of
times per month, has some congestion and
runny nose, cough is dry, does have; This study
is being ordered for something other than:
known trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; January 2017; It is not known
if there has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; has been sick for the past 3-4 months,
has a cough that won't go away, has been
lethargic, headache, cough has worsened over
the past week or so, has on and off fever a
couple of times per month, has some
congestion and runny nose, cough is dry, does
hav

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

history of colon cancer; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 3
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is not a
hematologist/ oncologist.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

In Sept. 2016 a CT of Chest was done with
following findings: 1 cm noncalcified pulmonary
nodule in the right upper lobe. Given the pt's
age an evolving malignancy cannot be excluded.
Recommend 6 month follow up study. Mild
pectus excavatum. Asymmetrical; "There is NO
evidence of a lung, mediastinal or chest mass
noted within the last 30 days."; A Chest/Thorax
CT is being ordered.; This study is being ordered
for work-up for suspicious mass.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Incidental finding of enlarged lymph node at
the right paratracheal region and at the
visualized portionof the AP window. Radiologist
is recommeding a follow up CT Chest for further
evaluation because the chest wa not completely
images.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
The study is being ordered for none of the
above.; This study is being ordered for non of
the above.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Interpretation of MRI of lumbar spine indicates
bilateral adrenal masses (left greater than right)
measuring up to 8cm and a possible mass within
the left psoas muscle. Findings are concerning
for a malignancy/metastatic disease; radiologist
with recomme; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

It is not known if there is radiologic evidence of
mediastinal widening.; There is no physical or
radiologic evidence of a chest wall abnormality.;
patient has chest wall pain; The ordering
physician a is NOT a Surgeon, Pulmonologist, or
Cardiologist.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; The study is being ordered for none of
the above.; This study is being ordered for
follow up trauma.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

It is not known if there is radiologic evidence of
non-resolving pneumonia.; It is not known if
there is radiologic evidence of asbestosis.; ;
"The ordering physician is NOT a surgeon,
pulmonologist or PCP ordering on behalf of a
specialist who has seen the patient."; "There is
no radiologic evidence of sarcoidosis,
tuberculosis or fungal infection."; It is not
known if there is radiologic evidence of a lung
abscess or empyema.; It is not known if there is
radiologic evidence of pneumoconiosis e.g.
black lung disease or silicosis.; A Chest/Thorax
CT is being ordered.; This study is being ordered
for known or suspected inflammatory disease or
pneumonia.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

It is not known if there is radiologic evidence of
non-resolving pneumonia.; The patient is
presenting new signs or symptoms.; "The caller
doesn't know if the ordering physician is a
surgeon, pulmonologist or PCP ordering on
behalf of a specialist who has seen the patient.";
"There is radiologic evidence of sarcoidosis,
tuberculosis or fungal infection."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for known or suspected
inflammatory disease or pneumonia.; Yes this is
a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

It is not known if there is radiologic evidence of
non-resolving pneumonia.; The patient is
presenting new signs or symptoms.; "The
ordering physician is NOT a surgeon,
pulmonologist or PCP ordering on behalf of a
specialist who has seen the patient."; "There is
radiologic evidence of sarcoidosis, tuberculosis
or fungal infection."; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; This study is being ordered for known
or suspected inflammatory disease or
pneumonia.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
ITS A FOLLOW UP FOR MASS NOTED ON CT
04/14/2017; "There is NO evidence of a lung,
mediastinal or chest mass noted within the last
30 days."; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
This study is being ordered for work-up for
suspicious mass.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

LARGE PLEURAL EFFUSION; A Chest/Thorax CT
is being ordered.; The study is being ordered for
none of the above.; This study is being ordered
for non of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

Approval

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Left hip pain/Unspecified essential
hypertension /Numbness and tingling /Flank
Pain; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 7/22/2015; It is not known if
there has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; Numbness and tingling

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Lobar pneumonia, unspecified organism; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The study is
being ordered for none of the above.; This study
is being ordered for non of the above.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

General/Family
Practice

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

lung mass seen in 2016 on x ray; "There is NO
evidence of a lung, mediastinal or chest mass
noted within the last 30 days."; A Chest/Thorax
CT is being ordered.; This study is being ordered
for work-up for suspicious mass.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
Lung nodule found on Chest Xray. Cough,
wheezing, fever, SOB.; "There IS evidence of a
lung, mediastinal or chest mass noted within
the last 30 days."; They had a previous Chest xray.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This
study is being ordered for work-up for
suspicious mass.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

LUNG NODULES FOUND PREVIOUS EXAM
4/12/17; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
This study is being ordered for screening of lung
cancer.; The patient is 54 years old or younger.;
The patient has NOT had a Low Dose CT for
Lung Cancer Screening or a Chest CT in the past
11 months.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Lung x-ray does now show a nodule on xray
however Associated symptoms include a greater
than 30 pound weight loss and pt has a small on
right palpaple mass/swelling on right side of
neck. knot is getting bigger. pt is having
difficulity swallowing at time; "There IS evidence
of a lung, mediastinal or chest mass noted
within the last 30 days."; They had a previous
Chest x-ray.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; This study is being ordered for workup for suspicious mass.; Yes this is a request for
a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

lymph node enlargement to left neck, left
breast and left armpit. Patient has history of
breast cancer with left mastectomy.
Subcutaneous nodules with erythema of breast
Right.; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

MASS was found In January of 2017 and x 6
Month follow up was recommended.; "There is
NO evidence of a lung, mediastinal or chest
mass noted within the last 30 days."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
none; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 3 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is not a hematologist/
oncologist.
Normal cxr. Abd/pelvis xray showed nodule.;
This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; persistant cough, weight loss,
abd pain, abnormal xray; There has not been
any treatment or conservative therapy.; cough,
abd pain, weight loss
pain; "There is NO evidence of a lung,
mediastinal or chest mass noted within the last
30 days."; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
This study is being ordered for work-up for
suspicious mass.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Patient had a Chest CT 6 months ago that
showed multiple lung nodules. She needs a
follow up CT to recheck the lung nodules.;
"There is NO evidence of a lung, mediastinal or
chest mass noted within the last 30 days."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

patient had a chest x ray; A Chest/Thorax CT is
being ordered.; This study is being ordered for
screening of lung cancer.; The patient had a Low
Dose CT for Lung Cancer Screening or a Chest CT
in the past 11 months.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Patient has a CT report from 2015 done at
Church Health Center that showed a hepatic
cyst and a subpleural left lower lobe 5mm
pulmonary nodule. She hasn't had a repeat CT
since then. Denies any pulmonary complaints.
She has not been on her medications; "There is
NO evidence of a lung, mediastinal or chest
mass noted within the last 30 days."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

General/Family
Practice

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Patient has a CT report from 2015 done at
Church health center that showed a hepatic cyst
and a subpleural left lower lobe 5mm
pulmonary nodule. She hasn't had a repeat CT
since then.; "There is NO evidence of a lung,
mediastinal or chest mass noted within the last
30 days."; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
This study is being ordered for work-up for
suspicious mass.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
patient has a nodule; A Chest/Thorax CT is
being ordered.; The study is being ordered for
none of the above.; This study is being ordered
for non of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Patient has been diagnosed with bladder cancer
and has symptoms of shortness of breath upon
exertion and chest pain, weakness and fatigue.;
A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study
is being ordered for screening of lung cancer.;
The patient is 54 years old or younger.; The
patient has NOT had a Low Dose CT for Lung
Cancer Screening or a Chest CT in the past 11
months.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

General/Family
Practice

Approval

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Patient has been sick for 3-4 months, has cough
and chest congestion. Patient has also loss of
weight and complains of abdominal pain.; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The study is
being ordered for none of the above.; This study
is being ordered for non of the above.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Patient has had a partial lung recextion. Spot
found and increased to 2 cent.; "There is NO
evidence of a lung, mediastinal or chest mass
noted within the last 30 days."; A Chest/Thorax
CT is being ordered.; This study is being ordered
for work-up for suspicious mass.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

patient is a known smoker w/32 pak per year;
This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 2/1/2017; There has been treatment
or conservative therapy.; cervical spine
numbness, tingling, radicular arm pain in the
right arm, and worsens with neck chest ct cough; physical therapy, medications

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Patient needs MRI to rule out brain aneurysm.
Ct of chest due to throwing up blood, and neck
MRI for radiculopathy; This study is being
ordered for trauma or injury.; 11/2016; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
sensitivity to bright light and loud noises,
N&amp;V, right and left occipital pain. &#x0D;
Neck pain, has been present since the last few
years no known injury. States pain radiates from
neck down arms. Epigastric pain needs a CT for
evaluation of hemoptysis; sumitriptan, motrin,
caffeine, topiramate

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Patient presented to AMMC ER on 4-2-17; with
right shoulder and arm pain. Patient had Right
humerus and shoulder films, which showed
MULTIPLE sites of metastasis in the joint and
the humerus; bones appear "moth eaten" in
appearance, also shows multiple; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 3 exams are being ordered.; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is not a
hematologist/ oncologist.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

General/Family
Practice

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

General/Family
Practice

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Patient with chronic cough on-off and getting
worse with shortness of breath and night
sweats.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
The study is being ordered for none of the
above.; This study is being ordered for non of
the above.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

Patient with history of lung cancer having chest
pain. Her organs shift to the opposite side. She
does have a space holder but it has a leak in it.
Pt having chest pain and shortness of breath.; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The study is
being ordered for none of the above.; This study
is being ordered for non of the above.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT
possible granuloma; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; The study is being ordered for none of
the above.; This study is being ordered for non
of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
previous study recommended a three month
follow up; "There is NO evidence of a lung,
mediastinal or chest mass noted within the last
30 days."; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
This study is being ordered for work-up for
suspicious mass.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

prior imaging CT showed 3.4mm nodule; "There
is NO evidence of a lung, mediastinal or chest
mass noted within the last 30 days."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Pt had a cardiology work up but no signs of any
issues but Pt is still c/o of pain in the chest wall;
A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The study
is being ordered for none of the above.; This
study is being ordered for non of the above.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
pt had brain MRI shown lesions; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of the
studies being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Pt had Chest CT on 11/22/2016. Time for 6
month follow up for stability; "There IS evidence
of a lung, mediastinal or chest mass noted
within the last 30 days."; They had a previous
Chest x-ray.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; This study is being ordered for workup for suspicious mass.; Yes this is a request for
a Diagnostic CT

Approval

1

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Pt had chest x-ray done that shows nodular
density process over the left lung base,
radiologist recommends CT for further
evaluation.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; The study is being ordered for none of
the above.; This study is being ordered for non
of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Pt has had 2 months of breast pain with yellow
to green drainage from breast reconstruction
surgical wound. Negative breast ultrasound.
Evaluate for abcess or implant leak. Pt had
implants s/p breast cancer/mastectomy in
2015.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The
study is being ordered for none of the above.;
This study is being ordered for non of the
above.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

General/Family
Practice

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

pt has had chronic cough for several years; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The study is
being ordered for none of the above.; This study
is being ordered for non of the above.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT
Pt has lung nodules; "There IS evidence of a
lung, mediastinal or chest mass noted within
the last 30 days."; They had a previous Chest xray.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This
study is being ordered for work-up for
suspicious mass.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Pt has Rt rib pain persistent for several months;
started with a cough; treated with steroids, antiinflammatories, antibiotics; not improving; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The study is
being ordered for none of the above.; This study
is being ordered for non of the above.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

pt. has large B cell lymphoma on top of scalp
per pathology report ( Dr.Monfee removed
lesion on top of scalp). We need to see if it is
anywhere else. the oncologist asked us to order
these studies before he sees him.; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 3 exams are being ordered.; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is not a
hematologist/ oncologist.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

R/O lung cancer.; "There IS evidence of a lung,
mediastinal or chest mass noted within the last
30 days."; They had a previous Chest x-ray.; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

R/O mass; "There IS evidence of a lung,
mediastinal or chest mass noted within the last
30 days."; They had a previous Chest x-ray.; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
Recommended on x-ray.; A Chest/Thorax CT is
being ordered.; The study is being ordered for
none of the above.; This study is being ordered
for non of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Request CT Chest for a one year follow up for
pulmonary multiple nodules/lesions.; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The study is
being ordered for none of the above.; This study
is being ordered for non of the above.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Right pleural effusion and chronic cough.; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The study is
being ordered for none of the above.; This study
is being ordered for non of the above.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Approval

Approval

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

rule out possible cancer. Pt has unexplained
weight loss, cough, chronic fatigue, rt upper
quad pain and pain under rt shoulder blade; This
study is being ordered for a metastatic disease.;
There are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI,
CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is not
a hematologist/ oncologist.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

see attached clinical notes.; There is no
radiologic evidence of asbestosis.; "There is no
radiologic evidence of sarcoidosis, tuberculosis
or fungal infection."; There is no radiologic
evidence of a lung abscess or empyema.; There
is no radiologic evidence of pneumoconiosis e.g.
black lung disease or silicosis.; It is unknown if
there is radiologic evidence of non-resolving
pneumonia for 6 weeks after antibiotic
treatment was prescribed.; A Chest/Thorax CT is
being ordered.; This study is being ordered for
known or suspected inflammatory disease or
pneumonia.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

SOB; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The
study is being ordered for none of the above.;
This study is being ordered for non of the
above.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

soft tissue swelling in left clavial area; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The study is
being ordered for none of the above.; This study
is being ordered for non of the above.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

suspicious area on chest x-ray per radiologist.
unexplained weight loss. heavy smoker.
multiple risk factors for metastatic disease.
looking for cancerous lesion.; "There IS evidence
of a lung, mediastinal or chest mass noted
within the last 30 days."; It is unknown if they
had a previous Chest x-ray.; A Chest/Thorax CT
is being ordered.; This study is being ordered for
work-up for suspicious mass.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Suspicious nodular density in upper right lobe
seen on CT in January 2017. This is follow up
CT.; "There is NO evidence of a lung, mediastinal
or chest mass noted within the last 30 days."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

The ordering physician is concerned with TB or
meningitis.; This study is being ordered for
Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.; June 12th
2017; There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Constant fever, chills, sweats, and
fatigue.; Lab tests, antibiotics, chest x-ray

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

The patient has had a chest x-ray recently.; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The study is
being ordered for none of the above.; This study
is being ordered for hemoptysis.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

5

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

THE PATIENT HAS HAD LEUKEMIA AND HAS
BEEN IN REMISSION ABOUT 17 YEARS. HE HAS
A COUGH SINCE 3/17/2017. THIS IS A
SCREENING TO MAKE SURE THE PATIENT DOES
NOT HAVE CANCER; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; This study is being ordered for
screening of lung cancer.; The patient is 54
years old or younger.; The patient has NOT had
a Low Dose CT for Lung Cancer Screening or a
Chest CT in the past 11 months.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

There is no radiologic evidence of mediastinal
widening.; There is no physical or radiologic
evidence of a chest wall abnormality.; ; The
ordering physician a is NOT a Surgeon,
Pulmonologist, or Cardiologist.; A Chest/Thorax
CT is being ordered.; The study is being ordered
for none of the above.; This study is being
ordered for follow up trauma.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

There is no radiologic evidence of mediastinal
widening.; There is physical or radiologic
evidence of a chest wall abnormality.; The
ordering physician a is NOT a Surgeon,
Pulmonologist, or Cardiologist.; A Chest/Thorax
CT is being ordered.; The study is being ordered
for none of the above.; This study is being
ordered for follow up trauma.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

There is no radiologic evidence of non-resolving
pneumonia.; "The ordering physician is NOT a
surgeon, pulmonologist or PCP ordering on
behalf of a specialist who has seen the patient.";
"The caller doesn't know if there is radiologic
evidence of sarcoidosis, tuberculosis or fungal
infection."; There is radiologic evidence of a
lung abscess or empyema.; A Chest/Thorax CT is
being ordered.; This study is being ordered for
known or suspected inflammatory disease or
pneumonia.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

There is no radiologic evidence of non-resolving
pneumonia.; "The ordering physician is NOT a
surgeon, pulmonologist or PCP ordering on
behalf of a specialist who has seen the patient.";
"There is no radiologic evidence of sarcoidosis,
tuberculosis or fungal infection."; There is
radiologic evidence of a lung abscess or
empyema.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
This study is being ordered for known or
suspected inflammatory disease or pneumonia.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

3

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

There is no radiologic evidence of non-resolving
pneumonia.; It is not known if there is radiologic
evidence of asbestosis.; &lt; Enter answer here or Type In Unknown If No Info Given. &gt;; "The
ordering physician is NOT a surgeon,
pulmonologist or PCP ordering on behalf of a
specialist who has seen the patient."; "There is
no radiologic evidence of sarcoidosis,
tuberculosis or fungal infection."; It is not
known if there is radiologic evidence of a lung
abscess or empyema.; There is no radiologic
evidence of pneumoconiosis e.g. black lung
disease or silicosis.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; This study is being ordered for known
or suspected inflammatory disease or
pneumonia.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

There is no radiologic evidence of non-resolving
pneumonia.; It is not known if there is radiologic
evidence of asbestosis.; ; "The ordering
physician is NOT a surgeon, pulmonologist or
PCP ordering on behalf of a specialist who has
seen the patient."; "There is no radiologic
evidence of sarcoidosis, tuberculosis or fungal
infection."; It is not known if there is radiologic
evidence of a lung abscess or empyema.; It is
not known if there is radiologic evidence of
pneumoconiosis e.g. black lung disease or
silicosis.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
This study is being ordered for known or
suspected inflammatory disease or pneumonia.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

There is no radiologic evidence of non-resolving
pneumonia.; The patient is presenting new signs
or symptoms.; "The ordering physician is NOT a
surgeon, pulmonologist or PCP ordering on
behalf of a specialist who has seen the patient.";
"There is radiologic evidence of sarcoidosis,
tuberculosis or fungal infection."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for known or suspected
inflammatory disease or pneumonia.; Yes this is
a request for a Diagnostic CT

3

General/Family
Practice

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

There is no radiologic evidence of non-resolving
pneumonia.; There is no radiologic evidence of
asbestosis.; . Shortness of breast, hurts to
breathe or lay on back for a few weeks. Chest
xray showed congestive changes with
Peribronchial inflammation, Pleural thickening
vs effusion; "The ordering physician is NOT a
surgeon, pulmonologist or PCP ordering on
behalf of a specialist who has seen the patient.";
"There is no radiologic evidence of sarcoidosis,
tuberculosis or fungal infection."; There is no
radiologic evidence of a lung abscess or
empyema.; There is no radiologic evidence of
pneumoconiosis e.g. black lung disease or
silicosis.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
This study is being ordered for known or
suspected inflammatory disease or pneumonia.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

There is no radiologic evidence of non-resolving
pneumonia.; There is no radiologic evidence of
asbestosis.; ; "The ordering physician is NOT a
surgeon, pulmonologist or PCP ordering on
behalf of a specialist who has seen the patient.";
"There is no radiologic evidence of sarcoidosis,
tuberculosis or fungal infection."; There is no
radiologic evidence of a lung abscess or
empyema.; There is no radiologic evidence of
pneumoconiosis e.g. black lung disease or
silicosis.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
This study is being ordered for known or
suspected inflammatory disease or pneumonia.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

There is no radiologic evidence of non-resolving
pneumonia.; There is no radiologic evidence of
asbestosis.; Chronic interstitial opacities.; "The
caller doesn't know if the ordering physician is a
surgeon, pulmonologist or PCP ordering on
behalf of a specialist who has seen the patient.";
"The caller doesn't know if there is radiologic
evidence of sarcoidosis, tuberculosis or fungal
infection."; There is no radiologic evidence of a
lung abscess or empyema.; There is no
radiologic evidence of pneumoconiosis e.g.
black lung disease or silicosis.; A Chest/Thorax
CT is being ordered.; This study is being ordered
for known or suspected inflammatory disease or
pneumonia.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

There is no radiologic evidence of non-resolving
pneumonia.; There is no radiologic evidence of
asbestosis.; CT CHEST TO EXCLUDE AN
UNDERLYING MASS OR ADENOPATHY, COUGH
IS SEVERE,1 WEEK DURATION OF
ANTIBIOTIC,PNEUMONIA OF RIGHT MIDDLE
LOBE DUE TO INFECTIOUS
ORGANISM,FEVER,SHORTNESS OF
BREATH,FATIGUE,HEADACHE,NASAL
CONGESTION,SINUS PRESSURE; "The ordering
physician is NOT a surgeon, pulmonologist or
PCP ordering on behalf of a specialist who has
seen the patient."; "There is no radiologic
evidence of sarcoidosis, tuberculosis or fungal
infection."; There is no radiologic evidence of a
lung abscess or empyema.; There is no
radiologic evidence of pneumoconiosis e.g.
black lung disease or silicosis.; A Chest/Thorax
CT is being ordered.; This study is being ordered
for known or suspected inflammatory disease or
pneumonia.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

There is no radiologic evidence of non-resolving
pneumonia.; There is no radiologic evidence of
asbestosis.; effusion , flare build up; "The
ordering physician is NOT a surgeon,
pulmonologist or PCP ordering on behalf of a
specialist who has seen the patient."; "There is
no radiologic evidence of sarcoidosis,
tuberculosis or fungal infection."; There is no
radiologic evidence of a lung abscess or
empyema.; There is no radiologic evidence of
pneumoconiosis e.g. black lung disease or
silicosis.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
This study is being ordered for known or
suspected inflammatory disease or pneumonia.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

There is no radiologic evidence of non-resolving
pneumonia.; There is no radiologic evidence of
asbestosis.; fever irregular right heart border
fatigue; "The ordering physician is NOT a
surgeon, pulmonologist or PCP ordering on
behalf of a specialist who has seen the patient.";
"There is no radiologic evidence of sarcoidosis,
tuberculosis or fungal infection."; There is no
radiologic evidence of a lung abscess or
empyema.; There is no radiologic evidence of
pneumoconiosis e.g. black lung disease or
silicosis.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
This study is being ordered for known or
suspected inflammatory disease or pneumonia.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

There is no radiologic evidence of non-resolving
pneumonia.; There is no radiologic evidence of
asbestosis.; Ms. BURKE presents with cough. It
has been present for the past 3 weeks.
Respiratory symptoms include chest congestion,
intermittent, productive cough, chest tightness,
shortness of breath and chest pain. She denies
sinus pressure. Other symptoms inc; "The
ordering physician is NOT a surgeon,
pulmonologist or PCP ordering on behalf of a
specialist who has seen the patient."; "There is
no radiologic evidence of sarcoidosis,
tuberculosis or fungal infection."; There is no
radiologic evidence of a lung abscess or
empyema.; There is no radiologic evidence of
pneumoconiosis e.g. black lung disease or
silicosis.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
This study is being ordered for known or
suspected inflammatory disease or pneumonia.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

There is no radiologic evidence of non-resolving
pneumonia.; There is no radiologic evidence of
asbestosis.; No changes in lungs Still had COPD
R/O Pulmonary Embolus; "The ordering
physician is NOT a surgeon, pulmonologist or
PCP ordering on behalf of a specialist who has
seen the patient."; "There is no radiologic
evidence of sarcoidosis, tuberculosis or fungal
infection."; There is no radiologic evidence of a
lung abscess or empyema.; There is no
radiologic evidence of pneumoconiosis e.g.
black lung disease or silicosis.; A Chest/Thorax
CT is being ordered.; This study is being ordered
for known or suspected inflammatory disease or
pneumonia.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

There is no radiologic evidence of non-resolving
pneumonia.; There is no radiologic evidence of
asbestosis.; PA &amp; lateral chest x-ray
revealed diffuse increased interstitial markings
especially centrally. There appears to be in
infiltrate in the RLL. The right hemidiaphragm is
elevated. Cardiomegaly is present.
Cephalization of fluid seen in moderate spinal
dege; "The ordering physician is NOT a surgeon,
pulmonologist or PCP ordering on behalf of a
specialist who has seen the patient."; "There is
no radiologic evidence of sarcoidosis,
tuberculosis or fungal infection."; There is no
radiologic evidence of a lung abscess or
empyema.; There is no radiologic evidence of
pneumoconiosis e.g. black lung disease or
silicosis.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
This study is being ordered for known or
suspected inflammatory disease or pneumonia.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

There is no radiologic evidence of non-resolving
pneumonia.; There is no radiologic evidence of
asbestosis.; pain R lower rib field starting about
1 month ago. Pain feels like a spasm and comes
on randomly. Will spams when he leans to the
right. Will also occur at rest. Will take NSAIDs
and will calm pain down for about 2 hours. Has
some SOB with over exertion; "The ordering
physician is NOT a surgeon, pulmonologist or
PCP ordering on behalf of a specialist who has
seen the patient."; "There is no radiologic
evidence of sarcoidosis, tuberculosis or fungal
infection."; There is no radiologic evidence of a
lung abscess or empyema.; There is no
radiologic evidence of pneumoconiosis e.g.
black lung disease or silicosis.; A Chest/Thorax
CT is being ordered.; This study is being ordered
for known or suspected inflammatory disease or
pneumonia.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

There is no radiologic evidence of non-resolving
pneumonia.; There is no radiologic evidence of
asbestosis.; Patient diagnosed with bronchitis
on 5/25/17 has tried antibiotics and steriods.
Patient has had continued cough that has not
resolved and Shortness of breath has not
resolved. Chest xray appeared normal. Needing
a Chest CT for further evaluation; "The ordering
physician is NOT a surgeon, pulmonologist or
PCP ordering on behalf of a specialist who has
seen the patient."; "There is no radiologic
evidence of sarcoidosis, tuberculosis or fungal
infection."; There is no radiologic evidence of a
lung abscess or empyema.; There is no
radiologic evidence of pneumoconiosis e.g.
black lung disease or silicosis.; A Chest/Thorax
CT is being ordered.; This study is being ordered
for known or suspected inflammatory disease or
pneumonia.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

There is no radiologic evidence of non-resolving
pneumonia.; There is no radiologic evidence of
asbestosis.; Patient has had left rib pain x's 1
month, normal chest xray, and has failed muscle
relaxants, steroids, and pain meds.; "The
ordering physician is NOT a surgeon,
pulmonologist or PCP ordering on behalf of a
specialist who has seen the patient."; "There is
no radiologic evidence of sarcoidosis,
tuberculosis or fungal infection."; There is no
radiologic evidence of a lung abscess or
empyema.; There is no radiologic evidence of
pneumoconiosis e.g. black lung disease or
silicosis.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
This study is being ordered for known or
suspected inflammatory disease or pneumonia.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

There is no radiologic evidence of non-resolving
pneumonia.; There is no radiologic evidence of
asbestosis.; Patient with chest pain, cough,
infiltrate on chest X-ray. Pneumonia; "The
ordering physician is NOT a surgeon,
pulmonologist or PCP ordering on behalf of a
specialist who has seen the patient."; "There is
no radiologic evidence of sarcoidosis,
tuberculosis or fungal infection."; There is no
radiologic evidence of a lung abscess or
empyema.; There is no radiologic evidence of
pneumoconiosis e.g. black lung disease or
silicosis.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
This study is being ordered for known or
suspected inflammatory disease or pneumonia.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

There is no radiologic evidence of non-resolving
pneumonia.; There is no radiologic evidence of
asbestosis.; PNEUMONIA AFTER INHALING
WATER; "The ordering physician is NOT a
surgeon, pulmonologist or PCP ordering on
behalf of a specialist who has seen the patient.";
"There is no radiologic evidence of sarcoidosis,
tuberculosis or fungal infection."; There is no
radiologic evidence of a lung abscess or
empyema.; There is no radiologic evidence of
pneumoconiosis e.g. black lung disease or
silicosis.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
This study is being ordered for known or
suspected inflammatory disease or pneumonia.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

There is no radiologic evidence of non-resolving
pneumonia.; There is no radiologic evidence of
asbestosis.; Pneumonia went to the ER
struggling breathing went to the doctor twice
for the same issues cant breath.; "The ordering
physician is NOT a surgeon, pulmonologist or
PCP ordering on behalf of a specialist who has
seen the patient."; "There is no radiologic
evidence of sarcoidosis, tuberculosis or fungal
infection."; There is no radiologic evidence of a
lung abscess or empyema.; There is no
radiologic evidence of pneumoconiosis e.g.
black lung disease or silicosis.; A Chest/Thorax
CT is being ordered.; This study is being ordered
for known or suspected inflammatory disease or
pneumonia.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

There is no radiologic evidence of non-resolving
pneumonia.; There is no radiologic evidence of
asbestosis.; Pt has cough and shortness of
breath, has had multiple xrays and cough is not
any better. Specialists recommended CT; "The
ordering physician is NOT a surgeon,
pulmonologist or PCP ordering on behalf of a
specialist who has seen the patient."; "There is
no radiologic evidence of sarcoidosis,
tuberculosis or fungal infection."; There is no
radiologic evidence of a lung abscess or
empyema.; There is no radiologic evidence of
pneumoconiosis e.g. black lung disease or
silicosis.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
This study is being ordered for known or
suspected inflammatory disease or pneumonia.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

There is no radiologic evidence of non-resolving
pneumonia.; There is no radiologic evidence of
asbestosis.; Pt is currently a smoker with chest
pain, cough, shortness of breath lasting over 2
months; "The ordering physician is NOT a
surgeon, pulmonologist or PCP ordering on
behalf of a specialist who has seen the patient.";
"There is no radiologic evidence of sarcoidosis,
tuberculosis or fungal infection."; There is no
radiologic evidence of a lung abscess or
empyema.; There is no radiologic evidence of
pneumoconiosis e.g. black lung disease or
silicosis.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
This study is being ordered for known or
suspected inflammatory disease or pneumonia.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

There is no radiologic evidence of non-resolving
pneumonia.; There is no radiologic evidence of
asbestosis.; worsening chest congestion; "The
ordering physician is NOT a surgeon,
pulmonologist or PCP ordering on behalf of a
specialist who has seen the patient."; "There is
no radiologic evidence of sarcoidosis,
tuberculosis or fungal infection."; There is no
radiologic evidence of a lung abscess or
empyema.; There is no radiologic evidence of
pneumoconiosis e.g. black lung disease or
silicosis.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
This study is being ordered for known or
suspected inflammatory disease or pneumonia.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

There is radiologic evidence of non-resolving
pneumonia after at least 4 weeks of treatment.;
"The ordering physician is NOT a surgeon,
pulmonologist or PCP ordering on behalf of a
specialist who has seen the patient."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for known or suspected
inflammatory disease or pneumonia.; Yes this is
a request for a Diagnostic CT

19

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

There is radiologic evidence of non-resolving
pneumonia for 6 weeks after antibiotic
treatment was prescribed.; A Chest/Thorax CT is
being ordered.; This study is being ordered for
known or suspected inflammatory disease or
pneumonia.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

7

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

this is a 1yr follow up CT of Chest for Bilateral
Lung Nodules- last CT done 5/31/16; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The study is
being ordered for none of the above.; This study
is being ordered for non of the above.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

This is a recheck on pulmonary nodules from
previous CT done 10/2015.; "There is NO
evidence of a lung, mediastinal or chest mass
noted within the last 30 days."; A Chest/Thorax
CT is being ordered.; This study is being ordered
for work-up for suspicious mass.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Reoccurrence of cancer; Other
tests such as laboratory or ultrasound or patient
symptoms indicate that the cancer may be
present or reoccurring.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

unknown, pain continuing since being in
hospital in January, pain has got worse and now
patent has rectal bleeding, passed big stool that
hurt and had blood in stool; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 1 week ago; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; abdominal
pain, rectal bleeding; anacids

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

unknown; "Caller is NOT SURE if there is
evidence of a lung, mediastinal or chest mass
noted within the last 30 days."; A Chest/Thorax
CT is being ordered.; This study is being ordered
for work-up for suspicious mass.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

unknown; "There IS evidence of a lung,
mediastinal or chest mass noted within the last
30 days."; They had a previous Chest x-ray.; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
Unknown; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
The study is being ordered for none of the
above.; This study is being ordered for non of
the above.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

unknown; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
This study is being ordered for screening of lung
cancer.; The patient is between 55 and 80 years
old.; This patient is a smoker or has a history of
smoking.; The patient has a 30 pack per year
history of smoking.; The patient did NOT quit
smoking in the past 15 years.; The patient has
signs or symptoms suggestive of lung cancer
such as an unexplained cough, coughing up
blood, unexplained weight loss or other
condition.; The patient has NOT had a Low Dose
CT for Lung Cancer Screening or a Chest CT in
the past 11 months.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

Approval

3

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Unknown; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is not a hematologist/
oncologist.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 03/2017; There
has not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; patient has had 30 plus pound weight
loss and abdomen pain.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 2015,; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; pain,
stiffness,; medication, rest

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

General/Family
Practice

Approval

General/Family
Practice

Approval

General/Family
Practice

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX
71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

wants spot in chest checked and is painful
getting worse. Pt states he seen Vicky back in
Sept and was told pain was possibly reflux.
Medication did not help. Went to ED and CXR
and EKG were normal. Seen Dr. Bibb and was
given Meloxicam. and this did not ; "There is NO
evidence of a lung, mediastinal or chest mass
noted within the last 30 days."; A Chest/Thorax
CT is being ordered.; This study is being ordered
for work-up for suspicious mass.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

x ray showed abnormalities , shortness of
breath, chest pain/tightness; "There IS evidence
of a lung, mediastinal or chest mass noted
within the last 30 days."; They had a previous
Chest x-ray.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; This study is being ordered for workup for suspicious mass.; Yes this is a request for
a Diagnostic CT

1

1
&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; It is not known whether this
study is requested to evaluate suspected
pulmonary embolus.; This study is being
ordered for another reason besides Known or
Suspected Congenital Abnormality, Known or
suspected Vascular Disease.; Yes, this is a
request for a Chest CT Angiography.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is not requested
to evaluate suspected pulmonary embolus.; This
study will not be performed in conjunction with
a Chest CT.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Known or Suspected
Congenital Abnormality, Known or suspected
Vascular Disease.; Yes, this is a request for a
Chest CT Angiography.

1

71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 2016; There has not been any
treatment or conservative therapy.;

1

71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

; This study is not requested to evaluate
suspected pulmonary embolus.; This study will
not be performed in conjunction with a Chest
CT.; This study is being ordered for Known or
Suspected Congenital Abnormality.; The
abnormality is of a cardiac nature.; There is a
known or suspected coarctation of the aorta.;
Yes, this is a request for a Chest CT Angiography.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

5cm ata; It is not known whether this study is
requested to evaluate suspected pulmonary
embolus.; This study is being ordered for Known
or Suspected Congenital Abnormality.; The
abnormality is of a cardiac nature.; There is a
known or suspected coarctation of the aorta.;
Yes, this is a request for a Chest CT Angiography.

1

Approval

71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Aortic dilatation; This study is not requested to
evaluate suspected pulmonary embolus.; This
study will be performed in conjunction with a
Chest CT.; Yes, this is a request for a Chest CT
Angiography.

1

Approval

71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

dissecting arotic aneurysm; This study is being
ordered for Vascular Disease.; unknown; There
has not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; dysplasia

1

71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Muscular skeletal pain; pain since surgery; This
study is not requested to evaluate suspected
pulmonary embolus.; This study will not be
performed in conjunction with a Chest CT.; This
study is being ordered for another reason
besides Known or Suspected Congenital
Abnormality, Known or suspected Vascular
Disease.; Yes, this is a request for a Chest CT
Angiography.

1

Approval

Approval

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

n/a; The patient is over 17 years old.; This study
is not requested to evaluate suspected
pulmonary embolus.; This study will not be
performed in conjunction with a Chest CT.; This
study is being ordered for Known or Suspected
Congenital Abnormality.; It is not known
whether the abnormality is of a cardiac or noncardiac nature.; Yes, this is a request for a Chest
CT Angiography.

1

71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

none; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; none; It is not known if there
has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; none

1

recommended after MRI and nerve conduction
studies came back negative; This study is being
ordered for Vascular Disease.; unknown; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
bilateral upper extremity numbness; seen by
neurologist who recommended this procedure,
nerve conduction study done,

1

This study is requested to evaluate suspected
pulmonary embolus.; Yes, this is a request for a
Chest CT Angiography.

53

71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST
71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Approval

71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

To rule out aneurism. Patient has chest pain
and lung nodule.; This study is not requested to
evaluate suspected pulmonary embolus.; This
study will not be performed in conjunction with
a Chest CT.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Known or Suspected
Congenital Abnormality, Known or suspected
Vascular Disease.; Yes, this is a request for a
Chest CT Angiography.
unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 2/14/2017; There
has not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; 3 month follow up to for aortic
aneurysm

71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; Unknown; It is
not known if there has been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; Unknown

Approval

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

General/Family
Practice

Approval

General/Family
Practice

Approval

71550 MRI CHEST

compression of left brachial plexus; This study
is being ordered for inflammatory disease.; The
ordering physician is not a surgeon or
pulmonologist.; There is no radiologic evidence
of non-resolving pneumonia.; There is no
radiologic evidence of tuberculosis or fungal
infection.; There is no radiologic evidence of a
lung abscess.; There is no radiologic evidence of
pneumoconiosis.; There is no radiologic
evidence of asbestosis.; This is a request for a
chest MRI.

1

71550 MRI CHEST

This study is being ordered for follow-up to
trauma.; "The ordering physician is not a
surgeon, pulmonologist, or cardiologist."; There
is no radiologic evidence of mediastinal
widening.; There is physical or radiologic
evidence of a chest wall abnormality.; This is a
request for a chest MRI.

1

This study is being ordered for pre-operative
evaluation.; The ordering physician is an
oncologist, surgeon, pulmonologist, or
cardiologist.; This is a request for a chest MRI.

1

71550 MRI CHEST
72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
4/14/2016; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; pain; medication

1

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 02/15/2017; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; neck
pain, back pain, numbness, muscle weakness;
medications and physical therapy

1

Approval

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

Approval

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 04/18/2017; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; neck
pain and stiffness, radiculopathy, headaches,
lower back pain, lesions; PT 3/week since
04/25/2017
&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is not to be part
of a Myelogram.; This is a request for a Cervical
Spine CT; Call does not know if there is a reason
why the patient cannot have a Cervical Spine
MRI.

1

2

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is not to be part
of a Myelogram.; This is a request for a Cervical
Spine CT; There is no reason why the patient
cannot have a Cervical Spine MRI.

1

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

; This study is not to be part of a Myelogram.;
This is a request for a Cervical Spine CT; There is
no reason why the patient cannot have a
Cervical Spine MRI.

1

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

ACHING BURNING STABBING PAIN CHEST PAIN
AND HEADACHES; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 06/01/2017; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
PAIN; NECK SURGERY

1

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

Has had injections around the neck and is
having generalized pain with daily activities.;
This study is not to be part of a Myelogram.;
This is a request for a Cervical Spine CT; Call
does not know if there is a reason why the
patient cannot have a Cervical Spine MRI.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

History of trauma and surgery to same areas
affected; This study is being ordered for trauma
or injury.; 06/14/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Severe
head, neck , and upper back pain, radiates to
arms and back , is unable to turn neck or body in
certain ways because of pain; Ibuprofen, Norco,
Tylenol have all be tried, none are helping with
the pain, has tried flexeril and still unable to
move neck or turn certain ways

1

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

It is not known if the patient has any
neurological deficits.; This study is not to be part
of a Myelogram.; This is a request for a Cervical
Spine CT; This study is being ordered due to
chronic neck pain or suspected degenerative
disease.; There has been a supervised trial of
conservative management for at least 6 weeks.;
The patient is experiencing sensory
abnormalities such as numbness or tingling.;
There is a reason why the patient cannot have a
Cervical Spine MRI.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

N/A; The patient does have neurological
deficits.; This study is not to be part of a
Myelogram.; This is a request for a Cervical
Spine CT; This study is being ordered due to
chronic neck pain or suspected degenerative
disease.; The patient is not experiencing sensory
abnormalities such as numbness or tingling.;
There is a reason why the patient cannot have a
Cervical Spine MRI.; This study is being ordered
for another reason besides Abnormal gait,
Lower extremity weakness, Asymmetric
reflexes, Documented evidence of Multiple
Sclerosis, &#x0D; Bowel or bladder dysfunction,
Evidence of new foot drop, etc...

1

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

none; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; unknown; There has not been
any treatment or conservative therapy.; chronic
pain.

1

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

Patient has had 2 previous neck surgeries,
fusion and clip. Patient new onset pain with
decreased grip in left hand.; This study is not to
be part of a Myelogram.; This is a request for a
Cervical Spine CT; Call does not know if there is
a reason why the patient cannot have a Cervical
Spine MRI.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

PT suffering from Neck pain after a fall from a
tree and a MVA.; This study is being ordered for
trauma or injury.; Fall from tree and MVC; There
has not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; sequela paresthesia of both hands
memory impairment

1

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

PT WAS IN A MOTORCYCLE ACCIDENT.; This
study is not to be part of a Myelogram.; This is a
request for a Cervical Spine CT; There is no
reason why the patient cannot have a Cervical
Spine MRI.

1

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This study is not to be part of a Myelogram.;
This is a request for a Cervical Spine CT; This
study is being ordered due to chronic neck pain
or suspected degenerative disease.; There has
been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; The patient
is experiencing sensory abnormalities such as
numbness or tingling.; There is a reason why the
patient cannot have a Cervical Spine MRI.; This
study is being ordered for another reason
besides Abnormal gait, Lower extremity
weakness, Asymmetric reflexes, Documented
evidence of Multiple Sclerosis, &#x0D; Bowel or
bladder dysfunction, Evidence of new foot drop,
etc...

4

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This study is not to be part of a Myelogram.;
This is a request for a Cervical Spine CT; This
study is being ordered due to chronic neck pain
or suspected degenerative disease.; There is a
reason why the patient cannot have a Cervical
Spine MRI.; The patient is experiencing or
presenting symptoms of Abnormal gait.

2

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This study is not to be part of a Myelogram.;
This is a request for a Cervical Spine CT; This
study is being ordered due to chronic neck pain
or suspected degenerative disease.; There is a
reason why the patient cannot have a Cervical
Spine MRI.; The patient is experiencing or
presenting symptoms of Lower extremity
weakness.

2

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This study is not to be part of a Myelogram.;
This is a request for a Cervical Spine CT; This
study is being ordered due to chronic neck pain
or suspected degenerative disease.; There is a
reason why the patient cannot have a Cervical
Spine MRI.; The patient is experiencing or
presenting symptoms of Radiculopathy
documented on EMG or nerve conduction
study.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This study is not to be part of a Myelogram.;
This is a request for a Cervical Spine CT; This
study is being ordered due to trauma or acute
injury within 72 hours.; There is a reason why
the patient cannot have a Cervical Spine MRI.;
The patient is experiencing or presenting
symptoms of Abnormal gait.

1

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

The patient does not have any neurological
deficits.; The patient has failed a course of antiinflammatory medication or steroids.; This
study is not to be part of a Myelogram.; This is a
request for a Cervical Spine CT; This study is
being ordered due to chronic neck pain or
suspected degenerative disease.; There has not
been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; There is a
reason why the patient cannot have a Cervical
Spine MRI.; The patient has had 3 or fewer
follow-up Cervical Spine CTs.

1

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

The patient does not have any neurological
deficits.; This study is not to be part of a
Myelogram.; This is a request for a Cervical
Spine CT; This study is being ordered due to
chronic neck pain or suspected degenerative
disease.; There has been a supervised trial of
conservative management for at least 6 weeks.;
There is a reason why the patient cannot have a
Cervical Spine MRI.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

The patient does not have any neurological
deficits.; This study is not to be part of a
Myelogram.; This is a request for a Cervical
Spine CT; This study is being ordered due to
follow-up surgery or fracture within the last 6
months.; There has been a supervised trial of
conservative management for at least 6 weeks.;
"The patient has not been seen by, or the
ordering physician is, a neuro-specialist,
orthopedist, or oncologist."; This is a
continuation or recurrence of symptoms related
to a previous surgery or fracture.; There is a
reason why the patient cannot have a Cervical
Spine MRI.

1

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

This study is not to be part of a Myelogram.;
This is a request for a Cervical Spine CT; This
study is being ordered due to follow-up surgery
or fracture within the last 6 months.; "The
patient has been seen by, or the ordering
physician is, a neuro-specialist, orthopedist, or
oncologist."; There is a reason why the patient
cannot have a Cervical Spine MRI.

1

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

This study is not to be part of a Myelogram.;
This is a request for a Cervical Spine CT; This
study is being ordered due to neurological
deficits.; The patient is experiencing or
presenting symptoms of asymmetric reflexes.;
There is a reason why the patient cannot have a
Cervical Spine MRI.

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

General/Family
Practice

Approval

General/Family
Practice

Approval

General/Family
Practice

Approval

This study is not to be part of a Myelogram.;
This is a request for a Cervical Spine CT; This
study is being ordered due to neurological
deficits.; The patient is experiencing or
presenting symptoms of lower extremity motor
weakness documented on physical exam.; There
is a reason why the patient cannot have a
Cervical Spine MRI.

1

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST
72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

This study is not to be part of a Myelogram.;
This is a request for a Cervical Spine CT; This
study is being ordered due to pre-operative
evaluation.; The patient is experiencing or
presenting symptoms of radiculopathy.; There is
a known condition of neurological deficits.;
There is a reason why the patient cannot have a
Cervical Spine MRI.

1

This study is to be part of a Myelogram.; This is
a request for a Cervical Spine CT

2

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

to better look at the hardware from her fusion
surgery.; This study is not to be part of a
Myelogram.; This is a request for a Cervical
Spine CT; There is no reason why the patient
cannot have a Cervical Spine MRI.

1

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

trauma, pt involved in MVA. blunt trauma with
no obvious injury.; The patient does not have
any neurological deficits.; This study is not to be
part of a Myelogram.; This is a request for a
Cervical Spine CT; This study is being ordered
due to trauma or acute injury within 72 hours.;
There is a reason why the patient cannot have a
Cervical Spine MRI.

1

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt; Enter date of
initial onset here - or Type In Unknown If No
Info Given &gt;; There has not been any
treatment or conservative therapy.; low back
pain, neck pain ,

1

Approval

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

unknown; This study is being ordered for
trauma or injury.; 4/17/2017; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
headache, blurred vision, pain, nausea,

1

Approval

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

unknown; This study is not to be part of a
Myelogram.; This is a request for a Cervical
Spine CT; There is no reason why the patient
cannot have a Cervical Spine MRI.

1

Approval

Approval

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

72128 CT THORACIC
SPINE, UPPER BACK NO
CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; years ago; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
foot drop weakness in legs/ back pain /
radiating to legs numbness Tingling fall down
stair 5 back surgeries new worsening syptoms /
on going issues /pain mid back both legs / hands
numbness and tingling both hands . muscle
weakness stiffness .Foot Drop; Home exercise
meds physical theraphy

1

72128 CT THORACIC
SPINE, UPPER BACK NO
CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 04/18/2017; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; neck
pain and stiffness, radiculopathy, headaches,
lower back pain, lesions; PT 3/week since
04/25/2017

1

72128 CT THORACIC
SPINE, UPPER BACK NO
CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; Mrs. Freeman is here today for 4
month return appointment.&#x0D; &#x0D; She
presents today with 6/10 pain in her neck that
she describes as a constant aching pain that
radiates down to her lumbar spine. Her pain is
worse with exertion and when sitting or
standing i; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; pain; She continues to
see Dr. Wendel pain mgmt.)for lumbar pain
which is helpful

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

72128 CT THORACIC
SPINE, UPPER BACK NO
CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ;

1

72128 CT THORACIC
SPINE, UPPER BACK NO
CONTRAST

LEFT SIDED NECK PAIN AND LOW BACK PAIN XRAY SHOWED LOSS OF VERTRABRAL HEIGHT
AND DEGENERATIVE DISC DISEASE; This is a
request for a thoracic spine CT.; Caller does not
know whether there is a reason why the patient
cannot undergo a thoracic spine MRI.; Yes this is
a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

72128 CT THORACIC
SPINE, UPPER BACK NO
CONTRAST

none; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; unknown; There has not been
any treatment or conservative therapy.; chronic
pain.

1

72128 CT THORACIC
SPINE, UPPER BACK NO
CONTRAST

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This is a request for a thoracic spine CT.; The
study is being ordered due to chronic back pain
or suspected degenerative disease.; There is a
reason why the patient cannot undergo a
thoracic spine MRI.; The patient is experiencing
or presenting lower extremity weakness.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

72128 CT THORACIC
SPINE, UPPER BACK NO
CONTRAST

The patient does not have any neurological
deficits.; This is a request for a thoracic spine
CT.; There has been a supervised trial of
conservative management for at least 6 weeks.;
The study is being ordered due to chronic back
pain or suspected degenerative disease.; There
is a reason why the patient cannot undergo a
thoracic spine MRI.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

2

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; years ago; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
foot drop weakness in legs/ back pain /
radiating to legs numbness Tingling fall down
stair 5 back surgeries new worsening syptoms /
on going issues /pain mid back both legs / hands
numbness and tingling both hands . muscle
weakness stiffness .Foot Drop; Home exercise
meds physical theraphy

1

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
4/14/2016; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; pain; medication

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice
General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 02/15/2017; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; neck
pain, back pain, numbness, muscle weakness;
medications and physical therapy

1

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 04/18/2017; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; neck
pain and stiffness, radiculopathy, headaches,
lower back pain, lesions; PT 3/week since
04/25/2017

1

Approval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

Approval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; Mrs. Freeman is here today for 4
month return appointment.&#x0D; &#x0D; She
presents today with 6/10 pain in her neck that
she describes as a constant aching pain that
radiates down to her lumbar spine. Her pain is
worse with exertion and when sitting or
standing i; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; pain; She continues to
see Dr. Wendel pain mgmt.)for lumbar pain
which is helpful
; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ;

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

Approval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

Approval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

Imaging will be used to evaluate for probable
pars defects and areas of inflammation for
steroid injections; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
1/6/17; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; persistant pain in back.
Spondylolisthesis L5-S1; Physical therapy and
medications.
none; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; unknown; There has not been
any treatment or conservative therapy.; chronic
pain.
This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient does not have a history of severe low
back trauma or lumbar injury.; This is a
preoperative or recent post-operative
evaluation.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

1

5

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

Approval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

Approval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient does not have a history of severe low
back trauma or lumbar injury.; This is not a
preoperative or recent postoperative
evaluation.; This study is not part of a
myelogram or discogram.; The patient is
experiencing symptoms of radiculopathy for six
weeks or more.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient does not have a history of severe low
back trauma or lumbar injury.; This is not a
preoperative or recent postoperative
evaluation.; This study is not part of a
myelogram or discogram.; The patient is not
experiencing symptoms of radiculopathy for six
weeks or more.; There is no neurologic
symptoms of bowel or urinary bladder
dysfunction.; There is no suspicion of lumbar
spine infection.; There is no suspicion of lumbar
spine neoplasm or tumor or metastasis.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient does not have a history of severe low
back trauma or lumbar injury.; This is not a
preoperative or recent postoperative
evaluation.; This study is not part of a
myelogram or discogram.; The patient is not
experiencing symptoms of radiculopathy for six
weeks or more.; There is no neurologic
symptoms of bowel or urinary bladder
dysfunction.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

19

2

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

General/Family
Practice

Approval

General/Family
Practice

Approval

General/Family
Practice

Approval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK
72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient does not have a history of severe low
back trauma or lumbar injury.; This is not a
preoperative or recent postoperative
evaluation.; This study is to be part of a
myelogram or discogram.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient has a history of severe low back trauma
or lumbar injury.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

25

11

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back
pain; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is no
weakness or reflex abnormality.; The patient
does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; There is not xray evidence of a recent cervical spine fracture.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back
pain; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; cant lift head and arms nerve
conduction study suggest c spine mri; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; There is not xray evidence of a recent cervical spine fracture.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back
pain; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; Document exam findings; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; There is not xray evidence of a recent cervical spine fracture.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; None of the above; It is not known if
the patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; It is not known if
the patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; None of the above; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; Document
exam findings; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent cervical spine fracture.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; &lt; Enter date of
initial onset here - or Type In Unknown If No
Info Given &gt;; It is not known if there has
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
&lt; Describe primary symptoms here - or Type
In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 2010; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; Pain
numbness, muscle weakness. Upper and lower.;
Medications, Incids. Steroids. CT and xrays.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.; 5-162017; There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; neck pain, numbness in hands with
discoloration, feet swelling; oral meds

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; It is not known
if there has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; &lt; Describe primary symptoms here or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

2

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; patient is
having upper back and neck pain causing daily
headaches on right side of head, and right and
fouth finger numbness.; pt

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
01/27/2017; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Back: Tenderness on
palpation of the back and muscle spasm of the
back. Back: abnormal. Musculoskeletal System:
Musculoskeletal system: abnormal. The cervical
spine showed tenderness on palpation,
exhibited a muscle spasm, did; patient has failed
medication and home exercise program
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
05/2015; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Very painful, dtr possibly
s intact plus slrp left arm strength is 4 out of 5,
left leg strength is 4 out of 5; Paitent has had
pain management and has not improved,
getting burning pain and weakness in left arm
and leg
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Approval

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
10/20/2016; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; low back pain , sharp
chronic, neurological deficits, pain worse with
movement; physical therapy and medication
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
3/27/2017; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; back pain
w/radiculopathy; NSAIDS, Hoemexercise
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; 5-222017; There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; new numbness in l arm and down to
his fingers are tingling and headaches. Solid
mass in neck; Oral meds
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
DECEMBER 2016; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; MUSCLE CRAMPS; CHIRO
PLAIN FILMS
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; seven
months ago; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; weakness, pain; b12
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 01/12/17; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; severe neck
pain/cant turn head from rt to lf/unable to
move from side to side/cant twist/upper pain;
meds/injections/
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 04/24/2014; There has
not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; lower back pain , chronic mid back
pain , radiculopathy on the cerivical spine
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; unknown; It is not known
if there has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; &lt; Describe primary symptoms here or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

. Positive for arthralgias, myalgias, neck pain
and neck stiffness; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; Neurological deficits; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; He continues to
complain of neck pain radiating down the left
arm causing weakness. This is going on for two
months and he is starting to get aggrivated. He
states the pain medication and muscle relaxer
are not working. He is having severe pain. He
also d; The patient does not have new signs or
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.;
There is not x-ray evidence of a recent cervical
spine fracture.
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute
or Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is no weakness or reflex
abnormality.; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent cervical spine fracture.
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute
or Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; ; The patient
does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; There is not xray evidence of a recent cervical spine fracture.
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute
or Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; Upper bilat; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; There is not xray evidence of a recent cervical spine fracture.
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST
72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is weakness.; ; The patient does not have
new signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent cervical spine fracture.
; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ;

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 1/15/2016; There has been treatment
or conservative therapy.; worsening myelopathy
symptoms s/p ACDF, bilateral leg pain,
numbness, stumbling; surgery, epidural steroid
injection, nerve conduction study.
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; may 2016; There has been treatment
or conservative therapy.; Neck and RUE pain
and stiffness. Grip weakness, increased pain and
paresthesia left index and thumb. Numbness of
nasal bridge and left shin tingling. Bilateral hand
tremors; opioid analgesics, coricosteriods,
physical therapy, manipulations, cervical brace.
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; ; It is not known if there has
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; ; There has not been any
treatment or conservative therapy.;
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; about 5 years ago; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; low
back pain radiating to thighs; medication
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; January 2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Neck pain
and radiculopathy; Pt was given muscle relaxer,
PT and anti-inflammatory
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST
72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; March 13 was the first office
visit for neck and back pain but pt has had
chronic pain for 5 years. pt has tried and failed
treatment including formal physical therapy.;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; ;
; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ;

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; Initially started a few years ago, but has
gotten worse and started up again in February
2017--about 3 months ago; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; neck pain,
lumbar pain, radiculopathy, migraine; Physical
Therapy for several weeks, hydrocodone for
migraine starting 4/20/17 and
Tylenol/ibuprofen starting in February
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

45 yr old female w/ neck pain and shoulder
pain, causing dizziness. weakness is more on
left than right side. chiropractic care.; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or Chronic
neck and/or back pain; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is weakness.; weakness on left side; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; There is not xray evidence of a recent cervical spine fracture.
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

ABNORMAL MRI RESULTS; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 3
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Assessment of neck pain, bulging of cervical
intervertebral dsic, neuropathy of left upper
extremity.; This is a request for cervical spine
MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; C5 area tapping causes shooting
pains into the forearm, C6 tapping and light
pressure causes shooting electric pains down
the radial forearm into the thumb, C7 light
pressure and tapping causes shooting pains
down the back of the arm into the dorsum of th;
The patient does not have new signs or
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.;
There is not x-ray evidence of a recent cervical
spine fracture.
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Bilateral Neck pain, pt has been going to
physical therapy, machine used for her neck left
her with a headache, neck pain that is not
getting better, feels more "grinding" still has
very little rom, Neck: tender and pain with
motion,decreased rom in her ; This is a request
for cervical spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck
and/or back pain; It is not known if the patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; It is not known if the patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

cervical disc degeneration,spondylolisthesis,
numbness in arms and leg.; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; unknown, Spondyloslisthesis
causing parenthesis.; There has not been any
treatment or conservative therapy.; Bilateral
arm numbness, leg numbness,
Spondyloslisthesis, cervical disc degeneration,
and parenthesis, burning, arm and legs.
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Cervicalgia and lumbar pain with
radiculopathy.Patient has completed his 6
weeks of physical therapy and has no relief and
pain is getting worse.; This study is being
ordered for a neurological disorder.; 4/24/2017 The patient is complaining of back and neck
pain. He had an x-ray of his neck which showed
DJD. His lower back hurts and is getting worse.
The pain goes into his hips and legs and burns. It
is hard for him to walk. Initial MRI was denied,
pati; There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; 4/24/2017 - The patient is complaining
of back and neck pain. He had an x-ray of his
neck which showed DJD. His lower back hurts
and is getting worse. The pain goes into his hips
and legs and burns. It is hard for him to walk.
Initial MRI was denied.&#x0D; 6/2; Patient has
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy with no
relief
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

closed head injury 4/19/2017, dizziness with
head movement, numbness in L shoulder
radiating to L arm; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back
pain; It is not known if the patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
The patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.;
The patient has seen the doctor more then once
for these symptoms.; It is not known if the
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Failed 6 weeks of PT&#x0D; on meloxicam and
failed it for 6 weeks&#x0D; still having right arm
weakness and numbness and a lot of pain in
neck; This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Trauma or recent injury; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is reflex abnormality.; The patient does
not have new signs or symptoms of bladder or
bowel dysfunction.; There is not x-ray evidence
of a recent cervical spine fracture.; Neck: right
paraspinals very tender in cervical region and
taught, has limited rotation to left and right to
about 45 degrees, limited flexion as well, pain
on right trap, grip strength 4/5 on right, some
dec sensation on outside of arm, neg drop arm
tes
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Failed PT (longer than 6 weeks) Taking antiinflammatory meds - getting worse; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or Chronic
neck and/or back pain; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is weakness.; Decreased range of motion
in both shoulders; worsening pain and
numbness with arms down; better when raised
up; The patient does not have new signs or
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.;
There is not x-ray evidence of a recent cervical
spine fracture.
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Failed Steroid dose packs Failed Chiropractic
Treatment x2 Failed muscle relaxers, Ibuprofen,
and Tylenol C Spinal, Clavicle , and Shoulder
xrays are negative; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back
pain; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; Weakness in the right limb.; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; There is not xray evidence of a recent cervical spine fracture.
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

follow up on neck pain, cervical radiculopathy
down the left side, left shoulder pain, and
bilateral carpal tunnel syndrome. Dr. Miles
Johnson has done an EMG and I saw the report
of that, but it isn't scanned into media yet. He
has gone to a few physical; This is a request for
cervical spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck
and/or back pain; The patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There
is weakness.; ; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent cervical spine fracture.
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

He has taken ibuprofen and Flexeril in the past
with good results. He has radiation of the pain
and numbness/tingling down both of his arms,
right worse than left. He recently had a cervical
x-ray that revealed degenerative disc space
narrowing and endpla; This is a request for
cervical spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck
and/or back pain; The patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There
is reflex abnormality.; The patient does not have
new signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent cervical spine fracture.; Cervical back: He
exhibits decreased range of motion, tenderness,
swelling and spasm. &#x0D; Neurological: He is
alert and oriented to person, place, and time.
He has normal strength. He displays abnormal
reflex. No cranial nerve deficit or sensory deficit.
&#x0D;
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

He is having severe pain in neck and arm. He
also has sob with exertion and had abnormal
ekg.; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; April 2016; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
numbness, pain, tingling down limbs.
Completed PT without relief.; Pt completed
physical therapy in 2016. Numbness and pain
has worsened. PT was not successful
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

history of multiple disc herniations; This study
is being ordered for something other than:
known trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 4-18-2013; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; chronic
pain&#x0D; shooting pain down both arms and
legs&#x0D; neck pain&#x0D; tenderness on
palpation; pain management
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

increased pain and weakness since on set on 0422-2017.; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 04-22-2017; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; Neck
pan decreased grip and numbness of right hand
and arm. tingling numbness of right arm and
hand; Pt given script to Prednisone 10 mg
tablets dose pack on 04-24-2017.&#x0D; Order
for Toradol injection and decadron injection.
apply ice pack to rt post neck for 30 min 4x daily
use ibuprofen 800mg with foor every 8 hours
follow with primary care if pain persi
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

It is not known if the patient has failed a course
of anti-inflammatory medication or steroids.;
This is a request for cervical spine MRI; It is not
known if there has been a supervised trial of
conservative management for at least six
weeks.; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back pain;
It is not known if the patient demonstrate
neurological deficits.; It is not known if this
patient had a recent course of supervised
physical Therapy.; It is not known if the patient
had six weeks of Chiropractic care related to this
episode.; &lt;Enter Additional Clinical
Information&gt;
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

It is not known if the patient has failed a course
of anti-inflammatory medication or steroids.;
This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; No, the patient
does not demonstrate neurological deficits.; No,
this patient did not have a recent course of
supervised physical Therapy.; No, the patient
did not have six weeks of Chiropractic care
related to this episode.; NSAIDs
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Need to see if disc injury is causing patients
bilateral upper extremity paresthesia; This study
is being ordered for a neurological disorder.;
Initial onset of neck pain was 10 years ago.
&#x0D; Shoulder was 6 months ago; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; Pain
in cervical spine and left shoulder.&#x0D; Pain
radiates down from neck and shoulder into left
elbow and forearm. &#x0D; Numbness and
tingling in extremities&#x0D; Headache; Anti
inflammatory and pain medications given to
treat patients pain&#x0D; Lyrica provided for
nerve pain and numbness.
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

none; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; 04/08/2017; There has been treatment
or conservative therapy.; pain; pt
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Numbness down both arms and legs; This study
is being ordered for something other than:
known trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 03/08/2016; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Pain;
Medication
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

On Lumbar MRI that was done the radiologist
stated contrasted MRI's will be needed because
it looks like cancer. So the full spine is needing
to be scanned with contrast to determine if it is
truly cancer.; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 4 exams are
being ordered.
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

pain with motion in left arm; This study is being
ordered for trauma or injury.; 4/2015; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; mbr
has pain in back and headaches and
radiculopathy; mbr has medication and x ray
and PT and chiro care
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

patient continues to have weakness, both legs,
numbness of and on in the right leg, also neck
pain and headaches. Home exercise program
has not helped; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 02/09/2017; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Positive for weakness (both legs), numbness (off
and on in right leg; 2/9/17, patient seen, given
Neurontin, home exercises to to do, patient
rechecked 5/10/17, still no improvement,
patient having continued problem.
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient has been suffering from headaches,
dizziness, cervical strain, neuropathy.; This study
is being ordered for a neurological disorder.;
Patient has suffering from cervical strain and
sever headaches since 12/27/2016.; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
dizziness, headaches, cervical strain,
neuropathy, osteoarthritis.; Patient has finished
and failed physical therapy, nsaids, otc pain
medication, patient is having 10/10 pain.
Patient is dizzy.
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient has completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy with continued neck pain, trial of antiinflammatories along with home exercises. She
has had previous neck surgery 10/2015 to fuse
C5-6 and C6-7; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back
pain; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; Physical therapy: decreased hand
strength on the right side, numbness in
hand/fingers.; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent cervical spine fracture.
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

PT C/O NECK PAIN, Physical therapy isn't
working well for her, her pain is still fully there.
degenerative disc disease-neck. rt arm
weakness with pain in neck and shoulder with
any movement. neck pain for months has tried
pt and it is getting worse and ; This is a request
for cervical spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck
and/or back pain; The patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There
is weakness.; WEAKNESS IN RIGHT ARM WITH
PAIN IN NECK AND SHOULDER WITH ANY
MOVEMENT; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent cervical spine fracture.
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

pt tried PT with continuous pain with no
improvement; This is a request for cervical spine
MRI; None of the above; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is weakness.; unknown; The patient does
not have new signs or symptoms of bladder or
bowel dysfunction.; There is not x-ray evidence
of a recent cervical spine fracture.
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Pt. has internal device, screw fractured and
pushing upon his esophagus and need MRI to
see, increased spinal stenosis SX, a lot of pain in
his neck, follow up from MVA happened in
March, previous cervical fusion, plate inserted is
coming off; This is a request for cervical spine
MRI; Trauma or recent injury; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has not directed conservative
treatment for the past 6 weeks.
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Pt. is here for follow up of neck pain and it
persists after six weeks of physical
therapy.&#x0D; Pt. is compliant with
medication. No side effects; This is a request for
cervical spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck
and/or back pain; The patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There
is no weakness or reflex abnormality.; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; There is not xray evidence of a recent cervical spine fracture.
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

R/O HERNIATED DISC; This study is being
ordered for Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.; 6
MONTHS AGO; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; LOWER BACK AND NECK
PAIN, STIFFNESS, RIGHT ARM AND SHOULDER
WEAKNESS AND PAIN; STERIODS, ANTIINFLAMMATORY, PHYSICAL THERAPY
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

RUE pain and pain behind R shoulder blade for
4mos. Getting worse. Especially hurts at night.
Not using his RUE as much anymore but pain
still there. Shoots down into R hand. Some
tingling and all fingers affected the same.
&#x0D; &#x0D; XR of R shoulder and C; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or Chronic
neck and/or back pain; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is weakness.; RUE a little weaker too.; It is
not known if the patient has new signs or
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.;
There is not x-ray evidence of a recent cervical
spine fracture.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Saddle Anesthesia.; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; Motorcycle accident
3/18/2017; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Myelopathic, lower
extremity numbness, pain. Paresthesias over
buttock/sacral area; pt had surgery
thoracolumbar fusion T12-L4

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

see scanned info; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
05/15/2015; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Lower back pain post
nerve burning&#x0D; numbness in hands
radiating from neck&#x0D; bilateral hand
weakness; anti-inflammatory&#x0D; Steroid
injections&#x0D; nerve burning&#x0D; Narcotic
Pain Rxs&#x0D; At home physical therapy
exercises
surgery follow up; This study is being ordered
for Congenital Anomaly.; 01-2015; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
headache and surgery follow up; pt under gone
surgery for Chiari malformation and
cranioplasty

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient has failed a course of antiinflammatory medication or steroids.; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; It is not known if
there has been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least six weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; It is not known if
the patient demonstrate neurological deficits.;
It is not known if this patient had a recent
course of supervised physical Therapy.

Approval

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient has failed a course of antiinflammatory medication or steroids.; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; It is not known if
there has been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least six weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; Yes, the patient
demonstrate neurological deficits.; No, there is
not a documented evidence of extremity
weakness on physical examination.; No, there is
no evidence of recent development of unilateral
muscle wasting.; It is not known if this patient
had a recent course of supervised physical
Therapy.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient has failed a course of antiinflammatory medication or steroids.; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; It is not known if
there has been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least six weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; Yes, the patient
demonstrate neurological deficits.; No, there is
not a documented evidence of extremity
weakness on physical examination.; No, there is
no evidence of recent development of unilateral
muscle wasting.; No, this patient did not have a
recent course of supervised physical Therapy.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient has failed a course of antiinflammatory medication or steroids.; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; There has been a
supervised trial of conservative management
for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or Chronic neck
and/or back pain; It is not known if the patient
demonstrate neurological deficits.; It is not
known if this patient had a recent course of
supervised physical Therapy.

2

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient has failed a course of antiinflammatory medication or steroids.; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; There has been a
supervised trial of conservative management
for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or Chronic neck
and/or back pain; It is not known if the patient
demonstrate neurological deficits.; No, this
patient did not have a recent course of
supervised physical Therapy.

2

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient has failed a course of antiinflammatory medication or steroids.; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; There has been a
supervised trial of conservative management
for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or Chronic neck
and/or back pain; No, the patient does not
demonstrate neurological deficits.; It is not
known if this patient had a recent course of
supervised physical Therapy.

4

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient has failed a course of antiinflammatory medication or steroids.; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; There has been a
supervised trial of conservative management
for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or Chronic neck
and/or back pain; No, the patient does not
demonstrate neurological deficits.; No, this
patient did not have a recent course of
supervised physical Therapy.

45

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient has failed a course of antiinflammatory medication or steroids.; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; There has been a
supervised trial of conservative management
for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or Chronic neck
and/or back pain; Yes, the patient demonstrate
neurological deficits.; No, there is not a
documented evidence of extremity weakness
on physical examination.; No, there is no
evidence of recent development of unilateral
muscle wasting.; No, this patient did not have a
recent course of supervised physical Therapy.

16

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient has not failed a course of antiinflammatory medication or steroids.; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; There has been a
supervised trial of conservative management
for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or Chronic neck
and/or back pain; No, the patient does not
demonstrate neurological deficits.; No, this
patient did not have a recent course of
supervised physical Therapy.; Yes, the patient
had six weeks of Chiropractic care related to this
episode.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient has not failed a course of antiinflammatory medication or steroids.; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; There has been a
supervised trial of conservative management
for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or Chronic neck
and/or back pain; Yes, the patient demonstrate
neurological deficits.; No, there is not a
documented evidence of extremity weakness
on physical examination.; No, there is no
evidence of recent development of unilateral
muscle wasting.; No, this patient did not have a
recent course of supervised physical Therapy.;
No, the patient did not have six weeks of
Chiropractic care related to this episode.;
&lt;Enter Additional Clinical Information&gt;

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient has not failed a course of antiinflammatory medication or steroids.; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; There has been a
supervised trial of conservative management
for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or Chronic neck
and/or back pain; Yes, the patient demonstrate
neurological deficits.; No, there is not a
documented evidence of extremity weakness
on physical examination.; No, there is no
evidence of recent development of unilateral
muscle wasting.; No, this patient did not have a
recent course of supervised physical Therapy.;
No, the patient did not have six weeks of
Chiropractic care related to this episode.; MRI CSPINE BACK IN MAY 2016 RESULTS WERE
CENTRAL HERNIATED DISC C5-C6 WITH
COMPRESSION OF THE SPINAL CANAL. MILD TO
SMALL CENTRA HERNIATED DISC C4-C5. NO
CHANGES OF MYELOMALACIA OR
MYELOPATHY. MILD BULGING ANNULAR BULGE
C3-C4. DEGENERATIVE DISEASE OF

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; "The
patient has been seen by, or the ordering
physician is, a neuro-specialist, orthopedist, or
oncologist."; Follow-up to Surgery or Fracture
within the last 6 months

3

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; "The
patient has not been seen by, or the ordering
physician is, a neuro-specialist, orthopedist, or
oncologist."; This is a continuation or recurrence
of symptoms related to a previous surgery or
fracture.; Follow-up to Surgery or Fracture
within the last 6 months; Yes, the patient have
new or changing neurological signs or
symptoms.; Yes, the patient is experiencing or
presenting new symptoms of upper extremity
weakness.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; It is not known if
the patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has not completed 6 weeks of
physical therapy?; The patient has been treated
with medication.; the patient was treated with a
facet joint injection.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient does have new signs or
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.

2

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; There is x-ray evidence of a recent
cervical spine fracture.

2

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?

6

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; Yes, the patient
demonstrate neurological deficits.; No, there is
not a documented evidence of extremity
weakness on physical examination.; Yes, there is
evidence of recent development of unilateral
muscle wasting.

2

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; Yes, the patient
demonstrate neurological deficits.; yes, there is
a documented evidence of extremity weakness
on physical examination.

242

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Neurological deficits; Numbness and tingling in
bilateral arms. Evaluation of a compressed
nerve root.; No, the patient is not experiencing
or presenting new symptoms of upper
extremity weakness?; No, the patient is not
demonstrating unilateral muscle wasting.; No,
the patient is not experiencing or presenting
new symptoms of Bowel or bladder
dysfunction.; No, the patient is not experiencing
new onset of parathesia diagnosed by a
neurologist; No, the patient is not experiencing
or presenting x-ray evidence of a recent
fracture.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
The patient does have new signs or symptoms
of bladder or bowel dysfunction.

1

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
The patient does not have new signs or
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.;
There is x-ray evidence of a recent cervical spine
fracture.
This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Neurological deficits; Yes, the patient is
experiencing or presenting new symptoms of
upper extremity weakness.

1

73

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; None of
the above; &lt;Enter Additional Clinical
Information&gt;; No, the patient is not
experiencing or presenting new symptoms of
upper extremity weakness?; No, the patient is
not demonstrating unilateral muscle wasting.;
No, the patient is not experiencing or presenting
new symptoms of Bowel or bladder
dysfunction.; No, the patient is not experiencing
new onset of parathesia diagnosed by a
neurologist; No, the patient is not experiencing
or presenting x-ray evidence of a recent
fracture.

3

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; None of
the above; N/A; No, the patient is not
experiencing or presenting new symptoms of
upper extremity weakness?; No, the patient is
not demonstrating unilateral muscle wasting.;
No, the patient is not experiencing or presenting
new symptoms of Bowel or bladder
dysfunction.; No, the patient is not experiencing
new onset of parathesia diagnosed by a
neurologist; No, the patient is not experiencing
or presenting x-ray evidence of a recent
fracture.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; None of
the above; unknown; No, the patient is not
experiencing or presenting new symptoms of
upper extremity weakness?; No, the patient is
not demonstrating unilateral muscle wasting.;
No, the patient is not experiencing or presenting
new symptoms of Bowel or bladder
dysfunction.; No, the patient is not experiencing
new onset of parathesia diagnosed by a
neurologist; No, the patient is not experiencing
or presenting x-ray evidence of a recent
fracture.

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; None of
the above; X-RAY INTERPRETATION:
ORTHOPEDIC X-RAY:&#x0D; C-Spine-&#x0D; (AP
view): Normal&#x0D; and (Lateral view): disc
space narrowing @ C 5-6-7-T1;; No, the patient
is not experiencing or presenting new
symptoms of upper extremity weakness?; No,
the patient is not demonstrating unilateral
muscle wasting.; No, the patient is not
experiencing or presenting new symptoms of
Bowel or bladder dysfunction.; No, the patient is
not experiencing new onset of parathesia
diagnosed by a neurologist; No, the patient is
not experiencing or presenting x-ray evidence of
a recent fracture.
This is a request for cervical spine MRI; None of
the above; Yes, the patient is experiencing or
presenting new symptoms of upper extremity
weakness.

1

1

4

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; PreOperative Evaluation; No, the last Cervical
spine MRI was not performed within the past
two weeks.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; It is not known if
the patient demonstrate neurological deficits.;
Yes, this patient had a recent course of
supervised physical Therapy.

3

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; No, the patient
does not demonstrate neurological deficits.;
Yes, this patient had a recent course of
supervised physical Therapy.

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; Yes, the patient
demonstrate neurological deficits.; No, there is
not a documented evidence of extremity
weakness on physical examination.; No, there is
no evidence of recent development of unilateral
muscle wasting.; Yes, this patient had a recent
course of supervised physical Therapy.

31

9

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has not been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; No, the patient
does not demonstrate neurological deficits.;

2

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has not been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; No, the patient
does not demonstrate neurological deficits.;
&lt;Enter Additional Clinical Information&gt;

2

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has not been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; No, the patient
does not demonstrate neurological deficits.; n/a

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has not been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; No, the patient
does not demonstrate neurological deficits.;
Neck radiculopathy

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has not been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; No, the patient
does not demonstrate neurological deficits.;
Patient complains of right arm pain and tingling
starts in neck and goes to fingers for last 3
weeks. Noted on physical exam pain in neck
with movement, tender cervical paraspinal
muscles, tenderness of trapezius muscle.
Patient ROM of neck restricted 90%

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has not been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; No, the patient
does not demonstrate neurological deficits.;
Patient was seen in ER 4/19/17 for neck pain
and had CT. Findings mild cervical spondylosis
without vertebral body compression fracture or
subluxation. Patient is currently taking pain
medication.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has not been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; No, the patient
does not demonstrate neurological deficits.; She
also has some pain in the neck with radiation
into her RUE with associated numbness/tingling
changes in severity but always present. Pain is
rated 7/10 goes up to 10/10.On exam, + TTP
bilateral cervical paraspinal. Patient is being
considered for an E

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has not been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; Yes, the patient
demonstrate neurological deficits.; No, there is
not a documented evidence of extremity
weakness on physical examination.; No, there is
no evidence of recent development of unilateral
muscle wasting.; numbness and tingling

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There is
no evidence of tumor or metastasis on a bone
scan or x-ray.; Suspected Tumor with or without
Metastasis; chronic back pain, patient is
currently seeking treatment for breast cancer.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There is
no evidence of tumor or metastasis on a bone
scan or x-ray.; Suspected Tumor with or without
Metastasis; seen on physical exam

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There is
no laboratory or x-ray evidence of
osteomyelitis.; Known or Suspected Multiple
Sclerosis, Infection or abscess; ; No, there are no
documented clinical findings of Multiple
sclerosis.; No, there is not a laboratory or x-ray
evidence of Meningitis.; No, there is not a
laboratory or x-ray evidence of an infected disc,
septic arthritis or “discitis”.; No, there is no
laboratory or x-ray evidence of a paraspinal
abscess.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or Chronic
neck and/or back pain; Acute or Chronic neck
and/or back pain; Yes, the patient demonstrate
neurological deficits.; Yes, the patient
demonstrate neurological deficits.; yes, there is
a documented evidence of extremity weakness
on physical examination.; yes, there is a
documented evidence of extremity weakness
on physical examination.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Trauma
or recent injury; &lt;Enter Additional Clinical
Information&gt;; Yes, the patient have new or
changing neurological signs or symptoms.; No,
the patient is not experiencing or presenting
new symptoms of upper extremity weakness?;
No, the patient is not demonstrating unilateral
muscle wasting.; No, the patient is not
experiencing or presenting new symptoms of
Bowel or bladder dysfunction.; No, the patient is
not experiencing new onset of parathesia
diagnosed by a neurologist; No, the patient is
not experiencing or presenting x-ray evidence of
a recent fracture.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Trauma
or recent injury; pt has an abnormal ct of spine
&#x0D; c/4-c/5 mild central disc protrusion with
facet hypertrophy causing mild narrowing of
bilateral neuroforamen and indentation of
anterior aspect of thecal sac with effective ap
diameter of spinal canal of 1 cm.; No, the
patient does not have new or changing
neurological signs or symptoms.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Trauma
or recent injury; Yes, the patient have new or
changing neurological signs or symptoms.; No,
the patient is not experiencing or presenting
new symptoms of upper extremity weakness?;
No, the patient is not demonstrating unilateral
muscle wasting.; No, the patient is not
experiencing or presenting new symptoms of
Bowel or bladder dysfunction.; No, the patient is
not experiencing new onset of parathesia
diagnosed by a neurologist; Yes, the patient is
experiencing or presenting x-ray evidence of a
recent fracture.

2

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Trauma
or recent injury; Yes, the patient have new or
changing neurological signs or symptoms.; Yes,
the patient is experiencing or presenting new
symptoms of upper extremity weakness.

10

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; This is a request for cervical spine
MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; pt. reflexes diminished DTR
abnormal ,; The patient does not have new signs
or symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.;
There is not x-ray evidence of a recent cervical
spine fracture.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Unknown; This is a request for cervical spine
MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; Weakness of the arms; The patient
does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; There is not xray evidence of a recent cervical spine fracture.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; This is a request for cervical spine
MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back pain;
The patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has not completed 6 weeks of
physical therapy?; The patient has been treated
with medication.; The patient was treated with
oral analgesics.; The patient has not completed
6 weeks or more of Chiropractic care.; The
physician has not directed a home exercise
program for at least 6 weeks.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; This study is being ordered for
Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.; unknown;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; pain in the neck and back that is
uncontroled by meds.; they have been to
physical therapy and have tried
antiinflamoatory meds at this time.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 02/21/2017;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Headache and neck pain; Medications
and PT

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

UNKNOWN; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 03/15/2017;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; THORACIC AND NECK PAIN, THORACIC
SPASMS; PHYSICAL THERAPY, MEDICATIONS

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 2 years ago;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Patient can hardly move; 3 weeks of
home exercise, progressively worse

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Unknown; This study is being ordered for
trauma or injury.; 3/15/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Neck
Pain&#x0D; Headache&#x0D; Limited
ROM&#x0D; Increased Lumbar Back Pain&#x0D;
hx of Degenerative Disc Disease to Lumbar area;
Anti-inflammatory Medication&#x0D; Muscle
Relaxer Medication&#x0D; Rest&#x0D; Heat /
Ice

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

UNKNOWN; This study is being ordered for
trauma or injury.; 4/18/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; SHOULDER
PAIN, NUMBNESS, RADIATING PAIN FROM NECK
TO BACK; MEDICATION AND PHYSICAL THERAPY

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

weakness and numbness for several months;
This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is weakness.; several months has noticed
she drops things with her RUE. It occasionally
feels stiff &amp; has some right neck
discomfort. She has numbness over her
biceps.&#x0D; &#x0D; Neurologic: Upper
extremities reveal normal/equal DTRs.
Sensation is decreased to touch over the r; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; There is not xray evidence of a recent cervical spine fracture.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

worsening back pain&#x0D; failed PT &#x0D;
failed med treatment &#x0D; pain 7/10&#x0D;
L sided weakness; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back
pain; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; pt has worsening weakness on L
side; The patient does not have new signs or
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.;
There is not x-ray evidence of a recent cervical
spine fracture.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

X Ray performed revealed compression fracture
at L1 level, and a vertebral body wedge at the
C5 level.; This study is being ordered for trauma
or injury.; Unknown; It is not known if there has
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
Patient has pain in shoulder, neck, and back.
C/O knot in the back of his neck.

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

General/Family
Practice

Approval

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST
72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

X-ray report shows moderate to severe
multilevel degenerative disc disease disease
with near synostosis at C3-C6, spondylolisthesis,
vertebral body endplate posterior facing
osteophytes and facet hypertrophy combined to
raise a high radiographic specter o; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or Chronic
neck and/or back pain; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is no weakness or reflex abnormality.;
The patient does not have new signs or
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.;
There is not x-ray evidence of a recent cervical
spine fracture.

1

6

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.; 5-162017; There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; neck pain, numbness in hands with
discoloration, feet swelling; oral meds

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.; has been
ongoing since age 13; There has not been any
treatment or conservative therapy.; all over
body pain,

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt; 6 months; There
has not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; &lt; Describe primary symptoms here or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; It is not known
if there has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; &lt; Describe primary symptoms here or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

3

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; patient is
having upper back and neck pain causing daily
headaches on right side of head, and right and
fouth finger numbness.; pt

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
5/20/15; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; pain and numbness;
physical therapy for 6 weeks and steroids.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
DECEMBER 2016; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; MUSCLE CRAMPS; CHIRO
PLAIN FILMS

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
unknown; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; mbr has pain and muscle
spasms in back for about a year; medication and
heat treatment at home and home exercises

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 01/12/17; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; severe neck
pain/cant turn head from rt to lf/unable to
move from side to side/cant twist/upper pain;
meds/injections/

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 02/03/17; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; back
pain/low back pain/ numbness in left foot;
meds/PT

1

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 04/24/2014; There has
not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; lower back pain , chronic mid back
pain , radiculopathy on the cerivical spine

1

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 4/1/17; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Pain; Pain
med, Ice, xrays

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 5/3/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; back pain,
stiffness, decreased ROM, radiating to legs; PT,
medications

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; unknown; It is not known
if there has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; &lt; Describe primary symptoms here or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

1

Approval

Approval

Approval

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; ; It is not known if there has been any
treatment or conservative therapy.; lumbar and
thoracic back pain

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 05/08/2016; There has not been any
treatment or conservative therapy.; DDD,
LSPINE &amp; TSPINE; BACK PAIN, L&amp;T
SPINE; NARROWING OF INTERVERTEBRAL DISC
SPACE&#x0D; WORSENING PAIN OVER THE
PAST YEAR.

1

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 1/15/2016; There has been treatment
or conservative therapy.; worsening myelopathy
symptoms s/p ACDF, bilateral leg pain,
numbness, stumbling; surgery, epidural steroid
injection, nerve conduction study.
; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 6/1/17; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Pt has pain, neurological
abnormality; Pt had rehab services and
medications

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for Congenital
Anomaly.; Patient was born with scoliosis but
has been having chronic back pain for months;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Chronic back and neck pain.
Decreased range of motion with tenderness to Tspine and L-spine; Patient has been on oral
medication for over a year and is currently going
to Pain Treatment @ Pain Treatment Center of
America.

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; ; It is not known if there has
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; ; There has not been any
treatment or conservative therapy.;

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; 10/16; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Lumbar back pain w/
Radiculopathy affecting Lower extremity,
Thoracic back pain; Failed Nsaids, Physical
Therapy and Pain medication

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

ABNORMAL MRI RESULTS; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 3
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

back pain and muscle spasms for more than a
year, getting worse last 6 months, increasing
numbness/weakness in legs, difficulty to
walk/bend. Suspected hernated disc impinging
nerves.; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; Unknown; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; back
pain and muscle spasms for more than a year,
getting worse last 6 months, increasing
numbness/weakness in legs, difficulty to
walk/bend. Suspected hernated disc impinging
nerves.; patient is allergic to Nsaids, has had
physical therapy and steriods.

1

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

back pain started getting worse pass few years;
This study is being ordered for trauma or injury.;
; There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; &lt; Describe primary symptoms here or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; PT

1

Approval
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General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

history of multiple disc herniations; This study
is being ordered for something other than:
known trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 4-18-2013; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; chronic
pain&#x0D; shooting pain down both arms and
legs&#x0D; neck pain&#x0D; tenderness on
palpation; pain management

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

It is not known if the patient has any
neurological deficits.; The patient has failed a
course of anti-inflammatory medication or
steroids.; This is a request for a thoracic spine
MRI.; It is not known how many follow-up
thoracic spine MRIs the patient has had.; It is
not known if there has been a supervised trial of
conservative management for at least six
weeks.; The study is being ordered due to
chronic back pain or suspected degenerative
disease.; The patient is experiencing sensory
abnormalities such as numbness or tingling.;

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST
72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

It is not known if the patient has any
neurological deficits.; This is a request for a
thoracic spine MRI.; The study is being ordered
due to chronic back pain or suspected
degenerative disease.; The patient is not
experiencing sensory abnormalities such as
numbness or tingling.; The discomfort is most
prominent in the lower thoracic spine. The
event which precipitated this pain was a motorvehicle accident. Medical history is significant
for Previous Nerve Block at Arkansas Spine and
Pain.

1

none; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; 04/08/2017; There has been treatment
or conservative therapy.; pain; pt

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

Numbness down both arms and legs; This study
is being ordered for something other than:
known trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 03/08/2016; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Pain;
Medication

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

On Lumbar MRI that was done the radiologist
stated contrasted MRI's will be needed because
it looks like cancer. So the full spine is needing
to be scanned with contrast to determine if it is
truly cancer.; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 4 exams are
being ordered.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

pain that is not controlled with current
therapy.; This study is being ordered for trauma
or injury.; 11/04/2016; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; tender to
touch, slight edema to lower lumbar
area,sciatica that radiates down right leg.;
steroids,muscle relaxers,tramadol,hydrocodone,
tylenol 3, nsaids, pain patches, home physical
therapy.

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

pain with motion in left arm; This study is being
ordered for trauma or injury.; 4/2015; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; mbr
has pain in back and headaches and
radiculopathy; mbr has medication and x ray
and PT and chiro care

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

Patient has pain in neck that radiates down to
the back.; This is a request for a thoracic spine
MRI.; Neurological deficits; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is no weakness or reflex
abnormality.; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
foot drop.; There is recent evidence of a
thoracic spine fracture.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

Saddle Anesthesia.; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; Motorcycle accident
3/18/2017; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Myelopathic, lower
extremity numbness, pain. Paresthesias over
buttock/sacral area; pt had surgery
thoracolumbar fusion T12-L4

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

since this is ambetter and a double study is
requested, will go to review. will just fax notes.;
This study is being ordered for trauma or injury.;
2 MONTHS AGO; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; since this is ambetter and
a double study is requested, will go to review.
will just fax notes.; IBUPROFEN, PAIN MEDS,
REST

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to chronic back pain
or suspected degenerative disease.; ; The
patient is experiencing or presenting symptoms
of lower extremity weakness documented on
physical exam.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to chronic back pain
or suspected degenerative disease.; Caller does
not know whether the patient is experiencing
sensory abnormalities such as numbness or
tingling.; see clinical cdocuments; The patient is
not experiencing or presenting symptoms of
abnormal gait, lower extremity weakness,
asymmetric reflexes, fracture, radiculopathy or
bowel or bladder dysfunction.

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to chronic back pain
or suspected degenerative disease.; l leg
numbness, pain radiating down l side; The
patient is experiencing or presenting symptoms
of lower extremity weakness documented on
physical exam.

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to chronic back pain
or suspected degenerative disease.; Patient
complaining of lower and mid back pain with
unsteady gait and lower extremity weakness.
Pain radiates to both lower extremities.; The
patient is experiencing or presenting symptoms
of lower extremity weakness documented on
physical exam.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to chronic back pain
or suspected degenerative disease.; severe pain
meds not helping theraphy not helping hx of
thoraic compressed fx; The patient is
experiencing or presenting symptoms of lower
extremity weakness documented on physical
exam.

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to chronic back pain
or suspected degenerative disease.; The patient
is experiencing or presenting symptoms of
abnormal gait.

6

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to chronic back pain
or suspected degenerative disease.; The patient
is experiencing or presenting symptoms of
asymmetric reflexes.

2

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to chronic back pain
or suspected degenerative disease.; The patient
is experiencing or presenting symptoms of
radiculopathy documented on EMG or nerve
conduction study.

2

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to chronic back pain
or suspected degenerative disease.; The patient
is experiencing or presenting symptoms of
recent fracture on previous imaging studies.

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to chronic back pain
or suspected degenerative disease.; Thoracic
spine showed abnormalities Very tender along
the spine and LT paraspinal muscles.; The
patient is experiencing or presenting symptoms
of lower extremity weakness documented on
physical exam.
The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to trauma or acute
injury within 72 hours.; The patient is
experiencing or presenting symptoms of
abnormal gait.

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to trauma or acute
injury within 72 hours.; The patient is
experiencing or presenting symptoms of recent
fracture on previous imaging studies.

Approval

2

1

1

2

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; There
has been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; The study is
being ordered due to chronic back pain or
suspected degenerative disease.; The patient is
experiencing sensory abnormalities such as
numbness or tingling.; The patient is not
experiencing or presenting symptoms of
abnormal gait, lower extremity weakness,
asymmetric reflexes, fracture, radiculopathy or
bowel or bladder dysfunction.

4

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

The patient does not have any neurological
deficits.; The patient has not failed a course of
anti-inflammatory medication or steroids.; This
is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; There has
not been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; The study is
being ordered due to chronic back pain or
suspected degenerative disease.;

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

The patient does not have any neurological
deficits.; The patient has not failed a course of
anti-inflammatory medication or steroids.; This
is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; There has
not been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; The study is
being ordered due to chronic back pain or
suspected degenerative disease.; Exclude
herniated nucleus pulpous, patient still having
pain

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

The patient does not have any neurological
deficits.; This is a request for a thoracic spine
MRI.; "The patient has not been seen by, or the
ordering physician is, a neuro-specialist,
orthopedist, or oncologist."; This is a
continuation or recurrence of symptoms related
to a previous surgery or fracture.; The study is
being ordered due to follow-up to surgery or
fracture within the last 6 months.; &lt;Enter
Additional Clinical Information&gt;

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

The patient does not have any neurological
deficits.; This is a request for a thoracic spine
MRI.; There has been a supervised trial of
conservative management for at least 6 weeks.;
The study is being ordered due to chronic back
pain or suspected degenerative disease.

31

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; It is not known if
the patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient does have a new foot
drop.

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient does have new signs or
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The
patient does not have a new foot drop.
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
foot drop.; There is recent evidence of a
thoracic spine fracture.

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?

Approval

1

1

1

2

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to Neurological
deficits.; Numbness is getting worse; The
patient is experiencing or presenting symptoms
of lower extremity weakness documented on
physical exam.

1

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to Neurological
deficits.; pt is in a lot of pain.has abnormal x
rays in office today; The patient is experiencing
or presenting symptoms of lower extremity
weakness documented on physical exam.

1

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to Neurological
deficits.; The patient is experiencing or
presenting symptoms of abnormal gait.
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to Neurological
deficits.; The patient is experiencing or
presenting symptoms of bowel or bladder
dysfunction.

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to Neurological
deficits.; The patient is experiencing or
presenting symptoms of recent fracture on
previous imaging studies.

Approval
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2
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72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.;
There has been a supervised trial of
conservative management for at least 6 weeks.;
The study is being ordered due to Neurological
deficits.; The patient is experiencing sensory
abnormalities such as numbness or tingling.;
The patient is not experiencing or presenting
symptoms of abnormal gait, lower extremity
weakness, asymmetric reflexes, fracture,
radiculopathy or bowel or bladder dysfunction.
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.;
There is evidence of tumor or metastasis on a
bone scan or x-ray.; The study is being ordered
due to suspected tumor with or without
metastasis.

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.;
There is no evidence of tumor or metastasis on
a bone scan or x-ray.; The study is being ordered
due to suspected tumor with or without
metastasis.; ABNORMAL MRI SPINAL CORD
SMALL FOCUS OF ABNORMAL SIGNAL WITHIN
THE THORACIC SPINAL CORD AT T3,TRUE
FINDING OR IS ARTIFACTUAL

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.;
Trauma or recent injury; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
The patient does not have new signs or
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The
patient does not have a new foot drop.; There is
recent evidence of a thoracic spine fracture.
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UPPER BACK WITHOUT
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Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

unknown.; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; back pain,
radiculopathy, also some bladder dysfunction;
pt has tried 6 weeks of chiropractor, also has
tried several pain relieving medications
unknown; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; approximately January
16,2017; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Pt has back pain. Xrays
shows DDD, osteophytes and scoliosis in
thoracic region.; PT has attended physical
therapy.

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

UNKNOWN; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 03/15/2017;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; THORACIC AND NECK PAIN, THORACIC
SPASMS; PHYSICAL THERAPY, MEDICATIONS

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 08/25/2016;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Thoracic back pain, and lumbar
radiculopathy; Medications and at home PT
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72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

Unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 10/2016; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Pain, tenderness, weakness, limited ROM,
radiculopathy, low back pain; Medications,
Nsaids and PT

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

Unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 12/14/2016;
There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; Mid back pain, w/
radiculopathy affecting right lower extremity

1

UNKNOWN; This study is being ordered for
trauma or injury.; 4/18/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; SHOULDER
PAIN, NUMBNESS, RADIATING PAIN FROM NECK
TO BACK; MEDICATION AND PHYSICAL THERAPY

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST
72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST
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SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; It is not known if
there is weakness or reflex abnormality.; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is no
weakness or reflex abnormality.; The patient
does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.
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General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is reflex
abnormality.; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent lumbar fracture.; s1 nerve root and the
muscles of the lower extremity
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72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; Document exam findings; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.
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Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; Flexion, extension, rt lateral flexion,
rotation. Has had laminectomy of Lumbar
Spine. Bulging disc is present on x-ray.; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; ILATTERAL LOW BACK PAIN , 8 MTHS
ADMITTED W/ NO INJURY CALLED, ACHING AND
SHARO PAIN WHEN MOVEMENT , NO ACUTE
FINDINGS W RECENT XRAYS.; The patient does
not have new signs or symptoms of bladder or
bowel dysfunction.; The patient does not have a
new foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent lumbar fracture.
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Practice
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Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; THE PATIENT HAS HARD TIME
LIFTING, CANT CARRY MUCH WEIGHT.; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.; The physician has not directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; It is unknown if the patient
has acute or chronic back pain.; This procedure
is being requested for None of the above
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Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; None of the above; It is not
known if the patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; It is not known if
the patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.
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72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; None of the above; The
patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has not completed 6 weeks of
physical therapy?; The patient has been treated
with medication.; It is not known was
medications were used in treatment.; The
patient has not completed 6 weeks or more of
Chiropractic care.; The physician has directed a
home exercise program for at least 6 weeks.;
The home treatment did include exercise,
prescription medication and follow-up office
visits.; n/a unsure of where pain coming from ,
dr didn't want member to injure her self further
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Approval

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
above

15

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Trauma or recent injury;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; legs gave out; The patient does not
have new signs or symptoms of bladder or
bowel dysfunction.; The patient does not have a
new foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent lumbar fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Trauma or recent injury;
The patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
NOT had back pain for over 4 weeks.
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General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 3 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Restaging of Cancer;
Imaging studies have been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 2010; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; Pain
numbness, muscle weakness. Upper and lower.;
Medications, Incids. Steroids. CT and xrays.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; years; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Chronic pain radiating to bilateral legs Back pain
Decrease range of motion; PT Tramadol Steroid
injections

1
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General/Family
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Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.; 5-162017; There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; neck pain, numbness in hands with
discoloration, feet swelling; oral meds

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.; has been
ongoing since age 13; There has not been any
treatment or conservative therapy.; all over
body pain,

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt; 6 months; There
has not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; &lt; Describe primary symptoms here or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;
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Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; It is not known
if there has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; &lt; Describe primary symptoms here or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

2

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
01/27/2017; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Back: Tenderness on
palpation of the back and muscle spasm of the
back. Back: abnormal. Musculoskeletal System:
Musculoskeletal system: abnormal. The cervical
spine showed tenderness on palpation,
exhibited a muscle spasm, did; patient has failed
medication and home exercise program
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General/Family
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General/Family
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Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
02/20/17; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Pain to right hip. Pain to
lower back and down the right leg. Limited ROM
on right leg. Unable to stand erect.;
Chiropractor and Medication.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
05/2015; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Very painful, dtr possibly
s intact plus slrp left arm strength is 4 out of 5,
left leg strength is 4 out of 5; Paitent has had
pain management and has not improved,
getting burning pain and weakness in left arm
and leg
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General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
10/20/2016; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; low back pain , sharp
chronic, neurological deficits, pain worse with
movement; physical therapy and medication

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
3/27/2017; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; back pain
w/radiculopathy; NSAIDS, Hoemexercise

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
5/20/15; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; pain and numbness;
physical therapy for 6 weeks and steroids.
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Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
unknown; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; mbr has pain and muscle
spasms in back for about a year; medication and
heat treatment at home and home exercises
&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
Unknown; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; numbness and tingling in
feet and legs, headaches, weakness; PT,
medication
&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 02/03/17; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; back
pain/low back pain/ numbness in left foot;
meds/PT

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 04/24/2014; There has
not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; lower back pain , chronic mid back
pain , radiculopathy on the cerivical spine

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 3/29/2017; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; pain;
x-rays, rest, heat, ice

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 4/1/17; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Pain; Pain
med, Ice, xrays

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 5/3/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; back pain,
stiffness, decreased ROM, radiating to legs; PT,
medications

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for Vascular Disease.; 6/23/17; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
Xray L spine completed, ordered MRA to find
out severity of Vascualar disease, disc space
narrowing on l spine
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Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

. pt having low back pain that radiates down
her legs, Hx of slipped disc, has Deg disc disease.
Nsaids &amp; muscle relaxers have not helped;
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has none of the above

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; It is not known if there is weakness
or reflex abnormality.; The patient does not
have new signs or symptoms of bladder or
bowel dysfunction.; It is not known if the
patient has a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is reflex abnormality.; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; It is not known if
the patient has a new foot drop.; There is not xray evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.;
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General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is reflex abnormality.; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.; And
weakness both lower bilat

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is reflex abnormality.; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.;
Decreased deep tendon reflexes on both knees

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; ; The patient
does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; It is not known if
the patient has a new foot drop.; There is not xray evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.
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General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; ; The patient
does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

4

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; numbness
down legs pain in back and legs poss herniated
discs; The patient does not have new signs or
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The
patient does not have a new foot drop.; There is
not x-ray evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; numbness
down legs sciatiac pain legs going weak; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.
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General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; Patient is
having radiculopathy into both legs. Cannot
stand for long periods of time without
discomfort or bend which is required in both of
his jobs.; The patient does not have new signs
or symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.;
The patient does not have a new foot drop.;
There is not x-ray evidence of a recent lumbar
fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; weakness in
legs severe pain when standing too long or
sitting to long activities have been limited
theraphy and meds have not helped; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has not
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?; The
patient has been treated with medication.;
other medications as listed.; The patient has not
completed 6 weeks or more of Chiropractic
care.; The physician has directed a home
exercise program for at least 6 weeks.; The
home treatment did include exercise,
prescription medication and follow-up office
visits.; ; Decadron, Flexeril, Motrin, Heat,
Medrol, and Tylenol #3
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General/Family
Practice
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Practice

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has not
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?; The
patient has been treated with medication.; The
patient was treated with oral analgesics.; The
patient has not completed 6 weeks or more of
Chiropractic care.; The physician has not
directed a home exercise program for at least 6
weeks.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
It is not known if there is weakness or reflex
abnormality.; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; It is not known if the patient has a
new foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent lumbar fracture.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is no weakness or reflex abnormality.;
The patient does not have new signs or
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The
patient does not have a new foot drop.; There is
not x-ray evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

2

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is weakness.; Numbness in bilateral legs.;
The patient does not have new signs or
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The
patient does not have a new foot drop.; There is
not x-ray evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has none of the above

6

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; ; It is not known if there has been any
treatment or conservative therapy.; lumbar and
thoracic back pain

1

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 01/01/2008; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; blacking
out with headache, back pain,; Medications

1

Approval

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 05/08/2016; There has not been any
treatment or conservative therapy.; DDD,
LSPINE &amp; TSPINE; BACK PAIN, L&amp;T
SPINE; NARROWING OF INTERVERTEBRAL DISC
SPACE&#x0D; WORSENING PAIN OVER THE
PAST YEAR.
; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 6/1/17; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Pt has pain, neurological
abnormality; Pt had rehab services and
medications

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for Congenital
Anomaly.; Patient was born with scoliosis but
has been having chronic back pain for months;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Chronic back and neck pain.
Decreased range of motion with tenderness to Tspine and L-spine; Patient has been on oral
medication for over a year and is currently going
to Pain Treatment @ Pain Treatment Center of
America.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; ; It is not known if there has
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;

1

Approval

Approval

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 2 years; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; lbp; antiinflammatories, heat, exercise, meds,
stretching, massage

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 3/23/2017; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
chronic hip pain both left and right

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; about 5 years ago; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; low
back pain radiating to thighs; medication

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

General/Family
Practice

Approval

General/Family
Practice

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; Enter date of initial onset here
- 06/06/2014; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Describe primary
symptoms here - His symptoms are pain on
both sides of his neck. and radiates down the
arm. and low back pain that radiates down the
leg. He is very uncomfortable.; Describe
treatment / conservative therapy here - Patient
was sent to neurosurgeon in 2016

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST
72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; March 13 was the first office
visit for neck and back pain but pt has had
chronic pain for 5 years. pt has tried and failed
treatment including formal physical therapy.;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; ;
; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ;

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; 05/30/2017; There has been treatment
or conservative therapy.; RIGHT KNEE
MENISCUS TEAR, LUMBAR RADICULOPATHY;
STEROIDS&#x0D; NSAIDS&#x0D; PAIN
MEDICATION

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; 10/16; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Lumbar back pain w/
Radiculopathy affecting Lower extremity,
Thoracic back pain; Failed Nsaids, Physical
Therapy and Pain medication

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; Initially started a few years ago, but has
gotten worse and started up again in February
2017--about 3 months ago; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; neck pain,
lumbar pain, radiculopathy, migraine; Physical
Therapy for several weeks, hydrocodone for
migraine starting 4/20/17 and
Tylenol/ibuprofen starting in February

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for Vascular
Disease.; Patient has diagnosis of
atherosclerotic heart disease as of 1/12/17.
Patient has been diagnosed with low back pain
also as of 1/12/17. Patient reported to have
these conditions before establishing care with
our clinic which was 1/12/17.; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Low back
pain. Recent TIA which was found in hospital.;
Patient was started on Hydrocodone on
1/12/17 for his back pain, it helps some but
symptoms not completely relieved. Patient is
also on Plavix, Lipitor and Lisinopril and follows
with cardiology for atherosclerotic heart
disease.

1

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

ablation done; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or chronic
back pain.; The patient has none of the above

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

abnormal ct scan showing a hazy density in the
right flank region; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is no
weakness or reflex abnormality.; The patient
does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

Approval

General/Family
Practice

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Abnormal testing recommending that MRI be
done.; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; Neurological deficits; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.;
weakness/numbness, tingling in legs. Abnormal
Nerve Conduction study which recommended
MRI L SPINE be done.; It is not known if the
patient has new signs or symptoms of bladder
or bowel dysfunction.; It is not known if the
patient has a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

atient to be evaluated for back pain. The
discomfort is most prominent in the lower, right
lumbar spine. This radiates to the right foot.
She characterizes it as constant, moderate in
intensity, and sharp. This is an acute episode
with no prior histor; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is reflex
abnormality.; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent lumbar fracture.; atient to be evaluated
for back pain. The discomfort is most
prominent in the lower, right lumbar spine. This
radiates to the right foot. She characterizes it as
constant, moderate in intensity, and sharp. This
is an acute episode with no prior histor

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

back pain and muscle spasms for more than a
year, getting worse last 6 months, increasing
numbness/weakness in legs, difficulty to
walk/bend. Suspected hernated disc impinging
nerves.; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; Unknown; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; back
pain and muscle spasms for more than a year,
getting worse last 6 months, increasing
numbness/weakness in legs, difficulty to
walk/bend. Suspected hernated disc impinging
nerves.; patient is allergic to Nsaids, has had
physical therapy and steriods.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

back pain started getting worse pass few years;
This study is being ordered for trauma or injury.;
; There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; &lt; Describe primary symptoms here or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; PT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Beginning 3/16/17 Patient came for evaluation
for low back pain. Reason for visit: Pain. The
discomfort is most prominent in the lumbar
spine. This radiates to the bilateral posterior
thigh. She characterizes it as constant, severe,
aching, and sharp.; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Neurological deficits; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is weakness.; Has
been going to PT for one month. Still has daily
lower back pain. Radiates down left leg. Some
numbness and tingling and weakness in left leg
&#x0D; Positive for SLR in Left; The patient does
not have new signs or symptoms of bladder or
bowel dysfunction.; The patient does not have a
new foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent lumbar fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

BYPASS CLINICALS; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; It is unknown if the patient
has acute or chronic back pain.; This procedure
is being requested for None of the above

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

C/O lower back pain with left lower extremity
paresthesia. Tenderness on palpation. Muscle
spasm.; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; It is not
known if the patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.; The physician has not directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Carl was seen as a new patient 2 months ago.
He reported some radicular back pain. He was
treated with a prednisone taper, range of
motion exercises and weight loss. He refused a
PT eval at the time, but later called back and we
set him up. He has bee; The study requested is
a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back
pain; The patient does not have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; The
patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The
patient has seen the doctor more then once for
these symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has not completed 6 weeks of
physical therapy?; The patient has been treated
with medication.; other medications as listed.;
The patient has not completed 6 weeks or more
of Chiropractic care.; The physician has directed
a home exercise program for at least 6 weeks.;
The home treatment did include exercise,
prescription medication and follow-up office
visits.; Patient Plan&#x0D; He was educated
and given his treatment options. I will start him
off with a prednisone taper and range of motion
exercises. I recommend core strengthening and
weight loss. I offered a physical therapy
evaluation. He would like to wait; Norco&#x0D;
Prednisone

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

cervical disc degeneration,spondylolisthesis,
numbness in arms and leg.; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; unknown, Spondyloslisthesis
causing parenthesis.; There has not been any
treatment or conservative therapy.; Bilateral
arm numbness, leg numbness,
Spondyloslisthesis, cervical disc degeneration,
and parenthesis, burning, arm and legs.

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Cervicalgia and lumbar pain with
radiculopathy.Patient has completed his 6
weeks of physical therapy and has no relief and
pain is getting worse.; This study is being
ordered for a neurological disorder.; 4/24/2017 The patient is complaining of back and neck
pain. He had an x-ray of his neck which showed
DJD. His lower back hurts and is getting worse.
The pain goes into his hips and legs and burns. It
is hard for him to walk. Initial MRI was denied,
pati; There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; 4/24/2017 - The patient is complaining
of back and neck pain. He had an x-ray of his
neck which showed DJD. His lower back hurts
and is getting worse. The pain goes into his hips
and legs and burns. It is hard for him to walk.
Initial MRI was denied.&#x0D; 6/2; Patient has
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy with no
relief

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

chronic back pain that radiates down her legs
intermittently and goes numb. used to rodeo.
cleans houses and it seems to make it worse.
has been to chiropractor but it has not helped.
straight leg raise causes pain and tingling down
left leg. Reflexes: DT; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Neurological deficits; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; It is not known if there is
weakness or reflex abnormality.; The patient
does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Chronic back pain with numbness of the waist
and legs. Patents gait is off balance.; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient
has acute or chronic back pain.; The patient has
none of the above

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Chronic low BP, Degeneration of intervertebral
Disc., hand numbness.; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; It is not known if
there is weakness or reflex abnormality.; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; It is not known if
the patient has a new foot drop.; It is not known
if there is x-ray evidence of a lumbar recent
fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

chronic pain in back, right leg, right knee, and
right ankle; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; It is not
known if the patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; It is not known if
the patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Chronic right-sided low back pain with rightsided sciatica; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or chronic
back pain.; The patient has none of the above

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

degenerative disease lumbar spine with OA,
unresponsive to muscle relaxers and opiates,
sees pain mgmt, R shoulder pain unresponsive
to rest ice gentle massage and medications as
listed. Rt shoulder pain onset after neck
surgery.; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; Pt was first seen at our
Clinic on 4-16-16 and had complaints of back
pain at that time. Pt reported having DDD. For
the right shoulder pain I have documentation
from 3-20-2017 during an office visit with
Neurosurgereon.; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Acute right shoulder pain
and decreased ROM. Back pain with radiation
down both legs.; Pain Management. Pt has tried
taking opiates and muscle relaxants. Rest, ice
and massage and medications as listed.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Dr. Young wants to see if the patient has a
herniated disc. Patient is weak and very painful;
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Trauma or recent injury; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is weakness.; Dr. Young wants her to have
an MRI to see if she has a disc messed up in her
back. She had previous surgery on her back.; It
is not known if the patient has new signs or
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The
patient does not have a new foot drop.; It is not
known if there is x-ray evidence of a lumbar
recent fracture.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

due to an injury last April where the patient had
hematoma that got infected and drained.
symptons have returned and doctor is
concerned that he has another
hematoma/abcess that is possible gone into his
bones; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; 04/2016; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; back, pelvis pain,
numbness and tingling; antibiotics

1

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Failed conservative treatment; r/o structural
issues; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; Pt has
weakness to leg; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent lumbar fracture.

1

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

fall; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; The patient has acute or chronic back
pain.; The patient has none of the above

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

fracture in lumbar spine from a motor vehicle
accidet; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; Trauma or recent injury; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; It is not known if the patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.

1

Approval

Approval

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

George is a 62 y.o. male who presents to clinic
with complaints of low back pain x months but
getting worse. Has taken aleve which helps
some. Pain lower back with radiation into
bilateral legs. Also has had incontinence urine
for some time..; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
above
Had surgery in Sept 16, for cyst. Is having pain
and it is increasing.; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
above

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

has a spinal tumor that could be metastatic. he
has a tumor in his T spine already; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is not a
hematologist/ oncologist.

Approval

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

history of multiple disc herniations; This study
is being ordered for something other than:
known trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 4-18-2013; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; chronic
pain&#x0D; shooting pain down both arms and
legs&#x0D; neck pain&#x0D; tenderness on
palpation; pain management
Imaging will be used to evaluate for probable
pars defects and areas of inflammation for
steroid injections; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
1/6/17; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; persistant pain in back.
Spondylolisthesis L5-S1; Physical therapy and
medications.
Injections, surgery, HEP, heat, none has helped,
Dr is recommending MRI; The study requested
is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
above

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Left Side tenderness, DROM in Rt. LE,
weakness, neuropathy.; The study requested is
a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back
pain; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; Weakness in rt. LE; The patient does
not have new signs or symptoms of bladder or
bowel dysfunction.; The patient does not have a
new foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent lumbar fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Low back pain abnormal and poor tone,
decreased rom and strength loss which is worse.
pt has been going to physical therapy x 2 weeks;
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; It is not known if there is weakness
or reflex abnormality.; The patient does not
have new signs or symptoms of bladder or
bowel dysfunction.; The patient does not have a
new foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent lumbar fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

low back pain with abnormal findings on xray;
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
There is no evidence of tumor or metastasis on
a bone scan or x-ray.; Suspected Tumor with or
without Metastasis

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

LOWER BACK PAIN AND RADICULOPATHY.
ABNORMAL EMG/NCV.; The study requested is
a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Neurological deficits; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is weakness.;
PROXIMAL WEAKNESS TO THE POINT PT.
WOULD HAVE TROUBLE COMING UP OFF THE
FLOOR.; The patient does not have new signs or
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The
patient does not have a new foot drop.; There is
not x-ray evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.
Lumbar back pain radiating to RLE with
numbness, tingling.; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; ; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent lumbar fracture.

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

MEMBER FELL DOWN THE STAIRS , TRAUMA ,
MEMEBER GIVEN NARCO FOR PAIN; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient
has acute or chronic back pain.; The patient has
none of the above

1

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

n.a; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; The patient has acute or chronic back
pain.; The patient has none of the above

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

new neuropathy to lumbar area to palpation;
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is no weakness or reflex
abnormality.; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent lumbar fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

NONE GIVEN; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; It is unknown if the patient has
acute or chronic back pain.; This procedure is
being requested for None of the above

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

None.; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; Weakness in
LE.; The patient does not have new signs or
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The
patient does not have a new foot drop.; There is
not x-ray evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

None; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient
does not have new or changing neurologic signs
or symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has not seen the
doctor more then once for these symptoms.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

none; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient
does not have new or changing neurologic signs
or symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has not directed conservative
treatment for the past 6 weeks.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Numbness down both arms and legs; This study
is being ordered for something other than:
known trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 03/08/2016; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Pain;
Medication

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

On Lumbar MRI that was done the radiologist
stated contrasted MRI's will be needed because
it looks like cancer. So the full spine is needing
to be scanned with contrast to determine if it is
truly cancer.; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 4 exams are
being ordered.

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

on patient's last mri (9-1-16) it showed L5S1
disc space narrowing with mild disc bulge.
patient is requesting referral to neurosurgery
and new mri is required for appointment.; The
study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute
or Chronic back pain; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is no weakness or reflex abnormality.;
The patient does not have new signs or
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The
patient does not have a new foot drop.; There is
not x-ray evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Ongoing pain low back and going down left leg
CT in early May shows Bulging disc L4-L5, L5-S1,
patient reports ongoing persistent worsening of
pain. Patient has had steroid, antiinflammatories, and pain medication with no
improvement in symptoms. Has pen; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; The patient does not have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
The patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.;
The patient has seen the doctor more then once
for these symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has not completed 6 weeks of
physical therapy?; The patient has been treated
with medication.; other medications as listed.;
The patient has not completed 6 weeks or more
of Chiropractic care.; The physician has directed
a home exercise program for at least 6 weeks.;
The home treatment did include exercise,
prescription medication and follow-up office
visits.; Patient has been doing at home stretches
as tolerated.; pentazocine&#x0D;
tramadol&#x0D; cyclobenzaprine

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

pain in lumbar that radiates down legs and in
neck that burns and radiates to L shoulder.
Currently taking Robaxin with no improvement.
Has tried rest, NSAID, muscle relaxer, stretching
and ROM techniques with no improvement in
pain. Progressively worseni; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient
has acute or chronic back pain.; The patient has
none of the above

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Pain radiates down left leg to the ankle, fells
like she has a knot in her back, constant pain;
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has not directed conservative
treatment for the past 6 weeks.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

pain radiating to the buttocks and legs; tingling;
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is no weakness or reflex
abnormality.; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent lumbar fracture.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Pain radiating to the legs &amp; the legs go
weak, numb, &amp; burn. Leg strengthening is
4 out of 5. Painful lumbar movement.; The
study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The
patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has none of the above
pain with numbness of the legs; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient
has acute or chronic back pain.; The patient has
none of the above

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

pain; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is no weakness or reflex
abnormality.; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent lumbar fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient began experiencing low back pain to
the left of midline, which radiates full length of
left leg again. He has seen Dr. Krishnan and had
two epidurals with significant improvement.
Straight leg raise positive on left.; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient
has acute or chronic back pain.; The patient has
none of the above

1

Approval

Approval

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient complains of low back pain. Reason for
visit: Pain. The discomfort is most prominent in
the lower thoracic spine and in the lower
lumbar spine. He characterizes it as constant.
The pain level between 1 and 10 is a 6. This is a
chronic problem; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
above

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

patient continues to have weakness, both legs,
numbness of and on in the right leg, also neck
pain and headaches. Home exercise program
has not helped; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 02/09/2017; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Positive for weakness (both legs), numbness (off
and on in right leg; 2/9/17, patient seen, given
Neurontin, home exercises to to do, patient
rechecked 5/10/17, still no improvement,
patient having continued problem.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient cpntinues with Low back pain radiating
into right leg. She has tried pain medication,
NSAIDS and muscle relaqxers and doesn't feel
better. She has had xrays showing degenerative
changes in the lumbar spine; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient
has acute or chronic back pain.; The patient has
none of the above

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

patient did physical therapy; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is weakness.; patient can not stand up
straight; The patient does not have new signs or
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The
patient does not have a new foot drop.; There is
not x-ray evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient has a unidentified nodule on her back
and complains of LBP unrelieved with steroids,
NSAID's, and rest and it is progressively getting
worse.; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; The patient has acute or chronic back
pain.; The patient has none of the above

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

patient has completed 2 weeks of physical
therapy and has been taking anti inflamatories
for one month. patient was also given a Medrol
dose pack 1 month ago. they have not provided
any relief.; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or chronic
back pain.; The patient has none of the above

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient has lower back pain with right lower
extremity radiculopathy and has tried
conservative measures such as rest, physical
therapy, NSAIDS with little to no relief. Pain is
aggravated by movement and position.; The
study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute
or Chronic back pain; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is no weakness or reflex abnormality.;
The patient does not have new signs or
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The
patient does not have a new foot drop.; There is
not x-ray evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient has pain radiating from right buttock
region around side of hip to right anterolaterial
thigh. Foot and Leg numbness.; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient
has acute or chronic back pain.; The patient has
none of the above
patient has radiculopathy; The study requested
is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
above

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient is complaining of bilateral leg pain and
edema.; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; The patient does NOT have acute or
chronic back pain.; This procedure is being
requested for None of the above

Approval

1

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

patient is having chronic low back pain that is
worsening. She complains of numbness and
tingling of her left leg. Three toes are
completely numb.; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Neurological deficits; The
patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.; The physician has not directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.
Patient is having low back pain with right side
pain going down into buttocks.; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient
has acute or chronic back pain.; The patient has
none of the above

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient is having sciatica that is keeping her
from walking. Pain medication in not working
and patient is in extreme pain.; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient
has acute or chronic back pain.; The patient has
none of the above

Approval

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient is needing to see a NEUROSURGEON
but needs NEW MRI; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; In 2014 MRI
LUMBAR shows microfractures and pinched
nerves.; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Radicular pain bilateral
buttock and thigh. Worse on Right buttocks. He
is READY to see a surgeon NOW; Patient has
tried several medications including Tramadol,
Norco and Medrol dose pack

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient presents for follow-up; reports
continued worsening lower back pain with
radiation along right groin and down leg and
into foot. Reports intermittent weakness to
right leg causing his leg to want to "give out" on
him causing him to fall; reports x; This study is
being ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; Patient presents for followup; reports continued worsening lower back
pain with radiation along right groin and down
leg and into foot. Reports intermittent
weakness to right leg causing his leg to want to
"give out" on him causing him to fall; reports x;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Patient presents for follow-up; reports
continued worsening lower back pain with
radiation along right groin and down leg and
into foot. Reports intermittent weakness to
right leg causing his leg to want to "give out" on
him causing him to fall; reports x; patient taking
Gabapentin and Tramadol with mild relief

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient states burning numbness pain in mid
lower back moving into hips and down both
legs.; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient
does not have new or changing neurologic signs
or symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has not directed conservative
treatment for the past 6 weeks.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient to be evaluated for low back pain. The
discomfort is most prominent in the lower
lumbar spine. This radiates to the neck and
shoulders. He characterizes it as constant,
intermittent, and severe. This is a chronic, but
intermittent problem with; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 2-3 MONTHS; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; BACK PAIN,
SHOULDER PAIN, JOINT STIFFNESS, NECK PAIN,;
PHYSICAL THERAPY, ICY HOT, ANTIINFLAMMATORY, PAIN MEDS,

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

PATIENT WAS PREVIOUSLY DIAGNOSED BY DR
QUEENY WITH A HERNIATED DISC. PATIENT
COMPLETED 6 WEEKS PHYSICAL THERAPY WITH
NO RELIEF OF PAIN; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Neurological deficits; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is reflex
abnormality.; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent lumbar fracture.; STRAIGHT LEG RAISE
BILATERAL 45 DEGREE, WEAKNESS IN BILATERAL
LEGS WITH PAIN RADIATING DOWN BOTH LEGS

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

physical therapy mri 2012 showed problems /
PT nsaid and muscle relaxer steroids; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; The patient does not have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
The patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.;
The patient has seen the doctor more then once
for these symptoms.; It is not known if the
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Physical therapy recommended more studies,
had x-ray's; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or chronic
back pain.; The patient has none of the above

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Plain films show joint space narrowing and
degeneration. Possible candidate for hip
replacement surgery; This study is being
ordered for Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.;
First seen for this condition in 2016; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Servere/worsening right hip and low back pain;
Chiropractic treatment, Insaids, antiinflammatories, steroid injections in the joint

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

pt /18 visits and hasn't helped , radiating pain
into hip and right leg; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is reflex
abnormality.; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent lumbar fracture.; 1 plus at right knee and
2 plus at left knee
pt C/O HEADACHES; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
above

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

pt had numbness and tingling in l foot.; The
study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The
patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has none of the above

Approval

1

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Pt had surgery, with no pain afterwards, now
having pain after 6 months, R/O nerve
intrapment, and possible new fraction; The
study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute
or Chronic back pain; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is reflex abnormality.; The patient does
not have new signs or symptoms of bladder or
bowel dysfunction.; The patient does not have a
new foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent lumbar fracture.; Achilles reflexes are 0
on the right side, and 2plus on the left side.
positive SLR on the right, and Achilles reflex on
the right

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

pt has been currently falling d/t no feeling in
her legs; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient
does not have new or changing neurologic signs
or symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has not
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?; The
patient has been treated with medication.; It is
not known was medications were used in
treatment.; The patient has not completed 6
weeks or more of Chiropractic care.; It is not
known if the physician has directed a home
exercise program for at least 6 weeks.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Pt has known herniated discs from MRI in 2015.
Back pain is worsening so will need an updated
MRI to decide next step in treatment.; The
study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute
or Chronic back pain; The patient does not have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
The patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.;
The patient has seen the doctor more then once
for these symptoms.; The physician has not
directed conservative treatment for the past 6
weeks.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Pt has low back pain that radiates to right lower
extremity. She also has some hypersensitivity to
right lower leg at the lower shin area. She had
back surgery about 16 years ago. She has
previously had interventional treatment,
injections, that helped he; The study requested
is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
above

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Pt has spinal stenosis; back pain; they want to
send him to a neurosurgeon and in order to do
that, they need an updated MRI; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; The patient does not have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
The patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.;
The patient has not seen the doctor more then
once for these symptoms.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Pt here today with c/o worsening acne and
irregular periods since birth of child a year ago.
LMP lasted 2 weeks and is sometimes heavy.
She reports that she sometimes passes clots.
She hasn't had excessive cramping, just lengthy
bleeding. She was initiall; The study requested is
a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
above

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

pt is having back pain she went to the ER on
2/18/17 because her back was hurting so bad
she could barely walk. pt said that pain was
more intense and the left side was numb. She
said she did try physical therapy but it didn't
help; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; It is not known if there is weakness
or reflex abnormality.; The patient does not
have new signs or symptoms of bladder or
bowel dysfunction.; The patient does not have a
new foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent lumbar fracture.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

pt went to physical therapy and is actually
doing worse. Taking tramadol and now put on
gabapentin; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is weakness.; pain in
in low back with strait leg test and decreased
rom and strength on left side.wide-based and
irregular gait.Musculoskeletal: Musculoskeletal:
no muscle cramps or swelling in the extremities;
muscle aches and weakness; and
arthralgias/joint pain, ba; The patient does not
have new signs or symptoms of bladder or
bowel dysfunction.; The patient does not have a
new foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent lumbar fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Pt with tenderness and pain with known DDD.
Needing MRI for eval; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is no
weakness or reflex abnormality.; The patient
does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

R/O HERNIATED DISC; This study is being
ordered for Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.; 6
MONTHS AGO; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; LOWER BACK AND NECK
PAIN, STIFFNESS, RIGHT ARM AND SHOULDER
WEAKNESS AND PAIN; STERIODS, ANTIINFLAMMATORY, PHYSICAL THERAPY
reoccurrence of Abscess; The study requested
is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
above

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Saddle Anesthesia.; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; Motorcycle accident
3/18/2017; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Myelopathic, lower
extremity numbness, pain. Paresthesias over
buttock/sacral area; pt had surgery
thoracolumbar fusion T12-L4

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

see scanned info; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
05/15/2015; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Lower back pain post
nerve burning&#x0D; numbness in hands
radiating from neck&#x0D; bilateral hand
weakness; anti-inflammatory&#x0D; Steroid
injections&#x0D; nerve burning&#x0D; Narcotic
Pain Rxs&#x0D; At home physical therapy
exercises

1

Approval

Approval

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

since this is ambetter and a double study is
requested, will go to review. will just fax notes.;
This study is being ordered for trauma or injury.;
2 MONTHS AGO; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; since this is ambetter and
a double study is requested, will go to review.
will just fax notes.; IBUPROFEN, PAIN MEDS,
REST

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The Pt has low back pain, sciatica, numbness in
left leg.; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is no weakness or reflex
abnormality.; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent lumbar fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; It is not known if
the patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?

3

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; It is not known if
the patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has not completed 6 weeks of
physical therapy?; The patient has been treated
with medication.; other medications as listed.;
The patient has completed 6 weeks or more of
Chiropractic care.;
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; It is not known if
the patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has not completed 6 weeks of
physical therapy?; The patient has been treated
with medication.; the patient was treated with a
facet joint injection.
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient does have a new foot
drop.

1

1

16

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient does have new signs or
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The
patient does not have a new foot drop.

10

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; It is not known if the patient has a
new foot drop.; There is x-ray evidence of a
recent lumbar fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
foot drop.; There is x-ray evidence of a recent
lumbar fracture.

3

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?

28

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has not
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?; The
patient has been treated with medication.; the
patient was treated with a facet joint injection.

2

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has not
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?; The
patient has been treated with medication.; The
patient was treated with an Epidural.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Follow-up to Surgery or Fracture within the last
6 months; The patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There
has not been a recurrence of symptoms
following surgery.; The patient does not have
new signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
foot drop.; There is x-ray evidence of a recent
lumbar fracture.; The patient been not been
seen by or is not the ordering physician an
oncologist, neurologist, neurosurgeon, or
orthopedist.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
The patient does have a new foot drop.

4

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
The patient does have new signs or symptoms
of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; It is not
known if the patient has a new foot drop.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
The patient does have new signs or symptoms
of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient
does not have a new foot drop.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
The patient does not have new signs or
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The
patient does not have a new foot drop.; There is
x-ray evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Neurological deficits; The patient does not have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
The patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.;
The patient has seen the doctor more then once
for these symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?

2

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
None of the above; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; The
patient does have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
not have a new foot drop.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient does NOT have acute or chronic
back pain.; The patient has Neurological
abnormalities; This procedure is being
requested for Trauma or recent injury

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient does NOT have acute or chronic
back pain.; The patient has Symptoms or x-ray
evidence of a recent fracture; This procedure is
being requested for Trauma or recent injury

3

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient does NOT have acute or chronic
back pain.; This procedure is being requested
for Follow-up to surgery or fracture within the
last 6 months; The patient is experiencing new
or changing symptoms.; It is unknown if the
patient has been seen by or if the ordering
physician a neuro-specialist, orthopedist, or
oncologist.

1

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient does NOT have acute or chronic
back pain.; This procedure is being requested
for Known or suspected infection or abscess

1

Approval

Approval

Approval

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient does NOT have acute or chronic
back pain.; This procedure is being requested
for Neurologic deficits
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has 6 weeks of completed conservative
care in the past 3 months or had a spine
injection
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has an Abnormal nerve study involving
the lumbar spine
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has an Abnormal x-ray indicating a
significant abnormality

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has completed Treatment with a facet
joint or epidural injection in the past 6 weeks

8

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has Neurological deficit(s)

393

7

514

7

161

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has 6 weeks of completed conservative
care in the past 3 months or had a spine
injection; The patient has 6 weeks of completed
conservative care in the past 3 months or had a
spine injection

2

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Trauma or recent injury; It is not known if the
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; The patient has had back
pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the
doctor more then once for these symptoms.;
The physician has directed conservative
treatment for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Trauma or recent injury; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
The patient does have new signs or symptoms
of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; It is not
known if the patient has a new foot drop.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

the x-ray of her back was read as a possible
defect at L5; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
NOT had back pain for over 4 weeks.
Toradol injection gave mild relief; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient
has acute or chronic back pain.; The patient has
none of the above

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown.; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or chronic
back pain.; The patient has none of the above

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown.; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; back pain,
radiculopathy, also some bladder dysfunction;
pt has tried 6 weeks of chiropractor, also has
tried several pain relieving medications

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is reflex
abnormality.; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; It is not known if the patient has a
new foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent lumbar fracture.; decreases sensation of
left lower extremities reflex, abnormal deep
tendon reflexes

1

Approval

Approval

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is weakness.; burning
sensation radiating down both legs; The patient
does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Unknown; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is weakness.; Patient
is complaining of weakness and numbness
found bilateral in legs and feet.; The patient
does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Unknown; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is weakness.;
Weakness of R lower extremity; The patient
does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
not seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.

1

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; It
is not known if the patient has completed 6
weeks of physical therapy?; The patient has
been treated with medication.; The patient was
treated with oral analgesics.; It is not known if
the patient has completed 6 weeks or more of
Chiropractic care.; It is not known if the
physician has directed a home exercise program
for at least 6 weeks.

1

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; It is unknown if the patient has
acute or chronic back pain.; This procedure is
being requested for None of the above

1

Approval

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

unknown; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Neurological deficits; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is reflex abnormality.; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.; Limited
range of motion , Straight leg raise on left side.
Failed conservative treatment.

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Unknown; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or chronic
back pain.; The patient has none of the above
unknown; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; approximately January
16,2017; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Pt has back pain. Xrays
shows DDD, osteophytes and scoliosis in
thoracic region.; PT has attended physical
therapy.

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; This study is being ordered for
Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.; unknown;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; pain in the neck and back that is
uncontroled by meds.; they have been to
physical therapy and have tried
antiinflamoatory meds at this time.

Approval

1

2

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 08/25/2016;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Thoracic back pain, and lumbar
radiculopathy; Medications and at home PT

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 10/2016; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Pain, tenderness, weakness, limited ROM,
radiculopathy, low back pain; Medications,
Nsaids and PT

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 12/14/2016;
There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; Mid back pain, w/
radiculopathy affecting right lower extremity

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 2 years ago;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Patient can hardly move; 3 weeks of
home exercise, progressively worse

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Unknown; This study is being ordered for
trauma or injury.; 3/15/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Neck
Pain&#x0D; Headache&#x0D; Limited
ROM&#x0D; Increased Lumbar Back Pain&#x0D;
hx of Degenerative Disc Disease to Lumbar area;
Anti-inflammatory Medication&#x0D; Muscle
Relaxer Medication&#x0D; Rest&#x0D; Heat /
Ice

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

X Ray performed revealed compression fracture
at L1 level, and a vertebral body wedge at the
C5 level.; This study is being ordered for trauma
or injury.; Unknown; It is not known if there has
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
Patient has pain in shoulder, neck, and back.
C/O knot in the back of his neck.

1

General/Family
Practice
General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval
Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST
72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Xrays showed severe degenerative changes at
L5/S1 and L4/5 with osteophyte formation and
decreased disc space.; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Neurological deficits; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is weakness.; Patient
had palpable tenderness in the right lumbar
paraspinals and into the right buttock. Right
pateller deep tendon reflex is diminished
compared to the left. Positive SLRT on the
right.; The patient does not have new signs or
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The
patient does not have a new foot drop.; There is
not x-ray evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1
2

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The patient has painful
hematuria.; The patient has not had an IVP.;
This study is being ordered due to hematuria.;
This is a request for a Pelvis CT.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for known tumor, cancer, mass, or rule-out
metastasis.; "The ordering physician is NOT an
oncologist, urologist, gynecologist,
gastroenterologist or surgeon or PCP ordering
on behalf of a specialist who has seen the
patient."; This study is being ordered for initial
staging.; This is a request for a Pelvis CT.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

General/Family
Practice

Approval

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

General/Family
Practice

Approval

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for some other reason than the choices given.;
This is a request for a Pelvis CT.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
; This study is being ordered as a follow-up to
trauma.; "The ordering physician is a
gastroenterologist, urologist, gynecologist, or
surgeon or PCP ordering on behalf of a specialist
who has seen the patient."; This is a request for
a Pelvis CT.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered as pre-operative
evaluation.; "The ordering physician is an
oncologist, urologist, gynecologist,
gastroenterologist or surgeon or PCP ordering
on behalf of a specialist who has seen the
patient."; This is a request for a Pelvis CT.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

General/Family
Practice

Approval

1

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered because of a
suspicious mass/ tumor.; "The patient has NOT
had a pelvic ultrasound, barium, CT, or MR
study."; This is a request for a Pelvis CT.; There
are documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered due to known or
suspected infection.; "The ordering physician is
a surgeon, gynecologist, urologist,
gastroenterologist, or infectious disease
specialist or PCP ordering on behalf of a
specialist who has seen the patient."; This is a
request for a Pelvis CT.; Yes this is a request for
a Diagnostic CT

1

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered due to known or
suspected infection.; "The ordering physician is
NOT a surgeon, gynecologist, urologist,
gastroenterologist, or infectious disease
specialist or PCP ordering on behalf of a
specialist who has seen the patient."; "There are
physical findings or abnormal blood work
consistent with peritonitis, pelvic inflammatory
disease, or appendicitis."; This is a request for a
Pelvis CT.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

5.3 unusual pelvic mass noted on the MRI LSpine from 6-16-17 and it was recommended
that CT be ordered; This study is being ordered
because of a suspicious mass/ tumor.; "The
patient has had a pelvic ultrasound, barium, CT,
or MR study."; This is a request for a Pelvis CT.;
There are documented physical findings
(painless hematuria, etc.) consistent with an
abdominal mass or tumor.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

1

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

abnormal ultrasound; This study is being
ordered for some other reason than the choices
given.; This is a request for a Pelvis CT.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

At office visit on 5-24-17 pt was treated for UTI
with Hematuria. Ultrasound of ABD/Pelvis with
contrast done on 5-25-17 with abnormal
findings.; This study is being ordered because of
a suspicious mass/ tumor.; "The patient has had
a pelvic ultrasound, barium, CT, or MR study.";
This is a request for a Pelvis CT.; There are
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

CT Pelvis was recommended by Radiology for
more in depth f/u.; This study is being ordered
due to known or suspected infection.; "The
ordering physician is a surgeon, gynecologist,
urologist, gastroenterologist, or infectious
disease specialist or PCP ordering on behalf of a
specialist who has seen the patient."; This is a
request for a Pelvis CT.; Yes this is a request for
a Diagnostic CT

1

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

DR HAS FOUND AB OBSTRUCTION IN THE
PELVIC AREA AND HE'S TRYING TO DETERMINE
WHATS GOING ON. MEDICATION DOESN'T
SEEM TO BRING DOWN SWELLING; This study is
being ordered for some other reason than the
choices given.; This is a request for a Pelvis CT.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

He has severe scrotum swelling with induration,
redness, and fluids seeping but no open areas.;
This study is being ordered due to organ
enlargement.; There is no ultrasound or plain
film evidence of a pelvic organ enlargement.;
This is a request for a Pelvis CT.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

IMPRESSION: &#x0D; 1. Area of signal
abnormality in the S2 segment which could
represent an atypical hemangioma. I would
recommend CT of the pelvis with sagittal and
coronal images, and coronal reformats in the
plane of the sacrum without contrast for further
; This study is being ordered because of a
suspicious mass/ tumor.; "The patient has had a
pelvic ultrasound, barium, CT, or MR study.";
This is a request for a Pelvis CT.; There are NO
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

intermittent dull pain. On exam rt inguinal
hernia present.; This study is being ordered for
some other reason than the choices given.; This
is a request for a Pelvis CT.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

1

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

is having severe pelvic pain and lower back
pain. Was Sexually Assaulted; This study is being
ordered as a follow-up to trauma.; "The
ordering physician is a gastroenterologist,
urologist, gynecologist, or surgeon or PCP
ordering on behalf of a specialist who has seen
the patient."; This is a request for a Pelvis CT.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

It is suspected by both Dr. Vanderburg and the
urologist he spoke with that the patient may
have a hernia that did not show up on the
ultrasound.; This study is being ordered as a
follow-up to trauma.; There is NO laboratory or
physical evidence of a pelvic bleed.; There are
no physical or abnormal blood work consistent
with peritonitis or pelvic abscess.; There is NO
physical or radiological evidence of a pelvic
fracture.; "The ordering physician is not a
gastroenterologist, urologist, gynecologist, or
surgeon or PCP ordering on behalf of a specialist
who has seen the patient."; This is a request for
a Pelvis CT.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Large cyst in the pelvis of unknown etiology
pushing on the bladder; This study is being
ordered for known tumor, cancer, mass, or ruleout metastasis.; It is not known if the ordering
physician is an oncologist, urologist,
gynecologist, gastroenterologist or surgeon or
PCP ordering on behalf of a specialist who has
seen the patient.; This study is being ordered for
initial staging.; This is a request for a Pelvis CT.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

N/A; This study is being ordered because of a
suspicious mass/ tumor.; "The patient has NOT
had a pelvic ultrasound, barium, CT, or MR
study."; This is a request for a Pelvis CT.; There
are documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient has been having rectal pain possible
perirectal abscess. Patient has firm swelling at
the inferior part of anal orifice.; This study is
being ordered because of a suspicious mass/
tumor.; "The patient has NOT had a pelvic
ultrasound, barium, CT, or MR study."; This is a
request for a Pelvis CT.; There are NO
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

PATIENT HAS HAD LOWER ABDOMINAL PAIN X
ONE MONTH WITH DYSURIA AND HEMATURIA.;
The patient has painful hematuria.; The patient
has not had an IVP.; This study is being ordered
due to hematuria.; This is a request for a Pelvis
CT.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

PELVIC PAIN, ABNORMAL UTERINE BLEEDING,
HISTORY OF OVARIAN CYSTS.; This study is being
ordered because of a suspicious mass/ tumor.;
"The patient has had a pelvic ultrasound,
barium, CT, or MR study."; This is a request for a
Pelvis CT.; There are documented physical
findings (painless hematuria, etc.) consistent
with an abdominal mass or tumor.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Severe left hip pain, narrowing of the hips,
arthritic changes; This study is being ordered for
some other reason than the choices given.; This
is a request for a Pelvis CT.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

1

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Severe RLQ pain with nausea, hx of
hysterectomy and appendectomy.; This study is
being ordered due to known or suspected
infection.; "The ordering physician is NOT a
surgeon, gynecologist, urologist,
gastroenterologist, or infectious disease
specialist or PCP ordering on behalf of a
specialist who has seen the patient."; "There are
physical findings or abnormal blood work
consistent with peritonitis, pelvic inflammatory
disease, or appendicitis."; This is a request for a
Pelvis CT.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

TESTICULAR/PELVIC PAIN; This study is being
ordered for some other reason than the choices
given.; This is a request for a Pelvis CT.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

trying to find out how big the abcess is and how
deep it goes.; This study is being ordered due to
known or suspected infection.; "The ordering
physician is a surgeon, gynecologist, urologist,
gastroenterologist, or infectious disease
specialist or PCP ordering on behalf of a
specialist who has seen the patient."; This is a
request for a Pelvis CT.; Yes this is a request for
a Diagnostic CT

1

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

ultrasound showed a mass and MD wants a CT;
The patient is not undergoing active treatment
for cancer.; This study is being ordered for
known tumor, cancer, mass, or rule-out
metastasis.; "The ordering physician is an
oncologist, urologist, gynecologist,
gastroenterologist or surgeon or PCP ordering
on behalf of a specialist who has seen the
patient."; This study is not being ordered for
initial staging.; The patient is presenting new
signs (e.g. lab findings or imaging) or
symptoms.; This is a request for a Pelvis CT.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Ultrasound was inconclusive so recommended
CT; This study is being ordered because of a
suspicious mass/ tumor.; "The patient has had a
pelvic ultrasound, barium, CT, or MR study.";
This is a request for a Pelvis CT.; There are
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; This study is being ordered because
of a suspicious mass/ tumor.; "The patient has
had a pelvic ultrasound, barium, CT, or MR
study."; This is a request for a Pelvis CT.; There
are documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

UNKNOWN; This study is being ordered due to
known or suspected infection.; "The ordering
physician is NOT a surgeon, gynecologist,
urologist, gastroenterologist, or infectious
disease specialist or PCP ordering on behalf of a
specialist who has seen the patient."; "There are
active, clinical findings or endoscopic findings of
Crohn's disease, ulcerative colitis, or
diverticulitis."; "Caller does not know if there
are physical findings or abnormal blood work
consistent with peritonitis, pelvic inflammatory
disease, or appendicitis."; This is a request for a
Pelvis CT.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

UNKNOWN; This study is being ordered for
trauma or injury.; APRIL 13TH; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
HIP PAIN AND HEAD CONTUSION FROM A FALL
4 DAYS AGO.

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

General/Family
Practice

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

will fax in all clinical.; This study is being
ordered due to known or suspected infection.;
"The ordering physician is NOT a surgeon,
gynecologist, urologist, gastroenterologist, or
infectious disease specialist or PCP ordering on
behalf of a specialist who has seen the patient.";
"There are NO active, clinical findings or
endoscopic findings of Crohn's disease,
ulcerative colitis, or diverticulitis."; "There are
no radiographical or ultrasound findings
consistent with abnormal fluid collection, pelvic
abscess, pelvic inflammation or ascites."; "There
are no physical findings or abnormal blood work
consistent with peritonitis, pelvic inflammatory
disease, or appendicitis."; This is a request for a
Pelvis CT.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT
&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a Pelvis
MRI.; The request is not for any of the listed
indications.

72196 MRI PELVIS

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; years; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Chronic pain radiating to bilateral legs Back pain
Decrease range of motion; PT Tramadol Steroid
injections

General/Family
Practice

Approval

1

2

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.; 8 weeks
ago; There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; vomiting, diarrhea, vomiting feces;
been to the er

1

72196 MRI PELVIS

due to an injury last April where the patient had
hematoma that got infected and drained.
symptons have returned and doctor is
concerned that he has another
hematoma/abcess that is possible gone into his
bones; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; 04/2016; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; back, pelvis pain,
numbness and tingling; antibiotics

1

72196 MRI PELVIS

Known Mass shown on US.; This is a request for
a Pelvis MRI.; The study is being ordered for
something other than suspicion of tumor, mass,
neoplasm, metastatic disease, PID, abscess,
Evaluation of the pelvis prior to surgery or
laparoscopy, Suspicion of joint or bone infect

1

72196 MRI PELVIS

none; This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; Surgery
is not planned for within 30 days.; The study is
being ordered for Evaluation of the pelvis prior
to surgery or laparoscopy.

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

General/Family
Practice

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

patient had a abnormal bone scan; This is a
request for a Pelvis MRI.; The patient had
previous abnormal imaging including a CT, MRI
or Ultrasound.; An abnormality was found in
something other than the bladder, uterus or
ovary.; The study is being ordered for suspicion
of tumor, mass, neoplasm, or metastatic
disease.
Patient has a 6.2 ovarian cyst on her left side
with a family history of cancer.; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of the
studies being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.

72196 MRI PELVIS

Patient has been on steroids, pelvic ultrasound
was normal, in pain and do not know why; This
is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The request is not
for any of the listed indications.

General/Family
Practice

Approval

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

Patient presents for follow-up; reports
continued worsening lower back pain with
radiation along right groin and down leg and
into foot. Reports intermittent weakness to
right leg causing his leg to want to "give out" on
him causing him to fall; reports x; This study is
being ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; Patient presents for followup; reports continued worsening lower back
pain with radiation along right groin and down
leg and into foot. Reports intermittent
weakness to right leg causing his leg to want to
"give out" on him causing him to fall; reports x;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Patient presents for follow-up; reports
continued worsening lower back pain with
radiation along right groin and down leg and
into foot. Reports intermittent weakness to
right leg causing his leg to want to "give out" on
him causing him to fall; reports x; patient taking
Gabapentin and Tramadol with mild relief

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice
General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

Patient states that she fell down the stairs six
months ago. She developed tailbone discomfort
after sitting and a little after standing up for the
past three months. Symptoms are
worsening.Pain is now occurring when sitting
and standing, not just when ge; This is a request
for a Pelvis MRI.; The study is being ordered for
pelvic trauma or injury.; This is an evaluation of
the tail bone (coccyx).

1

72196 MRI PELVIS

Pt has had a pelvic xray and lumbar spine xrays.
Historical pelvic xray suggests a follow up MRI.
Pt still c/o pain in low back. Went through
physical therapy, has taken Naproxen for pain,
states minimal relief.; This is a request for a
Pelvis MRI.; The study is being ordered for pelvic
trauma or injury.; This is an evaluation of
something other than the pelvic gurdle, sacrum
or the tail bone (coccyx).

1

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

right adrenal mass and right adnexal mass
noted on previous exams, follow up MRI was
recommended; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; September 2016;
There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; abdominal pain
This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The request
is for pelvic trauma or injury.

1
3

General/Family
Practice

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

General/Family
Practice

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS
73200 CT ARM OR
UPPER EXTREMITY

General/Family
Practice
General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The request
is for suspicion of joint or bone infection.
This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The request
is for suspicion of tumor, mass, neoplasm, or
metastatic disease?
unknown; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; approximately January
16,2017; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Pt has back pain. Xrays
shows DDD, osteophytes and scoliosis in
thoracic region.; PT has attended physical
therapy.

3

11

1
3

73200 CT ARM OR
UPPER EXTREMITY

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; It is not known
if there has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; &lt; Describe primary symptoms here or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

2

73200 CT ARM OR
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity,
shoulder, scapula, elbow, hand, or wrist joint
CT.; There is a history of upper extremity joint
or long bone trauma or injury.

2

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

73200 CT ARM OR
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity,
shoulder, scapula, elbow, hand, or wrist joint
CT.; There is a history of upper extremity joint
or long bone trauma or injury.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

7

73200 CT ARM OR
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity,
shoulder, scapula, elbow, hand, or wrist joint
CT.; There is not a history of upper extremity
joint or long bone trauma or injury.; This is not a
preoperative or recent postoperative
evaluation.; There is not suspicion of upper
extremity neoplasm or tumor or metastasis.;
There is not suspicion of upper extremity bone
or joint infection.; The ordering physician is not
an orthopedist or rheumatologist.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

73200 CT ARM OR
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity,
shoulder, scapula, elbow, hand, or wrist joint
CT.; There is not a history of upper extremity
joint or long bone trauma or injury.; This is not a
preoperative or recent postoperative
evaluation.; There is suspicion of upper
extremity neoplasm or tumor or metastasis.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

2

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

73220 MRI UPPER
EXTREMITY , ENTIRE
EXTREMITY, NOT A
JOINT

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
11/2016; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; &lt; Describe primary
symptoms here - or Type In Unknown If No Info
Given &gt;; &lt; Describe treatment /
conservative therapy here - or Type In Unknown
If No Info Given &gt;

1

73220 MRI UPPER
EXTREMITY , ENTIRE
EXTREMITY, NOT A
JOINT

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given.; This study is being ordered for
trauma or injury.; &lt; Enter date of initial onset
here - or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;;
There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; &lt; Describe primary
symptoms here - or Type In Unknown If No Info
Given &gt; Paink,

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

73220 MRI UPPER
EXTREMITY , ENTIRE
EXTREMITY, NOT A
JOINT
73220 MRI UPPER
EXTREMITY , ENTIRE
EXTREMITY, NOT A
JOINT

Pt was pulling and twisting. Heard a load pop
and had excruciating pain. &#x0D; Decreased
rom, pain. Doctor needs mri to evaluate extent
of bicep tear.; This study is being ordered for
trauma or injury.; 06/03/2017; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
upper arm and elbow pain&#x0D; sharp&#x0D;
constant. &#x0D; definite injury&#x0D; twisting
motion&#x0D; &#x0D; Symptoms improve
temporarily after pain medications.

1

The request is for an upper extremity non-joint
MRI.; This is a preoperative or recent
postoperative evaluation.

8

73220 MRI UPPER
EXTREMITY , ENTIRE
EXTREMITY, NOT A
JOINT

The request is for an upper extremity non-joint
MRI.; This is not a preoperative or recent
postoperative evaluation.; There is not
suspicion of upper extremity neoplasm or tumor
or metastasis.; There is no suspicion of upper
extremity bone or soft tissue infection.; The
ordering physician is not an orthopedist.; There
is a history of upper extremity trauma or injury.

6

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

73220 MRI UPPER
EXTREMITY , ENTIRE
EXTREMITY, NOT A
JOINT

The request is for an upper extremity non-joint
MRI.; This is not a preoperative or recent
postoperative evaluation.; There is not
suspicion of upper extremity neoplasm or tumor
or metastasis.; There is no suspicion of upper
extremity bone or soft tissue infection.; The
ordering physician is not an orthopedist.; There
is not a history of upper extremity trauma or
injury.

Approval

73220 MRI UPPER
EXTREMITY , ENTIRE
EXTREMITY, NOT A
JOINT

Approval

73220 MRI UPPER
EXTREMITY , ENTIRE
EXTREMITY, NOT A
JOINT

The request is for an upper extremity non-joint
MRI.; This is not a preoperative or recent
postoperative evaluation.; There is not
suspicion of upper extremity neoplasm or tumor
or metastasis.; There is suspicion of upper
extremity bone or soft tissue infection.
The request is for an upper extremity non-joint
MRI.; This is not a preoperative or recent
postoperative evaluation.; There is suspicion of
upper extremity neoplasm or tumor or
metastasis.

73220 MRI UPPER
EXTREMITY , ENTIRE
EXTREMITY, NOT A
JOINT

Unknown; This study is being ordered for
Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.; Unknown;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Bilateral hand pain/tenderness/joint
enlargement; Prednisone, Decadron, Flexeril,
Celebrex, Hydrocodone, Percocet, Tramadol

Approval

2

9

3

2

General/Family
Practice
General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval
Approval

Approval

Approval

73220 MRI UPPER
EXTREMITY , ENTIRE
EXTREMITY, NOT A
JOINT
73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 04/11/2017;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; patient is having wrist and hand pain,
can not hold anything with right hand, and
numbness and tingling running up right wrist;
patient has had steroid injection, anti
inflammatory.

1
4

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The requested study is a
Shoulder MRI.; The pain is described as chronic;
The request is for shoulder pain.; It is not known
if the physician has directed conservative
treatment for the past 6 weeks.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The requested study is a
Shoulder MRI.; The study is not requested for
any of the standard indications for Knee MRI; It
is not known if the study is requested for
shoulder pain.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; It is not known
if there has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; &lt; Describe primary symptoms here or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

2

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
11/2016; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; &lt; Describe primary
symptoms here - or Type In Unknown If No Info
Given &gt;; &lt; Describe treatment /
conservative therapy here - or Type In Unknown
If No Info Given &gt;

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
5/24/2017; There has not been any treatment
or conservative therapy.; Patient has left
shoulder pain with decrease range of motion,
having lower back pain w/radiation to both legs.
Muscle weakness, joint pain, gait disturbance.
&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; ; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; ; otc Nsaids
and heat

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 1/19/2017; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; Pain;
Home PT, Steroids, Injections, Medications

2

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; this problem happened in
2005; There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; patient is having muscle spasms
tenderness in both shoulder joints pain with
motion; patient had PT, insets and muscle
relaxers , heat and ice , home exercise program

1

Approval

Approval

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

General/Family
Practice

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

General/Family
Practice

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given.; This study is being ordered for
trauma or injury.; &lt; Enter date of initial onset
here - or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;;
There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; &lt; Describe primary
symptoms here - or Type In Unknown If No Info
Given &gt; Paink,
; The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The
pain is described as chronic; The request is for
shoulder pain.; The physician has not directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.
; The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The
pain is from a recent injury.; Surgery or
arthrscopy is not scheduled in the next 4
weeks.; The request is for shoulder pain.; There
is a suspicion of tendon, ligament, rotator cuff
injury or labral tear.
; The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The
pain is from an old injury.; The request is for
shoulder pain.; The physician has not directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.
; The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The
pain is not from a recent injury, old injury,
chronic pain or a mass.; The request is for
shoulder pain.

1

1

2

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 12/01/2016; There has not been any
treatment or conservative therapy.; Pain in bilateral shoulders, unable to lift objects, loss of
strength/grip in left arm

2

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

ABNORMAL X-RAY OF RIGHT WRIST; The pain is
not from a recent injury, old injury, chronic pain
or a mass.; This request is for a wrist MRI.; This
study is requested for evalutation of wrist pain.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

degenerative disease lumbar spine with OA,
unresponsive to muscle relaxers and opiates,
sees pain mgmt, R shoulder pain unresponsive
to rest ice gentle massage and medications as
listed. Rt shoulder pain onset after neck
surgery.; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; Pt was first seen at our
Clinic on 4-16-16 and had complaints of back
pain at that time. Pt reported having DDD. For
the right shoulder pain I have documentation
from 3-20-2017 during an office visit with
Neurosurgereon.; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Acute right shoulder pain
and decreased ROM. Back pain with radiation
down both legs.; Pain Management. Pt has tried
taking opiates and muscle relaxants. Rest, ice
and massage and medications as listed.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Elbow pain noted. This is the right elbow. The
initial onset was 3 months ago. The location of
the discomfort is deep. It radiates to the
shoulder. She describes the pain as constant
and aching. Patient has had oral steriods and a
steroid shot. Pt s; The requested study is a
Shoulder MRI.; The pain is described as chronic;
The request is for shoulder pain.; The physician
has directed conservative treatment for the
past 6 weeks.; The patient has not completed 6
weeks of physical therapy?; The patient has
been treated with medication.; The patient has
not completed 6 weeks or more of Chiropractic
care.; It is not known if the physician has
directed a home exercise program for at least 6
weeks.; The patient received oral analgesics.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

EXTREMITIES: Left SHOULDER EFFUSION
moderate to large, with crepitus and cracking
over extremes of flexion and extension.
Rotation is painful and range of motion is
limited partially due to capsular tendon
secondary to the SHOULDER effusion.&#x0D;
&#x0D; ; The requested study is a Shoulder
MRI.; The pain is from a recent injury.; Surgery
or arthrscopy is not scheduled in the next 4
weeks.; The request is for shoulder pain.; There
is a suspicion of tendon, ligament, rotator cuff
injury or labral tear.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

limited ROM and tenderness (posterior left
shoulder); he is not able to fully range his left
shoulder passively and actively due to pain. left
popeye mm apparent.&#x0D; Pt was working
out of town in Conway and seeing an
Orthopedic physican there but now wants ; The
requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The pain is
from an old injury.; The request is for shoulder
pain.; The physician has directed conservative
treatment for the past 6 weeks.; It is not known
if the patient has completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?; The patient has been treated with
medication.; It is not known if the patient has
completed 6 weeks or more of Chiropractic
care.; The physician has directed a home
exercise program for at least 6 weeks.; It is not
known if the The home treatment included
exercise, prescription medication and follow-up
office visits.; The patient received oral
analgesics.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

limited ROM; This study is being ordered for
trauma or injury.; last year; It is not known if
there has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; cyst, pain of shoulder and neck

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

None; The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.;
The pain is from a recent injury.; Surgery or
arthrscopy is not scheduled in the next 4
weeks.; The request is for shoulder pain.; There
is a suspicion of tendon, ligament, rotator cuff
injury or labral tear.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Pain has not been relieved by AntiInflammatory medication.; The requested study
is a Shoulder MRI.; The pain is not from a recent
injury, old injury, chronic pain or a mass.; The
request is for shoulder pain.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Patient has been having right shoulder pain for
7-8/ months, no known injury, pt has tried
Physical therapy which made pain worse, she
has been using NSAIDS.; The requested study is
a Shoulder MRI.; The pain is described as
chronic; The request is for shoulder pain.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; It is not known if the
patient has completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?; The patient has been treated with
medication.; The patient has not completed 6
weeks or more of Chiropractic care.; The
physician has not directed a home exercise
program for at least 6 weeks.; The patient
received oral analgesics.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Patient states that she tore rotator cuff 4-5
years ago. Patient states severe unrelenting
pain and can not sleep because of pain waking
her.; The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.;
The pain is from an old injury.; The request is for
shoulder pain.; The physician has not directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Patient to be evaluated for low back pain. The
discomfort is most prominent in the lower
lumbar spine. This radiates to the neck and
shoulders. He characterizes it as constant,
intermittent, and severe. This is a chronic, but
intermittent problem with; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 2-3 MONTHS; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; BACK PAIN,
SHOULDER PAIN, JOINT STIFFNESS, NECK PAIN,;
PHYSICAL THERAPY, ICY HOT, ANTIINFLAMMATORY, PAIN MEDS,

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

pt c/o (R) shoulder pain-states "sometimes it
feels like it hangs". pt has history of fracture of
humerous years ago. pain in shoulder increases
with movement. Abnormal xray suggested MRI
for further evaluation.; The requested study is a
Shoulder MRI.; The pain is not from a recent
injury, old injury, chronic pain or a mass.; The
request is for shoulder pain.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Pt was pulling and twisting. Heard a load pop
and had excruciating pain. &#x0D; Decreased
rom, pain. Doctor needs mri to evaluate extent
of bicep tear.; This study is being ordered for
trauma or injury.; 06/03/2017; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
upper arm and elbow pain&#x0D; sharp&#x0D;
constant. &#x0D; definite injury&#x0D; twisting
motion&#x0D; &#x0D; Symptoms improve
temporarily after pain medications.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Pt. has been doing physical therapy and her
range of motion has decreased since starting
physical therapy. Pt. also is having more pain
since starting physical therapy.; The requested
study is a Shoulder MRI.; The pain is described
as chronic; The request is for shoulder pain.;
The physician has directed conservative
treatment for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has
not completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?;
The patient has been treated with medication.;
The patient has not completed 6 weeks or more
of Chiropractic care.; The physician has directed
a home exercise program for at least 6 weeks.;
The home treatment did not include exercise,
prescription medication and follow-up office
visits.; Pt. was given dexamethasone 4 mg and
depo-medrol 40mg injection on 5-3-17. Pt. was
also given Mobic 7.5mg to take once daily.; The
patient recevied medication other than joint
injections(s) or oral analgesics.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

r/o tendonitis and a slap injury; This study is
being ordered for trauma or injury.; 2015; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
SLAP INJURY, CANNOT RAISE ARMS WITHOUT
DISCOMPORT AND INFERING WITH PATIENTS
SLEEP; PHYSICAL THEARPY

2
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Approval
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Right shoulder: He exhibits decreased range of
motion (unable to abduct past 45 degrees.
Positive shoulder drop when passively abducted
to 90 degrees.), pain and decreased strength.
He exhibits no crepitus.&#x0D; Shoulder Injury
&#x0D; The right shoulder is affe; The requested
study is a Shoulder MRI.; The pain is from a
recent injury.; Surgery or arthrscopy is not
scheduled in the next 4 weeks.; The request is
for shoulder pain.; There is a suspicion of
tendon, ligament, rotator cuff injury or labral
tear.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

severe shoulder pain that radiates to arm,
elbow and upper back w/numbness running
down her arm to her index finger. pt has been
taking meds and using ice packs; The requested
study is a Shoulder MRI.; The pain is from a
recent injury.; Surgery or arthrscopy is not
scheduled in the next 4 weeks.; The request is
for shoulder pain.; There is a suspicion of
tendon, ligament, rotator cuff injury or labral
tear.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The pain is described as chronic; The member
has failed a 4 week course of conservative
management in the past 3 months.; This is a
request for an elbow MRI; The study is
requested for evaluation of elbow pain.
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The pain is described as chronic; The member
has failed a 4 week course of conservative
management in the past 3 months.; This request
is for a wrist MRI.; This study is requested for
evalutation of wrist pain.
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; "The
caller indicated the study was not ordered for:
Known or Suspicious Mass or Tumor with or
without metastasis, Known or suspected Joint
Infection, Aseptic Necrosis, Trauma, Chronic
Pain, or Pre or Post operative evaluation.";

4

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; "The
caller indicated the study was not ordered for:
Known or Suspicious Mass or Tumor with or
without metastasis, Known or suspected Joint
Infection, Aseptic Necrosis, Trauma, Chronic
Pain, or Pre or Post operative evaluation."; &lt;
Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If No
Info Given. &gt;
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; "The
caller indicated the study was not ordered for:
Known or Suspicious Mass or Tumor with or
without metastasis, Known or suspected Joint
Infection, Aseptic Necrosis, Trauma, Chronic
Pain, or Pre or Post operative evaluation."; a
month ago patient was picking up some lumbar,
and heard a popping In shoulder. bruising,
decreased mobility, joint tenderness, and
swelling.
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; "The
caller indicated the study was not ordered for:
Known or Suspicious Mass or Tumor with or
without metastasis, Known or suspected Joint
Infection, Aseptic Necrosis, Trauma, Chronic
Pain, or Pre or Post operative evaluation.";
Acute Pain, weakness to left side, can't reach
over head, pt came in on 3/3/2017 and placed
meloxicam, steroid injection, left should quad
uncomfortable to range of motion to humerus,
surgery on shoulder in recent past. Job requires
pushing and pulling of

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; "The
caller indicated the study was not ordered for:
Known or Suspicious Mass or Tumor with or
without metastasis, Known or suspected Joint
Infection, Aseptic Necrosis, Trauma, Chronic
Pain, or Pre or Post operative evaluation.";
constant jt pain; numbness/tingling in hand; hx
shoulder spur
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; "The
caller indicated the study was not ordered for:
Known or Suspicious Mass or Tumor with or
without metastasis, Known or suspected Joint
Infection, Aseptic Necrosis, Trauma, Chronic
Pain, or Pre or Post operative evaluation.";
injury over 72 hours ago
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; "The
caller indicated the study was not ordered for:
Known or Suspicious Mass or Tumor with or
without metastasis, Known or suspected Joint
Infection, Aseptic Necrosis, Trauma, Chronic
Pain, or Pre or Post operative evaluation."; joint
laxity with positive apprehension on downward
force on left upper ext. Appears in pain with
abduction and internal rotation. Tender along
anterior Left glenohumeral joint and AC joint as
well as superiorposterior joint. Positive cross
over test.
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; "The
caller indicated the study was not ordered for:
Known or Suspicious Mass or Tumor with or
without metastasis, Known or suspected Joint
Infection, Aseptic Necrosis, Trauma, Chronic
Pain, or Pre or Post operative evaluation."; Left
arm guarding. Symmetry of size and contour of
all shoulder structures. Left arm abducted to
only 20 degrees with weakness and pain. Empty
can test unable to perform. Codman's sign
(Drop Arm Sign) unable to perform of the left
arm. unable to perform
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; "The
caller indicated the study was not ordered for:
Known or Suspicious Mass or Tumor with or
without metastasis, Known or suspected Joint
Infection, Aseptic Necrosis, Trauma, Chronic
Pain, or Pre or Post operative evaluation.";
lesion
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; "The
caller indicated the study was not ordered for:
Known or Suspicious Mass or Tumor with or
without metastasis, Known or suspected Joint
Infection, Aseptic Necrosis, Trauma, Chronic
Pain, or Pre or Post operative evaluation.";
localized pain in shoulders described as constant
and burning has tried heat and antiinflammatories
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; "The
caller indicated the study was not ordered for:
Known or Suspicious Mass or Tumor with or
without metastasis, Known or suspected Joint
Infection, Aseptic Necrosis, Trauma, Chronic
Pain, or Pre or Post operative evaluation.";
PATIENT COMPLAINS OF LEFT SHOULDER PAIN.
HE DESCRIBES IT AS MODERATE IN SEVERITY,
CONSTANT, AND DULL. NOTHING SEEMS TO
ALLEVIATE THE PAIN. DISCOMFORT INCREASES
WITH NONSPECIFIC ARM MOVEMENT.
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; "The
caller indicated the study was not ordered for:
Known or Suspicious Mass or Tumor with or
without metastasis, Known or suspected Joint
Infection, Aseptic Necrosis, Trauma, Chronic
Pain, or Pre or Post operative evaluation.";
Patient has 8 days of left shoulder pain,
evaluated 4 days ago in ER. Normal x-ray,
decreased muscle strength and pain with any
range of motion.
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; "The
caller indicated the study was not ordered for:
Known or Suspicious Mass or Tumor with or
without metastasis, Known or suspected Joint
Infection, Aseptic Necrosis, Trauma, Chronic
Pain, or Pre or Post operative evaluation.";
Patient was working out on 5/19/17 and felt a
rip in the right side of his chest. He feels
tightness in his shoulder when he flexes. He has
tried to treat with Tylenol with little relief. On
exam patient has bruising on anterior shoulder
and tenderness to
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; "The
caller indicated the study was not ordered for:
Known or Suspicious Mass or Tumor with or
without metastasis, Known or suspected Joint
Infection, Aseptic Necrosis, Trauma, Chronic
Pain, or Pre or Post operative evaluation.";
persistent pain in the left shoulder area mainly
in the armpit area since early April, non
responsive to medication. Nerve Conduction
study is normal. Patient is having parenthesis,
all fingers involved. Continues to have left chest
wall, axilla, shoulder
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; "The
caller indicated the study was not ordered for:
Known or Suspicious Mass or Tumor with or
without metastasis, Known or suspected Joint
Infection, Aseptic Necrosis, Trauma, Chronic
Pain, or Pre or Post operative evaluation."; Pt
injured rotator cuff and has undergone 6 weeks
of physical therapy
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; "The
caller indicated the study was not ordered for:
Known or Suspicious Mass or Tumor with or
without metastasis, Known or suspected Joint
Infection, Aseptic Necrosis, Trauma, Chronic
Pain, or Pre or Post operative evaluation."; Pt.
complains of severe left shoulder pain, has been
going on for about 3 days and she did not sleep
good at all because of the pain. Complains pain
in left shoulder that seems to be getting worse
as time goes on. It will often swell and is
severely painf
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; "The
caller indicated the study was not ordered for:
Known or Suspicious Mass or Tumor with or
without metastasis, Known or suspected Joint
Infection, Aseptic Necrosis, Trauma, Chronic
Pain, or Pre or Post operative evaluation."; R
shoulder pain, fell from ladder Continues to
have pain. Tried nsaids with no relief
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; "The
caller indicated the study was not ordered for:
Known or Suspicious Mass or Tumor with or
without metastasis, Known or suspected Joint
Infection, Aseptic Necrosis, Trauma, Chronic
Pain, or Pre or Post operative evaluation.";
rotator cuff tear.
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UPPER EXTREMITY

General/Family
Practice

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; "The
caller indicated the study was not ordered for:
Known or Suspicious Mass or Tumor with or
without metastasis, Known or suspected Joint
Infection, Aseptic Necrosis, Trauma, Chronic
Pain, or Pre or Post operative evaluation."; Rule
out tear or injury to ligaments or muscles.
The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; It is not known if the patient has
completed and failed a course of conservative
treatment.;

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; It is not known if the patient has
completed and failed a course of conservative
treatment.; &lt; Enter answer here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given. &gt;
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; It is not known if the patient has
completed and failed a course of conservative
treatment.; patient has right shoulder pain
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Approval
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; It is not known if the patient has
completed and failed a course of conservative
treatment.; Patient is a 51-year-old, male who
presented for a second opinion in regards to the
persistent pain at the left shoulder. The patient
has history of pain for around 2 years, he
underwent surgery in May 2016 with a previous
MRI that showed high-grade part
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; It is not known if the patient has
completed and failed a course of conservative
treatment.; pt is having worsening shoulder
pain. pt has hx of surgery to this shoulder. pt
stated it has been separating.
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; It is not known if the patient has
completed and failed a course of conservative
treatment.; Shoulder pain noted. He complains
of left shoulder pain. The location of the pain is
deep. It radiates to the neck. The pain initially
started one week ago. The apparent
precipitating event was PT WAS PUTTING HIS
ARM AROUND WIFE. He describes it as
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; It is not known if the patient has
completed and failed a course of conservative
treatment.; Shoulder pain, Right, tenderness
(moderately at the right bicipital groove. ROM
of the right shoulder is decreased to 45 degrees.
Strength is decreased on empty can test and
external rotation against resistance but normal
or drop arm test at the right. Pa

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; It is not known if the patient has
completed and failed a course of conservative
treatment.; Shoulder:Right&#x0D; Inspection:
no swelling or redness, no atropy&#x0D;
Strength:normal in biceps, triceps, deltoids,
rotator cuff&#x0D; Palpation:no tenderness on
subdeltoid bursa&amp;bicipital tendon. No pain
with palpation. &#x0D; Supraspinatus
Test:painful to abduct arm bey
The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has completed and failed a
course of conservative treatment of at least 4
weeks.; The ordering physician is an
orthopedist.
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has completed and failed a
course of conservative treatment of at least 4
weeks.; The ordering physician is not an
orthopedist.; The patient has a documented
limited range of motion on physical
examination.; It is not known if there is
documented findings of severe pain on motion.
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has completed and failed a
course of conservative treatment of at least 4
weeks.; The ordering physician is not an
orthopedist.; The patient has a documented
limited range of motion on physical
examination.; There is no documented findings
of severe pain on motion.
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has completed and failed a
course of conservative treatment of at least 4
weeks.; The ordering physician is not an
orthopedist.; There is documented findings of
severe pain on motion.
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Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has completed and failed a
course of conservative treatment of at least 4
weeks.; There are no documented findings of
crepitus.; There are no documented findings of
swelling.; The ordering physician is not an
orthopedist.; ; The patient is NOT experiencing
joint locking or instability.; The patient does not
have a documented limited range of motion on
physical examination.; There is no documented
findings of severe pain on motion.
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has completed and failed a
course of conservative treatment of at least 4
weeks.; There are no documented findings of
crepitus.; There are no documented findings of
swelling.; The ordering physician is not an
orthopedist.; Candidate for steroid injection tramadol not working for patient; The patient is
NOT experiencing joint locking or instability.;
The patient does not have a documented
limited range of motion on physical
examination.; There is no documented findings
of severe pain on motion.
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Approval

Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has not completed and failed
a course of conservative treatment of at least 4
weeks.;

3

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has not completed and failed
a course of conservative treatment of at least 4
weeks.; &lt; Enter answer here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given. &gt;
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has not completed and failed
a course of conservative treatment of at least 4
weeks.; 1 week of completed conservative
treatment. x-ray done 03/30/17, abnormal.
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has not completed and failed
a course of conservative treatment of at least 4
weeks.; Acute pain of right shoulder &#x0D;
History / Dx: shoulder injury w/exercise&#x0D;
Duration of Symptoms: Start: 05/05/2017
&#x0D; Physical Exam Findings: decreased
mobility, pain with manipulation&#x0D;
Preliminary Procedures X-rays
&#x0D;
Already Completed: Procedure D
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Approval

Approval
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has not completed and failed
a course of conservative treatment of at least 4
weeks.; c/o left shoulder pain for several
months that is worsened after taking a new job
with repetitive pull/turn motion. positive lift off
test and positive neer's test. failed conservative
tx - nsaids. injections and rest
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has not completed and failed
a course of conservative treatment of at least 4
weeks.; decreased range of motion in right
shoulder, unable to elevate past 40 degrees,
tender
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has not completed and failed
a course of conservative treatment of at least 4
weeks.; Enter answer here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info&#x0D; &#x0D; PATIENT
HAD MVA ABOUT 8 MO AGO. WAS HIT IN REAR
AND HAD SOME PAIN IN SHOULDER AND SOME
NECK STIFFNESS BUT NOT ENOUGH SHE
THOUGHT TO REQUIRE MEDICAL ATTENTION.
SHE IS NOW PAIN THAT IS MORE SEVERE
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has not completed and failed
a course of conservative treatment of at least 4
weeks.; l shoulder pain; weak; can't sleep at
night; can't lift
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has not completed and failed
a course of conservative treatment of at least 4
weeks.; left hand grip weak, numbness and
tingling in left hand and fingers, drops objects.
shoulder dislocates spontaniously on occaison.
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has not completed and failed
a course of conservative treatment of at least 4
weeks.; Mr Hensley is a 40 year old male who
complains of left shoulder pain. Left shoulder
He presents with pain, tingling, numbness and
stiffness on the left side. He states that the
symptoms have been acute traumatic and
began 7 years ago. He indicates the
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has not completed and failed
a course of conservative treatment of at least 4
weeks.; Ms Mitchell is a 25 year old female who
is here for a follow up of. The problem is
worse.&#x0D; The patient stated that she
started to be concerned after the visit and she
went to ER because of extension of the pain to
the shoulder and the chest. She was rul
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has not completed and failed
a course of conservative treatment of at least 4
weeks.; PAIN IN HAND WEAKNESS
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has not completed and failed
a course of conservative treatment of at least 4
weeks.; patient had x-ray 11/2016 which
showed acute non-displaced fracture of
shoulder and patient is still in pain
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has not completed and failed
a course of conservative treatment of at least 4
weeks.; PATIENT HAS A DEFORMITY OR
CALCIFICATION OER THE ROTATOR CUFF AREA.
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has not completed and failed
a course of conservative treatment of at least 4
weeks.; Pt cannot pick up arm or move it
without severe pain. Tenderness along the
anterior shoulder and deltoid area. The drop
arm test is positive. There is severe decrease in
ROM to internal and external rotation with pain.
There is barely any abduction of
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has not completed and failed
a course of conservative treatment of at least 4
weeks.; Pt complaining of shooting pains to
right shoulder x 6 months to 1 year. She denies
injury. She has had an xray to her right shoulder.
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has not completed and failed
a course of conservative treatment of at least 4
weeks.; pt has had ongoing pain to left
shoulder, limited ROM, has been told surgery
will be required to correct it
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has not completed and failed
a course of conservative treatment of at least 4
weeks.; Pt has had PT for 3 weeks, trauma in
August 2016 (bicycle wreck), PT is increasing
pain instead of helping it. Pt is trying several
medications that are also not helping w/ pain.
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has not completed and failed
a course of conservative treatment of at least 4
weeks.; Right shoulder pain, loss of range of
motion, has previous surgery
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has not completed and failed
a course of conservative treatment of at least 4
weeks.; Stable reduction of right glenohumeral
articulation. Grade 2 right acromioclavicular
separation.
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has not completed and failed
a course of conservative treatment of at least 4
weeks.; The patient is scheduled to see
Orthopedic next week for this complaint and
PCP wants the exam prior to that appointment
for evaluation.
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has not completed and failed
a course of conservative treatment of at least 4
weeks.; Unknown

2

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has not completed and failed
a course of conservative treatment of at least 4
weeks.; We have discussed at great length the
findings at the physical examination, imaging
studies and the differential diagnosis as well.
My recommendation is as follows:&#x0D; #1 I
am considering that it is important to rule out
rotator cuff tear full-thickness wi
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has not completed and failed
a course of conservative treatment of at least 4
weeks.; xray done that was abnormal. right
shoulder pain.
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to trauma within past 72
hours.; The patient has had recent plain films of
the shoulder.; The plain films were normal.; It is
not known if the patient is experiencing joint
locking or instability.; The patient has a
documented limited range of motion on
physical examination.
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Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to trauma within past 72
hours.; The patient has had recent plain films of
the shoulder.; The plain films were normal.; The
patient is experiencing joint locking or
instability.
The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to trauma within past 72
hours.; The patient has had recent plain films of
the shoulder.; The plain films were normal.; The
patient is NOT experiencing joint locking or
instability.; The patient has a documented
limited range of motion on physical
examination.

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to trauma within past 72
hours.; The patient has had recent plain films of
the shoulder.; The plain films were normal.;
There are no documented findings of crepitus.;
There are documented findings of swelling.; The
patient is NOT experiencing joint locking or
instability.; The patient does not have a
documented limited range of motion on
physical examination.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to trauma within past 72
hours.; The patient has had recent plain films of
the shoulder.; The plain films were not normal.

5

Approval

Approval

9

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to trauma within past 72
hours.; The patient has had recent plain films of
the shoulder.; The results of the plain films is
not known.; The patient is experiencing joint
locking or instability.
The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to trauma within past 72
hours.; The patient has not had recent plain
films of the shoulder.; pain unable to move arm
back and forth, unable to lift arm, checking
rotator cuff
The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered for pre-operative evaluation; This
study is being ordered prior to arthroscopic
surgery.; chronic shoulder pain. lumbar disc
disorder
The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered for suspicious
mass/tumor/metastasis.; The patient has had
recent plain films of the shoulder.; The plain
films were not normal.

2

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered for suspicious
mass/tumor/metastasis.; There are no physical
findings (palpabel mass) of a suspicious mass or
known primary site of cancer.; The patient has
not had a recent bone scan.; The patient has
had recent plain films of the shoulder.; The plain
films were normal.; . "Rick" presents with low
back pain. This radiates to the right posterior
thigh, right calf, and right foot. He
characterizes it as constant and stabbing. He
states that the current episode of pain started
months ago. The event which precipitated th;
The patient has not had a recent CT of the
shoulder.

1

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
is being ordered for known/suspected joint
infection.; The patient has not had a recent
bone scan.; The patient has not had a recent
ultrasound of the shoulder.; The plain films
were normal.; There are documented physical
or laboratory findings of a joint infection.; The
patient has not had a recent CT of the shoulder.

1

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
is being ordered for known/suspected joint
infection.; The plain films were not normal.

1

Approval

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The
pain is described as chronic; The request is for
shoulder pain.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; It
is not known if the patient has completed 6
weeks of physical therapy?; The patient has
been treated with medication.; The patient
recevied joint injection(s).

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The
pain is described as chronic; The request is for
shoulder pain.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?

11

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The
pain is described as chronic; The request is for
shoulder pain.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has not completed 6 weeks of
physical therapy?; The patient has been treated
with medication.; The patient recevied joint
injection(s).

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The
pain is from an old injury.; The request is for
shoulder pain.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?

8

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The
pain is from an old injury.; The request is for
shoulder pain.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has not completed 6 weeks of
physical therapy?; The patient has been treated
with medication.; The patient recevied joint
injection(s).

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The
requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study being
ordered due to non-acute or chronic pain.;
Study being ordered due to non-acute or
chronic pain.; The patient has completed and
failed a course of conservative treatment of at
least 4 weeks.; The patient has completed and
failed a course of conservative treatment of at
least 4 weeks.; The ordering physician is not an
orthopedist.; The ordering physician is not an
orthopedist.; There is documented findings of
severe pain on motion.; There is documented
findings of severe pain on motion.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Therapist believes that pt could have a tear.;
This study is being ordered for trauma or injury.;
2/27/17; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Pain and numbness.;
Patient has had physical therapy and the
therapist is recommending a MRI.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There has has been a history of
significant trauma, dislocation or injury to the
joint within the past 6 weeks.; The patient does
have an abnormal plain film study of the joint.

7

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There has has been a history of
significant trauma, dislocation or injury to the
joint within the past 6 weeks.; The patient does
not have an abnormal plain film study of the
joint.; The patient has been treated with and
failed a course of four weeks of supervised
physical therapy.

2

General/Family
Practice

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There has has been a history of
significant trauma, dislocation or injury to the
joint within the past 6 weeks.; The patient does
not have an abnormal plain film study of the
joint.; The patient has not been treated with
and failed a course of four weeks of supervised
physical therapy.; The patient does not have a
documented limitation of their range of
motion.; The patient has not experienced pain
for greater than six weeks.; The patient has
been treated with anti-inflammatory
medication in conjunction with this complaint.;
This study is not being ordered by an operating
surgeon for pre-operative planning.

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There has has been a history of
significant trauma, dislocation or injury to the
joint within the past 6 weeks.; The patient does
not have an abnormal plain film study of the
joint.; The patient has not been treated with
and failed a course of four weeks of supervised
physical therapy.; The patient has a
documented limitation of their range of
motion.; The patient has experienced pain for
greater than six weeks.; The patient has been
treated with anti-inflammatory medication in
conjunction with this complaint.

2

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There has has been a history of
significant trauma, dislocation or injury to the
joint within the past 6 weeks.; The patient does
not have an abnormal plain film study of the
joint.; The patient has not been treated with
and failed a course of four weeks of supervised
physical therapy.; The patient has a
documented limitation of their range of
motion.; The patient has not experienced pain
for greater than six weeks.; The patient has
been treated with anti-inflammatory
medication in conjunction with this complaint.;
This study is not being ordered by an operating
surgeon for pre-operative planning.

4

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There is no history of significant
trauma, dislocation or injury to the joint within
the past 6 weeks.; The patient does have an
abnormal plain film study of the joint.; The
patient has been treated with and failed a
course of four weeks of supervised physical
therapy.

2

General/Family
Practice

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There is no history of significant
trauma, dislocation or injury to the joint within
the past 6 weeks.; The patient does have an
abnormal plain film study of the joint.; The
patient has not been treated with and failed a
course of four weeks of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient has a documented
limitation of their range of motion.; The patient
has experienced pain for greater than six
weeks.; The patient has been treated with antiinflammatory medication in conjunction with
this complaint.

2

General/Family
Practice

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There is no history of significant
trauma, dislocation or injury to the joint within
the past 6 weeks.; The patient does have an
abnormal plain film study of the joint.; The
patient has not been treated with and failed a
course of four weeks of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient has a documented
limitation of their range of motion.; The patient
has not experienced pain for greater than six
weeks.; The patient has been treated with antiinflammatory medication in conjunction with
this complaint.; This study is not being ordered
by an operating surgeon for pre-operative
planning.

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There is no history of significant
trauma, dislocation or injury to the joint within
the past 6 weeks.; The patient does not have an
abnormal plain film study of the joint.; The
patient has been treated with and failed a
course of four weeks of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient has a documented
limitation of their range of motion.; The patient
has experienced pain for greater than six
weeks.; The patient has been treated with antiinflammatory medication in conjunction with
this complaint.
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General/Family
Practice

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There is no history of significant
trauma, dislocation or injury to the joint within
the past 6 weeks.; The patient does not have an
abnormal plain film study of the joint.; The
patient has not been treated with and failed a
course of four weeks of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient does not have a
documented limitation of their range of
motion.; The patient has not experienced pain
for greater than six weeks.; The patient has
been treated with anti-inflammatory
medication in conjunction with this complaint.;
This study is not being ordered by an operating
surgeon for pre-operative planning.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There is no history of significant
trauma, dislocation or injury to the joint within
the past 6 weeks.; The patient does not have an
abnormal plain film study of the joint.; The
patient has not been treated with and failed a
course of four weeks of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient has a documented
limitation of their range of motion.; The patient
has experienced pain for greater than six
weeks.; The patient has been treated with antiinflammatory medication in conjunction with
this complaint.; This study is being ordered by
the operating surgeon for pre-operative
planning.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does not have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There has has been a history of
significant trauma, dislocation or injury to the
joint within the past 6 weeks.; The patient does
have an abnormal plain film study of the joint.

2

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does not have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There has has been a history of
significant trauma, dislocation or injury to the
joint within the past 6 weeks.; The patient does
not have an abnormal plain film study of the
joint.; The patient has been treated with and
failed a course of four weeks of supervised
physical therapy.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does not have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There has has been a history of
significant trauma, dislocation or injury to the
joint within the past 6 weeks.; The patient does
not have an abnormal plain film study of the
joint.; The patient has not been treated with
and failed a course of four weeks of supervised
physical therapy.; The patient does not have a
documented limitation of their range of
motion.; The patient has experienced pain for
greater than six weeks.

2

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does not have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There has has been a history of
significant trauma, dislocation or injury to the
joint within the past 6 weeks.; The patient does
not have an abnormal plain film study of the
joint.; The patient has not been treated with
and failed a course of four weeks of supervised
physical therapy.; The patient has a
documented limitation of their range of motion.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does not have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There is no history of significant
trauma, dislocation or injury to the joint within
the past 6 weeks.; The patient does have an
abnormal plain film study of the joint.; The
patient has been treated with and failed a
course of four weeks of supervised physical
therapy.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does not have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There is no history of significant
trauma, dislocation or injury to the joint within
the past 6 weeks.; The patient does have an
abnormal plain film study of the joint.; The
patient has not been treated with and failed a
course of four weeks of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient has a documented
limitation of their range of motion.

2

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does not have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There is no history of significant
trauma, dislocation or injury to the joint within
the past 6 weeks.; The patient does not have an
abnormal plain film study of the joint.; The
patient has been treated with and failed a
course of four weeks of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient does not have a
documented limitation of their range of
motion.; The patient has experienced pain for
greater than six weeks.

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does not have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There is no history of significant
trauma, dislocation or injury to the joint within
the past 6 weeks.; The patient does not have an
abnormal plain film study of the joint.; The
patient has not been treated with and failed a
course of four weeks of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient does not have a
documented limitation of their range of
motion.; The patient has experienced pain for
greater than six weeks.; The patient has not
been treated with anti-inflammatory
medication in conjunction with this complaint.;
This study is not being ordered by an operating
surgeon for pre-operative planning.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does not have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There is no history of significant
trauma, dislocation or injury to the joint within
the past 6 weeks.; The patient does not have an
abnormal plain film study of the joint.; The
patient has not been treated with and failed a
course of four weeks of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient has a documented
limitation of their range of motion.; The patient
has experienced pain for greater than six
weeks.; The patient has been treated with antiinflammatory medication in conjunction with
this complaint.; This study is not being ordered
by an operating surgeon for pre-operative
planning.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

unknown; The pain is from a known mass.; It is
unknown if a diagnosis of Mass, Tumor, or
Cancer has been established.; The patient has
had recent plain films, bone scan or ultrasound
of the knee.; The imaging studies were not
abnormal; This request is for a wrist MRI.; This
study is requested for evalutation of wrist pain.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice
General/Family
Practice

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Approval

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 04/11/2017;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; patient is having wrist and hand pain,
can not hold anything with right hand, and
numbness and tingling running up right wrist;
patient has had steroid injection, anti
inflammatory.
x-ray was done 6/21/2017 that showed Grade 1
Seperation C Joint.; The requested study is a
Shoulder MRI.; The pain is from an old injury.;
The request is for shoulder pain.; The physician
has not directed conservative treatment for the
past 6 weeks.
; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ;

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

Patient had complaint of ankle sprain 3/28/17
visit and had been present for 3 weeks. Ankle
has been swollen, pain located left ankle outer
aspect and is moderate, throbbing and hurts
when puts weight on it.; This is a request for a
Lower Extremity CT.; This is not a preoperative
or recent postoperative evaluation.; There is no
suspicion of a lower extremity neoplasm, tumor
or metastasis.; There is no suspicion of lower
extremity bone or joint infection.; There is not a
history of lower extremity joint or long bone
trauma or injury.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

This is a request for a foot CT.; "There is a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; There
is a history of new onset of severe pain in the
foot within the last two weeks.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

4

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

This is a request for a foot CT.; "There is not a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; There
is not a history of new onset of severe pain in
the foot within the last two weeks.; The patient
has an abnormal plain film study of the foot
other than arthritis.; The patient has a
documented limitation of their range of
motion.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

This is a request for a foot CT.; The patient has
not used a cane or crutches for greater than
four weeks.; "There is not a history (within the
past six weeks) of significant trauma,
dislocation, or injury to the foot."; There is a
suspected tarsal coalition.; There is a history of
new onset of severe pain in the foot within the
last two weeks.; The patient has an abnormal
plain film study of the foot other than arthritis.;
The patient has not been treated with and failed
a course of supervised physical therapy.; The
patient has been treated with anti-inflammatory
medications in conjunction with this complaint.;
This is not for pre-operative planning.; The
patient does not have a documented limitation
of their range of motion.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

This is a request for a hip CT.; This study is not
being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic CT.;
There is a suspected infection of the hip.; "There
is a history (within the last six months) of
significant trauma, dislocation, or injury to the
hip."; There is not a suspicion of AVN.; The
patient had an abnormal plain film study of the
hip other than arthritis.; The patient has a
documented limitation of their range of
motion.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

This is a request for a hip CT.; This study is not
being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic CT.;
There is a suspected infection of the hip.; The
patient has been treated with and failed a
course of supervised physical therapy.; "There is
no a history (within the last six months) of
significant trauma, dislocation, or injury to the
hip."; There is not a suspicion of AVN.; The
patient had an abnormal plain film study of the
hip other than arthritis.; The patient has used a
cane or crutches for greater than four weeks.;
The patient has a documented limitation of
their range of motion.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

This is a request for a hip CT.; This study is not
being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic CT.;
There is a suspected infection of the hip.; The
patient has not been treated with and failed a
course of supervised physical therapy.; There is
not a mass adjacent to or near the hip.; "There
is no a history (within the last six months) of
significant trauma, dislocation, or injury to the
hip."; There is not a suspicion of AVN.; The
patient had an abnormal plain film study of the
hip other than arthritis.; The patient has used a
cane or crutches for greater than four weeks.;
The patient has a documented limitation of
their range of motion.; The patient has been
treated with anti-inflammatory medication in
conjunction with this complaint.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

This is a request for a hip CT.; This study is not
being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic CT.;
There is not a suspected infection of the hip.;
"There is a history (within the last six months) of
significant trauma, dislocation, or injury to the
hip."; There is not a suspicion of AVN.; The
patient has a documented limitation of their
range of motion.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

5

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

This is a request for a hip CT.; This study is not
being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic CT.;
There is not a suspected infection of the hip.;
"There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient had an abnormal plain film
study of the hip other than arthritis.; The
patient has a documented limitation of their
range of motion.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

3

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

This is a request for a hip CT.; This study is not
being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic CT.;
There is not a suspected infection of the hip.;
The patient has been treated with and failed a
course of supervised physical therapy.; There is
not a mass adjacent to or near the hip.; "There
is no a history (within the last six months) of
significant trauma, dislocation, or injury to the
hip."; There is a suspicion of AVN.; The patient
does not have an abnormal plain film study of
the hip other than arthritis.; The patient has not
used a cane or crutches for greater than four
weeks.; The patient does not have a
documented limitation of their range of
motion.; The patient has not been treated with
anti-inflammatory medication in conjunction
with this complaint.; This study is not being
ordered by an operating surgeon for preoperative planning.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

Approval

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

This is a request for a hip CT.; This study is not
being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic CT.;
There is not a suspected infection of the hip.;
The patient has not been treated with and failed
a course of supervised physical therapy.; There
is not a mass adjacent to or near the hip.;
"There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient does not have an abnormal
plain film study of the hip other than arthritis.;
The patient has not used a cane or crutches for
greater than four weeks.; The patient does not
have a documented limitation of their range of
motion.; The patient has been treated with antiinflammatory medication in conjunction with
this complaint.; This study is not being ordered
by an operating surgeon for pre-operative
planning.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT
This is a request for a Lower Extremity CT.; This
is a preoperative or recent postoperative
evaluation.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

Approval

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

This is a request for a Lower Extremity CT.; This
is not a preoperative or recent postoperative
evaluation.; There is no suspicion of a lower
extremity neoplasm, tumor or metastasis.;
There is no suspicion of lower extremity bone or
joint infection.; There is a history of lower
extremity joint or long bone trauma or injury.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for a Lower Extremity CT.; This
is not a preoperative or recent postoperative
evaluation.; There is no suspicion of a lower
extremity neoplasm, tumor or metastasis.;
There is suspicion of lower extremity bone or
joint infection.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an ankle CT.; "There is a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the ankle.";
There is a history of new onset of severe pain in
the ankle within the last two weeks.; There is a
suspected tarsal coalition.; The patient has a
documented limitation of their range of
motion.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

Approval

3

1

2

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

Approval

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

Approval

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

Approval

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an ankle CT.; "There is not
a history (within the past six weeks) of
significant trauma, dislocation, or injury to the
ankle."; There is a history of new onset of
severe pain in the ankle within the last two
weeks.; There is not a suspected tarsal
coalition.; The patient has a documented
limitation of their range of motion.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
This is not a preoperative or recent
postoperative evaluation.; There is no suspicion
of a lower extremity neoplasm, tumor or
metastasis.; There is no suspicion of lower
extremity bone or joint infection.; There is a
history of lower extremity joint or long bone
trauma or injury.; This is a request for a Knee
CT; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
This is not a preoperative or recent
postoperative evaluation.; There is no suspicion
of a lower extremity neoplasm, tumor or
metastasis.; There is suspicion of lower
extremity bone or joint infection.; This is a
request for a Knee CT; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
This is not a preoperative or recent
postoperative evaluation.; There is no suspicion
of a lower extremity neoplasm, tumor or
metastasis.; There is suspicion of lower
extremity bone or joint infection.; This is a
request for a Leg CT.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

3

3

1

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

General/Family
Practice

Approval

General/Family
Practice

Approval

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY
73706 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY LOWER
EXTREMITY
73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is not a preoperative or recent
postoperative evaluation.; There is suspicion of
a lower extremity neoplasm, tumor or
metastasis.; This is a request for a Leg CT.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
lower extremity.

9

6

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

"There is a history (within the past six weeks) of
significant trauma, dislocation, or injury to the
foot."; There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.;
There is a history of new onset of severe pain in
the foot within the last two weeks.; This is a
request for bilateral foot MRI.; abnormal x-rays
both feet

2

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a Knee
MRI.; The patient has not had recent plain films
of the knee.; The ordering physician is not an
orthopedist.; Suspected meniscus, tendon, or
ligament injury; Yes, there is a known trauma
involving the knee.; Pain greater than 3 days;
No, patient has not completed and failed a
course of conservative treatment.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a Knee
MRI.; The study is requested for knee pain.; The
pain is from a recent injury.; It is not known if
there is a suspected meniscus, tendon, or
ligament injury.; It is not know if surgery or
arthrscopy is scheduled in the next 4 weeks.; It
is not known if there is a suspicion of fracture
not adequately determinjed by x-ray.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a Knee
MRI.; The study is requested for knee pain.; The
pain is from a recent injury.; There is a suspicion
of a meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury.;
Surgery or arthrscopy is not scheduled in the
next 4 weeks.

2

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a Knee
MRI.; Yes, the patient had a recent ultrasound
of the knee.; The patient has not had recent
plain films of the knee.; There are no physical
findings (palpabel mass) of a suspicious mass or
known primary site of cancer.; The patient has
not had a recent bone scan.; Suspicious Mass or
Suspected Tumor/ Metastasis; Yes, the
ultrasound of the knee was normal.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.; has been
ongoing since age 13; There has not been any
treatment or conservative therapy.; all over
body pain,

1

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 01/17; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; swollen
pain throbbing pain ice/ heat keeps it elevated;
medications pain meds
&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 3/16/17; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; decreased
range of motion; medication, elevation,
crutches

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 3/29/2017; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; pain;
x-rays, rest, heat, ice

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 4 weeks ago; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; Knee
popping and locking; medication

1

Approval

Approval

2

2

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

; This is a request for a foot MRI.; A plain x-ray
of the area been done.; The study is being
ordered forfoot pain.; The study is being
ordered for known or suspected septic arthritis
or osteomyelitis.; The results of the plain film xray were abnormal.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

; This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
has not had recent plain films of the knee.; The
ordering physician is not an orthopedist.;
Suspected meniscus, tendon, or ligament
injury; No, there is no known trauma involving
the knee.; Pain greater than 3 days; No, patient
has not completed and failed a course of
conservative treatment.; It is not known if the
member experience a painful popping,
snapping, or giving away of the knee.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

; This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
has not had recent plain films of the knee.; The
ordering physician is not an orthopedist.;
Suspected meniscus, tendon, or ligament
injury; Yes, there is a known trauma involving
the knee.; Pain greater than 3 days; No, patient
has not completed and failed a course of
conservative treatment.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

; This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
has not had recent plain films of the knee.; The
ordering physician is not an orthopedist.; There
is no supsected meniscus,pre-op or post-op
evaluation,non-acute Chronic Pain,supsected
tumor or Aseptic Necrosis; Pain greater than 3
days; It is not known if patient has completed
and failed a course of conservative treatment.

; This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The study is
requested for knee pain.; The pain is described
as chronic; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has not completed 6 weeks of
physical therapy?; The patient has not been
treated with medication.; The patient has not
completed 6 weeks or more of Chiropractic
care.; The physician has directed a home
exercise program for at least 6 weeks.; It is not
known if the The home treatment included
exercise, prescription medication and follow-up
office visits.
; This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The study is
requested for knee pain.; The pain is from a
recent injury.; There is a suspicion of a
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury.; Surgery
or arthrscopy is not scheduled in the next 4
weeks.

1

1

2

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

; This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The study is
requested for knee pain.; The pain is from an
old injury.; The physician has not directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 01/01/2006; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
intermittent swelling pain

2

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; 05/21/17; It is not known if there has
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
limited active ROM with extension and flexion;
bilateral&#x0D; popping and locking &#x0D;
swelling, painful
; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; 05/30/2017; There has been treatment
or conservative therapy.; RIGHT KNEE
MENISCUS TEAR, LUMBAR RADICULOPATHY;
STEROIDS&#x0D; NSAIDS&#x0D; PAIN
MEDICATION

2

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; Patient injury on 04/29/2016. Initial
provider contact 05/01/2017.; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Left foot
and ankle pain with swelling, and noted
temperature increase upon at least one
examination.; Patient seen 05/01/2017
prescribed tramadol 50mg 1t.i.d. p.r.n. Zanaflex
4mg 1 at bedtime. Patient seen 05/15/2017.
Rechecked and advised advil two twice daily.
Patient seen again 05/23/2017, provided
walking boot. Patient seen 06/09/2017 Recheck sti

2

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

EXTREMITIES: Diffuse OSTEOARTHRITIC changes
in the appendicular skeleton, small medium
effusions on the shoulders, elbows, knees, and
ankles. , KNEE EFFUSION moderate to large,
with crepitus and cracking over extremes of
flexion and extension. Gentle atte; This is a
request for a Knee MRI.; The study is requested
for knee pain.; The pain is described as chronic;
The physician has directed conservative
treatment for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has
not completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?;
The patient has been treated with medication.;
The patient has not completed 6 weeks or more
of Chiropractic care.; The physician has not
directed a home exercise program for at least 6
weeks.; Aleve 220 mg tablet&#x0D; Estradiol 2
mg&#x0D; Methocarbamol 750 mg
tablet&#x0D; Fluoxetime HCL 40 mg&#x0D;
Skelaxin 800 mg&#x0D; Imitrex 50 mg; The
patient recevied medication other than joint
injections(s) or oral analgesics.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Fall, knee pain, can not bear wieght; This is a
request for a Knee MRI.; The study is requested
for knee pain.; The pain is from a recent injury.;
It is not known if there is a suspected meniscus,
tendon, or ligament injury.; Surgery or
arthrscopy is not scheduled in the next 4
weeks.; There is not a suspicion of fracture not
adequately determined by x-ray.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Findings on x-ray overread showed non acute
fracture or dislocation is present. Small marginal
osteophytes at the medial patellofemoral
compartments. There is a right knee joint
effusion. The soft tissues are unremarkable.;
This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The study is
requested for knee pain.; The pain is from a
recent injury.; It is not known if there is a
suspected meniscus, tendon, or ligament
injury.; Surgery or arthrscopy is not scheduled in
the next 4 weeks.; It is not known if there is a
suspicion of fracture not adequately
determinjed by x-ray.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

I'm going to get an MRI of the knee to look for
subchondral cystic changes or erosion and see if
she might be a candidate for a subchondroplasty."&#x0D; &#x0D; Left: pain
patellofemoral joint as well as medial joint line
left knee. Slight knee effusion consistent; This is
a request for a Knee MRI.; It is not known if
patient had recent plain films of the knee.; The
ordering physician is an orthopedist.; Non-acute
Chronic Pain; Pain greater than 3 days

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Internal derangement of left knee; This is a
request for a Knee MRI.; The study is requested
for knee pain.; The pain is from a recent injury.;
There is a suspicion of a meniscus, tendon, or
ligament injury.; Surgery or arthrscopy is not
scheduled in the next 4 weeks.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Left knee pain after patient twisted it and heard
a pop; This is a request for a Knee MRI.; It is not
known if patient had recent plain films of the
knee.; The ordering physician is not an
orthopedist.; Suspected meniscus, tendon, or
ligament injury; Yes, there is a known trauma
involving the knee.; There is no symptom of
locking,Instability, Swelling,Redness,Limited
range of motion or pain.

Mechanism of injury: bent down to kneel on
knee 05/28/2017 and felt immediate pain.
Symptoms have been constant since that time.;
This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The study is
requested for knee pain.; The pain is from a
recent injury.; It is not known if there is a
suspected meniscus, tendon, or ligament
injury.; Surgery or arthrscopy is not scheduled in
the next 4 weeks.; There is not a suspicion of
fracture not adequately determined by x-ray.
None; This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The
study is requested for knee pain.; The pain is
described as chronic; The physician has not
directed conservative treatment for the past 6
weeks.

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

ortho recommends knee replacement; This
study is being ordered for Inflammatory/
Infectious Disease.; unknown; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; immobility;
lrm; trouble getting up and down;; seeing an
ortho; anti inflammatory
Pain in knee and hip, had a joint infusion,
cortical fracture involving tibia found on
previous MRI. She is a pedestrian that was hit by
a car.; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; 4/15/2017; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Pain; Orthapedic
specialist

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Pain with flexion, internal and external rotation
and effusion. pt stepped down off a trailer and
missed the step and when he landed he twisted
his left knee. Then Monday he slipped on a root
and caught his left knee again. The pt states it
hurts on the i; This is a request for a Knee MRI.;
The patient has not had recent plain films of the
knee.; The ordering physician is not an
orthopedist.; Suspected meniscus, tendon, or
ligament injury; Yes, there is a known trauma
involving the knee.; Pain greater than 3 days;
No, patient has not completed and failed a
course of conservative treatment.

Approval

2

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Patient had injections, Cryogenics, Pain meds
for 6 months; This is a request for a Knee MRI.;
The patient has not had recent plain films of the
knee.; The ordering physician is not an
orthopedist.; Non-acute Chronic Pain; Pain
greater than 3 days; Yes, patient has completed
and failed a course of conservative treatment.;
There is conservative treatment other than
physical Therapy, physician directed course of
non-steroidal medications, Immobilization or
Physical directed exercise.
patient has knee pain; This is a request for a
Knee MRI.; The patient has not had recent plain
films of the knee.; The ordering physician is not
an orthopedist.; Non-acute Chronic Pain; Pain
greater than 3 days; No, patient has not
completed and failed a course of conservative
treatment.
PATIENT IS HAVING BAD PAIN IN BOTH HER
RIGHT ANKLE AND RIGHT FOOT.; This study is
being ordered for trauma or injury.; MARCH 24,
2017 TO PRESENT; There has not been any
treatment or conservative therapy.; SEVERE
PAIN

1

1

2

General/Family
Practice

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Patient presented to ER on 04/25/2017 and a
Right Knee X-ray was performed and the finding
demonstrates mild degenerative changes of the
patellofemoral joint space as well as medial and
lateral compartments. No acute fractures or
dislocations. No focal os; This is a request for a
Knee MRI.; The study is requested for knee
pain.; The pain is from a recent injury.; There is
a suspicion of a meniscus, tendon, or ligament
injury.; Surgery or arthrscopy is not scheduled in
the next 4 weeks.

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

patients pain and swelling as got worse since
last office visit with no relief from medication
prescribed. patient has also fell 2 times since
office visit on 2/21/17 due to knee giving out
when patient is walking.; This is a request for a
Knee MRI.; The study is requested for knee
pain.; The pain is described as chronic; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has not
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?; The
patient has been treated with medication.; The
patient has not completed 6 weeks or more of
Chiropractic care.; The physician has directed a
home exercise program for at least 6 weeks.;
The home treatment did include exercise,
prescription medication and follow-up office
visits.; home exercises were started at home
after patient was seen in the office on
02/21/2017. Patient is now have more edema
to left knee, knee gives out when patient is
walking. patient has fell twice since 02/21/2017
due to knee giving out. patient has been t;
Tramadol&#x0D; Skelaxin&#x0D; naproxin; The
patient recevied medication other than joint
injections(s) or oral analgesics.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Persistent pain for several months. Failed
conservative treatment.; This study is being
ordered for Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.;
unknown; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Catching, Locking,
Popping. Pain both knees; Diagnosis of Internal
derangement of both knees. Conservative
treatment started Prednisone steroids

2

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Positive mcmurray test on right knee, edema of
right knee, and pain; This is a request for a Knee
MRI.; The study is requested for knee pain.; The
pain is from a recent injury.; There is a suspicion
of a meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury.;
Surgery or arthrscopy is not scheduled in the
next 4 weeks.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

pt can hardly walk Failed 2 days PT &amp;
could not continue Swelling Effusion Positive
drawer sign; This study is being ordered for
trauma or injury.; 3/6/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Chronic
bilateral knee pain; 1 week

2

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

pt feels like knee is going to give away pt had
injection a year ago pt has effusion pain w/full
extension; This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The
study is requested for knee pain.; The pain is
described as chronic; The physician has not
directed conservative treatment for the past 6
weeks.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

pt fell on 05/06/17 was seen on 05/08/17 with
Nsaids, elevation, ice, rest, compression - no
improvement after 2 wks.; This is a request for a
Knee MRI.; The study is requested for knee
pain.; The pain is from a recent injury.; It is not
known if there is a suspected meniscus, tendon,
or ligament injury.; Surgery or arthrscopy is not
scheduled in the next 4 weeks.; There is not a
suspicion of fracture not adequately determined
by x-ray.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

pt is unable to bear weight on the leg, and has a
large amount of edema present still. &#x0D;
&#x0D; Moderate extension limitation of left
knee, Severe extension limitation of left knee,
Severe flexion limitation of left knee, Severe
generalized swelling in left kn; This is a request
for a Knee MRI.; The study is requested for knee
pain.; The pain is from a recent injury.; There is
a suspicion of a meniscus, tendon, or ligament
injury.; Surgery or arthrscopy is not scheduled in
the next 4 weeks.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

pt re injury 3 to 4 weeks old&#x0D; medication
therapy and knee brace; This is a request for a
Knee MRI.; The study is requested for knee
pain.; The pain is from an old injury.; The
physician has not directed conservative
treatment for the past 6 weeks.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Pt returned to clinic after wrapping applying ice
and elevation for 3 weeks has been taking
Meloxicam and hydrocodone. Still having pain .;
This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The study is
requested for knee pain.; The pain is from a
recent injury.; There is a suspicion of a
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury.; Surgery
or arthrscopy is not scheduled in the next 4
weeks.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Pt with ongoing chronic pain in right knee since
early April. Pt using ibuprofen as needed for
pain but does not help with swelling. MRI for
possiable meniscus tear.; This is a request for a
Knee MRI.; The study is requested for knee
pain.; The pain is described as chronic; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has not
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?; The
patient has been treated with medication.; The
patient has not completed 6 weeks or more of
Chiropractic care.; The physician has not
directed a home exercise program for at least 6
weeks.; ibuprofen as needed for pain; The
patient recevied medication other than joint
injections(s) or oral analgesics.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Pt. thinks he toe something in his right knee. Xrays done at local ER. C/o knee pain and
swelling in the right knee that seems to be
getting worse as time goes on. IT will swell up
and be very painful and difficult to bend and
extend. Right knee effusion; This is a request for
a Knee MRI.; The study is requested for knee
pain.; The pain is from a recent injury.; There is
a suspicion of a meniscus, tendon, or ligament
injury.; Surgery or arthrscopy is not scheduled in
the next 4 weeks.

1

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

R/O derangement of the knee; This is a request
for a Knee MRI.; The study is requested for knee
pain.; The pain is not from a recent injury, old
injury, chronic pain or a mass.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Right ankle effusion moderate to large with
crepitus and cracking over extremes of flexion,
extension, eversion and inversion. Gentle
attempts at rotation are painful. ROM is limited
due to pain capsular tension secondary to the
joint effusion. Most prono; This is a request for
an Ankle MRI.; Surgery or arthrscopy is not
scheduled in the next 4 weeks.; The study is
requested for ankle pain.; There is a suspicion of
tendon or ligament injury.

1

Approval

General/Family
Practice

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Right knee effusion mod. to large with crepitus
and cracking over extremes of flexion and
extension. Gentle attempts at rotation are
painful and range of motion is limited partially
due to capsular tendon secondary to the knee
effusion. Effusion is boundi; This is a request for
a Knee MRI.; The patient had recent plain films
of the knee.; The results of the plain films is not
known.; The ordering physician is not an
orthopedist.; Suspected meniscus, tendon, or
ligament injury; Yes, there is a known trauma
involving the knee.; Pain greater than 3 days;
No, patient has not completed and failed a
course of conservative treatment.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Right knee effusion mod. to large, with crepitus
and cracking over extremes of flexion and
extension. Gentle attempts at rotation are
painful and range of motion is limited partially
due to capsular tendon secondary to the knee
effusion. Effusion is bound; This is a request for
a Knee MRI.; The study is requested for knee
pain.; The pain is described as chronic; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has not
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?; The
patient has been treated with medication.; The
patient has not completed 6 weeks or more of
Chiropractic care.; The physician has not
directed a home exercise program for at least 6
weeks.; The patient received oral analgesics.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

see attached notes.; This is a request for a Knee
MRI.; The study is requested for knee pain.; The
pain is described as chronic; The physician has
not directed conservative treatment for the
past 6 weeks.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Swelling bruised; This is a request for a Knee
MRI.; The study is requested for knee pain.; The
pain is from a recent injury.; There is a suspicion
of a meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury.;
Surgery or arthrscopy is not scheduled in the
next 4 weeks.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Swelling, gives out frequently and falls, falls
most recent; This is a request for a Knee MRI.;
The study is requested for knee pain.; The pain
is from an old injury.; The physician has not
directed conservative treatment for the past 6
weeks.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

tender to palpation with knee mass, pain and
swelling; This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The
study is requested for knee pain.; The pain is
from a known mass.; The diagnosis of Mass,
Tumor, or Cancer has not been established.; The
patient has had recent plain films, bone scan or
ultrasound of the knee.; The imaging studies
were not abnormal

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

There is swelling and tenderness over the
lateral talofibular ligaments. Distal fibula is
tender. No tenderness over the medial aspect
of the ankle.X-ray: 4 mm lucency about the
lateral dome of the talus is nonspecific,
may&#x0D; reflect osteochondral defect; This is
a request for an Ankle MRI.; Surgery or
arthrscopy is not scheduled in the next 4
weeks.; There is not a suspicion of fracture not
adequately determined by x-ray.; The study is
requested for ankle pain.; It is not known if
there is a suspicion of tendon or ligament injury.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a foot MRI.; "There is a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is a suspected tarsal coalition.

6

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a foot MRI.; "There is a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; There
is a history of new onset of severe pain in the
foot within the last two weeks.

13

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a foot MRI.; "There is a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; There
is not a history of new onset of severe pain in
the foot within the last two weeks.; The patient
does not have an abnormal plain film study of
the foot other than arthritis.; The patient has
not used a cane or crutches for greater than
four weeks.; The patient has not been treated
with and failed a course of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient has not been treated with
anti-inflammatory medications in conjunction
with this complaint.; This is not for preoperative planning.; The patient does not have a
documented limitation of their range of motion.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a foot MRI.; "There is not a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is a suspected tarsal coalition.; There is a
history of new onset of severe pain in the foot
within the last two weeks.

3

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a foot MRI.; "There is not a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; There
is a history of new onset of severe pain in the
foot within the last two weeks.; The patient
does not have an abnormal plain film study of
the foot other than arthritis.; The patient has
not used a cane or crutches for greater than
four weeks.; The patient has not been treated
with and failed a course of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient has been treated with antiinflammatory medications in conjunction with
this complaint.; The patient does not have a
documented limitation of their range of motion.

4

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a foot MRI.; "There is not a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; There
is a history of new onset of severe pain in the
foot within the last two weeks.; The patient has
a documented limitation of their range of
motion.

10

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a foot MRI.; "There is not a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; There
is a history of new onset of severe pain in the
foot within the last two weeks.; The patient has
an abnormal plain film study of the foot other
than arthritis.; The patient does not have a
documented limitation of their range of motion.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a foot MRI.; "There is not a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; There
is not a history of new onset of severe pain in
the foot within the last two weeks.; The patient
does not have an abnormal plain film study of
the foot other than arthritis.; The patient has
not used a cane or crutches for greater than
four weeks.; The patient has been treated with
and failed a course of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient has not been treated with
anti-inflammatory medications in conjunction
with this complaint.; This is for pre-operative
planning.; The patient does not have a
documented limitation of their range of motion.

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a foot MRI.; "There is not a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; There
is not a history of new onset of severe pain in
the foot within the last two weeks.; The patient
does not have an abnormal plain film study of
the foot other than arthritis.; The patient has
not used a cane or crutches for greater than
four weeks.; The patient has not been treated
with and failed a course of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient has been treated with antiinflammatory medications in conjunction with
this complaint.; This is not for pre-operative
planning.; The patient does not have a
documented limitation of their range of motion.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a foot MRI.; "There is not a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; There
is not a history of new onset of severe pain in
the foot within the last two weeks.; The patient
does not have an abnormal plain film study of
the foot other than arthritis.; The patient has
not used a cane or crutches for greater than
four weeks.; The patient has not been treated
with and failed a course of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient has not been treated with
anti-inflammatory medications in conjunction
with this complaint.; This is not for preoperative planning.; The patient has a
documented limitation of their range of motion.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a foot MRI.; "There is not a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; There
is not a history of new onset of severe pain in
the foot within the last two weeks.; The patient
has an abnormal plain film study of the foot
other than arthritis.; The patient has a
documented limitation of their range of motion.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a foot MRI.; "There is not a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; There
is not a history of new onset of severe pain in
the foot within the last two weeks.; The patient
has an abnormal plain film study of the foot
other than arthritis.; The patient has not used a
cane or crutches for greater than four weeks.;
The patient has not been treated with and failed
a course of supervised physical therapy.; The
patient has been treated with anti-inflammatory
medications in conjunction with this complaint.;
This is not for pre-operative planning.; The
patient does not have a documented limitation
of their range of motion.
This is a request for a foot MRI.; Surgery or
other intervention is planned in the next 4
weeks.; The study is being oordered for
infection.; There are physical exam findings,
laboratory results, other imaging including bone
scan or plain film confirming infection,
inflammation and or aseptic necrosis.
This is a request for a foot MRI.; The study is
being ordered forfoot pain.; The study is being
ordered for chronic pain.; The patient has had
foot pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
been treated with immobilization for at least 6
weeks.

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

General/Family
Practice

Approval

General/Family
Practice

Approval

General/Family
Practice

Approval

General/Family
Practice

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; It is not
known if the study is ordered prior to
arthroscopic surgery.; It is not known if the
study is for pre-operative planning.; The
ordering physician is not an orthopedist.; Preoperative Evaluation; Swelling greater than 3
days

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; No, the
patient did not have a recent ultrasound of the
knee.; The patient has not had recent plain films
of the knee.; There are physical findings
(palpable mass) of a suspicious mass or known
primary site of cancer.; The patient has not had
a recent bone scan.; left knee pain swelling in
knee; Suspicious Mass or Suspected Tumor/
Metastasis

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT
73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is an orthopedist.; Non-acute Chronic
Pain; Swelling greater than 3 days
This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is an orthopedist.; Post-operative
Evaluation

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT
73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is an orthopedist.; Suspected
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury
This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; Non-acute
Chronic Pain; Instability

1

1

28

19

General/Family
Practice

Approval

General/Family
Practice

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT
73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; Non-acute
Chronic Pain; Swelling greater than 3 days

20

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; Suspected
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury; It is not
known if there is a known trauma involving the
knee.; Instability; Yes, the member experience a
painful popping, snapping, or giving away of the
knee.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; Suspected
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury; It is not
known if there is a known trauma involving the
knee.; Limited range of motion; It is not known
if the member experience a painful popping,
snapping, or giving away of the knee.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; Non-acute
Chronic Pain; Limited range of motion
This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; Non-acute
Chronic Pain; Locking

11

8

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; Suspected
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury; It is not
known if there is a known trauma involving the
knee.; Limited range of motion; Yes, the
member experience a painful popping,
snapping, or giving away of the knee.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; Suspected
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury; It is not
known if there is a known trauma involving the
knee.; Swelling greater than 3 days; It is not
known if the member experience a painful
popping, snapping, or giving away of the knee.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; Suspected
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury; It is not
known if there is a known trauma involving the
knee.; Swelling greater than 3 days; Yes, the
member experience a painful popping,
snapping, or giving away of the knee.

4

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; Suspected
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury; No, there
is no known trauma involving the knee.;
Instability; No, the member do not experience a
painful popping, snapping, or giving away of the
knee.

2

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; Suspected
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury; No, there
is no known trauma involving the knee.;
Instability; Yes, the member experience a
painful popping, snapping, or giving away of the
knee.

28

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; Suspected
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury; No, there
is no known trauma involving the knee.; Limited
range of motion; It is not known if the member
experience a painful popping, snapping, or
giving away of the knee.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; Suspected
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury; No, there
is no known trauma involving the knee.; Limited
range of motion; No, the member do not
experience a painful popping, snapping, or
giving away of the knee.

3

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; Suspected
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury; No, there
is no known trauma involving the knee.; Limited
range of motion; Yes, the member experience a
painful popping, snapping, or giving away of the
knee.

12

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; Suspected
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury; No, there
is no known trauma involving the knee.;
Locking; It is not known if the member
experience a painful popping, snapping, or
giving away of the knee.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; Suspected
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury; No, there
is no known trauma involving the knee.;
Locking; Yes, the member experience a painful
popping, snapping, or giving away of the knee.

9

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; Suspected
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury; No, there
is no known trauma involving the knee.;
Swelling greater than 3 days; No, the member
do not experience a painful popping, snapping,
or giving away of the knee.

3

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; Suspected
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury; No, there
is no known trauma involving the knee.;
Swelling greater than 3 days; Yes, the member
experience a painful popping, snapping, or
giving away of the knee.

14

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; Suspected
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury; Yes, there
is a known trauma involving the knee.;
Instability

50

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; Suspected
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury; Yes, there
is a known trauma involving the knee.; Limited
range of motion

23

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; Suspected
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury; Yes, there
is a known trauma involving the knee.; Locking

16

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; Suspected
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury; Yes, there
is a known trauma involving the knee.; Swelling
greater than 3 days
This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; There is no
supsected meniscus,pre-op or post-op
evaluation,non-acute Chronic Pain,supsected
tumor or Aseptic Necrosis; Limited range of
motion

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; There is no
supsected meniscus,pre-op or post-op
evaluation,non-acute Chronic Pain,supsected
tumor or Aseptic Necrosis; Locking

Approval

24

1

2

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; There is no
supsected meniscus,pre-op or post-op
evaluation,non-acute Chronic Pain,supsected
tumor or Aseptic Necrosis; Swelling greater than
3 days

4

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
had recent plain films of the knee.; The plain
films were normal.; The ordering physician is an
orthopedist.; Non-acute Chronic Pain; Pain
greater than 3 days

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
had recent plain films of the knee.; The plain
films were normal.; The ordering physician is
not an orthopedist.; Non-acute Chronic Pain;
Pain greater than 3 days

13

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
had recent plain films of the knee.; The plain
films were normal.; The ordering physician is
not an orthopedist.; Non-acute Chronic Pain;
There is no symptom of locking,Instability,
Swelling,Redness,Limited range of motion or
pain.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
had recent plain films of the knee.; The plain
films were normal.; The ordering physician is
not an orthopedist.; Suspected meniscus,
tendon, or ligament injury; It is not known if
there is a known trauma involving the knee.;
Pain greater than 3 days; No, the member do
not experience a painful popping, snapping, or
giving away of the knee.

2

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
had recent plain films of the knee.; The plain
films were normal.; The ordering physician is
not an orthopedist.; Suspected meniscus,
tendon, or ligament injury; It is not known if
there is a known trauma involving the knee.;
Pain greater than 3 days; Yes, the member
experience a painful popping, snapping, or
giving away of the knee.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
had recent plain films of the knee.; The plain
films were normal.; The ordering physician is
not an orthopedist.; Suspected meniscus,
tendon, or ligament injury; No, there is no
known trauma involving the knee.; Pain greater
than 3 days; No, the member do not experience
a painful popping, snapping, or giving away of
the knee.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
had recent plain films of the knee.; The plain
films were normal.; The ordering physician is
not an orthopedist.; Suspected meniscus,
tendon, or ligament injury; No, there is no
known trauma involving the knee.; Pain greater
than 3 days; Yes, the member experience a
painful popping, snapping, or giving away of the
knee.

11

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
had recent plain films of the knee.; The plain
films were normal.; The ordering physician is
not an orthopedist.; Suspected meniscus,
tendon, or ligament injury; Yes, there is a
known trauma involving the knee.; Pain greater
than 3 days

23

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
had recent plain films of the knee.; The plain
films were normal.; The ordering physician is
not an orthopedist.; Suspected meniscus,
tendon, or ligament injury; Yes, there is a
known trauma involving the knee.; There is no
symptom of locking,Instability,
Swelling,Redness,Limited range of motion or
pain.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
had recent plain films of the knee.; The plain
films were normal.; The ordering physician is
not an orthopedist.; There is no supsected
meniscus,pre-op or post-op evaluation,nonacute Chronic Pain,supsected tumor or Aseptic
Necrosis; Pain greater than 3 days

2

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
had recent plain films of the knee.; The plain
films were normal.; The ordering physician is
not an orthopedist.; There is no supsected
meniscus,pre-op or post-op evaluation,nonacute Chronic Pain,supsected tumor or Aseptic
Necrosis; There is no symptom of
locking,Instability, Swelling,Redness,Limited
range of motion or pain.

1

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
had recent plain films of the knee.; The plain
films were not normal.; &lt;Additional Clinical
Information&gt;; Suspicious Mass or Suspected
Tumor/ Metastasis
This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
had recent plain films of the knee.; The plain
films were not normal.; boney sclerotic lesion;
Suspicious Mass or Suspected Tumor/
Metastasis

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
had recent plain films of the knee.; The plain
films were not normal.; Patient complained of
knee pain. Xray of left knee showed mass
inferior to patella.; Suspicious Mass or
Suspected Tumor/ Metastasis

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
had recent plain films of the knee.; The plain
films were not normal.; The ordering physician
is not an orthopedist.; Non-acute Chronic Pain;
Pain greater than 3 days

5

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
had recent plain films of the knee.; The plain
films were not normal.; The ordering physician
is not an orthopedist.; Suspected meniscus,
tendon, or ligament injury; It is not known if
there is a known trauma involving the knee.;
Pain greater than 3 days; Yes, the member
experience a painful popping, snapping, or
giving away of the knee.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
had recent plain films of the knee.; The plain
films were not normal.; The ordering physician
is not an orthopedist.; Suspected meniscus,
tendon, or ligament injury; No, there is no
known trauma involving the knee.; Pain greater
than 3 days; It is not known if the member
experience a painful popping, snapping, or
giving away of the knee.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
had recent plain films of the knee.; The plain
films were not normal.; The ordering physician
is not an orthopedist.; Suspected meniscus,
tendon, or ligament injury; No, there is no
known trauma involving the knee.; Pain greater
than 3 days; No, the member do not experience
a painful popping, snapping, or giving away of
the knee.

2

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
had recent plain films of the knee.; The plain
films were not normal.; The ordering physician
is not an orthopedist.; Suspected meniscus,
tendon, or ligament injury; No, there is no
known trauma involving the knee.; Pain greater
than 3 days; Yes, the member experience a
painful popping, snapping, or giving away of the
knee.

4

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
had recent plain films of the knee.; The plain
films were not normal.; The ordering physician
is not an orthopedist.; Suspected meniscus,
tendon, or ligament injury; Yes, there is a
known trauma involving the knee.; Pain greater
than 3 days

10

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
had recent plain films of the knee.; The plain
films were not normal.; The ordering physician
is not an orthopedist.; There is no supsected
meniscus,pre-op or post-op evaluation,nonacute Chronic Pain,supsected tumor or Aseptic
Necrosis; Pain greater than 3 days

3

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
had recent plain films of the knee.; The plain
films were not normal.; This study is not being
ordered prior to arthroscopic surgery.; "This
study is being ordered prior to a planned or
scheduled open surgery (joint replacement,
etc.)."; The ordering physician is an
orthopedist.; Pre-operative Evaluation; Pain
greater than 3 days

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
has not had recent plain films of the knee.; The
ordering physician is not an orthopedist.; Nonacute Chronic Pain; Pain greater than 3 days;
Yes, patient has completed and failed a course
of conservative treatment.; Physical Therapy

2

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
has not had recent plain films of the knee.; The
ordering physician is not an orthopedist.; Nonacute Chronic Pain; Pain greater than 3 days;
Yes, patient has completed and failed a course
of conservative treatment.; Physician directed
course of non-steroidal anti-inflammatory
medications

2

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
has not had recent plain films of the knee.; The
ordering physician is not an orthopedist.;
Suspected meniscus, tendon, or ligament
injury; It is not known if there is a known
trauma involving the knee.; Pain greater than 3
days; Yes, patient has completed and failed a
course of conservative treatment.; Physical
Therapy; Yes, the member experience a painful
popping, snapping, or giving away of the knee.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
has not had recent plain films of the knee.; The
ordering physician is not an orthopedist.;
Suspected meniscus, tendon, or ligament
injury; No, there is no known trauma involving
the knee.; Pain greater than 3 days; Yes, patient
has completed and failed a course of
conservative treatment.; Physician directed
course of non-steroidal anti-inflammatory
medications; Yes, the member experience a
painful popping, snapping, or giving away of the
knee.

2

General/Family
Practice

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
has not had recent plain films of the knee.; The
ordering physician is not an orthopedist.;
Suspected meniscus, tendon, or ligament
injury; Yes, there is a known trauma involving
the knee.; Pain greater than 3 days; Yes, patient
has completed and failed a course of
conservative treatment.; Physician directed
course of non-steroidal anti-inflammatory
medications
This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
has not had recent plain films of the knee.; The
ordering physician is not an orthopedist.;
Suspected meniscus, tendon, or ligament
injury; Yes, there is a known trauma involving
the knee.; Pain greater than 3 days; Yes, patient
has completed and failed a course of
conservative treatment.; Physician directed
exercise program
This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The plain films
were not normal.; ; Known or Suspected Joint
Infection
This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The plain films
were not normal.; osteoarthritis swelling;
Known or Suspected Joint Infection

General/Family
Practice

Approval

General/Family
Practice

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT
73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

General/Family
Practice

5

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The study is
not requested for knee pain.; The study is for a
mass, tumor or cancer.; The diagnosis of Mass,
Tumor, or Cancer has not been established.; The
patient has had recent plain films, bone scan or
ultrasound of the knee.; The imaging studies
were abnormal.
This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The study is
requested for knee pain.; The pain is described
as chronic; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The study is
requested for knee pain.; The pain is described
as chronic; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has not completed 6 weeks of
physical therapy?; The patient has been treated
with medication.; The patient recevied joint
injection(s).

3

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The study is
requested for knee pain.; The pain is from a
recent injury.; It is not known if there is a
suspected meniscus, tendon, or ligament
injury.; There is a suspicion of fracture not
adequately determined by x-ray.

1

Approval

Approval

1

10

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The study is
requested for knee pain.; The pain is from a
recent injury.; There is a suspicion of a
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury.; Surgery
or arthrscopy is scheduled in the next 4 weeks.
This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The study is
requested for knee pain.; The pain is from a
recent injury.; There is not a suspected
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury.; There is a
suspicion of fracture not adequately determined
by x-ray.
This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The study is
requested for knee pain.; The pain is from an
old injury.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; This is a
request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering physician
is not an orthopedist.; The ordering physician is
not an orthopedist.; Suspected meniscus,
tendon, or ligament injury; Suspected
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury; Yes, there
is a known trauma involving the knee.; No,
there is no known trauma involving the knee.;
Swelling greater than 3 days; Limited range of
motion; Yes, the member experience a painful
popping, snapping, or giving away of the knee.

Approval

2

1

3

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; This is a
request for a Knee MRI.; The patient had recent
plain films of the knee.; The patient had recent
plain films of the knee.; The plain films were
normal.; The plain films were normal.; The
ordering physician is not an orthopedist.; The
ordering physician is not an orthopedist.;
Suspected meniscus, tendon, or ligament
injury; Suspected meniscus, tendon, or ligament
injury; No, there is no known trauma involving
the knee.; No, there is no known trauma
involving the knee.; Pain greater than 3 days;
Pain greater than 3 days; No, the member do
not experience a painful popping, snapping, or
giving away of the knee.; No, the member do
not experience a painful popping, snapping, or
giving away of the knee.

1

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; This study is
being ordered prior to arthroscopic surgery.;
The ordering physician is an orthopedist.; Preoperative Evaluation; Limited range of motion

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; This study is
being ordered prior to arthroscopic surgery.;
The ordering physician is an orthopedist.; Preoperative Evaluation; Swelling greater than 3
days

1

Approval

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; This study is
being ordered prior to arthroscopic surgery.;
The ordering physician is not an orthopedist.;
Pre-operative Evaluation; Instability

2

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; This study is
not being ordered prior to arthroscopic
surgery.; "This study is being ordered prior to a
planned or scheduled open surgery (joint
replacement, etc.)."; The ordering physician is
an orthopedist.; Pre-operative Evaluation;
Swelling greater than 3 days

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a lower extremity MRI.;
There is a pulsatile mass.; "There is evidence of
tumor or mass from a previous exam, plain film,
ultrasound, or previous CT or MRI."; There is a
suspicion of an infection.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a lower extremity MRI.;
There is a pulsatile mass.; "There is no evidence
of tumor or mass from a previous exam, plain
film, ultrasound, or previous CT or MRI."; There
is a suspicion of an infection.; The patient is
taking antibiotics.; This is a study for a fracture
which does not show healing (non-union
fracture).

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a lower extremity MRI.;
This is not a pulsatile mass.; "There is evidence
of tumor or mass from a previous exam, plain
film, ultrasound, or previous CT or MRI."

3

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a lower extremity MRI.;
This is not a pulsatile mass.; "There is no
evidence of tumor or mass from a previous
exam, plain film, ultrasound, or previous CT or
MRI."; There is a suspicion of an infection.; The
patient is not taking antibiotics.; This is not a
study for a fracture which does not show
healing (non-union fracture).; This is not a preoperative study for planned surgery.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a lower extremity MRI.;
This is not a pulsatile mass.; "There is no
evidence of tumor or mass from a previous
exam, plain film, ultrasound, or previous CT or
MRI."; There is a suspicion of an infection.; The
patient is taking antibiotics.

5

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a lower extremity MRI.;
This is not a pulsatile mass.; "There is no
evidence of tumor or mass from a previous
exam, plain film, ultrasound, or previous CT or
MRI."; There is not a suspicion of an infection.;
The patient is not taking antibiotics.; This is a
study for a fracture which does not show
healing (non-union fracture).; This is a preoperative study for planned surgery.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a lower extremity MRI.;
This is not a pulsatile mass.; "There is no
evidence of tumor or mass from a previous
exam, plain film, ultrasound, or previous CT or
MRI."; There is not a suspicion of an infection.;
The patient is not taking antibiotics.; This is a
study for a fracture which does not show
healing (non-union fracture).; This is not a preoperative study for planned surgery.

2

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a lower extremity MRI.;
This is not a pulsatile mass.; "There is no
evidence of tumor or mass from a previous
exam, plain film, ultrasound, or previous CT or
MRI."; There is not a suspicion of an infection.;
The patient is not taking antibiotics.; This is not
a study for a fracture which does not show
healing (non-union fracture).; This is a preoperative study for planned surgery.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a lower extremity MRI.;
This is not a pulsatile mass.; "There is no
evidence of tumor or mass from a previous
exam, plain film, ultrasound, or previous CT or
MRI."; There is not a suspicion of an infection.;
The patient is not taking antibiotics.; This is not
a study for a fracture which does not show
healing (non-union fracture).; This is not a preoperative study for planned surgery.

15

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for an Ankle MRI.; "There is a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the ankle.";
There is a history of new onset of severe pain in
the ankle within the last two weeks.; There is
not a suspected tarsal coalition.

20

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for an Ankle MRI.; "There is a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the ankle.";
There is a suspected tarsal coalition.

7

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for an Ankle MRI.; "There is a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the ankle.";
There is not a history of new onset of severe
pain in the ankle within the last two weeks.; The
patient had an abnormal plain film study of the
ankle other than arthritis.; There is not a
suspected tarsal coalition.; The patient does not
have a documented limitation of their range of
motion.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for an Ankle MRI.; "There is a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the ankle.";
There is not a history of new onset of severe
pain in the ankle within the last two weeks.;
There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; The
patient has a documented limitation of their
range of motion.

1

Approval

Approval

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for an Ankle MRI.; "There is
not a history (within the past six weeks) of
significant trauma, dislocation, or injury to the
ankle."; There is a history of new onset of
severe pain in the ankle within the last two
weeks.; There is not a suspected tarsal
coalition.; The patient has a documented
limitation of their range of motion.

7

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for an Ankle MRI.; "There is
not a history (within the past six weeks) of
significant trauma, dislocation, or injury to the
ankle."; There is not a history of new onset of
severe pain in the ankle within the last two
weeks.; The patient does not have an abnormal
plain film study of the ankle other than
arthritis.; The patient has not used a cane or
crutches for greater than four weeks.; There is
not a suspected tarsal coalition.; The patient has
not been treated with and failed a course of
supervised physical therapy.; The patient has
been treated with anti-inflammatory
medications in conjunction with this complaint.;
The patient does not have a documented
limitation of their range of motion.; This study is
not being ordered by an operating surgeon for
pre-operative planning.

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for an Ankle MRI.; "There is
not a history (within the past six weeks) of
significant trauma, dislocation, or injury to the
ankle."; There is not a history of new onset of
severe pain in the ankle within the last two
weeks.; The patient does not have an abnormal
plain film study of the ankle other than
arthritis.; The patient has not used a cane or
crutches for greater than four weeks.; There is
not a suspected tarsal coalition.; The patient has
not been treated with and failed a course of
supervised physical therapy.; The patient has
not been treated with anti-inflammatory
medications in conjunction with this complaint.;
The patient has a documented limitation of
their range of motion.; This study is not being
ordered by an operating surgeon for preoperative planning.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for an Ankle MRI.; "There is
not a history (within the past six weeks) of
significant trauma, dislocation, or injury to the
ankle."; There is not a history of new onset of
severe pain in the ankle within the last two
weeks.; The patient had an abnormal plain film
study of the ankle other than arthritis.; The
patient has not used a cane or crutches for
greater than four weeks.; There is not a
suspected tarsal coalition.; The patient has not
been treated with and failed a course of
supervised physical therapy.; The patient has
not been treated with anti-inflammatory
medications in conjunction with this complaint.;
The patient does not have a documented
limitation of their range of motion.; This study is
not being ordered by an operating surgeon for
pre-operative planning.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

unknown; This is a request for a Knee MRI.; It is
not known if patient had recent plain films of
the knee.; The ordering physician is not an
orthopedist.; There is no supsected
meniscus,pre-op or post-op evaluation,nonacute Chronic Pain,supsected tumor or Aseptic
Necrosis; There is no symptom of
locking,Instability, Swelling,Redness,Limited
range of motion or pain.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

unknown; This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The
study is requested for knee pain.; The pain is
from an old injury.; The physician has not
directed conservative treatment for the past 6
weeks.

1

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

will skip; This is a request for a Knee MRI.; It is
not known if the study is requested for knee
pain; The study is not requested for any of the
standard indications for Knee MRI

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

X-ray report shows moderate to severe
degenerative disease or the patellofemoral and
medial and lateral knee compartments. Soft
tissue calcification suggest long-standing
degenerative process. Exam shows diffuse
osteoarthritic changes in the appendicular ; This
is a request for a Knee MRI.; The study is
requested for knee pain.; The pain is described
as chronic; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has not completed 6 weeks of
physical therapy?; The patient has been treated
with medication.; The patient has not
completed 6 weeks or more of Chiropractic
care.; The physician has not directed a home
exercise program for at least 6 weeks.;
Meloxicam 15 mg&#x0D; Naproxen 375
mg&#x0D; Sertraline HCL 100 mg&#x0D; Has
taken Celebrex, not taking now; The patient
recevied medication other than joint
injections(s) or oral analgesics.

1

Approval

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
Unknown; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; numbness and tingling in
feet and legs, headaches, weakness; PT,
medication

1

Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

; This is a requests for a hip MRI.; Surgery or
arthrscopy is not scheduled in the next 4
weeks.; There is a suspicion of tendon or
ligament injury.; The hip pain is due to a recent
injury.; The request is for hip pain.

1

Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

; This study is being ordered for Vascular
Disease.; ; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.;

1

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

ABN CT, bony lesion; This is a requests for a hip
MRI.; Surgery or arthrscopy is not scheduled in
the next 4 weeks.; There is a suspicion of
tendon or ligament injury.; The hip pain is due
to a recent injury.; The request is for hip pain.

1

Approval

Approval

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

chronic back and bilateral hip pain. pt has
cancer and is currently seeking treatment.; This
study is being ordered for a metastatic disease.;
There are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI,
CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is not
a hematologist/ oncologist.

Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

MVA.; This is a requests for a hip MRI.; Surgery
or arthrscopy is not scheduled in the next 4
weeks.; There is a suspicion of tendon or
ligament injury.; The hip pain is due to a recent
injury.; The request is for hip pain.
Pain in knee and hip, had a joint infusion,
cortical fracture involving tibia found on
previous MRI. She is a pedestrian that was hit by
a car.; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; 4/15/2017; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Pain; Orthapedic
specialist

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

Plain films show joint space narrowing and
degeneration. Possible candidate for hip
replacement surgery; This study is being
ordered for Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.;
First seen for this condition in 2016; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Servere/worsening right hip and low back pain;
Chiropractic treatment, Insaids, antiinflammatories, steroid injections in the joint

Approval

2

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

Radiologist stated that MRI was needed to
follow up on X-Ray reports.; This study is being
ordered for Vascular Disease.; Patient was seen
in office on 5-31-17; patient stated pain started
a couple of weeks ago, around 5-17-17.; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Constant aching in legs, hurts worse when
standing.; Pain management,(has been taking
pain medication), has been resting. Restrictions
on activity.
This is a requests for a hip MRI.; The member
has failed a 4 week course of conservative
management in the past 3 months.; The hip
pain is chronic.; The request is for hip pain.
This is a requests for a hip MRI.; The member
has failed a 4 week course of conservative
management in the past 3 months.; The hip
pain is due to an old injury.; The request is for
hip pain.

1

4

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic MRI.;
"There is a history (within the last six months) of
significant trauma, dislocation, or injury to the
hip."; There is not a suspicion of AVN.; The
patient is not receiving long-term steriod
therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The patient
does not have an abnormal plain film study of
the hip other than arthritis.; The patient has
used a cane or crutches for greater than four
weeks.; The patient has been treated with and
failed a course of supervised physical therapy.;
The patient has a documented limitation of
their range of motion.

1

Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is a suspicion of AVN.

8

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient is not receiving long-term
steriod therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The
patient does not have an abnormal plain film
study of the hip other than arthritis.; The
patient has not used a cane or crutches for
greater than four weeks.; The patient has not
been treated with and failed a course of
supervised physical therapy.; There is not a
mass near the hip.; The patient has been
treated with anti-inflammatory medications in
conjunction with this complaint.; The patient
does not have a documented limitation of their
range of motion.

2

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient is not receiving long-term
steriod therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The
patient had an abnormal plain film study of the
hip other than arthritis.; The patient does not
have a documented limitation of their range of
motion.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient is not receiving long-term
steriod therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The
patient has a documented limitation of their
range of motion.

11

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient is receiving long-term steriod
therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).

1

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is a suspicion of AVN.;
The patient is not receiving long-term steriod
therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The patient
had an abnormal plain film study of the hip
other than arthritis.; The patient does not have
a documented limitation of their range of
motion.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is a suspicion of AVN.;
The patient is not receiving long-term steriod
therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The patient
has a documented limitation of their range of
motion.

7

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is a suspicion of AVN.;
The patient is receiving long-term steriod
therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).

1

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient is not receiving long-term
steriod therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The
patient does not have an abnormal plain film
study of the hip other than arthritis.; The
patient has not used a cane or crutches for
greater than four weeks.; The patient has been
treated with and failed a course of supervised
physical therapy.; The patient has a
documented limitation of their range of motion.

3

General/Family
Practice

Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient is not receiving long-term
steriod therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The
patient does not have an abnormal plain film
study of the hip other than arthritis.; The
patient has not used a cane or crutches for
greater than four weeks.; The patient has been
treated with and failed a course of supervised
physical therapy.; There is not a mass near the
hip.; The patient has been treated with antiinflammatory medications in conjunction with
this complaint.; The patient does not have a
documented limitation of their range of motion.

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient is not receiving long-term
steriod therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The
patient does not have an abnormal plain film
study of the hip other than arthritis.; The
patient has not used a cane or crutches for
greater than four weeks.; The patient has not
been treated with and failed a course of
supervised physical therapy.; There is not a
mass near the hip.; The patient has been
treated with anti-inflammatory medications in
conjunction with this complaint.; This is not for
pre-operative planning.; The patient does not
have a documented limitation of their range of
motion.

2

General/Family
Practice

Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient is not receiving long-term
steriod therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The
patient does not have an abnormal plain film
study of the hip other than arthritis.; The
patient has not used a cane or crutches for
greater than four weeks.; The patient has not
been treated with and failed a course of
supervised physical therapy.; There is not a
mass near the hip.; The patient has been
treated with anti-inflammatory medications in
conjunction with this complaint.; This is not for
pre-operative planning.; The patient has a
documented limitation of their range of motion.

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient is not receiving long-term
steriod therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The
patient does not have an abnormal plain film
study of the hip other than arthritis.; The
patient has not used a cane or crutches for
greater than four weeks.; The patient has not
been treated with and failed a course of
supervised physical therapy.; There is not a
mass near the hip.; The patient has not been
treated with anti-inflammatory medications in
conjunction with this complaint.; This is not for
pre-operative planning.; The patient has a
documented limitation of their range of motion.

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient is not receiving long-term
steriod therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The
patient does not have an abnormal plain film
study of the hip other than arthritis.; The
patient has used a cane or crutches for greater
than four weeks.; The patient has a documented
limitation of their range of motion.

2

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient is not receiving long-term
steriod therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The
patient does not have an abnormal plain film
study of the hip other than arthritis.; The
patient has used a cane or crutches for greater
than four weeks.; The patient has not been
treated with and failed a course of supervised
physical therapy.; There is not a mass near the
hip.; The patient has been treated with antiinflammatory medications in conjunction with
this complaint.; This is not for pre-operative
planning.; The patient does not have a
documented limitation of their range of motion.

1

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient is not receiving long-term
steriod therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The
patient had an abnormal plain film study of the
hip other than arthritis.; The patient has a
documented limitation of their range of motion.

11

General/Family
Practice

Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient is not receiving long-term
steriod therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The
patient had an abnormal plain film study of the
hip other than arthritis.; The patient has used a
cane or crutches for greater than four weeks.;
The patient does not have a documented
limitation of their range of motion.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient is receiving long-term steriod
therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The patient
does not have an abnormal plain film study of
the hip other than arthritis.; The patient has not
used a cane or crutches for greater than four
weeks.; The patient has not been treated with
and failed a course of supervised physical
therapy.; There is not a mass near the hip.; The
patient has not been treated with antiinflammatory medications in conjunction with
this complaint.; This is not for pre-operative
planning.; The patient does not have a
documented limitation of their range of motion.

1

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient is receiving long-term steriod
therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The patient
has a documented limitation of their range of
motion.

2

General/Family
Practice
General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval
Approval

Approval

73725 MRA, MRI
ANGIOGRAPHY LOWER
EXTREMITY
WITH/WITHOUT
CONTRAST
74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
gangrene toe

1
1

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for a
known tumor, cancer, mass, or rule out
metastases.; This is not a request for initial
staging of a known tumor other than prostate.;
There are no new signs or symptoms including
hematuria, presenting with known cancer or
tumor.; This patient does NOT have known
prostate cancer with a PSA (prostate-specific
antigen) greater than 10.; No, this is not a
request for follow up to a known tumor or
abdominal cancer.; No, there is a palpable or
observed abdominal mass.; No,there is not an
abdominal and pelvic or retroperitoneal mass
that has been confirmed.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for a
suspicious mass or tumor.; There is no
suspicious mass found using ultrasound, IVP,
Endoscopy, colonoscopy, or sigmoidoscopy.;
The patient has new lab results or other imaging
studies including doppler or x-ray (plain film)
findings.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for an
infection such as pancreatitis, appendicitis,
abscess, colitis and inflammatory bowel
disease.; There are NO abnormal lab results or
physical findings on exam such as rebound or
guarding that are consistent with peritonitis,
abscess, pancreatitis or appendicitis.; This study
is being ordered for another reason besides
Crohn's disease, Abscess, Ulcerative Colitis,
Acute Non-ulcerative Colitis, Diverticulitis, or
Inflammatory bowel disease.; There are no
findings that confirm hepatitis C.; No, the
patient has not been seen by a specialist or are
the studies being requested on behalf of a
specialist for an infection.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Kidney/Ureteral stone,
&#x0D; Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O
metastases, Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ
Enlargement, &#x0D; Known or suspected
infection such as pancreatitis, etc..; There are no
findings of Hematuria,
Lymphadenopathy,weight loss,abdominal
pain,diabetic patient with gastroparesis; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

15

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for
organ enlargement.; There is no evidence of
organ enlargement on ultrasound, plain film, or
IVP.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for
organ enlargement.; Which organ is enlarged?
Spleen; It is unknown if the patient had an
Ultrasound.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 3 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Restaging of Cancer;
Imaging studies have been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This
study is being ordered for an infection such as
pancreatitis, appendicitis, abscess, colitis and
inflammatory bowel disease.; It is unknown if
there are abnormal lab results or physical
findings on exam such as rebound or guarding
that are consistent with peritonitis, abscess,
pancreatitis or appendicitis.; This study is being
ordered for another reason besides Crohn's
disease, Abscess, Ulcerative Colitis, Acute Nonulcerative Colitis, Diverticulitis, or Inflammatory
bowel disease.; There are no findings that
confirm hepatitis C.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This
study is being ordered for another reason
besides Kidney/Ureteral stone, &#x0D; Known
Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O metastases,
Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ Enlargement,
&#x0D; Known or suspected infection such as
pancreatitis, etc..; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.
; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; Pt is having some right sided
weakness; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; pt has abdominalwallce
llulitis

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 2/28/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Headaches,
left upper quadrant pain, nausea, vomiting,
fatigue.; rest, medication

Approval

1

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

abdominal pain with nausea, vomitting and
constipation, bloating x 1 week. no bowel
movement x 1 week. hypoactive bowel sounds;
RUQ abdominal pain RUQ abdominal pain,
nausea, attempting to vomit every 10-20
minutes since arrived in clinic. Pt. reports be;
This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for another reason besides
Kidney/Ureteral stone, &#x0D; Known Tumor,
Cancer, Mass, or R/O metastases, Suspicious
Mass or Tumor, Organ Enlargement, &#x0D;
Known or suspected infection such as
pancreatitis, etc..; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

ABDOMINAL PAIN, ABD XRAY (KUB) NORMAL.
PT STATES HE FEELS A KNOT IN HIS ABD RLQ,
HAS HX OF CONSTIPATION. EXAM: SOFT, NABS;
This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for another reason besides
Kidney/Ureteral stone, &#x0D; Known Tumor,
Cancer, Mass, or R/O metastases, Suspicious
Mass or Tumor, Organ Enlargement, &#x0D;
Known or suspected infection such as
pancreatitis, etc..; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Abdominal pain. Needing to rule out hernia.;
This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for another reason besides
Kidney/Ureteral stone, &#x0D; Known Tumor,
Cancer, Mass, or R/O metastases, Suspicious
Mass or Tumor, Organ Enlargement, &#x0D;
Known or suspected infection such as
pancreatitis, etc..; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

abdominal pain; This is a request for an
Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Kidney/Ureteral stone,
&#x0D; Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O
metastases, Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ
Enlargement, &#x0D; Known or suspected
infection such as pancreatitis, etc..; There are no
findings of Hematuria,
Lymphadenopathy,weight loss,abdominal
pain,diabetic patient with gastroparesis; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

3

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Acute low pain.; This is a request for an
Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Kidney/Ureteral stone,
&#x0D; Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O
metastases, Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ
Enlargement, &#x0D; Known or suspected
infection such as pancreatitis, etc..; There are no
findings of Hematuria,
Lymphadenopathy,weight loss,abdominal
pain,diabetic patient with gastroparesis; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Ct was done for a mass in the neck. A
speculated mass was found in the right lung.
Has not had any other CT of chest, so nothing
else to compare. given concern for malignancy.;
This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is not a hematologist/ oncologist.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

diarrhea, diverticulosis, GI is wanting the CT
done; This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This
study is being ordered for another reason
besides Kidney/Ureteral stone, &#x0D; Known
Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O metastases,
Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ Enlargement,
&#x0D; Known or suspected infection such as
pancreatitis, etc..; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

drainage from open wound site to
abdomen&#x0D; redness to skin around open
wound&#x0D; swelling to upper and lower
epigastric area; This is a request for an
Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Kidney/Ureteral stone,
&#x0D; Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O
metastases, Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ
Enlargement, &#x0D; Known or suspected
infection such as pancreatitis, etc..; There are no
findings of Hematuria,
Lymphadenopathy,weight loss,abdominal
pain,diabetic patient with gastroparesis; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Epigastric pain abdominalpaun &amp;
dysphagia that has gotten worse. tender
abdomen upon exam; This is a request for an
Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Kidney/Ureteral stone,
&#x0D; Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O
metastases, Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ
Enlargement, &#x0D; Known or suspected
infection such as pancreatitis, etc..; There are no
findings of Hematuria,
Lymphadenopathy,weight loss,abdominal
pain,diabetic patient with gastroparesis; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

follow up on 14mm right adrenal nodule found
on CT of the chest 6 months ago.; This is a
request for an Abdomen CT.; This study is being
ordered for a known tumor, cancer, mass, or
rule out metastases.; This is not a request for
initial staging of a known tumor other than
prostate.; There are no new signs or symptoms
including hematuria, presenting with known
cancer or tumor.; This patient does NOT have
known prostate cancer with a PSA (prostatespecific antigen) greater than 10.; No, this is not
a request for follow up to a known tumor or
abdominal cancer.; No, there is a palpable or
observed abdominal mass.; No,there is not an
abdominal and pelvic or retroperitoneal mass
that has been confirmed.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Gallbladder ultrasound recommended
Abdomen CT; This is a request for an Abdomen
CT.; This study is being ordered for another
reason besides Kidney/Ureteral stone, &#x0D;
Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O
metastases, Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ
Enlargement, &#x0D; Known or suspected
infection such as pancreatitis, etc..; There are no
findings of Hematuria,
Lymphadenopathy,weight loss,abdominal
pain,diabetic patient with gastroparesis; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Gallbladder; This is a request for an Abdomen
CT.; This study is being ordered for another
reason besides Kidney/Ureteral stone, &#x0D;
Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O
metastases, Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ
Enlargement, &#x0D; Known or suspected
infection such as pancreatitis, etc..; There are no
findings of Hematuria,
Lymphadenopathy,weight loss,abdominal
pain,diabetic patient with gastroparesis; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

HERNIA FOUND ON PHYSICAL EXAM; This is a
request for an Abdomen CT.; This study is being
ordered for another reason besides
Kidney/Ureteral stone, &#x0D; Known Tumor,
Cancer, Mass, or R/O metastases, Suspicious
Mass or Tumor, Organ Enlargement, &#x0D;
Known or suspected infection such as
pancreatitis, etc..; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Left flank pain; This is a request for an
Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Kidney/Ureteral stone,
&#x0D; Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O
metastases, Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ
Enlargement, &#x0D; Known or suspected
infection such as pancreatitis, etc..; There are no
findings of Hematuria,
Lymphadenopathy,weight loss,abdominal
pain,diabetic patient with gastroparesis; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Liver Mass was found on Ultrasound, and the
CT was recommended by radiologist; This is a
request for an Abdomen CT.; This study is being
ordered for a known tumor, cancer, mass, or
rule out metastases.; No, this is not a request
for follow up to a known tumor or abdominal
cancer.; This study being ordered for a palpable,
observed or imaged abdominal mass.; Yes this is
a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

mdo is looking for a hernia; This is a request for
an Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Kidney/Ureteral stone,
&#x0D; Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O
metastases, Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ
Enlargement, &#x0D; Known or suspected
infection such as pancreatitis, etc..; There are no
findings of Hematuria,
Lymphadenopathy,weight loss,abdominal
pain,diabetic patient with gastroparesis; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

N/A; This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This
study is being ordered for a known tumor,
cancer, mass, or rule out metastases.; This is not
a request for initial staging of a known tumor
other than prostate.; There are no new signs or
symptoms including hematuria, presenting with
known cancer or tumor.; This patient does NOT
have known prostate cancer with a PSA
(prostate-specific antigen) greater than 10.; No,
this is not a request for follow up to a known
tumor or abdominal cancer.; No, there is a
palpable or observed abdominal mass.;
No,there is not an abdominal and pelvic or
retroperitoneal mass that has been confirmed.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
none; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 3 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is not a hematologist/
oncologist.

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient complains of nausea not triggered by
anything and happening twice a week for the
past 2 months. Patient has had elevated LFT.;
This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for another reason besides
Kidney/Ureteral stone, &#x0D; Known Tumor,
Cancer, Mass, or R/O metastases, Suspicious
Mass or Tumor, Organ Enlargement, &#x0D;
Known or suspected infection such as
pancreatitis, etc..; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

patient has a US ABD RUQ, gallbladder was
never seen patient stated that she still has her
Gallbladder, further testing is needed to see
why gallbladder was not seen.; This is a request
for an Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered
for another reason besides Kidney/Ureteral
stone, &#x0D; Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or
R/O metastases, Suspicious Mass or Tumor,
Organ Enlargement, &#x0D; Known or
suspected infection such as pancreatitis, etc..;
There are no findings of Hematuria,
Lymphadenopathy,weight loss,abdominal
pain,diabetic patient with gastroparesis; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

PATIENT HAS EPIGASTRIC
PAIN,BLOATING,DYSPNEA,NO GALLBLADDERREMOVED&#x0D; DR MCCRARY FELT KNOT IN
EPIGASTRIC AREA WHEN EXAMINED.&#x0D;
FURTHER EVALUATION; This is a request for an
Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for a
suspicious mass or tumor.; There is no
suspicious mass found using ultrasound, IVP,
Endoscopy, colonoscopy, or sigmoidoscopy.;
The patient does not have new symptoms
including hematuria, new lab results or other
imaging studies including ultrasound, doppler or
x-ray (plain film) findings, suspicion of an
adrenal mass or suspicion of a renal mass.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient has nausea, vomiting, sweats, chills
intermittently unrelated to eating. Gallbladder
US was normal, WBC was normal. Family
history of autoimmune disorders. Liver function
test was abnormal. Umbilical and RUQ pain.;
This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for another reason besides
Kidney/Ureteral stone, &#x0D; Known Tumor,
Cancer, Mass, or R/O metastases, Suspicious
Mass or Tumor, Organ Enlargement, &#x0D;
Known or suspected infection such as
pancreatitis, etc..; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient has unexplained pain and bloating
progressing over 3-4 days. She has a history of a
total colectomy.; This is a request for an
Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Kidney/Ureteral stone,
&#x0D; Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O
metastases, Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ
Enlargement, &#x0D; Known or suspected
infection such as pancreatitis, etc..; There are no
findings of Hematuria,
Lymphadenopathy,weight loss,abdominal
pain,diabetic patient with gastroparesis; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient is having LUQ pain. Doctor is trying to
rule out ventral hernia.; This is a request for an
Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Kidney/Ureteral stone,
&#x0D; Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O
metastases, Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ
Enlargement, &#x0D; Known or suspected
infection such as pancreatitis, etc..; There are no
findings of Hematuria,
Lymphadenopathy,weight loss,abdominal
pain,diabetic patient with gastroparesis; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient to be evaluated for generalized
abdominal pain. This is located primarily in the
left upper quadrant. It began 2 weeks ago. The
onset of pain occurred FELL ON LEFT SIDE 5
YEARS AGO. He characterizes it as aching, dull,
sharp, and stabbing. It; This is a request for an
Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Kidney/Ureteral stone,
&#x0D; Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O
metastases, Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ
Enlargement, &#x0D; Known or suspected
infection such as pancreatitis, etc..; There are no
findings of Hematuria,
Lymphadenopathy,weight loss,abdominal
pain,diabetic patient with gastroparesis; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

possible bowel obstruction, abdominal pain,;
This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for another reason besides
Kidney/Ureteral stone, &#x0D; Known Tumor,
Cancer, Mass, or R/O metastases, Suspicious
Mass or Tumor, Organ Enlargement, &#x0D;
Known or suspected infection such as
pancreatitis, etc..; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

POSSIBLE HERNIA; PT HAD PREVIOUS HERNIA
SURGERY; This is a request for an Abdomen CT.;
This study is being ordered for another reason
besides Kidney/Ureteral stone, &#x0D; Known
Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O metastases,
Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ Enlargement,
&#x0D; Known or suspected infection such as
pancreatitis, etc..; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

possible leaking shunt; This is a request for an
Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Kidney/Ureteral stone,
&#x0D; Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O
metastases, Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ
Enlargement, &#x0D; Known or suspected
infection such as pancreatitis, etc..; There are no
findings of Hematuria,
Lymphadenopathy,weight loss,abdominal
pain,diabetic patient with gastroparesis; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

PREVIOUS CT PERFORMED SHOWED LYMPH
NODE INCREASED IN SIZE OF THE LIVER ARE.
PERFORMED 3 MONTHS AGO. R/O
PORTACAVAL ADENODAPHY; This is a request
for an Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered
for organ enlargement.; There is no evidence of
organ enlargement on ultrasound, plain film, or
IVP.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Pt has abdominal pain not severe, nausea and
vomiting.; This is a request for an Abdomen CT.;
This study is being ordered for another reason
besides Kidney/Ureteral stone, &#x0D; Known
Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O metastases,
Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ Enlargement,
&#x0D; Known or suspected infection such as
pancreatitis, etc..; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

PT HAS CONTINUED RUQ ABD PAIN, NORMAL
US AND NORMAL HIDDA SCAN; This is a request
for an Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered
for another reason besides Kidney/Ureteral
stone, &#x0D; Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or
R/O metastases, Suspicious Mass or Tumor,
Organ Enlargement, &#x0D; Known or
suspected infection such as pancreatitis, etc..;
There are no findings of Hematuria,
Lymphadenopathy,weight loss,abdominal
pain,diabetic patient with gastroparesis; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

pt is having abdominal pain, possibly abdominal
Hernia; This is a request for an Abdomen CT.;
This study is being ordered for another reason
besides Kidney/Ureteral stone, &#x0D; Known
Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O metastases,
Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ Enlargement,
&#x0D; Known or suspected infection such as
pancreatitis, etc..; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Pt was lifting a lawnmower deck when she felt
a rip in the RUQ muscles that radiate to her
back. Has been having RUQ pain since that time
with difficulty breathing or walking without
moderate to severe pain. Concerned for muscle
tears. Unable to perform U; This is a request for
an Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for
trauma.; This request is not for follow up to
abdominal and/or pelvic trauma ordered by a
specialist or PCP on behalf of a specialist who
has seen the patient.; There is no recent trauma
with physical findings or abnormal blood work
indicating either peritonitis or abscess.; There
are no physical findings or lab results indicating
an intra-abdominal bleed.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

RUQ pain worsening over the past few weeks.
Unsure if associated with eating. No radiation of
symptoms. No swelling. Is tender to palpate.
History of Hepatitis C.; This is a request for an
Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Kidney/Ureteral stone,
&#x0D; Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O
metastases, Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ
Enlargement, &#x0D; Known or suspected
infection such as pancreatitis, etc..; There are no
findings of Hematuria,
Lymphadenopathy,weight loss,abdominal
pain,diabetic patient with gastroparesis; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

RUQ Pain, abnormal liver function studies, s/p
cholecystostomy; This is a request for an
Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for an
infection such as pancreatitis, appendicitis,
abscess, colitis and inflammatory bowel
disease.; It is unknown if there are abnormal lab
results or physical findings on exam such as
rebound or guarding that are consistent with
peritonitis, abscess, pancreatitis or
appendicitis.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Crohn's disease,
Abscess, Ulcerative Colitis, Acute Non-ulcerative
Colitis, Diverticulitis, or Inflammatory bowel
disease.; There are no findings that confirm
hepatitis C.; No, the patient has not been seen
by a specialist or are the studies being
requested on behalf of a specialist for an
infection.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

SEVERE ABDOMEN PAIN , HISTORY OF HEP C ,
NAUSEA AND VOMITTING; This is a request for
an Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for
organ enlargement.; Which organ is enlarged?
Liver; The patient did not have an Ultrasound.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The Pt has vomiting, diahrhea, 10lb weight loss
in last TWO WEEKS.; This is a request for an
Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for a
suspicious mass or tumor.; There is no
suspicious mass found using ultrasound, IVP,
Endoscopy, colonoscopy, or sigmoidoscopy.;
The patient does not have new symptoms
including hematuria, new lab results or other
imaging studies including ultrasound, doppler or
x-ray (plain film) findings, suspicion of an
adrenal mass or suspicion of a renal mass.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered as a pre-op or post op
evaluation.; The requested study is for postoperative evaluation.; The requested study is a
first follow up study for a post operatove
complication.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for a known tumor, cancer,
mass, or rule out metastases.; This is a request
for initial staging of a known tumor other than
prostate.; No, this is not a request for follow up
to a known tumor or abdominal cancer.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

General/Family
Practice

Approval

1

1

2

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for a known tumor, cancer,
mass, or rule out metastases.; This is not a
request for initial staging of a known tumor
other than prostate.; This patient does NOT
have known prostate cancer with a PSA
(prostate-specific antigen) greater than 10.; No,
this is not a request for follow up to a known
tumor or abdominal cancer.; Yes, there is a
palpable or observed abdominal mass.; No,
there has not been a recent abdominal CT scan.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

3

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for a known tumor, cancer,
mass, or rule out metastases.; This is not a
request for initial staging of a known tumor
other than prostate.; This patient does NOT
have known prostate cancer with a PSA
(prostate-specific antigen) greater than 10.; No,
this is not a request for follow up to a known
tumor or abdominal cancer.; Yes, there is a
palpable or observed abdominal mass.; Yes,
there has been a recent abdominal CT scan.; No,
this is not a repeat of a CT of the abdomen
within 6 weeks.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for a known tumor, cancer,
mass, or rule out metastases.; Yes, this is a
request for follow up to a known tumor or
abdominal cancer.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

2

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for a kidney/ureteral stone.;
There is a known or a strong suspicion of kidney
or ureteral stones.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

7

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for a kidney/ureteral stone.;
There is neither a known nor a strong suspicion
of kidney or ureteral stones.; This patient is
experiencing hematuria.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

2

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for a kidney/ureteral stone.;
This patient is experiencing hematuria.; The
hematuria is newly diagnosed.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for a suspicious mass or
tumor.; It is not known if there is a suspicious
mass found using ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy,
colonoscopy, or sigmoidoscopy.; It is not known
if there are new symptoms including
hematuria.; It is not known if there are new lab
results or other imaging studies including
ultrasound, Doppler or plain films findings.; It is
not known if there is a suspicion of an adrenal
mass.; This is a request to confirm a suspicious
renal mass suggested by physical exam, lab
studies, IVP or ultrasound.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for a suspicious mass or
tumor.; It is not known if there is a suspicious
mass found using ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy,
colonoscopy, or sigmoidoscopy.; There are no
new symptoms including hematuria.; It is not
known if there are new lab results or other
imaging studies including ultrasound, Doppler or
plain films findings.; It is not known if there is a
suspicion of an adrenal mass.; This is a request
to confirm a suspicious renal mass suggested by
physical exam, lab studies, IVP or ultrasound.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for a suspicious mass or
tumor.; There is a suspicious mass found using
ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy, or
sigmoidoscopy.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

24

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for a suspicious mass or
tumor.; There is no suspicious mass found using
ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy, or
sigmoidoscopy.; It is not known if there are new
symptoms including hematuria.; There are new
lab results or other imaging studies including
ultrasound, Doppler or plain films findings.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for a suspicious mass or
tumor.; There is no suspicious mass found using
ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy, or
sigmoidoscopy.; There are no new symptoms
including hematuria.; There are new lab results
or other imaging studies including ultrasound,
Doppler or plain films findings.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

2

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for a suspicious mass or
tumor.; There is no suspicious mass found using
ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy, or
sigmoidoscopy.; There are no new symptoms
including hematuria.; There are no new lab
results or other imaging studies including
ultrasound, Doppler or plain films findings.;
There is a suspicion of an adrenal mass.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

2

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for a suspicious mass or
tumor.; There is no suspicious mass found using
ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy, or
sigmoidoscopy.; There are no new symptoms
including hematuria.; There are no new lab
results or other imaging studies including
ultrasound, Doppler or plain films findings.;
There is not a suspicion of an adrenal mass.;
This is a request to confirm a suspicious renal
mass suggested by physical exam, lab studies,
IVP or ultrasound.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

2

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for an infection such as
pancreatitis, appendicitis, abscess, colitis and
inflammatory bowel disease.; It is unknown if
there are abnormal lab results or physical
findings on exam such as rebound or guarding
that are consistent with peritonitis, abscess,
pancreatitis or appendicitis.; There are known
or endoscopic findings of Diverticulitis.; No, the
patient has not been seen by a specialist or are
the studies being requested on behalf of a
specialist for an infection.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for an infection such as
pancreatitis, appendicitis, abscess, colitis and
inflammatory bowel disease.; There are
abnormal lab results or physical findings on
exam such as rebound or guarding that are
consistent with peritonitis, abscess, pancreatitis
or appendicitis.; It is not known if the patient
has been seen by a specialist or are the studies
being requested on behalf of a specialist for an
infection.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for an infection such as
pancreatitis, appendicitis, abscess, colitis and
inflammatory bowel disease.; There are
abnormal lab results or physical findings on
exam such as rebound or guarding that are
consistent with peritonitis, abscess, pancreatitis
or appendicitis.; No, the patient has not been
seen by a specialist or are the studies being
requested on behalf of a specialist for an
infection.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

20

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for an infection such as
pancreatitis, appendicitis, abscess, colitis and
inflammatory bowel disease.; There are
abnormal lab results or physical findings on
exam such as rebound or guarding that are
consistent with peritonitis, abscess, pancreatitis
or appendicitis.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Crohn's disease,
Abscess, Ulcerative Colitis, Acute Non-ulcerative
Colitis, Diverticulitis, or Inflammatory bowel
disease.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

4

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for an infection such as
pancreatitis, appendicitis, abscess, colitis and
inflammatory bowel disease.; There are known
or endoscopic findings of Inflammatory bowel
disease.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

2

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for an infection such as
pancreatitis, appendicitis, abscess, colitis and
inflammatory bowel disease.; There are known
or endoscopic findings of Ulcerative Colitis.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for an infection such as
pancreatitis, appendicitis, abscess, colitis and
inflammatory bowel disease.; There are NO
abnormal lab results or physical findings on
exam such as rebound or guarding that are
consistent with peritonitis, abscess, pancreatitis
or appendicitis.; There are known or endoscopic
findings of Inflammatory bowel disease.; No,
the patient has not been seen by a specialist or
are the studies being requested on behalf of a
specialist for an infection.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

2

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for an infection such as
pancreatitis, appendicitis, abscess, colitis and
inflammatory bowel disease.; Yes, the patient
has been seen by a specialist or are the studies
being requested on behalf of a specialist for an
infection.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

8

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for another reason besides
Kidney/Ureteral stone, &#x0D; Known Tumor,
Cancer, Mass, or R/O metastases, Suspicious
Mass or Tumor, Organ Enlargement, &#x0D;
Known or suspected infection such as
pancreatitis, etc..; There are clinical findings or
indications of Hematuria.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

3

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for another reason besides
Kidney/Ureteral stone, &#x0D; Known Tumor,
Cancer, Mass, or R/O metastases, Suspicious
Mass or Tumor, Organ Enlargement, &#x0D;
Known or suspected infection such as
pancreatitis, etc..; There are clinical findings or
indications of unexplained abdominal pain in
patient over 75 years of age.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for another reason besides
Kidney/Ureteral stone, &#x0D; Known Tumor,
Cancer, Mass, or R/O metastases, Suspicious
Mass or Tumor, Organ Enlargement, &#x0D;
Known or suspected infection such as
pancreatitis, etc..; There are clinical findings or
indications of unexplained weight loss of greater
than 10% body weight in 1 month; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

3

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for organ enlargement.; There
is evidence of organ enlargement on ultrasound,
plain film, or IVP.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

6

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; This is a request for an Abdomen CT.;
This study is being ordered for a suspicious mass
or tumor.; There is a suspicious mass found
using ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy,
or sigmoidoscopy.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Unknown; This is a request for an Abdomen
CT.; This study is being ordered for another
reason besides Kidney/Ureteral stone, &#x0D;
Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O
metastases, Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ
Enlargement, &#x0D; Known or suspected
infection such as pancreatitis, etc..; There are no
findings of Hematuria,
Lymphadenopathy,weight loss,abdominal
pain,diabetic patient with gastroparesis; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT
unknown; This study is being ordered for
trauma or injury.; 05/08/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; LLE pain
and weakness, MVA on 5/8/2017 and due to
accident and a mass showed on CT done;
medications

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

will give to nurse.; This is a request for an
Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Kidney/Ureteral stone,
&#x0D; Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O
metastases, Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ
Enlargement, &#x0D; Known or suspected
infection such as pancreatitis, etc..; There are no
findings of Hematuria,
Lymphadenopathy,weight loss,abdominal
pain,diabetic patient with gastroparesis; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74174 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY
ABDOMEN AND PELVIS
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 2016; There has not been any
treatment or conservative therapy.;

1

This is a request for CT Angiography of the
Abdomen and Pelvis.

5

dissecting arotic aneurysm; This study is being
ordered for Vascular Disease.; unknown; There
has not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; dysplasia

1

74174 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY
ABDOMEN AND PELVIS
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST
74175 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY
ABDOMEN
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice
General/Family
Practice

Approval

74175 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY
ABDOMEN
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Approval

74175 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY
ABDOMEN
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Approval

74175 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY
ABDOMEN
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST
74175 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY
ABDOMEN
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

History of Hypertension since age 16. Diagnosis
of Renal arteries Stenosis; This study is being
ordered for trauma or injury.; 04/01/2017;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Chronic Headaches and hypertension;
Medication therapy
unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 2/14/2017; There
has not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; 3 month follow up to for aortic
aneurysm

1

1

Unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; Unknown; It is
not known if there has been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; Unknown

1

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
abdomen.

12

8

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis
has been completed.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; It
is not known if the urinalysis results were
normal or abnormal.; The study is being ordered
for chronic pain.; This is the first visit for this
complaint.; It is unknown if the patient had an
Amylase or Lipase lab test.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis
has been completed.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
The results of the urinalysis were abnormal.;
The urinalysis was positive for ketones.; The
study is being ordered for chronic pain.; This is
the first visit for this complaint.; The patient did
not have a amylase or lipase lab test.; Yes this is
a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis
has been completed.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
The results of the urinalysis were normal.; The
study is being ordered for chronic pain.; This is
the first visit for this complaint.; The patient did
not have a amylase or lipase lab test.; Yes this is
a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis
has not been completed.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; It
is not known if the pain is acute or chronic.; This
is the first visit for this complaint.; The patient
did not have a amylase or lipase lab test.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

2

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis
has not been completed.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
The study is being ordered for chronic pain.;
This is the first visit for this complaint.; The
patient did not have a amylase or lipase lab
test.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

2

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; It is not
known if a urinalysis has been completed.; This
study is being requested for abdominal and/or
pelvic pain.; It is not known if the pain is acute
or chronic.; It is not known if this is the first visit
for this complaint.; It is unknown if there has
been a physical exam.; It is unknown if the
patient had an Amylase or Lipase lab test.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; It is not
known if a urinalysis has been completed.; This
study is being requested for abdominal and/or
pelvic pain.; The study is being ordered for
chronic pain.; This is the first visit for this
complaint.; The patient did not have a amylase
or lipase lab test.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for acute pain.;
There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
female.; A pelvic exam was NOT performed.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

3

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for acute pain.;
There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
female.; A pelvic exam was performed.; The
results of the exam were abnormal.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for acute pain.;
There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
female.; A pelvic exam was performed.; The
results of the exam were normal.; The patient
had an Ultrasound.; The Ultrasound was
abnormal.; The ultrasound showed a
Kidney/Renal cyst(s); Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for acute pain.;
There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
male.; A rectal exam was not performed.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

3

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for acute pain.;
There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
male.; It is not known if a rectal exam was
performed.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
pain.; This is not the first visit for this
complaint.; There has been a physical exam.;
The patient is female.; A pelvic exam was
performed.; The results of the exam were
abnormal.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
pain.; This is not the first visit for this
complaint.; There has been a physical exam.;
The patient is male.; A rectal exam was not
performed.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is not a hematologist/
oncologist.

3

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for Congenital Anomaly.; &lt; Enter date of
initial onset here - or Type In Unknown If No
Info Given &gt;; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; &lt; Describe primary
symptoms here - or Type In Unknown If No Info
Given &gt;; allergist dermatologist

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; It is not known
if there has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; &lt; Describe primary symptoms here or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; kidney;
medication

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
weight; loss

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has been completed.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The results of the urinalysis
were abnormal.; It is not known if the urinalysis
was positive for billirubin, ketones, nitrites,
hematuria/blood, glucose or protein.; The study
is being ordered for chronic pain.; This is the
first visit for this complaint.; The patient did not
have a amylase or lipase lab test.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has been completed.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The results of the urinalysis
were abnormal.; The urinalysis was positive for
something other than billirubin, ketones,
nitrites, hematuria/blood, glucose or protein.; It
is not known if the pain is acute or chronic.; This
is the first visit for this complaint.; It is unknown
if the patient had an Amylase or Lipase lab test.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has been completed.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The results of the urinalysis
were normal.; The study is being ordered for
chronic pain.; This is the first visit for this
complaint.; The patient did not have a amylase
or lipase lab test.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for acute pain.; There has been a
physical exam.; The patient is female.; A pelvic
exam was NOT performed.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for acute pain.; There has been a
physical exam.; The patient is female.; A pelvic
exam was performed.; The results of the exam
were abnormal.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the
first visit for this complaint.; There has been a
physical exam.; The patient is female.; A pelvic
exam was NOT performed.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

2

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the
first visit for this complaint.; There has been a
physical exam.; The patient is female.; A pelvic
exam was performed.; The results of the exam
were normal.; The patient did not have an
Ultrasound.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the
first visit for this complaint.; There has been a
physical exam.; The patient is female.; A pelvic
exam was performed.; The results of the exam
were normal.; The patient had an Ultrasound.;
The Ultrasound was normal.; It is unknown if a
contrast/barium x-ray has been completed.; The
patient did not have an endoscopy.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the
first visit for this complaint.; There has been a
physical exam.; The patient is female.; It is not
known if a pelvic exam was performed.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

2

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the
first visit for this complaint.; There has been a
physical exam.; The patient is male.; A rectal
exam was not performed.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

3

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the
first visit for this complaint.; There has been a
physical exam.; The patient is male.; It is not
known if a rectal exam was performed.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT
; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for Inflammatory/
Infectious Disease.; 6/13/2017; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
chest pain sob

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; ; There has not been any
treatment or conservative therapy.; Describe
primary symptoms here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info &#x0D; &#x0D; Chest pain has been
going on for 2 weeks. She has noticed that her
lips have been blue. She is having SOB and it
hard to breath. Chest pain is worse in the
afternoon and it increases with

1

Approval

Approval

1

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

1. Bronchitis &#x0D; Onset: gradual. Severity:
mild-moderate. The patient describes the
cough as moist, persistent and productive (of
yellow sputum). It occurs persistently. The
problem has become gradually worse. There
are no aggravating factors. Relie; This study is
being ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 2.Diabetes &#x0D; The
problem is stable. Risk factors include: family
history diabetes mellitus, obesity, over age 45
years old and sedentary lifestyle. Patient is
compliant with using medication, and follow-up.
He Has been managed with diet, oral
medications,; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; 1. Bronchitis &#x0D;
Onset: gradual. Severity: mild-moderate. The
patient describes the cough as moist, persistent
and productive (of yellow sputum). It occurs
persistently. The problem has become
gradually worse. There are no aggravating
factors. Relie; better diet and medications
regularly

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

37 year old here with complaints of abdominal
pain onset 2 days ago. Described as she has
been "punched" in the left side of her stomach.
To the right of her umbilicus and has since
started radiating to her right side. Pain worse on
walking.&#x0D; Pain has bee; This is a request
for an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This
study is being requested for abdominal and/or
pelvic pain.; The study is being ordered for
acute pain.; There has been a physical exam.;
The patient is female.; A pelvic exam was NOT
performed.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Abd XR showed possible kidney stone. US
positive for Bilirubin, Ketones, and Protein. CT
requested to better look at kidneys.; This is a
request for an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.;
A urinalysis has been completed.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The results of the urinalysis were
abnormal.; The urinalysis was positive for
protein.; The study is being ordered for chronic
pain.; This is the first visit for this complaint.;
The patient did not have a amylase or lipase lab
test.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

ABDOMIANL PAIN WITH TENDERNESS; This is a
request for an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.;
A urinalysis has not been completed.; This study
is being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
pain.; This is the first visit for this complaint.;
The patient had an amylase lab test.; The results
of the lab test were normal.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

abdominal pain&#x0D; hematuria&#x0D; knot
in mid back near spine&#x0D; back pain till
voids&#x0D; nausea&#x0D; urinary burning and
frequency; This is a request for an abdomenpelvis CT combination.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
The study is being ordered for chronic pain.;
This is not the first visit for this complaint.;
There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
male.; It is not known if a rectal exam was
performed.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Abdominal pain, diarrhea, gas and bloating for
about 4-6 weeks. Pain varies on area of
abdomen and diet changes haven't helped.; This
is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has not been
completed.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for chronic pain.; This is the first
visit for this complaint.; The patient did not
have a amylase or lipase lab test.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Abdominal pain, Liver masses were found
6/22/2017 in ER.; This study is being ordered for
a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is not a hematologist/
oncologist.

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Abnormal pelvic exam and for abdominal pain;
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the
first visit for this complaint.; There has been a
physical exam.; The patient is female.; A pelvic
exam was performed.; The results of the exam
were abnormal.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

abnormal urinalysis possible kidney stone; This
is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for acute pain.; There has been a
physical exam.; The patient is female.; A pelvic
exam was NOT performed.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Abnormal weight loss and history of cancer;
This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is not a hematologist/ oncologist.

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

adema and pain; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
pain.; This is not the first visit for this
complaint.; There has been a physical exam.;
The patient is male.; It is not known if a rectal
exam was performed.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

ADRENAL ADENOMA INCREASED IN SIZE; This is
a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for acute pain.; There has been a
physical exam.; The patient is female.; A pelvic
exam was NOT performed.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

ALSO HAS LUNG NODULE THAT WAS NOTED IN
2016; This study is being ordered for
Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.; 5/10/2016;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; FEVER UP TO 103 &#x0D;
LYMPHADOPATHY&#x0D; MUSCLE PAIN&#x0D;
FATIGUE; MULIPLE ANTIBODICS, HAS HAD
LYMPH NODE DISCETIONS. IS CURRENTLY
DOING IV ABT AT THIS TIME.

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

appendicitis; This is a request for an abdomenpelvis CT combination.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
The study is being ordered for acute pain.;
There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
female.; A pelvic exam was performed.; The
results of the exam were abnormal.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

c/o of painful knots in stomach, cervical CA, had
cardiac thoracic surgery, had injections; This is a
request for an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.;
A urinalysis has not been completed.; This study
is being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
pain.; This is the first visit for this complaint.;
The patient did not have a amylase or lipase lab
test.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

chronic cough; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 2015; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; 20lb
weight loss in 2 years, hematuria in urine;
medication

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Chronic kidney disease /Flank pain /Back
Pain/Amenorrhea, secondary /Uncontrolled
type 2 diabetes mellitus with stage 4 chronic
kidney disease, with long-term current; This is a
request for an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.;
A urinalysis has been completed.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The results of the urinalysis were
abnormal.; The urinalysis was positive for
protein.; The study is being ordered for chronic
pain.; This is the first visit for this complaint.;
The patient did not have a amylase or lipase lab
test.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

diverticulitis; This is a request for an abdomenpelvis CT combination.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
The study is being ordered for chronic pain.;
This is not the first visit for this complaint.;
There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
male.; A rectal exam was not performed.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

evaluate for appendicitis; This is a request for
an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study
is being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for acute pain.;
There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
male.; A rectal exam was not performed.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

follow up on pulmonary nodule and with new
symptoms of lymphadenopathy, hyperesthesia,
and edema of BUE/BLU.; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; Onset approx. 3/30/2017.;
There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; Edema to BLE and BUE.
&#x0D; Lymphadenopathy.&#x0D;
Hyperesthesia.&#x0D; Solitary Pulmonary
Nodule.

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Follow up treatment for testicular cancer; This
study is being ordered for a metastatic disease.;
There are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI,
CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is not
a hematologist/ oncologist.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

has been sick for the past 3-4 months, has a
cough that won't go away, has been lethargic,
headache, cough has worsened over the past
week or so, has on and off fever a couple of
times per month, has some congestion and
runny nose, cough is dry, does have; This study
is being ordered for something other than:
known trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; January 2017; It is not known
if there has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; has been sick for the past 3-4 months,
has a cough that won't go away, has been
lethargic, headache, cough has worsened over
the past week or so, has on and off fever a
couple of times per month, has some
congestion and runny nose, cough is dry, does
hav

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

has palpable mass; US showed large abdominal
abcess and recommends CT; in chronic pain
over a week; This is a request for an abdomenpelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis has not
been completed.; This study is being requested
for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for chronic pain.; This is the first
visit for this complaint.; The patient did not
have a amylase or lipase lab test.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Having sever abdominal pelvic pain anemic
white blood cells are high; This is a request for
an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study
is being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
pain.; This is not the first visit for this
complaint.; There has been a physical exam.;
The patient is female.; A pelvic exam was NOT
performed.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Hematuria no other symptoms; This is a
request for an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being ordered
for acute pain.; There has been a physical
exam.; The patient is male.; It is not known if a
rectal exam was performed.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

hematuria,; This is a request for an abdomenpelvis CT combination.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
The study is being ordered for acute pain.;
There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
female.; A pelvic exam was NOT performed.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

history of colon cancer; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 3
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is not a
hematologist/ oncologist.

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

I have ordered CT abdomen w/wo contrast and
CT pelvis w/wo contrast.. pain has continued
with no relief from NSAIDS, rest, ice/heat,
compression; This is a request for an abdomenpelvis CT combination.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
The study is being ordered for chronic pain.;
This is not the first visit for this complaint.;
There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
female.; A pelvic exam was NOT performed.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

IMPRESSION US ABDOMEN
5/4/2017
Several large gallstones within the gallbladder
and circumferential gallbladder wall thickening,
concerning for cholecystitis, however the
patient did not have sonographic Murphy's sign.
Consider surgical consultation; This is a request
for an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This
study is being requested for abdominal and/or
pelvic pain.; The study is being ordered for
chronic pain.; This is not the first visit for this
complaint.; There has been a physical exam.;
The patient is female.; A pelvic exam was
performed.; The results of the exam were
normal.; The patient had an Ultrasound.; The
Ultrasound was abnormal.; The ultrasound
showed gall stones.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Interpretation of MRI of lumbar spine indicates
bilateral adrenal masses (left greater than right)
measuring up to 8cm and a possible mass within
the left psoas muscle. Findings are concerning
for a malignancy/metastatic disease; radiologist
with recomme; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

kidney stone; This is a request for an abdomenpelvis CT combination.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
The study is being ordered for acute pain.;
There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
male.; A rectal exam was not performed.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

kidney stones.; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for acute pain.;
There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
female.; A pelvic exam was performed.; The
results of the exam were normal.; The patient
did not have an Ultrasound.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

l lower abd mass in abd; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
pain.; This is not the first visit for this
complaint.; There has been a physical exam.;
The patient is female.; A pelvic exam was NOT
performed.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Left flank mass&#x0D; Left flank pain. &#x0D;
Palpable mass present left flank area&#x0D;
Patient here for evaluation of left flank and
lower back pain. He states the symptoms
started a few days ago and progressively
worsened. He feels a possible mass in that area.
He d; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the
first visit for this complaint.; There has been a
physical exam.; The patient is male.; A rectal
exam was not performed.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Left lower quadrant pain - L &amp; R Diarrhea
and vomiting x 2 days; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis
has been completed.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
The results of the urinalysis were normal.; It is
not known if the pain is acute or chronic.; This is
the first visit for this complaint.; The patient had
an amylase lab test.; The results of the lab test
were unknown.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

lifted a table that irritated his hernia; This is a
request for an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being ordered
for acute pain.; There has been a physical
exam.; The patient is male.; A rectal exam was
not performed.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

LLQ PAIN WITH GUARDING, HAS BRIGHT RED
BLOOD IN STOOL. NAUSEA AND CHILLS.; This is
a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for acute pain.; There has been a
physical exam.; The patient is female.; A pelvic
exam was NOT performed.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

low back pain; This is a request for an abdomenpelvis CT combination.; It is not known if a
urinalysis has been completed.; The reason for
the study is renal calculi, kidney or ureteral
stone.; This study is not being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is not
requested for hematuria.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Ms. CARMICHAEL is a 52 year old White female.
She presents with diarrhea, heartburn, and
nausea. &#x0D; The patient is here for
gastroesophageal reflux disease. It is moderate
in intensity. Associated symptoms include
acidic taste in mouth and nausea. &#x0D; T;
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the
first visit for this complaint.; There has been a
physical exam.; The patient is female.; A pelvic
exam was NOT performed.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

nausea and vomiting since 04/20/17. persistent
pelvic and abdominal pain. cervical lesion upon
pelvic exam. pap performed on 04/20/17 which
has returned abnormal; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
pain.; This is not the first visit for this
complaint.; There has been a physical exam.;
The patient is female.; A pelvic exam was
performed.; The results of the exam were
abnormal.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

new onset abdominal pain, bloating and
diarrhea, elevated white count .; This is a
request for an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being ordered
for acute pain.; There has been a physical
exam.; The patient is female.; A pelvic exam was
NOT performed.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

None.; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis
CT combination.; This study is being requested
for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the
first visit for this complaint.; There has been a
physical exam.; The patient is female.; A pelvic
exam was NOT performed.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

None; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis
CT combination.; This study is being requested
for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for acute pain.; There has been a
physical exam.; The patient is female.; A pelvic
exam was NOT performed.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

none; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis
CT combination.; This study is being requested
for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the
first visit for this complaint.; There has been a
physical exam.; The patient is female.; A pelvic
exam was NOT performed.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Normal cxr. Abd/pelvis xray showed nodule.;
This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; persistant cough, weight loss,
abd pain, abnormal xray; There has not been
any treatment or conservative therapy.; cough,
abd pain, weight loss

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

OVER THE PAST 6 WEEKS HAS BEEN
COMPLAINING ABOUT STOMACH PAIN; This is a
request for an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being ordered
for chronic pain.; This is not the first visit for this
complaint.; There has been a physical exam.;
The patient is male.; A rectal exam was not
performed.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

palpable nodule. Left upper quadrant; This is a
request for an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being ordered
for chronic pain.; This is not the first visit for this
complaint.; There has been a physical exam.;
The patient is female.; A pelvic exam was NOT
performed.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Patient had a recent Chest CT which revealed a
Renal Mass.; This is a request for an abdomenpelvis CT combination.; The reason for the study
is suspicious mass or suspected tumor or
metastasis.; This study is not being requested
for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
not requested for hematuria.; The patient did
NOT have an abnormal abdominal Ultrasound,
CT or MR study.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Patient had severe pain. Went to ER. Patient
has omental infarct. Pain now
returning/worsening. Needs CT with contrast
now.; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the
first visit for this complaint.; There has been a
physical exam.; The patient is male.; A rectal
exam was not performed.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

PATIENT HAS HISTORY OF SIGMOID
DIVERTICULITS AND PRESENTS TO CLINIC WITH
LOWER ABDOMINAL PAIN.; This is a request for
an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study
is being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for acute pain.;
There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
male.; A rectal exam was not performed.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

patient has RUQ pain; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
pain.; This is not the first visit for this
complaint.; There has been a physical exam.;
The patient is female.; A pelvic exam was NOT
performed.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Patient presented to AMMC ER on 4-2-17; with
right shoulder and arm pain. Patient had Right
humerus and shoulder films, which showed
MULTIPLE sites of metastasis in the joint and
the humerus; bones appear "moth eaten" in
appearance, also shows multiple; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 3 exams are being ordered.; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is not a
hematologist/ oncologist.

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Patient presents to our clinic with elevated
LFT's and nausea. States he hasn't been eating
much.; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis
CT combination.; The reason for the study is
none of the listed reasons.; This study is not
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is not requested for hematuria.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Patient presents with severe pain and nausea
and states throwing with mix of blood. Patient
states pain is works on right side.; This is a
request for an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being ordered
for acute pain.; There has been a physical
exam.; The patient is male.; It is not known if a
rectal exam was performed.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

patient with severe left lower quadrant pain
with radiation to left flank, hematuria and
history of diverticulitis; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for acute pain.;
There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
female.; A pelvic exam was NOT performed.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Persistent vomiting/possible bowel
obstruction.; This is a request for an abdomenpelvis CT combination.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
The study is being ordered for acute pain.;
There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
male.; It is not known if a rectal exam was
performed.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

positive blood in stool, pulsatile mass; This
study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 06/26/2017; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
abdominal mass, felt knots in abdominal area, 1
pulsatile mass,

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Positive lueks on urinalysis. Has had pelvic pain
and hematuria in previous testing.; This is a
request for an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.;
A urinalysis has been completed.; The reason
for the hematuria is not known.; This study is
not being requested for abdominal and/or
pelvic pain.; The study is requested for
hematuria.; The results of the urinalysis were
abnormal.; The urinalysis was positive for
something other than billirubin, ketones,
nitrites, hematuria/blood, glucose or protein.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

POSSIBLE KIDNEY STONE. RIGHT FLANK PAIN
THAT RADIATES TO RLQ; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
pain.; This is not the first visit for this
complaint.; There has been a physical exam.;
The patient is female.; A pelvic exam was NOT
performed.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Probable renal stone-flank pain, cva
tenderness, hematuria. Pain worsening; This is a
request for an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being ordered
for chronic pain.; This is not the first visit for this
complaint.; There has been a physical exam.;
The patient is male.; A rectal exam was not
performed.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Pt complains of pain in left lower abdomen and
mid back pain x 5 days.; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; It is not
known if a urinalysis has been completed.; This
study is being requested for abdominal and/or
pelvic pain.; The study is being ordered for
acute pain.; It is unknown if there has been a
physical exam.; It is unknown if the patient had
an Amylase or Lipase lab test.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

pt had brain MRI shown lesions; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of the
studies being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Pt has abd pain,nausea,vomiting and
constipation.symptoms haven't improved on
ppi.symptoms have recently became worse.had
a hernia repair in July 2016 so concerned this
could be a complication from hernia repair; This
is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the
first visit for this complaint.; There has been a
physical exam.; The patient is female.; A pelvic
exam was NOT performed.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Pt has acute ABD pain/severe MDO suspects pt
appendix; This is a request for an abdomenpelvis CT combination.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
The study is being ordered for acute pain.;
There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
female.; A pelvic exam was performed.; The
results of the exam were abnormal.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

PT has been peeing blood for 3 days and needs
test done.; This is a request for an abdomenpelvis CT combination.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
The study is being ordered for chronic pain.;
This is not the first visit for this complaint.;
There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
male.; A rectal exam was performed.; The
results of the exam were abnormal.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

pt has epigastric abd pain with nausea and
elevated lipase.; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for acute pain.;
There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
female.; A pelvic exam was NOT performed.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Pt has had positive blood in stool and has had
an EGD and colonoscopy without findings.
Surgeon suggested CT abdomen and pelvis
enterogram; This is a request for an abdomenpelvis CT combination.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
The study is being ordered for chronic pain.;
This is not the first visit for this complaint.;
There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
female.; A pelvic exam was performed.; The
results of the exam were abnormal.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Pt is c/o flank pain and lower abdominal pain x
1 week with abnormal UA results; This is a
request for an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.;
A urinalysis has been completed.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The results of the urinalysis were
abnormal.; The urinalysis was positive for
protein.; The study is being ordered for chronic
pain.; This is the first visit for this complaint.;
The patient did not have a amylase or lipase lab
test.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Pt presents with LLQ abdominal tenderness,
abdominal pain, elevated WBC, fever, elevated
CRP.; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the
first visit for this complaint.; There has been a
physical exam.; The patient is female.; A pelvic
exam was NOT performed.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Pt was in clinic on 12-2016 for lower abdominal
pain, treated with Antibiotics and comes back to
clinic today with worsening pain.; This is a
request for an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being ordered
for chronic pain.; This is not the first visit for this
complaint.; There has been a physical exam.;
The patient is male.; A rectal exam was not
performed.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

pt with history of kidney stones, large left
hydrocele, abdominal surgery due to
diverticulitis. pt presents today with severe
lower abdominal pain. unable to stand due to
intense pain, rebound tenderness; This is a
request for an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being ordered
for acute pain.; There has been a physical
exam.; The patient is male.; A rectal exam was
not performed.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Pt. c/o of abdominal pain in right upper
quadrant, left upper quadrant, left lower
quadrant and right lower quadrant. States has
had problem for several weeks now. C/o pain is
sharp, stabbing, and associated with meals. C/O
the pain gets worse as the day ; This is a request
for an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This
study is being requested for abdominal and/or
pelvic pain.; The study is being ordered for
chronic pain.; This is not the first visit for this
complaint.; There has been a physical exam.;
The patient is female.; A pelvic exam was NOT
performed.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

pt. has large B cell lymphoma on top of scalp
per pathology report ( Dr.Monfee removed
lesion on top of scalp). We need to see if it is
anywhere else. the oncologist asked us to order
these studies before he sees him.; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 3 exams are being ordered.; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is not a
hematologist/ oncologist.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Pt. is experiencing acute abdominal pain which
is worsening. Eating &amp; drinking are
exacerbating the pain. Pt is having nausea,
vomiting, diarrhea. Located in the epigastric and
mid abdominal area. Nothing is relieving the
pain. Physical exam revealed ; This is a request
for an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This
study is being requested for abdominal and/or
pelvic pain.; The study is being ordered for
acute pain.; There has been a physical exam.;
The patient is male.; A rectal exam was not
performed.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

r/o glan issues; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
pain.; This is not the first visit for this
complaint.; There has been a physical exam.;
The patient is female.; A pelvic exam was NOT
performed.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

r/o hernia mess torn- surgery; This is a request
for an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; A
urinalysis has not been completed.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
pain.; This is the first visit for this complaint.;
The patient did not have a amylase or lipase lab
test.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

r/o kidney stone; abdominal pain; This is a
request for an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being ordered
for acute pain.; There has been a physical
exam.; The patient is female.; A pelvic exam was
NOT performed.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

RECOMMEND FOR CT UROGRAM DUE TO MASS
ON LEFT KIDNEY, FOUND MASS ON LUMBER
MRI; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has been completed.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; It is not known if the
urinalysis results were normal or abnormal.; It is
not known if the pain is acute or chronic.; This is
the first visit for this complaint.; The patient did
not have a amylase or lipase lab test.; Yes this is
a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

RLQ ABD PAIN,GENERALIZED
TENDERNESS,GUARDING ON EXAM,FLANK PAIN.
R/O APPENDICITIS,GALLSTONES; This is a
request for an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.;
A urinalysis has not been completed.; This study
is being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
pain.; This is the first visit for this complaint.;
The patient did not have a amylase or lipase lab
test.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

rule out possible cancer. Pt has unexplained
weight loss, cough, chronic fatigue, rt upper
quad pain and pain under rt shoulder blade; This
study is being ordered for a metastatic disease.;
There are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI,
CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is not
a hematologist/ oncologist.

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

ruling out appendicitis; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for acute pain.;
There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
male.; A rectal exam was not performed.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

see attached; This is a request for an abdomenpelvis CT combination.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
The study is being ordered for chronic pain.;
This is not the first visit for this complaint.;
There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
female.; A pelvic exam was NOT performed.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Severe abdominal pain with hematuria; This is a
request for an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being ordered
for acute pain.; There has been a physical
exam.; The patient is female.; A pelvic exam was
performed.; The results of the exam were
abnormal.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

severe mid back pain, kidney stones,
pyelonephritis; This is a request for an abdomenpelvis CT combination.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
The study is being ordered for acute pain.;
There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
female.; A pelvic exam was NOT performed.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

severe pain getting worse as the months go by
has been hurting off and on for a few months
now; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; It is not known if a urinalysis has
been completed.; This study is being requested
for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for chronic pain.; This is the first
visit for this complaint.; It is unknown if the
patient had an Amylase or Lipase lab test.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Sharp pain since Saturday June 3; This is a
request for an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.;
A urinalysis has been completed.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The results of the urinalysis were normal.;
The study is being ordered for chronic pain.;
This is the first visit for this complaint.; The
patient did not have a amylase or lipase lab
test.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

She is having worsening abd pain. Nausea; This
is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has been completed.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The results of the urinalysis
were normal.; The study is being ordered for
chronic pain.; This is the first visit for this
complaint.; The patient did not have a amylase
or lipase lab test.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

suspected ca; 2 mo hx of nausea and poor
appetite; enlarged liver; fatigue;; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is not a
hematologist/ oncologist.

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

suspected diverticulitis; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis
has not been completed.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
The study is being ordered for chronic pain.;
This is the first visit for this complaint.; It is
unknown if the patient had an Amylase or
Lipase lab test.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

tenderness in abdomen; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for acute pain.;
There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
female.; A pelvic exam was NOT performed.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

The ordering physician is concerned with TB or
meningitis.; This study is being ordered for
Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.; June 12th
2017; There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Constant fever, chills, sweats, and
fatigue.; Lab tests, antibiotics, chest x-ray

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

The patient is c/o nausea and vomiting that is
worse with eating solid foods.; This is a request
for an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This
study is being requested for abdominal and/or
pelvic pain.; The study is being ordered for
acute pain.; There has been a physical exam.;
The patient is male.; It is not known if a rectal
exam was performed.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

The patient is complaining of LLQ abdominal
pain and has a history of ovarian cyst rupture;
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for acute pain.; There has been a
physical exam.; The patient is female.; It is not
known if a pelvic exam was performed.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

The patient is having acute lower abdominal
pain when she sits down.; This is a request for
an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study
is being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for acute pain.;
There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
female.; A pelvic exam was NOT performed.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has been completed.;
The reason for the hematuria is not known.;
This study is not being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The study is requested for
hematuria.; The results of the urinalysis were
abnormal.; The urinalysis was positive for
hematuria/blood.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

2

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has been completed.;
The reason for the study is renal calculi, kidney
or ureteral stone.; This study is not being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
The study is not requested for hematuria.; The
results of the urinalysis were abnormal.; The
urinalysis was positive for hematuria/blood.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has been completed.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The results of the urinalysis
were abnormal.; The urinalysis was positive for
hematuria/blood.; It is not known if the pain is
acute or chronic.; This is the first visit for this
complaint.; The patient did not have a amylase
or lipase lab test.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has been completed.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The results of the urinalysis
were abnormal.; The urinalysis was positive for
hematuria/blood.; The study is being ordered
for chronic pain.; This is the first visit for this
complaint.; The patient did not have a amylase
or lipase lab test.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

11

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has been completed.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The results of the urinalysis
were abnormal.; The urinalysis was positive for
hematuria/blood.; The study is being ordered
for chronic pain.; This is the first visit for this
complaint.; The patient had an amylase lab
test.; The results of the lab test were normal.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

2

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; Infection such as pancreatitis,
appendicitis, abscess, colitis and inflammatory
bowel disease; Yes, the patient has been seen
by a specialist or are the studies being
requested on behalf of a specialist for an
infection.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; It is not known if there is a strong
suspicion of kidney or ureteral stones.; This
patient is experiencing hematuria.;
Kidney/Ureteral stone; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; It is not known if there is a strong
suspicion of kidney or ureteral stones.; This
patient is not experiencing hematuria.;
Kidney/Ureteral stone; Patient is having Flank
Pain we are worried of ovariian cyst; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; It is not known if there is a
suspicious mass found using ultrasound, IVP,
Endoscopy, colonoscopy, or sigmoidoscopy.; It
is not known if there are new symptoms
including hematuria.; There are new lab results
or other imaging studies including ultrasound,
Doppler or plain films findings.; Suspicious Mass
or Tumor; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

Approval

Approval

56

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; It is not known if there is a
suspicious mass found using ultrasound, IVP,
Endoscopy, colonoscopy, or sigmoidoscopy.;
There are new symptoms including hematuria.;
Suspicious Mass or Tumor; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

3

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; It is not known if there is a
suspicious mass found using ultrasound, IVP,
Endoscopy, colonoscopy, or sigmoidoscopy.;
There are no new symptoms including
hematuria.; There are new lab results or other
imaging studies including ultrasound, Doppler or
plain films findings.; Suspicious Mass or Tumor;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; It is not known if there is
evidence of organ enlargement on ultrasound,
plain film, or IVP.; Organ Enlargement; &lt;Enter
Additional clinical information &gt; Upon
examination found abdomen Hernia; Yes this is
a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; It is not known if there is
evidence of organ enlargement on ultrasound,
plain film, or IVP.; Organ Enlargement; Patient is
having low abd pain and low back pain for 2
days with some nausea and urinating more
frequently low grade fever; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; It is not known if this is a request
for follow up of a known tumor or cancer
involving both the abdomen and pelvis or if this
patient is undergoing active treatment.; This is a
request for initial staging of a known tumor
other than prostate.; Known Tumor, Cancer,
Mass, or Rule out metastases; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; It is not known if this request is
for follow up for abdominal and/or pelvic
trauma ordered by a specialist or PCP on behalf
of a specialist who has seen the patient.; There
is no recent trauma with physical findings or
abnormal blood work indicating either
peritonitis or abscess.; It is not known if there
are physical findings or lab results indicating an
intra-abdominal bleed.; Trauma; tenderness;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; It is unknown if there are
abnormal lab results or physical findings on
exam such as rebound or guarding that are
consistent with peritonitis, abscess, pancreatitis
or appendicitis.; There are known or endoscopic
findings of Inflammatory bowel disease.;
Infection such as pancreatitis, appendicitis,
abscess, colitis and inflammatory bowel disease;
No, the patient has not been seen by a specialist
or are the studies being requested on behalf of
a specialist for an infection.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; It is unknown if there are
abnormal lab results or physical findings on
exam such as rebound or guarding that are
consistent with peritonitis, abscess, pancreatitis
or appendicitis.; There are known or endoscopic
findings of Ulcerative Colitis.; Infection such as
pancreatitis, appendicitis, abscess, colitis and
inflammatory bowel disease; It is not known if
the patient has been seen by a specialist or are
the studies being requested on behalf of a
specialist for an infection.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; It is unknown if there are
abnormal lab results or physical findings on
exam such as rebound or guarding that are
consistent with peritonitis, abscess, pancreatitis
or appendicitis.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Crohn's disease,
Abscess, Ulcerative Colitis, Acute Non-ulcerative
Colitis, Diverticulitis, or Inflammatory bowel
disease.; There are no findings that confirm
hepatitis C.; Infection such as pancreatitis,
appendicitis, abscess, colitis and inflammatory
bowel disease; It is not known if the patient has
been seen by a specialist or are the studies
being requested on behalf of a specialist for an
infection.; ; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; It is unknown if there are
abnormal lab results or physical findings on
exam such as rebound or guarding that are
consistent with peritonitis, abscess, pancreatitis
or appendicitis.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Crohn's disease,
Abscess, Ulcerative Colitis, Acute Non-ulcerative
Colitis, Diverticulitis, or Inflammatory bowel
disease.; There are no findings that confirm
hepatitis C.; Infection such as pancreatitis,
appendicitis, abscess, colitis and inflammatory
bowel disease; No, the patient has not been
seen by a specialist or are the studies being
requested on behalf of a specialist for an
infection.; &lt;Enter Additional Clinical
Information&gt;; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; It is unknown if there are
abnormal lab results or physical findings on
exam such as rebound or guarding that are
consistent with peritonitis, abscess, pancreatitis
or appendicitis.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Crohn's disease,
Abscess, Ulcerative Colitis, Acute Non-ulcerative
Colitis, Diverticulitis, or Inflammatory bowel
disease.; There are no findings that confirm
hepatitis C.; Infection such as pancreatitis,
appendicitis, abscess, colitis and inflammatory
bowel disease; No, the patient has not been
seen by a specialist or are the studies being
requested on behalf of a specialist for an
infection.; ; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

3

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; It is unknown if there are
abnormal lab results or physical findings on
exam such as rebound or guarding that are
consistent with peritonitis, abscess, pancreatitis
or appendicitis.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Crohn's disease,
Abscess, Ulcerative Colitis, Acute Non-ulcerative
Colitis, Diverticulitis, or Inflammatory bowel
disease.; There are no findings that confirm
hepatitis C.; Infection such as pancreatitis,
appendicitis, abscess, colitis and inflammatory
bowel disease; No, the patient has not been
seen by a specialist or are the studies being
requested on behalf of a specialist for an
infection.; N/A; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The hematuria is due to Renal
Calculi/kidney/ ureteral stone.; It is not know if
this study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The study is requested for
hematuria.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The hematuria is due to Renal
Calculi/kidney/ ureteral stone.; This study is not
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is requested for hematuria.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

General/Family
Practice

Approval

1

1

15

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is
infection.; It is not known if the patient has a
fever and elevated white blood cell count or
abnormal amylase/lipase.; This study is not
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is not requested for hematuria.;
The patient has Diverticulitis.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is
infection.; The patient does not have a fever
and elevated white blood cell count or
abnormal amylase/lipase.; This study is not
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is not requested for hematuria.;
The patient has Diverticulitis.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is
infection.; The patient has a fever and elevated
white blood cell count or abnormal
amylase/lipase.; This study is not being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
The study is not requested for hematuria.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

3

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is pre-op
or post op evaluation.; The study is requested
for post-op evaluation.; The study is requested
as a first follow up study for a suspected or
known post-op complication.; This study is not
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is not requested for hematuria.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is pre-op
or post op evaluation.; The study is requested
for preoperative evaluation.; Surgery is planned
for within 30 days.; This study is not being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
The study is not requested for hematuria.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is
suspicious mass or suspected tumor or
metastasis.; The patient is not presenting new
symptoms.; This study is not being requested
for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
not requested for hematuria.; The last
Abdomen/Pelvis CT was perfomred more than
10 months ago.; The patient had an abnormal
abdominal Ultrasound, CT or MR study.; The
patient has NOT completed a course of
chemotherapy or radiation therapy within the
past 90 days.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is
suspicious mass or suspected tumor or
metastasis.; The patient is presenting new
symptoms.; This study is not being requested
for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
not requested for hematuria.; The patient had
an abnormal abdominal Ultrasound, CT or MR
study.; It is unknown if the patient has
completed a course of chemotherapy or
radiation therapy within the past 90 days.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is
suspicious mass or suspected tumor or
metastasis.; The patient is presenting new
symptoms.; This study is not being requested
for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
not requested for hematuria.; The patient had
an abnormal abdominal Ultrasound, CT or MR
study.; The patient has NOT completed a course
of chemotherapy or radiation therapy within
the past 90 days.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

2

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The requested studies are being
ordered for known or suspected blood clot,
thrombosis, or stenosis and are being ordered
by a surgeon or by the attending physician on
behalf of a surgeon.; Vascular disease; Yes this is
a request for a Diagnostic CT

2

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The requested study is for postoperative evaluation.; It is not known if the
requested study is a first follow up study for a
post operative complication.; Pre-op or post op
evaluation; Patient had hernia repair surgery 6
weeks ago and is having abdominal pain and is
tender in the midline abdomen; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The requested study is for postoperative evaluation.; It is not known if the
requested study is a first follow up study for a
post operative complication.; Pre-op or post op
evaluation; Patient had previous surgery on left
groin. Patient has had persistant pain in left
lower abdomen and groin since surgery; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The requested study is for postoperative evaluation.; The requested study is a
first follow up study for a post operatove
complication.; Pre-op or post op evaluation; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The requested study is for preoperative evaluation.; The study is requested by
a surgeon, specialist or PCP on behalf of a
specialist who has seen the patient.; Pre-op or
post op evaluation; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

11

6

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are abnormal lab results or
physical findings on exam such as rebound or
guarding that are consistent with peritonitis,
abscess, pancreatitis or appendicitis.; Infection
such as pancreatitis, appendicitis, abscess,
colitis and inflammatory bowel disease; It is not
known if the patient has been seen by a
specialist or are the studies being requested on
behalf of a specialist for an infection.; Yes this is
a request for a Diagnostic CT

7

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are abnormal lab results or
physical findings on exam such as rebound or
guarding that are consistent with peritonitis,
abscess, pancreatitis or appendicitis.; Infection
such as pancreatitis, appendicitis, abscess,
colitis and inflammatory bowel disease; No, the
patient has not been seen by a specialist or are
the studies being requested on behalf of a
specialist for an infection.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

271

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are clinical findings or
indications of Hematuria.; Other; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

42

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are clinical findings or
indications of Lymphadenopathy.; Other; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

6

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are clinical findings or
indications of unexplained abdominal pain in
patient over 75 years of age.; Other; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

4

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are clinical findings or
indications of unexplained weight loss of greater
than 10% body weight in 1 month; Other; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

11

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are NO abnormal lab
results or physical findings on exam such as
rebound or guarding that are consistent with
peritonitis, abscess, pancreatitis or
appendicitis.; There are known or endoscopic
findings of Abscess.; Infection such as
pancreatitis, appendicitis, abscess, colitis and
inflammatory bowel disease; No, the patient
has not been seen by a specialist or are the
studies being requested on behalf of a specialist
for an infection.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are NO abnormal lab
results or physical findings on exam such as
rebound or guarding that are consistent with
peritonitis, abscess, pancreatitis or
appendicitis.; There are known or endoscopic
findings of Diverticulitis.; Infection such as
pancreatitis, appendicitis, abscess, colitis and
inflammatory bowel disease; No, the patient
has not been seen by a specialist or are the
studies being requested on behalf of a specialist
for an infection.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

6

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are NO abnormal lab
results or physical findings on exam such as
rebound or guarding that are consistent with
peritonitis, abscess, pancreatitis or
appendicitis.; There are known or endoscopic
findings of Inflammatory bowel disease.;
Infection such as pancreatitis, appendicitis,
abscess, colitis and inflammatory bowel disease;
No, the patient has not been seen by a specialist
or are the studies being requested on behalf of
a specialist for an infection.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

4

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are NO abnormal lab
results or physical findings on exam such as
rebound or guarding that are consistent with
peritonitis, abscess, pancreatitis or
appendicitis.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Crohn's disease,
Abscess, Ulcerative Colitis, Acute Non-ulcerative
Colitis, Diverticulitis, or Inflammatory bowel
disease.; It is not known if there are findings
that confirm hepatitis C.; Infection such as
pancreatitis, appendicitis, abscess, colitis and
inflammatory bowel disease; No, the patient
has not been seen by a specialist or are the
studies being requested on behalf of a specialist
for an infection.; constipation with change in
stool habits. No rebound but patient does have
pressure.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are NO abnormal lab
results or physical findings on exam such as
rebound or guarding that are consistent with
peritonitis, abscess, pancreatitis or
appendicitis.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Crohn's disease,
Abscess, Ulcerative Colitis, Acute Non-ulcerative
Colitis, Diverticulitis, or Inflammatory bowel
disease.; There are no findings that confirm
hepatitis C.; Infection such as pancreatitis,
appendicitis, abscess, colitis and inflammatory
bowel disease; No, the patient has not been
seen by a specialist or are the studies being
requested on behalf of a specialist for an
infection.; &lt;Enter Additional Clinical
Information&gt;; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

3

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are NO abnormal lab
results or physical findings on exam such as
rebound or guarding that are consistent with
peritonitis, abscess, pancreatitis or
appendicitis.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Crohn's disease,
Abscess, Ulcerative Colitis, Acute Non-ulcerative
Colitis, Diverticulitis, or Inflammatory bowel
disease.; There are no findings that confirm
hepatitis C.; Infection such as pancreatitis,
appendicitis, abscess, colitis and inflammatory
bowel disease; No, the patient has not been
seen by a specialist or are the studies being
requested on behalf of a specialist for an
infection.; ; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

3

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are NO abnormal lab
results or physical findings on exam such as
rebound or guarding that are consistent with
peritonitis, abscess, pancreatitis or
appendicitis.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Crohn's disease,
Abscess, Ulcerative Colitis, Acute Non-ulcerative
Colitis, Diverticulitis, or Inflammatory bowel
disease.; There are no findings that confirm
hepatitis C.; Infection such as pancreatitis,
appendicitis, abscess, colitis and inflammatory
bowel disease; No, the patient has not been
seen by a specialist or are the studies being
requested on behalf of a specialist for an
infection.; BEEN ON ANTIBOTICS FOR A WEEK
W/ NO CHANGE, 11/2016 HAD AB/PELVIC DONE
QUESTION OF ABNORMALITIES IN THE
DUODENUM, GOTTEN WORSE, TAKING
MEDICATION, PAIN IS SEVERE, WORSE LOWER
LEFT SIDE PAIN; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are NO abnormal lab
results or physical findings on exam such as
rebound or guarding that are consistent with
peritonitis, abscess, pancreatitis or
appendicitis.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Crohn's disease,
Abscess, Ulcerative Colitis, Acute Non-ulcerative
Colitis, Diverticulitis, or Inflammatory bowel
disease.; There are no findings that confirm
hepatitis C.; Infection such as pancreatitis,
appendicitis, abscess, colitis and inflammatory
bowel disease; No, the patient has not been
seen by a specialist or are the studies being
requested on behalf of a specialist for an
infection.; CBC RED BLOOD CELLS LOW, WHITE
BLOOD CELLS HIGH; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are NO abnormal lab
results or physical findings on exam such as
rebound or guarding that are consistent with
peritonitis, abscess, pancreatitis or
appendicitis.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Crohn's disease,
Abscess, Ulcerative Colitis, Acute Non-ulcerative
Colitis, Diverticulitis, or Inflammatory bowel
disease.; There are no findings that confirm
hepatitis C.; Infection such as pancreatitis,
appendicitis, abscess, colitis and inflammatory
bowel disease; No, the patient has not been
seen by a specialist or are the studies being
requested on behalf of a specialist for an
infection.; constipation, diarrhea, IBS, pain; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are NO abnormal lab
results or physical findings on exam such as
rebound or guarding that are consistent with
peritonitis, abscess, pancreatitis or
appendicitis.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Crohn's disease,
Abscess, Ulcerative Colitis, Acute Non-ulcerative
Colitis, Diverticulitis, or Inflammatory bowel
disease.; There are no findings that confirm
hepatitis C.; Infection such as pancreatitis,
appendicitis, abscess, colitis and inflammatory
bowel disease; No, the patient has not been
seen by a specialist or are the studies being
requested on behalf of a specialist for an
infection.; Enter Additional Clinical InformatThe
patient has left lower quadrant abdominal pain
clearly today. I think we need to get some
clarity as to what his real problem is and I am
recommending CT scan abdomen and pelvis. He
has an iodine allergy and I am orde; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are NO abnormal lab
results or physical findings on exam such as
rebound or guarding that are consistent with
peritonitis, abscess, pancreatitis or
appendicitis.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Crohn's disease,
Abscess, Ulcerative Colitis, Acute Non-ulcerative
Colitis, Diverticulitis, or Inflammatory bowel
disease.; There are no findings that confirm
hepatitis C.; Infection such as pancreatitis,
appendicitis, abscess, colitis and inflammatory
bowel disease; No, the patient has not been
seen by a specialist or are the studies being
requested on behalf of a specialist for an
infection.; Generalized abdominal pain noted.
This is located primarily in the epigastric region
and periumbilical area. It began 3 months ago.
She characterizes it as aching and cramping. It
is of moderate intensity. She estimates that the
frequency of pain is ; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are NO abnormal lab
results or physical findings on exam such as
rebound or guarding that are consistent with
peritonitis, abscess, pancreatitis or
appendicitis.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Crohn's disease,
Abscess, Ulcerative Colitis, Acute Non-ulcerative
Colitis, Diverticulitis, or Inflammatory bowel
disease.; There are no findings that confirm
hepatitis C.; Infection such as pancreatitis,
appendicitis, abscess, colitis and inflammatory
bowel disease; No, the patient has not been
seen by a specialist or are the studies being
requested on behalf of a specialist for an
infection.; Patient clinically appears to have
diverticulitis, and this is the confirm that.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are NO abnormal lab
results or physical findings on exam such as
rebound or guarding that are consistent with
peritonitis, abscess, pancreatitis or
appendicitis.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Crohn's disease,
Abscess, Ulcerative Colitis, Acute Non-ulcerative
Colitis, Diverticulitis, or Inflammatory bowel
disease.; There are no findings that confirm
hepatitis C.; Infection such as pancreatitis,
appendicitis, abscess, colitis and inflammatory
bowel disease; No, the patient has not been
seen by a specialist or are the studies being
requested on behalf of a specialist for an
infection.; Patient continues to have RUQ pain.
This has been present for quite sometime now.
She had gallbladder out last year. She notes it
most frequently with bending; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are NO abnormal lab
results or physical findings on exam such as
rebound or guarding that are consistent with
peritonitis, abscess, pancreatitis or
appendicitis.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Crohn's disease,
Abscess, Ulcerative Colitis, Acute Non-ulcerative
Colitis, Diverticulitis, or Inflammatory bowel
disease.; There are no findings that confirm
hepatitis C.; Infection such as pancreatitis,
appendicitis, abscess, colitis and inflammatory
bowel disease; No, the patient has not been
seen by a specialist or are the studies being
requested on behalf of a specialist for an
infection.; pelvic ultrasound came back
negative; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are NO abnormal lab
results or physical findings on exam such as
rebound or guarding that are consistent with
peritonitis, abscess, pancreatitis or
appendicitis.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Crohn's disease,
Abscess, Ulcerative Colitis, Acute Non-ulcerative
Colitis, Diverticulitis, or Inflammatory bowel
disease.; There are no findings that confirm
hepatitis C.; Infection such as pancreatitis,
appendicitis, abscess, colitis and inflammatory
bowel disease; No, the patient has not been
seen by a specialist or are the studies being
requested on behalf of a specialist for an
infection.; Pt c/o left side abdominal pain for 1
year, with no relief from any conservative
treatment; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are NO abnormal lab
results or physical findings on exam such as
rebound or guarding that are consistent with
peritonitis, abscess, pancreatitis or
appendicitis.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Crohn's disease,
Abscess, Ulcerative Colitis, Acute Non-ulcerative
Colitis, Diverticulitis, or Inflammatory bowel
disease.; There are no findings that confirm
hepatitis C.; Infection such as pancreatitis,
appendicitis, abscess, colitis and inflammatory
bowel disease; No, the patient has not been
seen by a specialist or are the studies being
requested on behalf of a specialist for an
infection.; Pt has hx of gastric bypass.; Yes this is
a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

General/Family
Practice

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are NO abnormal lab
results or physical findings on exam such as
rebound or guarding that are consistent with
peritonitis, abscess, pancreatitis or
appendicitis.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Crohn's disease,
Abscess, Ulcerative Colitis, Acute Non-ulcerative
Colitis, Diverticulitis, or Inflammatory bowel
disease.; There are no findings that confirm
hepatitis C.; Infection such as pancreatitis,
appendicitis, abscess, colitis and inflammatory
bowel disease; No, the patient has not been
seen by a specialist or are the studies being
requested on behalf of a specialist for an
infection.; RUQ pain with nausea. Ultrasound
revealed fatty liver. will fax notes.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; &lt;Enter Additional
Clinical Information&gt;; Yes this is a request for
a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; ***Looking for a left
inguinal hernia****&#x0D; Left groin pain; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

40

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; . The frequency of
episodes is several times daily. There is no clear
relationship between the symptoms and meals.
The emesis is described as projectile and having
a bilious appearance. Associated symptoms
include abdominal pain, bloating and heartbur;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; ; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; 05/08/ ER VISIT WAS
ADMITTED AND DISCHARGED, FATIGUE,
NASUSEA, VOMITING, ABDOMINAL PAIN
RADIATING TO THE BACK. SYMPTOMS ARE
WORSENING. MEDICATION NOT HELPING.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

16

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; 53 year old here with
complaints of heartburn. vomiting and
abdominal pains for 14 hours. onset 14 hours
ago. Pain in abdomen woke her out of her sleep.
She got up to have a bowel bovement, stool
was soft but "not very much". At this time she
started vomi; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; ab pn nausea and
vomiting; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; abd distention; abd
extended 6" in one month and elevated
enzymes; r/o asidites; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Abdominal and left flank
pain.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

General/Family
Practice

Approval

1

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Abdominal flank pain
Diarrhea Fatigue; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; abdominal pain 3 to 4
weeks, constipation, decrease eating, lipase and
amylase was done; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; abdominal pain and
tenderness; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Abdominal pain with
nausea and diarrhea x 1 week not responding to
medications; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; abdominal pain&#x0D;
nausea with vomiting&#x0D; vomiting after
meals&#x0D; loss of appetite&#x0D; sharp
pain&#x0D; us gallbladder done; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; abdominal pain, and pelvic
pain. started 7 days ago, sudden constant pain.
getting worse, and radiates to the back. 10/10
pain. tenderness.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; abdominal pain, bladder
disorder, diarrhea; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Abdominal pain; Yes this is
a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

1

1

2

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; adominal pain, urinalysuis
WBC 12.5, back pain; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; BLOCKAGE; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; BLOOD IN STOOL
CONSTIPATION HEMATOCHEZIA; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Blood in stool and getting
increasingly worse. Seen Monday and called
yesterday saying more blood and came to office
this morning with even more blood loss. MD
concerned it may be diverticulitis; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

1

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; clinical info bypassed; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Epigastric pain and lower
left quad pain; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; family hx of colon cancer.
recent colonoscopy within normal limits, left
upper quadrant pain.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Fatigue, diarrhea,blood in
stools, myalgias and abdominal pain.; Yes this is
a request for a Diagnostic CT

Approval

1

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Generalized abdominal
pain noted. This is located primarily in the right
flank. There is some radiation to the right lower
quadrant. It began one year ago. The onset of
pain occurred with no apparent trigger. She
characterizes it as aching. It is of; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Generalized abdominal
pain; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; had her Gaul bladder
removed, and is still having some major pain.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

General/Family
Practice

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; having low abdominal
pain, rectal bleed, elevated CEA 4.2; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Hernia; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; infection; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; lower right quadrant pain
and urinary hesitancy; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; nausea and vomiting twice
this week into the office xray abdomen on june
26 showed renal calculi on the right
questionable ileus; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Nauseated, throwing up
and has had back pain for last 2 weeks. Several
years ago pt. had to go to hospital for enlarged
kidney. Overall pain and debility is waxing and
waining. Acute left flank pain.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; none; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; On 5/30/2017 developed
dizziness, tinnitus, left flank pain, nausea,
diarrhea, pasty white stools, posterior
headache. Seen in the ER for dizziness and
fatigue on 6/1/2017 and again on 6/2/2017. In
the ER; AST elevated 45 (new); Alk Phos 246
(higher); T. ; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; pain for 2 months and
lower back pain frequent urination; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Pain in the groin area,
radiates from back area, abdominal pain.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Pain, cramping and heart
burn. Nausea and diarrhea.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

1

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Patient had a recent
abdominal ultrasound and findings indicate a
kidney stone in left kidney and a cyst on the
right kidney that we would like to verify and
make sure is benign.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Patient had colonoscopy
on 6/5/17 with small bm later that day. No bm
since then.Began having severe sharp burning
pain in RLQ yesterday evening. No bowel sounds
auscultated.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; PATIENT HAS A
TRANSVERSE COLON STRICTURE. FURTHER
IMAGING IS NEEDED TO DIAGNOSE; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Patient has Failed
dicyclomine Treatment.; Yes this is a request for
a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Patient has had
generalized abdominal pain going on for a few
months.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Patient has had
unexplained abdomen pain and nausea for
several months now. She has had an abdomen
ultrasound with negative findings.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Patient has non healing
ulser since 6 months and has diarrhea; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; patient has rectal bleeding
and blood in the stool.; Yes this is a request for
a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Patient has severe
abdominal pain, nausea and diarrhea. He is
having the pain several times a day with no
apparent triggers. Pt has RLQ tenderness and
had hernia repair done in 2014; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Patient is having
generalized abdominal pain, low back pain, pain
in total six spine, cervicalgia, chronich
obstructive pulmonary disease.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Patient suffering with right
upper quadrant pain, nausea and vomiting.
Needing to rule out gallbladder.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Persistent right lower
quadrate disk. 3.3cm; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; POSSIBLE INGUINAL
HERNIA; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Pt has been having
alternating constipation and diarrhea with
cramping, Went to OBGYN yesterday on
4/6/2017 and they referred to GI. Mild
vomiting.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Pt has been having nausea
and vomiting w/ heart burn r/o TDD and
intestinal obstruction; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Pt has pelvis pain since
10/2015, Pt tried different medication w/ no
relief.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Pt has periumbilical
hernia; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Pt has right groin pain; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Pt is have abdomen pain
and is taking meds, has IVS; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Pt suffers with chronic left
side abdominal pain.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Pt. states has been having
stomach aches for about 3 weeks and states the
last few days he's having a sharp pain on the
right lower quadrant. Seems pain gets worse as
the day progresses. On exam tenderness in right
lower quadrant noted. X-ray showed lung ; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; r/o hernia.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; r/out endometriosis; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Rectal Bleeding, perinial
pain and abdominal pain and elevated fever for
a week. Had an ultrasound done; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Renal Ultrasound,
Abnormal finding of Left Kidney- Left Renal
Tissue Inhomogenous; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; right lower abd pain; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Right lower
quad/abdominal pain; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; right side abdominal pain
going on for 3 weeks now.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Right upper quadrant pain;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; RLQ sharp pain that
radiates to the right flank x4 weeks. Tenderness
is present. Gradually worsening.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Approval

Approval

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; RUQ Pain after
cholecystectomy. Right upper side distended
and is very tender to touch all throughout the
day. Ultrasound performed suggests severe
fatty infiltration or hepatocellular disease.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; RUQ tenderness,
abdominal bloating, Abnormal liver enzymes;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; see attached information;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; She characterizes it as
sharp and stabbing. It is of moderate intensity.
The typical duration is the majority of the day.
She denies change in bowel habits, constipation,
diarrhea, dysuria, fever, nausea and acid reflux
or heartburn. Pertinent surgica; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Since patient describes a
general type of abdominal pain and
nausea/vomiting today, I will check the
following: CBC to help assess risk for infection
and anemia, CMP to help rule out hepatic,
gallbladder, renal diseases and hypercalcemia,
amylase and lipa; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; small bowel obstruction;
KUB showed large extended colon; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Started last week with B
UQ and epigastric pain. She reports that she
hurt so badly one day, she was unable to wear a
bra. SHe has a history of chest wall trauma from
abuse several years ago and she was worried
this might be related. &#x0D;
SHe has had ;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Susan is a 52 yo WF who
presents to the clinic with pain in RUOQ breast
into axilla. States she can feel a mass and has
had 2 normal Mammograms last one in Dec of
2016. She states that the pain has worsened
and she has shooting pains into nipple. STates h;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; suspecting liver problems,
liver enzymes elevated, blood in stool,
abdominal pain.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; This is located primarily in
the right lower quadrant. There is some
radiation to the periumbilical region.moderate
RLQ pain; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; UMBILLICAL HERNIA ,
SWEATING , NAUSEA; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; unknown; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Will fax; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is a known or a strong
suspicion of kidney or ureteral stones.;
Kidney/Ureteral stone; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

1

2

1

321

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is a suspicious mass found
using ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy,
or sigmoidoscopy.; Suspicious Mass or Tumor;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is evidence of organ
enlargement on ultrasound, plain film, or IVP.;
Organ Enlargement; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is neither a known nor a
strong suspicion of kidney or ureteral stones.;
This patient is experiencing hematuria.;
Kidney/Ureteral stone; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

2

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is neither a known nor a
strong suspicion of kidney or ureteral stones.;
This patient is not experiencing hematuria.;
Kidney/Ureteral stone; &lt;Enter Additional
Clinical Information&gt;; Yes this is a request for
a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is no evidence of organ
enlargement on ultrasound, plain film, or IVP.;
Organ Enlargement; &lt;Enter Additional clinical
information &gt;; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

Approval

Approval

Approval

36

7

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is no evidence of organ
enlargement on ultrasound, plain film, or IVP.;
Organ Enlargement; ; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is no suspicious mass found
using ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy,
or sigmoidoscopy.; It is not known if there are
new symptoms including hematuria.; There are
new lab results or other imaging studies
including ultrasound, Doppler or plain films
findings.; Suspicious Mass or Tumor; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

2

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is no suspicious mass found
using ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy,
or sigmoidoscopy.; There are new symptoms
including hematuria.; Suspicious Mass or Tumor;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

9

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is no suspicious mass found
using ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy,
or sigmoidoscopy.; There are no new symptoms
including hematuria.; It is not known if there are
new lab results or other imaging studies
including ultrasound, Doppler or plain films
findings.; There is not a suspicion of an adrenal
mass.; This is not a request to confirm a
suspicious renal mass suggested by physical
exam, lab studies, IVP or ultrasound.; Suspicious
Mass or Tumor; &lt;Enter Additional Clinical
Information&gt;; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is no suspicious mass found
using ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy,
or sigmoidoscopy.; There are no new symptoms
including hematuria.; There are new lab results
or other imaging studies including ultrasound,
Doppler or plain films findings.; Suspicious Mass
or Tumor; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

10

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is no suspicious mass found
using ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy,
or sigmoidoscopy.; There are no new symptoms
including hematuria.; There are no new lab
results or other imaging studies including
ultrasound, Doppler or plain films findings.; It is
not known if there is a suspicion of an adrenal
mass.; It is not known if this is a request to
confirm a suspicious renal mass suggested by
physical exam, lab studies, IVP or ultrasound.;
Suspicious Mass or Tumor; Patient with left
lower quadrant mass which has been present
for years. Patient does have polyuria, nocturia
and hesitancy. He states this is unchanged and
it is not painful.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is no suspicious mass found
using ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy,
or sigmoidoscopy.; There are no new symptoms
including hematuria.; There are no new lab
results or other imaging studies including
ultrasound, Doppler or plain films findings.; It is
not known if there is a suspicion of an adrenal
mass.; This is not a request to confirm a
suspicious renal mass suggested by physical
exam, lab studies, IVP or ultrasound.; Suspicious
Mass or Tumor; &lt;Enter Additional Clinical
Information&gt;; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is no suspicious mass found
using ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy,
or sigmoidoscopy.; There are no new symptoms
including hematuria.; There are no new lab
results or other imaging studies including
ultrasound, Doppler or plain films findings.; It is
not known if there is a suspicion of an adrenal
mass.; This is not a request to confirm a
suspicious renal mass suggested by physical
exam, lab studies, IVP or ultrasound.; Suspicious
Mass or Tumor; ; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is no suspicious mass found
using ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy,
or sigmoidoscopy.; There are no new symptoms
including hematuria.; There are no new lab
results or other imaging studies including
ultrasound, Doppler or plain films findings.;
There is a suspicion of an adrenal mass.;
Suspicious Mass or Tumor; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is no suspicious mass found
using ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy,
or sigmoidoscopy.; There are no new symptoms
including hematuria.; There are no new lab
results or other imaging studies including
ultrasound, Doppler or plain films findings.;
There is not a suspicion of an adrenal mass.;
This is a request to confirm a suspicious renal
mass suggested by physical exam, lab studies,
IVP or ultrasound.; Suspicious Mass or Tumor;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is no suspicious mass found
using ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy,
or sigmoidoscopy.; There are no new symptoms
including hematuria.; There are no new lab
results or other imaging studies including
ultrasound, Doppler or plain films findings.;
There is not a suspicion of an adrenal mass.;
This is not a request to confirm a suspicious
renal mass suggested by physical exam, lab
studies, IVP or ultrasound.; Suspicious Mass or
Tumor; ; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is no suspicious mass found
using ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy,
or sigmoidoscopy.; There are no new symptoms
including hematuria.; There are no new lab
results or other imaging studies including
ultrasound, Doppler or plain films findings.;
There is not a suspicion of an adrenal mass.;
This is not a request to confirm a suspicious
renal mass suggested by physical exam, lab
studies, IVP or ultrasound.; Suspicious Mass or
Tumor; ABDOMINAL PAIN,CHANGE IN STOOL
PATTERN,CONSTIPATION,HAS HAD SERIES OF
ABDOMINAL SURGERY RELATED TO SEVERE
DIVERTICULAR DZ.&#x0D; ON EXAM SHE
APPEARS TO HAVE VENTRAL ABDOMINAL
HERNIA.2. abdominal complaint &#x0D;
Patient reports developing a "mass" in her
lower ab; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is no suspicious mass found
using ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy,
or sigmoidoscopy.; There are no new symptoms
including hematuria.; There are no new lab
results or other imaging studies including
ultrasound, Doppler or plain films findings.;
There is not a suspicion of an adrenal mass.;
This is not a request to confirm a suspicious
renal mass suggested by physical exam, lab
studies, IVP or ultrasound.; Suspicious Mass or
Tumor; Mr. LaVoice presents with hernia, NOS..
It began 10 years ago. There are no associated
symptoms. Patient states that the area isn't
bothering him; states that he would just like to
get it taken care of. &#x0D; PHYSICAL EXAM:
&#x0D; GENERAL: well developed and n; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is no suspicious mass found
using ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy,
or sigmoidoscopy.; There are no new symptoms
including hematuria.; There are no new lab
results or other imaging studies including
ultrasound, Doppler or plain films findings.;
There is not a suspicion of an adrenal mass.;
This is not a request to confirm a suspicious
renal mass suggested by physical exam, lab
studies, IVP or ultrasound.; Suspicious Mass or
Tumor; Patient has palpable abdomen nodule
pain scale is 9/10; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is no suspicious mass found
using ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy,
or sigmoidoscopy.; There are no new symptoms
including hematuria.; There are no new lab
results or other imaging studies including
ultrasound, Doppler or plain films findings.;
There is not a suspicion of an adrenal mass.;
This is not a request to confirm a suspicious
renal mass suggested by physical exam, lab
studies, IVP or ultrasound.; Suspicious Mass or
Tumor; Pt complains of ventral hernia and
abdominal pain.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is no suspicious mass found
using ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy,
or sigmoidoscopy.; There are no new symptoms
including hematuria.; There are no new lab
results or other imaging studies including
ultrasound, Doppler or plain films findings.;
There is not a suspicion of an adrenal mass.;
This is not a request to confirm a suspicious
renal mass suggested by physical exam, lab
studies, IVP or ultrasound.; Suspicious Mass or
Tumor; Pt noticed a lump in the left upper
quadrant 3-4 weeks ago. It is tender with
palpation and certain positioning. She notes it
has gotten bigger. Other than acute symptoms,
she has no bowel changes. She denies injury or
trauma. Needs CT A/P for painful enl; Yes this is
a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is no suspicious mass found
using ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy,
or sigmoidoscopy.; There are no new symptoms
including hematuria.; There are no new lab
results or other imaging studies including
ultrasound, Doppler or plain films findings.;
There is not a suspicion of an adrenal mass.;
This is not a request to confirm a suspicious
renal mass suggested by physical exam, lab
studies, IVP or ultrasound.; Suspicious Mass or
Tumor; She does not have a renal mass. She has
a palpable mass at the bottom of ribs 3x4 cm,
largely tender; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is no suspicious mass found
using ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy,
or sigmoidoscopy.; There are no new symptoms
including hematuria.; There are no new lab
results or other imaging studies including
ultrasound, Doppler or plain films findings.;
There is not a suspicion of an adrenal mass.;
This is not a request to confirm a suspicious
renal mass suggested by physical exam, lab
studies, IVP or ultrasound.; Suspicious Mass or
Tumor; the patient has had appendectomy in
the past and has abdominal and pelvic pain with
nausea. he has pyuria and a has urinary tract
infections.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This is a request for an abdomenpelvis CT combination.; There are clinical
findings or indications of Hematuria.; There are
clinical findings or indications of Hematuria.;
Other; Other; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT ; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This is a request for an abdomenpelvis CT combination.; There is a known or a
strong suspicion of kidney or ureteral stones.;
There is a known or a strong suspicion of kidney
or ureteral stones.; Kidney/Ureteral stone;
Kidney/Ureteral stone; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT ; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This is a request for follow up of a
known tumor or cancer involving both the
abdomen and pelvis and the patient is
undergoing active treatment.; Known Tumor,
Cancer, Mass, or Rule out metastases; Yes this is
a request for a Diagnostic CT

8

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This is not a request for follow up
of a known tumor or cancer involving both the
abdomen and pelvis or if this patient is
undergoing active treatment.; This is a request
for initial staging of a known tumor other than
prostate.; Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or Rule
out metastases; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

2

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This is not a request for follow up
of a known tumor or cancer involving both the
abdomen and pelvis or if this patient is
undergoing active treatment.; This is not a
request for initial staging of a known tumor
other than prostate.; There has been a recent
(within the last 3 months) Abdomen and/or
Pelvis CT.; This would be a repeat of a CT of the
abdomen and or pelvis within 6 weeks.; This
patient does NOT have known prostate cancer
with a PSA (prostate-specific antigen) greater
than 10.; Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or Rule
out metastases; yes, there is a palpable or
observed abdominal mass.; Patient has a
Female mass and Adrenal Mass. We are needing
to preform a CT with oral Contrast this time the
previous CT was without contrast.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This is not a request for follow up
of a known tumor or cancer involving both the
abdomen and pelvis or if this patient is
undergoing active treatment.; This is not a
request for initial staging of a known tumor
other than prostate.; There has NOT been a
recent (within the last 3 months) Abdomen
and/or Pelvis CT.; This patient does NOT have
known prostate cancer with a PSA (prostatespecific antigen) greater than 10.; Known
Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or Rule out metastases;
yes, there is a palpable or observed abdominal
mass.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

7

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This is not a request for follow up
of a known tumor or cancer involving both the
abdomen and pelvis or if this patient is
undergoing active treatment.; This is not a
request for initial staging of a known tumor
other than prostate.; There is no abdominal and
pelvic or retroperitoneal mass that has been
confirmed by previous imaging other than a CT.;
There are new signs or symptoms including
hematuria, presenting with known cancer or
tumor.; This patient does NOT have known
prostate cancer with a PSA (prostate-specific
antigen) greater than 10.; Known Tumor,
Cancer, Mass, or Rule out metastases; No,
there is not a palpable or observed abdominal
mass.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

4

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This is not a request for follow up
of a known tumor or cancer involving both the
abdomen and pelvis or if this patient is
undergoing active treatment.; This is not a
request for initial staging of a known tumor
other than prostate.; There is no abdominal and
pelvic or retroperitoneal mass that has been
confirmed by previous imaging other than a CT.;
There are no new signs or symptoms including
hematuria, presenting with known cancer or
tumor.; This patient does NOT have known
prostate cancer with a PSA (prostate-specific
antigen) greater than 10.; Known Tumor,
Cancer, Mass, or Rule out metastases; No,
there is not a palpable or observed abdominal
mass.; &lt;Enter Additional Clinical
Information&gt;; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

2

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This is not a request for follow up
of a known tumor or cancer involving both the
abdomen and pelvis or if this patient is
undergoing active treatment.; This is not a
request for initial staging of a known tumor
other than prostate.; There is no abdominal and
pelvic or retroperitoneal mass that has been
confirmed by previous imaging other than a CT.;
There are no new signs or symptoms including
hematuria, presenting with known cancer or
tumor.; This patient does NOT have known
prostate cancer with a PSA (prostate-specific
antigen) greater than 10.; Known Tumor,
Cancer, Mass, or Rule out metastases; No,
there is not a palpable or observed abdominal
mass.; ; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

2

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This request is for follow up to
abdominal and/or pelvic trauma ordered by a
specialist or PCP on behalf of a specialist who
has seen the patient.; Trauma; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

3

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This request is not for follow up
to abdominal and/or pelvic trauma ordered by a
specialist or PCP on behalf of a specialist who
has seen the patient.; There is no recent trauma
with physical findings or abnormal blood work
indicating either peritonitis or abscess.; There
are no physical findings or lab results indicating
an intra-abdominal bleed.; Trauma; &lt;Enter
Additional Clinical Information&gt;; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This request is not for follow up
to abdominal and/or pelvic trauma ordered by a
specialist or PCP on behalf of a specialist who
has seen the patient.; There is no recent trauma
with physical findings or abnormal blood work
indicating either peritonitis or abscess.; There
are no physical findings or lab results indicating
an intra-abdominal bleed.; Trauma; ; Yes this is
a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This request is not for follow up
to abdominal and/or pelvic trauma ordered by a
specialist or PCP on behalf of a specialist who
has seen the patient.; There is no recent trauma
with physical findings or abnormal blood work
indicating either peritonitis or abscess.; There
are physical findings or lab results indicating an
intra-abdominal bleed.; Trauma; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the
first visit for this complaint.; There has been a
physical exam.; The patient is female.; A pelvic
exam was performed.; The results of the exam
were normal.; The patient had an Ultrasound.;
The Ultrasound was abnormal.; The ultrasound
showed something other than Gall Stones,
Kidney/Renal cyst, Anerysm or a Pelvis Mass.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

2

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the
first visit for this complaint.; There has been a
physical exam.; The patient is female.; A pelvic
exam was performed.; The results of the exam
were normal.; The patient had an Ultrasound.;
The Ultrasound was normal.; A contrast/barium
x-ray has been completed.; The results of the
contrast/barium x-ray were normal.; The
patient had an endoscopy.; The endoscopy was
normal.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the
first visit for this complaint.; There has been a
physical exam.; The patient is male.; A rectal
exam was performed.; The results of the exam
were normal.; The patient had an Ultrasound.;
The Ultrasound was normal.; A contrast/barium
x-ray has been completed.; The results of the
contrast/barium x-ray were normal.; The
patient had an endoscopy.; The endoscopy was
normal.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the
first visit for this complaint.; There has been a
physical exam.; The patient is male.; A rectal
exam was performed.; The results of the exam
were normal.; The patient had an Ultrasound.;
The Ultrasound was normal.; A contrast/barium
x-ray has NOT been completed.; The patient had
an endoscopy.; The endoscopy was normal.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the
first visit for this complaint.; There has not been
a physical exam.; The patient had an amylase
lab test.; The results of the lab test were
abnormal.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for chronic pain.; This is the first
visit for this complaint.; The patient had an
amylase lab test.; The results of the lab test
were abnormal.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

3

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for chronic pain.; This is the first
visit for this complaint.; The patient had an
lipase lab test.; The results of the lab test were
abnormal.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

3

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This patient presented to the physicians office
complaining of acute abdominal pain that
radiates to her back. Epigastric and bilateral
lower abdominal pain. Food and water make it
worse at times. Pt.had elevated liver enzymes,
elevated lipase, elevated ; This is a request for
an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study
is being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for acute pain.;
There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
female.; A pelvic exam was NOT performed.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

unknown, pain continuing since being in
hospital in January, pain has got worse and now
patent has rectal bleeding, passed big stool that
hurt and had blood in stool; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 1 week ago; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; abdominal
pain, rectal bleeding; anacids

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

unknown; This is a request for an abdomenpelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis has been
completed.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The results of
the urinalysis were normal.; The study is being
ordered for chronic pain.; This is the first visit
for this complaint.; The patient did not have a
amylase or lipase lab test.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

unknown; This is a request for an abdomenpelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis has been
completed.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The results of
the urinalysis were normal.; The study is being
ordered for chronic pain.; This is the first visit
for this complaint.; The patient had an amylase
lab test.; The results of the lab test were
normal.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

unknown; This is a request for an abdomenpelvis CT combination.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
The study is being ordered for acute pain.;
There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
female.; A pelvic exam was NOT performed.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

3

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

unknown; This is a request for an abdomenpelvis CT combination.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
The study is being ordered for acute pain.;
There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
male.; A rectal exam was not performed.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

2

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

unknown; This is a request for an abdomenpelvis CT combination.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
The study is being ordered for chronic pain.;
This is not the first visit for this complaint.;
There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
female.; A pelvic exam was NOT performed.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

2

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

unknown; This is a request for an abdomenpelvis CT combination.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
The study is being ordered for chronic pain.;
This is not the first visit for this complaint.;
There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
female.; A pelvic exam was performed.; The
results of the exam were abnormal.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
unknown; This is a request for an abdomenpelvis CT combination.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
The study is being ordered for chronic pain.;
This is not the first visit for this complaint.;
There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
male.; A rectal exam was not performed.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
Unknown; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is not a hematologist/
oncologist.

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt; Enter date of
initial onset here - or Type In Unknown If No
Info Given &gt;; There has not been any
treatment or conservative therapy.; low back
pain, neck pain ,

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 03/2017; There
has not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; patient has had 30 plus pound weight
loss and abdomen pain.

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

unkown; This is a request for an abdomenpelvis CT combination.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
The study is being ordered for chronic pain.;
This is not the first visit for this complaint.;
There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
female.; A pelvic exam was performed.; The
results of the exam are unknown.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

urine pain looking for reocurrance; This is a
request for an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being ordered
for chronic pain.; This is not the first visit for this
complaint.; There has been a physical exam.;
The patient is female.; A pelvic exam was NOT
performed.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for an
Abdomen MRI.; This study is not being ordered
for known tumor, suspicious mass or suspected
tumor/metastasis, organ enlargement, known
or suspected vascular disease, hematuria, followup trauma, or a pre-operative evaluation.

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.; 8 weeks
ago; There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; vomiting, diarrhea, vomiting feces;
been to the er

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

; This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This
study is not being ordered for known tumor,
suspicious mass or suspected tumor/metastasis,
organ enlargement, known or suspected
vascular disease, hematuria, follow-up trauma,
or a pre-operative evaluation.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; ; It is not known if there has
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

Follow up for adrenal nodule post surgery; This
study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; &lt; Enter date of initial onset
here - or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; evaluate adrenal nodules; surgery

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

K91.86 R71.0 R11.2 R10.9; This request is for an
Abdomen MRI.; This study is not being ordered
for known tumor, suspicious mass or suspected
tumor/metastasis, organ enlargement, known
or suspected vascular disease, hematuria, followup trauma, or a pre-operative evaluation.
Patient has a 6.2 ovarian cyst on her left side
with a family history of cancer.; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of the
studies being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

Patient was seen in ER at NEA Baptist last night
with right sided abdominal pain and had CT of
abdomen that showed a right renal mass that
the radiologist said is likely a renal cell
carcinoma but MRI renal mass protocol was
recommended for further evalua; This request is
for an Abdomen MRI.; This study is being
ordered for suspicious mass or suspected
tumor/ metastasis.; The patient had previous
abnormal imaging including a CT, MRI or
Ultrasound.; A kidney abnormality was found on
a previous CT, MRI or Ultrasound.; The patient
has a renal cyst.

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

right adrenal mass and right adnexal mass
noted on previous exams, follow up MRI was
recommended; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; September 2016;
There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; abdominal pain

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for known or suspected
infection.; "The ordering physician is not a
gastroenterologist, urologist, or infectious
disease specialist."; "There are physical findings
or abnormal blood work consistent with
peritonitis, pancreatitis, or appendicitis.";

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for known or suspected
infection.; "The ordering physician is not a
gastroenterologist, urologist, or infectious
disease specialist."; "There are physical findings
or abnormal blood work consistent with
peritonitis, pancreatitis, or appendicitis."; &lt;
Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If No
Info Given. &gt;

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for known or suspected
infection.; "The ordering physician is not a
gastroenterologist, urologist, or infectious
disease specialist."; "There are physical findings
or abnormal blood work consistent with
peritonitis, pancreatitis, or appendicitis."; pt
with pancreatic cyst, pancreatits, and splenic
rupture with hematoma
This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for known or suspected
infection.; There are physical findings or
abnormal blood work consistent with
appendicitis.; A white blood cell count was
completed.; The white blood cell count was
high.

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for known or suspected
infection.; There are physical findings or
abnormal blood work consistent with
pancreatitis.; A lipase abnormality was noted.

General/Family
Practice

Approval

1

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for Known Tumor.; It is not
known if the patient is presenting new
symptoms.; The patient has had 3 or fewer
follow-up abdomen MRIs.; This study is being
ordered for follow-up.; The patient is not
undergoing active treatment for cancer.; "The
ordering physician is not an oncologist,
urologist, gastroenterologist, or surgeon."; Pt
has a 12.8 x 7.9 x 8.3 cm mass on left kidney.

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for Known Tumor.; The patient
is not presenting new symptoms.; The patient
has had 3 or fewer follow-up abdomen MRIs.;
This study is being ordered for follow-up.; The
patient is not undergoing active treatment for
cancer.; "The ordering physician is not an
oncologist, urologist, gastroenterologist, or
surgeon.";

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for Known Tumor.; The patient
is not presenting new symptoms.; The patient
has had 3 or fewer follow-up abdomen MRIs.;
This study is being ordered for follow-up.; The
patient is not undergoing active treatment for
cancer.; "The ordering physician is not an
oncologist, urologist, gastroenterologist, or
surgeon."; MASS SEEN ON CT

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for Known Tumor.; The patient
is not presenting new symptoms.; The patient
has had 3 or fewer follow-up abdomen MRIs.;
This study is being ordered for follow-up.; The
patient is not undergoing active treatment for
cancer.; "The ordering physician is not an
oncologist, urologist, gastroenterologist, or
surgeon."; unknown

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for Known Tumor.; The patient
is presenting new symptoms.; This study is
being ordered for follow-up.; The patient is not
undergoing active treatment for cancer.; "The
ordering physician is not an oncologist,
urologist, gastroenterologist, or surgeon."; &lt;
Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If No
Info Given. &gt;
This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for Known Tumor.; This study is
being ordered for staging.

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for Known Tumor.; This study is
being ordered for staging.; "The ordering
physician is not an oncologist, urologist,
gastroenterologist, or surgeon."; Enter answer
here - or Type In Unknown If No Info Given
.PATIENT HAD CT OF ABDOMIN AND PELVIS FOR
PAIN , RESULTS WAS HYPODENSE LIVER LESION

General/Family
Practice

Approval

1

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study.";
This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study.";
"Multiple tiny and sub centimeter low density
areas scattered throughout the liver. These may
represent small cysts.
This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study."; &lt;
Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If No
Info Given. &gt;

4

1

6

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study.";
abdominal pain,

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study.";
Abnormal CT chest findings. Impression of CT
shows 2.6 cm nodule on left adrenal gland,
which may represent an adenoma. Pt also has
abdominal pain, especially while laying flat.

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study.";
Abnormal CT. Left lobe liver lesion.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study.";
abnormal findings on CT and they requested a
MRI be done for further evaluation

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study."; CT
done shows a complicated cyst in the right
kidney, MRI with and without contrast is
needed for further evaluation.

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study."; Follow
up of known liver lesion

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study.";
Impression:CT ABDOMEN/PELVIS W/WO&#x0D;
&#x0D; 1. There are bilateral simple renal
cysts.&#x0D; 2. There is a punctate
nonobstructive left renal calculus.&#x0D; 3.
There is a well-circumscribed 2.1 cm
homogeneously enhancing lesion in the medial
segment of the left lobe o

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study."; Liver
mass found on US of the abdomen.

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study."; Liver
mass seen on CT scan &#x0D; Abdominal
pain&#x0D; Nausea and vomiting

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study."; mass

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study."; On
ultra sound showed right liver lesion measuring
1.7 cm. 4-6 month history of intermittent
midepigastric pain has become more frequent
and intense in the past few weeks. Typically
about one hour postprandial, lasting one to 3
hours. Bloating. Occasio

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study.";
Patient had a chest CT that showed a 2.8 x
2.3cm right adrenal mass. It was recommended
by the radiologist a MRI for further evaluation

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study.";
PATIENT HAD A CT ABDOMEN PELVIS AND
RESULTS SHOWED BILATERAL KIDNEY STONES,
AN ADRENAL MASS, AND TWO LIVER LESIONS.
IT WAS RECOMMENDED BY RADIOLOGIST TO
ORDER ABDOMINAL MRI WITH AND WITHOUT
CONTRAST TO FURTHER INVESTIGATE
FINDINGS.

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study.";
Patient had an abdominal CT that show lowdensity changes in the liver. These are
heterogeneous and more prominent than in
previous study. Possible etiologies include
infection or neoplasm. MRI of liver
recommended for further evaluation.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study.";
Patient had an abnormal CT

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study.";
Patient has right lower quadrant pain and
melena. Patient has hematuria and pain in the
flank on right side.

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study."; Per
Dr. Graves, pt she needs a MRI of her abdomen
with liver mass protocol. Pt notified everything
else is negative. I will set this up and notifiy pt.

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study.";
persistent abdominal pain, nausea, vomiting,
cramping and pain, worsens with food, @ CT
and Ultrasound
This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study."; Pt had
abd/pelvis CT for abdominal pain and a 15mm
liver lesion was noted at that time with
recommendation for MRI for evaluation.
This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study.";
suspicious mass

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study.";
ultrasound showed mass on kidney, needs
futher evaluation

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; It is not known if the patient
had and abdominal ultrasound, CT or MR study.;
pt recently admitted to hospital for chronic
renal failure. pt is IDDM. anemic

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are no
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study.";

2

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are no
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study.";
nausea, Hx cholecystectomy- Cramp in groin
area, pain lower ADB mid line
This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; It is not known if
there are documented physical findings
consistent with an abdominal mass or tumor.;
"The patient has had an abdominal ultrasound,
CT, or MR study.";
This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; It is not known if
there are documented physical findings
consistent with an abdominal mass or tumor.; It
is not known if the patient had and abdominal
ultrasound, CT or MR study.; Patient with renal
mass.

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; The patient had
previous abnormal imaging including a CT, MRI
or Ultrasound.; A kidney abnormality was found
on a previous CT, MRI or Ultrasound.; The
patient has a tumor.

General/Family
Practice

Approval

1

2

1

2

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; The patient had
previous abnormal imaging including a CT, MRI
or Ultrasound.; A liver abnormality was found
on a previous CT, MRI or Ultrasound.; There is
suspicion of metastasis.

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is not being ordered for known tumor,
suspicious mass or suspected tumor/metastasis,
organ enlargement, known or suspected
vascular disease, hematuria, follow-up trauma,
or a pre-operative evaluation.; Followup from
CT Abdomen that showed small lesion,
radiologist recommended six month followup
with MRI to reassess.

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is not being ordered for known tumor,
suspicious mass or suspected tumor/metastasis,
organ enlargement, known or suspected
vascular disease, hematuria, follow-up trauma,
or a pre-operative evaluation.; He is here today
following a transition of care from from a
specialist provider ( Gallbladder surgery ). He
presents with abdominal pain. &#x0D; &#x0D;
Mr. CHARTON presents with generalized
abdominal pain. This is located primarily in the
epigastric region. The

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is not being ordered for known tumor,
suspicious mass or suspected tumor/metastasis,
organ enlargement, known or suspected
vascular disease, hematuria, follow-up trauma,
or a pre-operative evaluation.; per CT abdomen
done on 04/21/2017 @ BHMC- dedicated pre
and post contrast MRI imaging of the liver for
definitive characterization of a 16 mm lowdensity focus on the right lobe

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is not being ordered for known tumor,
suspicious mass or suspected tumor/metastasis,
organ enlargement, known or suspected
vascular disease, hematuria, follow-up trauma,
or a pre-operative evaluation.; Quality: watery;
increased quantity&#x0D; Severity: mild &#x0D;
Duration: 5 days &#x0D; Onset/Timing: abrupt
onset; 4-10 times a day; worse with
meals&#x0D; Context: others with similar
symptoms; possible food source&#x0D;
Aggravating Factors: eating&#x0D; Associated
Symptoms: no bloo

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

TRYING TO JRO METS; This request is for an
Abdomen MRI.; This study is being ordered for
suspicious mass or suspected tumor/
metastasis.; The patient had previous abnormal
imaging including a CT, MRI or Ultrasound.; A
liver abnormality was found on a previous CT,
MRI or Ultrasound.; There is NO suspicion of
metastasis.

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

unknown; This request is for an Abdomen MRI.;
This study is not being ordered for known
tumor, suspicious mass or suspected
tumor/metastasis, organ enlargement, known
or suspected vascular disease, hematuria, followup trauma, or a pre-operative evaluation.

1

74185 MRA, MRI
ANGIOGRAPHY
ABDOMEN
WITH/WITHOUT
CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
gangrene toe

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

General/Family
Practice

Approval

General/Family
Practice

Approval

74185 MRA, MRI
ANGIOGRAPHY
ABDOMEN
WITH/WITHOUT
CONTRAST

75574 CT Angiography
Heart coronary arteries,
CCTA
75635 CTA AA&BI
ILIOFEM LXTR RS&I C/C+ POST-PXESSING
77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for Vascular Disease.; 6/23/17; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
Xray L spine completed, ordered MRA to find
out severity of Vascualar disease, disc space
narrowing on l spine

1

The patient has three or more of the following
conditions: age over 50, diabetes, history of
hypertension, history of LDL cholesterol above
130, history of HDL cholesterol below 35,
obesity (BMI above 35), and/or active history of
smoking.; This request is for a Coronary CT
Angiography study.; No, patient did not have a
Nuclear Cardiology study within the past six
months.; This study is being ordered for
suspected Coronary Artery Disease (CAD) and
symptomatic?; No, patient does not have new
onset congestive heart failure.; Patient needs
evaluation for ongoing chest pain despite
negative nuclear done 06/16; Yes, there is
Chronic Chest Pain.

1

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
abdominal arteries.

21

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for Breast
MRI.; This study is being ordered as a screening
examination following genetic testing for breast
cancer.; It is not known if the patient have a
known mutation such as BRCA1, BRCA2, PTEN
or TP53.; It is unknown if the patient has a
lifetime risk score of greater than 20.

1

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for Breast
MRI.; This study is being ordered as a screening
examination for known family history of breast
cancer.; There are NOT benign lesions in the
breast associated with an increased cancer risk.;
There is NOT a pattern of breast cancer history
in at least two first-degree relatives (parent,
sister, brother, or children).

1

Approval

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

; This is a request for Breast MRI.; This study is
being ordered as a screening examination for
known family history of breast cancer.; It is
unknown if there is a pattern of breast cancer
history in at least two first-degree relatives
(parent, sister, brother, or children).

1

Approval

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

; This is a request for Breast MRI.; This study is
being ordered for known breast lesions.; There
are NOT benign lesions in the breast associated
with an increased cancer risk.

1

Approval

Approval

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

MAMOGRAM WAS ABNORMAL; This is a
request for Breast MRI.; This study is being
ordered for something other than known breast
cancer, known breast lesions, screening for
known family history, screening following
genetric testing or a suspected implant rupture.

1

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

PATIENT HAS NEW DIAGNOSIS OF DUCTAL
CARCINOMA IN SITU OF THE LEFT BREAST.
BILATERAL BREAST MRI WITH AND WITHOUT
CONTRAST IS RECOMMENDED.; This is a request
for Breast MRI.; This study is being ordered for a
known history of breast cancer.; It is not known
if this is an individual who has known breast
cancer in the contralateral (other) breast.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

PT HAS 2 PATERNAL AUNTS DIAGNOSED WITH
BREAST CANCER, 1 PATERNAL AUNT
DIAGNOSED WITH OVARIAN CANCER, NEVER
GIVEN BIRTH, AND HAS A LIFETIME RISK OF
34.5% USING THE TYRER-CUZIK RISK
ASSESSMENT.; This is a request for Breast MRI.;
This study is being ordered as a screening
examination for known family history of breast
cancer.; No, this is not an individual who has
known breast cancer in the contralateral (other)
breast.; No, this is not a confirmed breast
cancer.; No, this patient does not have axillary
node adenocarcinoma.; No, there are no
anatomic factors (deformity or extreme density)
that make a simple mammogram impossible.; It
is unknown if there are benign lesions in the
breast associated with an increased cancer risk.;
There is NOT a pattern of breast cancer history
in at least two first-degree relatives (parent,
sister, brother, or children).

1

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

PT HAS INCONCLUSIVE MAMMOGRAPHIC AND
SONOGRAPHIC FINDINGS REQUIRING
ADDITIONAL EVALUATION WITH BREAST MRI.;
This is a request for Breast MRI.; This study is
being ordered for known breast lesions.; There
are NOT benign lesions in the breast associated
with an increased cancer risk.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

This is a request for Breast MRI.; This study is
being ordered as a screening examination
following genetic testing for breast cancer.; The
patient has a lifetime risk score of greater than
20.

1

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

This is a request for Breast MRI.; This study is
being ordered as a screening examination for
known family history of breast cancer.; There
are benign lesions in the breast associated with
an increased cancer risk.; There is NOT a pattern
of breast cancer history in at least two firstdegree relatives (parent, sister, brother, or
children).

2

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

This is a request for Breast MRI.; This study is
being ordered as a screening examination for
known family history of breast cancer.; There is
a pattern of breast cancer history in at least two
first-degree relatives (parent, sister, brother, or
children).

8

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

This is a request for Breast MRI.; This study is
being ordered for a known history of breast
cancer.; No, this is not an individual who has
known breast cancer in the contralateral (other)
breast.; Yes, this is a confirmed breast cancer.;
Yes, the results of this MRI (size and shape of
tumor) affect the patient's further
management.

2

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

This is a request for Breast MRI.; This study is
being ordered for a suspected implant rupture.;
Yes,this study is being ordered to evaluate a
suspected silicone implant rupture.

2

Approval

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

This is a request for Breast MRI.; This study is
being ordered for known breast lesions.; There
are benign lesions in the breast associated with
an increased cancer risk.

7

This is a request for a Bone Density Study.; This
patient has not had a bone mineral density
study within the past 23 months.; This is a bone
density study in a patient with clinical risk of
osteoporosis or osteopenia.

2

General/Family
Practice

Approval

General/Family
Practice

Approval

General/Family
Practice

Approval

77078 CT bone mineral
density study, 1 or more
sites; axial skeleton
77084 Magnetic
resonance imaging,
bone marrow blood
supply
78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

2

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The patient is not diabetic.;
The patient is less than 45 years old.; The
patient has not had a recent exercise treadmill
test that was positive.; The patient has NONE of
the following: heart transplant, aortic
aneurysm, carotid artery narrowing or stenosis,
and/ or peripheral vascular disease or narrowed
blood vessels in the legs.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The patient's age is
between 45 and 64.; The patient has had a
stress echocardiogram within the past eight
weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study is being ordered
for known CAD.; The CAD diagnosis was
esablished by something other than, a previous
cardiac surgery / angioplasty, a previous MI,
congestive heart failure or a previous stress
echocardiogram, nuclear cardiology study or a
stress EKG.; The patient's age is between 45 and
64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study is being ordered
for suspected CAD.; The patient is presenting
with symptoms of atypical chest pain and/or
shortness of breath.; The patient has not had
previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.; The
patient has not had a recent non-nuclear stress
test.; The patient's age is between 45 and 64.;
The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

; The study is being ordered for suspected CAD.;
The patient is not presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
The patient has not had a recent non-nuclear
stress test.; The patient has not had a recent
abnormal EKG consistent with CAD.; The patient
has not had a recent stress echocardiogram.;
The patient's age is between 45 and 64.; The
patient has not had a stress echocardiogram
within the past eight weeks.; This is a request
for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Abnormal EKG in the office.; The caller
indicated that the study was not ordered for:
Known or suspected coronary artery disease,
post myocardial infarction evaluation, pre
operative or post operative (Cardiac surgery,
angioplasty or stent) evaluation.; The patient's
age is between 45 and 64.; The patient has not
had a stress echocardiogram within the past
eight weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Abnormal EKG; The study is being ordered for
suspected CAD.; The patient is presenting with
symptoms of atypical chest pain and/or
shortness of breath.; The patient has not had
previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.; The
patient has not had a recent non-nuclear stress
test.; The patient's age is between 45 and 64.;
The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Angina pectoris; The study is being ordered for
suspected CAD.; The patient is presenting with
symptoms of atypical chest pain and/or
shortness of breath.; The patient has not had
previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.; The
patient has not had a recent non-nuclear stress
test.; The patient's age is between 45 and 64.;
The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

chest pain and strong family history of heart
disease in first degree family member; The
patient is not diabetic.; The patient is less than
45 years old.; The patient has not had a recent
exercise treadmill test that was positive.; The
patient has NONE of the following: heart
transplant, aortic aneurysm, carotid artery
narrowing or stenosis, and/ or peripheral
vascular disease or narrowed blood vessels in
the legs.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

chest pain, Left sided chest pain - Chest pain
atypical however pt does have severe COPD and
very significant heavy smoking history. ekg
normal.&#x0D; &#x0D; 58 y/o female current
smoker with PMH of O2 dependent COPD
(recently quit smoking) presenting with c/o che;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has not had other testing done to evaluate new
or changing symptoms.; The patient has 2
cardiac risk factors; The study is not requested
for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal
defects, or valve disorders.; There are new or
changing cardiac symptoms including atypical
chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of breath.;
The study is requested for suspected coronary
artery disease.; The member has known or
suspected coronary artery disease.; The BMI is
30 to 39

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

chest pain; shortness of breath; palpitations;
cannot walk on a treadmill due to bad knees;
The patient is not diabetic.; The patient is less
than 45 years old.; The patient has not had a
recent exercise treadmill test that was positive.;
The patient has NONE of the following: heart
transplant, aortic aneurysm, carotid artery
narrowing or stenosis, and/ or peripheral
vascular disease or narrowed blood vessels in
the legs.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Could not finish stress echocardiogram; The
patient's age is between 45 and 64.; The patient
has had a stress echocardiogram within the past
eight weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

family history of heart disease and your
smoking history and episodes of chest pain,
Heartburn; The study is being ordered for
suspected CAD.; The patient is presenting with
symptoms of atypical chest pain and/or
shortness of breath.; The patient has not had
previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.; The
patient has not had a recent non-nuclear stress
test.; The patient's age is between 45 and 64.;
The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Having surgery on neck June 5, 2017 - Cardiac
clearance; The patient's age is between 45 and
64.; It is not known if the patient has had a
stress echocardiogram within the past eight
weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

mbr has chest pain and fatigue and shortness of
breath; The caller indicated that the study was
not ordered for: Known or suspected coronary
artery disease, post myocardial infarction
evaluation, pre operative or post operative
(Cardiac surgery, angioplasty or stent)
evaluation.; The patient's age is between 45 and
64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Patient has osteoarthritis and COPD therefore
to patient is unable to do the walking stress
test.; The patient's age is between 45 and 64.;
The patient has had a stress echocardiogram
within the past eight weeks.; This is a request
for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Patient is having hypertension with
palpitations.; The caller indicated that the study
was not ordered for: Known or suspected
coronary artery disease, post myocardial
infarction evaluation, pre operative or post
operative (Cardiac surgery, angioplasty or stent)
evaluation.; The patient's age is between 45 and
64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

pre-diabetic,; The patient is not diabetic.; The
patient is less than 45 years old.; It is not known
whether the patient has had a recent exercise
treadmill test that was positive or not.; It is not
known whether the patient has one or more of
the following: heart transplant, aortic
aneurysm, carotid artery narrowing or stenosis,
and/ or peripheral vascular disease or narrowed
blood vessels in the legs.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

pt does not have limitation to exercise but does
have a history of A-fib so we want myoview
images; The study is being ordered for
suspected CAD.; The patient is presenting with
symptoms of atypical chest pain and/or
shortness of breath.; The patient has not had
previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.; The
patient has not had a recent non-nuclear stress
test.; The patient's age is between 45 and 64.;
The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

General/Family
Practice

Approval

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Shortness of breathe; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has 3 or more
cardiac risk factors; The study is not requested
for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal
defects, or valve disorders.; The study is
requested for suspected coronary artery
disease.; The member has known or suspected
coronary artery disease.; The BMI is not know
The patient is at least 65 years old.; This is a
request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient has
diabletes.

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study
78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study
78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

The patient is diabetic.; The patient is less than
45 years old.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

The patient is not diabetic.; The patient is less
than 45 years old.; The patient has not had a
recent exercise treadmill test that was positive.;
The patient has one or more of the following:
heart transplant, aortic aneurysm, carotid artery
narrowing or stenosis, and/ or peripheral
vascular disease or narrowed blood vessels in
the legs.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

3

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
The patient is at least 65 years old.; This is a
request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient does
not have diabetes.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

The study is being ordered for a post
myocardial infarction evaluation.; The patient is
presenting new symptoms of chest pain or
increasing shortness of breath.; The patient's
age is between 45 and 64.; The patient has not
had a stress echocardiogram within the past
eight weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient has not had a nuclear cardiology
study since having an MI.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

The study is being ordered for known CAD.; The
patient is presenting new symptoms of chest
pain or increasing shortness of breath.; This
patient had a previous cardiac surgery or
angioplasty.; The patient's age is between 45
and 64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

The study is being ordered for known CAD.; The
patient is presenting new symptoms of chest
pain or increasing shortness of breath.; This
patient has congestive heart failure.; The
patient's age is between 45 and 64.; The patient
has not had a stress echocardiogram within the
past eight weeks.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

The study is being ordered for known CAD.; The
patient is presenting new symptoms of chest
pain or increasing shortness of breath.; This
patient's diagnosis was established by a
previous stress echocardiogram, nuclear
cardiology study, or stress EKG.; The patient's
age is between 45 and 64.; The patient has not
had a stress echocardiogram within the past
eight weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

3

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

The study is being ordered for suspected CAD.;
The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
It is not known if there are documented findings
of hyperlipidemia.; The patient has not had a
recent non-nuclear stress test.; This patient is
clinically obese or has an emphysematous chest
configuration.; The patient's age is between 45
and 64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has a physical limitation to exercise.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

The study is being ordered for suspected CAD.;
The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
The patient had previous cardiac surgery or
angioplasty.; There are new symptoms or
changing EKG findings.; The patient has not had
a recent non-nuclear stress test.; The patient's
age is between 45 and 64.; The patient has not
had a stress echocardiogram within the past
eight weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient does not have a physical limitation
to exercise.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

The study is being ordered for suspected CAD.;
The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
There are documented clinical findings of
hyperlipidemia.; The patient had a recent nonnuclear stress test.; The patient's age is
between 45 and 64.; The patient has not had a
stress echocardiogram within the past eight
weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

The study is being ordered for suspected CAD.;
The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
There are documented clinical findings of
hyperlipidemia.; The patient has not had a
recent non-nuclear stress test.; The patient's
age is between 45 and 64.; The patient has not
had a stress echocardiogram within the past
eight weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; It
is not known if the patient has a physical
limitation to exercise.

2

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

The study is being ordered for suspected CAD.;
The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
There are documented clinical findings of
hyperlipidemia.; The patient has not had a
recent non-nuclear stress test.; The patient's
age is between 45 and 64.; The patient has not
had a stress echocardiogram within the past
eight weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient has a physical limitation to exercise.

18

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

The study is being ordered for suspected CAD.;
The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
There are no documented clinical findings of
hyperlipidemia.; The patient has not had a
recent non-nuclear stress test.; This patient is
clinically obese or has an emphysematous chest
configuration.; The patient's age is between 45
and 64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has a physical limitation to exercise.

6

General/Family
Practice

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

The study is being ordered for suspected CAD.;
The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
There are no documented clinical findings of
hyperlipidemia.; There are documented clinical
findings of hypertension.; The patient has not
had a recent non-nuclear stress test.; "Patient is
not clinically obese, nor has an emphysematous
chest configuration."; The patient's age is
between 45 and 64.; The patient has not had a
stress echocardiogram within the past eight
weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient has a physical limitation to exercise.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

The study is being ordered for suspected CAD.;
The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
There are no documented clinical findings of
hyperlipidemia.; There are no documented
clinical findings of hypertension.; The patient is
not diabetic.; The patient has not had a recent
non-nuclear stress test.; "Patient is not clinically
obese, nor has an emphysematous chest
configuration."; The patient's age is between 45
and 64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
The patient is female.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has a physical
limitation to exercise.
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has 3 or more cardiac risk factors; The study is
requested for congestive heart failure.; The
study is requested for suspected coronary
artery disease.; The member has known or
suspected coronary artery disease.; The BMI is
40 or greater

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The study
is not requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac
mass, CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.; It
is not known if the member has known or
suspected coronary artery disease.

Approval

2

1

1

General/Family
Practice

Approval

General/Family
Practice

Approval

General/Family
Practice

Approval

General/Family
Practice

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study
78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study
78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The study
is not requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac
mass, CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.;
The member does not have known or suspected
coronary artery disease
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The study
is requested for known or suspected cardiac
septal defect.
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The study
is requested for known or suspected valve
disorders.

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

This study is being ordered as a pre-operative
evaluation.; The patient is not presenting with
symptoms of atypical chest pain and/or
shortness of breath.; The patient has not had a
recent non-nuclear stress test.; The patient had
a recent abnormal EKG consistent with CAD.;
The patient has not had a recent stress
echocardiogram.; The patient has not had a
recent stress echocardiogram.; The patient has
suspected CAD.; The patient's age is between 45
and 64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This evaluation is prior to major surgery
involving general anesthesia.; The patient is
female.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

1

3

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

TIA 2013, CHEST PAIN, SHORTNESS OF
BREATHE; The patient is not diabetic.; The
patient is less than 45 years old.; The patient
has not had a recent exercise treadmill test that
was positive.; The patient has NONE of the
following: heart transplant, aortic aneurysm,
carotid artery narrowing or stenosis, and/ or
peripheral vascular disease or narrowed blood
vessels in the legs.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

WE PERFORMED EKG ON 4/28/2017 THAT
SHOWED NORMAL SINUS RYTHYM,
INCOMPLETE RIGH BUNDLE BRANCH BLOCK,
AND BORDERLINE ECG. ON 5/17/2017 PATIENT
WENT TO ER HAVING CHEST PAIN, THINKING IT
WAS HEART ATTACK. PATIENT CAME IN ON
5/23/2017 COMPLAINING OF CHEST PAIN; The
patient is not diabetic.; The patient is less than
45 years old.; It is not known whether the
patient has had a recent exercise treadmill test
that was positive or not.; It is not known
whether the patient has one or more of the
following: heart transplant, aortic aneurysm,
carotid artery narrowing or stenosis, and/ or
peripheral vascular disease or narrowed blood
vessels in the legs.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

78813 PET IMAGING
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
The suspicion of cancer is based on a
diagnostic/lab test.; This study is being ordered
to establish a cancer diagnosis.; This study is
being ordered for something other than Breast
CA, Lymphoma, Myeloma, Ovarian CA,
Esophageal CA, Lung CA, Colorectal CA,
Head/Neck CA, Melanoma, Soft Tissue Sarcoma,
Pancreatic CA or Testicular CA.; This study is
being requested for an other solid tumor.; This
is NOT a Medicare member.

1

78813 PET IMAGING
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
The suspicion of cancer is based on an imaging
study.; This study is being ordered to establish a
cancer diagnosis.; This study is being ordered
for something other than Breast CA, Lymphoma,
Myeloma, Ovarian CA, Esophageal CA, Lung CA,
Colorectal CA, Head/Neck CA, Melanoma, Soft
Tissue Sarcoma, Pancreatic CA or Testicular CA.;
This study is being requested for an other solid
tumor.; This would be the first PET Scan
performed on this patient for this cancer.; This
is NOT a Medicare member.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

78813 PET IMAGING
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being ordered for something other
than Breast CA, Lymphoma, Myeloma, Ovarian
CA, Esophageal CA, Lung CA, Colorectal CA,
Head/Neck CA, Melanoma, Soft Tissue Sarcoma,
Pancreatic CA or Testicular CA.; This study is
being requested for an other solid tumor.; This
would be the first PET Scan performed on this
patient for this cancer.

1

78813 PET IMAGING
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Head/Neck Cancer.; The patient is experiencing
new signs or symptoms indicating a
reoccurrence of cancer.; The patient does NOT
have Thyroid or Brain cancer.; 1 PET Scans has
already been performed on this patient for this
cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

78813 PET IMAGING
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Lung Cancer.; It is unknown if the patient has
been diagnosed with small cell or non small cell
lung cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

78813 PET IMAGING
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered to establish a cancer
diagnosis.; This study is being requested for
Breast Cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

For eval as a follow up for a Lung Nodule, and
severe pain.; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is not a hematologist/
oncologist.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
A nodule of less than 4 centimeters has been
identified on recent imaging; This study is being
ordered to evaluate a solitary pulmonary
nodule.; The solitary pulmonary nodule was
identified on an imaging study in the last 30
days.; This study is being requested for Lung
Cancer.; This would be the first PET Scan
performed on this patient for this cancer.; This
is NOT a Medicare member.

3

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
A nodule of less than 4 centimeters has not
been identified on recent imaging; This study is
being ordered to evaluate a solitary pulmonary
nodule.; This study is being requested for Lung
Cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

2

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
It is unknown why the study is being ordered.;
This study is being ordered for something other
than Breast CA, Lymphoma, Myeloma, Ovarian
CA, Esophageal CA, Lung CA, Colorectal CA,
Head/Neck CA, Melanoma, Soft Tissue Sarcoma,
Pancreatic CA or Testicular CA.; This study is
being requested for Brain Cancer/Tumor or
Mass.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
The suspicion of cancer is based on an imaging
study.; This study is being ordered to establish a
cancer diagnosis.; This study is being ordered
for something other than Breast CA, Lymphoma,
Myeloma, Ovarian CA, Esophageal CA, Lung CA,
Colorectal CA, Head/Neck CA, Melanoma, Soft
Tissue Sarcoma, Pancreatic CA or Testicular CA.;
This study is being requested for an other solid
tumor.; This would be the first PET Scan
performed on this patient for this cancer.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
The suspicion of cancer is based on an imaging
study.; This study is being ordered to establish a
cancer diagnosis.; This study is being requested
for Lymphoma or Myeloma.; 1 PET Scans has
already been performed on this patient for this
cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
The suspicion of cancer is based on an imaging
study.; This study is being ordered to establish a
cancer diagnosis.; This study is being requested
for Lymphoma or Myeloma.; This would be the
first PET Scan performed on this patient for this
cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

2

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being requested for Lymphoma or
Myeloma.; This would be the first PET Scan
performed on this patient for this cancer.; This
is NOT a Medicare member.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for something other
than Breast CA, Lymphoma, Myeloma, Ovarian
CA, Esophageal CA, Lung CA, Colorectal CA,
Head/Neck CA, Melanoma, Soft Tissue Sarcoma,
Pancreatic CA or Testicular CA.; This study is not
being ordered for Cervical CA, Brain
Cancer/Tumor or Mass, Thyroid CA or other
solid tumor.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

2

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being ordered for
something other than Breast CA, Lymphoma,
Myeloma, Ovarian CA, Esophageal CA, Lung CA,
Colorectal CA, Head/Neck CA, Melanoma, Soft
Tissue Sarcoma, Pancreatic CA or Testicular CA.;
This study is being requested for Cervical
Cancer.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered to establish a cancer
diagnosis.; This study is being requested for
Melanoma.; This is NOT for evaluation of
regional lymph nodes.; This would be the first
PET Scan performed on this patient for this
cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 04/01/2017; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
neurological changes,; medication

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; ; There has not been any
treatment or conservative therapy.; Describe
primary symptoms here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info &#x0D; &#x0D; Chest pain has been
going on for 2 weeks. She has noticed that her
lips have been blue. She is having SOB and it
hard to breath. Chest pain is worse in the
afternoon and it increases with

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

Pt is her with c/o of Lt facial Drooping with
numbness, dizziness, blurred vision, has a metal
taste. Sx not at the same time. Has had 3 spells
of facial drooping x 2 weeks. The dizziness off (
not positional) and blurring have been going on
for a while. ; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 04/20/2017; There has
not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; Face drooping, numbness, dizziness,
blurred vision

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for another reason;
The reason for ordering this study is unknown.

10

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for another reason;
This study is being ordered for evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x-ray or EKG) indicative
of heart disease.; It is unknown if the patient
has a history of a recent heart attack or
hypertensive heart disease.; This is for the initial
evaluation of abnormal symptoms, physical
exam findings, or diagnostic studies (chest x-ray
or EKG) indicatvie of heart disease.; The patient
has high blood pressure

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for another reason;
This study is being ordered for evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x-ray or EKG) indicative
of heart disease.; It is unknown if there been a
change in clinical status since the last
echocardiogram.; It is unknown if this is for the
initial evaluation of abnormal symptoms,
physical exam findings, or diagnostic studies
(chest x-ray or EKG) indicatvie of heart disease.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for another reason;
This study is being ordered for evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x-ray or EKG) indicative
of heart disease.; There has been a change in
clinical status since the last echocardiogram.;
This is not for the initial evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x-ray or EKG) indicatvie of heart
disease.

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for another reason;
This study is being ordered for evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x-ray or EKG) indicative
of heart disease.; This is for the initial evaluation
of abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings,
or diagnostic studies (chest x-ray or EKG)
indicatvie of heart disease.; The abnormal
symptom, condition or evaluation is not known
or unlisted above.

2

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for another reason;
This study is being ordered for evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x-ray or EKG) indicative
of heart disease.; This is for the initial evaluation
of abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings,
or diagnostic studies (chest x-ray or EKG)
indicatvie of heart disease.; The patient has an
enlarged heart; The patient's enlarged heart is
not due to any of the listed indications

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for another reason;
This study is being ordered for evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x-ray or EKG) indicative
of heart disease.; This is for the initial evaluation
of abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings,
or diagnostic studies (chest x-ray or EKG)
indicatvie of heart disease.; The patient has
shortness of breath; Known or suspected
pulmonary hypertension

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for another reason;
This study is being ordered for evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x-ray or EKG) indicative
of heart disease.; This is for the initial evaluation
of abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings,
or diagnostic studies (chest x-ray or EKG)
indicatvie of heart disease.; The patient has
shortness of breath; Shortness of breath is not
related to any of the listed indications.

2

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for another reason;
This study is being ordered for evaluation of
cardiac arrhythmias; This study is being
requested for the initial evaluation of frequent
or sustained atrial or ventricular cardiac
arrhythmias.

2

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Cardiac Embolism.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Cardiac Murmur.; It is unknown if there been a
change in clinical status since the last
echocardiogram.; This request is for initial
evaluation of a murmur.; It is unknown if the
murmur is grade III (3) or greater.; It is unknown
if there is clinical symptoms supporting a
suspicion of structural heart disease.; This is a
request for follow up of a known murmur.

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Cardiac Murmur.; This request is for initial
evaluation of a murmur.; It is unknown if the
murmur is grade III (3) or greater.; It is unknown
if there is clinical symptoms supporting a
suspicion of structural heart disease.; This is
NOT a request for follow up of a known
murmur.

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Cardiac Murmur.; This request is for initial
evaluation of a murmur.; It is unknown if the
murmur is grade III (3) or greater.; There are
clinical symptoms supporting a suspicion of
structural heart disease.

5

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Cardiac Murmur.; This request is for initial
evaluation of a murmur.; The murmur is grade
III (3) or greater.

5

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Cardiac Murmur.; This request is for initial
evaluation of a murmur.; The murmur is NOT
grade III (3) or greater.; There are clinical
symptoms supporting a suspicion of structural
heart disease.

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Cardiac Murmur.; This request is for initial
evaluation of a murmur.; The murmur is NOT
grade III (3) or greater.; There are NOT clinical
symptoms supporting a suspicion of structural
heart disease.; This is NOT a request for follow
up of a known murmur.

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Cardiac Valves.; The patient has suspected
prolapsed mitral valve.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Cardiac Valves.; This is an evaluation of new or
changing symptoms of valve disease.

2

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Cardiac Valves.; This is an initial evaluation of
suspected valve disease.

7

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Cardiac Valves.; This is NOT for prolapsed mitral
valve, suspected valve disease, new or changing
symptoms of valve disease, annual review of
known valve disease, initial evaluation of
artificial heart valves or annual re-eval of
artifical heart valves.

2

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Congenital Heart Defect.; This is for evaluation
of change of clinical status.

2

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Congenital Heart Defect.; This is for initial
diagnosis of congenital heart disease.

2

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Heart Failure; There has been a change in
clinical status since the last echocardiogram.;
This is NOT for the initial evaluation of heart
failure.

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Heart Failure; There has NOT been a change in
clinical status since the last echocardiogram.; It
is unknown if this is for the initial evaluation of
heart failure.

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Heart Failure; This is for the initial evaluation of
heart failure.

9

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of Left
Ventricular Function.; The patient does not have
a history of a recent heart attack or
hypertensive heart disease.

3

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of Left
Ventricular Function.; The patient has a history
of a recent myocardial infarction (heart attack).

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of Left
Ventricular Function.; The patient has a history
of hypertensive heart disease.; There is a
change in the patient’s cardiac symptoms.

2

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Pulmonary Hypertension.

5

93312 TEE R-T IMG 2D
W/PRB IMG ACQUISJ
I&R

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transesophageal Echocardiogram.;
This study is being requested after a completed
NON diagnostic transthoracic echocardiogram.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

93350 ECHO TTHRC R-T
2D -+M-MODE
COMPLETE REST&STRS

This is a request for a Stress Echocardiogram.; It
is unknown if the patient had cardiac testing
including Stress Echocardiogram, Nuclear
Cardiology (SPECT/MPI), Coronary CT
angiography (CCTA) or Cardiac Catheterization
in the last 2 years.; The patient is experiencing
new or changing cardiac symptoms.; The
member has known or suspected coronary
artery disease.

3

Approval

93350 ECHO TTHRC R-T
2D -+M-MODE
COMPLETE REST&STRS

This is a request for a Stress Echocardiogram.;
None of the listed reasons for the study were
selected; It is not known if the member has
known or suspected coronary artery disease.

2

Approval

93350 ECHO TTHRC R-T
2D -+M-MODE
COMPLETE REST&STRS

This is a request for a Stress Echocardiogram.;
None of the listed reasons for the study were
selected; The member does not have known or
suspected coronary artery disease

1

93350 ECHO TTHRC R-T
2D -+M-MODE
COMPLETE REST&STRS

This is a request for a Stress Echocardiogram.;
The patient had cardiac testing including Stress
Echocardiogram, Nuclear Cardiology
(SPECT/MPI), Coronary CT angiography (CCTA)
or Cardiac Catheterization in the last 2 years.;
The patient is experiencing new or changing
cardiac symptoms.; The member has known or
suspected coronary artery disease.

1

Approval

Approval

General/Family
Practice

Approval

General/Family
Practice

Approval

General/Family
Practice

Approval

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

93350 ECHO TTHRC R-T
2D -+M-MODE
COMPLETE REST&STRS

93350 ECHO TTHRC R-T
2D -+M-MODE
COMPLETE REST&STRS
G0297 Low dose CT
scan (LDCT) for lung
cancer screening

This is a request for a Stress Echocardiogram.;
The patient has NOT had cardiac testing
including Stress Echocardiogram, Nuclear
Cardiology (SPECT/MPI), Coronary CT
angiography (CCTA) or Cardiac Catheterization
in the last 2 years.; The member has known or
suspected coronary artery disease.

9

This is a request for a Stress Echocardiogram.;
To evaluate the heart prior to non-cardiac
surgery.; The member does not have known or
suspected coronary artery disease

1

1

G0297 Low dose CT
scan (LDCT) for lung
cancer screening

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Low
Dose CT for Lung Cancer Screening.; No, I do not
want to request a Chest CT instead of a Low
Dose CT for Lung Cancer Screening.; The patient
is presenting with pulmonary signs or symptoms
of lung cancer or there are other diagnostic test
suggestive of lung cancer.

1

G0297 Low dose CT
scan (LDCT) for lung
cancer screening

; This request is for a Low Dose CT for Lung
Cancer Screening.; No, I do not want to request
a Chest CT instead of a Low Dose CT for Lung
Cancer Screening.; The patient is presenting
with pulmonary signs or symptoms of lung
cancer or there are other diagnostic test
suggestive of lung cancer.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

G0297 Low dose CT
scan (LDCT) for lung
cancer screening

Has had a chest ct, smoking for 470 yrs, current
smoker, smoking sensation but refused, current
cough w/o fever, shortness of breath, all listed
in criteria for low dose ct; This request is for a
Low Dose CT for Lung Cancer Screening.; No, I
do not want to request a Chest CT instead of a
Low Dose CT for Lung Cancer Screening.; The
patient is presenting with pulmonary signs or
symptoms of lung cancer or there are other
diagnostic test suggestive of lung cancer.

1

G0297 Low dose CT
scan (LDCT) for lung
cancer screening

This request is for a Low Dose CT for Lung
Cancer Screening.; This patient has NOT had a
Low Dose CT for Lung Cancer Screening in the
past 11 months.; The patient is between 55 and
80 years old.; This patient is a smoker or has a
history of smoking.; The patient has a 30 pack
per year history of smoking.; The patient is NOT
presenting with pulmonary signs or symptoms
of lung cancer nor are there other diagnostic
test suggestive of lung cancer.; The patient has
not quit smoking.

27

General/Family
Practice

Approval

G0297 Low dose CT
scan (LDCT) for lung
cancer screening

General/Family
Practice

Approval

S8037 mrcp

General/Family
Practice

Approval

S8037 mrcp

General/Family
Practice

Approval

S8037 mrcp

This request is for a Low Dose CT for Lung
Cancer Screening.; This patient has NOT had a
Low Dose CT for Lung Cancer Screening in the
past 11 months.; The patient is between 55 and
80 years old.; This patient is a smoker or has a
history of smoking.; The patient has a 30 pack
per year history of smoking.; The patient is NOT
presenting with pulmonary signs or symptoms
of lung cancer nor are there other diagnostic
test suggestive of lung cancer.; The patient quit
smoking less than 15 years ago.
&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for MRCP.;
There is no reason why the patient cannot have
an ERCP.
; This is a request for MRCP.; There is no reason
why the patient cannot have an ERCP.
Pain in left upper quadrant. Yellow urine with
nausea. Abnormal labs.; This is a request for
MRCP.; There is no reason why the patient
cannot have an ERCP.

7

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

S8037 mrcp

Patient had a abnormal CT and was found to
have lots of gallstones and dilated CBD.
Gastroenenterology was consulted and
recommend MRCP; This is a request for MRCP.;
There is a reason why the patient cannot have
an ERCP.; The patient has not undergone an
unsuccessful ERCP.; The patient does not have
an altered biliary tract anatomy that precludes
ERCP.; The patient does not require evaluation
for a congenital defect of the pancreatic or
biliary tract.; It is not known if MRCP will be
used to identify a pancreatic or biliary system
obstruction that cannot be opened by ERCP.;
"The patient is not an infant or young child, and
not an adult who is debilitated or uncooperative
in such a manner that ERCP is unsafe or cannot
be performed."; "The patient has neither a
documented allergy to iodine-based contrast
materials, or a general history of allergic
responses."; The patient does not have acute
pancreatitis.

1

S8037 mrcp

Patient has continued having episodes of
severe RUQ abdominal pain with nausea. Eating
does make this worse. We have been treating as
PUD with omeprazole/ranitidine/carafate.
Symptoms certainly sound like gallbladder,
though repeat U/S recently was normal; This is a
request for MRCP.; There is no reason why the
patient cannot have an ERCP.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Approval

Approval

S8037 mrcp

This is a request for MRCP.; There is a reason
why the patient cannot have an ERCP.; The
patient has not undergone an unsuccessful
ERCP.; The patient does not have an altered
biliary tract anatomy that precludes ERCP.; The
patient requires evaluation for a congenital
defect of the pancreatic or biliary tract.

1

S8037 mrcp

This is a request for MRCP.; There is a reason
why the patient cannot have an ERCP.; The
patient has undergone unsuccessful ERCP and
requires further evaluation.

2

Disapproval

70336 MRI
TEMPROMANDIBULAR
JOINT,TMJ,JAW JOINT

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
This is a request for a temporomandibular joint
Necessary
MRI.

1

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
Radiology Services No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
Denied Not
brain/head CT.; The study is being requested for
Medically
evaluation of a headache.; The headache is
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
described as chronic or recurring.

1

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The headache is
described as sudden and severe.; The headache
Radiology Services is not described as a “thunderclap” or the worst
Denied Not
headache of the patient’s life.; It is unknown if
Medically
the patient had a recent onset (within the last 4
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
weeks) of neurologic symptoms.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The headache is
Radiology Services described as sudden and severe.; The patient
Denied Not
has dizziness.; The patient had a recent onset
Medically
(within the last 4 weeks) of neurologic
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
symptoms.

1

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; The study is NOT being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient has dizziness.; This study is being
Radiology Services ordered for something other than trauma or
Denied Not
injury, evaluation of known tumor, stroke or
Medically
aneurysm, infection or inflammation, multiple
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
sclerosis or seizures.

1

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; There is headache not improved
by pain medications.; "There are no recent
neurological symptoms or deficits such as oneRadiology Services sided weakness, vision defects, speech
Denied Not
impairments or sudden onset of severe
Medically
dizziness."; This study is being requested for a
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
headache.

4

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; There is not headache not
improved by pain medications.; "There are no
recent neurological symptoms or deficits such
Radiology Services as one-sided weakness, vision defects, speech
impairments or sudden onset of severe
Denied Not
dizziness."; This study is being requested for a
Medically
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
headache.

2

Disapproval

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; Thi study is being requested for
None of the above.; This procedure is being
requested for other indications

1

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; Thi study is being requested for
None of the above.; This procedure is being
requested for Syncope/Fainting; Metallic
Radiology Services implants such as Pacemakers, ICD
Denied Not
(cardioverter/defibrillator), vascular clips,
Medically
prosthesis or joint replacement is the reason
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
why an MRI is not being considered

1

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
Radiology Services brain/head CT.; This study is being requested for
Denied Not
Suspicion of a TIA (Transient Ischemic Attack).;
Medically
Severe Claustrophobia is the reason an MRI is
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
not being considered

2

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
Radiology Services No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
Denied Not
brain/head CT.; This study is requested for a
Medically
new onset of seizures or newly identified
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
change in seizure activity or pattern.

1

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
Radiology Services No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
Denied Not
for a neurological disorder.; 04/01/2017; There
Medically
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
neurological changes,; medication

1

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
Radiology Services disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
Denied Not
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
Medically
2/8/17; There has been treatment or
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
conservative therapy.; headache; ibuprofen

1

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
Radiology Services No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
Denied Not
for trauma or injury.; 06/14/17; There has not
Medically
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
back pain and headaches, cant move neck

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
Radiology Services for trauma or injury.; 4/23/17; There has not
Denied Not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
Medically
head pain, neck pain, pain down arms,
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
hoarsness
Radiology Services ; This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The
Denied Not
study is being requested for evaluation of a
Medically
headache.; The headache is described as chronic
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
or recurring.

Disapproval

; This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The
study is being requested for evaluation of a
Radiology Services headache.; The headache is described as sudden
Denied Not
and severe.; The patient has vision changes.;
Medically
The patient had a recent onset (within the last 4
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
weeks) of neurologic symptoms.

1

Disapproval

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary

1

Disapproval

; This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The
Radiology Services study is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
Denied Not
headache.; This study is being ordered for new
Medically
onset of seizures or newly identified change in
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
seizure activity or pattern.

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

; This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The
study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; This headache is not described as
sudden, severe or chronic recurring.

1

3

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

; This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The
Radiology Services study is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
Denied Not
headache.; This study is being ordered for
Medically
stroke or aneurysm.; This study is being ordered
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
for screening for aneurysm or AVM.

1

Disapproval

; This is a request for a brain/head CT.; There is
headache not improved by pain medications.;
"There are no recent neurological symptoms or
Radiology Services deficits such as one-sided weakness, vision
Denied Not
defects, speech impairments or sudden onset of
Medically
severe dizziness."; This study is being requested
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
for a headache.

3

Disapproval

; This is a request for a brain/head CT.; Thi
Radiology Services study is being requested for None of the above.;
Denied Not
This procedure is being requested for
Medically
Dementia/ Cognitive Impairment; It is unknown
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
why an MRI is not being considered

1

Disapproval

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary

; This is a request for a brain/head CT.; This
study is being requested for Suspicion of a TIA
(Transient Ischemic Attack).; Imaging is needed
and availability of MRI would delay treatment is
the reason an MRI is not being considered

1

Disapproval

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary

; This is a request for a brain/head CT.; This
study is being requested for Suspicion of a TIA
(Transient Ischemic Attack).; There is another
reason why an MRI is not being considered;

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
Radiology Services
Denied Not
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Medically

Disapproval

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 01/01/2012; There has been
Radiology Services treatment or conservative therapy.; nausea,
Denied Not
phonophobia, photophobia and difficulty
Medically
sleeping severe, aching, squeezing, and sharp;
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
MEDICATIONS

1

Disapproval

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
Radiology Services disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Denied Not
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Medically
vascular disease.; ; It is not known if there has
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

; This is a request for a brain/head CT.; This
study is requested for a new onset of seizures or
newly identified change in seizure activity or
pattern.
; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ;

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
Radiology Services disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Denied Not
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Medically
vascular disease.; ; There has been treatment or
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
conservative therapy.; ;
Radiology Services ; This study is being ordered for trauma or
Denied Not
injury.; ; There has not been any treatment or
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Medically
conservative therapy.;

2

2

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Radiology Services ; This study is being ordered for trauma or
Denied Not
injury.; 5/4/17; There has not been any
treatment or conservative therapy.; pain
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Medically

1

Disapproval

; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; 5/6/17 patient was hit in face with
baseball, neck pain and headache and dizziness
Radiology Services since trauma occurred; There has been
Denied Not
treatment or conservative therapy.; Sharp pain
Medically
at base of skull since evening of the injury; ice
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
pack and ibuprofen without relief

1

Disapproval

2 migraine headaches within 1 week,
intractable, with visual disturbances; This is a
request for a brain/head CT.; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
Radiology Services headache is described as sudden and severe.;
Denied Not
The patient has vision changes.; The patient had
Medically
a recent onset (within the last 4 weeks) of
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
neurologic symptoms.

1

Disapproval

37 year old female with daily frontal moderate
headaches.; This is a request for a brain/head
CT.; There is headache not improved by pain
medications.; "There are no recent neurological
Radiology Services symptoms or deficits such as one-sided
Denied Not
weakness, vision defects, speech impairments
Medically
or sudden onset of severe dizziness."; This study
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
is being requested for a headache.

1

Disapproval

abnormal involuntary eye movement, dizziness;
This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study
is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has dizziness.; This study
Radiology Services is being ordered for something other than
Denied Not
trauma or injury, evaluation of known tumor,
stroke or aneurysm, infection or inflammation,
Medically
multiple sclerosis or seizures.
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary

1

Disapproval

affecting daily activities, made worse by light
sound and movement, left frontal and temporal
area, more frequent been going on for a year,
getting worse; This is a request for a brain/head
CT.; There is headache not improved by pain
medications.; "There are no recent neurological
Radiology Services symptoms or deficits such as one-sided
weakness, vision defects, speech impairments
Denied Not
Medically
or sudden onset of severe dizziness."; This study
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
is being requested for a headache.

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

blurred vision, dizziness, nausea.; This is a
request for a brain/head CT.; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
headache is described as chronic or recurring.
CONFUSION, DISORIENTATION, BLURRED
VISION; This is a request for a brain/head CT.;
Radiology Services This study is being requested for Suspicion of a
Denied Not
TIA (Transient Ischemic Attack).; Severe
Medically
Claustrophobia is the reason an MRI is not being
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
considered

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Continued severe migraines after medication
Radiology Services treatment.; This is a request for a brain/head
Denied Not
CT.; The study is being requested for evaluation
Medically
of a headache.; The headache is described as
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
chronic or recurring.

1

Disapproval

Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If No
Info Given . &#x0D; Patient has headache pain
continued since MVA. Pt states that pain is
different and that he has spasms during
headache in his head.; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; There is headache not improved
by pain medications.; "There are no recent
neurological symptoms or deficits such as oneRadiology Services sided weakness, vision defects, speech
Denied Not
impairments or sudden onset of severe
Medically
dizziness."; This study is being requested for a
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
headache.

1

Disapproval

Extreme dizziness worsened with sudden
movements. He has blacked out with this.He
has taken Meclizine and it helps but does not
resolve problem.; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; Thi study is being requested for
None of the above.; This procedure is being
requested for Syncope/Fainting; Metallic
Radiology Services implants such as Pacemakers, ICD
Denied Not
(cardioverter/defibrillator), vascular clips,
Medically
prosthesis or joint replacement is the reason
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
why an MRI is not being considered

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

fever, pain in neck, nausea w/ vomiting,
suspicious of meningitis; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; There is headache not improved
by pain medications.; "There are no recent
neurological symptoms or deficits such as oneRadiology Services sided weakness, vision defects, speech
Denied Not
impairments or sudden onset of severe
dizziness."; This study is being requested for a
Medically
headache.
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary

1

Disapproval

had headache that was really bad lasted all
week, took some pain med seemed to help
some, did have vomiting,; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; There is headache not improved
by pain medications.; "There are no recent
neurological symptoms or deficits such as oneRadiology Services sided weakness, vision defects, speech
impairments or sudden onset of severe
Denied Not
dizziness."; This study is being requested for a
Medically
headache.
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary

1

Disapproval

Headache is getting worse.; This is a request for
a brain/head CT.; There is headache not
improved by pain medications.; "There are no
recent neurological symptoms or deficits such
Radiology Services as one-sided weakness, vision defects, speech
Denied Not
impairments or sudden onset of severe
Medically
dizziness."; This study is being requested for a
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
headache.

1

Disapproval

headache is light sensitive, OTC not helping;
This is a request for a brain/head CT.; There is
headache not improved by pain medications.;
"There are no recent neurological symptoms or
Radiology Services deficits such as one-sided weakness, vision
Denied Not
defects, speech impairments or sudden onset of
Medically
severe dizziness."; This study is being requested
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
for a headache.

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Headache with increased frequency.; This is a
request for a brain/head CT.; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
headache is described as chronic or recurring.
Infection/abcess around a tooth.; This is a
request for a brain/head CT.; Thi study is being
Radiology Services requested for None of the above.; This
Denied Not
procedure is being requested for Infection or
Medically
Inflammation; It is unknown why an MRI is not
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
being considered
long-term memory loss. pt CT of head prior to
appointment with neurology; This is a request
for a brain/head CT.; Thi study is being
Radiology Services requested for None of the above.; This
Denied Not
procedure is being requested for Dementia/
Medically
Cognitive Impairment; Severe Claustrophobia is
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
the reason an MRI is not being considered
Member suspected of having TIAs, lack of
concentration, cognitive decline; This is a
Radiology Services request for a brain/head CT.; This study is being
Denied Not
requested for Suspicion of a TIA (Transient
Medically
Ischemic Attack).; It is unknown why an MRI is
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
not being considered

1

1

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Memory Changes, and History of Headaches.;
Radiology Services This is a request for a brain/head CT.; Thi study
Denied Not
is being requested for None of the above.; This
Medically
procedure is being requested for other
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
indications

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

memory loss and cognitive impairment; This is
Radiology Services a request for a brain/head CT.; This study is
Denied Not
being requested for Suspicion of a TIA (Transient
Medically
Ischemic Attack).; It is unknown why an MRI is
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
not being considered
memory loss high bp diabetic; This is a request
Radiology Services for a brain/head CT.; This study is being
Denied Not
requested for Suspicion of a TIA (Transient
Medically
Ischemic Attack).; It is unknown why an MRI is
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
not being considered

Disapproval

Memory loss, confusion; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; This study is being requested for
Suspicion of a TIA (Transient Ischemic Attack).;
Radiology Services Metallic implants such as Pacemakers, ICD
Denied Not
(cardioverter/defibrillator), vascular clips,
Medically
prosthesis or joint replacement is the reason
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
why an MRI is not being considered

General/Family
Practice

1

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Mental status changes for the past 2 months.
He thinks it is related to a mini stroke. He has
been having problems with depression,
confusion, memory loss, and trouble
concentrating. He has dizziness and balance
problems at times.; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; This study is being requested for
Radiology Services Suspicion of a TIA (Transient Ischemic Attack).;
Denied Not
There is another reason why an MRI is not being
Medically
considered; Trying to rule out a stroke. Provider
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
recommended CT done

1

Disapproval

Migraine for several days. medications are not
relieving pain.; This is a request for a brain/head
CT.; There is headache not improved by pain
medications.; "There are no recent neurological
Radiology Services symptoms or deficits such as one-sided
Denied Not
weakness, vision defects, speech impairments
Medically
or sudden onset of severe dizziness."; This study
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
is being requested for a headache.

1

Disapproval

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary

1

migrane; This is a request for a brain/head CT.;
The study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The headache is described as chronic
or recurring.

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

New onset dizziness; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; There is headache not improved
by pain medications.; "There are no recent
neurological symptoms or deficits such as oneRadiology Services sided weakness, vision defects, speech
impairments or sudden onset of severe
Denied Not
dizziness."; This study is being requested for a
Medically
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
headache.

1

Disapproval

onset of dizziness, fainting without warning
multiple times; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; Thi study is being requested for
None of the above.; This procedure is being
Radiology Services requested for Syncope/Fainting; Imaging is
Denied Not
needed and availability of MRI would delay
Medically
treatment is the reason an MRI is not being
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
considered

1

Disapproval

patient has a history of hypertension and has
been getting frequent severe Migraine
headaches that cause nausea and vomiting and
Radiology Services dizziness; This is a request for a brain/head CT.;
Denied Not
The study is being requested for evaluation of a
Medically
headache.; The headache is described as chronic
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
or recurring.

1

Disapproval

Patient has been having migraine headaches for
Radiology Services 2 weeks; This is a request for a brain/head CT.;
The study is being requested for evaluation of a
Denied Not
Medically
headache.; The headache is described as chronic
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
or recurring.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

patient has done conservative treatment and
has had a ultrasound done with results of
enlarged lymph nodes.; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Radiology Services vascular disease.; 05/31/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; enlarged
Denied Not
lymph nodes with neck and head pain.;
Medically
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
antibiotics, steroids.

1

Disapproval

patient has experienced mental status changes
and experiencing forgetfulness, we have tried a
few attempts at treatment and the patient is
getting worse during course of treatment; This
Radiology Services is a request for a brain/head CT.; Thi study is
Denied Not
being requested for None of the above.; This
Medically
procedure is being requested for other
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
indications

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Patient has had severe headache, sore throat,
and nausea since yesterday. Patient has had
hoarseness voice change nasal congestion
sneezing and sore throat on 4/12/17 visit for 2
days.; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; Patient has had severe
headache, sore throat, and nausea since
yesterday. Patient has had hoarseness voice
change nasal congestion sneezing and sore
throat on 4/12/17 visit for 2 days.; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Patient has had severe headache, sore throat,
and nausea since yesterday. Patient has had
hoarseness voice change nasal congestion
sneezing and sore throat on 4/12/17 visit for 2
days.; Patient has had severe headache, sore
Radiology Services throat, and nausea since yesterday. Patient has
Denied Not
had hoarseness voice change nasal congestion
Medically
sneezing and sore throat on 4/12/17 visit for 2
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
days.

1

Disapproval

Patient has headaches, nausea, and weakness;
Radiology Services This is a request for a brain/head CT.; Thi study
Denied Not
is being requested for None of the above.; This
Medically
procedure is being requested for Vertigo; It is
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
unknown why an MRI is not being considered

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary

patient hit by a car; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 04/13/2017; There has
not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; swelling, cant move,

1

Disapproval

Patient hit head on 05/22/2017, He has an
unresolved headache.; This study is being
ordered for trauma or injury.; Open area top of
Radiology Services head, hit head on a door striker on 5/22/17 and
Denied Not
headache will not go away; There has not been
Medically
any treatment or conservative therapy.;
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
Unresolved Headache

1

Disapproval

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary

Patient is having daily persistent headaches;
This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study
is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The headache is described as chronic
or recurring.

1

Disapproval

Patient is having reoccurring headaches and
feeling very tired when these headaches occur.;
Radiology Services This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study
Denied Not
is being requested for evaluation of a
Medically
headache.; The headache is described as chronic
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
or recurring.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Patient is here for ER follow up for a spell of
feeling lightheaded, pre-syncopal, has to lay
down. This last time was severe and made her
nauseous. She states that she will also be
unable to hear or see when this happens. She
will have palpitations and a; This is a request for
a brain/head CT.; Thi study is being requested
Radiology Services for None of the above.; This procedure is being
requested for Syncope/Fainting; There is
Denied Not
another reason why an MRI is not being
Medically
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
considered; The dr ordered a CT

1

Disapproval

Patient is requesting a neurosurgery consult,
and high-tech imaging is warranted. Also, XRays of cervical spine were unremarkable.; This
study is being ordered for trauma or injury.; one
month from yesterday; 3-17-17; There has been
Radiology Services treatment or conservative therapy.; Headaches,
Denied Not
Neck pain, shoulder pain, arm numbness,
Medically
tingling in fingers.; Physical therapy, at home
exercise, anti-inflammatory drugs.
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Patient presented with complaint of headache
that has been present for five days. Light and
sounds do not bother the patient's headache.
Patient describes right sided headache that
radiates down the right side of neck. Patient
describes pain as excruciati; This is a request for
a brain/head CT.; There is headache not
improved by pain medications.; "There are no
recent neurological symptoms or deficits such
Radiology Services as one-sided weakness, vision defects, speech
Denied Not
impairments or sudden onset of severe
dizziness."; This study is being requested for a
Medically
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
headache.
Patient with epilepsy and recurrent seizures.;
This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study
Radiology Services is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
Denied Not
headache.; This study is being ordered for new
Medically
onset of seizures or newly identified change in
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
seizure activity or pattern.
persistant dizziness with negative ENT workup;
Radiology Services This is a request for a brain/head CT.; Thi study
is being requested for None of the above.; This
Denied Not
Medically
procedure is being requested for other
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
indications

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

post concussion syndrome, headaches,
insomnia, Glossodynia; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; There is headache not improved
by pain medications.; "There are no recent
neurological symptoms or deficits such as oneRadiology Services sided weakness, vision defects, speech
Denied Not
impairments or sudden onset of severe
dizziness."; This study is being requested for a
Medically
headache.
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary

1

Disapproval

Pt c/o HAs that are becoming increasingly
severe. Reports throbbing sensation with
pressure in eye region. Pt has personal history
of head trauma in two separate events. Also,
reports history of neck pain.; This is a request
for a brain/head CT.; There is headache not
improved by pain medications.; "There are no
recent neurological symptoms or deficits such
Radiology Services as one-sided weakness, vision defects, speech
impairments or sudden onset of severe
Denied Not
Medically
dizziness."; This study is being requested for a
headache.
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary

1

Disapproval

pt complains of dizziness, loss of
coordination/balance, ringing in ears; This is a
request for a brain/head CT.; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient has dizziness.; The patient had a
Radiology Services recent onset (within the last 4 weeks) of
Denied Not
neurologic symptoms.; This study is being
Medically
ordered for stroke or aneurysm.; This study is
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
being ordered for neurological deficits.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

pt has had some syncopal episodes lately and
we do not know why; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; Thi study is being requested for
Radiology Services None of the above.; This procedure is being
Denied Not
requested for Syncope/Fainting; MRI scanning is
Medically
not locally available to the patient is the reason
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
an MRI is not being considered

1

Disapproval

pt has new on set of headache x1 month,
frontal, R side, focal. no change with otc
Radiology Services medications.; This is a request for a brain/head
Denied Not
CT.; The study is being requested for evaluation
Medically
of a headache.; The headache is described as
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
chronic or recurring.

1

Disapproval

pt is having severe headaches and is also having
severe sinus issues. She has been treated for
sinsuses infection recently and is not better.pt is
also seeing an ENT specialist and we are needing
to eval head for chronic sinus infection and
headaches; This is a request for a brain/head
CT.; The study is being requested for evaluation
Radiology Services of a headache.; The headache is described as
Denied Not
sudden and severe.; The patient has dizziness.;
Medically
The patient had a recent onset (within the last 4
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
weeks) of neurologic symptoms.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Pt is having severe memory impairment, when
given 3 words Pt cannot remember 2 of the 3
words, memory loss started in the last week.;
This is a request for a brain/head CT.; There is
headache not improved by pain medications.;
"There are no recent neurological symptoms or
Radiology Services deficits such as one-sided weakness, vision
defects, speech impairments or sudden onset of
Denied Not
severe dizziness."; This study is being requested
Medically
for a headache.
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary

1

Disapproval

pt was seen in our office for syncopal episodes
with dizziness adn giddness as well. he started
feeling really weird that morning and had to sit
down because he felt himself passing out.; This
is a request for a brain/head CT.; This study is
Radiology Services being requested for Suspicion of a TIA (Transient
Denied Not
Ischemic Attack).; MRI scanning is not locally
Medically
available to the patient is the reason an MRI is
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
not being considered

1

Disapproval

Pt. complains of severe head pain that has been
going on a long time. Right eye gets blurry at
times. Exam: HEAD: normocephalic, atraumatic,
no scalp lesions, point tenderness to a specific
approximately 2 inch area of the anterior right
Radiology Services portion of the he; This is a request for a
Denied Not
brain/head CT.; The study is being requested for
Medically
evaluation of a headache.; The headache is
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
described as chronic or recurring.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

pt. have had severe headaches for the past two
weeks, have nausea, weakness, on one entire
side of head stabbing pain, worse when
standing or sitting up; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The headache is
Radiology Services described as sudden and severe.; The patient
has dizziness.; The patient had a recent onset
Denied Not
(within the last 4 weeks) of neurologic
Medically
symptoms.
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary

1

Disapproval

Pt. was seen in office 2 days ago, in ER
yesterday after having a dizzy spell, nearing
fainting. Was in office two days ago with c/o of
headaches. Also some memory loss. Reports still
having SOB today.; This is a request for a
Radiology Services brain/head CT.; Thi study is being requested for
Denied Not
None of the above.; This procedure is being
Medically
requested for Vertigo; It is unknown why an
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
MRI is not being considered

1

Disapproval

Rapid progressive mental status change with
memory loss; This is a request for a brain/head
CT.; Thi study is being requested for None of the
Radiology Services above.; This procedure is being requested for
Denied Not
Dementia/ Cognitive Impairment; MRI scanning
Medically
is not locally available to the patient is the
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
reason an MRI is not being considered

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

recurrent headache after 3 weeks of
preventative meds.; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; There is headache not improved
by pain medications.; "There are no recent
neurological symptoms or deficits such as oneRadiology Services sided weakness, vision defects, speech
Denied Not
impairments or sudden onset of severe
Medically
dizziness."; This study is being requested for a
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
headache.

1

Disapproval

Recurrent, chronic headache for 4 months, not
related to BP.; This is a request for a brain/head
CT.; There is headache not improved by pain
medications.; "There are no recent neurological
Radiology Services symptoms or deficits such as one-sided
Denied Not
weakness, vision defects, speech impairments
Medically
or sudden onset of severe dizziness."; This study
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
is being requested for a headache.

1

Disapproval

Severe abnormality of gait and mobility; This is
a request for a brain/head CT.; Thi study is being
requested for None of the above.; This
Radiology Services procedure is being requested for Multiple
Denied Not
Sclerosis; Imaging is needed and availability of
Medically
MRI would delay treatment is the reason an
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
MRI is not being considered

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

She is concerned about some short term
memory loss for the past couple of months. Her
husband is also concerned. She didn't know if it
could be her medication. She has Clonazepam
prescribed but only takes it once every 3
months or so. Her blood sugars are; This is a
request for a brain/head CT.; Thi study is being
Radiology Services requested for None of the above.; This
procedure is being requested for Dementia/
Denied Not
Cognitive Impairment; Severe Claustrophobia is
Medically
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
the reason an MRI is not being considered

1

Disapproval

States this has been happening off and on for
year, but just started getting worst; This study is
being ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 11-23-2016; There has been
Radiology Services treatment or conservative therapy.;
Denied Not
Radiculopathy into his arms and fingers, having
Medically
a weird taste in his mouth, feeling off balance,
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
neck pain, H/A's, memory loss; Unknown

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

sudden severe headache,with vision
changes,nauseaand severe pain in head; This is
a request for a brain/head CT.; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Radiology Services The headache is described as sudden and
Denied Not
severe.; The patient has vision changes.; The
Medically
patient had a recent onset (within the last 4
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
weeks) of neurologic symptoms.

1

Disapproval

syncope, history of head trauma, memory loss,
Radiology Services question seizure activity, dizziness; This is a
Denied Not
request for a brain/head CT.; The study is being
Medically
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
headache is described as chronic or recurring.

1

Disapproval

The patient has had a recurrent headache for
the past 8 weeks. He has a history of HTN, he
has had 5 heart stents, and a history of AFIB.;
Radiology Services This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study
Denied Not
is being requested for evaluation of a
Medically
headache.; The headache is described as chronic
or recurring.
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary

1

Disapproval

This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study
is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
Radiology Services headache.; The patient does NOT have a recent
Denied Not
onset (within the last 4 weeks) of neurologic
Medically
symptoms.; This study is being ordered for
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
trauma or injury.

2

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

This is a request for a brain/head CT.; There is
headache not improved by pain medications.;
"There are recent neurological symptoms or
Radiology Services deficits such as one-sided weakness, vision
Denied Not
defects, speech impairments or sudden onset of
Medically
severe dizziness."; This study is being requested
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
for a headache.
Radiology Services
Denied Not
This is a request for a brain/head CT.; This study
Medically
is requested for known or suspected bleed such
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
as subdural hematoma or subarachnoid bleed.

Disapproval

unknown; This is a request for a brain/head CT.;
It is unknown if the study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The patient does not
have dizziness, fatigue or malaise, sudden
change in mental status, Bell's palsy, Congenital
abnormality, loss of smell, hearing loss or
vertigo.; This study is being ordered for
Radiology Services something other than trauma or injury,
Denied Not
evaluation of known tumor, stroke or
Medically
aneurysm, infection or inflammation, multiple
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
sclerosis or seizures.

1

Disapproval

Unknown; This is a request for a brain/head
CT.; Thi study is being requested for None of the
Radiology Services above.; This procedure is being requested for
Denied Not
Dementia/ Cognitive Impairment; Severe
Medically
Claustrophobia is the reason an MRI is not being
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
considered

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

2

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary

Unknown; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 03/29/2017 - headaches
started; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Headaches; Medication

1

Disapproval

UNKNOWN; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
Radiology Services anomaly, or vascular disease.; 02/20/2017;
Denied Not
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; DRY CAUGH, DARK GREEN MUCUS,
Medically
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
SINUS PROBLEMS; SEROID SHOT

1

Disapproval

UNKNOWN; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
Radiology Services inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
Denied Not
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 4/6/2017; There
Medically
has not been any treatment or conservative
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
therapy.; HEADACHE

1

Disapproval

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
Radiology Services anomaly, or vascular disease.; unknown; There
Denied Not
has not been any treatment or conservative
Medically
therapy.; dizziness, fatigue, tired, low back pain,
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
radiculopathy

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

unknown; This study is being ordered for
trauma or injury.; 04/03/2017; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
nose bleeds and headaches and facial pain

Disapproval

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
70486 CT SINUS,
Radiology Services disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M Denied Not
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
AXILLOFACIAL NO
Medically
2/8/17; There has been treatment or
CONTRAST
Necessary
conservative therapy.; headache; ibuprofen

1

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
70486 CT SINUS,
Radiology Services No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M Denied Not
for trauma or injury.; 4/4/2017; There has not
AXILLOFACIAL NO
Medically
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
CONTRAST
Necessary
LEFT JAW PAIN ANS SWELLING

1

Disapproval

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 01/01/2012; There has been
70486 CT SINUS,
Radiology Services treatment or conservative therapy.; nausea,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M Denied Not
phonophobia, photophobia and difficulty
Medically
sleeping severe, aching, squeezing, and sharp;
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST
Necessary
MEDICATIONS

1

Disapproval

; This study is being ordered for Inflammatory/
70486 CT SINUS,
Radiology Services Infectious Disease.; 03/31/17; There has been
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M Denied Not
treatment or conservative therapy.; unresolved
AXILLOFACIAL NO
Medically
cough; chronic nasal drip; pain, sore throat;
CONTRAST
Necessary
Medications.

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

; This study is being ordered for sinusitis.; This is
a request for a Sinus CT.; It is unknown if the
patient is immune-compromised.; The patient's
current rhinosinusitis symptoms are described
as (sudden onset of 2 or more symptoms of
nasal discharge, blockage or congestion, facial
70486 CT SINUS,
Radiology Services pain, pressure and reduction or loss of sense of
smell, which are less than 12 wks in duration); It
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M Denied Not
has been 14 or more days since onset; Yes this
AXILLOFACIAL NO
Medically
CONTRAST
Necessary
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Disapproval

; This study is being ordered for sinusitis.; This is
a request for a Sinus CT.; It is unknown if the
patient is immune-compromised.; The patient's
current rhinosinusitis symptoms are described
as (sudden onset of 2 or more symptoms of
nasal discharge, blockage or congestion, facial
70486 CT SINUS,
Radiology Services pain, pressure and reduction or loss of sense of
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M Denied Not
smell, which are less than 12 wks in duration); It
Medically
has been less than 14 days since onset; Yes this
AXILLOFACIAL NO
is a request for a Diagnostic CT
CONTRAST
Necessary

1

Disapproval

; This study is being ordered for sinusitis.; This is
a request for a Sinus CT.; It is unknown if the
patient is immune-compromised.; The patient's
70486 CT SINUS,
Radiology Services current rhinosinusitis symptoms are described
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M Denied Not
as Recurrent Acute Rhinosinusitis (4 or more
AXILLOFACIAL NO
Medically
acute episodes per year); Yes this is a request
CONTRAST
Necessary
for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

; This study is being ordered for sinusitis.; This is
a request for a Sinus CT.; The patient is NOT
immune-compromised.; The patient's current
rhinosinusitis symptoms are described as
(sudden onset of 2 or more symptoms of nasal
discharge, blockage or congestion, facial pain,
pressure and reduction or loss of sense of smell,
70486 CT SINUS,
Radiology Services which are less than 12 wks in duration); It has
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M Denied Not
been 14 or more days since onset AND the
AXILLOFACIAL NO
patient failed a course of antibiotic treatment;
Medically
CONTRAST
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; Earache&#x0D; Reported by
patient.&#x0D; Location: left; pain inside
ear&#x0D; Quality: aching; dull &#x0D; Severity:
continuous &#x0D; Duration: symptoms lasting
over 2 weeks &#x0D; Timing: worse&#x0D;
Context: no recent swimming/water in ear; sick
contact&#x0D; Modifying Factors: hurts to lie;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Earache&#x0D; Reported by
patient.&#x0D; Location: left; pain inside
ear&#x0D; Quality: aching; dull &#x0D; Severity:
continuous &#x0D; Duration: symptoms lasting
70486 CT SINUS,
Radiology Services over 2 weeks &#x0D; Timing: worse&#x0D;
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M Denied Not
Context: no recent swimming/water in ear; sick
Medically
AXILLOFACIAL NO
contact&#x0D; Modifying Factors: hurts to lie;
CONTRAST
Necessary
antibiotics and cough syrup given

1

Disapproval

chronic sinusitis. recurrent despite medications;
This study is being ordered for sinusitis.; This is a
request for a Sinus CT.; The patient is NOT
immune-compromised.; The patient's current
70486 CT SINUS,
Radiology Services rhinosinusitis symptoms are described as
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M Denied Not
Recurrent Acute Rhinosinusitis (4 or more acute
AXILLOFACIAL NO
Medically
episodes per year); Yes this is a request for a
CONTRAST
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

E/N/T: normal external auditory canals and
tympanic membranes; Nasal Septum/Mucosa:
partially obscured by purulent drainage;
edematous mucosa; turbinates are mildly
swollen bilaterally; Oropharynx: normal
mucosa, palate, and posterior pharynx;; This
study is being ordered for sinusitis.; This is a
request for a Sinus CT.; The patient is NOT
immune-compromised.; The patient's current
rhinosinusitis symptoms are described as
(sudden onset of 2 or more symptoms of nasal
discharge, blockage or congestion, facial pain,
70486 CT SINUS,
Radiology Services pressure and reduction or loss of sense of smell,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M Denied Not
which are less than 12 wks in duration); It has
Medically
been 14 or more days since onset; Yes this is a
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST
Necessary
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Disapproval

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

None; This study is not being ordered for
trauma, tumor, sinusitis, osteomyelitis, pre
operative or a post operative evaluation.; This is
a request for a Sinus CT.; Yes this is a request for
a Diagnostic CT

1

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

patient has a long history of having chronic
sinusitis with congestion, sneezing, headaches,
sore throat. she comes to the clinic at least once
a month with symptoms; This study is being
ordered for sinusitis.; This is a request for a
Sinus CT.; The patient is NOT immunecompromised.; The patient's current
rhinosinusitis symptoms are described as
(sudden onset of 2 or more symptoms of nasal
discharge, blockage or congestion, facial pain,
70486 CT SINUS,
Radiology Services pressure and reduction or loss of sense of smell,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M Denied Not
which are less than 12 wks in duration); It has
AXILLOFACIAL NO
Medically
been 14 or more days since onset; Yes this is a
CONTRAST
Necessary
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Disapproval

positive for headaches, postnasal drip,
rhinorrhea and sinus pressure.; This study is not
70486 CT SINUS,
Radiology Services being ordered for trauma, tumor, sinusitis,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M Denied Not
osteomyelitis, pre operative or a post operative
Medically
evaluation.; This is a request for a Sinus CT.; Yes
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST
Necessary
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Pt has been receiving treatment for symptoms
since 2015. This has worsened severely over
the past week. Neck and face is painful to
touch.; This study is being ordered for
Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.; 05/11/2015;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; neck, ear, lip, facial and neck swelling
with pain.; Has seen ear, nose throat specialist.
Has been on oral steroids and nasal steroids,
70486 CT SINUS,
Radiology Services multiple antibiotics. Chronic neck swelling going
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M Denied Not
down into the chest. Swelling behind ear and
AXILLOFACIAL NO
Medically
facial swelling so bad when she gets up she has
CONTRAST
Necessary
to use cold compresses.

1

Disapproval

PT HAS SINUS TENDERNESS AND HA; This study
is being ordered for sinusitis.; This is a request
for a Sinus CT.; The patient is NOT immunecompromised.; The patient's current
rhinosinusitis symptoms are described as
(sudden onset of 2 or more symptoms of nasal
discharge, blockage or congestion, facial pain,
70486 CT SINUS,
Radiology Services pressure and reduction or loss of sense of smell,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M Denied Not
which are less than 12 wks in duration); It has
Medically
been 14 or more days since onset; Yes this is a
AXILLOFACIAL NO
request for a Diagnostic CT
CONTRAST
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Recurrent facial swelling and a cyst of the soft
tissue.; This study is not being ordered for
70486 CT SINUS,
Radiology Services trauma, tumor, sinusitis, osteomyelitis, pre
operative or a post operative evaluation.; This is
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M Denied Not
AXILLOFACIAL NO
Medically
a request for a Sinus CT.; Yes this is a request for
CONTRAST
Necessary
a Diagnostic CT

1

Disapproval

right orbital pain w/radiation x1 month; This
study is not being ordered for trauma, tumor,
70486 CT SINUS,
Radiology Services sinusitis, osteomyelitis, pre operative or a post
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M Denied Not
operative evaluation.; This is a request for a
AXILLOFACIAL NO
Medically
Sinus CT.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CONTRAST
Necessary
CT

1

Disapproval

seen e5/17 and has gotten worse; This study is
being ordered for sinusitis.; This is a request for
a Sinus CT.; It is unknown if the patient is
immune-compromised.; The patient's current
rhinosinusitis symptoms are described as
(sudden onset of 2 or more symptoms of nasal
discharge, blockage or congestion, facial pain,
70486 CT SINUS,
Radiology Services pressure and reduction or loss of sense of smell,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M Denied Not
which are less than 12 wks in duration); It has
AXILLOFACIAL NO
Medically
been 14 or more days since onset; Yes this is a
CONTRAST
request for a Diagnostic CT
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

This study is being ordered for sinusitis.; This is
a request for a Sinus CT.; The patient is NOT
immune-compromised.; The patient's current
70486 CT SINUS,
Radiology Services rhinosinusitis symptoms are described as
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M Denied Not
Recurrent Acute Rhinosinusitis (4 or more acute
AXILLOFACIAL NO
Medically
episodes per year); Yes this is a request for a
CONTRAST
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

1

Disapproval

unknown; This study is being ordered for
sinusitis.; This is a request for a Sinus CT.; The
patient is NOT immune-compromised.; The
70486 CT SINUS,
Radiology Services patient's current rhinosinusitis symptoms are
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M Denied Not
described as Chronic Rhinosinusitis (episode is
AXILLOFACIAL NO
Medically
greater than 12 weeks); Yes this is a request for
CONTRAST
Necessary
a Diagnostic CT

1

Disapproval

UNKNOWN; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
70486 CT SINUS,
Radiology Services anomaly, or vascular disease.; 02/20/2017;
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M Denied Not
There has been treatment or conservative
Medically
therapy.; DRY CAUGH, DARK GREEN MUCUS,
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST
Necessary
SINUS PROBLEMS; SEROID SHOT

1

Disapproval

UNKNOWN; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
70486 CT SINUS,
Radiology Services inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M Denied Not
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 4/6/2017; There
AXILLOFACIAL NO
Medically
has not been any treatment or conservative
CONTRAST
Necessary
therapy.; HEADACHE

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for neck
soft tissue CT.; The patient has a neck lump or
mass.; There is a palpable neck mass or lump.;
Radiology Services The size of the neck mass is unknown.; The neck
70490 CT NECK SOFT
Denied Not
mass has NOT been examined twice at least 30
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI Medically
days apart.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
D ETC. NO CONTRAST
Necessary
CT

1

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for neck
soft tissue CT.; The study is being ordered for
Follow Up.; The patient has a known tumor or
metastasis in the neck.; It is unknown if the
patient had a previous Neck CT in the last 10
months.; It is unknown if the patient has
completed a course of chemotherapy or
Radiology Services radiation therapy within the past 90 days.; It is
70490 CT NECK SOFT
unknown if there are new or changing
Denied Not
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI Medically
symptoms in the neck.; Yes this is a request for
D ETC. NO CONTRAST
a Diagnostic CT
Necessary

1

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
Radiology Services No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
70490 CT NECK SOFT
Denied Not
for trauma or injury.; 4/4/2017; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI Medically
D ETC. NO CONTRAST
Necessary
LEFT JAW PAIN ANS SWELLING

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

; This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; The
patient has a neck lump or mass.; There is a
palpable neck mass or lump.; The size of the
neck mass is unknown.; The neck mass has been
Radiology Services examined twice at least 30 days apart.; The
70490 CT NECK SOFT
Denied Not
lump did not get smaller.; A fine needle aspirate
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI Medically
was NOT done.; Yes this is a request for a
D ETC. NO CONTRAST
Necessary
Diagnostic CT
Radiology Services
70490 CT NECK SOFT
Denied Not
; This study is being ordered for Inflammatory/
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI Medically
Infectious Disease.; ; There has been treatment
D ETC. NO CONTRAST
Necessary
or conservative therapy.; ;
Radiology Services
70490 CT NECK SOFT
Denied Not
; This study is being ordered for trauma or
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI Medically
injury.; 5/4/17; There has not been any
D ETC. NO CONTRAST
Necessary
treatment or conservative therapy.; pain

Disapproval

feeling exhausted with lymph node swelling.;
This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Radiology Services vascular disease.; unknown; There has not been
70490 CT NECK SOFT
Denied Not
any treatment or conservative therapy.; lymph
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI Medically
nodes swelling in neck and groin area with
D ETC. NO CONTRAST
abdominal pain
Necessary

1

Disapproval

headaches with neck pain for two weeks, not
getting better; This study is being ordered for a
Radiology Services neurological disorder.; 6/05/17; There has not
70490 CT NECK SOFT
Denied Not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI Medically
headache that radiates into neck, flashes of
D ETC. NO CONTRAST
Necessary
light, history of brain tumor in family

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Radiology Services
Denied Not
None; This study is being ordered for trauma or
70490 CT NECK SOFT
injury.; 08/15/2016; There has been treatment
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI Medically
D ETC. NO CONTRAST
Necessary
or conservative therapy.; Headache; Medication

1

Disapproval

Patient has been experiencing neck and
shoulder pain accompanied with jaw tightening
during the night.; This is a request for neck soft
tissue CT.; The study is being ordered for
something other than Trauma or other injury,
Radiology Services Neck lump/mass, Known tumor or metastasis in
the neck, suspicious infection/abcess or a pre70490 CT NECK SOFT
Denied Not
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI Medically
operative evaluation.; Yes this is a request for a
D ETC. NO CONTRAST
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

1

Disapproval

Patient hit head on 05/22/2017, He has an
unresolved headache.; This study is being
ordered for trauma or injury.; Open area top of
Radiology Services head, hit head on a door striker on 5/22/17 and
70490 CT NECK SOFT
Denied Not
headache will not go away; There has not been
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI Medically
any treatment or conservative therapy.;
D ETC. NO CONTRAST
Necessary
Unresolved Headache

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Pt has been receiving treatment for symptoms
since 2015. This has worsened severely over
the past week. Neck and face is painful to
touch.; This study is being ordered for
Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.; 05/11/2015;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; neck, ear, lip, facial and neck swelling
with pain.; Has seen ear, nose throat specialist.
Has been on oral steroids and nasal steroids,
Radiology Services multiple antibiotics. Chronic neck swelling going
70490 CT NECK SOFT
Denied Not
down into the chest. Swelling behind ear and
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI Medically
facial swelling so bad when she gets up she has
D ETC. NO CONTRAST
Necessary
to use cold compresses.

1

Disapproval

Pt. complains of right neck mass that she can
feel near her tonsil for the past month.&#x0D;
She has a history of smoking.; This is a request
for neck soft tissue CT.; The patient has a neck
lump or mass.; There is a palpable neck mass or
lump.; The size of the neck mass is unknown.;
Radiology Services The neck mass has been examined twice at least
70490 CT NECK SOFT
Denied Not
30 days apart.; The lump did not get smaller.; A
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI Medically
fine needle aspirate was NOT done.; Yes this is a
D ETC. NO CONTRAST
Necessary
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; It is
unknown if there has been recent trauma or
other injury to the neck.; It is unknown if there
is suspicion of or known tumor, metastasis,
lymphadenopathy, or mass.; It is unknown if
Radiology Services there is a suspicion of an infection or abscess.; It
70490 CT NECK SOFT
Denied Not
is unknwon if this is being ordered by an ENT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI Medically
specialist.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
D ETC. NO CONTRAST
Necessary
CT
This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; There
has not been recent trauma or other injury to
the neck.; There is no suspicion of or known
tumor, metastasis, lymphadenopathy, or mass.;
Radiology Services There is not a suspicion of an infection or
70490 CT NECK SOFT
Denied Not
abscess.; This is not being ordered by an ENT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI Medically
specialist.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
D ETC. NO CONTRAST
Necessary
CT
unknown; This study is being ordered for
Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.; unknown;
Radiology Services There has been treatment or conservative
70490 CT NECK SOFT
Denied Not
therapy.; intermittent chest and neck
discomfort. PA lateral test negative. Some
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI Medically
D ETC. NO CONTRAST
Necessary
scoliosis noted; Mobic 15mg
70496 CT
Radiology Services
ANGIOGRAPHY HEAD
Denied Not
; This study is being ordered for trauma or
W/CONTRAST/NONCON Medically
injury.; ; There has been treatment or
TRAST
Necessary
conservative therapy.; ;
70498 CT
Radiology Services
ANGIOGRAPHY NECK
Denied Not
; This study is being ordered for trauma or
W/CONTRAST/NONCON Medically
injury.; ; There has been treatment or
TRAST
Necessary
conservative therapy.; ;

3

2

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

70498 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY NECK
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
Necessary
Neck.

3

Disapproval

Radiology Services
70540 MRI
Denied Not
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O Medically
DYE
Necessary

; "This is a request for orbit,face, or neck soft
tissue MRI.239.8"; The reason for the study is
not for trauma, infection,cancer, mass, tumor,
pre or post-operative evaluation

1

Disapproval

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 3/24/2017; There has been treatment
or conservative therapy.; Pt suffers with pain
Radiology Services that radiates down right arm to 1 &amp; second
70540 MRI
Denied Not
digits; with numbness and tingling in 1-3 digits.;
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O Medically
Pt received medication therapy: steroid and
DYE
Necessary
pain.

1

Disapproval

N/A; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Radiology Services vascular disease.; 4/30/2017; There has not
70540 MRI
Denied Not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O Medically
Severe headache, sudden onset, with vision
DYE
Necessary
loss.

2

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; Unknown; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Pain radiating from neck into arms and back.
Pain radiating from back into legs. Sharp
shooting pains in both areas with no relief from
medications.; Patient has tried NSAID's,
Radiology Services narcotics and muscle relaxers with little to no
70540 MRI
Denied Not
relief. Physician would like to see if patient has
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O Medically
changes in the neck and lumbar or is maybe a
DYE
Necessary
surgical candidate.

1

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; for years; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; head
aches; medication

1

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

She has not had any brain studies done as of
right now and would like to have one.; This
study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 8 months ago; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Face, arm
and leg numbness. All symptoms are on the left
side of her body. She also has been feeling
patches of her skin on the left arm and left leg
Radiology Services that would suddenly feel "wet" and on fire.; She
was had lab work done, she was referred to
Denied Not
Reumatology at Baylor because her ANA was
Medically
high.
Necessary

1

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

There is not an immediate family history of
aneurysm.; The patient does not have a known
Radiology Services aneurysm.; The patient has had a recent MRI or
Denied Not
CT for these symptoms.; There has not been a
Medically
stroke or TIA within the past two weeks.; This is
Necessary
a request for a Brain MRA.

4

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

There is not an immediate family history of
aneurysm.; The patient does not have a known
Radiology Services aneurysm.; The patient has not had a recent
Denied Not
MRI or CT for these symptoms.; There has not
Medically
been a stroke or TIA within the past two weeks.;
Necessary
This is a request for a Brain MRA.

3

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

to see what is going on we have a referral sent
in to a neurologist but waiting to get an
appointment.; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; ; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.;
forgetfulness, looses sight in right eye, tremors
start in left arm, cannot catch breath.
disoriented, usually lasts a couple of days.;
Radiology Services getting progressively worse, had been on
medication over a year ago, but it never really
Denied Not
helped the seizure like activity. she has never
Medically
been to a neurologist.
Necessary
unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
Radiology Services anomaly, or vascular disease.; 2 weeks ago;
There has not been any treatment or
Denied Not
conservative therapy.; sudden onset of severe
Medically
head pain
Necessary

70547 Mr angiography
neck w/o dye
70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

none; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Radiology Services or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Denied Not
vascular disease.; 05/11/2017; There has not
Medically
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
Necessary
headache
Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

1

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; It is unknown if the study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; Not
requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; It is not known if the condition is
associated with headache, blurred or double
vision or a change in sensation noted on exam.;
It is not known if a metabolic work-up done
including urinalysis, electrolytes, and complete
Radiology Services blood count with results completed.; The
Denied Not
patient does NOT have dizziness, fatigue or
Medically
malaise, Bell's Palsy, a congenital abnormality,
Necessary
loss of smell, hearing loss or vertigo.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; It is unknown if the study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient does not have dizziness, fatigue or
Radiology Services malaise, sudden change in mental status, Bell's
Denied Not
palsy, Congenital abnormality, loss of smell,
Medically
hearing loss or vertigo.; It is unknown why this
study is being ordered.
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The headache is described as
chronic or recurring.; It is not known if the
headache is presenting with a sudden change in
severity, associated with exertion, or a mental
status change.; There are not recent
neurological symptoms or deficits such as one
Radiology Services sided weakness, speech impairments, or vision
Denied Not
defects.; There is not a family history (parent,
Medically
sibling or child of the patient) of AVM
Necessary
(arteriovenous malformation).

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The headache is described as
chronic or recurring.; The headache is not
presenting with a sudden change in severity,
associated with exertion, or a mental status
change.; There are not recent neurological
symptoms or deficits such as one sided
Radiology Services weakness, speech impairments, or vision
Denied Not
defects.; It is not known if there is a family
Medically
history (parent, sibling or child of the patient) of
Necessary
AVM (arteriovenous malformation).

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The headache is described as
chronic or recurring.; The headache is not
presenting with a sudden change in severity,
associated with exertion, or a mental status
change.; There are not recent neurological
symptoms or deficits such as one sided
Radiology Services weakness, speech impairments, or vision
Denied Not
defects.; There is not a family history (parent,
Medically
sibling or child of the patient) of AVM
Necessary
(arteriovenous malformation).

2

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
Radiology Services No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
Denied Not
MRI; The study is being requested for evaluation
Medically
of a headache.; The patient has a chronic or
recurring headache.
Necessary

2

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is being requested for evaluation
Radiology Services of a headache.; The patient has a sudden and
severe headache.; The patient has NOT had a
Denied Not
Medically
recent onset (within the last 3 months) of
neurologic symptoms.
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; It is unknown if the
patient had a recent onset (within the last 4
Radiology Services weeks) of neurologic symptoms.; This study is
being ordered for Multiple Sclerosis.; This study
Denied Not
is NOT being ordered as a 12 month annual
Medically
Necessary
follow up.; The patient has new symptoms.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; Not requested for
evaluation of trauma/injury, tumor,
stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workRadiology Services up done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
Denied Not
complete blood count with results completed.;
Medically
The lab results were normal; The patient is
Necessary
experiencing fatigue or malaise.

2

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; Not requested for
evaluation of trauma/injury, tumor,
stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workRadiology Services up done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
Denied Not
complete blood count with results completed.;
Medically
The results of the lab tests are unknown.; The
Necessary
patient is experiencing dizziness.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; Not requested for
evaluation of trauma/injury, tumor,
stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workRadiology Services up done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
Denied Not
complete blood count with results completed.;
Medically
The results of the lab tests are unknown.; The
Necessary
patient is experiencing fatigue or malaise.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; Not requested for
evaluation of trauma/injury, tumor,
stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results was not
Radiology Services completed.; The patient does NOT have
Denied Not
dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's Palsy, a
Medically
congenital abnormality, loss of smell, hearing
Necessary
loss or vertigo.

2

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; Not requested for
evaluation of trauma/injury, tumor,
stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workRadiology Services up done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
Denied Not
complete blood count with results was not
Medically
completed.; The patient is experiencing
Necessary
dizziness.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; Requested for
evaluation of stroke or aneurysm; It is not
known if there are recent neurological
symptoms such as one sided weakness, speech
Radiology Services impairments, or vision defects.; It is not known
if there a family history (parent, sibling or child
Denied Not
of the patient) of AVM (arteriovenous
Medically
Necessary
malformation).
&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The patient does not
have dizziness, fatigue or malaise, sudden
Radiology Services change in mental status, Bell's palsy, Congenital
Denied Not
abnormality, loss of smell, hearing loss or
Medically
vertigo.; It is unknown why this study is being
ordered.
Necessary
&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
Radiology Services MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
Denied Not
evaluation of a headache.; The patient has
Medically
vertigo.; It is unknown why this study is being
Necessary
ordered.

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 03/01/2017; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
DIZZY, NAUSIA, DISK DISEASE IN NECKCAUSING
SEVERE PAIN, CLAMMY, FEELS LIKE HE IS GOING
TO FAINT, DUE TO SYMPTOMS UNABLE TO
Radiology Services DRIVE. 03/01/2017 SURGERY DONE ON SINUS,
Denied Not
THIS HAS ALL TRANSPIRED SINCE THE SURGERY.;
Medically
PATIENT WENT TO ER, &amp; CARDIOLOGIST,
Necessary
STRESS TEST DONE, &amp; MEDICATIONS.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
Radiology Services for a neurological disorder.; 2/15/2017; There
Denied Not
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Medically
&lt; Describe primary symptoms here - or Type
Necessary
In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; Patient

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as chronic or
recurring.; It is not known if the headache is
presenting with a sudden change in severity,
associated with exertion, or a mental status
change.; It is not known if there are recent
neurological symptoms or deficits such as one
Radiology Services sided weakness, speech impairments, or vision
defects.; It is not known if there is a family
Denied Not
history (parent, sibling or child of the patient) of
Medically
AVM (arteriovenous malformation).
Necessary

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as chronic or
recurring.; It is not known if the headache is
presenting with a sudden change in severity,
associated with exertion, or a mental status
change.; There are not recent neurological
symptoms or deficits such as one sided
Radiology Services weakness, speech impairments, or vision
defects.; It is not known if there is a family
Denied Not
Medically
history (parent, sibling or child of the patient) of
AVM (arteriovenous malformation).
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as chronic or
recurring.; The headache is not presenting with
a sudden change in severity, associated with
exertion, or a mental status change.; There are
not recent neurological symptoms or deficits
such as one sided weakness, speech
Radiology Services impairments, or vision defects.; It is not known
if there is a family history (parent, sibling or
Denied Not
child of the patient) of AVM (arteriovenous
Medically
malformation).
Necessary
Radiology Services
Denied Not
; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
Medically
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Necessary
The patient has a chronic or recurring headache.

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; Not requested for evaluation of
trauma/injury, tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; It is not known if the condition is
associated with headache, blurred or double
vision or a change in sensation noted on exam.;
A metabolic work-up done including urinalysis,
electrolytes, and complete blood count with
Radiology Services results was not completed.; The patient does
Denied Not
NOT have dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's
Medically
Palsy, a congenital abnormality, loss of smell,
Necessary
hearing loss or vertigo.

Disapproval

2

5

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; Not requested for evaluation of
trauma/injury, tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
Radiology Services infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
Denied Not
seizures; It is not known if the patient had a
Medically
normal audiogram.; The patient is experiencing
Necessary
hearing loss.

2

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; Not requested for evaluation of
trauma/injury, tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workRadiology Services up done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results completed.;
Denied Not
Medically
The lab results were normal; The patient is
experiencing dizziness.
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; Not requested for evaluation of
trauma/injury, tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workRadiology Services up done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results completed.;
Denied Not
The results of the lab tests are unknown.; The
Medically
Necessary
patient is experiencing fatigue or malaise.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; Not requested for evaluation of
trauma/injury, tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workRadiology Services up done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results was not
Denied Not
Medically
completed.; The patient is experiencing
dizziness.
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; Not requested for evaluation of
trauma/injury, tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workRadiology Services up done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results was not
Denied Not
completed.; The patient is experiencing fatigue
Medically
or malaise.
Necessary
Radiology Services ; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
Denied Not
NOT being requested for evaluation of a
Medically
headache.; The patient has vertigo.; It is
Necessary
unknown why this study is being ordered.

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST
70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary
Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 05/02/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Worsening
headaches, neck pain, burning, tingling.;
Topamax, Tizanidine, OTC NSAIDS.
; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; ; It is not known if there has been any
treatment or conservative therapy.;

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; 4/13/17; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; headache, neck pain;
tramadol medication.

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

1

1

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

arnold chiari syndrome, headache. Needs to
see a Neurosurgeon but must have an MRI
Radiology Services before they will see her.; This request is for a
Denied Not
Brain MRI; The study is being requested for
Medically
evaluation of a headache.; The patient has a
Necessary
chronic or recurring headache.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Bypassed clinical information; This request is
for a Brain MRI; It is unknown if the study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient does not have dizziness, fatigue or
Radiology Services malaise, sudden change in mental status, Bell's
Denied Not
palsy, Congenital abnormality, loss of smell,
Medically
hearing loss or vertigo.; It is unknown why this
Necessary
study is being ordered.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

c/o of dizziness, fatigue, passing out, nausea;
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient has dizziness.; It is unknown why
this study is being ordered.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Changes in visual Headache Sensitive to light
Radiology Services Severe nausea sweating Meds haven't worked;
Denied Not
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
Medically
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Necessary
The patient has a chronic or recurring headache.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Complains of a left sided headache returning
one month ago and has not been able to get rid
of it. She use to have these years ago and now
they have returned. It is causing nausea. She is
light sensitive. She does have an eye
Radiology Services appointment in 2 weeks; This request is for a
Brain MRI; The study is being requested for
Denied Not
evaluation of a headache.; The patient has a
Medically
Necessary
chronic or recurring headache.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

confusion; panic attacks; forgetting address;
loss of memory worsening; had stent implant in
February 2026 and symptoms started right after
and are worsening; to R/O tumor;; This request
is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; Not
requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; It is not known if a
metabolic work-up done including urinalysis,
electrolytes, and complete blood count with
Radiology Services results completed.; The patient does NOT have
Denied Not
dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's Palsy, a
Medically
congenital abnormality, loss of smell, hearing
Necessary
loss or vertigo.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Dx with headache; it does not radiate. She
characterizes it as moderate in severity. She
denies vision disturbance. There do not seem
to be any factors that worsen the headache.
She has HA several times per week.; This
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient does not have dizziness, one sided arm
or leg weakness, the inability to speak, or vision
changes.; The patient does not have HIV or
Radiology Services cancer.; The patient has a sudden and severe
Denied Not
headache.; The patient had a recent onset
Medically
(within the last 3 months) of neurologic
Necessary
symptoms.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Fell off 4 wheeler, had concussion, and head
still feels weird after 3 days.; This request is for
a Brain MRI; The study is NOT being requested
for evaluation of a headache.; Requested due to
trauma or injury.; There are not new,
Radiology Services intermittent symptoms or deficits such as one
Denied Not
sided weakness, speech impairments, or vision
Medically
defects.; The trauma or injury to the head was
between 24 hours and 1 week ago.
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

having headaches for a while and is vomiting;
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as chronic or
recurring.; It is not known if the headache is
presenting with a sudden change in severity,
associated with exertion, or a mental status
change.; There are not recent neurological
symptoms or deficits such as one sided
Radiology Services weakness, speech impairments, or vision
Denied Not
defects.; There is not a family history (parent,
Medically
sibling or child of the patient) of AVM
Necessary
(arteriovenous malformation).

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

headache; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is being requested for evaluation of a
Radiology Services headache.; The patient has a sudden and severe
Denied Not
headache.; The patient has NOT had a recent
Medically
onset (within the last 3 months) of neurologic
Necessary
symptoms.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

high blood pressure, seeing black spots,
headaches; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The headache is described as chronic
or recurring.; The headache is not presenting
with a sudden change in severity, associated
with exertion, or a mental status change.; There
are not recent neurological symptoms or
Radiology Services deficits such as one sided weakness, speech
Denied Not
impairments, or vision defects.; There is not a
family history (parent, sibling or child of the
Medically
Necessary
patient) of AVM (arteriovenous malformation).

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

History of CVA- sudden onset of HA, dizziness,
and lightheaded--CT, brain--completed on 01/16
showed areas of old lacunar infarction and
decreased density in the deep white matter,
consistent with prior small vessel ischemic
disease. Migraine HA's; This request is for a
Brain MRI; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The patient has
Radiology Services dizziness.; The patient has a sudden and severe
Denied Not
headache.; The patient had a recent onset
Medically
(within the last 3 months) of neurologic
symptoms.
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

memory loss been going on for a yr has
headaches often; This request is for a Brain MRI;
The study is NOT being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; Not requested for evaluation of
trauma/injury, tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results completed.;
Radiology Services The results of the lab tests are unknown.; The
Denied Not
patient does NOT have dizziness, fatigue or
Medically
malaise, Bell's Palsy, a congenital abnormality,
Necessary
loss of smell, hearing loss or vertigo.
Memory loss. history of subarachnoid
hemorrhage.; This request is for a Brain MRI;
Radiology Services The study is NOT being requested for evaluation
Denied Not
of a headache.; The patient has a sudden
Medically
change in mental status.; It is unknown why this
Necessary
study is being ordered.

1

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

memory lost issue with speaking; This request
is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; Not
requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; It is not known if the condition is
associated with headache, blurred or double
vision or a change in sensation noted on exam.;
It is not known if a metabolic work-up done
including urinalysis, electrolytes, and complete
Radiology Services blood count with results completed.; The
Denied Not
patient does NOT have dizziness, fatigue or
Medically
malaise, Bell's Palsy, a congenital abnormality,
Necessary
loss of smell, hearing loss or vertigo.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Mental status change with memory loss rapidly
progessive; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; Not requested for evaluation of
trauma/injury, tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results was not
Radiology Services completed.; The patient does NOT have
Denied Not
dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's Palsy, a
Medically
congenital abnormality, loss of smell, hearing
Necessary
loss or vertigo.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Ms. TYREE presents with classic migraine.
Onset was three days ago. The location is
primarily right occipital. The pain radiates to
the right eye. She has had prior headaches
similar to this one. She characterizes it as
severe. Associated symptoms i; This request is
for a Brain MRI; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The patient has
Radiology Services vision changes.; The patient has a sudden and
Denied Not
severe headache.; The patient had a recent
Medically
onset (within the last 3 months) of neurologic
symptoms.
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

neuropathy; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 04/03/2017; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; pain,
weakness; pain management, neurology

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

New onset, persistent, Worsening.; This
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
headache is described as chronic or recurring.;
The headache is not presenting with a sudden
change in severity, associated with exertion, or
a mental status change.; There are not recent
neurological symptoms or deficits such as one
Radiology Services sided weakness, speech impairments, or vision
defects.; It is not known if there is a family
Denied Not
Medically
history (parent, sibling or child of the patient) of
AVM (arteriovenous malformation).
Necessary
Radiology Services NOne; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study
Denied Not
is being requested for evaluation of a
Medically
headache.; The patient has a chronic or
Necessary
recurring headache.

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

None; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; Unknown, 4/24/2017
first visit; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Headache made worse
Radiology Services w/ Topamax, severe headache, neck pain, back
Denied Not
pain, radiating down bilat upper extremity,
Medically
tingling in bilat upper extremity; Topamax
Necessary
initiated 4/24/2017, ibuprofen prior

Disapproval

2

1

2

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

none; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Radiology Services or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 05/11/2017; There has not
Denied Not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
Medically
headache
Necessary

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Ongoing off and on for a couple months. Lab
tests and xrays done.; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The headache is described as
chronic or recurring.; The headache is not
presenting with a sudden change in severity,
associated with exertion, or a mental status
change.; There are not recent neurological
symptoms or deficits such as one sided
Radiology Services weakness, speech impairments, or vision
defects.; It is not known if there is a family
Denied Not
Medically
history (parent, sibling or child of the patient) of
AVM (arteriovenous malformation).
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient complains of dizziness. The duration is
unclear. She describes the sensation as
lightheadedness. This is moderate in severity.
The frequency of the episodes is several times
per day. The average duration of each episode
is a few seconds. The; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; Requested for
evaluation of infection or inflammation; The
patient does not have a fever, stiff neck AND
positive laboratory findings (like elevated WBC
or abnormal Lumbar puncture fluid examination
that indicate inflammatory disease or an
infection.; The doctor does not note on exam
Radiology Services that the patient has delirium or acute altered
Denied Not
mental status.; The patient does not have a
Medically
Brain CT showing abscess, brain infection,
Necessary
meningitis or encephalitis.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient had new onset severe headache with
syncope episode. patient blacked out while
talking to another individual.; This request is for
a Brain MRI; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The headache is
described as sudden and severe.; It is unknown
if there recent neurological deficits on exam
such as one sided weakness, speech
impairments or vision defects.; There is a new
Radiology Services and sudden onset of a headache less than 1
Denied Not
week not improved by medications.; The
Medically
headache is not described as a “thunderclap” or
Necessary
the worst headache of the patient’s life.
Patient has had recurring severe headaches
since motor vehicle accident 2/10/17. patient
has had a ct performed and still having constant
Radiology Services headaches.; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
Denied Not
study is being requested for evaluation of a
Medically
headache.; The patient has a chronic or
Necessary
recurring headache.
PATIENT HAVING CHROIC HEADACHES WITH
DIPLOPIA. ALSO HAVING CERVICAL PAIN WITH
Radiology Services NUMBNESS; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
Denied Not
study is being requested for evaluation of a
Medically
headache.; The patient has a chronic or
recurring headache.
Necessary

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient having progressive memory loss with
episodes of confusion; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; Not requested for
evaluation of trauma/injury, tumor,
stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results completed.;
Radiology Services The lab results were normal; The patient does
Denied Not
NOT have dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's
Medically
Palsy, a congenital abnormality, loss of smell,
Necessary
hearing loss or vertigo.

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

Patient is experiencing chronic headaches and
reports that she has history of brain tumor.; This
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient has a chronic or recurring headache.
Patient is having memory impairment; This
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
Radiology Services being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Denied Not
The patient has a sudden change in mental
Medically
status.; It is unknown why this study is being
ordered.
Necessary

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient with recurrent headache following a
MVC. Patient has been having headaches
several times a week starting at the back of the
head. Patient complains of light headed and
weak, has been taking Ibuprofen with fair
results.; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The headache is described as chronic
or recurring.; The headache is not presenting
with a sudden change in severity, associated
with exertion, or a mental status change.; There
are not recent neurological symptoms or
Radiology Services deficits such as one sided weakness, speech
Denied Not
impairments, or vision defects.; There is not a
Medically
family history (parent, sibling or child of the
patient) of AVM (arteriovenous malformation).
Necessary

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

persistent headaches not relieved by otc meds.
Patient has been having headaches and pain in
Radiology Services her eye for 3-4 months.; This request is for a
Denied Not
Brain MRI; The study is being requested for
Medically
evaluation of a headache.; The patient has a
chronic or recurring headache.
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

pt had episode of syncope and collapsed; This
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Not requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; It is not known if a
metabolic work-up done including urinalysis,
electrolytes, and complete blood count with
Radiology Services results completed.; The patient does NOT have
Denied Not
dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's Palsy, a
Medically
congenital abnormality, loss of smell, hearing
Necessary
loss or vertigo.

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

PT HAS BEEN C/O HEADACHES FOR 4 MONTHS
WITH RE ACCURING EPISODES HAPPENING
BETWEEN 10-30 A MONTH, PT DOES EXPIRENCE
N/V, SENSATIVE TO LIGHT AND NOISE PT FEELS
ILL AND MISERABLE DUE TO THIS .; This request
is for a Brain MRI; The study is being requested
for evaluation of a headache.; The headache is
described as chronic or recurring.; It is not
known if the headache is presenting with a
sudden change in severity, associated with
exertion, or a mental status change.; There are
not recent neurological symptoms or deficits
such as one sided weakness, speech
Radiology Services impairments, or vision defects.; It is not known
Denied Not
if there is a family history (parent, sibling or
Medically
child of the patient) of AVM (arteriovenous
Necessary
malformation).

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Pt has chronic memory loss with progressive
worsening.; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; Not requested for evaluation of
trauma/injury, tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results completed.;
Radiology Services The results of the lab tests are unknown.; The
Denied Not
patient does NOT have dizziness, fatigue or
Medically
malaise, Bell's Palsy, a congenital abnormality,
Necessary
loss of smell, hearing loss or vertigo.

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

Pt has migraines that are getting worse she is
getting at least 2 a week; This request is for a
Brain MRI; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The patient has a
chronic or recurring headache.

1

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

Pt is having recurring headaches worsening.;
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient has a chronic or recurring headache.

1

Disapproval

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

R sided facial droop and slurred speech; This
Radiology Services request is for a Brain MRI; The study is being
Denied Not
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
Medically
patient does not have a sudden severe, chronic
Necessary
or recurring or a thunderclap headache.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Recurrent, chronic headache for 4 months, not
related to BP.; This request is for a Brain MRI;
The study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The headache is described as chronic
or recurring.; The headache is not presenting
with a sudden change in severity, associated
with exertion, or a mental status change.; There
are not recent neurological symptoms or
Radiology Services deficits such as one sided weakness, speech
impairments, or vision defects.; There is not a
Denied Not
family history (parent, sibling or child of the
Medically
patient) of AVM (arteriovenous malformation).
Necessary

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Seizures, Confusion, Pt passed out.; This
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
Radiology Services patient has vision changes.; The patient has a
Denied Not
sudden and severe headache.; The patient had a
Medically
recent onset (within the last 3 months) of
neurologic symptoms.
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

She has had migraines for the past 4-5 years.
She states she has a constant headache. When
she gets them her symptoms are sensitivity to
light, nausea, and not wanting to get out of bed.
Radiology Services She also complains of cysts on her head.; This
Denied Not
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
Medically
Necessary
patient has a chronic or recurring headache.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Radiology Services The headache is described as chronic or
Denied Not
recurring.; The headache is presenting with a
Medically
sudden change in severity, associated with
Necessary
exertion, or a mental status change.

3

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as sudden and
severe.; There are NO recent neurological
deficits on exam such as one sided weakness,
speech impairments or vision defects.; There is
not a new and sudden onset of a headache less
Radiology Services than 1 week not improved by medications.;
Denied Not
There is a family history (parent, sibling, or
Medically
child) of stroke, aneurysm, or AVM
(arteriovenous malformation)
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Radiology Services The headache is described as sudden and
Denied Not
severe.; There recent neurological deficits on
Medically
exam such as one sided weakness, speech
Necessary
impairments or vision defects.
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
Radiology Services being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Denied Not
The patient had a thunderclap headache or
worst headache of the patient's life (within the
Medically
Necessary
last 3 months).

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Radiology Services Requested for evaluation of stroke or
Denied Not
aneurysm; There are recent neurological
Medically
symptoms such as one sided weakness, speech
impairments, or vision defects.
Necessary

3

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

throbbing, new onset headaches on daily that
wake him up at night,; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The headache is described as
chronic or recurring.; It is not known if the
headache is presenting with a sudden change in
severity, associated with exertion, or a mental
status change.; There are not recent
neurological symptoms or deficits such as one
Radiology Services sided weakness, speech impairments, or vision
Denied Not
defects.; There is not a family history (parent,
Medically
sibling or child of the patient) of AVM
Necessary
(arteriovenous malformation).

1

Disapproval

Disapproval

2

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient does not have dizziness,
one sided arm or leg weakness, the inability to
speak, or vision changes.; The patient does not
Radiology Services have HIV or cancer.; The patient has a sudden
and severe headache.; The patient had a recent
Denied Not
onset (within the last 3 months) of neurologic
Medically
Necessary
symptoms.
Radiology Services unknown; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
Denied Not
study is being requested for evaluation of a
Medically
headache.; The patient has a chronic or
Necessary
recurring headache.

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is being requested for evaluation of a
Radiology Services headache.; The patient has vision changes.; The
Denied Not
patient has a sudden and severe headache.; The
Medically
patient had a recent onset (within the last 3
Necessary
months) of neurologic symptoms.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; Requested for evaluation of tumor;
A biopsy has not been completed to determine
tumor tissue type.; There are not recent
neurological symptoms such as one-sided
weakness, speech impairments, or vision
Radiology Services defects.; There is not a new and sudden onset
Denied Not
of headache (less than 1 week) not improved by
Medically
pain medications.; The tumor is not a pituitary
Necessary
tumor or pituitary adenoma.

1

Disapproval

Disapproval

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
Radiology Services anomaly, or vascular disease.; 2 weeks ago;
There has not been any treatment or
Denied Not
conservative therapy.; sudden onset of severe
Medically
head pain
Necessary
W@ill FAx; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
Radiology Services study is being requested for evaluation of a
Denied Not
headache.; The patient does not have a sudden
severe, chronic or recurring or a thunderclap
Medically
Necessary
headache.

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

WHEN SHE GETS THEM THEY ARE SUDDEN AND
SEVERE AND WORST HEADACHE OF HER LIFE;
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as chronic or
recurring.; The headache is not presenting with
a sudden change in severity, associated with
exertion, or a mental status change.; There are
not recent neurological symptoms or deficits
Radiology Services such as one sided weakness, speech
Denied Not
impairments, or vision defects.; There is not a
Medically
family history (parent, sibling or child of the
Necessary
patient) of AVM (arteriovenous malformation).

Disapproval

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

"The ordering physician IS a surgeon,
pulmonologist or PCP ordering on behalf of a
specialist who has seen the patient."; A
Radiology Services Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
Denied Not
being ordered for known or suspected
Medically
inflammatory disease or pneumonia.; Yes this is
Necessary
a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

"There IS evidence of a lung, mediastinal or
Radiology Services chest mass noted within the last 30 days."; A
Denied Not
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
Medically
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Necessary
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

2

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; "There IS evidence of a
lung, mediastinal or chest mass noted within
the last 30 days."; They had a previous Chest xRadiology Services ray.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This
Denied Not
study is being ordered for work-up for
Medically
suspicious mass.; Yes this is a request for a
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; "There is NO evidence of a
lung, mediastinal or chest mass noted within
Radiology Services the last 30 days."; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
Denied Not
ordered.; This study is being ordered for workMedically
up for suspicious mass.; Yes this is a request for
Necessary
a Diagnostic CT

2

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; This study is being ordered for
screening of lung cancer.; The patient is 54
Radiology Services years old or younger.; The patient has NOT had
Denied Not
a Low Dose CT for Lung Cancer Screening or a
Medically
Chest CT in the past 11 months.; Yes this is a
Necessary
request for a Diagnostic CT

2

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
Radiology Services for a neurological disorder.; 2/15/2017; There
Denied Not
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Medically
&lt; Describe primary symptoms here - or Type
Necessary
In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; Patient

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for Congenital Anomaly.; &lt; Enter date of
initial onset here - or Type In Unknown If No
Radiology Services Info Given &gt;; There has been treatment or
Denied Not
conservative therapy.; &lt; Describe primary
Medically
symptoms here - or Type In Unknown If No Info
Necessary
Given &gt;; allergist dermatologist

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Radiology Services Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; It is not known
if there has been any treatment or conservative
Denied Not
therapy.; &lt; Describe primary symptoms here Medically
Necessary
or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
Radiology Services congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; oct
Denied Not
2017; There has been treatment or conservative
Medically
therapy.; belcihing, constipation, weight gain,
heartburn, chest pain; medication
Necessary

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

; "There IS evidence of a lung, mediastinal or
chest mass noted within the last 30 days."; They
Radiology Services had a previous Chest x-ray.; A Chest/Thorax CT
Denied Not
is being ordered.; This study is being ordered for
Medically
work-up for suspicious mass.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

; "There is NO evidence of a lung, mediastinal
Radiology Services or chest mass noted within the last 30 days."; A
Denied Not
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
Medically
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Necessary
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The
study is being ordered for none of the above.;
This study is being ordered for non of the
above.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This
study is being ordered for screening of lung
cancer.; The patient is 54 years old or younger.;
Radiology Services The patient has NOT had a Low Dose CT for
Denied Not
Lung Cancer Screening or a Chest CT in the past
Medically
11 months.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
Necessary
CT

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This
study is being ordered for screening of lung
cancer.; The patient is between 55 and 80 years
old.; This patient is a smoker or has a history of
smoking.; The patient has a 30 pack per year
history of smoking.; The patient did NOT quit
smoking in the past 15 years.; The patient has
signs or symptoms suggestive of lung cancer
such as an unexplained cough, coughing up
blood, unexplained weight loss or other
Radiology Services condition.; The patient has NOT had a Low Dose
Denied Not
CT for Lung Cancer Screening or a Chest CT in
Medically
the past 11 months.; Yes this is a request for a
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

Disapproval

Disapproval

1

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

; There is no radiologic evidence of asbestosis.;
"There is no radiologic evidence of sarcoidosis,
tuberculosis or fungal infection."; There is no
radiologic evidence of a lung abscess or
empyema.; There is no radiologic evidence of
pneumoconiosis e.g. black lung disease or
silicosis.; There is NO radiologic evidence of nonresolving pneumonia for 6 weeks after antibiotic
treatment was prescribed.; A Chest/Thorax CT is
Radiology Services being ordered.; This study is being ordered for
Denied Not
known or suspected inflammatory disease or
pneumonia.; Yes this is a request for a
Medically
Necessary
Diagnostic CT
Radiology Services
Denied Not
; This study is being ordered for Inflammatory/
Medically
Infectious Disease.; ; There has been treatment
Necessary
or conservative therapy.; ;
; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
Radiology Services disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Denied Not
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Medically
vascular disease.; ; There has been treatment or
Necessary
conservative therapy.; ;
Radiology Services A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study
Denied Not
is being ordered for known tumor.; Yes this is a
Medically
request for a Diagnostic CT

2

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

chest discomfort. chest x-ray was normal
though.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
Radiology Services The study is being ordered for none of the
Denied Not
above.; This study is being ordered for non of
Medically
the above.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
Necessary
CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

chest pain for 4 weeks. oral treatment and xray completed, no resolve.; There is no
radiologic evidence of asbestosis.; "There is no
radiologic evidence of sarcoidosis, tuberculosis
or fungal infection."; There is no radiologic
evidence of a lung abscess or empyema.; There
is no radiologic evidence of pneumoconiosis e.g.
black lung disease or silicosis.; There is NO
radiologic evidence of non-resolving pneumonia
for 6 weeks after antibiotic treatment was
prescribed.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
Radiology Services ordered.; This study is being ordered for known
or suspected inflammatory disease or
Denied Not
Medically
pneumonia.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Chest pain; dobutamine stress echo on 4/17,
WNL; There is no radiologic evidence of
asbestosis.; "There is no radiologic evidence of
sarcoidosis, tuberculosis or fungal infection.";
There is no radiologic evidence of a lung abscess
or empyema.; There is no radiologic evidence of
pneumoconiosis e.g. black lung disease or
silicosis.; There is NO radiologic evidence of nonresolving pneumonia for 6 weeks after antibiotic
treatment was prescribed.; A Chest/Thorax CT is
Radiology Services being ordered.; This study is being ordered for
Denied Not
known or suspected inflammatory disease or
Medically
pneumonia.; Yes this is a request for a
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Chronic Cough, shortness of breath. Per patient
has been progessively worsening. Patient takes
medication for allergies and has completed
courses of antibiotics with no relief.; A
Radiology Services Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The study is
Denied Not
being ordered for none of the above.; This study
Medically
is being ordered for non of the above.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

complained of pain for 2 months lower
abdomen pain is constant and is with certain
movements its with pain ekg came back normal
chest pain is constant; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
Radiology Services infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 04/12/2017; There has been
Denied Not
treatment or conservative therapy.; pain
Medically
Necessary
without moving and deep breathing; meds

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

COPD and cough; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; This study is being ordered for
screening of lung cancer.; The patient is
between 55 and 80 years old.; This patient is a
smoker or has a history of smoking.; It is
unknown if the patient has a 30 pack per year
Radiology Services history of smoking.; The patient has NOT had a
Low Dose CT for Lung Cancer Screening or a
Denied Not
Medically
Chest CT in the past 11 months.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
Necessary

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

1

COPD; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The
study is being ordered for none of the above.;
This study is being ordered for non of the
above.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

cough and sputum production. yellow-green,
thick sputum; sore throat WHICH HAS MOVED
TO HER CHEST. PT IS A SMOKER. XRAY DONE IN
CLINIC- &#x0D; right upper lobe pulmonary
nodule noted.; "There IS evidence of a lung,
mediastinal or chest mass noted within the last
Radiology Services 30 days."; They had a previous Chest x-ray.; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
Denied Not
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Medically
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
Necessary

Cough for 4 days, runny nose. Other symptoms
include fever. Sputum is described as yellow.
He reports recent exposure to illness from
family members. Patient presents with the
above complaints. He's also suffers from a
chronic cough. He's had some a; A
Radiology Services Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The study is
Denied Not
being ordered for none of the above.; This study
Medically
is being ordered for non of the above.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT
Necessary
cough with blood; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
Radiology Services ordered.; The study is being ordered for none of
the above.; This study is being ordered for non
Denied Not
Medically
of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
Necessary

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Dyspnea, uses inhalers and oxygen. normal O2
sat on both appointments. PFT's reviewd, look
restrictive. &#x0D; discussed smoking hx has
long hx. 30 pack years plus. smoked for at
least 30 years. heavy smokder.; A Chest/Thorax
CT is being ordered.; This study is being ordered
for screening of lung cancer.; The patient is
between 55 and 80 years old.; This patient is a
smoker or has a history of smoking.; The patient
has a 30 pack per year history of smoking.; The
patient did NOT quit smoking in the past 15
years.; The patient has signs or symptoms
suggestive of lung cancer such as an
unexplained cough, coughing up blood,
Radiology Services unexplained weight loss or other condition.; The
Denied Not
patient has NOT had a Low Dose CT for Lung
Medically
Cancer Screening or a Chest CT in the past 11
months.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
Necessary

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

feeling exhausted with lymph node swelling.;
This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Radiology Services vascular disease.; unknown; There has not been
Denied Not
any treatment or conservative therapy.; lymph
Medically
nodes swelling in neck and groin area with
abdominal pain
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Fluoroscopy from 11/22/16 impression
Paralysis of the left Hemidiaphragm w/
paradoxical motion&#x0D; Elevated
Hemidiaphragm&#x0D; Shortness of Breath on
Exertion; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
Radiology Services The study is being ordered for none of the
above.; This study is being ordered for non of
Denied Not
the above.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
Medically
Necessary
CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Follow up imaging for lung nodule. CT
completed in 2015 showed a 6.9mm nodule in
left posterior lung base; A Chest/Thorax CT is
Radiology Services being ordered.; The study is being ordered for
Denied Not
none of the above.; This study is being ordered
Medically
for non of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

had a sudden onset of fatigue , MD to check
stability of nodule; "There is NO evidence of a
lung, mediastinal or chest mass noted within
Radiology Services the last 30 days."; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
Denied Not
ordered.; This study is being ordered for workMedically
up for suspicious mass.; Yes this is a request for
Necessary
a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

history of smoking, sudden onset night sweats;
A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study
is being ordered for screening of lung cancer.;
Radiology Services The patient is 54 years old or younger.; The
Denied Not
patient has NOT had a Low Dose CT for Lung
Medically
Cancer Screening or a Chest CT in the past 11
Necessary
months.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

History of tobacco use, family history of lung
cancer, patient has high risk of cancer; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for screening of lung cancer.; The
Radiology Services patient is 54 years old or younger.; The patient
Denied Not
has NOT had a Low Dose CT for Lung Cancer
Screening or a Chest CT in the past 11 months.;
Medically
Necessary
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

hospitalization from 4/13/17-4/14/17 for
evaluation of a six month history of progressive
SOB, pleuritic chest pain, and 20 pound
unintentional weight loss. He reported
numerous hospitalizations and ER visits over the
past year for the same symptoms. He u; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
Radiology Services being ordered for screening of lung cancer.; The
Denied Not
patient had a Low Dose CT for Lung Cancer
Medically
Screening or a Chest CT in the past 11 months.;
Necessary
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

It is not known if there is radiologic evidence of
non-resolving pneumonia.; It is not known if
there is radiologic evidence of asbestosis.; &lt;
Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If No
Info Given. &gt;; "The ordering physician is NOT
a surgeon, pulmonologist or PCP ordering on
behalf of a specialist who has seen the patient.";
"The caller doesn't know if there is radiologic
evidence of sarcoidosis, tuberculosis or fungal
infection."; It is not known if there is radiologic
evidence of a lung abscess or empyema.; It is
not known if there is radiologic evidence of
pneumoconiosis e.g. black lung disease or
Radiology Services silicosis.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
This study is being ordered for known or
Denied Not
suspected inflammatory disease or pneumonia.;
Medically
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
Necessary
lots of pain in chest wall; A Chest/Thorax CT is
Radiology Services being ordered.; The study is being ordered for
none of the above.; This study is being ordered
Denied Not
Medically
for non of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
Necessary

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

N/A; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Radiology Services or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Denied Not
vascular disease.; 4/12/2017; There has not
Medically
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
Necessary
Upper abdomen pain Female pelvis pain

Disapproval

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

NIGHT SWEATS,GENERALIZED ANXIETY
DISORDER,ABNORMAL LABS,EXCESSIVE WORRY
AND SHAKINESS. R/O HYPERHYDROSIS; A
Radiology Services Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The study is
Denied Not
being ordered for none of the above.; This study
is being ordered for non of the above.; Yes this
Medically
Necessary
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

None; "There IS evidence of a lung, mediastinal
or chest mass noted within the last 30 days.";
Radiology Services They had a previous Chest x-ray.; A
Denied Not
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
Medically
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Necessary
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

None; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
Radiology Services anomaly, or vascular disease.; 12/23/2016;
Denied Not
There has been treatment or conservative
Medically
therapy.; Cough CP SOB abd pain R/O mass; ABX
Necessary
steroid injections

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Ongoing cough, Wheezing, Shortness of breath,
antibiotics and treatments and no better, Had a
chest xray and showed normal. CT for
evaluation for cough for treatment with no
improvement.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
Radiology Services ordered.; The study is being ordered for none of
Denied Not
the above.; This study is being ordered for non
Medically
of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

pain; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
Radiology Services ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
Denied Not
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
Medically
ordering physician is not a hematologist/
oncologist.
Necessary

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Patient had an abnormal MRI showing
abnormal bilateral vertebral artery flow, CTA
was recommended. Nerve conduct study
showed Polyneuropathy and Brachial
Plexopathy due to smoking. CT was
recommended.; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 05/02/2017;
Radiology Services There has been treatment or conservative
Denied Not
therapy.; Arm pain and numbness.; Gabapentin
Medically
for arm pain on 05/02/2017. Patient had an MRI
and Nerve conduct study done as well.
Necessary

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

patient has had this pain for 2 weeks with no
relief.; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Radiology Services or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Denied Not
vascular disease.; epigastric and diaphragmatic
Medically
pain; There has not been any treatment or
Necessary
conservative therapy.;

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

patient hit by a car; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 04/13/2017; There has
not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; swelling, cant move,

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Patient is having upper back pain with
substernal chest pain with right sided chest
pain.; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 12/28/16&#x0D; Patient
to be evaluated for low back pain. The location
is primarily in the right, mid lumbar spine and in
the sacroiliac area. The pain radiates to the
right posterior thigh. She characterizes it as
constant, moderate in intensity, dull, and; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
upper back pain, substernal chest pain and right
side/chest pain; Low back pain &#x0D; Patient
should avoid heavy exertion. start PT/hot
water soaks take 1/2 tizanidine TID Will
Radiology Services consider CT guided steroid injection of the right
Denied Not
S/I joint upon return &#x0D; FOLLOW-UP:
Medically
Schedule follow-up appointment in 10 days..
Necessary
&#x0D; &#x0D; Prescripti

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Patient with c/o shortness of breath with slight
exertion, fatigue, and cough that will not clear.
&#x0D; Exam shows course breath sounds
bilaterally. decreased breath sounds to bilateral
lower lobes. gets very winded with short
conversation.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; This study is being ordered for
screening of lung cancer.; The patient is 54
Radiology Services years old or younger.; The patient has NOT had
a Low Dose CT for Lung Cancer Screening or a
Denied Not
Chest CT in the past 11 months.; Yes this is a
Medically
request for a Diagnostic CT
Necessary

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Pt had an AB CT and found a nodule; "There is
NO evidence of a lung, mediastinal or chest
Radiology Services mass noted within the last 30 days."; A
Denied Not
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
Medically
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Necessary
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Pt has a history of PE's .; "There is NO evidence
of a lung, mediastinal or chest mass noted
Radiology Services within the last 30 days."; A Chest/Thorax CT is
Denied Not
being ordered.; This study is being ordered for
Medically
work-up for suspicious mass.; Yes this is a
Necessary
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Pt having labored breathing; A Chest/Thorax CT
Radiology Services is being ordered.; The study is being ordered for
Denied Not
none of the above.; This study is being ordered
Medically
for non of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Pt in office today,complaining of extreme
fatigue,shortness of breath and chest pain EKG
and labs done Abnormal lab values noted Pt
needs further testing to rule out abdominal
mass and pulmonary embolism; This study is
being ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 05-10-2017 onset
rash,nausea,extreme fatigue,chest
Radiology Services pain,shortness of breath; There has not been
Denied Not
any treatment or conservative therapy.;
Medically
Extreme fatigue,chest pain and shortness of
Necessary
breath,worsening every day

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

pt w/chest pain, generalized weakness and
chest pressure; "There IS evidence of a lung,
mediastinal or chest mass noted within the last
Radiology Services 30 days."; They had a previous Chest x-ray.; A
Denied Not
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
Medically
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Necessary
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

pulmonary nodule, May 2016 ABN x-ray,;
"There is NO evidence of a lung, mediastinal or
Radiology Services chest mass noted within the last 30 days."; A
Denied Not
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
Medically
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Necessary
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

R/O lung cancer; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; This study is being ordered for
screening of lung cancer.; The patient is 54
Radiology Services years old or younger.; The patient has NOT had
Denied Not
a Low Dose CT for Lung Cancer Screening or a
Medically
Chest CT in the past 11 months.; Yes this is a
Necessary
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

reacurrent chest congestions x2 months,
antibiotics no help.; There is no radiologic
evidence of asbestosis.; "There is no radiologic
evidence of sarcoidosis, tuberculosis or fungal
infection."; There is no radiologic evidence of a
lung abscess or empyema.; There is no
radiologic evidence of pneumoconiosis e.g.
black lung disease or silicosis.; There is NO
radiologic evidence of non-resolving pneumonia
for 6 weeks after antibiotic treatment was
prescribed.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
Radiology Services ordered.; This study is being ordered for known
Denied Not
or suspected inflammatory disease or
Medically
pneumonia.; Yes this is a request for a
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

recommended after MRI and nerve conduction
studies came back negative; This study is being
ordered for Vascular Disease.; unknown; There
Radiology Services has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Denied Not
bilateral upper extremity numbness; seen by
Medically
neurologist who recommended this procedure,
Necessary
nerve conduction study done,

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

RIB PAIN ON RIGHT SIDE, CHEST WALL PAIN,
BREAST PAIN, RIGHT, RUOQ PAIN RADIATES TO
RIGHT NIPPLE, SUSAN IS A 52 YO WF WHO
PRESENTS TO THE CLINIC WITH C/O RUQ PAIN
AND SWELLING, CONTINUED SWELLING AND
PAIN IN R BREAST/AXILLA AND NOW PAIN HAS
MOVED UP INTO R; "There is NO evidence of a
lung, mediastinal or chest mass noted within
Radiology Services the last 30 days."; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; This study is being ordered for workDenied Not
up for suspicious mass.; Yes this is a request for
Medically
a Diagnostic CT
Necessary

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

severe copd high bp sob cough; A Chest/Thorax
CT is being ordered.; The study is being ordered
for none of the above.; This study is being
ordered for non of the above.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

suspected ca; 2 mo hx of nausea and poor
appetite; enlarged liver; fatigue;; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of the
Radiology Services studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Denied Not
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
Medically
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is not a
Necessary
hematologist/ oncologist.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

There is no radiologic evidence of mediastinal
widening.; There is no physical or radiologic
evidence of a chest wall abnormality.; PATIENT
FELL A WEEK AGO AND HIT BETWEEN LEFT
SHOULDER AND SPINE - STILL VERY TENDER; The
ordering physician a is NOT a Surgeon,
Pulmonologist, or Cardiologist.; A Chest/Thorax
Radiology Services CT is being ordered.; The study is being ordered
Denied Not
for none of the above.; This study is being
ordered for follow up trauma.; Yes this is a
Medically
Necessary
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

There is no radiologic evidence of mediastinal
widening.; There is no physical or radiologic
evidence of a chest wall abnormality.; Patient
sustained injury to left upper quadrant of
abdomen and left lower anterior chest wall,
now having pleurodynia, pain on left anterior
ribs 8 and 9, and LUQ pain.; The ordering
physician a is NOT a Surgeon, Pulmonologist, or
Cardiologist.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
Radiology Services ordered.; The study is being ordered for none of
Denied Not
the above.; This study is being ordered for
Medically
follow up trauma.; Yes this is a request for a
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

There is no radiologic evidence of mediastinal
widening.; There is no physical or radiologic
evidence of a chest wall abnormality.; The
patient is experiencing constant left upper
quadrant pain, which is shooting/burning in
character. He has had labs, abdominal
ultrasound, and chest x rays, which have all
come back normal, but physician suspects
occult rib fracture.; The ordering physician a is
NOT a Surgeon, Pulmonologist, or Cardiologist.;
Radiology Services A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The study
Denied Not
is being ordered for none of the above.; This
Medically
study is being ordered for follow up trauma.;
Necessary
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

There is no radiologic evidence of non-resolving
pneumonia.; There is no radiologic evidence of
asbestosis.; ; "The ordering physician is NOT a
surgeon, pulmonologist or PCP ordering on
behalf of a specialist who has seen the patient.";
"There is no radiologic evidence of sarcoidosis,
tuberculosis or fungal infection."; There is no
radiologic evidence of a lung abscess or
empyema.; There is no radiologic evidence of
pneumoconiosis e.g. black lung disease or
Radiology Services silicosis.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
Denied Not
This study is being ordered for known or
Medically
suspected inflammatory disease or pneumonia.;
Necessary
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

2

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

There is no radiologic evidence of non-resolving
pneumonia.; There is no radiologic evidence of
asbestosis.; History of Present Illness:&#x0D; 1.
abdominal pain &#x0D; Onset: 2 Weeks 4 Days.
The severity of the problem is moderate. The
problem has not changed. The location is right
lower quadrant and left lower quadrant. The
quality of the pain is throbbing. Associated ;
"The ordering physician is NOT a surgeon,
pulmonologist or PCP ordering on behalf of a
specialist who has seen the patient."; "There is
no radiologic evidence of sarcoidosis,
tuberculosis or fungal infection."; There is no
radiologic evidence of a lung abscess or
empyema.; There is no radiologic evidence of
pneumoconiosis e.g. black lung disease or
Radiology Services silicosis.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
Denied Not
This study is being ordered for known or
Medically
suspected inflammatory disease or pneumonia.;
Necessary
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

There is no radiologic evidence of non-resolving
pneumonia.; There is no radiologic evidence of
asbestosis.; Patient has unresolved cough.; "The
ordering physician is NOT a surgeon,
pulmonologist or PCP ordering on behalf of a
specialist who has seen the patient."; "There is
no radiologic evidence of sarcoidosis,
tuberculosis or fungal infection."; There is no
radiologic evidence of a lung abscess or
empyema.; There is no radiologic evidence of
pneumoconiosis e.g. black lung disease or
Radiology Services silicosis.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
Denied Not
This study is being ordered for known or
Medically
suspected inflammatory disease or pneumonia.;
Necessary
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

There is no radiologic evidence of non-resolving
pneumonia.; There is no radiologic evidence of
asbestosis.; Patient is a smoker with worsening
chest wall pain with shortness of breath; "The
ordering physician is NOT a surgeon,
pulmonologist or PCP ordering on behalf of a
specialist who has seen the patient."; "There is
no radiologic evidence of sarcoidosis,
tuberculosis or fungal infection."; There is no
radiologic evidence of a lung abscess or
empyema.; There is no radiologic evidence of
pneumoconiosis e.g. black lung disease or
Radiology Services silicosis.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
Denied Not
This study is being ordered for known or
Medically
suspected inflammatory disease or pneumonia.;
Necessary
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

There is no radiologic evidence of non-resolving
pneumonia.; There is no radiologic evidence of
asbestosis.; WILL FAX NOTES; "The ordering
physician is NOT a surgeon, pulmonologist or
PCP ordering on behalf of a specialist who has
seen the patient."; "The caller doesn't know if
there is radiologic evidence of sarcoidosis,
tuberculosis or fungal infection."; There is no
radiologic evidence of a lung abscess or
empyema.; There is no radiologic evidence of
pneumoconiosis e.g. black lung disease or
Radiology Services silicosis.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
Denied Not
This study is being ordered for known or
Medically
suspected inflammatory disease or pneumonia.;
Necessary
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

There is no radiologic evidence of non-resolving
pneumonia.; There is no radiologic evidence of
asbestosis.; Xray showed copd; "The ordering
physician is NOT a surgeon, pulmonologist or
PCP ordering on behalf of a specialist who has
seen the patient."; "There is no radiologic
evidence of sarcoidosis, tuberculosis or fungal
infection."; There is no radiologic evidence of a
lung abscess or empyema.; There is no
radiologic evidence of pneumoconiosis e.g.
black lung disease or silicosis.; A Chest/Thorax
Radiology Services CT is being ordered.; This study is being ordered
Denied Not
for known or suspected inflammatory disease or
Medically
pneumonia.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
Necessary

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

There is radiologic evidence of non-resolving
pneumonia for 6 weeks after antibiotic
treatment was prescribed.; A Chest/Thorax CT is
Radiology Services being ordered.; This study is being ordered for
Denied Not
known or suspected inflammatory disease or
Medically
pneumonia.; Yes this is a request for a
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

This is a request for 4 week follow up CT Chest
for Lower left lung nodule to identify if nodule
has decreased.; "There IS evidence of a lung,
mediastinal or chest mass noted within the last
Radiology Services 30 days."; They had a previous Chest x-ray.; A
Denied Not
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Medically
Necessary
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

This is right directly under my left breast area. It
was a pain that would come and go and worsen
with reaching, bending over, and after eating.
Ice makes the pain worse while heat seems to
help some. Ibuprofen helped some also, but it
comes right back. T; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
Radiology Services ordered.; The study is being ordered for none of
the above.; This study is being ordered for non
Denied Not
of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
Medically
Diagnostic CT
Necessary
unknown; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
Radiology Services The study is being ordered for none of the
above.; This study is being ordered for non of
Denied Not
Medically
the above.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT
Necessary

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

unknown; This study is being ordered for
Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.; unknown;
Radiology Services There has been treatment or conservative
Denied Not
therapy.; intermittent chest and neck
Medically
discomfort. PA lateral test negative. Some
Necessary
scoliosis noted; Mobic 15mg

Disapproval

1

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 09/2016; There
Radiology Services has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
rule out cancer, shortness of breath, chest pain
Denied Not
discomfort; Pain medication, inhalers, is a heavy
Medically
Necessary
smoker

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

unknwn; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 2015; There has
Radiology Services not been any treatment or conservative
Denied Not
therapy.; patient is having loss of weight in 2n
Medically
years, and has not changed her diet and is just
losing weight.
Necessary

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Will fax clinical information; A Chest/Thorax CT
Radiology Services is being ordered.; The study is being ordered for
Denied Not
none of the above.; This study is being ordered
Medically
for non of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

x-ray shows chest mass; "There IS evidence of a
lung, mediastinal or chest mass noted within
the last 30 days."; They had a previous Chest xRadiology Services ray.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This
Denied Not
study is being ordered for work-up for
Medically
suspicious mass.; Yes this is a request for a
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
71275 CT
Radiology Services 3/28/2017; There has not been any treatment
or conservative therapy.; WEAKNESS AND
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST Denied Not
FATIGUE, HEAVY SENSATION ON CHEST WHEN
W/CONTRAST/NONCON Medically
BREATHING, ASTHMA AND BRONCHITTIS
TRAST
Necessary

1

Disapproval

known aortic anuersym; This study is not
requested to evaluate suspected pulmonary
embolus.; This study will not be performed in
conjunction with a Chest CT.; This study is being
71275 CT
Radiology Services ordered for another reason besides Known or
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST Denied Not
Suspected Congenital Abnormality, Known or
W/CONTRAST/NONCON Medically
suspected Vascular Disease.; Yes, this is a
TRAST
Necessary
request for a Chest CT Angiography.

1

Disapproval

UPloading clinicals.; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
71275 CT
Radiology Services congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST Denied Not
Patient has family history of aneurysms; There
W/CONTRAST/NONCON Medically
has not been any treatment or conservative
TRAST
Necessary
therapy.; Unknown

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

71550 MRI CHEST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 4/8/2017; It is not known if there has
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
Neck pain, left deltoid weakness.

1

71550 MRI CHEST

Movements - Range of motion decreased and
Movements painful. Other Characteristics Tenderness over thoracic vertebra and
Tenderness over lumbar vertebra..; This study is
being ordered for Inflammatory/ Infectious
Disease.; 04/05/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; THORACIC
Radiology Services PAIN. BURNING, NUMBNESS SENSATION ON
Denied Not
RIGHT SIDE AS WELL AS KNEE.; PAIN
Medically
MEDICATION, IN HOME EXCERCISE, AND
MEDICATION MANAGEMENT.
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

71550 MRI CHEST

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

71550 MRI CHEST

SEVERE LEFT CHEST PAIN, LEFT SIDED CHEST
WALL PAIN, LEFT SIDED ARMPIT PAIN. DR.
SIDDIQUI IS NEEDING TO RULE OUT A NEURAL
TUMOR BRACHIAL PLEXOPATHY; This study is
Radiology Services being ordered for a work-up of a suspicious
Denied Not
mass.; There is no radiographic or physical
Medically
evidence of a lung or chest mass.; This is a
Necessary
request for a chest MRI.
Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
This is a request for a chest MRI.

1

2

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

71550 MRI CHEST

unknown; This study is being ordered for
trauma or injury.; 5/16/2017; There has been
Radiology Services treatment or conservative therapy.; severe pain,
Denied Not
radiating neck and shoulder, sitting standing,
Medically
walking, bending; pain meds, 0.5 larazpopain,
Necessary
Tylenol 3, lumbar and thoracic x rays

1

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; It is not known if there are
documented findings of immune system
suppression.; This study is not to be part of a
Myelogram.; This is a request for a Cervical
Spine CT; None of the options listed is the
Radiology Services reason for the study.; There is a reason why the
patient cannot have a Cervical Spine MRI.; The
Denied Not
Medically
patient is not experiencing cervical neck pain
not improving despite treatment.
Necessary

1

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; &lt; Enter date of initial
onset here - or Type In Unknown If No Info
Radiology Services Given &gt;; There has not been any treatment
Denied Not
or conservative therapy.; &lt; Describe primary
Medically
symptoms here - or Type In Unknown If No Info
Necessary
Given &gt;

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST
72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
Radiology Services for trauma or injury.; 4/23/17; There has not
Denied Not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
Medically
head pain, neck pain, pain down arms,
Necessary
hoarsness
Radiology Services
Denied Not
; This study is being ordered for a neurological
Medically
disorder.; ; It is not known if there has been any
Necessary
treatment or conservative therapy.;
Radiology Services ; This study is being ordered for a neurological
Denied Not
disorder.; ; There has been treatment or
Medically
conservative therapy.; ;

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
Radiology Services disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Denied Not
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Medically
vascular disease.; ; There has been treatment or
Necessary
conservative therapy.; ;

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST
72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Radiology Services or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Denied Not
vascular disease.; 1/17/2017; There has been
Medically
treatment or conservative therapy.; pain,
Necessary
numbness,; Medication, X- Ray
Radiology Services ; This study is being ordered for trauma or
Denied Not
injury.; ; There has not been any treatment or
Medically
conservative therapy.;

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

1

1

1

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

Disapproval

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; 5/6/17 patient was hit in face with
baseball, neck pain and headache and dizziness
Radiology Services since trauma occurred; There has been
Denied Not
treatment or conservative therapy.; Sharp pain
Medically
at base of skull since evening of the injury; ice
Necessary
pack and ibuprofen without relief
; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; approximately 6 weeks ago after falling;
Radiology Services There has been treatment or conservative
Denied Not
therapy.; pain in bilateral upper extremities, mid
Medically
thoracic back pain; anti-inflammatory
Necessary
medications

Disapproval

Disapproval

1

1

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

; This study is not to be part of a Myelogram.;
This is a request for a Cervical Spine CT; There is
no reason why the patient cannot have a
Cervical Spine MRI.

4

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

6 mon F/U from a previous chest CT that had
showed nodules. &#x0D; CT Cervical spine for
patient complaints of neck pain &#x0D; Patent
is describing a Knot on right side of neck with
increased Headaches, Neck, right shoulder and
back Pain.; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
Radiology Services ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
Denied Not
Medically
ordering physician is not a hematologist/
Necessary
oncologist.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

Chronic shoulder pain worsening.; This study is
Radiology Services not to be part of a Myelogram.; This is a request
Denied Not
for a Cervical Spine CT; Call does not know if
Medically
there is a reason why the patient cannot have a
Necessary
Cervical Spine MRI.

1

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

DECREASED FUNCTION IN BOTH ARMS; This
Radiology Services study is not to be part of a Myelogram.; This is a
Denied Not
request for a Cervical Spine CT; There is no
Medically
reason why the patient cannot have a Cervical
Necessary
Spine MRI.

1

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

Having increasing left shoulder pain and
tenderness radiates to neck not getting any
better on meds.&#x0D;
Neck pain on left
Unrelenting Neck muscle tightness Neck
stiffness Cracking sensation in the neck Neck
pain not relieved &#x0D;
S; This study is not
Radiology Services to be part of a Myelogram.; This is a request for
Denied Not
a Cervical Spine CT; Call does not know if there
Medically
is a reason why the patient cannot have a
Necessary
Cervical Spine MRI.

1

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

Left neck, and arm with shoulder pain, and
radiculopathy, and hand numbness; This study is
not to be part of a Myelogram.; This is a request
for a Cervical Spine CT; There is no reason why
the patient cannot have a Cervical Spine MRI.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

low back pain; This study is not to be part of a
Myelogram.; This is a request for a Cervical
Spine CT; There is no reason why the patient
cannot have a Cervical Spine MRI.

1

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

Neck pain, due to a recent injury; This study is
not to be part of a Myelogram.; This is a request
for a Cervical Spine CT; Call does not know if
there is a reason why the patient cannot have a
Cervical Spine MRI.

1

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

pain in neck with radiculopathy, visual
disturbance, spontaneous ecchymoses; This
Radiology Services study is not to be part of a Myelogram.; This is a
Denied Not
request for a Cervical Spine CT; There is no
Medically
reason why the patient cannot have a Cervical
Necessary
Spine MRI.

1

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

patient already had a mri of C spine; The
patient does not have any neurological deficits.;
The patient has failed a course of antiinflammatory medication or steroids.; This
study is not to be part of a Myelogram.; This is a
request for a Cervical Spine CT; This study is
being ordered due to chronic neck pain or
suspected degenerative disease.; There has not
been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; There is a
Radiology Services reason why the patient cannot have a Cervical
Denied Not
Spine MRI.; Caller does not know how many
Medically
follow-up Cervical Spine CTs the patient has
Necessary
had.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

Patient has shunt and can not do MRI. Pt's right
arm and shoulder pain for a month. Numbness,
pain, tingling, difficult to move.; There are no
documented clinical findings of immune system
suppression.; This study is not to be part of a
Myelogram.; This is a request for a Cervical
Spine CT; None of the options listed is the
reason for the study.; There is a reason why the
patient cannot have a Cervical Spine MRI.; It is
Radiology Services not known if the patient is experiencing cervical
Denied Not
neck pain not improving despite treatment.; It is
Medically
not known if the patient is experiencing cervical
Necessary
neck pain not improving despite treatment.

1

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

PATIENT IS HAVING NECK PAIN WITH
BILATERAL UPPER EXTREMITY NUMBNESS.; This
Radiology Services study is not to be part of a Myelogram.; This is a
Denied Not
request for a Cervical Spine CT; There is no
Medically
reason why the patient cannot have a Cervical
Necessary
Spine MRI.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

Patient is having upper back pain with
substernal chest pain with right sided chest
pain.; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 12/28/16&#x0D; Patient
to be evaluated for low back pain. The location
is primarily in the right, mid lumbar spine and in
the sacroiliac area. The pain radiates to the
right posterior thigh. She characterizes it as
constant, moderate in intensity, dull, and; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
upper back pain, substernal chest pain and right
side/chest pain; Low back pain &#x0D; Patient
should avoid heavy exertion. start PT/hot
water soaks take 1/2 tizanidine TID Will
Radiology Services consider CT guided steroid injection of the right
Denied Not
S/I joint upon return &#x0D; FOLLOW-UP:
Medically
Schedule follow-up appointment in 10 days..
Necessary
&#x0D; &#x0D; Prescripti

1

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

Patient is requesting a neurosurgery consult,
and high-tech imaging is warranted. Also, XRays of cervical spine were unremarkable.; This
study is being ordered for trauma or injury.; one
month from yesterday; 3-17-17; There has been
Radiology Services treatment or conservative therapy.; Headaches,
Denied Not
Neck pain, shoulder pain, arm numbness,
Medically
tingling in fingers.; Physical therapy, at home
exercise, anti-inflammatory drugs.
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

Disapproval

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

Disapproval

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

pt has tried therapy with minimal results,
condition continues to affect pts ability to
function due limitations of movement and pain;
This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; unknown; There has been treatment
or conservative therapy.; Bilateral hip pain that
Radiology Services radiates down bilateral legs, limited ROM due to
Denied Not
pain, neck pain that worsens with positioning
Medically
with limited ROM; outpatient physical therapy,
Necessary
pain medication, anti-inflammatory medications
pt pulled her neck on the right side with neck
and shoulder pains, with spasms. HEP, and x-ray
Radiology Services is neg.; This study is not to be part of a
Denied Not
Myelogram.; This is a request for a Cervical
Medically
Spine CT; There is no reason why the patient
Necessary
cannot have a Cervical Spine MRI.
Pt was involved in MVA 4 days ago and
continues to have Neck pain; This study is not to
Radiology Services be part of a Myelogram.; This is a request for a
Denied Not
Cervical Spine CT; Call does not know if there is
Medically
a reason why the patient cannot have a Cervical
Necessary
Spine MRI.

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

Disapproval

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

Disapproval

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

Disapproval

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

pts symptoms have continued and have
worsened over the past two weeks,pt has a
history of cva, has increased bp in office today
with visual disturbances and new onset of neck
pain,pt had a 100 piece tool set and a cast iron
slider fall and hit her directl; This study is being
ordered for trauma or injury.; 5/10/17; There
Radiology Services has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
severe headache, dizziness, seeing flashing
Denied Not
lights, ear and neck pain,; celestone injection
Medically
Necessary
and meloxicam
severe neck pain spinal inj; This study is not to
Radiology Services be part of a Myelogram.; This is a request for a
Denied Not
Cervical Spine CT; Call does not know if there is
Medically
a reason why the patient cannot have a Cervical
Necessary
Spine MRI.

This patient is having recurrent headaches that
are getting worse. He has been having these
headaches for the past 8 weeks. The patient has
a history of HTN, 5 heart stents, and AFIB. The
Radiology Services pain is also at the back of his head.; This study is
Denied Not
not to be part of a Myelogram.; This is a request
Medically
for a Cervical Spine CT; There is no reason why
Necessary
the patient cannot have a Cervical Spine MRI.
unknown; This study is not to be part of a
Radiology Services Myelogram.; This is a request for a Cervical
Denied Not
Spine CT; Call does not know if there is a reason
Medically
why the patient cannot have a Cervical Spine
Necessary
MRI.

1

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

unknown; This study is not to be part of a
Myelogram.; This is a request for a Cervical
Spine CT; There is no reason why the patient
cannot have a Cervical Spine MRI.

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

Disapproval

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

xray shows calcifications. questionable fusion
c4 and c5 level. chronic neck pain. decreased
mobility and radiculopathy. tenderness. Will be
ordering neck ct separately.; This study is not to
Radiology Services be part of a Myelogram.; This is a request for a
Denied Not
Cervical Spine CT; Call does not know if there is
a reason why the patient cannot have a Cervical
Medically
Necessary
Spine MRI.

1

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
Radiology Services No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
72128 CT THORACIC
Denied Not
thoracic spine CT.; There is no reason why the
SPINE, UPPER BACK NO Medically
patient cannot undergo a thoracic spine MRI.;
CONTRAST
Necessary
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

2

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; &lt; Enter date of initial
onset here - or Type In Unknown If No Info
Radiology Services Given &gt;; There has not been any treatment
72128 CT THORACIC
Denied Not
or conservative therapy.; &lt; Describe primary
SPINE, UPPER BACK NO Medically
symptoms here - or Type In Unknown If No Info
CONTRAST
Necessary
Given &gt;

1

Disapproval

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; Patient has been seen for
back pain since July 2016; There has been
Radiology Services treatment or conservative therapy.; back pain
with muscle spasms; Patient has tried over the
72128 CT THORACIC
Denied Not
SPINE, UPPER BACK NO Medically
counter medications, physical therapy,
chiropractor
CONTRAST
Necessary
; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; approximately 6 weeks ago after falling;
Radiology Services There has been treatment or conservative
72128 CT THORACIC
Denied Not
therapy.; pain in bilateral upper extremities, mid
SPINE, UPPER BACK NO Medically
thoracic back pain; anti-inflammatory
CONTRAST
medications
Necessary
Abnormal xray showed Mild levoscoliosis of
the thoracic spine; This study is being ordered
for Congenital Anomaly.; 06/01/2015; There has
Radiology Services been treatment or conservative therapy.; ;
72128 CT THORACIC
Denied Not
medication taken. prednisone, tramadol,
SPINE, UPPER BACK NO Medically
diclofenac and hydrocodone. patient has seen
CONTRAST
Necessary
chiropractor.
evaluate chronic back pain and limited ROM;
Radiology Services This is a request for a thoracic spine CT.; There
72128 CT THORACIC
Denied Not
is no reason why the patient cannot undergo a
SPINE, UPPER BACK NO Medically
thoracic spine MRI.; Yes this is a request for a
CONTRAST
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

1

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

PATIENT HAVING MUSCLE ACHES, WEAKNESS,
CRAMPS, ARTHRALGIAS/JOINT PAIN, BACK PAIN,
DIFFICULTY WALKING, TENDERNESS OVER THE
SPINE AND LEFT HIP, IRREGULAR GAIT; This is a
Radiology Services request for a thoracic spine CT.; There is no
72128 CT THORACIC
Denied Not
reason why the patient cannot undergo a
SPINE, UPPER BACK NO Medically
thoracic spine MRI.; Yes this is a request for a
CONTRAST
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

1

Disapproval

Patient is complaining of chronic back and neck
pain, plain films are non remarkable. Pain is
radiating down arms, making hands tingle.
Patient has been to physical therapy, patient is a
candidate for spinal injections and
Radiology Services neurosurgery. Patient is needi; This is a request
72128 CT THORACIC
Denied Not
for a thoracic spine CT.; There is no reason why
SPINE, UPPER BACK NO Medically
the patient cannot undergo a thoracic spine
CONTRAST
MRI.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
Necessary

1

Disapproval

Patient is scheduled for a catheter study and
will be needing a CT after.; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 05-25-17; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; thoracic
Radiology Services and lumbar CT scan after catheter dye study/
72128 CT THORACIC
Denied Not
pump check myelogram to visualize intrathecal
SPINE, UPPER BACK NO Medically
catheter tip to rule out granuloma formation;
CONTRAST
Necessary
Patient has an intrathecal pain pump

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Patient was seen in January with shoulder pain
was given steroid pack. He did have the pain
relieved for a while. Patient has to do lifting,
pulling, &amp; tugging in training at school .;
Radiology Services This is a request for a thoracic spine CT.; There
72128 CT THORACIC
Denied Not
is no reason why the patient cannot undergo a
SPINE, UPPER BACK NO Medically
thoracic spine MRI.; Yes this is a request for a
CONTRAST
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

1

Disapproval

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This is a request for a thoracic spine CT.; The
study is being ordered due to chronic back pain
or suspected degenerative disease.; There is a
Radiology Services reason why the patient cannot undergo a
72128 CT THORACIC
Denied Not
thoracic spine MRI.; The patient is experiencing
or presenting lower extremity weakness.; Yes
SPINE, UPPER BACK NO Medically
CONTRAST
Necessary
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

This is a request for a thoracic spine CT.; "The
patient has been seen by, or the ordering
physician is, a neuro-specialist, orthopedist, or
oncologist."; The study is being ordered due to
Radiology Services follow-up to surgery or fracture within the last 6
72128 CT THORACIC
Denied Not
months.; There is a reason why the patient
SPINE, UPPER BACK NO Medically
cannot undergo a thoracic spine MRI.; Yes this is
CONTRAST
Necessary
a request for a Diagnostic CT
unknow; This is a request for a thoracic spine
Radiology Services CT.; Caller does not know whether there is a
72128 CT THORACIC
Denied Not
reason why the patient cannot undergo a
SPINE, UPPER BACK NO Medically
thoracic spine MRI.; Yes this is a request for a
CONTRAST
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

1

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; &lt; Enter date of initial
onset here - or Type In Unknown If No Info
Radiology Services Given &gt;; There has not been any treatment
Denied Not
or conservative therapy.; &lt; Describe primary
Medically
symptoms here - or Type In Unknown If No Info
Necessary
Given &gt;
Radiology Services
Denied Not
; This study is being ordered for a neurological
Medically
disorder.; ; It is not known if there has been any
Necessary
treatment or conservative therapy.;
Radiology Services ; This study is being ordered for a neurological
Denied Not
disorder.; ; There has been treatment or
Medically
conservative therapy.; ;

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; Patient has been seen for
back pain since July 2016; There has been
Radiology Services treatment or conservative therapy.; back pain
with muscle spasms; Patient has tried over the
Denied Not
Medically
counter medications, physical therapy,
chiropractor
Necessary

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

1

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

Abnormal xray showed Mild levoscoliosis of
the thoracic spine; This study is being ordered
for Congenital Anomaly.; 06/01/2015; There has
Radiology Services been treatment or conservative therapy.; ;
medication taken. prednisone, tramadol,
Denied Not
diclofenac and hydrocodone. patient has seen
Medically
Necessary
chiropractor.

1

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

Patient is scheduled for a catheter study and
will be needing a CT after.; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 05-25-17; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; thoracic
Radiology Services and lumbar CT scan after catheter dye study/
pump check myelogram to visualize intrathecal
Denied Not
Medically
catheter tip to rule out granuloma formation;
Patient has an intrathecal pain pump
Necessary

1

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

PT IS SLOWED WITH A CANE, PAIN WITH
RANGE OF MOTION IN BACK,; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Radiology Services vascular disease.; 2 YEARS AGO; There has been
Denied Not
treatment or conservative therapy.; NECK PAIN,
Medically
LOW BACK PAIN, MUSCLE SPASMS,; FENTANYL
Necessary
PATCH, OXYCODONE, SOMA, NAPROXEN

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient does not have a history of severe low
back trauma or lumbar injury.; This is not a
preoperative or recent postoperative
evaluation.; This study is not part of a
Radiology Services myelogram or discogram.; The patient is
experiencing symptoms of radiculopathy for six
Denied Not
weeks or more.; Yes this is a request for a
Medically
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient does not have a history of severe low
back trauma or lumbar injury.; This is not a
preoperative or recent postoperative
evaluation.; This study is not part of a
myelogram or discogram.; The patient is not
experiencing symptoms of radiculopathy for six
weeks or more.; There is no neurologic
symptoms of bowel or urinary bladder
Radiology Services dysfunction.; There is no suspicion of lumbar
Denied Not
spine infection.; There is no suspicion of lumbar
Medically
spine neoplasm or tumor or metastasis.; Yes
Necessary
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
Radiology Services This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
Denied Not
patient has a history of severe low back trauma
Medically
or lumbar injury.; Yes this is a request for a
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

unknown; This study is being ordered for
trauma or injury.; unknown DOS 5-11-17; There
has not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; tender pelvic shift and nueuropathy

6

7

3

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back
Radiology Services pain; It is not known if the patient does have
Denied Not
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
Medically
It is not known if the patient has had back pain
Necessary
for over 4 weeks.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back
pain; It is not known if the patient does have
Radiology Services new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
Denied Not
The patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.;
Medically
The patient has not seen the doctor more then
Necessary
once for these symptoms.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back
pain; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; It is not known if
there is weakness or reflex abnormality.; The
Radiology Services patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
Denied Not
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; It is not known if
Medically
there is x-ray evidence of a recent cervical spine
Necessary
fracture.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back
pain; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is no
Radiology Services weakness or reflex abnormality.; The patient
does not have new signs or symptoms of
Denied Not
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; There is not xMedically
Necessary
ray evidence of a recent cervical spine fracture.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back
pain; The patient does not have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; The
patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The
patient has seen the doctor more then once for
these symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has not completed 6 weeks of
physical therapy?; The patient has been treated
with medication.; The patient was treated with
oral analgesics.; The patient has not completed
6 weeks or more of Chiropractic care.; The
Radiology Services physician has directed a home exercise program
Denied Not
for at least 6 weeks.; The home treatment did
Medically
include exercise, prescription medication and
Necessary
follow-up office visits.; f/u office visits

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; Neurological deficits; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; left arm
Radiology Services numbness and tingling; The patient does not
have new signs or symptoms of bladder or
Denied Not
bowel dysfunction.; There is not x-ray evidence
Medically
Necessary
of a recent cervical spine fracture.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; Trauma or recent injury; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; Document
Radiology Services exam findings; The patient does not have new
Denied Not
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
Medically
dysfunction.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent cervical spine fracture.
Necessary

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; Trauma or recent injury; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
Radiology Services symptoms.; There is weakness.; left arm; The
Denied Not
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
Medically
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; There is not xNecessary
ray evidence of a recent cervical spine fracture.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 03/01/2017; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
DIZZY, NAUSIA, DISK DISEASE IN NECKCAUSING
SEVERE PAIN, CLAMMY, FEELS LIKE HE IS GOING
TO FAINT, DUE TO SYMPTOMS UNABLE TO
Radiology Services DRIVE. 03/01/2017 SURGERY DONE ON SINUS,
Denied Not
THIS HAS ALL TRANSPIRED SINCE THE SURGERY.;
Medically
PATIENT WENT TO ER, &amp; CARDIOLOGIST,
Necessary
STRESS TEST DONE, &amp; MEDICATIONS.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 5 years ago after a
Radiology Services fall.; There has been treatment or conservative
Denied Not
therapy.; Pt suffers with neck and back pain;
Medically
lower back pain radiates down right knee.;
Necessary
Medication

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Radiology Services Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; It is not known
if there has been any treatment or conservative
Denied Not
therapy.; &lt; Describe primary symptoms here Medically
Necessary
or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; ; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Radiology Services &lt; Describe primary symptoms here - or Type
Denied Not
In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;;
Medically
MEDICATIONS, HEP FOR PHYSICAL THERAPY
Necessary
AROUND (03/2017)

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
Radiology Services congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; ; There
Denied Not
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Medically
Chronic neck pain and can only sleep 1-2 hrs. at
Necessary
night.; Home exercises and seeing a doctor.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
1/2017; There has been treatment or
Radiology Services conservative therapy.; Lower back an d neck
Denied Not
pain, numbness of the left arm and left calf,
Medically
decreased strength and decreased reflexes; PT,
Inseds
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
10/1/2015; There has been treatment or
Radiology Services conservative therapy.; pain, chronic back
radiating to left leg.; anti inflammatory
Denied Not
medication. physical therapy 3 times a week for
Medically
Necessary
6 weeks. heat. injections.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
11/8/2016 for the lumbar 3/31/2017 for
cervical; There has been treatment or
Radiology Services conservative therapy.; &lt; Describe primary
symptoms here - or Type In Unknown If No Info
Denied Not
Medically
Given &gt;; anti-inflammatory and steroid packs
and home exercise
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
Radiology Services 11/9/16; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; hurts when she lays on
Denied Not
back, numbness in hands when she wake up;
Medically
medication
Necessary

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
Radiology Services congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; 2010;
Denied Not
There has not been any treatment or
Medically
conservative therapy.; CHRONIC BACK PAIN
DOWN TO LEG
Necessary

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
Radiology Services congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
Denied Not
5/17/2016; There has been treatment or
Medically
conservative therapy.; Pain; medication, and
home exercieses
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
Radiology Services disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
Denied Not
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; a
Medically
month ago; There has not been any treatment
Necessary
or conservative therapy.; pain

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
Radiology Services congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; Back
Denied Not
in the 1990's no date given; There has been
Medically
treatment or conservative therapy.; back pain;
Medications
Necessary

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
Radiology Services congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; March
Denied Not
2017; There has not been any treatment or
Medically
conservative therapy.; Patient has low back
pain, neck pain and radiation down legs
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; may 3
Radiology Services 2016; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; vertigo headache
Denied Not
dizziness mass on right side of c spine inability
Medically
to move neck
Necessary

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
Radiology Services disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
Denied Not
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
Medically
unknown; There has been treatment or
Necessary
conservative therapy.; neck and back pain; pt,

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; &lt; Enter date of initial
onset here - or Type In Unknown If No Info
Radiology Services Given &gt;; It is not known if there has been any
Denied Not
treatment or conservative therapy.; &lt;
Medically
Describe primary symptoms here - or Type In
Necessary
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
Radiology Services No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
Denied Not
for trauma or injury.; 06/14/17; There has not
Medically
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
Necessary
back pain and headaches, cant move neck

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute
or Chronic neck and/or back pain; It is not
known if the patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
Radiology Services seen the doctor more then once for these
Denied Not
symptoms.; It is not known if the physician has
Medically
directed conservative treatment for the past 6
Necessary
weeks.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute
or Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is no weakness or reflex
Radiology Services abnormality.; The patient does not have new
Denied Not
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
Medically
dysfunction.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
Necessary
recent cervical spine fracture.

2

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute
or Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
Radiology Services symptoms.; There is weakness.; ; The patient
Denied Not
does not have new signs or symptoms of
Medically
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; There is not xNecessary
ray evidence of a recent cervical spine fracture.

3

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute
or Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; having hard
Radiology Services time gripping with hands; The patient does not
Denied Not
have new signs or symptoms of bladder or
Medically
bowel dysfunction.; There is not x-ray evidence
Necessary
of a recent cervical spine fracture.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

-; This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute
or Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; weakness of
Radiology Services upper extremities; The patient does not have
Denied Not
new signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
Medically
dysfunction.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
Necessary
recent cervical spine fracture.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
It is not known if there is weakness or reflex
Radiology Services abnormality.; The patient does not have new
Denied Not
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
Medically
dysfunction.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
Necessary
recent cervical spine fracture.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
Radiology Services There is weakness.; ; The patient does not have
Denied Not
new signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
Medically
dysfunction.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
Necessary
recent cervical spine fracture.

2

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
Radiology Services There is weakness.; Hand grasp weakness; The
Denied Not
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
Medically
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; There is not xray evidence of a recent cervical spine fracture.
Necessary

1

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is weakness.; Motor disturbances, right
arm weakness and intermittently and sensory
disturbances, right arm numbness
Radiology Services intermittently.; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
Denied Not
Medically
dysfunction.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent cervical spine fracture.
Necessary
Radiology Services
Denied Not
; This study is being ordered for a neurological
Medically
disorder.; ; It is not known if there has been any
Necessary
treatment or conservative therapy.;

1

2

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
Radiology Services disorder.; 05/02/2017; There has been
Denied Not
treatment or conservative therapy.; Worsening
Medically
headaches, neck pain, burning, tingling.;
Necessary
Topamax, Tizanidine, OTC NSAIDS.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 06/21/2016; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; cervicaliga
radiolopathy numbness; meds theraphy

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 4/8/2017; It is not known if there has
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
Neck pain, left deltoid weakness.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; approximately one month ago; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Radiology Services patient is having increased cervical pain, lumbar
Denied Not
pain, and weakness with paresthesia. Also
Medically
having muscle spasms in back.; Meloxicam given
Necessary
to help

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

; This study is being ordered for Inflammatory/
Infectious Disease.; 03/2012; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; STIFFNESS;
PAIN MEDICATION&#x0D; STERIOD INJ&#x0D;
PREVIOUS SURGERY

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Radiology Services or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Denied Not
vascular disease.; ; There has been treatment or
Medically
conservative therapy.; ; Ibuprofen, Skelaxin,
Necessary
Prednisone

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 02/2015; There has been
Radiology Services treatment or conservative therapy.; CHRONIC
Denied Not
BACK PAIN NECK PAIN RADIATING PAIN TO
Medically
BILATERAL LEGS; LESI INJECTION PHYSICAL
THERAPY PAIN MEDICATION HOME EXERCISES
Necessary

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 05/26/2017; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
My joints ache severly. My left knee is really
bothering me. My neck is so stiff almost
Radiology Services everyday. I have a rash on my left leg.&#x0D;
&#x0D; The patient is a 43 year old female who
Denied Not
Medically
presents with joint pain. Symptoms include joint
Necessary
pain. Symptoms are located in the n

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Radiology Services vascular disease.; 2 years; There has been
Denied Not
treatment or conservative therapy.; lbp; antiMedically
inflammatories, heat, exercise, meds,
Necessary
stretching, massage

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 2-3 MONTHS AGO; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; NECK
STIFFNESS, SHOULDER PAIN, JOINT STIFFNESS,
Radiology Services TENDERNESS, NUMBNESS IN HANDS AND
Denied Not
FINGER,; PHYSICAL THERAPY X 6 WEEKS,
Medically
CHIROPRACTOR VISITS, TRIGGER INJECTIONS,
ANTI-INFLAMMATORY, PAIN MEDS
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; Enter date of initial onset here
- 06/06/2014; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Describe primary
symptoms here - His symptoms are pain on
both sides of his neck. and radiates down the
Radiology Services arm. and low back pain that radiates down the
Denied Not
leg. He is very uncomfortable.; Describe
Medically
treatment / conservative therapy here - Patient
Necessary
was sent to neurosurgeon in 2016

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; s/p surgery of cspine, has
significan neck pain with radiation following
surgery. New onset thoracic radiculopathy to
left flank with numbness, hx of pituitary
schwannoma.; There has been treatment or
Radiology Services conservative therapy.; Cervical radiculopathy
Denied Not
and new onset thoracic radiculopathy to left
Medically
flank with numbness.; Robaxin and tizanidine,
Necessary
home exercise program.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST
72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST
72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; unknown; There has been
Radiology Services treatment or conservative therapy.; cervical and
Denied Not
lumbar pain; OTC and prescription pain
Medically
medication, stretching, pain management,
Necessary
injections
Radiology Services ; This study is being ordered for trauma or
Denied Not
injury.; ; It is not known if there has been any
Medically
treatment or conservative therapy.;
Radiology Services ; This study is being ordered for trauma or
Denied Not
injury.; ; There has been treatment or
Medically
conservative therapy.; ;

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; 03/27/2017; There has been treatment
or conservative therapy.; Los of feeling in hands
Radiology Services Tingling/Numbness Sharp neck pain Shoulder
Denied Not
pain Unable to lift right arm Unable to turn
Medically
neck - Stiff neck; Steroids Anti-Inflammatory
Necessary
medication Pain medication Home exercise

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary
Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

1

2

7

1

; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; 4/13/17; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; headache, neck pain;
tramadol medication.

1

; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; degeneration of disc; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; ;

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

1. musculoskeletal pain &#x0D; Onset: 7
months ago. Severity level is moderate. It
occurs intermittently and is fluctuating.
Location: bilateral shoulder. The pain radiates
to the right elbow. The pain is aching and
burning. Context: there is no injury.; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or Chronic
neck and/or back pain; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is weakness.; WEAKNESS IN
ARMS,DECREASED MOBILITY,JOINT
TENDERNESS,TINGLING ,PAIN IN ARM WITH
Radiology Services DECREASED ROM; The patient does not have
Denied Not
new signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
Medically
dysfunction.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
Necessary
recent cervical spine fracture.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Abnormal ROM noted, Limited rotation of neck,
Abnormal paraspinous posterior tenderness,
Abnormal back examination, Bilateral thoracic
tenderness, Bilateral lumbosacral tenderness,
Limited flexion lumbosacral spine, abnormal
straight leg raising test, pos; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; Patient needs MRI of C spine,
T spine and L spine due to multilevel disc
degeneration with osteophytes as well as
radiculopathy of lower left ext and upper righ
Radiology Services ext; There has been treatment or conservative
Denied Not
therapy.; ; Robaxin 750mg, Prednisone 10mg
Medically
dose pack, acetaminophen-codeine 300-30mg
Necessary
were prescribed on 4/14/2017

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

abnormal X-ray; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt; Enter date of
Radiology Services initial onset here - or Type In Unknown If No
Denied Not
Info Given &gt;; There has been treatment or
Medically
conservative therapy.; worsening pain with no
improvement; medication
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Based on his symptoms I suspect a possible
herniated disc vs spinal stenosis. Will check an
MRI of his lumbar spine as this is the most
tender area. Precautions and "red flag"
symptoms were discussed which would warrant
urgent/emergent follow up and eva; This study
is being ordered for a neurological disorder.;
Radiology Services 3/15/17; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Pain in Cervical and
Denied Not
Thoracic spine with numbness in both hands.
Medically
Necessary
Radiation down left leg; Robaxin and Norco

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

bulging disc DJD; This study is being ordered for
trauma or injury.; &lt; Enter date of initial onset
here - or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;;
Radiology Services It is not known if there has been any treatment
or conservative therapy.; &lt; Describe primary
Denied Not
Medically
symptoms here - or Type In Unknown If No Info
Given &gt;
Necessary

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

bypass; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
Radiology Services inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
Denied Not
anomaly, or vascular disease.; bypass; It is not
Medically
known if there has been any treatment or
Necessary
conservative therapy.; bypass

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Bypassed clinical information; This is a request
for cervical spine MRI; None of the above; It is
Radiology Services not known if the patient does have new or
Denied Not
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; It is
Medically
not known if the patient has had back pain for
Necessary
over 4 weeks.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

C spine X-ray on his last visit showed mild
multilevel Degenerative disease.; This study is
being ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 6 years ago; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; hx of neck
and back pains. &#x0D; complaining of a lot of
radicular symptoms; tingling, numbness, and
radiating pains down the Right leg and Right
arm.; C spine x-ray last month showed
multilevel degenerative disease. He was started
Radiology Services on Flexeril, Ibuprofen, and Gabapentin last
Denied Not
month. &#x0D; He reports improvements in his
Medically
pain control overall, but is still rating his pain a
Necessary
7/10 today. &#x0D; Radicular symptoms of th

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

chronic neck pain into extremities; This study is
being ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Radiology Services vascular disease.; 02/07/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; shooting
Denied Not
Medically
pain from neck onto l side w/numbing sensation
Necessary
down extremity; meds;

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

chronic pain since 2009; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; &lt; Enter date of initial onset
Radiology Services here - or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;;
Denied Not
There has been treatment or conservative
Medically
therapy.; lumbar and cervical pain; chiropractic
Necessary
treatment, medication

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Evaluation of headaches, radiating from the
base of the skull, up over the neck. Pain is
throbbing and aching, worse with movement of
the head/neck. He has had nausea and
photophobia, associated with headaches.; This
is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Radiology Services Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
Denied Not
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
Medically
symptoms.; The patient has NOT had back pain
Necessary
for over 4 weeks.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Fall 1 year ago, abnormal gait.; This is a request
for cervical spine MRI; Trauma or recent injury;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; Cord contusion at the level of C34.&#x0D; 2 level spinal stenosis, C3-4 and C45.&#x0D; Typical right paracentral disc
Radiology Services protrusion at C7-T1.; The patient does not have
new signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
Denied Not
dysfunction.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
Medically
Necessary
recent cervical spine fracture.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

frequent falling and vertigo. pain in neck.; This
is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; falling and
Radiology Services vertigo. slight anterolisthesis of c2 and c3; The
Denied Not
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
Medically
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; There is not xray evidence of a recent cervical spine fracture.
Necessary

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

Further evaluation; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 5/18/2017; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; Lower
back pain and pain in left lower extremity;
Hydrocodone and Prednisone

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

getting worse the past couple of months and
patients in a lot of pain; This study is being
ordered for a neurological disorder.; 3 years;
There has been treatment or conservative
Radiology Services therapy.; pain in the neck, numbness in both
Denied Not
hands, lower back pain radiating down to leg,;
Medically
patient had PT, injections, and tried
Necessary
medications

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

has chronic neck and low back pain with history
of abnormal MRI; has been on norco without
much relief;; This is a request for cervical spine
MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; It is not known if
there is weakness or reflex abnormality.; The
Radiology Services patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
Denied Not
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; It is not known if
Medically
there is x-ray evidence of a recent cervical spine
Necessary
fracture.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Injury last June when he fell at home. Has been
back and forth from doctor since then with
pain.; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 6/2016; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Muscle
Radiology Services spasms, cramping, back and neck pain continues
Denied Not
after 6 wks of therapy.; PT for 6 weeks, pain
Medically
meds, muscle relaxers, and anti inflammatory
Necessary
meds.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

It is not known if the patient has failed a course
of anti-inflammatory medication or steroids.;
This is a request for cervical spine MRI; It is not
known if there has been a supervised trial of
conservative management for at least six
weeks.; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back pain;
It is not known if the patient demonstrate
neurological deficits.; It is not known if this
Radiology Services patient had a recent course of supervised
Denied Not
physical Therapy.; It is not known if the patient
Medically
had six weeks of Chiropractic care related to this
Necessary
episode.; (will fax)

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

It is not known if the patient has failed a course
of anti-inflammatory medication or steroids.;
This is a request for cervical spine MRI; It is not
known if there has been a supervised trial of
conservative management for at least six
weeks.; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back pain;
It is not known if the patient demonstrate
neurological deficits.; It is not known if this
Radiology Services patient had a recent course of supervised
Denied Not
physical Therapy.; No, the patient did not have
six weeks of Chiropractic care related to this
Medically
Necessary
episode.;

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

It is not known if the patient has failed a course
of anti-inflammatory medication or steroids.;
This is a request for cervical spine MRI; It is not
known if there has been a supervised trial of
conservative management for at least six
weeks.; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back pain;
It is not known if the patient demonstrate
neurological deficits.; No, this patient did not
Radiology Services have a recent course of supervised physical
Denied Not
Therapy.; It is not known if the patient had six
Medically
weeks of Chiropractic care related to this
episode.;
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

It is not known if the patient has failed a course
of anti-inflammatory medication or steroids.;
This is a request for cervical spine MRI; It is not
known if there has been a supervised trial of
conservative management for at least six
weeks.; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back pain;
Yes, the patient demonstrate neurological
deficits.; No, there is not a documented
evidence of extremity weakness on physical
examination.; No, there is no evidence of recent
development of unilateral muscle wasting.; It is
Radiology Services not known if this patient had a recent course of
Denied Not
supervised physical Therapy.; It is not known if
Medically
the patient had six weeks of Chiropractic care
Necessary
related to this episode.; N/A

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

It is not known if the patient has failed a course
of anti-inflammatory medication or steroids.;
This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; It is not known if
the patient demonstrate neurological deficits.;
Radiology Services No, this patient did not have a recent course of
Denied Not
supervised physical Therapy.; It is not known if
Medically
the patient had six weeks of Chiropractic care
related to this episode.;
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

It is not known if the patient has failed a course
of anti-inflammatory medication or steroids.;
This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; It is not known if
the patient demonstrate neurological deficits.;
No, this patient did not have a recent course of
Radiology Services supervised physical Therapy.; No, the patient
Denied Not
did not have six weeks of Chiropractic care
related to this episode.; &lt;Enter Additional
Medically
Necessary
Clinical Information&gt;

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

joint swelling, neck pain and neck stiffness.;
This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; Complains of
neck pain radiating down the left shoulder and
causing numbness down to the elbow in certain
positions for the past month. It feels the best
when he raises his arm above his head. He does
Radiology Services not remember injuring his neck.; The patient
Denied Not
does not have new signs or symptoms of
Medically
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; There is not xNecessary
ray evidence of a recent cervical spine fracture.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

limited ROM; This study is being ordered for
trauma or injury.; last year; It is not known if
there has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; cyst, pain of shoulder and neck

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

low back pain with radiculopathy and
paresthesia, history of l1-l2 bulging l2-l3
protrusion. Neck pain radiating to left arm with
numbness and tingling, grips unequal; This study
is being ordered for something other than:
known trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; unknown; It is not known if
there has been any treatment or conservative
Radiology Services therapy.; low back pain with radiculopathy and
Denied Not
paresthesia, Neck pain radiating to left arm
Medically
with numbness and tingling, grips unequal, cant
grasp things
Necessary

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

N/A; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 12/4/2016; There has
Radiology Services been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Denied Not
Numbness, neck pain, and back pain. Sciatica,
Medically
pain radiates down to both legs.; Physical
Necessary
Therapy, medications, muscle relaxer,

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

N/A; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 12/30/2015; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Numbness
Radiology Services going down both arms and legs, low back pain
and pain between shoulder blades. Pain
Denied Not
Medically
shooting up to head. Paralysis on limbs (legs and
Necessary
arms).; Physical Therapy, and Exercises at home.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

N/A; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Radiology Services or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Denied Not
vascular disease.; Clinicals will be faxed; It is not
Medically
known if there has been any treatment or
Necessary
conservative therapy.; Clinicals will be faxed

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

neck pain with numbness to left arm, xray
cervical spine reveals C4 and C5 DDD with small
spur formation; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; Neurological deficits; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is no weakness or reflex
Radiology Services abnormality.; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
Denied Not
Medically
dysfunction.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
Necessary
recent cervical spine fracture.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Neck pain with radiculopathy. Failed
chiropractic treatment.; This is a request for
cervical spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck
and/or back pain; The patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There
is weakness.; Pt is having pain and weakness
with radiculopathy. Pt has been to a
chiropractor. Pt says his right hand is numb.; It
Radiology Services is not known if the patient has new signs or
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.;
Denied Not
There is not x-ray evidence of a recent cervical
Medically
spine fracture.
Necessary

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

negative EMG for carpal tunnel; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; Neurological
deficits; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; numbness and loss of grip strength
Radiology Services in right hand/arm; The patient does not have
Denied Not
new signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
Medically
dysfunction.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent cervical spine fracture.
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

neurologic deficit and weakness, and pain in
upper ext. Radicular pain and numbness in
lower ext.; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; TIM is a 49 year old
White male. This is a follow-up visit. He
presents with neck pain, left arm pain and finger
numbness. Recommended annual exam &#x0D;
&#x0D; HPI: &#x0D; &#x0D; Follow up of
degenerative disc disease. It began several
weeks ago. It is of severe intens; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
numbness and weakness in both upper
extremities spanning 3 years and is
progressively worse. Stenosis and degenerative
disc disease shown on MRI from 2006 and
worsening in 2015; TIM presents with neck pain.
The location of discomfort is posterior and on
Radiology Services the right side. It radiates to the upper back and
Denied Not
right arm. The pain is characterized as sharp.
Medically
Initial onset was several weeks ago. The
Necessary
precipitating event seems to have be

1

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

2

neuropathy; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 04/03/2017; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; pain,
weakness; pain management, neurology

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

None; This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Acute or Chronic neck and/or back pain; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is reflex
abnormality.; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
Radiology Services dysfunction.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent cervical spine fracture.; Pt has pain
Denied Not
radiating into the left arm Reflex deficit in left
Medically
arm
Necessary

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

None; This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is weakness.; Right upper extremity
Radiology Services weakness in hand grip; The patient does not
Denied Not
have new signs or symptoms of bladder or
Medically
bowel dysfunction.; There is not x-ray evidence
Necessary
of a recent cervical spine fracture.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

none; This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Radiology Services None of the above; It is not known if the patient
Denied Not
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
Medically
symptoms.; It is not known if the patient has
Necessary
had back pain for over 4 weeks.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

None; This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
None of the above; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is no weakness or reflex abnormality.;
Radiology Services The patient does not have new signs or
Denied Not
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.;
Medically
There is not x-ray evidence of a recent cervical
Necessary
spine fracture.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

None; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; Unknown, 4/24/2017
first visit; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Headache made worse
Radiology Services w/ Topamax, severe headache, neck pain, back
Denied Not
pain, radiating down bilat upper extremity,
Medically
tingling in bilat upper extremity; Topamax
Necessary
initiated 4/24/2017, ibuprofen prior

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

None; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 03/16/2017;
Radiology Services There has been treatment or conservative
Denied Not
therapy.; Constant cervical pain hx of neck fx
Medically
lumbar strain getting worse; PT x 2 weeks rx
medication
Necessary

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

None; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 2 weeks ago; It is
Radiology Services not known if there has been any treatment or
Denied Not
conservative therapy.; Pt is having neck pain
Medically
radiating to the r arm . Low back pain that
radiates to the buttocks
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

none; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; 04/25/2017; There has been treatment
Radiology Services or conservative therapy.; lumbar radiculopathy
Denied Not
down leg leg, stiffness, weakness, in upper arms
Medically
and legs; alternating ice and heat, massage,
Necessary
rest, muscle relaxer, and nsaids
Radiology Services
Denied Not
None; This study is being ordered for trauma or
Medically
injury.; 08/15/2016; There has been treatment
Necessary
or conservative therapy.; Headache; Medication

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

nothing is helping w/ the pain; This is a request
for cervical spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck
and/or back pain; The patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There
is weakness.; bilateral
Radiology Services weakness/numbness/swelling in the hands; The
Denied Not
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
Medically
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; There is not xray evidence of a recent cervical spine fracture.
Necessary

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

ongoing for over four weeks; This is a request
for cervical spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck
and/or back pain; The patient does not have
Radiology Services new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
Denied Not
The patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.;
Medically
The patient has not seen the doctor more then
once for these symptoms.
Necessary

1

Disapproval

Disapproval

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Onset: 1 month ago. Duration: 1 Month.
Severity level is moderate-severe. It occurs
constantly and is worsening. Location: right
shoulder. The pain radiates to the Up neck. The
pain is aching, burning and sharp. Context:
there is no injury. The pa; This is a request for
cervical spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck
and/or back pain; The patient does not have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
The patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.;
The patient has seen the doctor more then once
for these symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has not completed 6 weeks of
physical therapy?; The patient has been treated
with medication.; The patient was treated with
Radiology Services oral analgesics.; The patient has not completed
Denied Not
6 weeks or more of Chiropractic care.; The
Medically
physician has not directed a home exercise
program for at least 6 weeks.
Necessary

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Pain radiates down her L side to her hand; This
is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; Weakness in
Radiology Services her L upper extremity; The patient does not
Denied Not
have new signs or symptoms of bladder or
Medically
bowel dysfunction.; There is not x-ray evidence
Necessary
of a recent cervical spine fracture.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

pain with ROM; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; Neurological deficits; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; weakness to
Radiology Services bilateral upper extremities, pain with ROM; The
Denied Not
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; There is not xMedically
Necessary
ray evidence of a recent cervical spine fracture.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient has had chronic neck pain for over a
year. Patient has been on pain meds
hydrocodone for 3months and Mobic for
approximately 6months and pain has not
gotten better.; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back
pain; It is not known if the patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
The patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.;
Radiology Services The patient has seen the doctor more then once
Denied Not
for these symptoms.; The physician has not
Medically
directed conservative treatment for the past 6
Necessary
weeks.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

patient has recently lost some range of motion
in his right shoulder and neck; This is a request
for cervical spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck
and/or back pain; The patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There
Radiology Services is no weakness or reflex abnormality.; The
Denied Not
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
Medically
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; There is not xNecessary
ray evidence of a recent cervical spine fracture.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

PATIENT HAVING CERVICAL PAIN WITH
NUMBNESS, ALSO CHRONIC HEADACHES WITH
DIPLOPIA.; This is a request for cervical spine
Radiology Services MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back pain;
Denied Not
The patient does not have new or changing
Medically
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
Necessary
NOT had back pain for over 4 weeks.

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient having neck and low back pain. Patient
has history of cervical fusion and has been
having some numbness and weakness in her
hands. The neck pain has been progressive and
significant. The pain worsens when stands for
prolonged period of time. Patie; This study is
being ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; Patient having neck and low
back pain. Patient has history of cervical fusion
and has been having some numbness and
weakness in her hands. The neck pain has been
progressive and significant. The pain worsens
when stands for prolonged period of time.
Patie; It is not known if there has been any
treatment or conservative therapy.; Patient
having neck and low back pain. Patient has
history of cervical fusion and has been having
Radiology Services some numbness and weakness in her hands.
Denied Not
The neck pain has been progressive and
Medically
significant. The pain worsens when stands for
Necessary
prolonged period of time. Patie

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

patient is a known smoker w/32 pak per year;
This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 2/1/2017; There has been treatment
Radiology Services or conservative therapy.; cervical spine
Denied Not
numbness, tingling, radicular arm pain in the
Medically
right arm, and worsens with neck chest ct Necessary
cough; physical therapy, medications

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient is having radiculopathy and bilateral
shoulder pain; This is a request for cervical spine
MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; It is not known if
Radiology Services there is weakness or reflex abnormality.; The
Denied Not
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
Medically
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; There is not xray evidence of a recent cervical spine fracture.
Necessary

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient is needing to see a NEUROSURGEON
but needs NEW MRI; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; In 2014 MRI
LUMBAR shows microfractures and pinched
nerves.; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Radicular pain bilateral
Radiology Services buttock and thigh. Worse on Right buttocks. He
is READY to see a surgeon NOW; Patient has
Denied Not
Medically
tried several medications including Tramadol,
Norco and Medrol dose pack
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient needs MRI to rule out brain aneurysm.
Ct of chest due to throwing up blood, and neck
MRI for radiculopathy; This study is being
ordered for trauma or injury.; 11/2016; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
sensitivity to bright light and loud noises,
N&amp;V, right and left occipital pain. &#x0D;
Neck pain, has been present since the last few
Radiology Services years no known injury. States pain radiates from
Denied Not
neck down arms. Epigastric pain needs a CT for
Medically
evaluation of hemoptysis; sumitriptan, motrin,
Necessary
caffeine, topiramate

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient reports midline, posterior, and deep. He
reports gnawing, sharp, frequent, and
worsening. He reports moderate. He reports 3
months. He reports gradual. He reports cannot
identify and atraumatic. He reports nothing
helps. He reports ROM. He reports; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or Chronic
neck and/or back pain; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is no weakness or reflex abnormality.;
Radiology Services The patient does not have new signs or
Denied Not
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.;
Medically
There is not x-ray evidence of a recent cervical
Necessary
spine fracture.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

patient to see neurosurgeon and will need MRI
prior to visit. Pt complaint of dull aching pain
and sharp pain painful on palpation muscle
aches and bone pain; This study is being
ordered for trauma or injury.; Unknown. Patient
complaint of old injury to back. Seeing
Neurologist and needs MRI prior to visit.; It is
not known if there has been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; Patient complaint of old
Radiology Services back injury, low back pain with muscle spasms
Denied Not
mid back pain, neck pain&#x0D; soft tissue
stiffness &#x0D; history of lumbar degeneration
Medically
Necessary
needing MRI for Neurosurgeon
Patient was beating in home in head and neck;
This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Radiology Services vascular disease.; 01/18/17; There has been
Denied Not
treatment or conservative therapy.; Tingling
Medically
from right shoulder to neck; medication
treatment
Necessary
Patients xray are normal need further
evaluation; This study is being ordered for
trauma or injury.; 6/14/2015; There has been
Radiology Services treatment or conservative therapy.; neck pain
Denied Not
bilateral hand numbness and Low back pain
Medically
radicular leg pain; physical therapy, NSAIDs,
Necessary
steroids, muscle relaxers

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

persistent neck pain &#x0D; neurological
deficits&#x0D; weakness of limps; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; Neurological
deficits; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
Radiology Services weakness.; Weakness of the limbs; The patient
does not have new signs or symptoms of
Denied Not
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; There is not xMedically
Necessary
ray evidence of a recent cervical spine fracture.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

physical therapy made pain worse, legs give
away.; This study is being ordered for
Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.; 04/24/2017;
Radiology Services There has been treatment or conservative
Denied Not
therapy.; chronic neck pain, degenerative
Medically
changes at lower cervical spine, chronic lower
Necessary
back pain.; physical therapy

1

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Plain films are within normal limits; This study
is being ordered for something other than:
known trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
Radiology Services infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Denied Not
vascular disease.; December 2015; There has
Medically
been treatment or conservative therapy.; Pain
Necessary
and discomfort; Pain management
Pt had abnormal mammogram.; This is a
Radiology Services request for cervical spine MRI; There is no
Denied Not
evidence of tumor or metastasis on a bone scan
Medically
or x-ray.; Suspected Tumor with or without
Necessary
Metastasis

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Pt has failed conservative therapy; This study is
Radiology Services being ordered for trauma or injury.;
Denied Not
02/09/20417; There has been treatment or
Medically
conservative therapy.; Neck and back pain;
Necessary
Physical therapy, Nsaids, muscle relaxers

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

pt has history of disc degeneration prev mri of c
spine 11-12-2014 with disc protrusions at c4-c5
c6-c7 no cord or signal abnormality seen at that
time. Pt has increased headaches worse at
night.; This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Acute or Chronic neck and/or back pain; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is no weakness or
Radiology Services reflex abnormality.; The patient does not have
Denied Not
new signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
Medically
dysfunction.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent cervical spine fracture.
Necessary

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Pt has tried and failed conservative treatment
of medications and physical therapy; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or Chronic
neck and/or back pain; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is weakness.; weakness in left
Radiology Services shoulder/arm; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
Denied Not
Medically
dysfunction.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
Necessary
recent cervical spine fracture.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

pt needs MRI per MD; This is a request for
cervical spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck
and/or back pain; The patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There
is weakness.; per MD pt has decreased range of
Radiology Services motion with numbness and tingling.; The
Denied Not
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
Medically
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; There is not xNecessary
ray evidence of a recent cervical spine fracture.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Pt needs to be seen by neurosurgeon, but has
to have MRI's before they will see her.; This
study is being ordered for trauma or injury.;
09/20/2016; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Severe Back Pain, back
Radiology Services spasms, back tenderness, neck pain, abnormal xDenied Not
rays showed ddd, medication brings no relief;
Medically
Medications, Alternating Ice/heat, Stretches, @
Home Therapy
Necessary

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

PT states that this is ongoing problem and
provider feels MRI is necessary to see what is
going on.; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 5/1/17; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.;
numbness&#x0D; tingling &#x0D;
Radiology Services headaches&#x0D; severe back pain; Pt has been
on several medications that are not helping and
Denied Not
Medically
having a lot of tingling and numbness in his
Necessary
hands and neck.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

PT times 1 Month no help, Numbness in hand.;
This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; Tenderness,;
Radiology Services The patient does not have new signs or
Denied Not
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.;
There is not x-ray evidence of a recent cervical
Medically
spine fracture.
Necessary

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Pt. is here for a wellness exam for insurance
purposes. She complains&#x0D; of worsening
neck pain radiating into both arms for the past
month. &#x0D; She also has chronic mid-back
pain for which she takes ibuprofen, tramadol
and&#x0D; cyclobenzaprine. She needs a bone ;
This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is no weakness or reflex
Radiology Services abnormality.; The patient does not have new
Denied Not
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
Medically
dysfunction.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent cervical spine fracture.
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Pt. is here for follow-up of neck pain radiating
into both shoulders for nine years and it is
about the same. She had no improvement with
the meloxicam or tramadol. No new symptoms.;
This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is no weakness or reflex
Radiology Services abnormality.; The patient does not have new
Denied Not
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
Medically
Necessary
recent cervical spine fracture.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

R/O herniated disc; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; About
Radiology Services 5 years ago; There has been treatment or
Denied Not
conservative therapy.; Back pain, radiculopathy
Medically
to the lower extremity, and chronic neck pain;
Medications
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiating pain down upper extremities; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or Chronic
neck and/or back pain; The patient does not
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has not
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?; The
patient has been treated with medication.;
other medications as listed.; The patient has not
Radiology Services completed 6 weeks or more of Chiropractic
Denied Not
care.; The physician has not directed a home
Medically
exercise program for at least 6 weeks.;
Necessary
Meloxicam, Tremadol

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

recent lumbar mri on 04/11 having migraine
headaches; This is a request for cervical spine
MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; It is not known if
Radiology Services there is weakness or reflex abnormality.; The
Denied Not
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
Medically
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; There is not xray evidence of a recent cervical spine fracture.
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Right Hand - 2+. Left Hand - 2+. Right Wrist - 2+.
Left Wrist - 2+. Right Elbow - 2+. Left Elbow - 2+.
Right Knee - 2+. Left Knee - 2+. Right Ankle 1+.&#x0D; Reflexes (Dermatomes)&#x0D; 2/2
Normal - Left Tricep (C7-8), Left Brachioradialis
(C5-6), Right Bicep (C5; This study is being
ordered for trauma or injury.; SUMMER 2006;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; PAIN, SWELLING, STIFFNESS, IN NECK
AS WELL AS PAIN, NUMBNESS AND TINGLING IN
Radiology Services ARMS ALL THE WAY TO HANDS.; OTC Denied Not
IBUPROFEN, ALEVE &#x0D; &#x0D; PHYSICAL
Medically
THERAPY - 12 WEEKS WORTH &#x0D; &#x0D;
Necessary
HYDROCODONE FOR PAIN WITHOUT RELIEF.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

RIGHT SIDE SCIATICA; RIGHT LEG PAIN;
RADICULOPATHY; This study is being ordered
Radiology Services for a neurological disorder.; 05/08/2017; There
Denied Not
has not been any treatment or conservative
Medically
therapy.; RIGHT SIDE SCIATICA; RIGHT LEG PAIN;
Necessary
RADICULOPATHY

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

see attached; This is a request for cervical spine
MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; It is not known if
Radiology Services there is weakness or reflex abnormality.; The
Denied Not
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
Medically
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; There is not xNecessary
ray evidence of a recent cervical spine fracture.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

see attached; This is a request for cervical spine
MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; poor grip strength BUE&#x0D; good
Radiology Services muscle tone BUE; The patient does not have
new signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
Denied Not
dysfunction.; It is not known if there is x-ray
Medically
Necessary
evidence of a recent cervical spine fracture.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

see attached; This is a request for cervical spine
MRI; Neurological deficits; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; Bilateral hand
Radiology Services weakness&#x0D; Left worse than right; The
Denied Not
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
Medically
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; There is not xray evidence of a recent cervical spine fracture.
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

severe neck pain.; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back
pain; The patient does not have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; The
patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The
patient has seen the doctor more then once for
these symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has not completed 6 weeks of
physical therapy?; The patient has been treated
with medication.; The patient was treated with
Radiology Services oral analgesics.; The patient has not completed
Denied Not
6 weeks or more of Chiropractic care.; The
Medically
physician has not directed a home exercise
Necessary
program for at least 6 weeks.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

skip; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Radiology Services or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Denied Not
vascular disease.; skip; It is not known if there
Medically
has been any treatment or conservative
Necessary
therapy.; skip

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

States this has been happening off and on for
year, but just started getting worst; This study is
being ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 11-23-2016; There has been
Radiology Services treatment or conservative therapy.;
Radiculopathy into his arms and fingers, having
Denied Not
a weird taste in his mouth, feeling off balance,
Medically
Necessary
neck pain, H/A's, memory loss; Unknown

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The cervical spine showed tenderness on
palpation and showed pain elicited by motion;
This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Radiology Services vascular disease.; 12-16-16; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Throbbing
Denied Not
Medically
pain between base of neck and top of back.;
Physical Therapy, Ibuprofen 800 mg
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient has failed a course of antiinflammatory medication or steroids.; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; It is not known if
there has been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least six weeks.; Acute or
Radiology Services Chronic neck and/or back pain; No, the patient
Denied Not
does not demonstrate neurological deficits.; No,
Medically
this patient did not have a recent course of
Necessary
supervised physical Therapy.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient has failed a course of antiinflammatory medication or steroids.; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; There has been a
supervised trial of conservative management
for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or Chronic neck
Radiology Services and/or back pain; It is not known if the patient
Denied Not
demonstrate neurological deficits.; No, this
Medically
patient did not have a recent course of
supervised physical Therapy.
Necessary

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient has failed a course of antiinflammatory medication or steroids.; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; There has been a
supervised trial of conservative management
for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or Chronic neck
Radiology Services and/or back pain; No, the patient does not
Denied Not
demonstrate neurological deficits.; No, this
Medically
patient did not have a recent course of
supervised physical Therapy.
Necessary

3

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient has failed a course of antiinflammatory medication or steroids.; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; There has been a
supervised trial of conservative management
for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or Chronic neck
and/or back pain; Yes, the patient demonstrate
neurological deficits.; No, there is not a
documented evidence of extremity weakness
Radiology Services on physical examination.; No, there is no
evidence of recent development of unilateral
Denied Not
muscle wasting.; No, this patient did not have a
Medically
Necessary
recent course of supervised physical Therapy.

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient has not failed a course of antiinflammatory medication or steroids.; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; It is not known if
there has been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least six weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; Yes, the patient
demonstrate neurological deficits.; No, there is
not a documented evidence of extremity
weakness on physical examination.; No, there is
no evidence of recent development of unilateral
muscle wasting.; No, this patient did not have a
recent course of supervised physical Therapy.; It
is not known if the patient had six weeks of
Chiropractic care related to this episode.;
Patient with Chronic neck pain. Sometimes has
Radiology Services difficulty turning his head. Has DJD on Cervical
Denied Not
Spine X-Rays. Pain has progressively worsened
Medically
over the past 10 years. He has pain and tingling
in his arms at times.
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient has not failed a course of antiinflammatory medication or steroids.; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; It is not known if
there has been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least six weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; Yes, the patient
demonstrate neurological deficits.; No, there is
not a documented evidence of extremity
weakness on physical examination.; No, there is
no evidence of recent development of unilateral
muscle wasting.; No, this patient did not have a
recent course of supervised physical Therapy.;
No, the patient did not have six weeks of
Chiropractic care related to this episode.; pt
having chronic pain and numbness in both
Radiology Services hands that is waking her up at night. parasthesis
to bil upper extremities with arm held above 90
Denied Not
degrees at head length for greater than 5
Medically
degrees.
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient has not failed a course of antiinflammatory medication or steroids.; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; There has been a
supervised trial of conservative management
for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or Chronic neck
and/or back pain; It is not known if the patient
demonstrate neurological deficits.; No, this
patient did not have a recent course of
supervised physical Therapy.; It is not known if
the patient had six weeks of Chiropractic care
related to this episode.; Neck symptoms
complains of right sided neck pain. She is
Radiology Services receiving treatment from chiropractor but this
Denied Not
does not seem to be helping. States the right
Medically
side of her face is numb and when she smiles
Necessary
the right side drags down.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient has not failed a course of antiinflammatory medication or steroids.; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; There has been a
supervised trial of conservative management
for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or Chronic neck
and/or back pain; No, the patient does not
demonstrate neurological deficits.; No, this
Radiology Services patient did not have a recent course of
Denied Not
supervised physical Therapy.; No, the patient
Medically
did not have six weeks of Chiropractic care
related to this episode.;
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient has not failed a course of antiinflammatory medication or steroids.; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; There has been a
supervised trial of conservative management
for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or Chronic neck
and/or back pain; No, the patient does not
demonstrate neurological deficits.; No, this
patient did not have a recent course of
Radiology Services supervised physical Therapy.; No, the patient
did not have six weeks of Chiropractic care
Denied Not
related to this episode.; &lt;Enter Additional
Medically
Clinical Information&gt;
Necessary

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient has not failed a course of antiinflammatory medication or steroids.; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; There has been a
supervised trial of conservative management
for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or Chronic neck
and/or back pain; No, the patient does not
demonstrate neurological deficits.; No, this
patient did not have a recent course of
supervised physical Therapy.; No, the patient
Radiology Services did not have six weeks of Chiropractic care
Denied Not
related to this episode.; Neck pain that when
Medically
she turns a certain way or the "wrong way", she
Necessary
will black out.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Radiology Services Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
Denied Not
have new or changing neurologic signs or
Medically
symptoms.; The patient does have new signs or
Necessary
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Radiology Services Chronic neck and/or back pain; Yes, the patient
Denied Not
demonstrate neurological deficits.; yes, there is
a documented evidence of extremity weakness
Medically
Necessary
on physical examination.

3

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Neurological deficits; ; No, the patient is not
experiencing or presenting new symptoms of
upper extremity weakness?; No, the patient is
not demonstrating unilateral muscle wasting.;
No, the patient is not experiencing or presenting
new symptoms of Bowel or bladder
dysfunction.; No, the patient is not experiencing
Radiology Services new onset of parathesia diagnosed by a
Denied Not
neurologist; No, the patient is not experiencing
Medically
or presenting x-ray evidence of a recent
Necessary
fracture.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Neurological deficits; Dizzy last night. Head got
heavy and neck got stiff which lasted for a few
hours.; No, the patient is not experiencing or
presenting new symptoms of upper extremity
weakness?; No, the patient is not
demonstrating unilateral muscle wasting.; No,
the patient is not experiencing or presenting
new symptoms of Bowel or bladder
dysfunction.; No, the patient is not experiencing
Radiology Services new onset of parathesia diagnosed by a
Denied Not
neurologist; No, the patient is not experiencing
Medically
or presenting x-ray evidence of a recent
Necessary
fracture.
This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Neurological deficits; patient has ddd c-spine
and muscle spasms; No, the patient is not
experiencing or presenting new symptoms of
upper extremity weakness?; No, the patient is
not demonstrating unilateral muscle wasting.;
No, the patient is not experiencing or presenting
new symptoms of Bowel or bladder
dysfunction.; No, the patient is not experiencing
Radiology Services new onset of parathesia diagnosed by a
Denied Not
neurologist; No, the patient is not experiencing
Medically
or presenting x-ray evidence of a recent
Necessary
fracture.
Radiology Services This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Denied Not
Neurological deficits; Yes, the patient is
Medically
experiencing or presenting new symptoms of
Necessary
upper extremity weakness.

1

1

5

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; None of
the above; &lt;Enter Additional Clinical
Information&gt;; No, the patient is not
experiencing or presenting new symptoms of
upper extremity weakness?; No, the patient is
not demonstrating unilateral muscle wasting.;
No, the patient is not experiencing or presenting
new symptoms of Bowel or bladder
dysfunction.; No, the patient is not experiencing
Radiology Services new onset of parathesia diagnosed by a
Denied Not
neurologist; No, the patient is not experiencing
or presenting x-ray evidence of a recent
Medically
Necessary
fracture.

2

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; None of
the above; ; No, the patient is not experiencing
or presenting new symptoms of upper
extremity weakness?; No, the patient is not
demonstrating unilateral muscle wasting.; No,
the patient is not experiencing or presenting
new symptoms of Bowel or bladder
dysfunction.; No, the patient is not experiencing
Radiology Services new onset of parathesia diagnosed by a
neurologist; No, the patient is not experiencing
Denied Not
Medically
or presenting x-ray evidence of a recent
fracture.
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; None of
the above; radiating neck pain, radiating pain
into bilateral lower extremeties; No, the patient
is not experiencing or presenting new
symptoms of upper extremity weakness?; No,
the patient is not demonstrating unilateral
muscle wasting.; No, the patient is not
experiencing or presenting new symptoms of
Bowel or bladder dysfunction.; No, the patient is
Radiology Services not experiencing new onset of parathesia
Denied Not
diagnosed by a neurologist; No, the patient is
not experiencing or presenting x-ray evidence of
Medically
Necessary
a recent fracture.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; None of
the above; Unknown; No, the patient is not
experiencing or presenting new symptoms of
upper extremity weakness?; No, the patient is
not demonstrating unilateral muscle wasting.;
No, the patient is not experiencing or presenting
new symptoms of Bowel or bladder
dysfunction.; No, the patient is not experiencing
Radiology Services new onset of parathesia diagnosed by a
Denied Not
neurologist; No, the patient is not experiencing
Medically
or presenting x-ray evidence of a recent
fracture.
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Radiology Services Chronic neck and/or back pain; It is not known if
Denied Not
the patient demonstrate neurological deficits.;
Medically
Yes, this patient had a recent course of
Necessary
supervised physical Therapy.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Radiology Services Chronic neck and/or back pain; No, the patient
Denied Not
does not demonstrate neurological deficits.;
Medically
Yes, this patient had a recent course of
Necessary
supervised physical Therapy.

4

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has not been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; It is not known if
the patient demonstrate neurological deficits.;

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has not been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; It is not known if
the patient demonstrate neurological deficits.;
bilateral shoulders, (L) low back, (L) wrist,
Duration: 1 month on shoulder, 2weeks on (L)
Radiology Services back &amp; wrist, Timing: Constant, Intensity:
Denied Not
moderate, Quality: " I am working doing some
carpentary work", Symptom(s) Began:
Medically
Gradually, Symptom(s) progressed: gettin
Necessary

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has not been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; No, the patient
does not demonstrate neurological deficits.;

5

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has not been a supervised trial of conservative
Radiology Services management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Denied Not
Chronic neck and/or back pain; No, the patient
Medically
does not demonstrate neurological deficits.;
Necessary
&lt;Enter Additional Clinical Information&gt;

4

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has not been a supervised trial of conservative
Radiology Services management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Denied Not
Chronic neck and/or back pain; No, the patient
Medically
does not demonstrate neurological deficits.;
Necessary
chronic neck pain

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has not been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; No, the patient
does not demonstrate neurological deficits.;
Concerning neck pain, the location of
discomfort is posterior. There is no radiation.
Radiology Services The pain is characterized as moderate in
intensity, intermittent, and sharp. Initial onset
Denied Not
was 5 months ago. The precipitating event
Medically
Necessary
seems to have been altercation w

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has not been a supervised trial of conservative
Radiology Services management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Denied Not
Chronic neck and/or back pain; No, the patient
Medically
does not demonstrate neurological deficits.;
Necessary
degenerative disc disease

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has not been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; No, the patient
does not demonstrate neurological deficits.;
Radiology Services Enter Additional Clinical Informatio&#x0D;
Denied Not
decreased ROM noted in neck forward and
Medically
flexion and extension and pain with ROM in
neck and forward flexion and extension
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has not been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Radiology Services Chronic neck and/or back pain; No, the patient
Denied Not
does not demonstrate neurological deficits.;
Medically
Neck pain; worse with movement; radiates to
Necessary
left shoulder

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has not been a supervised trial of conservative
Radiology Services management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Denied Not
Chronic neck and/or back pain; No, the patient
Medically
does not demonstrate neurological deficits.;
Necessary
pain limited rang of motion

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has not been a supervised trial of conservative
Radiology Services management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Denied Not
Chronic neck and/or back pain; No, the patient
Medically
does not demonstrate neurological deficits.;
Necessary
Patient has cervical disc degeneration.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has not been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; No, the patient
does not demonstrate neurological deficits.;
Patient has had neck pain for several months
that initially started as sporadic and now has
Radiology Services become constant. It is located on the right side
of her neck and radiates down into right
Denied Not
shoulder. OTC have not helped. She has tried
Medically
Necessary
prescription muscle relaxers

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has not been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; No, the patient
Radiology Services does not demonstrate neurological deficits.;
Denied Not
Patient is currently receiving physical therapy
Medically
treatment along with NSAIDS and muscle
Necessary
relaxers with no relief for approx. 2wks

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has not been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; No, the patient
does not demonstrate neurological deficits.;
Patient is having neck/left arm pain with muscle
spasms. Cervical x-ray showed cervical
Radiology Services spondylosis and degenerative disc disease with
bone spur to c5-6 thru c7-t1. She has been on
Denied Not
NSAIDs, using heating pad and doing home PT
Medically
Necessary
exercises since 04-25-2017

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has not been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; No, the patient
does not demonstrate neurological deficits.;
right side of neck, Duration: "Started hurting
Friday" 05/05/2017, Timing: "comes and goes",
Radiology Services Intensity: 3 on a scale of 10, Quality: aching,
Denied Not
Symptom(s) Began: gradually, Symptom(s)
Medically
progressed: it has improved during the day, at
night it is worse, Context:
Necessary

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has not been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Radiology Services Chronic neck and/or back pain; No, the patient
Denied Not
does not demonstrate neurological deficits.;
Medically
SENSATION OF SWELLING IN ARM, HAS TAKEN
Necessary
PAIN MEDS AND MUSCLE RELAXERS

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has not been a supervised trial of conservative
Radiology Services management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Denied Not
Chronic neck and/or back pain; No, the patient
Medically
does not demonstrate neurological deficits.;
Necessary
shooting pain

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has not been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Radiology Services Chronic neck and/or back pain; No, the patient
Denied Not
does not demonstrate neurological deficits.;
Medically
shoulder pain, numbness , tingling , limited
Necessary
range of motion

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has not been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; Yes, the patient
demonstrate neurological deficits.; No, there is
Radiology Services not a documented evidence of extremity
Denied Not
weakness on physical examination.; No, there is
Medically
no evidence of recent development of unilateral
muscle wasting.;
Necessary

3

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has not been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; Yes, the patient
demonstrate neurological deficits.; No, there is
not a documented evidence of extremity
Radiology Services weakness on physical examination.; No, there is
Denied Not
no evidence of recent development of unilateral
Medically
muscle wasting.; &lt;Enter Additional Clinical
Necessary
Information&gt;

3

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has not been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; Yes, the patient
demonstrate neurological deficits.; No, there is
not a documented evidence of extremity
weakness on physical examination.; No, there is
no evidence of recent development of unilateral
muscle wasting.; Location of pain is upper
back.The patient describes the pain as an ache,
discomforting, numbness and shooting.
Radiology Services Symptoms are aggravated by daily
activities.&#x0D; Has history of 2 herniated disc
Denied Not
in her lower back from old injury and MVA. Has
Medically
been doing a lot
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has not been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; Yes, the patient
demonstrate neurological deficits.; No, there is
not a documented evidence of extremity
weakness on physical examination.; No, there is
no evidence of recent development of unilateral
muscle wasting.; MRI. He has a pinched nerve
and it it causing him a lot of pain.&#x0D;
Radiology Services &#x0D; DDD (degenerative disc disease),
Denied Not
cervical&#x0D; Plan to treat acute pain for now.
Medically
We will order an MRI, he has obvious cervical
Necessary
radiculopathy

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has not been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; Yes, the patient
demonstrate neurological deficits.; No, there is
not a documented evidence of extremity
weakness on physical examination.; No, there is
no evidence of recent development of unilateral
muscle wasting.; Patient complains of pulled
Radiology Services muscle. some pain and swelling noted in the
Denied Not
right scapula area on exam. Patient is taking
Medically
pain meds, muscle relaxers, and anti
inflammatory meds with little relief
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has not been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; Yes, the patient
demonstrate neurological deficits.; No, there is
not a documented evidence of extremity
Radiology Services weakness on physical examination.; No, there is
Denied Not
no evidence of recent development of unilateral
Medically
muscle wasting.; PATIENT TRIED PHYSICAL
Necessary
THERAPY BUT COULDNT

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has not been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; Yes, the patient
demonstrate neurological deficits.; No, there is
not a documented evidence of extremity
Radiology Services weakness on physical examination.; No, there is
Denied Not
no evidence of recent development of unilateral
Medically
muscle wasting.; Pt has chronic and continued
Necessary
neck pain with right arm numbness and tingling.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has not been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; Yes, the patient
demonstrate neurological deficits.; No, there is
not a documented evidence of extremity
Radiology Services weakness on physical examination.; No, there is
Denied Not
no evidence of recent development of unilateral
muscle wasting.; right side cervical spine pain.
Medically
Necessary
spasms while examining. pain into the right arm

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Trauma
or recent injury; Neck Pain after altercation
where patients head was slammed into
concrete.; No, the patient does not have new
or changing neurological signs or symptoms.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Trauma
Radiology Services or recent injury; neck pain with decreased ROM
Denied Not
after blunt force impact to top of head; No, the
Medically
patient does not have new or changing
Necessary
neurological signs or symptoms.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Trauma
or recent injury; Palpation: pain elicited over the
cervical right paraspinal muscles; &#x0D;
Neurovascular: sensory deficit noted in the right
C8 dermatomal distribution; &#x0D; Range of
Motion: limited active ROM with extension and
Radiology Services flexion; &#x0D; &#x0D; X-RAY
Denied Not
INTERPRETATION: ORTHOPEDIC X-R; No, the
Medically
patient does not have new or changing
Necessary
neurological signs or symptoms.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Trauma
or recent injury; The patient does not have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; The
patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The
patient has seen the doctor more then once for
Radiology Services these symptoms.; The physician has directed
Denied Not
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
Medically
The patient has completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?
Necessary

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknow; This is a request for cervical spine
MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is no
Radiology Services weakness or reflex abnormality.; The patient
Denied Not
does not have new signs or symptoms of
Medically
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; There is not xNecessary
ray evidence of a recent cervical spine fracture.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Unknown.; This is a request for cervical spine
MRI; Neurological deficits; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; Weakness in
Radiology Services upper extremities from neck; The patient does
Denied Not
not have new signs or symptoms of bladder or
bowel dysfunction.; There is not x-ray evidence
Medically
Necessary
of a recent cervical spine fracture.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

UNKNOWN; This is a request for cervical spine
MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back pain; It
is not known if the patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; The
patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The
patient has seen the doctor more then once for
these symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has not completed 6 weeks of
physical therapy?; The patient has been treated
with medication.; The patient was treated with
oral analgesics.; The patient has not completed
6 weeks or more of Chiropractic care.; The
Radiology Services physician has directed a home exercise program
Denied Not
for at least 6 weeks.; The home treatment did
Medically
include exercise, prescription medication and
follow-up office visits.; 04/2017 TILL PERSENT
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Unknown; This is a request for cervical spine
MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; Pt has weakness in arms and neck;
Radiology Services The patient does not have new signs or
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.;
Denied Not
There is not x-ray evidence of a recent cervical
Medically
Necessary
spine fracture.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; This is a request for cervical spine
MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
Radiology Services weakness.; right hand weakness; The patient
Denied Not
does not have new signs or symptoms of
Medically
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; There is not xNecessary
ray evidence of a recent cervical spine fracture.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Unknown; This is a request for cervical spine
MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; Weakness in the R shoulder, R arm
Radiology Services and R flank; The patient does not have new
Denied Not
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
Medically
dysfunction.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent cervical spine fracture.
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; This is a request for cervical spine
Radiology Services MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back pain;
Denied Not
The patient does not have new or changing
Medically
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
Necessary
NOT had back pain for over 4 weeks.

2

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; This is a request for cervical spine
MRI; Neurological deficits; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; Could not
Radiology Services squeeze very hard for left arm; The patient does
Denied Not
not have new signs or symptoms of bladder or
Medically
bowel dysfunction.; There is not x-ray evidence
Necessary
of a recent cervical spine fracture.

1

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; This is a request for cervical spine
MRI; Trauma or recent injury; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; It is not known if there is weakness
Radiology Services or reflex abnormality.; The patient does not
Denied Not
have new signs or symptoms of bladder or
Medically
bowel dysfunction.; It is not known if there is xNecessary
ray evidence of a recent cervical spine fracture.
unknown; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; approximately January
16,2017; There has been treatment or
Radiology Services conservative therapy.; Pt has back pain. Xrays
Denied Not
shows DDD, osteophytes and scoliosis in
Medically
thoracic region.; PT has attended physical
Necessary
therapy.

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

UNKNOWN; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; SEVERAL YEARS AGO;
There has been treatment or conservative
Radiology Services therapy.; COMPLETE BACK PAIN RADIATING
Denied Not
DOWN BOTH ARMS AND LEGS, LEGS ARE
Medically
WEAK, NUMBNESS AND TINGLING; PHYSICAL
THERAPY
Necessary

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
Radiology Services anomaly, or vascular disease.; 04/21/2017;
Denied Not
There has been treatment or conservative
Medically
therapy.; patient is having pain; patient has had
Necessary
physical therapy

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
Radiology Services inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
Denied Not
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 2/13/2015; There
Medically
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Necessary
back pain; Medications

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 3/7/2017; There
Radiology Services has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Denied Not
cervical spine pain, tenderness, pain, spasms;
Medically
steroid dose pack, Naproxen(prescription
Necessary
strength)

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; Chronic neck and
Radiology Services back pain, prior abnormal MRIs over a year ago,
referring to Orthopedics for surgery evaluation.
Denied Not
See clinicals; It is not known if there has been
Medically
Necessary
any treatment or conservative therapy.; Pain
Was in a car accident; This study is being
Radiology Services ordered for trauma or injury.; 06/05/2017;
Denied Not
There has not been any treatment or
Medically
conservative therapy.; Numbness, loss of
Necessary
bladder function, low back pain,

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

weakness in left arm with radiating pain; This is
a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
Radiology Services symptoms.; There is weakness.; ; The patient
Denied Not
does not have new signs or symptoms of
Medically
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; There is not xray evidence of a recent cervical spine fracture.
Necessary

Disapproval

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Will AFx clinical; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back
pain; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; Pt is having numbness. decreased
Radiology Services ROM and reflexes; The patient does not have
new signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
Denied Not
dysfunction.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
Medically
Necessary
recent cervical spine fracture.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Xray May 10th - Located in cervical spine.; This
is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
Radiology Services over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
Denied Not
more then once for these symptoms.; The
Medically
physician has not directed conservative
treatment for the past 6 weeks.
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

X-Ray of C-spine and T- Spine show
Degenerative change .; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; It is above my previous
Fusion, which I think is C5, 6, and 7.", Duration:
1 month, Timing: Constant, Intensity: Varies,
Quality: Burning, sharp, constant, Symptom(s)
Began: Spontaneous, Symptom(s) progressed:
getting worse, Context: Constant&#x0D;
Modifying F; There has not been any treatment
or conservative therapy.; It is above my
previous Fusion, which I think is C5, 6, and 7.",
Duration: 1 month, Timing: Constant, Intensity:
Radiology Services Varies, Quality: Burning, sharp, constant,
Denied Not
Symptom(s) Began: Spontaneous, Symptom(s)
Medically
progressed: getting worse, Context:
Necessary
Constant&#x0D; Modifying F

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

There are no documented clinical findings of
immune system suppression.; This is a request
for a thoracic spine MRI.; The patient is not
experiencing back pain associated with
abdominal pain.; The caller indicated the the
study was not ordered for: Chronic Back pain,
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services Trauma, Known or suspected tumor with or
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
without metastasis, Follow up to or PreUPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
operative evalution, or Neurological deficits.";
CONTRAST
Necessary
&lt;Enter Additional Clinical Information&gt;

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
thoracic spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; WEAK &amp; TINGLING IN LEFT
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services ARM; The patient does not have new signs or
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
patient does not have a new foot drop.; There is
CONTRAST
Necessary
recent evidence of a thoracic spine fracture.

1

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services for a neurological disorder.; &lt; Enter date of
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
initial onset here - or Type In Unknown If No
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
Info Given &gt;; There has been treatment or
CONTRAST
Necessary
conservative therapy.; BACK PAIN; X-RAY / PT

1

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services for a neurological disorder.; 06/15/2016; There
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
chronic back pain radiating down back; PT, oral
CONTRAST
Necessary
meds

1

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services for a neurological disorder.; 10/2016; There has
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
LOWER BP RADIATING PAIN TO LOWER LEGS BIL
CONTRAST
Necessary
WEAKNESS NUMBNESS; PT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; It is not known
SPINE CHEST SPINE
if there has been any treatment or conservative
Denied Not
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
therapy.; &lt; Describe primary symptoms here CONTRAST
Necessary
or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

2

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; (will
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services fax); It is not known if there has been any
treatment or conservative therapy.; &lt;
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
Describe primary symptoms here - or Type In
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;
CONTRAST
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; ; There
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
Chronic neck pain and can only sleep 1-2 hrs. at
CONTRAST
Necessary
night.; Home exercises and seeing a doctor.

1

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
03/14/17; There has been treatment or
CONTRAST
Necessary
conservative therapy.; severe back pain; no

1

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services 10/17/2016; There has been treatment or
SPINE CHEST SPINE
conservative therapy.; thoracic and lumbar
Denied Not
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
spine pain, and patient is having radiation;
CONTRAST
Necessary
medications,

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services 11/9/16; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; hurts when she lays on
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
back, numbness in hands when she wake up;
medication
CONTRAST
Necessary

1

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; 20
years ago; There has been treatment or
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services conservative therapy.; pain, spinal pain radiates
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
to the ribs. low back pain that radiates to right
extremity.; physical therapy for 3 months. over
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
the counter and prescription pain me
CONTRAST
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; 2016
Nov or Dec; There has been treatment or
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
conservative therapy.; back pain , spasms ,
CONTRAST
Necessary
weakness; inections and meds

1

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
3/2/2017; There has been treatment or
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
conservative therapy.; Tingling in the right
CONTRAST
upper extremity, numbness, pain; Inseds
Necessary

1

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
5/25/17; There has been treatment or
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
conservative therapy.; pain, scolosis, cramps,
CONTRAST
Necessary
joint pain, pain down to back; medication

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; a
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
month ago; There has not been any treatment
CONTRAST
Necessary
or conservative therapy.; pain

1

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; Back
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
in the 1990's no date given; There has been
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
treatment or conservative therapy.; back pain;
CONTRAST
Medications
Necessary

1

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
for trauma or injury.; 06/14/17; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
CONTRAST
Necessary
back pain and headaches, cant move neck

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

(will fax); This is a request for a thoracic spine
MRI.; Neurological deficits; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; It is not known if there is weakness
or reflex abnormality.; It is not known if the
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services patient has new signs or symptoms of bladder
or bowel dysfunction.; It is not known if the
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
patient has a new foot drop.; There is recent
CONTRAST
Necessary
evidence of a thoracic spine fracture.

; This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has not
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?; The
patient has been treated with medication.;
other medications as listed.; The patient has not
completed 6 weeks or more of Chiropractic
care.; The physician has not directed a home
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services exercise program for at least 6 weeks.;
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
Meloxicam 7.5mg &#x0D; Diclofenac 50mg
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
&#x0D; Steroid Dose pak &#x0D;
CONTRAST
Necessary
Cyclobenzaprine 10mg
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
; This study is being ordered for a neurological
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
disorder.; ; It is not known if there has been any
CONTRAST
Necessary
treatment or conservative therapy.;

1

1

2

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

; This study is being ordered for Congenital
Anomaly.; 3/30/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; joint pain ,
head neck pain; nsaids

1

Disapproval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

; This study is being ordered for Inflammatory/
Infectious Disease.; 03/2012; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; STIFFNESS;
PAIN MEDICATION&#x0D; STERIOD INJ&#x0D;
PREVIOUS SURGERY

1

Disapproval

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
vascular disease.; ; It is not known if there has
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
CONTRAST
Necessary
chronic low back pain

1

Disapproval

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
vascular disease.; ; There has been treatment or
CONTRAST
Necessary
conservative therapy.; ;

2

Disapproval

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
vascular disease.; ; There has been treatment or
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
conservative therapy.; ; Ibuprofen, Skelaxin,
CONTRAST
Necessary
Prednisone

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services vascular disease.; 04/24/2017; There has been
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
treatment or conservative therapy.; Numbness
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
and pain in lower extremity; Steroid pack and
CONTRAST
Necessary
Muscle relaxer w/ no improvement

1

Disapproval

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services vascular disease.; 6 months; There has been
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
treatment or conservative therapy.; sharp pain,
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
spasms, tingling in legs, dull sharp ache;
CONTRAST
Necessary
medication therapy

1

Disapproval

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; s/p surgery of cspine, has
significan neck pain with radiation following
surgery. New onset thoracic radiculopathy to
left flank with numbness, hx of pituitary
schwannoma.; There has been treatment or
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services conservative therapy.; Cervical radiculopathy
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
and new onset thoracic radiculopathy to left
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
flank with numbness.; Robaxin and tizanidine,
CONTRAST
Necessary
home exercise program.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST
72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

Disapproval

Abnormal ROM noted, Limited rotation of neck,
Abnormal paraspinous posterior tenderness,
Abnormal back examination, Bilateral thoracic
tenderness, Bilateral lumbosacral tenderness,
Limited flexion lumbosacral spine, abnormal
straight leg raising test, pos; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; Patient needs MRI of C spine,
T spine and L spine due to multilevel disc
degeneration with osteophytes as well as
radiculopathy of lower left ext and upper righ
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services ext; There has been treatment or conservative
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
therapy.; ; Robaxin 750mg, Prednisone 10mg
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
dose pack, acetaminophen-codeine 300-30mg
CONTRAST
Necessary
were prescribed on 4/14/2017

Disapproval

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary
Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; ; It is not known if there has been any
treatment or conservative therapy.;
; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ;

1

12

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

abnormal x-ray requires further imaging; This
study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; &lt; Enter date of initial onset
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services here - or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;;
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
There has been treatment or conservative
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
therapy.; low back pain with radiculopathy;
CONTRAST
Necessary
medications

1

Disapproval

All other treatment, studies have been
inconclusive; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 20 years ago; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; Pain
in upper, mid, and lower back, tenderness,
radiation of pain and numbness to upper
extremities, decreased range of motion; Pt has
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services tried physical therapy, nsaids, medications for
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
fibromyalgia without relief. Referral to
rheumatologist, plain film xrays have been
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
inconclusive.
CONTRAST
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Based on his symptoms I suspect a possible
herniated disc vs spinal stenosis. Will check an
MRI of his lumbar spine as this is the most
tender area. Precautions and "red flag"
symptoms were discussed which would warrant
urgent/emergent follow up and eva; This study
is being ordered for a neurological disorder.;
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services 3/15/17; There has been treatment or
SPINE CHEST SPINE
conservative therapy.; Pain in Cervical and
Denied Not
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
Thoracic spine with numbness in both hands.
CONTRAST
Necessary
Radiation down left leg; Robaxin and Norco

1

Disapproval

chronic neck pain into extremities; This study is
being ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services vascular disease.; 02/07/2017; There has been
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
treatment or conservative therapy.; shooting
pain from neck onto l side w/numbing sensation
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
CONTRAST
Necessary
down extremity; meds;

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

family history of arthritis; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; unknown; There has not been
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services any treatment or conservative therapy.; pain in
lumbar and thoracic region of back radiating to
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
both legs, pain in cervical neck region radiating
to both shoulders
CONTRAST
Necessary

1

Disapproval

His back pain has continued to get worse. He is
having muscle spasms a lot more often, even
though he is taking his meds as prescribed.; This
study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 03/14/17; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Low and
mid back pain with spasms.&#x0D; Radiating
pain&#x0D; Trouble sleeping /working due to
pain&#x0D; His back pain has continued to get
worse. He is having muscle spasms a lot more
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services often, even though he is taking his meds as
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
prescribed.; Robaxin&#x0D;
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
Hydrocodone&#x0D; Prednisone&#x0D; Home
CONTRAST
Necessary
exercises&#x0D; Patient has also had ER visit

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

It is not known if the patient has any
neurological deficits.; This is a request for a
thoracic spine MRI.; The study is being ordered
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services due to chronic back pain or suspected
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
degenerative disease.; Caller does not know
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
whether the patient is experiencing sensory
CONTRAST
Necessary
abnormalities such as numbness or tingling.;

1

Disapproval

It is not known if the patient has any
neurological deficits.; This is a request for a
thoracic spine MRI.; The study is being ordered
due to chronic back pain or suspected
degenerative disease.; Caller does not know
whether the patient is experiencing sensory
abnormalities such as numbness or tingling.;
Musculoskeletal:: Joints, Bones, and Muscles:
tenderness (tenderness with palpation of the
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services mid thoracic spine and left paraspinal muscles.
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
No obvious deformity. SEVERE Pain with
extension of thoracic spine. HAS TAKEN MUSCLE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
RELAXERS WO RELIEF. XRAYS NEGAT
CONTRAST
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

It is not known if there are documented
findings of immune system suppression.; This is
a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; It is not
known if the patient is experiencing back pain
associated with abdominal pain.; The caller
indicated the the study was not ordered for:
Chronic Back pain, Trauma, Known or suspected
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services tumor with or without metastasis, Follow up to
or Pre-operative evalution, or Neurological
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
deficits."; &lt;Enter Additional Clinical
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
CONTRAST
Necessary
Information&gt;

1

Disapproval

It is not known if there are documented
findings of immune system suppression.; This is
a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The patient
is not experiencing back pain associated with
abdominal pain.; The caller indicated the the
study was not ordered for: Chronic Back pain,
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services Trauma, Known or suspected tumor with or
without metastasis, Follow up to or PreSPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
operative evalution, or Neurological deficits.";
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
limited ROM (thor spine)
CONTRAST
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

MRI is being requested to r/o serious injuries.;
This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; Unknown; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; C/O pain in
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services lower back and hip area upon sitting or standing
for long periods of time; Patient takes oral pain
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
medication for relief of pain with minimal
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
CONTRAST
Necessary
results.

1

Disapproval

N/A; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 11/15/2016; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services Bilateral leg pain, low back pain, numbess and
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
burning in left upper quadrant, neck pain, and
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
bilateral arm pain.; Insets, medication, and
CONTRAST
Necessary
physical therapy.

1

Disapproval

N/A; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 12/30/2015; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Numbness
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services going down both arms and legs, low back pain
SPINE CHEST SPINE
and pain between shoulder blades. Pain
Denied Not
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
shooting up to head. Paralysis on limbs (legs and
CONTRAST
Necessary
arms).; Physical Therapy, and Exercises at home.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

N/A; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
vascular disease.; Clinicals will be faxed; It is not
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
known if there has been any treatment or
CONTRAST
Necessary
conservative therapy.; Clinicals will be faxed

1

Disapproval

None.; This is a request for a thoracic spine
MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; Bilateral LE's;
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services The patient does not have new signs or
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
patient does not have a new foot drop.; There is
CONTRAST
recent evidence of a thoracic spine fracture.
Necessary

1

Disapproval

None; This study is being ordered for trauma or
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services injury.; 04/04/2017; There has been treatment
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
or conservative therapy.; Pain in thoracic and
lumbar spine and radiating down left leg.; PT
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
CONTRAST
Necessary
and medication

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Pain in right shoulder and back.; This study is
being ordered for trauma or injury.; 3/9/2017;
There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; Right shoulder pain
which seems to be getting worse. Joint has
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services started to pop and crack with certain types of
motion, and pain is getting worse with certain
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
positions that shoulder is in. Of note should will
CONTRAST
Necessary
often swell and feel puffy after certain types

1

Disapproval

Patient complains of back pain. Has a history of
a slipped disc. She could barely get dressed on
this day due to the pain. Pain is in the low back.
This pain started as a child. She injured it while
jumping rope and heard a
&amp;quot;snap&amp;quot;. Has bothered ;
This study is being ordered for trauma or injury.;
Unknown- happened as a child.; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Ongoing
pain and tenderness at the junction of the
lumbar and thoracic spine.; Patient has done
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services physical therapy, which has not relieved
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
symptoms. Patient has tried multiple drug
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
therapies such as naproxen, flexiril, norco,
CONTRAST
Necessary
meloxicam, robaxin, tramadol, and prednisone.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

patient has degenerative disc disease in
thorasic spine region; This is a request for a
thoracic spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; patient has weakness in upper
extremities.; The patient does not have new
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
foot drop.; There is recent evidence of a
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
CONTRAST
Necessary
thoracic spine fracture.

1

Disapproval

patient is complaining of chronic mid back pain
with numbness and tingling of the left leg. Three
toes are completely numb according to patient;
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; Acute
or Chronic back pain; The patient does not have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
The patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.;
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services The patient has seen the doctor more then once
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
for these symptoms.; The physician has not
directed conservative treatment for the past 6
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
CONTRAST
Necessary
weeks.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Patient notes lower thoracic tenderness with
radiation around into the chest wall as well as
lower back symptoms.; This study is being
ordered for a neurological disorder.; Patient's
symptoms started around October 2016.; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services Low back pain that she rates a 10 out of 10. Has
pain in the mid thoracic area as well as the
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
lower lumbar area.; Patient takes Gabapentin
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
and Tramadol daily as needed.
CONTRAST
Necessary

1

Disapproval

PATIENT PRESENTS TO CLINIC WITH RIGHT SIDE
THORACIC BACK PAIN FOR MORE THAN 2
YEARS. SHE HAS HAD HER GALLBLADDER OUT
AND PELVIC LAPAROSCOPY WITH NO PAIN
RELIEF.; This is a request for a thoracic spine
MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; It is not
known if the patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
seen the doctor more then once for these
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
symptoms.; The physician has not directed
CONTRAST
Necessary
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Patient reports pain radiating to the buttocks
but reports cervical, thoracic, and lumbar pain.
She reports weak limbs, numbness of the
legs/feet, and tingling. She reports previous
injury to back region: ___ months ago. She
reports intermittent. She repo; This study is
being ordered for trauma or injury.; 07/2014
but more recently 04/13/17; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; -weak
limbs; numbness of the legs/feet;
tingling&#x0D; -previous injury to back
region&#x0D; -pain radiating to the
buttocks&#x0D; enderness on palpation,
spasms&#x0D; -tenderness of the paraspinal
region at L 1; Zanaflex &#x0D; Cyclobenzaprine
&#x0D; Diclofenac Sodium &#x0D; xray
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services 07/21/14 showed mild lower lumbar
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
spondylosis&#x0D; Pt had Physical Therapy
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
Spinal eval in 07/03/16&#x0D; CT Thoracic
CONTRAST
Necessary
Spine on 06/08/16 showed arthritic changes

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Pt has been c/o severe back pain on one side
for weeks, it followed a dermatome pattern, but
did not respond to valsartan. Here for eval of b
aCK PAIN. Hydrocodone not working for pain.;
This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 03/09/2017 office visit; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Pain is all on R side from mid thoracic area
down into R LS area, hycrocodone not working,
sleeping in recliner, unable to do work around
house due to pain. Pain radiates all around R
side and under ribs.Still having pain that she
rates ":10" on 0-10 scal; 3/9/17 patient was
started on Lortab, Aleve and Gabapentin,
rest.The only way to get relief is pressure on the
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services entire area." "I've taken extra str tylenol,
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
ibuprofen, hydrocodone 5 and 7.5, hot showers,
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
laid in Jacuzzi, Ice pack helped for a few minutes
CONTRAST
Necessary
a

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

pt has history of surgery to lumbar spine.; This
study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services vascular disease.; unknown; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; chronic
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
back pain.; pt has been taking Tylenol-Codeine
CONTRAST
Necessary
#3 300-30mg take 1 tablet BID PRN

1

Disapproval

R/O compression fracture; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services vascular disease.; 04/30/2017; There has been
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
treatment or conservative therapy.; Acute pain
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
in thoracic and lumbar spine; Medications,
CONTRAST
home exercise
Necessary

1

Disapproval

radiculopathy in arm; This is a request for a
thoracic spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is no
weakness or reflex abnormality.; The patient
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services does not have new signs or symptoms of
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
not have a new foot drop.; There is recent
CONTRAST
evidence of a thoracic spine fracture.
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Right Hand - 2+. Left Hand - 2+. Right Wrist - 2+.
Left Wrist - 2+. Right Elbow - 2+. Left Elbow - 2+.
Right Knee - 2+. Left Knee - 2+. Right Ankle 1+.&#x0D; Reflexes (Dermatomes)&#x0D; 2/2
Normal - Left Tricep (C7-8), Left Brachioradialis
(C5-6), Right Bicep (C5; This study is being
ordered for trauma or injury.; SUMMER 2006;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; PAIN, SWELLING, STIFFNESS, IN NECK
AS WELL AS PAIN, NUMBNESS AND TINGLING IN
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services ARMS ALL THE WAY TO HANDS.; OTC SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
IBUPROFEN, ALEVE &#x0D; &#x0D; PHYSICAL
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
THERAPY - 12 WEEKS WORTH &#x0D; &#x0D;
CONTRAST
Necessary
HYDROCODONE FOR PAIN WITHOUT RELIEF.

1

Disapproval

Tenderness on palpation of the back and
muscle spasm of the back.; This is a request for
a thoracic spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back
pain; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is no
weakness or reflex abnormality.; The patient
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
not have a new foot drop.; There is recent
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
evidence of a thoracic spine fracture.
CONTRAST
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
The patient has not failed a course of antiinflammatory medication or steroids.; This is a
request for a thoracic spine MRI.; There has not
been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; The study is
being ordered due to trauma or acute injury
within 72 hours.; The patient is experiencing
sensory abnormalities such as numbness or
tingling.; Pain and spasm down legs.; The
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services patient is not experiencing or presenting
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
symptoms of abnormal gait, lower extremity
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
weakness, asymmetric reflexes, fracture,
CONTRAST
Necessary
radiculopathy or bowel or bladder dysfunction.

1

Disapproval

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to chronic back pain
or suspected degenerative disease.; &lt;Enter
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services Additional Clinical Information&gt;; The patient
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
is experiencing or presenting symptoms of
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
lower extremity weakness documented on
CONTRAST
Necessary
physical exam.

3

Disapproval

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to chronic back pain
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services or suspected degenerative disease.; ; The
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
patient is experiencing or presenting symptoms
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
of lower extremity weakness documented on
CONTRAST
Necessary
physical exam.

3

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to chronic back pain
or suspected degenerative disease.; Caller does
not know whether the patient is experiencing
sensory abnormalities such as numbness or
tingling.; Pt has had intermittent back pain since
2009. She has done back exercises, anitinflammatories, muscle relaxers. The pain will
improve and then return. Her most recent
episode began 1 month ago. Pain is usually in
lumbar area. It is hurting in her lumbar ; The
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services patient is not experiencing or presenting
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
symptoms of abnormal gait, lower extremity
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
weakness, asymmetric reflexes, fracture,
CONTRAST
Necessary
radiculopathy or bowel or bladder dysfunction.

1

Disapproval

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to chronic back pain
or suspected degenerative disease.; En29 year
old male presents with c/o Follow up for
chronic back pain. &#x0D;
The condition
has progressed over the past 4 months, pt
describes his pain as 4/10. States that the only
new activity he has done recently has been
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services hiking, denies any inj; The patient is
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
experiencing or presenting symptoms of lower
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
extremity weakness documented on physical
CONTRAST
Necessary
exam.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to chronic back pain
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services or suspected degenerative disease.; FAX; The
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
patient is experiencing or presenting symptoms
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
of lower extremity weakness documented on
CONTRAST
Necessary
physical exam.

1

Disapproval

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to chronic back pain
or suspected degenerative disease.; Medication
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services and has had physical therapy with out any
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
improvement; The patient is experiencing or
presenting symptoms of lower extremity
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
CONTRAST
Necessary
weakness documented on physical exam.

1

Disapproval

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to chronic back pain
or suspected degenerative disease.; Patient has
tried treating conservatively. We have tried
Physical therapy, Over the counter medicines
such as Ibuprofen and Aspirin. He has also tried
Flexril and Meloxicam with no relief. Patient has
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services tried steriod injection in back, with little relief.
SPINE CHEST SPINE
X; The patient is experiencing or presenting
Denied Not
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
symptoms of lower extremity weakness
CONTRAST
Necessary
documented on physical exam.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to chronic back pain
or suspected degenerative disease.; Positive for
paresthesia ( R flank ). Positive for back pain and
limb pain&#x0D; &#x0D; Patient complains of
thoracic neuropathy. The location is primarily in
the right, mid thoracic spine. This is a chronic,
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services but intermittent problem with an acute
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
exacerbation. S; The patient is experiencing or
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
presenting symptoms of lower extremity
CONTRAST
Necessary
weakness documented on physical exam.

1

Disapproval

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to chronic back pain
or suspected degenerative disease.; Pt
presented to clinic with c/o back pain radiating
down both legs, stooping over like an old lady,
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services can't get comfortable laying or setting.; The
SPINE CHEST SPINE
patient is experiencing or presenting symptoms
Denied Not
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
of lower extremity weakness documented on
CONTRAST
physical exam.
Necessary

1

Disapproval

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services study is being ordered due to chronic back pain
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
or suspected degenerative disease.; The patient
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
is experiencing or presenting symptoms of
CONTRAST
Necessary
abnormal gait.

4

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services study is being ordered due to chronic back pain
Denied Not
or suspected degenerative disease.; The patient
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
is experiencing or presenting symptoms of
CONTRAST
Necessary
bowel or bladder dysfunction.

1

Disapproval

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to chronic back pain
or suspected degenerative disease.; The patient
is not experiencing sensory abnormalities such
as numbness or tingling.; ; The patient is not
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services experiencing or presenting symptoms of
SPINE CHEST SPINE
abnormal gait, lower extremity weakness,
Denied Not
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
asymmetric reflexes, fracture, radiculopathy or
CONTRAST
bowel or bladder dysfunction.
Necessary

1

Disapproval

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to trauma or acute
injury within 72 hours.; The patient was bucked
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services off a horse and is still having back pain and rib
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
pain.; The patient is experiencing or presenting
symptoms of lower extremity weakness
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
CONTRAST
Necessary
documented on physical exam.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

The patient does not have any neurological
deficits.; The patient has failed a course of antiinflammatory medication or steroids.; This is a
request for a thoracic spine MRI.; It is not
known how many follow-up thoracic spine MRIs
the patient has had.; There has not been a
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services supervised trial of conservative management
for at least 6 weeks.; The study is being ordered
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
due to chronic back pain or suspected
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
degenerative disease.; UNKNOWN
CONTRAST
Necessary

1

Disapproval

The patient does not have any neurological
deficits.; The patient has not failed a course of
anti-inflammatory medication or steroids.; This
is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; There has
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services not been a supervised trial of conservative
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
management for at least 6 weeks.; The study is
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
being ordered due to chronic back pain or
CONTRAST
Necessary
suspected degenerative disease.;

2

Disapproval

The patient does not have any neurological
deficits.; The patient has not failed a course of
anti-inflammatory medication or steroids.; This
is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; There has
not been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; The study is
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services being ordered due to chronic back pain or
SPINE CHEST SPINE
suspected degenerative disease.; HAD MRI IN
Denied Not
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
2011 THAT SHOWED HIM TO HAVE STENOSIS,
CONTRAST
Necessary
WILL ATTACH COPY OF REPORT FOR REVIEW.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

The patient does not have any neurological
deficits.; This is a request for a thoracic spine
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services MRI.; There has been a supervised trial of
Denied Not
conservative management for at least 6 weeks.;
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
The study is being ordered due to chronic back
CONTRAST
Necessary
pain or suspected degenerative disease.

3

Disapproval

The patient has not failed a course of antiinflammatory medication or steroids.; This is a
request for a thoracic spine MRI.; There has not
been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; The study is
being ordered due to Neurological deficits.; The
patient is experiencing sensory abnormalities
such as numbness or tingling.; unknown&gt;;
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services The patient is not experiencing or presenting
SPINE CHEST SPINE
symptoms of abnormal gait, lower extremity
Denied Not
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
weakness, asymmetric reflexes, fracture,
CONTRAST
radiculopathy or bowel or bladder dysfunction.
Necessary

1

Disapproval

THIS IS A REQUEST FOR A DOUBLE STUDY
WHICH MEANS AUTOMATIC REVIEW, WILL JUST
FAX NOTES; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 2 YEARS AGO;
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
There has been treatment or conservative
CONTRAST
therapy.; WEAKNESS/PAIN; NSAIDS
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; "The
caller indicated that there is not a known
condition of: Tumor, Infection or Neurological
deficits."; The study is being ordered due to pre72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services operative evaluation.; Had MRI done in 2014
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
interval disc t4 to t6, disc protruding at disc c11
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
and c12, mild areas narrowing but no significant
CONTRAST
Necessary
bulges, severe pain

This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; "The
caller indicated that there is not a known
condition of: Tumor, Infection or Neurological
deficits."; The study is being ordered due to preoperative evaluation.; Neurological: sensation
grossly intact to light touch except in right sural
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services distribution of the right calve and foot, deep
SPINE CHEST SPINE
tendon reflexs 1-2/4 bilaterally and symmetric,
Denied Not
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
no clonus noted, no hoffman. &#x0D; &#x0D;
CONTRAST
Thoracic Spine MRI is needed for presurgical eva
Necessary
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; "The
patient has been seen by, or the ordering
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services physician is, a neuro-specialist, orthopedist, or
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
oncologist."; The study is being ordered due to
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
follow-up to surgery or fracture within the last 6
CONTRAST
months.
Necessary

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has
CONTRAST
Necessary
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?

1

Disapproval

This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to Neurological
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services deficits.; &lt;Enter Additional Clinical
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
Information&gt;; The patient is experiencing or
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
presenting symptoms of lower extremity
CONTRAST
Necessary
weakness documented on physical exam.

1

Disapproval

This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to Neurological
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services deficits.; patient is having mid back pain; The
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
patient is experiencing or presenting symptoms
of lower extremity weakness documented on
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
CONTRAST
Necessary
physical exam.

1

Disapproval

This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to Neurological
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services deficits.; pt presents to clinic with c/o scoliosis
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
pain.; The patient is experiencing or presenting
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
symptoms of lower extremity weakness
CONTRAST
Necessary
documented on physical exam.

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to Neurological
deficits.; The patient is experiencing or
presenting symptoms of abnormal gait.

This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.;
There has been a supervised trial of
conservative management for at least 6 weeks.;
The study is being ordered due to Neurological
deficits.; The patient is experiencing sensory
abnormalities such as numbness or tingling.;
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services The patient is not experiencing or presenting
SPINE CHEST SPINE
symptoms of abnormal gait, lower extremity
Denied Not
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
weakness, asymmetric reflexes, fracture,
CONTRAST
radiculopathy or bowel or bladder dysfunction.
Necessary
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.;
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services There is evidence of tumor or metastasis on a
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
bone scan or x-ray.; The study is being ordered
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
due to suspected tumor with or without
CONTRAST
Necessary
metastasis.

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Unknown; This is a request for a thoracic spine
MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient
does not have new or changing neurologic signs
or symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has not
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?; The
patient has been treated with medication.; The
patient was treated with oral analgesics.; The
patient has not completed 6 weeks or more of
Chiropractic care.; The physician has directed a
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services home exercise program for at least 6 weeks.;
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
The home treatment did include exercise,
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
prescription medication and follow-up office
CONTRAST
Necessary
visits.; Continues to have pain
UNKNOWN; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; SEVERAL YEARS AGO;
There has been treatment or conservative
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services therapy.; COMPLETE BACK PAIN RADIATING
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
DOWN BOTH ARMS AND LEGS, LEGS ARE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
WEAK, NUMBNESS AND TINGLING; PHYSICAL
CONTRAST
THERAPY
Necessary

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services anomaly, or vascular disease.; 04/21/2017;
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
There has been treatment or conservative
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
therapy.; patient is having pain; patient has had
CONTRAST
Necessary
physical therapy

1

Disapproval

Unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; Chronic neck and
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services back pain, prior abnormal MRIs over a year ago,
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
referring to Orthopedics for surgery evaluation.
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
See clinicals; It is not known if there has been
CONTRAST
any treatment or conservative therapy.; Pain
Necessary

1

Disapproval

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
anomaly, or vascular disease.; unknown; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
CONTRAST
Necessary
back pain; Pt for 6 wks and medications

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

We are requesting these MRI's for further
evaluation.; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; November 2016.;
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Pain in thoracic and lumbar spine.;
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
Pain medication has been prescribed since
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
November 2016, patient's pain has not changed.
CONTRAST
Necessary
worsening pain and symptoms; This study is
being ordered for trauma or injury.; approx.
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services 4/5/2014; There has been treatment or
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
conservative therapy.; pain, radiation of pain,
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
numbness and tingling in extremities; NSAIDS,
CONTRAST
Necessary
analgesics

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

X-Ray of C-spine and T- Spine show
Degenerative change .; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; It is above my previous
Fusion, which I think is C5, 6, and 7.", Duration:
1 month, Timing: Constant, Intensity: Varies,
Quality: Burning, sharp, constant, Symptom(s)
Began: Spontaneous, Symptom(s) progressed:
getting worse, Context: Constant&#x0D;
Modifying F; There has not been any treatment
or conservative therapy.; It is above my
previous Fusion, which I think is C5, 6, and 7.",
Duration: 1 month, Timing: Constant, Intensity:
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services Varies, Quality: Burning, sharp, constant,
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
Symptom(s) Began: Spontaneous, Symptom(s)
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
progressed: getting worse, Context:
CONTRAST
Necessary
Constant&#x0D; Modifying F

1

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
Radiology Services It is not known if the patient does have new or
Denied Not
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; It is
Medically
not known if the patient has had back pain for
Necessary
over 4 weeks.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
It is not known if the patient does have new or
Radiology Services changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; The
Denied Not
patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.; It is
not know if the patient has seen the doctor
Medically
Necessary
more then once for these symptoms.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; It is not known if
there is weakness or reflex abnormality.; The
Radiology Services patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
Denied Not
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
Medically
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
Necessary
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is no
weakness or reflex abnormality.; It is not known
if the patient has new signs or symptoms of
Radiology Services bladder or bowel dysfunction.; It is not known if
Denied Not
the patient has a new foot drop.; It is not known
Medically
if there is x-ray evidence of a lumbar recent
Necessary
fracture.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is no
weakness or reflex abnormality.; The patient
Radiology Services does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
Denied Not
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
Medically
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.
Necessary

3

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is reflex
abnormality.; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
Radiology Services dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
Denied Not
foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
Medically
recent lumbar fracture.; &lt;Document exam
findings&gt;
Necessary

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; ; The patient does not have new
Radiology Services signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
Denied Not
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
Medically
foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
Necessary
recent lumbar fracture.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; Document exam findings; The
Radiology Services patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
Denied Not
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
Medically
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
Necessary
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; having isues keeping her balance;
Radiology Services The patient does not have new signs or
Denied Not
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The
Medically
patient does not have a new foot drop.; There is
not x-ray evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; in the Right leg; The patient does
Radiology Services not have new signs or symptoms of bladder or
bowel dysfunction.; The patient does not have a
Denied Not
new foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
Medically
recent lumbar fracture.
Necessary

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; low back; The patient does not have
Radiology Services new signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
Denied Not
Medically
foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent lumbar fracture.
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; positive patricks test by fabrae
radiculopathy and neourothapy bilateral lower
extremity; The patient does not have new signs
Radiology Services or symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.;
The patient does not have a new foot drop.;
Denied Not
There is not x-ray evidence of a recent lumbar
Medically
fracture.
Necessary

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; weakness in back, and legs and hips;
Radiology Services The patient does not have new signs or
Denied Not
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The
Medically
patient does not have a new foot drop.; There is
Necessary
not x-ray evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does not have new or changing
Radiology Services neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
Denied Not
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
Medically
not seen the doctor more then once for these
Necessary
symptoms.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has not completed 6 weeks of
physical therapy?; The patient has been treated
with medication.; other medications as listed.;
The patient has not completed 6 weeks or more
of Chiropractic care.; The physician has directed
Radiology Services a home exercise program for at least 6 weeks.;
The home treatment did not include exercise,
Denied Not
prescription medication and follow-up office
Medically
visits.; MEDRROL DOSE PACK
Necessary

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Radiology Services Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
Denied Not
The patient does not have new or changing
Medically
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
Necessary
NOT had back pain for over 4 weeks.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
Radiology Services No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Denied Not
Lumbar Spine MRI.; It is unknown if the patient
Medically
has acute or chronic back pain.; This procedure
Necessary
is being requested for None of the above

6

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Neurological deficits; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is weakness.; both
legs feel week and limp; The patient does not
Radiology Services have new signs or symptoms of bladder or
bowel dysfunction.; The patient does not have a
Denied Not
new foot drop.; It is not known if there is x-ray
Medically
evidence of a lumbar recent fracture.
Necessary

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Neurological deficits; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is weakness.;
weakness of right leg; The patient does not have
Radiology Services new signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
Denied Not
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
Medically
foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
Necessary
recent lumbar fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Radiology Services Lumbar Spine MRI.; None of the above; It is not
Denied Not
known if the patient does have new or changing
Medically
neurologic signs or symptoms.; It is not known if
the patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.
Necessary

4

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Radiology Services Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient does NOT have
Denied Not
acute or chronic back pain.; The patient has
Medically
none of the above.; This procedure is being
Necessary
requested for Trauma or recent injury
&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
Radiology Services No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Denied Not
Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
Medically
Necessary
above

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
Radiology Services for a neurological disorder.; &lt; Enter date of
Denied Not
initial onset here - or Type In Unknown If No
Medically
Info Given &gt;; There has been treatment or
Necessary
conservative therapy.; BACK PAIN; X-RAY / PT

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
Radiology Services for a neurological disorder.; 06/15/2016; There
Denied Not
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Medically
chronic back pain radiating down back; PT, oral
Necessary
meds

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
Radiology Services for a neurological disorder.; 10/2016; There has
Denied Not
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Medically
LOWER BP RADIATING PAIN TO LOWER LEGS BIL
Necessary
WEAKNESS NUMBNESS; PT

1

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

1

17

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 5 years ago after a
Radiology Services fall.; There has been treatment or conservative
Denied Not
therapy.; Pt suffers with neck and back pain;
Medically
lower back pain radiates down right knee.;
Necessary
Medication

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.;
5/9/2017; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; shoulder pain going to
Radiology Services her arm and to her neck causing numbness and
Denied Not
tingling radiating down her right leg also causing
Medically
numbness in her toes; pt , both area , meds anti
Necessary
inflam

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Radiology Services Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; It is not known
Denied Not
if there has been any treatment or conservative
Medically
therapy.; &lt; Describe primary symptoms here or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;
Necessary

5

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; (will
Radiology Services fax); It is not known if there has been any
treatment or conservative therapy.; &lt;
Denied Not
Describe primary symptoms here - or Type In
Medically
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;
Necessary

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; ; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Radiology Services &lt; Describe primary symptoms here - or Type
Denied Not
In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;;
Medically
MEDICATIONS, HEP FOR PHYSICAL THERAPY
Necessary
AROUND (03/2017)

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
Radiology Services disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
Denied Not
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
Medically
03/14/17; There has been treatment or
Necessary
conservative therapy.; severe back pain; no

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
1/2017; There has been treatment or
Radiology Services conservative therapy.; Lower back an d neck
pain, numbness of the left arm and left calf,
Denied Not
decreased strength and decreased reflexes; PT,
Medically
Necessary
Inseds

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
10/1/2015; There has been treatment or
Radiology Services conservative therapy.; pain, chronic back
Denied Not
radiating to left leg.; anti inflammatory
Medically
medication. physical therapy 3 times a week for
6 weeks. heat. injections.
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
Radiology Services 10/17/2016; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; thoracic and lumbar
Denied Not
spine pain, and patient is having radiation;
Medically
medications,
Necessary

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
11/8/2016 for the lumbar 3/31/2017 for
cervical; There has been treatment or
Radiology Services conservative therapy.; &lt; Describe primary
symptoms here - or Type In Unknown If No Info
Denied Not
Medically
Given &gt;; anti-inflammatory and steroid packs
and home exercise
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
Radiology Services 11/9/16; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; hurts when she lays on
Denied Not
back, numbness in hands when she wake up;
Medically
medication
Necessary

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; 20
years ago; There has been treatment or
Radiology Services conservative therapy.; pain, spinal pain radiates
Denied Not
to the ribs. low back pain that radiates to right
Medically
extremity.; physical therapy for 3 months. over
the counter and prescription pain me
Necessary

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
Radiology Services congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; 2010;
Denied Not
There has not been any treatment or
Medically
conservative therapy.; CHRONIC BACK PAIN
Necessary
DOWN TO LEG

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
Radiology Services congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; 2016
Nov or Dec; There has been treatment or
Denied Not
conservative therapy.; back pain , spasms ,
Medically
Necessary
weakness; inections and meds

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
Radiology Services congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
Denied Not
3/2/2017; There has been treatment or
Medically
conservative therapy.; Tingling in the right
upper extremity, numbness, pain; Inseds
Necessary

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
Radiology Services 4/29/2017; It is not known if there has been any
Denied Not
treatment or conservative therapy.; &lt;
Medically
Describe primary symptoms here - or Type In
Necessary
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
Radiology Services congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
5/17/2016; There has been treatment or
Denied Not
conservative therapy.; Pain; medication, and
Medically
Necessary
home exercieses

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
5/24/2017; There has not been any treatment
Radiology Services or conservative therapy.; Patient has left
Denied Not
shoulder pain with decrease range of motion,
Medically
having lower back pain w/radiation to both legs.
Muscle weakness, joint pain, gait disturbance.
Necessary

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
Radiology Services congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
Denied Not
5/25/17; There has been treatment or
Medically
conservative therapy.; pain, scolosis, cramps,
Necessary
joint pain, pain down to back; medication

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
Radiology Services disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
Denied Not
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; a
Medically
month ago; There has not been any treatment
Necessary
or conservative therapy.; pain

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
Radiology Services congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; Back
Denied Not
in the 1990's no date given; There has been
Medically
treatment or conservative therapy.; back pain;
Medications
Necessary

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
Radiology Services congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; March
Denied Not
2017; There has not been any treatment or
Medically
conservative therapy.; Patient has low back
pain, neck pain and radiation down legs
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
Radiology Services disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
Denied Not
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
unknown; There has been treatment or
Medically
Necessary
conservative therapy.; neck and back pain; pt,

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; &lt; Enter date of initial
onset here - or Type In Unknown If No Info
Radiology Services Given &gt;; It is not known if there has been any
Denied Not
treatment or conservative therapy.; &lt;
Medically
Describe primary symptoms here - or Type In
Necessary
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

1

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 1/2/2010; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; &lt;
Radiology Services Describe primary symptoms here - or Type In
Denied Not
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; &lt; Describe
Medically
treatment / conservative therapy here - or Type
Necessary
In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;
Radiology Services
Denied Not
...............; The study requested is a Lumbar
Medically
Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or chronic
Necessary
back pain.; The patient has none of the above

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; It is not known if there is weakness
or reflex abnormality.; The patient does not
Radiology Services have new signs or symptoms of bladder or
bowel dysfunction.; It is not known if the
Denied Not
patient has a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
Medically
Necessary
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; It is not known if there is weakness
or reflex abnormality.; The patient does not
Radiology Services have new signs or symptoms of bladder or
Denied Not
bowel dysfunction.; The patient does not have a
Medically
new foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent lumbar fracture.
Necessary

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is no weakness or reflex
abnormality.; The patient does not have new
Radiology Services signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
Denied Not
dysfunction.; It is not known if the patient has a
Medically
new foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent lumbar fracture.
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is no weakness or reflex
abnormality.; The patient does not have new
Radiology Services signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
Denied Not
foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
Medically
Necessary
recent lumbar fracture.

7

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; ; It is not known
Radiology Services if the patient has new signs or symptoms of
Denied Not
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; It is not known if
Medically
the patient has a new foot drop.; There is not xNecessary
ray evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; ; The patient
Radiology Services does not have new signs or symptoms of
Denied Not
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
Medically
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
Necessary
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; Back pain that
radiates down RLE causing weakness to RLE; The
Radiology Services patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
Denied Not
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
Medically
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
Necessary
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; chronic back
pain that interrupts daily activities; The patient
does not have new signs or symptoms of
Radiology Services bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
not have a new foot drop.; It is not known if
Denied Not
Medically
there is x-ray evidence of a lumbar recent
fracture.
Necessary

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; LOWER right;
Radiology Services The patient does not have new signs or
Denied Not
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The
Medically
patient does not have a new foot drop.; There is
Necessary
not x-ray evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; numbness
down legs pain down legs pain in buttocks
cannot do alot of activities because of pain; The
Radiology Services patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
Denied Not
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
Medically
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
Necessary
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; numbness
down legs; The patient does not have new signs
Radiology Services or symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.;
Denied Not
The patient does not have a new foot drop.;
Medically
There is not x-ray evidence of a recent lumbar
fracture.
Necessary

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; PATIENT HAS
CHRONIC BACK PAIN. FAILED PHYSICAL
THERAPY; The patient does not have new signs
Radiology Services or symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.;
The patient does not have a new foot drop.;
Denied Not
Medically
There is not x-ray evidence of a recent lumbar
Necessary
fracture.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; Patient reports
6 months of right-sided low back pain. It does
radiate down the right leg. It tingles and goes
numb at times. She's been doing NSAIDs and
massage and heat. This has not helped. She has
not had the back imaged in anyway. She has
metal; It is not known if the patient has new
Radiology Services signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
Denied Not
dysfunction.; It is not known if the patient has a
Medically
new foot drop.; It is not known if there is x-ray
Necessary
evidence of a lumbar recent fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
Radiology Services not have new or changing neurologic signs or
Denied Not
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
Medically
over 4 weeks.; The patient has not seen the
Necessary
doctor more then once for these symptoms.

4

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; It is not known if the
patient has completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?; The patient has been treated with
medication.; It is not known was medications
were used in treatment.; It is not known if the
patient has completed 6 weeks or more of
Chiropractic care.; The physician has directed a
Radiology Services home exercise program for at least 6 weeks.;
Denied Not
The home treatment did include exercise,
Medically
prescription medication and follow-up office
Necessary
visits.;

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; It is not known if the
patient has completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?; The patient has been treated with
medication.; other medications as listed.; It is
not known if the patient has completed 6 weeks
or more of Chiropractic care.; The physician has
Radiology Services directed a home exercise program for at least 6
Denied Not
weeks.; The home treatment did include
Medically
exercise, prescription medication and follow-up
Necessary
office visits.; ;

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has not
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?; The
patient has been treated with medication.; The
patient was treated with oral analgesics.; It is
not known if the patient has completed 6 weeks
or more of Chiropractic care.; The physician has
Radiology Services directed a home exercise program for at least 6
Denied Not
weeks.; The home treatment did include
Medically
exercise, prescription medication and follow-up
Necessary
office visits.;

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has not
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?; The
patient has been treated with medication.; The
patient was treated with oral analgesics.; The
patient has not completed 6 weeks or more of
Chiropractic care.; The physician has directed a
Radiology Services home exercise program for at least 6 weeks.;
Denied Not
The home treatment did include exercise,
Medically
prescription medication and follow-up office
Necessary
visits.;

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has not
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?; The
patient has been treated with medication.; The
patient was treated with oral analgesics.; The
patient has not completed 6 weeks or more of
Chiropractic care.; The physician has directed a
home exercise program for at least 6 weeks.;
The home treatment did include exercise,
Radiology Services prescription medication and follow-up office
Denied Not
visits.; instructed to do stretches and wall rolls
Medically
to help relieve any pain - patient states did not
Necessary
help at all and at times made it worse

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
Radiology Services over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
Denied Not
more then once for these symptoms.; The
Medically
physician has not directed conservative
Necessary
treatment for the past 6 weeks.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is no weakness or reflex abnormality.;
Radiology Services The patient does not have new signs or
Denied Not
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The
patient does not have a new foot drop.; There is
Medically
Necessary
not x-ray evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is reflex abnormality.; The patient does
Radiology Services not have new signs or symptoms of bladder or
Denied Not
bowel dysfunction.; It is not known if the
Medically
patient has a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
Necessary
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.;

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is reflex abnormality.; The patient does
not have new signs or symptoms of bladder or
bowel dysfunction.; The patient does not have a
Radiology Services new foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent lumbar fracture.; straight leg raising
Denied Not
Medically
reproduces pain in lumbar area; no radiation
into leg.
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is weakness.; ; The patient does not have
Radiology Services new signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
Denied Not
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
Medically
foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
Necessary
recent lumbar fracture.
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Radiology Services The patient does NOT have acute or chronic
Denied Not
back pain.; The patient has none of the above.;
Medically
This procedure is being requested for Trauma or
Necessary
recent injury
Radiology Services
Denied Not
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Medically
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
Necessary
patient has none of the above

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Trauma or recent injury; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is reflex abnormality.; The patient does
Radiology Services not have new signs or symptoms of bladder or
Denied Not
bowel dysfunction.; The patient does not have a
Medically
new foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
Necessary
recent lumbar fracture.;

Disapproval

2

1

24

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Trauma or recent injury; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is weakness.; ; The patient does not have
Radiology Services new signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
Denied Not
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
Medically
foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
Necessary
recent lumbar fracture.

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Trauma or recent injury; The patient does not
Radiology Services have new or changing neurologic signs or
Denied Not
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
Medically
over 4 weeks.; The patient has not seen the
Necessary
doctor more then once for these symptoms.
Radiology Services
Denied Not
; This study is being ordered for a neurological
Medically
disorder.; ; It is not known if there has been any
Necessary
treatment or conservative therapy.;

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

Disapproval

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 06/21/2016; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; cervicaliga
radiolopathy numbness; meds theraphy

1

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 2016; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; headache, Fatigue and
Tiredness Neck Pain (radiates into both
shoulders) and Neck Stiffness, Back Pain (severe
Radiology Services lumbago), Joint Pain, Joint Stiffness and Myalgia
Denied Not
Difficulty Speaking (trouble finding words),
Medically
Headaches and Paresthesias (l arm); Rx
Necessary
Gabapentin 600MG &#x0D; ice and heat.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; approximately one month ago; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Radiology Services patient is having increased cervical pain, lumbar
Denied Not
pain, and weakness with paresthesia. Also
Medically
having muscle spasms in back.; Meloxicam given
Necessary
to help

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

; This study is being ordered for Congenital
Anomaly.; 3/30/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; joint pain ,
head neck pain; nsaids

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Radiology Services or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Denied Not
vascular disease.; ; It is not known if there has
Medically
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
Necessary
chronic low back pain

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
Radiology Services disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Denied Not
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Medically
vascular disease.; ; There has been treatment or
Necessary
conservative therapy.; ;

3

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Radiology Services or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Denied Not
vascular disease.; ; There has been treatment or
Medically
conservative therapy.; ; Ibuprofen, Skelaxin,
Necessary
Prednisone

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
Radiology Services disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Denied Not
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Medically
vascular disease.; ; There has not been any
Necessary
treatment or conservative therapy.;

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 02/2015; There has been
Radiology Services treatment or conservative therapy.; CHRONIC
Denied Not
BACK PAIN NECK PAIN RADIATING PAIN TO
Medically
BILATERAL LEGS; LESI INJECTION PHYSICAL
Necessary
THERAPY PAIN MEDICATION HOME EXERCISES

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Radiology Services vascular disease.; 04/24/2017; There has been
Denied Not
treatment or conservative therapy.; Numbness
and pain in lower extremity; Steroid pack and
Medically
Necessary
Muscle relaxer w/ no improvement

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Radiology Services or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Denied Not
vascular disease.; 06/05/2017; There has been
Medically
treatment or conservative therapy.; Pain
Necessary
spondylosis; stretching, Ibuprofen and rest

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Radiology Services vascular disease.; 6 months; There has been
Denied Not
treatment or conservative therapy.; sharp pain,
Medically
spasms, tingling in legs, dull sharp ache;
Necessary
medication therapy

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST
72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; unknown; There has been
Radiology Services treatment or conservative therapy.; cervical and
Denied Not
lumbar pain; OTC and prescription pain
Medically
medication, stretching, pain management,
Necessary
injections
Radiology Services ; This study is being ordered for trauma or
Denied Not
injury.; ; There has been treatment or
Medically
conservative therapy.; ;
Radiology Services
Denied Not
; This study is being ordered for trauma or
Medically
injury.; degeneration of disc; There has been
Necessary
treatment or conservative therapy.; ;

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

1. Back pain &#x0D; Onset: 3 weeks ago.
Location of pain is lower back. Context: motor
vehicle accident. Motor vehicle accident details:
The patient was the driver. The accident
occurred on a paved road. The patient was
Radiology Services wearing a seat belt. The vehicle was h; The
Denied Not
study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The
Medically
patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
Necessary
patient has none of the above

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

1 week of conservative therapy and abnormal xray; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; The patient has acute or chronic back
pain.; The patient has none of the above

1

15

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

2/21/2017 pop in the back doing conservative
management right now; The study requested is
a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
above

20 yr male 2 yrs ago had MRI AND DIAGNOSED
WITH HERNIATED LUMBAR DISC IMPING NERVE
ROOTS.NOW HE HAS DEVELOPED NUMBNESS ,
BILATERAL LEGS AND GETTING MUCH WORSE
DIFFICULTY TO WALK SEVERE BACK PAIN AND
MUSCLE SPASM DIFFICULTY TO WALK; The
study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute
or Chronic back pain; It is not known if the
patient does have new or changing neurologic
Radiology Services signs or symptoms.; The patient has had back
Denied Not
pain for over 4 weeks.; It is not know if the
Medically
patient has seen the doctor more then once for
Necessary
these symptoms.
Radiology Services 4 weeks of pt with no relief; The study
Denied Not
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient
Medically
has acute or chronic back pain.; The patient has
Necessary
none of the above

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Abnormal ROM noted, Limited rotation of neck,
Abnormal paraspinous posterior tenderness,
Abnormal back examination, Bilateral thoracic
tenderness, Bilateral lumbosacral tenderness,
Limited flexion lumbosacral spine, abnormal
straight leg raising test, pos; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; Patient needs MRI of C spine,
T spine and L spine due to multilevel disc
degeneration with osteophytes as well as
radiculopathy of lower left ext and upper righ
Radiology Services ext; There has been treatment or conservative
Denied Not
therapy.; ; Robaxin 750mg, Prednisone 10mg
Medically
dose pack, acetaminophen-codeine 300-30mg
Necessary
were prescribed on 4/14/2017

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Abnormal xray and symptoms haven't been
relieved by treaments or medications; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Trauma or
recent injury; The patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There
is no weakness or reflex abnormality.; The
Radiology Services patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
Denied Not
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
Medically
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
Necessary
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

abnormal x-ray requires further imaging; This
study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; &lt; Enter date of initial onset
Radiology Services here - or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;;
Denied Not
There has been treatment or conservative
Medically
therapy.; low back pain with radiculopathy;
Necessary
medications

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

abnormal X-ray; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt; Enter date of
Radiology Services initial onset here - or Type In Unknown If No
Denied Not
Info Given &gt;; There has been treatment or
Medically
conservative therapy.; worsening pain with no
improvement; medication
Necessary

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

acute onset of right lower back pain at work a
week ago. She states she got up from her desk
and felt the onset of the pain. He states that the
pain is worse when she bends forward. She
states while she sitting she does not have any
Radiology Services pain at all. Pain does; The study requested is a
Denied Not
Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
Medically
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
above
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

aggravated w/ movement, medication is not
controlling the pain; This study is being ordered
Radiology Services for a neurological disorder.; Sept 2016; There
Denied Not
has been treatment or conservative therapy.; Pt
Medically
has pain and numbness and tenderness;
Necessary
medication

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

All other treatment, studies have been
inconclusive; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 20 years ago; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; Pain
in upper, mid, and lower back, tenderness,
radiation of pain and numbness to upper
extremities, decreased range of motion; Pt has
Radiology Services tried physical therapy, nsaids, medications for
Denied Not
fibromyalgia without relief. Referral to
Medically
rheumatologist, plain film xrays have been
inconclusive.
Necessary

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

1

back pain for 8 years and he has tried several
medications; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or chronic
back pain.; The patient has none of the above

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Back Pain is more persisting. His pain has been
enabling him from being able to get around.
Wants to get a MRI to see if anything has gotten
worse.; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; It is not
known if the patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has not completed 6 weeks of
physical therapy?; The patient has been treated
with medication.; It is not known was
medications were used in treatment.; It is not
Radiology Services known if the patient has completed 6 weeks or
more of Chiropractic care.; It is not known if the
Denied Not
physician has directed a home exercise program
Medically
for at least 6 weeks.
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Back pain since 2007 Went to ER - x-ray and
MRI of back done; arthritis Pain from back down
right leg MRI - 2013 - showed arthritis and
herniated disc; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is no weakness or
reflex abnormality.; The patient does not have
Radiology Services new signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
Denied Not
foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
Medically
recent lumbar fracture.
Necessary

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Back Pain that radiates to tail bone and pt has
problem walking..; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; It is not known if
there is weakness or reflex abnormality.; It is
Radiology Services not known if the patient has new signs or
Denied Not
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The
Medically
patient does not have a new foot drop.; There is
Necessary
not x-ray evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Back pain with pain radiating down leg.; The
study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Trauma
or recent injury; The patient does not have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; The
patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The
Radiology Services patient has seen the doctor more then once for
Denied Not
these symptoms.; The physician has not
directed conservative treatment for the past 6
Medically
Necessary
weeks.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Bilateral lumbosacral tenderness, Bilateral
lumbosacral crepitus, Limited flexion
lumbosacral spine, Limited extension
lumbosacral spine, Limited rotation lumbosacral
spine, noted scolosis to lower back; This study is
being ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 2 months prior to 5/5/2017;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; back pain and left hip pain. PT states
she has had the symptoms for the past 2
months. PT states she has been going to
phyiscal therapy and has been to SUC and taken
a steriod pack and has not helped her back pain
Radiology Services or or left hip pain. PT states she has ; pt reports
Denied Not
attending physical therapy. &#x0D; &#x0D; pt
Medically
was prescribed dicofenac, cycobenzaprine, and
Necessary
medrol 4mg dose pack on 4/10/2017

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

BROTHER WAS JUST DIAGNOSED WITH
ANKYLOSIS SPONDYLITIS..Musculoskeletal
Present- Back Pain (chronic....mid/lower back
pain..radiates down legs at time), Joint Pain and
Joint Stiffness. Musculoskeletal&#x0D;
Radiology Services Spine&#x0D; Other Characteristics - Tenderness
over thoraci; The study requested is a Lumbar
Denied Not
Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or chronic
Medically
Necessary
back pain.; The patient has none of the above

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

bypass; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; It is unknown if the patient has acute or
chronic back pain.; This procedure is being
requested for None of the above

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

bypass; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
Radiology Services inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
Denied Not
anomaly, or vascular disease.; bypass; It is not
Medically
known if there has been any treatment or
Necessary
conservative therapy.; bypass

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

C spine X-ray on his last visit showed mild
multilevel Degenerative disease.; This study is
being ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 6 years ago; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; hx of neck
and back pains. &#x0D; complaining of a lot of
radicular symptoms; tingling, numbness, and
radiating pains down the Right leg and Right
arm.; C spine x-ray last month showed
multilevel degenerative disease. He was started
Radiology Services on Flexeril, Ibuprofen, and Gabapentin last
Denied Not
month. &#x0D; He reports improvements in his
Medically
pain control overall, but is still rating his pain a
Necessary
7/10 today. &#x0D; Radicular symptoms of th

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Central disk extrusion found 8/25/2015 as well
as flattening of thecal sac and nerve roots. New
MRI is needed for referral to neurosurgery.; The
study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute
or Chronic back pain; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is no weakness or reflex abnormality.;
Radiology Services The patient does not have new signs or
Denied Not
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The
Medically
patient does not have a new foot drop.; There is
Necessary
not x-ray evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

Chronic back pain that radiates to the legs.; The
study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The
patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has none of the above

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Chronic back pain with worsening symptoms
&#x0D; Crepitus, Tenderness, Effusion:
tenderness noted in the lower back; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; The patient does not have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
The patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.;
The patient has seen the doctor more then once
for these symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has not completed 6 weeks of
physical therapy?; The patient has been treated
with medication.; other medications as listed.;
The patient has not completed 6 weeks or more
Radiology Services of Chiropractic care.; The physician has not
Denied Not
directed a home exercise program for at least 6
Medically
weeks.; Mobic&#x0D; Gabapentin&#x0D;
Steroids
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Chronic low back pain for months not improved
with conservative therapy including
medications; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is weakness.; Pt has
diffuse weakness to all extremities with
numbness and tingling; The patient does not
Radiology Services have new signs or symptoms of bladder or
Denied Not
bowel dysfunction.; The patient does not have a
new foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
Medically
Necessary
recent lumbar fracture.

1

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Chronic low back pain with left sided sciatica x
1 year. Symptoms occur daily. Patient c/o
burning, aching, radiating pain down left thigh
and left knee, numbess, paresthesias, tingling,
decreased ROM, tenderness, and spasms.; The
study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute
or Chronic back pain; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is no weakness or reflex abnormality.;
Radiology Services The patient does not have new signs or
Denied Not
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The
Medically
patient does not have a new foot drop.; There is
not x-ray evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.
Necessary

1

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

1

Disapproval

chronic low back pain. has had medication.; The
study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The
patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has none of the above

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

CHRONIC LOWER BACK PAIN, ABNORMAL
Radiology Services LSPINE MRI 2 YEARS AGO, SHOWING HNP,
Denied Not
STENOSIS..; The study requested is a Lumbar
Medically
Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or chronic
Necessary
back pain.; The patient has none of the above

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

chronic pain since 2009; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; &lt; Enter date of initial onset
Radiology Services here - or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;;
Denied Not
There has been treatment or conservative
Medically
therapy.; lumbar and cervical pain; chiropractic
Necessary
treatment, medication

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

clinical information will be attached to request;
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is no weakness or reflex
abnormality.; The patient does not have new
Radiology Services signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
Denied Not
Medically
foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent lumbar fracture.
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Conservative therapy for 4 weeks with no
improvement. Lumbar pain with radiculopathy.;
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
Radiology Services over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
Denied Not
physician has not directed conservative
Medically
treatment for the past 6 weeks.
Necessary

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

conservative therapy has failed; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; The patient does not have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
The patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.;
The patient has seen the doctor more then once
for these symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has not completed 6 weeks of
physical therapy?; The patient has been treated
with medication.; The patient was treated with
oral analgesics.; The patient has not completed
6 weeks or more of Chiropractic care.; The
Radiology Services physician has directed a home exercise program
for at least 6 weeks.; The home treatment did
Denied Not
Medically
include exercise, prescription medication and
follow-up office visits.;
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

degenerative disk disease sciatica; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient
has acute or chronic back pain.; The patient has
none of the above

Dorsalgia, Abnormal gait; The study requested
is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Neurological deficits;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; Focal Schmorl's node defect, inferior
endplate of L1 vertebral body.; The patient does
Radiology Services not have new signs or symptoms of bladder or
Denied Not
bowel dysfunction.; The patient does not have a
Medically
new foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
Necessary
recent lumbar fracture.
Radiology Services Dorsalgia, unspecified; The study requested is a
Denied Not
Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
Medically
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
Necessary
above
Radiology Services Evaluate pain with radiculopathy; The study
Denied Not
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient
Medically
has acute or chronic back pain.; The patient has
Necessary
none of the above

1

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Fall causing pain to lower back which radiates
to right leg. Pain is not relieved with use of
NSAIDs.; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; Trauma or recent injury; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is no weakness or reflex
abnormality.; The patient does not have new
Radiology Services signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
Denied Not
foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
Medically
Necessary
recent lumbar fracture.
Radiology Services falls and muscle spasms; The study requested is
Denied Not
a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
Medically
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
Necessary
above

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

family history of arthritis; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; unknown; There has not been
Radiology Services any treatment or conservative therapy.; pain in
lumbar and thoracic region of back radiating to
Denied Not
Medically
both legs, pain in cervical neck region radiating
to both shoulders
Necessary

Disapproval

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Follow up to MRI a year ago, and patient is
experiencing new symptoms; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Neurological
deficits; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; Patient is having in both lower
extremities; The patient does not have new
Radiology Services signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
Denied Not
foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
Medically
Necessary
recent lumbar fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Further evaluation; This study is being ordered
Radiology Services for trauma or injury.; 5/18/2017; There has
Denied Not
been treatment or conservative therapy.; Lower
Medically
back pain and pain in left lower extremity;
Necessary
Hydrocodone and Prednisone

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

getting worse the past couple of months and
patients in a lot of pain; This study is being
ordered for a neurological disorder.; 3 years;
There has been treatment or conservative
Radiology Services therapy.; pain in the neck, numbness in both
Denied Not
hands, lower back pain radiating down to leg,;
Medically
patient had PT, injections, and tried
Necessary
medications

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

1

Has had back surgery. Has pain in area.; The
study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The
patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has none of the above

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Having chronic back pain, MRI performed 2
years ago that was abnormal. Neuro surgeon is
Radiology Services requesting a more recent MRI.; The study
Denied Not
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient
Medically
has acute or chronic back pain.; The patient has
Necessary
none of the above

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

he has had pain off and on for 2 to 3 years. pt
states pain has worsened and now is struggling
Radiology Services at work, left low back and sciatic pain Denied Not
worsening; The study requested is a Lumbar
Medically
Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or chronic
Necessary
back pain.; The patient has none of the above

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

1

headaches,; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; It is unknown if the patient has
acute or chronic back pain.; This procedure is
being requested for None of the above

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Herniated disc (L5 - S1) 15 minutes of the 25
minute visit was spent in discussion about
ongoing management of his back issues. His
exam does not suggest a significant structural
problem, but he voices dissatisfaction with the
conservative measures that a; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; The patient does not have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
The patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.;
Radiology Services The patient has seen the doctor more then once
Denied Not
for these symptoms.; The physician has not
Medically
directed conservative treatment for the past 6
Necessary
weeks.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

His back pain has continued to get worse. He is
having muscle spasms a lot more often, even
though he is taking his meds as prescribed.; This
study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 03/14/17; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Low and
mid back pain with spasms.&#x0D; Radiating
pain&#x0D; Trouble sleeping /working due to
pain&#x0D; His back pain has continued to get
worse. He is having muscle spasms a lot more
Radiology Services often, even though he is taking his meds as
Denied Not
prescribed.; Robaxin&#x0D;
Medically
Hydrocodone&#x0D; Prednisone&#x0D; Home
Necessary
exercises&#x0D; Patient has also had ER visit

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Injury last June when he fell at home. Has been
back and forth from doctor since then with
pain.; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 6/2016; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Muscle
Radiology Services spasms, cramping, back and neck pain continues
Denied Not
after 6 wks of therapy.; PT for 6 weeks, pain
Medically
meds, muscle relaxers, and anti inflammatory
Necessary
meds.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

injury two months ago from bending over,
stiffness, decreased rotation and flex, OTC, heat
or ice no relief. muscle spasm ,tenderness of
sacral vertebrae, L spine x ray shows mild
degenerative changes, mild disc space
narrowing and mild vascular calcifi; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; The patient does not have
Radiology Services new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
Denied Not
The patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.;
Medically
The patient has not seen the doctor more then
Necessary
once for these symptoms.
Radiology Services INJURY WHILE PICKING UP ITEM; The study
Denied Not
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient
Medically
has acute or chronic back pain.; The patient has
Necessary
none of the above
Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary
Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary
Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

IP bypass clinicals; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; It is unknown if the patient
has acute or chronic back pain.; This procedure
is being requested for None of the above
L1 compression fracture; The study requested
is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
above
LBP radiating down bilateral legs; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient
has acute or chronic back pain.; The patient has
none of the above

1

1

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Left leg numbness, take medications,
prednisone, gotten worse, not sleeping, physical
Radiology Services therapy exercises at home and saw
Denied Not
chiropractor; The study requested is a Lumbar
Medically
Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or chronic
Necessary
back pain.; The patient has none of the above

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

limited ROM (lumbar spine) and tenderness
(lumbar spine and paraspinal muscles).Reported
by patient. &#x0D; Location: left posterior hip
and posterior calf &#x0D; Quality: sharp (and
aching); tingling (some left toes) &#x0D;
Severity: worsening&#x0D; Duration: chronic
&#x0D; Onse; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has not completed 6 weeks of
physical therapy?; The patient has been treated
with medication.; The patient was treated with
oral analgesics.; The patient has not completed
6 weeks or more of Chiropractic care.; The
Radiology Services physician has directed a home exercise program
Denied Not
for at least 6 weeks.; The home treatment did
Medically
include exercise, prescription medication and
Necessary
follow-up office visits.; stretching, heat packs

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Location: lower radiating to hip and left leg ,
Duration: 5 days, Timing: Constant, Intensity:
moderate to severe, Quality: stabbing at times,
"constant pressure", Symptom(s) Began:
Suddenly, Symptom(s) progressed: gradually
Radiology Services worse, Context: activity espec; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient
Denied Not
has acute or chronic back pain.; The patient has
Medically
Necessary
none of the above

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Low back pain noted. Reason for visit: Pain.
The discomfort is most prominent in the mid
and lower lumbar spine. The pain does not
radiate. He characterizes it as intermittent,
severe, and throbbing. This is a chronic
problem, with essentially consta; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; The patient does not have
Radiology Services new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
Denied Not
The patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.;
Medically
The patient has not seen the doctor more then
once for these symptoms.
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

low back pain with radiculopathy and
paresthesia, history of l1-l2 bulging l2-l3
protrusion. Neck pain radiating to left arm with
numbness and tingling, grips unequal; This study
is being ordered for something other than:
known trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; unknown; It is not known if
there has been any treatment or conservative
Radiology Services therapy.; low back pain with radiculopathy and
Denied Not
paresthesia, Neck pain radiating to left arm
Medically
with numbness and tingling, grips unequal, cant
Necessary
grasp things

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Low back pain, with radiculopathy down both
legs; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is no weakness or reflex
abnormality.; The patient does not have new
Radiology Services signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
Denied Not
Medically
foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent lumbar fracture.
Necessary

low back pain, history of l5 fracture , numbness
on left side; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or chronic
back pain.; The patient has none of the above

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

lower back pain; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
above

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

lumbar disc spondylosis sciatica fibromyalgia
neuropathy; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or chronic
back pain.; The patient has none of the above

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Lumbar radiculopathy in left leg.; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is weakness.; Weakness in bilateral lower
extremeties; The patient does not have new
Radiology Services signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
Denied Not
Medically
foot drop.; It is not known if there is x-ray
evidence of a lumbar recent fracture.
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Lumbar radiculopathy; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
It is not known if the patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; The
patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The
patient has seen the doctor more then once for
these symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has not completed 6 weeks of
physical therapy?; The patient has not been
treated with medication.; The patient has not
Radiology Services completed 6 weeks or more of Chiropractic
Denied Not
care.; It is not known if the physician has
Medically
directed a home exercise program for at least 6
Necessary
weeks.

may have seen his previous Dr but not at this
new practice. Has had previous surgery, issue is
ongoing for ten years; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
It is not known if the patient does have new or
Radiology Services changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; The
Denied Not
patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The
Medically
patient has not seen the doctor more then once
Necessary
for these symptoms.
member is having numbness on her left side
Radiology Services down to her back and legs; The study requested
Denied Not
is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
Medically
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
Necessary
above

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Movements - Range of motion decreased and
Movements painful. Other Characteristics Tenderness over thoracic vertebra and
Tenderness over lumbar vertebra..; This study is
being ordered for Inflammatory/ Infectious
Disease.; 04/05/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; THORACIC
Radiology Services PAIN. BURNING, NUMBNESS SENSATION ON
RIGHT SIDE AS WELL AS KNEE.; PAIN
Denied Not
MEDICATION, IN HOME EXCERCISE, AND
Medically
Necessary
MEDICATION MANAGEMENT.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

MRI is being requested to r/o serious injuries.;
This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; Unknown; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; C/O pain in
Radiology Services lower back and hip area upon sitting or standing
Denied Not
for long periods of time; Patient takes oral pain
Medically
medication for relief of pain with minimal
results.
Necessary

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

n/a; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient
does not have new or changing neurologic signs
or symptoms.; The patient has NOT had back
pain for over 4 weeks.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

N/A; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 11/15/2016; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Radiology Services Bilateral leg pain, low back pain, numbess and
Denied Not
burning in left upper quadrant, neck pain, and
Medically
bilateral arm pain.; Insets, medication, and
Necessary
physical therapy.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

N/A; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 12/4/2016; There has
Radiology Services been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Denied Not
Numbness, neck pain, and back pain. Sciatica,
Medically
pain radiates down to both legs.; Physical
Necessary
Therapy, medications, muscle relaxer,

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

N/A; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 12/30/2015; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Numbness
Radiology Services going down both arms and legs, low back pain
and pain between shoulder blades. Pain
Denied Not
Medically
shooting up to head. Paralysis on limbs (legs and
Necessary
arms).; Physical Therapy, and Exercises at home.

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

neurologic deficit and weakness, and pain in
upper ext. Radicular pain and numbness in
lower ext.; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; TIM is a 49 year old
White male. This is a follow-up visit. He
presents with neck pain, left arm pain and finger
numbness. Recommended annual exam &#x0D;
&#x0D; HPI: &#x0D; &#x0D; Follow up of
degenerative disc disease. It began several
weeks ago. It is of severe intens; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
numbness and weakness in both upper
extremities spanning 3 years and is
progressively worse. Stenosis and degenerative
disc disease shown on MRI from 2006 and
worsening in 2015; TIM presents with neck pain.
The location of discomfort is posterior and on
Radiology Services the right side. It radiates to the upper back and
Denied Not
right arm. The pain is characterized as sharp.
Medically
Initial onset was several weeks ago. The
Necessary
precipitating event seems to have be

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Neurological deficits, numbness, and pain; The
study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute
or Chronic back pain; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is no weakness or reflex abnormality.;
Radiology Services The patient does not have new signs or
Denied Not
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The
Medically
patient does not have a new foot drop.; There is
Necessary
not x-ray evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Neurovascular: deep tendon reflexes: 2/4 left
patellar, 2/4 right patellar, 2/4 left Achilles, 2/4
right Achilles The discomfort is most prominent
in the lower lumbar spine. This radiates to the
left and right buttock and left posterior thigh.
Patient has; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is reflex
abnormality.; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent lumbar fracture.; Neurovascular: deep
tendon reflexes: 2/4 left patellar, 2/4 right
patellar, 2/4 left Achilles, 2/4 right
Radiology Services Achilles&#x0D; The discomfort is most
Denied Not
prominent in the lower lumbar spine. This
Medically
radiates to the left and right buttock and left
Necessary
posterior thigh.&#x0D; Pati

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

new patient to our clinic that is having
continued back pain. Per the patient it has been
ongoing for two years. Treated with oral
medications and an xray ordered. Xray was
norma patient continues to have worsening
pain.; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient
does not have new or changing neurologic signs
or symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has not
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?; The
patient has been treated with medication.; The
patient was treated with oral analgesics.; The
Radiology Services patient has not completed 6 weeks or more of
Chiropractic care.; The physician has not
Denied Not
directed a home exercise program for at least 6
Medically
weeks.
Necessary

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

None; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; It is not known if there is weakness
or reflex abnormality.; It is not known if the
Radiology Services patient has new signs or symptoms of bladder
Denied Not
or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does not
Medically
have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
Necessary
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

none; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is no weakness or reflex
abnormality.; The patient does not have new
Radiology Services signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
Denied Not
foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
Medically
Necessary
recent lumbar fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

none; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient
Radiology Services does not have new or changing neurologic signs
Denied Not
or symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
Medically
over 4 weeks.; The patient has not seen the
Necessary
doctor more then once for these symptoms.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

None; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient
does not have new or changing neurologic signs
or symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has not
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?; The
patient has been treated with medication.; The
patient was treated with oral analgesics.; The
Radiology Services patient has not completed 6 weeks or more of
Denied Not
Chiropractic care.; The physician has not
Medically
directed a home exercise program for at least 6
Necessary
weeks.
Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary
Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

1

none; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; It is unknown if the patient has acute or
chronic back pain.; This procedure is being
requested for None of the above

1

none; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; The patient has acute or chronic back
pain.; The patient has none of the above

2

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

None; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 03/16/2017;
Radiology Services There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Constant cervical pain hx of neck fx
Denied Not
lumbar strain getting worse; PT x 2 weeks rx
Medically
Necessary
medication

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

None; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 2 weeks ago; It is
Radiology Services not known if there has been any treatment or
Denied Not
conservative therapy.; Pt is having neck pain
Medically
radiating to the r arm . Low back pain that
radiates to the buttocks
Necessary

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

None; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; N/A; There has
Radiology Services been treatment or conservative therapy.; pt has
Denied Not
right an left pain. sacrum is rotated right . Disc
Medically
narrowing. Pain in the knee.; medications ,
Necessary
home exercises

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

None; This study is being ordered for trauma or
Radiology Services injury.; 04/04/2017; There has been treatment
Denied Not
or conservative therapy.; Pain in thoracic and
Medically
lumbar spine and radiating down left leg.; PT
Necessary
and medication

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

none; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; 04/25/2017; There has been treatment
Radiology Services or conservative therapy.; lumbar radiculopathy
Denied Not
down leg leg, stiffness, weakness, in upper arms
Medically
and legs; alternating ice and heat, massage,
Necessary
rest, muscle relaxer, and nsaids

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Normal X-ray. Pain does not radiate. Constant
and sharp. Pain worse with lifting, bending and
twisting. Decreased range of motion.
Tenderness in lower back on exam. Pain has
Radiology Services progressively gotten worse within the pas year.;
Denied Not
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Medically
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
Necessary
patient has none of the above

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Numbness, tingling down leg, constant pain in
right lower extremity, going on since
Radiology Services 09/01/2016, ultrasounds on lower extremity;
Denied Not
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Medically
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
Necessary
patient has none of the above

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

On 3/7/17 Patient also c/o right leg pain
radiating from right lower back/buttocks area;
onset over the past couple of years worsening
with wieght gain over the past year. On 3/15/17
Pt Reports lower back pain and radiculopathy
seem to be worsening; takin; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; It is not known if the patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has not
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?; The
patient has been treated with medication.; The
patient was treated with oral analgesics.; The
Radiology Services patient has not completed 6 weeks or more of
Denied Not
Chiropractic care.; It is not known if the
Medically
physician has directed a home exercise program
Necessary
for at least 6 weeks.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

ongoing back pain not improved with
medication; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has not completed 6 weeks of
physical therapy?; The patient has been treated
with medication.; other medications as listed.;
Radiology Services The patient has not completed 6 weeks or more
Denied Not
of Chiropractic care.; The physician has not
Medically
directed a home exercise program for at least 6
Necessary
weeks.; celebrex, mobic
pain has been going on for A while; This study is
being ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
Radiology Services infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Denied Not
vascular disease.; 01/2015; There has been
Medically
treatment or conservative therapy.; low back
Necessary
pain, right hip pain,; mediations
Radiology Services pain resulted from fall; The study requested is a
Denied Not
Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
Medically
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
Necessary
above

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

PAIN RUNNING DOWN LEG HARD TO USE; The
study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The
patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has none of the above

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

pain that is not controlled with current
therapy.; This study is being ordered for trauma
or injury.; 11/04/2016; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; tender to
touch, slight edema to lower lumbar
Radiology Services area,sciatica that radiates down right leg.;
Denied Not
steroids,muscle relaxers,tramadol,hydrocodone,
tylenol 3, nsaids, pain patches, home physical
Medically
Necessary
therapy.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Pain, numbness, tenderness; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; The patient does not have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
The patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.;
Radiology Services The patient has seen the doctor more then once
Denied Not
for these symptoms.; The physician has not
Medically
directed conservative treatment for the past 6
Necessary
weeks.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

patient came in office on 2/15/17, low back
pain. treated with prednisone and flexeril. Pain
is still severe, hx of an enlarged uterus. L spine x
Radiology Services ray was abnormal.; The study requested is a
Denied Not
Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
Medically
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
Necessary
above

1

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient comes in today with a history of the
aggravating her chronic low back pain this past
week when lifting a patient while at her job at
the nursing home. She complains of pain in her
right lower back that radiates down her right
posterior buttock. ; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has not completed 6 weeks of
physical therapy?; The patient has been treated
with medication.; other medications as listed.;
Radiology Services The patient has not completed 6 weeks or more
Denied Not
of Chiropractic care.; The physician has not
Medically
directed a home exercise program for at least 6
Necessary
weeks.; Baclofen, Lortab, Hydrocodone

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient complains of back pain. Has a history of
a slipped disc. She could barely get dressed on
this day due to the pain. Pain is in the low back.
This pain started as a child. She injured it while
jumping rope and heard a
&amp;quot;snap&amp;quot;. Has bothered ;
This study is being ordered for trauma or injury.;
Unknown- happened as a child.; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Ongoing
pain and tenderness at the junction of the
lumbar and thoracic spine.; Patient has done
Radiology Services physical therapy, which has not relieved
Denied Not
symptoms. Patient has tried multiple drug
Medically
therapies such as naproxen, flexiril, norco,
Necessary
meloxicam, robaxin, tramadol, and prednisone.

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient first seen for pain 4/19/2017 and
continues to have pain.; The study requested is
a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back
pain; The patient does not have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; The
patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The
patient has seen the doctor more then once for
these symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has not completed 6 weeks of
physical therapy?; The patient has been treated
with medication.; other medications as listed.; It
is not known if the patient has completed 6
weeks or more of Chiropractic care.; It is not
known if the physician has directed a home
exercise program for at least 6 weeks.; Kenalog
Radiology Services injection&#x0D; Cyclobenzaprine&#x0D;
Mobic&#x0D; OTC Aleve&#x0D; Celestone
Denied Not
Medically
injection&#x0D; Tizanidine&#x0D; HydrocodoneAcetaminophen
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient first seen on 2/15/2017 and continues
to have back pain; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
It is not known if the patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; The
patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The
patient has seen the doctor more then once for
these symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; It
is not known if the patient has completed 6
weeks of physical therapy?; The patient has
been treated with medication.; other
medications as listed.; The patient has not
completed 6 weeks or more of Chiropractic
care.; The physician has directed a home
exercise program for at least 6 weeks.; The
home treatment did include exercise,
Radiology Services prescription medication and follow-up office
Denied Not
visits.; Patient has had conservative treatment
Medically
since 2/15/2017; Celestone injection&#x0D;
Necessary
Diclofenac

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient had a fall at home and is still not
recovering regardless of exercises and pain
medication; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Trauma or recent injury; The patient
does not have new or changing neurologic signs
or symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has not
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?; The
patient has been treated with medication.; The
patient was treated with oral analgesics.; The
patient has not completed 6 weeks or more of
Chiropractic care.; The physician has directed a
home exercise program for at least 6 weeks.;
The home treatment did include exercise,
prescription medication and follow-up office
Radiology Services visits.; Patient is completing exercises daily and
Denied Not
is also taking over the counter pain medication
Medically
along with RX muscle relaxants and pain
Necessary
medication with little to no relief.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

patient had bone scan that showed increased
activity comparable to a compression fracture in
the lumbar spine and lower thoracic spine. They
Radiology Services recommended MRI to follow up.; The study
Denied Not
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient
Medically
has acute or chronic back pain.; The patient has
Necessary
none of the above

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient has been having the low back pain for
the last few months. She has no improvements
with physical therapy, ibuprofen, Baclofen, and
Tramadol.; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is weakness.; Per
providers notes, the patient has marked
weakness all over based on normal expected.
She has tried physical therapy without
improvements.; The patient does not have new
Radiology Services signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
Denied Not
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
Medically
foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
Necessary
recent lumbar fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

PATIENT HAS BEEN IN PT AND TRIED
MEDICATIONS SUCH AS TRAMADOL AND
GABAPENTIN; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Neurological deficits; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; WEAKNESS TO
RLE, PAIN THAT RADIATES FROM LOW BACK IN
TO R HIP AND DOWN THE RLE; The patient does
Radiology Services not have new signs or symptoms of bladder or
bowel dysfunction.; The patient does not have a
Denied Not
Medically
new foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent lumbar fracture.
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

patient has degenerative disc disease of the
lumbar region; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is weakness.; patient
has weakness of the upper extremities; The
Radiology Services patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
Denied Not
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
Medically
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
Necessary
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.
patient has fallen and the xrays that were
preformed stated that there was no fractures or
dislocations and patient is stating that shes
having pain in her back and numbness running
Radiology Services down into foot.; The study requested is a
Denied Not
Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
Medically
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
Necessary
above
patient has fell twice and has numbness in her
Radiology Services toes in her right foot.; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
Denied Not
Medically
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
above
Necessary
Radiology Services Patient has had back pain for years.; The study
Denied Not
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient
Medically
has acute or chronic back pain.; The patient has
Necessary
none of the above

1

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient has had back pain in the lower lumbar
area for over a year and it is now radiating into
his legs. No relieving factors. Describes as an
aching, constant.; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is no
weakness or reflex abnormality.; The patient
Radiology Services does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; It is not known if
Denied Not
the patient has a new foot drop.; There is not xMedically
ray evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.
Necessary

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient has had back pain since April 2017. Has
had old injury in the past. Patient complains of
back spasms and rates pain 7/10. The pain
Radiology Services radiates down both legs and has tingling down
Denied Not
both legs..; The study requested is a Lumbar
Medically
Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or chronic
Necessary
back pain.; The patient has none of the above

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

PATIENT HAS HAD CHRONIC LOWER BACK PAIN
IN THE PAST 2 YEARS WHICH IS WORSENING.
HAVING SEVERE NUMBNESS IN LOWER
EXTREMITIES MANLY IN THE LEFT. PAINFUL TO
WALK OR SIT FOR A LONG PERIOD OF TIME.;
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; PATIENT
HAVING NUMBNESS IN LEFT LOWER EXTREMITY
WHICH IS WORSENING OVER THE PAST 2 YEARS.
CAN'T WALK AS FAR AS HE USE TO. 2-3 + DEEP
TENDON REFLEXES IN BOTH KNEES NEGATIVE
LEG RAISE TEST; The patient does not have new
Radiology Services signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
Denied Not
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
Medically
foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent lumbar fracture.
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

patient has had failed lumbar fusion surgery.
this fall made his injuries worse. he has a long
history of low back pain.; The study requested is
a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back
pain; The patient does not have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; The
patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The
patient has seen the doctor more then once for
these symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has not completed 6 weeks of
physical therapy?; The patient has been treated
with medication.; other medications as listed.;
Radiology Services The patient has not completed 6 weeks or more
of Chiropractic care.; The physician has not
Denied Not
directed a home exercise program for at least 6
Medically
weeks.; Mobic&#x0D; robaxin&#x0D; tyelnol #3
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient has had pervious back surgery.; The
study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute
or Chronic back pain; The patient does not have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
The patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.;
The patient has seen the doctor more then once
for these symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has not completed 6 weeks of
physical therapy?; The patient has been treated
with medication.; The patient was treated with
Radiology Services oral analgesics.; The patient has not completed
Denied Not
6 weeks or more of Chiropractic care.; The
Medically
physician has not directed a home exercise
Necessary
program for at least 6 weeks.

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient has had Physical Therapy previously for
low back pain, and states that learned exercises
have not helped current injury. Radiologist
reading X Ray suggested MRI to rule out more
severe injury.; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Trauma or recent injury; The patient
does not have new or changing neurologic signs
or symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has not
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?; The
patient has been treated with medication.;
other medications as listed.; It is not known if
Radiology Services the patient has completed 6 weeks or more of
Chiropractic care.; The physician has not
Denied Not
directed a home exercise program for at least 6
Medically
weeks.; Meloxicam 15 mg
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient has history of chronic low back pain and
feels grinding and feel pain with sitting and
driving. Pain radiating to right leg and right foot
numbness.; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is weakness.;
Weakness in right leg and foot; The patient does
Radiology Services not have new signs or symptoms of bladder or
Denied Not
bowel dysfunction.; The patient does not have a
Medically
new foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
Necessary
recent lumbar fracture.
Patient has history of lumbar surgery and states
having pain in that location again. On exam
patient has increased pain in low back with
radiation full length of right leg. There is
marked tenderness on right sciatic notch with
positive straight leg rai; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Neurological deficits; It is
not known if the patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; The
patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The
Radiology Services patient has seen the doctor more then once for
these symptoms.; The physician has not
Denied Not
Medically
directed conservative treatment for the past 6
weeks.
Necessary
Radiology Services patient has low back pain; The study requested
Denied Not
is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
Medically
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
Necessary
above

1

1

2

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

patient has tried conservative therapy with no
relief, pt has a positive ANA. referred to
rheumatologist; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is no
weakness or reflex abnormality.; The patient
Radiology Services does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
Denied Not
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
Medically
Necessary
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

PATIENT HAVING CHRONIC BACK PAIN , HAS A
HISTORY OF LUMBAR SPINE SURGERY AND X
Radiology Services RAYS IN OFFICE WERE OK; The study requested
Denied Not
is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
Medically
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
Necessary
above

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

patient having lumbar pain with radiculopathy
and cervicalgia; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; It is not known if there is
weakness or reflex abnormality.; The patient
Radiology Services does not have new signs or symptoms of
Denied Not
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
Medically
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient having neck and low back pain. Patient
has history of cervical fusion and has been
having some numbness and weakness in her
hands. The neck pain has been progressive and
significant. The pain worsens when stands for
prolonged period of time. Patie; This study is
being ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; Patient having neck and low
back pain. Patient has history of cervical fusion
and has been having some numbness and
weakness in her hands. The neck pain has been
progressive and significant. The pain worsens
when stands for prolonged period of time.
Patie; It is not known if there has been any
treatment or conservative therapy.; Patient
having neck and low back pain. Patient has
history of cervical fusion and has been having
Radiology Services some numbness and weakness in her hands.
Denied Not
The neck pain has been progressive and
Medically
significant. The pain worsens when stands for
Necessary
prolonged period of time. Patie

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient here for continued monitoring of her
low back pain. She states the pain has gotten
worse. She has used all of the pain medication
she had available. She continues to have pain in
the left hip and radiates into the left lower
extremity. She states ; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 08-23-16; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; She
continues to have pain in the left hip and
radiates into the left lower extremity.; Patient
here for continued monitoring of her low back
pain. She states the pain has gotten worse. She
Radiology Services has used all of the pain medication she had
Denied Not
available. She continues to have pain in the left
Medically
hip and radiates into the left lower extremity.
Necessary
She states

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

PATIENT IS HAVING CHRONIC LOWER BACK
PAIN. SHE HAS COMPLETED PHYSICAL THERAPY
WHICH MADE THE PAIN WORSE.; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is weakness.; PATIENT IS HAVING
LUMBAR BACK PAIN WITH LOWER BACK
MUSCLE STRAIN. PATIENT HAS COMPLETED
PHYSICAL THERAPY AND ONLY MADE WORSE.;
Radiology Services The patient does not have new signs or
Denied Not
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The
Medically
patient does not have a new foot drop.; There is
Necessary
not x-ray evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient is having left leg pain since last week.
Patient having low back pain with leg numbness
that comes and goes down her legs. Patient can
walk about 30 minutes but has to rest after
that. The pain in left leg is greater than right.
Patient has been t; The study requested is a
Radiology Services Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does not have new or changing
Denied Not
Medically
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
NOT had back pain for over 4 weeks.
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

PATIENT IS HAVING PAIN IN LEFT LOWER
BACK/BETWEEN SHOULDER BLADES. SCIATICA
WITH NUMBENESS/TINGLINGDOWN INTO LEG.;
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is no weakness or reflex
abnormality.; The patient does not have new
Radiology Services signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
Denied Not
foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
Medically
recent lumbar fracture.
Necessary

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient is having radicular pain in lumbar area
radiating down to left hip and left thigh&#x0D;
&#x0D; Lumbar xray show mild disc height loss
Radiology Services L1/L2, L2/L3, and L3/L4; The study requested is
Denied Not
a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
Medically
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
Necessary
above

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient is here today with complaints of left hip
pain for the past few weeks, she is concerned
due having surgery on her back a few years
ago.; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; None of the above; The patient does not
Radiology Services have new or changing neurologic signs or
Denied Not
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
Medically
over 4 weeks.; The patient has not seen the
Necessary
doctor more then once for these symptoms.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient is needing a follow up MRI due to pain
Radiology Services to get her to a new specialist. Last MRI was 8-26Denied Not
15; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Medically
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
Necessary
patient has none of the above

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient notes lower thoracic tenderness with
radiation around into the chest wall as well as
lower back symptoms.; This study is being
ordered for a neurological disorder.; Patient's
symptoms started around October 2016.; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Radiology Services Low back pain that she rates a 10 out of 10. Has
pain in the mid thoracic area as well as the
Denied Not
Medically
lower lumbar area.; Patient takes Gabapentin
and Tramadol daily as needed.
Necessary

Patient lifted about 50 pounds and is now in
pain.; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; The patient has acute or chronic back
pain.; The patient has none of the above

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient presents for ER follow up after fall.
Patient reports he was carrying some groceries
up some steps and his right "bad knee" gave out
and he fell backwards. He fell about 15 feet
onto his back and had negative x-rays in the
emergency room. He compl; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Trauma or
recent injury; The patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There
is weakness.; Patient reports chronic and
worsening weakness in right lower extremity
without known exacerbating or alleviating
Radiology Services factors; The patient does not have new signs or
Denied Not
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The
Medically
patient does not have a new foot drop.; There is
not x-ray evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient presents for worsening pain to lumbar
region and right groin area with radiation down
right leg. Patient reports pain to RLE and lower
back started after patient received heart cath.
EMG/NCS indicates neuropathy to right
superficial peroneal nerve; This study is being
ordered for a neurological disorder.;
10/25/2016; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Patient presents for
worsening pain to lumbar region and right groin
area with radiation down right leg. Patient
Radiology Services reports pain to RLE and lower back started after
Denied Not
patient received heart cath. EMG/NCS indicates
Medically
neuropathy to right superficial peroneal nerve;
Necessary
pain medication

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

patient previously seen by nurse practitioner
that is no longer at our clinic. was seen for the
same signs and symptoms. this visit was with
doctor. patient states she hurts all the time.
she has to get off her feet and stretch back or
right leg goes ; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
patient does not have new or changing
Radiology Services neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
Denied Not
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
Medically
not seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient reports having chronic low back pain
that radiates down left leg. &#x0D; &#x0D;
Lumbar Spine Xray IMPRESSION:&#x0D; 1.
Multilevel mild to moderate degenerative disc
disease and&#x0D; multilevel facet
degenerative change.&#x0D; 2. Mild
Radiology Services levoscoliosis.&#x0D; &#x0D; Patient is being co;
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Denied Not
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
Medically
patient has none of the above
Necessary

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient reports pain radiating to the buttocks
but reports cervical, thoracic, and lumbar pain.
She reports weak limbs, numbness of the
legs/feet, and tingling. She reports previous
injury to back region: ___ months ago. She
reports intermittent. She repo; This study is
being ordered for trauma or injury.; 07/2014
but more recently 04/13/17; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; -weak
limbs; numbness of the legs/feet;
tingling&#x0D; -previous injury to back
region&#x0D; -pain radiating to the
buttocks&#x0D; enderness on palpation,
spasms&#x0D; -tenderness of the paraspinal
region at L 1; Zanaflex &#x0D; Cyclobenzaprine
&#x0D; Diclofenac Sodium &#x0D; xray
Radiology Services 07/21/14 showed mild lower lumbar
Denied Not
spondylosis&#x0D; Pt had Physical Therapy
Medically
Spinal eval in 07/03/16&#x0D; CT Thoracic
Necessary
Spine on 06/08/16 showed arthritic changes

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient states that her tailbone is actually
worse after the two weeks of Mobic, Pain is
now occurring when sitting and standing, not
just when getting up, pain is also shooting up
into her lower back on the left side. She has
been using a donut for sitti; The study
Radiology Services requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Trauma or
recent injury; The patient does not have new or
Denied Not
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; The
Medically
patient has NOT had back pain for over 4 weeks.
Necessary

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient to be evaluated for lower back pain.
The discomfort is most prominent in the lower
thoracic spine and in the lower lumbar spine.
This radiates to the shoulders, anterior and
posterior thighs, right calf, and feet. He
Radiology Services characterizes it as const; The study requested is
Denied Not
a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
Medically
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
above
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

patient to see neurosurgeon and will need MRI
prior to visit. Pt complaint of dull aching pain
and sharp pain painful on palpation muscle
aches and bone pain; This study is being
ordered for trauma or injury.; Unknown. Patient
complaint of old injury to back. Seeing
Neurologist and needs MRI prior to visit.; It is
not known if there has been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; Patient complaint of old
Radiology Services back injury, low back pain with muscle spasms
Denied Not
mid back pain, neck pain&#x0D; soft tissue
stiffness &#x0D; history of lumbar degeneration
Medically
Necessary
needing MRI for Neurosurgeon

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

patient unable to walk. CT shows no stones,
been to ER twice, numbness, severe pain in
Radiology Services walking, unable to lie on right side; The study
Denied Not
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient
Medically
has acute or chronic back pain.; The patient has
Necessary
none of the above

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient was in clinic for low back and left hip
Radiology Services pain shooting down left leg left sciatica.; The
Denied Not
study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The
Medically
patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
Necessary
patient has none of the above

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient was seen in the ER with acute onset
severe low back pain, pain down BLE. X-ray
abnormal. Needing MRI for possible
Neurosurgery consult.; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is no
weakness or reflex abnormality.; The patient
Radiology Services does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
Denied Not
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
Medically
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.
Necessary

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

patient with acute onset of low back pain, BLE
shooting pain, numbness. Has tried NSAIDS and
Radiology Services muscle relaxers for approx. 2 weeks without
Denied Not
relief.; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
Medically
MRI.; The patient has acute or chronic back
Necessary
pain.; The patient has none of the above

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient with chronic back pain with DJD on Xrays. Patient has pain with lifting or bending
Pain mainly in the back no tingling, numbness or
Radiology Services burning in the legs; The study requested is a
Denied Not
Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
Medically
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
Necessary
above

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient with failed medication therapy
including toradol, diazepam, ibuprofen 800 mg,
cyclobenzaprine. No improvement with rest or
Radiology Services exercise. Had normal xray.; The study requested
Denied Not
is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
Medically
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
Necessary
above
Patient with ongoing back pain has had a CT
scan in NEA ER report, now with ongoing pain
and lumbar radiculopathy down left leg.; The
study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute
or Chronic back pain; The patient does not have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
The patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.;
Radiology Services The patient has seen the doctor more then once
Denied Not
for these symptoms.; The physician has not
Medically
directed conservative treatment for the past 6
Necessary
weeks.
Patients xray are normal need further
evaluation; This study is being ordered for
trauma or injury.; 6/14/2015; There has been
Radiology Services treatment or conservative therapy.; neck pain
Denied Not
bilateral hand numbness and Low back pain
Medically
radicular leg pain; physical therapy, NSAIDs,
steroids, muscle relaxers
Necessary

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

physical therapy made pain worse, legs give
away.; This study is being ordered for
Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.; 04/24/2017;
Radiology Services There has been treatment or conservative
Denied Not
therapy.; chronic neck pain, degenerative
Medically
changes at lower cervical spine, chronic lower
Necessary
back pain.; physical therapy

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Presented with back pain.; The study requested
is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back
pain; The patient does not have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; The
patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The
Radiology Services patient has seen the doctor more then once for
Denied Not
these symptoms.; The physician has not
Medically
directed conservative treatment for the past 6
Necessary
weeks.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

presents with history of low back pain. . The
discomfort is most prominent in the lower, right
lumbar spine. The pain does not radiate.
&#x0D; (Lateral view): Normal L spine ,may
have spondylolysis &#x0D; Acquired
spondylolysis Pain for a year; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; The patient does not have
Radiology Services new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
Denied Not
The patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.;
Medically
The patient has not seen the doctor more then
Necessary
once for these symptoms.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

PREVIOUS BACK SURGERY, PAIN STARTED DUE
Radiology Services TO PULLING BOXES AND STRAINED.; The study
Denied Not
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient
Medically
has acute or chronic back pain.; The patient has
Necessary
none of the above

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

pt also has history of diabetes and heart
trouble causing more complications .; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; It is not known if the patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; It is not known if the
patient has completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?; The patient has been treated with
medication.; other medications as listed.; The
patient has not completed 6 weeks or more of
Chiropractic care.; The physician has directed a
home exercise program for at least 6 weeks.;
Radiology Services The home treatment did include exercise,
Denied Not
prescription medication and follow-up office
Medically
visits.; given back stretches to do; soma&#x0D;
Necessary
lorcet

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

pt also took Norco 5mg 1 tablet every 6hrs for
back pain and is not helping; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; It is not known if the patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; It is not known if the
patient has completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?; The patient has been treated with
medication.; The patient was treated with oral
analgesics.; It is not known if the patient has
completed 6 weeks or more of Chiropractic
care.; The physician has directed a home
Radiology Services exercise program for at least 6 weeks.; The
Denied Not
home treatment did include exercise,
Medically
prescription medication and follow-up office
Necessary
visits.; tramadol 50mg 4x a day, pt is still in pain

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

PT CANNOT WALK FOR LONG TIME WITHOUT
C/O LEGS FEEL WEAK,AND SHE COULD FALL; The
study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is weakness.; LOW BACK PAIN WITH
WEAKNESS BIL LOW EXTREMITIES; The patient
Radiology Services does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
Denied Not
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
Medically
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.
Necessary
pt complains of radiation of pain down back of
left leg to calf. denies numbness or tingling of
Radiology Services lower extremities.; The study requested is a
Denied Not
Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
Medically
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
above
Necessary

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Pt experiencing pain of right posterior hip pain
that radiates from hip to her foot. Pt is going to
physical therapy and this effective at short term
allevaiation of pain. Has had lumbar spine
radiograph. Has been maintained on
Gabapentin 800mg BID. But c; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Neurological
deficits; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is no
weakness or reflex abnormality.; The patient
Radiology Services does not have new signs or symptoms of
Denied Not
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
Medically
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
Necessary
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Pt fell about a month ago hitting lump on back
causing pain on back and ribs, seen at ER. C/O
left lower back pain since ER visit. Pt states pain
travels to left legs, no weakness, can't sleep due
to pain. History of seizure disorder. Medral
prescribed.; The study requested is a Lumbar
Radiology Services Spine MRI.; The patient does NOT have acute or
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
Denied Not
Medically
above.; This procedure is being requested for
Trauma or recent injury
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

PT GIVEN BACK STRETCHES TO DO AT HOME.;
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; It is not known if
the patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; It
is not known if the patient has completed 6
weeks of physical therapy?; The patient has
been treated with medication.; It is not known
was medications were used in treatment.; It is
not known if the patient has completed 6 weeks
or more of Chiropractic care.; The physician has
Radiology Services directed a home exercise program for at least 6
weeks.; The home treatment did include
Denied Not
Medically
exercise, prescription medication and follow-up
Necessary
office visits.;

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

pt had a fall recently pain from low back to
buttock to leg 8-10 ft fall.. pain with straight leg
raises and on medications; The study requested
is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Trauma or recent injury;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; weakness, numbness and tingling in
legs w/ weakness in R leg; The patient does not
Radiology Services have new signs or symptoms of bladder or
Denied Not
bowel dysfunction.; The patient does not have a
new foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
Medically
Necessary
recent lumbar fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Pt had a negative CT abdomen pelvis. Pt has
SEVERE R flank pain and is unable to hold still.
Pain starts at R L-1/2 and comes around to R
Radiology Services flank. She has had a negative Abdominal US
Denied Not
also.; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
Medically
MRI.; The patient has acute or chronic back
Necessary
pain.; The patient has none of the above

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

pt had an abnormal back examination, with
noted spinal tenderness to L spine and pain with
Radiology Services ROM with positive straight leg raising.; The
study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The
Denied Not
Medically
patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has none of the above
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

pt had chronic back pain and taking medication
Radiology Services all the time. Dr would like to see what it is.; The
Denied Not
study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The
Medically
patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
Necessary
patient has none of the above

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Pt has back pain, tingling in the foot; no
improvement with conservative therapy; The
study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute
or Chronic back pain; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is no weakness or reflex abnormality.;
Radiology Services The patient does not have new signs or
Denied Not
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The
Medically
patient does not have a new foot drop.; There is
Necessary
not x-ray evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Pt has been c/o severe back pain on one side
for weeks, it followed a dermatome pattern, but
did not respond to valsartan. Here for eval of b
aCK PAIN. Hydrocodone not working for pain.;
This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 03/09/2017 office visit; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Pain is all on R side from mid thoracic area
down into R LS area, hycrocodone not working,
sleeping in recliner, unable to do work around
house due to pain. Pain radiates all around R
side and under ribs.Still having pain that she
rates ":10" on 0-10 scal; 3/9/17 patient was
started on Lortab, Aleve and Gabapentin,
rest.The only way to get relief is pressure on the
Radiology Services entire area." "I've taken extra str tylenol,
Denied Not
ibuprofen, hydrocodone 5 and 7.5, hot showers,
Medically
laid in Jacuzzi, Ice pack helped for a few minutes
Necessary
a

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Pt has been seeing pain specialist for pain meds
for several months. He has been having HXO
back pain for a long time. He has had injections
in the back without improvement; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; It is
not known if there is weakness or reflex
abnormality.; The patient does not have new
Radiology Services signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
Denied Not
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
Medically
Necessary
recent lumbar fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Pt has completed one month of non physician
directed conservative therapy with Nsaids, yoga
Radiology Services stretching exercises and weight loss.; The study
Denied Not
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient
Medically
has acute or chronic back pain.; The patient has
Necessary
none of the above

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Pt has done 4 weeks of pt with no relief,
irregular gait, Motor Strength and Tone:
abnormal and poor tone, limited ROM,
weakness,numbness, tingling, and frequent or
severe headaches, back pain, difficulty walking,;
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; WEAKNESS,
NUMBNESS, TINGLING, irregular gait, Motor
Strength and Tone: abnormal and poor tone,
limited ROM; The patient does not have new
Radiology Services signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
Denied Not
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
Medically
foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
Necessary
recent lumbar fracture.

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

Pt has failed conservative therapy; This study is
being ordered for trauma or injury.;
02/09/20417; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Neck and back pain;
Physical therapy, Nsaids, muscle relaxers

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

pt has history of HNP, no previous surgery. pt
has tried oral NSAIDs, muscle relaxants, pain
med, physical therapy and rest with little to no
relief of pain.&#x0D; Pain radiates down both
legs with numbness and tingling. Weakness is
also present. &#x0D; Pain is ; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is weakness.; pt has increased weakness
with leg extension against resistance, right
&#x0D; Intermitted weakness with weight
bearing, bilateral; The patient does not have
Radiology Services new signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
Denied Not
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
Medically
foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
Necessary
recent lumbar fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

pt has history of surgery to lumbar spine.; This
study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Radiology Services vascular disease.; unknown; There has been
Denied Not
treatment or conservative therapy.; chronic
Medically
back pain.; pt has been taking Tylenol-Codeine
#3 300-30mg take 1 tablet BID PRN
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

PT has not helped, Pain are constant and severe
and sharp, Back stiffness.; The study requested
Radiology Services is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back
pain; The patient does not have new or
Denied Not
Medically
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; The
patient has NOT had back pain for over 4 weeks.
Necessary

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Pt has severe chronic lower back pain.
Radiating from back into legs down into her
feet. Not responding to conservative treatment.
Pt had swollen leg about a month ago; The
study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute
or Chronic back pain; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is no weakness or reflex abnormality.;
Radiology Services The patient does not have new signs or
Denied Not
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The
Medically
patient does not have a new foot drop.; There is
not x-ray evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.
Necessary

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Pt has tenderness over upper part of vertebra
lumbar.; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is no weakness or reflex
abnormality.; The patient does not have new
Radiology Services signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; It is not known if the patient has a
Denied Not
Medically
new foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
Necessary
recent lumbar fracture.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

pt has tried therapy with minimal results,
condition continues to affect pts ability to
function due limitations of movement and pain;
This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; unknown; There has been treatment
or conservative therapy.; Bilateral hip pain that
Radiology Services radiates down bilateral legs, limited ROM due to
Denied Not
pain, neck pain that worsens with positioning
Medically
with limited ROM; outpatient physical therapy,
Necessary
pain medication, anti-inflammatory medications

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

pt have lower back pain burning feeling in legs;
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has none of the above

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

PT IS IN SEVERE PAIN.; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; PT HAS WEAKNESS IN RIGHT LEG; It
is not known if the patient has new signs or
Radiology Services symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; It is
Denied Not
not known if the patient has a new foot drop.; It
Medically
is not known if there is x-ray evidence of a
Necessary
lumbar recent fracture.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Pt needs to be seen by neurosurgeon, but has
to have MRI's before they will see her.; This
study is being ordered for trauma or injury.;
09/20/2016; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Severe Back Pain, back
Radiology Services spasms, back tenderness, neck pain, abnormal xrays showed ddd, medication brings no relief;
Denied Not
Medications, Alternating Ice/heat, Stretches, @
Medically
Necessary
Home Therapy

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Pt presented with low back pain for several
weeks, with pain radiating down left legEnter
answer here -.; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is weakness.; ; The
Radiology Services patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
Denied Not
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
Medically
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
Necessary
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

PT states that this is ongoing problem and
provider feels MRI is necessary to see what is
going on.; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 5/1/17; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.;
numbness&#x0D; tingling &#x0D;
Radiology Services headaches&#x0D; severe back pain; Pt has been
on several medications that are not helping and
Denied Not
Medically
having a lot of tingling and numbness in his
Necessary
hands and neck.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Pt with chronic low back pain with bilateral
sciatica and tenderness. TTP bilateral low
lumbar region. Previous surgical car noted L of
the L-Spine. Bilteral positive straight lef raise 30
Radiology Services degrees left and 45 degrees right.; The study
Denied Not
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient
Medically
has acute or chronic back pain.; The patient has
Necessary
none of the above

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

R/O compression fracture; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Radiology Services vascular disease.; 04/30/2017; There has been
Denied Not
treatment or conservative therapy.; Acute pain
Medically
in thoracic and lumbar spine; Medications,
home exercise
Necessary

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

R/O fracture; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is weakness.;
Weakness in both legs; The patient does not
Radiology Services have new signs or symptoms of bladder or
Denied Not
bowel dysfunction.; The patient does not have a
Medically
new foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent lumbar fracture.
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

R/O herniated disc; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; About
Radiology Services 5 years ago; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Back pain, radiculopathy
Denied Not
to the lower extremity, and chronic neck pain;
Medically
Necessary
Medications

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

radiating pain into bilateral; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; The patient does not have
Radiology Services new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
Denied Not
The patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.;
Medically
The patient has not seen the doctor more then
Necessary
once for these symptoms.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiating pain to buttock and right lower
extremity Pain level is 8 out 10 neck pain
Tenderness Flexion limited on right - pain with
motion Positive right leg raising; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; It is
not known if there is weakness or reflex
abnormality.; The patient does not have new
Radiology Services signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
Denied Not
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
Medically
foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
Necessary
recent lumbar fracture.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiculopathy, site unspecified; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; The patient does not have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
The patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.;
The patient has seen the doctor more then once
for these symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has not completed 6 weeks of
physical therapy?; The patient has been treated
with medication.; The patient was treated with
Radiology Services oral analgesics.; The patient has not completed
Denied Not
6 weeks or more of Chiropractic care.; The
Medically
physician has not directed a home exercise
Necessary
program for at least 6 weeks.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Recent normal x-ray but still having pain; The
study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute
or Chronic back pain; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is no weakness or reflex abnormality.;
Radiology Services The patient does not have new signs or
Denied Not
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The
Medically
patient does not have a new foot drop.; There is
not x-ray evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

RIGHT SIDE SCIATICA; RIGHT LEG PAIN;
RADICULOPATHY; This study is being ordered
Radiology Services for a neurological disorder.; 05/08/2017; There
Denied Not
has not been any treatment or conservative
Medically
therapy.; RIGHT SIDE SCIATICA; RIGHT LEG PAIN;
Necessary
RADICULOPATHY
Radiology Services S/P lumbar surgery; The study requested is a
Denied Not
Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
Medically
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
Necessary
above
Radiology Services
Denied Not
Sciatica; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
Medically
MRI.; The patient has acute or chronic back
Necessary
pain.; The patient has none of the above

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

see attached OV; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; no lower extremity weakness found
on NP exam however patient complains of new
weakness and worsening radiculopathy; The
Radiology Services patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
Denied Not
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
Medically
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
Necessary
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

Disapproval

1

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

see attached; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has not completed 6 weeks of
physical therapy?; The patient has been treated
with medication.; The patient was treated with
Radiology Services oral analgesics.; The patient has not completed
Denied Not
6 weeks or more of Chiropractic care.; The
Medically
physician has not directed a home exercise
Necessary
program for at least 6 weeks.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

see attached; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
Radiology Services inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
Denied Not
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 05/30/2017;
Medically
There has been treatment or conservative
Necessary
therapy.; see attached; see attached

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

severe pain across the entire lower back w/
some radiation into both buttocks. Now, the
pain has spread to the right buttock &amp;
down the right lower leg posteriorly/laterally.
She does have some numbness on the left
Radiology Services buttock/thigh. Feels like a constant; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient
Denied Not
has acute or chronic back pain.; The patient has
Medically
Necessary
none of the above

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

severe pain with radiation. weakness of the
limbs; numbness; tingling; The study requested
is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Trauma or recent injury;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; weakness of the limbs; The patient
Radiology Services does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; It is not known if
Denied Not
the patient has a new foot drop.; There is not xMedically
ray evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.
Necessary

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Severe radiculopathy pain in left leg. Multiple
falls recently.; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Neurological deficits; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; Muscle
weakness in right leg; The patient does not have
Radiology Services new signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
Denied Not
dysfunction.; It is not known if the patient has a
Medically
new foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
Necessary
recent lumbar fracture.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

She came in today for follow-up for her
bilateral leg pain. That is better, but she states
she's been having persistent left knee pain, and
now has lower back pain. She apparently has
had some chronic problems with low back pain,
but it has become more se; The study requested
is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back
pain; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; It is not known if
there is weakness or reflex abnormality.; The
Radiology Services patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
Denied Not
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
Medically
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
Necessary
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.
skip; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Radiology Services or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Denied Not
vascular disease.; skip; It is not known if there
Medically
has been any treatment or conservative
Necessary
therapy.; skip
St. Bernards ER follow up after being hit by car;
pain and numbness to back after being stabbed
Radiology Services back in November.; The study requested is a
Denied Not
Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
Medically
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
above
Necessary
Radiology Services STIFFNESS AND MUSCLE SPASM; The study
Denied Not
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient
Medically
has acute or chronic back pain.; The patient has
Necessary
none of the above

1

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

SUDDEN ONSET OF PAIN; The study requested
is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back
pain; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is no
weakness or reflex abnormality.; The patient
Radiology Services does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
Denied Not
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
Medically
Necessary
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

taking medication; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
Radiology Services had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
Denied Not
seen the doctor more then once for these
Medically
symptoms.; The physician has not directed
Necessary
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

tenderness; Pain to palpation of right SI joint;
Right sciatica region with no radiculopathy. Pain
to right anterior groin; Positive for pain with
right straight leg test..; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Trauma or recent injury;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is no
weakness or reflex abnormality.; The patient
Radiology Services does not have new signs or symptoms of
Denied Not
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
Medically
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
Necessary
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The current episode started more than 1 year
ago. The problem occurs constantly. The
problem has been rapidly worsening since
onset. The pain is present in the lumbar spine
and sacro-iliac. The quality of the pain is
Radiology Services described as aching, burning, shooting; The
study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The
Denied Not
patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
Medically
Necessary
patient has none of the above

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient has failed conservative treatment
including medication and physical therapy.; The
study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute
or Chronic back pain; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is weakness.; The lumbar/lumbosacral
spine exhibited muscle spasms, lumbar range of
motion decreased, and showed pain elicited
throughout the range of motion.&#x0D;
Neurological system: abnormal.&#x0D; Gait and
stance were abnormal.&#x0D; Patient with
complaints of "back gives out an; The patient
Radiology Services does not have new signs or symptoms of
Denied Not
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; It is not known if
Medically
the patient has a new foot drop.; There is not xNecessary
ray evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient was rear ended in a MVA. Was seen
in ER and was given Flexeril, Naprosyn and
Norco. Since that time, the patient is c/o
constant pain in the lumbar spine with radiation
to the bilateral buttocks. Symptoms are made
worse by standing, sitting, ; The study requested
is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Trauma or recent injury;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is no
weakness or reflex abnormality.; The patient
Radiology Services does not have new signs or symptoms of
Denied Not
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
Medically
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
Necessary
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
Radiology Services The patient does not have new signs or
Denied Not
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The
Medically
patient does not have a new foot drop.; There is
x-ray evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.
Necessary
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Radiology Services The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has 6 weeks of completed conservative
Denied Not
Medically
care in the past 3 months or had a spine
injection
Necessary
Radiology Services The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Denied Not
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
Medically
patient has an Abnormal x-ray indicating a
Necessary
significant abnormality

1

2

13

4

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Medically
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
Necessary
patient has Neurological deficit(s)
There is tenderness (across upper abdomen). .
Cervical back: He exhibits pain and spasm.
Lumbar back: He exhibits decreased range of
Radiology Services motion and pain.; The study requested is a
Denied Not
Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
Medically
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
Necessary
above

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

THIS IS A REQUEST FOR A DOUBLE STUDY
WHICH MEANS AUTOMATIC REVIEW, WILL JUST
FAX NOTES; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
Radiology Services inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
Denied Not
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 2 YEARS AGO;
Medically
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; WEAKNESS/PAIN; NSAIDS
Necessary

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

this patient could be having some type of heart
malfunction snd we have not started anything
on him.; This study is being ordered for trauma
or injury.; 4/27/2016; There has been treatment
or conservative therapy.; sharp radiating pain in
his bil knee, decreased rom. some radiculopathy
Radiology Services to his lumbar with severe back pain.he has been
Denied Not
having some chest pain and abdnormal ekg's.;
Medically
pt has had medication therapy as well as some
Necessary
in home pt

1

Disapproval

Disapproval

10

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

tingling , numbness; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
above

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

Unknown.; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; It is unknown if the patient has
acute or chronic back pain.; This procedure is
being requested for None of the above

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown.; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Neurological deficits; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; weakness from
radiating pain from lower back down leg; The
Radiology Services patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
Denied Not
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
Medically
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
Necessary
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; It is not
known if the patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; It
is not known if the patient has completed 6
weeks of physical therapy?; The patient has
been treated with medication.; The patient was
treated with oral analgesics.; It is not known if
Radiology Services the patient has completed 6 weeks or more of
Denied Not
Chiropractic care.; It is not known if the
Medically
physician has directed a home exercise program
Necessary
for at least 6 weeks.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

UNKNOWN; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is no weakness or
reflex abnormality.; The patient does not have
Radiology Services new signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
Denied Not
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
Medically
foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent lumbar fracture.
Necessary

2

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is reflex
abnormality.; The patient does not have new
Radiology Services signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
Denied Not
foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
Medically
Necessary
recent lumbar fracture.; Decreased ROM

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is weakness.; his left
leg, leg weakness, pain radiating down to left
foot, tingling in the leg; The patient does not
Radiology Services have new signs or symptoms of bladder or
bowel dysfunction.; The patient does not have a
Denied Not
Medically
new foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent lumbar fracture.
Necessary

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is weakness.; patient
is having pain in back and decrease range of
Radiology Services motion; The patient does not have new signs or
Denied Not
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The
Medically
patient does not have a new foot drop.; There is
Necessary
not x-ray evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is weakness.; right
side weakness; The patient does not have new
Radiology Services signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
Denied Not
foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
Medically
Necessary
recent lumbar fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is weakness.;
weakness and numbness in bilateral legs; The
Radiology Services patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
Denied Not
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
Medically
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
Necessary
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

unknown; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
NOT had back pain for over 4 weeks.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

Unknown; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; It is unknown if the patient has
acute or chronic back pain.; This procedure is
being requested for None of the above

2

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Unknown; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Neurological deficits; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; leg weakness
from pain radiating down the back; The patient
Radiology Services does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; It is not known if
Denied Not
the patient has a new foot drop.; There is not xMedically
Necessary
ray evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.
unknown; The study requested is a Lumbar
Radiology Services Spine MRI.; None of the above; It is not known if
Denied Not
the patient does have new or changing
Medically
neurologic signs or symptoms.; It is not known if
Necessary
the patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.
Radiology Services
Denied Not
unknown; The study requested is a Lumbar
Medically
Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or chronic
Necessary
back pain.; The patient has none of the above
UNKNOWN; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; SEVERAL YEARS AGO;
There has been treatment or conservative
Radiology Services therapy.; COMPLETE BACK PAIN RADIATING
Denied Not
DOWN BOTH ARMS AND LEGS, LEGS ARE
Medically
WEAK, NUMBNESS AND TINGLING; PHYSICAL
THERAPY
Necessary

1

1

8

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 09/2016; There
Radiology Services has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
rule out cancer, shortness of breath, chest pain
Denied Not
discomfort; Pain medication, inhalers, is a heavy
Medically
Necessary
smoker

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
Radiology Services inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
Denied Not
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 2/13/2015; There
Medically
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Necessary
back pain; Medications

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
Radiology Services inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
Denied Not
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 2015,; There has
Medically
been treatment or conservative therapy.; pain,
Necessary
stiffness,; medication, rest

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 3/7/2017; There
Radiology Services has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
cervical spine pain, tenderness, pain, spasms;
Denied Not
steroid dose pack, Naproxen(prescription
Medically
Necessary
strength)

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; Chronic neck and
Radiology Services back pain, prior abnormal MRIs over a year ago,
Denied Not
referring to Orthopedics for surgery evaluation.
Medically
See clinicals; It is not known if there has been
any treatment or conservative therapy.; Pain
Necessary

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
Radiology Services inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
Denied Not
anomaly, or vascular disease.; unknown; There
Medically
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Necessary
back pain; Pt for 6 wks and medications

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; Unknown; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Pain radiating from neck into arms and back.
Pain radiating from back into legs. Sharp
shooting pains in both areas with no relief from
medications.; Patient has tried NSAID's,
Radiology Services narcotics and muscle relaxers with little to no
Denied Not
relief. Physician would like to see if patient has
Medically
changes in the neck and lumbar or is maybe a
Necessary
surgical candidate.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
Radiology Services anomaly, or vascular disease.; unknown; There
Denied Not
has not been any treatment or conservative
Medically
therapy.; dizziness, fatigue, tired, low back pain,
Necessary
radiculopathy

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; This study is being ordered for
trauma or injury.; 5/16/2017; There has been
Radiology Services treatment or conservative therapy.; severe pain,
Denied Not
radiating neck and shoulder, sitting standing,
Medically
walking, bending; pain meds, 0.5 larazpopain,
Necessary
Tylenol 3, lumbar and thoracic x rays

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

Was in a car accident; This study is being
ordered for trauma or injury.; 06/05/2017;
There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; Numbness, loss of
bladder function, low back pain,

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

We are requesting these MRI's for further
evaluation.; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; November 2016.;
Radiology Services There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Pain in thoracic and lumbar spine.;
Denied Not
Medically
Pain medication has been prescribed since
November 2016, patient's pain has not changed.
Necessary

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

went to the ER room on 06/04, abnormal ct,
bulging disc; This study is being ordered for
Radiology Services Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.; 06/04/2017;
Denied Not
There has been treatment or conservative
Medically
therapy.; pain in the si joint that radiates down
Necessary
to right foot, hip pain; medications, steroids

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

Will fax.; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; None of the above; It is not known if the
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; It is not known if the
patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.

1

2

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Will FAX; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is no weakness or
reflex abnormality.; The patient does not have
Radiology Services new signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
Denied Not
foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
Medically
Necessary
recent lumbar fracture.
worsening degeneration of lumbar
intervertebral disc; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
It is not known if the patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; The
patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The
Radiology Services patient has seen the doctor more then once for
these symptoms.; The physician has not
Denied Not
Medically
directed conservative treatment for the past 6
weeks.
Necessary
worsening pain and symptoms; This study is
being ordered for trauma or injury.; approx.
Radiology Services 4/5/2014; There has been treatment or
Denied Not
conservative therapy.; pain, radiation of pain,
Medically
numbness and tingling in extremities; NSAIDS,
analgesics
Necessary
Xray abnormal; This study is being ordered for
Radiology Services trauma or injury.; 02/22/2017; There has been
Denied Not
treatment or conservative therapy.; Limited
Medically
ROM hip pain LBP; Steroids anti inflammatory
Necessary
meds

1

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Xray has compressed area at L5, S1.; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is weakness.; ; The patient does not have
Radiology Services new signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
Denied Not
foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
Medically
Necessary
recent lumbar fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

X-RAY INTERPRETATION: ORTHOPEDIC XRAY:&#x0D; Lumbar-Spine-&#x0D; (AP view):
loss of disc height L3-4, 4-5; &#x0D; and (Lateral
view): anterolisthesis: L4 on L5, L5 on S1;
Procedure Note: Injection of Tendons/Trigger
Points &#x0D; Verbal informed consent was
obtained. Inje; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; It is not known if there is
weakness or reflex abnormality.; The patient
Radiology Services does not have new signs or symptoms of
Denied Not
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
Medically
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
Necessary
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

XRAYS ON 5/16/2017 FOUND MILD LUMBAR
OSTEOPHYTOSIS.&#x0D; MILD LUMBAR FACET
JOINT ARTHOPATHY. DOCTOR IS WORRIED
ABOUT BULGING DISC; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does not have new or changing
Radiology Services neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
Denied Not
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
Medically
not seen the doctor more then once for these
Necessary
symptoms.

1

Disapproval

72191 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY PELVIS
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary
This is a request for a pelvis CT angiography.

1

Disapproval

UPloading clinicals.; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
72191 CT
Radiology Services congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
ANGIOGRAPHY PELVIS Denied Not
Patient has family history of aneurysms; There
W/CONTRAST/NONCON Medically
has not been any treatment or conservative
TRAST
Necessary
therapy.; Unknown

1

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for some other reason than the choices given.;
This is a request for a Pelvis CT.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Disapproval

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered as a follow-up to
trauma.; There is NO laboratory or physical
evidence of a pelvic bleed.; There are no
physical or abnormal blood work consistent
with peritonitis or pelvic abscess.; There is NO
physical or radiological evidence of a pelvic
fracture.; "The ordering physician is not a
gastroenterologist, urologist, gynecologist, or
Radiology Services surgeon or PCP ordering on behalf of a specialist
Denied Not
who has seen the patient."; This is a request for
Medically
a Pelvis CT.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
Necessary
CT
Radiology Services ; This study is being ordered for some other
Denied Not
reason than the choices given.; This is a request
Medically
for a Pelvis CT.; Yes this is a request for a
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Adema, redness and warmth to the touch,
abnormal ultrasound showing enlarged
Radiology Services lymphnodes; This study is being ordered for
Denied Not
some other reason than the choices given.; This
Medically
is a request for a Pelvis CT.; Yes this is a request
Necessary
for a Diagnostic CT

1

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

1

Disapproval

Disapproval

chronic pain , tenderness ,; This study is being
ordered for some other reason than the choices
given.; This is a request for a Pelvis CT.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

For evaluation of L sided pelvic pain due to
ovarian cyst versus bladder prolapse; This study
is being ordered because of a suspicious mass/
tumor.; "The patient has NOT had a pelvic
ultrasound, barium, CT, or MR study."; This is a
Radiology Services request for a Pelvis CT.; There are documented
physical findings (painless hematuria, etc.)
Denied Not
consistent with an abdominal mass or tumor.;
Medically
Necessary
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

inguinial pain past 3-4 weeks.; This study is
being ordered for some other reason than the
choices given.; This is a request for a Pelvis CT.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Disapproval

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

patient has a history of inguinal hernia - he is
experiencing pain again at rest with it getting
worse with movement. the pain is described as
Radiology Services sharp and cramping.; This study is being ordered
Denied Not
for some other reason than the choices given.;
Medically
This is a request for a Pelvis CT.; Yes this is a
Necessary
request for a Diagnostic CT
Radiology Services severe pain; This study is being ordered for
Denied Not
some other reason than the choices given.; This
Medically
is a request for a Pelvis CT.; Yes this is a request
Necessary
for a Diagnostic CT

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

Disapproval

unknown; This study is being ordered for
trauma or injury.; unknown DOS 5-11-17; There
has not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; tender pelvic shift and nueuropathy

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72196 MRI PELVIS

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Radiology Services Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; It is not known
if there has been any treatment or conservative
Denied Not
therapy.; &lt; Describe primary symptoms here Medically
Necessary
or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

3

72196 MRI PELVIS

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
02/20/17; There has been treatment or
Radiology Services conservative therapy.; Pain to right hip. Pain to
Denied Not
lower back and down the right leg. Limited ROM
Medically
on right leg. Unable to stand erect.;
Necessary
Chiropractor and Medication.

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

72196 MRI PELVIS

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

72196 MRI PELVIS

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 1/2/2010; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; &lt;
Radiology Services Describe primary symptoms here - or Type In
Denied Not
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; &lt; Describe
treatment / conservative therapy here - or Type
Medically
Necessary
In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;
Radiology Services ; This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; It is not
Denied Not
known if this is a preoperative study.; The study
Medically
is being ordered for suspicion of pelvic
Necessary
inflammatory disease or abscess.

72196 MRI PELVIS

Follow up for adrenal nodule post surgery; This
study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Radiology Services vascular disease.; &lt; Enter date of initial onset
Denied Not
here - or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;;
Medically
There has been treatment or conservative
Necessary
therapy.; evaluate adrenal nodules; surgery

1

72196 MRI PELVIS

patient has a tumor that needs yearly checks to
see if any changes; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
Radiology Services ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
Denied Not
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
Medically
ordering physician is not a hematologist/
Necessary
oncologist.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

72196 MRI PELVIS

Patient presents for worsening pain to lumbar
region and right groin area with radiation down
right leg. Patient reports pain to RLE and lower
back started after patient received heart cath.
EMG/NCS indicates neuropathy to right
superficial peroneal nerve; This study is being
ordered for a neurological disorder.;
10/25/2016; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Patient presents for
worsening pain to lumbar region and right groin
area with radiation down right leg. Patient
Radiology Services reports pain to RLE and lower back started after
Denied Not
patient received heart cath. EMG/NCS indicates
Medically
neuropathy to right superficial peroneal nerve;
Necessary
pain medication

1

72196 MRI PELVIS

Patient with persistent Left hip pain. Has
history of lumbar surgery with surgical rod
placement and spina bifida.; This is a request for
a Pelvis MRI.; The study is being ordered for
joint pain or suspicion of joint or bone
Radiology Services infection.; The study is being ordered for
Denied Not
something other than arthritis, slipped femoral
Medically
capital epiphysis, bilateral hip avascular
necrosis, osteomylitis or tail bone pain or injury.
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72196 MRI PELVIS

she continues to have significant pain in her
right leg. It starts from the right buttock and
radiates down the entire leg to her foot. when
she walks or at rest, her foot is everted and
Radiology Services plantar flexed. she is able to partially flex at the
Denied Not
knee and the ; This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.;
Medically
The request is not for any of the listed
Necessary
indications.

1

72196 MRI PELVIS

The problem is improving. Location of pain is
lower back and Sacroiliac pain.The patient
describes the pain as discomforting. Symptoms
Radiology Services are aggravated by lying/rest. Symptoms are
Denied Not
relieved by pain meds/drugs.; This is a request
Medically
for a Pelvis MRI.; The request is not for any of
Necessary
the listed indications.

1

72196 MRI PELVIS

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
Radiology Services anomaly, or vascular disease.; 3/9/17; There has
Denied Not
not been any treatment or conservative
Medically
therapy.; Pt has pain that radiates into his left
Necessary
leg. Hip diplseia as a teen.

1

73200 CT ARM OR
UPPER EXTREMITY

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 3/15/17; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Pain in the
right shoulder,; Medications

2

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

73200 CT ARM OR
UPPER EXTREMITY

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Radiology Services or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Denied Not
vascular disease.; 1/17/2017; There has been
Medically
treatment or conservative therapy.; pain,
Necessary
numbness,; Medication, X- Ray

73200 CT ARM OR
UPPER EXTREMITY
73220 MRI UPPER
EXTREMITY , ENTIRE
EXTREMITY, NOT A
JOINT

This is a request for an upper extremity,
shoulder, scapula, elbow, hand, or wrist joint
CT.; There is not a history of upper extremity
joint or long bone trauma or injury.; This is not a
preoperative or recent postoperative
evaluation.; There is not suspicion of upper
extremity neoplasm or tumor or metastasis.;
Radiology Services There is not suspicion of upper extremity bone
Denied Not
or joint infection.; The ordering physician is not
Medically
an orthopedist or rheumatologist.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
Necessary
Radiology Services ; This study is being ordered for trauma or
Denied Not
injury.; 5/13/15; There has not been any
Medically
treatment or conservative therapy.; SHOT IN
Necessary
LEFT 4TH FINGER WITH BB GUN

1

3

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

73220 MRI UPPER
EXTREMITY , ENTIRE
EXTREMITY, NOT A
JOINT

Pain with resisted supination/pronation of right
forearm). &#x0D; tenderness (of the forearm
supinator muscle/tendon.&#x0D;
Neurologic:abnormal right (decreased right
forearm)swelling. weakness; This study is being
ordered for trauma or injury.; 6/1/17; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Location: right; deep &#x0D; Quality: throbbing;
sharp; deep; About the same when asked if pain
is improving &#x0D; Severity: moderate; pain
Radiology Services level 0/10; worst pain 7/10 &#x0D; Duration: 23
Denied Not
days &#x0D; Timing: acute; abrupt; morning
Medically
&#x0D; Context: bending; lifting; work injury
Necessary
&#x0D; ; ANTI-INFLAMMATORIES

1

73220 MRI UPPER
EXTREMITY , ENTIRE
EXTREMITY, NOT A
JOINT

The request is for an upper extremity non-joint
MRI.; This is not a preoperative or recent
postoperative evaluation.; There is not
suspicion of upper extremity neoplasm or tumor
or metastasis.; There is no suspicion of upper
Radiology Services extremity bone or soft tissue infection.; The
Denied Not
ordering physician is not an orthopedist.; There
Medically
is not a history of upper extremity trauma or
injury.
Necessary

1

73220 MRI UPPER
EXTREMITY , ENTIRE
EXTREMITY, NOT A
JOINT

Therapist believes that pt could have a tear.;
This study is being ordered for trauma or injury.;
Radiology Services 2/27/17; There has been treatment or
Denied Not
conservative therapy.; Pain and numbness.;
Medically
Patient has had physical therapy and the
Necessary
therapist is recommending a MRI.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The requested study is a
Radiology Services Shoulder MRI.; The pain is described as chronic;
Denied Not
The request is for shoulder pain.; It is not known
Medically
if the physician has directed conservative
Necessary
treatment for the past 6 weeks.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The requested study is a
Shoulder MRI.; The pain is described as chronic;
The request is for shoulder pain.; The physician
has directed conservative treatment for the
past 6 weeks.; The patient has not completed 6
weeks of physical therapy?; The patient has
been treated with medication.; The patient has
not completed 6 weeks or more of Chiropractic
care.; The physician has directed a home
exercise program for at least 6 weeks.; The
home treatment did include exercise,
Radiology Services prescription medication and follow-up office
Denied Not
visits.; 8 weeks at home exer , arthritis med
Medically
treatment with no improvement; The patient
Necessary
received oral analgesics.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The requested study is a
Radiology Services Shoulder MRI.; The pain is described as chronic;
Denied Not
The request is for shoulder pain.; The physician
Medically
has not directed conservative treatment for the
Necessary
past 6 weeks.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
Radiology Services No Info Given. &gt;; The requested study is a
Denied Not
Shoulder MRI.; The pain is not from a recent
Medically
injury, old injury, chronic pain or a mass.; The
Necessary
request is for shoulder pain.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.;
5/9/2017; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; shoulder pain going to
Radiology Services her arm and to her neck causing numbness and
Denied Not
tingling radiating down her right leg also causing
Medically
numbness in her toes; pt , both area , meds anti
Necessary
inflam

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
Radiology Services congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
Denied Not
3/10/17; There has been treatment or
Medically
conservative therapy.; pain, sharp pain,
numbness, burning pain down L arm; injection
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
Radiology Services 4/29/2017; It is not known if there has been any
Denied Not
treatment or conservative therapy.; &lt;
Medically
Describe primary symptoms here - or Type In
Necessary
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; this problem happened in
2005; There has been treatment or conservative
Radiology Services therapy.; patient is having muscle spasms
Denied Not
tenderness in both shoulder joints pain with
Medically
motion; patient had PT, insets and muscle
Necessary
relaxers , heat and ice , home exercise program

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

; The pain is described as chronic; It is not
Radiology Services known if the member has failed a 4 week course
Denied Not
of conservative management in the past 3
Medically
months.; This is a request for an elbow MRI; The
Necessary
study is requested for evaluation of elbow pain.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

; The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The
pain is described as chronic; The request is for
shoulder pain.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has not completed 6 weeks of
physical therapy?; The patient has been treated
with medication.; It is not known if the patient
has completed 6 weeks or more of Chiropractic
care.; The physician has directed a home
Radiology Services exercise program for at least 6 weeks.; The
Denied Not
home treatment did include exercise,
Medically
prescription medication and follow-up office
Necessary
visits.; ; The patient received oral analgesics.

3

Disapproval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

1

Disapproval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

; The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The
pain is described as chronic; The request is for
shoulder pain.; The physician has not directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.
; The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The
pain is from a recent injury.; Surgery or
Radiology Services arthrscopy is not scheduled in the next 4
Denied Not
weeks.; The request is for shoulder pain.; There
Medically
is a suspicion of tendon, ligament, rotator cuff
injury or labral tear.
Necessary

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

Disapproval

Disapproval

; The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The
pain is from an old injury.; The request is for
shoulder pain.; The physician has not directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.

3

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 3/24/2017; There has been treatment
or conservative therapy.; Pt suffers with pain
Radiology Services that radiates down right arm to 1 &amp; second
Denied Not
digits; with numbness and tingling in 1-3 digits.;
Medically
Pt received medication therapy: steroid and
Necessary
pain.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 4/8/2017; It is not known if there has
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
Neck pain, left deltoid weakness.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
Radiology Services disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Denied Not
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Medically
vascular disease.; ; There has been treatment or
Necessary
conservative therapy.; ;

2

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 2-3 MONTHS AGO; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; NECK
STIFFNESS, SHOULDER PAIN, JOINT STIFFNESS,
Radiology Services TENDERNESS, NUMBNESS IN HANDS AND
Denied Not
FINGER,; PHYSICAL THERAPY X 6 WEEKS,
Medically
CHIROPRACTOR VISITS, TRIGGER INJECTIONS,
Necessary
ANTI-INFLAMMATORY, PAIN MEDS

1

General/Family
Practice
General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Disapproval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Radiology Services vascular disease.; January 2017; There has been
Denied Not
treatment or conservative therapy.; Neck pain
Medically
and radiculopathy; Pt was given muscle relaxer,
Necessary
PT and anti-inflammatory
Radiology Services ; This study is being ordered for trauma or
Denied Not
injury.; ; There has been treatment or
Medically
conservative therapy.; ;

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; 03/27/2017; There has been treatment
or conservative therapy.; Los of feeling in hands
Radiology Services Tingling/Numbness Sharp neck pain Shoulder
Denied Not
pain Unable to lift right arm Unable to turn
Medically
neck - Stiff neck; Steroids Anti-Inflammatory
Necessary
medication Pain medication Home exercise
Radiology Services ; This study is being ordered for trauma or
Denied Not
injury.; 5/13/15; There has not been any
Medically
treatment or conservative therapy.; SHOT IN
Necessary
LEFT 4TH FINGER WITH BB GUN

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

3 weeks anti-inflammatories; The requested
study is a Shoulder MRI.; The pain is described
as chronic; The request is for shoulder pain.;
The physician has not directed conservative
treatment for the past 6 weeks.

2

4

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

aggravated w/ movement, medication is not
controlling the pain; This study is being ordered
Radiology Services for a neurological disorder.; Sept 2016; There
Denied Not
has been treatment or conservative therapy.; Pt
Medically
has pain and numbness and tenderness;
Necessary
medication

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

cannot get over head; The requested study is a
Shoulder MRI.; The pain is from an old injury.;
The request is for shoulder pain.; The physician
has not directed conservative treatment for the
past 6 weeks.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

Chronic Shoulder Pain.; The requested study is
a Shoulder MRI.; The pain is described as
chronic; The request is for shoulder pain.; The
physician has not directed conservative
treatment for the past 6 weeks.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

chronic wrist pain. went to ER before clinic visit
and radiologist suggested MRI; The pain is
described as chronic; It is not known if the
Radiology Services member has failed a 4 week course of
Denied Not
conservative management in the past 3
Medically
months.; This request is for a wrist MRI.; This
Necessary
study is requested for evalutation of wrist pain.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

decreased Range of Motion&#x0D; due to
injury to shoulder; The requested study is a
Shoulder MRI.; The pain is from a recent injury.;
It is not know if surgery or arthrscopy is
Radiology Services scheduled in the next 4 weeks.; The request is
for shoulder pain.; There is a suspicion of
Denied Not
tendon, ligament, rotator cuff injury or labral
Medically
tear.
Necessary

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

left shoulder ttp, lateral aspect, rom is limited
by pain; The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.;
Radiology Services The pain is described as chronic; The request is
Denied Not
for shoulder pain.; It is not known if the
Medically
physician has directed conservative treatment
Necessary
for the past 6 weeks.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Limited range of motion; The requested study
is a Shoulder MRI.; The pain is from a recent
Radiology Services injury.; Surgery or arthrscopy is not scheduled in
Denied Not
the next 4 weeks.; The request is for shoulder
Medically
pain.; There is a suspicion of tendon, ligament,
Necessary
rotator cuff injury or labral tear.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Need to see if disc injury is causing patients
bilateral upper extremity paresthesia; This study
is being ordered for a neurological disorder.;
Initial onset of neck pain was 10 years ago.
&#x0D; Shoulder was 6 months ago; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; Pain
in cervical spine and left shoulder.&#x0D; Pain
radiates down from neck and shoulder into left
elbow and forearm. &#x0D; Numbness and
Radiology Services tingling in extremities&#x0D; Headache; Anti
inflammatory and pain medications given to
Denied Not
treat patients pain&#x0D; Lyrica provided for
Medically
Necessary
nerve pain and numbness.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

None; The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.;
The pain is described as chronic; The request is
for shoulder pain.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has not completed 6 weeks of
physical therapy?; The patient has been treated
with medication.; The patient has not
completed 6 weeks or more of Chiropractic
care.; The physician has directed a home
exercise program for at least 6 weeks.; The
home treatment did include exercise,
Radiology Services prescription medication and follow-up office
Denied Not
visits.; 2 weeks of PT . Pain is persistent and
Medically
worsening with movement .; The patient
Necessary
received oral analgesics.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Pain in right shoulder and back.; This study is
being ordered for trauma or injury.; 3/9/2017;
There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; Right shoulder pain
which seems to be getting worse. Joint has
Radiology Services started to pop and crack with certain types of
motion, and pain is getting worse with certain
Denied Not
positions that shoulder is in. Of note should will
Medically
Necessary
often swell and feel puffy after certain types

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Pain with movement. Pops and cracks with
movement. Cannot sleep on right side. Taking
ibuprofen, icy hot, and hot showers. Sometimes
helps a little for a short amount of time. When
holding arms above head for a length of time,
shoulder will pop and th; The requested study is
a Shoulder MRI.; The pain is from an old injury.;
The request is for shoulder pain.; The physician
has directed conservative treatment for the
past 6 weeks.; The patient has not completed 6
weeks of physical therapy?; The patient has
been treated with medication.; The patient has
Radiology Services not completed 6 weeks or more of Chiropractic
Denied Not
care.; The physician has not directed a home
Medically
exercise program for at least 6 weeks.; The
Necessary
patient received oral analgesics.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Pain with resisted supination/pronation of right
forearm). &#x0D; tenderness (of the forearm
supinator muscle/tendon.&#x0D;
Neurologic:abnormal right (decreased right
forearm)swelling. weakness; This study is being
ordered for trauma or injury.; 6/1/17; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Location: right; deep &#x0D; Quality: throbbing;
sharp; deep; About the same when asked if pain
is improving &#x0D; Severity: moderate; pain
Radiology Services level 0/10; worst pain 7/10 &#x0D; Duration: 23
Denied Not
days &#x0D; Timing: acute; abrupt; morning
Medically
&#x0D; Context: bending; lifting; work injury
Necessary
&#x0D; ; ANTI-INFLAMMATORIES

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

patient has had continued right shoulder pain
since lifting a large child. she has had no relief
with medication or exercises. her ROM has
decreased and her pain and increased. Physician
suspects tear.; The requested study is a
Shoulder MRI.; The pain is from a recent injury.;
Radiology Services Surgery or arthrscopy is not scheduled in the
Denied Not
next 4 weeks.; The request is for shoulder pain.;
Medically
There is a suspicion of tendon, ligament, rotator
cuff injury or labral tear.
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

PATIENT HAVING TENDERNESS WITH PAIN 2
MONTHS AFTER HITTING PUNCHING BAG.; The
pain is from a recent injury.; Surgery or
arthrscopy is not scheduled in the next 4
Radiology Services weeks.; There is a suspicion of tendon or
ligament injury.; This request is for a wrist MRI.;
Denied Not
This study is requested for evalutation of wrist
Medically
pain.
Necessary

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Patient was beating in home in head and neck;
This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Radiology Services vascular disease.; 01/18/17; There has been
Denied Not
treatment or conservative therapy.; Tingling
Medically
from right shoulder to neck; medication
treatment
Necessary

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Plain films are within normal limits; This study
is being ordered for something other than:
known trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
Radiology Services infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Denied Not
vascular disease.; December 2015; There has
Medically
been treatment or conservative therapy.; Pain
Necessary
and discomfort; Pain management

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Pt having Rt shoulder pain for 1 month; just
referred to PT.; The requested study is a
Radiology Services Shoulder MRI.; The pain is described as chronic;
Denied Not
The request is for shoulder pain.; The physician
Medically
has not directed conservative treatment for the
Necessary
past 6 weeks.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

PT IS STILL HAVING PAIN AND WEAKNESS IN
HER RIGHT SHOULDER; The requested study is a
Shoulder MRI.; The pain is described as chronic;
The request is for shoulder pain.; The physician
has directed conservative treatment for the
past 6 weeks.; It is not known if the patient has
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?; The
patient has been treated with medication.; It is
not known if the patient has completed 6 weeks
or more of Chiropractic care.; The physician has
directed a home exercise program for at least 6
weeks.; The home treatment did include
exercise, prescription medication and follow-up
office visits.; PT IS STILL COMPLAINING OF PAIN
Radiology Services AND WEAKNESS THIS HAS BEEN FOR 2
Denied Not
MONTHS; NORCO 10/325&#x0D; NAPROXEN
Medically
500MG; The patient recevied medication other
Necessary
than joint injections(s) or oral analgesics.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

pt reports numbness, pain, weakness, and loss
of grip to left wrist and hand; The pain is from
an old injury.; The member has not failed a 4
Radiology Services week course of conservative management in
Denied Not
the past 3 months.; This request is for a wrist
Medically
MRI.; This study is requested for evalutation of
Necessary
wrist pain.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

R/O ligament tear, patient was injured a week
ago; The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.;
The pain is from a recent injury.; Surgery or
Radiology Services arthrscopy is not scheduled in the next 4
Denied Not
weeks.; The request is for shoulder pain.; There
Medically
is a suspicion of tendon, ligament, rotator cuff
Necessary
injury or labral tear.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

She exhibits decreased range of motion,
tenderness, pain and decreased strength.
Cervical back: She exhibits tenderness. patient
perform each shoulder motion (flexion,
extension, abduction, adduction, internal, and
external rotation) Patient was limited i; The
requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The pain is
from a recent injury.; Surgery or arthrscopy is
not scheduled in the next 4 weeks.; There is not
a suspicion of fracture not adequately
Radiology Services determined by x-ray.; The request is for
Denied Not
shoulder pain.; It is not known if there is a
Medically
suspicion of tendon, ligament, rotator cuff
Necessary
injury, or labral tear.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

she has a pinched nerve in her neck that is also
radiating pain in her right arm; This study is
being ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 6 months ago; There has been
Radiology Services treatment or conservative therapy.; shoulder
pain. when she moves her arms, her shoulders
Denied Not
pop, and she has less strength in her arms than
Medically
Necessary
before the shoulder pain; medicine

2

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The cervical spine showed tenderness on
palpation and showed pain elicited by motion;
This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Radiology Services vascular disease.; 12-16-16; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Throbbing
Denied Not
Medically
pain between base of neck and top of back.;
Physical Therapy, Ibuprofen 800 mg
Necessary

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; "The
caller indicated the study was not ordered for:
Radiology Services Known or Suspicious Mass or Tumor with or
Denied Not
without metastasis, Known or suspected Joint
Medically
Infection, Aseptic Necrosis, Trauma, Chronic
Necessary
Pain, or Pre or Post operative evaluation.";

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; "The
caller indicated the study was not ordered for:
Known or Suspicious Mass or Tumor with or
without metastasis, Known or suspected Joint
Radiology Services Infection, Aseptic Necrosis, Trauma, Chronic
Denied Not
Pain, or Pre or Post operative evaluation."; &lt;
Medically
Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If No
Necessary
Info Given. &gt;

3

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; "The
caller indicated the study was not ordered for:
Known or Suspicious Mass or Tumor with or
without metastasis, Known or suspected Joint
Infection, Aseptic Necrosis, Trauma, Chronic
Radiology Services Pain, or Pre or Post operative evaluation."; .
Denied Not
Michael D Whitten, a 23 y.o. male presents with
Medically
a Chief Complaint of Shoulder Pain (continues to
Necessary
have left shoulder pain past recent MVA)

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; "The
caller indicated the study was not ordered for:
Known or Suspicious Mass or Tumor with or
without metastasis, Known or suspected Joint
Infection, Aseptic Necrosis, Trauma, Chronic
Pain, or Pre or Post operative evaluation.";
Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown
IJohnnie Boyd is a 59 y.o. male who sustained a
Radiology Services right shoulder injury with fall on 3/1/17.
Denied Not
Mechanism of injury: slipped on wet board at
Medically
natural spring and fell forward landing on
Necessary
shoulder. Immediate symptoms: immedia

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; "The
caller indicated the study was not ordered for:
Known or Suspicious Mass or Tumor with or
without metastasis, Known or suspected Joint
Infection, Aseptic Necrosis, Trauma, Chronic
Pain, or Pre or Post operative evaluation."; fall
Radiology Services 2 weeks ago march 2 landed on his shoulder
pulled straight up which caused a pop
Denied Not
decreased strength in that arm limited range of
Medically
motion popping sound when he moves it
Necessary

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; "The
caller indicated the study was not ordered for:
Known or Suspicious Mass or Tumor with or
without metastasis, Known or suspected Joint
Infection, Aseptic Necrosis, Trauma, Chronic
Pain, or Pre or Post operative evaluation."; Fell
Radiology Services off 4 wheeler striking right shoulder on the
ground, has worn sling and took steroids
Denied Not
Medically
without relief, unable to raise arm above her
head
Necessary

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; "The
caller indicated the study was not ordered for:
Known or Suspicious Mass or Tumor with or
Radiology Services without metastasis, Known or suspected Joint
Denied Not
Infection, Aseptic Necrosis, Trauma, Chronic
Medically
Pain, or Pre or Post operative evaluation."; hx
Necessary
bones spires

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; "The
caller indicated the study was not ordered for:
Known or Suspicious Mass or Tumor with or
without metastasis, Known or suspected Joint
Radiology Services Infection, Aseptic Necrosis, Trauma, Chronic
Denied Not
Pain, or Pre or Post operative evaluation."; left
Medically
shoulder pain x 1 month, negative xray,
Necessary
suspected ligament or tendon tear

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; "The
caller indicated the study was not ordered for:
Known or Suspicious Mass or Tumor with or
Radiology Services without metastasis, Known or suspected Joint
Denied Not
Infection, Aseptic Necrosis, Trauma, Chronic
Medically
Pain, or Pre or Post operative evaluation.";
Necessary
Numbness in shoulder that radiates to fingertips

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; "The
caller indicated the study was not ordered for:
Known or Suspicious Mass or Tumor with or
without metastasis, Known or suspected Joint
Infection, Aseptic Necrosis, Trauma, Chronic
Pain, or Pre or Post operative evaluation.";
Radiology Services Patient has acute pain in left shoulder. Tender
to touch in left tricep, deltoid, and pectoral
Denied Not
Medically
muscles. Patient has also completed 6 weeks of
conservative therapy.
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; "The
caller indicated the study was not ordered for:
Known or Suspicious Mass or Tumor with or
without metastasis, Known or suspected Joint
Infection, Aseptic Necrosis, Trauma, Chronic
Pain, or Pre or Post operative evaluation.";
Radiology Services Patient has been taking Meloxicam for about 2
months now and had a shoulder injection
Denied Not
Medically
before this, both with minimal relief. Patient has
Necessary
also had steroids without relief.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; "The
caller indicated the study was not ordered for:
Known or Suspicious Mass or Tumor with or
without metastasis, Known or suspected Joint
Infection, Aseptic Necrosis, Trauma, Chronic
Pain, or Pre or Post operative evaluation.";
Radiology Services Patient injured shoulder while lifting a heavy
box while moving over a week ago. Xray
Denied Not
Medically
inconclusive and states that further imaging is
necessary to better evaluate.
Necessary

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; "The
caller indicated the study was not ordered for:
Known or Suspicious Mass or Tumor with or
without metastasis, Known or suspected Joint
Radiology Services Infection, Aseptic Necrosis, Trauma, Chronic
Denied Not
Pain, or Pre or Post operative evaluation.";
Medically
Suspected Rotator cuff injury. MRI necessary to
Necessary
evaluate severity of injury.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Disapproval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; "The
caller indicated the study was not ordered for:
Known or Suspicious Mass or Tumor with or
Radiology Services without metastasis, Known or suspected Joint
Denied Not
Infection, Aseptic Necrosis, Trauma, Chronic
Medically
Pain, or Pre or Post operative evaluation.";
unknown
Necessary
The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
Radiology Services being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
Denied Not
pain.; It is not known if the patient has
completed and failed a course of conservative
Medically
Necessary
treatment.;

Disapproval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Disapproval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
Radiology Services pain.; It is not known if the patient has
Denied Not
completed and failed a course of conservative
Medically
treatment.; &lt; Enter answer here - or Type In
Necessary
Unknown If No Info Given. &gt;
The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
Radiology Services pain.; It is not known if the patient has
Denied Not
completed and failed a course of conservative
Medically
treatment.; decreased range of motion; history
Necessary
of injury years ago

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
Radiology Services being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
Denied Not
pain.; It is not known if the patient has
Medically
completed and failed a course of conservative
Necessary
treatment.; LEFT SHOULDER PAIN

Disapproval

1

2

2

1

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; It is not known if the patient has
completed and failed a course of conservative
treatment.; Mechanism of injury: was on roofRadiology Services holding self up with arm and hand slipped and
shoulder went out. &#x0D; Pt has been
Denied Not
recurrent since. Now getting worse and can
Medically
Necessary
barely raise arm.
The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; It is not known if the patient has
Radiology Services completed and failed a course of conservative
Denied Not
treatment.; Patient fell while running in
Medically
February and still does not have relief for pain
Necessary
or full range of motion.
The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
Radiology Services pain.; It is not known if the patient has
Denied Not
completed and failed a course of conservative
Medically
treatment.; rotator cuff tear, shoulder keeps
Necessary
dislocating
The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
Radiology Services being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; It is not known if the patient has
Denied Not
Medically
completed and failed a course of conservative
treatment.; unknown
Necessary

1

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has completed and failed a
Radiology Services course of conservative treatment of at least 4
Denied Not
weeks.; The ordering physician is not an
Medically
orthopedist.; There is documented findings of
Necessary
severe pain on motion.

2

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has completed and failed a
course of conservative treatment of at least 4
weeks.; There are no documented findings of
crepitus.; There are no documented findings of
swelling.; The ordering physician is not an
orthopedist.; Patient complains of right
shoulder pain for one month. Patient has tried
muscle relaxers and ibuprofen.; It is not known
if the patient is experiencing joint locking or
Radiology Services instability.; It is not known if the patient has a
Denied Not
documented limited range of motion on
Medically
physical examination.; It is not known if there is
Necessary
documented findings of severe pain on motion.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
Radiology Services being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
Denied Not
pain.; The patient has not completed and failed
Medically
a course of conservative treatment of at least 4
Necessary
weeks.;

2

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
Radiology Services pain.; The patient has not completed and failed
Denied Not
a course of conservative treatment of at least 4
Medically
weeks.; &lt; Enter answer here - or Type In
Necessary
Unknown If No Info Given. &gt;

5

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
Radiology Services pain.; The patient has not completed and failed
Denied Not
a course of conservative treatment of at least 4
Medically
weeks.; HIS PAIN IN HIS RIGHT SHOULDER IS
Necessary
GETTING WORSE AND WORSE EACH DAY.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has not completed and failed
a course of conservative treatment of at least 4
Radiology Services weeks.; joint tenderness and decreased ROM.
Denied Not
left shoulder pain &#x0D; straight arm raise at
Medically
90 degrees pain with reaching back &#x0D; and
Necessary
tenderness with suprascapular palpation

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
Radiology Services being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
Denied Not
pain.; The patient has not completed and failed
Medically
a course of conservative treatment of at least 4
Necessary
weeks.; l shoulder pain that's worsening

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
Radiology Services being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
Denied Not
pain.; The patient has not completed and failed
Medically
a course of conservative treatment of at least 4
Necessary
weeks.; Looking for tear will fax

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
Radiology Services being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
Denied Not
pain.; The patient has not completed and failed
Medically
a course of conservative treatment of at least 4
Necessary
weeks.; pain in the joint of the shoulder ,

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has not completed and failed
a course of conservative treatment of at least 4
Radiology Services weeks.; Patient complains of shoulder pain. He
Denied Not
complains of left shoulder pain. The pain
Medically
initially started 2 weeks ago. There was no
Necessary
obvious precipitating injury.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
Radiology Services pain.; The patient has not completed and failed
Denied Not
a course of conservative treatment of at least 4
Medically
weeks.; PATIENT IS HAVING TERRIBLE
Necessary
SHOULDER PAIN

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
Radiology Services being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
Denied Not
pain.; The patient has not completed and failed
Medically
a course of conservative treatment of at least 4
Necessary
weeks.; patient was in a mva

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
Radiology Services pain.; The patient has not completed and failed
Denied Not
a course of conservative treatment of at least 4
Medically
weeks.; shoulder pain began on 04/02/2017;
Necessary
lrm; xray came back normal; started on medro

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
Radiology Services being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
Denied Not
pain.; The patient has not completed and failed
Medically
a course of conservative treatment of at least 4
Necessary
weeks.; using Medication

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
Radiology Services being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
Denied Not
pain.; The patient has not completed and failed
Medically
a course of conservative treatment of at least 4
Necessary
weeks.; worsening right shoulder pain

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary
Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to trauma within past 72
hours.; The patient has had recent plain films of
the shoulder.; The plain films were not normal.
The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to trauma within past 72
hours.; The patient has not had recent plain
films of the shoulder.;

1

2

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to trauma within past 72
hours.; The patient has not had recent plain
films of the shoulder.; INJURED LEFT SHOULDER
WHILE HELPING A FRIEND MOVE
Radiology Services FURNITURE.PATIENT HAS DESCREASED
ROTATION IN THE NECK. LEFT SHOULDER I
Denied Not
SEXQUISITELY TENDER DECREASED ROM SINS
Medically
Necessary
INTACT QUESTIONABLE CLICK PALP.

Disapproval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Disapproval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to trauma within past 72
hours.; The patient has not had recent plain
Radiology Services films of the shoulder.; Member hurt a month
Denied Not
ago during football and again 5/22, on site
Medically
swelling and popped into place, localized
Necessary
redness, painful range of motion
Radiology Services The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
Denied Not
being ordered due to trauma within past 72
Medically
hours.; The patient has not had recent plain
Necessary
films of the shoulder.; pain

Disapproval

Disapproval

1

1

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to trauma within past 72
hours.; The patient has not had recent plain
films of the shoulder.; pain on motion,

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
Radiology Services being ordered due to trauma within past 72
Denied Not
hours.; The patient has not had recent plain
Medically
films of the shoulder.; Patient fell and is having
Necessary
pain and weakness

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to trauma within past 72
hours.; The patient has not had recent plain
films of the shoulder.; Unknown

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There has has been a history of
significant trauma, dislocation or injury to the
joint within the past 6 weeks.; The patient does
not have an abnormal plain film study of the
joint.; The patient has not been treated with
and failed a course of four weeks of supervised
physical therapy.; The patient has a
documented limitation of their range of
motion.; The patient has not experienced pain
for greater than six weeks.; The patient has
Radiology Services been treated with anti-inflammatory
Denied Not
medication in conjunction with this complaint.;
Medically
This study is not being ordered by an operating
Necessary
surgeon for pre-operative planning.

1

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There is no history of significant
trauma, dislocation or injury to the joint within
the past 6 weeks.; The patient does not have an
abnormal plain film study of the joint.; The
patient has not been treated with and failed a
course of four weeks of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient has a documented
limitation of their range of motion.; The patient
has experienced pain for greater than six
weeks.; The patient has been treated with antiRadiology Services inflammatory medication in conjunction with
Denied Not
this complaint.; This study is not being ordered
Medically
by an operating surgeon for pre-operative
Necessary
planning.

2

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There is no history of significant
trauma, dislocation or injury to the joint within
the past 6 weeks.; The patient does not have an
abnormal plain film study of the joint.; The
patient has not been treated with and failed a
course of four weeks of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient has a documented
limitation of their range of motion.; The patient
has not experienced pain for greater than six
weeks.; The patient has been treated with antiRadiology Services inflammatory medication in conjunction with
Denied Not
this complaint.; This study is not being ordered
Medically
by an operating surgeon for pre-operative
Necessary
planning.

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There is no history of significant
trauma, dislocation or injury to the joint within
the past 6 weeks.; The patient does not have an
abnormal plain film study of the joint.; The
patient has not been treated with and failed a
course of four weeks of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient has a documented
limitation of their range of motion.; The patient
has not experienced pain for greater than six
weeks.; The patient has not been treated with
Radiology Services anti-inflammatory medication in conjunction
Denied Not
with this complaint.; This study is not being
Medically
ordered by an operating surgeon for preNecessary
operative planning.

3

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Disapproval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

General/Family
Practice

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does not have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There is no history of significant
trauma, dislocation or injury to the joint within
the past 6 weeks.; The patient does not have an
abnormal plain film study of the joint.; The
patient has not been treated with and failed a
course of four weeks of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient does not have a
documented limitation of their range of
motion.; The patient has not experienced pain
for greater than six weeks.; The patient has not
Radiology Services been treated with anti-inflammatory
Denied Not
medication in conjunction with this complaint.;
Medically
This study is not being ordered by an operating
Necessary
surgeon for pre-operative planning.
tingleing; This study is being ordered for
Radiology Services Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.; 4-10-17;
Denied Not
There has been treatment or conservative
Medically
therapy.; weakness and numbness; steroid antiNecessary
inflammatory and at home therapy excersises
Radiology Services Unknown; The requested study is a Shoulder
Denied Not
MRI.; The pain is not from a recent injury, old
Medically
injury, chronic pain or a mass.; The request is
Necessary
for shoulder pain.
Unknown; The requested study is a Shoulder
Radiology Services MRI.; The study is not requested for any of the
Denied Not
standard indications for Knee MRI; It is not
Medically
known if the study is requested for shoulder
Necessary
pain.

1

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

arthritis of the knee; This is not a preoperative
or recent postoperative evaluation.; There is no
suspicion of a lower extremity neoplasm, tumor
or metastasis.; There is no suspicion of lower
Radiology Services extremity bone or joint infection.; There is not a
Denied Not
history of lower extremity joint or long bone
trauma or injury.; This is a request for a Knee
Medically
Necessary
CT; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

This is a request for a foot CT.; The patient has
not used a cane or crutches for greater than
four weeks.; "There is not a history (within the
past six weeks) of significant trauma,
dislocation, or injury to the foot."; There is not a
suspected tarsal coalition.; There is a history of
new onset of severe pain in the foot within the
last two weeks.; The patient does not have an
abnormal plain film study of the foot other than
arthritis.; The patient has not been treated with
and failed a course of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient has not been treated with
anti-inflammatory medications in conjunction
Radiology Services with this complaint.; This is not for preDenied Not
operative planning.; The patient does not have a
Medically
documented limitation of their range of
Necessary
motion.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

This is a request for a foot CT.; The patient has
not used a cane or crutches for greater than
four weeks.; "There is not a history (within the
past six weeks) of significant trauma,
dislocation, or injury to the foot."; There is not a
suspected tarsal coalition.; There is not a history
of new onset of severe pain in the foot within
the last two weeks.; The patient does not have
an abnormal plain film study of the foot other
than arthritis.; The patient has not been treated
with and failed a course of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient has been treated with antiinflammatory medications in conjunction with
Radiology Services this complaint.; This is not for pre-operative
Denied Not
planning.; The patient has a documented
Medically
limitation of their range of motion.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

This is a request for a hip CT.; This study is not
being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic CT.;
There is not a suspected infection of the hip.;
The patient has not been treated with and failed
a course of supervised physical therapy.; There
is not a mass adjacent to or near the hip.;
"There is a history (within the last six months) of
significant trauma, dislocation, or injury to the
hip."; There is a suspicion of AVN.; The patient
does not have an abnormal plain film study of
the hip other than arthritis.; The patient has not
used a cane or crutches for greater than four
weeks.; The patient has a documented
limitation of their range of motion.; The patient
has been treated with anti-inflammatory
Radiology Services medication in conjunction with this complaint.;
This study is not being ordered by an operating
Denied Not
Medically
surgeon for pre-operative planning.; Yes this is a
Necessary
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

This is a request for a hip CT.; This study is not
being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic CT.;
There is not a suspected infection of the hip.;
The patient has not been treated with and failed
a course of supervised physical therapy.; There
is not a mass adjacent to or near the hip.;
"There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient does not have an abnormal
plain film study of the hip other than arthritis.;
The patient has not used a cane or crutches for
greater than four weeks.; The patient does not
have a documented limitation of their range of
motion.; The patient has not been treated with
anti-inflammatory medication in conjunction
Radiology Services with this complaint.; This study is not being
Denied Not
ordered by an operating surgeon for preMedically
operative planning.; Yes this is a request for a
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

This is a request for a hip CT.; This study is not
being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic CT.;
There is not a suspected infection of the hip.;
The patient has not been treated with and failed
a course of supervised physical therapy.; There
is not a mass adjacent to or near the hip.;
"There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient does not have an abnormal
plain film study of the hip other than arthritis.;
The patient has not used a cane or crutches for
greater than four weeks.; The patient has a
documented limitation of their range of
motion.; The patient has not been treated with
anti-inflammatory medication in conjunction
Radiology Services with this complaint.; This study is not being
Denied Not
ordered by an operating surgeon for pre73700 CT LEG OR
Medically
operative planning.; Yes this is a request for a
LOWER EXTREMITY
Necessary
Diagnostic CT
73706 CT
Radiology Services
ANGIOGRAPHY LOWER Denied Not
Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
EXTREMITY
Medically
lower extremity.

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a foot
MRI.; The study is being ordered forfoot pain.;
The study is being ordered for acute pain.

1

2

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a foot
Radiology Services MRI.; The study is not being ordered for foot
Denied Not
pain, known dislocation, infection,suspected
Medically
fracture, known fracture, pre op, post op or a
Necessary
known/palpated mass.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a Knee
MRI.; It is not known if patient had recent plain
films of the knee.; It is not known if the ordering
physician is an orthopedist.; There is no
supsected meniscus,pre-op or post-op
Radiology Services evaluation,non-acute Chronic Pain,supsected
Denied Not
tumor or Aseptic Necrosis; There is no symptom
Medically
of locking,Instability, Swelling,Redness,Limited
range of motion or pain.
Necessary

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a Knee
MRI.; The patient has not had recent plain films
of the knee.; The ordering physician is not an
Radiology Services orthopedist.; Non-acute Chronic Pain; Pain
Denied Not
greater than 3 days; No, patient has not
Medically
completed and failed a course of conservative
Necessary
treatment.

2

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a Knee
MRI.; The study is requested for knee pain.; The
pain is described as chronic; The physician has
directed conservative treatment for the past 6
weeks.; The patient has not completed 6 weeks
of physical therapy?; The patient has been
treated with medication.; The patient has not
Radiology Services completed 6 weeks or more of Chiropractic
care.; The physician has not directed a home
Denied Not
exercise program for at least 6 weeks.; The
Medically
Necessary
patient received oral analgesics.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a Knee
Radiology Services MRI.; The study is requested for knee pain.; The
Denied Not
pain is described as chronic; The physician has
Medically
not directed conservative treatment for the
Necessary
past 6 weeks.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a Knee
MRI.; The study is requested for knee pain.; The
Radiology Services pain is from a recent injury.; There is a suspicion
Denied Not
of a meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury.;
Medically
Surgery or arthrscopy is not scheduled in the
Necessary
next 4 weeks.

3

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a Knee
MRI.; The study is requested for knee pain.; The
pain is from an old injury.; The physician has
directed conservative treatment for the past 6
weeks.; The patient has not completed 6 weeks
of physical therapy?; The patient has been
treated with medication.; The patient has not
Radiology Services completed 6 weeks or more of Chiropractic
care.; The physician has not directed a home
Denied Not
exercise program for at least 6 weeks.; The
Medically
patient received oral analgesics.
Necessary

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
Radiology Services congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
Denied Not
07/03/2015; There has been treatment or
Medically
conservative therapy.; swelling and increased
pain and joint tenderness; medications,
Necessary

2

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

; This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
has not had recent plain films of the knee.; The
Radiology Services ordering physician is not an orthopedist.; NonDenied Not
acute Chronic Pain; Pain greater than 3 days; It
Medically
is not known if patient has completed and failed
Necessary
a course of conservative treatment.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

; This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
has not had recent plain films of the knee.; The
ordering physician is not an orthopedist.;
Suspected meniscus, tendon, or ligament
injury; No, there is no known trauma involving
the knee.; There is no symptom of
locking,Instability, Swelling,Redness,Limited
range of motion or pain.; It is not known if
Radiology Services patient has completed and failed a course of
conservative treatment.; No, the member do
Denied Not
not experience a painful popping, snapping, or
Medically
giving away of the knee.
Necessary

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

; This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The study is
requested for knee pain.; The pain is described
as chronic; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has not completed 6 weeks of
physical therapy?; The patient has been treated
with medication.; It is not known if the patient
has completed 6 weeks or more of Chiropractic
care.; The physician has directed a home
Radiology Services exercise program for at least 6 weeks.; The
Denied Not
home treatment did include exercise,
Medically
prescription medication and follow-up office
Necessary
visits.; ; The patient received oral analgesics.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

; This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The study is
requested for knee pain.; The pain is from a
Radiology Services recent injury.; There is a suspicion of a
Denied Not
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury.; Surgery
Medically
or arthrscopy is not scheduled in the next 4
Necessary
weeks.
; This is a request for an Ankle MRI.; Surgery or
Radiology Services arthrscopy is not scheduled in the next 4
Denied Not
weeks.; The study is requested for ankle pain.;
Medically
There is a suspicion of tendon or ligament
Necessary
injury.

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
Radiology Services disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Denied Not
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Medically
vascular disease.; ; There has been treatment or
Necessary
conservative therapy.; ;

2

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 05/26/2017; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
My joints ache severly. My left knee is really
bothering me. My neck is so stiff almost
Radiology Services everyday. I have a rash on my left leg.&#x0D;
&#x0D; The patient is a 43 year old female who
Denied Not
Medically
presents with joint pain. Symptoms include joint
Necessary
pain. Symptoms are located in the n

1

Disapproval

Disapproval

2

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

61 yr old male w/ knee pain ;; This is a request
for a Knee MRI.; The study is requested for knee
Radiology Services pain.; The pain is from a recent injury.; There is
Denied Not
a suspicion of a meniscus, tendon, or ligament
Medically
injury.; Surgery or arthrscopy is not scheduled in
Necessary
the next 4 weeks.

CHRONIC LEFT KNEE PAIN&#x0D; y of Present
Illness:&#x0D; 1. Knee pain &#x0D; Onset: 7
years ago. It occurs intermittently. Location:
left knee. The pain is aching, piercing and sharp.
The pain is aggravated by movement, sitting,
walking and standing. Associated sy; This is a
request for a Knee MRI.; The patient has not
had recent plain films of the knee.; The ordering
Radiology Services physician is not an orthopedist.; Non-acute
Chronic Pain; Pain greater than 3 days; No,
Denied Not
Medically
patient has not completed and failed a course of
conservative treatment.
Necessary
crepitation, joint stiffness, swollen joints and
Radiology Services redness.; This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The
study is requested for knee pain.; The pain is
Denied Not
Medically
not from a recent injury, old injury, chronic pain
or a mass.
Necessary

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Derangement of the knew; This is a request for
a Knee MRI.; The study is requested for knee
pain.; The pain is described as chronic; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has not
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?; The
patient has been treated with medication.; The
patient has not completed 6 weeks or more of
Chiropractic care.; The physician has not
Radiology Services directed a home exercise program for at least 6
Denied Not
weeks.; Ibuprofen; The patient recevied
Medically
medication other than joint injections(s) or oral
Necessary
analgesics.
History of tear to right meniscus.; This study is
being ordered for Inflammatory/ Infectious
Radiology Services Disease.; 2007; There has been treatment or
Denied Not
conservative therapy.; Pain, swelling, decrease
Medically
range of motion; Medicatons, arthroscopic
surgery
Necessary

1

2

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Injury only happened ten days ago.Pt did not go
to the ER. Pt reports that he stayed off the knee
over the weekend. Pt already had Tramadol
and Diclofenac as his regular medications.; This
is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient had
recent plain films of the knee.; The results of the
plain films is not known.; The ordering physician
is not an orthopedist.; Suspected meniscus,
tendon, or ligament injury; Yes, there is a
Radiology Services known trauma involving the knee.; Pain greater
than 3 days; It is not known if patient has
Denied Not
completed and failed a course of conservative
Medically
Necessary
treatment.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Knee pain for 2 months, unresolved with
medications.; This is a request for a Knee MRI.;
The study is requested for knee pain.; The pain
is described as chronic; The physician has
directed conservative treatment for the past 6
weeks.; The patient has not completed 6 weeks
of physical therapy?; The patient has been
treated with medication.; The patient has not
Radiology Services completed 6 weeks or more of Chiropractic
care.; The physician has not directed a home
Denied Not
Medically
exercise program for at least 6 weeks.; The
patient received oral analgesics.
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Knee pain has been consistent for the last 3
months and is unrelieved by medication.; This is
a request for a Knee MRI.; The study is
requested for knee pain.; The pain is from an
old injury.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has not completed 6 weeks of
physical therapy?; The patient has been treated
with medication.; The patient has not
Radiology Services completed 6 weeks or more of Chiropractic
Denied Not
care.; The physician has not directed a home
Medically
exercise program for at least 6 weeks.; The
Necessary
patient received oral analgesics.
left knee pain after stepping in hole and
twisting knee. has failed steroid therapy. patient
unable to ambulate without use of cane or
walker. knee gives away causing patient to fall;
This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The study is
requested for knee pain.; The pain is from a
Radiology Services recent injury.; There is a suspicion of a
Denied Not
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury.; Surgery
Medically
or arthrscopy is not scheduled in the next 4
Necessary
weeks.
None; This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The
study is requested for knee pain.; The pain is
Radiology Services from a recent injury.; There is a suspicion of a
Denied Not
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury.; Surgery
Medically
or arthrscopy is not scheduled in the next 4
Necessary
weeks.

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

None; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; N/A; There has
Radiology Services been treatment or conservative therapy.; pt has
Denied Not
right an left pain. sacrum is rotated right . Disc
narrowing. Pain in the knee.; medications ,
Medically
Necessary
home exercises

1

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

2

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

none; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; 6/11/2017; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Paim; Pain medication,
anti inflammatory, rest, ice

Pain for past year, swollen; This is a request for
a Knee MRI.; It is not known if patient had
recent plain films of the knee.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; Suspected
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury; No, there
Radiology Services is no known trauma involving the knee.; Pain
Denied Not
greater than 3 days; Yes, the member
Medically
experience a painful popping, snapping, or
giving away of the knee.
Necessary
pain in ankle when patient walks for several
months, rest, and medication has not helped;
This is a request for an Ankle MRI.; Surgery or
Radiology Services arthrscopy is not scheduled in the next 4
Denied Not
weeks.; The study is requested for ankle pain.;
Medically
There is a suspicion of tendon or ligament
Necessary
injury.

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Pain in left knee after bowling injury. Cannot
take ibuprofen. Occurred several weeks ago.
Had a steroid injection on 05/31/17 which has
helped some, but patient is still having pain,
having to limit activities.Concerned there may
be a tear; This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The
study is requested for knee pain.; The pain is
Radiology Services from a recent injury.; There is a suspicion of a
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury.; Surgery
Denied Not
or arthrscopy is not scheduled in the next 4
Medically
Necessary
weeks.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

PAIN IN RIGHT FOOT, WAS SEEN IN ER AND NO
BROKEN BONES, SWELLING, DIFFICULTY
WALKING, BRUSING ON BOTTOM OF FOOT AS
Radiology Services WELL AS TOP, DECREASED ROM; This is a
Denied Not
request for a foot MRI.; The study is being
Medically
ordered forfoot pain.; The study is being
Necessary
ordered for acute pain.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Pain in right knee; This is a request for a Knee
MRI.; The study is requested for knee pain.; The
pain is described as chronic; The physician has
directed conservative treatment for the past 6
weeks.; The patient has not completed 6 weeks
of physical therapy?; The patient has been
treated with medication.; The patient has not
Radiology Services completed 6 weeks or more of Chiropractic
Denied Not
care.; The physician has not directed a home
Medically
exercise program for at least 6 weeks.; The
Necessary
patient received oral analgesics.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Pain is getting worse, 1 year HX of pain, failed
anti inflammatory, mobilizer boot and x rays
within normal limits, he is getting to the point of
being unable to work.; This is a request for an
Radiology Services Ankle MRI.; Surgery or arthrscopy is not
Denied Not
scheduled in the next 4 weeks.; The study is
Medically
requested for ankle pain.; There is a suspicion of
Necessary
tendon or ligament injury.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Pain with walking, edema of Achilles tendon,
and painful to palpation. Suspect rupture or
tear; This study is being ordered for trauma or
Radiology Services injury.; 1 week ago; There has been treatment
Denied Not
or conservative therapy.; Heel pain with a
Medically
swollen area on back of foot just above ankle;
Necessary
Rest and anti-inflammatory meds

2

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

pain; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
Radiology Services disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Denied Not
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Medically
vascular disease.; ; There has not been any
Necessary
treatment or conservative therapy.; locking

2

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

patient has had a complaint of left knee pain
since 9/13/2016. failed conservative therapy.
recent injury to knee had a direct blow to the l
knee with fall.; This is a request for a Knee MRI.;
The study is requested for knee pain.; The pain
Radiology Services is from a recent injury.; There is a suspicion of a
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury.; Surgery
Denied Not
or arthrscopy is not scheduled in the next 4
Medically
Necessary
weeks.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Patient has had ongoing left leg/knee pain since
9/30/2016. Patient states the pain has gotten
worse and aches constantly; This is a request for
Radiology Services a Knee MRI.; The study is requested for knee
pain.; The pain is described as chronic; The
Denied Not
Medically
physician has not directed conservative
treatment for the past 6 weeks.
Necessary

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Patient has known meniscal tear, daily pain and
swelling.; This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The
patient has not had recent plain films of the
knee.; The ordering physician is not an
orthopedist.; Suspected meniscus, tendon, or
Radiology Services ligament injury; Yes, there is a known trauma
Denied Not
involving the knee.; Pain greater than 3 days;
Medically
No, patient has not completed and failed a
course of conservative treatment.
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

patient was seen in the emergency dept
4/14/17. was seen in the office for follow up
visit 5/4/17. patient has been taking OTC meds
for the pain and swelling.; This is a request for a
Radiology Services Knee MRI.; The study is requested for knee
Denied Not
pain.; The pain is described as chronic; The
Medically
physician has not directed conservative
Necessary
treatment for the past 6 weeks.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

pt failed and felt her knee pop, pain is
worsening; This is a request for a Knee MRI.;
The study is requested for knee pain.; The pain
Radiology Services is from a recent injury.; There is a suspicion of a
Denied Not
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury.; Surgery
Medically
or arthrscopy is not scheduled in the next 4
Necessary
weeks.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Pt had an accident on a motorcycle 6-8 months
ago. He since has been experiencing left knee
swelling and knee giving away.; This is a request
for a Knee MRI.; The study is not requested for
Radiology Services knee pain.; There is a suspicion of a meniscus,
Denied Not
tendon, or ligament injury.; Surgery or
Medically
arthrscopy is not scheduled in the next 4
Necessary
weeks.; The member has a recent injury.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

pt has a history of acl tear and surgical repair.
He had a blunt force trauma injury to the knee
x5 days ago and has been experiencing pain and
swelling since then.; This is a request for a Knee
MRI.; The patient has not had recent plain films
of the knee.; The ordering physician is not an
orthopedist.; Suspected meniscus, tendon, or
Radiology Services ligament injury; Yes, there is a known trauma
involving the knee.; Pain greater than 3 days;
Denied Not
No, patient has not completed and failed a
Medically
Necessary
course of conservative treatment.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

r/o meniscal tear; This is a request for a Knee
MRI.; The study is requested for knee pain.; The
Radiology Services pain is from a recent injury.; There is a suspicion
Denied Not
of a meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury.;
Medically
Surgery or arthrscopy is not scheduled in the
Necessary
next 4 weeks.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

r/o possible fracture after 3 months; This is a
request for an Ankle MRI.; Surgery or arthrscopy
is not scheduled in the next 4 weeks.; There is
Radiology Services not a suspicion of fracture not adequately
Denied Not
determined by x-ray.; The study is requested for
Medically
ankle pain.; Tendon or ligament injuryis not
Necessary
suspected.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

she slipped and fell yesterday on wet stairs. She
has pain and edema to left anterior knee today.
&#x0D; she did injure left knee several years
ago playing softball in high school. She went
through extensive PT after that injury, but sHe
has had intermittent p; This is a request for a
Knee MRI.; The study is requested for knee
Radiology Services pain.; The pain is from a recent injury.; There is
a suspicion of a meniscus, tendon, or ligament
Denied Not
injury.; Surgery or arthrscopy is not scheduled in
Medically
Necessary
the next 4 weeks.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Tenderness to palpation to the LCL. Twisted
knee and it is still painful; This is a request for a
Knee MRI.; The study is requested for knee
Radiology Services pain.; The pain is from a recent injury.; There is
Denied Not
a suspicion of a meniscus, tendon, or ligament
Medically
injury.; Surgery or arthrscopy is not scheduled in
the next 4 weeks.
Necessary

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

The pain is present in the right knee. This is a
chronic problem. The current episode started
more than 1 month ago. The problem occurs
daily. The problem has been gradually
worsening. The quality of the pain is described
as aching. The pain is moderate. ; This is a
Radiology Services request for a Knee MRI.; The study is requested
for knee pain.; The pain is described as chronic;
Denied Not
Medically
The physician has not directed conservative
Necessary
treatment for the past 6 weeks.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

The Pt has knee pain.; This is a request for a
Radiology Services Knee MRI.; The study is requested for knee
Denied Not
pain.; The pain is described as chronic; The
Medically
physician has not directed conservative
Necessary
treatment for the past 6 weeks.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a foot MRI.; "There is a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
Radiology Services trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
Denied Not
There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; There
Medically
is a history of new onset of severe pain in the
Necessary
foot within the last two weeks.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a foot MRI.; "There is not a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; There
is a history of new onset of severe pain in the
foot within the last two weeks.; The patient
does not have an abnormal plain film study of
the foot other than arthritis.; The patient has
not used a cane or crutches for greater than
four weeks.; The patient has not been treated
with and failed a course of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient has not been treated with
Radiology Services anti-inflammatory medications in conjunction
Denied Not
with this complaint.; This is not for preMedically
operative planning.; The patient does not have a
Necessary
documented limitation of their range of motion.

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a foot MRI.; "There is not a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; There
is not a history of new onset of severe pain in
the foot within the last two weeks.; The patient
does not have an abnormal plain film study of
the foot other than arthritis.; The patient has
not used a cane or crutches for greater than
four weeks.; The patient has not been treated
with and failed a course of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient has been treated with antiRadiology Services inflammatory medications in conjunction with
Denied Not
this complaint.; This is not for pre-operative
Medically
planning.; The patient does not have a
Necessary
documented limitation of their range of motion.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a foot MRI.; "There is not a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; There
is not a history of new onset of severe pain in
the foot within the last two weeks.; The patient
does not have an abnormal plain film study of
the foot other than arthritis.; The patient has
not used a cane or crutches for greater than
four weeks.; The patient has not been treated
with and failed a course of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient has been treated with antiRadiology Services inflammatory medications in conjunction with
Denied Not
this complaint.; This is not for pre-operative
Medically
planning.; The patient has a documented
Necessary
limitation of their range of motion.
This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; Suspected
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury; No, there
Radiology Services is no known trauma involving the knee.;
Denied Not
Instability; Yes, the member experience a
Medically
painful popping, snapping, or giving away of the
knee.
Necessary
This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
Radiology Services physician is not an orthopedist.; Suspected
Denied Not
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury; Yes, there
Medically
is a known trauma involving the knee.;
Instability
Necessary

2

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

This is a request for a lower extremity MRI.;
This is not a pulsatile mass.; "There is evidence
of tumor or mass from a previous exam, plain
film, ultrasound, or previous CT or MRI."

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a lower extremity MRI.;
This is not a pulsatile mass.; "There is no
evidence of tumor or mass from a previous
exam, plain film, ultrasound, or previous CT or
MRI."; There is a suspicion of an infection.; The
Radiology Services patient is not taking antibiotics.; This is not a
study for a fracture which does not show
Denied Not
healing (non-union fracture).; This is not a preMedically
Necessary
operative study for planned surgery.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a lower extremity MRI.;
This is not a pulsatile mass.; "There is no
evidence of tumor or mass from a previous
exam, plain film, ultrasound, or previous CT or
MRI."; There is not a suspicion of an infection.;
Radiology Services The patient is not taking antibiotics.; This is a
Denied Not
study for a fracture which does not show
Medically
healing (non-union fracture).; This is not a preoperative study for planned surgery.
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a lower extremity MRI.;
This is not a pulsatile mass.; "There is no
evidence of tumor or mass from a previous
exam, plain film, ultrasound, or previous CT or
MRI."; There is not a suspicion of an infection.;
Radiology Services The patient is not taking antibiotics.; This is not
a study for a fracture which does not show
Denied Not
healing (non-union fracture).; This is not a preMedically
Necessary
operative study for planned surgery.

11

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a lower extremity MRI.;
This is not a pulsatile mass.; "There is no
evidence of tumor or mass from a previous
exam, plain film, ultrasound, or previous CT or
MRI."; There is not a suspicion of an infection.;
Radiology Services The patient is taking antibiotics.; This is not a
Denied Not
study for a fracture which does not show
Medically
healing (non-union fracture).; This is not a preoperative study for planned surgery.
Necessary

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

this patient could be having some type of heart
malfunction snd we have not started anything
on him.; This study is being ordered for trauma
or injury.; 4/27/2016; There has been treatment
or conservative therapy.; sharp radiating pain in
his bil knee, decreased rom. some radiculopathy
Radiology Services to his lumbar with severe back pain.he has been
Denied Not
having some chest pain and abdnormal ekg's.;
Medically
pt has had medication therapy as well as some
Necessary
in home pt

2

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

this pt daily activities have been limited due to
pain and decreased rom. we have tried meds,
physical therapy, joint injections and nothing
seems to work.; This study is being ordered for
trauma or injury.; 04/27/2016; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; pain,9/10
Radiology Services on the pain scale, swelling, constant pain and
decreased rom at times.; this patient has had
Denied Not
physical therapy, nsaid, narcotic , and steriod
Medically
injections in both knees.
Necessary

2

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Unknown; This is a request for a Knee MRI.; It is
not known if patient had recent plain films of
the knee.; It is not known if the ordering
physician is an orthopedist.; There is no
supsected meniscus,pre-op or post-op
Radiology Services evaluation,non-acute Chronic Pain,supsected
tumor or Aseptic Necrosis; There is no symptom
Denied Not
Medically
of locking,Instability, Swelling,Redness,Limited
range of motion or pain.
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

unknown; This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The
study is requested for knee pain.; The pain is
described as chronic; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; It
is not known if the patient has completed 6
weeks of physical therapy?; The patient has
been treated with medication.; The patient has
not completed 6 weeks or more of Chiropractic
care.; The physician has directed a home
Radiology Services exercise program for at least 6 weeks.; The
Denied Not
home treatment did include exercise,
Medically
prescription medication and follow-up office
Necessary
visits.; ; The patient received oral analgesics.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

unknown; This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The
study is requested for knee pain.; The pain is
described as chronic; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has not completed 6 weeks of
physical therapy?; The patient has been treated
with medication.; The patient has not
completed 6 weeks or more of Chiropractic
care.; The physician has directed a home
exercise program for at least 6 weeks.; The
Radiology Services home treatment did include exercise,
Denied Not
prescription medication and follow-up office
Medically
visits.; leg and knee exercises for strengthening;
Necessary
The patient received oral analgesics.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Unknown; This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The
Radiology Services study is requested for knee pain.; The pain is
described as chronic; The physician has not
Denied Not
directed conservative treatment for the past 6
Medically
Necessary
weeks.

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

unknown; This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The
study is requested for knee pain.; The pain is
Radiology Services from a recent injury.; There is a suspicion of a
Denied Not
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury.; Surgery
Medically
or arthrscopy is not scheduled in the next 4
Necessary
weeks.
Radiology Services unknown; This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The
Denied Not
study is requested for knee pain.; The pain is
Medically
not from a recent injury, old injury, chronic pain
Necessary
or a mass.

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Unknown; This study is being ordered for
Radiology Services trauma or injury.; 05/03/2017; There has been
Denied Not
treatment or conservative therapy.; L knee and
Medically
R ankle pain with swelling due to injury; antiNecessary
inflammatory medication and crutches

Disapproval

1

2

1

2

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

unknown; This study is being ordered for
trauma or injury.; Unknown; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; chronic
pain of both knees. Right knee: Tenderness
found. Medial joint line tenderness noted.
&#x0D; Left knee: Tenderness found. &#x0D;
On the left knee superior aspect of the patella
and " all over" knees.; Patient has had this
ongoing problem since 2011 or before when a
Radiology Services piece of equipment fell on knee to a cow falling
Denied Not
on left knee, is a chronic problem, Ultram given
Medically
along with steroid shots and home physical
Necessary
therapy exercises given. patient also weighs 313

2

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

x 1 week, pt has had surgery in left knee,
patella pops out, can feel knot and can move it
Radiology Services around, something is binding, has torn miniscus;
Denied Not
This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The study is
Medically
requested for knee pain.; The pain is not from a
Necessary
recent injury, old injury, chronic pain or a mass.

1

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.; 4/4/17;
73721 MRI JOINT OF
Radiology Services There has been treatment or conservative
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP Denied Not
therapy.; bilateral hip pain on motion. decrease
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR Medically
mobility. joint tenderness. numbness and
FOOT JOINT
Necessary
tingling. intensifying pain; medications

Disapproval

2

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
73721 MRI JOINT OF
Radiology Services congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
3/10/17; There has been treatment or
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP Denied Not
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR Medically
conservative therapy.; pain, sharp pain,
FOOT JOINT
Necessary
numbness, burning pain down L arm; injection

1

Disapproval

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
73721 MRI JOINT OF
Radiology Services disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP Denied Not
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; ; There has been treatment or
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR Medically
FOOT JOINT
Necessary
conservative therapy.; ;

1

Disapproval

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
73721 MRI JOINT OF
Radiology Services or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP Denied Not
vascular disease.; 06/05/2017; There has been
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR Medically
treatment or conservative therapy.; Pain
FOOT JOINT
Necessary
spondylosis; stretching, Ibuprofen and rest

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
73721 MRI JOINT OF
Radiology Services or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP Denied Not
vascular disease.; 3/23/2017; There has not
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR Medically
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
FOOT JOINT
Necessary
chronic hip pain both left and right

2

Disapproval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

1

Radiology Services
Denied Not
; This study is being ordered for trauma or
Medically
injury.; ; There has been treatment or
Necessary
conservative therapy.; ;

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Bilateral lumbosacral tenderness, Bilateral
lumbosacral crepitus, Limited flexion
lumbosacral spine, Limited extension
lumbosacral spine, Limited rotation lumbosacral
spine, noted scolosis to lower back; This study is
being ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 2 months prior to 5/5/2017;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; back pain and left hip pain. PT states
she has had the symptoms for the past 2
months. PT states she has been going to
phyiscal therapy and has been to SUC and taken
a steriod pack and has not helped her back pain
73721 MRI JOINT OF
Radiology Services or or left hip pain. PT states she has ; pt reports
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP Denied Not
attending physical therapy. &#x0D; &#x0D; pt
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR Medically
was prescribed dicofenac, cycobenzaprine, and
FOOT JOINT
Necessary
medrol 4mg dose pack on 4/10/2017

1

Disapproval

had xrays of bilateral hips done today has felled
medication therapy; This study is being ordered
73721 MRI JOINT OF
Radiology Services for a neurological disorder.; 02/10/2016; There
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP Denied Not
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR Medically
Bilaterl Hip pain; Medrol Dose
FOOT JOINT
Necessary
Pak,Aleve,Naproxen,Hydrocodone

2

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

pain has been going on for A while; This study is
being ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
73721 MRI JOINT OF
Radiology Services infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 01/2015; There has been
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP Denied Not
treatment or conservative therapy.; low back
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR Medically
FOOT JOINT
Necessary
pain, right hip pain,; mediations
Patient has had ongoing right hip pain since
4/29/2016; This is a requests for a hip MRI.; The
73721 MRI JOINT OF
Radiology Services member has not failed a 4 week course of
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP Denied Not
conservative management in the past 3
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR Medically
months.; The hip pain is chronic.; The request is
FOOT JOINT
Necessary
for hip pain.

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Patient here for continued monitoring of her
low back pain. She states the pain has gotten
worse. She has used all of the pain medication
she had available. She continues to have pain in
the left hip and radiates into the left lower
extremity. She states ; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 08-23-16; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; She
continues to have pain in the left hip and
radiates into the left lower extremity.; Patient
here for continued monitoring of her low back
pain. She states the pain has gotten worse. She
73721 MRI JOINT OF
Radiology Services has used all of the pain medication she had
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP Denied Not
available. She continues to have pain in the left
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR Medically
hip and radiates into the left lower extremity.
FOOT JOINT
Necessary
She states

1

Disapproval

Patient states she has done conservative
therapy and PT and that she is still having
significant hip pain.; This is a requests for a hip
73721 MRI JOINT OF
Radiology Services MRI.; It is not known if the member has failed a
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP Denied Not
4 week course of conservative management in
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR Medically
the past 3 months.; The hip pain is due to an old
FOOT JOINT
Necessary
injury.; The request is for hip pain.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Radiologist stated that MRI was needed to
follow up on X-Ray reports.; This study is being
ordered for Vascular Disease.; Patient was seen
in office on 5-31-17; patient stated pain started
a couple of weeks ago, around 5-17-17.; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
73721 MRI JOINT OF
Radiology Services Constant aching in legs, hurts worse when
standing.; Pain management,(has been taking
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP Denied Not
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR Medically
pain medication), has been resting. Restrictions
on activity.
FOOT JOINT
Necessary

1

Disapproval

see attached; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
73721 MRI JOINT OF
Radiology Services inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP Denied Not
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 05/30/2017;
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR Medically
There has been treatment or conservative
FOOT JOINT
Necessary
therapy.; see attached; see attached

1

Disapproval

sharp; radiation down to left knee, going on for
2 to 3 months worse over the last 3 days, no
help from naproxen or flexeril; This is a requests
73721 MRI JOINT OF
Radiology Services for a hip MRI.; It is not known if the member has
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP Denied Not
failed a 4 week course of conservative
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR Medically
management in the past 3 months.; The hip
FOOT JOINT
Necessary
pain is chronic.; The request is for hip pain.

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient is not receiving long-term
steriod therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The
patient does not have an abnormal plain film
study of the hip other than arthritis.; The
patient has not used a cane or crutches for
greater than four weeks.; The patient has not
been treated with and failed a course of
supervised physical therapy.; There is not a
mass near the hip.; The patient has not been
treated with anti-inflammatory medications in
73721 MRI JOINT OF
Radiology Services conjunction with this complaint.; This is not for
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP Denied Not
pre-operative planning.; The patient does not
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR Medically
have a documented limitation of their range of
FOOT JOINT
Necessary
motion.

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient is not receiving long-term
steriod therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The
patient does not have an abnormal plain film
study of the hip other than arthritis.; The
patient has not used a cane or crutches for
greater than four weeks.; The patient has not
been treated with and failed a course of
supervised physical therapy.; There is not a
mass near the hip.; The patient has been
treated with anti-inflammatory medications in
73721 MRI JOINT OF
Radiology Services conjunction with this complaint.; This is not for
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP Denied Not
pre-operative planning.; The patient does not
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR Medically
have a documented limitation of their range of
FOOT JOINT
Necessary
motion.

2

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient is not receiving long-term
steriod therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The
patient does not have an abnormal plain film
study of the hip other than arthritis.; The
patient has not used a cane or crutches for
greater than four weeks.; The patient has not
been treated with and failed a course of
supervised physical therapy.; There is not a
mass near the hip.; The patient has been
73721 MRI JOINT OF
Radiology Services treated with anti-inflammatory medications in
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP Denied Not
conjunction with this complaint.; This is not for
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR Medically
pre-operative planning.; The patient has a
FOOT JOINT
Necessary
documented limitation of their range of motion.

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient is not receiving long-term
steriod therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The
patient does not have an abnormal plain film
study of the hip other than arthritis.; The
patient has not used a cane or crutches for
greater than four weeks.; The patient has not
been treated with and failed a course of
supervised physical therapy.; There is not a
mass near the hip.; The patient has not been
treated with anti-inflammatory medications in
73721 MRI JOINT OF
Radiology Services conjunction with this complaint.; This is not for
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP Denied Not
pre-operative planning.; The patient does not
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR Medically
have a documented limitation of their range of
FOOT JOINT
Necessary
motion.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient is not receiving long-term
steriod therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The
patient does not have an abnormal plain film
study of the hip other than arthritis.; The
patient has not used a cane or crutches for
greater than four weeks.; The patient has not
been treated with and failed a course of
supervised physical therapy.; There is not a
mass near the hip.; The patient has not been
73721 MRI JOINT OF
Radiology Services treated with anti-inflammatory medications in
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP Denied Not
conjunction with this complaint.; This is not for
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR Medically
pre-operative planning.; The patient has a
FOOT JOINT
Necessary
documented limitation of their range of motion.

1

Disapproval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

tingleing; This study is being ordered for
Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.; 4-10-17;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; weakness and numbness; steroid antiinflammatory and at home therapy excersises

1

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
73721 MRI JOINT OF
Radiology Services anomaly, or vascular disease.; 3/9/17; There has
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP Denied Not
not been any treatment or conservative
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR Medically
therapy.; Pt has pain that radiates into his left
FOOT JOINT
Necessary
leg. Hip diplseia as a teen.
went to the ER room on 06/04, abnormal ct,
bulging disc; This study is being ordered for
73721 MRI JOINT OF
Radiology Services Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.; 06/04/2017;
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP Denied Not
There has been treatment or conservative
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR Medically
therapy.; pain in the si joint that radiates down
FOOT JOINT
Necessary
to right foot, hip pain; medications, steroids
Xray abnormal; This study is being ordered for
73721 MRI JOINT OF
Radiology Services trauma or injury.; 02/22/2017; There has been
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP Denied Not
treatment or conservative therapy.; Limited
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR Medically
ROM hip pain LBP; Steroids anti inflammatory
FOOT JOINT
meds
Necessary
Radiology Services
Denied Not
74150 CT ABDOMEN
Medically
WITHOUT CONTRAST

1

1

1

3

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for a
known tumor, cancer, mass, or rule out
metastases.; No, this is not a request for follow
up to a known tumor or abdominal cancer.; This
study is ordered for something other than
staging of a known tumor (not) prostate, known
Radiology Services prostate CA with PSA&gt; 10, abdominal mass,
Retroperitoneal mass or new symptoms
Denied Not
including hematuria with known CA or tumor.;
Medically
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
Necessary

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for a
Radiology Services suspicious mass or tumor.; There is a suspicious
Denied Not
mass found using ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy,
Medically
colonoscopy, or sigmoidoscopy.; Yes this is a
Necessary
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Kidney/Ureteral stone,
&#x0D; Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O
metastases, Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ
Enlargement, &#x0D; Known or suspected
infection such as pancreatitis, etc..; There are no
Radiology Services findings of Hematuria,
Denied Not
Lymphadenopathy,weight loss,abdominal
pain,diabetic patient with gastroparesis; Yes this
Medically
Necessary
is a request for a Diagnostic CT
; This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This
study is being ordered for another reason
besides Kidney/Ureteral stone, &#x0D; Known
Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O metastases,
Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ Enlargement,
&#x0D; Known or suspected infection such as
pancreatitis, etc..; There are no findings of
Radiology Services Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
Denied Not
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
Medically
gastroparesis; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
Necessary
Radiology Services
Denied Not
; This study is being ordered for Inflammatory/
Medically
Infectious Disease.; ; There has been treatment
Necessary
or conservative therapy.; ;

3

1

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
Radiology Services disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Denied Not
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Medically
vascular disease.; ; There has been treatment or
Necessary
conservative therapy.; ;
ABD pain, gastro recommends CT ABD; This is a
request for an Abdomen CT.; This study is being
ordered for another reason besides
Kidney/Ureteral stone, &#x0D; Known Tumor,
Cancer, Mass, or R/O metastases, Suspicious
Mass or Tumor, Organ Enlargement, &#x0D;
Known or suspected infection such as
pancreatitis, etc..; There are no findings of
Radiology Services Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
Denied Not
Medically
gastroparesis; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
Necessary

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

abd pain; This is a request for an Abdomen CT.;
This study is being ordered for an infection such
as pancreatitis, appendicitis, abscess, colitis and
inflammatory bowel disease.; There are NO
abnormal lab results or physical findings on
exam such as rebound or guarding that are
consistent with peritonitis, abscess, pancreatitis
or appendicitis.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Crohn's disease,
Abscess, Ulcerative Colitis, Acute Non-ulcerative
Colitis, Diverticulitis, or Inflammatory bowel
disease.; There are no findings that confirm
hepatitis C.; No, the patient has not been seen
Radiology Services by a specialist or are the studies being
Denied Not
requested on behalf of a specialist for an
Medically
infection.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
Necessary
CT

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

abnormal abdomen xray; This is a request for
Radiology Services an Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for
Denied Not
organ enlargement.; Which organ is enlarged?
Medically
Liver; The patient did not have an Ultrasound.;
Necessary
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

change in bowel patterns; This is a request for
an Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Kidney/Ureteral stone,
&#x0D; Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O
metastases, Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ
Enlargement, &#x0D; Known or suspected
infection such as pancreatitis, etc..; There are no
Radiology Services findings of Hematuria,
Denied Not
Lymphadenopathy,weight loss,abdominal
Medically
pain,diabetic patient with gastroparesis; Yes this
Necessary
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

enlarged testicular with pain on left cramps and
mbr passed tape worms and now abdominal
pain too; This is a request for an Abdomen CT.;
Radiology Services This study is being ordered for organ
Denied Not
enlargement.; There is no evidence of organ
Medically
enlargement on ultrasound, plain film, or IVP.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
Necessary

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Hiatal Hernia; This is a request for an Abdomen
CT.; This study is being ordered for another
reason besides Kidney/Ureteral stone, &#x0D;
Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O
metastases, Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ
Enlargement, &#x0D; Known or suspected
infection such as pancreatitis, etc..; There are no
Radiology Services findings of Hematuria,
Denied Not
Lymphadenopathy,weight loss,abdominal
Medically
pain,diabetic patient with gastroparesis; Yes this
Necessary
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

left upper abd pain, exam: abd soft, nabs,
nontender, not distended, no organomegaly.she
has on and off abd pain, LUQ feels likes
someone grabs her abdomen, relieved by
vibration of her knuckles. The pain radiates to
her back.&#x0D; pt has also lost 10 lbs in; This
is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study is
being ordered for another reason besides
Kidney/Ureteral stone, &#x0D; Known Tumor,
Cancer, Mass, or R/O metastases, Suspicious
Mass or Tumor, Organ Enlargement, &#x0D;
Known or suspected infection such as
pancreatitis, etc..; There are no findings of
Radiology Services Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
Denied Not
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
Medically
gastroparesis; Yes this is a request for a
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

liver function; This is a request for an Abdomen
CT.; This study is being ordered for another
reason besides Kidney/Ureteral stone, &#x0D;
Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O
metastases, Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ
Enlargement, &#x0D; Known or suspected
infection such as pancreatitis, etc..; There are no
Radiology Services findings of Hematuria,
Denied Not
Lymphadenopathy,weight loss,abdominal
Medically
pain,diabetic patient with gastroparesis; Yes this
Necessary
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

None; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
Radiology Services anomaly, or vascular disease.; 12/23/2016;
Denied Not
There has been treatment or conservative
Medically
therapy.; Cough CP SOB abd pain R/O mass; ABX
Necessary
steroid injections

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient complained of stomach pains, knot in
her upper abdomen and upper to middle back
pain which is causing headaches and makes it
feel hard to breathe.; This is a request for an
Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Kidney/Ureteral stone,
&#x0D; Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O
metastases, Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ
Enlargement, &#x0D; Known or suspected
infection such as pancreatitis, etc..; There are no
Radiology Services findings of Hematuria,
Denied Not
Lymphadenopathy,weight loss,abdominal
Medically
pain,diabetic patient with gastroparesis; Yes this
Necessary
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient continues to have abdominal pain that
began 1/5/2017. Now a bruise is over the area
of pain.; This is a request for an Abdomen CT.;
This study is being ordered for another reason
besides Kidney/Ureteral stone, &#x0D; Known
Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O metastases,
Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ Enlargement,
&#x0D; Known or suspected infection such as
pancreatitis, etc..; There are no findings of
Radiology Services Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
Denied Not
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Yes this is a request for a
Medically
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

patient has had this pain for 2 weeks with no
relief.; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Radiology Services or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Denied Not
vascular disease.; epigastric and diaphragmatic
Medically
pain; There has not been any treatment or
Necessary
conservative therapy.;

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient has had this pain since march 10th. She
has had no relief with muscle relaxers or rest.;
This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for another reason besides
Kidney/Ureteral stone, &#x0D; Known Tumor,
Cancer, Mass, or R/O metastases, Suspicious
Mass or Tumor, Organ Enlargement, &#x0D;
Known or suspected infection such as
pancreatitis, etc..; There are no findings of
Radiology Services Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
Denied Not
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Yes this is a request for a
Medically
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient has swelling hands, feet, and abdomen.
Had Echocardiogram normal. Patient complains
of palpitations so bad patient's chest will start
hurting. Patient SOB and extremely tire. Patient
has bloating, lower extremity edema, and
generalized abdominal p; This is a request for an
Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Kidney/Ureteral stone,
&#x0D; Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O
metastases, Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ
Enlargement, &#x0D; Known or suspected
infection such as pancreatitis, etc..; There are no
Radiology Services findings of Hematuria,
Denied Not
Lymphadenopathy,weight loss,abdominal
Medically
pain,diabetic patient with gastroparesis; Yes this
Necessary
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient is having pain in upper abdomen and
right side.; This is a request for an Abdomen CT.;
This study is being ordered for another reason
besides Kidney/Ureteral stone, &#x0D; Known
Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O metastases,
Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ Enlargement,
&#x0D; Known or suspected infection such as
pancreatitis, etc..; There are no findings of
Radiology Services Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
Denied Not
gastroparesis; Yes this is a request for a
Medically
Diagnostic CT
Necessary

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

PATIENT IS HERE WITH SEVERE ABDOMIAL
PAIN.&#x0D; &#x0D; ANP SUSPECTS
DIVERTICULITIS; This is a request for an
Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Kidney/Ureteral stone,
&#x0D; Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O
metastases, Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ
Enlargement, &#x0D; Known or suspected
infection such as pancreatitis, etc..; There are no
Radiology Services findings of Hematuria,
Denied Not
Lymphadenopathy,weight loss,abdominal
Medically
pain,diabetic patient with gastroparesis; Yes this
Necessary
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

patient was told previously she had a hernia
mid abd. the knot left abd hurts when she
moves; This is a request for an Abdomen CT.;
This study is being ordered for a suspicious mass
or tumor.; There is no suspicious mass found
using ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy,
or sigmoidoscopy.; There are no new symptoms
including hematuria.; There are no new lab
results or other imaging studies including
ultrasound, Doppler or plain films findings.;
There is not a suspicion of an adrenal mass.;
Radiology Services This is not a request to confirm a suspicious
Denied Not
renal mass suggested by physical exam, lab
Medically
studies, IVP or ultrasound.; Yes this is a request
Necessary
for a Diagnostic CT

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

possible bowel obstruction; This is a request for
an Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Kidney/Ureteral stone,
&#x0D; Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O
metastases, Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ
Enlargement, &#x0D; Known or suspected
infection such as pancreatitis, etc..; There are no
Radiology Services findings of Hematuria,
Lymphadenopathy,weight loss,abdominal
Denied Not
Medically
pain,diabetic patient with gastroparesis; Yes this
Necessary
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Pt also has had 2 mos of left upper abd. It hurts
for her to lay on her left side Pt has
intermittent diarrhea and constipation. Also had
elevated liver enzymes on lab results.; This is a
request for an Abdomen CT.; This study is being
ordered for an infection such as pancreatitis,
appendicitis, abscess, colitis and inflammatory
bowel disease.; It is unknown if there are
abnormal lab results or physical findings on
exam such as rebound or guarding that are
consistent with peritonitis, abscess, pancreatitis
or appendicitis.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Crohn's disease,
Abscess, Ulcerative Colitis, Acute Non-ulcerative
Radiology Services Colitis, Diverticulitis, or Inflammatory bowel
Denied Not
disease.; There are no findings that confirm
Medically
hepatitis C.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
Necessary
CT

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

pt is c/o left upper quadrant pain and has a
strong family history of pancreatic cancer.; This
is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study is
being ordered for another reason besides
Kidney/Ureteral stone, &#x0D; Known Tumor,
Cancer, Mass, or R/O metastases, Suspicious
Mass or Tumor, Organ Enlargement, &#x0D;
Known or suspected infection such as
pancreatitis, etc..; There are no findings of
Radiology Services Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
Denied Not
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
Medically
gastroparesis; Yes this is a request for a
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Pt is having reaction to prednisone. Started
with abdominal pain and diarrhea. Now has
swelling and rashes. On Day 5 of reaction.; This
is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study is
Radiology Services being ordered for organ enlargement.; There is
Denied Not
no evidence of organ enlargement on
Medically
ultrasound, plain film, or IVP.; Yes this is a
Necessary
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Pt. having pain after eating.; This is a request
for an Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered
for another reason besides Kidney/Ureteral
stone, &#x0D; Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or
R/O metastases, Suspicious Mass or Tumor,
Organ Enlargement, &#x0D; Known or
suspected infection such as pancreatitis, etc..;
Radiology Services There are no findings of Hematuria,
Denied Not
Lymphadenopathy,weight loss,abdominal
Medically
pain,diabetic patient with gastroparesis; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT
Necessary

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

r/o gall bladder issues; This is a request for an
Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Kidney/Ureteral stone,
&#x0D; Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O
metastases, Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ
Enlargement, &#x0D; Known or suspected
infection such as pancreatitis, etc..; There are no
Radiology Services findings of Hematuria,
Denied Not
Lymphadenopathy,weight loss,abdominal
Medically
pain,diabetic patient with gastroparesis; Yes this
Necessary
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

right upper quadrant pain with nausea; This is a
request for an Abdomen CT.; This study is being
ordered for another reason besides
Kidney/Ureteral stone, &#x0D; Known Tumor,
Cancer, Mass, or R/O metastases, Suspicious
Mass or Tumor, Organ Enlargement, &#x0D;
Known or suspected infection such as
pancreatitis, etc..; There are no findings of
Radiology Services Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
Denied Not
gastroparesis; Yes this is a request for a
Medically
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for an infection such as
pancreatitis, appendicitis, abscess, colitis and
inflammatory bowel disease.; There are
abnormal lab results or physical findings on
exam such as rebound or guarding that are
consistent with peritonitis, abscess, pancreatitis
or appendicitis.; No, the patient has not been
Radiology Services seen by a specialist or are the studies being
Denied Not
requested on behalf of a specialist for an
Medically
infection.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
Necessary
CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

UNKNOWN; This is a request for an Abdomen
CT.; This study is being ordered for another
reason besides Kidney/Ureteral stone, &#x0D;
Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O
metastases, Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ
Enlargement, &#x0D; Known or suspected
infection such as pancreatitis, etc..; There are no
Radiology Services findings of Hematuria,
Denied Not
Lymphadenopathy,weight loss,abdominal
Medically
pain,diabetic patient with gastroparesis; Yes this
Necessary
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

3

Disapproval

74174 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY
ABDOMEN AND PELVIS
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
This is a request for CT Angiography of the
Necessary
Abdomen and Pelvis.

8

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

UPloading clinicals.; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
74175 CT
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
ANGIOGRAPHY
Radiology Services congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
ABDOMEN
Denied Not
Patient has family history of aneurysms; There
W/CONTRAST/NONCON Medically
has not been any treatment or conservative
TRAST
Necessary
therapy.; Unknown
74175 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY
Radiology Services
ABDOMEN
Denied Not
Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
W/CONTRAST/NONCON Medically
Necessary
abdomen.
TRAST

1

4

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis
has been completed.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
The results of the urinalysis were normal.; The
Radiology Services study is being ordered for chronic pain.; This is
the first visit for this complaint.; The patient did
Denied Not
not have a amylase or lipase lab test.; Yes this is
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
a request for a Diagnostic CT
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary

1

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis
has not been completed.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
Radiology Services The study is being ordered for chronic pain.;
Denied Not
This is the first visit for this complaint.; The
patient did not have a amylase or lipase lab
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
test.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary

2

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; It is not
known if a urinalysis has been completed.; This
study is being requested for abdominal and/or
pelvic pain.; The study is being ordered for
Radiology Services chronic pain.; This is the first visit for this
Denied Not
complaint.; It is unknown if the patient had an
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
Amylase or Lipase lab test.; Yes this is a request
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
Radiology Services pain.; The study is being ordered for acute pain.;
Denied Not
There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
female.; A pelvic exam was NOT performed.;
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

2

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
pain.; This is not the first visit for this
Radiology Services complaint.; There has been a physical exam.;
The patient is female.; A pelvic exam was NOT
Denied Not
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
performed.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
W/O CONTRAST
CT
Necessary

1

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Radiology Services Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; It is not known
Denied Not
if there has been any treatment or conservative
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
therapy.; &lt; Describe primary symptoms here W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Radiology Services Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; There has been
Denied Not
treatment or conservative therapy.; weight loss;
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
thyroid medicine, treated for migrances,
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
specialist

1

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
Radiology Services congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; oct
Denied Not
2017; There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; belcihing, constipation, weight gain,
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
heartburn, chest pain; medication
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary

1

Disapproval

; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has been completed.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The results of the urinalysis
were abnormal.; The urinalysis was positive for
Radiology Services bilirubin.; The study is being ordered for chronic
Denied Not
pain.; This is the first visit for this complaint.;
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
The patient did not have a amylase or lipase lab
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
test.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has not been
completed.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; It is not known if
Radiology Services the pain is acute or chronic.; This is the first visit
Denied Not
for this complaint.; The patient did not have a
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
amylase or lipase lab test.; Yes this is a request
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
for a Diagnostic CT

1

Disapproval

; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is none
of the listed reasons.; It is not know if this study
Radiology Services is being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
Denied Not
pain.; It is not known if the study is requested
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
for hematuria.; Yes this is a request for a
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

1

Disapproval

; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is pre-op
or post op evaluation.; The study is requested
for post-op evaluation.; The study is not
requested as a first follow up study for a
suspected or known post-op complication.; This
Radiology Services study is not being requested for abdominal
Denied Not
and/or pelvic pain.; The study is not requested
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
for hematuria.; Yes this is a request for a
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
Radiology Services being ordered for acute pain.; There has been a
Denied Not
physical exam.; The patient is female.; A pelvic
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
exam was NOT performed.; Yes this is a request
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
for a Diagnostic CT

1

Disapproval

; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for acute pain.; There has been a
Radiology Services physical exam.; The patient is female.; A pelvic
Denied Not
exam was performed.; The results of the exam
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
are unknown.; Yes this is a request for a
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

1

Disapproval

; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the
Radiology Services first visit for this complaint.; There has been a
Denied Not
physical exam.; The patient is female.; It is not
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
known if a pelvic exam was performed.; Yes this
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the
Radiology Services first visit for this complaint.; There has been a
Denied Not
physical exam.; The patient is male.; A rectal
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
exam was not performed.; Yes this is a request
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
for a Diagnostic CT

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the
first visit for this complaint.; There has been a
physical exam.; The patient is male.; A rectal
Radiology Services exam was performed.; The results of the exam
were normal.; The patient did not have an
Denied Not
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
Ultrasound.; Yes this is a request for a
W/O CONTRAST
Diagnostic CT
Necessary
Radiology Services
Denied Not
; This study is being ordered for Inflammatory/
Infectious Disease.; ; There has been treatment
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
or conservative therapy.; ;

Disapproval

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
Radiology Services disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Denied Not
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
vascular disease.; ; It is not known if there has
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;

General/Family
Practice

1

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Abdominal Pain for over 6 months; This is a
request for an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.;
A urinalysis has not been completed.; This study
is being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
Radiology Services pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
Denied Not
pain.; This is the first visit for this complaint.;
The patient did not have a amylase or lipase lab
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
test.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary

1

Disapproval

Acute Abdominal pain with rebound
tenderness; This is a request for an abdomenpelvis CT combination.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
Radiology Services The study is being ordered for acute pain.;
Denied Not
There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
female.; A pelvic exam was NOT performed.;
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Disapproval

acute right lower quadrant pain; This is a
request for an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being ordered
Radiology Services for acute pain.; There has been a physical
Denied Not
exam.; The patient is female.; A pelvic exam was
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
NOT performed.; Yes this is a request for a
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

CBC is elevated for white count.; This is a
request for an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.;
A urinalysis has not been completed.; This study
is being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
Radiology Services pain.; This is the first visit for this complaint.;
Denied Not
The patient had an amylase lab test.; The results
of the lab test were unknown.; Yes this is a
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Disapproval

Chest 2 views shows chronic changes. slight
atelectasis or infiltrate in right lung.&#x0D;
there is minimal atelectasis or infiltrate in the
right lung base.; This study is being ordered for
Radiology Services Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.; February
Denied Not
2017; There has been treatment or conservative
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
therapy.; cough&#x0D; pain&#x0D; pain with
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
swallowing; Antibiotic therapy&#x0D; Nsaids

1

Disapproval

Chronic abd pain/Endometrisosis/Abnormal
weight loas/nausea/vomiting; This is a request
for an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This
study is being requested for abdominal and/or
pelvic pain.; The study is being ordered for
chronic pain.; This is not the first visit for this
Radiology Services complaint.; There has been a physical exam.;
The patient is female.; It is not known if a pelvic
Denied Not
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
exam was performed.; Yes this is a request for a
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

chronic pain.; This is a request for an abdomenpelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis has not
been completed.; This study is being requested
for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
Radiology Services being ordered for chronic pain.; This is the first
Denied Not
visit for this complaint.; The patient did not
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
have a amylase or lipase lab test.; Yes this is a
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Disapproval

complained of pain for 2 months lower
abdomen pain is constant and is with certain
movements its with pain ekg came back normal
chest pain is constant; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
Radiology Services infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Denied Not
vascular disease.; 04/12/2017; There has been
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
treatment or conservative therapy.; pain
W/O CONTRAST
without moving and deep breathing; meds
Necessary

1

Disapproval

cvc done, basic metabolic, and urinarylis done;
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
Radiology Services being ordered for acute pain.; There has been a
Denied Not
physical exam.; The patient is female.; It is not
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
known if a pelvic exam was performed.; Yes this
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

feeling exhausted with lymph node swelling.;
This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Radiology Services vascular disease.; unknown; There has not been
any treatment or conservative therapy.; lymph
Denied Not
nodes swelling in neck and groin area with
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
abdominal pain

1

Disapproval

Having swelling in hands, abdomen, and legs.
Unusual weight gain.; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
Radiology Services pain.; The study is being ordered for acute pain.;
Denied Not
There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
female.; A pelvic exam was NOT performed.;
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Disapproval

hx of appendencitis hx of severe abd pain and
swelling of stomach unknown reason of wt loss;
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the
Radiology Services first visit for this complaint.; There has been a
physical exam.; The patient is female.; It is not
Denied Not
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
known if a pelvic exam was performed.; Yes this
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Left lower quadrant pain , nausea, tender to
the touch; This is a request for an abdomenpelvis CT combination.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
Radiology Services The study is being ordered for acute pain.;
Denied Not
There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
male.; A rectal exam was not performed.; Yes
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Disapproval

multiple abnormal UTI, with unsuccessful
treatments with antibiotics. painful urination,
abdominal pain, UTI symptoms; This is a
request for an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being ordered
for chronic pain.; This is not the first visit for this
complaint.; There has been a physical exam.;
Radiology Services The patient is female.; A pelvic exam was
Denied Not
performed.; The results of the exam were
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
abnormal.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
W/O CONTRAST
CT
Necessary

1

Disapproval

N/A; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Radiology Services or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Denied Not
vascular disease.; 4/12/2017; There has not
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
Upper abdomen pain Female pelvis pain

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Negative murphy sign, gastric pain, tenderness;
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has been completed.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; It is not known if the
urinalysis results were normal or abnormal.; The
study is being ordered for chronic pain.; This is
Radiology Services the first visit for this complaint.; The patient had
Denied Not
an amylase lab test.; The results of the lab test
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
were unknown.; Yes this is a request for a
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

1

Disapproval

None; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis
CT combination.; This study is being requested
for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the
first visit for this complaint.; There has been a
physical exam.; The patient is female.; A pelvic
exam was performed.; The results of the exam
were normal.; The patient had an Ultrasound.;
Radiology Services The Ultrasound was normal.; A contrast/barium
x-ray has NOT been completed.; The patient did
Denied Not
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
not have an endoscopy.; Yes this is a request for
W/O CONTRAST
a Diagnostic CT
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

On the way out he mentioned he still has very
strong right flank pain. He is s/p
cholecystectomy. He had acute renal failure in
Aug. 2016 and records will be requested to see
if he had an abdominal CT.eg; This is a request
for an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This
study is being requested for abdominal and/or
pelvic pain.; The study is being ordered for
chronic pain.; This is not the first visit for this
Radiology Services complaint.; There has been a physical exam.;
Denied Not
The patient is male.; A rectal exam was not
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
performed.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
CT

1

Disapproval

pain started on Friday constant severe
abdominal pain pain 6-9 level. Worsening with
movement; This is a request for an abdomenpelvis CT combination.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
The study is being ordered for acute pain.;
Radiology Services There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
female.; A pelvic exam was performed.; The
Denied Not
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
results of the exam were abnormal.; Yes this is a
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

pain; bloating; cramping; sharp; fullness.
Gastrointestinal: Gastrointestinal: nausea,
abdominal pain, and change in appetite and no
vomiting; did have diarrhea but she thinks it has
gone away, is having bloating.: fever, chills and
decreased appetite. e; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
pain.; This is not the first visit for this
Radiology Services complaint.; There has been a physical exam.;
Denied Not
The patient is female.; It is not known if a pelvic
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
exam was performed.; Yes this is a request for a
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
Diagnostic CT
pain; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
Radiology Services ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
Denied Not
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is not a hematologist/
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
oncologist.

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Patient continues to have right abdominal pain
and previous CT showed possible infection
around right kidney as well as
atelectasis/possible pneumonia in the right
lower lobe of the lung. Follow up CT is
requested.; This is a request for an abdomenpelvis CT combination.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
The study is being ordered for chronic pain.;
This is not the first visit for this complaint.;
Radiology Services There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
Denied Not
male.; It is not known if a rectal exam was
performed.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
CT

1

Disapproval

Patient has chronic constipation, more than 48
hrs. and abdominal pain. Trying to r/o a
blockage or mass; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis
has not been completed.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
Radiology Services The study is being ordered for chronic pain.;
This is the first visit for this complaint.; The
Denied Not
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
patient did not have a amylase or lipase lab
W/O CONTRAST
test.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

PHYSICAL EXAM: &#x0D; GENERAL: well
developed, well nourished; well groomed; no
apparent distress; &#x0D; EYES: lids and
lacrimal system are normal in appearance;
extraocular movements intact; conjunctiva and
cornea are normal; pupils and irises are normal;
visua; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
Radiology Services being ordered for acute pain.; There has been a
Denied Not
physical exam.; The patient is female.; A pelvic
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
exam was NOT performed.; Yes this is a request
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
for a Diagnostic CT

1

Disapproval

Pt had ultra sound saw bugle in left lower abd
(5/10/2017); This is a request for an abdomenpelvis CT combination.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
The study is being ordered for chronic pain.;
This is not the first visit for this complaint.;
Radiology Services There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
female.; It is not known if a pelvic exam was
Denied Not
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
performed.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
W/O CONTRAST
CT
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

pt has acute abdominal pain w/negative labs
and x-rays; This is a request for an abdomenpelvis CT combination.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
Radiology Services The study is being ordered for acute pain.;
Denied Not
There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
female.; A pelvic exam was NOT performed.;
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Disapproval

pt has been having issues with her stomach for
awhile now and chronic constipation that has
not be resolved.; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
pain.; This is not the first visit for this
Radiology Services complaint.; There has been a physical exam.;
Denied Not
The patient is female.; A pelvic exam was NOT
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
performed.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
W/O CONTRAST
CT
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

pt has presented to office four times in the past
6 months for abdominal pain, cramping, nausea,
vomiting and diarrhea. also had ultrasound of
the abd/pelvis done in february. but the
problem still persist.; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
pain.; This is not the first visit for this
Radiology Services complaint.; There has been a physical exam.;
Denied Not
The patient is female.; A pelvic exam was NOT
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
performed.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
CT

1

Disapproval

Pt has severe bloating; r/o bowel obstruction or
hernia; difficult to walk; increased stomach
pain; discolored stools; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
pain.; This is not the first visit for this
Radiology Services complaint.; There has been a physical exam.;
Denied Not
The patient is female.; A pelvic exam was NOT
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
performed.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
W/O CONTRAST
CT
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Pt has signs and symptoms of a kidney stone.;
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
Radiology Services being ordered for acute pain.; There has been a
Denied Not
physical exam.; The patient is male.; A rectal
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
exam was not performed.; Yes this is a request
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
for a Diagnostic CT

1

Disapproval

Pt in office today,complaining of extreme
fatigue,shortness of breath and chest pain EKG
and labs done Abnormal lab values noted Pt
needs further testing to rule out abdominal
mass and pulmonary embolism; This study is
being ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 05-10-2017 onset
rash,nausea,extreme fatigue,chest
Radiology Services pain,shortness of breath; There has not been
Denied Not
any treatment or conservative therapy.;
Extreme fatigue,chest pain and shortness of
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
breath,worsening every day

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

pt is having R side flank pain that radiates
towards R groin and has hx of renal calculi; This
is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the
Radiology Services first visit for this complaint.; There has been a
physical exam.; The patient is female.; A pelvic
Denied Not
exam was NOT performed.; Yes this is a request
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
for a Diagnostic CT
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary

1

Disapproval

Pt presented to clinic with severe diarrhea, and
abdominal pain.; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
pain.; This is not the first visit for this
Radiology Services complaint.; There has been a physical exam.;
The patient is male.; It is not known if a rectal
Denied Not
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
exam was performed.; Yes this is a request for a
W/O CONTRAST
Diagnostic CT
Necessary

1

Disapproval

Pt presents with lower left quadrant pain and
tenderness and fever. CBC is pending.; This is a
request for an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being ordered
Radiology Services for acute pain.; There has been a physical
Denied Not
exam.; The patient is male.; A rectal exam was
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
not performed.; Yes this is a request for a
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Pt. states for a few years now she has had a
feeling in her ribs that she describes "as when a
baby kids your ribs", states it is very
uncomfortable. Pt. states the pain is causing
tenderness in the right upper quadrant with
nausea.; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis
CT combination.; A urinalysis has not been
completed.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
Radiology Services being ordered for chronic pain.; This is the first
Denied Not
visit for this complaint.; The patient did not
have a amylase or lipase lab test.; Yes this is a
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Disapproval

Pt's abdominal pain is worsening. Eating,
drinking exacerbate the pain. Nothing is
relieving pain.; This is a request for an abdomenpelvis CT combination.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
Radiology Services The study is being ordered for acute pain.;
Denied Not
There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
male.; A rectal exam was not performed.; Yes
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary

1

Disapproval

pulsatile liver on phy exam; This is a request for
an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study
is being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
pain.; This is not the first visit for this
Radiology Services complaint.; There has been a physical exam.;
Denied Not
The patient is male.; A rectal exam was not
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
performed.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
CT

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

r/o possible gallbladder costochondritis pain
radiates to ribs,; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
Radiology Services pain.; The study is being ordered for acute pain.;
Denied Not
There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
female.; A pelvic exam was NOT performed.;
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
Rectal bleeding; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
pain.; This is not the first visit for this
complaint.; There has been a physical exam.;
Radiology Services The patient is female.; A pelvic exam was
Denied Not
performed.; The results of the exam were
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
abnormal.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
W/O CONTRAST
CT
Necessary

Disapproval

Right upper and lower quadrant abdominal
pain present for over 2 months without
improvement. No acute findings on xray or
ultrasound.; This is a request for an abdomenpelvis CT combination.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
The study is being ordered for chronic pain.;
Radiology Services This is not the first visit for this complaint.;
Denied Not
There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
female.; A pelvic exam was NOT performed.;
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

General/Family
Practice

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

She has severe abd pain and it has been on
going. She has developed nausea and vomiting.;
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the
first visit for this complaint.; There has been a
physical exam.; The patient is female.; A pelvic
Radiology Services exam was performed.; The results of the exam
were normal.; The patient did not have an
Denied Not
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
Ultrasound.; Yes this is a request for a
W/O CONTRAST
Diagnostic CT
Necessary

1

Disapproval

Sudden onset of severe left upper quadrant
pain; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
Radiology Services being ordered for acute pain.; There has been a
Denied Not
physical exam.; The patient is female.; A pelvic
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
exam was NOT performed.; Yes this is a request
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
for a Diagnostic CT

1

Disapproval

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has been completed.;
The reason for the study is renal calculi, kidney
or ureteral stone.; This study is not being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
Radiology Services The study is not requested for hematuria.; The
Denied Not
results of the urinalysis were abnormal.; The
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
urinalysis was positive for hematuria/blood.;
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
Radiology Services combination.; It is not known if there is
Denied Not
evidence of organ enlargement on ultrasound,
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
plain film, or IVP.; Organ Enlargement; ; Yes this
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Disapproval

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is
suspicious mass or suspected tumor or
metastasis.; The patient is presenting new
symptoms.; This study is not being requested
for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
not requested for hematuria.; The patient had
an abnormal abdominal Ultrasound, CT or MR
Radiology Services study.; The patient has NOT completed a course
of chemotherapy or radiation therapy within
Denied Not
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
the past 90 days.; Yes this is a request for a
W/O CONTRAST
Diagnostic CT
Necessary

1

Disapproval

Radiology Services
Denied Not
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary

1

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are clinical findings or
indications of Hematuria.; Other; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are NO abnormal lab
results or physical findings on exam such as
rebound or guarding that are consistent with
peritonitis, abscess, pancreatitis or
appendicitis.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Crohn's disease,
Abscess, Ulcerative Colitis, Acute Non-ulcerative
Colitis, Diverticulitis, or Inflammatory bowel
disease.; There are no findings that confirm
hepatitis C.; Infection such as pancreatitis,
appendicitis, abscess, colitis and inflammatory
bowel disease; No, the patient has not been
seen by a specialist or are the studies being
Radiology Services requested on behalf of a specialist for an
Denied Not
infection.; &lt;Enter Additional Clinical
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
Information&gt;; Yes this is a request for a
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are NO abnormal lab
results or physical findings on exam such as
rebound or guarding that are consistent with
peritonitis, abscess, pancreatitis or
appendicitis.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Crohn's disease,
Abscess, Ulcerative Colitis, Acute Non-ulcerative
Colitis, Diverticulitis, or Inflammatory bowel
disease.; There are no findings that confirm
hepatitis C.; Infection such as pancreatitis,
appendicitis, abscess, colitis and inflammatory
bowel disease; No, the patient has not been
Radiology Services seen by a specialist or are the studies being
Denied Not
requested on behalf of a specialist for an
infection.; ; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
CT

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are NO abnormal lab
results or physical findings on exam such as
rebound or guarding that are consistent with
peritonitis, abscess, pancreatitis or
appendicitis.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Crohn's disease,
Abscess, Ulcerative Colitis, Acute Non-ulcerative
Colitis, Diverticulitis, or Inflammatory bowel
disease.; There are no findings that confirm
hepatitis C.; Infection such as pancreatitis,
appendicitis, abscess, colitis and inflammatory
bowel disease; No, the patient has not been
seen by a specialist or are the studies being
requested on behalf of a specialist for an
infection.; ABD PAIN EPIGASTRIC AND LEFT
UPPER QUARDRANT,ACHY AND COLICKY
PAIN,SYMPTOMS OCCURE AFTER BOWEL
MOVEMENT,DYSPNEA,HEARTBURN,NAUSEA,VO
Radiology Services MITING,LONG TERM(CURRENT)USE OF
Denied Not
INSULIN,TYPE 2 DIABETES MELLITUS WITH
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
HYPERGLYCEMIA; Yes this is a request for a
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are NO abnormal lab
results or physical findings on exam such as
rebound or guarding that are consistent with
peritonitis, abscess, pancreatitis or
appendicitis.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Crohn's disease,
Abscess, Ulcerative Colitis, Acute Non-ulcerative
Colitis, Diverticulitis, or Inflammatory bowel
disease.; There are no findings that confirm
hepatitis C.; Infection such as pancreatitis,
appendicitis, abscess, colitis and inflammatory
bowel disease; No, the patient has not been
seen by a specialist or are the studies being
requested on behalf of a specialist for an
Radiology Services infection.; ACUTE LEFT ABDOMINAL PAIN,ABD
Denied Not
TENDERNESS,TO FIND CAUSE FOR PAIN TI
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
DETERMINE BEST OPTION OF TREATMENT; Yes
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are NO abnormal lab
results or physical findings on exam such as
rebound or guarding that are consistent with
peritonitis, abscess, pancreatitis or
appendicitis.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Crohn's disease,
Abscess, Ulcerative Colitis, Acute Non-ulcerative
Colitis, Diverticulitis, or Inflammatory bowel
disease.; There are no findings that confirm
hepatitis C.; Infection such as pancreatitis,
appendicitis, abscess, colitis and inflammatory
bowel disease; No, the patient has not been
Radiology Services seen by a specialist or are the studies being
Denied Not
requested on behalf of a specialist for an
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
infection.; WILL FAX ADDITIONAL INFO.; Yes this
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
is a request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
Radiology Services loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
Denied Not
gastroparesis; Other; &lt;Enter Additional
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
Clinical Information&gt;; Yes this is a request for
W/O CONTRAST
a Diagnostic CT
Necessary
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Radiology Services Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
Denied Not
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
gastroparesis; Other; ; Yes this is a request for a
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

1

11

8

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
Radiology Services loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
Denied Not
gastroparesis; Other; abdominal pain from Old
injury over a year ago fell off roof; Yes this is a
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
request for a Diagnostic CT
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Radiology Services Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
Denied Not
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
gastroparesis; Other; Abdominal pain, and
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
nausea.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
Radiology Services loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; abdominal x 5 days no
Denied Not
relief woth OTC RX; Yes this is a request for a
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
Diagnostic CT
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
Radiology Services loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
Denied Not
gastroparesis; Other; abnormal results of liver
function studies; Yes this is a request for a
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
Diagnostic CT
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary

1

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
Radiology Services gastroparesis; Other; Acute ABD pain, tender
over the R side, Bloody mucus stools, Family HX
Denied Not
of Charon's DZ; Yes this is a request for a
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
W/O CONTRAST
Diagnostic CT
Necessary
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
Radiology Services gastroparesis; Other; aortic aneurysm ,
Denied Not
abdominal pain, stomach pain, been on
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
medication trying to rule out bleed; Yes this is a
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
request for a Diagnostic CT

Disapproval

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; CHRONIC GENERALIZED
ABDOMINAL PAIN&#x0D; f Present
Illness:&#x0D; 1. abdominal pain &#x0D;
Onset: 3 Months. Pain scale: 6/10. The location
Radiology Services is hypogastric. The patient reports radiation to
the back. The quality of the pain is dull. These
Denied Not
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
symptoms occur worse at night.; Yes this is a
W/O CONTRAST
request for a Diagnostic CT
Necessary

General/Family
Practice

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
Radiology Services gastroparesis; Other; Constipation irregular
bowel movemnt; abdominal pain when she
Denied Not
eats; weight loss;; Yes this is a request for a
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
W/O CONTRAST
Diagnostic CT
Necessary
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
Radiology Services loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
Denied Not
gastroparesis; Other; elevated liver function
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
studies, hep was negative; Yes this is a request
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
for a Diagnostic CT

Disapproval

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Radiology Services Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
Denied Not
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
gastroparesis; Other; Fever and abdominal pain;
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Disapproval

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Generalized abdominal
pain noted. This is located primarily in the
epigastric region. There is some radiation to the
Radiology Services right mid back. It began yesterday. The onset
Denied Not
of pain occurred with no apparent trigger. She
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
characterizes it as cramping, sharp, and; Yes this
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

1

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
Radiology Services gastroparesis; Other; has had right lower
quadrant pain since yesterday. The pain is sharp
Denied Not
in nature; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
W/O CONTRAST
CT
Necessary
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
Radiology Services loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
Denied Not
gastroparesis; Other; hx kidney ca; neuropathy
down r leg;; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
CT

Disapproval

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Karen A Rash, a 55 y.o.
female presents with a Chief Complaint of Side
Radiology Services Pain (right side pain,pain is always there,
fatigue, tired all the time)&#x0D; Increased stoll
Denied Not
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
indicated on KUB; Yes this is a request for a
W/O CONTRAST
Diagnostic CT
Necessary

General/Family
Practice

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; LEFT LOWER QUAD PAIN
TRYING TO RULE OUT DIVERTICULITIS. PATIENT
HAS WORSENING LLQ PAIN FOR 4 WEEKS. PAIN
TO THE LEFT SIDE OF THE PELVIS.PAIN WORSE
Radiology Services WITH SITTING &#x0D; &#x0D; EXAM: LLQ
PAIN,NO WORSE WITH PALPATIONS.NO
Denied Not
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
PALPABLE HERNIA,AND NO MASSES.; Yes this is
W/O CONTRAST
a request for a Diagnostic CT
Necessary
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
Radiology Services loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
Denied Not
gastroparesis; Other; Low blood count and want
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
to look at spleen.; Yes this is a request for a
W/O CONTRAST
Diagnostic CT
Necessary

Disapproval

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Mr. DENNLER presents
with diarrhea. This has been a problem for the
Radiology Services past one to two days. Stools are described as
loose. Associated symptoms include nausea
Denied Not
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
and vomiting. He denies associated or fever;
W/O CONTRAST
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
Necessary

General/Family
Practice

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Radiology Services
Denied Not
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary

Disapproval

Radiology Services
Denied Not
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary

Disapproval

Radiology Services
Denied Not
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary

Disapproval

Radiology Services
Denied Not
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; nausea; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; NIGHT
SWEATS,GENERALIZED ANXIETY
DISORDER,STRESS,ABNORMAL LAB,EXCESSICE
WORRY,SHAKINESS; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; pain raditaiting from low
back and pelvic area; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; pain; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

1

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Radiology Services Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
Denied Not
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
gastroparesis; Other; painful rectal bleeding; Yes
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Disapproval

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
Radiology Services loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
Denied Not
gastroparesis; Other; patient has abdominal
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
pain , history of a cyst, vaginal bleeding,; Yes
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Disapproval

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Patient has chronic
anemia, abdominal pain and weakness. HGB and
HCT has been low for several months. Needing
to find source. Lab on 04/03/2017 showed a
Radiology Services HGB of 10.7, HCT 33.2, MCV 69.2 and MCH of
Denied Not
22.3. Lab on 09/09/2016 HGB 11.1, HCT 33.5,
MCV 70.4 and MC; Yes this is a request for a
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
Diagnostic CT
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Patient has pain in right
lower quadrant. Physician is checking to make
Radiology Services sure there is not something pressing on her
groin area that is causing her swelling in the
Denied Not
right leg.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
CT
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Patient has right lower
Radiology Services quadrant pain since yesterday morning.
Denied Not
Decreased appetite and fever. Doctor thinks
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
appendicitis.; Yes this is a request for a
W/O CONTRAST
Diagnostic CT
Necessary

Disapproval

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
Radiology Services loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
Denied Not
gastroparesis; Other; Patient is a diabetic with
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
abdominal pain and elevated liver enzymes.; Yes
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

General/Family
Practice

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Patient is here for reflux
and abdominal pain. She was having some
break through reflux symptoms and some left
side pain. She had been on Omeprazole which
Radiology Services caused her to have an upset stomach,
Pantoprazole helped some but also gave her
Denied Not
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
constipation. We ; Yes this is a request for a
W/O CONTRAST
Diagnostic CT
Necessary

1

Disapproval

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Patient reports abdominal
pain but reports no nausea, no vomiting, no
constipation, and no diarrhea. &#x0D;
Abdomen: Visual Inspection non-distended.
Radiology Services Auscultation normal bowel sounds. Palpation no
Denied Not
masses, guarding, muscle rigidity, rebound
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
tenderness, or organ; Yes this is a request for a
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Patient with
elevated/abnormal LFTs had recent discectomy
followed by arrest requiring CPR. We are
Radiology Services needing to rule out liver failure. We believe that
her liver didn't filter the medication out and
Denied Not
that is what caused her to code during Surgery;
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Disapproval

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Radiology Services Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
Denied Not
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
gastroparesis; Other; Pelvic and abdominal pain;
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Disapproval

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; PT C/O FEVER, CHILLS,
NAUSEA, ABD PAIN, DECREASED APPETITE AND
FATIGUE FOR THE PAST 4 DAYS. HAS BEEN SEEN
Radiology Services IN THE ER FOR THIS ALSO. PT IS A DIABETIC, HAS
Denied Not
EPIGASTRIC TENDERNESS RUQ, LLQ &amp; RLQ
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
PAIN. NO REBOUND; Yes this is a request for a
W/O CONTRAST
Diagnostic CT
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Pt has chronic abdominal
Radiology Services pain since 5/8/17, seen on 5/22/17 w/
Denied Not
increased abdominal pain. Nausea and vomiting,
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
fatigue, no fever; Yes this is a request for a
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
Radiology Services loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
Denied Not
gastroparesis; Other; Pt has h/x of ulcers and
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
constipation; Yes this is a request for a
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

Disapproval

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; PT HAVING ABDOMINAL
PAIN WITH BLOODY MUCOUSY STOOLS.
Radiology Services HEMATOCHEZIA. WITH FAMILY HISTORY OF
COLON CANCER. BOWEL URGENCY. NO WT
Denied Not
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
LOSS. SEEN IN OFFICE ON 6/14/17.; Yes this is a
W/O CONTRAST
request for a Diagnostic CT
Necessary

General/Family
Practice

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
Radiology Services loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
Denied Not
gastroparesis; Other; Pt is having abdominal
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
pain, bloating and elevated liver enzymes; Yes
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Pt was in the ER on
6/17/17 for severe abdominal pain. f/u on
Radiology Services 6/19/17 and still having the pain, medicine from
ER is not helping, tenderness in the abdomen,
Denied Not
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
did blood work and recommending a CT; Yes
W/O CONTRAST
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
Necessary
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
Radiology Services loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
Denied Not
gastroparesis; Other; R sided ABD pain severe74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
started one week ago; Yes this is a request for a
W/O CONTRAST
Diagnostic CT
Necessary

Disapproval

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
Radiology Services loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
Denied Not
gastroparesis; Other; rt upper quad pain for
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
months, change in bowel habits abd cramping,
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
bloating; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

General/Family
Practice

1

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Seen 02/24/2017 with c/o
Radiology Services ruq pain; abdominal u/s showed fatty liver,
gallbladder wall is thickened, large shadow seen
Denied Not
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
in the gallbladder ares; Yes this is a request for a
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Radiology Services Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
Denied Not
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; testicular pain; Yes this is a
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Radiology Services Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
Denied Not
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
gastroparesis; Other; unexplained abdominal
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
pain; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Radiology Services Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
Denied Not
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
gastroparesis; Other; unknown; Yes this is a
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
Radiology Services combination.; There is a known or a strong
Denied Not
suspicion of kidney or ureteral stones.;
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
Kidney/Ureteral stone; Yes this is a request for a
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

1

1

1

2

2

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is no evidence of organ
Radiology Services enlargement on ultrasound, plain film, or IVP.;
Denied Not
Organ Enlargement; &lt;Enter Additional clinical
information &gt;; Yes this is a request for a
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

Disapproval

Radiology Services
Denied Not
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary

Disapproval

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is no suspicious mass found
using ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy,
or sigmoidoscopy.; It is not known if there are
new symptoms including hematuria.; There are
no new lab results or other imaging studies
including ultrasound, Doppler or plain films
findings.; It is not known if there is a suspicion
of an adrenal mass.; This is not a request to
confirm a suspicious renal mass suggested by
Radiology Services physical exam, lab studies, IVP or ultrasound.;
Denied Not
Suspicious Mass or Tumor; &lt;Enter Additional
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
Clinical Information&gt;; Yes this is a request for
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
a Diagnostic CT

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is no evidence of organ
enlargement on ultrasound, plain film, or IVP.;
Organ Enlargement; Unknown; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is no suspicious mass found
using ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy,
or sigmoidoscopy.; There are no new symptoms
including hematuria.; There are no new lab
results or other imaging studies including
ultrasound, Doppler or plain films findings.; It is
not known if there is a suspicion of an adrenal
mass.; This is not a request to confirm a
Radiology Services suspicious renal mass suggested by physical
Denied Not
exam, lab studies, IVP or ultrasound.; Suspicious
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
Mass or Tumor; pain radiates to the back; Yes
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Disapproval

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is no suspicious mass found
using ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy,
or sigmoidoscopy.; There are no new symptoms
including hematuria.; There are no new lab
results or other imaging studies including
ultrasound, Doppler or plain films findings.;
There is not a suspicion of an adrenal mass.;
This is not a request to confirm a suspicious
Radiology Services renal mass suggested by physical exam, lab
studies, IVP or ultrasound.; Suspicious Mass or
Denied Not
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
Tumor; rule out tumor; Yes this is a request for
W/O CONTRAST
a Diagnostic CT
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This is not a request for follow up
of a known tumor or cancer involving both the
abdomen and pelvis or if this patient is
undergoing active treatment.; This is not a
request for initial staging of a known tumor
other than prostate.; There has been a recent
(within the last 3 months) Abdomen and/or
Pelvis CT.; This would be a repeat of a CT of the
abdomen and or pelvis within 6 weeks.; This
patient does NOT have known prostate cancer
with a PSA (prostate-specific antigen) greater
than 10.; Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or Rule
Radiology Services out metastases; yes, there is a palpable or
Denied Not
observed abdominal mass.; &lt;Enter Additional
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
Clinical Information&gt;; Yes this is a request for
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This is not a request for follow up
of a known tumor or cancer involving both the
abdomen and pelvis or if this patient is
undergoing active treatment.; This is not a
request for initial staging of a known tumor
other than prostate.; There is no abdominal and
pelvic or retroperitoneal mass that has been
confirmed by previous imaging other than a CT.;
There are no new signs or symptoms including
hematuria, presenting with known cancer or
tumor.; This patient does NOT have known
prostate cancer with a PSA (prostate-specific
antigen) greater than 10.; Known Tumor,
Cancer, Mass, or Rule out metastases; No,
Radiology Services there is not a palpable or observed abdominal
Denied Not
mass.; Abdominal and pelvic pain in patient with
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
hx of endometrial cancer.; Yes this is a request
W/O CONTRAST
for a Diagnostic CT
Necessary

1

Disapproval

this pt has been having severe abd pain for over
a month now and nothing that we have done
has helped with the pain.; This is a request for
an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study
is being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
pain.; This is not the first visit for this
Radiology Services complaint.; There has been a physical exam.;
Denied Not
The patient is female.; A pelvic exam was NOT
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
performed.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

unknown; This is a request for an abdomenpelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis has been
completed.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The results of
the urinalysis were normal.; The study is being
Radiology Services ordered for chronic pain.; This is the first visit
for this complaint.; The patient did not have a
Denied Not
amylase or lipase lab test.; Yes this is a request
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
for a Diagnostic CT

1

Disapproval

Unknown; This is a request for an abdomenpelvis CT combination.; The reason for the study
is none of the listed reasons.; It is not know if
Radiology Services this study is being requested for abdominal
Denied Not
and/or pelvic pain.; It is not known if the study
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
is requested for hematuria.; Yes this is a request
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
for a Diagnostic CT

1

Disapproval

Unknown; This is a request for an abdomenpelvis CT combination.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
Radiology Services The study is being ordered for acute pain.;
Denied Not
There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
male.; A rectal exam was not performed.; Yes
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Unknown; This is a request for an abdomenpelvis CT combination.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
The study is being ordered for acute pain.;
Radiology Services There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
Denied Not
male.; It is not known if a rectal exam was
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
performed.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
CT

1

Disapproval

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; brain:
Radiology Services 05/13/2017 abd/pelvis: unknown; There has
Denied Not
not been any treatment or conservative
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
therapy.; Facial numbness, pressure in right
W/O CONTRAST
groin area, swelling to right groin area,
Necessary

1

Disapproval

unknwn; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 2015; There has
Radiology Services not been any treatment or conservative
Denied Not
therapy.; patient is having loss of weight in 2n
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
years, and has not changed her diet and is just
W/O CONTRAST
losing weight.
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

on pt's ct they found some abnormal findings
with her liver. we are trying to find out if this pt
has cancer or something else.; This request is
for an Abdomen MRI.; This study is being
ordered for suspicious mass or suspected
tumor/ metastasis.; The patient had previous
Radiology Services abnormal imaging including a CT, MRI or
Ultrasound.; A liver abnormality was found on a
Denied Not
Medically
previous CT, MRI or Ultrasound.; It is unknown if
Necessary
there is suspicion of metastasis.

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

patient has a tumor that needs yearly checks to
see if any changes; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
Radiology Services ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
Denied Not
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
Medically
ordering physician is not a hematologist/
Necessary
oncologist.

1

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is not being ordered for known tumor,
suspicious mass or suspected tumor/metastasis,
Radiology Services organ enlargement, known or suspected
vascular disease, hematuria, follow-up trauma,
Denied Not
Medically
or a pre-operative evaluation.; RUQ painpersistent
Necessary

1

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
This is a request for a MR Angiogram of the
Necessary
abdomen.

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN
74185 MRA, MRI
ANGIOGRAPHY
ABDOMEN
WITH/WITHOUT
CONTRAST

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Radiology Services
Unknown; This is a request for a CT scan for
75571 Corornary Artery Denied Not
Medically
evalutation of coronary calcification.
Calcium Score, EBCT

There is no "Acute Chest Pain" or Angina.; This
request is for a Coronary CT Angiography study.;
No, patient did not have a Nuclear Cardiology
study within the past six months.; This study is
being ordered for suspected Coronary Artery
Disease (CAD) and symptomatic?; No, patient
does not have new onset congestive heart
failure.; Patient had a carotid Doppler and
needs further testing hence ordered CTA of
Radiology Services carotids.; No, there is no Chronic Chest Pain.;
75574 CT Angiography Denied Not
No, this patient does not have equivocal or
Heart coronary arteries, Medically
uninterpretable stress test (exercise, perfusion,
CCTA
Necessary
or stress echo).
This request is for a Coronary CT Angiography
Radiology Services study.; No, patient did not have a Nuclear
75574 CT Angiography Denied Not
Cardiology study within the past six months.;
Heart coronary arteries, Medically
None of the above.; &lt;Additional Clinical
CCTA
Necessary
Information&gt;
75635 CTA AA&BI
Radiology Services
ILIOFEM LXTR RS&I CDenied Not
Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
/C+ POST-PXESSING
Medically
abdominal arteries.
76498 Unlisted
magnetic resonance
Radiology Services
procedure (eg,
Denied Not
Patient has continued pain after weeks of PT.;
diagnostic,
Medically
Requestor has decided to proceed with the
interventional)
Necessary
unlisted code.

1

1

1

4

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

1

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for Breast
MRI.; This study is being ordered for known
breast lesions.; It is not known if this is an
Radiology Services individual who has known breast cancer in the
Denied Not
contralateral (other) breast.; It is unknown if
Medically
there are benign lesions in the breast associated
Necessary
with an increased cancer risk.

1

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral
77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

; This is a request for Breast MRI.; This study is
being ordered as a screening examination for
Radiology Services known family history of breast cancer.; It is
Denied Not
unknown if there is a pattern of breast cancer
Medically
history in at least two first-degree relatives
Necessary
(parent, sister, brother, or children).
Radiology Services
Denied Not
; This study is being ordered for trauma or
Medically
injury.; ; There has been treatment or
Necessary
conservative therapy.; ;

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

lump in the r breast palpable mass causing
pain; mammogram doesn't determine good
place for biopsy; This is a request for Breast
MRI.; This study is being ordered for something
Radiology Services other than known breast cancer, known breast
Denied Not
lesions, screening for known family history,
Medically
screening following genetric testing or a
Necessary
suspected implant rupture.

1

1

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral
78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Male patient with pain in right breast and lump
around sub areolar area; This is a request for
Breast MRI.; This study is being ordered for
Radiology Services something other than known breast cancer,
Denied Not
known breast lesions, screening for known
Medically
family history, screening following genetric
Necessary
testing or a suspected implant rupture.
Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The caller indicated that the
study was not ordered for: Known or suspected
coronary artery disease, post myocardial
infarction evaluation, pre operative or post
operative (Cardiac surgery, angioplasty or stent)
evaluation.; The patient's age is between 45 and
Radiology Services 64.; The patient has not had a stress
Denied Not
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
Medically
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Necessary
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

3

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The patient is not diabetic.;
The patient is less than 45 years old.; The
patient has not had a recent exercise treadmill
test that was positive.; The patient has NONE of
the following: heart transplant, aortic
aneurysm, carotid artery narrowing or stenosis,
Radiology Services and/ or peripheral vascular disease or narrowed
blood vessels in the legs.; This is a request for
Denied Not
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Medically
Necessary
Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study is being ordered
for suspected CAD.; The patient is presenting
with symptoms of atypical chest pain and/or
shortness of breath.; The patient has not had
previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.; The
patient has not had a recent non-nuclear stress
test.; The patient's age is between 45 and 64.;
The patient has not had a stress
Radiology Services echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
Denied Not
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Medically
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
Necessary
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.

3

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
Radiology Services 3/28/2017; There has not been any treatment
or conservative therapy.; WEAKNESS AND
Denied Not
FATIGUE, HEAVY SENSATION ON CHEST WHEN
Medically
BREATHING, ASTHMA AND BRONCHITTIS
Necessary

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

; The patient is not diabetic.; The patient is less
than 45 years old.; The patient has not had a
recent exercise treadmill test that was positive.;
The patient has NONE of the following: heart
transplant, aortic aneurysm, carotid artery
Radiology Services narrowing or stenosis, and/ or peripheral
Denied Not
vascular disease or narrowed blood vessels in
Medically
the legs.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).
Necessary

3

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

; The patient is not presenting with symptoms
of atypical chest pain and/or shortness of
breath.; The patient is at least 65 years old.; This
is a request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient does
not have diabetes.; The patient has not had a
cardiology study in the past 3 years.; The study
Radiology Services completed more than 3 years ago was not a
Denied Not
Nuclear Cardiology Study, Exercise Treadmill
Test or Stress Echocardiogram.; More than 3+
Medically
Necessary
years ago a MPI was performed

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

; The study is being ordered for suspected CAD.;
The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
The patient has not had previous cardiac
surgery or angioplasty.; The patient has not had
a recent non-nuclear stress test.; The patient's
age is between 45 and 64.; The patient has not
had a stress echocardiogram within the past
Radiology Services eight weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Denied Not
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
Medically
The patient does not have a physical limitation
Necessary
to exercise.

3

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

; This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; Another
test besides a Nuclear Cardiology Study, CCTA or
Stress Echocardiogram has been completed to
evaluate new or changing symptoms.; The
patient has 2 cardiac risk factors; The study is
requested for congestive heart failure.; There
are new or changing cardiac symptoms
including atypical chest pain (angina) and/or
Radiology Services shortness of breath.; The study is requested for
Denied Not
suspected coronary artery disease.; The
member has known or suspected coronary
Medically
artery disease.
Necessary

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

; This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has 3 or more cardiac risk factors; The study is
not requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac
mass, CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.;
Radiology Services The study is requested for suspected coronary
Denied Not
artery disease.; The member has known or
Medically
suspected coronary artery disease.; The BMI is
Necessary
30 to 39

2

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

; This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has not had other testing done to evaluate new
or changing symptoms.; The patient has 1 or
less cardiac risk factors; The study is not
requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass,
CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.; There
are new or changing cardiac symptoms
including atypical chest pain (angina) and/or
Radiology Services shortness of breath.; The study is requested for
suspected coronary artery disease.; The
Denied Not
member has known or suspected coronary
Medically
Necessary
artery disease.; The BMI is 20 to 29

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

; This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has not had other testing done to evaluate new
or changing symptoms.; The patient has 2
cardiac risk factors; The study is not requested
for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal
defects, or valve disorders.; There are new or
changing cardiac symptoms including atypical
chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of breath.;
Radiology Services The study is requested for suspected coronary
Denied Not
artery disease.; The member has known or
Medically
suspected coronary artery disease.; The BMI is
Necessary
20 to 29

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Abnormal EKG&#x0D; Cardiac risk
factors:&#x0D; Diabetes &#x0D; over 55&#x0D;
h/o hypertension&#x0D; h/o hyperlipidemia;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has 3 or more cardiac risk factors; The study is
requested for congestive heart failure.; The
Radiology Services study is requested for suspected coronary
Denied Not
artery disease.; The member has known or
Medically
suspected coronary artery disease.; The BMI is
Necessary
20 to 29

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Chest pain not alleviated by rest; hypertension
and hyperlipidemia; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has 3 or more
cardiac risk factors; The study is requested for
Radiology Services congestive heart failure.; The study is requested
Denied Not
for suspected coronary artery disease.; The
Medically
member has known or suspected coronary
artery disease.; The BMI is 30 to 39
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Chest pain on Exertion, Abnormal EKG, Ejection
fraction 40%, Lateral hypokinesis and global
hypokinesis; The study is being ordered for
suspected CAD.; The patient is not presenting
with symptoms of atypical chest pain and/or
shortness of breath.; The patient has not had a
recent non-nuclear stress test.; The patient had
a recent stress echocardiogram.; The results of
the previous nuclear cardiology study were not
normal.; The patient's age is between 45 and
Radiology Services 64.; The patient has not had a stress
Denied Not
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
Medically
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Necessary
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

chest pain with diaphoresis as well as very
weak and faint SHe sid she felt as if she was
going to pass out This all happened Friday, chest
pain on exertion and arm pain on exertion; The
patient is not diabetic.; The patient is less than
45 years old.; The patient has not had a recent
exercise treadmill test that was positive.; The
patient has NONE of the following: heart
transplant, aortic aneurysm, carotid artery
Radiology Services narrowing or stenosis, and/ or peripheral
vascular disease or narrowed blood vessels in
Denied Not
the legs.; This is a request for Myocardial
Medically
Necessary
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

chest pain, dizziness, nausea, family history of
heart diease; The caller indicated that the study
was not ordered for: Known or suspected
coronary artery disease, post myocardial
infarction evaluation, pre operative or post
operative (Cardiac surgery, angioplasty or stent)
evaluation.; The patient's age is between 45 and
Radiology Services 64.; The patient has not had a stress
Denied Not
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Medically
Necessary
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

chest pain, everyday smoker,
hypertension&#x0D; mother had infarction at
age 67; The caller indicated that the study was
not ordered for: Known or suspected coronary
artery disease, post myocardial infarction
evaluation, pre operative or post operative
(Cardiac surgery, angioplasty or stent)
evaluation.; The patient's age is between 45 and
Radiology Services 64.; The patient has not had a stress
Denied Not
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
Medically
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Necessary
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

chest pain, shortness of breath; The study is
being ordered for known CAD.; The CAD
diagnosis was esablished by something other
than, a previous cardiac surgery / angioplasty, a
previous MI, congestive heart failure or a
previous stress echocardiogram, nuclear
cardiology study or a stress EKG.; The patient's
Radiology Services age is between 45 and 64.; The patient has not
had a stress echocardiogram within the past
Denied Not
eight weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Medically
Necessary
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Chest pain; The patient is not diabetic.; The
patient is less than 45 years old.; The patient
has not had a recent exercise treadmill test that
was positive.; It is not known whether the
patient has one or more of the following: heart
transplant, aortic aneurysm, carotid artery
Radiology Services narrowing or stenosis, and/ or peripheral
vascular disease or narrowed blood vessels in
Denied Not
Medically
the legs.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

cp; htn; hep c; heart murmur; The caller
indicated that the study was not ordered for:
Known or suspected coronary artery disease,
post myocardial infarction evaluation, pre
operative or post operative (Cardiac surgery,
angioplasty or stent) evaluation.; The patient's
Radiology Services age is between 45 and 64.; The patient has not
had a stress echocardiogram within the past
Denied Not
eight weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Medically
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).
Necessary

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

dyspnea on exertion; The caller indicated that
the study was not ordered for: Known or
suspected coronary artery disease, post
myocardial infarction evaluation, pre operative
or post operative (Cardiac surgery, angioplasty
or stent) evaluation.; The patient's age is
Radiology Services between 45 and 64.; The patient has not had a
stress echocardiogram within the past eight
Denied Not
Medically
weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

dyspnea; The caller indicated that the study
was not ordered for: Known or suspected
coronary artery disease, post myocardial
infarction evaluation, pre operative or post
operative (Cardiac surgery, angioplasty or stent)
evaluation.; The patient's age is between 45 and
Radiology Services 64.; The patient has not had a stress
Denied Not
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Medically
Necessary
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Ekg 05/16/17, compared to 01/04/17 said that
t wave amplitude has increased, changes w/
depression avs, severe schema , no acute injury,
started on medication, chest pain, shortness of
breath; The patient is not diabetic.; The patient
is less than 45 years old.; The patient has not
had a recent exercise treadmill test that was
positive.; The patient has NONE of the
following: heart transplant, aortic aneurysm,
carotid artery narrowing or stenosis, and/ or
Radiology Services peripheral vascular disease or narrowed blood
Denied Not
vessels in the legs.; This is a request for
Medically
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Necessary
Cardiology Study).

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

He is having severe pain in neck and arm. He
also has sob with exertion and had abnormal
ekg.; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; April 2016; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Radiology Services numbness, pain, tingling down limbs.
Completed PT without relief.; Pt completed
Denied Not
physical therapy in 2016. Numbness and pain
Medically
Necessary
has worsened. PT was not successful

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

known heart murmur chest pain high bp
weakness sob; The caller indicated that the
study was not ordered for: Known or suspected
coronary artery disease, post myocardial
infarction evaluation, pre operative or post
operative (Cardiac surgery, angioplasty or stent)
evaluation.; The patient's age is between 45 and
Radiology Services 64.; The patient has not had a stress
Denied Not
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
Medically
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Necessary
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

palpatations with SOB, fatique, spontaneous
bruising; The study is being ordered for
suspected CAD.; The patient is presenting with
symptoms of atypical chest pain and/or
shortness of breath.; The patient has not had
previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.; The
patient has not had a recent non-nuclear stress
test.; The patient's age is between 45 and 64.;
The patient has not had a stress
Radiology Services echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
Denied Not
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
Medically
Necessary
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

PALPATATIONS, HALTER MONITOR DONE
COULDNT RULE POSSIBLE ISCHEMIA; The caller
indicated that the study was not ordered for:
Known or suspected coronary artery disease,
post myocardial infarction evaluation, pre
operative or post operative (Cardiac surgery,
angioplasty or stent) evaluation.; The patient's
Radiology Services age is between 45 and 64.; The patient has not
Denied Not
had a stress echocardiogram within the past
Medically
eight weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

PATIENT HAS A FAMILY HISTORTY OF HEART
DISEASE.; The caller indicated that the study
was not ordered for: Known or suspected
coronary artery disease, post myocardial
infarction evaluation, pre operative or post
operative (Cardiac surgery, angioplasty or stent)
evaluation.; The patient's age is between 45 and
Radiology Services 64.; The patient has not had a stress
Denied Not
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Medically
Necessary
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Patient has asthma, hx of reoccurring upper
respiratory infections, high blood pressure, and
shortness of breathe.; The patient is not
diabetic.; The patient is less than 45 years old.;
The patient has not had a recent exercise
treadmill test that was positive.; The patient has
NONE of the following: heart transplant, aortic
aneurysm, carotid artery narrowing or stenosis,
Radiology Services and/ or peripheral vascular disease or narrowed
Denied Not
blood vessels in the legs.; This is a request for
Medically
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

persistent chest pain with fatigue and dizziness;
The patient is not diabetic.; The patient is less
than 45 years old.; The patient has not had a
recent exercise treadmill test that was positive.;
The patient has NONE of the following: heart
transplant, aortic aneurysm, carotid artery
Radiology Services narrowing or stenosis, and/ or peripheral
vascular disease or narrowed blood vessels in
Denied Not
the legs.; This is a request for Myocardial
Medically
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).
Necessary

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Preauth for gastric sleeve; The patient is not
diabetic.; The patient is less than 45 years old.;
The patient has not had a recent exercise
treadmill test that was positive.; The patient has
NONE of the following: heart transplant, aortic
aneurysm, carotid artery narrowing or stenosis,
Radiology Services and/ or peripheral vascular disease or narrowed
Denied Not
blood vessels in the legs.; This is a request for
Medically
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Necessary
Cardiology Study).

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Pt has several risk factors and is having chest
pain. He needs this study to further evaluate his
pain. &#x0D; &#x0D; He has&#x0D;
diabetes&#x0D; hypertension&#x0D; family
hx&#x0D; former smoker&#x0D; bmi
34.4&#x0D; hyperlipidemia; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has 3 or more
cardiac risk factors; The study is requested for
Radiology Services congestive heart failure.; The study is requested
Denied Not
for suspected coronary artery disease.; The
Medically
member has known or suspected coronary
Necessary
artery disease.; The BMI is 30 to 39

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

R/O CAD; This study is being ordered as a preoperative evaluation.; The patient has not had a
recent stress echocardiogram.; The patient's
age is between 45 and 64.; The patient has not
had a stress echocardiogram within the past
Radiology Services eight weeks.; This evaluation is not prior to
Denied Not
major surgery involving general anesthesia.;
Medically
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

SHORTNESS OF BREATH, ABNORMAL EKG,
INTERMITTENT CHEST PRESSURE, PATIENT IS
OBESE AND CAN NOT TOLERATE A TREADMILL
STRESS TEST.; The caller indicated that the study
was not ordered for: Known or suspected
coronary artery disease, post myocardial
infarction evaluation, pre operative or post
operative (Cardiac surgery, angioplasty or stent)
evaluation.; The patient's age is between 45 and
Radiology Services 64.; The patient has not had a stress
Denied Not
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Medically
Necessary
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The study
is not requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac
mass, CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.; It
Radiology Services is not known if the study is requested for
Denied Not
suspected or known coronary artery disease.;
Medically
The member has known or suspected coronary
Necessary
artery disease.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The study
Radiology Services is not requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac
Denied Not
mass, CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.;
Medically
The member does not have known or suspected
Necessary
coronary artery disease

2

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study
78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study
78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary
Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary
Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The study
is requested for evaluation of the heart prior to
non cardiac surgery.
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The study
is requested for known or suspected cardiac
septal defect.
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The study
is requested for known or suspected valve
disorders.

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

this patient could be having some type of heart
malfunction snd we have not started anything
on him.; This study is being ordered for trauma
or injury.; 4/27/2016; There has been treatment
or conservative therapy.; sharp radiating pain in
his bil knee, decreased rom. some radiculopathy
Radiology Services to his lumbar with severe back pain.he has been
Denied Not
having some chest pain and abdnormal ekg's.;
Medically
pt has had medication therapy as well as some
Necessary
in home pt

1

1

3

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

this pt has had a ekg and this was abnormal. we
are needing this pt to have a stress test.; This is
a request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).; Another test
besides a Nuclear Cardiology Study, CCTA or
Stress Echocardiogram has been completed to
evaluate new or changing symptoms.; The
patient has 1 or less cardiac risk factors; The
study is requested for congestive heart failure.;
There are new or changing cardiac symptoms
including atypical chest pain (angina) and/or
Radiology Services shortness of breath.; The study is requested for
Denied Not
suspected coronary artery disease.; The
Medically
member has known or suspected coronary
Necessary
artery disease.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Uncontrolled hypertension, shortness of breath
on exertion, chest pain; The study is being
ordered for suspected CAD.; The patient is
presenting with symptoms of atypical chest pain
and/or shortness of breath.; The patient has not
had previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.;
The patient has not had a recent non-nuclear
stress test.; The patient's age is between 45 and
64.; The patient has not had a stress
Radiology Services echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
Denied Not
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Medically
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
Necessary
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

unknown; The study is being ordered for
suspected CAD.; The patient is presenting with
symptoms of atypical chest pain and/or
shortness of breath.; The patient has not had
previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.; The
patient has not had a recent non-nuclear stress
test.; The patient's age is between 45 and 64.;
The patient has not had a stress
Radiology Services echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Denied Not
Medically
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
Necessary
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.

1

78608 BRAIN PET
[POSITRON EMISSION
TOMOGRAPHY]

Patient presents today with symptoms of
depression. Mother is in the room with patient
today. She states that there is a family history of
brain tumors and is requesting a CT of the brain
to rule this out. He is not taking any medications
Radiology Services for depression a; This is a request for a
Denied Not
Metabolic Brain PET scan; This study is not
Medically
being ordered for refractory seizures, dementia,
Necessary
Alzheimer's disease or Tumor/Cancer.
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General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

78813 PET IMAGING
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being ordered for
something other than Breast CA, Lymphoma,
Myeloma, Ovarian CA, Esophageal CA, Lung CA,
Radiology Services Colorectal CA, Head/Neck CA, Melanoma, Soft
Tissue Sarcoma, Pancreatic CA or Testicular CA.;
Denied Not
This study is being requested for Brain
Medically
Necessary
Cancer/Tumor or Mass.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
It is unknown why the study is being ordered.;
This study is being requested for Head/Neck
Cancer.; The patient does NOT have Thyroid or
Brain cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for something other
than Breast CA, Lymphoma, Myeloma, Ovarian
CA, Esophageal CA, Lung CA, Colorectal CA,
Head/Neck CA, Melanoma, Soft Tissue Sarcoma,
Radiology Services Pancreatic CA or Testicular CA.; This study is not
Denied Not
being ordered for Cervical CA, Brain
Medically
Cancer/Tumor or Mass, Thyroid CA or other
solid tumor.
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for something other
than Breast CA, Lymphoma, Myeloma, Ovarian
CA, Esophageal CA, Lung CA, Colorectal CA,
Head/Neck CA, Melanoma, Soft Tissue Sarcoma,
Radiology Services Pancreatic CA or Testicular CA.; This study is not
being ordered for Cervical CA, Brain
Denied Not
Cancer/Tumor or Mass, Thyroid CA or other
Medically
Necessary
solid tumor.;

1

Disapproval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for something other
than Breast CA, Lymphoma, Myeloma, Ovarian
CA, Esophageal CA, Lung CA, Colorectal CA,
Head/Neck CA, Melanoma, Soft Tissue Sarcoma,
Radiology Services Pancreatic CA or Testicular CA.; This study is not
Denied Not
being ordered for Cervical CA, Brain
Medically
Cancer/Tumor or Mass, Thyroid CA or other
solid tumor.; This is NOT a Medicare member.
Necessary

1

Disapproval

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

3

Disapproval

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for another reason;
The reason for ordering this study is unknown.

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for another reason;
This study is being ordered for evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x-ray or EKG) indicative
of heart disease.; This is for the initial evaluation
of abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings,
or diagnostic studies (chest x-ray or EKG)
indicatvie of heart disease.; It is unknown if this
Radiology Services study is being requested for the initial
Denied Not
evaluation of frequent or sustained atrial or
Medically
ventricular cardiac arrhythmias.; The patient has
Necessary
an abnormal EKG

2

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for another reason;
This study is being ordered for evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x-ray or EKG) indicative
of heart disease.; This is for the initial evaluation
of abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings,
or diagnostic studies (chest x-ray or EKG)
indicatvie of heart disease.; This study is NOT
Radiology Services being requested for the initial evaluation of
frequent or sustained atrial or ventricular
Denied Not
Medically
cardiac arrhythmias.; The patient has an
Necessary
abnormal EKG

3

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Radiology Services Cardiac Murmur.; It is unknown if this request is
Denied Not
for initial evaluation of a murmur.; It is unknown
if this is a request for follow up of a known
Medically
Necessary
murmur.

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Cardiac Murmur.; There has NOT been a change
in clinical status since the last echocardiogram.;
This request is for initial evaluation of a
murmur.; It is unknown if the murmur is grade
Radiology Services III (3) or greater.; There are NOT clinical
Denied Not
symptoms supporting a suspicion of structural
Medically
heart disease.; This is a request for follow up of
a known murmur.
Necessary

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Cardiac Murmur.; This request is for initial
evaluation of a murmur.; It is unknown if the
murmur is grade III (3) or greater.; It is unknown
Radiology Services if there is clinical symptoms supporting a
suspicion of structural heart disease.; It is
Denied Not
Medically
unknown if this is a request for follow up of a
Necessary
known murmur.

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Cardiac Murmur.; This request is for initial
evaluation of a murmur.; It is unknown if the
murmur is grade III (3) or greater.; It is unknown
Radiology Services if there is clinical symptoms supporting a
suspicion of structural heart disease.; This is
Denied Not
NOT a request for follow up of a known
Medically
murmur.
Necessary

2

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Cardiac Murmur.; This request is for initial
Radiology Services evaluation of a murmur.; The murmur is NOT
Denied Not
grade III (3) or greater.; There are clinical
Medically
symptoms supporting a suspicion of structural
Necessary
heart disease.

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Cardiac Murmur.; This request is for initial
evaluation of a murmur.; The murmur is NOT
Radiology Services grade III (3) or greater.; There are NOT clinical
Denied Not
symptoms supporting a suspicion of structural
Medically
heart disease.; This is NOT a request for follow
up of a known murmur.
Necessary

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
Radiology Services This study is being ordered for Evaluation of Left
Denied Not
Ventricular Function.; The patient does not have
Medically
a history of a recent heart attack or
Necessary
hypertensive heart disease.

Disapproval

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

Disapproval

Radiology Services
93350 ECHO TTHRC R-T Denied Not
2D -+M-MODE
Medically
COMPLETE REST&STRS Necessary

This is a request for a Stress Echocardiogram.;
None of the listed reasons for the study were
selected; It is not known if the member has
known or suspected coronary artery disease.

2

Disapproval

Radiology Services
93350 ECHO TTHRC R-T Denied Not
2D -+M-MODE
Medically
COMPLETE REST&STRS Necessary

This is a request for a Stress Echocardiogram.;
None of the listed reasons for the study were
selected; The member does not have known or
suspected coronary artery disease

1

Disapproval

G0297 Low dose CT
scan (LDCT) for lung
cancer screening

Disapproval

G0297 Low dose CT
scan (LDCT) for lung
cancer screening

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Low
Dose CT for Lung Cancer Screening.; No, I do not
want to request a Chest CT instead of a Low
Radiology Services Dose CT for Lung Cancer Screening.; The patient
Denied Not
is presenting with pulmonary signs or symptoms
Medically
of lung cancer or there are other diagnostic test
suggestive of lung cancer.
Necessary
Radiology Services
Denied Not
; This study is being ordered for Inflammatory/
Medically
Infectious Disease.; ; There has been treatment
Necessary
or conservative therapy.; ;

2

1

1

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

G0297 Low dose CT
scan (LDCT) for lung
cancer screening

Former smoker, quit 4 months ago after having
heart attack. Long history of smoking.; This
request is for a Low Dose CT for Lung Cancer
Screening.; No, I do not want to request a Chest
CT instead of a Low Dose CT for Lung Cancer
Radiology Services Screening.; The patient is presenting with
pulmonary signs or symptoms of lung cancer or
Denied Not
there are other diagnostic test suggestive of
Medically
Necessary
lung cancer.

1

G0297 Low dose CT
scan (LDCT) for lung
cancer screening

Pt is having several moments of feeling very
dizzy and fatigue, poor appetite; This request is
for a Low Dose CT for Lung Cancer Screening.;
No, I do not want to request a Chest CT instead
Radiology Services of a Low Dose CT for Lung Cancer Screening.;
Denied Not
The patient is presenting with pulmonary signs
Medically
or symptoms of lung cancer or there are other
Necessary
diagnostic test suggestive of lung cancer.

1

G0297 Low dose CT
scan (LDCT) for lung
cancer screening

screening for colon cancer, smoker,
hypertension, lung cancer risk; This request is
for a Low Dose CT for Lung Cancer Screening.;
No, I do not want to request a Chest CT instead
Radiology Services of a Low Dose CT for Lung Cancer Screening.;
Denied Not
The patient is presenting with pulmonary signs
Medically
or symptoms of lung cancer or there are other
Necessary
diagnostic test suggestive of lung cancer.

1

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

G0297 Low dose CT
scan (LDCT) for lung
cancer screening

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

S8037 mrcp

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

S8037 mrcp

General/Family
Practice

Disapproval

S8037 mrcp

Geriatrics

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

This request is for a Low Dose CT for Lung
Cancer Screening.; This patient has NOT had a
Low Dose CT for Lung Cancer Screening in the
past 11 months.; The patient is between 55 and
80 years old.; This patient is a smoker or has a
history of smoking.; The patient has a 30 pack
per year history of smoking.; The patient is NOT
Radiology Services presenting with pulmonary signs or symptoms
of lung cancer nor are there other diagnostic
Denied Not
test suggestive of lung cancer.; The patient has
Medically
Necessary
not quit smoking.
pt has her gallbladder removed.&#x0D; she
Radiology Services continues with ruq abdominal pain, nausea,
Denied Not
vomiting and diarrhea.; This is a request for
Medically
MRCP.; There is no reason why the patient
Necessary
cannot have an ERCP.
Radiology Services The Radiologist suggested the mrcp; This is a
Denied Not
request for MRCP.; There is no reason why the
Medically
patient cannot have an ERCP.
Radiology Services
Denied Not
unknown; This is a request for MRCP.; There is
Medically
no reason why the patient cannot have an ERCP.

Patient was seen on 3/21/17 for "worst
headached ever" CTS ordered however patient
did not have it done. He came in on 4/10/17
and the headaches are continuing.; This is a
request for a brain/head CT.; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
headache is described as chronic or recurring.
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1

1

1

1

Geriatrics

Geriatrics

Geriatrics

Geriatrics

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

This is a request for a brain/head CT.; There is
not headache not improved by pain
medications.; "There are recent neurological
symptoms or deficits such as one-sided
weakness, vision defects, speech impairments
or sudden onset of severe dizziness."; This study
is being requested for a headache.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Ms Phillips is seen today for an acute visit. She
has ongoing HA and neck pain.; This request is
for a Brain MRI; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The patient has a
chronic or recurring headache.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of stroke or
aneurysm; There are recent neurological
symptoms such as one sided weakness, speech
impairments, or vision defects.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is not a hematologist/
oncologist.

1

Geriatrics

Geriatrics

Geriatrics

Geriatrics

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
The patient does have new signs or symptoms
of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient
does not have a new foot drop.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
had recent plain films of the knee.; The plain
films were normal.; The ordering physician is
not an orthopedist.; Non-acute Chronic Pain;
Pain greater than 3 days

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
had recent plain films of the knee.; The plain
films were not normal.; &lt;Additional Clinical
Information&gt;; Suspicious Mass or Suspected
Tumor/ Metastasis

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is not a hematologist/
oncologist.

1

Geriatrics

Approval

Geriatrics

Disapproval

Geriatrics

Disapproval

Gynecologic
Oncology
Gynecologic
Oncology

Approval
Approval

This request is for a Low Dose CT for Lung
Cancer Screening.; This patient has NOT had a
Low Dose CT for Lung Cancer Screening in the
past 11 months.; The patient is between 55 and
80 years old.; This patient is a smoker or has a
history of smoking.; The patient has a 30 pack
per year history of smoking.; The patient is NOT
presenting with pulmonary signs or symptoms
G0297 Low dose CT
of lung cancer nor are there other diagnostic
test suggestive of lung cancer.; The patient has
scan (LDCT) for lung
cancer screening
not quit smoking.
Radiology Services ; This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The
Denied Not
study is being requested for evaluation of a
Medically
headache.; The headache is described as chronic
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
or recurring.
70486 CT SINUS,
Radiology Services ; This study is being ordered for sinusitis.; This is
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M Denied Not
a request for a Sinus CT.; The patient is immuneAXILLOFACIAL NO
Medically
compromised.; Yes this is a request for a
CONTRAST
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST
71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have not been performed on
the member in the past 3 months.

1

1

1

1
1

Gynecologic
Oncology

Gynecologic
Oncology

Gynecologic
Oncology

Approval

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

DX is endometrial cancer with known
pulmonary nodules that are being followed by
CT; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The
study is being ordered for none of the above.;
This study is being ordered for non of the
above.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have not been performed on
the member in the past 3 months.

2

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Initial Staging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

Gynecologic
Oncology
Gynecologic
Oncology

Gynecologic
Oncology
Gynecologic
Oncology

Approval
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX
72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has not been
established.; Other tests such as laboratory or
ultrasound or patient symptoms indicate that
the cancer may be present or reoccurring.

1
1

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Kidney/Ureteral stone,
&#x0D; Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O
metastases, Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ
Enlargement, &#x0D; Known or suspected
infection such as pancreatitis, etc..; There are no
findings of Hematuria,
Lymphadenopathy,weight loss,abdominal
pain,diabetic patient with gastroparesis; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1
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Gynecologic
Oncology

Gynecologic
Oncology

Gynecologic
Oncology

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is pre-op
or post op evaluation.; The study is requested
for post-op evaluation.; The study is requested
as a first follow up study for a suspected or
known post-op complication.; This study is not
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is not requested for hematuria.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; &lt;Enter Additional
Clinical Information&gt;; Yes this is a request for
a Diagnostic CT

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is no suspicious mass found
using ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy,
or sigmoidoscopy.; There are no new symptoms
including hematuria.; There are new lab results
or other imaging studies including ultrasound,
Doppler or plain films findings.; Suspicious Mass
or Tumor; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

Approval

1

1

1

Gynecologic
Oncology

Gynecologic
Oncology

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have not been performed on
the member in the past 3 months.

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Initial Staging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

Gynecologic
Oncology

Gynecologic
Oncology

Gynecologic
Oncology

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has not been
established.; Other tests such as laboratory or
ultrasound or patient symptoms indicate that
the cancer may be present or reoccurring.

1

Approval

78813 PET IMAGING
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being ordered for
something other than Breast CA, Lymphoma,
Myeloma, Ovarian CA, Esophageal CA, Lung CA,
Colorectal CA, Head/Neck CA, Melanoma, Soft
Tissue Sarcoma, Pancreatic CA or Testicular CA.;
This study is being requested for Cervical
Cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

Approval

2

Gynecologic
Oncology

Gynecologic
Oncology

Gynecologic
Oncology

Approval

Approval

Disapproval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
The suspicion of cancer is based on a more than
1 of the following; diagnostic test, imaging
sstudy, or biopsy.; This study is being ordered to
establish a cancer diagnosis.; This study is being
requested for Ovarian or Esophageal Cancer.;
This would be the first PET Scan performed on
this patient for this cancer.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Ovarian or Esophageal Cancer.; The patient is
experiencing new signs or symptoms indicating
a reoccurrence of cancer.; This would be the
first PET Scan performed on this patient for this
cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

none; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis
CT combination.; A urinalysis has been
completed.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The results of
the urinalysis were normal.; The study is being
Radiology Services ordered for chronic pain.; This is the first visit
Denied Not
for this complaint.; It is unknown if the patient
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
had an Amylase or Lipase lab test.; Yes this is a
W/O CONTRAST
request for a Diagnostic CT
Necessary
&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 4 exams are
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD
being ordered.

1

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have been performed on the member in
the past 3 months.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 4 exams are being ordered.

2

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; ; It is not known if there has
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

ATAXIA; This is a request for a brain/head CT.;
The study is NOT being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The patient does not have
dizziness, fatigue or malaise, sudden change in
mental status, Bell's palsy, Congenital
abnormality, loss of smell, hearing loss or
vertigo.; This study is being ordered for
something other than trauma or injury,
evaluation of known tumor, stroke or
aneurysm, infection or inflammation, multiple
sclerosis or seizures.

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Cancer restaging during treatment 03/27/17;
This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 4 exams are being ordered.
CANCER STAGING FOR THE PT; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 4 exams are being ordered.

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

known breast cancer stage 2A; This is a request
for a brain/head CT.; There is not headache not
improved by pain medications.; "There are no
recent neurological symptoms or deficits such
as one-sided weakness, vision defects, speech
impairments or sudden onset of severe
dizziness."; This study is being requested for a
headache.

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

1

1

1

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Last scan was MRI of hip done on 3-22-2017,
also had CT chest 2-9-2017. Patient has been
taking chemotherapy, needs restaging during
chemotherapy.; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 3 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Restaging of Cancer;
Imaging studies have been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.
lymphoma; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 5 or more exams
are being ordered.

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Patient with known CLL, CT for follow up to
evaluate status of disease and for further
treatment recommendations.; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 4 exams are being ordered.

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

1

1

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

PROGRESSION; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 3 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Restaging of Cancer;
Imaging studies have been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.
pt complaining of hearing loss; This is a request
for a brain/head CT.; There is headache not
improved by pain medications.; "There are no
recent neurological symptoms or deficits such
as one-sided weakness, vision defects, speech
impairments or sudden onset of severe
dizziness."; This study is being requested for a
headache.
Pt has abnormal weight loss, pain to mass in
the right side of his neck.; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 4
exams are being ordered.

1

1

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

RESTAGING BREAST CANCER &#x0D; ONGOING
TREATMENT; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 3 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Restaging of Cancer;
Imaging studies have been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

RESTAGING CANCER FOR RECCURENT DISEASE;
This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 4 exams are being ordered.
RESTAGING CANCER; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 3
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.;
Restaging of Cancer; Imaging studies have been
performed on the member in the past 3
months.
RESTAGING CANCER; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 5 or
more exams are being ordered.

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

RESTAGING CLL WITH ADENOPATHY; This study
is being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 4 exams are being ordered.

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

1

1

2

1

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

RESTAGING LYMPHOMA AND PROSTATE
CANCER IN RESPONSE TO TREATMENT; This
study is being ordered for a metastatic disease.;
There are 4 exams are being ordered.
RESTAGING LYMPHOMA FOLLOWING
CHEMOTHERAPY; This study is being ordered for
a metastatic disease.; There are 4 exams are
being ordered.

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

RESTAGING LYMPHOMA POST TREATMENT;
This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 4 exams are being ordered.
RESTAGING LYMPHOMA; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 4
exams are being ordered.
RESTAGING MELANOMA; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 4
exams are being ordered.
RESTAGING MELENOMA; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 4
exams are being ordered.

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

RESTAGING OF CANCER; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 3
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.;
Restaging of Cancer; Imaging studies have been
performed on the member in the past 3
months.

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

1

1

1

9

1

1

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

This is a request for a brain/head CT.; There is a
suspected or known brain tumor.; This study is
being requested for known or suspected brain
tumor, mass or cancer.

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

This is a request for a brain/head CT.; There is
headache not improved by pain medications.;
"There are recent neurological symptoms or
deficits such as one-sided weakness, vision
defects, speech impairments or sudden onset of
severe dizziness."; This study is being requested
for a headache.
This is a request for a brain/head CT.; There is
not a suspected or known brain tumor.; The
patient currently has cancer.; There is a
recurrence or metastasis.; This study is being
requested for known or suspected brain tumor,
mass or cancer.

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; There
has not been recent trauma or other injury to
the neck.; There is suspicion of or known tumor,
metastasis, lymphadenopathy, or mass.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

12

1

2

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

5

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has not been
established.; Other tests such as laboratory or
ultrasound or patient symptoms indicate that
the cancer may be present or reoccurring.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have not been performed on
the member in the past 3 months.

2

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Initial Staging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

76

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70480 CT ORBIT,EYE
SOCKET, SELLA
TURCICA, POSTERIOR
FOSSA,EAR ETC.

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

Vertigo, dizziness, headaches with chills the pt
is experiencing. Still continues to have pain in
the left arm.; This is a request for a brain/head
CT.; The study is being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The headache is described as
sudden and severe.; The patient has dizziness.;
The patient had a recent onset (within the last 4
weeks) of neurologic symptoms.
"This request is for orbit,sella, int. auditory
canal,temporal bone, mastoid, CT.239.8";
"There is not suspicion of bone infection,
cholesteatoma, or inflammatory disease.ostct";
"There is not a history of serious head or skull,
trauma or injury.ostct"; "There is suspicion of
neoplasm, or metastasis.ostct"; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
"This request is for face, jaw, mandible
CT.239.8"; "There is not a history of serious
facial bone or skull, trauma or injury.fct"; "There
is suspicion of neoplasm, tumor or
metastasis.fct"; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

1

1

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have not been performed on
the member in the past 3 months.

2

2

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 4 exams are
being ordered.

2

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; It is not known
if there has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; &lt; Describe primary symptoms here or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have been performed on the member in
the past 3 months.
; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

1

1

1

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have been performed on the member in
the past 3 months.

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 4 exams are being ordered.

3

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for Inflammatory/
Infectious Disease.; 03/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; DIFFICULTY
SWALLOWING, PAIN IN THE THROAT;
MEDICATIONS AND RESTING

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

Cancer restaging during treatment 03/27/17;
This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 4 exams are being ordered.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

CANCER STAGING FOR THE PT; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 4 exams are being ordered.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

checking on cancer; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 4 exams are
being ordered.

1

1

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

Clinicals attached.; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 3 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Restaging of Cancer;
Imaging studies have been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

CTA chest in the last 3 months; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 3 exams are being ordered.; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.;
Restaging of Cancer; Imaging studies have been
performed on the member in the past 3
months.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

history of Hodgkin's Lymphoma&#x0D;
hodgkin's lymphoma, rt neck/mediastinum; This
study is being ordered for a metastatic disease.;
There are 4 exams are being ordered.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

lymphoma; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 5 or more exams
are being ordered.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

Newly diagnosed non-Hodgkin's lymphoma.;
This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Initial Staging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have been performed on the member in
the past 3 months.

1

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

Patient is in clinical research program.; This
study is being ordered for a metastatic disease.;
There are 3 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI,
CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.; Follow
up treatment for cancer; Imaging studies have
been performed on the member in the past 3
months.

1

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

Patient is on surveillance so they doctor is
ordering scans to make sure there is no ill issues
and checking on the left neck lesion with the Pet
scan.; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

Patient with known CLL, CT for follow up to
evaluate status of disease and for further
treatment recommendations.; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 4 exams are being ordered.
Pt has abnormal weight loss, pain to mass in
the right side of his neck.; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 4
exams are being ordered.

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

REEVALUATION; This study is being ordered for
Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.; EVALUATION
OF SARCOIDOSIS; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; PAIN IN JOINTS AND
PERSISTENT FATIGUE; PREDNISONE

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

RESTAGING CANCER FOR RECCURENT DISEASE;
This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 4 exams are being ordered.
RESTAGING CANCER; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 3
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.;
Restaging of Cancer; Imaging studies have been
performed on the member in the past 3
months.

1

1

1

1

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

RESTAGING CANCER; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 5 or
more exams are being ordered.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

RESTAGING CLL WITH ADENOPATHY; This study
is being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 4 exams are being ordered.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

RESTAGING LYMPHOMA AND PROSTATE
CANCER IN RESPONSE TO TREATMENT; This
study is being ordered for a metastatic disease.;
There are 4 exams are being ordered.
RESTAGING LYMPHOMA FOLLOWING
CHEMOTHERAPY; This study is being ordered for
a metastatic disease.; There are 4 exams are
being ordered.

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

RESTAGING LYMPHOMA POST TREATMENT;
This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 4 exams are being ordered.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

RESTAGING LYMPHOMA; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 4
exams are being ordered.

10

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

RESTAGING MELANOMA; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 4
exams are being ordered.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

RESTAGING MELENOMA; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 4
exams are being ordered.

1

1

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

Stage IV (Tx N3 M1) squamous cell carcinoma
of the head and neck with cranial nerve
involvement with a large mass in the level II
lymph node area- completed chemoradiation on
04/25/2017 and his left neck mass has
decreased tremendously. We will get CT nec;
This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

Stage IV Hodgkin's Lymphoma&#x0D; completed 6 cycles of ABVD&#x0D; - PET scan
on 11/5/2015 revealed good response.&#x0D; will get repeat scans; This is a request for neck
soft tissue CT.; The study is being ordered for
Follow Up.; The patient has a known tumor or
metastasis in the neck.; They had a previous
Neck CT in the last 10 months.; The patient has
NOT completed a course of chemotherapy or
radiation therapy within the past 90 days.;
There are NO new or changing symptoms in the
neck.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; The
study is being ordered for Follow Up.; The
patient has a known tumor or metastasis in the
neck.; The patient completed a course of
chemotherapy or radiation therapy within the
past 90 days.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

4

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; The
study is being ordered for Initial Staging.; The
patient has a known tumor or metastasis in the
neck.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; There
has not been recent trauma or other injury to
the neck.; There is suspicion of or known tumor,
metastasis, lymphadenopathy, or mass.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

15

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have not been performed on
the member in the past 3 months.

5

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Initial Staging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

2

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Reoccurrence of cancer; Other
tests such as laboratory or ultrasound or patient
symptoms indicate that the cancer may be
present or reoccurring.

2

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

7

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has not been
established.; Other tests such as laboratory or
ultrasound or patient symptoms indicate that
the cancer may be present or reoccurring.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; It is
unknown if the diagnosis of cancer or tumor has
been established.; Follow up treatment for
cancer; Imaging studies have not been
performed on the member in the past 3
months.

1

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have not been performed on
the member in the past 3 months.

5

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Reoccurrence of cancer; Other
tests such as laboratory or ultrasound or patient
symptoms indicate that the cancer may be
present or reoccurring.

3

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

24

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has not been
established.; Other tests such as laboratory or
ultrasound or patient symptoms indicate that
the cancer may be present or reoccurring.

2

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

Will fax additional clinicals; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 2
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.;
Restaging of Cancer; Imaging studies have been
performed on the member in the past 3
months.

1

70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE

Follow up; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE

Initial staging to the Basal cell carcinoma to the
facial area. The patient is not sure what path so
wants to know all options.; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 2
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
There is not a suspicion of an infection or
abscess.; This examination is being requested to
evaluate lymphadenopathy or mass.; This is a
request for an Orbit MRI.; There is not a history
of orbit or face trauma or injury.
There is not a suspicion of an infection or
abscess.; This examination is NOT being
requested to evaluate lymphadenopathy or
mass.; There is not a suspicion of a bone
infection (osteomyelitis).; There is a suspicion of
an orbit or face neoplasm, tumor, or
metastasis.; This is a request for an Orbit MRI.;
There is not a history of orbit or face trauma or
injury.

1

1

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have not been performed on
the member in the past 3 months.

1

70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Initial Staging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

3

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval
Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

70547 Mr angiography
neck w/o dye
70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

1
head and neck cancer, carcinoid, uterine
cancer; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 4 exams are
being ordered.

1

The patient has not had a recent MRI or CT for
these symptoms.; There has not been a stroke
or TIA within the past two weeks.; "There is not
a sudden onset of one-sided weakness, speech
impairment, vision defects or severe dizziness.";
This is a request for a Neck MR Angiography.;
The patient has not had an abnormal ultrasound
of the neck.

1

3

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; It is unknown if the study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; Not
requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; It is not known if the condition is
associated with headache, blurred or double
vision or a change in sensation noted on exam.;
It is not known if a metabolic work-up done
including urinalysis, electrolytes, and complete
blood count with results completed.; The
patient does NOT have dizziness, fatigue or
malaise, Bell's Palsy, a congenital abnormality,
loss of smell, hearing loss or vertigo.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; It is unknown if the study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; Not
requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; It is not known if a
metabolic work-up done including urinalysis,
electrolytes, and complete blood count with
results completed.; The patient does NOT have
dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's Palsy, a
congenital abnormality, loss of smell, hearing
loss or vertigo.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The patient does not have a
sudden severe, chronic or recurring or a
thunderclap headache.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; Requested for
evaluation of tumor; It is not known if a biopsy
has been completed to determine tumor tissue
type.; It is not known if there are recent
neurological symptoms such as one-sided
weakness, speech impairments, or vision
defects.; It is not known if there is a new and
sudden onset of headache (less than 1 week)
not improved by pain medications.; It is not
known if the tumor is a pituitary tumor or
pituitary adenoma.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

2

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Follow up treatment for
cancer; Imaging studies have been performed
on the member in the past 3 months.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Initial Staging of Cancer;
Imaging studies have been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval
Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST
70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as sudden and
severe.; It is unknown if there recent
neurological deficits on exam such as one sided
weakness, speech impairments or vision
defects.; There is a new and sudden onset of a
headache less than 1 week not improved by
medications.; It is not known if the headache is
described as a “thunderclap” or the worst
headache of the patient’s life.

1

; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 4 exams are being ordered.

3

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

4/19/17 CT Head: NED. PET: Greater degree of
soft tissue fullness in RUQ revealing mild
uptake, otherwise stable. &#x0D; &#x0D;
6/8/17 Neck Skin Biopsy with PCP: Positive for
RCC.&#x0D; &#x0D; 6/23/17 Follow up. He
complains of fatigue that has worsened recently
but has been; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Bridget Critton it is a 33-year-old white female
with right previously treated with consolidative
radiation therapy to the left chest wall, axilla
and supraclavicular fossa for stage IIB, triple
negative carcinoma of the left breast status post
mastectomy; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 4 exams are
being ordered.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

checking for brain mets; This request is for a
Brain MRI; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The headache is
described as sudden and severe.; There are NO
recent neurological deficits on exam such as one
sided weakness, speech impairments or vision
defects.; There is a new and sudden onset of a
headache less than 1 week not improved by
medications.; The headache is not described as
a “thunderclap” or the worst headache of the
patient’s life.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

dizziness and cancer; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; It is not known if the
headache is described as a “thunderclap” or the
worst headache of the patient’s life.; Requested
for evaluation of tumor; A biopsy has not been
completed to determine tumor tissue type.; It is
not known if there are recent neurological
symptoms such as one-sided weakness, speech
impairments, or vision defects.; There is a new
and sudden onset of headache (less than 1
week) not improved by pain medications.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Follow up; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Initial staging for cancer; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 2
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.; Initial
Staging of Cancer; Imaging studies have been
performed on the member in the past 3
months.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

INITIAL STAGING PRIOR TO TREATMENT FOR
BREAST CANCER; This study is being ordered for
a metastatic disease.; There are 3 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
Involvement evaluation for response to
treatment. Patient is having headaches back of
head x one week. Hip pain, back pain, pain with
chill bumps, moody.; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
know testicular cancer with known metastasis,
new onset of syncope; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The patient has
dizziness.; It is unknown why this study is being
ordered.

1

1

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval
Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST
70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

KNOWN LUNG CANCER. LOOKING FOR
METASTATIC DISEASE. .....f/u to previous brain
mri; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; Not requested for evaluation of
trauma/injury, tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; It is not known if a
metabolic work-up done including urinalysis,
electrolytes, and complete blood count with
results completed.; The patient does NOT have
dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's Palsy, a
congenital abnormality, loss of smell, hearing
loss or vertigo.
LUNG CANCER; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 4 exams are
being ordered.

1

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

MRI brain done on 12/29/2016: Right
cerebellar hemisphere 9 mm parencymal
enhancing lesion and left frontal 4 mm cortically
based lesion. Mild edema without midline shift.
These areas were treated with SRS therapy by
Dr. Garner on 1/24/17. She had been as; This
study is being ordered for a metastatic disease.;
There are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI,
CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.; Follow
up treatment for cancer; Imaging studies have
been performed on the member in the past 3
months.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient just started an new regimen on 2/22/17
and has 4 cycles of Opdivo out of the 20 cycles
to be given. The doctor wants to see the
response of the diseases to this regimen.; This
study is being ordered for a metastatic disease.;
There are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

POSSIBLE METASTATIC RECURRENCE OF
GLIOBLASTOMA; This study is being ordered for
a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Pt complaining of headache for last three
weeks without any trigger. It is dull and achy.
&#x0D; &#x0D; Pt has hx of breast cancer.; This
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient has a chronic or recurring headache.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

PT HADA PREVIOUS ABNORMAILTY ON
IMAGING; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; Requested for evaluation of tumor;
A biopsy has not been completed to determine
tumor tissue type.; There are not recent
neurological symptoms such as one-sided
weakness, speech impairments, or vision
defects.; It is not known if there is a new and
sudden onset of headache (less than 1 week)
not improved by pain medications.; The tumor
is not a pituitary tumor or pituitary adenoma.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

RESPONSE TO TREATMENT; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 2
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval
Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval
Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval
Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST
70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST
70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST
70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST
70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

RESTAGING CANCER &#x0D; ONGOING
TREATMENT; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 4 exams are
being ordered.
RESTAGING CANCER; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 3
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.;
Restaging of Cancer; Imaging studies have been
performed on the member in the past 3
months.
RESTAGING LYMPHOMA; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 4
exams are being ordered.
RESTAGING SCANS; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 4 exams are
being ordered.
restaging/ Malignant neoplasm of upper lobe,
right bronchus; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 4 exams are
being ordered.
RESTAGING; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 5 or more exams
are being ordered.

1

3

1

1

1

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

see case # 11249919 all 3 test were approved
but routing issue moved cases to recon deny.;
This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; none; It is not known if there
has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; none

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being requested for Breast Cancer.;
This is for evaluation of axillary lymph nodes.;
This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Melanoma.; The patient is experiencing new
signs or symptoms indicating a reoccurrence of
cancer.; More than 4 PET Scans have already
been performed on this patient for this cancer.;
This is NOT a Medicare member.
This request is for a Brain MRI; It is unknown if
the study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; This study is being ordered for a
tumor.

1

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as chronic or
recurring.; The headache is not presenting with
a sudden change in severity, associated with
exertion, or a mental status change.; There are
recent neurological symptoms or deficits such
as one sided weakness, speech impairments, or
vision defects.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as chronic or
recurring.; The headache is presenting with a
sudden change in severity, associated with
exertion, or a mental status change.

3

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as sudden and
severe.; There are NO recent neurological
deficits on exam such as one sided weakness,
speech impairments or vision defects.; There is
a new and sudden onset of a headache less than
1 week not improved by medications.; The
headache is described as a “thunderclap” or the
worst headache of the patient’s life.

3

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as sudden and
severe.; There recent neurological deficits on
exam such as one sided weakness, speech
impairments or vision defects.
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
This headache is not described as sudden,
severe or chronic recurring.; The headache is
presenting with a sudden change in severity,
associated with exertion, or a mental status
change.

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Not requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; The patient does
NOT have dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's
Palsy, a congenital abnormality, loss of smell,
hearing loss or vertigo.

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

10

1

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Not requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; The patient is
experiencing dizziness.

3

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Not requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; The patient is
experiencing fatigue or malaise.

2

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Not requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results completed.;
The lab results were abnormal; The patient does
NOT have dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's
Palsy, a congenital abnormality, loss of smell,
hearing loss or vertigo.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Not requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results completed.;
The lab results were abnormal; The patient is
experiencing dizziness.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Not requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results completed.;
The lab results were abnormal; The patient is
experiencing fatigue or malaise.

3

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested due to trauma or injury.; There are
new, intermittent symptoms or deficits such as
one sided weakness, speech impairments, or
vision defects.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of Multiple Sclerosis;
The patient has not undergone treatment for
multiple sclerosis.; There are intermittent or
new neurological symptoms or deficits such as
one-sided weakness, speech impairments, or
vision defects.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of stroke or
aneurysm; There are recent neurological
symptoms such as one sided weakness, speech
impairments, or vision defects.
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of tumor; A biopsy has
been completed to determine tumor tissue
type.

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of tumor; A biopsy has
not been completed to determine tumor tissue
type.; There are recent neurological symptoms
such as one-sided weakness, speech
impairments, or vision defects.

13

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
This study is being ordered for a tumor.

13

3

46

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have not been performed on
the member in the past 3 months.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Initial Staging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

6

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Reoccurrence of cancer; Other
tests such as laboratory or ultrasound or patient
symptoms indicate that the cancer may be
present or reoccurring.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

4

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have not been performed on
the member in the past 3 months.

2

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Reoccurrence of cancer; Other
tests such as laboratory or ultrasound or patient
symptoms indicate that the cancer may be
present or reoccurring.

2

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

13

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has not been
established.; Other tests such as laboratory or
ultrasound or patient symptoms indicate that
the cancer may be present or reoccurring.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

TO EVAL PREVIOUS ABNORMALITY; This
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of tumor; A biopsy has
not been completed to determine tumor tissue
type.; There are not recent neurological
symptoms such as one-sided weakness, speech
impairments, or vision defects.; It is not known
if there is a new and sudden onset of headache
(less than 1 week) not improved by pain
medications.; The tumor is not a pituitary tumor
or pituitary adenoma.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; Not requested for evaluation of
trauma/injury, tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results was not
completed.; The patient is experiencing fatigue
or malaise.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval
Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST
71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

unknown; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 3 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Follow up treatment for
cancer; Imaging studies have been performed
on the member in the past 3 months.

1

will fax clinicals; This study is being ordered for
a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1
15

"The ordering physician IS a surgeon,
pulmonologist or PCP ordering on behalf of a
specialist who has seen the patient."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for known or suspected
inflammatory disease or pneumonia.; Yes this is
a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

"The ordering physician IS an oncologist,
surgeon, pulmonologist, cardiologist or PCP
ordering on behalf of a specialist who has seen
the patient."; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; The study is being ordered for none of
the above.; This study is being ordered for a preoperative evaluation.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

"There IS evidence of a lung, mediastinal or
chest mass noted within the last 30 days."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

18

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; "Caller is NOT SURE if there
is evidence of a lung, mediastinal or chest mass
noted within the last 30 days."; A Chest/Thorax
CT is being ordered.; This study is being ordered
for work-up for suspicious mass.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; "There is NO evidence of a
lung, mediastinal or chest mass noted within
the last 30 days."; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; This study is being ordered for workup for suspicious mass.; Yes this is a request for
a Diagnostic CT

2

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; The study is being ordered for none of
the above.; This study is being ordered for non
of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

2

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; This study is being ordered for
screening of lung cancer.; The patient is 54
years old or younger.; The patient has NOT had
a Low Dose CT for Lung Cancer Screening or a
Chest CT in the past 11 months.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

3

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Follow up treatment for
cancer; Imaging studies have been performed
on the member in the past 3 months.

6

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Reoccurrence of cancer;
It is unknown if other tests such as laboratory or
ultrasound or patient symptoms indicate that
the cancer may be present or reoccurring.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Restaging of Cancer;
Imaging studies have been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.
&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 4 exams are
being ordered.

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.;
3/9/2017; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; RIGHT KNEE SWELLING
AND CHEST PAIN, INCREASED BLOOD COUNT

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

3

2

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; It is not known
if there has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; &lt; Describe primary symptoms here or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
10/19/2015; There has not been any treatment
or conservative therapy.; &lt; Describe primary
symptoms here - or Type In Unknown If No Info
Given &gt;

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

; "There is NO evidence of a lung, mediastinal
or chest mass noted within the last 30 days."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The
study is being ordered for none of the above.;
This study is being ordered for non of the
above.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This
study is being ordered for screening of lung
cancer.; The patient is between 55 and 80 years
old.; This patient is a smoker or has a history of
smoking.; The patient has a 30 pack per year
history of smoking.; The patient did NOT quit
smoking in the past 15 years.; It is unknown if
the patient has signs or symptoms suggestive of
lung cancer such as an unexplained cough,
coughing up blood, unexplained weight loss or
other condition.; The patient has NOT had a Low
Dose CT for Lung Cancer Screening or a Chest CT
in the past 11 months.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

1

7

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.
; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have been performed on the member in
the past 3 months.
; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.

4

7

3

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have been performed on the member in
the past 3 months.

3

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 4 exams are being ordered.

5

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

; This study is being ordered for Inflammatory/
Infectious Disease.; 03/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; DIFFICULTY
SWALLOWING, PAIN IN THE THROAT;
MEDICATIONS AND RESTING

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

; This study is being ordered for Inflammatory/
Infectious Disease.; His hemoglobin is elevated
outside of the normal range prior laboratory at
18.8 his hematocrit is 51 9 He is somewhat
young for the diagnosis of polycythemia vera
but we will submit a JAK 2 mutation study today
His elevated hemoglobin could also reflect;
There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; His hemoglobin is
elevated outside of the normal range prior
laboratory at 18.8 his hematocrit is 51 9 He is
somewhat young for the diagnosis of
polycythemia vera but we will submit a JAK 2
mutation study today His elevated hemoglobin
could also reflect

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

; This study is being ordered for Inflammatory/
Infectious Disease.; UNKNOWN DATE; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
BLOOD COUNTS AND INFLAMATION; ORAL
MEDICATIONS AND TESTING

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; "PATIENT HAS DEVELOPED
LEUKOPENIA WITH A WHITE COUNT FO 3400
AND ANEMIA WITH A HEMOGLOBIN OF 11.5."
"AN MRI OF THE BRAIN IS FOR NEAR SYNCOPE
AND TO ASSESS THE "BAD TASTE" IN HER
MOUTH WHICH HAS SOMETIMES BEEN
ASSOCIATED WITH NASAL TUMORS. THE CT
SCAN OF T; There has not been any treatment
or conservative therapy.; DIZZY AND
HOT&#x0D; POSITIVE ANA &#x0D; HEART
FLUTTERS

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; ; It is not known if there has
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

05/01/2017&#x0D; Andrew Anderson presents
today for a routine followup,&#x0D; labs, and
treatment per research. He is followed by Dr.
Bradford for Metastatic&#x0D; Colon Cancer,
on AbbVie trial. He continues to have a cough
that is occasionally productive of clear/white;
This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have been performed on the member in
the past 3 months.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

1. Lung Cancer &#x0D; 63-year-old very
pleasant Caucasian gentleman who is currently
working as an accountant, past medical history
significant for history of Wegner's
granulomatosis,psoriasis, tobacco smoking,
hypertension, hyperlipidemia, GERD, diabetic
ne; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have been performed on the member in
the past 3 months.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

4/10/2017-follow-up after cycle 6 of
chemotherapy and also to discuss recent
restaging CT scan done on 4/6/2017.Positive for
fatigue. Mild nausea without vomiting. Only
had one episode. No change in neuropathy in
fingertips and feet. No abdominal pain; This
study is being ordered for a metastatic disease.;
There are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI,
CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.;
Restaging of Cancer; Imaging studies have been
performed on the member in the past 3
months.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

62 year old male former smoker with stage IVA
(T2N2M0) oropharyngeal SCC. Last
carboplatin/paclitaxel treatment received on
4/12/2017. Scheduled to start Keytruda on
5/10/2017.; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Follow up treatment for
cancer; Imaging studies have been performed
on the member in the past 3 months.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study
is being ordered for known tumor.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study
is being ordered for suspected pulmonary
Embolus.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

anemia; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt; Enter date of
initial onset here - or Type In Unknown If No
Info Given &gt;; It is not known if there has
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
&lt; Describe primary symptoms here - or Type
In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Assess for disease response to treatment,
breast cancer, at end of treatment; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 3 exams are being ordered.; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.;
Restaging of Cancer; Imaging studies have been
performed on the member in the past 3
months.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

113

8

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Assess to start Chemo on Monday.; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for screening of lung cancer.; The
patient is 54 years old or younger.; The patient
has NOT had a Low Dose CT for Lung Cancer
Screening or a Chest CT in the past 11 months.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Cancer of Uterus Scan to make sure no
restaging is required; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Cancer restaging during treatment 03/27/17;
This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 4 exams are being ordered.
CANCER STAGING FOR THE PT; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 4 exams are being ordered.

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

CANCER STAGING; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Initial Staging of Cancer;
Imaging studies have been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

1

1

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

cervical cancer; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; The study is being ordered for none of
the above.; This study is being ordered for non
of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
checking on cancer; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 4 exams are
being ordered.

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Chest pain; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Clinicals attached.; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Follow up treatment for
cancer; Imaging studies have been performed
on the member in the past 3 months.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

1

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Clinicals attached.; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 3 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Restaging of Cancer;
Imaging studies have been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Complains of chest pain at rest and has lupus;
There is no radiologic evidence of asbestosis.;
"There is no radiologic evidence of sarcoidosis,
tuberculosis or fungal infection."; There is no
radiologic evidence of a lung abscess or
empyema.; There is no radiologic evidence of
pneumoconiosis e.g. black lung disease or
silicosis.; There is NO radiologic evidence of nonresolving pneumonia for 6 weeks after antibiotic
treatment was prescribed.; A Chest/Thorax CT is
being ordered.; This study is being ordered for
known or suspected inflammatory disease or
pneumonia.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

CT scan February 10 is stable but with some
new infiltrates in the bilateral lungs. MRI
February 10 is stable with T1-T5 disease.&#x0D;
&#x0D; No lumps bumps or lymphadenopathy.
His lower back pain is better in the left leg went
rest. No new areas of pain or dis; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.;
Restaging of Cancer; Imaging studies have been
performed on the member in the past 3
months.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

CTA chest in the last 3 months; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 3 exams are being ordered.; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.;
Restaging of Cancer; Imaging studies have been
performed on the member in the past 3
months.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

CTs to re-evaluate known stage IV Lung Cancer
as he has weight loss and increasing total
bilirubin.; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Follow up treatment for
cancer; Imaging studies have been performed
on the member in the past 3 months.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Doctor changed the regimen because the blood
pressure was high and Dr. Beck wants to check
on the late toxicity and tolerance for this
patient.; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Follow up treatment for
cancer; Imaging studies have been performed
on the member in the past 3 months.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown I7)
RTC in 1 month with CBC with diff, CMP, OV and
above test results. We may consider starting her
on GLEEVEC 100 MG PO QD if her diagnosis is
confirmed to be MCAS / MASTOCYTOSIS.f No
Info Given.; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; ; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; ;

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

evaluation for melanoma; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 2
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.; Follow
up treatment for cancer; Imaging studies have
been performed on the member in the past 3
months.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Evaluation of patient under clinical research for
her Non-small Cell Lung cancer, with brain, bone
and digestive organs metastatic diseases.; This
study is being ordered for a metastatic disease.;
There are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI,
CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.;
Restaging of Cancer; Imaging studies have been
performed on the member in the past 3
months.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

follow up enlarged lymph nodes; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.;
Restaging of Cancer; Imaging studies have been
performed on the member in the past 3
months.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

FOLLOW UP METASTIC COLON CANCER; This
study is being ordered for a metastatic disease.;
There are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI,
CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.; Follow
up treatment for cancer; Imaging studies have
been performed on the member in the past 3
months.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Follow up of known lung nodules in patient
with history of leukemia.; "There is NO evidence
of a lung, mediastinal or chest mass noted
within the last 30 days."; A Chest/Thorax CT is
being ordered.; This study is being ordered for
work-up for suspicious mass.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Follow up of lung nodule noted in 10/2016 CT
Chest. Patient with personal history of Stage IIIA
breast cancer.; "There is NO evidence of a lung,
mediastinal or chest mass noted within the last
30 days."; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
This study is being ordered for work-up for
suspicious mass.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Follow up scans to evaluate cancer's response
to treatment and for further treatment
recommendations.; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Follow up treatment for
cancer; Imaging studies have been performed
on the member in the past 3 months.

Follow up scans to evaluate disease and
determine further treatment options.; This
study is being ordered for a metastatic disease.;
There are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI,
CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.; Follow
up treatment for cancer; Imaging studies have
been performed on the member in the past 3
months.
head and neck cancer, carcinoid, uterine
cancer; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 4 exams are
being ordered.

1

1

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

history of Hodgkin's Lymphoma&#x0D;
hodgkin's lymphoma, rt neck/mediastinum; This
study is being ordered for a metastatic disease.;
There are 4 exams are being ordered.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Hx of Non-Hodgkin's Lymphoma&#x0D; cleaved cell and DLBCL&#x0D; - treated with
RCHOPx4 in 2012 with plan to complete Rituxan
maintenance but patient was
noncompliant&#x0D; - NED at this time&#x0D; will get CT C/A/P to further evaluate; This study
is being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.;
Reoccurrence of cancer; Other tests such as
laboratory or ultrasound or patient symptoms
do not indicate that the cancer may be present
or reoccurring.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Initial staging of new cancer diagnosis; "There
IS evidence of a lung, mediastinal or chest mass
noted within the last 30 days."; They had a
previous Chest x-ray.; A Chest/Thorax CT is
being ordered.; This study is being ordered for
work-up for suspicious mass.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Initially had response and now progressed after
10 cycles of palliative chemotherapy
gemzar/abraxane D1,8,15 q 28 days. Last
abraxane/gemzar was on 4/17/2017. &#x0D;
Chemo was changed to Folfirinox and it was
started on 5/8/2017.; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 2
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.;
Restaging of Cancer; Imaging studies have been
performed on the member in the past 3
months.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Last scan was MRI of hip done on 3-22-2017,
also had CT chest 2-9-2017. Patient has been
taking chemotherapy, needs restaging during
chemotherapy.; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 3 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Restaging of Cancer;
Imaging studies have been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

LUNG CANCER RESTAGING; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 2
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
Lung cancer screening in a smoker with a 1
pack per day history for the last 20 years; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for screening of lung cancer.; The
patient is 54 years old or younger.; The patient
has NOT had a Low Dose CT for Lung Cancer
Screening or a Chest CT in the past 11 months.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
LUNG CANCER; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 4 exams are
being ordered.
lymphoma; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 5 or more exams
are being ordered.

1

1

1

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

mass at head of pancreas; restaging then will
be referred to surgical oncologist; worsening
pain 9 on scale; swelling from abdominal
growth; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Restaging of Cancer;
Imaging studies have been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.
metastasis to the liver &amp; brain; This study
is being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.;
Restaging of Cancer; Imaging studies have been
performed on the member in the past 3
months.
metastatic breast cancer; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 4
exams are being ordered.

1

1

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

MRI and PET scan performed in April 2017.;
This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have been performed on the member in
the past 3 months.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

n/a; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The
study is being ordered for none of the above.;
This study is being ordered for non of the
above.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Newly diagnosed hepatocellular carcinoma.
Initial staging for cancer.; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 2
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Newly diagnosed non-Hodgkin's lymphoma.;
This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Initial Staging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have been performed on the member in
the past 3 months.
NODULE; "There is NO evidence of a lung,
mediastinal or chest mass noted within the last
30 days."; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
This study is being ordered for work-up for
suspicious mass.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

none; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 02/20/2017; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
Neck and shoulder pain

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

1

1

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

none; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 04/15/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; iron
deficencey, lymphadenopathy, shortness of
breath; medications, and oral iron

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

occasional back pain radiating to groin. He
recently underwent excisional biopsy of a few R
neck lymph nodes that showed increased IgG4
staining in plasma cells of lymph nodes with
follicular hyperplasia.; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 2
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

On 2/23/17 CT Chest was done and showed
two new lung nodules in the left lower lobe. The
nodules were too small at that time but would
show more FDG avid.; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 2
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.;
Restaging of Cancer; Imaging studies have been
performed on the member in the past 3
months.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Patient had a CT Chest without contrast back
on 4/19/2016. The doctor is making sure the
solitary nodule is stable and no new findings
show up on the scan.; A Chest/Thorax CT is
being ordered.; This study is being ordered for
screening of lung cancer.; The patient is 54
years old or younger.; The patient has NOT had
a Low Dose CT for Lung Cancer Screening or a
Chest CT in the past 11 months.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Patient has just received 17 of 20 rations of
radiation for the bone mets. Doctor is wanting
to see if patient has a positive reading.; This
study is being ordered for a metastatic disease.;
There are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI,
CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.; Follow
up treatment for cancer; Imaging studies have
been performed on the member in the past 3
months.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

patient has lymphoma; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 2
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

PATIENT HAS UNCONTROLLABLE N/V/D; This
study is being ordered for a metastatic disease.;
There are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI,
CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.;
Restaging of Cancer; Imaging studies have been
performed on the member in the past 3
months.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Patient is entering in a clinical trail and these
scans are for protocol.; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 2
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Patient is in clinical research program.; This
study is being ordered for a metastatic disease.;
There are 3 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI,
CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.; Follow
up treatment for cancer; Imaging studies have
been performed on the member in the past 3
months.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Patient undergoing clinical research, regimen
had been changed, doctor is monitoring
response to new regimen.; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 2
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.; Follow
up treatment for cancer; Imaging studies have
been performed on the member in the past 3
months.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Patient with known CLL, CT for follow up to
evaluate status of disease and for further
treatment recommendations.; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 4 exams are being ordered.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Patient with known lung nodule. Most recently
noted on CT Chest done 02/27/17 which
recommended 3 month follow up given
patient's personal history of cancer.; "There is
NO evidence of a lung, mediastinal or chest
mass noted within the last 30 days."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

PERSISTANT COUGH ON AVASTIN WITH
KNOWN OVARIAN CANCER; "There IS evidence
of a lung, mediastinal or chest mass noted
within the last 30 days."; They had a previous
Chest x-ray.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; This study is being ordered for workup for suspicious mass.; Yes this is a request for
a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

PET DENIED... NEED TO RESTAGING CANCER.;
This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have been performed on the member in
the past 3 months.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Presumed metastatic pancreatic cancer with
locally advanced disease and metastasis to
&#x0D; the liver on CT scan and peritoneum.;
This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

PROGRESSION; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 3 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Restaging of Cancer;
Imaging studies have been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.
Pt had ct of chest, abdomen and pelvis 2016.
Now pt has liver mass. follow-up for cancer.;
This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.
Pt has abnormal weight loss, pain to mass in
the right side of his neck.; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 4
exams are being ordered.

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

pt has cancer; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Restaging of Cancer;
Imaging studies have been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

1

1

1

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

R post thrombotic disease; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 5/2013; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; L LE
EDEMA,; MEDS

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

R/O cancer anywhere else; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 2
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.; Initial
Staging of Cancer; Imaging studies have been
performed on the member in the past 3
months.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

RECURRENT ANAL CANCER WITH SUSPICION OF
METASTATIC DISEASE.; "There is NO evidence of
a lung, mediastinal or chest mass noted within
the last 30 days."; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; This study is being ordered for workup for suspicious mass.; Yes this is a request for
a Diagnostic CT

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Recurrent metastatic breast cancer. Evaluating
response to current treatment regimen.; This
study is being ordered for a metastatic disease.;
There are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI,
CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.; Follow
up treatment for cancer; Imaging studies have
been performed on the member in the past 3
months.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

REEVALUATION; This study is being ordered for
Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.; EVALUATION
OF SARCOIDOSIS; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; PAIN IN JOINTS AND
PERSISTENT FATIGUE; PREDNISONE

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

restage metastatic espophageal cancer after
completion of first round chemotherapy; This
study is being ordered for a metastatic disease.;
There are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

restage uterine cancer after chemotherapy and
complete hysterectomy; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 2
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

RESTAGING AFTER TREATMENT; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 3 exams are being ordered.; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.;
Restaging of Cancer; Imaging studies have been
performed on the member in the past 3
months.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

RESTAGING BREAST CANCER &#x0D; ONGOING
TREATMENT; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 3 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Restaging of Cancer;
Imaging studies have been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

RESTAGING BREAST CANCER; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 3
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.;
Restaging of Cancer; Imaging studies have been
performed on the member in the past 3
months.
RESTAGING CANCER &#x0D; ONGOING
TREATMENT; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 4 exams are
being ordered.

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

RESTAGING CANCER FOR RECCURENT DISEASE;
This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 4 exams are being ordered.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

RESTAGING CANCER WITH METS; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.;
Restaging of Cancer; Imaging studies have been
performed on the member in the past 3
months.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

1

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

RESTAGING CANCER; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 2
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.;
Restaging of Cancer; Imaging studies have been
performed on the member in the past 3
months.
RESTAGING CANCER; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 2
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is not a
hematologist/ oncologist.
RESTAGING CANCER; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 3
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.;
Restaging of Cancer; Imaging studies have been
performed on the member in the past 3
months.
RESTAGING CANCER; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 5 or
more exams are being ordered.

10

1

5

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

RESTAGING CLL WITH ADENOPATHY; This study
is being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 4 exams are being ordered.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

RESTAGING DURING TREATMENT; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.;
Restaging of Cancer; Imaging studies have been
performed on the member in the past 3
months.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

RESTAGING FOR BREAST CANCER; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.;
Restaging of Cancer; Imaging studies have been
performed on the member in the past 3
months.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

restaging for further care; A Chest/Thorax CT is
being ordered.; This study is being ordered for
screening of lung cancer.; The patient had a Low
Dose CT for Lung Cancer Screening or a Chest CT
in the past 11 months.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

RESTAGING FOR LUNG CANCER; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.;
Restaging of Cancer; Imaging studies have been
performed on the member in the past 3
months.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

RESTAGING LYMPHOMA AND PROSTATE
CANCER IN RESPONSE TO TREATMENT; This
study is being ordered for a metastatic disease.;
There are 4 exams are being ordered.
RESTAGING LYMPHOMA FOLLOWING
CHEMOTHERAPY; This study is being ordered for
a metastatic disease.; There are 4 exams are
being ordered.

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

RESTAGING LYMPHOMA POST TREATMENT;
This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 4 exams are being ordered.

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

1

1

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

RESTAGING LYMPHOMA; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 4
exams are being ordered.
RESTAGING MELANOMA; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 4
exams are being ordered.
RESTAGING MELENOMA; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 4
exams are being ordered.
Re-staging non-small cell lung cancer; This
study is being ordered for a metastatic disease.;
There are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

RESTAGING OF CANCER; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 3
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.;
Restaging of Cancer; Imaging studies have been
performed on the member in the past 3
months.

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

10

1

1

1

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

RESTAGING ONGOING TREATMENT; This study
is being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.;
Restaging of Cancer; Imaging studies have been
performed on the member in the past 3
months.

2

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

RESTAGING OVARIAN CANCER DURING
TREATMENT.; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Restaging of Cancer;
Imaging studies have been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

restaging post radiation completed on
5/23/2017; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 3 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

RESTAGING RESPONSE TO TREATMENT; This
study is being ordered for a metastatic disease.;
There are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI,
CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is not
a hematologist/ oncologist.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Restaging scans for the progression of the
diseases.; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Restaging of Cancer;
Imaging studies have been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

RESTAGING SCANS; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Restaging of Cancer;
Imaging studies have been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.
RESTAGING SCANS; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 4 exams are
being ordered.

1

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

restaging/ Malignant neoplasm of upper lobe,
right bronchus; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 4 exams are
being ordered.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

RESTAGING; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 3 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Restaging of Cancer;
Imaging studies have been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.
RESTAGING; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 5 or more exams
are being ordered.

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

SEE ATTACHED; This study is being ordered for
a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

see case # 11249919 all 3 test were approved
but routing issue moved cases to recon deny.;
This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; none; It is not known if there
has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; none

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

1

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Small cell lung cancer&#x0D; Completed
Radiation on 4/28/2017. CT chest performed
3/29/2017 showed improved R filar node now 1
cm in size. 2 small 2 mm lung nodules uncertain
in nature, reportedly stable.; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 2
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.; Follow
up treatment for cancer; Imaging studies have
been performed on the member in the past 3
months.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

solitary pulmanary nodule in lung.; "There is
NO evidence of a lung, mediastinal or chest
mass noted within the last 30 days."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Stage IV (Tx N3 M1) squamous cell carcinoma
of the head and neck with cranial nerve
involvement with a large mass in the level II
lymph node area- completed chemoradiation on
04/25/2017 and his left neck mass has
decreased tremendously. We will get CT nec;
This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.
staging and follow up; "There IS evidence of a
lung, mediastinal or chest mass noted within
the last 30 days."; They had a previous Chest xray.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This
study is being ordered for work-up for
suspicious mass.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Study being requested again because of a large
Lymph Nodes.; "There IS evidence of a lung,
mediastinal or chest mass noted within the last
30 days."; They had a previous Chest x-ray.; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

1

1

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

surveillance of ovarian cancer; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of the
studies being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

THE PROVIDER IS WANTING TO LOOK AND SEE
WHY THE PT HAS SUCH HIGH BLOOD COUNTS.;
This study is being ordered for Inflammatory/
Infectious Disease.; PT HAS BEEN UNDERGOING
TREATMENT SINCE 2015; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; HIGH
BLOOD COUNTS; MEDICATIONS

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

There is no radiologic evidence of non-resolving
pneumonia.; The patient is presenting new signs
or symptoms.; "The ordering physician is NOT a
surgeon, pulmonologist or PCP ordering on
behalf of a specialist who has seen the patient.";
"There is radiologic evidence of sarcoidosis,
tuberculosis or fungal infection."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for known or suspected
inflammatory disease or pneumonia.; Yes this is
a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

This may be a reflection of her chronic lung
disease however will also submitted JAK 2
mutation study to rule out the possibility of
early polycythemia vera Her husband is
hepatitis C positive so she has asked that we
screen her for exposure to that the ; This study
is being ordered for Inflammatory/ Infectious
Disease.; This may be a reflection of her chronic
lung disease however will also submitted JAK 2
mutation study to rule out the possibility of
early polycythemia vera Her husband is
hepatitis C positive so she has asked that we
screen her for exposure to that the ; There has
not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; This may be a reflection of her chronic
lung disease however will also submitted JAK 2
mutation study to rule out the possibility of
early polycythemia vera Her husband is
hepatitis C positive so she has asked that we
screen her for exposure to that the

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

This patient is under clinical research.; This
study is being ordered for a metastatic disease.;
There are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI,
CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.; Follow
up treatment for cancer; Imaging studies have
been performed on the member in the past 3
months.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have not been performed on
the member in the past 3 months.

76

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Initial Staging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

34

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Reoccurrence of cancer; Other
tests such as laboratory or ultrasound or patient
symptoms indicate that the cancer may be
present or reoccurring.

26

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

228

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has not been
established.; Other tests such as laboratory or
ultrasound or patient symptoms indicate that
the cancer may be present or reoccurring.

15

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; It is
unknown if the diagnosis of cancer or tumor has
been established.; Follow up treatment for
cancer; Imaging studies have not been
performed on the member in the past 3
months.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have not been performed on
the member in the past 3 months.

9

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Initial Staging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

2

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Reoccurrence of cancer; Other
tests such as laboratory or ultrasound or patient
symptoms indicate that the cancer may be
present or reoccurring.

5

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has not been
established.; Other tests such as laboratory or
ultrasound or patient symptoms indicate that
the cancer may be present or reoccurring.
uknown; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 3 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

UNKNOWN; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

125

3

1

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

unknown; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Follow up treatment for
cancer; Imaging studies have been performed
on the member in the past 3 months.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

unknown; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Restaging of Cancer;
Imaging studies have been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; Unknown; It is
not known if there has been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; Unknown

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; unknown; There
has not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; cough, abdomen pain,

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Ureter Cancer.; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 3 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Will fax additional clinicals; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 2
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.;
Restaging of Cancer; Imaging studies have been
performed on the member in the past 3
months.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

will fax clinicals; This study is being ordered for
a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Restaging of Cancer;
Imaging studies have been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

KNOWN LUNG CANCER, PATIENT IS COUGHING
UP BLOOD.; This study is not requested to
evaluate suspected pulmonary embolus.; This
study will not be performed in conjunction with
a Chest CT.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Known or Suspected
Congenital Abnormality, Known or suspected
Vascular Disease.; Yes, this is a request for a
Chest CT Angiography.

1

71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval
Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST
71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

2

This study is requested to evaluate suspected
pulmonary embolus.; Yes, this is a request for a
Chest CT Angiography.

20

71550 MRI CHEST

; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 4 exams are being ordered.

1

71550 MRI CHEST

Checking response to treatment to monitor
focal activity on metabolically active neoplasm;
This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71550 MRI CHEST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Initial Staging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

71550 MRI CHEST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Reoccurrence of cancer; Other
tests such as laboratory or ultrasound or patient
symptoms indicate that the cancer may be
present or reoccurring.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71550 MRI CHEST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

71550 MRI CHEST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have not been performed on
the member in the past 3 months.

2

71550 MRI CHEST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Initial Staging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

71550 MRI CHEST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

5

71550 MRI CHEST

This study is being ordered for a work-up of a
suspicious mass.; There is radiographic or
physical evidence of a lung or chest mass.; This
is a request for a chest MRI.

1

71550 MRI CHEST

This study is being ordered for pre-operative
evaluation.; The ordering physician is an
oncologist, surgeon, pulmonologist, or
cardiologist.; This is a request for a chest MRI.

1

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have been performed on the member in
the past 3 months.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

PATIENT WITH KNOWN HEAD AND NECK
CANCER WITH NEW SYMPTOMS OF NUMBNESS
IN RIGHT ARM X 2 WEEKS. RULE OUT CERVICAL
DISC HERNIATION VS MASS?; This study is not to
be part of a Myelogram.; This is a request for a
Cervical Spine CT; There is no reason why the
patient cannot have a Cervical Spine MRI.

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

72128 CT THORACIC
SPINE, UPPER BACK NO
CONTRAST

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Severe back pain with hx of renal cancer.; This
is a request for a thoracic spine CT.; Caller does
not know whether there is a reason why the
patient cannot undergo a thoracic spine MRI.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Bridget Critton it is a 33-year-old white female
with right previously treated with consolidative
radiation therapy to the left chest wall, axilla
and supraclavicular fossa for stage IIB, triple
negative carcinoma of the left breast status post
mastectomy; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 4 exams are
being ordered.

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

1

1

2

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

checking for response to treatment. Previous
imaging showed metabolic activity; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 3 exams are being ordered.; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.;
Restaging of Cancer; Imaging studies have been
performed on the member in the past 3
months.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Dr wants to do restaging as previous imaging
showed metabolic activity throughout spinal
column as well as proximal appendicular
skeleton.; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Restaging of Cancer;
Imaging studies have been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Evaluate for DDD; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; 4/8/17
for numbness/weakness/cramping of upper
extremities; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Pt has radiation of pain
from c-spine down to right leg w/numbness,
pain and numbness in hands; Anti-inflammatory
medication and steroids with no relief

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Involvement evaluation for response to
treatment. Patient is having headaches back of
head x one week. Hip pain, back pain, pain with
chill bumps, moody.; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Mr. Harman comes in today for an unscheduled
visit for progressive back pain since Saturday.
He has multiple myeloma initially diagnosed in
12/2013 with bone marrow confirming Kappa
light chain myeloma. He was treated at UAMS
with metronic chemotherapy an; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 4 exams are being ordered.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Restaging for cancer; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 3
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient is presenting new symptoms.; This
study is being ordered for follow-up.; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; "The patient is
being seen by or is the ordering physician an
oncologist, neurologist, neurosurgeon, or
orthopedist."; Known Tumor with or without
metastasis

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; Yes, the patient
demonstrate neurological deficits.; yes, there is
a documented evidence of extremity weakness
on physical examination.
This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Neurological deficits; Yes, the patient is
experiencing or presenting new symptoms of
upper extremity weakness.

2

3

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; None of
the above; &lt;Enter Additional Clinical
Information&gt;; No, the patient is not
experiencing or presenting new symptoms of
upper extremity weakness?; No, the patient is
not demonstrating unilateral muscle wasting.;
No, the patient is not experiencing or presenting
new symptoms of Bowel or bladder
dysfunction.; No, the patient is not experiencing
new onset of parathesia diagnosed by a
neurologist; No, the patient is not experiencing
or presenting x-ray evidence of a recent
fracture.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; None of
the above; Patient with personal history of
Breast Cancer. CT from 05/05/17 noted:
"increased density within the lower cervical and
upper thoracic vertebrae is strongly favored to
be related to normal contrast enhancement
related to collateral venous flow as opposed;
No, the patient is not experiencing or presenting
new symptoms of upper extremity weakness?;
No, the patient is not demonstrating unilateral
muscle wasting.; No, the patient is not
experiencing or presenting new symptoms of
Bowel or bladder dysfunction.; No, the patient is
not experiencing new onset of parathesia
diagnosed by a neurologist; No, the patient is
not experiencing or presenting x-ray evidence of
a recent fracture.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; No, the patient
does not demonstrate neurological deficits.;
Yes, this patient had a recent course of
supervised physical Therapy.
This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There is
evidence of tumor or metastasis on a bone scan
or x-ray.; Suspected Tumor with or without
Metastasis

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Reoccurrence of cancer; Other
tests such as laboratory or ultrasound or patient
symptoms indicate that the cancer may be
present or reoccurring.

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

1

1

3

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have not been performed on
the member in the past 3 months.

4

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Initial Staging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

8

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for follow-up.; The
patient is undergoing active treatment for
cancer.; This is a request for a thoracic spine
MRI.; "The patient is being seen by or is the
ordering physician an oncologist, neurologist,
neurosurgeon, or orthopedist."; The study is
being ordered due to known tumor with or
without metastasis.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for staging.; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; "The patient is
being seen by or is the ordering physician an
oncologist, neurologist, neurosurgeon, or
orthopedist."; Known Tumor with or without
metastasis

1

unknown; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 3 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Follow up treatment for
cancer; Imaging studies have been performed
on the member in the past 3 months.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST
72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.

2

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

Bridget Critton it is a 33-year-old white female
with right previously treated with consolidative
radiation therapy to the left chest wall, axilla
and supraclavicular fossa for stage IIB, triple
negative carcinoma of the left breast status post
mastectomy; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 4 exams are
being ordered.

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

checking for response to treatment. Previous
imaging showed metabolic activity; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 3 exams are being ordered.; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.;
Restaging of Cancer; Imaging studies have been
performed on the member in the past 3
months.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

CT abd/pel to evaluate lower abdominal
discomfort after eating and MRI t spine to
evaluate pain between the shoulder blades in
patient with Stage III Non small cell lung cancer;
This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have been performed on the member in
the past 3 months.

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

Dr wants to do restaging as previous imaging
showed metabolic activity throughout spinal
column as well as proximal appendicular
skeleton.; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Restaging of Cancer;
Imaging studies have been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

Evaluate for DDD; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; 4/8/17
for numbness/weakness/cramping of upper
extremities; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Pt has radiation of pain
from c-spine down to right leg w/numbness,
pain and numbness in hands; Anti-inflammatory
medication and steroids with no relief

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

It is not known if the patient has any
neurological deficits.; This is a request for a
thoracic spine MRI.; The study is being ordered
due to chronic back pain or suspected
degenerative disease.; The patient is not
experiencing sensory abnormalities such as
numbness or tingling.; history of bone
metastases&#x0D; chronic back pain&#x0D;
malignant neoplasm of bone&#x0D; rising ca 153

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

Mr. Harman comes in today for an unscheduled
visit for progressive back pain since Saturday.
He has multiple myeloma initially diagnosed in
12/2013 with bone marrow confirming Kappa
light chain myeloma. He was treated at UAMS
with metronic chemotherapy an; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 4 exams are being ordered.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

MRI brain done on 12/29/2016: Right
cerebellar hemisphere 9 mm parencymal
enhancing lesion and left frontal 4 mm cortically
based lesion. Mild edema without midline shift.
These areas were treated with SRS therapy by
Dr. Garner on 1/24/17. She had been as; This
study is being ordered for a metastatic disease.;
There are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI,
CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.; Follow
up treatment for cancer; Imaging studies have
been performed on the member in the past 3
months.

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

Patient is being referred to Highlands for an
accidentally identified large smooth left lung
mass sitting along the diaphragm.; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of the
studies being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

Restaging for cancer; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 3
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

Restaging post Chemotherapy, headaches back
of head x one week. Hip pain, back pain, pain
with chill bumps, moody,; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 2
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

The patient does not have any neurological
deficits.; This is a request for a thoracic spine
MRI.; There has been a supervised trial of
conservative management for at least 6 weeks.;
The study is being ordered due to chronic back
pain or suspected degenerative disease.

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Initial Staging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Reoccurrence of cancer; Other
tests such as laboratory or ultrasound or patient
symptoms indicate that the cancer may be
present or reoccurring.

5

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

4

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have not been performed on
the member in the past 3 months.

4

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Initial Staging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

8

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval
Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for follow-up.; The
patient is undergoing active treatment for
cancer.; This is a request for a thoracic spine
MRI.; "The patient is being seen by or is the
ordering physician an oncologist, neurologist,
neurosurgeon, or orthopedist."; The study is
being ordered due to known tumor with or
without metastasis.

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for staging.; This is a
request for a thoracic spine MRI.; "The patient is
being seen by or is the ordering physician an
oncologist, neurologist, neurosurgeon, or
orthopedist."; The study is being ordered due to
known tumor with or without metastasis.

1

unknown; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Restaging of Cancer;
Imaging studies have been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST
72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for Congenital Anomaly.; 2014; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
LESION RIGHT ARM
; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.
9 YR OLD WITH PTEN MUTATION,
MACROCEPHALY AND EVIDENCE OF LOWGRADE TUMORS OR NERVE SHEATH TUMORS,
LESION IN HIS RIGHT FOREARM; This study is
being ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 2014; There has not been any
treatment or conservative therapy.; 9 YR OLD
WITH PTEN MUTATION, MACROCEPHALY AND
EVIDENCE OF LOW-GRADE TUMORS OR NERVE
SHEATH TUMORS, LESION IN HIS RIGHT
FOREARM
back pain, history of cancer, looking for
metastatic disease.; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
above

1

1

1

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Bridget Critton it is a 33-year-old white female
with right previously treated with consolidative
radiation therapy to the left chest wall, axilla
and supraclavicular fossa for stage IIB, triple
negative carcinoma of the left breast status post
mastectomy; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 4 exams are
being ordered.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

checking for response to treatment. Previous
imaging showed metabolic activity; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 3 exams are being ordered.; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.;
Restaging of Cancer; Imaging studies have been
performed on the member in the past 3
months.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Evaluate for DDD; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; 4/8/17
for numbness/weakness/cramping of upper
extremities; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Pt has radiation of pain
from c-spine down to right leg w/numbness,
pain and numbness in hands; Anti-inflammatory
medication and steroids with no relief

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Mr. Harman comes in today for an unscheduled
visit for progressive back pain since Saturday.
He has multiple myeloma initially diagnosed in
12/2013 with bone marrow confirming Kappa
light chain myeloma. He was treated at UAMS
with metronic chemotherapy an; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 4 exams are being ordered.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Restaging post Chemotherapy, headaches back
of head x one week. Hip pain, back pain, pain
with chill bumps, moody,; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 2
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Stage 3 left breast cancer, checking to see if
there is metastasis involved, pain; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient
has acute or chronic back pain.; The patient has
none of the above
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient does have a new foot
drop.
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient does have new signs or
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; It is
not known if the patient has a new foot drop.
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient does NOT have acute or chronic
back pain.; This procedure is being requested
for Known or suspected tumor with or without
metastasis
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient does NOT have acute or chronic
back pain.; This procedure is being requested
for Neurologic deficits
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has 6 weeks of completed conservative
care in the past 3 months or had a spine
injection

1

1

1

3

1

2

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has an Abnormal nerve study involving
the lumbar spine

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has Neurological deficit(s)

7

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient is presenting new symptoms.; This
study is being ordered for follow-up.; Known
Tumor with or without metastasis; The patient
has been seen by or is the ordering physician an
oncologist, neurologist, neurosurgeon, or
orthopedist.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
This study is being ordered for staging.; Known
Tumor with or without metastasis; The patient
has been seen by or is the ordering physician an
oncologist, neurologist, neurosurgeon, or
orthopedist.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have not been performed on
the member in the past 3 months.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Initial Staging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Reoccurrence of cancer; Other
tests such as laboratory or ultrasound or patient
symptoms indicate that the cancer may be
present or reoccurring.

5

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

5

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has not been
established.; Other tests such as laboratory or
ultrasound or patient symptoms indicate that
the cancer may be present or reoccurring.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have not been performed on
the member in the past 3 months.

4

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Initial Staging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

8

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for follow-up.; The
patient is undergoing active treatment for
cancer.; This is a request for a thoracic spine
MRI.; "The patient is being seen by or is the
ordering physician an oncologist, neurologist,
neurosurgeon, or orthopedist."; The study is
being ordered due to known tumor with or
without metastasis.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval
Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST
72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Restaging of Cancer;
Imaging studies have been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1
1

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Reoccurrence of cancer; Other
tests such as laboratory or ultrasound or patient
symptoms indicate that the cancer may be
present or reoccurring.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval
Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

72196 MRI PELVIS

1
1

72196 MRI PELVIS

; This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The patient
had previous abnormal imaging including a CT,
MRI or Ultrasound.; An abnormality was found
in something other than the bladder, uterus or
ovary.; The study is being ordered for suspicion
of tumor, mass, neoplasm, or metastatic
disease.

1

72196 MRI PELVIS

Excision of polyp that was positive for cancer.
Small to moderate free air which may be
postoperative. Clinical correlation
recommended.; This is a request for a Pelvis
MRI.; The patient had previous abnormal
imaging including a CT, MRI or Ultrasound.; An
abnormality was found in something other than
the bladder, uterus or ovary.; The study is being
ordered for suspicion of tumor, mass,
neoplasm, or metastatic disease.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

Mr. Harman comes in today for an unscheduled
visit for progressive back pain since Saturday.
He has multiple myeloma initially diagnosed in
12/2013 with bone marrow confirming Kappa
light chain myeloma. He was treated at UAMS
with metronic chemotherapy an; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 4 exams are being ordered.

1

72196 MRI PELVIS

Previously approved; This is a request for a
Pelvis MRI.; The study is being ordered for
something other than suspicion of tumor, mass,
neoplasm, metastatic disease, PID, abscess,
Evaluation of the pelvis prior to surgery or
laparoscopy, Suspicion of joint or bone infect

1

72196 MRI PELVIS

Stage IV clear cell renal carcinoma complaining
of RUQ pain, mild, exacerbated by food intake,
does not radiate, constant on 5/30/2017 visit.;
This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have been performed on the member in
the past 3 months.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The request
is for suspicion of tumor, mass, neoplasm, or
metastatic disease?

12

72196 MRI PELVIS

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have not been performed on
the member in the past 3 months.

3

72196 MRI PELVIS

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Reoccurrence of cancer; Other
tests such as laboratory or ultrasound or patient
symptoms indicate that the cancer may be
present or reoccurring.

2

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

6

72196 MRI PELVIS

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has not been
established.; Other tests such as laboratory or
ultrasound or patient symptoms indicate that
the cancer may be present or reoccurring.

3

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have not been performed on
the member in the past 3 months.

2

72196 MRI PELVIS

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Initial Staging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

72196 MRI PELVIS

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

5

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

will fax clinicals; This study is being ordered for
a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Restaging of Cancer;
Imaging studies have been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

72198 MRA , MRI
PELVIS ANGIOGRAPHY
WITH/WITHOUT
CONTRAST

This is a request for an Pelvis MR Angiography

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

73200 CT ARM OR
UPPER EXTREMITY

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

73220 MRI UPPER
EXTREMITY , ENTIRE
EXTREMITY, NOT A
JOINT

This is a request for an upper extremity,
shoulder, scapula, elbow, hand, or wrist joint
CT.; There is not a history of upper extremity
joint or long bone trauma or injury.; This is not a
preoperative or recent postoperative
evaluation.; There is suspicion of upper
extremity neoplasm or tumor or metastasis.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for Congenital Anomaly.; 2014; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
LESION RIGHT ARM

1

1

1

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

73220 MRI UPPER
EXTREMITY , ENTIRE
EXTREMITY, NOT A
JOINT

9 YR OLD WITH PTEN MUTATION,
MACROCEPHALY AND EVIDENCE OF LOWGRADE TUMORS OR NERVE SHEATH TUMORS,
LESION IN HIS RIGHT FOREARM; This study is
being ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 2014; There has not been any
treatment or conservative therapy.; 9 YR OLD
WITH PTEN MUTATION, MACROCEPHALY AND
EVIDENCE OF LOW-GRADE TUMORS OR NERVE
SHEATH TUMORS, LESION IN HIS RIGHT
FOREARM

1

73220 MRI UPPER
EXTREMITY , ENTIRE
EXTREMITY, NOT A
JOINT

RESTAGING MULTIPLE MYELOMA POST
CHEMOTHERAPY; This study is being ordered for
a metastatic disease.; There are 3 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Follow up treatment for
cancer; Imaging studies have been performed
on the member in the past 3 months.

2

RESTAGING MULTIPLE MYELOMA POST
TRANSPLANT.; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 3 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Restaging of Cancer;
Imaging studies have been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

73220 MRI UPPER
EXTREMITY , ENTIRE
EXTREMITY, NOT A
JOINT
73220 MRI UPPER
EXTREMITY , ENTIRE
EXTREMITY, NOT A
JOINT

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

73220 MRI UPPER
EXTREMITY , ENTIRE
EXTREMITY, NOT A
JOINT

The request is for an upper extremity non-joint
MRI.; This is a preoperative or recent
postoperative evaluation.
The request is for an upper extremity non-joint
MRI.; This is not a preoperative or recent
postoperative evaluation.; There is suspicion of
upper extremity neoplasm or tumor or
metastasis.

73220 MRI UPPER
EXTREMITY , ENTIRE
EXTREMITY, NOT A
JOINT

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have not been performed on
the member in the past 3 months.

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

2

1

1

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

73220 MRI UPPER
EXTREMITY , ENTIRE
EXTREMITY, NOT A
JOINT

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Reoccurrence of cancer; Other
tests such as laboratory or ultrasound or patient
symptoms indicate that the cancer may be
present or reoccurring.

4

73220 MRI UPPER
EXTREMITY , ENTIRE
EXTREMITY, NOT A
JOINT

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

11

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

73220 MRI UPPER
EXTREMITY , ENTIRE
EXTREMITY, NOT A
JOINT

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have not been performed on
the member in the past 3 months.

2

73220 MRI UPPER
EXTREMITY , ENTIRE
EXTREMITY, NOT A
JOINT

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Initial Staging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

2

73220 MRI UPPER
EXTREMITY , ENTIRE
EXTREMITY, NOT A
JOINT

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

4

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has not completed and failed
a course of conservative treatment of at least 4
weeks.; Patient with known Breast Cancer
complaining of Right Shoulder pain with
decreased range of motion for past few weeks.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered for suspicious
mass/tumor/metastasis.; There are physical
findings (palpable mass) of a suspicious mass or
known primary site of cancer.; The patient has
not had a recent bone scan.; The patient has not
had recent plain films of the shoulder.; The
patient has not had a recent CT of the shoulder.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Initial Staging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Reoccurrence of cancer; Other
tests such as laboratory or ultrasound or patient
symptoms indicate that the cancer may be
present or reoccurring.

2

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval
Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY
73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

unknown; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 3 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Follow up treatment for
cancer; Imaging studies have been performed
on the member in the past 3 months.

1
1

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

This is a request for a Lower Extremity CT.; This
is not a preoperative or recent postoperative
evaluation.; There is suspicion of a lower
extremity neoplasm, tumor or metastasis.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval
Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY
73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Reoccurrence of cancer; Other
tests such as laboratory or ultrasound or patient
symptoms indicate that the cancer may be
present or reoccurring.

2

1
RECENT ONSET OF LEFT KNEE PAIN; This is a
request for a Knee MRI.; The study is requested
for knee pain.; The pain is described as chronic;
It is not known if the physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a foot MRI.; "There is not a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; There
is not a history of new onset of severe pain in
the foot within the last two weeks.; The patient
does not have an abnormal plain film study of
the foot other than arthritis.; The patient has
not used a cane or crutches for greater than
four weeks.; The patient has not been treated
with and failed a course of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient has not been treated with
anti-inflammatory medications in conjunction
with this complaint.; This is not for preoperative planning.; The patient does not have a
documented limitation of their range of motion.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is an oncologist or orthopedist.; This
study is being ordered for follow-up.; The
patient is undergoing active treatment for
cancer.; Known Tumor

2

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; Non-acute
Chronic Pain; Limited range of motion

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
has not had recent plain films of the knee.; This
study is not being ordered prior to arthroscopic
surgery.; "This study is being ordered prior to a
planned or scheduled open surgery (joint
replacement, etc.)."; The ordering physician is
not an orthopedist.; Pre-operative Evaluation;
Pain greater than 3 days; Yes, patient has
completed and failed a course of conservative
treatment.; Physician directed course of nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory medications

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a lower extremity MRI.;
This is not a pulsatile mass.; "There is evidence
of tumor or mass from a previous exam, plain
film, ultrasound, or previous CT or MRI."

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a lower extremity MRI.;
This is not a pulsatile mass.; "There is no
evidence of tumor or mass from a previous
exam, plain film, ultrasound, or previous CT or
MRI."; There is a suspicion of an infection.; The
patient is taking antibiotics.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for an Ankle MRI.; "There is
not a history (within the past six weeks) of
significant trauma, dislocation, or injury to the
ankle."; There is a history of new onset of
severe pain in the ankle within the last two
weeks.; There is not a suspected tarsal
coalition.; The patient has a documented
limitation of their range of motion.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have not been performed on
the member in the past 3 months.

2

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Reoccurrence of cancer; Other
tests such as laboratory or ultrasound or patient
symptoms indicate that the cancer may be
present or reoccurring.

2

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient is not receiving long-term
steriod therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The
patient does not have an abnormal plain film
study of the hip other than arthritis.; The
patient has not used a cane or crutches for
greater than four weeks.; The patient has not
been treated with and failed a course of
supervised physical therapy.; There is not a
mass near the hip.; The patient has not been
treated with anti-inflammatory medications in
conjunction with this complaint.; This is not for
pre-operative planning.; The patient does not
have a documented limitation of their range of
motion.

1

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient is not receiving long-term
steriod therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The
patient had an abnormal plain film study of the
hip other than arthritis.; The patient has a
documented limitation of their range of motion.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval
Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT
74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient is not receiving long-term
steriod therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The
patient had an abnormal plain film study of the
hip other than arthritis.; The patient has not
used a cane or crutches for greater than four
weeks.; The patient has not been treated with
and failed a course of supervised physical
therapy.; There is a mass near the hip.; The
patient does not have a documented limitation
of their range of motion.

1
1

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Follow up treatment for
cancer; Imaging studies have been performed
on the member in the past 3 months.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Reoccurrence of cancer;
It is unknown if other tests such as laboratory or
ultrasound or patient symptoms indicate that
the cancer may be present or reoccurring.
; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

ACCESS LIVER AND SPLEEN; This is a request for
an Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Kidney/Ureteral stone,
&#x0D; Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O
metastases, Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ
Enlargement, &#x0D; Known or suspected
infection such as pancreatitis, etc..; There are no
findings of Hematuria,
Lymphadenopathy,weight loss,abdominal
pain,diabetic patient with gastroparesis; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

1

1

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

CT scan February 10 is stable but with some
new infiltrates in the bilateral lungs. MRI
February 10 is stable with T1-T5 disease.&#x0D;
&#x0D; No lumps bumps or lymphadenopathy.
His lower back pain is better in the left leg went
rest. No new areas of pain or dis; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.;
Restaging of Cancer; Imaging studies have been
performed on the member in the past 3
months.

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

enlarged lymph nodes; This is a request for an
Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for a
known tumor, cancer, mass, or rule out
metastases.; No, this is not a request for follow
up to a known tumor or abdominal cancer.; This
study is ordered for something other than
staging of a known tumor (not) prostate, known
prostate CA with PSA&gt; 10, abdominal mass,
Retroperitoneal mass or new symptoms
including hematuria with known CA or tumor.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

On 2/23/17 CT Chest was done and showed
two new lung nodules in the left lower lobe. The
nodules were too small at that time but would
show more FDG avid.; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 2
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.;
Restaging of Cancer; Imaging studies have been
performed on the member in the past 3
months.

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for a known tumor, cancer,
mass, or rule out metastases.; This is a request
for initial staging of a known tumor other than
prostate.; No, this is not a request for follow up
to a known tumor or abdominal cancer.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

2

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for a known tumor, cancer,
mass, or rule out metastases.; Yes, this is a
request for follow up to a known tumor or
abdominal cancer.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

3

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for another reason besides
Kidney/Ureteral stone, &#x0D; Known Tumor,
Cancer, Mass, or R/O metastases, Suspicious
Mass or Tumor, Organ Enlargement, &#x0D;
Known or suspected infection such as
pancreatitis, etc..; There are clinical findings or
indications of unexplained weight loss of greater
than 10% body weight in 1 month; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have not been performed on
the member in the past 3 months.

4

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Initial Staging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Reoccurrence of cancer; Other
tests such as laboratory or ultrasound or patient
symptoms indicate that the cancer may be
present or reoccurring.

2

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

2

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74174 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY
ABDOMEN AND PELVIS
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

This is a request for CT Angiography of the
Abdomen and Pelvis.

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

1

1

12
&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; It is not
known if a urinalysis has been completed.; This
study is being requested for abdominal and/or
pelvic pain.; The study is being ordered for
acute pain.; There has not been a physical
exam.; The patient did not have a amylase or
lipase lab test.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; The reason
for the study is known tumor.; This is a request
for evaluation of prostate cancer.; This study is
not being requested for abdominal and/or
pelvic pain.; The study is not requested for
hematuria.; The patient is male.; The patient
had a prior Abdomen/Pelvis CT.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for acute pain.;
There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
female.; A pelvic exam was NOT performed.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

2

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Follow up treatment for
cancer; Imaging studies have been performed
on the member in the past 3 months.

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Restaging of Cancer;
Imaging studies have been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.
&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 4 exams are
being ordered.

6

3

2

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.;
3/9/2017; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; RIGHT KNEE SWELLING
AND CHEST PAIN, INCREASED BLOOD COUNT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; It is not known
if there has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; &lt; Describe primary symptoms here or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

2

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
10/19/2015; There has not been any treatment
or conservative therapy.; &lt; Describe primary
symptoms here - or Type In Unknown If No Info
Given &gt;

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
10/3/2016; There has not been any treatment
or conservative therapy.; shortness of breath
and abdominal pain

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has not been
completed.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; It is not known if
the pain is acute or chronic.; This is the first visit
for this complaint.; The patient did not have a
amylase or lipase lab test.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is none
of the listed reasons.; This study is not being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
The study is not requested for hematuria.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

6

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.
; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have been performed on the member in
the past 3 months.
; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.

4

7

3

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have been performed on the member in
the past 3 months.

3

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 4 exams are being ordered.

5

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
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; This study is being ordered for Inflammatory/
Infectious Disease.; His hemoglobin is elevated
outside of the normal range prior laboratory at
18.8 his hematocrit is 51 9 He is somewhat
young for the diagnosis of polycythemia vera
but we will submit a JAK 2 mutation study today
His elevated hemoglobin could also reflect;
There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; His hemoglobin is
elevated outside of the normal range prior
laboratory at 18.8 his hematocrit is 51 9 He is
somewhat young for the diagnosis of
polycythemia vera but we will submit a JAK 2
mutation study today His elevated hemoglobin
could also reflect

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for Inflammatory/
Infectious Disease.; UNKNOWN DATE; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
BLOOD COUNTS AND INFLAMATION; ORAL
MEDICATIONS AND TESTING

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval
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; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; "PATIENT HAS DEVELOPED
LEUKOPENIA WITH A WHITE COUNT FO 3400
AND ANEMIA WITH A HEMOGLOBIN OF 11.5."
"AN MRI OF THE BRAIN IS FOR NEAR SYNCOPE
AND TO ASSESS THE "BAD TASTE" IN HER
MOUTH WHICH HAS SOMETIMES BEEN
ASSOCIATED WITH NASAL TUMORS. THE CT
SCAN OF T; There has not been any treatment
or conservative therapy.; DIZZY AND
HOT&#x0D; POSITIVE ANA &#x0D; HEART
FLUTTERS

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; ; It is not known if there has
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval
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05/01/2017&#x0D; Andrew Anderson presents
today for a routine followup,&#x0D; labs, and
treatment per research. He is followed by Dr.
Bradford for Metastatic&#x0D; Colon Cancer,
on AbbVie trial. He continues to have a cough
that is occasionally productive of clear/white;
This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have been performed on the member in
the past 3 months.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

1. Lung Cancer &#x0D; 63-year-old very
pleasant Caucasian gentleman who is currently
working as an accountant, past medical history
significant for history of Wegner's
granulomatosis,psoriasis, tobacco smoking,
hypertension, hyperlipidemia, GERD, diabetic
ne; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have been performed on the member in
the past 3 months.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval
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4/10/2017-follow-up after cycle 6 of
chemotherapy and also to discuss recent
restaging CT scan done on 4/6/2017.Positive for
fatigue. Mild nausea without vomiting. Only
had one episode. No change in neuropathy in
fingertips and feet. No abdominal pain; This
study is being ordered for a metastatic disease.;
There are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI,
CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.;
Restaging of Cancer; Imaging studies have been
performed on the member in the past 3
months.

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

62 year old male former smoker with stage IVA
(T2N2M0) oropharyngeal SCC. Last
carboplatin/paclitaxel treatment received on
4/12/2017. Scheduled to start Keytruda on
5/10/2017.; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Follow up treatment for
cancer; Imaging studies have been performed
on the member in the past 3 months.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval
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A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study
is being ordered for known tumor.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

4

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

anemia; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt; Enter date of
initial onset here - or Type In Unknown If No
Info Given &gt;; It is not known if there has
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
&lt; Describe primary symptoms here - or Type
In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Assess for disease response to treatment,
breast cancer, at end of treatment; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 3 exams are being ordered.; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.;
Restaging of Cancer; Imaging studies have been
performed on the member in the past 3
months.

1

Cancer of Uterus Scan to make sure no
restaging is required; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval
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Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval
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Cancer restaging during treatment 03/27/17;
This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 4 exams are being ordered.
CANCER STAGING FOR THE PT; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 4 exams are being ordered.
checking on cancer; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 4 exams are
being ordered.

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
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Chest pain; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

1

1

1

1

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval
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Clinicals attached.; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Follow up treatment for
cancer; Imaging studies have been performed
on the member in the past 3 months.

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Clinicals attached.; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 3 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Restaging of Cancer;
Imaging studies have been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval
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CT abd/pel to evaluate lower abdominal
discomfort after eating and MRI t spine to
evaluate pain between the shoulder blades in
patient with Stage III Non small cell lung cancer;
This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have been performed on the member in
the past 3 months.

1
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CTA chest in the last 3 months; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 3 exams are being ordered.; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.;
Restaging of Cancer; Imaging studies have been
performed on the member in the past 3
months.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval
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CTs to re-evaluate known stage IV Lung Cancer
as he has weight loss and increasing total
bilirubin.; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Follow up treatment for
cancer; Imaging studies have been performed
on the member in the past 3 months.

1
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Doctor changed the regimen because the blood
pressure was high and Dr. Beck wants to check
on the late toxicity and tolerance for this
patient.; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Follow up treatment for
cancer; Imaging studies have been performed
on the member in the past 3 months.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval
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Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown I7)
RTC in 1 month with CBC with diff, CMP, OV and
above test results. We may consider starting her
on GLEEVEC 100 MG PO QD if her diagnosis is
confirmed to be MCAS / MASTOCYTOSIS.f No
Info Given.; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; ; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; ;

1
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evaluation for melanoma; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 2
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.; Follow
up treatment for cancer; Imaging studies have
been performed on the member in the past 3
months.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval
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Evaluation of patient under clinical research for
her Non-small Cell Lung cancer, with brain, bone
and digestive organs metastatic diseases.; This
study is being ordered for a metastatic disease.;
There are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI,
CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.;
Restaging of Cancer; Imaging studies have been
performed on the member in the past 3
months.

1
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follow up enlarged lymph nodes; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.;
Restaging of Cancer; Imaging studies have been
performed on the member in the past 3
months.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval
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FOLLOW UP METASTIC COLON CANCER; This
study is being ordered for a metastatic disease.;
There are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI,
CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.; Follow
up treatment for cancer; Imaging studies have
been performed on the member in the past 3
months.

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
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Follow up scans to evaluate cancer's response
to treatment and for further treatment
recommendations.; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Follow up treatment for
cancer; Imaging studies have been performed
on the member in the past 3 months.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval
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Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval
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Follow up scans to evaluate disease and
determine further treatment options.; This
study is being ordered for a metastatic disease.;
There are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI,
CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.; Follow
up treatment for cancer; Imaging studies have
been performed on the member in the past 3
months.
head and neck cancer, carcinoid, uterine
cancer; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 4 exams are
being ordered.
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history of Hodgkin's Lymphoma&#x0D;
hodgkin's lymphoma, rt neck/mediastinum; This
study is being ordered for a metastatic disease.;
There are 4 exams are being ordered.

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

1

1

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval
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Hx of Non-Hodgkin's Lymphoma&#x0D; cleaved cell and DLBCL&#x0D; - treated with
RCHOPx4 in 2012 with plan to complete Rituxan
maintenance but patient was
noncompliant&#x0D; - NED at this time&#x0D; will get CT C/A/P to further evaluate; This study
is being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.;
Reoccurrence of cancer; Other tests such as
laboratory or ultrasound or patient symptoms
do not indicate that the cancer may be present
or reoccurring.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval
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Initially had response and now progressed after
10 cycles of palliative chemotherapy
gemzar/abraxane D1,8,15 q 28 days. Last
abraxane/gemzar was on 4/17/2017. &#x0D;
Chemo was changed to Folfirinox and it was
started on 5/8/2017.; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 2
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.;
Restaging of Cancer; Imaging studies have been
performed on the member in the past 3
months.

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Last scan was MRI of hip done on 3-22-2017,
also had CT chest 2-9-2017. Patient has been
taking chemotherapy, needs restaging during
chemotherapy.; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 3 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Restaging of Cancer;
Imaging studies have been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval
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Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval
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Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval
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LUNG CANCER RESTAGING; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 2
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
LUNG CANCER; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 4 exams are
being ordered.
lymphoma; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 5 or more exams
are being ordered.
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mass at head of pancreas; restaging then will
be referred to surgical oncologist; worsening
pain 9 on scale; swelling from abdominal
growth; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Restaging of Cancer;
Imaging studies have been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

1

1

1

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval
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Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval
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metastasis to the liver &amp; brain; This study
is being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.;
Restaging of Cancer; Imaging studies have been
performed on the member in the past 3
months.
metastatic breast cancer; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 4
exams are being ordered.
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MRI and PET scan performed in April 2017.;
This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have been performed on the member in
the past 3 months.

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

1

1

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval
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Newly diagnosed non-Hodgkin's lymphoma.;
This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Initial Staging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have been performed on the member in
the past 3 months.
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none; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 04/15/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; iron
deficencey, lymphadenopathy, shortness of
breath; medications, and oral iron

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
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occasional back pain radiating to groin. He
recently underwent excisional biopsy of a few R
neck lymph nodes that showed increased IgG4
staining in plasma cells of lymph nodes with
follicular hyperplasia.; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 2
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval
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Patient has an abcess on the abdomen
(peritoneal); This is a request for an abdomenpelvis CT combination.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
The study is being ordered for chronic pain.;
This is not the first visit for this complaint.;
There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
male.; A rectal exam was not performed.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1
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Patient has just received 17 of 20 rations of
radiation for the bone mets. Doctor is wanting
to see if patient has a positive reading.; This
study is being ordered for a metastatic disease.;
There are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI,
CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.; Follow
up treatment for cancer; Imaging studies have
been performed on the member in the past 3
months.

1
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patient has lymphoma; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 2
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval
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PATIENT HAS UNCONTROLLABLE N/V/D; This
study is being ordered for a metastatic disease.;
There are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI,
CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.;
Restaging of Cancer; Imaging studies have been
performed on the member in the past 3
months.
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Patient is entering in a clinical trail and these
scans are for protocol.; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 2
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1
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Patient is in clinical research program.; This
study is being ordered for a metastatic disease.;
There are 3 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI,
CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.; Follow
up treatment for cancer; Imaging studies have
been performed on the member in the past 3
months.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
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Patient undergoing clinical research, regimen
had been changed, doctor is monitoring
response to new regimen.; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 2
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.; Follow
up treatment for cancer; Imaging studies have
been performed on the member in the past 3
months.

1
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Patient with known CLL, CT for follow up to
evaluate status of disease and for further
treatment recommendations.; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 4 exams are being ordered.

1
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PET DENIED... NEED TO RESTAGING CANCER.;
This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have been performed on the member in
the past 3 months.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval
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ploycythemia; This is a request for an abdomenpelvis CT combination.; The reason for the study
is none of the listed reasons.; This study is not
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is not requested for hematuria.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1
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Presumed metastatic pancreatic cancer with
locally advanced disease and metastasis to
&#x0D; the liver on CT scan and peritoneum.;
This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.

1
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PROGRESSION; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 3 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Restaging of Cancer;
Imaging studies have been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Pt had ct of chest, abdomen and pelvis 2016.
Now pt has liver mass. follow-up for cancer.;
This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.
Pt has abnormal weight loss, pain to mass in
the right side of his neck.; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 4
exams are being ordered.

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

pt has cancer; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Restaging of Cancer;
Imaging studies have been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

R/O cancer anywhere else; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 2
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.; Initial
Staging of Cancer; Imaging studies have been
performed on the member in the past 3
months.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

1

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Recurrent metastatic breast cancer. Evaluating
response to current treatment regimen.; This
study is being ordered for a metastatic disease.;
There are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI,
CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.; Follow
up treatment for cancer; Imaging studies have
been performed on the member in the past 3
months.

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

REEVALUATION; This study is being ordered for
Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.; EVALUATION
OF SARCOIDOSIS; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; PAIN IN JOINTS AND
PERSISTENT FATIGUE; PREDNISONE

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

restage metastatic espophageal cancer after
completion of first round chemotherapy; This
study is being ordered for a metastatic disease.;
There are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

restage uterine cancer after chemotherapy and
complete hysterectomy; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 2
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

RESTAGING AFTER TREATMENT; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 3 exams are being ordered.; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.;
Restaging of Cancer; Imaging studies have been
performed on the member in the past 3
months.

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

RESTAGING BREAST CANCER &#x0D; ONGOING
TREATMENT; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 3 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Restaging of Cancer;
Imaging studies have been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

RESTAGING BREAST CANCER; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 3
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.;
Restaging of Cancer; Imaging studies have been
performed on the member in the past 3
months.
RESTAGING CANCER &#x0D; ONGOING
TREATMENT; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 4 exams are
being ordered.

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

RESTAGING CANCER FOR RECCURENT DISEASE;
This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 4 exams are being ordered.

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

RESTAGING CANCER WITH METS; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.;
Restaging of Cancer; Imaging studies have been
performed on the member in the past 3
months.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

1

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

RESTAGING CANCER; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 2
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.;
Restaging of Cancer; Imaging studies have been
performed on the member in the past 3
months.
RESTAGING CANCER; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 2
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is not a
hematologist/ oncologist.
RESTAGING CANCER; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 3
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.;
Restaging of Cancer; Imaging studies have been
performed on the member in the past 3
months.
RESTAGING CANCER; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 5 or
more exams are being ordered.

10

1

3

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

RESTAGING CLL WITH ADENOPATHY; This study
is being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 4 exams are being ordered.

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

RESTAGING DURING TREATMENT; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.;
Restaging of Cancer; Imaging studies have been
performed on the member in the past 3
months.

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

RESTAGING FOR BREAST CANCER; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.;
Restaging of Cancer; Imaging studies have been
performed on the member in the past 3
months.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

RESTAGING FOR LUNG CANCER; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.;
Restaging of Cancer; Imaging studies have been
performed on the member in the past 3
months.
RESTAGING LYMPHOMA AND PROSTATE
CANCER IN RESPONSE TO TREATMENT; This
study is being ordered for a metastatic disease.;
There are 4 exams are being ordered.
RESTAGING LYMPHOMA FOLLOWING
CHEMOTHERAPY; This study is being ordered for
a metastatic disease.; There are 4 exams are
being ordered.
RESTAGING LYMPHOMA POST TREATMENT;
This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 4 exams are being ordered.
RESTAGING LYMPHOMA; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 4
exams are being ordered.
RESTAGING MELANOMA; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 4
exams are being ordered.
RESTAGING MELENOMA; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 4
exams are being ordered.

1

1

1

1

10

1

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Re-staging non-small cell lung cancer; This
study is being ordered for a metastatic disease.;
There are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

RESTAGING OF CANCER; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 3
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.;
Restaging of Cancer; Imaging studies have been
performed on the member in the past 3
months.

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

RESTAGING ONGOING TREATMENT; This study
is being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.;
Restaging of Cancer; Imaging studies have been
performed on the member in the past 3
months.

2

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

RESTAGING OVARIAN CANCER DURING
TREATMENT.; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Restaging of Cancer;
Imaging studies have been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

restaging post radiation completed on
5/23/2017; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 3 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

RESTAGING RESPONSE TO TREATMENT; This
study is being ordered for a metastatic disease.;
There are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI,
CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is not
a hematologist/ oncologist.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Restaging scans for the progression of the
diseases.; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Restaging of Cancer;
Imaging studies have been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.
RESTAGING SCANS; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Restaging of Cancer;
Imaging studies have been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.
restaging/ Malignant neoplasm of upper lobe,
right bronchus; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 4 exams are
being ordered.

1

1

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

RESTAGING; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 3 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Restaging of Cancer;
Imaging studies have been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.
RESTAGING; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 5 or more exams
are being ordered.

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

SEE ATTACHED; This study is being ordered for
a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

see case # 11249919 all 3 test were approved
but routing issue moved cases to recon deny.;
This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; none; It is not known if there
has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; none

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

1

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Small cell lung cancer&#x0D; Completed
Radiation on 4/28/2017. CT chest performed
3/29/2017 showed improved R filar node now 1
cm in size. 2 small 2 mm lung nodules uncertain
in nature, reportedly stable.; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 2
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.; Follow
up treatment for cancer; Imaging studies have
been performed on the member in the past 3
months.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Stage IV (Tx N3 M1) squamous cell carcinoma
of the head and neck with cranial nerve
involvement with a large mass in the level II
lymph node area- completed chemoradiation on
04/25/2017 and his left neck mass has
decreased tremendously. We will get CT nec;
This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.
surveillance of ovarian cancer; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of the
studies being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

THE PROVIDER IS WANTING TO LOOK AND SEE
WHY THE PT HAS SUCH HIGH BLOOD COUNTS.;
This study is being ordered for Inflammatory/
Infectious Disease.; PT HAS BEEN UNDERGOING
TREATMENT SINCE 2015; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; HIGH
BLOOD COUNTS; MEDICATIONS

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

1

1

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; Infection such as pancreatitis,
appendicitis, abscess, colitis and inflammatory
bowel disease; Yes, the patient has been seen
by a specialist or are the studies being
requested on behalf of a specialist for an
infection.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

7

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; It is not known if this is a request
for follow up of a known tumor or cancer
involving both the abdomen and pelvis or if this
patient is undergoing active treatment.; This is a
request for initial staging of a known tumor
other than prostate.; Known Tumor, Cancer,
Mass, or Rule out metastases; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; It is not known if this is a request
for follow up of a known tumor or cancer
involving both the abdomen and pelvis or if this
patient is undergoing active treatment.; This is
not a request for initial staging of a known
tumor other than prostate.; There is no
abdominal and pelvic or retroperitoneal mass
that has been confirmed by previous imaging
other than a CT.; There are no new signs or
symptoms including hematuria, presenting with
known cancer or tumor.; This patient does NOT
have known prostate cancer with a PSA
(prostate-specific antigen) greater than 10.;
Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or Rule out
metastases; No, there is not a palpable or
observed abdominal mass.; &lt;Enter Additional
Clinical Information&gt;; Yes this is a request for
a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The hematuria is due to Renal
Calculi/kidney/ ureteral stone.; This study is not
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is requested for hematuria.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The hematuria is due to tumor or
mass.; This study is not being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
requested for hematuria.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is known
tumor.; This is not request for evaluation of
prostate cancer.; This study is being ordered for
follow-up.; The patient is not presenting new
symptoms.; This study is not being requested
for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
not requested for hematuria.; The patient is
male.; The last Abdomen/Pelvis CT was
perfomred more than 10 months ago.; The
patient has NOT completed a course of
chemotherapy or radiation therapy within the
past 90 days.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is known
tumor.; This is not request for evaluation of
prostate cancer.; This study is being ordered for
follow-up.; This study is not being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is not
requested for hematuria.; The patient is male.;
The patient completed a course of
chemotherapy or radiation therapy within the
past 90 days.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

2

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is known
tumor.; This is not request for evaluation of
prostate cancer.; This study is being ordered for
staging.; This study is not being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is not
requested for hematuria.; The patient is male.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

3

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is known
tumor.; This study is being ordered for followup.; The patient is presenting new symptoms.;
This study is not being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The study is not requested
for hematuria.; The patient is female.; The
patient has NOT completed a course of
chemotherapy or radiation therapy within the
past 90 days.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is known
tumor.; This study is being ordered for followup.; This study is not being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is not
requested for hematuria.; The patient is
female.; The patient completed a course of
chemotherapy or radiation therapy within the
past 90 days.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is known
tumor.; This study is being ordered for staging.;
This study is not being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The study is not requested
for hematuria.; The patient is female.; Yes this is
a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is
suspicious mass or suspected tumor or
metastasis.; The patient is presenting new
symptoms.; This study is not being requested
for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
not requested for hematuria.; The patient had
an abnormal abdominal Ultrasound, CT or MR
study.; The patient has NOT completed a course
of chemotherapy or radiation therapy within
the past 90 days.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

2

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The requested studies are being
ordered for known or suspected blood clot,
thrombosis, or stenosis and are being ordered
by a surgeon or by the attending physician on
behalf of a surgeon.; Vascular disease; Yes this is
a request for a Diagnostic CT

3

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The requested studies are not
being ordered for known or suspected
aneurysms, hematoma, or blood clot,
thrombosis, or stenosis and are being ordered
by a surgeon or by the attending physician on
behalf of a surgeon.; There is evidence of
vascular abnormality seen on plain film and/or
Ultrasound/ Doppler.; Vascular disease; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are clinical findings or
indications of Hematuria.; Other; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; &lt;Enter Additional
Clinical Information&gt;; Yes this is a request for
a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; ; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

1

2

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Pain of upper abdomen,
patient h/o aplastic anemia. R/o relapse.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; pain; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; patient presenting with
left upper quadrant abdominal pain persistent
for over 1 year. ultrasound was negative. weight
stable. colonoscopy showed benign
polyp&#x0D; patient has HEP C and
thrombocytopenia; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; UNKNOWN; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

1

1

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is a known or a strong
suspicion of kidney or ureteral stones.;
Kidney/Ureteral stone; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is a suspicious mass found
using ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy,
or sigmoidoscopy.; Suspicious Mass or Tumor;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is evidence of organ
enlargement on ultrasound, plain film, or IVP.;
Organ Enlargement; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is no suspicious mass found
using ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy,
or sigmoidoscopy.; There are no new symptoms
including hematuria.; There are new lab results
or other imaging studies including ultrasound,
Doppler or plain films findings.; Suspicious Mass
or Tumor; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

2

7

2

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is no suspicious mass found
using ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy,
or sigmoidoscopy.; There are no new symptoms
including hematuria.; There are no new lab
results or other imaging studies including
ultrasound, Doppler or plain films findings.;
There is not a suspicion of an adrenal mass.;
This is a request to confirm a suspicious renal
mass suggested by physical exam, lab studies,
IVP or ultrasound.; Suspicious Mass or Tumor;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This is a request for follow up of a
known tumor or cancer involving both the
abdomen and pelvis and the patient is
undergoing active treatment.; Known Tumor,
Cancer, Mass, or Rule out metastases; Yes this is
a request for a Diagnostic CT

52

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This is not a request for follow up
of a known tumor or cancer involving both the
abdomen and pelvis or if this patient is
undergoing active treatment.; This is a request
for initial staging of a known tumor other than
prostate.; Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or Rule
out metastases; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

4

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This is not a request for follow up
of a known tumor or cancer involving both the
abdomen and pelvis or if this patient is
undergoing active treatment.; This is not a
request for initial staging of a known tumor
other than prostate.; It is not known if there is
an abdominal and pelvic or retroperitoneal
mass that has been confirmed by previous
imaging other than a CT.; It is not known if there
are new signs or symptoms including hematuria,
presenting with known cancer or tumor.; It is
unknown if this patient has prostate cancer with
a PSA (prostate-specific antigen) greater than
10.; Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or Rule out
metastases; It is not known if there is a
palpable or observed abdominal mass.;
&lt;Enter Additional Clinical Information&gt;;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This is not a request for follow up
of a known tumor or cancer involving both the
abdomen and pelvis or if this patient is
undergoing active treatment.; This is not a
request for initial staging of a known tumor
other than prostate.; It is not known if there is
an abdominal and pelvic or retroperitoneal
mass that has been confirmed by previous
imaging other than a CT.; It is not known if there
are new signs or symptoms including hematuria,
presenting with known cancer or tumor.; This
patient does NOT have known prostate cancer
with a PSA (prostate-specific antigen) greater
than 10.; Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or Rule
out metastases; No, there is not a palpable or
observed abdominal mass.; &lt;Enter Additional
Clinical Information&gt;; Yes this is a request for
a Diagnostic CT

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This is not a request for follow up
of a known tumor or cancer involving both the
abdomen and pelvis or if this patient is
undergoing active treatment.; This is not a
request for initial staging of a known tumor
other than prostate.; There has NOT been a
recent (within the last 3 months) Abdomen
and/or Pelvis CT.; This patient does NOT have
known prostate cancer with a PSA (prostatespecific antigen) greater than 10.; Known
Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or Rule out metastases;
yes, there is a palpable or observed abdominal
mass.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

3

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This is not a request for follow up
of a known tumor or cancer involving both the
abdomen and pelvis or if this patient is
undergoing active treatment.; This is not a
request for initial staging of a known tumor
other than prostate.; There is an abdominal and
pelvic or retroperitoneal mass that has been
confirmed by previous imaging other than a CT.;
This patient does NOT have known prostate
cancer with a PSA (prostate-specific antigen)
greater than 10.; Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass,
or Rule out metastases; It is not known if there
is a palpable or observed abdominal mass.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This is not a request for follow up
of a known tumor or cancer involving both the
abdomen and pelvis or if this patient is
undergoing active treatment.; This is not a
request for initial staging of a known tumor
other than prostate.; There is an abdominal and
pelvic or retroperitoneal mass that has been
confirmed by previous imaging other than a CT.;
This patient does NOT have known prostate
cancer with a PSA (prostate-specific antigen)
greater than 10.; Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass,
or Rule out metastases; No, there is not a
palpable or observed abdominal mass.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

3

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This is not a request for follow up
of a known tumor or cancer involving both the
abdomen and pelvis or if this patient is
undergoing active treatment.; This is not a
request for initial staging of a known tumor
other than prostate.; There is no abdominal and
pelvic or retroperitoneal mass that has been
confirmed by previous imaging other than a CT.;
It is not known if there are new signs or
symptoms including hematuria, presenting with
known cancer or tumor.; This patient does NOT
have known prostate cancer with a PSA
(prostate-specific antigen) greater than 10.;
Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or Rule out
metastases; No, there is not a palpable or
observed abdominal mass.; ; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This is not a request for follow up
of a known tumor or cancer involving both the
abdomen and pelvis or if this patient is
undergoing active treatment.; This is not a
request for initial staging of a known tumor
other than prostate.; There is no abdominal and
pelvic or retroperitoneal mass that has been
confirmed by previous imaging other than a CT.;
There are new signs or symptoms including
hematuria, presenting with known cancer or
tumor.; This patient does NOT have known
prostate cancer with a PSA (prostate-specific
antigen) greater than 10.; Known Tumor,
Cancer, Mass, or Rule out metastases; No,
there is not a palpable or observed abdominal
mass.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This is not a request for follow up
of a known tumor or cancer involving both the
abdomen and pelvis or if this patient is
undergoing active treatment.; This is not a
request for initial staging of a known tumor
other than prostate.; There is no abdominal and
pelvic or retroperitoneal mass that has been
confirmed by previous imaging other than a CT.;
There are no new signs or symptoms including
hematuria, presenting with known cancer or
tumor.; This patient does NOT have known
prostate cancer with a PSA (prostate-specific
antigen) greater than 10.; Known Tumor,
Cancer, Mass, or Rule out metastases; No,
there is not a palpable or observed abdominal
mass.; &lt;Enter Additional Clinical
Information&gt;; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This is not a request for follow up
of a known tumor or cancer involving both the
abdomen and pelvis or if this patient is
undergoing active treatment.; This is not a
request for initial staging of a known tumor
other than prostate.; There is no abdominal and
pelvic or retroperitoneal mass that has been
confirmed by previous imaging other than a CT.;
There are no new signs or symptoms including
hematuria, presenting with known cancer or
tumor.; This patient does NOT have known
prostate cancer with a PSA (prostate-specific
antigen) greater than 10.; Known Tumor,
Cancer, Mass, or Rule out metastases; No,
there is not a palpable or observed abdominal
mass.; ; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This is not a request for follow up
of a known tumor or cancer involving both the
abdomen and pelvis or if this patient is
undergoing active treatment.; This is not a
request for initial staging of a known tumor
other than prostate.; There is no abdominal and
pelvic or retroperitoneal mass that has been
confirmed by previous imaging other than a CT.;
There are no new signs or symptoms including
hematuria, presenting with known cancer or
tumor.; This patient does NOT have known
prostate cancer with a PSA (prostate-specific
antigen) greater than 10.; Known Tumor,
Cancer, Mass, or Rule out metastases; No,
there is not a palpable or observed abdominal
mass.; Breast cancer LUOQ with possible left
axillary lymph node mets, ER+ve, PR-ve and Her
2 3+, s/p needle biopsy 7/7/16. Has satellite
lesions on breast MRI 7/15/16. Recently started
coughing, upper abdominal pain. Started Chemo
8/23/16 1/26/17 patient had lu; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This is not a request for follow up
of a known tumor or cancer involving both the
abdomen and pelvis or if this patient is
undergoing active treatment.; This is not a
request for initial staging of a known tumor
other than prostate.; There is no abdominal and
pelvic or retroperitoneal mass that has been
confirmed by previous imaging other than a CT.;
There are no new signs or symptoms including
hematuria, presenting with known cancer or
tumor.; This patient does NOT have known
prostate cancer with a PSA (prostate-specific
antigen) greater than 10.; Known Tumor,
Cancer, Mass, or Rule out metastases; No,
there is not a palpable or observed abdominal
mass.; Follow up scan to evaluate known Stage
IA testicular cancer. Surveillance.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This is not a request for follow up
of a known tumor or cancer involving both the
abdomen and pelvis or if this patient is
undergoing active treatment.; This is not a
request for initial staging of a known tumor
other than prostate.; There is no abdominal and
pelvic or retroperitoneal mass that has been
confirmed by previous imaging other than a CT.;
There are no new signs or symptoms including
hematuria, presenting with known cancer or
tumor.; This patient does NOT have known
prostate cancer with a PSA (prostate-specific
antigen) greater than 10.; Known Tumor,
Cancer, Mass, or Rule out metastases; No,
there is not a palpable or observed abdominal
mass.; Pt has a stage 1 seminoma on testes.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This is not a request for follow up
of a known tumor or cancer involving both the
abdomen and pelvis or if this patient is
undergoing active treatment.; This is not a
request for initial staging of a known tumor
other than prostate.; There is no abdominal and
pelvic or retroperitoneal mass that has been
confirmed by previous imaging other than a CT.;
There are no new signs or symptoms including
hematuria, presenting with known cancer or
tumor.; This patient does NOT have known
prostate cancer with a PSA (prostate-specific
antigen) greater than 10.; Known Tumor,
Cancer, Mass, or Rule out metastases; No,
there is not a palpable or observed abdominal
mass.; Pt has lung cancer needing follow up
scans after completing 6 chemo treatments; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This may be a reflection of her chronic lung
disease however will also submitted JAK 2
mutation study to rule out the possibility of
early polycythemia vera Her husband is
hepatitis C positive so she has asked that we
screen her for exposure to that the ; This study
is being ordered for Inflammatory/ Infectious
Disease.; This may be a reflection of her chronic
lung disease however will also submitted JAK 2
mutation study to rule out the possibility of
early polycythemia vera Her husband is
hepatitis C positive so she has asked that we
screen her for exposure to that the ; There has
not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; This may be a reflection of her chronic
lung disease however will also submitted JAK 2
mutation study to rule out the possibility of
early polycythemia vera Her husband is
hepatitis C positive so she has asked that we
screen her for exposure to that the

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This patient is under clinical research.; This
study is being ordered for a metastatic disease.;
There are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI,
CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.; Follow
up treatment for cancer; Imaging studies have
been performed on the member in the past 3
months.

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have not been performed on
the member in the past 3 months.

68

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Initial Staging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

31

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Reoccurrence of cancer; Other
tests such as laboratory or ultrasound or patient
symptoms indicate that the cancer may be
present or reoccurring.

22

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

214

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has not been
established.; Other tests such as laboratory or
ultrasound or patient symptoms indicate that
the cancer may be present or reoccurring.

17

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; It is
unknown if the diagnosis of cancer or tumor has
been established.; Follow up treatment for
cancer; Imaging studies have not been
performed on the member in the past 3
months.

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have not been performed on
the member in the past 3 months.

9

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Initial Staging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

2

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Reoccurrence of cancer; Other
tests such as laboratory or ultrasound or patient
symptoms indicate that the cancer may be
present or reoccurring.

5

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has not been
established.; Other tests such as laboratory or
ultrasound or patient symptoms indicate that
the cancer may be present or reoccurring.
uknown; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 3 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

UNKNOWN; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

124

3

1

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

unknown; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Follow up treatment for
cancer; Imaging studies have been performed
on the member in the past 3 months.

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

unknown; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Restaging of Cancer;
Imaging studies have been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; Unknown; It is
not known if there has been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; Unknown

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval
Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; unknown; There
has not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; cough, abdomen pain,

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Ureter Cancer.; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 3 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

will fax clinicals; This study is being ordered for
a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Restaging of Cancer;
Imaging studies have been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

Initial staging for cancer; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 2
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.; Initial
Staging of Cancer; Imaging studies have been
performed on the member in the past 3
months.

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

Stage IV clear cell renal carcinoma complaining
of RUQ pain, mild, exacerbated by food intake,
does not radiate, constant on 5/30/2017 visit.;
This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have been performed on the member in
the past 3 months.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for known or suspected
infection.; "The ordering physician is a
gastroenterologist, urologist, or infectious
disease specialist."; abnormal liver labs, severe
stomach pain, pooly differentiated
adenocarcinoma, suspected pancreatic

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for Known Tumor.; The patient
is presenting new symptoms.; This study is
being ordered for follow-up.; The patient is not
undergoing active treatment for cancer.; "The
ordering physician is an oncologist, urologist,
gastroenterologist, or surgeon."; NEW LIVER
LESIONS

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for Known Tumor.; The patient
is presenting new symptoms.; This study is
being ordered for follow-up.; The patient is not
undergoing active treatment for cancer.; "The
ordering physician is an oncologist, urologist,
gastroenterologist, or surgeon."; UNKNOWN
This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for Known Tumor.; This study is
being ordered for follow-up.; The patient had
chemotherapy, radiation therapy or surgery in
the last 3 months.

1

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for Known Tumor.; This study is
being ordered for follow-up.; The patient is
presenting new signs or symptoms.; The patient
did NOT have chemotherapy, radiation therapy
or surgery in the last 3 months.; They had an
Abdomen MRI in the last 10 months.

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for Known Tumor.; This study is
being ordered for follow-up.; The patient is
undergoing active treatment for cancer.; "The
ordering physician is an oncologist, urologist,
gastroenterologist, or surgeon."; see clinicals

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for Known Tumor.; This study is
being ordered for follow-up.; The patient is
undergoing active treatment for cancer.; "The
ordering physician is an oncologist, urologist,
gastroenterologist, or surgeon."; Unknown

2

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for Known Tumor.; This study is
being ordered for staging.; "The ordering
physician is an oncologist, urologist,
gastroenterologist, or surgeon.";

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for Known Tumor.; This study is
being ordered for staging.; "The ordering
physician is an oncologist, urologist,
gastroenterologist, or surgeon."; 1. Metastatic
colon cancer. I have personally reviewed his
most recent scan and explained it to the
patient. He has evidence of a solitary&#x0D;
focus of metastasis. He therefore has a stage IV
colon cancer. Plan perioperative&#x0D;
chemotherapy with XELOX + Avasti

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study.";

4

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study."; 8MM
ABDOMINAL MASS ON CT

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study.";
ABNORMALITY ON CT

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study.";
Cancer of Choroid &#x0D; 33-year-old
Caucasian female with malignant melanoma of
left eye diagnosed in 2013 and then went to
M.D. Anderson for treatment opinion,
suggested observation, then patient went for
second opinion in the late 2014, then patient
visited

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study.";
Courtney returns today for an acute sick visit
with complaints of left sided abdominal pain.
She is followed by Dr. Brautnick for Lynch
Syndrome. She denies of any pain or fatigue at
this time. C/o left lower quadrant pain, more in
her groin. States is sh
This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study.";
FOLLOW UP POST RFA

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study.";
FOLLOW UP TO LESION SEEN ON CT

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

1

1

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study.";
FOLLOW UP TO US REPORT SHOWING RENAL
LESIONS WITH COLON CANCER
This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study.";
INCRESED ABD PAIN
This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study."; L liver
mass of 2.3 x 1.8 x 2.4 cm; malignance not
included;

1

1

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study.";
LESIONS NOTED ON LVIER AND PANCREAS

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study.";
patient has completed radiation for recurring
bilateral breast cancer, she has an abnormal CT
abd with findings that suggest liver mets, recent
PET scan was negative in the hepatic area

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has not had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study.";

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has not had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study."; EVAL
FATTY LIVER WITH KNOWN BREAST CANCER

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are no
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; It is not known if the patient
had and abdominal ultrasound, CT or MR study.;
&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;
This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; The patient had
previous abnormal imaging including a CT, MRI
or Ultrasound.; A abnormality was found on the
pancreas during a previous CT, MRI or
Ultrasound.

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; The patient had
previous abnormal imaging including a CT, MRI
or Ultrasound.; A liver abnormality was found
on a previous CT, MRI or Ultrasound.; There is
suspicion of metastasis.

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

1

1

1

4

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is not being ordered for known tumor,
suspicious mass or suspected tumor/metastasis,
organ enlargement, known or suspected
vascular disease, hematuria, follow-up trauma,
or a pre-operative evaluation.; Abnormal
findings of blood chemistry.

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have not been performed on
the member in the past 3 months.

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.
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Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has not been
established.; Other tests such as laboratory or
ultrasound or patient symptoms indicate that
the cancer may be present or reoccurring.

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

will fax clinicals; This study is being ordered for
a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Restaging of Cancer;
Imaging studies have been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

76390 Mr spectroscopy

POSSIBLE METASTATIC RECURRENCE OF
GLIOBLASTOMA; This study is being ordered for
a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for Breast
MRI.; This study is being ordered for something
other than known breast cancer, known breast
lesions, screening for known family history,
screening following genetric testing or a
suspected implant rupture.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

28 yr old female with breast cancer treated
with lumpectomy, chemo and radiation. Pts last
MRI Breast we have dated 05/21/14.; This is a
request for Breast MRI.; This study is being
ordered for a known history of breast cancer.; It
is not known if this is an individual who has
known breast cancer in the contralateral (other)
breast.

1

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

6 month follow up MRI to breast cancer treated
with chemotherapy ending in August 2016. Last
MRI Breast done in October 2016 showing
impression of: Prabable benign finding both
breasts. Mixed signal intensity soft tissue with
fat and feathery enhancement; This is a request
for Breast MRI.; This study is being ordered for a
known history of breast cancer.; It is not known
if this is an individual who has known breast
cancer in the contralateral (other) breast.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

She has heterogeneously dense tissue this is
post radiation to chest; This is a request for
Breast MRI.; This study is being ordered for
something other than known breast cancer,
known breast lesions, screening for known
family history, screening following genetric
testing or a suspected implant rupture.
This is a request for Breast MRI.; This study is
being ordered as a screening examination
following genetic testing for breast cancer.; The
patient has a lifetime risk score of greater than
20.

1

2

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

This is a request for Breast MRI.; This study is
being ordered as a screening examination for
known family history of breast cancer.; No, this
is not an individual who has known breast
cancer in the contralateral (other) breast.; No,
this is not a confirmed breast cancer.; No, this
patient does not have axillary node
adenocarcinoma.; Yes, there are anatomic
factors (deformity or extreme density) that
make a simple mammogram impossible.; It is
unknown if there are benign lesions in the
breast associated with an increased cancer risk.;
There is NOT a pattern of breast cancer history
in at least two first-degree relatives (parent,
sister, brother, or children).

1

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

This is a request for Breast MRI.; This study is
being ordered as a screening examination for
known family history of breast cancer.; There is
a pattern of breast cancer history in at least two
first-degree relatives (parent, sister, brother, or
children).

2

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

This is a request for Breast MRI.; This study is
being ordered for a known history of breast
cancer.; No, this is not an individual who has
known breast cancer in the contralateral (other)
breast.; Yes, this is a confirmed breast cancer.;
Yes, the results of this MRI (size and shape of
tumor) affect the patient's further
management.

2

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

This is a request for Breast MRI.; This study is
being ordered for a known history of breast
cancer.; Yes, this is an individual who has known
breast cancer in the contralateral (other) breast.

3

77084 Magnetic
resonance imaging,
bone marrow blood
supply

Checking response to treatment to monitor
focal activity on metabolically active neoplasm;
This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

77084 Magnetic
resonance imaging,
bone marrow blood
supply

RESTAGING MULTIPLE MYELOMA POST
CHEMOTHERAPY; This study is being ordered for
a metastatic disease.; There are 3 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Follow up treatment for
cancer; Imaging studies have been performed
on the member in the past 3 months.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

77084 Magnetic
resonance imaging,
bone marrow blood
supply

RESTAGING MULTIPLE MYELOMA POST
TRANSPLANT.; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 3 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Restaging of Cancer;
Imaging studies have been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

77084 Magnetic
resonance imaging,
bone marrow blood
supply

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have not been performed on
the member in the past 3 months.

2

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

77084 Magnetic
resonance imaging,
bone marrow blood
supply

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Reoccurrence of cancer; Other
tests such as laboratory or ultrasound or patient
symptoms indicate that the cancer may be
present or reoccurring.

2

77084 Magnetic
resonance imaging,
bone marrow blood
supply

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.
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Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

77084 Magnetic
resonance imaging,
bone marrow blood
supply

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have not been performed on
the member in the past 3 months.

2

77084 Magnetic
resonance imaging,
bone marrow blood
supply

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Initial Staging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

77084 Magnetic
resonance imaging,
bone marrow blood
supply

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

4

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

The patient is at least 65 years old.; This is a
request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient has
diabletes.

1

78472 CARDIAC OR
HEART BLOOD POOL
IMAGING

INITIAL STAGING FOR NEWLY DIAGNOSED
BREAST CANCER.; This study is being ordered for
a metastatic disease.; There are 3 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

78472 CARDIAC OR
HEART BLOOD POOL
IMAGING

INITIAL STAGING PRIOR TO TREATMENT FOR
BREAST CANCER; This study is being ordered for
a metastatic disease.; There are 3 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

78472 CARDIAC OR
HEART BLOOD POOL
IMAGING

This is a request for a MUGA scan.; This study is
being ordered for Chemotherapy.;
Chemotherapy has been initiated or
completed.; "There is a change in cardiac signs
or symptoms (shortness of breath, etc.)."; The
last MUGA scan was performed more than 3
months ago.;

2

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78472 CARDIAC OR
HEART BLOOD POOL
IMAGING

This is a request for a MUGA scan.; This study is
being ordered for Chemotherapy.;
Chemotherapy has been initiated or
completed.; "There is a change in cardiac signs
or symptoms (shortness of breath, etc.)."; The
last MUGA scan was performed more than 3
months ago.; CARDIOTOXIC CHEMOTHERAPY

1

78472 CARDIAC OR
HEART BLOOD POOL
IMAGING

This is a request for a MUGA scan.; This study is
being ordered for Chemotherapy.;
Chemotherapy has been initiated or
completed.; "There is a change in cardiac signs
or symptoms (shortness of breath, etc.)."; The
last MUGA scan was performed more than 3
months ago.; increased SOB and abnormal EKG

1

78472 CARDIAC OR
HEART BLOOD POOL
IMAGING

This is a request for a MUGA scan.; This study is
being ordered for Chemotherapy.;
Chemotherapy has been initiated or
completed.; "There is a change in cardiac signs
or symptoms (shortness of breath, etc.)."; The
last MUGA scan was performed more than 3
months ago.; NEW ROUND OF TREATMENT

1

78472 CARDIAC OR
HEART BLOOD POOL
IMAGING

This is a request for a MUGA scan.; This study is
being ordered for Chemotherapy.;
Chemotherapy has been initiated or
completed.; "There is a change in cardiac signs
or symptoms (shortness of breath, etc.)."; The
last MUGA scan was performed more than 3
months ago.; ON HERCEPTIN

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78472 CARDIAC OR
HEART BLOOD POOL
IMAGING

This is a request for a MUGA scan.; This study is
being ordered for Chemotherapy.;
Chemotherapy has been initiated or
completed.; "There is a change in cardiac signs
or symptoms (shortness of breath, etc.)."; The
last MUGA scan was performed more than 3
months ago.; PATIENT HAVING SOB AND
RACING HEART, ON CARDIOTOXIC CHEMO

1

78472 CARDIAC OR
HEART BLOOD POOL
IMAGING

This is a request for a MUGA scan.; This study is
being ordered for Chemotherapy.;
Chemotherapy has been initiated or
completed.; "There is a change in cardiac signs
or symptoms (shortness of breath, etc.)."; The
last MUGA scan was performed more than 3
months ago.; PRIOR TO START OF NEW CHEMO

1

78472 CARDIAC OR
HEART BLOOD POOL
IMAGING

This is a request for a MUGA scan.; This study is
being ordered for Chemotherapy.;
Chemotherapy has been initiated or
completed.; "There is a change in cardiac signs
or symptoms (shortness of breath, etc.)."; The
last MUGA scan was performed more than 3
months ago.; STARTING NEW CHEMO NEED TO
MAKE SURE HEART IS STRONG ENOUGH

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78472 CARDIAC OR
HEART BLOOD POOL
IMAGING

This is a request for a MUGA scan.; This study is
being ordered for Chemotherapy.;
Chemotherapy has been initiated or
completed.; "There is not a change in cardiac
signs or symptoms (shortness of breath, etc.).";
The patient will be undergoing more
chemotherapy.; The last MUGA scan was
performed more than 3 months ago.;

15

78472 CARDIAC OR
HEART BLOOD POOL
IMAGING

This is a request for a MUGA scan.; This study is
being ordered for Chemotherapy.;
Chemotherapy has been initiated or
completed.; "There is not a change in cardiac
signs or symptoms (shortness of breath, etc.).";
The patient will be undergoing more
chemotherapy.; The last MUGA scan was
performed more than 3 months ago.; Patient
has completed high dose chemotherapy, she
will have more chemo right before the stem cell
transplant.

1

78472 CARDIAC OR
HEART BLOOD POOL
IMAGING

This is a request for a MUGA scan.; This study is
being ordered for Chemotherapy.;
Chemotherapy has been initiated or
completed.; "There is not a change in cardiac
signs or symptoms (shortness of breath, etc.).";
The patient will be undergoing more
chemotherapy.; The last MUGA scan was
performed more than 3 months ago.; unknown

4

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78472 CARDIAC OR
HEART BLOOD POOL
IMAGING

This is a request for a MUGA scan.; This study is
being ordered for Chemotherapy.;
Chemotherapy has been initiated or
completed.; "There is not a change in cardiac
signs or symptoms (shortness of breath, etc.).";
The patient will be undergoing more
chemotherapy.; The patient has not had a
previous MUGA scan.;

6

78472 CARDIAC OR
HEART BLOOD POOL
IMAGING

This is a request for a MUGA scan.; This study is
being ordered for Chemotherapy.;
Chemotherapy has been initiated or
completed.; "There is not a change in cardiac
signs or symptoms (shortness of breath, etc.).";
The patient will be undergoing more
chemotherapy.; The patient has not had a
previous MUGA scan.; &lt; Enter answer here or Type In Unknown If No Info Given. &gt;

2

78472 CARDIAC OR
HEART BLOOD POOL
IMAGING

This is a request for a MUGA scan.; This study is
being ordered for Chemotherapy.;
Chemotherapy has been initiated or
completed.; "There is not a change in cardiac
signs or symptoms (shortness of breath, etc.).";
The patient will be undergoing more
chemotherapy.; The patient has not had a
previous MUGA scan.; Patient will be starting
high dose chemotherapy, prior to receiving a
Stem Cell Transplant.

1

78472 CARDIAC OR
HEART BLOOD POOL
IMAGING

This is a request for a MUGA scan.; This study is
being ordered for Chemotherapy.;
Chemotherapy has been initiated or
completed.; "There is not a change in cardiac
signs or symptoms (shortness of breath, etc.).";
The patient will not be undergoing more
chemotherapy.; The last MUGA scan was
performed more than 3 months ago.; Restaging,
Patient relapsed after day 100 of Stem Cell
Transplant and had to have more
chemotherapy.

1

78472 CARDIAC OR
HEART BLOOD POOL
IMAGING

This is a request for a MUGA scan.; This study is
being ordered for Chemotherapy.;
Chemotherapy has been initiated or
completed.; The last MUGA scan was performed
within the last 3 months.;

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78472 CARDIAC OR
HEART BLOOD POOL
IMAGING

This is a request for a MUGA scan.; This study is
being ordered for Chemotherapy.;
Chemotherapy has been initiated or
completed.; The last MUGA scan was performed
within the last 3 months.; unknown

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78472 CARDIAC OR
HEART BLOOD POOL
IMAGING

This is a request for a MUGA scan.; This study is
being ordered for Chemotherapy.;
Chemotherapy has not been initiated or
completed.; Chemotherapy is planned.;

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78472 CARDIAC OR
HEART BLOOD POOL
IMAGING

This is a request for a MUGA scan.; This study is
being ordered for Chemotherapy.;
Chemotherapy has not been initiated or
completed.; Chemotherapy is planned.; &lt;
Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If No
Info Given. &gt;

2

78472 CARDIAC OR
HEART BLOOD POOL
IMAGING

This is a request for a MUGA scan.; This study is
being ordered for Chemotherapy.;
Chemotherapy has not been initiated or
completed.; Chemotherapy is planned.; breast
cancer; using Taxotere and Taxol Carbotlatin;
first chemo starts 5/30/17; has palpable breast
mass 7 x 6 cm in size;

1

78472 CARDIAC OR
HEART BLOOD POOL
IMAGING

This is a request for a MUGA scan.; This study is
being ordered for Chemotherapy.;
Chemotherapy has not been initiated or
completed.; Chemotherapy is planned.;
chemotherapy planning

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78472 CARDIAC OR
HEART BLOOD POOL
IMAGING

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78472 CARDIAC OR
HEART BLOOD POOL
IMAGING

This is a request for a MUGA scan.; This study is
being ordered for Chemotherapy.;
Chemotherapy has not been initiated or
completed.; Chemotherapy is planned.; to start
Doxil once pneumonia has been resolved.
This is a request for a MUGA scan.; This study is
being ordered for Chemotherapy.;
Chemotherapy has not been initiated or
completed.; Chemotherapy is planned.;
unknown

1

2

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78472 CARDIAC OR
HEART BLOOD POOL
IMAGING

This is a request for a MUGA scan.; This study is
NOT being ordered for Chemotherapy, Known
Cardiomyopathy/ Myocarditis, Suspected
Cardiomyopathy/ Myocarditis, or Congestive
Heart Failure.; Pt is being screened for a clinical
trial and this study is part of the screening
process.

1

78472 CARDIAC OR
HEART BLOOD POOL
IMAGING

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Initial Staging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

2

78472 CARDIAC OR
HEART BLOOD POOL
IMAGING

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

2

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78472 CARDIAC OR
HEART BLOOD POOL
IMAGING

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have not been performed on
the member in the past 3 months.

1

78813 PET IMAGING
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
A nodule of less than 4 centimeters has not
been identified on recent imaging; This study is
being ordered to evaluate a solitary pulmonary
nodule.; This study is being requested for Lung
Cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

78813 PET IMAGING
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
It is unknown why the study is being ordered.;
This study is being requested for Breast Cancer.;
This is NOT a Medicare member.
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Hematologist/Onco
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Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78813 PET IMAGING
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being ordered for something other
than Breast CA, Lymphoma, Myeloma, Ovarian
CA, Esophageal CA, Lung CA, Colorectal CA,
Head/Neck CA, Melanoma, Soft Tissue Sarcoma,
Pancreatic CA or Testicular CA.; This study is
being requested for an other solid tumor.; 1 PET
Scans has already been performed on this
patient for this cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare
member.

1

78813 PET IMAGING
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being ordered for something other
than Breast CA, Lymphoma, Myeloma, Ovarian
CA, Esophageal CA, Lung CA, Colorectal CA,
Head/Neck CA, Melanoma, Soft Tissue Sarcoma,
Pancreatic CA or Testicular CA.; This study is
being requested for Thyroid Cancer.; 2 PET
Scans have already been performed on this
patient for this cancer.

1

78813 PET IMAGING
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being requested for Breast Cancer.;
This is NOT for an evaluation of axillary lymph
nodes.; This would be the first PET Scan
performed on this patient for this cancer.; This
is NOT a Medicare member.
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Hematologist/Onco
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78813 PET IMAGING
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being requested for Colo-rectal
Cancer.; This would be the first PET Scan
performed on this patient for this cancer.; This
is NOT a Medicare member.

1

78813 PET IMAGING
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being requested for Lung Cancer.;
This would be the first PET Scan performed on
this patient for this cancer.

2

78813 PET IMAGING
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being requested for Lung Cancer.;
This would be the first PET Scan performed on
this patient for this cancer.; This is NOT a
Medicare member.

1

78813 PET IMAGING
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being requested for Lymphoma or
Myeloma.; This would be the first PET Scan
performed on this patient for this cancer.; This
is NOT a Medicare member.

2
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Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78813 PET IMAGING
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being requested for Ovarian or
Esophageal Cancer.; This would be the first PET
Scan performed on this patient for this cancer.;
This is NOT a Medicare member.

3

78813 PET IMAGING
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for something other
than Breast CA, Lymphoma, Myeloma, Ovarian
CA, Esophageal CA, Lung CA, Colorectal CA,
Head/Neck CA, Melanoma, Soft Tissue Sarcoma,
Pancreatic CA or Testicular CA.; This study is not
being ordered for Cervical CA, Brain
Cancer/Tumor or Mass, Thyroid CA or other
solid tumor.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

78813 PET IMAGING
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Breast Cancer.; The patient completed a course
of treatment initiated within the last 8 weeks.; 1
PET Scans has already been performed on this
patient for this cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare
member.
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78813 PET IMAGING
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Breast Cancer.; The patient completed a course
of treatment initiated within the last 8 weeks.; 2
PET Scans have already been performed on this
patient for this cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare
member.

1

78813 PET IMAGING
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Breast Cancer.; The patient completed a course
of treatment initiated within the last 8 weeks.;
This would be the first PET Scan performed on
this patient for this cancer.; This is NOT a
Medicare member.

1

78813 PET IMAGING
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Breast Cancer.; The patient is experiencing new
signs or symptoms indicating a reoccurrence of
cancer.; 1 PET Scans has already been
performed on this patient for this cancer.; This
is NOT a Medicare member.
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Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78813 PET IMAGING
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Breast Cancer.; The patient is experiencing new
signs or symptoms indicating a reoccurrence of
cancer.; 3 PET Scans have already been
performed on this patient for this cancer.

1

78813 PET IMAGING
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Breast Cancer.; The study is NOT being ordered
after completing a course of treatment initiated
in the last 8 weeks or because they are
experiencing new singns or symptoms.

1

78813 PET IMAGING
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Breast Cancer.; The study is NOT being ordered
after completing a course of treatment initiated
in the last 8 weeks or because they are
experiencing new singns or symptoms.; This is
NOT a Medicare member.
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78813 PET IMAGING
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Colo-rectal Cancer.; The patient completed a
course of treatment initiated within the last 8
weeks.; More than 4 PET Scans have already
been performed on this patient for this cancer.

1

78813 PET IMAGING
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Colo-rectal Cancer.; The patient completed a
course of treatment initiated within the last 8
weeks.; This would be the first PET Scan
performed on this patient for this cancer.;

1

78813 PET IMAGING
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Colo-rectal Cancer.; The patient is experiencing
new signs, symptoms indicating a reoccurrence
of cancer or a rising CEA.; 1 PET Scans has
already been performed on this patient for this
cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.
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Hematologist/Onco
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Approval

78813 PET IMAGING
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Colo-rectal Cancer.; The patient is experiencing
new signs, symptoms indicating a reoccurrence
of cancer or a rising CEA.; 2 PET Scans have
already been performed on this patient for this
cancer.

1

78813 PET IMAGING
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Colo-rectal Cancer.; The patient is experiencing
new signs, symptoms indicating a reoccurrence
of cancer or a rising CEA.; 3 PET Scans have
already been performed on this patient for this
cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

78813 PET IMAGING
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Colo-rectal Cancer.; The study is NOT being
ordered after completing a course of treatment
initiated in the last 8 weeks or because they are
experiencing new signs, symptoms or a rising
CEA.
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Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78813 PET IMAGING
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Head/Neck Cancer.; The study is NOT being
ordered after completing a course of treatment
initiated in the last 8 weeks or because they are
experiencing new singns or symptoms.; The
patient does NOT have Thyroid or Brain cancer.;

1

78813 PET IMAGING
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Lung Cancer.; The patient has been diagnosed
with NON small lung cancer.; The patient
completed a course of treatment initiated
within the last 8 weeks.; 1 PET Scans has already
been performed on this patient for this cancer.

1

78813 PET IMAGING
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Lung Cancer.; The patient has been diagnosed
with NON small lung cancer.; The patient
completed a course of treatment initiated
within the last 8 weeks.; 3 PET Scans have
already been performed on this patient for this
cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.
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Hematologist/Onco
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78813 PET IMAGING
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Lung Cancer.; The patient has been diagnosed
with NON small lung cancer.; The patient is
experiencing new signs or symptoms indicating
a reoccurrence of cancer.; 1 PET Scans has
already been performed on this patient for this
cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

78813 PET IMAGING
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Lung Cancer.; The patient has been diagnosed
with NON small lung cancer.; The patient is
experiencing new signs or symptoms indicating
a reoccurrence of cancer.; 2 PET Scans have
already been performed on this patient for this
cancer.;

1

78813 PET IMAGING
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Lung Cancer.; The patient has been diagnosed
with NON small lung cancer.; The patient is
experiencing new signs or symptoms indicating
a reoccurrence of cancer.; 3 PET Scans have
already been performed on this patient for this
cancer.
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Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78813 PET IMAGING
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Lung Cancer.; The patient has been diagnosed
with NON small lung cancer.; The patient is
experiencing new signs or symptoms indicating
a reoccurrence of cancer.; This would be the
first PET Scan performed on this patient for this
cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

78813 PET IMAGING
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Lung Cancer.; The patient has been diagnosed
with NON small lung cancer.; The study is NOT
being ordered after completing a course of
treatment initiated in the last 8 weeks or
because they are experiencing new singns or
symptoms.; This is NOT a Medicare member.
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78813 PET IMAGING
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Lymphoma or Myeloma.; The patient
completed a course of treatment initiated
within the last 8 weeks.; 1 PET Scans has already
been performed on this patient for this cancer.;
This is NOT a Medicare member.
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Hematologist/Onco
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Approval

Hematologist/Onco
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Approval

78813 PET IMAGING
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Lymphoma or Myeloma.; The patient
completed a course of treatment initiated
within the last 8 weeks.; 2 PET Scans have
already been performed on this patient for this
cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

3

78813 PET IMAGING
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Lymphoma or Myeloma.; The patient
completed a course of treatment initiated
within the last 8 weeks.; This would be the first
PET Scan performed on this patient for this
cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

78813 PET IMAGING
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Lymphoma or Myeloma.; The patient is
experiencing new signs or symptoms indicating
a reoccurrence of cancer.; 3 PET Scans have
already been performed on this patient for this
cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

78813 PET IMAGING
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Melanoma.; The study is NOT being ordered
after completing a course of treatment initiated
in the last 8 weeks or because they are
experiencing new singns or symptoms.; This is
NOT a Medicare member.
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Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78813 PET IMAGING
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Ovarian or Esophageal Cancer.; The patient
completed a course of treatment initiated
within the last 8 weeks.; More than 4 PET Scans
have already been performed on this patient for
this cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.
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Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

2
&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
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logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Initial Staging of Cancer;
Imaging studies have been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 3 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

2

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have been performed on the member in
the past 3 months.

2

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have been performed on the member in
the past 3 months.
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logist
Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 4 exams are being ordered.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

4/19/17 CT Head: NED. PET: Greater degree of
soft tissue fullness in RUQ revealing mild
uptake, otherwise stable. &#x0D; &#x0D;
6/8/17 Neck Skin Biopsy with PCP: Positive for
RCC.&#x0D; &#x0D; 6/23/17 Follow up. He
complains of fatigue that has worsened recently
but has been; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
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Approval
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Approval
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Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

Assess disease status for follicular lymphoma.
Solitary pulmonary nodule showing from last
scan.; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

Assess for disease response to treatment,
breast cancer, at end of treatment; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 3 exams are being ordered.; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.;
Restaging of Cancer; Imaging studies have been
performed on the member in the past 3
months.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

CANCER STAGING; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Initial Staging of Cancer;
Imaging studies have been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.
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Approval

Hematologist/Onco
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Approval

Hematologist/Onco
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78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

checking on cancer; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 4 exams are
being ordered.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

INITIAL STAGING PRIOR TO TREATMENT FOR
BREAST CANCER; This study is being ordered for
a metastatic disease.; There are 3 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

Newly diagnosed hepatocellular carcinoma.
Initial staging for cancer.; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 2
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

Patient is on surveillance so they doctor is
ordering scans to make sure there is no ill issues
and checking on the left neck lesion with the Pet
scan.; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
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Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

Patient just started an new regimen on 2/22/17
and has 4 cycles of Opdivo out of the 20 cycles
to be given. The doctor wants to see the
response of the diseases to this regimen.; This
study is being ordered for a metastatic disease.;
There are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.
Pt had ct of chest, abdomen and pelvis 2016.
Now pt has liver mass. follow-up for cancer.;
This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

RESPONSE TO TREATMENT; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 2
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
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Approval
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Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

RESTAGING BREAST CANCER; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 3
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.;
Restaging of Cancer; Imaging studies have been
performed on the member in the past 3
months.
RESTAGING CANCER &#x0D; ONGOING
TREATMENT; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 4 exams are
being ordered.
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78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

RESTAGING CANCER; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 4
exams are being ordered.
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logist
Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

Restaging for cancer; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 3
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
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78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

RESTAGING SCANS; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 4 exams are
being ordered.
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78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

RESTAGING; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 3 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Restaging of Cancer;
Imaging studies have been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.
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Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

STAGING CANCER; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 4 exams are
being ordered.
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78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

STAGING OF MASS; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Initial Staging of Cancer;
Imaging studies have been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
A nodule of less than 4 centimeters has been
identified on recent imaging; This study is being
ordered to evaluate a solitary pulmonary
nodule.; The solitary pulmonary nodule was
identified on an imaging study in the last 30
days.; This study is being requested for Lung
Cancer.; This would be the first PET Scan
performed on this patient for this cancer.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
A nodule of less than 4 centimeters has been
identified on recent imaging; This study is being
ordered to evaluate a solitary pulmonary
nodule.; The solitary pulmonary nodule was
identified on an imaging study in the last 30
days.; This study is being requested for Lung
Cancer.; This would be the first PET Scan
performed on this patient for this cancer.; This
is NOT a Medicare member.

5

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
It is unknown why the study is being ordered.;
This study is being ordered for something other
than Breast CA, Lymphoma, Myeloma, Ovarian
CA, Esophageal CA, Lung CA, Colorectal CA,
Head/Neck CA, Melanoma, Soft Tissue Sarcoma,
Pancreatic CA or Testicular CA.; This study is
being requested for Brain Cancer/Tumor or
Mass.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
It is unknown why the study is being ordered.;
This study is being ordered for something other
than Breast CA, Lymphoma, Myeloma, Ovarian
CA, Esophageal CA, Lung CA, Colorectal CA,
Head/Neck CA, Melanoma, Soft Tissue Sarcoma,
Pancreatic CA or Testicular CA.; This study is
being requested for Cervical Cancer.; This is NOT
a Medicare member.
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
It is unknown why the study is being ordered.;
This study is being requested for Breast Cancer.;
This is NOT a Medicare member.
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
It is unknown why the study is being ordered.;
This study is being requested for Colo-rectal
Cancer.

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
It is unknown why the study is being ordered.;
This study is being requested for Colo-rectal
Cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
It is unknown why the study is being ordered.;
This study is being requested for Lymphoma or
Myeloma.;

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
It is unknown why the study is being ordered.;
This study is being requested for Lymphoma or
Myeloma.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

1

1

1

1

1

3

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
It is unknown why the study is being ordered.;
This study is being requested for Soft Tissue
Sarcoma, Pancreatic or Testicular Cancer.; This
is NOT a Medicare member.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
The suspicion of cancer is based on a biopsy.;
This study is being ordered to establish a cancer
diagnosis.; This study is being requested for
Lymphoma or Myeloma.; This would be the first
PET Scan performed on this patient for this
cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
The suspicion of cancer is based on a more than
1 of the following; diagnostic test, imaging
sstudy, or biopsy.; This study is being ordered to
establish a cancer diagnosis.; This study is being
ordered for something other than Breast CA,
Lymphoma, Myeloma, Ovarian CA, Esophageal
CA, Lung CA, Colorectal CA, Head/Neck CA,
Melanoma, Soft Tissue Sarcoma, Pancreatic CA
or Testicular CA.; This study is being requested
for an other solid tumor.; 1 PET Scans has
already been performed on this patient for this
cancer.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
The suspicion of cancer is based on a more than
1 of the following; diagnostic test, imaging
sstudy, or biopsy.; This study is being ordered to
establish a cancer diagnosis.; This study is being
ordered for something other than Breast CA,
Lymphoma, Myeloma, Ovarian CA, Esophageal
CA, Lung CA, Colorectal CA, Head/Neck CA,
Melanoma, Soft Tissue Sarcoma, Pancreatic CA
or Testicular CA.; This study is being requested
for an other solid tumor.; This would be the first
PET Scan performed on this patient for this
cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

2

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
The suspicion of cancer is based on a more than
1 of the following; diagnostic test, imaging
sstudy, or biopsy.; This study is being ordered to
establish a cancer diagnosis.; This study is being
requested for Lymphoma or Myeloma.; This
would be the first PET Scan performed on this
patient for this cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare
member.

2

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
The suspicion of cancer is based on an imaging
study.; This study is being ordered to establish a
cancer diagnosis.; This study is being ordered
for something other than Breast CA, Lymphoma,
Myeloma, Ovarian CA, Esophageal CA, Lung CA,
Colorectal CA, Head/Neck CA, Melanoma, Soft
Tissue Sarcoma, Pancreatic CA or Testicular CA.;
This study is being requested for an other solid
tumor.; This would be the first PET Scan
performed on this patient for this cancer.; This
is NOT a Medicare member.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
The suspicion of cancer is based on an imaging
study.; This study is being ordered to establish a
cancer diagnosis.; This study is being requested
for Lymphoma or Myeloma.; This would be the
first PET Scan performed on this patient for this
cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being ordered for
subsequent treatment.; This study is being
requested for Colo-rectal Cancer.; This study is
being requested for Colo-rectal Cancer.; The
patient is experiencing new signs, symptoms
indicating a reoccurrence of cancer or a rising
CEA.; The patient is experiencing new signs,
symptoms indicating a reoccurrence of cancer
or a rising CEA.; This would be the first PET Scan
performed on this patient for this cancer.; 1 PET
Scans has already been performed on this
patient for this cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare
member.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being ordered for something other
than Breast CA, Lymphoma, Myeloma, Ovarian
CA, Esophageal CA, Lung CA, Colorectal CA,
Head/Neck CA, Melanoma, Soft Tissue Sarcoma,
Pancreatic CA or Testicular CA.; This study is
being requested for an other solid tumor.; 3 PET
Scans have already been performed on this
patient for this cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare
member.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being ordered for something other
than Breast CA, Lymphoma, Myeloma, Ovarian
CA, Esophageal CA, Lung CA, Colorectal CA,
Head/Neck CA, Melanoma, Soft Tissue Sarcoma,
Pancreatic CA or Testicular CA.; This study is
being requested for an other solid tumor.; This
would be the first PET Scan performed on this
patient for this cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare
member.

3

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being ordered for something other
than Breast CA, Lymphoma, Myeloma, Ovarian
CA, Esophageal CA, Lung CA, Colorectal CA,
Head/Neck CA, Melanoma, Soft Tissue Sarcoma,
Pancreatic CA or Testicular CA.; This study is
being requested for Brain Cancer/Tumor or
Mass.; It is unknown if this is being ordered to
distinguish tumor(s) from treatment related
tissue necrosis.; This is NOT a Medicare
member.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being ordered for something other
than Breast CA, Lymphoma, Myeloma, Ovarian
CA, Esophageal CA, Lung CA, Colorectal CA,
Head/Neck CA, Melanoma, Soft Tissue Sarcoma,
Pancreatic CA or Testicular CA.; This study is
being requested for Brain Cancer/Tumor or
Mass.; This is NOT being ordered to distinguish
tumor(s) from treatment related tissue
necrosis.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being ordered for something other
than Breast CA, Lymphoma, Myeloma, Ovarian
CA, Esophageal CA, Lung CA, Colorectal CA,
Head/Neck CA, Melanoma, Soft Tissue Sarcoma,
Pancreatic CA or Testicular CA.; This study is
being requested for Cervical Cancer.; This is NOT
a Medicare member.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being requested for Breast Cancer.;
It is unknown if this is for an evaluation of
axillary lymph nodes.; This is NOT a Medicare
member.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being requested for Breast Cancer.;
This is for evaluation of axillary lymph nodes.;
This is NOT a Medicare member.

6

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being requested for Breast Cancer.;
This is NOT for an evaluation of axillary lymph
nodes.; 1 PET Scans has already been performed
on this patient for this cancer.; This is NOT a
Medicare member.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being requested for Breast Cancer.;
This is NOT for an evaluation of axillary lymph
nodes.; This would be the first PET Scan
performed on this patient for this cancer.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being requested for Breast Cancer.;
This is NOT for an evaluation of axillary lymph
nodes.; This would be the first PET Scan
performed on this patient for this cancer.;

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being requested for Breast Cancer.;
This is NOT for an evaluation of axillary lymph
nodes.; This would be the first PET Scan
performed on this patient for this cancer.; This
is NOT a Medicare member.

4

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being requested for Colo-rectal
Cancer.; 1 PET Scans has already been
performed on this patient for this cancer.; This
is NOT a Medicare member.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being requested for Colo-rectal
Cancer.; 2 PET Scans have already been
performed on this patient for this cancer.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being requested for Colo-rectal
Cancer.; 3 PET Scans have already been
performed on this patient for this cancer.; This
is NOT a Medicare member.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being requested for Colo-rectal
Cancer.; This would be the first PET Scan
performed on this patient for this cancer.

3

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being requested for Colo-rectal
Cancer.; This would be the first PET Scan
performed on this patient for this cancer.;

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being requested for Colo-rectal
Cancer.; This would be the first PET Scan
performed on this patient for this cancer.; This
is NOT a Medicare member.

11

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being requested for Head/Neck
Cancer.; The patient does NOT have Thyroid or
Brain cancer.; 1 PET Scans has already been
performed on this patient for this cancer.; This
is NOT a Medicare member.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being requested for Head/Neck
Cancer.; The patient does NOT have Thyroid or
Brain cancer.; This would be the first PET Scan
performed on this patient for this cancer.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being requested for Head/Neck
Cancer.; The patient does NOT have Thyroid or
Brain cancer.; This would be the first PET Scan
performed on this patient for this cancer.; This
is NOT a Medicare member.

6

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being requested for Head/Neck
Cancer.; This is NOT being ordered to distinguish
tumor(s) from treatment related tissue
necrosis.; The patient has Brain cancer.; This is
NOT a Medicare member.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being requested for Lung Cancer.; 3
PET Scans have already been performed on this
patient for this cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare
member.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being requested for Lung Cancer.;
This would be the first PET Scan performed on
this patient for this cancer.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being requested for Lung Cancer.;
This would be the first PET Scan performed on
this patient for this cancer.; This is NOT a
Medicare member.

13

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being requested for Lymphoma or
Myeloma.; 1 PET Scans has already been
performed on this patient for this cancer.; This
is NOT a Medicare member.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being requested for Lymphoma or
Myeloma.; This would be the first PET Scan
performed on this patient for this cancer.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being requested for Lymphoma or
Myeloma.; This would be the first PET Scan
performed on this patient for this cancer.; This
is NOT a Medicare member.

8

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being requested for Melanoma.;
This is for evaluation of regional lymph nodes.;
This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being requested for Melanoma.;
This is NOT for evaluation of regional lymph
nodes.; 2 PET Scans have already been
performed on this patient for this cancer.; This
is NOT a Medicare member.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being requested for Ovarian or
Esophageal Cancer.; 1 PET Scans has already
been performed on this patient for this cancer.;
This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being requested for Ovarian or
Esophageal Cancer.; This would be the first PET
Scan performed on this patient for this cancer.

2

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being requested for Ovarian or
Esophageal Cancer.; This would be the first PET
Scan performed on this patient for this cancer.;
This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being requested for Soft Tissue
Sarcoma, Pancreatic or Testicular Cancer.; This
would be the first PET Scan performed on this
patient for this cancer.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for something other
than Breast CA, Lymphoma, Myeloma, Ovarian
CA, Esophageal CA, Lung CA, Colorectal CA,
Head/Neck CA, Melanoma, Soft Tissue Sarcoma,
Pancreatic CA or Testicular CA.; This study is not
being ordered for Cervical CA, Brain
Cancer/Tumor or Mass, Thyroid CA or other
solid tumor.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for something other
than Breast CA, Lymphoma, Myeloma, Ovarian
CA, Esophageal CA, Lung CA, Colorectal CA,
Head/Neck CA, Melanoma, Soft Tissue Sarcoma,
Pancreatic CA or Testicular CA.; This study is not
being ordered for Cervical CA, Brain
Cancer/Tumor or Mass, Thyroid CA or other
solid tumor.;

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for something other
than Breast CA, Lymphoma, Myeloma, Ovarian
CA, Esophageal CA, Lung CA, Colorectal CA,
Head/Neck CA, Melanoma, Soft Tissue Sarcoma,
Pancreatic CA or Testicular CA.; This study is not
being ordered for Cervical CA, Brain
Cancer/Tumor or Mass, Thyroid CA or other
solid tumor.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

9

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being ordered for
something other than Breast CA, Lymphoma,
Myeloma, Ovarian CA, Esophageal CA, Lung CA,
Colorectal CA, Head/Neck CA, Melanoma, Soft
Tissue Sarcoma, Pancreatic CA or Testicular CA.;
This study is being requested for an other solid
tumor.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

13

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Breast Cancer.; The patient completed a course
of treatment initiated within the last 8 weeks.; 1
PET Scans has already been performed on this
patient for this cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare
member.

4

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Breast Cancer.; The patient completed a course
of treatment initiated within the last 8 weeks.; 2
PET Scans have already been performed on this
patient for this cancer.

2

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Breast Cancer.; The patient completed a course
of treatment initiated within the last 8 weeks.; 2
PET Scans have already been performed on this
patient for this cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare
member.

11

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Breast Cancer.; The patient completed a course
of treatment initiated within the last 8 weeks.; 3
PET Scans have already been performed on this
patient for this cancer.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Breast Cancer.; The patient completed a course
of treatment initiated within the last 8 weeks.; 3
PET Scans have already been performed on this
patient for this cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare
member.

2

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Breast Cancer.; The patient completed a course
of treatment initiated within the last 8 weeks.;
More than 4 PET Scans have already been
performed on this patient for this cancer.; This
is NOT a Medicare member.

2

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Breast Cancer.; The patient completed a course
of treatment initiated within the last 8 weeks.;
This would be the first PET Scan performed on
this patient for this cancer.;

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Breast Cancer.; The patient completed a course
of treatment initiated within the last 8 weeks.;
This would be the first PET Scan performed on
this patient for this cancer.; This is NOT a
Medicare member.

3

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Breast Cancer.; The patient is experiencing new
signs or symptoms indicating a reoccurrence of
cancer.; 1 PET Scans has already been
performed on this patient for this cancer.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Breast Cancer.; The patient is experiencing new
signs or symptoms indicating a reoccurrence of
cancer.; 1 PET Scans has already been
performed on this patient for this cancer.;

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Breast Cancer.; The patient is experiencing new
signs or symptoms indicating a reoccurrence of
cancer.; 1 PET Scans has already been
performed on this patient for this cancer.; This
is NOT a Medicare member.

2

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Breast Cancer.; The patient is experiencing new
signs or symptoms indicating a reoccurrence of
cancer.; 2 PET Scans have already been
performed on this patient for this cancer.; This
is NOT a Medicare member.

6

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Breast Cancer.; The patient is experiencing new
signs or symptoms indicating a reoccurrence of
cancer.; 4 PET Scans have already been
performed on this patient for this cancer.; This
is NOT a Medicare member.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Breast Cancer.; The patient is experiencing new
signs or symptoms indicating a reoccurrence of
cancer.; It is unknown how many PET Scans
have already been performed on this patient for
this cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Breast Cancer.; The patient is experiencing new
signs or symptoms indicating a reoccurrence of
cancer.; More than 4 PET Scans have already
been performed on this patient for this cancer.;
This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Breast Cancer.; The patient is experiencing new
signs or symptoms indicating a reoccurrence of
cancer.; This would be the first PET Scan
performed on this patient for this cancer.; This
is NOT a Medicare member.

4

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Breast Cancer.; The study is NOT being ordered
after completing a course of treatment initiated
in the last 8 weeks or because they are
experiencing new singns or symptoms.

2

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Breast Cancer.; The study is NOT being ordered
after completing a course of treatment initiated
in the last 8 weeks or because they are
experiencing new singns or symptoms.; This is
NOT a Medicare member.
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78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Colo-rectal Cancer.; It is unknown if the patient
completed a course of treatment initiated in the
last 8 weeks or are experiencing new signs,
symptoms or a rising CEA.

2

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Colo-rectal Cancer.; It is unknown if the patient
completed a course of treatment initiated in the
last 8 weeks or are experiencing new signs,
symptoms or a rising CEA.; This is NOT a
Medicare member.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Colo-rectal Cancer.; The patient completed a
course of treatment initiated within the last 8
weeks.; 1 PET Scans has already been
performed on this patient for this cancer.; This
is NOT a Medicare member.

4

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Colo-rectal Cancer.; The patient completed a
course of treatment initiated within the last 8
weeks.; 2 PET Scans have already been
performed on this patient for this cancer.;

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Colo-rectal Cancer.; The patient completed a
course of treatment initiated within the last 8
weeks.; 2 PET Scans have already been
performed on this patient for this cancer.; This
is NOT a Medicare member.

8

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Colo-rectal Cancer.; The patient completed a
course of treatment initiated within the last 8
weeks.; 3 PET Scans have already been
performed on this patient for this cancer.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Colo-rectal Cancer.; The patient completed a
course of treatment initiated within the last 8
weeks.; 3 PET Scans have already been
performed on this patient for this cancer.; This
is NOT a Medicare member.

2

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Colo-rectal Cancer.; The patient completed a
course of treatment initiated within the last 8
weeks.; 4 PET Scans have already been
performed on this patient for this cancer.; This
is NOT a Medicare member.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Colo-rectal Cancer.; The patient completed a
course of treatment initiated within the last 8
weeks.; More than 4 PET Scans have already
been performed on this patient for this cancer.;
This is NOT a Medicare member.

2

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Colo-rectal Cancer.; The patient completed a
course of treatment initiated within the last 8
weeks.; This would be the first PET Scan
performed on this patient for this cancer.; This
is NOT a Medicare member.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Colo-rectal Cancer.; The patient is experiencing
new signs, symptoms indicating a reoccurrence
of cancer or a rising CEA.; 1 PET Scans has
already been performed on this patient for this
cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

4

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Colo-rectal Cancer.; The patient is experiencing
new signs, symptoms indicating a reoccurrence
of cancer or a rising CEA.; 2 PET Scans have
already been performed on this patient for this
cancer.

2

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Colo-rectal Cancer.; The patient is experiencing
new signs, symptoms indicating a reoccurrence
of cancer or a rising CEA.; 2 PET Scans have
already been performed on this patient for this
cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

2

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Colo-rectal Cancer.; The patient is experiencing
new signs, symptoms indicating a reoccurrence
of cancer or a rising CEA.; 3 PET Scans have
already been performed on this patient for this
cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Colo-rectal Cancer.; The patient is experiencing
new signs, symptoms indicating a reoccurrence
of cancer or a rising CEA.; 4 PET Scans have
already been performed on this patient for this
cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

2

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Colo-rectal Cancer.; The patient is experiencing
new signs, symptoms indicating a reoccurrence
of cancer or a rising CEA.; More than 4 PET
Scans have already been performed on this
patient for this cancer.;

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Colo-rectal Cancer.; The patient is experiencing
new signs, symptoms indicating a reoccurrence
of cancer or a rising CEA.; More than 4 PET
Scans have already been performed on this
patient for this cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare
member.

2

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Colo-rectal Cancer.; The patient is experiencing
new signs, symptoms indicating a reoccurrence
of cancer or a rising CEA.; This would be the first
PET Scan performed on this patient for this
cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Colo-rectal Cancer.; The study is NOT being
ordered after completing a course of treatment
initiated in the last 8 weeks or because they are
experiencing new signs, symptoms or a rising
CEA.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

3

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Head/Neck Cancer.; It is unknown if the patient
completed a course of treatment initiated in the
last 8 weeks or are experiencing new signs or
symptoms.; The patient does NOT have Thyroid
or Brain cancer.;

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Head/Neck Cancer.; The patient completed a
course of treatment initiated within the last 8
weeks.; The patient does NOT have Thyroid or
Brain cancer.; 1 PET Scans has already been
performed on this patient for this cancer.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Head/Neck Cancer.; The patient completed a
course of treatment initiated within the last 8
weeks.; The patient does NOT have Thyroid or
Brain cancer.; 2 PET Scans have already been
performed on this patient for this cancer.; This
is NOT a Medicare member.

4

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Head/Neck Cancer.; The patient completed a
course of treatment initiated within the last 8
weeks.; The patient does NOT have Thyroid or
Brain cancer.; 3 PET Scans have already been
performed on this patient for this cancer.; This
is NOT a Medicare member.

2

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Head/Neck Cancer.; The patient completed a
course of treatment initiated within the last 8
weeks.; The patient does NOT have Thyroid or
Brain cancer.; This would be the first PET Scan
performed on this patient for this cancer.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Head/Neck Cancer.; The patient is experiencing
new signs or symptoms indicating a
reoccurrence of cancer.; The patient does NOT
have Thyroid or Brain cancer.; This would be the
first PET Scan performed on this patient for this
cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Lung Cancer.; It is unknown if the patient has
been diagnosed with small cell or non small cell
lung cancer.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Lung Cancer.; It is unknown if the patient has
been diagnosed with small cell or non small cell
lung cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.
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Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Lung Cancer.; The patient has been diagnosed
with NON small lung cancer.; It is unknown if
the patient completed a course of treatment
initiated in the last 8 weeks or are experiencing
new signs or symptoms.; This is NOT a Medicare
member.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Lung Cancer.; The patient has been diagnosed
with NON small lung cancer.; The patient
completed a course of treatment initiated
within the last 8 weeks.; 1 PET Scans has already
been performed on this patient for this cancer.;
This is NOT a Medicare member.

2

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Lung Cancer.; The patient has been diagnosed
with NON small lung cancer.; The patient
completed a course of treatment initiated
within the last 8 weeks.; 2 PET Scans have
already been performed on this patient for this
cancer.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Lung Cancer.; The patient has been diagnosed
with NON small lung cancer.; The patient
completed a course of treatment initiated
within the last 8 weeks.; 2 PET Scans have
already been performed on this patient for this
cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Lung Cancer.; The patient has been diagnosed
with NON small lung cancer.; The patient
completed a course of treatment initiated
within the last 8 weeks.; 3 PET Scans have
already been performed on this patient for this
cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

2

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Lung Cancer.; The patient has been diagnosed
with NON small lung cancer.; The patient
completed a course of treatment initiated
within the last 8 weeks.; 4 PET Scans have
already been performed on this patient for this
cancer.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Lung Cancer.; The patient has been diagnosed
with NON small lung cancer.; The patient
completed a course of treatment initiated
within the last 8 weeks.; 4 PET Scans have
already been performed on this patient for this
cancer.;

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Lung Cancer.; The patient has been diagnosed
with NON small lung cancer.; The patient is
experiencing new signs or symptoms indicating
a reoccurrence of cancer.; 1 PET Scans has
already been performed on this patient for this
cancer.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Lung Cancer.; The patient has been diagnosed
with NON small lung cancer.; The patient is
experiencing new signs or symptoms indicating
a reoccurrence of cancer.; 1 PET Scans has
already been performed on this patient for this
cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Lung Cancer.; The patient has been diagnosed
with NON small lung cancer.; The patient is
experiencing new signs or symptoms indicating
a reoccurrence of cancer.; 2 PET Scans have
already been performed on this patient for this
cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Lung Cancer.; The patient has been diagnosed
with NON small lung cancer.; The patient is
experiencing new signs or symptoms indicating
a reoccurrence of cancer.; 3 PET Scans have
already been performed on this patient for this
cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

2

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Lung Cancer.; The patient has been diagnosed
with NON small lung cancer.; The patient is
experiencing new signs or symptoms indicating
a reoccurrence of cancer.; This would be the
first PET Scan performed on this patient for this
cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.
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Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Lung Cancer.; The patient has been diagnosed
with NON small lung cancer.; The study is NOT
being ordered after completing a course of
treatment initiated in the last 8 weeks or
because they are experiencing new singns or
symptoms.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Lung Cancer.; The patient has been diagnosed
with NON small lung cancer.; The study is NOT
being ordered after completing a course of
treatment initiated in the last 8 weeks or
because they are experiencing new singns or
symptoms.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Lung Cancer.; The patient has been diagnosed
with small cell lung cancer.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Lung Cancer.; The patient has been diagnosed
with small cell lung cancer.;

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Lung Cancer.; The patient has been diagnosed
with small cell lung cancer.; This is NOT a
Medicare member.

3

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Lymphoma or Myeloma.; The patient
completed a course of treatment initiated
within the last 8 weeks.; 1 PET Scans has already
been performed on this patient for this cancer.;
This is NOT a Medicare member.

4

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Lymphoma or Myeloma.; The patient
completed a course of treatment initiated
within the last 8 weeks.; 2 PET Scans have
already been performed on this patient for this
cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

14

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Lymphoma or Myeloma.; The patient
completed a course of treatment initiated
within the last 8 weeks.; 3 PET Scans have
already been performed on this patient for this
cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

2

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Lymphoma or Myeloma.; The patient
completed a course of treatment initiated
within the last 8 weeks.; 4 PET Scans have
already been performed on this patient for this
cancer.;

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Lymphoma or Myeloma.; The patient
completed a course of treatment initiated
within the last 8 weeks.; 4 PET Scans have
already been performed on this patient for this
cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

2

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Lymphoma or Myeloma.; The patient
completed a course of treatment initiated
within the last 8 weeks.; This would be the first
PET Scan performed on this patient for this
cancer.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Lymphoma or Myeloma.; The patient
completed a course of treatment initiated
within the last 8 weeks.; This would be the first
PET Scan performed on this patient for this
cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

2

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Lymphoma or Myeloma.; The patient is
experiencing new signs or symptoms indicating
a reoccurrence of cancer.; 1 PET Scans has
already been performed on this patient for this
cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

2

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Lymphoma or Myeloma.; The patient is
experiencing new signs or symptoms indicating
a reoccurrence of cancer.; 2 PET Scans have
already been performed on this patient for this
cancer.
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Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Lymphoma or Myeloma.; The patient is
experiencing new signs or symptoms indicating
a reoccurrence of cancer.; 2 PET Scans have
already been performed on this patient for this
cancer.;

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Lymphoma or Myeloma.; The patient is
experiencing new signs or symptoms indicating
a reoccurrence of cancer.; 2 PET Scans have
already been performed on this patient for this
cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.
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78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Lymphoma or Myeloma.; The patient is
experiencing new signs or symptoms indicating
a reoccurrence of cancer.; 3 PET Scans have
already been performed on this patient for this
cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Lymphoma or Myeloma.; The patient is
experiencing new signs or symptoms indicating
a reoccurrence of cancer.; 4 PET Scans have
already been performed on this patient for this
cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

2

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Lymphoma or Myeloma.; The patient is
experiencing new signs or symptoms indicating
a reoccurrence of cancer.; More than 4 PET
Scans have already been performed on this
patient for this cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare
member.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Lymphoma or Myeloma.; The patient is
experiencing new signs or symptoms indicating
a reoccurrence of cancer.; This would be the
first PET Scan performed on this patient for this
cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

2

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Lymphoma or Myeloma.; The study is NOT
being ordered after completing a course of
treatment initiated in the last 8 weeks or
because they are experiencing new singns or
symptoms.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Lymphoma or Myeloma.; The study is NOT
being ordered after completing a course of
treatment initiated in the last 8 weeks or
because they are experiencing new singns or
symptoms.;

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Lymphoma or Myeloma.; The study is NOT
being ordered after completing a course of
treatment initiated in the last 8 weeks or
because they are experiencing new singns or
symptoms.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

3

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Melanoma.; The patient completed a course of
treatment initiated within the last 8 weeks.; 1
PET Scans has already been performed on this
patient for this cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare
member.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Melanoma.; The patient completed a course of
treatment initiated within the last 8 weeks.; 2
PET Scans have already been performed on this
patient for this cancer.;

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Melanoma.; The patient completed a course of
treatment initiated within the last 8 weeks.; 2
PET Scans have already been performed on this
patient for this cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare
member.

3

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Melanoma.; The patient completed a course of
treatment initiated within the last 8 weeks.;
More than 4 PET Scans have already been
performed on this patient for this cancer.; This
is NOT a Medicare member.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Melanoma.; The patient is experiencing new
signs or symptoms indicating a reoccurrence of
cancer.; 1 PET Scans has already been
performed on this patient for this cancer.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Melanoma.; The patient is experiencing new
signs or symptoms indicating a reoccurrence of
cancer.; 2 PET Scans have already been
performed on this patient for this cancer.; This
is NOT a Medicare member.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Melanoma.; The patient is experiencing new
signs or symptoms indicating a reoccurrence of
cancer.; 4 PET Scans have already been
performed on this patient for this cancer.;

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Melanoma.; The patient is experiencing new
signs or symptoms indicating a reoccurrence of
cancer.; More than 4 PET Scans have already
been performed on this patient for this cancer.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Melanoma.; The patient is experiencing new
signs or symptoms indicating a reoccurrence of
cancer.; More than 4 PET Scans have already
been performed on this patient for this cancer.;
This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Melanoma.; The patient is experiencing new
signs or symptoms indicating a reoccurrence of
cancer.; This would be the first PET Scan
performed on this patient for this cancer.;

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Melanoma.; The patient is experiencing new
signs or symptoms indicating a reoccurrence of
cancer.; This would be the first PET Scan
performed on this patient for this cancer.; This
is NOT a Medicare member.

2

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Ovarian or Esophageal Cancer.; The patient
completed a course of treatment initiated
within the last 8 weeks.; 2 PET Scans have
already been performed on this patient for this
cancer.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Ovarian or Esophageal Cancer.; The patient
completed a course of treatment initiated
within the last 8 weeks.; 2 PET Scans have
already been performed on this patient for this
cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Ovarian or Esophageal Cancer.; The patient
completed a course of treatment initiated
within the last 8 weeks.; 4 PET Scans have
already been performed on this patient for this
cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Ovarian or Esophageal Cancer.; The patient
completed a course of treatment initiated
within the last 8 weeks.; This would be the first
PET Scan performed on this patient for this
cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

3

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Ovarian or Esophageal Cancer.; The patient is
experiencing new signs or symptoms indicating
a reoccurrence of cancer.; 1 PET Scans has
already been performed on this patient for this
cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Ovarian or Esophageal Cancer.; The patient is
experiencing new signs or symptoms indicating
a reoccurrence of cancer.; 3 PET Scans have
already been performed on this patient for this
cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

2

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Ovarian or Esophageal Cancer.; The study is NOT
being ordered after completing a course of
treatment initiated in the last 8 weeks or
because they are experiencing new singns or
symptoms.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Soft Tissue Sarcoma, Pancreatic or Testicular
Cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered to establish a cancer
diagnosis.; This study is being requested for
Breast Cancer.
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered to establish a cancer
diagnosis.; This study is being requested for
Breast Cancer.;

5

2

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered to establish a cancer
diagnosis.; This study is being requested for
Breast Cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered to establish a cancer
diagnosis.; This study is being requested for
Melanoma.; This is NOT for evaluation of
regional lymph nodes.; This would be the first
PET Scan performed on this patient for this
cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
Unknown if a nodule of less than 4 centimeters
has been identified on recent imaging; This
study is being ordered to evaluate a solitary
pulmonary nodule.; This study is being
requested for Lung Cancer.; This is NOT a
Medicare member.

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have not been performed on
the member in the past 3 months.

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

1

1

1

2

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Initial Staging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

5

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Reoccurrence of cancer; Other
tests such as laboratory or ultrasound or patient
symptoms indicate that the cancer may be
present or reoccurring.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

7

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Initial Staging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

9

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

uknown; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 3 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; unknown; It is
not known if there has been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; unknown

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

will fax clinicals; This study is being ordered for
a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for another reason;
The reason for ordering this study is unknown.

2

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Heart Failure; This is for the initial evaluation of
heart failure.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Approval

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of Left
Ventricular Function.; The patient does not have
a history of a recent heart attack or
hypertensive heart disease.

4

G0297 Low dose CT
scan (LDCT) for lung
cancer screening

; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has not been
established.; Other tests such as laboratory or
ultrasound or patient symptoms do not indicate
that the cancer may be present or reoccurring.

1

G0297 Low dose CT
scan (LDCT) for lung
cancer screening

This request is for a Low Dose CT for Lung
Cancer Screening.; This patient has NOT had a
Low Dose CT for Lung Cancer Screening in the
past 11 months.; The patient is between 55 and
80 years old.; This patient is a smoker or has a
history of smoking.; The patient has a 30 pack
per year history of smoking.; The patient is NOT
presenting with pulmonary signs or symptoms
of lung cancer nor are there other diagnostic
test suggestive of lung cancer.; The patient has
not quit smoking.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

05/02/17: Mr. Brick is a 46 y/o male referred by
Dr. Daniel Bradford for unresectable colon
polyps. A CCL was performed by Dr.
Robert&#x0D; Petrino on 3/31/17. The mass we
are looking at resecting is in the Hepatic Flexure.
There was a large polyp w/ two small; This study
is being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
Radiology Services are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of the
Denied Not
studies being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT
Medically
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
CT/MRI.

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

This is a request for a brain/head CT.; There is
headache not improved by pain medications.;
"There are recent neurological symptoms or
Radiology Services deficits such as one-sided weakness, vision
Denied Not
defects, speech impairments or sudden onset of
Medically
severe dizziness."; This study is being requested
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
for a headache.
Radiology Services
70490 CT NECK SOFT
Denied Not
; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; ; There has been treatment or
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI Medically
D ETC. NO CONTRAST
Necessary
conservative therapy.; ;

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

none; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Radiology Services or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
70490 CT NECK SOFT
Denied Not
vascular disease.; 02/20/2017; There has not
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI Medically
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
D ETC. NO CONTRAST
Necessary
Neck and shoulder pain

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

1

1

1

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval
Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval
Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

RESTAGING CANCER; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 2
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
Radiology Services cancer or tumor has been established.;
70490 CT NECK SOFT
Denied Not
Restaging of Cancer; Imaging studies have been
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI Medically
performed on the member in the past 3
months.
D ETC. NO CONTRAST
Necessary
Radiology Services
70490 CT NECK SOFT
Denied Not
STAGING CANCER; This study is being ordered
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI Medically
for a metastatic disease.; There are 4 exams are
D ETC. NO CONTRAST
Necessary
being ordered.
70540 MRI
Radiology Services RESTAGING; This study is being ordered for a
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O Denied Not
metastatic disease.; There are 5 or more exams
DYE
Medically
are being ordered.

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST
70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
Radiology Services for a metastatic disease.; There are 3 exams are
Denied Not
being ordered.; One of the studies being
Medically
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
Necessary
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
Radiology Services for a neurological disorder.; 3 months ago;
Denied Not
There has been treatment or conservative
Medically
therapy.; bilateral acoustic neuroma;
medication
Necessary
Radiology Services metastatic breast cancer; This study is being
Denied Not
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 4
Medically
exams are being ordered.

1

1

1

2

1

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services secondary mets; This study is being ordered for
Denied Not
a metastatic disease.; There are 4 exams are
Medically
being ordered.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

"The ordering physician IS a surgeon,
pulmonologist or PCP ordering on behalf of a
specialist who has seen the patient."; A
Radiology Services Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
Denied Not
being ordered for known or suspected
Medically
inflammatory disease or pneumonia.; Yes this is
Necessary
a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

"There IS evidence of a lung, mediastinal or
Radiology Services chest mass noted within the last 30 days."; A
Denied Not
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
Medically
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Necessary
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; "Caller is NOT SURE if there
is evidence of a lung, mediastinal or chest mass
Radiology Services noted within the last 30 days."; A Chest/Thorax
Denied Not
CT is being ordered.; This study is being ordered
Medically
for work-up for suspicious mass.; Yes this is a
Necessary
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
Radiology Services oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Follow up treatment for
Denied Not
cancer; Imaging studies have been performed
Medically
Necessary
on the member in the past 3 months.
&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
Radiology Services congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
Denied Not
10/3/2016; There has not been any treatment
Medically
or conservative therapy.; shortness of breath
and abdominal pain
Necessary
; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This
study is being ordered for screening of lung
cancer.; The patient is 54 years old or younger.;
Radiology Services The patient has NOT had a Low Dose CT for
Denied Not
Lung Cancer Screening or a Chest CT in the past
Medically
11 months.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
Necessary
CT
Radiology Services
Denied Not
; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
Medically
disease.; There are 4 exams are being ordered.

1

1

1

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Radiology Services ; This study is being ordered for a neurological
Denied Not
disorder.; ; There has been treatment or
Medically
conservative therapy.; ;

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

; This study is being ordered for Inflammatory/
Radiology Services Infectious Disease.; NO INFO GIVEN; There has
Denied Not
been treatment or conservative therapy.; CHEST
Medically
AND ABD PAIN AND HIGH BLOOD COUNTS;
Necessary
MEDICATIONS
Radiology Services A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study
Denied Not
is being ordered for known tumor.; Yes this is a
Medically
request for a Diagnostic CT
ADOMINAL PAIN AND DOCTOR IS TRYING TO
R/O CANCER; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
Radiology Services ordered.; The study is being ordered for none of
Denied Not
the above.; This study is being ordered for non
Medically
of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

breast cancer abnormal ct ab/pel and chest
performed 03/19/2017 nodules found on chest
wall; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
Radiology Services diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
Denied Not
studies have been performed on the member in
Medically
the past 3 months.
Necessary

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

1

1

1

1

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

chest pain for the last six weeks without relief
with rest, massage and NSAIDS, patient is a
smoker; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
Radiology Services The study is being ordered for none of the
Denied Not
above.; This study is being ordered for non of
Medically
the above.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT
Necessary

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

Family history of breast and liver cancer; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The study is
being ordered for none of the above.; This study
is being ordered for non of the above.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

MRI-Pelvis was performed on 6/6/2017 by
Washington Regional Hospital.; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
Radiology Services cancer or tumor has been established.; Initial
Staging of Cancer; Imaging studies have been
Denied Not
Medically
performed on the member in the past 3
months.
Necessary

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

none; This study is being ordered for
Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.; 05/10/2017;
Radiology Services There has been treatment or conservative
Denied Not
therapy.; CP, abdomen pain, nausea, vomiting,
Medically
SOB, pneumonia; pt was inpt given antibiotics,
Necessary
steroids, breathing tx's,

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Patient has shortness of breath; A Chest/Thorax
CT is being ordered.; This study is being ordered
for screening of lung cancer.; The patient is 54
Radiology Services years old or younger.; The patient has NOT had
a Low Dose CT for Lung Cancer Screening or a
Denied Not
Chest CT in the past 11 months.; Yes this is a
Medically
request for a Diagnostic CT
Necessary
Polycyphemia, weight loss, shortness of breath,
pulmonary symptoms; A Chest/Thorax CT is
Radiology Services being ordered.; The study is being ordered for
Denied Not
none of the above.; This study is being ordered
Medically
for non of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
Necessary
Diagnostic CT
Polycythemia and need to evaluta the
pulmanery symptoms; A Chest/Thorax CT is
Radiology Services being ordered.; The study is being ordered for
Denied Not
none of the above.; This study is being ordered
Medically
for non of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
Necessary

1

1

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Respiratory: Positive for cough. Negative for
shortness of breath.&#x0D; &#x0D; Positive for
sleep disturbance.; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
Radiology Services oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Restaging of Cancer;
Denied Not
Imaging studies have been performed on the
Medically
member in the past 3 months.
Necessary
Radiology Services RESTAGING CANCER; This study is being
Denied Not
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 4
Medically
exams are being ordered.
RESTAGING; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 3 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
Radiology Services oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Restaging of Cancer;
Denied Not
Medically
Imaging studies have been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.
Necessary
Radiology Services secondary mets; This study is being ordered for
Denied Not
a metastatic disease.; There are 4 exams are
Medically
being ordered.
Radiology Services STAGING CANCER; This study is being ordered
Denied Not
for a metastatic disease.; There are 4 exams are
Medically
being ordered.

1

1

1

1

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
Radiology Services diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Denied Not
Imaging studies have not been performed on
Medically
the member in the past 3 months.
Necessary

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
Radiology Services diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Denied Not
Medically
Imaging studies have not been performed on
the member in the past 3 months.
Necessary

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
Radiology Services diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
Denied Not
studies have not been performed on the
Medically
member in the past 3 months.
Necessary

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
Radiology Services inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
Denied Not
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 02/01/2017;
Medically
There has not been any treatment or
Necessary
conservative therapy.; lymphadenopathy

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

Malignant neoplasm of lower lobe, right
bronchus or lung; This study is not requested to
evaluate suspected pulmonary embolus.; This
study will not be performed in conjunction with
a Chest CT.; This study is being ordered for
71275 CT
Radiology Services another reason besides Known or Suspected
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST Denied Not
Congenital Abnormality, Known or suspected
W/CONTRAST/NONCON Medically
Vascular Disease.; Yes, this is a request for a
TRAST
Chest CT Angiography.
Necessary

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
Radiology Services for a neurological disorder.; 3 months ago;
Denied Not
There has been treatment or conservative
Medically
therapy.; bilateral acoustic neuroma;
Necessary
medication

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Radiology Services Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; It is not known
Denied Not
if there has been any treatment or conservative
Medically
therapy.; &lt; Describe primary symptoms here Necessary
or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient c/o pain all over the body. Mainly in the
muscles. Now the pain has spread to the legs,
Radiology Services feels intermittent numbness and tingling in the
Denied Not
legs and hand muscles; This study is being
Medically
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 4
Necessary
exams are being ordered.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

unknown; This is a request for cervical spine
MRI; There is no evidence of tumor or
metastasis on a bone scan or x-ray.; Suspected
Tumor with or without Metastasis

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services for a neurological disorder.; 3 months ago;
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
There has been treatment or conservative
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
therapy.; bilateral acoustic neuroma;
CONTRAST
Necessary
medication

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; It is not known
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
if there has been any treatment or conservative
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
therapy.; &lt; Describe primary symptoms here CONTRAST
Necessary
or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

Patient c/o pain all over the body. Mainly in the
muscles. Now the pain has spread to the legs,
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services feels intermittent numbness and tingling in the
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
legs and hand muscles; This study is being
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 4
CONTRAST
Necessary
exams are being ordered.
&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
Radiology Services No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
72148 MRI LUMBAR
Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
Denied Not
SPINE OR LOW BACK
Medically
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
WITHOUT CONTRAST
above
Necessary

1

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
Radiology Services for a neurological disorder.; 3 months ago;
Denied Not
There has been treatment or conservative
Medically
therapy.; bilateral acoustic neuroma;
Necessary
medication

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Radiology Services Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; It is not known
Denied Not
if there has been any treatment or conservative
Medically
therapy.; &lt; Describe primary symptoms here Necessary
or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Dr wants to do restaging as previous imaging
showed metabolic activity throughout spinal
column as well as proximal appendicular
skeleton.; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
Radiology Services oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
Denied Not
has been established.; Restaging of Cancer;
Medically
Imaging studies have been performed on the
Necessary
member in the past 3 months.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient c/o pain all over the body. Mainly in the
muscles. Now the pain has spread to the legs,
Radiology Services feels intermittent numbness and tingling in the
Denied Not
legs and hand muscles; This study is being
Medically
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 4
Necessary
exams are being ordered.

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

72196 MRI PELVIS

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

72196 MRI PELVIS

Dr wants to do restaging as previous imaging
showed metabolic activity throughout spinal
column as well as proximal appendicular
skeleton.; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
Radiology Services oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
Denied Not
has been established.; Restaging of Cancer;
Medically
Imaging studies have been performed on the
Necessary
member in the past 3 months.
Radiology Services This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The request
Denied Not
is for suspicion of tumor, mass, neoplasm, or
Medically
metastatic disease?

73220 MRI UPPER
EXTREMITY , ENTIRE
EXTREMITY, NOT A
JOINT

Patient c/o pain all over the body. Mainly in the
muscles. Now the pain has spread to the legs,
Radiology Services feels intermittent numbness and tingling in the
Denied Not
legs and hand muscles; This study is being
Medically
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 4
Necessary
exams are being ordered.

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

1

1

1

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Patient c/o pain all over the body. Mainly in the
muscles. Now the pain has spread to the legs,
Radiology Services feels intermittent numbness and tingling in the
Denied Not
legs and hand muscles; This study is being
Medically
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 4
Necessary
exams are being ordered.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic MRI.;
"There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient is not receiving long-term
steriod therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The
patient does not have an abnormal plain film
study of the hip other than arthritis.; The
patient has not used a cane or crutches for
greater than four weeks.; The patient has not
been treated with and failed a course of
supervised physical therapy.; There is not a
mass near the hip.; The patient has not been
treated with anti-inflammatory medications in
73721 MRI JOINT OF
Radiology Services conjunction with this complaint.; This is not for
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP Denied Not
pre-operative planning.; The patient does not
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR Medically
have a documented limitation of their range of
FOOT JOINT
Necessary
motion.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

none; This study is being ordered for
Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.; 05/10/2017;
Radiology Services There has been treatment or conservative
Denied Not
therapy.; CP, abdomen pain, nausea, vomiting,
Medically
SOB, pneumonia; pt was inpt given antibiotics,
Necessary
steroids, breathing tx's,

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
Radiology Services for a metastatic disease.; There are 3 exams are
Denied Not
being ordered.; One of the studies being
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
Radiology Services
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Denied Not
; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
W/O CONTRAST
Medically
disease.; There are 4 exams are being ordered.

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

; This study is being ordered for Inflammatory/
Radiology Services Infectious Disease.; NO INFO GIVEN; There has
Denied Not
been treatment or conservative therapy.; CHEST
AND ABD PAIN AND HIGH BLOOD COUNTS;
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
MEDICATIONS
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

Assess disease status for follicular lymphoma.
Solitary pulmonary nodule showing from last
scan.; This study is being ordered for a
Radiology Services metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
Denied Not
being ordered.; One of the studies being
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

2

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

breast cancer abnormal ct ab/pel and chest
performed 03/19/2017 nodules found on chest
wall; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
Radiology Services diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
Denied Not
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
studies have been performed on the member in
W/O CONTRAST
the past 3 months.
Necessary
Radiology Services cancer or tumor; This study is being ordered for
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Denied Not
a metastatic disease.; There are 4 exams are
W/O CONTRAST
Medically
being ordered.

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

MRI-Pelvis was performed on 6/6/2017 by
Washington Regional Hospital.; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
Radiology Services cancer or tumor has been established.; Initial
Staging of Cancer; Imaging studies have been
Denied Not
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
performed on the member in the past 3
W/O CONTRAST
months.
Necessary

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

1

1

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval
Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval
Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

R post thrombotic disease; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
Radiology Services infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 5/2013; There has been
Denied Not
treatment or conservative therapy.; L LE
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
W/O CONTRAST
EDEMA,; MEDS
Necessary

Respiratory: Positive for cough. Negative for
shortness of breath.&#x0D; &#x0D; Positive for
sleep disturbance.; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
Radiology Services oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Restaging of Cancer;
Denied Not
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
Imaging studies have been performed on the
W/O CONTRAST
member in the past 3 months.
Necessary
Radiology Services RESTAGING CANCER; This study is being
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Denied Not
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 4
W/O CONTRAST
Medically
exams are being ordered.
Radiology Services RESTAGING SCANS; This study is being ordered
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Denied Not
for a metastatic disease.; There are 4 exams are
W/O CONTRAST
Medically
being ordered.

1

1

1

1

RESTAGING; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 3 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Restaging of Cancer;
Imaging studies have been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.
secondary mets; This study is being ordered for
a metastatic disease.; There are 4 exams are
being ordered.
STAGING CANCER; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 4 exams are
being ordered.
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; ; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

Radiology Services
Denied Not
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
Radiology Services
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Denied Not
W/O CONTRAST
Medically
Radiology Services
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Denied Not
W/O CONTRAST
Medically

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

Radiology Services
Denied Not
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
Radiology Services diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
Denied Not
established.; Initial Staging of Cancer; Imaging
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
studies have not been performed on the
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
member in the past 3 months.

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval
Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

1

1

1

1

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
Radiology Services diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Denied Not
Imaging studies have not been performed on
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
the member in the past 3 months.
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
Radiology Services diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
Denied Not
studies have not been performed on the
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
member in the past 3 months.
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval
Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

Unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
Radiology Services inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
Denied Not
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 02/01/2017;
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
There has not been any treatment or
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
conservative therapy.; lymphadenopathy
Radiology Services RESTAGING CANCER; This study is being
Denied Not
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 4
74181 MRI ABDOMEN Medically
exams are being ordered.

1

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

Abnormal Mammogram done 04/04/17. Pt
then had to come back for additional images.
MD is now wanting MRI Bil Breast for abnormal
mammogram results. Pts father passed away
with lung cancer and bone mets. Due to her
family cancer history want to do furthe; This is a
request for Breast MRI.; This study is being
Radiology Services ordered for something other than known breast
cancer, known breast lesions, screening for
Denied Not
known family history, screening following
Medically
Necessary
genetric testing or a suspected implant rupture.

1

77084 Magnetic
resonance imaging,
bone marrow blood
supply

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
Radiology Services diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Denied Not
Medically
Imaging studies have not been performed on
the member in the past 3 months.
Necessary

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

78813 PET IMAGING
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being ordered for something other
than Breast CA, Lymphoma, Myeloma, Ovarian
CA, Esophageal CA, Lung CA, Colorectal CA,
Radiology Services Head/Neck CA, Melanoma, Soft Tissue Sarcoma,
Pancreatic CA or Testicular CA.; This study is
Denied Not
Medically
being requested for Cervical Cancer.; This is NOT
Necessary
a Medicare member.

1

78813 PET IMAGING
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being ordered for
something other than Breast CA, Lymphoma,
Myeloma, Ovarian CA, Esophageal CA, Lung CA,
Radiology Services Colorectal CA, Head/Neck CA, Melanoma, Soft
Denied Not
Tissue Sarcoma, Pancreatic CA or Testicular CA.;
Medically
This study is being requested for an other solid
tumor.; This is NOT a Medicare member.
Necessary

1

78813 PET IMAGING
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
Radiology Services treatment.; This study is being requested for
Denied Not
Lung Cancer.; The patient has been diagnosed
Medically
with small cell lung cancer.; This is NOT a
Necessary
Medicare member.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

78813 PET IMAGING
WHOLE BODY

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Lymphoma or Myeloma.; The study is NOT
Radiology Services being ordered after completing a course of
Denied Not
treatment initiated in the last 8 weeks or
because they are experiencing new singns or
Medically
Necessary
symptoms.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
Radiology Services oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
Denied Not
has been established.; Follow up treatment for
Medically
cancer; Imaging studies have been performed
on the member in the past 3 months.
Necessary
Radiology Services &lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
Denied Not
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
Medically
for a metastatic disease.; There are 4 exams are
Necessary
being ordered.
Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
Necessary
disease.; There are 4 exams are being ordered.

1

1

1

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

05/02/17: Mr. Brick is a 46 y/o male referred by
Dr. Daniel Bradford for unresectable colon
polyps. A CCL was performed by Dr.
Robert&#x0D; Petrino on 3/31/17. The mass we
are looking at resecting is in the Hepatic Flexure.
There was a large polyp w/ two small; This study
is being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
Radiology Services are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of the
Denied Not
studies being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT
Medically
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
Necessary
CT/MRI.
Radiology Services head and neck cancer, carcinoid, uterine
Denied Not
cancer; This study is being ordered for a
Medically
metastatic disease.; There are 4 exams are
Necessary
being ordered.

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

history of Hodgkin's Lymphoma&#x0D;
hodgkin's lymphoma, rt neck/mediastinum; This
study is being ordered for a metastatic disease.;
There are 4 exams are being ordered.

Initial staging to the Basal cell carcinoma to the
facial area. The patient is not sure what path so
wants to know all options.; This study is being
Radiology Services ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 2
Denied Not
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
Medically
being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
Necessary
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
Radiology Services
Denied Not
LUNG CANCER; This study is being ordered for a
Medically
metastatic disease.; There are 4 exams are
Necessary
being ordered.

1

1

1

1

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary
Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

Patient is being referred to Highlands for an
accidentally identified large smooth left lung
mass sitting along the diaphragm.; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
Radiology Services are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of the
Denied Not
studies being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT
Medically
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
Necessary
CT/MRI.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

RESTAGING AFTER TREATMENT; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 3 exams are being ordered.; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
Radiology Services cancer or tumor has been established.;
Denied Not
Restaging of Cancer; Imaging studies have been
Medically
performed on the member in the past 3
months.
Necessary

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

lymphoma; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 5 or more exams
are being ordered.

1

metastatic breast cancer; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 4
exams are being ordered.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

RESTAGING CANCER; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 2
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
Radiology Services cancer or tumor has been established.;
Denied Not
Restaging of Cancer; Imaging studies have been
performed on the member in the past 3
Medically
months.
Necessary
RESTAGING CANCER; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 3
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
Radiology Services cancer or tumor has been established.;
Restaging of Cancer; Imaging studies have been
Denied Not
Medically
performed on the member in the past 3
months.
Necessary
Radiology Services
Denied Not
RESTAGING CANCER; This study is being
Medically
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 5 or
more exams are being ordered.
Necessary

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

restaging post radiation completed on
5/23/2017; This study is being ordered for a
Radiology Services metastatic disease.; There are 3 exams are
Denied Not
being ordered.; One of the studies being
Medically
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
Necessary
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

1

1

1

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

RESTAGING PROSTATE CANCER STAGE IV. A
FDG PET AND NAF18 PET; This study is being
Radiology Services ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 2
Denied Not
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
Medically
being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
Necessary
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
Radiology Services restaging/ Malignant neoplasm of upper lobe,
Denied Not
right bronchus; This study is being ordered for a
Medically
metastatic disease.; There are 4 exams are
Necessary
being ordered.

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

RESTAGING; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 3 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
Radiology Services oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Restaging of Cancer;
Denied Not
Medically
Imaging studies have been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.
Necessary
Radiology Services
Denied Not
RESTAGING; This study is being ordered for a
Medically
metastatic disease.; There are 5 or more exams
Necessary
are being ordered.

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
It is unknown why the study is being ordered.;
This study is being requested for Lung Cancer.;
This is NOT a Medicare member.

2

1

1

1

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
Radiology Services (after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
Denied Not
This study is being requested for Melanoma.;
Medically
This is for evaluation of regional lymph nodes.;
Necessary
This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for something other
than Breast CA, Lymphoma, Myeloma, Ovarian
CA, Esophageal CA, Lung CA, Colorectal CA,
Head/Neck CA, Melanoma, Soft Tissue Sarcoma,
Radiology Services Pancreatic CA or Testicular CA.; This study is not
Denied Not
being ordered for Cervical CA, Brain
Medically
Cancer/Tumor or Mass, Thyroid CA or other
solid tumor.; This is NOT a Medicare member.
Necessary

2

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being ordered for
something other than Breast CA, Lymphoma,
Myeloma, Ovarian CA, Esophageal CA, Lung CA,
Radiology Services Colorectal CA, Head/Neck CA, Melanoma, Soft
Denied Not
Tissue Sarcoma, Pancreatic CA or Testicular CA.;
Medically
This study is being requested for an other solid
tumor.;
Necessary

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being ordered for
something other than Breast CA, Lymphoma,
Myeloma, Ovarian CA, Esophageal CA, Lung CA,
Radiology Services Colorectal CA, Head/Neck CA, Melanoma, Soft
Tissue Sarcoma, Pancreatic CA or Testicular CA.;
Denied Not
This study is being requested for an other solid
Medically
Necessary
tumor.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

3

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being ordered for
something other than Breast CA, Lymphoma,
Myeloma, Ovarian CA, Esophageal CA, Lung CA,
Radiology Services Colorectal CA, Head/Neck CA, Melanoma, Soft
Denied Not
Tissue Sarcoma, Pancreatic CA or Testicular CA.;
Medically
This study is being requested for Cervical
Cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.
Necessary

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Radiology Services Breast Cancer.; It is unknown if the patient
Denied Not
completed a course of treatment initiated in the
Medically
last 8 weeks or are experiencing new signs or
symptoms.;
Necessary

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Breast Cancer.; The study is NOT being ordered
Radiology Services after completing a course of treatment initiated
Denied Not
in the last 8 weeks or because they are
experiencing new singns or symptoms.; This is
Medically
Necessary
NOT a Medicare member.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Colo-rectal Cancer.; The patient is experiencing
Radiology Services new signs, symptoms indicating a reoccurrence
Denied Not
of cancer or a rising CEA.; 3 PET Scans have
Medically
already been performed on this patient for this
Necessary
cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Colo-rectal Cancer.; The study is NOT being
Radiology Services ordered after completing a course of treatment
Denied Not
initiated in the last 8 weeks or because they are
Medically
experiencing new signs, symptoms or a rising
Necessary
CEA.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Head/Neck Cancer.; The patient completed a
course of treatment initiated within the last 8
Radiology Services weeks.; The patient does NOT have Thyroid or
Brain cancer.; 3 PET Scans have already been
Denied Not
performed on this patient for this cancer.; This
Medically
Necessary
is NOT a Medicare member.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
Radiology Services treatment.; This study is being requested for
Denied Not
Lung Cancer.; The patient has been diagnosed
Medically
with small cell lung cancer.; This is NOT a
Necessary
Medicare member.

2

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Lymphoma or Myeloma.; The patient
Radiology Services completed a course of treatment initiated
Denied Not
within the last 8 weeks.; 2 PET Scans have
Medically
already been performed on this patient for this
Necessary
cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

2

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Lymphoma or Myeloma.; The patient is
Radiology Services experiencing new signs or symptoms indicating
Denied Not
a reoccurrence of cancer.; 3 PET Scans have
already been performed on this patient for this
Medically
Necessary
cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Lymphoma or Myeloma.; The study is NOT
Radiology Services being ordered after completing a course of
Denied Not
treatment initiated in the last 8 weeks or
Medically
because they are experiencing new singns or
Necessary
symptoms.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

2

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Radiology Services Melanoma.; The patient completed a course of
Denied Not
treatment initiated within the last 8 weeks.; 2
Medically
PET Scans have already been performed on this
Necessary
patient for this cancer.

1

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Melanoma.; The study is NOT being ordered
Radiology Services after completing a course of treatment initiated
Denied Not
in the last 8 weeks or because they are
experiencing new singns or symptoms.; This is
Medically
Necessary
NOT a Medicare member.
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
Radiology Services This study is being ordered for subsequent
Denied Not
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Soft Tissue Sarcoma, Pancreatic or Testicular
Medically
Necessary
Cancer.

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
Radiology Services This study is being ordered for subsequent
Denied Not
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Medically
Soft Tissue Sarcoma, Pancreatic or Testicular
Necessary
Cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

2

Hematologist/Onco
logist
Disapproval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

1

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered to establish a cancer
diagnosis.; This study is being requested for
Lung Cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

1

Hospital

Hospital

Hospital

Approval

Approval

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Kidney/Ureteral stone,
&#x0D; Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O
metastases, Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ
Enlargement, &#x0D; Known or suspected
infection such as pancreatitis, etc..; There are no
findings of Hematuria,
Lymphadenopathy,weight loss,abdominal
pain,diabetic patient with gastroparesis; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of Left
Ventricular Function.; It is unknown if the
patient has a history of a recent heart attack or
hypertensive heart disease.

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of Left
Ventricular Function.; The patient has a history
of a recent myocardial infarction (heart attack).

1

Industrial Medicine Approval

Infectious Diseases Approval

Infectious Diseases Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

The patient is a 60 year-old white female who
presents to the clinic today with a six day
history of dysuria and some right sided flank
pain and now she is having a little bit of
abdominal pain.abd pain and low back pain. Has
had numerous surgeries of abd; This is a request
for an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This
study is being requested for abdominal and/or
pelvic pain.; The study is being ordered for
chronic pain.; This is not the first visit for this
complaint.; There has been a physical exam.;
The patient is female.; A pelvic exam was
performed.; The results of the exam were
normal.; The patient did not have an
Ultrasound.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; Thi study is being requested for
None of the above.; This procedure is being
requested for Infection or Inflammation;
Imaging is needed and availability of MRI would
delay treatment is the reason an MRI is not
being considered

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

This is a request for a brain/head CT.; There is
headache not improved by pain medications.;
"There are recent neurological symptoms or
deficits such as one-sided weakness, vision
defects, speech impairments or sudden onset of
severe dizziness."; This study is being requested
for a headache.

1

Infectious Diseases Approval

Infectious Diseases Approval

Infectious Diseases Approval

Infectious Diseases Approval

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

"This request is for face, jaw, mandible
CT.239.8"; "There is not a history of serious
facial bone or skull, trauma or injury.fct"; "There
is not a suspicion of neoplasm, tumor or
metastasis.fct"; "There is suspicion of bone
infection, [osteomyelitis].fct"; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for sinusitis.; This is
a request for a Sinus CT.; It is unknown if the
patient is immune-compromised.; The patient's
current rhinosinusitis symptoms are described
as Recurrent Acute Rhinosinusitis (4 or more
acute episodes per year); Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as chronic or
recurring.; The headache is presenting with a
sudden change in severity, associated with
exertion, or a mental status change.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; "There IS evidence of a
lung, mediastinal or chest mass noted within
the last 30 days."; They had a previous Chest xray.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This
study is being ordered for work-up for
suspicious mass.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

Infectious Diseases Approval

Infectious Diseases Approval

Infectious Diseases Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Follow up for pulmonary nodule found on CT
on 3/28/16:&#x0D; &#x0D; Notation on CT
report:&#x0D; History&#x0D; 32-year-old
female with elevated d-dimer. Shortness of
breath and&#x0D; chest pain.&#x0D; &#x0D;
COMPARISON:&#x0D; 10/19/2015&#x0D;
&#x0D; TECHNIQUE:&#x0D; Focal scan was
performed through the chest; "There is NO
evidence of a lung, mediastinal or chest mass
noted within the last 30 days."; A Chest/Thorax
CT is being ordered.; This study is being ordered
for work-up for suspicious mass.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

lung mass.; "There IS evidence of a lung,
mediastinal or chest mass noted within the last
30 days."; They had a previous Chest x-ray.; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Pt has nausea and vomitting associated w/
abdominal pain; This study is being ordered for
Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.; March 2017;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; abdominal pain; medications

1

Infectious Diseases Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Infectious Diseases Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

There is no radiologic evidence of non-resolving
pneumonia.; There is no radiologic evidence of
asbestosis.; chest xray showed emphysema ,;
"The ordering physician is NOT a surgeon,
pulmonologist or PCP ordering on behalf of a
specialist who has seen the patient."; "The caller
doesn't know if there is radiologic evidence of
sarcoidosis, tuberculosis or fungal infection.";
There is no radiologic evidence of a lung abscess
or empyema.; There is no radiologic evidence of
pneumoconiosis e.g. black lung disease or
silicosis.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
This study is being ordered for known or
suspected inflammatory disease or pneumonia.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The request
is for suspicion of pelvic inflammatory disease
or abscess.

Infectious Diseases Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a foot MRI.; Surgery or
other intervention is planned in the next 4
weeks.; The study is being oordered for
infection.; There are physical exam findings,
laboratory results, other imaging including bone
scan or plain film confirming infection,
inflammation and or aseptic necrosis.

1

Infectious Diseases Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is an orthopedist.; Suspected
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury

1

1

1

Infectious Diseases Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Infectious Diseases Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Pt has nausea and vomitting associated w/
abdominal pain; This study is being ordered for
Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.; March 2017;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; abdominal pain; medications
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; Infection such as pancreatitis,
appendicitis, abscess, colitis and inflammatory
bowel disease; Yes, the patient has been seen
by a specialist or are the studies being
requested on behalf of a specialist for an
infection.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

1

Infectious Diseases Approval

Infectious Diseases Disapproval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This is not a request for follow up
of a known tumor or cancer involving both the
abdomen and pelvis or if this patient is
undergoing active treatment.; This is not a
request for initial staging of a known tumor
other than prostate.; There is no abdominal and
pelvic or retroperitoneal mass that has been
confirmed by previous imaging other than a CT.;
There are no new signs or symptoms including
hematuria, presenting with known cancer or
tumor.; This patient does NOT have known
prostate cancer with a PSA (prostate-specific
antigen) greater than 10.; Known Tumor,
Cancer, Mass, or Rule out metastases; No,
there is not a palpable or observed abdominal
mass.; &lt;Enter Additional Clinical
Information&gt;; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

; This study is being ordered for Inflammatory/
Infectious Disease.; 2014; There has been
Radiology Services treatment or conservative therapy.; Fever gets
Denied Not
up to 103.4 and averages around 100.6 to 101.;
Medically
She has been on Clindamycin, Cephalexin,
Necessary
Ciprofloxacin

1

Infectious Diseases Disapproval

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

Approval

; This study is being ordered for Inflammatory/
Infectious Disease.; 2014; There has been
Radiology Services treatment or conservative therapy.; Fever gets
Denied Not
up to 103.4 and averages around 100.6 to 101.;
She has been on Clindamycin, Cephalexin,
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
Ciprofloxacin

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The headache is
described as chronic or recurring.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The headache is
described as sudden and severe.; The headache
is not described as a “thunderclap” or the worst
headache of the patient’s life.; The patient does
NOT have a recent onset (within the last 4
weeks) of neurologic symptoms.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; There is headache not improved
by pain medications.; "There are no recent
neurological symptoms or deficits such as onesided weakness, vision defects, speech
impairments or sudden onset of severe
dizziness."; This study is being requested for a
headache.

1

Internal Medicine

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Internal Medicine

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

. She was a restrained driver and she was going
around 30 miles per hour when she hit a truck.
She says that the truck was coming also around
30 miles per hour. She denies any loss of
consciousness but she says initially she was
confused and disoriented. ; This is a request for
a brain/head CT.; The study is being requested
for evaluation of a headache.; The headache is
described as chronic or recurring.
.; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; HEAD AND NECK PAIN DUE TO A FALL AT
HER HOME; It is not known if there has been
any treatment or conservative therapy.; head
and neck pain

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

ABNORMAL XRAY; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; "There are no recent
neurological symptoms or deficits such as onesided weakness, vision defects, speech
impairments or sudden onset of severe
dizziness."; This study is being requested for a
recent head trauma or injury.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

cerebral aneurysm makes headaches more
intense; This is a request for a brain/head CT.;
There is not headache not improved by pain
medications.; "There are no recent neurological
symptoms or deficits such as one-sided
weakness, vision defects, speech impairments
or sudden onset of severe dizziness."; This study
is being requested for a headache.

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

1

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Clinical Information&#x0D; History / Dx: G93.0
Arachnoid cyst &#x0D; History / Dx: History of
arachnoid in brain&#x0D; History / Dx: R51
Headache, unspecified headache type&#x0D;
&#x0D; Duration of Symptoms: Start:
02/03/2015 &#x0D; &#x0D; Physical Exam
Findings: none&#x0D; &#x0D; Preliminary Pro;
This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study
is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The headache is described as chronic
or recurring.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Complaining of change of mental status. She
has trouble walking and feels like her legs are
going to "give out ". She has been having
trouble with drooling and difficulty speaking as
well as difficulty remembering what she wants
to say. She can't remem; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; This study is being requested for
Suspicion of a TIA (Transient Ischemic Attack).;
Metallic implants such as Pacemakers, ICD
(cardioverter/defibrillator), vascular clips,
prosthesis or joint replacement is the reason
why an MRI is not being considered

1

Internal Medicine

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Internal Medicine

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

He comes in today because he has developed
some dizzy spells. He states that it is getting
more frequently. It started about being once
every other day or so. He now has as many as
two to three episodes a day. He states that he
has noticed that he is ; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; The study is NOT being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient has dizziness.; This study is being
ordered for something other than trauma or
injury, evaluation of known tumor, stroke or
aneurysm, infection or inflammation, multiple
sclerosis or seizures.
mbr is falling a lot and confusion with leg
jerking causing the falls when she walks; This is
a request for a brain/head CT.; Thi study is being
requested for None of the above.; This
procedure is being requested for other
indications

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

MRI is about 50 miles away from clinic.; This is
a request for a brain/head CT.; This study is
being requested for Suspicion of a TIA (Transient
Ischemic Attack).; MRI scanning is not locally
available to the patient is the reason an MRI is
not being considered

Internal Medicine

Approval

1

1

1

Internal Medicine

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Internal Medicine

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

no prior studies have been done to determine if
there is a treatable cause for her symptoms;
This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; onset of both symptoms
approximately April 2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; She has
episodic migraine headaches, diagnosed by a
Neurologist and chronic neck pain; pt has been
treated with prescription pain medicine and antiinflammatory medicine
Patient had a seizure a few days ago 5-6
minutes; This is a request for a brain/head CT.;
This study is requested for a new onset of
seizures or newly identified change in seizure
activity or pattern.

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

patient has had persistent swelling in both eyes
and headache has failed treatment on steroid
and antibiotics; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 05/30/2017; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
swelling in eyes, headache, numbness, tingling,
vision changes; patient has been on steroids and
antibiotic over the counter pain relievers

Internal Medicine

Approval

1

1

1

Internal Medicine

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Pt fell at home x 9days ago and has had no
treatment. Large hematoma left eye. Pain,
swelling and bruising to left side of face and
head. Pt did not go to er.; This study is being
ordered for trauma or injury.; 04/23/2017;
There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; Large hematoma left
eye. Pain, swelling and bruising to left side of
face.

Internal Medicine

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Internal Medicine

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Pt has shunt that was placed when she was 6
months old. This test is also being ordered as an
evaluation for a Neurosurgery referral for shunt
to be removed. Pt has right-sided headaches
where the shunt is located.; This is a request for
a brain/head CT.; The study is being requested
for evaluation of a headache.; The headache is
described as chronic or recurring.
pt is having parestheisa of right arm; This is a
request for a brain/head CT.; Thi study is being
requested for None of the above.; This
procedure is being requested for other
indications

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

severe headache; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The headache is
described as sudden and severe.; It is not known
if the headache is described as a “thunderclap”
or the worst headache of the patient’s life.; The
patient does NOT have a recent onset (within
the last 4 weeks) of neurologic symptoms.

Internal Medicine

Approval

1

1

1

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

This is a request for a brain/head CT.; "There
are recent neurological symptoms or deficits
such as one-sided weakness, vision defects,
speech impairments or sudden onset of severe
dizziness."; This study is being requested for a
recent head trauma or injury.

5

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study
is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The headache is described as sudden
and severe.; The headache is described as a
“thunderclap” or the worst headache of the
patient’s life.; It is unknown if the patient had a
recent onset (within the last 4 weeks) of
neurologic symptoms.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study
is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has one sided arm or leg
weakness.; The patient had a recent onset
(within the last 4 weeks) of neurologic
symptoms.; This study is being ordered for
trauma or injury.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

This is a request for a brain/head CT.; There is a
suspected or known brain tumor.; This study is
being requested for known or suspected brain
tumor, mass or cancer.

4

Internal Medicine

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

This is a request for a brain/head CT.; There is
headache not improved by pain medications.;
"There are recent neurological symptoms or
deficits such as one-sided weakness, vision
defects, speech impairments or sudden onset of
severe dizziness."; This study is being requested
for a headache.

17

Internal Medicine

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Internal Medicine

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

This is a request for a brain/head CT.; There is
not headache not improved by pain
medications.; "There are recent neurological
symptoms or deficits such as one-sided
weakness, vision defects, speech impairments
or sudden onset of severe dizziness."; This study
is being requested for a headache.
This is a request for a brain/head CT.; This study
is being requested for a history of stroke, (CVA)
known or follow-up.

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

This is a request for a brain/head CT.; This study
is requested for known or suspected bleed such
as subdural hematoma or subarachnoid bleed.

2

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Unknown; This is a request for a brain/head
CT.; There is headache not improved by pain
medications.; "There are no recent neurological
symptoms or deficits such as one-sided
weakness, vision defects, speech impairments
or sudden onset of severe dizziness."; This study
is being requested for a headache.

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

3

2

Internal Medicine

Approval

Internal Medicine

Approval

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD
70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

UNKNOWN; This is a request for a brain/head
CT.; This study is being requested for Suspicion
of a TIA (Transient Ischemic Attack).; It is
unknown why an MRI is not being considered
"This request is for face, jaw, mandible
CT.239.8"; "There is a history of serious facial
bone or skull, trauma or injury.fct"; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

Approval

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

Approval

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

"This request is for face, jaw, mandible
CT.239.8"; "There is not a history of serious
facial bone or skull, trauma or injury.fct"; "There
is not a suspicion of neoplasm, tumor or
metastasis.fct"; "There is suspicion of bone
infection, [osteomyelitis].fct"; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
"This request is for face, jaw, mandible
CT.239.8"; "There is not a history of serious
facial bone or skull, trauma or injury.fct"; "There
is suspicion of neoplasm, tumor or
metastasis.fct"; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

; "This request is for face, jaw, mandible
CT.239.8"; "There is not a history of serious
facial bone or skull, trauma or injury.fct"; "There
is not a suspicion of neoplasm, tumor or
metastasis.fct"; "There is not a suspicion of
bone infection, [osteomyelitis].fct"; This is not a
preoperative or recent postoperative
evaluation.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

Approval

1

1

1

1

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

Internal Medicine

Approval

Internal Medicine

Approval

Internal Medicine

Approval

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST
70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

Pt fell at home x 9days ago and has had no
treatment. Large hematoma left eye. Pain,
swelling and bruising to left side of face and
head. Pt did not go to er.; This study is being
ordered for trauma or injury.; 04/23/2017;
There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; Large hematoma left
eye. Pain, swelling and bruising to left side of
face.

1

This study is being ordered for a known or
suspected tumor.; This is a request for a Sinus
CT.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

3

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST
70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for sinusitis.; This is
a request for a Sinus CT.; It is unknown if the
patient is immune-compromised.; The patient's
current rhinosinusitis symptoms are described
as Recurrent Acute Rhinosinusitis (4 or more
acute episodes per year); Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT
This study is being ordered for sinusitis.; This is
a request for a Sinus CT.; The patient is immunecompromised.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for sinusitis.; This is
a request for a Sinus CT.; The patient is NOT
immune-compromised.; The patient's current
rhinosinusitis symptoms are described as
Chronic Rhinosinusitis (episode is greater than
12 weeks); Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

1

4
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Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for sinusitis.; This is
a request for a Sinus CT.; The patient is NOT
immune-compromised.; The patient's current
rhinosinusitis symptoms are described as
Recurrent Acute Rhinosinusitis (4 or more acute
episodes per year); Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

3

Approval

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for sinusitis.; This
study is being ordered for sinusitis.; This is a
request for a Sinus CT.; This is a request for a
Sinus CT.; The patient is NOT immunecompromised.; The patient is NOT immunecompromised.; The patient's current
rhinosinusitis symptoms are described as
Chronic Rhinosinusitis (episode is greater than
12 weeks); The patient's current rhinosinusitis
symptoms are described as Chronic
Rhinosinusitis (episode is greater than 12
weeks); Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT ;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 5 or more exams are being
ordered.

1

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; ; It is not known if there has
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;

1

Approval

Approval

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

neck has 65% of normal range; This is a request
for neck soft tissue CT.; The patient has a neck
lump or mass.; There is a palpable neck mass or
lump.; The neck mass is 1 cm or smaller.; The
neck mass has been examined twice at least 30
days apart.; The lump did not get smaller.; A
fine needle aspirate was NOT done.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

Patient had a thyroid ultrasound on
05/11/2017. the left lobe of the thyroid is
markedly enlarged and heterogeneous
measuring 9.5x6.2x3.2sm. The left lobe is
diffusely nodular in overall appearance. There
do appear to be some Hypoechoic nodular
changes in; This is a request for neck soft tissue
CT.; The patient has a neck lump or mass.; There
is a palpable neck mass or lump.; The size of the
neck mass is unknown.; The neck mass has been
examined twice at least 30 days apart.; The
lump did not get smaller.; A fine needle aspirate
was NOT done.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; There
has not been recent trauma or other injury to
the neck.; There is no suspicion of or known
tumor, metastasis, lymphadenopathy, or mass.;
There is a suspicion of an infection or abscess.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; There
has not been recent trauma or other injury to
the neck.; There is no suspicion of or known
tumor, metastasis, lymphadenopathy, or mass.;
There is not a suspicion of an infection or
abscess.; This is not being ordered by an ENT
specialist.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

2

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; There
has not been recent trauma or other injury to
the neck.; There is suspicion of or known tumor,
metastasis, lymphadenopathy, or mass.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

10

70496 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY HEAD
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Patient hand went numb for about 12 hours.
Right index finger did not feel as if it was
working at all. Had similar symptoms in 2012
along with dizziness. Patient cannot have MRI
because of metal clamp in abdomen. Patient
has arteriovenous malformation on; This study
is being ordered for a neurological disorder.;
02/01/2017; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; numbness and tingling of
the right hand, weakness of the right hand and
Avm cerebral vessels; hospital follow up

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

Approval

70498 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY NECK
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST
70498 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY NECK
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Patient hand went numb for about 12 hours.
Right index finger did not feel as if it was
working at all. Had similar symptoms in 2012
along with dizziness. Patient cannot have MRI
because of metal clamp in abdomen. Patient
has arteriovenous malformation on; This study
is being ordered for a neurological disorder.;
02/01/2017; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; numbness and tingling of
the right hand, weakness of the right hand and
Avm cerebral vessels; hospital follow up

1

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
Neck.

2

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 5/2015; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; &lt;
Describe primary symptoms here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; medications

1

Internal Medicine

Approval

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

Internal Medicine

Approval

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

41 y.o. female with a history of recurrent
anterior epistaxis bilaterally. Telangiectasias
were identified bilaterally on nasal endoscopy
today. Suspecting HHT and discussed the
pathophysiology of HHT including family history,
autosomal dominant, and trea; This study is
being ordered for a neurological disorder.; since
she was a child; There has not been any
treatment or conservative therapy.; headache
can fax office note; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 6-10-2017; It is not known
if there has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; syncopy, vertigo, Diplopia CHI, neck
pain

Internal Medicine

Approval

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

There is an immediate family history of
aneurysm.; This is a request for a Brain MRA.

1

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

There is not an immediate family history of
aneurysm.; The patient does not have a known
aneurysm.; The patient has had a recent MRI or
CT for these symptoms.; There has been a
stroke or TIA within the past 2 weeks.; This is a
request for a Brain MRA.

1

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

There is not an immediate family history of
aneurysm.; The patient does not have a known
aneurysm.; The patient has not had a recent
MRI or CT for these symptoms.; There has been
a stroke or TIA within the past 2 weeks.; This is a
request for a Brain MRA.

3

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

1

1
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Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

Wasn't able to stand or walk; This study is being
ordered for a neurological disorder.;
05/07/2017; There has not been any treatment
or conservative therapy.; Dizziness and
confusion and difficulty with speech

1

70547 Mr angiography
neck w/o dye

The patient has not had a recent MRI or CT for
these symptoms.; There has been a stroke or
TIA within the past 2 weeks.; This is a request
for a Neck MR Angiography.

3

70547 Mr angiography
neck w/o dye

The patient has not had a recent MRI or CT for
these symptoms.; There has not been a stroke
or TIA within the past two weeks.; "There is not
a sudden onset of one-sided weakness, speech
impairment, vision defects or severe dizziness.";
This is a request for a Neck MR Angiography.;
The patient has had an abnormal ultrasound of
the neck.

1

70547 Mr angiography
neck w/o dye

Wasn't able to stand or walk; This study is being
ordered for a neurological disorder.;
05/07/2017; There has not been any treatment
or conservative therapy.; Dizziness and
confusion and difficulty with speech

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The headache is described as
sudden and severe.; There are NO recent
neurological deficits on exam such as one sided
weakness, speech impairments or vision
defects.; It is not known if there is a new and
sudden onset of a headache less than 1 week
not improved by medications.; There is not a
family history (parent, sibling, or child) of
stroke, aneurysm, or AVM (arteriovenous
malformation)

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; Not requested for
evaluation of trauma/injury, tumor,
stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results was not
completed.; The patient does NOT have
dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's Palsy, a
congenital abnormality, loss of smell, hearing
loss or vertigo.

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 5/2015; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; &lt;
Describe primary symptoms here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; medications

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This request is for a Brain MRI; It is unknown if
the study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; Not requested for evaluation of
trauma/injury, tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; It is not known if the condition is
associated with headache, blurred or double
vision or a change in sensation noted on exam.;
It is not known if a metabolic work-up done
including urinalysis, electrolytes, and complete
blood count with results completed.; The
patient does NOT have dizziness, fatigue or
malaise, Bell's Palsy, a congenital abnormality,
loss of smell, hearing loss or vertigo.

2
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Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as chronic or
recurring.; The headache is not presenting with
a sudden change in severity, associated with
exertion, or a mental status change.; There are
not recent neurological symptoms or deficits
such as one sided weakness, speech
impairments, or vision defects.; It is not known
if there is a family history (parent, sibling or
child of the patient) of AVM (arteriovenous
malformation).

1

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient has a chronic or recurring headache.

2

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; Not requested for evaluation of
trauma/injury, tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results completed.;
The lab results were normal; The patient is
experiencing vertigo

1

Approval
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Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST
70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; Not requested for evaluation of
trauma/injury, tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; It is not known if a
metabolic work-up done including urinalysis,
electrolytes, and complete blood count with
results completed.; The patient does NOT have
dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's Palsy, a
congenital abnormality, loss of smell, hearing
loss or vertigo.

1

; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 4 exams are being ordered.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 03/31/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; MUSCLE
WEAKNESS AND FALLS; MEDICATIONS

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 6-10-2017; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
numbness and tingling in the right and left arms

1

Internal Medicine
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Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; pt with neck pain and left
sided face numbness and tingling; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; neck
pain&#x0D; left sided face numbness and
tingling; Pt was prescribed steroids symptoms
greatly improved but returned with more
symptoms once medication ended

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

1.8 cm x 1.3 cm enhancing intradural
extramedullary mass identified&#x0D; centrally
within the spinal canal at the L4 level. These
findings are&#x0D; nonspecific and may
represent a nerve sheath tumor or a
meningioma.&#x0D; This lesion is central within
the canal and co; This request is for a Brain MRI;
The study is NOT being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The headache is not described
as a “thunderclap” or the worst headache of the
patient’s life.; Requested for evaluation of
tumor; A biopsy has not been completed to
determine tumor tissue type.; There are not
recent neurological symptoms such as onesided weakness, speech impairments, or vision
defects.; There is a new and sudden onset of
headache (less than 1 week) not improved by
pain medications.

1

Internal Medicine

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

2. Headache &#x0D; The severity of the
problem is moderate. The symptoms are
intermittent. Locations affected include
bilateral frontal. Symptoms are associated with
stress. Aggravating factors include anxiety.
Denies relieving factors. Associated sym; This
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
headache is described as chronic or recurring.;
The headache is not presenting with a sudden
change in severity, associated with exertion, or
a mental status change.; There are not recent
neurological symptoms or deficits such as one
sided weakness, speech impairments, or vision
defects.; There is not a family history (parent,
sibling or child of the patient) of AVM
(arteriovenous malformation).

1
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70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

31 y.o.female here for complaint of dropping
items. She states that for years she has
experienced intermittent hand weakness. She
states at times she has some tingling in her
hands. She states she drops items often
regardless of the size or weight. She de; This
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Not requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results was not
completed.; The patient is experiencing fatigue
or malaise.

1
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70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Anger, stress, bills for school, financial burden,
has to deal with father drinking, family conflicts,
all in relation to depression, also have anxiety,
been on suicide watch, family drama , in
therapy, treatment will help identify more
coping behaviors; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; Not requested for
evaluation of trauma/injury, tumor,
stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results was not
completed.; The patient does NOT have
dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's Palsy, a
congenital abnormality, loss of smell, hearing
loss or vertigo.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Atypical headache, syncope, nausea, confusion,
blurred vision - symptoms getting worse and
impairs daily activities. Dizziness and episode of
blacking out.; This request is for a Brain MRI;
The study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has dizziness.; The
patient has a sudden and severe headache.; The
patient had a recent onset (within the last 3
months) of neurologic symptoms.

1
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Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

can fax office note; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 6-10-2017; It is not known
if there has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; syncopy, vertigo, Diplopia CHI, neck
pain

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

can hardly walk, out of balance, pt reports
episode on Sunday of R sided body numbness
and HA THAT LASTED ABOUT 4 MINUTES; DID
NOT GO TO THE ER TO FUP. Transient cerebral
ischemic attack, unspecified. PT IS A DIABETIC,
HTN ALSO; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has dizziness.; The
patient had a recent onset (within the last 4
weeks) of neurologic symptoms.; This study is
being ordered for stroke or TIA (transient
ischemic attack).

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

confusion and memory loss; has a stent; This
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of stroke or
aneurysm; There are not recent neurological
symptoms such as one sided weakness, speech
impairments, or vision defects.; There is not a
family history (parent, sibling or child of the
patient) of AVM (arteriovenous malformation).

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Frequent falls; dizzy and shaking at times.; This
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Not requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results was not
completed.; The patient is experiencing
dizziness.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

has new metastasis and trying to monitor brain
for further treatment; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; Requested for
evaluation of tumor; It is not known if a biopsy
has been completed to determine tumor tissue
type.; There are not recent neurological
symptoms such as one-sided weakness, speech
impairments, or vision defects.; There is not a
new and sudden onset of headache (less than 1
week) not improved by pain medications.; The
tumor is a pituitary tumor or pituitary
adenoma.; It is not known if there are physical
findings or laboratory values indicating
abnormal pituitary hormone levels.; There has
been a previous Brain MRI completed.; The
brain MRI was normal.

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

hx of headaches and migraines,; This request is
for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
headache is not described as a “thunderclap” or
the worst headache of the patient’s life.;
Requested for evaluation of tumor; A biopsy has
not been completed to determine tumor tissue
type.; There are not recent neurological
symptoms such as one-sided weakness, speech
impairments, or vision defects.; There is a new
and sudden onset of headache (less than 1
week) not improved by pain medications.
LEFT HILAR MASS, BILATERAL ADRENAL
MASSES, AND MASS OF PSOAS MUSCLE; This
study is being ordered for a metastatic disease.;
There are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

None.; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 02/2017; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Tingling and numbness in left arm, episode
where entire left side of body went numb, neck
pain.; Medications-muscle relaxers, NSAIDS,
heat, ice.

Approval

1

1

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

PT WITH STAGE IIIA ADENOCARCINOMA OF THE
LEFT LOWER LOBE. SHE NEEDS A MRI OF BRAIN
TO RULE OUT BREAIN METS GIVEN HER
HEADACHES.; This request is for a Brain MRI;
The study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The headache is described as sudden
and severe.; There are NO recent neurological
deficits on exam such as one sided weakness,
speech impairments or vision defects.; There is
a new and sudden onset of a headache less than
1 week not improved by medications.; It is not
known if the headache is described as a
“thunderclap” or the worst headache of the
patient’s life.

1

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

reports headache back of head and that she
feels tingly and numb bp slightly elevated at the
time of complaint, sudden onset with persistent
pattern; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has dizziness.; The
patient has a sudden and severe headache.; The
patient had a recent onset (within the last 3
months) of neurologic symptoms.

1

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Internal Auditory Canal
MRI.; There is a suspected Acoustic Neuroma or
tumor of the inner or middle ear.

2

Approval
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70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Internal Auditory Canal
MRI.; There is not a suspected Acoustic
Neuroma or tumor of the inner or middle ear.;
There is not a suspected cholesteatoma of the
ear.; The patient has not had a recent brain CT
or MRI within the last 90 days.; There are
neurologic symptoms or deficits such as onesided weakness, speech impairments, vision
defects or sudden onset of severe dizziness.
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as chronic or
recurring.; It is not known if the headache is
presenting with a sudden change in severity,
associated with exertion, or a mental status
change.; There are recent neurological
symptoms or deficits such as one sided
weakness, speech impairments, or vision
defects.

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as chronic or
recurring.; The headache is not presenting with
a sudden change in severity, associated with
exertion, or a mental status change.; There are
not recent neurological symptoms or deficits
such as one sided weakness, speech
impairments, or vision defects.; There is a family
history (parent, sibling or child of the patient) of
AVM (arteriovenous malformation).

Approval

1

1

1
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Approval

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as chronic or
recurring.; The headache is not presenting with
a sudden change in severity, associated with
exertion, or a mental status change.; There are
recent neurological symptoms or deficits such
as one sided weakness, speech impairments, or
vision defects.

3

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as chronic or
recurring.; The headache is presenting with a
sudden change in severity, associated with
exertion, or a mental status change.

34

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as sudden and
severe.; There are NO recent neurological
deficits on exam such as one sided weakness,
speech impairments or vision defects.; There is
a new and sudden onset of a headache less than
1 week not improved by medications.; The
headache is described as a “thunderclap” or the
worst headache of the patient’s life.

1
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Approval

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as sudden and
severe.; There recent neurological deficits on
exam such as one sided weakness, speech
impairments or vision defects.

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Not requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; The patient does
NOT have dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's
Palsy, a congenital abnormality, loss of smell,
hearing loss or vertigo.

5

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Not requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; The patient is
experiencing dizziness.

3

14
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Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Not requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; The patient is
experiencing fatigue or malaise.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Not requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; The patient is
experiencing vertigo

1
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Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Not requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results completed.;
The lab results were abnormal; The patient does
NOT have dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's
Palsy, a congenital abnormality, loss of smell,
hearing loss or vertigo.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Not requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results completed.;
The lab results were abnormal; The patient is
experiencing dizziness.

1
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Approval

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Not requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results completed.;
The lab results were abnormal; The patient is
experiencing fatigue or malaise.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of infection or
inflammation; The patient has a fever, stiff neck
AND positive laboratory findings (like elevated
WBC or abnormal Lumbar puncture fluid
examination that indicate inflammatory disease
or an infection.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of Multiple Sclerosis;
The patient has undergone treatment for
multiple sclerosis.

1
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Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of seizures; There has
not been a previous Brain MRI completed.

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of stroke or
aneurysm; There are recent neurological
symptoms such as one sided weakness, speech
impairments, or vision defects.
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of tumor; A biopsy has
been completed to determine tumor tissue
type.

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of tumor; A biopsy has
not been completed to determine tumor tissue
type.; There are not recent neurological
symptoms such as one-sided weakness, speech
impairments, or vision defects.; There is not a
new and sudden onset of headache (less than 1
week) not improved by pain medications.; The
tumor is a pituitary tumor or pituitary
adenoma.; There are physical findings or
laboratory values indicating abnormal pituitary
hormone levels.

Approval

6

10

4

1
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Internal Medicine

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of tumor; A biopsy has
not been completed to determine tumor tissue
type.; There are recent neurological symptoms
such as one-sided weakness, speech
impairments, or vision defects.

7

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient has one sided arm or leg weakness.;
The patient had a recent onset (within the last 4
weeks) of neurologic symptoms.; This study is
being ordered for Multiple Sclerosis.; The
patient has new symptoms.

1

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient has one sided arm or leg weakness.;
The patient had a recent onset (within the last 4
weeks) of neurologic symptoms.; This study is
being ordered for stroke or TIA (transient
ischemic attack).

2

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

Approval

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
This study is being ordered for a tumor.
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
This study is being ordered for and infection or
inflammation.

2

1

Internal Medicine
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Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
This study is being ordered for seizures.; There
has been a change in seizure pattern or a new
seizure.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

transient numbness in the right arm below the
elbow; he had weakness there as well. Test
done are unknown but the weakness and the
numbness resolved 100%.; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; ER for transient numbness in
the right arm below the elbow; he had
weakness there as well. Test done are unknown
but the weakness and the numbness resolved
100%.; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; pain involving: hip(s):
bilateral, knee(s): bilateral, from osteoarthritis,
and the neck and the low back from DDD and
DJD of the cervical and the lumbar spine , and
he is on tramadol 1-2 every 6 hours for better
pain control : severity = fairly severe; His pain is
controlled with tramadol. : severity = fairly
severe, tolerable, amd he had now developed
lumbar (low back) dejenerative disc disease as
well.

1
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70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST
71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Unknown; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; It is not known if the headache is
described as a “thunderclap” or the worst
headache of the patient’s life.; Requested for
evaluation of tumor; A biopsy has not been
completed to determine tumor tissue type.; It is
not known if there are recent neurological
symptoms such as one-sided weakness, speech
impairments, or vision defects.; There is a new
and sudden onset of headache (less than 1
week) not improved by pain medications.

1

Wasn't able to stand or walk; This study is being
ordered for a neurological disorder.;
05/07/2017; There has not been any treatment
or conservative therapy.; Dizziness and
confusion and difficulty with speech

1
2

"The ordering physician IS a surgeon,
pulmonologist or PCP ordering on behalf of a
specialist who has seen the patient."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for known or suspected
inflammatory disease or pneumonia.; Yes this is
a request for a Diagnostic CT

17
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Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

"There IS evidence of a lung, mediastinal or
chest mass noted within the last 30 days."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

31

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

"There IS evidence of a lung, mediastinal or
chest mass noted within the last 30 days."; They
did not have a previous Chest x-ray.; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; "Caller is NOT SURE if there
is evidence of a lung, mediastinal or chest mass
noted within the last 30 days."; A Chest/Thorax
CT is being ordered.; This study is being ordered
for work-up for suspicious mass.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; "There is NO evidence of a
lung, mediastinal or chest mass noted within
the last 30 days."; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; This study is being ordered for workup for suspicious mass.; Yes this is a request for
a Diagnostic CT

3
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Approval

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; The study is being ordered for none of
the above.; This study is being ordered for non
of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

4

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; This study is being ordered for
screening of lung cancer.; It is unknown if the
patient had a Low Dose CT for Lung Cancer
Screening or a Chest CT in the past 11 months.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; This study is being ordered for
screening of lung cancer.; The patient is
between 55 and 80 years old.; This patient is a
smoker or has a history of smoking.; The patient
has a 30 pack per year history of smoking.; The
patient did NOT quit smoking in the past 15
years.; The patient has signs or symptoms
suggestive of lung cancer such as an
unexplained cough, coughing up blood,
unexplained weight loss or other condition.; The
patient has NOT had a Low Dose CT for Lung
Cancer Screening or a Chest CT in the past 11
months.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1
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Approval
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71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; This study is being ordered for
screening of lung cancer.; The patient is
between 55 and 80 years old.; This patient is a
smoker or has a history of smoking.; The patient
has a 30 pack per year history of smoking.; The
patient quit smoking in the past 15 years.; The
patient has signs or symptoms suggestive of
lung cancer such as an unexplained cough,
coughing up blood, unexplained weight loss or
other condition.; The patient has NOT had a Low
Dose CT for Lung Cancer Screening or a Chest CT
in the past 11 months.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Restaging of Cancer; It is
unknown if imaging studies have been
performed on the member in the past 3
months.

1
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Approval

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 3 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Restaging of Cancer;
Imaging studies have been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.; 5/31/17;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; short of breath on exertion, fatigue;
medication

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; It is not known
if there has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; &lt; Describe primary symptoms here or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

1
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Approval

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

; "There IS evidence of a lung, mediastinal or
chest mass noted within the last 30 days."; They
had a previous Chest x-ray.; A Chest/Thorax CT
is being ordered.; This study is being ordered for
work-up for suspicious mass.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

; "There is NO evidence of a lung, mediastinal
or chest mass noted within the last 30 days."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

3

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The
study is being ordered for none of the above.;
This study is being ordered for non of the
above.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

2

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This
study is being ordered for screening of lung
cancer.; The patient had a Low Dose CT for Lung
Cancer Screening or a Chest CT in the past 11
months.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1
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Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; ; It is not known if there has
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;

1

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ;
0.4 nodule in right upper lobe, this is 6 month
evaluation; "There is NO evidence of a lung,
mediastinal or chest mass noted within the last
30 days."; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
This study is being ordered for work-up for
suspicious mass.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

1
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Approval

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

11/2016 imaging showed 8mm f/u to see if it's
grown; "There is NO evidence of a lung,
mediastinal or chest mass noted within the last
30 days."; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
This study is being ordered for work-up for
suspicious mass.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

3 month follow up for lung nodules.; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The study is
being ordered for none of the above.; This study
is being ordered for non of the above.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

6 month follow up. Mass is ground glass;
"There is NO evidence of a lung, mediastinal or
chest mass noted within the last 30 days."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for known tumor.; This study is
being ordered for known tumor.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT ; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT
A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study
is being ordered for known tumor.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1
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71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study
is being ordered for screening of lung cancer.;
The patient is between 55 and 80 years old.;
This patient is a smoker or has a history of
smoking.; The patient has a 30 pack per year
history of smoking.; The patient did NOT quit
smoking in the past 15 years.; The patient does
NOT have signs or symptoms suggestive of lung
cancer such as an unexplained cough, coughing
up blood, unexplained weight loss or other
condition.; The patient has NOT had a Low Dose
CT for Lung Cancer Screening or a Chest CT in
the past 11 months.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study
is being ordered for suspected pulmonary
Embolus.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Abnormal chest x-ray requires further study; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The study is
being ordered for none of the above.; This study
is being ordered for non of the above.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Abnormal ct follow up from 6 mos ago.; "There
is NO evidence of a lung, mediastinal or chest
mass noted within the last 30 days."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Approval

Approval

4

12

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

aneurysm of thoaracic aorta; A Chest/Thorax
CT is being ordered.; The study is being ordered
for none of the above.; This study is being
ordered for non of the above.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Chest discomfort: The patient complains of
pleuritic chest discomfort that is located near
the lower right ribs anteriorly. He states that
this is been ongoing now for months. He denies
any shortness of breath. No fevers or chills. No
cough or wheeze. Wh; A Chest/Thorax CT is
being ordered.; This study is being ordered for
screening of lung cancer.; The patient is
between 55 and 80 years old.; This patient is a
smoker or has a history of smoking.; The patient
has a 30 pack per year history of smoking.; The
patient did NOT quit smoking in the past 15
years.; The patient has signs or symptoms
suggestive of lung cancer such as an
unexplained cough, coughing up blood,
unexplained weight loss or other condition.; The
patient has NOT had a Low Dose CT for Lung
Cancer Screening or a Chest CT in the past 11
months.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Chest pain, Nausea, vomiting, widened
mediastium Enter answer here - or Type In
&#x0D; Unknown If No Info Given.; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The study is
being ordered for none of the above.; This study
is being ordered for non of the above.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

chronic LYMPHOCYTIC; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 2
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Chronic cough - Etiology unknown. HAS HAD
COUGH FOR 30 YRS&#x0D; Common causes are
UACS, GERD, cough variant asthma.&#x0D; Non
smoker. CXR normal. PFT normal.&#x0D; Will
start with management of UACS - which seems
to be the most likely etiology.; A Chest/Thorax
CT is being ordered.; The study is being ordered
for none of the above.; This study is being
ordered for non of the above.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
chronic cough since Oct 2016; patient has had 4
OV since Oct 2015; tried antibiotics; still has
cough.; "There is NO evidence of a lung,
mediastinal or chest mass noted within the last
30 days."; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
This study is being ordered for work-up for
suspicious mass.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

f/u abnormal imaging; A Chest/Thorax CT is
being ordered.; The study is being ordered for
none of the above.; This study is being ordered
for non of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Follow up CT Chest for 6.9mm lung nodule.
Previous scan was October 2016.; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The study is
being ordered for none of the above.; This study
is being ordered for non of the above.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Follow up from previous CT in November 2016
for pulmonary nodule.; A Chest/Thorax CT is
being ordered.; The study is being ordered for
none of the above.; This study is being ordered
for non of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
FOLLOW UP; "There is NO evidence of a lung,
mediastinal or chest mass noted within the last
30 days."; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
This study is being ordered for work-up for
suspicious mass.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

former 20 year smoker with persistent cough; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for screening of lung cancer.; The
patient is between 55 and 80 years old.; This
patient is a smoker or has a history of smoking.;
The patient has a 30 pack per year history of
smoking.; The patient quit smoking in the past
15 years.; The patient has signs or symptoms
suggestive of lung cancer such as an
unexplained cough, coughing up blood,
unexplained weight loss or other condition.; The
patient has NOT had a Low Dose CT for Lung
Cancer Screening or a Chest CT in the past 11
months.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
From chest x-ray there is diminished lung
values with opacities.; A Chest/Thorax CT is
being ordered.; The study is being ordered for
none of the above.; This study is being ordered
for non of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
has lung cancer; "There is NO evidence of a
lung, mediastinal or chest mass noted within
the last 30 days."; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; This study is being ordered for workup for suspicious mass.; Yes this is a request for
a Diagnostic CT

1

1

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

mass on lung, cough, shortness of breath,
wheezing; "There IS evidence of a lung,
mediastinal or chest mass noted within the last
30 days."; They had a previous Chest x-ray.; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

nodule, 3 month check; A Chest/Thorax CT is
being ordered.; This study is being ordered for
screening of lung cancer.; The patient is
between 55 and 80 years old.; This patient is a
smoker or has a history of smoking.; The patient
does NOT have a 30 pack per year history of
smoking.; The patient has NOT had a Low Dose
CT for Lung Cancer Screening or a Chest CT in
the past 11 months.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Non calcified lung nodule seen on ct abdomen.
Chest ct with contrast recommended per
radiologist.; "There IS evidence of a lung,
mediastinal or chest mass noted within the last
30 days."; They had a previous Chest x-ray.; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Passing out and short of breath; A Chest/Thorax
CT is being ordered.; This study is being ordered
for screening of lung cancer.; The patient is
between 55 and 80 years old.; This patient is a
smoker or has a history of smoking.; The patient
has a 30 pack per year history of smoking.; The
patient did NOT quit smoking in the past 15
years.; The patient has signs or symptoms
suggestive of lung cancer such as an
unexplained cough, coughing up blood,
unexplained weight loss or other condition.; The
patient has NOT had a Low Dose CT for Lung
Cancer Screening or a Chest CT in the past 11
months.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

patient has Echo and has completed chemo,
R/o aortic dissection; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; The study is being ordered for none of
the above.; This study is being ordered for non
of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Patient has history od smoking, COPD and was
recently seen in the ER where a chest xray
shoed hyperinflated lungs.; There is no
radiologic evidence of asbestosis.; "There is no
radiologic evidence of sarcoidosis, tuberculosis
or fungal infection."; There is no radiologic
evidence of a lung abscess or empyema.; There
is no radiologic evidence of pneumoconiosis e.g.
black lung disease or silicosis.; There is NO
radiologic evidence of non-resolving pneumonia
for 6 weeks after antibiotic treatment was
prescribed.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; This study is being ordered for known
or suspected inflammatory disease or
pneumonia.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

PATIENT IS FORMER SMOKER AND HAS HAD A 7
POUND WEIGHT LOST IN PAST YEAR; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for screening of lung cancer.; The
patient is 54 years old or younger.; The patient
has NOT had a Low Dose CT for Lung Cancer
Screening or a Chest CT in the past 11 months.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Patient needs this 3 month recommemded CT
SCAN to check the stability of a few scattered
noncalcified pulmonary nodules, the largest
being 8mm in size. Pt had CT on 2/15/17
showing these nodules. Patient is a current
smoker, although trying to quit.; A Chest/Thorax
CT is being ordered.; This study is being ordered
for screening of lung cancer.; The patient had a
Low Dose CT for Lung Cancer Screening or a
Chest CT in the past 11 months.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Pt came in for shortness of breath, had a Chest
XRAY and did show a big mass; "There is NO
evidence of a lung, mediastinal or chest mass
noted within the last 30 days."; A Chest/Thorax
CT is being ordered.; This study is being ordered
for work-up for suspicious mass.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

PT FINISHED TREATMENT NEED TO RESTAGE ...
POST TREATMENT; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Restaging of Cancer;
Imaging studies have been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

Internal Medicine

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

pt has a lung nodule that needs to be followed
up.; "Caller is NOT SURE if there is evidence of a
lung, mediastinal or chest mass noted within
the last 30 days."; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; This study is being ordered for workup for suspicious mass.; Yes this is a request for
a Diagnostic CT

Internal Medicine

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Internal Medicine

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

pt has persistent cough and previous CT's have
detected lung nodules requiring follow up; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The study is
being ordered for none of the above.; This study
is being ordered for non of the above.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT
R/O ca; "There is NO evidence of a lung,
mediastinal or chest mass noted within the last
30 days."; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
This study is being ordered for work-up for
suspicious mass.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

RECURRENT BRONCHITIS&#x0D; &#x0D; The
patient states that, in general, she has been
feeling well. She is sleeping well, her energy
levels are good. Her mood is good. Her weight
has been stable. She has had no recent fever or
chills or night sweats&#x0D; She has had; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The study is
being ordered for none of the above.; This study
is being ordered for non of the above.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

Internal Medicine

Approval

1

1

1

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

The patient has had a chest x-ray recently.; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The study is
being ordered for none of the above.; This study
is being ordered for hemoptysis.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

There is no radiologic evidence of mediastinal
widening.; There is no physical or radiologic
evidence of a chest wall abnormality.; ; The
ordering physician a is NOT a Surgeon,
Pulmonologist, or Cardiologist.; A Chest/Thorax
CT is being ordered.; The study is being ordered
for none of the above.; This study is being
ordered for follow up trauma.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

There is no radiologic evidence of mediastinal
widening.; There is physical or radiologic
evidence of a chest wall abnormality.; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The study is
being ordered for none of the above.; This study
is being ordered for follow up trauma.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

There is no radiologic evidence of non-resolving
pneumonia.; "The ordering physician is NOT a
surgeon, pulmonologist or PCP ordering on
behalf of a specialist who has seen the patient.";
"The caller doesn't know if there is radiologic
evidence of sarcoidosis, tuberculosis or fungal
infection."; There is radiologic evidence of a
lung abscess or empyema.; A Chest/Thorax CT is
being ordered.; This study is being ordered for
known or suspected inflammatory disease or
pneumonia.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

There is radiologic evidence of non-resolving
pneumonia after at least 4 weeks of treatment.;
"The ordering physician is NOT a surgeon,
pulmonologist or PCP ordering on behalf of a
specialist who has seen the patient."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for known or suspected
inflammatory disease or pneumonia.; Yes this is
a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

There is radiologic evidence of non-resolving
pneumonia for 6 weeks after antibiotic
treatment was prescribed.; A Chest/Thorax CT is
being ordered.; This study is being ordered for
known or suspected inflammatory disease or
pneumonia.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have not been performed on
the member in the past 3 months.

2

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Initial Staging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

2

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.
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Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

unknown; "There is NO evidence of a lung,
mediastinal or chest mass noted within the last
30 days."; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
This study is being ordered for work-up for
suspicious mass.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

2

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

UNKNOWN; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; This study is being ordered for
screening of lung cancer.; The patient is
between 55 and 80 years old.; This patient is a
smoker or has a history of smoking.; The patient
has a 30 pack per year history of smoking.; The
patient did NOT quit smoking in the past 15
years.; The patient has signs or symptoms
suggestive of lung cancer such as an
unexplained cough, coughing up blood,
unexplained weight loss or other condition.; The
patient has NOT had a Low Dose CT for Lung
Cancer Screening or a Chest CT in the past 11
months.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

unknown; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Restaging of Cancer;
Imaging studies have been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST
71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST
71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

1
; This study is being ordered for Congenital
Anomaly.; Prior to 11/25/14.; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; AAA;
Previous stent placement.

1

Consider CTA to evaluate the size/dimensions
of the thoracic aorta.&#x0D; &#x0D;
Transthoracic Echocardiogram&#x0D; &#x0D;
Summary:&#x0D; 1. Decreased left ventricular
internal cavity size; otherwise normal chamber
size and volumes.&#x0D; 2. Borderline
concentric left ventricular hyp; This study is not
requested to evaluate suspected pulmonary
embolus.; This study will not be performed in
conjunction with a Chest CT.; This study is being
ordered for another reason besides Known or
Suspected Congenital Abnormality, Known or
suspected Vascular Disease.; Yes, this is a
request for a Chest CT Angiography.

1

This study is requested to evaluate suspected
pulmonary embolus.; Yes, this is a request for a
Chest CT Angiography.

10

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

Approval

71550 MRI CHEST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

71550 MRI CHEST

This study is being ordered for follow-up to
trauma.; "The ordering physician is not a
surgeon, pulmonologist, or cardiologist."; There
is no radiologic evidence of mediastinal
widening.; There is physical or radiologic
evidence of a chest wall abnormality.; This is a
request for a chest MRI.

1

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; ; It is not known if there has
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

no prior studies have been done to determine if
there is a treatable cause for her symptoms;
This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; onset of both symptoms
approximately April 2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; She has
episodic migraine headaches, diagnosed by a
Neurologist and chronic neck pain; pt has been
treated with prescription pain medicine and antiinflammatory medicine

1

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This study is not to be part of a Myelogram.;
This is a request for a Cervical Spine CT; This
study is being ordered due to chronic neck pain
or suspected degenerative disease.; There has
been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; The patient
is experiencing sensory abnormalities such as
numbness or tingling.; There is a reason why the
patient cannot have a Cervical Spine MRI.; This
study is being ordered for another reason
besides Abnormal gait, Lower extremity
weakness, Asymmetric reflexes, Documented
evidence of Multiple Sclerosis, &#x0D; Bowel or
bladder dysfunction, Evidence of new foot drop,
etc...

1

Internal Medicine

Approval

Internal Medicine

Approval

Internal Medicine

Approval

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST
72128 CT THORACIC
SPINE, UPPER BACK NO
CONTRAST
72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

Approval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

Internal Medicine

Approval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

Internal Medicine

Approval

Internal Medicine

Approval

Internal Medicine

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK
72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This study is to be part of a Myelogram.; This is
a request for a Cervical Spine CT

2

1
1
This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient does not have a history of severe low
back trauma or lumbar injury.; This is a
preoperative or recent post-operative
evaluation.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT
This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient does not have a history of severe low
back trauma or lumbar injury.; This is not a
preoperative or recent postoperative
evaluation.; This study is not part of a
myelogram or discogram.; The patient is
experiencing symptoms of radiculopathy for six
weeks or more.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient has a history of severe low back trauma
or lumbar injury.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

4

4

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 5 or more
exams are being ordered.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; Jan
2017; There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; pain, neck and shoulder pain, shooting
pains; Failed Chiro, steroids, medications

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute
or Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; ; The patient
does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; There is not xray evidence of a recent cervical spine fracture.

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

; This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute
or Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; progressive
right upper extremity weakness despite physical
therapy. Sensory deficit. Abnormal muscle tone;
The patient does not have new signs or
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.;
There is not x-ray evidence of a recent cervical
spine fracture.

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST
72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 4 exams are being ordered.
; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 05/31/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Pt has pain
to left side of neck, numbness and tingling in
extremities.; Pt has had steroids, nsaids and
orthopeadic.

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; ; It is not known if there has
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;

Approval

Approval

1

1

1

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 6-10-2017; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
numbness and tingling in the right and left arms

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

1.8 cm x 1.3 cm enhancing intradural
extramedullary mass identified&#x0D; centrally
within the spinal canal at the L4 level. These
findings are&#x0D; nonspecific and may
represent a nerve sheath tumor or a
meningioma.&#x0D; This lesion is central within
the canal and co; This study is being ordered for
a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

It is not known if the patient has failed a course
of anti-inflammatory medication or steroids.;
This is a request for cervical spine MRI; It is not
known if there has been a supervised trial of
conservative management for at least six
weeks.; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back pain;
It is not known if the patient demonstrate
neurological deficits.; It is not known if this
patient had a recent course of supervised
physical Therapy.; It is not known if the patient
had six weeks of Chiropractic care related to this
episode.; &lt;Enter Additional Clinical
Information&gt;

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

None.; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 02/2017; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Tingling and numbness in left arm, episode
where entire left side of body went numb, neck
pain.; Medications-muscle relaxers, NSAIDS,
heat, ice.

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient may need to see a neurosurgeon or a
pain specialist; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; August 2016; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
chronic neck and back pain, has had treatment
by chiropractor, nsaids, muscle relaxers - no
help. muscle spasms right latissimus, pain to
palpitation, positive straight leg raise on the left xray showed degenerative changes and
sclerosis.; chronic neck and back pain, has had
treatment by chiropractor, nsaids, muscle
relaxers - no help. muscle spasms right
latissimus, pain to palpitation, positive straight
leg raise on the left - xray showed degenerative
changes and sclerosis.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient has failed a course of antiinflammatory medication or steroids.; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; There has been a
supervised trial of conservative management
for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or Chronic neck
and/or back pain; No, the patient does not
demonstrate neurological deficits.; No, this
patient did not have a recent course of
supervised physical Therapy.
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Approval

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient has failed a course of antiinflammatory medication or steroids.; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; There has been a
supervised trial of conservative management
for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or Chronic neck
and/or back pain; Yes, the patient demonstrate
neurological deficits.; No, there is not a
documented evidence of extremity weakness
on physical examination.; No, there is no
evidence of recent development of unilateral
muscle wasting.; No, this patient did not have a
recent course of supervised physical Therapy.

3

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient does have new signs or
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; There is x-ray evidence of a recent
cervical spine fracture.

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; It is not known if the
patient has completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?; The patient has been treated with
medication.; The patient was treated with an
Epidural.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?

4

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; Yes, the patient
demonstrate neurological deficits.; yes, there is
a documented evidence of extremity weakness
on physical examination.
This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Neurological deficits; Yes, the patient is
experiencing or presenting new symptoms of
upper extremity weakness.

33

16

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; None of
the above; Yes, the patient is experiencing or
presenting new symptoms of upper extremity
weakness.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; It is not known if
the patient demonstrate neurological deficits.;
Yes, this patient had a recent course of
supervised physical Therapy.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; No, the patient
does not demonstrate neurological deficits.;
Yes, this patient had a recent course of
supervised physical Therapy.

8

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; Yes, the patient
demonstrate neurological deficits.; No, there is
not a documented evidence of extremity
weakness on physical examination.; No, there is
no evidence of recent development of unilateral
muscle wasting.; Yes, this patient had a recent
course of supervised physical Therapy.

2

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has not been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; No, the patient
does not demonstrate neurological deficits.;
&lt;Enter Additional Clinical Information&gt;
This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has not been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; No, the patient
does not demonstrate neurological deficits.;
DDD (degenerative disc disease), cervical&#x0D;
Paresthesia of both hands
This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There is
evidence of tumor or metastasis on a bone scan
or x-ray.; Suspected Tumor with or without
Metastasis
This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There is
laboratory or x-ray evidence of osteomyelitis.;
Known or Suspected Multiple Sclerosis,
Infection or abscess; It is not known if there are
documented clinical findings of Multiple
sclerosis.

1

1

2

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Trauma
or recent injury; Fell in March while skying.
Patient has had pain ever since.; Yes, the patient
have new or changing neurological signs or
symptoms.; No, the patient is not experiencing
or presenting new symptoms of upper
extremity weakness?; No, the patient is not
demonstrating unilateral muscle wasting.; No,
the patient is not experiencing or presenting
new symptoms of Bowel or bladder
dysfunction.; No, the patient is not experiencing
new onset of parathesia diagnosed by a
neurologist; No, the patient is not experiencing
or presenting x-ray evidence of a recent
fracture.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Trauma
or recent injury; Yes, the patient have new or
changing neurological signs or symptoms.; Yes,
the patient is experiencing or presenting new
symptoms of upper extremity weakness.

4

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 2014; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; pain,
tingling and numbness, pain radiating down
both legs; medications, home excercise with
heat therapy

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 5 or more
exams are being ordered.

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST
72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 2 MONTHS AGAO; There
has not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; LOWER BACK PAIN MUSCLE SPASMS

1

; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 4 exams are being ordered.

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; ; It is not known if there has
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 03/28/1987; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; ;
PERCOCET/ALEVE

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

1.8 cm x 1.3 cm enhancing intradural
extramedullary mass identified&#x0D; centrally
within the spinal canal at the L4 level. These
findings are&#x0D; nonspecific and may
represent a nerve sheath tumor or a
meningioma.&#x0D; This lesion is central within
the canal and co; This study is being ordered for
a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

It is not known if the patient has any
neurological deficits.; This is a request for a
thoracic spine MRI.; There has been a
supervised trial of conservative management
for at least 6 weeks.; The study is being ordered
due to chronic back pain or suspected
degenerative disease.; The patient is
experiencing sensory abnormalities such as
numbness or tingling.

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

None.; This study is being ordered for trauma
or injury.; 06/23/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Back pain
radiates to LE, shooting pain, numbness,
aggravated by any physical activity-constant-no
relief-severe. Spousal abuse.; pain meds.

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

Pain started 11 months ago. Pain started after
birth of child. Patient has taken pain meds,
steroids, and muscle relaxers with no relief.
Patient had physical therapy for two weeks, but
had to stop therapy because of the pain.
Patient has also had an ; This study is being
ordered for trauma or injury.; 11 months ago;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; lumbar pain and thoracic pain.
Radicular pain left leg. Numbness in left foot;
patient has had physical therapy and has been
treated with steroids and muscle relaxers

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

PARASTHESIA(VISCERAL AND RIGHT LEG),LOW
BACK PAIN AND AROUND TO THE
ABDOMEN,WEAKNESS OF THE RIGHT FOOT AND
NAUSEA; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 04/09/2017; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; Ms.
Davis presents with low back pain. The
discomfort is most prominent in the upper, right
lumbar spine. This radiates to the right chest
and abdomen. She characterizes it as moderate
in intensity, aching, and burning. This is a
chronic, but intermit; ICE AND ASPIRIN

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to chronic back pain
or suspected degenerative disease.; &lt;Enter
Additional Clinical Information&gt;; The patient
is experiencing or presenting symptoms of
lower extremity weakness documented on
physical exam.

2

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to chronic back pain
or suspected degenerative disease.; ; The
patient is experiencing or presenting symptoms
of lower extremity weakness documented on
physical exam.

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to chronic back pain
or suspected degenerative disease.; no; The
patient is experiencing or presenting symptoms
of lower extremity weakness documented on
physical exam.

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to chronic back pain
or suspected degenerative disease.; The patient
is experiencing or presenting symptoms of
abnormal gait.

2

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; There
has been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; The study is
being ordered due to chronic back pain or
suspected degenerative disease.; The patient is
experiencing sensory abnormalities such as
numbness or tingling.; The patient is not
experiencing or presenting symptoms of
abnormal gait, lower extremity weakness,
asymmetric reflexes, fracture, radiculopathy or
bowel or bladder dysfunction.

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

The patient does not have any neurological
deficits.; This is a request for a thoracic spine
MRI.; There has been a supervised trial of
conservative management for at least 6 weeks.;
The study is being ordered due to chronic back
pain or suspected degenerative disease.
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
foot drop.; There is recent evidence of a
thoracic spine fracture.

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to Neurological
deficits.; The patient is experiencing or
presenting symptoms of abnormal gait.

1

3

1

1

Internal Medicine

Approval

Internal Medicine

Approval

Internal Medicine

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST
72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 2014; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; pain,
tingling and numbness, pain radiating down
both legs; medications, home excercise with
heat therapy

1

6

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; Document exam findings; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
not seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.
&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
above

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 5 or more
exams are being ordered.

1

1

2

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; It is not known
if there has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; &lt; Describe primary symptoms here or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; Jan
2017; There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; pain, neck and shoulder pain, shooting
pains; Failed Chiro, steroids, medications

1

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 2 MONTHS AGAO; There
has not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; LOWER BACK PAIN MUSCLE SPASMS

1

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has none of the above

3

Approval

Approval

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 4 exams are being ordered.
; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 05/31/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Pt has pain
to left side of neck, numbness and tingling in
extremities.; Pt has had steroids, nsaids and
orthopeadic.

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; ; There has not been any
treatment or conservative therapy.; Chronic
pain and back pain

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 03/28/1987; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; ;
PERCOCET/ALEVE

1

Approval

Approval

1

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

c/o back pain with rt sided radiculitis moderate/stable/present greater than 12mos.
&#x0D;
Adult Multiple System&#x0D;
NEUROLOGIC: radicular sxs rt leg.
MUSCULOSKELETAL: Reports:, Backache.
&#x0D; &#x0D;
MUSCULOSKELETAL:
lumbar paraspinal tende; The study requested is
a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Neurological deficits; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is weakness.; Do c/o
back pain with rt sided radiculitis moderate/stable/present greater than 12mos.
&#x0D;
&#x0D; Ibuprofen 800 MG Tablet
1 tablet Orally Three times a day, stop date
05/13/2017 &#x0D; &#x0D;
Medical
History: &#x0D;
anxiety, asthma, copd,
depression; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent lumbar fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Chronic bilateral low back pain with sciatica,
sciatica laterality unspecified&#x0D; Paresthesia
of both feet; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or chronic
back pain.; The patient has none of the above

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Evaluate for pain; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 12 years ago; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Pain and radiculopathy in cervical and lumbar
back; medication, physical therapy

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Low back pain, with mild pain but radiated
down the back of his leg on the left, went to ER
last weekend and had a new xray, was told he
had bulging discs and got an NSAid shot plus
prednisone and was rec to have an
MRI,chiropractic care; acupuncture and ; The
study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The
patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has none of the above

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

None.; This study is being ordered for trauma
or injury.; 06/23/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Back pain
radiates to LE, shooting pain, numbness,
aggravated by any physical activity-constant-no
relief-severe. Spousal abuse.; pain meds.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

over 6 wks of PT; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; tenderness , right knee pain,; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Pain started 11 months ago. Pain started after
birth of child. Patient has taken pain meds,
steroids, and muscle relaxers with no relief.
Patient had physical therapy for two weeks, but
had to stop therapy because of the pain.
Patient has also had an ; This study is being
ordered for trauma or injury.; 11 months ago;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; lumbar pain and thoracic pain.
Radicular pain left leg. Numbness in left foot;
patient has had physical therapy and has been
treated with steroids and muscle relaxers

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

PARASTHESIA(VISCERAL AND RIGHT LEG),LOW
BACK PAIN AND AROUND TO THE
ABDOMEN,WEAKNESS OF THE RIGHT FOOT AND
NAUSEA; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 04/09/2017; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; Ms.
Davis presents with low back pain. The
discomfort is most prominent in the upper, right
lumbar spine. This radiates to the right chest
and abdomen. She characterizes it as moderate
in intensity, aching, and burning. This is a
chronic, but intermit; ICE AND ASPIRIN

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient as low back pain since fx of LLE age 16
in motorcycle accident and left the left leg one
inch shorter than the right. Had MRI 2 yrs ago
showing bulging discs. Her LBP radiates to right
thigh. Pain when bending over.; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient
has acute or chronic back pain.; The patient has
none of the above

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient complains of weakness aching in
extremities. Patient complains of back pain with
radicular sxs to bilateral lower extremities right
greater than left. Patient has failed conservative
therapy. Lumbar paraspinal tenderness, pain
with extension, pain; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; Patient complains of weakness
aching in extremities. Patient complains of back
pain with radicular sxs to bilateral lower
extremities right greater than left. Patient has
failed conservative therapy. Lumbar paraspinal
tenderness, pain with extension, pain; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
not have a new foot drop.; It is not known if
there is x-ray evidence of a lumbar recent
fracture.

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient may need to see a neurosurgeon or a
pain specialist; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; August 2016; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
chronic neck and back pain, has had treatment
by chiropractor, nsaids, muscle relaxers - no
help. muscle spasms right latissimus, pain to
palpitation, positive straight leg raise on the left xray showed degenerative changes and
sclerosis.; chronic neck and back pain, has had
treatment by chiropractor, nsaids, muscle
relaxers - no help. muscle spasms right
latissimus, pain to palpitation, positive straight
leg raise on the left - xray showed degenerative
changes and sclerosis.
Sciatica, right side; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
above

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

SCOLIOSIS; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or chronic
back pain.; The patient has none of the above

1

1

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Taken MEDS no help- CHIRO to painful- Xray
done in ER ABN; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is reflex
abnormality.; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent lumbar fracture.; O reflex on rightThe study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient does have a new foot
drop.

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient does have new signs or
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The
patient does not have a new foot drop.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
foot drop.; There is x-ray evidence of a recent
lumbar fracture.

3

Approval

Approval

1

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?

5

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has not
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?; The
patient has been treated with medication.; the
patient was treated with a facet joint injection.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Follow-up to Surgery or Fracture within the last
6 months; The patient has been seen by or is
the ordering physician an oncologist,
neurologist, neurosurgeon, or orthopedist.

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; It
is unknown if the patient has acute or chronic
back pain.; This procedure is being requested
for Neurologic deficits
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Pre-Operative Evaluation; No, the last Lumbar
spine MRI was not performed within the past
two weeks.; Surgery is scheduled within the
next 4 weeks.
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient does NOT have acute or chronic
back pain.; This procedure is being requested
for Neurologic deficits
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has 6 weeks of completed conservative
care in the past 3 months or had a spine
injection
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has an Abnormal nerve study involving
the lumbar spine
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has an Abnormal x-ray indicating a
significant abnormality

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has Neurological deficit(s)

1

1

1
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Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine
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72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Trauma or recent injury; The patient does not
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
not seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.
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Internal Medicine

Approval

Internal Medicine
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72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST
72191 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY PELVIS
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST
72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 2014; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; pain,
tingling and numbness, pain radiating down
both legs; medications, home excercise with
heat therapy

1

This is a request for a pelvis CT angiography.

1
1

; There is not a known tumor.; This study is
being ordered as pre-operative evaluation.;
"The ordering physician is NOT an oncologist,
urologist, gynecologist, gastroenterologist or
surgeon or PCP ordering on behalf of a specialist
who has seen the patient."; There is a known
pelvic infection.; "There are physical findings or
abnormal blood work consistent with
peritonitis, pelvic inflammatory disease, or
appendicitis."; This is a request for a Pelvis CT.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Having abdomen and pelvic pain, hx of cervical
cancer, also had an US showing a 1cm lesion.;
This study is being ordered for known tumor,
cancer, mass, or rule-out metastasis.; "The
ordering physician is NOT an oncologist,
urologist, gynecologist, gastroenterologist or
surgeon or PCP ordering on behalf of a specialist
who has seen the patient."; This study is being
ordered for initial staging.; This is a request for a
Pelvis CT.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

PATIENT HAS HAD ONGOING ABDOMINAL PAIN
AND HAD A TRAUMATIC INJURY IN January
2017. She requires further evaluation to
determine treatment options.; This study is
being ordered due to organ enlargement.; There
is ultrasound or plain film evidence of a pelvic
organ enlargement.; This is a request for a Pelvis
CT.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Internal Medicine

Approval

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Internal Medicine

Approval

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Internal Medicine

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

Patient having right lower quadrant pain. Off
and on sharp pain.; This study is being ordered
due to known or suspected infection.; "The
ordering physician is NOT a surgeon,
gynecologist, urologist, gastroenterologist, or
infectious disease specialist or PCP ordering on
behalf of a specialist who has seen the patient.";
"There are physical findings or abnormal blood
work consistent with peritonitis, pelvic
inflammatory disease, or appendicitis."; This is a
request for a Pelvis CT.; Yes this is a request for
a Diagnostic CT

R/O appendicitis; This study is being ordered
due to known or suspected infection.; "The
ordering physician is NOT a surgeon,
gynecologist, urologist, gastroenterologist, or
infectious disease specialist or PCP ordering on
behalf of a specialist who has seen the patient.";
"There are physical findings or abnormal blood
work consistent with peritonitis, pelvic
inflammatory disease, or appendicitis."; This is a
request for a Pelvis CT.; Yes this is a request for
a Diagnostic CT
large fibroid enlarged uterurs; This is a request
for a Pelvis MRI.; The request is not for any of
the listed indications.

1

1

1

This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The patient
had previous abnormal imaging including a CT,
MRI or Ultrasound.; A tumor or mass was noted
on previous imaging.; An abnormality was found
in the ovary.; The study is being ordered for
suspicion of tumor, mass, neoplasm, or
metastatic disease.
This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The request
is for pelvic trauma or injury.
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72196 MRI PELVIS
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72196 MRI PELVIS

Internal Medicine
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72196 MRI PELVIS

Internal Medicine
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72196 MRI PELVIS

Internal Medicine

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The request
is for suspicion of joint or bone infection.
This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The request
is for suspicion of pelvic inflammatory disease
or abscess.
This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The request
is for suspicion of tumor, mass, neoplasm, or
metastatic disease?

72196 MRI PELVIS

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.
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73200 CT ARM OR
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity,
shoulder, scapula, elbow, hand, or wrist joint
CT.; There is a history of upper extremity joint
or long bone trauma or injury.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

4

73200 CT ARM OR
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity,
shoulder, scapula, elbow, hand, or wrist joint
CT.; There is not a history of upper extremity
joint or long bone trauma or injury.; This is not a
preoperative or recent postoperative
evaluation.; There is not suspicion of upper
extremity neoplasm or tumor or metastasis.;
There is not suspicion of upper extremity bone
or joint infection.; The ordering physician is an
orthopedist or rheumatologist.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Approval

73200 CT ARM OR
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity,
shoulder, scapula, elbow, hand, or wrist joint
CT.; There is not a history of upper extremity
joint or long bone trauma or injury.; This is not a
preoperative or recent postoperative
evaluation.; There is suspicion of upper
extremity neoplasm or tumor or metastasis.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Approval

73220 MRI UPPER
EXTREMITY , ENTIRE
EXTREMITY, NOT A
JOINT

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 5 or more
exams are being ordered.
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73220 MRI UPPER
EXTREMITY , ENTIRE
EXTREMITY, NOT A
JOINT

The request is for an upper extremity non-joint
MRI.; This is not a preoperative or recent
postoperative evaluation.; There is not
suspicion of upper extremity neoplasm or tumor
or metastasis.; There is no suspicion of upper
extremity bone or soft tissue infection.; The
ordering physician is not an orthopedist.; There
is a history of upper extremity trauma or injury.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 5 or more
exams are being ordered.

2

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

acute wrist pain. x-ray done (negative) x-ray
recommended mri. concern of scaphoid
fracture; The pain is not from a recent injury,
old injury, chronic pain or a mass.; This request
is for a wrist MRI.; This study is requested for
evalutation of wrist pain.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; "The
caller indicated the study was not ordered for:
Known or Suspicious Mass or Tumor with or
without metastasis, Known or suspected Joint
Infection, Aseptic Necrosis, Trauma, Chronic
Pain, or Pre or Post operative evaluation.";
CHRONIC RIGHT SHOULDER PAIN,R/O
INJURY,DETERIORATION,TENDERNESS
ANTERIORALY ALONG THE BICEPT TENDON,NO
IMPROVEMENT WITH PT AND ANTIINFLAMMATORIES

1
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has completed and failed a
course of conservative treatment of at least 4
weeks.; The ordering physician is not an
orthopedist.; There is documented findings of
severe pain on motion.

18

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has not completed and failed
a course of conservative treatment of at least 4
weeks.; fell on his right shoulder 9 days ago and
is having pain, numbness and weakness in his
RUE. Went to the Er and his X-ray was normal.
He can't use the arm due to pain, limited ROM
(right shoulder 10 % of normal. Decrerased grip
strength. Pain to palpation

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has not completed and failed
a course of conservative treatment of at least 4
weeks.; LIMITED RANGE OF MOTION, CHRONIC
LEFT SHOULDER PAIN.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has not completed and failed
a course of conservative treatment of at least 4
weeks.; Pt has decrease ROM and possible
rotator cuff tear
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Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has not completed and failed
a course of conservative treatment of at least 4
weeks.; R/O rotator cuff injury, limited ROM,
weakness, popping sound

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has not completed and failed
a course of conservative treatment of at least 4
weeks.; suspected rct

1

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to trauma within past 72
hours.; The patient has had recent plain films of
the shoulder.; The plain films were normal.; It is
not known if the patient is experiencing joint
locking or instability.; The patient has a
documented limited range of motion on
physical examination.
The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to trauma within past 72
hours.; The patient has had recent plain films of
the shoulder.; The plain films were normal.; The
patient is experiencing joint locking or
instability.

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to trauma within past 72
hours.; The patient has had recent plain films of
the shoulder.; The plain films were not normal.

Approval
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Approval
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to trauma within past 72
hours.; The patient has had recent plain films of
the shoulder.; The results of the plain films is
not known.; The patient is experiencing joint
locking or instability.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
is being ordered for known/suspected joint
infection.; The patient has not had a recent
bone scan.; The patient has had a recent
ultrasound of the shoulder.; The patient has had
a normal ultrasound.; The plain films were
normal.; There are documented physical or
laboratory findings of a joint infection.; The
patient has not had a recent CT of the shoulder.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The
pain is described as chronic; The request is for
shoulder pain.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?

2

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The
pain is from an old injury.; The request is for
shoulder pain.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?

1
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Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There has has been a history of
significant trauma, dislocation or injury to the
joint within the past 6 weeks.; The patient does
have an abnormal plain film study of the joint.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There has has been a history of
significant trauma, dislocation or injury to the
joint within the past 6 weeks.; The patient does
not have an abnormal plain film study of the
joint.; The patient has not been treated with
and failed a course of four weeks of supervised
physical therapy.; The patient has a
documented limitation of their range of
motion.; The patient has experienced pain for
greater than six weeks.; The patient has been
treated with anti-inflammatory medication in
conjunction with this complaint.
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Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There is no history of significant
trauma, dislocation or injury to the joint within
the past 6 weeks.; The patient does have an
abnormal plain film study of the joint.; The
patient has been treated with and failed a
course of four weeks of supervised physical
therapy.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does not have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There is no history of significant
trauma, dislocation or injury to the joint within
the past 6 weeks.; The patient does not have an
abnormal plain film study of the joint.; The
patient has not been treated with and failed a
course of four weeks of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient does not have a
documented limitation of their range of
motion.; The patient has experienced pain for
greater than six weeks.; The patient has been
treated with anti-inflammatory medication in
conjunction with this complaint.; This study is
not being ordered by an operating surgeon for
pre-operative planning.
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Approval

Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

unknown; This study is being ordered for
trauma or injury.; 04/03/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; pain due to
tree limb falling on pt left shoulder; medication

1

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

This is a request for a foot CT.; "There is a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; There
is a history of new onset of severe pain in the
foot within the last two weeks.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

This is a request for a hip CT.; This study is not
being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic CT.;
There is not a suspected infection of the hip.;
The patient has been treated with and failed a
course of supervised physical therapy.; "There is
no a history (within the last six months) of
significant trauma, dislocation, or injury to the
hip."; There is not a suspicion of AVN.; The
patient does not have an abnormal plain film
study of the hip other than arthritis.; The
patient has not used a cane or crutches for
greater than four weeks.; The patient has a
documented limitation of their range of
motion.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1
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Approval

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY
73706 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY LOWER
EXTREMITY
73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a hip CT.; This study is not
being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic CT.;
There is not a suspected infection of the hip.;
The patient has not been treated with and failed
a course of supervised physical therapy.; There
is not a mass adjacent to or near the hip.;
"There is a history (within the last six months) of
significant trauma, dislocation, or injury to the
hip."; There is not a suspicion of AVN.; The
patient does not have an abnormal plain film
study of the hip other than arthritis.; The
patient has not used a cane or crutches for
greater than four weeks.; The patient does not
have a documented limitation of their range of
motion.; The patient has been treated with antiinflammatory medication in conjunction with
this complaint.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

This is a request for an ankle CT.; "There is a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the ankle.";
There is a history of new onset of severe pain in
the ankle within the last two weeks.; There is
not a suspected tarsal coalition.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
lower extremity.

1
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73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
5/23/2017; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Drainage, red in color,;
tissue decrement, added dressings,

2

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

pain in knee pos pivot shift test; This is a
request for a Knee MRI.; The patient has not
had recent plain films of the knee.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; Suspected
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury; No, there
is no known trauma involving the knee.; Pain
greater than 3 days; No, patient has not
completed and failed a course of conservative
treatment.; Yes, the member experience a
painful popping, snapping, or giving away of the
knee.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a foot MRI.; "There is a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is a suspected tarsal coalition.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a foot MRI.; "There is a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; There
is a history of new onset of severe pain in the
foot within the last two weeks.

1

Internal Medicine

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a foot MRI.; "There is not a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; There
is a history of new onset of severe pain in the
foot within the last two weeks.; The patient
does not have an abnormal plain film study of
the foot other than arthritis.; The patient has
not used a cane or crutches for greater than
four weeks.; The patient has not been treated
with and failed a course of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient has been treated with antiinflammatory medications in conjunction with
this complaint.; The patient does not have a
documented limitation of their range of motion.
This is a request for a foot MRI.; "There is not a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; There
is a history of new onset of severe pain in the
foot within the last two weeks.; The patient has
a documented limitation of their range of
motion.
This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; Non-acute
Chronic Pain; Instability
This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; Non-acute
Chronic Pain; Limited range of motion
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73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT
73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT
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73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; Non-acute
Chronic Pain; Swelling greater than 3 days

6

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; Suspected
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury; It is not
known if there is a known trauma involving the
knee.; Instability; Yes, the member experience a
painful popping, snapping, or giving away of the
knee.
This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; Suspected
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury; No, there
is no known trauma involving the knee.;
Instability; Yes, the member experience a
painful popping, snapping, or giving away of the
knee.

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; Suspected
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury; No, there
is no known trauma involving the knee.; Limited
range of motion; Yes, the member experience a
painful popping, snapping, or giving away of the
knee.

2

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; Suspected
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury; No, there
is no known trauma involving the knee.;
Locking; Yes, the member experience a painful
popping, snapping, or giving away of the knee.

1

Approval

Approval
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73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; Suspected
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury; No, there
is no known trauma involving the knee.;
Swelling greater than 3 days; No, the member
do not experience a painful popping, snapping,
or giving away of the knee.

1

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; Suspected
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury; No, there
is no known trauma involving the knee.;
Swelling greater than 3 days; Yes, the member
experience a painful popping, snapping, or
giving away of the knee.
This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; Suspected
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury; Yes, there
is a known trauma involving the knee.;
Instability

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; Suspected
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury; Yes, there
is a known trauma involving the knee.; Limited
range of motion

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; Suspected
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury; Yes, there
is a known trauma involving the knee.; Locking

2
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Approval
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73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; Suspected
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury; Yes, there
is a known trauma involving the knee.; Swelling
greater than 3 days
This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; There is no
supsected meniscus,pre-op or post-op
evaluation,non-acute Chronic Pain,supsected
tumor or Aseptic Necrosis; Limited range of
motion

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; There is no
supsected meniscus,pre-op or post-op
evaluation,non-acute Chronic Pain,supsected
tumor or Aseptic Necrosis; Locking

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
had recent plain films of the knee.; The plain
films were normal.; The ordering physician is
not an orthopedist.; Non-acute Chronic Pain;
Pain greater than 3 days

2

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
had recent plain films of the knee.; The plain
films were normal.; The ordering physician is
not an orthopedist.; Suspected meniscus,
tendon, or ligament injury; Yes, there is a
known trauma involving the knee.; Pain greater
than 3 days

2

Approval

Approval

Approval

4

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
had recent plain films of the knee.; The plain
films were not normal.; The ordering physician
is not an orthopedist.; Suspected meniscus,
tendon, or ligament injury; No, there is no
known trauma involving the knee.; Pain greater
than 3 days; No, the member do not experience
a painful popping, snapping, or giving away of
the knee.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
had recent plain films of the knee.; The plain
films were not normal.; The ordering physician
is not an orthopedist.; Suspected meniscus,
tendon, or ligament injury; No, there is no
known trauma involving the knee.; Pain greater
than 3 days; Yes, the member experience a
painful popping, snapping, or giving away of the
knee.

2

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
had recent plain films of the knee.; The plain
films were not normal.; The ordering physician
is not an orthopedist.; Suspected meniscus,
tendon, or ligament injury; Yes, there is a
known trauma involving the knee.; Pain greater
than 3 days

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
has not had recent plain films of the knee.; The
ordering physician is not an orthopedist.;
Suspected meniscus, tendon, or ligament
injury; No, there is no known trauma involving
the knee.; Pain greater than 3 days; Yes, patient
has completed and failed a course of
conservative treatment.; Physician directed
course of non-steroidal anti-inflammatory
medications; Yes, the member experience a
painful popping, snapping, or giving away of the
knee.
This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
has not had recent plain films of the knee.; The
ordering physician is not an orthopedist.;
Suspected meniscus, tendon, or ligament
injury; No, there is no known trauma involving
the knee.; Pain greater than 3 days; Yes, patient
has completed and failed a course of
conservative treatment.; Physician directed
exercise program; Yes, the member experience
a painful popping, snapping, or giving away of
the knee.
This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The study is
requested for knee pain.; The pain is described
as chronic; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?

1

2

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The study is
requested for knee pain.; The pain is from an
old injury.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; This is a
request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering physician
is not an orthopedist.; The ordering physician is
not an orthopedist.; Suspected meniscus,
tendon, or ligament injury; Suspected
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury; Yes, there
is a known trauma involving the knee.; Yes,
there is a known trauma involving the knee.;
Locking; Locking

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a lower extremity MRI.;
There is a pulsatile mass.; "There is evidence of
tumor or mass from a previous exam, plain film,
ultrasound, or previous CT or MRI."; There is not
a suspicion of an infection.; The patient is not
taking antibiotics.; This is not a study for a
fracture which does not show healing (nonunion fracture).; This is not a pre-operative
study for planned surgery.

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a lower extremity MRI.;
There is a pulsatile mass.; "There is no evidence
of tumor or mass from a previous exam, plain
film, ultrasound, or previous CT or MRI."; There
is not a suspicion of an infection.; The patient is
not taking antibiotics.; This is not a study for a
fracture which does not show healing (nonunion fracture).; This is not a pre-operative
study for planned surgery.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a lower extremity MRI.;
This is not a pulsatile mass.; "There is no
evidence of tumor or mass from a previous
exam, plain film, ultrasound, or previous CT or
MRI."; There is a suspicion of an infection.; The
patient is taking antibiotics.

4

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for an Ankle MRI.; "There is a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the ankle.";
There is a suspected tarsal coalition.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for an Ankle MRI.; "There is
not a history (within the past six weeks) of
significant trauma, dislocation, or injury to the
ankle."; There is a history of new onset of
severe pain in the ankle within the last two
weeks.; There is not a suspected tarsal
coalition.; The patient has a documented
limitation of their range of motion.

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for an Ankle MRI.; There is a
suspicion of fracture not adequately determined
by x-ray.; The study is requested for ankle pain.;
Tendon or ligament injuryis not suspected.

2

Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; It is not known
if there has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; &lt; Describe primary symptoms here or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

1

Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; The member
has failed a 4 week course of conservative
management in the past 3 months.; The hip
pain is chronic.; The request is for hip pain.

1

Approval

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic MRI.;
"There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is a suspicion of AVN.;
The patient is not receiving long-term steriod
therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The patient
had an abnormal plain film study of the hip
other than arthritis.; The patient has not used a
cane or crutches for greater than four weeks.;
The patient has not been treated with and failed
a course of supervised physical therapy.; There
is not a mass near the hip.; The patient has been
treated with anti-inflammatory medications in
conjunction with this complaint.; The patient
has a documented limitation of their range of
motion.

1

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is a suspicion of AVN.

3

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient is not receiving long-term
steriod therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The
patient has a documented limitation of their
range of motion.

3

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is a suspicion of AVN.;
The patient is receiving long-term steriod
therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).

1

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient is not receiving long-term
steriod therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The
patient does not have an abnormal plain film
study of the hip other than arthritis.; The
patient has not used a cane or crutches for
greater than four weeks.; The patient has been
treated with and failed a course of supervised
physical therapy.; The patient has a
documented limitation of their range of motion.

1

Internal Medicine

Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient is not receiving long-term
steriod therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The
patient does not have an abnormal plain film
study of the hip other than arthritis.; The
patient has not used a cane or crutches for
greater than four weeks.; The patient has been
treated with and failed a course of supervised
physical therapy.; There is not a mass near the
hip.; The patient has been treated with antiinflammatory medications in conjunction with
this complaint.; The patient does not have a
documented limitation of their range of motion.

1

Internal Medicine

Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient is not receiving long-term
steriod therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The
patient does not have an abnormal plain film
study of the hip other than arthritis.; The
patient has not used a cane or crutches for
greater than four weeks.; The patient has not
been treated with and failed a course of
supervised physical therapy.; There is not a
mass near the hip.; The patient has been
treated with anti-inflammatory medications in
conjunction with this complaint.; This is for preoperative planning.; The patient does not have a
documented limitation of their range of motion.

1

Internal Medicine

Approval

Internal Medicine

Approval

Internal Medicine

Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT
74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient is not receiving long-term
steriod therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The
patient does not have an abnormal plain film
study of the hip other than arthritis.; The
patient has not used a cane or crutches for
greater than four weeks.; The patient has not
been treated with and failed a course of
supervised physical therapy.; There is not a
mass near the hip.; The patient has not been
treated with anti-inflammatory medications in
conjunction with this complaint.; This is not for
pre-operative planning.; The patient does not
have a documented limitation of their range of
motion.

1

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient is receiving long-term steriod
therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The patient
has a documented limitation of their range of
motion.

1
2

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for an
infection such as pancreatitis, appendicitis,
abscess, colitis and inflammatory bowel
disease.; There are NO abnormal lab results or
physical findings on exam such as rebound or
guarding that are consistent with peritonitis,
abscess, pancreatitis or appendicitis.; This study
is being ordered for another reason besides
Crohn's disease, Abscess, Ulcerative Colitis,
Acute Non-ulcerative Colitis, Diverticulitis, or
Inflammatory bowel disease.; There are no
findings that confirm hepatitis C.; No, the
patient has not been seen by a specialist or are
the studies being requested on behalf of a
specialist for an infection.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Kidney/Ureteral stone,
&#x0D; Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O
metastases, Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ
Enlargement, &#x0D; Known or suspected
infection such as pancreatitis, etc..; There are no
findings of Hematuria,
Lymphadenopathy,weight loss,abdominal
pain,diabetic patient with gastroparesis; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This
study is being ordered for a suspicious mass or
tumor.; There is no suspicious mass found using
ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy, or
sigmoidoscopy.; There are no new symptoms
including hematuria.; There are no new lab
results or other imaging studies including
ultrasound, Doppler or plain films findings.;
There is not a suspicion of an adrenal mass.;
This is not a request to confirm a suspicious
renal mass suggested by physical exam, lab
studies, IVP or ultrasound.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This
study is being ordered for another reason
besides Kidney/Ureteral stone, &#x0D; Known
Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O metastases,
Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ Enlargement,
&#x0D; Known or suspected infection such as
pancreatitis, etc..; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Pancreas mass; This is a request for an
Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for a
suspicious mass or tumor.; There is no
suspicious mass found using ultrasound, IVP,
Endoscopy, colonoscopy, or sigmoidoscopy.;
The patient does not have new symptoms
including hematuria, new lab results or other
imaging studies including ultrasound, doppler or
x-ray (plain film) findings, suspicion of an
adrenal mass or suspicion of a renal mass.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

previous ct evidence; This is a request for an
Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for
organ enlargement.; There is no evidence of
organ enlargement on ultrasound, plain film, or
IVP.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Pt presents with abd pain and mass present for
8 months and continues to worsen.; This is a
request for an Abdomen CT.; This study is being
ordered for a suspicious mass or tumor.; There
is no suspicious mass found using ultrasound,
IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy, or
sigmoidoscopy.; It is not known if there are new
symptoms including hematuria.; There are no
new lab results or other imaging studies
including ultrasound, Doppler or plain films
findings.; It is not known if there is a suspicion
of an adrenal mass.; It is not known if this is a
request to confirm a suspicious renal mass
suggested by physical exam, lab studies, IVP or
ultrasound.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT
This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered as a pre-op or post op
evaluation.; The requested study is for postoperative evaluation.; The requested study is a
first follow up study for a post operatove
complication.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

2

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for a known tumor, cancer,
mass, or rule out metastases.; This is not a
request for initial staging of a known tumor
other than prostate.; There are new signs or
symptoms including hematuria, presenting with
known cancer or tumor.; This patient does NOT
have known prostate cancer with a PSA
(prostate-specific antigen) greater than 10.; No,
this is not a request for follow up to a known
tumor or abdominal cancer.; No, there is a
palpable or observed abdominal mass.;
No,there is not an abdominal and pelvic or
retroperitoneal mass that has been confirmed.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for a known tumor, cancer,
mass, or rule out metastases.; This is not a
request for initial staging of a known tumor
other than prostate.; This patient does NOT
have known prostate cancer with a PSA
(prostate-specific antigen) greater than 10.; No,
this is not a request for follow up to a known
tumor or abdominal cancer.; No, there is a
palpable or observed abdominal mass.; Yes,
there is a Is there an abdominal and pelvic or
retroperitoneal or abdominal mass that has
been confirmed.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for a known tumor, cancer,
mass, or rule out metastases.; This is not a
request for initial staging of a known tumor
other than prostate.; This patient does NOT
have known prostate cancer with a PSA
(prostate-specific antigen) greater than 10.; No,
this is not a request for follow up to a known
tumor or abdominal cancer.; Yes, there is a
palpable or observed abdominal mass.; No,
there has not been a recent abdominal CT scan.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for a known tumor, cancer,
mass, or rule out metastases.; Yes, this is a
request for follow up to a known tumor or
abdominal cancer.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

2

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for a kidney/ureteral stone.; It
is not known if there is a strong suspicion of
kidney or ureteral stones.; This patient is
experiencing hematuria.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for a kidney/ureteral stone.;
There is a known or a strong suspicion of kidney
or ureteral stones.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

2

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for a suspicious mass or
tumor.; There is a suspicious mass found using
ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy, or
sigmoidoscopy.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

6

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for an infection such as
pancreatitis, appendicitis, abscess, colitis and
inflammatory bowel disease.; There are
abnormal lab results or physical findings on
exam such as rebound or guarding that are
consistent with peritonitis, abscess, pancreatitis
or appendicitis.; No, the patient has not been
seen by a specialist or are the studies being
requested on behalf of a specialist for an
infection.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

4

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for an infection such as
pancreatitis, appendicitis, abscess, colitis and
inflammatory bowel disease.; Yes, the patient
has been seen by a specialist or are the studies
being requested on behalf of a specialist for an
infection.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

3

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for another reason besides
Kidney/Ureteral stone, &#x0D; Known Tumor,
Cancer, Mass, or R/O metastases, Suspicious
Mass or Tumor, Organ Enlargement, &#x0D;
Known or suspected infection such as
pancreatitis, etc..; There are clinical findings or
indications of Hematuria.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

3

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for another reason besides
Kidney/Ureteral stone, &#x0D; Known Tumor,
Cancer, Mass, or R/O metastases, Suspicious
Mass or Tumor, Organ Enlargement, &#x0D;
Known or suspected infection such as
pancreatitis, etc..; There are clinical findings or
indications of unexplained weight loss of greater
than 10% body weight in 1 month; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for organ enlargement.; There
is evidence of organ enlargement on ultrasound,
plain film, or IVP.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

Approval

74174 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY
ABDOMEN AND PELVIS
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Approval

Approval

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine
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Internal Medicine

Approval

74174 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY
ABDOMEN AND PELVIS
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Approval

74174 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY
ABDOMEN AND PELVIS
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST
74175 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY
ABDOMEN
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for Congenital
Anomaly.; Prior to 11/25/14.; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; AAA;
Previous stent placement.

1

This is a request for CT Angiography of the
Abdomen and Pelvis.

2

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
abdomen.

2

4

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for acute pain.;
There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
female.; A pelvic exam was performed.; The
results of the exam were abnormal.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Restaging of Cancer; It is
unknown if imaging studies have been
performed on the member in the past 3
months.

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 3 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Restaging of Cancer;
Imaging studies have been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; It is not known
if there has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; &lt; Describe primary symptoms here or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; ; It is not known if there has
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ;

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

20 LB WEIGHT LOSS, LOW ENERGY; This study is
being ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 04/19/2016; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; 4 MONTH
FEVER, DRY COUGH FOR ABOUT 1 YEAR,
ABNORMAL LABS, SNOORING; MEDICATIONS

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

chronic LYMPHOCYTIC; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 2
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Clinical Information&#x0D; History / Dx:
R10.12 Abdominal pain, left upper quadrant,Left
flank pain&#x0D; History / Dx: Pain is 10/10,
worsening, radiated to abdomen, groin. A/w
back pain, fever, nausea, decreased appetite,
early satiety. No relieving factors. Un; This is a
request for an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.;
A urinalysis has been completed.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The results of the urinalysis were
abnormal.; The urinalysis was positive for
protein.; The study is being ordered for chronic
pain.; This is the first visit for this complaint.;
The patient did not have a amylase or lipase lab
test.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Enter answer here - or Type In UnknoPatient
states that he is also been told that he had a
right sided hernia. It bothers him occasionally.
Occasionally he will have right lower quadrant
abdominal pain. He did studies at St. Vincent's
but unfortunately I ; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis
has not been completed.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
The study is being ordered for chronic pain.;
This is the first visit for this complaint.; It is
unknown if the patient had an Amylase or
Lipase lab test.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

GENERALIZED ABD PAIN,CARCINOID
TUMOR,NAUSEA,VOMITING,MULTIPLE
ABDOMINAL SURGERIES,R/O
INFECTION,INFLAMMATION,MASS,ABSCESS,PAN
CREATITIS,R/O RENAL CELL,R/O
ADHESIONS,PAIN IS
SHARP,DULL,STABBING,BLOATING,LAB UABACTERIA MANY,WBC 1.5; This is a request for
an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study
is being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
pain.; This is not the first visit for this
complaint.; There has been a physical exam.;
The patient is female.; It is not known if a pelvic
exam was performed.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Please allow this exam for diagnosing and
determining a treatment plan.; This is a request
for an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This
study is being requested for abdominal and/or
pelvic pain.; The study is being ordered for
acute pain.; There has been a physical exam.;
The patient is male.; A rectal exam was not
performed.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Positive for abdominal distention, abdominal
pain and diarrhea. She exhibits distension. There
is tenderness. &#x0D; Diffuse abd tenderness
and bloating Weight loss; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
pain.; This is not the first visit for this
complaint.; There has been a physical exam.;
The patient is female.; A pelvic exam was NOT
performed.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Possible kidney stones, polycystic ovarian
syndrome; This is a request for an abdomenpelvis CT combination.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
The study is being ordered for chronic pain.;
This is not the first visit for this complaint.;
There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
female.; A pelvic exam was performed.; The
results of the exam were abnormal.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

PT FINISHED TREATMENT NEED TO RESTAGE ...
POST TREATMENT; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Restaging of Cancer;
Imaging studies have been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

request for ct abd/pelvis with contrast for
chronic abd pain w/nausea. jlr; This is a request
for an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This
study is being requested for abdominal and/or
pelvic pain.; The study is being ordered for
chronic pain.; This is not the first visit for this
complaint.; There has been a physical exam.;
The patient is male.; A rectal exam was not
performed.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

Internal Medicine

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Internal Medicine

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Savannah returns with right mid abdominal
pain, right flank pain in addition that has been
persistent for the last month. She has nausea
but no vomiting, sometimes she had some
rectal bleeding. She is scheduled for endoscopy
later this month. She has ha; This is a request
for an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; A
urinalysis has been completed.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The results of the urinalysis were normal.;
The study is being ordered for chronic pain.;
This is not the first visit for this complaint.;
There has not been a physical exam.; The
patient had an amylase lab test.; The results of
the lab test were normal.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; Infection such as pancreatitis,
appendicitis, abscess, colitis and inflammatory
bowel disease; Yes, the patient has been seen
by a specialist or are the studies being
requested on behalf of a specialist for an
infection.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

31

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; It is not known if there is a strong
suspicion of kidney or ureteral stones.; It is not
known if this patient is experiencing hematuria.;
Kidney/Ureteral stone; &lt;Enter Additional
Clinical Information&gt;; Yes this is a request for
a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; It is unknown if there are
abnormal lab results or physical findings on
exam such as rebound or guarding that are
consistent with peritonitis, abscess, pancreatitis
or appendicitis.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Crohn's disease,
Abscess, Ulcerative Colitis, Acute Non-ulcerative
Colitis, Diverticulitis, or Inflammatory bowel
disease.; There are no findings that confirm
hepatitis C.; Infection such as pancreatitis,
appendicitis, abscess, colitis and inflammatory
bowel disease; No, the patient has not been
seen by a specialist or are the studies being
requested on behalf of a specialist for an
infection.; pt has abdominal pain that is not
relieved with over the counter medications; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The hematuria is due to Renal
Calculi/kidney/ ureteral stone.; It is not know if
this study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The study is requested for
hematuria.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The hematuria is due to Renal
Calculi/kidney/ ureteral stone.; This study is not
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is requested for hematuria.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

5

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is
suspicious mass or suspected tumor or
metastasis.; It is not known if the patient is
presenting new symptoms.; This study is not
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is not requested for hematuria.;
The last Abdomen/Pelvis CT was perfomred
more than 10 months ago.; The patient had an
abnormal abdominal Ultrasound, CT or MR
study.; The patient has NOT completed a course
of chemotherapy or radiation therapy within
the past 90 days.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are abnormal lab results or
physical findings on exam such as rebound or
guarding that are consistent with peritonitis,
abscess, pancreatitis or appendicitis.; Infection
such as pancreatitis, appendicitis, abscess,
colitis and inflammatory bowel disease; No, the
patient has not been seen by a specialist or are
the studies being requested on behalf of a
specialist for an infection.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are clinical findings or
indications of Hematuria.; Other; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

3

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are clinical findings or
indications of Lymphadenopathy.; Other; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are clinical findings or
indications of unexplained abdominal pain in
patient over 75 years of age.; Other; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are clinical findings or
indications of unexplained weight loss of greater
than 10% body weight in 1 month; Other; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

3

27

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are NO abnormal lab
results or physical findings on exam such as
rebound or guarding that are consistent with
peritonitis, abscess, pancreatitis or
appendicitis.; There are known or endoscopic
findings of Acute Non-ulcerative Colitis.;
Infection such as pancreatitis, appendicitis,
abscess, colitis and inflammatory bowel disease;
No, the patient has not been seen by a specialist
or are the studies being requested on behalf of
a specialist for an infection.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are NO abnormal lab
results or physical findings on exam such as
rebound or guarding that are consistent with
peritonitis, abscess, pancreatitis or
appendicitis.; There are known or endoscopic
findings of Diverticulitis.; Infection such as
pancreatitis, appendicitis, abscess, colitis and
inflammatory bowel disease; No, the patient
has not been seen by a specialist or are the
studies being requested on behalf of a specialist
for an infection.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

2

Internal Medicine

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are NO abnormal lab
results or physical findings on exam such as
rebound or guarding that are consistent with
peritonitis, abscess, pancreatitis or
appendicitis.; There are known or endoscopic
findings of Inflammatory bowel disease.;
Infection such as pancreatitis, appendicitis,
abscess, colitis and inflammatory bowel disease;
No, the patient has not been seen by a specialist
or are the studies being requested on behalf of
a specialist for an infection.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

1

Internal Medicine

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Internal Medicine

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are NO abnormal lab
results or physical findings on exam such as
rebound or guarding that are consistent with
peritonitis, abscess, pancreatitis or
appendicitis.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Crohn's disease,
Abscess, Ulcerative Colitis, Acute Non-ulcerative
Colitis, Diverticulitis, or Inflammatory bowel
disease.; There are no findings that confirm
hepatitis C.; Infection such as pancreatitis,
appendicitis, abscess, colitis and inflammatory
bowel disease; No, the patient has not been
seen by a specialist or are the studies being
requested on behalf of a specialist for an
infection.; s. YOHN is a 40 year old White
female. She presents with abdominal pain.
&#x0D; &#x0D; HPI: &#x0D; &#x0D; Generalized
abdominal pain noted. Ms. YOHN complains of
abdominal pain that is diffuse in location. It
does not radiate. It began 3 months ago. The
onset of pain o; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; &lt;Enter Additional
Clinical Information&gt;; Yes this is a request for
a Diagnostic CT

1

6

Internal Medicine

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Internal Medicine

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Internal Medicine

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Internal Medicine

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; ; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; abd pain with nausea.
Abnormal xray showing abnormal gas pattern.
Questionable bowel obstruction; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; abdominal and pelvis pain
for over 1 year; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; abdominal pain, acute
cystitis and diverticulitis; Yes this is a request for
a Diagnostic CT

4

1

1

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Abnormal liver function
studies. I suspect her issues with edema are
liver related, not kidney related or heart
related.&#x0D; Her laboratory work though did
reveal evidence of abnormal liver function
studies with elevated bilirubin of 2.88, AST of
126, ALT o; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Elevated white blood cell
count; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; FAMILY HISTORY OF
ABDOMINAL AORTIC ANERYMS, PATIENT IS
DIABETIC; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; kidney stones.; Yes this is
a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

1

1

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; left upper quadrant
abdominal pain; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; mass around previous
hernia repair, RLQ pain for More than 3
months. Pain can be as severe as 8-10. There is
no specific trigger that she can name. There is
no diarrhea, constipation, melena, dysuria. She
had history of prior ventral hernia repair; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Mild hepatomegaly and
fatty infiltration of liver.&#x0D; Vomiting,
intractability of vomiting not specified, presence
of nausea not specified, unspecified vomiting
type (Primary)&#x0D; Constipation, unspecified
constipation type; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; pain; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; patient in office with acute
abdominal pain, abdominal tenderness; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Patient is here to followup. She states that when she picks her child up,
she will get a pain and feels like something is
"catching" around her right lower abdominal
area. She states it is been going on for couple
weeks. He got very bad this weekend. No ; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; pt has been having
abdominal pain; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

1

Internal Medicine

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Internal Medicine

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Internal Medicine

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Internal Medicine

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Requesting A/P CT w w/o
for patient with painful umbilical hernia with
hematochezia worsening over 2 mo time. Is
being referred for timely repair; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; severe abd pain radiating
to side pelvic inflammation frequent urination /;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; UNKNOWN; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is a known or a strong
suspicion of kidney or ureteral stones.;
Kidney/Ureteral stone; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

1

1

59

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is a suspicious mass found
using ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy,
or sigmoidoscopy.; Suspicious Mass or Tumor;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

14

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is no evidence of organ
enlargement on ultrasound, plain film, or IVP.;
Organ Enlargement; having more like right flank
pain, and that is really his big complaint today,
radiating around from midline to midline&#x0D;
I would be a little hard pressed to call that
herpes zoster. There was some concern I think
Karen had that this might be related to ; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is no evidence of organ
enlargement on ultrasound, plain film, or IVP.;
Organ Enlargement; Patient states that he is
concerned that his umbilical hernia has gotten
worse. Feeling a burning sensation at the navel
that radiates down to left groin on exertion.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is no suspicious mass found
using ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy,
or sigmoidoscopy.; It is not known if there are
new symptoms including hematuria.; There are
no new lab results or other imaging studies
including ultrasound, Doppler or plain films
findings.; There is not a suspicion of an adrenal
mass.; This is a request to confirm a suspicious
renal mass suggested by physical exam, lab
studies, IVP or ultrasound.; Suspicious Mass or
Tumor; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is no suspicious mass found
using ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy,
or sigmoidoscopy.; There are new symptoms
including hematuria.; Suspicious Mass or Tumor;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

2

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is no suspicious mass found
using ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy,
or sigmoidoscopy.; There are no new symptoms
including hematuria.; There are new lab results
or other imaging studies including ultrasound,
Doppler or plain films findings.; Suspicious Mass
or Tumor; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

2

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is no suspicious mass found
using ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy,
or sigmoidoscopy.; There are no new symptoms
including hematuria.; There are no new lab
results or other imaging studies including
ultrasound, Doppler or plain films findings.; It is
not known if there is a suspicion of an adrenal
mass.; This is a request to confirm a suspicious
renal mass suggested by physical exam, lab
studies, IVP or ultrasound.; Suspicious Mass or
Tumor; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is no suspicious mass found
using ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy,
or sigmoidoscopy.; There are no new symptoms
including hematuria.; There are no new lab
results or other imaging studies including
ultrasound, Doppler or plain films findings.;
There is not a suspicion of an adrenal mass.; It is
not known if this is a request to confirm a
suspicious renal mass suggested by physical
exam, lab studies, IVP or ultrasound.; Suspicious
Mass or Tumor; &lt;Enter Additional Clinical
Information&gt;; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This is a request for follow up of a
known tumor or cancer involving both the
abdomen and pelvis and the patient is
undergoing active treatment.; Known Tumor,
Cancer, Mass, or Rule out metastases; Yes this is
a request for a Diagnostic CT

3

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This is not a request for follow up
of a known tumor or cancer involving both the
abdomen and pelvis or if this patient is
undergoing active treatment.; This is a request
for initial staging of a known tumor other than
prostate.; Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or Rule
out metastases; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

4

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This is not a request for follow up
of a known tumor or cancer involving both the
abdomen and pelvis or if this patient is
undergoing active treatment.; This is not a
request for initial staging of a known tumor
other than prostate.; There has NOT been a
recent (within the last 3 months) Abdomen
and/or Pelvis CT.; This patient does NOT have
known prostate cancer with a PSA (prostatespecific antigen) greater than 10.; Known
Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or Rule out metastases;
yes, there is a palpable or observed abdominal
mass.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

3

Internal Medicine

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This is not a request for follow up
of a known tumor or cancer involving both the
abdomen and pelvis or if this patient is
undergoing active treatment.; This is not a
request for initial staging of a known tumor
other than prostate.; There is an abdominal and
pelvic or retroperitoneal mass that has been
confirmed by previous imaging other than a CT.;
This patient does NOT have known prostate
cancer with a PSA (prostate-specific antigen)
greater than 10.; Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass,
or Rule out metastases; No, there is not a
palpable or observed abdominal mass.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

3

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This is not a request for follow up
of a known tumor or cancer involving both the
abdomen and pelvis or if this patient is
undergoing active treatment.; This is not a
request for initial staging of a known tumor
other than prostate.; There is no abdominal and
pelvic or retroperitoneal mass that has been
confirmed by previous imaging other than a CT.;
There are no new signs or symptoms including
hematuria, presenting with known cancer or
tumor.; This patient does NOT have known
prostate cancer with a PSA (prostate-specific
antigen) greater than 10.; Known Tumor,
Cancer, Mass, or Rule out metastases; No,
there is not a palpable or observed abdominal
mass.; anemia; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This request is for follow up to
abdominal and/or pelvic trauma ordered by a
specialist or PCP on behalf of a specialist who
has seen the patient.; Trauma; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This request is not for follow up
to abdominal and/or pelvic trauma ordered by a
specialist or PCP on behalf of a specialist who
has seen the patient.; There is recent trauma
with physical findings or abnormal blood work
indicating either peritonitis or abscess.; Trauma;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have not been performed on
the member in the past 3 months.

2

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Initial Staging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

2

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

11

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

unknown; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Restaging of Cancer;
Imaging studies have been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Upset stomach; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for acute pain.;
There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
female.; A pelvic exam was NOT performed.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine
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Approval

Approval

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

abnormal CT scan of abdomen pelvis, CT
abdomen showed incidental finding of right
adrenal mass and non obstructing kidney stone;
This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for Known Tumor.; This study is
being ordered for follow-up.; The patient is
undergoing active treatment for cancer.; "The
ordering physician is an oncologist, urologist,
gastroenterologist, or surgeon."; &lt; Enter
answer here - or Type In Unknown If No Info
Given. &gt;

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for organ enlargement.; There
is an ultrasound or plain film evidence of an
abdominal organ enlargement.; Dilated bile duct

1

Internal Medicine

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

Internal Medicine

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study.";
This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study."; &lt;
Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If No
Info Given. &gt;

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study.";
Abdominal mass identified on CT Chest.

Internal Medicine

Approval

2

1

1
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Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study."; PER
ABD U/S ON 05/10/17- HYPOECHOIC LESION IN
THE RIGHT HEPATIC LOBE NEAR THE DOME.
THIS MAY REPRESENT A MASS VERSUS AN AREA
OF RELATIVE FATTY SPARING. CONSIDER
MULTIPHASE CT OR CONTRASTED MRI FOR
FURTHER EVALUATION

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study."; Renal
mass,Recurrent abdominal pain,Unintentional
weight loss,RENAL MASS FOUND ON CT,LOWER
EXTREMITY EDEMA, &#x0D; Frequent urination,
Urinary frequency,DECREASED
APPETITE,NAUSEA,PARESTHESIA

1
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74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are no
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study.";
unknown

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; It is not known if
there are documented physical findings
consistent with an abdominal mass or tumor.;
"The patient has had an abdominal ultrasound,
CT, or MR study."; &lt; Enter answer here - or
Type In Unknown If No Info Given. &gt;

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; The patient had
previous abnormal imaging including a CT, MRI
or Ultrasound.; A kidney abnormality was found
on a previous CT, MRI or Ultrasound.; The
patient has a tumor.

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is not being ordered for known tumor,
suspicious mass or suspected tumor/metastasis,
organ enlargement, known or suspected
vascular disease, hematuria, follow-up trauma,
or a pre-operative evaluation.;

1

Internal Medicine
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74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is not being ordered for known tumor,
suspicious mass or suspected tumor/metastasis,
organ enlargement, known or suspected
vascular disease, hematuria, follow-up trauma,
or a pre-operative evaluation.; pt has a fatty
liver

1

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for Vascular Disease.; unknown; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
CHF, CAD

1
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75557 Cardiac MRI
Morph & structure w/o
contrast
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75572 CT Heart

5
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75574 CT Angiography
Heart coronary arteries,
CCTA
75635 CTA AA&BI
ILIOFEM LXTR RS&I C/C+ POST-PXESSING

The patient does not have three or more of the
following conditions: age over 50, diabetes,
history of hypertension, history of LDL
cholesterol above 130, history of HDL
cholesterol below 35, obesity (BMI above 35),
and/or active history of smoking.; This request
is for a Coronary CT Angiography study.; No,
patient did not have a Nuclear Cardiology study
within the past six months.; This study is being
ordered for suspected Coronary Artery Disease
(CAD) and symptomatic?; No, patient does not
have new onset congestive heart failure.; Ms
Wilkinson is a very pleasant 24yo lady with
significant history of anxiety and migraines,
followed by Dr. Hall, referred for evaluation of
palpitations and chest discomfort. She has since
completed TTE, ETT and pending event monitor,
no changes were ma; Yes, there is Chronic Chest
Pain.

1

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
abdominal arteries.

5

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

high risk screening due to history of chest
radiation. Last MRI done 04/13/2016; This is a
request for Breast MRI.; This study is being
ordered for something other than known breast
cancer, known breast lesions, screening for
known family history, screening following
genetric testing or a suspected implant rupture.

1
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77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

PATIENT HAS AN INVERTED NIPPLE. SHE IS
ALSO CONSIDERED HIGH RISK FOR BREAST
CANCER. SHE IS AT 24.8% LIFETIME RISK USING
THE TYRER-CUSIK RISK ASSESSMENT MODEL.;
This is a request for Breast MRI.; This study is
being ordered as a screening examination for
known family history of breast cancer.; No, this
is not an individual who has known breast
cancer in the contralateral (other) breast.; No,
this is not a confirmed breast cancer.; No, this
patient does not have axillary node
adenocarcinoma.; No, there are no anatomic
factors (deformity or extreme density) that
make a simple mammogram impossible.; It is
unknown if there are benign lesions in the
breast associated with an increased cancer risk.;
There is NOT a pattern of breast cancer history
in at least two first-degree relatives (parent,
sister, brother, or children).

1

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

Patient has newly diagnosed invasive ductal
carcinoma of the left breast.; This is a request
for Breast MRI.; This study is being ordered for a
known history of breast cancer.; It is not known
if this is an individual who has known breast
cancer in the contralateral (other) breast.

1
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77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

PATIENT HAS PAIN AND TENDERNESS IN LEFT
BREAST AS WELL AS NIPPLE DISCHARGE. HER
LIFETIME RISK = 43% USING THE TYRER-CUSIK
RISK ASSESSMENT.; This is a request for Breast
MRI.; This study is being ordered as a screening
examination for known family history of breast
cancer.; No, this is not an individual who has
known breast cancer in the contralateral (other)
breast.; No, this is not a confirmed breast
cancer.; No, this patient does not have axillary
node adenocarcinoma.; No, there are no
anatomic factors (deformity or extreme density)
that make a simple mammogram impossible.; It
is unknown if there are benign lesions in the
breast associated with an increased cancer risk.;
There is NOT a pattern of breast cancer history
in at least two first-degree relatives (parent,
sister, brother, or children).

1

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

PT HAS MULTIPLE INDETERMINATE LESIONS IN
RT BREAST THAT ARE SUSPICIOUS FOR
MALIGNANCY. MRI IS RECOMMENDED FOR
FURTHER EVALUATION.; This is a request for
Breast MRI.; This study is being ordered for
known breast lesions.; There are NOT benign
lesions in the breast associated with an
increased cancer risk.

1
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77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

This is a request for Breast MRI.; This study is
being ordered for a suspected implant rupture.;
Yes,this study is being ordered to evaluate a
suspected silicone implant rupture.

1

Approval

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

This is a request for Breast MRI.; This study is
being ordered for known breast lesions.; There
are benign lesions in the breast associated with
an increased cancer risk.

3

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

Unknown; This is a request for Breast MRI.; This
study is being ordered for something other than
known breast cancer, known breast lesions,
screening for known family history, screening
following genetric testing or a suspected
implant rupture.

1

77084 Magnetic
resonance imaging,
bone marrow blood
supply

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.
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78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The caller indicated that the
study was not ordered for: Known or suspected
coronary artery disease, post myocardial
infarction evaluation, pre operative or post
operative (Cardiac surgery, angioplasty or stent)
evaluation.; The patient's age is between 45 and
64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study is being ordered
for known CAD.; The CAD diagnosis was
esablished by something other than, a previous
cardiac surgery / angioplasty, a previous MI,
congestive heart failure or a previous stress
echocardiogram, nuclear cardiology study or a
stress EKG.; The patient's age is between 45 and
64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1
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78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study is being ordered
for suspected CAD.; The patient is presenting
with symptoms of atypical chest pain and/or
shortness of breath.; The patient has not had
previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.; The
patient has not had a recent non-nuclear stress
test.; The patient's age is between 45 and 64.;
The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

; The caller indicated that the study was not
ordered for: Known or suspected coronary
artery disease, post myocardial infarction
evaluation, pre operative or post operative
(Cardiac surgery, angioplasty or stent)
evaluation.; The patient's age is between 45 and
64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1
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78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

; The patient is not diabetic.; The patient is less
than 45 years old.; The patient has not had a
recent exercise treadmill test that was positive.;
It is not known whether the patient has one or
more of the following: heart transplant, aortic
aneurysm, carotid artery narrowing or stenosis,
and/ or peripheral vascular disease or narrowed
blood vessels in the legs.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

; The patient's age is between 45 and 64.; It is
not known if the patient has had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

; The study is being ordered for suspected CAD.;
It is unknown if the patient has symptomsof
atypical chest pain (angina) or shortness of
breath.; The patient has not had a recent nonnuclear stress test.; The patient had a recent
abnormal EKG consistent with CAD.; The patient
has not had a recent stress echocardiogram.;
The patient's age is between 45 and 64.; The
patient has not had a stress echocardiogram
within the past eight weeks.; The patient is
male.; This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1
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78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

; This study is being ordered as a post-operative
(Cardiac Surgery, Angioplasty or stent )
evaluation.; The patient is presenting new
symptoms of chest pain or significant EKG
changes.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram since surgery.; The patient's
age is between 45 and 64.; The patient has not
had a stress echocardiogram within the past
eight weeks.; No, patient did not have a nuclear
cardiology study since surgery.; This is a request
for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

ANGINA/CHEST PAIN, PAIN IN LEFT ARM
HYPERLIPIDEMIA, TYPE 2 DIABETES, TINGLING
REST ELG, UNABLE TO CLIMB FLIGHT OF STAIRS;
The caller indicated that the study was not
ordered for: Known or suspected coronary
artery disease, post myocardial infarction
evaluation, pre operative or post operative
(Cardiac surgery, angioplasty or stent)
evaluation.; The patient's age is between 45 and
64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1
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78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

chest pain, dyspnea, had hypertension, smoker;
The patient is not diabetic.; The patient is less
than 45 years old.; The patient has not had a
recent exercise treadmill test that was positive.;
The patient has NONE of the following: heart
transplant, aortic aneurysm, carotid artery
narrowing or stenosis, and/ or peripheral
vascular disease or narrowed blood vessels in
the legs.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Given his limitations in mobility from his leg. I
think he needs a stress test prior to "clearing
him"; This study is being ordered as a preoperative evaluation.; The patient is not
presenting with symptoms of atypical chest pain
and/or shortness of breath.; The patient has not
had a recent non-nuclear stress test.; The
patient has not had a recent abnormal EKG
consistent with CAD.; The patient has not had a
recent stress echocardiogram.; The patient has
not had a recent stress echocardiogram.; The
patient has suspected CAD.; The patient's age is
between 45 and 64.; The patient has not had a
stress echocardiogram within the past eight
weeks.; This evaluation is prior to major surgery
involving general anesthesia.; This is a request
for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1
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78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Mr Brockman is a pleasant 43yo gentleman
(currently unemployed, prior Air Force) with
significant history of GERD, h/o testicular
torsion s/p orchiectomy (f/b Dr. Coussens, AR
Urology, LR) on supplemental testosterone (f/b
EPIC health), DJD (s/p L TKR and; The patient is
not diabetic.; The patient is less than 45 years
old.; The patient has not had a recent exercise
treadmill test that was positive.; The patient has
NONE of the following: heart transplant, aortic
aneurysm, carotid artery narrowing or stenosis,
and/ or peripheral vascular disease or narrowed
blood vessels in the legs.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

No clinicals available; It is not known if the
patient is diabetic.; The patient is less than 45
years old.; It is not known whether the patient
has had a recent exercise treadmill test that was
positive or not.; It is not known whether the
patient has one or more of the following: heart
transplant, aortic aneurysm, carotid artery
narrowing or stenosis, and/ or peripheral
vascular disease or narrowed blood vessels in
the legs.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1
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78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

no; The caller indicated that the study was not
ordered for: Known or suspected coronary
artery disease, post myocardial infarction
evaluation, pre operative or post operative
(Cardiac surgery, angioplasty or stent)
evaluation.; The patient's age is between 45 and
64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

PATIENT IS HAVING CHEST PAIN, CHEST
TIGHTNESS, SHORTNESS OF BREATH, AND LIGHT
HEADEDNESS. IS ALSO IN AFIB; The study is
being ordered for suspected CAD.; The patient is
presenting with symptoms of atypical chest pain
and/or shortness of breath.; The patient has not
had previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.;
The patient has not had a recent non-nuclear
stress test.; The patient's age is between 45 and
64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.

1
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78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study
78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study
78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

pt is having chest pain.; The caller indicated
that the study was not ordered for: Known or
suspected coronary artery disease, post
myocardial infarction evaluation, pre operative
or post operative (Cardiac surgery, angioplasty
or stent) evaluation.; The patient's age is
between 45 and 64.; The patient has not had a
stress echocardiogram within the past eight
weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

pt is having paresthesia of right arm and
shortness of breath on exertion; The caller
indicated that the study was not ordered for:
Known or suspected coronary artery disease,
post myocardial infarction evaluation, pre
operative or post operative (Cardiac surgery,
angioplasty or stent) evaluation.; The patient's
age is between 45 and 64.; The patient has not
had a stress echocardiogram within the past
eight weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).
The patient is at least 65 years old.; This is a
request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient has
diabletes.
The patient is diabetic.; The patient is less than
45 years old.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

1
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78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

The patient is not diabetic.; The patient is less
than 45 years old.; The patient has not had a
recent exercise treadmill test that was positive.;
The patient has one or more of the following:
heart transplant, aortic aneurysm, carotid artery
narrowing or stenosis, and/ or peripheral
vascular disease or narrowed blood vessels in
the legs.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
The patient is at least 65 years old.; This is a
request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient does
not have diabetes.

2

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

The study is being ordered for known CAD.; The
patient is presenting new symptoms of chest
pain or increasing shortness of breath.; This
patient had a previous cardiac surgery or
angioplasty.; The patient's age is between 45
and 64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1
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78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

The study is being ordered for known CAD.; The
patient is presenting new symptoms of chest
pain or increasing shortness of breath.; This
patient had a previous myocardial infarction.;
The patient's age is between 45 and 64.; The
patient has not had a stress echocardiogram
within the past eight weeks.; This is a request
for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

The study is being ordered for known CAD.; The
patient is presenting new symptoms of chest
pain or increasing shortness of breath.; This
patient has congestive heart failure.; The
patient's age is between 45 and 64.; The patient
has not had a stress echocardiogram within the
past eight weeks.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

The study is being ordered for known CAD.; The
patient is presenting new symptoms of chest
pain or increasing shortness of breath.; This
patient's diagnosis was established by a
previous stress echocardiogram, nuclear
cardiology study, or stress EKG.; The patient's
age is between 45 and 64.; The patient has not
had a stress echocardiogram within the past
eight weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1
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78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

The study is being ordered for suspected CAD.;
The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
There are documented clinical findings of
hyperlipidemia.; The patient has not had a
recent non-nuclear stress test.; The patient's
age is between 45 and 64.; The patient has not
had a stress echocardiogram within the past
eight weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient has a physical limitation to exercise.

6

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

The study is being ordered for suspected CAD.;
The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
There are no documented clinical findings of
hyperlipidemia.; The patient has not had a
recent non-nuclear stress test.; This patient is
clinically obese or has an emphysematous chest
configuration.; The patient's age is between 45
and 64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has a physical limitation to exercise.
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78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

The study is being ordered for suspected CAD.;
The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
There are no documented clinical findings of
hyperlipidemia.; There are documented clinical
findings of hypertension.; The patient had a
recent non-nuclear stress test.; "Patient is not
clinically obese, nor has an emphysematous
chest configuration."; The patient's age is
between 45 and 64.; The patient has not had a
stress echocardiogram within the past eight
weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

The study is being ordered for suspected CAD.;
The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
There are no documented clinical findings of
hyperlipidemia.; There are documented clinical
findings of hypertension.; The patient has not
had a recent non-nuclear stress test.; "Patient is
not clinically obese, nor has an emphysematous
chest configuration."; The patient's age is
between 45 and 64.; The patient has not had a
stress echocardiogram within the past eight
weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient has a physical limitation to exercise.
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78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has 3 or more cardiac risk factors; The study is
not requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac
mass, CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.;
The study is requested for suspected coronary
artery disease.; The member has known or
suspected coronary artery disease.; The BMI is
40 or greater

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study
78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The study
is not requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac
mass, CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.;
The member does not have known or suspected
coronary artery disease
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The study
is requested for known or suspected valve
disorders.

1

1
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78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

This study is being ordered as a pre-operative
evaluation.; The patient is presenting with
symptoms of atypical chest pain and/or
shortness of breath.; It is not known if there are
documented findings of hyperlipidemia.; The
patient has not had a recent non-nuclear stress
test.; The patient has not had a recent stress
echocardiogram.; The patient has suspected
CAD.; This patient is clinically obese or has an
emphysematous chest configuration.; The
patient's age is between 45 and 64.; The patient
has not had a stress echocardiogram within the
past eight weeks.; This evaluation is prior to
major surgery involving general anesthesia.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has a physical limitation to exercise.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

UNKNOWN; The patient's age is between 45
and 64.; The patient has had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

UNKNOWN; The study is being ordered for
suspected CAD.; The patient is presenting with
symptoms of atypical chest pain and/or
shortness of breath.; The patient has not had
previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.; The
patient has not had a recent non-nuclear stress
test.; The patient's age is between 45 and 64.;
The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

WE ARE WANTING PT TO HAVE A BRUCE
CARDIOLYTE STRESS TEST DONE.; The study is
being ordered for suspected CAD.; The patient is
presenting with symptoms of atypical chest pain
and/or shortness of breath.; The patient has not
had previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.;
The patient has not had a recent non-nuclear
stress test.; The patient's age is between 45 and
64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.

1
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Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

went for stress echo had to cancel due to
inadequate images recent er visit release from
nitro negative nuclear stress test in 2011
calcium score of 87 in 2013 recent resting ekg
was normal pain was substernal; The study is
being ordered for suspected CAD.; The patient is
presenting with symptoms of atypical chest pain
and/or shortness of breath.; The patient has not
had previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.;
The patient has not had a recent non-nuclear
stress test.; The patient's age is between 45 and
64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.

1

78472 CARDIAC OR
HEART BLOOD POOL
IMAGING

This is a request for a MUGA scan.; This study is
being ordered for Chemotherapy.;
Chemotherapy has been initiated or
completed.; "There is not a change in cardiac
signs or symptoms (shortness of breath, etc.).";
The patient will be undergoing more
chemotherapy.; The last MUGA scan was
performed more than 3 months ago.; Multiple
myeloma patient that now has non-small cell
carcinoma of right lung

1

Internal Medicine

Approval

78472 CARDIAC OR
HEART BLOOD POOL
IMAGING

Internal Medicine

Approval

78813 PET IMAGING
WHOLE BODY

Approval

78813 PET IMAGING
WHOLE BODY

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.
; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.
LEFT HILAR MASS, BILATERAL ADRENAL
MASSES, AND MASS OF PSOAS MUSCLE; This
study is being ordered for a metastatic disease.;
There are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.

78813 PET IMAGING
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being requested for Lymphoma or
Myeloma.; This would be the first PET Scan
performed on this patient for this cancer.; This
is NOT a Medicare member.

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

1

1

1

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

78813 PET IMAGING
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Lung Cancer.; The patient has been diagnosed
with NON small lung cancer.; The patient
completed a course of treatment initiated
within the last 8 weeks.; 1 PET Scans has already
been performed on this patient for this cancer.;
This is NOT a Medicare member.

Approval

78813 PET IMAGING
WHOLE BODY

Approval

78813 PET IMAGING
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Ovarian or Esophageal Cancer.; The patient
completed a course of treatment initiated
within the last 8 weeks.; 2 PET Scans have
already been performed on this patient for this
cancer.
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered to establish a cancer
diagnosis.; This study is being requested for
Lung Cancer.

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
A nodule of less than 4 centimeters has been
identified on recent imaging; This study is being
ordered to evaluate a solitary pulmonary
nodule.; The solitary pulmonary nodule was
identified on an imaging study in the last 30
days.; This study is being requested for Lung
Cancer.; This would be the first PET Scan
performed on this patient for this cancer.;

Approval

1

1

1

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
A nodule of less than 4 centimeters has been
identified on recent imaging; This study is being
ordered to evaluate a solitary pulmonary
nodule.; The solitary pulmonary nodule was
identified on an imaging study in the last 30
days.; This study is being requested for Lung
Cancer.; This would be the first PET Scan
performed on this patient for this cancer.; This
is NOT a Medicare member.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
It is unknown why the study is being ordered.;
This study is being requested for Colo-rectal
Cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being ordered for something other
than Breast CA, Lymphoma, Myeloma, Ovarian
CA, Esophageal CA, Lung CA, Colorectal CA,
Head/Neck CA, Melanoma, Soft Tissue Sarcoma,
Pancreatic CA or Testicular CA.; This study is
being requested for an other solid tumor.; This
would be the first PET Scan performed on this
patient for this cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare
member.

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being requested for Breast Cancer.;
This is for evaluation of axillary lymph nodes.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being requested for Breast Cancer.;
This is for evaluation of axillary lymph nodes.;
This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being requested for Breast Cancer.;
This is NOT for an evaluation of axillary lymph
nodes.; This would be the first PET Scan
performed on this patient for this cancer.;

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being requested for Lung Cancer.; It
is unknown how many PET Scans have already
been performed on this patient for this cancer.;
This is NOT a Medicare member.

1
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Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being requested for Lung Cancer.;
This would be the first PET Scan performed on
this patient for this cancer.; This is NOT a
Medicare member.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being requested for Lymphoma or
Myeloma.; This would be the first PET Scan
performed on this patient for this cancer.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Breast Cancer.; The patient completed a course
of treatment initiated within the last 8 weeks.;
More than 4 PET Scans have already been
performed on this patient for this cancer.; This
is NOT a Medicare member.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Lung Cancer.; The patient has been diagnosed
with small cell lung cancer.;

1
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Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Lymphoma or Myeloma.; The patient
completed a course of treatment initiated
within the last 8 weeks.; 1 PET Scans has already
been performed on this patient for this cancer.;
This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Lymphoma or Myeloma.; The patient
completed a course of treatment initiated
within the last 8 weeks.; 2 PET Scans have
already been performed on this patient for this
cancer.;

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Lymphoma or Myeloma.; The patient
completed a course of treatment initiated
within the last 8 weeks.; 2 PET Scans have
already been performed on this patient for this
cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.
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Approval

Approval

Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Lymphoma or Myeloma.; The patient
completed a course of treatment initiated
within the last 8 weeks.; More than 4 PET Scans
have already been performed on this patient for
this cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Lymphoma or Myeloma.; The patient
completed a course of treatment initiated
within the last 8 weeks.; This would be the first
PET Scan performed on this patient for this
cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Lymphoma or Myeloma.; The study is NOT
being ordered after completing a course of
treatment initiated in the last 8 weeks or
because they are experiencing new singns or
symptoms.;

1
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Internal Medicine

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Melanoma.; The patient is experiencing new
signs or symptoms indicating a reoccurrence of
cancer.; 2 PET Scans have already been
performed on this patient for this cancer.

1

Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Melanoma.; The study is NOT being ordered
after completing a course of treatment initiated
in the last 8 weeks or because they are
experiencing new singns or symptoms.; This is
NOT a Medicare member.

1

Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

Approval

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered to establish a cancer
diagnosis.; This study is being requested for
Lung Cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered to establish a cancer
diagnosis.; This study is being requested for
Melanoma.; This is NOT for evaluation of
regional lymph nodes.; This would be the first
PET Scan performed on this patient for this
cancer.

1

1
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Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

Approval

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; ; It is not known if there has
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for another reason;
The reason for ordering this study is unknown.

3

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for another reason;
This study is being ordered for evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x-ray or EKG) indicative
of heart disease.; This is for the initial evaluation
of abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings,
or diagnostic studies (chest x-ray or EKG)
indicatvie of heart disease.; This study is being
requested for the initial evaluation of frequent
or sustained atrial or ventricular cardiac
arrhythmias.; The patient has an abnormal EKG
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Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Cardiac Murmur.; This request is for initial
evaluation of a murmur.; It is unknown if the
murmur is grade III (3) or greater.; It is unknown
if there is clinical symptoms supporting a
suspicion of structural heart disease.; This is
NOT a request for follow up of a known
murmur.

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Cardiac Murmur.; This request is for initial
evaluation of a murmur.; The murmur is grade
III (3) or greater.

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Cardiac Valves.; This is an initial evaluation of
suspected valve disease.

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Heart Failure; It is unknown if there been a
change in clinical status since the last
echocardiogram.; This is NOT for the initial
evaluation of heart failure.

1
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Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Heart Failure; This is for the initial evaluation of
heart failure.

2

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of Left
Ventricular Function.; It is unknown if the
patient has a history of a recent heart attack or
hypertensive heart disease.

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of Left
Ventricular Function.; The patient does not have
a history of a recent heart attack or
hypertensive heart disease.

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of Left
Ventricular Function.; The patient has a history
of hypertensive heart disease.; There is a
change in the patient’s cardiac symptoms.

2

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Pulmonary Hypertension.
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93350 ECHO TTHRC R-T
2D -+M-MODE
COMPLETE REST&STRS

This is a request for a Stress Echocardiogram.;
None of the listed reasons for the study were
selected; It is not known if the member has
known or suspected coronary artery disease.

1

93350 ECHO TTHRC R-T
2D -+M-MODE
COMPLETE REST&STRS

This is a request for a Stress Echocardiogram.;
The patient has NOT had cardiac testing
including Stress Echocardiogram, Nuclear
Cardiology (SPECT/MPI), Coronary CT
angiography (CCTA) or Cardiac Catheterization
in the last 2 years.; The member has known or
suspected coronary artery disease.

1

G0297 Low dose CT
scan (LDCT) for lung
cancer screening

This request is for a Low Dose CT for Lung
Cancer Screening.; This patient has NOT had a
Low Dose CT for Lung Cancer Screening in the
past 11 months.; The patient is between 55 and
80 years old.; This patient is a smoker or has a
history of smoking.; The patient has a 30 pack
per year history of smoking.; It is unknown if the
patient is presenting with pulmonary signs or
symptoms of lung cancer or if there are other
diagnostic test suggestive of lung cancer.; The
patient has not quit smoking.

1
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Internal Medicine

Approval

Approval

G0297 Low dose CT
scan (LDCT) for lung
cancer screening

This request is for a Low Dose CT for Lung
Cancer Screening.; This patient has NOT had a
Low Dose CT for Lung Cancer Screening in the
past 11 months.; The patient is between 55 and
80 years old.; This patient is a smoker or has a
history of smoking.; The patient has a 30 pack
per year history of smoking.; The patient is NOT
presenting with pulmonary signs or symptoms
of lung cancer nor are there other diagnostic
test suggestive of lung cancer.; The patient has
not quit smoking.

8

G0297 Low dose CT
scan (LDCT) for lung
cancer screening

This request is for a Low Dose CT for Lung
Cancer Screening.; This patient has NOT had a
Low Dose CT for Lung Cancer Screening in the
past 11 months.; The patient is between 55 and
80 years old.; This patient is a smoker or has a
history of smoking.; The patient has a 30 pack
per year history of smoking.; The patient is NOT
presenting with pulmonary signs or symptoms
of lung cancer nor are there other diagnostic
test suggestive of lung cancer.; The patient quit
smoking less than 15 years ago.

1
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Disapproval

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

S8037 mrcp

This is a request for MRCP.; There is a reason
why the patient cannot have an ERCP.; The
patient has not undergone an unsuccessful
ERCP.; The patient does not have an altered
biliary tract anatomy that precludes ERCP.; The
patient does not require evaluation for a
congenital defect of the pancreatic or biliary
tract.; The MRCP will be used to identify a
pancreatic or biliary system obstruction that
cannot be opened by ERCP.

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
Radiology Services No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
Denied Not
brain/head CT.; The study is being requested for
Medically
evaluation of a headache.; The headache is
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
described as chronic or recurring.
; This is a request for a brain/head CT.; Thi
Radiology Services study is being requested for None of the above.;
Denied Not
This procedure is being requested for
Medically
Syncope/Fainting; It is unknown why an MRI is
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
not being considered
; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
Radiology Services disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Denied Not
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Medically
vascular disease.; ; There has not been any
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
treatment or conservative therapy.;
Radiology Services ; This study is being ordered for trauma or
Denied Not
injury.; ; There has been treatment or
Medically
conservative therapy.; headaches, unsteady
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
gate,; Surgery

1

1

1

1

1
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Disapproval

Chronic headache. Has tried different
Radiology Services medications but no relief.; This is a request for a
Denied Not
brain/head CT.; The study is being requested for
Medically
evaluation of a headache.; The headache is
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
described as chronic or recurring.

1

Disapproval

Focal ill-defined opacity and cluster of nodular
densities are again&#x0D; identified in the
lingula without significant change from the
prior&#x0D; study. These are somewhat
nonspecific but most consistent with&#x0D;
granulomatous process. Neoplasm is felt much
less li; This is a request for a brain/head CT.; Thi
study is being requested for None of the above.;
This procedure is being requested for Infection
Radiology Services or Inflammation; Metallic implants such as
Denied Not
Pacemakers, ICD (cardioverter/defibrillator),
Medically
vascular clips, prosthesis or joint replacement is
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
the reason why an MRI is not being considered

1

Disapproval

Headache getting more persistent, constant
headache that crescendos at time, aggravated
by bright light and noise.; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; There is headache not improved
by pain medications.; "There are no recent
neurological symptoms or deficits such as oneRadiology Services sided weakness, vision defects, speech
Denied Not
impairments or sudden onset of severe
Medically
dizziness."; This study is being requested for a
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
headache.

1
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Disapproval

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

JPATIENT RETURNS FOR FOLLOW UP OF FEVER
OF UNKNOWN ORIGIN AFTER BEING ADMITTED
OVER THE PAST WEEKEND WHEN FEVER WAS
102 AT HOME. PATIENT HAS BEEN HAVING
INTERMITTENT FEVER EPISODES ALONG WITH
Radiology Services FATIGUE AND NIGHT SWEATS. THERE ARE SOME
Denied Not
ENLARGED PELVIC LNs ON; This study is being
Medically
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 5 or
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
more exams are being ordered.
New onset headache.; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; There is headache not improved
by pain medications.; "There are no recent
neurological symptoms or deficits such as oneRadiology Services sided weakness, vision defects, speech
Denied Not
impairments or sudden onset of severe
Medically
dizziness."; This study is being requested for a
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
headache.
patient c/o multiple falls and bilateral leg
weakness. patient is using a cane for her
unsteady gait and leg weakness.; This study is
Radiology Services being ordered for trauma or injury.;
Denied Not
02/21/2017; There has not been any treatment
Medically
or conservative therapy.; multiple falls and
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
weakness in both legs.

1

1

1
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Disapproval

patient is having balance issues and memory
loss; This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The
study is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has vertigo.; This study
Radiology Services is being ordered for something other than
Denied Not
trauma or injury, evaluation of known tumor,
Medically
stroke or aneurysm, infection or inflammation,
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
multiple sclerosis or seizures.

1

Disapproval

PATIENT REPORTS LEFT HAND NUMBNESS AND
WEAKNESS FOR THE LAST 2 WEEKS. DECREASED
GRIP STRENGHT LEFT UPPER EXTREMITY 4+/R
Radiology Services RUE 5/5.; This is a request for a brain/head CT.;
Denied Not
This study is being requested for Suspicion of a
Medically
TIA (Transient Ischemic Attack).; It is unknown
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
why an MRI is not being considered

1

Disapproval

pt has had a headache for 8 days that is not
relieved by medication. she has vomited once;
This is a request for a brain/head CT.; There is
headache not improved by pain medications.;
"There are no recent neurological symptoms or
Radiology Services deficits such as one-sided weakness, vision
Denied Not
defects, speech impairments or sudden onset of
Medically
severe dizziness."; This study is being requested
for a headache.
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary

1
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Disapproval

Pt. fell 15 flights of stairs causing multiply
injuries to head hand and shoulder.; This is a
request for a brain/head CT.; "There are no
recent neurological symptoms or deficits such
Radiology Services as one-sided weakness, vision defects, speech
Denied Not
impairments or sudden onset of severe
Medically
dizziness."; This study is being requested for a
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
recent head trauma or injury.

1

Disapproval

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
Radiology Services anomaly, or vascular disease.; 5/31/2017; There
Denied Not
has not been any treatment or conservative
Medically
therapy.; l upper extremity weakness;
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
numbness; pain

1

Internal Medicine
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Disapproval

; This study is being ordered for sinusitis.; This is
a request for a Sinus CT.; The patient is NOT
immune-compromised.; The patient's current
rhinosinusitis symptoms are described as
(sudden onset of 2 or more symptoms of nasal
discharge, blockage or congestion, facial pain,
70486 CT SINUS,
Radiology Services pressure and reduction or loss of sense of smell,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M Denied Not
which are less than 12 wks in duration); It has
AXILLOFACIAL NO
Medically
been less than 14 days since onset; Yes this is a
CONTRAST
request for a Diagnostic CT
Necessary
70486 CT SINUS,
Radiology Services
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M Denied Not
; This study is being ordered for Vascular
AXILLOFACIAL NO
Medically
Disease.; ; There has been treatment or
CONTRAST
Necessary
conservative therapy.; ;

1

1
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Disapproval

chronic headaches; This study is not being
70486 CT SINUS,
Radiology Services ordered for trauma, tumor, sinusitis,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M Denied Not
osteomyelitis, pre operative or a post operative
AXILLOFACIAL NO
Medically
evaluation.; This is a request for a Sinus CT.; Yes
CONTRAST
Necessary
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Disapproval

Differentials include upper airway cough
syndrome and cough variant asthma. patient
has underwent upper GI endoscopy and is
currently on Protonix but it has made no
difference to her cough. In the past patient has
been on lisinopril and it was stopped but; This
study is not being ordered for trauma, tumor,
70486 CT SINUS,
Radiology Services sinusitis, osteomyelitis, pre operative or a post
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M Denied Not
operative evaluation.; This is a request for a
Medically
Sinus CT.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CT
CONTRAST
Necessary

1

Disapproval

patient has had persistent swelling in both eyes
and headache has failed treatment on steroid
and antibiotics; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 05/30/2017; There has
70486 CT SINUS,
Radiology Services been treatment or conservative therapy.;
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M Denied Not
swelling in eyes, headache, numbness, tingling,
Medically
AXILLOFACIAL NO
vision changes; patient has been on steroids and
CONTRAST
Necessary
antibiotic over the counter pain relievers

1

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
Radiology Services No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
Denied Not
MRI; The study is being requested for evaluation
Medically
of a headache.; The patient has a chronic or
Necessary
recurring headache.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; Not requested for
evaluation of trauma/injury, tumor,
stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; It is not known if the condition is
associated with headache, blurred or double
vision or a change in sensation noted on exam.;
It is not known if a metabolic work-up done
including urinalysis, electrolytes, and complete
Radiology Services blood count with results completed.; The
Denied Not
patient does NOT have dizziness, fatigue or
Medically
malaise, Bell's Palsy, a congenital abnormality,
Necessary
loss of smell, hearing loss or vertigo.

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; Not requested for
evaluation of trauma/injury, tumor,
stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results completed.;
Radiology Services The lab results were normal; The patient does
Denied Not
NOT have dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's
Medically
Palsy, a congenital abnormality, loss of smell,
Necessary
hearing loss or vertigo.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
Radiology Services MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
Denied Not
evaluation of a headache.; The patient has a
Medically
sudden change in mental status.; It is unknown
Necessary
why this study is being ordered.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
Radiology Services for a neurological disorder.; 4/24/2017; It is not
Denied Not
known if there has been any treatment or
Medically
conservative therapy.; numbness and weakness
Necessary
of left hand and arm.

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
Medically
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Necessary
The patient has a chronic or recurring headache.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; Not requested for evaluation of
trauma/injury, tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results was not
Radiology Services completed.; The patient does NOT have
Denied Not
dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's Palsy, a
Medically
congenital abnormality, loss of smell, hearing
Necessary
loss or vertigo.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

41 y.o. female with a history of recurrent
anterior epistaxis bilaterally. Telangiectasias
were identified bilaterally on nasal endoscopy
today. Suspecting HHT and discussed the
pathophysiology of HHT including family history,
Radiology Services autosomal dominant, and trea; This study is
being ordered for a neurological disorder.; since
Denied Not
Medically
she was a child; There has not been any
treatment or conservative therapy.; headache
Necessary

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

dizziness, headaches not improved by
Radiology Services medication, vision defects.; This request is for a
Denied Not
Brain MRI; The study is being requested for
Medically
evaluation of a headache.; The patient has a
Necessary
chronic or recurring headache.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient is having an increasing short term
memory loss. He is having no difficulty with
faces or names. He will get a little confused
navigating in place that should be familiar, he
does get his bearing back. His day to day things,
he may have difficult f; This request is for a
Brain MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; Not requested for
evaluation of trauma/injury, tumor,
stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results completed.;
Radiology Services The results of the lab tests are unknown.; The
Denied Not
patient does NOT have dizziness, fatigue or
Medically
malaise, Bell's Palsy, a congenital abnormality,
Necessary
loss of smell, hearing loss or vertigo.

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Pt. fell 15 flights of stairs causing multiply
injuries to head hand and shoulder.; This
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
headache is described as sudden and severe.;
There are NO recent neurological deficits on
exam such as one sided weakness, speech
impairments or vision defects.; There is not a
new and sudden onset of a headache less than 1
Radiology Services week not improved by medications.; There is
Denied Not
not a family history (parent, sibling, or child) of
Medically
stroke, aneurysm, or AVM (arteriovenous
Necessary
malformation)

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

R/O brain tumor, R/O tumor in the neck; This
study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; &lt; Enter date of initial onset
here - or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;;
Radiology Services There has been treatment or conservative
Denied Not
therapy.; Headaches for several years, severe at
Medically
times. Progessing neck pain, unsuccessful PT;
Necessary
PT, OTC NSAIDS, Steroids,

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

"The ordering physician IS a surgeon,
pulmonologist or PCP ordering on behalf of a
specialist who has seen the patient."; A
Radiology Services Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
Denied Not
being ordered for known or suspected
Medically
inflammatory disease or pneumonia.; Yes this is
Necessary
a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
Radiology Services ordered.; The study is being ordered for none of
Denied Not
the above.; This study is being ordered for non
Medically
of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

3

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
Radiology Services 2/2017; It is not known if there has been any
treatment or conservative therapy.; weight loss
Denied Not
Medically
unexplained, pain in ABD , pelvis, shortness of
breath ,
Necessary

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for Vascular Disease.; unknown; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
CHF, CAD

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

; "There is NO evidence of a lung, mediastinal
Radiology Services or chest mass noted within the last 30 days."; A
Denied Not
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
Medically
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Necessary
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

1 year follow up on 5 mm pulmonary nodule; A
Radiology Services Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The study is
Denied Not
being ordered for none of the above.; This study
Medically
is being ordered for non of the above.; Yes this
Necessary
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

20 LB WEIGHT LOSS, LOW ENERGY; This study is
being ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Radiology Services vascular disease.; 04/19/2016; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; 4 MONTH
Denied Not
Medically
FEVER, DRY COUGH FOR ABOUT 1 YEAR,
ABNORMAL LABS, SNOORING; MEDICATIONS
Necessary

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

41 y.o. female with a history of recurrent
anterior epistaxis bilaterally. Telangiectasias
were identified bilaterally on nasal endoscopy
today. Suspecting HHT and discussed the
pathophysiology of HHT including family history,
Radiology Services autosomal dominant, and trea; This study is
Denied Not
being ordered for a neurological disorder.; since
Medically
she was a child; There has not been any
Necessary
treatment or conservative therapy.; headache

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Chronic cough&#x0D; Lung nodule; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for screening of lung cancer.; The
patient is between 55 and 80 years old.; This
patient is a smoker or has a history of smoking.;
The patient has a 30 pack per year history of
smoking.; The patient did NOT quit smoking in
the past 15 years.; The patient has signs or
symptoms suggestive of lung cancer such as an
unexplained cough, coughing up blood,
Radiology Services unexplained weight loss or other condition.; The
Denied Not
patient has NOT had a Low Dose CT for Lung
Medically
Cancer Screening or a Chest CT in the past 11
Necessary
months.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

current Smoker needing lung cancer screening;
A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study
Radiology Services is being ordered for screening of lung cancer.;
Denied Not
The patient had a Low Dose CT for Lung Cancer
Medically
Screening or a Chest CT in the past 11 months.;
Necessary
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Family history of lung cancer; A Chest/Thorax
CT is being ordered.; This study is being ordered
for screening of lung cancer.; The patient is
between 55 and 80 years old.; This patient is
NOT a smoker nor do they have a history of
Radiology Services smoking.; The patient has NOT had a Low Dose
Denied Not
CT for Lung Cancer Screening or a Chest CT in
Medically
the past 11 months.; Yes this is a request for a
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

JPATIENT RETURNS FOR FOLLOW UP OF FEVER
OF UNKNOWN ORIGIN AFTER BEING ADMITTED
OVER THE PAST WEEKEND WHEN FEVER WAS
102 AT HOME. PATIENT HAS BEEN HAVING
INTERMITTENT FEVER EPISODES ALONG WITH
Radiology Services FATIGUE AND NIGHT SWEATS. THERE ARE SOME
Denied Not
ENLARGED PELVIC LNs ON; This study is being
Medically
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 5 or
Necessary
more exams are being ordered.
Malignant neoplasm of colon.; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
Radiology Services are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of the
Denied Not
studies being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT
Medically
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
Necessary
CT/MRI.

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

patient currently has night sweats and has
previous history of pulmonary nodules; A
Radiology Services Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The study is
Denied Not
being ordered for none of the above.; This study
Medically
is being ordered for non of the above.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT
Necessary

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Please allow this study for further evaluation
and to determine treatment plans.; "There IS
evidence of a lung, mediastinal or chest mass
noted within the last 30 days."; They had a
Radiology Services previous Chest x-ray.; A Chest/Thorax CT is
Denied Not
being ordered.; This study is being ordered for
Medically
work-up for suspicious mass.; Yes this is a
Necessary
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Disapproval

Disapproval

1

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

pt had non healing pneumonia, evaluation for
pulmonary fibrosis or other secondary causes; A
Radiology Services Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The study is
Denied Not
being ordered for none of the above.; This study
Medically
is being ordered for non of the above.; Yes this
Necessary
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

pt is having shortness of breath; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The study is
being ordered for none of the above.; This study
is being ordered for non of the above.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Shortness of breath, chest pain in right chest
wall when she takes deep breath, previous
smoker, still exposed to second hand smoke.; A
Radiology Services Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The study is
Denied Not
being ordered for none of the above.; This study
Medically
is being ordered for non of the above.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT
Necessary

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

The lungs are clear of an acute infiltrate. A
nodule is&#x0D; confirmed in the left apex. The
nodule is densely calcified,&#x0D; consistent
with a granuloma. The lungs are otherwise
clear. The heart&#x0D; is normal in size. No
pericardial effusion identified. No suspici;
"There is NO evidence of a lung, mediastinal or
Radiology Services chest mass noted within the last 30 days."; A
Denied Not
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
Medically
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Necessary
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

There is no radiologic evidence of non-resolving
pneumonia.; There is no radiologic evidence of
asbestosis.; pt had fungal exposure, developed
sob, cxr negative; "The ordering physician is
NOT a surgeon, pulmonologist or PCP ordering
on behalf of a specialist who has seen the
patient."; "There is no radiologic evidence of
sarcoidosis, tuberculosis or fungal infection.";
There is no radiologic evidence of a lung abscess
or empyema.; There is no radiologic evidence of
pneumoconiosis e.g. black lung disease or
Radiology Services silicosis.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
Denied Not
This study is being ordered for known or
Medically
suspected inflammatory disease or pneumonia.;
Necessary
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

This patient is a current everyday smoker with a
history of 2 packs per day for the past 35 years;
A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study
is being ordered for screening of lung cancer.;
The patient is between 55 and 80 years old.;
This patient is a smoker or has a history of
smoking.; The patient has a 30 pack per year
history of smoking.; The patient did NOT quit
smoking in the past 15 years.; It is unknown if
the patient has signs or symptoms suggestive of
lung cancer such as an unexplained cough,
coughing up blood, unexplained weight loss or
Radiology Services other condition.; The patient has NOT had a Low
Denied Not
Dose CT for Lung Cancer Screening or a Chest CT
Medically
in the past 11 months.; Yes this is a request for a
Necessary
Diagnostic CT
Unknown; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
Radiology Services The study is being ordered for none of the
Denied Not
above.; This study is being ordered for non of
Medically
the above.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
Necessary
CT

71550 MRI CHEST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

Disapproval

will fax; This study is NOT being ordered for a
Work-up for Suspicious Mass, Known Tumor,
Known or Suspected Inflammatory Disease,
etc...; This is a request for a chest MRI.

1

1

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

Disapproval

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

Disapproval

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Radiology Services Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; PAIN IN
Denied Not
NECK AND BACK GOING DOWN TO THE LEGS
Medically
Necessary
LEGS GIVE OUT; PT MEDS
.; This study is being ordered for trauma or
Radiology Services injury.; HEAD AND NECK PAIN DUE TO A FALL AT
Denied Not
HER HOME; It is not known if there has been
Medically
any treatment or conservative therapy.; head
Necessary
and neck pain
Radiology Services ; This study is being ordered for trauma or
Denied Not
injury.; ; There has been treatment or
Medically
conservative therapy.; headaches, unsteady
Necessary
gate,; Surgery

1

1

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

Disapproval

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

had weakness in upper extremities and legs, 4
falls in past month, x rays on spine and
shoulder; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 6 months ago;
There has been treatment or conservative
Radiology Services therapy.; pain to neck radiating to shoulder,
numbness in left hand, with numbness and
Denied Not
tingling in left foot, symptoms getting worse;
Medically
steroids, injections
Necessary

1

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

It is not known if the patient has any
neurological deficits.; This study is not to be part
of a Myelogram.; This is a request for a Cervical
Spine CT; This study is being ordered due to
chronic neck pain or suspected degenerative
disease.; There has been a supervised trial of
conservative management for at least 6 weeks.;
Radiology Services The patient is experiencing sensory
Denied Not
abnormalities such as numbness or tingling.;
Medically
There is a reason why the patient cannot have a
Necessary
Cervical Spine MRI.

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

JPATIENT RETURNS FOR FOLLOW UP OF FEVER
OF UNKNOWN ORIGIN AFTER BEING ADMITTED
OVER THE PAST WEEKEND WHEN FEVER WAS
102 AT HOME. PATIENT HAS BEEN HAVING
INTERMITTENT FEVER EPISODES ALONG WITH
Radiology Services FATIGUE AND NIGHT SWEATS. THERE ARE SOME
Denied Not
ENLARGED PELVIC LNs ON; This study is being
Medically
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 5 or
Necessary
more exams are being ordered.

1

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

neck pain and fell last month and hurt it again;
Radiology Services This study is not to be part of a Myelogram.;
Denied Not
This is a request for a Cervical Spine CT; There is
Medically
no reason why the patient cannot have a
Necessary
Cervical Spine MRI.

1

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

Pt had bypass surgery on 10-13-2016 and when
he came out of the surgery he c/o golf ball size
spot on his r forearm that is numb and they
want to r/o possible pinched nerve.; This study
Radiology Services is not to be part of a Myelogram.; This is a
Denied Not
request for a Cervical Spine CT; There is no
Medically
reason why the patient cannot have a Cervical
Necessary
Spine MRI.

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

Disapproval

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
Radiology Services anomaly, or vascular disease.; 5/31/2017; There
Denied Not
has not been any treatment or conservative
Medically
therapy.; l upper extremity weakness;
Necessary
numbness; pain

1

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Radiology Services Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; There has been
Denied Not
treatment or conservative therapy.; PAIN IN
Medically
NECK AND BACK GOING DOWN TO THE LEGS
LEGS GIVE OUT; PT MEDS
Necessary

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

Disapproval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

had weakness in upper extremities and legs, 4
falls in past month, x rays on spine and
shoulder; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 6 months ago;
There has been treatment or conservative
Radiology Services therapy.; pain to neck radiating to shoulder,
numbness in left hand, with numbness and
Denied Not
tingling in left foot, symptoms getting worse;
Medically
steroids, injections
Necessary
This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient does not have a history of severe low
back trauma or lumbar injury.; This is not a
preoperative or recent postoperative
evaluation.; This study is not part of a
Radiology Services myelogram or discogram.; The patient is
experiencing symptoms of radiculopathy for six
Denied Not
Medically
weeks or more.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
Necessary

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; Neurological deficits; It is not known
if the patient does have new or changing
Radiology Services neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
Denied Not
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; It is not know if
Medically
the patient has seen the doctor more then once
Necessary
for these symptoms.

Disapproval

1

2

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
Radiology Services No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
Denied Not
for a neurological disorder.; 4/12/17; There has
Medically
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Necessary
terrible low back pain; Medications

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
Radiology Services for a neurological disorder.; 4/24/2017; It is not
Denied Not
known if there has been any treatment or
Medically
conservative therapy.; numbness and weakness
Necessary
of left hand and arm.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
Radiology Services 4/26/2017; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; &lt; Describe primary
Denied Not
Medically
symptoms here - or Type In Unknown If No Info
Given &gt;; chiropractic tx
Necessary

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
Radiology Services congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
5/7/2017; There has been treatment or
Denied Not
conservative therapy.; ; PT, 3 days a week for 6
Medically
Necessary
weeks

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
Radiology Services MARCH 15 2016; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; &lt; Describe primary
Denied Not
Medically
symptoms here - or Type In Unknown If No Info
Given &gt;; PT MEDS
Necessary

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 03/31/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; MUSCLE
WEAKNESS AND FALLS; MEDICATIONS

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 6/13/2017; There has been treatment
or conservative therapy.; numbness in hands,
and low back pain; over the counter medication

1
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Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; pt with neck pain and left
sided face numbness and tingling; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; neck
Radiology Services pain&#x0D; left sided face numbness and
tingling; Pt was prescribed steroids symptoms
Denied Not
greatly improved but returned with more
Medically
Necessary
symptoms once medication ended

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

cervical radiculopathy due to degenerative
disease; This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Acute or Chronic neck and/or back pain; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is no weakness or
Radiology Services reflex abnormality.; The patient does not have
Denied Not
new signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
Medically
dysfunction.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent cervical spine fracture.
Necessary

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

Evaluate for pain; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 12 years ago; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Pain and radiculopathy in cervical and lumbar
back; medication, physical therapy

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

HERNIATED DISC, SEVERE NECK PAIN
RADIATING TO ARMS AND HANDS WITH
NUMBNESS; This is a request for cervical spine
MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; HERNIATED DISC, SEVERE NECK
PAIN, RADIATES TO ARMS AND HANDS WITH
Radiology Services NUMBNESS; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
Denied Not
dysfunction.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
Medically
recent cervical spine fracture.
Necessary

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Limited ROM, pain, Chiropractic TX, ice, heat,
massages and no success, takes medication;
This is a request for cervical spine MRI; None of
the above; The patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There
is weakness.; Neck problem, radiating down arm
Radiology Services to hand, hand weak, dropping things; The
Denied Not
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
Medically
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; There is not xNecessary
ray evidence of a recent cervical spine fracture.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Low back pain radiating down leg Neck pain;
This study is being ordered for a neurological
Radiology Services disorder.; 4/1/2017; There has been treatment
Denied Not
or conservative therapy.; Weakness Numbness
Medically
Tingling in extremities; PT without relief X-ray Necessary
inconclusive

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

None.; This study is being ordered for trauma
or injury.; 06/23/2017; There has been
Radiology Services treatment or conservative therapy.; Back pain
Denied Not
radiates to LE, shooting pain, numbness,
Medically
aggravated by any physical activity-constant-no
Necessary
relief-severe. Spousal abuse.; pain meds.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient complains of neck pain. Has had 1
month NSAIDS and failed. Patient has some
significant radicular sxs..; This is a request for
cervical spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck
and/or back pain; The patient does not have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
The patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.;
The patient has seen the doctor more then once
for these symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has not completed 6 weeks of
physical therapy?; The patient has been treated
with medication.; other medications as listed.;
Radiology Services The patient has not completed 6 weeks or more
Denied Not
of Chiropractic care.; The physician has not
Medically
directed a home exercise program for at least 6
Necessary
weeks.; NSAIDS

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient complains of&#x0D; pain for many
years. Patient complains of numbness radiating
to right side and upper shoulder. Patient has
feeling of grinding and pain interfering with
sleep. Patient had an xray done that shows OA
changes of spine and patient pref; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or Chronic
neck and/or back pain; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
It is not known if there is weakness or reflex
Radiology Services abnormality.; The patient does not have new
Denied Not
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
Medically
dysfunction.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
Necessary
recent cervical spine fracture.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

patient is having neck pain and and is going into
her arms , unknown injury; This is a request for
cervical spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck
and/or back pain; The patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; It is
not known if there is weakness or reflex
Radiology Services abnormality.; The patient does not have new
Denied Not
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
Medically
dysfunction.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent cervical spine fracture.
Necessary

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

physical exam, and xray; This is a request for
cervical spine MRI; Neurological deficits; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is weakness.; pt has
weakness in her hand, pain when turning head;
Radiology Services The patient does not have new signs or
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.;
Denied Not
There is not x-ray evidence of a recent cervical
Medically
Necessary
spine fracture.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

pt. had treatment with pain meds and steroids,;
This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; left upper
Radiology Services extremity decrease 4/5; The patient does not
have new signs or symptoms of bladder or
Denied Not
bowel dysfunction.; There is not x-ray evidence
Medically
of a recent cervical spine fracture.
Necessary

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

pt. have had this for several years abnormal
finding on CT last,; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back
pain; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; weakness of left upper limb, as well
Radiology Services as numbness in the left upper extremity; The
Denied Not
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
Medically
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; There is not xNecessary
ray evidence of a recent cervical spine fracture.

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

R/O brain tumor, R/O tumor in the neck; This
study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; &lt; Enter date of initial onset
here - or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;;
Radiology Services There has been treatment or conservative
Denied Not
therapy.; Headaches for several years, severe at
times. Progessing neck pain, unsuccessful PT;
Medically
Necessary
PT, OTC NSAIDS, Steroids,

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient has not failed a course of antiinflammatory medication or steroids.; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; It is not known if
there has been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least six weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; Yes, the patient
demonstrate neurological deficits.; No, there is
not a documented evidence of extremity
weakness on physical examination.; No, there is
no evidence of recent development of unilateral
muscle wasting.; It is not known if this patient
had a recent course of supervised physical
Radiology Services Therapy.; No, the patient did not have six weeks
Denied Not
of Chiropractic care related to this episode.; This
Medically
patient has a history of Cervical disc bulge for
Necessary
several years

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient has not failed a course of antiinflammatory medication or steroids.; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; There has been a
supervised trial of conservative management
for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or Chronic neck
and/or back pain; Yes, the patient demonstrate
neurological deficits.; No, there is not a
documented evidence of extremity weakness
on physical examination.; No, there is no
evidence of recent development of unilateral
muscle wasting.; No, this patient did not have a
Radiology Services recent course of supervised physical Therapy.;
Denied Not
No, the patient did not have six weeks of
Medically
Chiropractic care related to this episode.;
Necessary
Medications

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

These tests are needed before she can be seen
by neurosurgeon.; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 2014; There has
Radiology Services been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Denied Not
Tingling in the right arm, neck and back pain,
Medically
peripheral neuropathy in the legs.; Saw a
Necessary
neurosurgeon, takes anti inflammatory.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Radiology Services Chronic neck and/or back pain; Yes, the patient
demonstrate neurological deficits.; yes, there is
Denied Not
Medically
a documented evidence of extremity weakness
on physical examination.
Necessary

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; None of
the above; pt has cervical disc disease he is still
having neck pain. He has tried muscle relaxers
and PT with no relief; No, the patient is not
experiencing or presenting new symptoms of
upper extremity weakness?; No, the patient is
not demonstrating unilateral muscle wasting.;
No, the patient is not experiencing or presenting
new symptoms of Bowel or bladder
dysfunction.; No, the patient is not experiencing
Radiology Services new onset of parathesia diagnosed by a
Denied Not
neurologist; No, the patient is not experiencing
Medically
or presenting x-ray evidence of a recent
Necessary
fracture.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; None of
the above; pt has cervical osteophyte; No, the
patient is not experiencing or presenting new
symptoms of upper extremity weakness?; No,
the patient is not demonstrating unilateral
muscle wasting.; No, the patient is not
experiencing or presenting new symptoms of
Bowel or bladder dysfunction.; No, the patient is
Radiology Services not experiencing new onset of parathesia
Denied Not
diagnosed by a neurologist; No, the patient is
Medically
not experiencing or presenting x-ray evidence of
Necessary
a recent fracture.

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has not been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Radiology Services Chronic neck and/or back pain; No, the patient
Denied Not
does not demonstrate neurological deficits.;
Medically
pain is degenerative joint disease, radiculopathy
Necessary
down right arm.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has not been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; No, the patient
does not demonstrate neurological deficits.;
Patient has had injections in the past - but pain
management doctor needs a new MRI before he
Radiology Services will see patient. Chronic neck pain that is getting
Denied Not
worse - needs referral to pain management for
Medically
injections. Pain radiates down left shoulder.
Necessary
Previous films sh

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has not been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; Yes, the patient
demonstrate neurological deficits.; No, there is
Radiology Services not a documented evidence of extremity
Denied Not
weakness on physical examination.; No, there is
Medically
no evidence of recent development of unilateral
Necessary
muscle wasting.;

1

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has not been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; Yes, the patient
demonstrate neurological deficits.; No, there is
not a documented evidence of extremity
weakness on physical examination.; No, there is
no evidence of recent development of unilateral
muscle wasting.; 34 y.o.female here for followup. She would like to know the results of her 2D
Radiology Services echo. She is tearful today. She states that she is
Denied Not
having a lot of pain in her wrists and that she
Medically
still deals with some tingling and pain in her
Necessary
hands and some swelling. She f

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

transient numbness in the right arm below the
elbow; he had weakness there as well. Test
done are unknown but the weakness and the
numbness resolved 100%.; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; ER for transient numbness in
the right arm below the elbow; he had
weakness there as well. Test done are unknown
but the weakness and the numbness resolved
100%.; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; pain involving: hip(s):
bilateral, knee(s): bilateral, from osteoarthritis,
and the neck and the low back from DDD and
DJD of the cervical and the lumbar spine , and
he is on tramadol 1-2 every 6 hours for better
pain control : severity = fairly severe; His pain is
Radiology Services controlled with tramadol. : severity = fairly
Denied Not
severe, tolerable, amd he had now developed
Medically
lumbar (low back) dejenerative disc disease as
well.
Necessary

1

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

1

unknown; This study is being ordered for
trauma or injury.; 04/03/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; pain due to
tree limb falling on pt left shoulder; medication

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

will fax notes; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
Radiology Services inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
Denied Not
anomaly, or vascular disease.; unknown; There
Medically
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Necessary
pain; sees pain management physician

1

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; 2017;
There has been treatment or conservative
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
CONTRAST
Necessary
therapy.; Back pain,; PT, medication

1

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services 4/26/2017; There has been treatment or
SPINE CHEST SPINE
conservative therapy.; &lt; Describe primary
Denied Not
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
symptoms here - or Type In Unknown If No Info
CONTRAST
Given &gt;; chiropractic tx
Necessary

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services MARCH 15 2016; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; &lt; Describe primary
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
symptoms here - or Type In Unknown If No Info
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
Given &gt;; PT MEDS
CONTRAST
Necessary

1

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; THREE
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services MONTHS AGO; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; &lt; Describe primary
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
symptoms here - or Type In Unknown If No Info
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
Given &gt;; SURGERY BACK HURTS AGAIN
CONTRAST
Necessary

1

Disapproval

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
vascular disease.; ; There has not been any
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
treatment or conservative therapy.; Chronic
CONTRAST
Necessary
pain and back pain

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST
72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

Disapproval

N/A; This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; Contusion of Tspine and a transmission of a vehicle fell on him.
Severe pain in mid back between shoulder
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services blades; The patient does not have new signs or
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
patient does not have a new foot drop.; There is
CONTRAST
Necessary
recent evidence of a thoracic spine fracture.

1

Disapproval

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to chronic back pain
or suspected degenerative disease.; &lt;Enter
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services Additional Clinical Information&gt;; The patient
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
is experiencing or presenting symptoms of
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
lower extremity weakness documented on
CONTRAST
Necessary
physical exam.

3

Disapproval

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary
Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; ; It is not known if there has been any
treatment or conservative therapy.;

1

; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ;

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; There
has been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; The study is
being ordered due to chronic back pain or
suspected degenerative disease.; The patient is
experiencing sensory abnormalities such as
numbness or tingling.; The patient is not
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services experiencing or presenting symptoms of
abnormal gait, lower extremity weakness,
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
asymmetric reflexes, fracture, radiculopathy or
bowel or bladder dysfunction.
CONTRAST
Necessary

1

Disapproval

The patient does not have any neurological
deficits.; The patient has not failed a course of
anti-inflammatory medication or steroids.; This
is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; There has
not been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; The study is
being ordered due to chronic back pain or
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services suspected degenerative disease.; back pain
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
radiates to abdomen, constant pain started
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
about 3 weeks ago. back pain with flextion and
CONTRAST
extention
Necessary

1

Disapproval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to Neurological
deficits.; ; The patient is experiencing or
presenting symptoms of lower extremity
weakness documented on physical exam.

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 1 month; There
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
has not been any treatment or conservative
CONTRAST
Necessary
therapy.; low back pain

1

Disapproval

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services anomaly, or vascular disease.; 13 yrs ago; There
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
patient is having dorsalgia, chronic pain; patient
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
CONTRAST
Necessary
has had pain m anagement therapy.

1

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; weakness in bending and walking;
decreased ROM; The patient does not have new
Radiology Services signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
Denied Not
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
Medically
foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent lumbar fracture.
Necessary

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; WEAKNESS IN LOWER EXTRMITIES;
Radiology Services The patient does not have new signs or
Denied Not
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The
Medically
patient does not have a new foot drop.; There is
Necessary
not x-ray evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does not have new or changing
Radiology Services neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
Denied Not
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
Medically
not seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.
Necessary

2

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has not completed 6 weeks of
physical therapy?; The patient has been treated
with medication.; The patient was treated with
oral analgesics.; The patient has not completed
6 weeks or more of Chiropractic care.; The
Radiology Services physician has directed a home exercise program
for at least 6 weeks.; The home treatment did
Denied Not
include exercise, prescription medication and
Medically
follow-up office visits.; no help, over 2 months
Necessary

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
Radiology Services had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
Denied Not
seen the doctor more then once for these
Medically
symptoms.; The physician has not directed
Necessary
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; None of the above; The
patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has not completed 6 weeks of
physical therapy?; The patient has been treated
with medication.; other medications as listed.;
Radiology Services The patient has not completed 6 weeks or more
Denied Not
of Chiropractic care.; The physician has not
Medically
directed a home exercise program for at least 6
Necessary
weeks.; ibuprofen
&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
Radiology Services No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Denied Not
Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
Medically
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
Necessary
above

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
Radiology Services No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
Denied Not
for a neurological disorder.; 4/12/17; There has
Medically
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Necessary
terrible low back pain; Medications

Disapproval

1

4

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
Radiology Services disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
Denied Not
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; 2017;
There has been treatment or conservative
Medically
Necessary
therapy.; Back pain,; PT, medication

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
Radiology Services 4/26/2017; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; &lt; Describe primary
Denied Not
Medically
symptoms here - or Type In Unknown If No Info
Given &gt;; chiropractic tx
Necessary

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
Radiology Services congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
Denied Not
5/7/2017; There has been treatment or
Medically
conservative therapy.; ; PT, 3 days a week for 6
Necessary
weeks

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; THREE
Radiology Services MONTHS AGO; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; &lt; Describe primary
Denied Not
symptoms here - or Type In Unknown If No Info
Medically
Given &gt;; SURGERY BACK HURTS AGAIN
Necessary

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is no weakness or reflex
abnormality.; The patient does not have new
Radiology Services signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
Denied Not
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
Medically
foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent lumbar fracture.
Necessary

1

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has not
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?; The
patient has been treated with medication.;
other medications as listed.; The patient has not
Radiology Services completed 6 weeks or more of Chiropractic
Denied Not
care.; The physician has not directed a home
Medically
exercise program for at least 6 weeks.;
Necessary
Tramadol&#x0D; Soma&#x0D; Meloxicam

1

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has not
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?; The
patient has been treated with medication.; The
patient was treated with oral analgesics.; The
patient has not completed 6 weeks or more of
Chiropractic care.; The physician has directed a
Radiology Services home exercise program for at least 6 weeks.;
Denied Not
The home treatment did include exercise,
Medically
prescription medication and follow-up office
Necessary
visits.;

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has not
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?; The
patient has been treated with medication.; The
patient was treated with oral analgesics.; The
Radiology Services patient has not completed 6 weeks or more of
Denied Not
Chiropractic care.; The physician has not
Medically
directed a home exercise program for at least 6
Necessary
weeks.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Radiology Services Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
Denied Not
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
Medically
symptoms.; The patient has NOT had back pain
Necessary
for over 4 weeks.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

1

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; It
is unknown if the patient has acute or chronic
back pain.; This procedure is being requested
for None of the above

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is weakness.; LEFT LEG NUMBNESS AND
TINGLING; The patient does not have new signs
Radiology Services or symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.;
The patient does not have a new foot drop.;
Denied Not
There is not x-ray evidence of a recent lumbar
Medically
Necessary
fracture.
Radiology Services ; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Denied Not
The patient does NOT have acute or chronic
Medically
back pain.; This procedure is being requested
Necessary
for None of the above
Radiology Services
Denied Not
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Medically
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
Necessary
patient has none of the above
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Radiology Services Trauma or recent injury; The patient does not
Denied Not
have new or changing neurologic signs or
Medically
symptoms.; The patient has NOT had back pain
Necessary
for over 4 weeks.

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST
72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST
72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary
Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 6/13/2017; There has been treatment
or conservative therapy.; numbness in hands,
and low back pain; over the counter medication
; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; ; It is not known if there has been any
treatment or conservative therapy.;
; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ;

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; 01/2017; There has been treatment or
Radiology Services conservative therapy.; L hip / low back pain
Denied Not
sharp intermittent. Chronic soreness. Radiates
Medically
into thigh with numbness and tingling; PT/
Necessary
analgesics/ NSAIDS

1

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

back pain did have PT 6 months ago also has
tenderness; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or chronic
back pain.; The patient has none of the above

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

back pain for more than 1 year, left leg pain
and weakness.; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or chronic
back pain.; The patient has none of the above

1

Disapproval

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

chronic l spine pain since jan 2017, worsening.
radiating pain.Decreased ROM of L spine, tender
to palpation over lumbar-sacral spine, straight
leg raising test positive left side 30 deg.xray
January 2017 normal.; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has not completed 6 weeks of
physical therapy?; The patient has been treated
with medication.; The patient was treated with
oral analgesics.; The patient has not completed
6 weeks or more of Chiropractic care.; The
Radiology Services physician has directed a home exercise program
Denied Not
for at least 6 weeks.; The home treatment did
Medically
include exercise, prescription medication and
Necessary
follow-up office visits.;

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Enter answer here - or Type In UnHPI Pt here
today for 3 month follow up. Pt states he is
having problems with his back and hip again. He
states the past couple of weeks he can only
stand for about 5 minutes at a time. Left hip and
Radiology Services leg pain. Sharp pain; The study requested is a
Denied Not
Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
Medically
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
Necessary
above

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Evaluate DJD of lumbar spine, prior referral to
specialist; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is weakness.;
bilateral lower extremity weakness; The patient
Radiology Services does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
Denied Not
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
Medically
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.
Necessary
evaluation of patient with lumbar back pain
radiating to BLE.; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is no
weakness or reflex abnormality.; The patient
Radiology Services does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
Denied Not
Medically
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.
Necessary
has lumbar radiculopathy for years which is
severe but is getting worse over the last few
weeks, Back: Abnormal-decreased range of
Radiology Services motion, tender; The study requested is a
Denied Not
Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
Medically
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
Necessary
above
Radiology Services hip pain, back pain spurring L3 and L4; The
Denied Not
study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The
Medically
patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
Necessary
patient has none of the above

1

1

1

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Low back pain radiating down leg Neck pain;
This study is being ordered for a neurological
Radiology Services disorder.; 4/1/2017; There has been treatment
Denied Not
or conservative therapy.; Weakness Numbness
Medically
Tingling in extremities; PT without relief X-ray Necessary
inconclusive

Lower back pain for 2 months with negative
xray.; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; It is not
known if the patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; It
is not known if the patient has completed 6
weeks of physical therapy?; The patient has
been treated with medication.; other
medications as listed.; The patient has not
Radiology Services completed 6 weeks or more of Chiropractic
care.; It is not known if the physician has
Denied Not
Medically
directed a home exercise program for at least 6
weeks.; Ultram, Fioricet and steroid injection
Necessary
Lumbar back: She exhibits decreased range of
Radiology Services motion and tenderness; The study requested is
a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
Denied Not
Medically
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
above
Necessary

1

1

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Numbness and tingling, radiculopathy,
abnormal xray, pain started 6 months ago,
standing or walking makes it worse, burning
Radiology Services pain radiates down right leg.; The study
Denied Not
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient
Medically
has acute or chronic back pain.; The patient has
none of the above
Necessary

1

PAIN THAT IS RADIATING TOWARDS HIPS AND
LEGS = C LEVEL HAVING TROUBLE MOVING
AND BENDING; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or chronic
back pain.; The patient has none of the above

1

pain; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; The patient has acute or chronic back
pain.; The patient has none of the above

1

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary
Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient needs to see Neurosurgeon to be
evaluated for surgery or nerve blocks, updated
studies are required to assess the problem.
Patient is unable to function on a daily basis and
needs specialist to look at his situation.; The
study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute
or Chronic back pain; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is weakness.; Patient has bilaterl lower
extremity weakness, unsteady gait and
decreased mobility.; The patient does not have
Radiology Services new signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
Denied Not
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
Medically
foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
Necessary
recent lumbar fracture.

Disapproval

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

patient was in a car accident; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient
has acute or chronic back pain.; The patient has
none of the above

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Pt c/o of right hip pain and back pain and states
pain has now radiated down her leg but "more
so" in the hip. States that since she has had right
hip pain she has developed left hip pain.
Reports all symptoms started after she fell on
Radiology Services her right hip appro; The study requested is a
Denied Not
Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
Medically
Necessary
above

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

pt had surgery on his lumber spine in 2013 and
Radiology Services the neurosurgeon who did the surgery is asking
Denied Not
for a new MRI; The study requested is a Lumbar
Medically
Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or chronic
Necessary
back pain.; The patient has none of the above

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Pt having back pain radiating to legs; has had PT
without any help; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is no
weakness or reflex abnormality.; The patient
Radiology Services does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
Denied Not
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
Medically
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.
Necessary

1

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Severe pain in her back that radiates down in
her left leg and is not able to stand on the left
Radiology Services lower leg with weakness; The study requested is
Denied Not
a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
Medically
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
Necessary
above

she has severe spinal canal stenosis as of 07
....she is now having rle radicular symptoms
despite conservative mgt...the pain is becoming
progressively severe and limiting her mobility...;
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has not
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?; The
patient has been treated with medication.; The
patient was treated with oral analgesics.; The
Radiology Services patient has not completed 6 weeks or more of
Denied Not
Chiropractic care.; The physician has not
Medically
directed a home exercise program for at least 6
Necessary
weeks.
She is having back pain and can't stand or walk
for more than 10 minutes at a time without
Radiology Services having to sit and rest.; The study requested is a
Denied Not
Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
Medically
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
Necessary
above

1

1

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Pre-Operative Evaluation; No, the last Lumbar
spine MRI was not performed within the past
two weeks.; Surgery is scheduled within the
next 4 weeks.

1

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary
Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has Neurological deficit(s)

4

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

These tests are needed before she can be seen
by neurosurgeon.; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 2014; There has
Radiology Services been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Denied Not
Tingling in the right arm, neck and back pain,
Medically
peripheral neuropathy in the legs.; Saw a
Necessary
neurosurgeon, takes anti inflammatory.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Unknown; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is weakness.;
Bilateral lower extremity weakness; The patient
Radiology Services does not have new signs or symptoms of
Denied Not
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
Medically
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.
Necessary

1

Disapproval

Disapproval

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
Radiology Services inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
Denied Not
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 1 month; There
Medically
has not been any treatment or conservative
Necessary
therapy.; low back pain

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
Radiology Services anomaly, or vascular disease.; 13 yrs ago; There
Denied Not
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Medically
patient is having dorsalgia, chronic pain; patient
Necessary
has had pain m anagement therapy.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; This study is being ordered for
trauma or injury.; unknown; There has been
Radiology Services treatment or conservative therapy.; Back pain,
Denied Not
right hip and leg pain, dysesthesia right leg, pain
Medically
down right leg, radiculopathy lumbar spine;
Necessary
medication, steroid dosepak

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

will fax notes; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
Radiology Services inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
Denied Not
anomaly, or vascular disease.; unknown; There
Medically
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Necessary
pain; sees pain management physician

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

will just fax notes; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
above

1

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered because of a
suspicious mass/ tumor.; "The patient has NOT
had a pelvic ultrasound, barium, CT, or MR
study."; This is a request for a Pelvis CT.; There
Radiology Services are documented physical findings (painless
Denied Not
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor.; Yes this is a request for a
Medically
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

1

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

72196 MRI PELVIS

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

72196 MRI PELVIS

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

73200 CT ARM OR
UPPER EXTREMITY

abnormal CT scan of abdomen pelvis, CT
abdomen showed incidental finding of right
adrenal mass and non obstructing kidney stone;
This study is being ordered for a metastatic
Radiology Services disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
Denied Not
One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
Medically
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Necessary
Unlisted CT/MRI.
Radiology Services
Denied Not
PT HAS PIRIFORMIS SYNDROME AND RIGHT HIP
Medically
PAIN; This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The
Necessary
request is not for any of the listed indications.
Radiology Services ; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
Denied Not
disease.; There are 5 or more exams are being
Medically
ordered.

1

1

2

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

73220 MRI UPPER
EXTREMITY , ENTIRE
EXTREMITY, NOT A
JOINT

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; &lt; Enter date of initial
onset here - or Type In Unknown If No Info
Radiology Services Given &gt;; It is not known if there has been any
Denied Not
treatment or conservative therapy.; &lt;
Medically
Describe primary symptoms here - or Type In
Necessary
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

1

73220 MRI UPPER
EXTREMITY , ENTIRE
EXTREMITY, NOT A
JOINT

The request is for an upper extremity non-joint
MRI.; This is not a preoperative or recent
postoperative evaluation.; There is not
suspicion of upper extremity neoplasm or tumor
or metastasis.; There is no suspicion of upper
Radiology Services extremity bone or soft tissue infection.; The
Denied Not
ordering physician is not an orthopedist.; There
Medically
is not a history of upper extremity trauma or
injury.
Necessary

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The requested study is a
Shoulder MRI.; The pain is described as chronic;
The request is for shoulder pain.; The physician
has directed conservative treatment for the
past 6 weeks.; The patient has not completed 6
weeks of physical therapy?; The patient has
been treated with medication.; The patient has
not completed 6 weeks or more of Chiropractic
Radiology Services care.; The physician has not directed a home
Denied Not
exercise program for at least 6 weeks.; It is not
Medically
known what type of medication the patient
Necessary
received.

1

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Disapproval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Internal Medicine

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; &lt; Enter date of initial
onset here - or Type In Unknown If No Info
Radiology Services Given &gt;; It is not known if there has been any
Denied Not
treatment or conservative therapy.; &lt;
Medically
Describe primary symptoms here - or Type In
Necessary
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;
Radiology Services ; The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The
Denied Not
pain is not from a recent injury, old injury,
Medically
chronic pain or a mass.; The request is for
Necessary
shoulder pain.
patient c/o multiple falls and bilateral leg
weakness. patient is using a cane for her
unsteady gait and leg weakness.; This study is
Radiology Services being ordered for trauma or injury.;
Denied Not
02/21/2017; There has not been any treatment
Medically
or conservative therapy.; multiple falls and
weakness in both legs.
Necessary

1

1

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

Disapproval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

shoulder pain, Mobic since 01/31/2017 with no
relief; The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.;
The pain is described as chronic; The request is
for shoulder pain.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has not completed 6 weeks of
physical therapy?; The patient has been treated
with medication.; The patient has not
completed 6 weeks or more of Chiropractic
care.; The physician has directed a home
exercise program for at least 6 weeks.; The
home treatment did include exercise,
Radiology Services prescription medication and follow-up office
Denied Not
visits.; 01/31/2017 worsening of symptoms,
Medically
home exercises; The patient received oral
Necessary
analgesics.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has completed and failed a
course of conservative treatment of at least 4
weeks.; There are no documented findings of
crepitus.; There are no documented findings of
swelling.; The ordering physician is not an
orthopedist.; ; The patient is NOT experiencing
Radiology Services joint locking or instability.; The patient does not
have a documented limited range of motion on
Denied Not
Medically
physical examination.; There is no documented
findings of severe pain on motion.
Necessary

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
Radiology Services being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
Denied Not
pain.; The patient has not completed and failed
Medically
a course of conservative treatment of at least 4
Necessary
weeks.;

2

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
Radiology Services pain.; The patient has not completed and failed
Denied Not
a course of conservative treatment of at least 4
Medically
weeks.; Evaluate for tendonitis and decreased
Necessary
ROM

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
is being ordered for known/suspected joint
infection.; The patient has not had a recent
bone scan.; The patient has not had a recent
ultrasound of the shoulder.; The results of the
plain films is not known.; There are no
Radiology Services documented physical or laboratory findings of a
joint infection.; &lt; Enter answer here - or Type
Denied Not
Medically
In Unknown If No Info Given. &gt;; The patient
has not had a recent CT of the shoulder.
Necessary

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Disapproval

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There is no history of significant
trauma, dislocation or injury to the joint within
the past 6 weeks.; The patient does not have an
abnormal plain film study of the joint.; The
patient has not been treated with and failed a
course of four weeks of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient has a documented
limitation of their range of motion.; The patient
has experienced pain for greater than six
weeks.; The patient has been treated with antiRadiology Services inflammatory medication in conjunction with
Denied Not
this complaint.; This study is not being ordered
Medically
by an operating surgeon for pre-operative
Necessary
planning.
Radiology Services ; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
Denied Not
disease.; There are 5 or more exams are being
Medically
ordered.

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.; 4/2017;
Radiology Services There has been treatment or conservative
Denied Not
therapy.; &lt; Describe primary symptoms here Medically
or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;;
Necessary
Medication and Rest

Disapproval

2

2

2

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

; This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
has not had recent plain films of the knee.; The
ordering physician is not an orthopedist.; There
is no supsected meniscus,pre-op or post-op
Radiology Services evaluation,non-acute Chronic Pain,supsected
Denied Not
tumor or Aseptic Necrosis; Pain greater than 3
days; No, patient has not completed and failed a
Medically
Necessary
course of conservative treatment.
; This study is being ordered for Congenital
Anomaly.; 08/26/2015; There has been
Radiology Services treatment or conservative therapy.; Pain behind
Denied Not
knees radiates down into calves and ankles.;
Medically
Treated with medications, Hydrocodone
Necessary
5/325mg and Naproxen 500mg
Need to see what is causing the pain to be so
severe.; This study is being ordered for trauma
or injury.; Injury happened around 4-1-17; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Radiology Services He has chronic knee and hip pain with
Denied Not
radiculopathy. He also has osteoarthritis.;
Medically
Patient was given NSAIDS, physical therapy with
Necessary
no relief

1

2

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a lower extremity MRI.;
This is not a pulsatile mass.; "There is no
evidence of tumor or mass from a previous
exam, plain film, ultrasound, or previous CT or
MRI."; There is not a suspicion of an infection.;
Radiology Services The patient is not taking antibiotics.; This is not
a study for a fracture which does not show
Denied Not
healing (non-union fracture).; This is not a preMedically
Necessary
operative study for planned surgery.
unknown; This study is being ordered for
Radiology Services trauma or injury.; 6/1/2017; It is not known if
Denied Not
there has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; osteo Arthritis right knee, cruciate tear
Medically
Necessary
in the left knee

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

unknown; This study is being ordered for
trauma or injury.; unknown; There has been
Radiology Services treatment or conservative therapy.; Back pain,
Denied Not
right hip and leg pain, dysesthesia right leg, pain
Medically
down right leg, radiculopathy lumbar spine;
Necessary
medication, steroid dosepak

Disapproval

; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; 01/2017; There has been treatment or
73721 MRI JOINT OF
Radiology Services conservative therapy.; L hip / low back pain
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP Denied Not
sharp intermittent. Chronic soreness. Radiates
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR Medically
into thigh with numbness and tingling; PT/
FOOT JOINT
Necessary
analgesics/ NSAIDS

1

2

1

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

Need to see what is causing the pain to be so
severe.; This study is being ordered for trauma
or injury.; Injury happened around 4-1-17; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
73721 MRI JOINT OF
Radiology Services He has chronic knee and hip pain with
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP Denied Not
radiculopathy. He also has osteoarthritis.;
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR Medically
Patient was given NSAIDS, physical therapy with
FOOT JOINT
Necessary
no relief

1

Disapproval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Kidney/Ureteral stone,
&#x0D; Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O
metastases, Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ
Enlargement, &#x0D; Known or suspected
infection such as pancreatitis, etc..; There are no
Radiology Services findings of Hematuria,
Lymphadenopathy,weight loss,abdominal
Denied Not
Medically
pain,diabetic patient with gastroparesis; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT
Necessary

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

abdomen pain; This is a request for an
Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Kidney/Ureteral stone,
&#x0D; Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O
metastases, Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ
Enlargement, &#x0D; Known or suspected
infection such as pancreatitis, etc..; There are no
Radiology Services findings of Hematuria,
Denied Not
Lymphadenopathy,weight loss,abdominal
Medically
pain,diabetic patient with gastroparesis; Yes this
Necessary
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Disapproval

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

elevated liver enzymes; This is a request for an
Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Kidney/Ureteral stone,
&#x0D; Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O
metastases, Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ
Enlargement, &#x0D; Known or suspected
infection such as pancreatitis, etc..; There are no
Radiology Services findings of Hematuria,
Denied Not
Lymphadenopathy,weight loss,abdominal
Medically
pain,diabetic patient with gastroparesis; Yes this
Necessary
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Disapproval

74174 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY
ABDOMEN AND PELVIS
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
; This study is being ordered for Vascular
Medically
Disease.; ; There has been treatment or
Necessary
conservative therapy.; ;

1

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
This is a request for CT Angiography of the
Necessary
Abdomen and Pelvis.

1

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
Necessary
abdomen.

1

Disapproval

Disapproval

74174 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY
ABDOMEN AND PELVIS
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST
74175 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY
ABDOMEN
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
Radiology Services pain.; The study is being ordered for acute pain.;
Denied Not
There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
male.; A rectal exam was not performed.; Yes
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
Radiology Services 2/2017; It is not known if there has been any
treatment or conservative therapy.; weight loss
Denied Not
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
unexplained, pain in ABD , pelvis, shortness of
W/O CONTRAST
breath ,
Necessary

1

Disapproval

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
Radiology Services disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Denied Not
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; ; There has not been any
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
treatment or conservative therapy.;

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

abdominal pain; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis
has been completed.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; It
is not known if the urinalysis results were
normal or abnormal.; The study is being ordered
Radiology Services for chronic pain.; This is the first visit for this
Denied Not
complaint.; It is unknown if the patient had an
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
Amylase or Lipase lab test.; Yes this is a request
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
for a Diagnostic CT

1

Disapproval

DR. ROACH SUSPECTS PT HAS KIDNEY STONES;
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
Radiology Services being ordered for acute pain.; There has been a
Denied Not
physical exam.; The patient is female.; A pelvic
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
exam was NOT performed.; Yes this is a request
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
for a Diagnostic CT

1

Disapproval

hernia repair surgery member said he is having
pain and he heard a pop on right side; This is a
request for an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.;
A urinalysis has not been completed.; This study
is being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
Radiology Services pain.; This is the first visit for this complaint.; It
is unknown if the patient had an Amylase or
Denied Not
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
Lipase lab test.; Yes this is a request for a
W/O CONTRAST
Diagnostic CT
Necessary

1

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

JPATIENT RETURNS FOR FOLLOW UP OF FEVER
OF UNKNOWN ORIGIN AFTER BEING ADMITTED
OVER THE PAST WEEKEND WHEN FEVER WAS
102 AT HOME. PATIENT HAS BEEN HAVING
INTERMITTENT FEVER EPISODES ALONG WITH
Radiology Services FATIGUE AND NIGHT SWEATS. THERE ARE SOME
Denied Not
ENLARGED PELVIC LNs ON; This study is being
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 5 or
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
more exams are being ordered.

Liver ultrasound was obtained and suggests ct
of liver to check for lesion. Also has elevated
liver enzymes.; This is a request for an abdomenpelvis CT combination.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; It
is not known if the pain is acute or chronic.; This
Radiology Services is not the first visit for this complaint.; There has
Denied Not
been a physical exam.; The patient is male.; A
rectal exam was not performed.; Yes this is a
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
request for a Diagnostic CT
Malignant neoplasm of colon.; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
Radiology Services are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of the
Denied Not
studies being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
W/O CONTRAST
CT/MRI.
Necessary

1

1

1

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

Positive for abdominal distention, abdominal
pain, constipation, diarrhea and vomiting She
exhibits distension.Entire abd distended and
hardened; This is a request for an abdomenpelvis CT combination.; The reason for the study
is suspicious mass or suspected tumor or
metastasis.; This study is not being requested
for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
Radiology Services not requested for hematuria.; The patient did
Denied Not
NOT have an abnormal abdominal Ultrasound,
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
CT or MR study.; Yes this is a request for a
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
Diagnostic CT
Pt requires ct of abd. and pelvis before
urologist can make appt. having blood in urine
and rt side pain.; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
pain.; This is not the first visit for this
Radiology Services complaint.; There has been a physical exam.;
Denied Not
The patient is male.; A rectal exam was not
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
performed.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
CT

1

1

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; It is unknown if there are
abnormal lab results or physical findings on
exam such as rebound or guarding that are
consistent with peritonitis, abscess, pancreatitis
or appendicitis.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Crohn's disease,
Abscess, Ulcerative Colitis, Acute Non-ulcerative
Colitis, Diverticulitis, or Inflammatory bowel
disease.; It is not known if there are findings
that confirm hepatitis C.; Infection such as
pancreatitis, appendicitis, abscess, colitis and
inflammatory bowel disease; No, the patient
Radiology Services has not been seen by a specialist or are the
Denied Not
studies being requested on behalf of a specialist
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
for an infection.; unknown; Yes this is a request
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
for a Diagnostic CT

1

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are NO abnormal lab
results or physical findings on exam such as
rebound or guarding that are consistent with
peritonitis, abscess, pancreatitis or
appendicitis.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Crohn's disease,
Abscess, Ulcerative Colitis, Acute Non-ulcerative
Colitis, Diverticulitis, or Inflammatory bowel
disease.; There are no findings that confirm
hepatitis C.; Infection such as pancreatitis,
appendicitis, abscess, colitis and inflammatory
bowel disease; No, the patient has not been
seen by a specialist or are the studies being
requested on behalf of a specialist for an
infection.; EPIGASTRIC
Radiology Services PAIN,GASTROESOPHAGEL REFLUX DISEASE W/O
Denied Not
ESOPHAGITIS&#x0D; DEXILANT&#x0D; HPYLORI74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
NEGATIVE; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
Radiology Services loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
Denied Not
gastroparesis; Other; &lt;Enter Additional
Clinical Information&gt;; Yes this is a request for
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
a Diagnostic CT
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary

1

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Radiology Services Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
Denied Not
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Abnormal liver enzyme
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
testing.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Disapproval

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; He is having some urinary
Radiology Services issues. He feels like he has some pressure in his
Denied Not
lower abdomen. He states that this kind of the
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
way he felt before when he had his malignancy.;
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Disapproval

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Obese patient having
abdominal pain in the past 2-3 weeks with
Radiology Services nausea and vomiting. Pt vomits a green liquid 23 times weekly. Up on physical exam pt is found
Denied Not
to have diffuse tenderness in abdomen .; Yes
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary

1

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; patient had hernia repair
in the past and having mixed incontinence,
Radiology Services abdominal pain, belching, also having
constipation and leakage of urine. patient
Denied Not
concerned with mesh has detatched.; Yes this is
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
a request for a Diagnostic CT
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Radiology Services Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
Denied Not
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
gastroparesis; Other; Patient has pain.; Yes this
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

Disapproval

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Radiology Services Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
Denied Not
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; pt is having abdominal
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
pain; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Disapproval

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Severe pelvic pain, spasms
Radiology Services in the virginal and anus, abn pap with Dr Cartaya
Denied Not
and then normal with OB/GYN, need to make
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
sure there is nothing going on that was missed;
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

1

1

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; The abdominal pain feels
not like a sore muscle or like she has been
coughing so much that she is sore. The
abdominal pain started 2 days ago She states
Radiology Services that the only time that her abdomen hurts is
when she is laying on her side, when she
Denied Not
sneezes, and if ; Yes this is a request for a
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

unknown; This is a request for an abdomenpelvis CT combination.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
The study is being ordered for chronic pain.;
Radiology Services This is not the first visit for this complaint.;
Denied Not
There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
female.; A pelvic exam was NOT performed.;
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
This request is for a Coronary CT Angiography
Radiology Services study.; No, patient did not have a Nuclear
75574 CT Angiography Denied Not
Cardiology study within the past six months.;
Heart coronary arteries, Medically
None of the above.; pt has chest pain and
CCTA
Necessary
shortness of breath
75635 CTA AA&BI
Radiology Services
ILIOFEM LXTR RS&I CDenied Not
Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
/C+ POST-PXESSING
Medically
abdominal arteries.

1

1

1

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for Breast
MRI.; This study is being ordered for something
Radiology Services other than known breast cancer, known breast
Denied Not
lesions, screening for known family history,
Medically
screening following genetric testing or a
Necessary
suspected implant rupture.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The caller indicated that the
study was not ordered for: Known or suspected
coronary artery disease, post myocardial
infarction evaluation, pre operative or post
operative (Cardiac surgery, angioplasty or stent)
evaluation.; The patient's age is between 45 and
Radiology Services 64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
Denied Not
Medically
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).
Necessary

2

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The patient is not diabetic.;
The patient is less than 45 years old.; The
patient has not had a recent exercise treadmill
test that was positive.; The patient has NONE of
the following: heart transplant, aortic
aneurysm, carotid artery narrowing or stenosis,
Radiology Services and/ or peripheral vascular disease or narrowed
Denied Not
blood vessels in the legs.; This is a request for
Medically
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Necessary
Cardiology Study).

1

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study is being ordered
for suspected CAD.; The patient is presenting
with symptoms of atypical chest pain and/or
shortness of breath.; The patient has not had
previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.; The
patient has not had a recent non-nuclear stress
test.; The patient's age is between 45 and 64.;
The patient has not had a stress
Radiology Services echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
Denied Not
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
Medically
Necessary
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

Disapproval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
as a pre-operative evaluation.; The patient is
not presenting with symptoms of atypical chest
pain and/or shortness of breath.; The patient
has not had a recent non-nuclear stress test.;
The patient had a recent abnormal EKG
consistent with CAD.; The patient has not had a
recent stress echocardiogram.; The patient has
not had a recent stress echocardiogram.; The
patient has suspected CAD.; The patient's age is
between 45 and 64.; The patient has not had a
stress echocardiogram within the past eight
Radiology Services weeks.; This evaluation is prior to major surgery
Denied Not
involving general anesthesia.; The patient is
Medically
male.; This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Necessary
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

; The study is being ordered for suspected CAD.;
The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
The patient has not had previous cardiac
surgery or angioplasty.; The patient has not had
a recent non-nuclear stress test.; The patient's
age is between 45 and 64.; The patient has not
had a stress echocardiogram within the past
Radiology Services eight weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Denied Not
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
Medically
The patient does not have a physical limitation
Necessary
to exercise.

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

Disapproval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

; This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; Another
test besides a Nuclear Cardiology Study, CCTA or
Stress Echocardiogram has been completed to
evaluate new or changing symptoms.; The
patient has 2 cardiac risk factors; The study is
not requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac
mass, CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.;
There are new or changing cardiac symptoms
including atypical chest pain (angina) and/or
Radiology Services shortness of breath.; The study is requested for
Denied Not
suspected coronary artery disease.; The
Medically
member has known or suspected coronary
Necessary
artery disease.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

; This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has 3 or more cardiac risk factors; The study is
requested for congestive heart failure.; The
Radiology Services study is requested for suspected coronary
Denied Not
artery disease.; The member has known or
Medically
suspected coronary artery disease.; The BMI is
Necessary
30 to 39

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

Disapproval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

; This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has not had other testing done to evaluate new
or changing symptoms.; The patient has 2
cardiac risk factors; The study is not requested
for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal
defects, or valve disorders.; There are new or
changing cardiac symptoms including atypical
chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of breath.;
Radiology Services The study is requested for suspected coronary
artery disease.; The member has known or
Denied Not
suspected coronary artery disease.; The BMI is
Medically
Necessary
30 to 39

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

; This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has not had other testing done to evaluate new
or changing symptoms.; The patient has 2
cardiac risk factors; The study is requested for
congestive heart failure.; There are new or
changing cardiac symptoms including atypical
chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of breath.;
Radiology Services The study is requested for suspected coronary
Denied Not
artery disease.; The member has known or
Medically
suspected coronary artery disease.; The BMI is
Necessary
30 to 39

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

Disapproval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

5/24/17 CT Calcium Score = 941 &#x0D; &#x0D;
2/5/15 - Sinus bradycardia &amp; &#x0D;
incomplete right bundle branch block noted on
abnormal ECG; The study is being ordered for
known CAD.; The CAD diagnosis was esablished
by something other than, a previous cardiac
surgery / angioplasty, a previous MI, congestive
heart failure or a previous stress
echocardiogram, nuclear cardiology study or a
stress EKG.; The patient's age is between 45 and
Radiology Services 64.; The patient has not had a stress
Denied Not
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
Medically
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Necessary
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

63 yr old female pt w/ chronic fatigue.; This is a
request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient has 3 or
more cardiac risk factors; The study is not
requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass,
CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.; The
Radiology Services study is requested for suspected coronary
Denied Not
artery disease.; The member has known or
Medically
suspected coronary artery disease.; The BMI is
Necessary
30 to 39

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

mbr came in on 3/30/2017 with dizziness and a
pulse rate 48; The caller indicated that the study
was not ordered for: Known or suspected
coronary artery disease, post myocardial
infarction evaluation, pre operative or post
operative (Cardiac surgery, angioplasty or stent)
evaluation.; The patient's age is between 45 and
Radiology Services 64.; The patient has not had a stress
Denied Not
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Medically
Necessary
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Patient has a Heart Murmur; The study is being
ordered for suspected CAD.; The patient is
presenting with symptoms of atypical chest pain
and/or shortness of breath.; The patient has not
had previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.;
The patient has not had a recent non-nuclear
stress test.; The patient's age is between 45 and
64.; The patient has not had a stress
Radiology Services echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
Denied Not
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Medically
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
Necessary
does not have a physical limitation to exercise.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The study
Radiology Services is not requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac
Denied Not
mass, CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.;
Medically
The member does not have known or suspected
Necessary
coronary artery disease

2

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study
78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study
78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary
Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary
Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The study
is requested for evaluation of the heart prior to
non cardiac surgery.
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The study
is requested for known or suspected cardiac
septal defect.
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The study
is requested for known or suspected valve
disorders.

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

unknown; The study is being ordered for
suspected CAD.; The patient is not presenting
with symptoms of atypical chest pain and/or
shortness of breath.; The patient has not had a
recent non-nuclear stress test.; It is not known if
the patient had a recent abnormal EKG
consistent with CAD.; The patient has not had a
recent stress echocardiogram.; The patient's
Radiology Services age is between 45 and 64.; The patient has not
Denied Not
had a stress echocardiogram within the past
Medically
eight weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Necessary
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

2

2

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

78813 PET IMAGING
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Breast Cancer.; The study is NOT being ordered
Radiology Services after completing a course of treatment initiated
Denied Not
in the last 8 weeks or because they are
experiencing new singns or symptoms.; This is
Medically
Necessary
NOT a Medicare member.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

JPATIENT RETURNS FOR FOLLOW UP OF FEVER
OF UNKNOWN ORIGIN AFTER BEING ADMITTED
OVER THE PAST WEEKEND WHEN FEVER WAS
102 AT HOME. PATIENT HAS BEEN HAVING
INTERMITTENT FEVER EPISODES ALONG WITH
Radiology Services FATIGUE AND NIGHT SWEATS. THERE ARE SOME
Denied Not
ENLARGED PELVIC LNs ON; This study is being
Medically
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 5 or
more exams are being ordered.
Necessary

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Head/Neck Cancer.; The study is NOT being
Radiology Services ordered after completing a course of treatment
Denied Not
initiated in the last 8 weeks or because they are
Medically
experiencing new singns or symptoms.; The
patient does NOT have Thyroid or Brain cancer.;
Necessary

1

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Disapproval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered to establish a cancer
diagnosis.; This study is being requested for
Breast Cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

Disapproval

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for another reason;
The reason for ordering this study is unknown.

3

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for another reason;
This study is being ordered for evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x-ray or EKG) indicative
of heart disease.; This is for the initial evaluation
of abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings,
Radiology Services or diagnostic studies (chest x-ray or EKG)
Denied Not
indicatvie of heart disease.; The abnormal
Medically
symptom, condition or evaluation is not known
Necessary
or unlisted above.

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Cardiac Murmur.; It is unknown if there been a
Radiology Services change in clinical status since the last
Denied Not
echocardiogram.; This request is NOT for initial
Medically
evaluation of a murmur.; This is a request for
Necessary
follow up of a known murmur.

2

Disapproval

Disapproval

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Interventional
Radiologists

Interventional
Radiologists

Disapproval

93312 TEE R-T IMG 2D
W/PRB IMG ACQUISJ
I&R

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
Radiology Services disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Denied Not
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Medically
vascular disease.; ; It is not known if there has
Necessary
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;

1

Disapproval

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
Radiology Services disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
93350 ECHO TTHRC R-T Denied Not
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
2D -+M-MODE
Medically
vascular disease.; ; It is not known if there has
COMPLETE REST&STRS Necessary
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as chronic or
recurring.; The headache is presenting with a
sudden change in severity, associated with
exertion, or a mental status change.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 2 to 3 years ago;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; pain, burning, piercing; PT, Medicine

1

Approval

Approval

Interventional
Radiologists

Interventional
Radiologists

Interventional
Radiologists

Approval

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Pain is bilateral, pain is aggravated by physical
activity, and also in hands and shoulder blades.
Pain is in hips and right thigh.; This study is
being ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 01/2015; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Aching,
burning, throbbing, shooting pain.; PT and
medication.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; Yes, the patient
demonstrate neurological deficits.; yes, there is
a documented evidence of extremity weakness
on physical examination.

4

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to chronic back pain
or suspected degenerative disease.; ; The
patient is experiencing or presenting symptoms
of lower extremity weakness documented on
physical exam.

1

Interventional
Radiologists

Interventional
Radiologists

Interventional
Radiologists

Approval

Approval

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to chronic back pain
or suspected degenerative disease.; patient has
sharp pressure and heaviness radiating bilateral
to left interior rib cage, weakness, decreased
range of motion, while coughing felt a pop in rib
cage which caused increased pain; The patient is
experiencing or presenting symptoms of lower
extremity weakness documented on physical
exam.

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; There
has been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; The study is
being ordered due to chronic back pain or
suspected degenerative disease.; The patient is
experiencing sensory abnormalities such as
numbness or tingling.; The patient is not
experiencing or presenting symptoms of
abnormal gait, lower extremity weakness,
asymmetric reflexes, fracture, radiculopathy or
bowel or bladder dysfunction.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; It is unknown if the patient
has acute or chronic back pain.; This procedure
is being requested for None of the above

1

Interventional
Radiologists

Interventional
Radiologists

Interventional
Radiologists

Interventional
Radiologists

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 2 to 3 years ago;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; pain, burning, piercing; PT, Medicine

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Pain is bilateral, pain is aggravated by physical
activity, and also in hands and shoulder blades.
Pain is in hips and right thigh.; This study is
being ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 01/2015; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Aching,
burning, throbbing, shooting pain.; PT and
medication.
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has 6 weeks of completed conservative
care in the past 3 months or had a spine
injection

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has completed Treatment with a facet
joint or epidural injection in the past 6 weeks

Approval

1

1

9

1

Interventional
Radiologists

Interventional
Radiologists

Approval

Approval

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
as a follow-up to trauma.; "The ordering
physician is a gastroenterologist, urologist,
gynecologist, or surgeon or PCP ordering on
behalf of a specialist who has seen the patient.";
This is a request for a Pelvis CT.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Colo-rectal Cancer.; The patient completed a
course of treatment initiated within the last 8
weeks.; 2 PET Scans have already been
performed on this patient for this cancer.; This
is NOT a Medicare member.

1

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Congenital Heart Defect.; This is for initial
diagnosis of congenital heart disease.

1

There is an immediate family history of
aneurysm.; This is a request for a Brain MRA.

1

Multi-Specialty (2
or more)

Approval

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

Nephrology

Approval

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

Nephrology

Nephrology

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; Not requested for
evaluation of trauma/injury, tumor,
stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results completed.;
The lab results were normal; The patient does
NOT have dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's
Palsy, a congenital abnormality, loss of smell,
hearing loss or vertigo.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

CRANIAL NERVE ABNORMALITY; This request is
for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT being
requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of infection or
inflammation; Is is not known if the patient has
a fever, stiff neck AND positive laboratory
findings (like elevated WBC or abnormal Lumbar
puncture fluid examination that indicate
inflammatory disease or an infection.; The
doctor does not note on exam that the patient
has delirium or acute altered mental status.;
The patient does not have a Brain CT showing
abscess, brain infection, meningitis or
encephalitis.

1

Nephrology

Nephrology

Nephrology

Nephrology

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Pt. has pain in ziphoid process, EGD was -,
antibiotics-no help.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; The study is being ordered for none of
the above.; This study is being ordered for non
of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has 6 weeks of completed conservative
care in the past 3 months or had a spine
injection

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has completed and failed a
course of conservative treatment of at least 4
weeks.; The ordering physician is not an
orthopedist.; There is documented findings of
severe pain on motion.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for an Ankle MRI.; "There is a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the ankle.";
There is a history of new onset of severe pain in
the ankle within the last two weeks.; There is
not a suspected tarsal coalition.

1

Approval

Approval

1

1

Nephrology

Nephrology

Nephrology

Nephrology

Nephrology

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Right Renal Mass; This is a request for an
Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for a
known tumor, cancer, mass, or rule out
metastases.; No, this is not a request for follow
up to a known tumor or abdominal cancer.; This
study being ordered for a palpable, observed or
imaged abdominal mass.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for a known tumor, cancer,
mass, or rule out metastases.; Yes, this is a
request for follow up to a known tumor or
abdominal cancer.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for a kidney/ureteral stone.;
There is a known or a strong suspicion of kidney
or ureteral stones.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

This is a request for CT Angiography of the
Abdomen and Pelvis.

1

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
abdomen.

1

74174 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY
ABDOMEN AND PELVIS
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST
74175 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY
ABDOMEN
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Nephrology

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The requested study is for preoperative evaluation.; The study is requested by
a surgeon, specialist or PCP on behalf of a
specialist who has seen the patient.; Pre-op or
post op evaluation; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

Nephrology

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Nephrology

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; having Pain with abdomen
area; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is a known or a strong
suspicion of kidney or ureteral stones.;
Kidney/Ureteral stone; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This is a request for follow up of a
known tumor or cancer involving both the
abdomen and pelvis and the patient is
undergoing active treatment.; Known Tumor,
Cancer, Mass, or Rule out metastases; Yes this is
a request for a Diagnostic CT

Nephrology

Approval

1

1

1

1

Nephrology

Approval

Nephrology

Approval

Nephrology

Approval

74185 MRA, MRI
ANGIOGRAPHY
ABDOMEN
WITH/WITHOUT
CONTRAST
74185 MRA, MRI
ANGIOGRAPHY
ABDOMEN
WITH/WITHOUT
CONTRAST
75635 CTA AA&BI
ILIOFEM LXTR RS&I C/C+ POST-PXESSING

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for Vascular Disease.; &lt; Enter date of initial
onset here - or Type In Unknown If No Info
Given &gt;; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; &lt; Describe primary
symptoms here - or Type In Unknown If No Info
Given &gt;; &lt; Describe treatment /
conservative therapy here - or Type In Unknown
If No Info Given &gt;

1

This is a request for a MR Angiogram of the
abdomen.

1

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
abdominal arteries.

1

Nephrology

Approval

Nephrology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study
78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

pre-kidney transplant evaluation; This study is
being ordered as a pre-operative evaluation.;
The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
The patient has not had previous cardiac
surgery or angioplasty.; The patient has not had
a recent non-nuclear stress test.; The patient
has not had a recent stress echocardiogram.;
The patient has suspected CAD.; The patient's
age is between 45 and 64.; The patient has not
had a stress echocardiogram within the past
eight weeks.; This evaluation is prior to major
surgery involving general anesthesia.; This is a
request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient does
not have a physical limitation to exercise.
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The study
is requested for evaluation of the heart prior to
non cardiac surgery.

1

1

Nephrology

Nephrology

Nephrology

Nephrology

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Disapproval

Disapproval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST
74175 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY
ABDOMEN
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

constant severe headache in top of the head
for several months; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The headache is described as
chronic or recurring.; The headache is not
presenting with a sudden change in severity,
associated with exertion, or a mental status
change.; There are not recent neurological
symptoms or deficits such as one sided
Radiology Services weakness, speech impairments, or vision
Denied Not
defects.; There is not a family history (parent,
Medically
sibling or child of the patient) of AVM
Necessary
(arteriovenous malformation).
Unknown; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
Radiology Services The study is being ordered for none of the
Denied Not
above.; This study is being ordered for non of
Medically
the above.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
Necessary
CT

1

1

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
Radiology Services for Vascular Disease.; 02/2017; There has been
Denied Not
treatment or conservative therapy.; blood
Medically
pressure has been uncontrolled, fatigue, no
Necessary
energy; meds

1

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
Necessary
abdomen.

1

Nephrology

Nephrology

Neurological
Surgery

Disapproval

Disapproval

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for Vascular Disease.; &lt; Enter date of initial
onset here - or Type In Unknown If No Info
Given &gt;; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; &lt; Describe primary
Radiology Services symptoms here - or Type In Unknown If No Info
Given &gt;; &lt; Describe treatment /
Denied Not
Medically
conservative therapy here - or Type In Unknown
Necessary
If No Info Given &gt;

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

1

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for another reason;
The reason for ordering this study is unknown.

2

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; It is unknown if the study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient does not have dizziness, fatigue or
malaise, sudden change in mental status, Bell's
palsy, Congenital abnormality, loss of smell,
hearing loss or vertigo.; This study is being
ordered for something other than trauma or
injury, evaluation of known tumor, stroke or
aneurysm, infection or inflammation, multiple
sclerosis or seizures.

1

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; Thi study is being requested for
None of the above.; This procedure is being
requested for Multiple Sclerosis; There is
another reason why an MRI is not being
considered; Doctors request

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; This study is requested for a
new onset of seizures or newly identified
change in seizure activity or pattern.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

18 y/o female with incidental right parietal lobe
finding on MRI - which was found to be
dystrophic calcification. No treatment is
required at this time&#x0D; &#x0D; GCS is
15&#x0D; EOM's are intact&#x0D; PERRL
bilateral&#x0D; Tongue is midline&#x0D; Face is
symmetric&#x0D; Strength is 5/5; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is not a
hematologist/ oncologist.

1

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Patient had subdural hematoma with edema.
He required a craniectomy due to the swelling
and to evacuate the subdural hematoma.
Patient now needing skull flap replaced.; This is
a request for a brain/head CT.; "There are no
recent neurological symptoms or deficits such
as one-sided weakness, vision defects, speech
impairments or sudden onset of severe
dizziness."; This study is being requested for a
recent head trauma or injury.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

patient has a occlusion of the left internal
carotid artery and 50 percent right carotid
artery stenosis.; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; This study is being requested for
Suspicion of a TIA (Transient Ischemic Attack).;
There is another reason why an MRI is not being
considered; an MRI has already been approved
for this patient.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Patient has right frontal subarachnoid
hemorrhage patient is needing to be
reevaluated.; This is a request for a brain/head
CT.; "There are no recent neurological
symptoms or deficits such as one-sided
weakness, vision defects, speech impairments
or sudden onset of severe dizziness."; This study
is being requested for a recent head trauma or
injury.

1

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

pt also having seizures, vision changes; This is a
request for a brain/head CT.; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
headache is described as chronic or recurring.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Pt coming for follow up after craniectomy for
hardware exposure with infection; This is a
request for a brain/head CT.; Thi study is being
requested for None of the above.; This
procedure is being requested for Infection or
Inflammation; There is another reason why an
MRI is not being considered; Pt coming for
follow up after craniectomy for hardware
exposure with infection

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

s/p VP shunt; This is a request for a brain/head
CT.; There is headache not improved by pain
medications.; "There are no recent neurological
symptoms or deficits such as one-sided
weakness, vision defects, speech impairments
or sudden onset of severe dizziness."; This study
is being requested for a headache.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

see notes; This is a request for a brain/head
CT.; The study is being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The headache is described as
chronic or recurring.

1

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

This is a follow up of a patient with
pneumocephalus. Had glioma resected 6-1-17.
Went to ER on 6-8-17 with headache, nausea,
vomiting, found to have pneumocephalus.; This
is a request for a brain/head CT.; Thi study is
being requested for None of the above.; This
procedure is being requested for other
indications

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

This is a request for a brain/head CT.; "There
are recent neurological symptoms or deficits
such as one-sided weakness, vision defects,
speech impairments or sudden onset of severe
dizziness."; This study is being requested for a
recent head trauma or injury.

4

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study
is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has one sided arm or leg
weakness.; The patient had a recent onset
(within the last 4 weeks) of neurologic
symptoms.; This study is being ordered for
stroke or aneurysm.; This study is being ordered
for a previous stroke or aneurysm.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study
is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has the inability to
speak.; The patient had a recent onset (within
the last 4 weeks) of neurologic symptoms.; This
study is being ordered for stroke or aneurysm.;
This study is being ordered for a previous stroke
or aneurysm.

1

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study
is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; This study is being ordered for
evaluation of known tumor.

2

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study
is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; This study is being ordered for
infection or inflammation.

2

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

This is a request for a brain/head CT.; There is a
suspected or known brain tumor.; This study is
being requested for known or suspected brain
tumor, mass or cancer.

8

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

This is a request for a brain/head CT.; There is
headache not improved by pain medications.;
"There are recent neurological symptoms or
deficits such as one-sided weakness, vision
defects, speech impairments or sudden onset of
severe dizziness."; This study is being requested
for a headache.

9

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

This is a request for a brain/head CT.; This is a
request for a brain/head CT.; "There are recent
neurological symptoms or deficits such as onesided weakness, vision defects, speech
impairments or sudden onset of severe
dizziness."; "There are recent neurological
symptoms or deficits such as one-sided
weakness, vision defects, speech impairments
or sudden onset of severe dizziness."; This study
is being requested for a recent head trauma or
injury.; This study is being requested for a
recent head trauma or injury.
This is a request for a brain/head CT.; This study
is being requested for a history of stroke, (CVA)
known or follow-up.
This is a request for a brain/head CT.; This study
is being requested for Hydrocephalus or
congenital abnormality.

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

This is a request for a brain/head CT.; This study
is requested for known or suspected bleed such
as subdural hematoma or subarachnoid bleed.

12

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Trauma/injury. Follow up to surgery; This is a
request for a brain/head CT.; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
headache is described as chronic or recurring.

1

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

Approval

1

2

7

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

"This request is for face, jaw, mandible
CT.239.8"; "There is not a history of serious
facial bone or skull, trauma or injury.fct"; "There
is suspicion of neoplasm, tumor or
metastasis.fct"; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

Approval

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST
70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

Approval

70496 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY HEAD
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Approval

70496 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY HEAD
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

This study is being ordered for a known or
suspected tumor.; This is a request for a Sinus
CT.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.
Interval enlargement of the hemorrhage.; This
study is being ordered for trauma or injury.;
03/26/2017; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Unknown; Patient was
given Keppra

70496 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY HEAD
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

r/o cerebral aneurysm; This study is being
ordered for trauma or injury.; 6/2/2017; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
headaches , cant walk, pain in skull , going down
face through ears, cant swallow, numbness
tingling, double vision; medications, heat, rest

1

70496 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY HEAD
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Upper and lower extremity weakness; This
study is being ordered for trauma or injury.;
9/24/2016; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Right upper extremity
weakness Headaches Edema; Aspirin

1

Approval

Approval

Approval

1

1

1

1

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

will need repeat images to compare with the
ones in 2016 in order to check for reoccurrence
of vertebral artery dissection; This study is being
ordered for Vascular Disease.; Aug 2016; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
left side neck pain and neck stiffness, arm
numbness and tingling also complaints of
headaches; physical therapy for the neck
stiffness&#x0D; patient is on full dose of aspirin
325mg&#x0D; patient had CTA head and neck
on 2016 and intracerebral diagnostic angiogram

Approval

70496 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY HEAD
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST
70496 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY HEAD
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Approval

70498 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY NECK
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
brain.
; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.

70498 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY NECK
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

r/o cerebral aneurysm; This study is being
ordered for trauma or injury.; 6/2/2017; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
headaches , cant walk, pain in skull , going down
face through ears, cant swallow, numbness
tingling, double vision; medications, heat, rest

Approval

Approval

1

19

1

1

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Upper and lower extremity weakness; This
study is being ordered for trauma or injury.;
9/24/2016; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Right upper extremity
weakness Headaches Edema; Aspirin

1

1

Approval

70498 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY NECK
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST
70498 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY NECK
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

will need repeat images to compare with the
ones in 2016 in order to check for reoccurrence
of vertebral artery dissection; This study is being
ordered for Vascular Disease.; Aug 2016; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
left side neck pain and neck stiffness, arm
numbness and tingling also complaints of
headaches; physical therapy for the neck
stiffness&#x0D; patient is on full dose of aspirin
325mg&#x0D; patient had CTA head and neck
on 2016 and intracerebral diagnostic angiogram

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
Neck.

12

Approval

70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE

"This is a request for orbit,face, or neck soft
tissue MRI.239.8"; The study is ordered for the
evaluation of lymphadenopathy or mass

1

70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE

ANNUAL EVALUATION; This study is being
ordered for Congenital Anomaly.; 10/2013;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; SCANS RECOMMENDED FOR ANNUAL
EVALUATION; MULTIPLE SURGERIES

1

Approval

Approval

Approval

70498 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY NECK
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE

Approval

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

Approval

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

LEFT DEPRESSED OCCIPITAL SKULL FRACTURE
AND THE FRAGMENT COMMUNICATES WITH
THE LEFT TRANSVERSE SIGMOID JUNCTION AND
THIS LED TO A THROMBUS, ALSO HAS LEFT 6TH
NERVE PALSY. MRI RECOMMENDED TO ACCESS
THE CAUSE OF HER LEFT 6TH NERVE PALSY AND
TO EVALUATE FOR ; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 4/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; LEFT
DEPRESSED OCCIPITAL SKULL FRACTURE AND
THE FRAGMENT COMMUNICATES WITH THE
LEFT TRANSVERSE SIGMOID JUNCTION AND
THIS LED TO A THROMBUS, ALSO HAS LEFT 6TH
NERVE PALSY. MRI RECOMMENDED TO ACCESS
THE CAUSE OF HER LEFT 6TH NERVE PALSY AND
TO EVALUATE FOR ; LOVENOX THERAPY
; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; MAY OF 2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; SYNCOPE,
DIZZINESS, HEADACHE, CALCIFIED MASS OF
BRAIN; PAIN MEDICATION FOR HEADACHE
1 year f/u to make sure no recurrent tumor.;
This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

1

1

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

follow up due to recurrent headaches; This
study is being ordered for a metastatic disease.;
There are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI,
CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is not
a hematologist/ oncologist.

1

The Pt has enlarge vessels in posterior cervical
spine. rule out AVM. cord signal change. Pt is
sensitive to touch 0on right upper extremity.;
There is NOT a family history of a brain
aneurysm in the parent, brother, sister or child
of the patient.; This is a request for a Brain and
Neck MRA combination.; There has NOT been a
recent (less than 2 week) neck or carotid artery
ultrasound.

1

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

There is an immediate family history of
aneurysm.; This is a request for a Brain MRA.

2

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

There is not an immediate family history of
aneurysm.; The patient does not have a known
aneurysm.; The patient has had a recent MRI or
CT for these symptoms.; There has not been a
stroke or TIA within the past two weeks.; This is
a request for a Brain MRA.

4

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

There is not an immediate family history of
aneurysm.; The patient does not have a known
aneurysm.; The patient has not had a recent
MRI or CT for these symptoms.; There has not
been a stroke or TIA within the past two weeks.;
This is a request for a Brain MRA.

1

Approval

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

There is not an immediate family history of
aneurysm.; The patient has a known aneurysm.;
This is a request for a Brain MRA.

2

70547 Mr angiography
neck w/o dye

The Pt has enlarge vessels in posterior cervical
spine. rule out AVM. cord signal change. Pt is
sensitive to touch 0on right upper extremity.;
There is NOT a family history of a brain
aneurysm in the parent, brother, sister or child
of the patient.; This is a request for a Brain and
Neck MRA combination.; There has NOT been a
recent (less than 2 week) neck or carotid artery
ultrasound.

1

Approval

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

70547 Mr angiography
neck w/o dye
70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a pleasant 30F that complains of chronic
progressive occipital headaches and upper
cervical neck pain. The pain and headaches is
worse with straining like laughing or coughing.
She has some N/T in her arms and hands as
well. She reports a long his; This is a request for
a Neck MR Angiography.; It is unknown if the
patient had an onset of neurologic symptoms
within the last two weeks.; The patient has NOT
been diagnosed with Coarctation of the aorta,
Marfan's syndrome, Neurofibromatosis, or
Moya-moya disease.; It is unknown if the
patient had an ultrasound (doppler) of the neck
or carotis arteries.; The patient does not have
carotid (neck) artery surgery.

1

2

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; It is unknown if the study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of tumor; It is not
known if a biopsy has been completed to
determine tumor tissue type.; It is not known if
there are recent neurological symptoms such as
one-sided weakness, speech impairments, or
vision defects.; It is not known if there is a new
and sudden onset of headache (less than 1
week) not improved by pain medications.; It is
not known if the tumor is a pituitary tumor or
pituitary adenoma.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The headache is described as
chronic or recurring.; The headache is not
presenting with a sudden change in severity,
associated with exertion, or a mental status
change.; There are not recent neurological
symptoms or deficits such as one sided
weakness, speech impairments, or vision
defects.; There is not a family history (parent,
sibling or child of the patient) of AVM
(arteriovenous malformation).

1

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; Not requested for
evaluation of trauma/injury, tumor,
stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results was not
completed.; The patient does NOT have
dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's Palsy, a
congenital abnormality, loss of smell, hearing
loss or vertigo.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as chronic or
recurring.; The headache is not presenting with
a sudden change in severity, associated with
exertion, or a mental status change.; There are
not recent neurological symptoms or deficits
such as one sided weakness, speech
impairments, or vision defects.; It is not known
if there is a family history (parent, sibling or
child of the patient) of AVM (arteriovenous
malformation).

1

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; Not requested for evaluation of
trauma/injury, tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; It is not known if a
metabolic work-up done including urinalysis,
electrolytes, and complete blood count with
results completed.; The patient does NOT have
dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's Palsy, a
congenital abnormality, loss of smell, hearing
loss or vertigo.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; Requested for evaluation of tumor;
A biopsy has not been completed to determine
tumor tissue type.; There are not recent
neurological symptoms such as one-sided
weakness, speech impairments, or vision
defects.; There is not a new and sudden onset
of headache (less than 1 week) not improved by
pain medications.; The tumor is not a pituitary
tumor or pituitary adenoma.

3

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST
70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient does not have dizziness,
fatigue or malaise, sudden change in mental
status, Bell's palsy, Congenital abnormality, loss
of smell, hearing loss or vertigo.; It is unknown
why this study is being ordered.
; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ;

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 7/12/2013; There has been treatment
or conservative therapy.; No has new studies
which show persistent Chiari i and stable Cspine
disc buldges. She however reports some
increase in Subocc headaches as well as right UE
incoordination. She has had two falls secondary
to imbalance and several near syncope episodes
in a; 6 months s/p Chairi decompression

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; MAY OF 2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; SYNCOPE,
DIZZINESS, HEADACHE, CALCIFIED MASS OF
BRAIN; PAIN MEDICATION FOR HEADACHE

1

1

1

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ;

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 1 year ago; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; left sided
neck pain with radiating left arm pain.
Numbness and tingling in the left arm. Patient
with blurry vision of the left eye.; Over the
counter medications, heat and ice.
; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; 12/2016; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Headache and neck pain;
PT of Medication
1 year f/u to make sure no recurrent tumor.;
This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

1

1

1

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

2 YEAR FOLLOW UP IN MEMBER WITH CHIARI I
MALFORMATION; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
9/18/2013; There has not been any treatment
or conservative therapy.; CHIARI I
MALFORMATION, DEVELOPMENTALLY DELAY

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

ANNUAL EVALUATION; This study is being
ordered for Congenital Anomaly.; 10/2013;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; SCANS RECOMMENDED FOR ANNUAL
EVALUATION; MULTIPLE SURGERIES

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

follow up due to recurrent headaches; This
study is being ordered for a metastatic disease.;
There are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI,
CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is not
a hematologist/ oncologist.

1

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Follow up of acoustic neuroma. Had resection,
had rapid regrowth of tumor.; This request is for
a Brain MRI; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The headache is
described as chronic or recurring.; It is not
known if the headache is presenting with a
sudden change in severity, associated with
exertion, or a mental status change.; It is not
known if there are recent neurological
symptoms or deficits such as one sided
weakness, speech impairments, or vision
defects.; There is not a family history (parent,
sibling or child of the patient) of AVM
(arteriovenous malformation).
Interval enlargement of the hemorrhage.; This
study is being ordered for trauma or injury.;
03/26/2017; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Unknown; Patient was
given Keppra

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Kristie is a 45-year-old Caucasian female from
Cove who is referred to the neurosurgery clinic
by Dr. Fairless. She was seen in her local
emergency room in October where she
presented for dizziness. A CT scan of the brain
was done which did not reveal any; This request
is for a Brain MRI; The study is being requested
for evaluation of a headache.; The patient has a
chronic or recurring headache.

Approval

1

1

1

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

LEFT DEPRESSED OCCIPITAL SKULL FRACTURE
AND THE FRAGMENT COMMUNICATES WITH
THE LEFT TRANSVERSE SIGMOID JUNCTION AND
THIS LED TO A THROMBUS, ALSO HAS LEFT 6TH
NERVE PALSY. MRI RECOMMENDED TO ACCESS
THE CAUSE OF HER LEFT 6TH NERVE PALSY AND
TO EVALUATE FOR ; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 4/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; LEFT
DEPRESSED OCCIPITAL SKULL FRACTURE AND
THE FRAGMENT COMMUNICATES WITH THE
LEFT TRANSVERSE SIGMOID JUNCTION AND
THIS LED TO A THROMBUS, ALSO HAS LEFT 6TH
NERVE PALSY. MRI RECOMMENDED TO ACCESS
THE CAUSE OF HER LEFT 6TH NERVE PALSY AND
TO EVALUATE FOR ; LOVENOX THERAPY

1

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient complains of headaches, dizziness and
two syncopal type episodes. Described as
"blacking out" for more than 20 minutes over
the past few months. She also reported
migraines off and on for the past few months,
but worsening the past few weeks with ; This
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
headache is described as chronic or recurring.; It
is not known if the headache is presenting with
a sudden change in severity, associated with
exertion, or a mental status change.; There are
not recent neurological symptoms or deficits
such as one sided weakness, speech
impairments, or vision defects.; It is not known
if there is a family history (parent, sibling or
child of the patient) of AVM (arteriovenous
malformation).

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

patient has cancer that has metastasis to her
brain.; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study
is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient does not have dizziness,
fatigue or malaise, sudden change in mental
status, Bell's palsy, Congenital abnormality, loss
of smell, hearing loss or vertigo.; It is unknown
why this study is being ordered.

1

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

patient has hydrocephalus; This request is for a
Brain MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; Not requested for
evaluation of trauma/injury, tumor,
stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results was not
completed.; The patient does NOT have
dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's Palsy, a
congenital abnormality, loss of smell, hearing
loss or vertigo.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient has R Caudate Head Lesion; This
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Not requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; It is not known if a
metabolic work-up done including urinalysis,
electrolytes, and complete blood count with
results completed.; The patient does NOT have
dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's Palsy, a
congenital abnormality, loss of smell, hearing
loss or vertigo.

1

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

patient is having ongoing headaches, occlusion
of the left carotid artery and right carotid artery
stenosis 50 percent.; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; Requested for
evaluation of stroke or aneurysm; It is not
known if there are recent neurological
symptoms such as one sided weakness, speech
impairments, or vision defects.; It is not known
if there a family history (parent, sibling or child
of the patient) of AVM (arteriovenous
malformation).

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient under went a right pterional
craniotomy for meningioma resection 2013. At
follow up she complained of some headaches.
Dr. Moore requests a yearly MRI to evaluate
progress and ensure no new tumor growth.;
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of tumor; A biopsy has
not been completed to determine tumor tissue
type.; There are not recent neurological
symptoms such as one-sided weakness, speech
impairments, or vision defects.; There is not a
new and sudden onset of headache (less than 1
week) not improved by pain medications.; The
tumor is not a pituitary tumor or pituitary
adenoma.

1

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Pituitary tumor follow up; This request is for a
Brain MRI; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The headache is
described as chronic or recurring.; The
headache is not presenting with a sudden
change in severity, associated with exertion, or
a mental status change.; There are not recent
neurological symptoms or deficits such as one
sided weakness, speech impairments, or vision
defects.; There is not a family history (parent,
sibling or child of the patient) of AVM
(arteriovenous malformation).

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

post surgical drainage from a charia surgery;
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient has a chronic or recurring headache.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Request for MRI brain, MRI lumbar spine, and
CT chest/abdomen/pelvis to rule out evidence
of metastatic disease. Patient with MRI cervical
and thoracic spine demonstrating large syrinx
and spinal cord tumor in the thoracic spine.
Patient have numbness to ; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 5 or
more exams are being ordered.

1

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

spinal tumor; This request is for a Brain MRI;
The study is NOT being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; Requested for evaluation of
tumor; A biopsy has not been completed to
determine tumor tissue type.; There are not
recent neurological symptoms such as onesided weakness, speech impairments, or vision
defects.; There is not a new and sudden onset
of headache (less than 1 week) not improved by
pain medications.; The tumor is not a pituitary
tumor or pituitary adenoma.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

syrinx of spinal cord at t23; This study is being
ordered for a neurological disorder.; 1 year ago;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; numbness and tingling wekness in rt
leg, numbness and tingling in the rt arm; heat
and muscle relaxers

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a 5 week check on a left parietal brain
lesion, to check for growth; This request is for a
Brain MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; Requested for
evaluation of tumor; A biopsy has not been
completed to determine tumor tissue type.;
There are not recent neurological symptoms
such as one-sided weakness, speech
impairments, or vision defects.; There is not a
new and sudden onset of headache (less than 1
week) not improved by pain medications.; The
tumor is not a pituitary tumor or pituitary
adenoma.

1

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for mri brain/cervical spine.
Patient has had ct-which was negative, and a cta
which revealed no vascular cause for
headaches. Patient has had headaches in the
past, but says these are different than those
previous headaches. Is more sev; This study is
being ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 5-1-17; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Headache
that radiates behind ears/eyes. Associated with
nausea and phonophobia.; pain medications,
which include acetaminophen-hydrocodone,
Tylenol # 3 with codeine. These have not
helped.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is follow up study for AVM for continuity of
care.; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study
is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; Requested for evaluation of stroke
or aneurysm; There are not recent neurological
symptoms such as one sided weakness, speech
impairments, or vision defects.; It is not known
if there a family history (parent, sibling or child
of the patient) of AVM (arteriovenous
malformation).

1

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; It is unknown if
the study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; Requested for evaluation of tumor;
A biopsy has been completed to determine
tumor tissue type.
This request is for a Brain MRI; It is unknown if
the study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; Requested for evaluation of tumor;
A biopsy has not been completed to determine
tumor tissue type.; There are recent
neurological symptoms such as one-sided
weakness, speech impairments, or vision
defects.
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as chronic or
recurring.; It is not known if the headache is
presenting with a sudden change in severity,
associated with exertion, or a mental status
change.; There are recent neurological
symptoms or deficits such as one sided
weakness, speech impairments, or vision
defects.

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as chronic or
recurring.; The headache is not presenting with
a sudden change in severity, associated with
exertion, or a mental status change.; There are
recent neurological symptoms or deficits such
as one sided weakness, speech impairments, or
vision defects.

Approval

2

1

4

3
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Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as chronic or
recurring.; The headache is presenting with a
sudden change in severity, associated with
exertion, or a mental status change.
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as sudden and
severe.; There recent neurological deficits on
exam such as one sided weakness, speech
impairments or vision defects.
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
This headache is not described as sudden,
severe or chronic recurring.; The headache is
not presenting with a sudden change in severity,
associated with exertion, or a mental status
change.; There are recent neurological
symptoms or deficits such as one sided
weakness, speech impairments, or vision
defects.
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
This headache is not described as sudden,
severe or chronic recurring.; The headache is
presenting with a sudden change in severity,
associated with exertion, or a mental status
change.
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1

1
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Neurological
Surgery

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Not requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; It is not known if the condition is
associated with headache, blurred or double
vision or a change in sensation noted on exam.;
A metabolic work-up done including urinalysis,
electrolytes, and complete blood count with
results completed.; The lab results were
abnormal; The patient is experiencing dizziness.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Not requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; The patient does
NOT have dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's
Palsy, a congenital abnormality, loss of smell,
hearing loss or vertigo.
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Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Not requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; The patient is
experiencing dizziness.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Not requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; The patient is
experiencing vertigo
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Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Not requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results completed.;
The lab results were abnormal; The patient does
NOT have dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's
Palsy, a congenital abnormality, loss of smell,
hearing loss or vertigo.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Not requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The patient has not undergone
treatment for a congenital abnormality (such as
hydrocephalus or craniosynostosis).; There are
recent neurological symptoms or deficits such
as one-sided weakness, speech impairments, or
vision defects.; The patient has a congenital
abnormality.
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Approval

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Not requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The patient has undergone treatment
for a congenital abnormality (such as
hydrocephalus or craniosynostosis).; The patient
has a congenital abnormality.

4

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested due to trauma or injury.; There are
new, intermittent symptoms or deficits such as
one sided weakness, speech impairments, or
vision defects.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of infection or
inflammation; The patient has a fever, stiff neck
AND positive laboratory findings (like elevated
WBC or abnormal Lumbar puncture fluid
examination that indicate inflammatory disease
or an infection.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of Multiple Sclerosis;
The patient has undergone treatment for
multiple sclerosis.
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70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of seizures; There has
not been a previous Brain MRI completed.
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70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of stroke or
aneurysm; There are recent neurological
symptoms such as one sided weakness, speech
impairments, or vision defects.
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of tumor; A biopsy has
been completed to determine tumor tissue
type.

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of tumor; A biopsy has
not been completed to determine tumor tissue
type.; There are recent neurological symptoms
such as one-sided weakness, speech
impairments, or vision defects.

Approval

3

3
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70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of tumor; It is not
known if a biopsy has been completed to
determine tumor tissue type.; It is not known if
there are recent neurological symptoms such as
one-sided weakness, speech impairments, or
vision defects.; It is not known if there is a new
and sudden onset of headache (less than 1
week) not improved by pain medications.; The
tumor is a pituitary tumor or pituitary
adenoma.; There are physical findings or
laboratory values indicating abnormal pituitary
hormone levels.
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of tumor; It is not
known if a biopsy has been completed to
determine tumor tissue type.; There are recent
neurological symptoms such as one-sided
weakness, speech impairments, or vision
defects.

1

6
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Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient has a congenital abnormality.; The
patient has undergone treatment for a
congenital abnormality (such as hydrocephalus
or craniosynostosis).; The patient has one sided
arm or leg weakness.; The patient had a recent
onset (within the last 4 weeks) of neurologic
symptoms.; It is unknown why this study is
being ordered.
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70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
This study is being ordered for a tumor.
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
This study is being ordered for and infection or
inflammation.

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This will be patients post-operative scan after
having surgery on 03/29/2017.; This request is
for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient does not have dizziness, fatigue or
malaise, sudden change in mental status, Bell's
palsy, Congenital abnormality, loss of smell,
hearing loss or vertigo.; It is unknown why this
study is being ordered.
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Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

TRATED FOR CHIARI MALFORAMTION; This
study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 2010; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; BALANCE ISSUES,
SEIZURES, SENSORY ISSUES, LOW BACK AND LEG
PAIN; BRAIN SURGERY AT AGE 6

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unable to walk; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; since she was 4 months
old; There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Pt has numbness in left knee,
minimum low back pain, distal lower extremity
and weakness; medications

1

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

"There IS evidence of a lung, mediastinal or
chest mass noted within the last 30 days."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Request for MRI brain, MRI lumbar spine, and
CT chest/abdomen/pelvis to rule out evidence
of metastatic disease. Patient with MRI cervical
and thoracic spine demonstrating large syrinx
and spinal cord tumor in the thoracic spine.
Patient have numbness to ; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 5 or
more exams are being ordered.
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1
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72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

1

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 5/16/2016; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
neck and back pain, upper and lower extremity
weakness; physical therapy, injections, pain
meds, anti inflammatory meds

1

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; UNKNOWN; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
NECK/ BACK PAIN ARM/LEG WEAKNESS;
STERIODS PT ANTI INFLAMMATORY PAIN
MANAGEMENT

1

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; UNKNOWN; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
PAIN; CHIRO PT MEDS

1

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST
72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is not to be part
of a Myelogram.; This is a request for a Cervical
Spine CT; There is no reason why the patient
cannot have a Cervical Spine MRI.
; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ;
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72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ;

2

Approval

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; 02/09/2017; There has been treatment
or conservative therapy.; Pt c/o intermittent
neck pain and constant pain in his mid back
after a rollover MVA on 2/9/17 in Texas. Pain in
the shoulderblades. No arm pain. No numbness
or tingling.; NSAID, IBU, MUSCLE RELAXERS,
TENS UNIT AND BRACE

1

Approval

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

; This study is not to be part of a Myelogram.;
This is a request for a Cervical Spine CT; There is
no reason why the patient cannot have a
Cervical Spine MRI.

1

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

2 mo followup on fractures; This study is being
ordered for trauma or injury.; 02/28/2017;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Cervical and thoracic fractures; Patient
presented to the ER on 02/08/17 and was
placed in a Miami J collar. He has been on
Meloxicam,Norco, Tramadol.

1
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Approval
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72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

Approval

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

3 month follow-up on cervical and lumbar
fractures.; This study is being ordered for
trauma or injury.; 04/19/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; C5 fracture
and L1 fracture; Patient has been wearing a
cervical collar as well as a TLSO brace for his
lumbar fracture.
8 week check for C7 fracture; This study is not
to be part of a Myelogram.; This is a request for
a Cervical Spine CT; Call does not know if there
is a reason why the patient cannot have a
Cervical Spine MRI.

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

Assess whether soft disc herniation or
spondylotic spurring; This study is not to be part
of a Myelogram.; This is a request for a Cervical
Spine CT; There is no reason why the patient
cannot have a Cervical Spine MRI.

1

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

Chart Note&#x0D; &#x0D; Patient: Jimmy
Dewayne Powell&#x0D; Date of Birth:
01/22/1963&#x0D; Date: May 2, 2017&#x0D;
&#x0D; Subject: Chart Note:&#x0D; &#x0D; To
be on the complete side we will repeat the
imaging studies including a MRI and CT of the
cervical spine and xrays of the cervical spine;
This study is not to be part of a Myelogram.;
This is a request for a Cervical Spine CT; There is
no reason why the patient cannot have a
Cervical Spine MRI.
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72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST
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72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

Approval

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

Cranial Nerves: CN II Right: pupil normal size
and reactive to light and dark; visual acuity
20/20 without correction and intact to
confrontation; and fundoscopic exam grossly
normal, optic nerve normal appearance, normal
optic vessels, and no cataracts. ; This study is
being ordered for a neurological disorder.; ;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Patient reports pain exacerbated by
activities, standing , ambulating. Pain
management has not helped much over two
years since onset. Had LS MRI with minimal DDD
L5/S1, Tsp MRI with T12/ L1 disc spur and
posterior ligamentous changes resulting in
stenosi; Previous Spine Physical Therapy: did
not help (2016 - 12 sessions) &#x0D; Oral or
Intra-muscular Steroid Treaments did not help
&#x0D; Previous Chiropractic care: did not help
(2015/2016)
Evaluate hardware after surgery December
2016; This study is not to be part of a
Myelogram.; This is a request for a Cervical
Spine CT; There is no reason why the patient
cannot have a Cervical Spine MRI.
f/u to ct in MAy; This study is not to be part of a
Myelogram.; This is a request for a Cervical
Spine CT; Call does not know if there is a reason
why the patient cannot have a Cervical Spine
MRI.
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1
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Approval

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

None; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 08/2016; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
LBP radiating down bilateral legs numbness
unable to walk; Rx medication PT S/P surgery

1

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

Pain after cervical surgery January 2017,
evaluate hardware; This study is not to be part
of a Myelogram.; This is a request for a Cervical
Spine CT; There is no reason why the patient
cannot have a Cervical Spine MRI.

1

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

Patient had MRI 3/6/17. Has tried conservative
treatment with no improvement. Condition has
worsened over last month. Numbness/tingling
radiating from neck.; This study is not to be part
of a Myelogram.; This is a request for a Cervical
Spine CT; Call does not know if there is a reason
why the patient cannot have a Cervical Spine
MRI.

1

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

possible surgery; This study is not to be part of
a Myelogram.; This is a request for a Cervical
Spine CT; There is no reason why the patient
cannot have a Cervical Spine MRI.
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Approval

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

REQUESTING APPROVAL'S FOR CERVICAL AND
LUMBAR CT POST MYELOGRAM.; This study is
being ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 10/3/2016; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; ; PATIENT
HAS PHYSICAL THERAPY AND HAS TRIED
INJECTIONS.

1

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

Status post motor vehicle rollover with CT
fracture, facial head and neck injury; This study
is not to be part of a Myelogram.; This is a
request for a Cervical Spine CT; Call does not
know if there is a reason why the patient cannot
have a Cervical Spine MRI.

1

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

stenosis, upper extremity pain bilateral, weak
grip strength; This study is not to be part of a
Myelogram.; This is a request for a Cervical
Spine CT; There is no reason why the patient
cannot have a Cervical Spine MRI.
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Approval

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This study is not to be part of a Myelogram.;
This is a request for a Cervical Spine CT; This
study is being ordered due to chronic neck pain
or suspected degenerative disease.; There has
been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; The patient
is experiencing sensory abnormalities such as
numbness or tingling.; There is a reason why the
patient cannot have a Cervical Spine MRI.; This
study is being ordered for another reason
besides Abnormal gait, Lower extremity
weakness, Asymmetric reflexes, Documented
evidence of Multiple Sclerosis, &#x0D; Bowel or
bladder dysfunction, Evidence of new foot drop,
etc...

1

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This study is not to be part of a Myelogram.;
This is a request for a Cervical Spine CT; This
study is being ordered due to chronic neck pain
or suspected degenerative disease.; There is a
reason why the patient cannot have a Cervical
Spine MRI.; The patient is experiencing or
presenting symptoms of Evidence of new foot
drop.
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Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This study is not to be part of a Myelogram.;
This is a request for a Cervical Spine CT; This
study is being ordered due to chronic neck pain
or suspected degenerative disease.; There is a
reason why the patient cannot have a Cervical
Spine MRI.; The patient is experiencing or
presenting symptoms of Lower extremity
weakness.

3

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This study is not to be part of a Myelogram.;
This is a request for a Cervical Spine CT; This
study is being ordered due to trauma or acute
injury within 72 hours.; There is a reason why
the patient cannot have a Cervical Spine MRI.;
The patient is experiencing or presenting
symptoms of Evidence of a recent fracture on
previous imaging studies.

1

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

this is a 6 week follow-up ct for C7 fracture;
This study is not to be part of a Myelogram.;
This is a request for a Cervical Spine CT; Call
does not know if there is a reason why the
patient cannot have a Cervical Spine MRI.
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Approval

Approval

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

This study is not to be part of a Myelogram.;
This is a request for a Cervical Spine CT; This
study is being ordered due to follow-up surgery
or fracture within the last 6 months.; "The
patient has been seen by, or the ordering
physician is, a neuro-specialist, orthopedist, or
oncologist."; There is a reason why the patient
cannot have a Cervical Spine MRI.

13

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

This study is not to be part of a Myelogram.;
This is a request for a Cervical Spine CT; This
study is being ordered due to pre-operative
evaluation.; The patient is experiencing or
presenting symptoms of bowel or bladder
dysfunction.; There is a known condition of
neurological deficits.; There is a reason why the
patient cannot have a Cervical Spine MRI.

1

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

This study is not to be part of a Myelogram.;
This is a request for a Cervical Spine CT; This
study is being ordered due to pre-operative
evaluation.; The patient is experiencing or
presenting symptoms of lower extremity motor
weakness documented on physical exam.; There
is a known condition of neurological deficits.;
There is a reason why the patient cannot have a
Cervical Spine MRI.
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Neurological
Surgery

Approval

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST
72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

This study is not to be part of a Myelogram.;
This is a request for a Cervical Spine CT; This
study is being ordered due to pre-operative
evaluation.; There has been a supervised trial of
conservative management for at least 6 weeks.;
"The caller indicated that the patient is not
experiencing or presenting symptoms of
Abnormal Gait, Lower Extremity Weakness,
Asymmetric Reflexes, Cauda Equina Syndrome,
Bowel or Bladder Disfunction, New Foot Drop,
or Radiculopathy."; The patient is experiencing
sensory abnormalities such as numbness or
tingling.; There is a known condition of
neurological deficits.; There is a reason why the
patient cannot have a Cervical Spine MRI.

1

This study is not to be part of a Myelogram.;
This is a request for a Cervical Spine CT; This
study is being ordered due to suspected tumor
with or without metastasis.; There is evidence
of tumor or metastasis on a bone scan or x-ray.;
There is a reason why the patient cannot have a
Cervical Spine MRI.

1

This study is to be part of a Myelogram.; This is
a request for a Cervical Spine CT

17

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

unknown; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 09/18/2016; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
patient is having weakness of upper and lower
exttrimity and pain in the low back and
neck,signaficant spinal cord connection; patient
has had anti flammotory, pain medication and
steroid and surgery on his neck.

1

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 12/21/2016;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; neck pain radiating to L shoulder, arm
feels heavy, back pain radiating to back of r leg
and burning in r foot, pt has a pacemaker so
cannot have mri's; PT Meds

1

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

Unknown; This study is not to be part of a
Myelogram.; This is a request for a Cervical
Spine CT; There is no reason why the patient
cannot have a Cervical Spine MRI.

1

72128 CT THORACIC
SPINE, UPPER BACK NO
CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 5/16/2016; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
neck and back pain, upper and lower extremity
weakness; physical therapy, injections, pain
meds, anti inflammatory meds

1

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

72128 CT THORACIC
SPINE, UPPER BACK NO
CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; UNKNOWN; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
PAIN; CHIRO PT MEDS

1

72128 CT THORACIC
SPINE, UPPER BACK NO
CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; It is not known
if there has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; &lt; Describe primary symptoms here or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

1

72128 CT THORACIC
SPINE, UPPER BACK NO
CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; &lt;
Describe primary symptoms here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; &lt; Describe
treatment / conservative therapy here - or Type
In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

1

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

Approval

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

72128 CT THORACIC
SPINE, UPPER BACK NO
CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 01/28/2017; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Having back pain; surgery, Physical therapy,
Gabapentin, tramadol

72128 CT THORACIC
SPINE, UPPER BACK NO
CONTRAST
72128 CT THORACIC
SPINE, UPPER BACK NO
CONTRAST
72128 CT THORACIC
SPINE, UPPER BACK NO
CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 3/27/2017; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
Back pain, Fatigue, anorexia, and vomiting.
; This is a request for a thoracic spine CT.; There
is no reason why the patient cannot undergo a
thoracic spine MRI.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ;
; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ;

72128 CT THORACIC
SPINE, UPPER BACK NO
CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; 02/09/2017; There has been treatment
or conservative therapy.; Pt c/o intermittent
neck pain and constant pain in his mid back
after a rollover MVA on 2/9/17 in Texas. Pain in
the shoulderblades. No arm pain. No numbness
or tingling.; NSAID, IBU, MUSCLE RELAXERS,
TENS UNIT AND BRACE

72128 CT THORACIC
SPINE, UPPER BACK NO
CONTRAST

1

1

1

1

1

1

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

Approval

72128 CT THORACIC
SPINE, UPPER BACK NO
CONTRAST

2 mo followup on fractures; This study is being
ordered for trauma or injury.; 02/28/2017;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Cervical and thoracic fractures; Patient
presented to the ER on 02/08/17 and was
placed in a Miami J collar. He has been on
Meloxicam,Norco, Tramadol.

1

72128 CT THORACIC
SPINE, UPPER BACK NO
CONTRAST

Cranial Nerves: CN II Right: pupil normal size
and reactive to light and dark; visual acuity
20/20 without correction and intact to
confrontation; and fundoscopic exam grossly
normal, optic nerve normal appearance, normal
optic vessels, and no cataracts. ; This study is
being ordered for a neurological disorder.; ;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Patient reports pain exacerbated by
activities, standing , ambulating. Pain
management has not helped much over two
years since onset. Had LS MRI with minimal DDD
L5/S1, Tsp MRI with T12/ L1 disc spur and
posterior ligamentous changes resulting in
stenosi; Previous Spine Physical Therapy: did
not help (2016 - 12 sessions) &#x0D; Oral or
Intra-muscular Steroid Treaments did not help
&#x0D; Previous Chiropractic care: did not help
(2015/2016)

1

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

72128 CT THORACIC
SPINE, UPPER BACK NO
CONTRAST

Metastatic cancer to the spine. Patient with
multiple spinal tumors.; This is a request for a
thoracic spine CT.; There is no reason why the
patient cannot undergo a thoracic spine MRI.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

72128 CT THORACIC
SPINE, UPPER BACK NO
CONTRAST

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This is a request for a thoracic spine CT.; The
study is being ordered due to chronic back pain
or suspected degenerative disease.; There is a
reason why the patient cannot undergo a
thoracic spine MRI.; The patient is experiencing
or presenting abnormal gait.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

2

72128 CT THORACIC
SPINE, UPPER BACK NO
CONTRAST

This is a 6 week follow-up CT for a T12
compression fracture.; This is a request for a
thoracic spine CT.; There is no reason why the
patient cannot undergo a thoracic spine MRI.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

72128 CT THORACIC
SPINE, UPPER BACK NO
CONTRAST

This is a request for a thoracic spine CT.; "The
patient has been seen by, or the ordering
physician is, a neuro-specialist, orthopedist, or
oncologist."; The study is being ordered due to
follow-up to surgery or fracture within the last 6
months.; There is a reason why the patient
cannot undergo a thoracic spine MRI.; Yes this is
a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Neurological
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Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

72128 CT THORACIC
SPINE, UPPER BACK NO
CONTRAST

This is a request for a thoracic spine CT.; The
study is being ordered due to pre-operative
evaluation.; There is a reason why the patient
cannot undergo a thoracic spine MRI.; The
patient is experiencing or presenting abnormal
gait.; There is a known condition of neurological
deficits.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 5/16/2016; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
neck and back pain, upper and lower extremity
weakness; physical therapy, injections, pain
meds, anti inflammatory meds

1

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; UNKNOWN; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
NECK/ BACK PAIN ARM/LEG WEAKNESS;
STERIODS PT ANTI INFLAMMATORY PAIN
MANAGEMENT

1

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; UNKNOWN; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
PAIN; CHIRO PT MEDS

1

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

Approval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; It is not known
if there has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; &lt; Describe primary symptoms here or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

1

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; &lt;
Describe primary symptoms here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; &lt; Describe
treatment / conservative therapy here - or Type
In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

1

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

Approval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

Neurological
Surgery
Neurological
Surgery

Approval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

Approval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 01/28/2017; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Having back pain; surgery, Physical therapy,
Gabapentin, tramadol
&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 3/27/2017; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
Back pain, Fatigue, anorexia, and vomiting.
; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.
; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ;
; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ;
; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ;

1

1

1

1

3

1

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

Approval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

3 month follow-up on cervical and lumbar
fractures.; This study is being ordered for
trauma or injury.; 04/19/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; C5 fracture
and L1 fracture; Patient has been wearing a
cervical collar as well as a TLSO brace for his
lumbar fracture.

1

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

Cranial Nerves: CN II Right: pupil normal size
and reactive to light and dark; visual acuity
20/20 without correction and intact to
confrontation; and fundoscopic exam grossly
normal, optic nerve normal appearance, normal
optic vessels, and no cataracts. ; This study is
being ordered for a neurological disorder.; ;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Patient reports pain exacerbated by
activities, standing , ambulating. Pain
management has not helped much over two
years since onset. Had LS MRI with minimal DDD
L5/S1, Tsp MRI with T12/ L1 disc spur and
posterior ligamentous changes resulting in
stenosi; Previous Spine Physical Therapy: did
not help (2016 - 12 sessions) &#x0D; Oral or
Intra-muscular Steroid Treaments did not help
&#x0D; Previous Chiropractic care: did not help
(2015/2016)

1
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Neurological
Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

None; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 08/2016; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
LBP radiating down bilateral legs numbness
unable to walk; Rx medication PT S/P surgery

1

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

Patient with post-operative complications.; This
study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; Unkown; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; left leg
radiculopathy post-operatively; Patient
completed conservative treatment and failed.
Patient then had surgery and is having postoperative problems.

1

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

preoperative care; This study is being ordered
for Congenital Anomaly.; june 2016; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; &lt;
Describe primary symptoms here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; insaids
injections this is preop

1
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Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

Approval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

Approval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

REQUESTING APPROVAL'S FOR CERVICAL AND
LUMBAR CT POST MYELOGRAM.; This study is
being ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 10/3/2016; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; ; PATIENT
HAS PHYSICAL THERAPY AND HAS TRIED
INJECTIONS.
This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient does not have a history of severe low
back trauma or lumbar injury.; This is a
preoperative or recent post-operative
evaluation.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT
This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient does not have a history of severe low
back trauma or lumbar injury.; This is not a
preoperative or recent postoperative
evaluation.; This study is not part of a
myelogram or discogram.; The patient is
experiencing symptoms of radiculopathy for six
weeks or more.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

62

11

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

Approval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient does not have a history of severe low
back trauma or lumbar injury.; This is not a
preoperative or recent postoperative
evaluation.; This study is not part of a
myelogram or discogram.; The patient is not
experiencing symptoms of radiculopathy for six
weeks or more.; There is no neurologic
symptoms of bowel or urinary bladder
dysfunction.; There is no suspicion of lumbar
spine infection.; There is no suspicion of lumbar
spine neoplasm or tumor or metastasis.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient does not have a history of severe low
back trauma or lumbar injury.; This is not a
preoperative or recent postoperative
evaluation.; This study is to be part of a
myelogram or discogram.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient has a history of severe low back trauma
or lumbar injury.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

Unknown; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 07/17/2015; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; Pain
in right lower back radiates to thigh, calf , and
foot, have problems w/ ambulating; Physical
Therapy, seen by pain management doctor,
medications, injections

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

2

22

20

1

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

unknown; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 09/18/2016; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
patient is having weakness of upper and lower
exttrimity and pain in the low back and
neck,signaficant spinal cord connection; patient
has had anti flammotory, pain medication and
steroid and surgery on his neck.

1

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 12/21/2016;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; neck pain radiating to L shoulder, arm
feels heavy, back pain radiating to back of r leg
and burning in r foot, pt has a pacemaker so
cannot have mri's; PT Meds

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back
pain; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is reflex
abnormality.; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent cervical spine fracture.; &lt;Document
exam findings&gt;

1

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back
pain; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; ; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent cervical spine fracture.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back
pain; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; leg and arm weakness; The patient
does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; There is not xray evidence of a recent cervical spine fracture.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; &lt; Enter date of
initial onset here - or Type In Unknown If No
Info Given &gt;; It is not known if there has
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
&lt; Describe primary symptoms here - or Type
In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

1

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; &lt; Enter date of
initial onset here - or Type In Unknown If No
Info Given &gt;; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; &lt; Describe primary
symptoms here - or Type In Unknown If No Info
Given &gt;; &lt; Describe treatment /
conservative therapy here - or Type In Unknown
If No Info Given &gt;

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; ; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; neck and
back pain, numbness tingling; PT, Chiro Care,
medication

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 3/20; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; &lt;
Describe primary symptoms here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; &lt; Describe
treatment / conservative therapy here - or Type
In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

1

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 3/28/2017; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
back pain , weakness, numbness; medication ,
physical therapy, injections

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; It is not known
if there has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; &lt; Describe primary symptoms here or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; 2016;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; pain in midline section /aching burning
and shooting, severe/stiffness/leg
pain/numbness and tingling; meds

1
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Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
6/22/16; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; instability, pain, nausea,
migraines; PT medication

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute
or Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; It is not known if there is weakness
or reflex abnormality.; The patient does not
have new signs or symptoms of bladder or
bowel dysfunction.; There is not x-ray evidence
of a recent cervical spine fracture.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute
or Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; ; The patient
does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; There is not xray evidence of a recent cervical spine fracture.

1

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST
72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is weakness.; ; The patient does not have
new signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent cervical spine fracture.
; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.
; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ;

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 5 weeks, Cervical spine issues since
2000; There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Spastic gait; Chiropractic, epidural
injections, PT, anti-inflammatories

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST
72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 5 weeks, cspine issues since 2000;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; spastic gait; chiropractic, epidural
injections, PT, anti-inflammatories
; This study is being ordered for Congenital
Anomaly.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ;

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

1

1

1

1

1

1
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Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for Congenital
Anomaly.; ; There has not been any treatment
or conservative therapy.;

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ;

4

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 06/14/2016; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; lower back
pain with a pain going down the L5 dermatome
level. On examination, he does have a large
amount of paraspinous muscle spasms in his
neck. His strength is normal throughout except
in his bilateral triceps which is 4/5. His
sensation is diffuse; STEROID INJECTIONS, HEAT,
ICE, BRACE, MEDICATIONS: LYRICA, ETODOLAC,
CLEBREX, MOVANTIC,ALEVE,
ETODOLAC,ROBAXIN, HYDROCODONE,

1
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Neurological
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Approval

Neurological
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Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST
72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 1 year ago; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; left sided
neck pain with radiating left arm pain.
Numbness and tingling in the left arm. Patient
with blurry vision of the left eye.; Over the
counter medications, heat and ice.
; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ;

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; 3 weeks ago; There has been treatment
or conservative therapy.; worsening low back
pain and neck pain. patient with radiating leg
pain and numbness and tingling in her arms and
legs after the fall.; Epidural steroid injections,
physical therapy, narcotics, muscle relaxers

1

1

1

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

2 YEAR FOLLOW UP IN MEMBER WITH CHIARI I
MALFORMATION; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
9/18/2013; There has not been any treatment
or conservative therapy.; CHIARI I
MALFORMATION, DEVELOPMENTALLY DELAY

1

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

29 year old female with history of occassinal
headaches and clumsiness butwho had onset of
severe suboccipital headaches as well as
dizziness, tinnitus, incoordination which began
in August 2016. MRI done reveals Chiari I with
crowding of foramen magnum. ; This study is
being ordered for a neurological disorder.;
Patient reports 7 months.; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Duration: 7
months &#x0D; Frequency Frequently &#x0D;
Severity: Average pain level over the last week
7/10 &#x0D; Quality: Throbbing; Sharp;
Stabbing; Tingling &#x0D; Timing: Gradual onset
&#x0D; Context/Mechanism: other &#x0D;
Aggravating Factors: looking up; looking down;
cold weath; Medications &#x0D; &#x0D;
&#x0D; &#x0D; Reviewed Medications&#x0D;
&#x0D; &#x0D; &#x0D; &#x0D; &#x0D; &#x0D;
&#x0D; &#x0D; &#x0D; &#x0D; &#x0D;
methocarbamol &#x0D; 04/04/17 entered
Tana Nowlin &#x0D; &#x0D; nortriptyline
&#x0D; 04/04/17 entered Tana Nowlin
&#x0D; &#x0D; Toradol &#x0D; 04/04/17
entered Tana Nowlin &#x0D; &#x0D; traMADol
&#x0D; 04/04/17 entered
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Neurological
Surgery

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disc herniation as well; This is a request for
cervical spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck
and/or back pain; The patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There
is weakness.; Radiculopathy, hand grip has
decreased, dorsal flexion has decreased,
numbness/tingling; The patient does not have
new signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent cervical spine fracture.

1

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

For his left hand pain I have recommended he
wear a wrist splint for possible CTS. If
conservative measures fail we may consider
MRI cervical spine and EMG/NCV for his upper
extremity symptoms.; This is a request for
cervical spine MRI; Neurological deficits; The
patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has not completed 6 weeks of
physical therapy?; The patient has been treated
with medication.; The patient was treated with
oral analgesics.; It is not known if the patient
has completed 6 weeks or more of Chiropractic
care.; The physician has directed a home
exercise program for at least 6 weeks.; The
home treatment did include exercise,
prescription medication and follow-up office
visits.; The patient was advised to wear a wrist
splint at night for six weeks and take gabapentin
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Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

history of mass , low back pain , level 7/10; This
study is being ordered for a metastatic disease.;
There are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI,
CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is not
a hematologist/ oncologist.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

It is not known if the patient has failed a course
of anti-inflammatory medication or steroids.;
This is a request for cervical spine MRI; It is not
known if there has been a supervised trial of
conservative management for at least six
weeks.; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back pain;
Yes, the patient demonstrate neurological
deficits.; No, there is not a documented
evidence of extremity weakness on physical
examination.; No, there is no evidence of recent
development of unilateral muscle wasting.; It is
not known if this patient had a recent course of
supervised physical Therapy.; It is not known if
the patient had six weeks of Chiropractic care
related to this episode.;
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Neurological
Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

It is not known if the patient has failed a course
of anti-inflammatory medication or steroids.;
This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; Yes, the patient
demonstrate neurological deficits.; No, there is
not a documented evidence of extremity
weakness on physical examination.; No, there is
no evidence of recent development of unilateral
muscle wasting.; No, this patient did not have a
recent course of supervised physical Therapy.; It
is not known if the patient had six weeks of
Chiropractic care related to this episode.;
unknown

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

neurological deficits; This study is being
ordered for trauma or injury.; 5/19/2017; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
ridicular pain in hips and arms limited range of
motion, pain in neck and back; lyrica and Oxy

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

No new studies since 2015; This study is being
ordered for a neurological disorder.; 12/1/2015;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Pain , numbness and weakness;
surgery, anti-inflammatory. PT steroids
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Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

numbness on the left side radiating from the
arm to the fingers; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back
pain; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is reflex
abnormality.; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent cervical spine fracture.; decreased

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

PARESTHESIS of hands, arms. postop (C5-6, C67 ACDF 11/16/16). Had 6 weeks of pt, no help.
&#x0D; She states that recently she has
developed severe muscle spasms in the right
side of her neck as well as her left shoulder pain
returning. She states it feels ; This is a request
for cervical spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck
and/or back pain; The patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There
is weakness.; severe muscle spasms in the right
side of her neck as well as her left shoulder pain
returning. She states it feels like the bone is
grinding on bone in her left shoulder. She still
has a slight decreased hand grip and her
numbness and tingling are cont; The patient
does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; There is not xray evidence of a recent cervical spine fracture.
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Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

patient had a fall after surgery doctor suspects
complications after patients; This study is being
ordered for trauma or injury.; 06/01/2017;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; left shoulder pain , gate disturbance ,
patient had a fall after surgery; patient had a
surgery

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient has a syrinx in her lumbar spine,
evaluating cervical and thoracic spine for
syrinx/tumor.; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; Unknown; It is
not known if there has been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; back pain, radiculopathy
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Neurological
Surgery

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient s/p cervical fusion. with new onset Left
arm pain and numbness. Patient is also having
left leg numbness. Need MRI Cervical and
Lumbar spine to rule out nerve compression;
This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; Approximately March 2017;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Patient s/p cervical fusion. with new
onset Left arm pain and numbness. Patient is
also having left leg numbness. Need MRI
Cervical and Lumbar spine to rule out nerve
compression; Surgery on 9/3/16 &#x0D; C5/6
anterior cervical discectomy and fusion with
insrumentation

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

POST OPERATIVE; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 9/20/2014; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
MYELOMENINGOCELE WITH SHUNTED
HYDROCEPHALUS, POST OPERATIVE FOLLOW
UP; MULTIPLE SURGERIES
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Reports N/T in LUE, L hand.&#x0D; Reports
weakness in LUE.; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back
pain; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; He presents today with 7/10 pain in
his neck that he describes as a constant aching
and stiffness that radiates into his L shoulder
and LUE. His pain is worse with exertion and
when lifting. He states he has completed
therapy which he feels was somewhat h; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; There is not xray evidence of a recent cervical spine fracture.
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Neurological
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Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

she is having worsening pain right neck and
right trapezius. States that this has been going
on for months. I really feel that her pain is
myofascial pain.&#x0D; &#x0D; having
increasing low back pain with pain in bilateral
legs.; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 04/04/2016; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; she is
having worsening pain right neck and right
trapezius. States that this has been going on for
months. I really feel that her pain is myofascial
pain.&#x0D; &#x0D; patient has been doing
physical therapy exercises for her lumbar;
PATIENT HAS HAD A CERVICAL FUSION AND HAS
DONE PHYSICAL THERAPY FOR HER LOW BACK.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

source of pain; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back
pain; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; neck pain, tenderness in extremity;
The patient does not have new signs or
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.;
There is not x-ray evidence of a recent cervical
spine fracture.
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Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

SURGERICAL EVALUATION DUE TO NEW PAIN;
This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 3-13-17; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; NUMBNESS IN BILATERAL
ARMS AND HANDS INTO ALL DIGITS. CAN NOT
LIFT ARMS OVERHEAD. INCREASING PAIN IN
MID BACK.; PATIENT HAS BEEN DOING PHYSICAL
THERAPY AND INJECTIONS

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

syrinx of spinal cord at t23; This study is being
ordered for a neurological disorder.; 1 year ago;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; numbness and tingling wekness in rt
leg, numbness and tingling in the rt arm; heat
and muscle relaxers

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient has failed a course of antiinflammatory medication or steroids.; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; There has been a
supervised trial of conservative management
for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or Chronic neck
and/or back pain; It is not known if the patient
demonstrate neurological deficits.; No, this
patient did not have a recent course of
supervised physical Therapy.
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient has failed a course of antiinflammatory medication or steroids.; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; There has been a
supervised trial of conservative management
for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or Chronic neck
and/or back pain; No, the patient does not
demonstrate neurological deficits.; It is not
known if this patient had a recent course of
supervised physical Therapy.

2

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient has failed a course of antiinflammatory medication or steroids.; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; There has been a
supervised trial of conservative management
for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or Chronic neck
and/or back pain; No, the patient does not
demonstrate neurological deficits.; No, this
patient did not have a recent course of
supervised physical Therapy.
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient has not failed a course of antiinflammatory medication or steroids.; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; There has been a
supervised trial of conservative management
for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or Chronic neck
and/or back pain; It is not known if the patient
demonstrate neurological deficits.; No, this
patient did not have a recent course of
supervised physical Therapy.; No, the patient
did not have six weeks of Chiropractic care
related to this episode.; Our staff spoke with
Ms. Selman about her continued neck pain,
mostly on the left. The patient stated that her
pain is sharp, deep and is constant. She denies
any arm or hand pain at this time. She reports
this began in October 2015. She completed left
si

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient is not presenting new symptoms.;
This study is being ordered for follow-up.; This is
a request for cervical spine MRI; "The patient is
being seen by or is the ordering physician an
oncologist, neurologist, neurosurgeon, or
orthopedist."; The last spine MRI was
performed more than 6 months ago.; Known
Tumor with or without metastasis
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Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a pleasant 30F that complains of chronic
progressive occipital headaches and upper
cervical neck pain. The pain and headaches is
worse with straining like laughing or coughing.
She has some N/T in her arms and hands as
well. She reports a long his; This is a request for
cervical spine MRI; Pre-Operative Evaluation;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; This 30 year old female presents
with chronic progressive severe occipital
headaches. She complains of neck pain and
severe occipital, high cervical headaches. She
states she has vision problems when coughing.
She also has numbness and tingling in her ha;
Surgery is scheduled within the next 4 weeks.;
The patient does not have new signs or
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.;
There is not x-ray evidence of a recent cervical
spine fracture.; The last Cervical Spine MRI was
perfomed within the past two weeks.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; "The
patient has been seen by, or the ordering
physician is, a neuro-specialist, orthopedist, or
oncologist."; Follow-up to Surgery or Fracture
within the last 6 months
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Approval

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; It is not known if the patient has
new signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; There is x-ray evidence of a recent
cervical spine fracture.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; Yes, the patient
demonstrate neurological deficits.; No, there is
not a documented evidence of extremity
weakness on physical examination.; Yes, there is
evidence of recent development of unilateral
muscle wasting.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; Yes, the patient
demonstrate neurological deficits.; yes, there is
a documented evidence of extremity weakness
on physical examination.
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Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Followup to Surgery or Fracture within the last 6
months; The patient has been seen by or is the
ordering physician an oncologist, neurologist,
neurosurgeon, or orthopedist.

3

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Neurological deficits; Note from Dr. Reding:
&#x0D; Ms Hines has significant back pain that
starts in the mid back and goes up to the head
and down to the lumbar region. She has a chiari
malformation but does not describe typical
chiari headaches or symptoms. I am not sure
why she i; No, the patient is not experiencing or
presenting new symptoms of upper extremity
weakness?; No, the patient is not
demonstrating unilateral muscle wasting.; No,
the patient is not experiencing or presenting
new symptoms of Bowel or bladder
dysfunction.; Yes, the patient is experiencing
new onset of parathesia diagnosed by a
neurologist.; No, the patient is not experiencing
or presenting x-ray evidence of a recent
fracture.
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Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Neurological deficits; The patient has longstanding diabetes for about 22 years. She also
reports numbness in her feet. The patient likely
has peripheral neuropathy, which may be
contributory to her imbalance. The patient was
swaying to the right when ambulating in clinic
and ; No, the patient is not experiencing or
presenting new symptoms of upper extremity
weakness?; No, the patient is not
demonstrating unilateral muscle wasting.; No,
the patient is not experiencing or presenting
new symptoms of Bowel or bladder
dysfunction.; No, the patient is not experiencing
new onset of parathesia diagnosed by a
neurologist; No, the patient is not experiencing
or presenting x-ray evidence of a recent
fracture.
This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Neurological deficits; Yes, the patient is
experiencing or presenting new symptoms of
upper extremity weakness.

1
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; None of
the above; &lt;Enter Additional Clinical
Information&gt;; No, the patient is not
experiencing or presenting new symptoms of
upper extremity weakness?; No, the patient is
not demonstrating unilateral muscle wasting.;
No, the patient is not experiencing or presenting
new symptoms of Bowel or bladder
dysfunction.; No, the patient is not experiencing
new onset of parathesia diagnosed by a
neurologist; No, the patient is not experiencing
or presenting x-ray evidence of a recent
fracture.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; None of
the above; Pt with history of migraines,
numbness and weakness and double and
blurred vision with evidence of tonsillar ectopia
on brain MRI being evaluated for Chiari
Malformation; No, the patient is not
experiencing or presenting new symptoms of
upper extremity weakness?; No, the patient is
not demonstrating unilateral muscle wasting.;
No, the patient is not experiencing or presenting
new symptoms of Bowel or bladder
dysfunction.; No, the patient is not experiencing
new onset of parathesia diagnosed by a
neurologist; No, the patient is not experiencing
or presenting x-ray evidence of a recent
fracture.
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Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; PreOperative Evaluation; No, the last Cervical
spine MRI was not performed within the past
two weeks.
This is a request for cervical spine MRI; PreOperative Evaluation; Surgery is scheduled
within the next 4 weeks.; The last Cervical Spine
MRI was not perfomed within the past two
weeks.

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; It is not known if
the patient demonstrate neurological deficits.;
Yes, this patient had a recent course of
supervised physical Therapy.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; No, the patient
does not demonstrate neurological deficits.;
Yes, this patient had a recent course of
supervised physical Therapy.
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Approval
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Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; Yes, the patient
demonstrate neurological deficits.; No, there is
not a documented evidence of extremity
weakness on physical examination.; No, there is
no evidence of recent development of unilateral
muscle wasting.; Yes, this patient had a recent
course of supervised physical Therapy.
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has not been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; No, the patient
does not demonstrate neurological deficits.;
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has not been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; No, the patient
does not demonstrate neurological deficits.; He
also has neck pain chronically and has had
rhizotomy for his cervical spine which he says
helped quite a bit for about a year. He denies
any radicular arm pain.
This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There is
laboratory or x-ray evidence of osteomyelitis.;
Known or Suspected Multiple Sclerosis,
Infection or abscess; No, there are no
documented clinical findings of Multiple
sclerosis.

1
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Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Trauma
or recent injury; Yes, the patient have new or
changing neurological signs or symptoms.; Yes,
the patient is experiencing or presenting new
symptoms of upper extremity weakness.

3

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

TO EVALUATE FOR SURGERY; This is a request
for cervical spine MRI; Trauma or recent injury;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; PATIENT IS HAVING INCREASING
BILATERAL ARM WEAKNESS WITH NUMBNESS
IN ALL DIGITS.; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent cervical spine fracture.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

TRATED FOR CHIARI MALFORAMTION; This
study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 2010; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; BALANCE ISSUES,
SEIZURES, SENSORY ISSUES, LOW BACK AND LEG
PAIN; BRAIN SURGERY AT AGE 6

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Unknown; This is a request for cervical spine
MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; ; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent cervical spine fracture.
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Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; This is a request for cervical spine
MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; neck pain; The patient does not have
new signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent cervical spine fracture.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 02/04/2017;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; neck pain , back pain, numbness,
burning; pt, medication

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 02/20/2017;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; back pain with radiation to the
buttock hip and knee, neck and shoulders pain;
pt, oral medication,
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 05/2016; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
limited range of motion, falling , low back pain,
hard time walking; pt, home exercises,
medication

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 11/12/2016;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; neck pain, arm numbness and
weakness, back pain radiating down the back of
the leg; pt of 6 weeks, medication

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 2/22/2017; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Back and bilateral back pain, neck pain w/
radiation to the left shoulder, pain and
numbness bilateral arms hands and fingers; pain
medication, treated by specialist , epidural
injection, brace, and physical therapy

1

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 4 months history;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; left side neck pain, left arm pain,
numbness tingling in left arm, difficulty lifting
and moving, weakness; medication, PT started,

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 3/20; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; &lt;
Describe primary symptoms here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; &lt; Describe
treatment / conservative therapy here - or Type
In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
4/11/2017; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ; PT MEDICATION

1

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
6/22/16; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; instability, pain, nausea,
migraines; PT medication
; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST
72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ;

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 5 weeks, Cervical spine issues since
2000; There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Spastic gait; Chiropractic, epidural
injections, PT, anti-inflammatories

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 5 weeks, cspine issues since 2000;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; spastic gait; chiropractic, epidural
injections, PT, anti-inflammatories

1

1

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST
72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST
72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for Congenital
Anomaly.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ;

2

; This study is being ordered for Congenital
Anomaly.; ; There has not been any treatment
or conservative therapy.;

1

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ;

2

; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ;

1

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

29 year old female with history of occassinal
headaches and clumsiness butwho had onset of
severe suboccipital headaches as well as
dizziness, tinnitus, incoordination which began
in August 2016. MRI done reveals Chiari I with
crowding of foramen magnum. ; This study is
being ordered for a neurological disorder.;
Patient reports 7 months.; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Duration: 7
months &#x0D; Frequency Frequently &#x0D;
Severity: Average pain level over the last week
7/10 &#x0D; Quality: Throbbing; Sharp;
Stabbing; Tingling &#x0D; Timing: Gradual onset
&#x0D; Context/Mechanism: other &#x0D;
Aggravating Factors: looking up; looking down;
cold weath; Medications &#x0D; &#x0D;
&#x0D; &#x0D; Reviewed Medications&#x0D;
&#x0D; &#x0D; &#x0D; &#x0D; &#x0D; &#x0D;
&#x0D; &#x0D; &#x0D; &#x0D; &#x0D;
methocarbamol &#x0D; 04/04/17 entered
Tana Nowlin &#x0D; &#x0D; nortriptyline
&#x0D; 04/04/17 entered Tana Nowlin
&#x0D; &#x0D; Toradol &#x0D; 04/04/17
entered Tana Nowlin &#x0D; &#x0D; traMADol
&#x0D; 04/04/17 entered
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Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

follow up to have a possible discitis,
osteomyelitis changes at T10-T11 during
investigation of low back pain; This is a request
for a thoracic spine MRI.; There is no laboratory
or x-ray evidence of osteomyelitis.; Known or
Suspected Infection or abscess; There is not
laboratory or x-ray evidence of meningitis.;
There is not laboratory or x-ray evidence of a
paraspinal abscess.; There is not laboratory or xray evidence of an infected disc, septic arthritis,
or "discitis".

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

He stated that he was involved in an MVA with
an 18 wheeler. He stated that he was in
HealthSouth for 2 weeks. He broke his left leg
and vertebrates in his lower back.He has metal
rods in his left lower leg. He reports that since
the wreck his pain has g; This is a request for a
thoracic spine MRI.; Trauma or recent injury;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; It is not known if
there is weakness or reflex abnormality.; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
not have a new foot drop.; It is unknown if there
is recent evidence of a thoracic spine fracture.

1

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

history of mass , low back pain , level 7/10; This
study is being ordered for a metastatic disease.;
There are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI,
CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is not
a hematologist/ oncologist.

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

It is not known if the patient has any
neurological deficits.; This is a request for a
thoracic spine MRI.; There has been a
supervised trial of conservative management
for at least 6 weeks.; The study is being ordered
due to chronic back pain or suspected
degenerative disease.; The patient is
experiencing sensory abnormalities such as
numbness or tingling.

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

It is not known if there are documented
findings of immune system suppression.; This is
a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; It is not
known if the patient is experiencing back pain
associated with abdominal pain.; The caller
indicated the the study was not ordered for:
Chronic Back pain, Trauma, Known or suspected
tumor with or without metastasis, Follow up to
or Pre-operative evalution, or Neurological
deficits."; &lt;Enter Additional Clinical
Information&gt;
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Approval

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

patient had a fall after surgery doctor suspects
complications after patients; This study is being
ordered for trauma or injury.; 06/01/2017;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; left shoulder pain , gate disturbance ,
patient had a fall after surgery; patient had a
surgery

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

Patient has a syrinx in her lumbar spine,
evaluating cervical and thoracic spine for
syrinx/tumor.; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; Unknown; It is
not known if there has been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; back pain, radiculopathy

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

POST OPERATIVE; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 9/20/2014; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
MYELOMENINGOCELE WITH SHUNTED
HYDROCEPHALUS, POST OPERATIVE FOLLOW
UP; MULTIPLE SURGERIES

1

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

Pt with thoracic syrinx found on lumbar MRI
experiencing back pain and extremity
numbness; This is a request for a thoracic spine
MRI.; Neurological deficits; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is no weakness or reflex
abnormality.; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
foot drop.; There is recent evidence of a
thoracic spine fracture.

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

SURGERICAL EVALUATION DUE TO NEW PAIN;
This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 3-13-17; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; NUMBNESS IN BILATERAL
ARMS AND HANDS INTO ALL DIGITS. CAN NOT
LIFT ARMS OVERHEAD. INCREASING PAIN IN
MID BACK.; PATIENT HAS BEEN DOING PHYSICAL
THERAPY AND INJECTIONS

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

syrinx of spinal cord at t23; This study is being
ordered for a neurological disorder.; 1 year ago;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; numbness and tingling wekness in rt
leg, numbness and tingling in the rt arm; heat
and muscle relaxers

1

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to chronic back pain
or suspected degenerative disease.; &lt;Enter
Additional Clinical Information&gt;; The patient
is experiencing or presenting symptoms of
lower extremity weakness documented on
physical exam.

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to chronic back pain
or suspected degenerative disease.; ; The
patient is experiencing or presenting symptoms
of lower extremity weakness documented on
physical exam.

2

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to chronic back pain
or suspected degenerative disease.; having
severe pain that is waking her up at night, not
responding to conservative care; The patient is
experiencing or presenting symptoms of lower
extremity weakness documented on physical
exam.
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Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to chronic back pain
or suspected degenerative disease.; Here for
MRi F/U. Stufies how monimal low tonsils and
excellent flow. She has had some headaches
and visual issues and may need to see eye doc
when headacahes are severe. Also having
burning in thorax and legs at times. Has Tspine
syrinx not imaged this t; The patient is
experiencing or presenting symptoms of lower
extremity weakness documented on physical
exam.

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to chronic back pain
or suspected degenerative disease.; Here to
follow up MRIs. Study show stable postop Chiari
with OK flow and flat cervical syrinx. Has been
having positional dizziness, palpitations ear
pressure as well as episodes of dysesthesia in
extremities. Neuro - intact &#x0D; &#x0D; Will
send for dysautonomia; The patient is
experiencing or presenting symptoms of lower
extremity weakness documented on physical
exam.
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Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to chronic back pain
or suspected degenerative disease.; Lynn is here
to followup after repeat MRI Cspine. That study
shows no new findings and stable post op
fusion. She has some burnoing in neck at times
but no definitive radiculopathy. She has bilateral
shoulder issues and is currently under
Orthopedic care ; The patient is experiencing or
presenting symptoms of lower extremity
weakness documented on physical exam.

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to chronic back pain
or suspected degenerative disease.;
MUSCULOSKELETAL: restriction in proximal
muscle groups in upper and lower extremities
possibly contributed by pain also approximately
4/5. Patient is having mid back pain and
stiffness. Patient has done a trial of physical
therapy and back bracing.; The patient is
experiencing or presenting symptoms of lower
extremity weakness documented on physical
exam.

1

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to chronic back pain
or suspected degenerative disease.; Patient
known to me with tsPINE syrinx and had new LE
numbness knee down bilaterally at that time.
Had mri which show stable small hydromyelia
and two known thoracic discs. Symptoms have
abated at this point so we will just continue
with ongoing radiologi; The patient is
experiencing or presenting symptoms of lower
extremity weakness documented on physical
exam.

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to chronic back pain
or suspected degenerative disease.; S/P repeat
head/ neck and cine flow studies. Pending T/L/S
which have not been completed so I do not
know if there is a syrinx lower down or a
tethered cord. At this point she has dorsally
reduced flow above the foramen magnum, OK
to foramen magnum C/W se; The patient is
experiencing or presenting symptoms of lower
extremity weakness documented on physical
exam.
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Neurological
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Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to chronic back pain
or suspected degenerative disease.; The patient
is experiencing or presenting symptoms of
abnormal gait.

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to chronic back pain
or suspected degenerative disease.; The patient
is experiencing or presenting symptoms of
bowel or bladder dysfunction.

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to chronic back pain
or suspected degenerative disease.; The patient
is experiencing or presenting symptoms of
radiculopathy documented on EMG or nerve
conduction study.

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

The patient does not have any neurological
deficits.; This is a request for a thoracic spine
MRI.; There has been a supervised trial of
conservative management for at least 6 weeks.;
The study is being ordered due to chronic back
pain or suspected degenerative disease.
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72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

The patient is presenting new symptoms.; This
study is being ordered for follow-up.; The
patient is not undergoing active treatment for
cancer.; This is a request for a thoracic spine
MRI.; "The patient is being seen by or is the
ordering physician an oncologist, neurologist,
neurosurgeon, or orthopedist."; The study is
being ordered due to known tumor with or
without metastasis.
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; "The
caller indicated that there is not a known
condition of: Tumor, Infection or Neurological
deficits."; The study is being ordered due to preoperative evaluation.; TO EVALUATE FOR
SURGERY
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; "The
patient has been seen by, or the ordering
physician is, a neuro-specialist, orthopedist, or
oncologist."; The study is being ordered due to
follow-up to surgery or fracture within the last 6
months.

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient does have new signs or
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The
patient does not have a new foot drop.

Approval
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1

1
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72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to Neurological
deficits.; The patient is experiencing or
presenting symptoms of abnormal gait.
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.;
There is a known condition of neurological
deficits.; The study is being ordered due to preoperative evaluation.; PARESTHESIS,OF
LEGS,NECK, ARMS. LIMITED RANGE OF
MOTION,SPASTICITY,; The patient is
experiencing or presenting symptoms of lower
extremity weakness documented on physical
exam.

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.;
There is a known condition of neurological
deficits.; The study is being ordered due to preoperative evaluation.; The patient is
experiencing or presenting symptoms of bowel
or bladder dysfunction.
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.;
There is evidence of tumor or metastasis on a
bone scan or x-ray.; The study is being ordered
due to suspected tumor with or without
metastasis.

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.;
There is x-ray or laboratory evidence of
osteomyelitis.; The study is being ordered due
to known or suspected infection or abscess.

1

1

1

2
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72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for follow-up.; The
patient is undergoing active treatment for
cancer.; This is a request for a thoracic spine
MRI.; "The patient is being seen by or is the
ordering physician an oncologist, neurologist,
neurosurgeon, or orthopedist."; The study is
being ordered due to known tumor with or
without metastasis.
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Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for staging.; This is a
request for a thoracic spine MRI.; "The patient is
being seen by or is the ordering physician an
oncologist, neurologist, neurosurgeon, or
orthopedist."; The study is being ordered due to
known tumor with or without metastasis.
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Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

Unknown; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 3/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Back and
neck pain; PT, injections and medications

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 02/04/2017;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; neck pain , back pain, numbness,
burning; pt, medication
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72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 05/2016; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
limited range of motion, falling , low back pain,
hard time walking; pt, home exercises,
medication

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

UNKNOWN; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 2/28/2017; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
WEAKNESS, BACK PAIN, NUMBNESS AND
TINGLING, RADICULAPATHY, DIFFICULTY WITH
BOWEL AND BLADDER; pain meds, anti
inflammatory and physical therapy

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 4 months history;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; left side neck pain, left arm pain,
numbness tingling in left arm, difficulty lifting
and moving, weakness; medication, PT started,
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SPINE OR LOW BACK
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Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; None of the above; It is not
known if the patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; It is not known if
the patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.
&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Pre-Operative Evaluation;
Surgery is not scheduled within the next 4
weeks.
&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
above

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; &lt; Enter date of
initial onset here - or Type In Unknown If No
Info Given &gt;; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; &lt; Describe primary
symptoms here - or Type In Unknown If No Info
Given &gt;; &lt; Describe treatment /
conservative therapy here - or Type In Unknown
If No Info Given &gt;
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Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; ; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; neck and
back pain, numbness tingling; PT, Chiro Care,
medication

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 3/28/2017; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
back pain , weakness, numbness; medication ,
physical therapy, injections

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 8/2016; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; back
and neck pain , weakness in all extremities , disc
protrusion, sharp stabbing shooting pain,
muscle loss; 3 epidural injections, medications
and physical therapy.. patient failed all
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Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; It is not known
if there has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; &lt; Describe primary symptoms here or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; 2016;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; pain in midline section /aching burning
and shooting, severe/stiffness/leg
pain/numbness and tingling; meds
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Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
3/1/17; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; burning, aching, shooting
pain; PT, Meds
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&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
4/11/2017; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ; PT MEDICATION
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&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
6/22/16; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; instability, pain, nausea,
migraines; PT medication
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; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; HPI: Chief
Complaint: Low Back Pain &#x0D; Issues started
about Many years . &#x0D; Reason for Visit:
HEre for f/u p PT, states PT is making the pain
worse, the recumb. bike seems to really
aggravate it. His right hip and leg is worse, says
he has a hard time walki; The patient does not
have new signs or symptoms of bladder or
bowel dysfunction.; The patient does not have a
new foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent lumbar fracture.
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; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; Positive SLR
bilaterally, worse on the left; The patient does
not have new signs or symptoms of bladder or
bowel dysfunction.; The patient does not have a
new foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent lumbar fracture.
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; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has not seen the
doctor more then once for these symptoms.
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; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is no weakness or reflex abnormality.;
The patient does not have new signs or
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The
patient does not have a new foot drop.; There is
not x-ray evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.
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; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is reflex abnormality.; The patient does
not have new signs or symptoms of bladder or
bowel dysfunction.; The patient does not have a
new foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent lumbar fracture.;
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Pre-Operative Evaluation; It is not known when
surgery is scheduled.
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; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has none of the above
; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ;
; This study is being ordered for Congenital
Anomaly.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ;
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; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ;
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; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 06/14/2016; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; lower back
pain with a pain going down the L5 dermatome
level. On examination, he does have a large
amount of paraspinous muscle spasms in his
neck. His strength is normal throughout except
in his bilateral triceps which is 4/5. His
sensation is diffuse; STEROID INJECTIONS, HEAT,
ICE, BRACE, MEDICATIONS: LYRICA, ETODOLAC,
CLEBREX, MOVANTIC,ALEVE,
ETODOLAC,ROBAXIN, HYDROCODONE,
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; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; 3 weeks ago; There has been treatment
or conservative therapy.; worsening low back
pain and neck pain. patient with radiating leg
pain and numbness and tingling in her arms and
legs after the fall.; Epidural steroid injections,
physical therapy, narcotics, muscle relaxers
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+ straight leg raising test 45% on rt.; +2 achelies
reflexes bilaterally; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Neurological deficits; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is weakness.;
dorsiflexion weakness in the rt. side; The patient
does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.
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29 year old female with history of occassinal
headaches and clumsiness butwho had onset of
severe suboccipital headaches as well as
dizziness, tinnitus, incoordination which began
in August 2016. MRI done reveals Chiari I with
crowding of foramen magnum. ; This study is
being ordered for a neurological disorder.;
Patient reports 7 months.; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Duration: 7
months &#x0D; Frequency Frequently &#x0D;
Severity: Average pain level over the last week
7/10 &#x0D; Quality: Throbbing; Sharp;
Stabbing; Tingling &#x0D; Timing: Gradual onset
&#x0D; Context/Mechanism: other &#x0D;
Aggravating Factors: looking up; looking down;
cold weath; Medications &#x0D; &#x0D;
&#x0D; &#x0D; Reviewed Medications&#x0D;
&#x0D; &#x0D; &#x0D; &#x0D; &#x0D; &#x0D;
&#x0D; &#x0D; &#x0D; &#x0D; &#x0D;
methocarbamol &#x0D; 04/04/17 entered
Tana Nowlin &#x0D; &#x0D; nortriptyline
&#x0D; 04/04/17 entered Tana Nowlin
&#x0D; &#x0D; Toradol &#x0D; 04/04/17
entered Tana Nowlin &#x0D; &#x0D; traMADol
&#x0D; 04/04/17 entered
back surgery in 2011; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
above
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Chronic pain; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or chronic
back pain.; The patient has none of the above
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Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If No
Info Given&#x0D; &#x0D; Symptoms started
about two weeks ago with low back pain; The
study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The
patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has none of the above
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He stated that he was involved in an MVA with
an 18 wheeler. He stated that he was in
HealthSouth for 2 weeks. He broke his left leg
and vertebrates in his lower back.He has metal
rods in his left lower leg. He reports that since
the wreck his pain has g; The study requested is
a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Trauma or recent injury;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is reflex
abnormality.; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; It is not known if the patient has a
new foot drop.; It is not known if there is x-ray
evidence of a lumbar recent fracture.; Patellar
reflexes are 2+ on the right side and 2+ on the
left side.&#x0D; Achilles reflexes are 2+ on
the right side and 1+ on the left side.
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lower extremity motor strength was as follows:
right lower extremity; hip flexors 4+/5, hip
extensors 5/5, knee flexors 5/5, knee extensors
5/5, dorsiflexors 5/5, plantarflexors 5/5; left
lower extremity; hip flexors 4/5, hip extensors
4+/5, knee flexors ; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is reflex
abnormality.; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent lumbar fracture.; following simple
commands, higher cognitive functions intact,
well-oriented, good strength in bilateral upper
extremities, lower extremity motor strength
was as follows: right lower extremity; hip flexors
4+/5, hip extensors 5/5, knee flexors 5/5, knee
ex
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Mr. Dixon was last seen on 10/31/2016 with Dr.
Schlesinger for lower back and left leg pain. He
was scheduled for a Left L5/S1 Transforaminal
Decompression and Fusion for 11/10/2016 at
LSC and cancelled this surgery due to stent
placement. He called our o; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient
has acute or chronic back pain.; The patient has
none of the above
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neurological deficits; This study is being
ordered for trauma or injury.; 5/19/2017; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
ridicular pain in hips and arms limited range of
motion, pain in neck and back; lyrica and Oxy
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NONE; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; NONE; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.
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Patient had an abnormal mri 5/5/2017; The
study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The
patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has none of the above
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PATIENT HAS HAD INJECTIONS, REQUESTING
MRI FOR EVALUATION FOR SURGERY OR
DIFFERENT CONSERVATIVE TREATMENT.; The
study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute
or Chronic back pain; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is weakness.; PATIENT IS HAVING
BILATERAL LEG WEAKNESS, MORE IN THE RIGHT
THEN LEFT.; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent lumbar fracture.
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Patient s/p cervical fusion. with new onset Left
arm pain and numbness. Patient is also having
left leg numbness. Need MRI Cervical and
Lumbar spine to rule out nerve compression;
This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; Approximately March 2017;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Patient s/p cervical fusion. with new
onset Left arm pain and numbness. Patient is
also having left leg numbness. Need MRI
Cervical and Lumbar spine to rule out nerve
compression; Surgery on 9/3/16 &#x0D; C5/6
anterior cervical discectomy and fusion with
insrumentation
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Patient with post-operative complications.; This
study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; Unkown; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; left leg
radiculopathy post-operatively; Patient
completed conservative treatment and failed.
Patient then had surgery and is having postoperative problems.
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Patient with progressively worsening low back
pain and leg pain. He has seen pain
management for rounds of injections and
attempted pain medications. Last MRI from
september 2016 L4/5 L5/S1 modic changes.;
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; PreOperative Evaluation; Surgery is not scheduled
within the next 4 weeks.
post operative evaluation; The study requested
is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
above
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POST OPERATIVE; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 9/20/2014; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
MYELOMENINGOCELE WITH SHUNTED
HYDROCEPHALUS, POST OPERATIVE FOLLOW
UP; MULTIPLE SURGERIES
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POST SURGERY &#x0D; HAD LUMBAR SURGERY
ON 6/2/2017, &#x0D; HAS SEVERE PAIN FROM
HIS BACK RADIATING TO BOTH LEGS.&#x0D;
HAS BEEN ON STEROIDS, MUSCLE RELAXORS
AND PAIN MEDICATION, TRIED HEAT,ICE ARE
NOT HELPING AT ALL.; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
above
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post surgical patient with recent fall. mri is
requested to review; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
above
preoperative care; This study is being ordered
for Congenital Anomaly.; june 2016; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; &lt;
Describe primary symptoms here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; insaids
injections this is preop
Pt have a bulging disc ...back pain; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient
has acute or chronic back pain.; The patient has
none of the above
R/O herniated disc; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; Patient has weakness and pain in the
back radiating to the right leg and foot; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.
re-current right sided sciatica; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient
has acute or chronic back pain.; The patient has
none of the above
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Request for MRI brain, MRI lumbar spine, and
CT chest/abdomen/pelvis to rule out evidence
of metastatic disease. Patient with MRI cervical
and thoracic spine demonstrating large syrinx
and spinal cord tumor in the thoracic spine.
Patient have numbness to ; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 5 or
more exams are being ordered.
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She would like to discuss increased pain in her
lower back. She describes this pain as a constant
aching and throbbing pain that radiates down
her posterior BLE. At times the pain is sharp.
Her pain is worse when walking long distances
and when sitting or; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; Straight leg raise was positive on the
right.&#x0D; &#x0D; Decrease in right
hamstring, quad, and ankle flexion; The patient
does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.
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syrinx of spinal cord at t23; This study is being
ordered for a neurological disorder.; 1 year ago;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; numbness and tingling wekness in rt
leg, numbness and tingling in the rt arm; heat
and muscle relaxers
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The problem has been gradually worsening
Chronic history of low back pain and bilateral
leg pain worse on the right than the left. No
specific dermatome. Most of her low back pain
is centered around the previous incision site.;
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is weakness.; ; The patient does not have
new signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; It is not known if the patient has a
new foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent lumbar fracture.
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; It is not known if
the patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient does have a new foot
drop.
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The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
foot drop.; There is x-ray evidence of a recent
lumbar fracture.
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The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?
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The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Follow-up to Surgery or Fracture within the last
6 months; The patient has been seen by or is
the ordering physician an oncologist,
neurologist, neurosurgeon, or orthopedist.
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The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; It
is unknown if the patient has acute or chronic
back pain.; This procedure is being requested
for Follow-up to surgery or fracture within the
last 6 months; The patient been seen by or the
ordering physician is a neuro-specialist,
orthopedist, or oncologist.
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The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; It
is unknown if the patient has acute or chronic
back pain.; This procedure is being requested
for Neurologic deficits
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; It
is unknown if the patient has acute or chronic
back pain.; This procedure is being requested
for Pre-operative evaluation; The patient has
not had a Lumbar Spine MRI performed within
the past 2 weeks.
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Pre-Operative Evaluation; No, the last Lumbar
spine MRI was not performed within the past
two weeks.; Surgery is scheduled within the
next 4 weeks.
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient does NOT have acute or chronic
back pain.; This procedure is being requested
for Follow-up to surgery or fracture within the
last 6 months; The patient been seen by or the
ordering physician is a neuro-specialist,
orthopedist, or oncologist.
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient does NOT have acute or chronic
back pain.; This procedure is being requested
for Neurologic deficits
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The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient does NOT have acute or chronic
back pain.; This procedure is being requested
for Pre-operative evaluation; The patient has
not had a Lumbar Spine MRI performed within
the past 2 weeks.
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has 6 weeks of completed conservative
care in the past 3 months or had a spine
injection
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has an Abnormal x-ray indicating a
significant abnormality
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The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has completed Treatment with a facet
joint or epidural injection in the past 6 weeks
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The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has Neurological deficit(s)
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The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
There is no laboratory or x-ray evidence of
osteomyelitis.; Known or Suspected Infection or
abscess; There is not laboratory or x-ray
evidence of meningitis.; There is laboratory or xray evidence of an infected disc, septic arthritis,
or "discitis".
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This 36 year old female presents with low back
pain that radiates into her bilateral posterior
legs, right worse than left. She states she has
numbness and tingling in her legs. She states
her symptoms were similar to the symptoms
she had prior to surger; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Neurological deficits; The
patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; It
is not known if the patient has completed 6
weeks of physical therapy?; The patient has
been treated with medication.; other
medications as listed.; It is not known if the
patient has completed 6 weeks or more of
Chiropractic care.; It is not known if the
physician has directed a home exercise program
for at least 6 weeks.; Zanaflex&#x0D;
Gabapentin&#x0D; Advil
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This 41 year old male presents with left leg N/T.
He has numbness and tingling in his left leg
through his lateral toes. He feels like his left leg
is weak and his left calf has atrophied. He states
the pain began 1.5 years ago after he fell out of
a truc; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; Neurological deficits; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is no weakness or reflex
abnormality.; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent lumbar fracture.
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This is a very pleasant 63F with 12 years of
progressive low back pain. She does not have
significant radicular pain but her xrays show a
mobile L4/5 spondylolisthesis and significant
spondylotic changes. We will obtain and MRI for
review. We discussed PT; The study requested is
a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back
pain; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is no
weakness or reflex abnormality.; The patient
does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.
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unable to walk; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; since she was 4 months
old; There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Pt has numbness in left knee,
minimum low back pain, distal lower extremity
and weakness; medications
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unknnown; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; It is unknown if the patient has
acute or chronic back pain.; This procedure is
being requested for None of the above

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Unknown.; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is weakness.; after
doing PT back is still 6/10 pain. no change; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Unknown; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is weakness.; ; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

2

Approval

Approval

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Unknown; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; It
is not known if the patient has completed 6
weeks of physical therapy?; The patient has
been treated with medication.; The patient was
treated with oral analgesics.; It is not known if
the patient has completed 6 weeks or more of
Chiropractic care.; The physician has directed a
home exercise program for at least 6 weeks.;
The home treatment did include exercise,
prescription medication and follow-up office
visits.;

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Unknown; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; It is unknown if the patient has
acute or chronic back pain.; This procedure is
being requested for None of the above

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; None of the above; It is not known if
the patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; It is not known if
the patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.

1

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Unknown; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 3/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Back and
neck pain; PT, injections and medications

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 02/20/2017;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; back pain with radiation to the
buttock hip and knee, neck and shoulders pain;
pt, oral medication,

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 11/12/2016;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; neck pain, arm numbness and
weakness, back pain radiating down the back of
the leg; pt of 6 weeks, medication

1

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 2/22/2017; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Back and bilateral back pain, neck pain w/
radiation to the left shoulder, pain and
numbness bilateral arms hands and fingers; pain
medication, treated by specialist , epidural
injection, brace, and physical therapy
UNKNOWN; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 2/28/2017; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
WEAKNESS, BACK PAIN, NUMBNESS AND
TINGLING, RADICULAPATHY, DIFFICULTY WITH
BOWEL AND BLADDER; pain meds, anti
inflammatory and physical therapy
; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

1

1

Request for MRI brain, MRI lumbar spine, and
CT chest/abdomen/pelvis to rule out evidence
of metastatic disease. Patient with MRI cervical
and thoracic spine demonstrating large syrinx
and spinal cord tumor in the thoracic spine.
Patient have numbness to ; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 5 or
more exams are being ordered.
&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a Pelvis
MRI.; The request is not for any of the listed
indications.

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

; This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The request
is not for any of the listed indications.
bilateral hip pain; This is a request for a Pelvis
MRI.; The request is not for any of the listed
indications.
This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The request
is for pelvic trauma or injury.

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ;

Neurological
Surgery
Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

1

1

1

1
1

1

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; "The
caller indicated the study was not ordered for:
Known or Suspicious Mass or Tumor with or
without metastasis, Known or suspected Joint
Infection, Aseptic Necrosis, Trauma, Chronic
Pain, or Pre or Post operative evaluation."; &lt;
Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If No
Info Given. &gt;

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; "The
caller indicated the study was not ordered for:
Known or Suspicious Mass or Tumor with or
without metastasis, Known or suspected Joint
Infection, Aseptic Necrosis, Trauma, Chronic
Pain, or Pre or Post operative evaluation."; No
clinicals available

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; It is not known if the patient has
completed and failed a course of conservative
treatment.; Mr. Brown is here today with
complaint of neck pain. He has been having pain
and symptoms for 1.5 months. No known
etiology. His pain is located on the back of his
neck and radiates to the left. He stated that he
has pain in his left shoulder and arm to

1

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has completed and failed a
course of conservative treatment of at least 4
weeks.; The ordering physician is not an
orthopedist.; There is documented findings of
severe pain on motion.
unknown; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; unknown; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; ;
patient had PT but it didn't help. Only made
worse

Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; The member
has failed a 4 week course of conservative
management in the past 3 months.; The hip
pain is chronic.; The request is for hip pain.

3

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient is not receiving long-term
steriod therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The
patient does not have an abnormal plain film
study of the hip other than arthritis.; The
patient has not used a cane or crutches for
greater than four weeks.; The patient has been
treated with and failed a course of supervised
physical therapy.; The patient has a
documented limitation of their range of motion.

2

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

8

2

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient is not receiving long-term
steriod therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The
patient does not have an abnormal plain film
study of the hip other than arthritis.; The
patient has not used a cane or crutches for
greater than four weeks.; The patient has not
been treated with and failed a course of
supervised physical therapy.; There is not a
mass near the hip.; The patient has been
treated with anti-inflammatory medications in
conjunction with this complaint.; This is not for
pre-operative planning.; The patient has a
documented limitation of their range of motion.

1

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient is not receiving long-term
steriod therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The
patient does not have an abnormal plain film
study of the hip other than arthritis.; The
patient has used a cane or crutches for greater
than four weeks.; The patient has a documented
limitation of their range of motion.

1

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient is not receiving long-term
steriod therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The
patient had an abnormal plain film study of the
hip other than arthritis.; The patient has a
documented limitation of their range of motion.

1

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Neurological
Surgery

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient is receiving long-term steriod
therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The patient
has a documented limitation of their range of
motion.
; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.
Request for MRI brain, MRI lumbar spine, and
CT chest/abdomen/pelvis to rule out evidence
of metastatic disease. Patient with MRI cervical
and thoracic spine demonstrating large syrinx
and spinal cord tumor in the thoracic spine.
Patient have numbness to ; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 5 or
more exams are being ordered.
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; Infection such as pancreatitis,
appendicitis, abscess, colitis and inflammatory
bowel disease; Yes, the patient has been seen
by a specialist or are the studies being
requested on behalf of a specialist for an
infection.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

1

1

1

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The requested study is for preoperative evaluation.; The study is requested by
a surgeon, specialist or PCP on behalf of a
specialist who has seen the patient.; Pre-op or
post op evaluation; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
It is unknown why the study is being ordered.;
This study is being requested for Lymphoma or
Myeloma.

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 03/07/2017; It is
Radiology Services not known if there has been any treatment or
Denied Not
conservative therapy.; &lt; Describe primary
Medically
symptoms here - or Type In Unknown If No Info
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
Given &gt;

1

Disapproval

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 7/12/2013; There has been treatment
or conservative therapy.; No has new studies
which show persistent Chiari i and stable Cspine
disc buldges. She however reports some
Radiology Services increase in Subocc headaches as well as right UE
Denied Not
incoordination. She has had two falls secondary
Medically
to imbalance and several near syncope episodes
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
in a; 6 months s/p Chairi decompression

1

1

1

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study
is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; This study is being ordered for
infection or inflammation.

1

Disapproval

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
Radiology Services
70490 CT NECK SOFT
Denied Not
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI Medically
D ETC. NO CONTRAST
Necessary

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; ; It is not known if there has been any
treatment or conservative therapy.;

1

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 03/07/2017; It is
70496 CT
Radiology Services not known if there has been any treatment or
ANGIOGRAPHY HEAD
Denied Not
conservative therapy.; &lt; Describe primary
W/CONTRAST/NONCON Medically
symptoms here - or Type In Unknown If No Info
TRAST
Necessary
Given &gt;

1

Disapproval

There is not an immediate family history of
aneurysm.; The patient does not have a known
Radiology Services aneurysm.; The patient has had a recent MRI or
Denied Not
CT for these symptoms.; There has not been a
Medically
stroke or TIA within the past two weeks.; This is
Necessary
a request for a Brain MRA.

2

Disapproval

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Disapproval

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; It is unknown if the study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; Not
requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; It is not known if the condition is
associated with headache, blurred or double
vision or a change in sensation noted on exam.;
It is not known if a metabolic work-up done
including urinalysis, electrolytes, and complete
Radiology Services blood count with results completed.; The
Denied Not
patient does NOT have dizziness, fatigue or
Medically
malaise, Bell's Palsy, a congenital abnormality,
Necessary
loss of smell, hearing loss or vertigo.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

18 y/o female with incidental right parietal lobe
finding on MRI - which was found to be
dystrophic calcification. No treatment is
required at this time&#x0D; &#x0D; GCS is
15&#x0D; EOM's are intact&#x0D; PERRL
bilateral&#x0D; Tongue is midline&#x0D; Face is
symmetric&#x0D; Strength is 5/5; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of the
Radiology Services studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Denied Not
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
Medically
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is not a
Necessary
hematologist/ oncologist.

1

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

SEIZURE AND HEADACHES, WEAKNESS; This
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient has a chronic or recurring headache.
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as chronic or
recurring.; It is not known if the headache is
presenting with a sudden change in severity,
associated with exertion, or a mental status
Radiology Services change.; There are recent neurological
symptoms or deficits such as one sided
Denied Not
weakness, speech impairments, or vision
Medically
Necessary
defects.
Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Not requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The patient has not undergone
treatment for a congenital abnormality (such as
hydrocephalus or craniosynostosis).; There are
Radiology Services recent neurological symptoms or deficits such
Denied Not
as one-sided weakness, speech impairments, or
Medically
vision defects.; The patient has a congenital
Necessary
abnormality.
Radiology Services
Denied Not
; This study is being ordered for a neurological
Medically
disorder.; ; It is not known if there has been any
Necessary
treatment or conservative therapy.;

1

1

1

1

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is not to be part
Radiology Services of a Myelogram.; This is a request for a Cervical
Denied Not
Spine CT; Call does not know if there is a reason
Medically
why the patient cannot have a Cervical Spine
Necessary
MRI.

1

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

Evaluation for cervical fusion.; This study is not
to be part of a Myelogram.; This is a request for
a Cervical Spine CT; There is no reason why the
patient cannot have a Cervical Spine MRI.

1

Disapproval

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

patient had a nerve conduction study that
showed abnormal to the F wave of the right
Radiology Services ulnar nerve.; This study is not to be part of a
Denied Not
Myelogram.; This is a request for a Cervical
Medically
Spine CT; There is no reason why the patient
Necessary
cannot have a Cervical Spine MRI.

1

Disapproval

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

1

Disapproval

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
Radiology Services No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
72128 CT THORACIC
Denied Not
thoracic spine CT.; There is no reason why the
SPINE, UPPER BACK NO Medically
patient cannot undergo a thoracic spine MRI.;
CONTRAST
Necessary
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

Disapproval

Disapproval

Post op back surgery follow up; This study is
not to be part of a Myelogram.; This is a request
for a Cervical Spine CT; There is no reason why
the patient cannot have a Cervical Spine MRI.
Post trauma, auto accident.; This study is not to
Radiology Services be part of a Myelogram.; This is a request for a
Denied Not
Cervical Spine CT; Call does not know if there is
Medically
a reason why the patient cannot have a Cervical
Necessary
Spine MRI.

1

1

Neurological
Surgery

Disapproval

Neurological
Surgery

Disapproval

Neurological
Surgery

Disapproval

Neurological
Surgery

Disapproval

Neurological
Surgery

Disapproval

Neurological
Surgery

Disapproval

72128 CT THORACIC
Radiology Services ; This study is being ordered for trauma or
SPINE, UPPER BACK NO Denied Not
injury.; ; There has not been any treatment or
CONTRAST
Medically
conservative therapy.;
pain radiates left knee and left foot. leg pain,
numbness, tingling weakness, had PT. and
medications; This is a request for a thoracic
Radiology Services spine CT.; Caller does not know whether there is
72128 CT THORACIC
Denied Not
a reason why the patient cannot undergo a
SPINE, UPPER BACK NO Medically
thoracic spine MRI.; Yes this is a request for a
CONTRAST
Necessary
Diagnostic CT
Radiology Services ; This study is being ordered for trauma or
72131 CT LUMBAR
Denied Not
injury.; ; There has not been any treatment or
SPINE, LOW BACK
Medically
conservative therapy.;
This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient does not have a history of severe low
Radiology Services back trauma or lumbar injury.; This is a
Denied Not
preoperative or recent post-operative
72131 CT LUMBAR
Medically
evaluation.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
SPINE, LOW BACK
CT
Necessary
This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient does not have a history of severe low
back trauma or lumbar injury.; This is not a
Radiology Services preoperative or recent postoperative
Denied Not
evaluation.; This study is to be part of a
72131 CT LUMBAR
Medically
myelogram or discogram.; Yes this is a request
SPINE, LOW BACK
for a Diagnostic CT
Necessary
Radiology Services This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
Denied Not
patient has a history of severe low back trauma
72131 CT LUMBAR
Medically
or lumbar injury.; Yes this is a request for a
SPINE, LOW BACK
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

1

1

1

1

1

2

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt; Enter date of
Radiology Services initial onset here - or Type In Unknown If No
Info Given &gt;; It is not known if there has
Denied Not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
Medically
Necessary
unknown

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back
pain; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; Bilateral hand numbness and
Radiology Services weakness with neck pain; The patient does not
have new signs or symptoms of bladder or
Denied Not
Medically
bowel dysfunction.; There is not x-ray evidence
of a recent cervical spine fracture.
Necessary

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; None of the above; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; weakness in
Radiology Services upper extremity; The patient does not have new
Denied Not
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
Medically
dysfunction.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
Necessary
recent cervical spine fracture.

1

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
Radiology Services for trauma or injury.; 7/2015; There has been
Denied Not
treatment or conservative therapy.; The pt has
Medically
neck &amp; left arm &amp; shoulder pain.; AntiNecessary
inflammatories

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute
or Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; It is not known if there is weakness
Radiology Services or reflex abnormality.; The patient does not
Denied Not
have new signs or symptoms of bladder or
Medically
bowel dysfunction.; It is not known if there is xNecessary
ray evidence of a recent cervical spine fracture.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute
or Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is no weakness or reflex
Radiology Services abnormality.; The patient does not have new
Denied Not
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
Medically
dysfunction.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
Necessary
recent cervical spine fracture.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
Radiology Services One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Denied Not
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Medically
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
Necessary
physician is not a hematologist/ oncologist.

1

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 7/12/2013; There has been treatment
or conservative therapy.; No has new studies
which show persistent Chiari i and stable Cspine
disc buldges. She however reports some
Radiology Services increase in Subocc headaches as well as right UE
Denied Not
incoordination. She has had two falls secondary
Medically
to imbalance and several near syncope episodes
Necessary
in a; 6 months s/p Chairi decompression

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
Radiology Services disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Denied Not
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Medically
vascular disease.; ; There has been treatment or
Necessary
conservative therapy.; ;

2

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
Radiology Services disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Denied Not
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Medically
vascular disease.; ; There has not been any
Necessary
treatment or conservative therapy.;

2

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Radiology Services or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Denied Not
vascular disease.; 05/2016; There has been
Medically
treatment or conservative therapy.; ; Physical
Necessary
therapy. OPOIDS and Muscle relaxers.

1

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; 12/2016; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Headache and neck pain;
PT of Medication

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Also has numbness Weakness; This study is
being ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 10 years or more; There has
Radiology Services been treatment or conservative therapy.; Neck
pain associated with arm pain Leg pain (left
Denied Not
side) Headache; PT Injections Pain management
Medically
Necessary
doctor seen Meds

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Degenerative disease; This is a request for
cervical spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck
and/or back pain; The patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; It is
not known if there is weakness or reflex
Radiology Services abnormality.; The patient does not have new
Denied Not
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
Medically
dysfunction.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent cervical spine fracture.
Necessary

1

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

EVAL FOR INJECTIONS OR SURGERY.; This study
is being ordered for a neurological disorder.;
3/16/15; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; LOW BACK PAIN WITH
PAIN IN BILATERAL HIPS AND BUTTOCKS. PAIN
GOES DOWN POSTERIOR LEFT LEG TO HER
FOOT WITH NUMBNESS AND TINGLING.
PATIENT IS HAVING INCREASING NECK PAIN
Radiology Services WITH PAIN IN RIGHT ARM TO HER HAND.
REACHING AGGRAVATES.; PATIENT HIAS
Denied Not
COMPLETED MANY COURSES OF PHYSICAL
Medically
THERAPY AND HAS HAD CERVICAL SURGERY.
Necessary

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

EVALUATE FOR SURGERY AND INJECTIONS.;
This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 11-28-2008; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; HAVING
Radiology Services INCREASING NECK PAIN WITH BILATERAL ARM
Denied Not
PAIN AND LOW BACK PAIN WITH BILATERAL LEG
Medically
PAIN.; PATIENT HAS DONE PHYSICAL THERAPY
AND INJECTIONS OVER THE YEARS.
Necessary

1

Neurological
Surgery

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

It is not known if the patient has failed a course
of anti-inflammatory medication or steroids.;
This is a request for cervical spine MRI; It is not
known if there has been a supervised trial of
conservative management for at least six
weeks.; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back pain;
Yes, the patient demonstrate neurological
deficits.; No, there is not a documented
evidence of extremity weakness on physical
examination.; No, there is no evidence of recent
development of unilateral muscle wasting.; No,
this patient did not have a recent course of
supervised physical Therapy.; No, the patient
did not have six weeks of Chiropractic care
related to this episode.; Complains of neck pain
that radiates to her left arm and hand. She also
Radiology Services complains of numbness and tingling in her
Denied Not
hands, bilaterally. She has chronic episodes of
Medically
pain in her neck and arms as well, but the last
Necessary
episode began three weeks ago.

1

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

neck radiating down left to elbow, about a
year, messaged therapy NSIAD and pain
gradually worsen and tingling but no numbness;
This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has not
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?; The
patient has been treated with medication.; The
patient was treated with oral analgesics.; It is
not known if the patient has completed 6 weeks
or more of Chiropractic care.; The physician has
Radiology Services directed a home exercise program for at least 6
Denied Not
weeks.; It is not known if the The home
Medically
treatment included exercise, prescription
Necessary
medication and follow-up office visits.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Pain is worsening, and interfering with daily
activities.; This study is being ordered for a
Radiology Services neurological disorder.; 2011; It is not known if
Denied Not
there has been any treatment or conservative
Medically
therapy.; Numbness/tingling, weight loss,
Necessary
severe pain. Burning, sharp pain

1

Neurological
Surgery

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Pain scores include a minimum pain level of
5/10 and a maximum pain level of 10/10.
Current medication for condition included: none
was given methocarb. and indomethcin for pain
Relieving factors: . No relieving factors are
noted. &#x0D; Previous Treatment: PT; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or Chronic
neck and/or back pain; The patient does not
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; It is not known if the
patient has completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?; The patient has been treated with
medication.; other medications as listed.; The
Radiology Services patient has not completed 6 weeks or more of
Denied Not
Chiropractic care.; It is not known if the
Medically
physician has directed a home exercise program
Necessary
for at least 6 weeks.;

1

Neurological
Surgery

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient reports to be taking pain medications,
Tramadol, Naprosyn and Robaxin that have not
helped with the pain.; This is a request for
cervical spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck
and/or back pain; The patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There
is weakness.; patient reports worsening neck
pain radiating to the right upper extremity
stopping just above the elbow. Reports neck
pain for the past year, but worsening in the past
4-5 months. She also reported difficulty raising
her right arm for the past 2 month. S; It is not
Radiology Services known if the patient has new signs or symptoms
Denied Not
of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; It is not
Medically
known if there is x-ray evidence of a recent
Necessary
cervical spine fracture.

1

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

PATIENT WAS DOING BETTER BUT IS NOW
BACK TRACKING, SHE HAS BEEN DOING
PHYSICAL THERAPY BUT NOW SHE IS HAVING
INCREASING PAIN. REQUESTING NEW MRI'S TO
RE EVAULATE CONSERVATIVE TREATMENT PLAN
OR EVALUATE FOR SURGERY OPTION.; This
study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 10/17/16; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.;
INCREASING PAIN IN NECK AND SHOULDERS
AND INCREASING LUMBAR AND BUTTOCK/HIP
PAIN, WITH PAIN IN BILATERAL LEGS.; PATIENT
Radiology Services HAS HAD INJECTIONS AND HAS BEEN DOING
PHYSICAL THERAPY FOR NECK AND
Denied Not
Medically
LUMBAR.&#x0D; &#x0D; PER THE PHYSICAL
Necessary
THERAPIST PATIENT NEEDED MRI'S

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; "The
Radiology Services patient has been seen by, or the ordering
Denied Not
physician is, a neuro-specialist, orthopedist, or
Medically
oncologist."; Follow-up to Surgery or Fracture
Necessary
within the last 6 months

4

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Radiology Services Chronic neck and/or back pain; Yes, the patient
Denied Not
demonstrate neurological deficits.; yes, there is
Medically
a documented evidence of extremity weakness
Necessary
on physical examination.

2

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Neurological deficits; This 45 year old female
presents with neck pain that radiates to her left
arm and hand. She also complains of numbness
and tingling in her hands, bilaterally. She has
chronic pain in her neck but the arm symptoms
started about 4 weeks ago.; No, the patient is
not experiencing or presenting new symptoms
of upper extremity weakness?; No, the patient
is not demonstrating unilateral muscle wasting.;
No, the patient is not experiencing or presenting
new symptoms of Bowel or bladder
dysfunction.; Yes, the patient is experiencing
Radiology Services new onset of parathesia diagnosed by a
Denied Not
neurologist.; No, the patient is not experiencing
Medically
or presenting x-ray evidence of a recent
fracture.
Necessary
Radiology Services This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Denied Not
Neurological deficits; Yes, the patient is
Medically
experiencing or presenting new symptoms of
Necessary
upper extremity weakness.

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Radiology Services Chronic neck and/or back pain; It is not known if
Denied Not
the patient demonstrate neurological deficits.;
Medically
Yes, this patient had a recent course of
Necessary
supervised physical Therapy.

Disapproval

1

2

1

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; Yes, the patient
demonstrate neurological deficits.; No, there is
not a documented evidence of extremity
Radiology Services weakness on physical examination.; No, there is
Denied Not
no evidence of recent development of unilateral
Medically
muscle wasting.; Yes, this patient had a recent
Necessary
course of supervised physical Therapy.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has not been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; Yes, the patient
demonstrate neurological deficits.; No, there is
Radiology Services not a documented evidence of extremity
Denied Not
weakness on physical examination.; No, there is
Medically
no evidence of recent development of unilateral
muscle wasting.;
Necessary

1

Neurological
Surgery

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has not been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; Yes, the patient
demonstrate neurological deficits.; No, there is
not a documented evidence of extremity
weakness on physical examination.; No, there is
no evidence of recent development of unilateral
muscle wasting.; Mr. Barlow was recently
referred over to our facility for Lumbar Epidural
Radiology Services Steroid Injections from Dr. Hagood office. The
Denied Not
patient underwent the series and stated that
Medically
since the injections the patient denies any low
Necessary
back pain to our staff, but he did state

1

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for mri brain/cervical spine.
Patient has had ct-which was negative, and a cta
which revealed no vascular cause for
headaches. Patient has had headaches in the
past, but says these are different than those
previous headaches. Is more sev; This study is
being ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 5-1-17; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Headache
that radiates behind ears/eyes. Associated with
Radiology Services nausea and phonophobia.; pain medications,
Denied Not
which include acetaminophen-hydrocodone,
Medically
Tylenol # 3 with codeine. These have not
Necessary
helped.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

TO EVALUATE FOR SURGICAL OR
CONSERVATIVE TREATMENT.; This is a request
for cervical spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck
and/or back pain; The patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There
is weakness.; PATIENT IS HAVING WEAKNESS IN
Radiology Services THE LEFT ARM; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
Denied Not
Medically
dysfunction.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent cervical spine fracture.
Necessary

1

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
for a neurological disorder.; 4/1/2017; There
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
CONTRAST
Necessary
BACK PAIN; PT/6WEEKS MEDICATION/6 WEEKS

1

Disapproval

; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
CONTRAST
Necessary
physician is not a hematologist/ oncologist.

1

Disapproval

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
vascular disease.; ; There has not been any
CONTRAST
Necessary
treatment or conservative therapy.;

1

Disapproval

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
vascular disease.; 05/2016; There has been
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
treatment or conservative therapy.; ; Physical
CONTRAST
Necessary
therapy. OPOIDS and Muscle relaxers.

1

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Disapproval

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to chronic back pain
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services or suspected degenerative disease.; ; The
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
patient is experiencing or presenting symptoms
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
of lower extremity weakness documented on
CONTRAST
Necessary
physical exam.

3

Disapproval

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to chronic back pain
or suspected degenerative disease.; PATIENT IS
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services HAVING INCREASING BILATERAL LEG
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
WEAKNESS; The patient is experiencing or
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
presenting symptoms of lower extremity
CONTRAST
Necessary
weakness documented on physical exam.

1

Disapproval

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
anomaly, or vascular disease.; unknown; There
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
CONTRAST
Necessary
low back pain; chiropractic, home exercises

1

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; Document exam findings; The
Radiology Services patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
Denied Not
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
Medically
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
Necessary
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.
&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; weakness bilateral legs; The patient
Radiology Services does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
Denied Not
Medically
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.
Necessary
&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
Radiology Services No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Denied Not
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Pre-Operative Evaluation;
Medically
Surgery is not scheduled within the next 4
Necessary
weeks.
&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
Radiology Services No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Denied Not
Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
Medically
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
Necessary
above

1

1

1

3

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
Radiology Services No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
Denied Not
for a neurological disorder.; 4/1/2017; There
Medically
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Necessary
BACK PAIN; PT/6WEEKS MEDICATION/6 WEEKS

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; A sensory
deficit (left leg) is present. No cranial nerve
deficit. Coordination and gait normal. GCS eye
subscore is 4. GCS verbal subscore is 5. GCS
motor subscore is 6.; The patient does not have
Radiology Services new signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; It is not known if the patient has a
Denied Not
Medically
new foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent lumbar fracture.
Necessary

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; leg weakness;
The patient does not have new signs or
Radiology Services symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The
Denied Not
patient does not have a new foot drop.; It is not
Medically
known if there is x-ray evidence of a lumbar
Necessary
recent fracture.

1

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; Ms Galvan is a
53 year old that returns for follow up. She
continues to have low back and bilateral hip
pain. The pain radiates down both legs into her
feet. The right side is worse. She has numbness
and tingling that comes and goes, it has went
away most; The patient does not have new
Radiology Services signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
Denied Not
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
Medically
foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
Necessary
recent lumbar fracture.
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
Radiology Services over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
Denied Not
more then once for these symptoms.; The
Medically
physician has not directed conservative
Necessary
treatment for the past 6 weeks.
Radiology Services
Denied Not
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Medically
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
Necessary
patient has none of the above
; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
Radiology Services disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
Denied Not
One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
Medically
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Necessary
Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

1

3

1

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
Radiology Services One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Denied Not
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Medically
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
Necessary
physician is not a hematologist/ oncologist.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
Radiology Services disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Denied Not
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Medically
vascular disease.; ; There has been treatment or
Necessary
conservative therapy.; ;

2

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
Radiology Services disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Denied Not
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Medically
vascular disease.; ; There has not been any
Necessary
treatment or conservative therapy.;

2

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Also has numbness Weakness; This study is
being ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 10 years or more; There has
Radiology Services been treatment or conservative therapy.; Neck
pain associated with arm pain Leg pain (left
Denied Not
Medically
side) Headache; PT Injections Pain management
Necessary
doctor seen Meds

1

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

EVAL FOR INJECTIONS OR SURGERY.; This study
is being ordered for a neurological disorder.;
3/16/15; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; LOW BACK PAIN WITH
PAIN IN BILATERAL HIPS AND BUTTOCKS. PAIN
GOES DOWN POSTERIOR LEFT LEG TO HER
FOOT WITH NUMBNESS AND TINGLING.
PATIENT IS HAVING INCREASING NECK PAIN
Radiology Services WITH PAIN IN RIGHT ARM TO HER HAND.
REACHING AGGRAVATES.; PATIENT HIAS
Denied Not
COMPLETED MANY COURSES OF PHYSICAL
Medically
THERAPY AND HAS HAD CERVICAL SURGERY.
Necessary

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

EVALUATE FOR SURGERY AND INJECTIONS.;
This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 11-28-2008; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; HAVING
Radiology Services INCREASING NECK PAIN WITH BILATERAL ARM
Denied Not
PAIN AND LOW BACK PAIN WITH BILATERAL LEG
Medically
PAIN.; PATIENT HAS DONE PHYSICAL THERAPY
AND INJECTIONS OVER THE YEARS.
Necessary

1

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

follow up to surgery on 4/11/2017. pt
presented on that day with left hip and leg
severe pain, given lumbar epidural injection,
radiating pain, pt given Tylenol 4 and neurotin.
physician wants to do MRI with new symptoms.;
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; It is not known if there is weakness
or reflex abnormality.; It is not known if the
Radiology Services patient has new signs or symptoms of bladder
Denied Not
or bowel dysfunction.; It is not known if the
Medically
patient has a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
Necessary
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

Not seen in office, ER visit due to severe back
pain.; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; The patient has acute or chronic back
pain.; The patient has none of the above

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Pain is worsening, and interfering with daily
activities.; This study is being ordered for a
Radiology Services neurological disorder.; 2011; It is not known if
Denied Not
there has been any treatment or conservative
Medically
therapy.; Numbness/tingling, weight loss,
Necessary
severe pain. Burning, sharp pain

1

Disapproval

Neurological
Surgery

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

PATIENT WAS DOING BETTER BUT IS NOW
BACK TRACKING, SHE HAS BEEN DOING
PHYSICAL THERAPY BUT NOW SHE IS HAVING
INCREASING PAIN. REQUESTING NEW MRI'S TO
RE EVAULATE CONSERVATIVE TREATMENT PLAN
OR EVALUATE FOR SURGERY OPTION.; This
study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 10/17/16; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.;
INCREASING PAIN IN NECK AND SHOULDERS
AND INCREASING LUMBAR AND BUTTOCK/HIP
PAIN, WITH PAIN IN BILATERAL LEGS.; PATIENT
Radiology Services HAS HAD INJECTIONS AND HAS BEEN DOING
PHYSICAL THERAPY FOR NECK AND
Denied Not
Medically
LUMBAR.&#x0D; &#x0D; PER THE PHYSICAL
Necessary
THERAPIST PATIENT NEEDED MRI'S

1

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Physical therapy aggravated his lower extremity
pain. Continues to have tingling in his feet and
toes. Back pain aggravated by extended
standing.; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Neurological deficits; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; patient
describes his feet as feeling like they are stuck in
mud.; The patient does not have new signs or
Radiology Services symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; It is
Denied Not
not known if the patient has a new foot drop.;
Medically
There is not x-ray evidence of a recent lumbar
Necessary
fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

progressive exacerbation of low back pain,
especially after development of herpes
zoster.&#x0D;
Pain is mechanical, axial,
aggarcated with activity and reliweved partially
with rest.&#x0D;
Has a known hx of
degenerative spondylolisthesis, L4/L; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; It is
not known if there is weakness or reflex
abnormality.; The patient does not have new
Radiology Services signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
Denied Not
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
Medically
foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
Necessary
recent lumbar fracture.

1

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiculopathy red flags, MRI needed before
seeing the surgeon; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does not have new or changing
Radiology Services neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
Denied Not
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
Medically
not seen the doctor more then once for these
Necessary
symptoms.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

right lower extremity numbness and pain
tingling; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; right lower
extremity weakness.; The patient does not have
Radiology Services new signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
Denied Not
Medically
foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent lumbar fracture.
Necessary

1

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

See attached clinicals; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Neurological deficits; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is weakness.; See
attached clinicals.&#x0D; &#x0D; This 42 year
old female presents with low back pain that
radiates into her right hip and into her lateral
thigh through the lateral leg and anterior shin to
the foot. She states her right hip pain is her
worst complaint. She com; The patient does not
Radiology Services have new signs or symptoms of bladder or
Denied Not
bowel dysfunction.; It is not known if the
Medically
patient has a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
Necessary
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

See clinicals; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Neurological deficits; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; This 50 year old
female presents with low back pain with
bilateral leg pain but mainly on the right. She
states her pain is so deep in her legs that she
can't tell if it's on the anterior or posterior side.
She states the pain is worse with standing and
Radiology Services w; The patient does not have new signs or
Denied Not
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The
Medically
patient does not have a new foot drop.; There is
Necessary
not x-ray evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

Neurological
Surgery

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

She did the PT last summer, the only home
exercises she does is walking. She takes
Hydrocodone. It helps sometimes. She takes
Ibuprofen it helps sometimes, but it hurts her
stomach. She has had no injections through a
pain clinic. The only injection she h; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; None of the
above; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; She has numbness, tingling and
weakness. She also has tremors in her legs. She
has trouble walking, it affects both legs and her
hips, her left side more than her right. &#x0D;
She said she was going to see her PCP about the
walker today.; The patient does not have new
Radiology Services signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
Denied Not
dysfunction.; It is not known if the patient has a
Medically
new foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
Necessary
recent lumbar fracture.

1

Neurological
Surgery

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

she is having worsening pain right neck and
right trapezius. States that this has been going
on for months. I really feel that her pain is
myofascial pain.&#x0D; &#x0D; having
increasing low back pain with pain in bilateral
legs.; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 04/04/2016; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; she is
having worsening pain right neck and right
trapezius. States that this has been going on for
months. I really feel that her pain is myofascial
Radiology Services pain.&#x0D; &#x0D; patient has been doing
Denied Not
physical therapy exercises for her lumbar;
Medically
PATIENT HAS HAD A CERVICAL FUSION AND HAS
DONE PHYSICAL THERAPY FOR HER LOW BACK.
Necessary

1

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

She presents today with 7/10 pain in her lower
back that she describes as a constant aching and
throbbing pain that radiates into her RLE. Her
pain is worse with exertion and when standing
or sitting for long periods of time. She states she
was doing well; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; It is not known if there is
weakness or reflex abnormality.; The patient
Radiology Services does not have new signs or symptoms of
Denied Not
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
Medically
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
Necessary
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.
Radiology Services The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Denied Not
The patient does NOT have acute or chronic
Medically
back pain.; This procedure is being requested
Necessary
for Neurologic deficits
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Radiology Services The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
Denied Not
patient has 6 weeks of completed conservative
Medically
care in the past 3 months or had a spine
Necessary
injection
Radiology Services
Denied Not
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Medically
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
Necessary
patient has Neurological deficit(s)

1

1

6

4

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Unknown; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is weakness.; ; The
Radiology Services patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
Denied Not
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
Medically
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
Necessary
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Unknown; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 07/17/2015; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; Pain
Radiology Services in right lower back radiates to thigh, calf , and
Denied Not
foot, have problems w/ ambulating; Physical
Medically
Therapy, seen by pain management doctor,
Necessary
medications, injections

Neurological
Surgery

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Neurological
Surgery

Disapproval

72196 MRI PELVIS

Unknown; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; It is unknown if the patient has
acute or chronic back pain.; This procedure is
being requested for None of the above

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
Radiology Services inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
Denied Not
anomaly, or vascular disease.; unknown; There
Medically
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Necessary
low back pain; chiropractic, home exercises
Radiology Services bilateral hip pain; This is a request for a Pelvis
Denied Not
MRI.; The request is not for any of the listed
Medically
indications.

1

1

1

1

1

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72196 MRI PELVIS

Radiology Services bilateral hip; This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.;
Denied Not
The request is not for any of the listed
Medically
indications.

1

72196 MRI PELVIS

long history of back and buttock pain secondary
to L5 spondylolysis with an anterior slip. Will go
ahead and institute physical therapy as well as
pain management will follow up in 3
Radiology Services months&#x0D; We had a long discussion
Denied Not
concerning surgical management versus p; This
is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The request is not
Medically
for any of the listed indications.
Necessary

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
Radiology Services for trauma or injury.; 7/2015; There has been
Denied Not
treatment or conservative therapy.; The pt has
Medically
neck &amp; left arm &amp; shoulder pain.; AntiNecessary
inflammatories

1

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Disapproval

Disapproval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Mrs. Witkowski is here today with complaint of
neck pain. She has been having pain and
symptoms for 1 year without any known
etiology. She has had some chronic neck pain
prior to that. She stated that her pain is
located in the middle of her neck and r; This
study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; unknown; There has been treatment
or conservative therapy.; neck pain radiating
Radiology Services into bilateral shoulders. Arm numbness &amp;
Denied Not
weakness with tingling. Aching shoulders.;
Medically
Physical therapy, steroids, medication, rotating
Necessary
heat and ice.

2

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
Radiology Services being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
Denied Not
pain.; It is not known if the patient has
Medically
completed and failed a course of conservative
Necessary
treatment.; Fell backwards off of a chair

1

Neurological
Surgery

Neurological
Surgery

Neurology

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

lower back pain and new left knee pain. She
feels that movement of the left knee causes an
increase of her pain. She complains of
numbness and tingling in her left leg; This is a
request for a Knee MRI.; The patient has not
had recent plain films of the knee.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; There is no
supsected meniscus,pre-op or post-op
Radiology Services evaluation,non-acute Chronic Pain,supsected
tumor or Aseptic Necrosis; Pain greater than 3
Denied Not
Medically
days; No, patient has not completed and failed a
Necessary
course of conservative treatment.

1

Disapproval

Also has numbness Weakness; This study is
being ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 10 years or more; There has
73721 MRI JOINT OF
Radiology Services been treatment or conservative therapy.; Neck
pain associated with arm pain Leg pain (left
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP Denied Not
side) Headache; PT Injections Pain management
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR Medically
doctor seen Meds
FOOT JOINT
Necessary

1

; This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The
study is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; This study is being ordered for new
onset of seizures or newly identified change in
seizure activity or pattern.

1

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Approval

Approval

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

; This is a request for a brain/head CT.; Thi
study is being requested for None of the above.;
This procedure is being requested for other
indications

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

COGNITIVE IMPAIRMENT; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; There is headache not improved
by pain medications.; "There are no recent
neurological symptoms or deficits such as onesided weakness, vision defects, speech
impairments or sudden onset of severe
dizziness."; This study is being requested for a
headache.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Description&#x0D; Movement disorder
(G25.9).&#x0D; Her limb and body movements
are not typical for any specific neurologic entity
that I recognize. We discussed the possibility of
restless legs, although this would not tend to
involve her entire body and arms. Sh; This is a
request for a brain/head CT.; Thi study is being
requested for None of the above.; This
procedure is being requested for other
indications

1

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Approval

Approval

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Eyes&#x0D; *&#x0D; Fundus - Right: blurred
disc margin, Left: blurred disc margin.&#x0D;
Eyes&#x0D; Normal&#x0D; Sclera - Right:
Normal, Left: Normal. Pupil - Right: Normal,
Left: Normal. &#x0D; Reflexes-PE&#x0D;
*&#x0D; Deep Tendon: Brachioradialis(C5-6):
Bilateral: 2+. Patellar (L2-4): Bilate; This is a
request for a brain/head CT.; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
headache is described as sudden and severe.;
The patient has vision changes.; The patient had
a recent onset (within the last 4 weeks) of
neurologic symptoms.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

hx of seizure disorder; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; There is headache not improved
by pain medications.; "There are no recent
neurological symptoms or deficits such as onesided weakness, vision defects, speech
impairments or sudden onset of severe
dizziness."; This study is being requested for a
headache.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

MONITORING EPILEPSY; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; Thi study is being requested for
None of the above.; This procedure is being
requested for other indications

1

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Approval

Approval

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

multiple sclerosis &#x0D; Lesion of skeletal
muscle&#x0D; Bone lesion&#x0D; complex
presentation. About 3 years ago she developed
blurring of her vision. Saw an optometrist at
the Brandon eye clinic. Was told she may have
multiple sclerosis. Wound up getting a brai; This
is a request for a brain/head CT.; Thi study is
being requested for None of the above.; This
procedure is being requested for Multiple
Sclerosis; There is another reason why an MRI is
not being considered; MRI BRAIN ALREADY
SCHEDULED

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Neurological examination shows upgoing toe
on the right likely secondary from old stroke but
otherwise he does not have any focal
deficits.&#x0D; Given his history I feel he has
migraines variant( more likely) versus complex
partial seizures.The only differenc; This is a
request for a brain/head CT.; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
This study is being ordered for new onset of
seizures or newly identified change in seizure
activity or pattern.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Surgical evaluation; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; This study is requested for a
new onset of seizures or newly identified
change in seizure activity or pattern.

1

Neurology

Neurology

Approval

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

This is a request for a brain/head CT.; "There
are recent neurological symptoms or deficits
such as one-sided weakness, vision defects,
speech impairments or sudden onset of severe
dizziness."; This study is being requested for a
recent head trauma or injury.

3

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

This is a request for a brain/head CT.; There is
headache not improved by pain medications.;
"There are recent neurological symptoms or
deficits such as one-sided weakness, vision
defects, speech impairments or sudden onset of
severe dizziness."; This study is being requested
for a headache.

8

Neurology

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Neurology

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

This is a request for a brain/head CT.; There is
not headache not improved by pain
medications.; "There are recent neurological
symptoms or deficits such as one-sided
weakness, vision defects, speech impairments
or sudden onset of severe dizziness."; This study
is being requested for a headache.
This is a request for a brain/head CT.; This study
is being requested for a history of stroke, (CVA)
known or follow-up.

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

This is a request for a brain/head CT.; This study
is requested for known or suspected bleed such
as subdural hematoma or subarachnoid bleed.

Neurology

Approval

1

2

1

Neurology

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

unknown; This is a request for a brain/head CT.;
The study is NOT being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; This study is being ordered for
new onset of seizures or newly identified
change in seizure activity or pattern.

1

Neurology

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Neurology

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

unknown; This is a request for a brain/head CT.;
This study is requested for a new onset of
seizures or newly identified change in seizure
activity or pattern.
Unknown; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 4/6/2017; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
Dizziness, visual changes, arm numbness,
hearing loss

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 10/01/2016;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Headaches Possible Seizure Activity
Diplopia; UNKNOWN

1

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; There
has not been recent trauma or other injury to
the neck.; There is suspicion of or known tumor,
metastasis, lymphadenopathy, or mass.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Neurology

Neurology

Approval

Approval

1

1

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Approval

Approval

Approval

70496 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY HEAD
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 12/19/2016; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Patient has left sided weakness, and headaches;
Patient had been put on medication

1

70496 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY HEAD
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; It is not known
if there has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; &lt; Describe primary symptoms here or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

1

70496 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY HEAD
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; 20
years ago; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; headache

1

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

70496 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY HEAD
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST
70496 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY HEAD
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST
70496 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY HEAD
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ;

6

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Bells palsy;

1

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; TIA;

1

70496 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY HEAD
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 02/20/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Migraines
headaches blurry vision blacked out. Headaches
on the right side of the brain. Family history of
aneurysms; meds

1

70496 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY HEAD
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 10/05/2016; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Pt suffers
with blurred vision and incontinent. R/O
stenosis of the carotid artery.; Pt received
medication therapy and an abnormal Brain MRI.

1

Neurology

Neurology

Approval

Approval

70496 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY HEAD
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

; This study is being ordered for Vascular
Disease.; 01/22/2016; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Interim
labs&#x0D; CTA of the brain - normal
intracranial vessels; beaded distal
carotids.&#x0D; &#x0D; Pending&#x0D; Renal
artery duplex ultrasound - to be done this
Friday.&#x0D; Appointment to UTHSCD
cerebrovascular specialist - pending for June
22..&#x0D; MRI of the brain 7/2016 r; exercise
&#x0D; work posture&#x0D; cervical traction

1

70496 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY HEAD
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

40 year old male seen in the clinic today for
stroke Patient was hard to understand and poor
historian due to expressive aphasia. Patient
stated he had surgery in 2010 at UAMS for an
aneurysm. Stated that he also had a stroke at
that time. Explained that ; This study is being
ordered for a neurological disorder.; surgery
2010 UAMS for an aneurysm.; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; expressive
aphasia, seizures, speech problems; Keppra

1

Neurology

Neurology

Approval

Approval

70496 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY HEAD
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Abnormal Mri Brain w/o on 03/27/2017
showed small foci of the cortical diffusion
signals abnormality in the RIGHT posterior
parietal and occipital lobes may represent
cortical infracts; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 5 months ago;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Headache and vision changes; patient
is taking amitriptyline

1

70496 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY HEAD
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

CTA head and neck to look for new area of
blockage and possible stroke.; This study is
being ordered for a neurological disorder.;
patient had stroke November 2, 2013; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; He
reports that around the first of this month he
gradually lost the ability to taste over the course
of one day. He ultimately went to PCP and MRI
was on on 3/31. The previous left BG lacunar
stroke was seen. There was a new area of white
matter damage h; patient has been under
neurological care since 2013. he has been on
preventative medication since 2013. &#x0D;
MRI was done on 3/31/17

1

Neurology

Approval

70496 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY HEAD
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

FLAIR hyperintensities on brain MRI&#x0D; MRI
shows three punctate faint nondescript FLAIR
hyperintensities. These do not appear
particularly suggestive of multiple sclerosis and
she does not have a history of relapsing
remitting neurologic deficits. Images ; This
study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 12/01/2003; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Episodes of
blindness&#x0D; In 2003 without any warning
whatsoever she became blind in both eyes.
There was complete blacking of vision. There
were no positive symptoms. This lasted about
30 minutes and then as it was resolving she saw
"spotty lights". The; 12/2016: Optometry
evaluation was benign including visual fields
(Fant Eye Care, Dr. Galdamez)&#x0D; 4/2017:
MRI of the brain - three faint punctate FLAIR
hyperintensities; slight asymmetry of the lateral
ventricles.

1

Neurology

Neurology

Approval

Approval

70496 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY HEAD
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

headache &#x0D; &#x0D; begin after MVA
2/24/17 &#x0D; head went back , hit on head
on seat &#x0D; no LOC &#x0D; &#x0D; did not
have imaging of head &#x0D; &#x0D; of
avulsion fx of neck , scheduled to see ortho this
week &#x0D; no paresthesia &#x0D; no
weakness &#x0D; &#x0D; no prior headaches
&#x0D; &#x0D; now headaches dai; This study is
being ordered for trauma or injury.;
02/24/2017; There has not been any treatment
or conservative therapy.; headache &#x0D;
&#x0D; begin after MVA 2/24/17 &#x0D; head
went back , hit on head on seat &#x0D; no LOC
&#x0D; &#x0D; did not have imaging of head
&#x0D; &#x0D; of avulsion fx of neck ,
scheduled to see ortho this week &#x0D; no
paresthesia &#x0D; no weakness &#x0D;
&#x0D; no prior headaches &#x0D; &#x0D; now
headaches dai

1

70496 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY HEAD
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

New onset of right sided weakness. New onset
Holocranial headaches; This study is being
ordered for a neurological disorder.;
02/14/2017; It is not known if there has been
any treatment or conservative therapy.; Right
sided weakness. Unable to speak. Unable to
walk

1

Neurology

Neurology

Approval

Approval

70496 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY HEAD
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Patient continues to be symptomatic and it was
recommended on carotid Doppler CTA be
ordered, rule out vascular insufficiency; This
study is being ordered for Vascular Disease.;
March, 2017 Patient developed vertigo that
progressed to a daily occurrance; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; Neck
pain, dizziness, decrease in energy level,
symptoms do not appear to be related to
positional vertigo; Patient has had MRI of the
brain, Carotid Doppler studies

1

70496 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY HEAD
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

patient has a family history of aneurysm; This
study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; January 2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; anytime he
exerts himself by mowing the lawn or walking
on the treadmill he will have vertigo followed by
throbbing pain in bilateral temples. He gets a
visual changes that he describes as "River
vision" where there are wavy movements in
objects in his v; physician monitoring, CT
imaging of the head was performed, blood
pressure medication

1

Neurology

Neurology

Approval

Approval

70496 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY HEAD
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Patient has family history of migraines and
strokes through her father and brain aneurysm
through her uncle.; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
09/07/2016; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Patient has headaches
and migraines. Headache occurs all over her
head. States, "It feels like someone is inside of
my head trying to get out." Complained of
nausea, photophobia, phonophobia, and neck
pain with her migraines. Stated she also has
neck ; Patient has failed Propranolol,
Topomax,Verapamil, Nortipptyline, Lamictal,
and Gabapentin.

1

70496 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY HEAD
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Patient stated that "I feel like I cant think or like
in in a fog." Described having problems with
walking straight and stated "something isn't
right." Complained of numbness and tingling in
her hands and feet. Also complained of short
them memory loss a; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; Going
on for 3 months; There has not been any
treatment or conservative therapy.; Dizziness,
memory loss, numbness, and tingling.

1

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Approval

70496 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY HEAD
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Syncope and Collapse, Ataxia; This study is
being ordered for a neurological disorder.;
Unknown; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; Syncope and Collapse,
Ataxia

Approval

70496 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY HEAD
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Approval

70496 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY HEAD
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

The pt has a history of CVA as well as TIA; This
study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 02/13/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Right sided
numbness. Facial numbness. Memory loss;
Aggrenox and Plavix. Aspirin 81mg
Unknown; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 4/6/2017; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
Dizziness, visual changes, arm numbness,
hearing loss

70496 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY HEAD
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Unknown; This study is being ordered for
Vascular Disease.; Unknown; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
Patient is having numbness in left side of face
and left arm which lasts for 5 to 10 minutes. It
has a distinct beginning and ending. Sometimes
her arm will be weak during this period of
numbness as evidenced by the fact that she will
drop what she is h

Approval

1

1

1

1

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Approval

Approval

Approval

70496 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY HEAD
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST
70496 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY HEAD
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Wanting to obtain imaging of the intra and
extra cranial vasculature to insure no stenosis or
aneurysm; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 03/01/2016;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; headaches; Topamax Imitrex

1

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
brain.

19

70498 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY NECK
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 12/19/2016; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Patient has left sided weakness, and headaches;
Patient had been put on medication

1

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

70498 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY NECK
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST
70498 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY NECK
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST
70498 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY NECK
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST
70498 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY NECK
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

70498 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY NECK
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; It is not known
if there has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; &lt; Describe primary symptoms here or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

1

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ;

6

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Bells palsy;

1

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; TIA;

1

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 02/20/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Migraines
headaches blurry vision blacked out. Headaches
on the right side of the brain. Family history of
aneurysms; meds

1

Neurology

Neurology

Approval

Approval

70498 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY NECK
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 10/05/2016; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Pt suffers
with blurred vision and incontinent. R/O
stenosis of the carotid artery.; Pt received
medication therapy and an abnormal Brain MRI.

1

70498 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY NECK
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

; This study is being ordered for Vascular
Disease.; 01/22/2016; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Interim
labs&#x0D; CTA of the brain - normal
intracranial vessels; beaded distal
carotids.&#x0D; &#x0D; Pending&#x0D; Renal
artery duplex ultrasound - to be done this
Friday.&#x0D; Appointment to UTHSCD
cerebrovascular specialist - pending for June
22..&#x0D; MRI of the brain 7/2016 r; exercise
&#x0D; work posture&#x0D; cervical traction

1

Neurology

Neurology

Approval

Approval

70498 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY NECK
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

40 year old male seen in the clinic today for
stroke Patient was hard to understand and poor
historian due to expressive aphasia. Patient
stated he had surgery in 2010 at UAMS for an
aneurysm. Stated that he also had a stroke at
that time. Explained that ; This study is being
ordered for a neurological disorder.; surgery
2010 UAMS for an aneurysm.; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; expressive
aphasia, seizures, speech problems; Keppra

1

70498 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY NECK
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Abnormal Mri Brain w/o on 03/27/2017
showed small foci of the cortical diffusion
signals abnormality in the RIGHT posterior
parietal and occipital lobes may represent
cortical infracts; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 5 months ago;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Headache and vision changes; patient
is taking amitriptyline

1

Neurology

Neurology

Approval

Approval

70498 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY NECK
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

FLAIR hyperintensities on brain MRI&#x0D; MRI
shows three punctate faint nondescript FLAIR
hyperintensities. These do not appear
particularly suggestive of multiple sclerosis and
she does not have a history of relapsing
remitting neurologic deficits. Images ; This
study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 12/01/2003; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Episodes of
blindness&#x0D; In 2003 without any warning
whatsoever she became blind in both eyes.
There was complete blacking of vision. There
were no positive symptoms. This lasted about
30 minutes and then as it was resolving she saw
"spotty lights". The; 12/2016: Optometry
evaluation was benign including visual fields
(Fant Eye Care, Dr. Galdamez)&#x0D; 4/2017:
MRI of the brain - three faint punctate FLAIR
hyperintensities; slight asymmetry of the lateral
ventricles.

1

70498 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY NECK
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

New onset of right sided weakness. New onset
Holocranial headaches; This study is being
ordered for a neurological disorder.;
02/14/2017; It is not known if there has been
any treatment or conservative therapy.; Right
sided weakness. Unable to speak. Unable to
walk

1

Neurology

Neurology

Approval

Approval

70498 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY NECK
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Patient continues to be symptomatic and it was
recommended on carotid Doppler CTA be
ordered, rule out vascular insufficiency; This
study is being ordered for Vascular Disease.;
March, 2017 Patient developed vertigo that
progressed to a daily occurrance; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; Neck
pain, dizziness, decrease in energy level,
symptoms do not appear to be related to
positional vertigo; Patient has had MRI of the
brain, Carotid Doppler studies

1

70498 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY NECK
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

patient has a family history of aneurysm; This
study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; January 2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; anytime he
exerts himself by mowing the lawn or walking
on the treadmill he will have vertigo followed by
throbbing pain in bilateral temples. He gets a
visual changes that he describes as "River
vision" where there are wavy movements in
objects in his v; physician monitoring, CT
imaging of the head was performed, blood
pressure medication

1

Neurology

Neurology

Approval

70498 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY NECK
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Approval

70498 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY NECK
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Patient stated that "I feel like I cant think or like
in in a fog." Described having problems with
walking straight and stated "something isn't
right." Complained of numbness and tingling in
her hands and feet. Also complained of short
them memory loss a; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; Going
on for 3 months; There has not been any
treatment or conservative therapy.; Dizziness,
memory loss, numbness, and tingling.
Syncope and Collapse, Ataxia; This study is
being ordered for a neurological disorder.;
Unknown; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; Syncope and Collapse,
Ataxia

70498 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY NECK
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST
70498 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY NECK
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

The pt has a history of CVA as well as TIA; This
study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 02/13/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Right sided
numbness. Facial numbness. Memory loss;
Aggrenox and Plavix. Aspirin 81mg
unknown; This study is being ordered for
trauma or injury.; 1/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; seizures;
medication

Neurology

Approval

Neurology

Approval

1

1

1

1

Neurology

Approval

Neurology

Approval

Neurology

Approval

Neurology

Approval

70498 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY NECK
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST
70498 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY NECK
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST
70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE

70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE

Wanting to obtain imaging of the intra and
extra cranial vasculature to insure no stenosis or
aneurysm; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 03/01/2016;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; headaches; Topamax Imitrex

1

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
Neck.

6

3

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; march 2016; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Migraines
as well as neck pain and burning across shoulder
blades; naproxen 500mg as needed

1

Neurology

Neurology

Approval

Approval

70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE

Abnormal MRI brain w/o on 03/27/2017.
Showed small foci of the cortical diffusion signal
abnormality in the RIGHT posterior parietal and
occipital lobes may represent cortical infracts;
This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; Patient has been having
headaches and vision problems for 5 months.;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Stated that she woke up one day and
started having vision problems. Headaches and
vision changes. Stated that she can see half of
vision or no vision in the right eye. Stated that
the left eye happens sometimes but right is
worse. Patient did have a M; Patient is taking
Amitriptyline for her headaches

1

70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE

Doctor wants to check for a flair up of MS; This
study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; MS flair up 5-1-2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Increased
falls, blurred vision, fatigue and hand shaking;
MS Meds

1

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE

patient is blind in right eye. now she is
beginning to go blind in the left eye.; It is
unknown if there is a suspicion of an infection
or abscess.; This examination is NOT being
requested to evaluate lymphadenopathy or
mass.; It is unknown if there is a suspicion of a
bone infection (osteomyelitis).; It is unknown if
there is a suspicion of an orbit or face neoplasm,
tumor, or metastasis.; This is a request for an
Orbit MRI.; There is not a history of orbit or face
trauma or injury.

1

Approval

70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE

r/o Devic's disease; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 10 years ago; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
severe headaches, neuro myelitis optica,
location of headaches in corners of both eyes;
treated by pcp w/OTC medications for
headaches, getting increasingly worse. when
she was 13 she was diagnosed with Devic's
disease

1

Approval

70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE

There is a suspicion of an infection or abscess.;
This is a request for an Orbit MRI.; There is not a
history of orbit or face trauma or injury.

3

Approval
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Approval

Approval

Approval

70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE
70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE

There is not a suspicion of an infection or
abscess.; This examination is NOT being
requested to evaluate lymphadenopathy or
mass.; There is not a suspicion of a bone
infection (osteomyelitis).; There is a suspicion of
an orbit or face neoplasm, tumor, or
metastasis.; This is a request for an Orbit MRI.;
There is not a history of orbit or face trauma or
injury.

1

This is a request for an Orbit MRI.; There is a
history of orbit or face trauma or injury.

1

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; &lt; Enter date of
initial onset here - or Type In Unknown If No
Info Given &gt;; It is not known if there has
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
&lt; Describe primary symptoms here - or Type
In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

1

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; &lt; Enter date of
initial onset here - or Type In Unknown If No
Info Given &gt;; It is not known if there has
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
headaches, confusion, loss of balance, dropped
objects out of hands

1

Neurology

Approval

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for Vascular Disease.; 01/25/2017; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
headaches, intermittent blurred vision, short
term memory problems; embolization of the
aneurysm

Neurology

Approval

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

Neurology

Approval

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; ; It is not known if there has been any
treatment or conservative therapy.;
; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; severe headaches; over
the counter meds

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

72-year-old lady with what may be a thalamic
infarct on the right.; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
DECEMBER 2016; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; numbness in the left
upper and lower extremity.She has a patch of
left facial numbness as well.; SHE'S HAD A
CARDIOLOGY WORK UP INCLUDING EKG, STRESS
TEST. ALSO NEUROSURGERY WORK UP AFTER A
BLEED IN 2013.

Neurology

Approval

1

1

1

1

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Approval
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Approval

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

Abnormal MRI 3/2/2017; There is a family
history of a brain aneurysm in the parent,
brother, sister or child of the patient.; This is a
request for a Brain and Neck MRA combination.;
There has NOT been a recent (less than 2 week)
neck or carotid artery ultrasound.

1

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

AMBETTER PLUS DOUBLE STUDY PLUS MRA
EQUALS AUTOMATIC REVIEW, WILL JUST FAX
NOTES; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is not a hematologist/
oncologist.

1

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

double study and MRA means automatic
review, will just fax notes; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; double study and MRA means
automatic review, will just fax notes; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
double study and MRA means automatic
review, will just fax notes; double study and
MRA means automatic review, will just fax
notes

1

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Approval

Approval

Approval

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

family history of aneurysms; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 2/2/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; chronic
migranes; botox injections for chronic migranes

1

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

headaches is keeping pt from walking; There is
not an immediate family history of aneurysm.;
The patient does not have a known aneurysm.;
The patient has not had a recent MRI or CT for
these symptoms.; There has not been a stroke
or TIA within the past two weeks.; This is a
request for a Brain MRA.

1

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

none; There is not an immediate family history
of aneurysm.; The patient does not have a
known aneurysm.; The patient has had a recent
MRI or CT for these symptoms.; There has not
been a stroke or TIA within the past two weeks.;
This is a request for a Brain MRA.

1

Neurology

Approval

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

Neurology

Approval

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

Probable intracranial hypertension with
headache, diplopia, tinnitus, and papilledema most likely due to idiopathic intracranial
hypertension (pseudotumor cerebri).&#x0D;
Papilledema is evident on examination.
Increased intracranial pressure is the likely ; This
study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; ince January Mrs. Hensley has had
headache, intermittent double vision, and also
tinnitus. Her optometrist found evidence of
papilledema. Brain CT has been benign. Toni
Womble suggested consideration of treatment
with acetazolamide and neurology referr; There
has not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; Mrs. Hensley has had headache,
intermittent double vision, and also tinnitus.
R/O structural abnormalities; This study is being
ordered for Congenital Anomaly.; 2009; There
has not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; Seizures, headaches and loss of
conciousness

1

1

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

Rule out stroke, vertebral dissection, cerebral
sinus thrombosis; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; Unknown; There
has not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; Stroke, vertebral dissection, cerebral
sinus thrombosis

1

Approval

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

syncope, abnormal MRI of brain, basilar artery
stenosis; There is not an immediate family
history of aneurysm.; The patient does not have
a known aneurysm.; The patient has had a
recent MRI or CT for these symptoms.; There
has not been a stroke or TIA within the past two
weeks.; This is a request for a Brain MRA.

1

Approval

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

There is an immediate family history of
aneurysm.; This is a request for a Brain MRA.

9

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

There is not an immediate family history of
aneurysm.; The patient does not have a known
aneurysm.; The patient has had a recent MRI or
CT for these symptoms.; There has been a
stroke or TIA within the past 2 weeks.; This is a
request for a Brain MRA.

2

Approval

Approval

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

There is not an immediate family history of
aneurysm.; The patient does not have a known
aneurysm.; The patient has had a recent MRI or
CT for these symptoms.; There has not been a
stroke or TIA within the past two weeks.; This is
a request for a Brain MRA.

5

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

There is not an immediate family history of
aneurysm.; The patient does not have a known
aneurysm.; The patient has not had a recent
MRI or CT for these symptoms.; There has been
a stroke or TIA within the past 2 weeks.; This is a
request for a Brain MRA.

7

Approval

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

There is not an immediate family history of
aneurysm.; The patient does not have a known
aneurysm.; The patient has not had a recent
MRI or CT for these symptoms.; There has not
been a stroke or TIA within the past two weeks.;
This is a request for a Brain MRA.

5

Neurology

Approval

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

Neurology

Approval

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Approval

Approval

There is not an immediate family history of
aneurysm.; The patient has a known aneurysm.;
This is a request for a Brain MRA.
This is a request for a head and neck MR
Angiogram.; There is not an immediate family
history of aneurysm.; The patient does not have
a known aneurysm.; The patient has had a
recent MRI or CT for these symptoms.; There
has been a stroke or TIA within the past 2
weeks.

2

2

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Approval

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

This is a request for a head and neck MR
Angiogram.; There is not an immediate family
history of aneurysm.; The patient does not have
a known aneurysm.; The patient has had a
recent MRI or CT for these symptoms.; There
has not been a stroke or TIA within the past two
weeks.; "There is not a sudden onset of onesided weakness, speech impairment, vision
defects or severe dizziness."; This patient had an
abnormal ultrasound of the neck.

Approval

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

Approval

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

unknown; There is not an immediate family
history of aneurysm.; The patient does not have
a known aneurysm.; The patient has had a
recent MRI or CT for these symptoms.; There
has not been a stroke or TIA within the past two
weeks.; This is a request for a Brain MRA.
unknown; This study is being ordered for
trauma or injury.; 1/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; seizures;
medication

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

WILL FAX NOTES; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; OCTOBER 2016; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; WILL
FAX NOTES; CAT scan of brain reviewed.
Reports reviewed. Nondepressed hairline
fracture of the right occipital calvarium
extending to the right skull base. Punctate
focus of pneumocephalus in the right posterior
cranial fossa noted. Trace fluid within the right
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1

1

1
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Neurology
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70547 Mr angiography
neck w/o dye

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; &lt; Enter date of
initial onset here - or Type In Unknown If No
Info Given &gt;; It is not known if there has
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
&lt; Describe primary symptoms here - or Type
In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

1

70547 Mr angiography
neck w/o dye

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; &lt; Enter date of
initial onset here - or Type In Unknown If No
Info Given &gt;; It is not known if there has
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
headaches, confusion, loss of balance, dropped
objects out of hands

1

70547 Mr angiography
neck w/o dye

Abnormal MRI 3/2/2017; There is a family
history of a brain aneurysm in the parent,
brother, sister or child of the patient.; This is a
request for a Brain and Neck MRA combination.;
There has NOT been a recent (less than 2 week)
neck or carotid artery ultrasound.

1

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology
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70547 Mr angiography
neck w/o dye

Approval

70547 Mr angiography
neck w/o dye

Rule out stroke, vertebral dissection, cerebral
sinus thrombosis; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; Unknown; There
has not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; Stroke, vertebral dissection, cerebral
sinus thrombosis
The patient has had a recent MRI or CT for
these symptoms.; This is a request for a Neck
MR Angiography.

70547 Mr angiography
neck w/o dye

The patient has not had a recent MRI or CT for
these symptoms.; There has been a stroke or
TIA within the past 2 weeks.; This is a request
for a Neck MR Angiography.

Approval

Approval

70547 Mr angiography
neck w/o dye

Approval

70547 Mr angiography
neck w/o dye

The patient has not had a recent MRI or CT for
these symptoms.; There has not been a stroke
or TIA within the past two weeks.; "There is a
sudden onset of one-sided weakness, speech
impairment, vision defects or severe dizziness.";
This is a request for a Neck MR Angiography.
This is a request for a head and neck MR
Angiogram.; There is not an immediate family
history of aneurysm.; The patient does not have
a known aneurysm.; The patient has had a
recent MRI or CT for these symptoms.; There
has been a stroke or TIA within the past 2
weeks.

1

3

5

2

2
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70547 Mr angiography
neck w/o dye
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70547 Mr angiography
neck w/o dye
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70547 Mr angiography
neck w/o dye
70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for a head and neck MR
Angiogram.; There is not an immediate family
history of aneurysm.; The patient does not have
a known aneurysm.; The patient has had a
recent MRI or CT for these symptoms.; There
has not been a stroke or TIA within the past two
weeks.; "There is not a sudden onset of onesided weakness, speech impairment, vision
defects or severe dizziness."; This patient had an
abnormal ultrasound of the neck.
This is a request for a Neck MR Angiography.;
The patient has one sided arm or leg weakness.;
The patient had an onset of neurologic
symptoms within the last two weeks.; It is
unknown if the patient had an ultrasound
(doppler) of the neck or carotis arteries.; The
patient does not have carotid (neck) artery
surgery.
This is a request for a Neck MR Angiography.;
The patient has one sided arm or leg weakness.;
The patient had an onset of neurologic
symptoms within the last two weeks.; The
patient has NOT had an ultrasound (doppler) of
the neck or carotid arteries.; The patient does
not have carotid (neck) artery surgery.

1

1

1

15

Neurology

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; &lt; Enter answer here - or
Type In Unknown If No Info Given. &gt;; This
request is for a Brain MRI; This request is for a
Brain MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of stroke or
aneurysm; Not requested for evaluation of
trauma/injury, tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; There are not recent neurological
symptoms such as one sided weakness, speech
impairments, or vision defects.; There is not a
family history (parent, sibling or child of the
patient) of AVM (arteriovenous malformation).;
The condition is not associated with headache,
blurred or double vision or a change in
sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic work-up
done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results was not
completed.; The patient is experiencing
dizziness.

1

Neurology

Neurology

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; It is unknown if the study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; Not
requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; It is not known if the condition is
associated with headache, blurred or double
vision or a change in sensation noted on exam.;
It is not known if a metabolic work-up done
including urinalysis, electrolytes, and complete
blood count with results completed.; The
patient does NOT have dizziness, fatigue or
malaise, Bell's Palsy, a congenital abnormality,
loss of smell, hearing loss or vertigo.

2

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; It is unknown if the study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient does not have dizziness, fatigue or
malaise, sudden change in mental status, Bell's
palsy, Congenital abnormality, loss of smell,
hearing loss or vertigo.; It is unknown why this
study is being ordered.

1

Neurology

Neurology

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The headache is described as
sudden and severe.; There are NO recent
neurological deficits on exam such as one sided
weakness, speech impairments or vision
defects.; There is not a new and sudden onset
of a headache less than 1 week not improved by
medications.; It is not known if there is a family
history (parent, sibling, or child) of stroke,
aneurysm, or AVM (arteriovenous
malformation)

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The patient has a chronic or
recurring headache.

3

Neurology

Neurology

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; This headache is not described
as sudden, severe or chronic recurring.; It is not
known if the headache is presenting with a
sudden change in severity, associated with
exertion, or a mental status change.; It is not
known if there are recent neurological
symptoms or deficits such as one sided
weakness, speech impairments, or vision
defects.; It is not known if there is a family
history (parent, sibling or child of the patient) of
AVM (arteriovenous malformation).

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; Not requested for
evaluation of trauma/injury, tumor,
stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; It is not known if the condition is
associated with headache, blurred or double
vision or a change in sensation noted on exam.;
It is not known if a metabolic work-up done
including urinalysis, electrolytes, and complete
blood count with results completed.; The
patient is experiencing dizziness.

1

Neurology

Neurology

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; Not requested for
evaluation of trauma/injury, tumor,
stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results was not
completed.; The patient does NOT have
dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's Palsy, a
congenital abnormality, loss of smell, hearing
loss or vertigo.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; Not requested for
evaluation of trauma/injury, tumor,
stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results was not
completed.; The patient is experiencing fatigue
or malaise.

1

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; Requested for
evaluation of seizures; There has been a
previous Brain MRI completed.; The brain MRI
was normal.

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; Requested for
evaluation of seizures; There has been a
previous Brain MRI completed.; The results of
the previous brain MRI are unknown.
&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The patient has
vertigo.; It is unknown why this study is being
ordered.

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; This study is being
ordered for seizures.; There has NOT been a
change in seizure pattern or a new seizure.; This
is not a new patient.

Approval

1

1

1

1

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; &lt; Enter date of
initial onset here - or Type In Unknown If No
Info Given &gt;; It is not known if there has
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
&lt; Describe primary symptoms here - or Type
In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; &lt; Enter date of
initial onset here - or Type In Unknown If No
Info Given &gt;; It is not known if there has
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
headaches, confusion, loss of balance, dropped
objects out of hands

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 01/01/2013; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
FACIL PAIN NUMBNESS DEGENERATIVE
CHANGES; MEDICATION

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 11/17/2016; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
mbr has numbness, weakness, vision issues and
eye pain with headaches and sleep disruption;
medication

1
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Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 12 years; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
muscle cramps, vertigo, diplopia, leg and arm
pain, having trouble with tripping and falling;
different doctors, patient still has worsening
symptoms

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 2014; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; Gait,
numbness, neck pain, back pain, headache, lack
of coordination , blurred vision , wwakness;
Medication

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 4-24-17; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
tingling and cramping; &lt; Describe treatment /
conservative therapy here - or Type In Unknown
If No Info Given &gt;

1
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Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 6/2016; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; SEEN
EAR NOSE AND THROST DOC // DEPLOPIA /
BALANCE ISSUES/ ACHING SENSATION / SCALP
TINGLING/ EARS ARE STOPPED UP POP WHEN
CHEW OR YARN FACIAL NUMBNESS /VERITGO /
HEART PALPUTATIONS WITH ALL SYMTHOMS/;
HEARING TEST/ VISIT PRIMARY CARE FOR
DIZZINESS

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; 20
years ago; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; headache

1
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Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
3/31/2015; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; &lt; Describe primary
symptoms here - or Type In Unknown If No Info
Given &gt;; medications,

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
4/2012; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; vision loss; Monthly
infusion, MRI and lab every 6 mo,

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 2/21/17; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; imbalance,
headache; &lt; Describe treatment /
conservative therapy here - or Type In Unknown
If No Info Given &gt;

1
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Neurology

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for Vascular Disease.; 01/25/2017; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
headaches, intermittent blurred vision, short
term memory problems; embolization of the
aneurysm

1

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient does not have a sudden severe,
chronic or recurring or a thunderclap headache.

1

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient has a chronic or recurring headache.

5

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient has vision changes.; The patient has
a sudden and severe headache.; The patient had
a recent onset (within the last 3 months) of
neurologic symptoms.

1
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Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; Not requested for evaluation of
trauma/injury, tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; It is not known if a metabolic work up
was done including urinalysis, electrolytes and
complete blood count with results completed.;
The patient is experiencing loss of smell.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; Not requested for evaluation of
trauma/injury, tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results completed.;
The lab results were normal; The patient does
NOT have dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's
Palsy, a congenital abnormality, loss of smell,
hearing loss or vertigo.
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Neurology

Neurology

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; Not requested for evaluation of
trauma/injury, tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results completed.;
The results of the lab tests are unknown.; The
patient does NOT have dizziness, fatigue or
malaise, Bell's Palsy, a congenital abnormality,
loss of smell, hearing loss or vertigo.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; Not requested for evaluation of
trauma/injury, tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results was not
completed.; The patient does NOT have
dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's Palsy, a
congenital abnormality, loss of smell, hearing
loss or vertigo.
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Neurology

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; Not requested for evaluation of
trauma/injury, tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results was not
completed.; The patient is experiencing fatigue
or malaise.

2

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; Not requested for evaluation of
trauma/injury, tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; It is not known if a
metabolic work-up done including urinalysis,
electrolytes, and complete blood count with
results completed.; The patient does NOT have
dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's Palsy, a
congenital abnormality, loss of smell, hearing
loss or vertigo.

2

Neurology
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Neurology

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; Requested for evaluation of
infection or inflammation; The patient does not
have a fever, stiff neck AND positive laboratory
findings (like elevated WBC or abnormal Lumbar
puncture fluid examination that indicate
inflammatory disease or an infection.; The
doctor does not note on exam that the patient
has delirium or acute altered mental status.;
The patient does not have a Brain CT showing
abscess, brain infection, meningitis or
encephalitis.
; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has a sudden change in
mental status.; It is unknown why this study is
being ordered.
; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST
70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; ; It is not known if there has been any
treatment or conservative therapy.;
; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ;
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1

1

1
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Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; severe headaches; over
the counter meds

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; ABOUT A YEAR AGO; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; ;
Medication and Dose&#x0D; Start Date&#x0D;
Sig Description&#x0D; Sample&#x0D;
Qty&#x0D; Vitamin D3 2,000 unit
capsule&#x0D; 06/30/2014&#x0D; &#x0D;
N&#x0D; 0&#x0D; trazodone 150 mg
tablet&#x0D; 05/01/2017&#x0D; TAKE 1
TABLET BY MOUTH EVERY DAY AT
BEDTIME&#x0D; N&#x0D; 30&#x0D; Depakote
500 mg tablet,delayed release&#x0D;
05/12/2017&#x0D;

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; Approximately 2013; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Constant
pain in his arms and legs and constant fatigue,
twitching, cramping, loss of feeling in
extremities.; Copaxone from 2013-2014: Patient
had to stop taking due to injection site side
effects

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; April 2016; There has been treatment
or conservative therapy.; fatigue, memory loss,
blurred vision, difficulty walking and with
balance, chronic pain bilaterally in lower
extremeties; Aubagio
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Approval
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Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; November 2015; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; tongue
numbness, numbness in hands and feet, blurred
vision, headaches, incontinence; Diomox 500mg
in morning to 1000mg in evening; diet change

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; original date of onset is unknown,
however patient stated that they saw another
neurologist previously for this same issue in
2011.; It is not known if there has been any
treatment or conservative therapy.;

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; pt has RR MS. pt has increased
weakness, gait instability, HA, tingling and
numbness that has just began.; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; pt has new
tingling and numbness, HA, weakness, fatigue
and gait instability; pt is on ampyra and Rebif for
his RR MS

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for Inflammatory/
Infectious Disease.; Symptoms began March
2017 started with numbness in feet that moved
up body into trunk and under breast around her
back; There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; numbness in bilateral lower extremity
into trunk and stops under breasts; treated with
prednisone and mobic without help
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70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; Approx 2006; It is not known
if there has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; Tingling and pain in extremities,
bladder incontinence, fatigue, muscle spasms,
muscle stiffness

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; march 2016; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Migraines
as well as neck pain and burning across shoulder
blades; naproxen 500mg as needed

1
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70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

1. *ha &#x0D; The patient presents with a
history of headaches. She says that these began
several years ago and have become worse and
more frequent. She denies any head or neck
injuries recently or any fevers or chills. When
they are more severe they're a; This request is
for a Brain MRI; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The headache is
described as chronic or recurring.; The
headache is not presenting with a sudden
change in severity, associated with exertion, or
a mental status change.; There are not recent
neurological symptoms or deficits such as one
sided weakness, speech impairments, or vision
defects.; There is not a family history (parent,
sibling or child of the patient) of AVM
(arteriovenous malformation).

1
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70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

1. *ha &#x0D; The patient presents with a
history of migraine headaches with associated
nausea as well as photo and phonophobia. She
says several years ago she had a scan of her
head which revealed "a calcium deposit"; she
couldn't provide any additional in; This request
is for a Brain MRI; The study is being requested
for evaluation of a headache.; The headache is
described as chronic or recurring.; The
headache is not presenting with a sudden
change in severity, associated with exertion, or
a mental status change.; There are not recent
neurological symptoms or deficits such as one
sided weakness, speech impairments, or vision
defects.; There is not a family history (parent,
sibling or child of the patient) of AVM
(arteriovenous malformation).

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

1. gait disturbance &#x0D; Variety of
complaints. Blurred vision for 2 months,
intermittent, hasn't had eye exam. Left eye.
Some eye pain, no diplopia.&#x0D; Bladder and
bowel incontinence, intermittent. PCP gives
meds, no evaluation. &#x0D; Forgetful, doesn't
cha; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has fatigue or malaise; It
is unknown why this study is being ordered.

1
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70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

1. Migraine &#x0D; Additional information:
Continues to have about 2 migraines per month
and but better than in the past. Block that she
had in January helped with that headache.
Unable to tolerate the Losartan. On MG but not
B2. IM Toradol when gets HA.; This request is
for a Brain MRI; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The headache is
described as chronic or recurring.; The
headache is not presenting with a sudden
change in severity, associated with exertion, or
a mental status change.; There are not recent
neurological symptoms or deficits such as one
sided weakness, speech impairments, or vision
defects.; There is not a family history (parent,
sibling or child of the patient) of AVM
(arteriovenous malformation).

1
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70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

1. tremor &#x0D; Onset was 1 month ago.
Additional information: occurs while working,
more on right side than left. Occ at rest
throughout body like a vibration. Occ hands
tingle driving and hs, rare feet. Marked fatigue,
no real weakness. Sister with MS.&#x0D;; This
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Not requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results completed.;
The lab results were normal; The patient is
experiencing fatigue or malaise.
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70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

1. Pathologic signal intensities in the left
temporal white matter and the left posterior
limb internal capsule/thalamic region. These are
unchanged since a prior study dated 10/3/2013.
2. There is a new area of increased signal
intensity in the left infe; This request is for a
Brain MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; Requested for
evaluation of stroke or aneurysm; There are not
recent neurological symptoms such as one sided
weakness, speech impairments, or vision
defects.; There is not a family history (parent,
sibling or child of the patient) of AVM
(arteriovenous malformation).

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

10/28/16 Brain MRI scattered hyperintensities
in subcortical and deep white matter that are
larger and more hyperintense, pt with new
onset of seizure like episodes approximately 2
weeks ago; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient does not have dizziness,
one sided arm or leg weakness, the inability to
speak, or vision changes.; The patient had a
recent onset (within the last 4 weeks) of
neurologic symptoms.; This study is being
ordered for Multiple Sclerosis.; The patient has
new symptoms.
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21-year-old lady with chronic daily headache. I
would like to get her on some amitriptyline. I
counseled her on medication overuse headache
however she is not using any abortive
medications at this time. I do think she needs
an MRI to ensure that there; This request is for
a Brain MRI; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The patient has a
chronic or recurring headache.
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27-year-old lady presents with concerns for
multiple sclerosis. Her sister has MS and had a
very unusual course and workup. Her sister had
a negative brain and cervical spine MRI.
Ultimately had 16 oligoclonal bands on lumbar
puncture.; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; unknown; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
The patient reports that she has numbness in
her left lateral calf. Some numbness in her left
toes on occasion. She is also reported urgency
incontinence. She has popping and twisting of
her neck. Seems to have gotten worse over
time. She has never h
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30y/o woman with new headaches and
frequent episodes of loss of consciousness.
Based on the description and rapid recovery,
syncope is most likely. Seizure should also be
ruled out. She will need workup for cardiac and
neurological causes for this.; This request is for
a Brain MRI; The study is NOT being requested
for evaluation of a headache.; The patient has
dizziness.; It is unknown why this study is being
ordered.
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30-year-old lady with several different issues.
Continue Keppra 1000 mg 3 times daily.
Increase gabapentin to 800 3 times a day. I am
fine with her having 10 tablets of 10 mg
diazepam to take if she gets the onset of the
shaking spells. High likelihoo; This request is for
a Brain MRI; The study is NOT being requested
for evaluation of a headache.; Requested for
evaluation of seizures; It is not known if there
has been a previous Brain MRI completed.
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32-year-old lady with what may have been
more like a posterior reversible
leukoencephalopathy syndrome than
uncomplicated preeclampsia. I am concerned
about possible brain damage done at the time
of her preeclampsia.; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; Not requested for
evaluation of trauma/injury, tumor,
stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; It is not known if a
metabolic work-up done including urinalysis,
electrolytes, and complete blood count with
results completed.; The patient does NOT have
dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's Palsy, a
congenital abnormality, loss of smell, hearing
loss or vertigo.
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33-year-old gentleman with 3 episodes of
syncope. I am very hesitant to call the seizure
without a better description. I am unsure what
happened in the classroom incident 2014.
There is no description of this episode other
than "seizure". At this poin; This request is for a
Brain MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; Requested for
evaluation of seizures; There has been a
previous Brain MRI completed.; The results of
the previous brain MRI are unknown.
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34y/o woman with anterior thigh pain with
workup most consistent with bilateral femoral
neuropathies of uncertain etiology. An upper
CNS lesion could also cause focal pain and has
not been ruled out.&#x0D; &#x0D; This 34 year
old female presents with Leg pain and ; This
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Not requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; It is not known if a
metabolic work-up done including urinalysis,
electrolytes, and complete blood count with
results completed.; The patient does NOT have
dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's Palsy, a
congenital abnormality, loss of smell, hearing
loss or vertigo.
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34-year-old white female with history of
Hodgkin's lymphoma which she is cured of
comes here for evaluation and treatment of
headaches.&#x0D; She started having
headaches 2 years ago. She says she wakes up
with the headaches. Headaches are sometimes
frontal, t; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has a chronic or
recurring headache.
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39-year-old lady with generalized tonic-clonic
seizures but also spells concerning for small
seizures. Start gabapentin working up to 300 mg
TID. Refer for sleep study to rule out OSA. She
has early morning headaches and loud snoring
at night. No previ; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; This study is being
ordered for seizures.; It is unknown if there has
there been a change in seizure pattern or a new
seizure.; This is not a new patient.
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40-year-old gentleman presents with syncope.
He was at work. He normally reports to work at
4:30 AM. He said he felt different and has some
difficulty describing his symptoms. He was not
sick. No fever. He said he felt like he couldn't
get enough ai; This request is for a Brain MRI;
The study is NOT being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; Not requested for evaluation of
trauma/injury, tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results was not
completed.; The patient is experiencing
dizziness.
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41y/o woman with left facial pain, neck pain,
and arm numbness following MVA. Her
symptoms are consistent with trigeminal
neuralgia of the left VII distribution. She also
seems to have some radicular complaints.; This
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient does not have dizziness, fatigue or
malaise, sudden change in mental status, Bell's
palsy, Congenital abnormality, loss of smell,
hearing loss or vertigo.; It is unknown why this
study is being ordered.
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49-year-old lady with headaches and some
visual auras.; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has a chronic or
recurring headache.
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54-year-old gentleman presents with a slowly
progressive memory loss. He reports that he
often forgets why he is doing something. If he
starts to walk to get an object. He may forget
what he is going to get. He eventually will
remember and is able to ; This request is for a
Brain MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; Not requested for
evaluation of trauma/injury, tumor,
stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results was not
completed.; The patient does NOT have
dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's Palsy, a
congenital abnormality, loss of smell, hearing
loss or vertigo.
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56 Year old female with new onset behavioral
outbursts, mood changes, memory loss who
hospitalized for possible manic episode after
extreme stressful event in November. Patient
states she was very depressed after the election
and was sleep deprived and wa; This request is
for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient does not have dizziness, one sided arm
or leg weakness, the inability to speak, or vision
changes.; The patient had a recent onset (within
the last 4 weeks) of neurologic symptoms.; This
study is being ordered for Multiple Sclerosis.;
The patient has new symptoms.
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61y/o man with right hand tremor. He has
findings of bradykinesia, right arm clumsiness,
gait changes, and masked facies on exam that
are very suggestive of a dopaminergic process,
likely parkinsonism. If his onset was really that
acute, stroke is possibl; This request is for a
Brain MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; Not requested for
evaluation of trauma/injury, tumor,
stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results was not
completed.; The patient does NOT have
dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's Palsy, a
congenital abnormality, loss of smell, hearing
loss or vertigo.
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72-year-old lady with what may be a thalamic
infarct on the right.; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
DECEMBER 2016; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; numbness in the left
upper and lower extremity.She has a patch of
left facial numbness as well.; SHE'S HAD A
CARDIOLOGY WORK UP INCLUDING EKG, STRESS
TEST. ALSO NEUROSURGERY WORK UP AFTER A
BLEED IN 2013.
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Abnormal MRI brain w/o on 03/27/2017.
Showed small foci of the cortical diffusion signal
abnormality in the RIGHT posterior parietal and
occipital lobes may represent cortical infracts;
This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; Patient has been having
headaches and vision problems for 5 months.;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Stated that she woke up one day and
started having vision problems. Headaches and
vision changes. Stated that she can see half of
vision or no vision in the right eye. Stated that
the left eye happens sometimes but right is
worse. Patient did have a M; Patient is taking
Amitriptyline for her headaches
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Abnormal Neurologic Exam.; This study is being
ordered for a neurological disorder.;
01/01/2017; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Left side paresis, Ataxic
gait; Physical Therapy, Daily ASA
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also sensitivity to light, dizziness, and nausea;
This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 1/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; daily
migraines, neck pain, numbness, tingling,;
medication
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AMBETTER PLUS DOUBLE STUDY PLUS MRA
EQUALS AUTOMATIC REVIEW, WILL JUST FAX
NOTES; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is not a hematologist/
oncologist.
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Angel Carver is a 41 year old female seen in the
clinic today for numbness follow up. patient
stated she still is having numbness in her hands
along with muscle cramps and neck pain. Stated
that she also has problems with walking due to
pain in her feet. ; This request is for a Brain MRI;
The study is NOT being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The patient does not have
dizziness, fatigue or malaise, sudden change in
mental status, Bell's palsy, Congenital
abnormality, loss of smell, hearing loss or
vertigo.; It is unknown why this study is being
ordered.
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Assessment/ Plan&#x0D; 59y/o woman with
worsening gait imbalance and resting tremor.
She is bradykinetic on exam with parkinsonian
features. Her family history certainly raises
concern for Fahr's disease, especially
considering the degree of instability and tr; This
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Not requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; It is not known if a
metabolic work-up done including urinalysis,
electrolytes, and complete blood count with
results completed.; The patient does NOT have
dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's Palsy, a
congenital abnormality, loss of smell, hearing
loss or vertigo.
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Assessment/ Plan&#x0D; 62y/o woman with
extensive family history of NF, likely type 1, as
well as reportedly her own positive genetic
testing. Cafe au lait spots on exam and
perineural cysts on MRI confirm this. These
cysts may explain much of her pain. Overly; This
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Not requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; It is not known if a
metabolic work-up done including urinalysis,
electrolytes, and complete blood count with
results completed.; The patient does NOT have
dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's Palsy, a
congenital abnormality, loss of smell, hearing
loss or vertigo.
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Based on the patient symptoms we need to do
MRI of the brain and cervical and thoracic with
and without contrast to evaluate for multiple
sclerosis; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 04/26/2017; There has
not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; Patient is experience numbness in
upper and lower Extremities, Gait Dysfunction
and Bilateral Leg Weakness
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bells palsy. Patient stated she started having
symptoms over two months ago. Stated that
she had left sided facial droop and went to ED.
Explained that she received steroids and an
antiviral while in the ED. Stated that she also
uses artificial tears at t; This request is for a
Brain MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; There is not a new
and sudden onset of a headache less than 1
week not improved by medications.; There is
not a family history (parent, sibling, or child) of
stroke, aneurysm, or AVM (arteriovenous
malformation); Not requested for evaluation of
trauma/injury, tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The patient has Bell's Palsy.
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Bilateral hand tremors neck pain, hand pain,
and pain all over. history of anxiety, depression,
migraines, DDD, psychosomatic conversion
disorder fibromyalgia , Currently on aspirin,
gabapentin, and Cymbalta. Motor: on exam
Strength 5/5 in al major muscle; This request is
for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; Not
requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; It is not known if the condition is
associated with headache, blurred or double
vision or a change in sensation noted on exam.;
A metabolic work-up done including urinalysis,
electrolytes, and complete blood count with
results was not completed.; The patient does
NOT have dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's
Palsy, a congenital abnormality, loss of smell,
hearing loss or vertigo.
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Brittnie Caudle is a 30 year old female seen in
the clinic today for memory loss. Patient stated
this started about 6 month ago. Stated that I am
unable to carry on conversations because I will
forget what I said. Complained of having
problems with photop; This request is for a
Brain MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; Not requested for
evaluation of trauma/injury, tumor,
stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; It is not known if a
metabolic work-up done including urinalysis,
electrolytes, and complete blood count with
results completed.; The patient is experiencing
dizziness.
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Cedric Johnson is now a 45 year old right
handed African American male referred for
evaluation and management of headaches that
have bothered him since April 15, 2016 when he
was thrown off the second floor during a
robbery. Patient landed on his head de; This
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient has a chronic or recurring headache.
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complaints today. She says she cannot feel
when she passes urine or stools. She does not
have saddle anesthesia. She feels the touch in
her perineal area. She also does not feel pain
during blood draws or after recent fall when she
hit her head. stroke, e; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; UNKNOWN; It is not known if
there has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; complaints today. She says she cannot
feel when she passes urine or stools. She does
not have saddle anesthesia. She feels the touch
in her perineal area. She also does not feel pain
during blood draws or after recent fall when she
hit her head. Had a str
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constant numbness and tingling in all
extremities worse in the left, balance issues,
walking sideways, walking into walls, trouble
concentrating, and difficulty thinking; This study
is being ordered for a neurological disorder.; 6
to 7 years ago; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; constant numbness and
tingling in all extremities worse in left, balance
issues, walking sideways, walking into walls,
trouble concentrating, and difficulty thinking;
gabapentin, lyrica, OTC aleve,
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Derek Mayo is a 28 year old male seen in the
clinic today for tingling and numbness. Patient
stated this started in 2011. Stated that he was
driving home and all of a sudden his left arm
started hurting and became numb. Explained
that he felt like it was; This study is being
ordered for a neurological disorder.; year 2011;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Tingling and Numbness , barely walk
to for 2 weeks after the episode. weakness,
Problems with urination. Vision problems.;
Currently on Lexapro AND Xanax
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Doctor wants to check for a flair up of MS; This
study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; MS flair up 5-1-2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Increased
falls, blurred vision, fatigue and hand shaking;
MS Meds
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double study and MRA means automatic
review, will just fax notes; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; double study and MRA means
automatic review, will just fax notes; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
double study and MRA means automatic
review, will just fax notes; double study and
MRA means automatic review, will just fax
notes
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Double study plus Ambetter equals automatic
review...will just fax notes.; This study is being
ordered for a neurological disorder.; MARCH
2015; There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Double study plus Ambetter equals
automatic review...will just fax notes.; Double
study plus Ambetter equals automatic
review...will just fax notes.
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Enter answer hereHEADACHES, MUSCLE
WEAKNESS UPPER EXTREMITIES, TRANSIENT
LIMB WEAKNESS UPPER EXTREMITIES,
NUMBNESS AND TINGLING UPPER EXTREMITIES
- or Type In Unknown If No Info Given.; This
study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; Enter date of initial onset here
HEADACHES AND CERVICAL RADICULOPATHYor Type In Unknown If No Info Given; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Describe primary symptoms hereHEADACHES
BEHIND LEFT EYE OR LEFT TEMPORAL AREA,
NECK PAIN WITH NUMBNESS AND TINGLING BIL
UPPER EXTREMETIES- or Type In Unknown If No
Info Given; Describe treatment /MEDICATIONS:
TYLENOL AND IBUPROFEN PRN conservative
therapy here - or Type In Unknown If No Info
Given
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Enter answer hereSPEECH DISTURBANCE,
ABNORMAL MRI BRAIN - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given.; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; Enter date of initial onset
here ABNORMAL MRI BRAIN, DEMYELINATION
WITHIN THE LEFT FRONTAL CENTRUM
SEMIOVALE. SPEECH DISTURBANCE- or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given; It is not known if
there has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; Describe primary symptoms
hereTREMORS AND SPEECH DISTURBANCES - or
Type In Unknown If No Info Given
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evaluate multiple sclerosis; This study is being
ordered for a neurological disorder.; &lt; Enter
date of initial onset here - or Type In Unknown
If No Info Given &gt;; There has not been any
treatment or conservative therapy.; neuropathy
and weakness of limbs
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EVALUATION OF CHOROIDAL FISSURE CYST
AND DEVELOPMENTAL VASCULAR ANOMALY
NOTED ON PREVIOUS MRI DONE 9/2014.; This
study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 2014; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; INCREASE IN
SEIZURES,HEADACHES CHOROIDAL FISSURE
CYST, DEVELOPMENTAL VASCULAR ANOMALY
NOTE ON PREVIOUS BRAIN MRI IN 2014;
KEPPRA, DEPAKOTE,
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family history of aneurysms; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 2/2/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; chronic
migranes; botox injections for chronic migranes
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follow up to 2008 MRI to make sure no changes
have occurred; This study is being ordered for
Congenital Anomaly.; since birth; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; foot
disformity , malformation of the brain,
obstruction of cerebrospinal fluid outflow;
genetic testing,
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headache &#x0D; &#x0D; begin after MVA
2/24/17 &#x0D; head went back , hit on head
on seat &#x0D; no LOC &#x0D; &#x0D; did not
have imaging of head &#x0D; &#x0D; of
avulsion fx of neck , scheduled to see ortho this
week &#x0D; no paresthesia &#x0D; no
weakness &#x0D; &#x0D; no prior headaches
&#x0D; &#x0D; now headaches dai; This study is
being ordered for trauma or injury.;
02/24/2017; There has not been any treatment
or conservative therapy.; headache &#x0D;
&#x0D; begin after MVA 2/24/17 &#x0D; head
went back , hit on head on seat &#x0D; no LOC
&#x0D; &#x0D; did not have imaging of head
&#x0D; &#x0D; of avulsion fx of neck ,
scheduled to see ortho this week &#x0D; no
paresthesia &#x0D; no weakness &#x0D;
&#x0D; no prior headaches &#x0D; &#x0D; now
headaches dai
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HEADACHE DISORDER,CHRONIC DAILY
HEADACHES X 3 YEARS,PRESSURE
SENSATIONS,FRONTAL HEADACHES,RULE OUT
TUMOR; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The headache is described as chronic
or recurring.; The headache is not presenting
with a sudden change in severity, associated
with exertion, or a mental status change.; There
are not recent neurological symptoms or
deficits such as one sided weakness, speech
impairments, or vision defects.; There is not a
family history (parent, sibling or child of the
patient) of AVM (arteriovenous malformation).
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headaches &#x0D; daily &#x0D; &#x0D; began
1 year &#x0D; worsening &#x0D; &#x0D;
&#x0D; 1980s, hit in head with bat , no LOC , dx
concussion &#x0D; &#x0D; no recent brain
imaging &#x0D; &#x0D; &#x0D; headaches
&#x0D; left side, throbbing pressure &#x0D;
daily&#x0D; resolved with OTC ibuprofen
&#x0D; wake up with HA &#x0D; hx HTN,
controll; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has a chronic or
recurring headache.
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headaches have worsened since second steroid
injection and moved up her neck to her head.;
This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 11/01/2016; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Feels like a
muscle spasm at the base of her skull. It has
moved up onto the skull itself. Happens for a
split second to a few seconds. Can happen
several times per day. Felt like her ear needed
to pop.; medication management and steroid
injection
headaches.; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has a chronic or
recurring headache.
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History / Dx: R25.3 Muscle twitch &#x0D;
History / Dx: Man with ADHD and depression,
on Wellbutrin and Adderall.&#x0D; For several
yrs , was working nights, taking restoril to help
him sleep. ~1y/a Developed spells of rhythmic
twitches of L arm that would sprea; This request
is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT being
requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of seizures; There has
been a previous Brain MRI completed.; The
brain MRI was normal.
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History of Present Illness&#x0D; This 63 year
old male presents with memory loss.&#x0D; Mr.
Rodger is a 63y/o man presenting for evaluation
of memory problems. He has an extensive
family history of Alzheimer's disease with both
his mother and maternal grandmothe; This
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Not requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; It is not known if a
metabolic work-up done including urinalysis,
electrolytes, and complete blood count with
results completed.; The patient does NOT have
dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's Palsy, a
congenital abnormality, loss of smell, hearing
loss or vertigo.
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History of stroke, Dizziness; This request is for a
Brain MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; Requested for
evaluation of stroke or aneurysm; There are not
recent neurological symptoms such as one sided
weakness, speech impairments, or vision
defects.; There is not a family history (parent,
sibling or child of the patient) of AVM
(arteriovenous malformation).
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Intractable hand shaking, history of temporal
encephalomalacia.; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The patient does not
have dizziness, fatigue or malaise, sudden
change in mental status, Bell's palsy, Congenital
abnormality, loss of smell, hearing loss or
vertigo.; It is unknown why this study is being
ordered.
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Known Chiari malformation with cervicalgia and
intractable headaches.; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 6 years; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; intractable
headaches, known chiari malformation;
Topiramate for headaches
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last MRI was in 2015, evaluate epilepsy; This
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of seizures; There has
been a previous Brain MRI completed.; The
brain MRI was normal.
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Memory impairment, Neurological
examination does not show any focal deficits.On
MoCA she scored 13/30. Lost 3 points in
Executive domain, 3 points in attention, 3 points
language, 1 point in abstraction, 5 points and
delayed recall, 2 points in orientati; This request
is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient has a sudden change in mental status.; It
is unknown why this study is being ordered.
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Memory loss, Amnesia-retrograde; This request
is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient has a sudden change in mental status.; It
is unknown why this study is being ordered.
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memory loss. Patient stated her symptoms
started in January 2017 and has gotten worse
recently. Stated that she also has problems with
staring off spells. Family member stated those
spells even happen while she is driving. Patient
stated I will be focused; This request is for a
Brain MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; Not requested for
evaluation of trauma/injury, tumor,
stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results was not
completed.; The patient does NOT have
dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's Palsy, a
congenital abnormality, loss of smell, hearing
loss or vertigo.
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Meningioma; This request is for a Brain MRI;
The study is NOT being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; Not requested for evaluation of
trauma/injury, tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results was not
completed.; The patient does NOT have
dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's Palsy, a
congenital abnormality, loss of smell, hearing
loss or vertigo.

Migraine 2. Headache &#x0D; Severity:
moderate. It occurs weekly. The problem is
worse. Location is entire head. Context: history
of migraine. Symptom is aggravated by stress
and weather. Relieving factors include
prescription drugs. Associated symptom; This
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient has a chronic or recurring headache.
MIGRAINES; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has a chronic or
recurring headache.
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Miss Hailee Arnoult presents to the Neurology
Clinic today as a New Patient for Pseudotumor
Cerebri. She has been evaluated by an eye
doctor, and has had a CT scan and LP. She
reports after the LP her headaches improved
greatly for several weeks then slow; This
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient does not have dizziness, fatigue or
malaise, sudden change in mental status, Bell's
palsy, Congenital abnormality, loss of smell,
hearing loss or vertigo.; It is unknown why this
study is being ordered.
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MOM CALLED TO REPORT SZ AND INCREASE
HEADACHES. PREVIOUS MRI SHOWED STABLE
LEFT FRONTAL LESION. FOCAL LEFT FRONTAL
LOBE LESION PRIMARILY INVOLVING WHITE
MATTER LIKELY REPRESENTING AN AREA OF
FOCAL DEMYELINATION; This request is for a
Brain MRI; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The headache is
described as chronic or recurring.; It is not
known if the headache is presenting with a
sudden change in severity, associated with
exertion, or a mental status change.; It is not
known if there are recent neurological
symptoms or deficits such as one sided
weakness, speech impairments, or vision
defects.; It is not known if there is a family
history (parent, sibling or child of the patient) of
AVM (arteriovenous malformation).
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Mrs. Shana Lindsey presents to the Neurology
Clinic today as a New Patient for Migraines. She
also has a Pituitary tumor. This has been
followed in the past and at one point she was
treat because she was symptomatic with it. She
thinks the last time she t; This request is for a
Brain MRI; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The patient has a
chronic or recurring headache.
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Ms. Denielle Pease presents to the Neurology
Clinic today as a New Patient for Headaches.
She reports the first headaches she can
remember was when she was 16 after an
epidural. She had the worst headache ever that
lasted about 2 months before it finally ; This
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient has a chronic or recurring headache.
ms; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 01/01/2014; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
migraines; ms; medications;
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MUSCLE LESIONS, R/O CORD LESION AND
MALIGENCY; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 12/03/2013;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; HEADACHES, FORGETFULNESS,
FATIGUE, ANXIETY, JOINT PAIN,
DEPRESSION,RESTLESS LEGS, CRYING SPELLS,
POSSIBLE WHITE MATTER DISEASE;
MEDICATIONS
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New onset BLE numbness and weakness;
urinary incontinence; extreme fatigue; gait
disturbance - history suspicious for MS; This
study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 1 month&#x0D; Hx of similar
symptoms that occurred 10 years ago, lasted for
a couple weeks then resolved (very suspicious
for MS); There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; New onset BLE
numbness and weakness; urinary incontinence;
extreme fatigue; gait disturbance - history
suspicious for MS; He has tried medications
including Neurontin and muscle relaxers. He has
seen PT and a podiatrist
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Paresthesia of skin (R20.2).&#x0D; The patient
complains of some intermittent paresthesias
about her left face, sometimes with a slight
twitching in the left corner of her mouth.
Structural abnormalities need to be ruled out so
she will have an MRI brain scan; This request is
for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient has dizziness.; It is unknown why this
study is being ordered.
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PARESTHESIAS ON LEFT WITH NUMBNESS AND
PAIN,AND HEADACHES&#x0D; R/O:MS; This
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient does not have dizziness, one sided
arm or leg weakness, the inability to speak, or
vision changes.; The patient had a recent onset
(within the last 4 weeks) of neurologic
symptoms.; This study is being ordered for
Multiple Sclerosis.; The patient has new
symptoms.
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Parkinson's and essential tremors patient is
having difficulty with cognitive tasks and holding
things; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study
is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; Not requested for evaluation of
trauma/injury, tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results was not
completed.; The patient does NOT have
dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's Palsy, a
congenital abnormality, loss of smell, hearing
loss or vertigo.
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Patient estimates 15 falls over last 6 weeks.
When she bends forward she loses her balance
and continues to fall. At times, looking up
overhead she will fall backwards. Even to put
things in the dishwasher will cause her to fall
over forward.; This request is for a Brain MRI;
The study is NOT being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; Not requested for evaluation of
trauma/injury, tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results was not
completed.; The patient does NOT have
dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's Palsy, a
congenital abnormality, loss of smell, hearing
loss or vertigo.
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Patient has family history of migraines and
strokes through her father and brain aneurysm
through her uncle.; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
09/07/2016; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Patient has headaches
and migraines. Headache occurs all over her
head. States, "It feels like someone is inside of
my head trying to get out." Complained of
nausea, photophobia, phonophobia, and neck
pain with her migraines. Stated she also has
neck ; Patient has failed Propranolol,
Topomax,Verapamil, Nortipptyline, Lamictal,
and Gabapentin.
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Patient has known case of Multiple Sclerosis
with increasing symptoms.; This study is being
ordered for a neurological disorder.; diagnosed
with multiple sclerosis 20+ years ago.; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
confirmed Multiple Sclerosis. Known
lesions.&#x0D; paroxysmal parethesia, R leg
numbness and Bilateral upper extremity
numbness. severe heat intolerance.; patent has
been on Betaseron injections for 15 years in the
past for Multiple Sclerosis
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Patient has left sided bells palsy, facial droop
and his eye is almost completely closed. Patient
is also having headaches that are getting
progressively worse. Pain starts in the back of
head and moves to the front of head above left
eye.; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as sudden and
severe.; There are NO recent neurological
deficits on exam such as one sided weakness,
speech impairments or vision defects.; There is
a new and sudden onset of a headache less than
1 week not improved by medications.; The
headache is not described as a “thunderclap” or
the worst headache of the patient’s life.
patient has never had MRI of brain for
evaluation of HA.; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The patient has a chronic or
recurring headache.
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Patient having problems with memory,
addresses, phone numbers and often repeats
conversations; This request is for a Brain MRI;
The study is NOT being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The patient has a sudden
change in mental status.; It is unknown why this
study is being ordered.
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Patient is a 21-year-old woman with history of
seizure disorder, who is here for migraines and
recurrent seizures. Since last visit she has had
one seizure. She describes episode as feeling
shaky followed by tensing up and losing focus.
The patient's boyf; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The patient has a chronic or
recurring headache.
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Patient is a 45-year-old man with history
hypertension, anxiety, who is here for follow up.
He was started on Amitriptyline at last visit but
he missed follow up appointment due to
moving and ran out of medicine. He states the
medication did help him sle; This request is for a
Brain MRI; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The patient has a
chronic or recurring headache.
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Patient is a 61-year-old man who was referred
here for evaluation of episode of mental status
changes. The episode occurred on March 26,
2017. Apparently the night before he took some
cold medicine and Benadryl. Next morning he
developed unsteady gait, ; This request is for a
Brain MRI; It is unknown if the study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; Not
requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results completed.;
The results of the lab tests are unknown.; The
patient does NOT have dizziness, fatigue or
malaise, Bell's Palsy, a congenital abnormality,
loss of smell, hearing loss or vertigo.
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Patient is having progressive memory
disturbance that is getting worse. Also patient is
having vertigo and gait disturbance.; This
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Not requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results was not
completed.; The patient is experiencing vertigo
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Patient is having spells in change of awareness.
She just zones out, she can hear everyone
talking but can't respond. Has staring spells.
Body gets stiff. Then when she comes around
she is confused and tired. Patient is also having
spells in her sleep pe; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; Requested for
evaluation of seizures; It is not known if there
has been a previous Brain MRI completed.
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Patient passed out unexplained; This request is
for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient does not have dizziness, fatigue or
malaise, sudden change in mental status, Bell's
palsy, Congenital abnormality, loss of smell,
hearing loss or vertigo.; It is unknown why this
study is being ordered.
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Patient reports that starting last month she has
been having problems with her balance, vision,
headaches, and dizzy spells. Patient reports that
the balance problems are daily and are not
associated with the dizziness. Patient reports
that her headaches ; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The patient has vision changes.;
The patient has a sudden and severe headache.;
The patient had a recent onset (within the last 3
months) of neurologic symptoms.
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patient stated she started having headaches 6
months ago. stated that she used to have
headaches in the past but they started getting
worse recently. Complained of daily headaches
that occur on the back of her neck and on her
temple area. also complained ; This request is
for a Brain MRI; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The patient has a
sudden and severe headache.; The patient has
NOT had a recent onset (within the last 3
months) of neurologic symptoms.
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patient was diagnosed with multiple sclerosis in
2009. He has some worsening of symptoms with
increase in fatigue, vision loss etc.; This study is
being ordered for a neurological disorder.; ;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; patient has known Multiple Sclerosis;
patient was started on MS therapy at time of
diagnosis in 2009. He was first on Copaxone and
then Gilenya.
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Patient was seen in clinic for fibromyalgia and
memory loss. Symptoms have been getting
worse over the last few months. She has family
history of muscular dystrophy through mom and
brother. She is currently on Gabapentin 600mg
TID, vitamin D weekly, an; This request is for a
Brain MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The patient does not
have dizziness, fatigue or malaise, sudden
change in mental status, Bell's palsy, Congenital
abnormality, loss of smell, hearing loss or
vertigo.; It is unknown why this study is being
ordered.
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previous brain mri done 2005, frequent
seizures.; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; Requested for evaluation of
seizures; There has been a previous Brain MRI
completed.; The brain MRI was normal.
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Probable intracranial hypertension with
headache, diplopia, tinnitus, and papilledema most likely due to idiopathic intracranial
hypertension (pseudotumor cerebri).&#x0D;
Papilledema is evident on examination.
Increased intracranial pressure is the likely ; This
study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; ince January Mrs. Hensley has had
headache, intermittent double vision, and also
tinnitus. Her optometrist found evidence of
papilledema. Brain CT has been benign. Toni
Womble suggested consideration of treatment
with acetazolamide and neurology referr; There
has not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; Mrs. Hensley has had headache,
intermittent double vision, and also tinnitus.
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Provider requesting Brain MRI to rule out
MS/CVA. Patient having multiple symptoms
that have progressed in just a short time.; This
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient does NOT have a recent onset
(within the last 4 weeks) of neurologic
symptoms.; This study is being ordered for
Multiple Sclerosis.; This study is NOT being
ordered as a 12 month annual follow up.; The
patient has new symptoms.
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Provider would like to rule out a demyelinating
disease as a previous MRI of brain and MRI of
cervical spine showed nonspecific scattered
T2white matter foci, but these were performed
without contrast.; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
Patient states symptoms started approximately
a year ago.; It is not known if there has been
any treatment or conservative therapy.; The
patient continues to have numbness across her
lips and on the bottom part of her face. She
also has numbness in her arms, hands, and feet
that is intermittent. She feels weak in her arms
and it appears that she has 4/5 weakness in
both arms along wi
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pt brain mri was abnormal; This request is for a
Brain MRI; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The patient has a
chronic or recurring headache.
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Pt having migraines without aura; This request
is for a Brain MRI; The study is being requested
for evaluation of a headache.; The patient has a
chronic or recurring headache.
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r/o Devic's disease; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 10 years ago; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
severe headaches, neuro myelitis optica,
location of headaches in corners of both eyes;
treated by pcp w/OTC medications for
headaches, getting increasingly worse. when
she was 13 she was diagnosed with Devic's
disease
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R/O MS&#x0D; The patient presents with a
number of different symptoms. She seems to
be complaining of prominent fatigue and also
says that at times she feels some
"fasciculations" particularly in her muscles
around her knees. She reports that she's had
some; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study
is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; Requested for evaluation of Multiple
Sclerosis; The patient has not undergone
treatment for multiple sclerosis.; There are not
intermittent or new neurological symptoms or
deficits such as one-sided weakness, speech
impairments, or vision defects.
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r/o stroke; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The headache is described as chronic
or recurring.; The headache is not presenting
with a sudden change in severity, associated
with exertion, or a mental status change.; There
are not recent neurological symptoms or
deficits such as one sided weakness, speech
impairments, or vision defects.; There is not a
family history (parent, sibling or child of the
patient) of AVM (arteriovenous malformation).
R/O structural abnormalities; This study is being
ordered for Congenital Anomaly.; 2009; There
has not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; Seizures, headaches and loss of
conciousness
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referred by pcp for sleeping issues &#x0D;
&#x0D; trouble with being sleepy during day
&#x0D; fell asleep yesterday at gas pump
&#x0D; fell asleep at work, lost job &#x0D; fell
asleep driving &#x0D; &#x0D; falling asleep ok
&#x0D; goes to bed around 9-930pm &#x0D;
wake up a lot during night &#x0D; wake u; This
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient has a chronic or recurring headache.
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Rule out CVA or cervical disc herniation; This
study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 6 months; There has been treatment
or conservative therapy.; Headaches; Physical
therapy, OTC and RX pain medications, and
activity modification.
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rule out Multiple Sclerosis, Pt is having blurred
vision, dizziness, fatigue, and lightheadedness.;
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient has dizziness.; The patient had a
recent onset (within the last 4 weeks) of
neurologic symptoms.; This study is being
ordered for Multiple Sclerosis.; The patient has
new symptoms.
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Rule out stroke, vertebral dissection, cerebral
sinus thrombosis; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; Unknown; There
has not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; Stroke, vertebral dissection, cerebral
sinus thrombosis
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Ruthie Doby is a 53 year old female seen in the
clinic today for memory loss. Family member
stated this has been going on for 7 months.
Family member stated her attitude has
changed, more mood swings, forgetfulness, and
unable to do things she used to do.; This
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Not requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results was not
completed.; The patient does NOT have
dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's Palsy, a
congenital abnormality, loss of smell, hearing
loss or vertigo.

1

Neurology

Neurology

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Schizophrenia symptoms; This request is for a
Brain MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; Not requested for
evaluation of trauma/injury, tumor,
stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; It is not known if the condition is
associated with headache, blurred or double
vision or a change in sensation noted on exam.;
A metabolic work-up done including urinalysis,
electrolytes, and complete blood count with
results was not completed.; The patient is
experiencing vertigo
severe migraines; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The patient has a chronic or
recurring headache.

1

1

Neurology

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

She comes in for memory loss. She is very
repetitive in conversation. Her mother had
Alzheimer's. She was a heavy drinker for about
3 years before her mother died but no longer
drinks.; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; Not requested for evaluation of
trauma/injury, tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results completed.;
The results of the lab tests are unknown.; The
patient does NOT have dizziness, fatigue or
malaise, Bell's Palsy, a congenital abnormality,
loss of smell, hearing loss or vertigo.
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Neurology

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

She had a spell about a week ago. She was in
the shower and she collapsed down. Yelled for
her mom.&#x0D; &#x0D; Over the last few
weeks it sounds as if stress levels have been
building up. She is living with her mom and dad
in a 3 bedroom trailer. There are 2 ; This
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient has dizziness.; The patient had a
recent onset (within the last 4 weeks) of
neurologic symptoms.; This study is being
ordered for Multiple Sclerosis.; The patient has
new symptoms.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

She is having headaches, memory problems,
and blurred vision.; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The patient has vision changes.;
The patient has a sudden and severe headache.;
The patient had a recent onset (within the last 3
months) of neurologic symptoms.

1

Neurology

Neurology

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

since this is ambetter and double study,
request will automatically go to review. will just
fax notes.; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; since this is ambetter
and double study, request will automatically go
to review. will just fax notes.; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; since this is
ambetter and double study, request will
automatically go to review. will just fax notes.;
since this is ambetter and double study, request
will automatically go to review. will just fax
notes.
spells; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study
is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has a chronic or
recurring headache.

1

1
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Neurology

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Symptoms started in April 2017. He is sudden
onset of warm rush/tingling feeling in the head.
A week later he had similar symptoms and this
time it was associated with tingling in the right
upper extremity. The tingling feeling lasts for a
few seconds to ; This request is for a Brain MRI;
The study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The headache is described as chronic
or recurring.; It is not known if the headache is
presenting with a sudden change in severity,
associated with exertion, or a mental status
change.; It is not known if there are recent
neurological symptoms or deficits such as one
sided weakness, speech impairments, or vision
defects.; It is not known if there is a family
history (parent, sibling or child of the patient) of
AVM (arteriovenous malformation).

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient has been having headaches which
she states have been affecting her memory.
She is having difficulty with recall and forgetting
what she is saying mid sentence. Having
problems with concentration; This request is for
a Brain MRI; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The patient has a
chronic or recurring headache.
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Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient is a 62-year-old woman who comes
in with an unusual story. About seven years
ago, she was working outside all day and at the
end of the day she had trouble walking. She
ended up crawling into the house. She lay on
the couch and her children; This request is for a
Brain MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; Not requested for
evaluation of trauma/injury, tumor,
stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results was not
completed.; The patient is experiencing fatigue
or malaise.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient is a pleasant 48-year-old male with
a history of a generalized seizure disorder here
for follow-up. Since his last visit, he has had one
breakthrough generalized seizure which was at
bedtime. He states that his girlfriend or his
mother usual; This request is for a Brain MRI;
The study is NOT being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; Requested for evaluation of
seizures; There has been a previous Brain MRI
completed.; The brain MRI was normal.
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Neurology

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient presents with a two-year history of
recurring throbbing headaches which are
associated with nausea as well as photo and
phonophobia. He sometimes says that certain
odors such as perfume can trigger the
headaches. He denies any fevers or chil; This
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
headache is described as chronic or recurring.;
The headache is not presenting with a sudden
change in severity, associated with exertion, or
a mental status change.; There are not recent
neurological symptoms or deficits such as one
sided weakness, speech impairments, or vision
defects.; There is not a family history (parent,
sibling or child of the patient) of AVM
(arteriovenous malformation).

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The pt has a history of CVA as well as TIA; This
study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 02/13/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Right sided
numbness. Facial numbness. Memory loss;
Aggrenox and Plavix. Aspirin 81mg

1

Neurology

Neurology

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This 53 year old female presents with migraines
and arm pain.&#x0D; Ms. Camp is a 53y/o
woman presenting for evaluation of headaches
and left arm pain. She was in an MVA in 2014
which resulted in worsening of her baseline
migraines. She had rare migraines from; This
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
headache is described as chronic or recurring.;
The headache is not presenting with a sudden
change in severity, associated with exertion, or
a mental status change.; There are not recent
neurological symptoms or deficits such as one
sided weakness, speech impairments, or vision
defects.; There is not a family history (parent,
sibling or child of the patient) of AVM
(arteriovenous malformation).

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a recurrent problem. The current
episode started more than 1 year ago. The
problem occurs constantly (Patient states she
has a headache everyday. Patient states her
headache never go away it only increases or
decreases in intensity.). The problem ; This
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient has a chronic or recurring headache.
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Neurology

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Internal Auditory Canal
MRI.; There is not a suspected Acoustic
Neuroma or tumor of the inner or middle ear.;
There is not a suspected cholesteatoma of the
ear.; The patient has had a recent brain CT or
MRI within the last 90 days.; There are no
neurologic symptoms or deficits such as onesided weakness, speech impairments, vision
defects or sudden onset of severe dizziness.;
This is not a pre-operative evaluation for a
known tumor of the middle or inner ear.
This request is for a Brain MRI; It is unknown if
the study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; This study is being ordered for
Parkinson's disease.; This study is being ordered
for a new patient to this office.
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as chronic or
recurring.; It is not known if the headache is
presenting with a sudden change in severity,
associated with exertion, or a mental status
change.; There are recent neurological
symptoms or deficits such as one sided
weakness, speech impairments, or vision
defects.

1

1

1
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Neurology

Neurology

Approval

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as chronic or
recurring.; The headache is not presenting with
a sudden change in severity, associated with
exertion, or a mental status change.; There are
not recent neurological symptoms or deficits
such as one sided weakness, speech
impairments, or vision defects.; There is a family
history (parent, sibling or child of the patient) of
AVM (arteriovenous malformation).

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as chronic or
recurring.; The headache is not presenting with
a sudden change in severity, associated with
exertion, or a mental status change.; There are
recent neurological symptoms or deficits such
as one sided weakness, speech impairments, or
vision defects.

45

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as chronic or
recurring.; The headache is presenting with a
sudden change in severity, associated with
exertion, or a mental status change.
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Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as sudden and
severe.; There are NO recent neurological
deficits on exam such as one sided weakness,
speech impairments or vision defects.; There is
not a new and sudden onset of a headache less
than 1 week not improved by medications.;
There is a family history (parent, sibling, or
child) of stroke, aneurysm, or AVM
(arteriovenous malformation)

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as sudden and
severe.; There recent neurological deficits on
exam such as one sided weakness, speech
impairments or vision defects.
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient had a thunderclap headache or
worst headache of the patient's life (within the
last 3 months).

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient has one sided arm or leg weakness.;
The patient has a sudden and severe headache.;
The patient had a recent onset (within the last 3
months) of neurologic symptoms.

Approval

1
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8

5
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Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
This headache is not described as sudden,
severe or chronic recurring.; The headache is
not presenting with a sudden change in severity,
associated with exertion, or a mental status
change.; There are recent neurological
symptoms or deficits such as one sided
weakness, speech impairments, or vision
defects.
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
This headache is not described as sudden,
severe or chronic recurring.; The headache is
presenting with a sudden change in severity,
associated with exertion, or a mental status
change.

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Not requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; The patient does
NOT have dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's
Palsy, a congenital abnormality, loss of smell,
hearing loss or vertigo.

Approval

5

2
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Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Not requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; The patient is
experiencing dizziness.

16

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Not requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; The patient is
experiencing fatigue or malaise.

4

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Not requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; The patient is
experiencing vertigo
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Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Not requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results completed.;
The lab results were abnormal; The patient does
NOT have dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's
Palsy, a congenital abnormality, loss of smell,
hearing loss or vertigo.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Not requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The patient has not undergone
treatment for a congenital abnormality (such as
hydrocephalus or craniosynostosis).; There are
recent neurological symptoms or deficits such
as one-sided weakness, speech impairments, or
vision defects.; The patient has a congenital
abnormality.
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Approval

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested due to trauma or injury.; There are
new, intermittent symptoms or deficits such as
one sided weakness, speech impairments, or
vision defects.

5

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of infection or
inflammation; The patient has a fever, stiff neck
AND positive laboratory findings (like elevated
WBC or abnormal Lumbar puncture fluid
examination that indicate inflammatory disease
or an infection.

2

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of Multiple Sclerosis;
The patient has not undergone treatment for
multiple sclerosis.; There are intermittent or
new neurological symptoms or deficits such as
one-sided weakness, speech impairments, or
vision defects.

16

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of Multiple Sclerosis;
The patient has undergone treatment for
multiple sclerosis.
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Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of seizures; There has
been a previous Brain MRI completed.; The
brain MRI was abnormal.

19

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of seizures; There has
not been a previous Brain MRI completed.
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70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of stroke or
aneurysm; There are recent neurological
symptoms such as one sided weakness, speech
impairments, or vision defects.
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of tumor; A biopsy has
been completed to determine tumor tissue
type.

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of tumor; A biopsy has
not been completed to determine tumor tissue
type.; There are recent neurological symptoms
such as one-sided weakness, speech
impairments, or vision defects.

Approval
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Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of tumor; It is not
known if a biopsy has been completed to
determine tumor tissue type.; There are recent
neurological symptoms such as one-sided
weakness, speech impairments, or vision
defects.

2

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient has one sided arm or leg weakness.;
The patient had a recent onset (within the last 4
weeks) of neurologic symptoms.; This study is
being ordered for Multiple Sclerosis.; The
patient has new symptoms.

10

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient has one sided arm or leg weakness.;
The patient had a recent onset (within the last 4
weeks) of neurologic symptoms.; This study is
being ordered for stroke or TIA (transient
ischemic attack).

7

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient has vision changes.; The patient had
a recent onset (within the last 4 weeks) of
neurologic symptoms.; There has been a recent
assessment of the patient's visual acuity.; This
study is being ordered for Multiple Sclerosis.;
The patient has new symptoms.
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Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
This study is being ordered for a tumor.
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
This study is being ordered for and infection or
inflammation.
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
This study is being ordered for Multiple
Sclerosis.; The patient is taking Tysabri
(Natalizumab).
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
This study is being ordered for Multiple
Sclerosis.; This study is being ordered as a 12
month annual follow up.; This is a routine follow
up.
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
This study is being ordered for seizures.; There
has been a change in seizure pattern or a new
seizure.

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
This study is being ordered for seizures.; There
has NOT been a change in seizure pattern or a
new seizure.; This is a new patient.

Approval

7

3

2
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Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

TO Rule out CVA due to sudden onset of
dizziness; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has dizziness.; It is
unknown why this study is being ordered.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

to rule out progressive bulbar palsy or other
posterior circulation lesion; This request is for a
Brain MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The patient does not
have dizziness, fatigue or malaise, sudden
change in mental status, Bell's palsy, Congenital
abnormality, loss of smell, hearing loss or
vertigo.; It is unknown why this study is being
ordered.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unable to communicate; This request is for a
Brain MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The patient has a
sudden change in mental status.; It is unknown
why this study is being ordered.
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Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Unknown. Please see notes.; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; Unknown. Please see notes.;
It is not known if there has been any treatment
or conservative therapy.; Unknown. Please see
notes.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Unknown; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; Not requested for evaluation of
trauma/injury, tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results completed.;
The lab results were normal; The patient does
NOT have dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's
Palsy, a congenital abnormality, loss of smell,
hearing loss or vertigo.
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Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; Not requested for evaluation of
trauma/injury, tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results was not
completed.; The patient does NOT have
dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's Palsy, a
congenital abnormality, loss of smell, hearing
loss or vertigo.

unknown; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; Requested for evaluation of Multiple
Sclerosis; The patient has not undergone
treatment for multiple sclerosis.; There are not
intermittent or new neurological symptoms or
deficits such as one-sided weakness, speech
impairments, or vision defects.
unknown; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; November 2016; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
severe dizziness, neck stiffness and neck pain,
gait imbalance, can not walk normally,;
medications

1

1
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Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; unknown; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; Left
arm burning and pins &amp; needles sensation.
Constant involuntary movement of left arm.
Constant discomfort in that arm. Fatigue; 46year-old lady with multiple sclerosis. She likely
needs to file for disability. We will help her with
any paperwork needed. She has constant
movement in her left arm. Symptoms of
burning, tingling and incoordination are
worsening. She had her last

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

WILL FAX NOTES; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; Not requested for
evaluation of trauma/injury, tumor,
stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results was not
completed.; The patient does NOT have
dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's Palsy, a
congenital abnormality, loss of smell, hearing
loss or vertigo.
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Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

WILL FAX NOTES; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; OCTOBER 2016; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; WILL
FAX NOTES; CAT scan of brain reviewed.
Reports reviewed. Nondepressed hairline
fracture of the right occipital calvarium
extending to the right skull base. Punctate
focus of pneumocephalus in the right posterior
cranial fossa noted. Trace fluid within the right

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

WILL JUST FAX NOTES AS THIS IS A DOUBLE
STUDY WHICH MEANS AUTOMATIC REVIEW.;
This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; JANUARY 2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Woman
with onset January 2017 of painful numbness
and weakness in the legs, with paresthesias
going up into the trunk. Fairly benign exam, but
cannot stand up from a squat, and has reduced
light touch in the toes and along the thoracic
spine.&#x0D; MRI T-spin; GABAPENTIN

1
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70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Woman with chronic headaches with some
migraine features since a motor vehicle accident
July 2016. Also some neck pain, sometimes
radiating down the right arm. Insurance refused
MRI C-spine unless she failed physical
therapy.&#x0D; On atenolol. Elavil didn'; This
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
headache is described as chronic or recurring.;
The headache is not presenting with a sudden
change in severity, associated with exertion, or
a mental status change.; There are not recent
neurological symptoms or deficits such as one
sided weakness, speech impairments, or vision
defects.; There is not a family history (parent,
sibling or child of the patient) of AVM
(arteriovenous malformation).

1
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70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Woman with headaches since an MVA in 1997,
becoming chronic migraine in 2016, with daily
headache with migraine features. Pain gets up
to 9-10/10 up to 4 days per week, 4-5/10 the
other days.&#x0D; Failed Cymbalta, Imitrex.
Avoiding Topamax and Depakote due ; This
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of tumor; A biopsy has
not been completed to determine tumor tissue
type.; There are not recent neurological
symptoms such as one-sided weakness, speech
impairments, or vision defects.; There is not a
new and sudden onset of headache (less than 1
week) not improved by pain medications.; The
tumor is not a pituitary tumor or pituitary
adenoma.
Worst headache of pt life,; This request is for a
Brain MRI; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The patient has
dizziness.; The patient has a sudden and severe
headache.; The patient had a recent onset
(within the last 3 months) of neurologic
symptoms.

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

"The ordering physician IS a surgeon,
pulmonologist or PCP ordering on behalf of a
specialist who has seen the patient."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for known or suspected
inflammatory disease or pneumonia.; Yes this is
a request for a Diagnostic CT

Approval

1

1

2
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71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

"There IS evidence of a lung, mediastinal or
chest mass noted within the last 30 days."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is not a hematologist/
oncologist.
A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study
is being ordered for known tumor.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Family HX of lung cancer, father and brother; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The study is
being ordered for none of the above.; This study
is being ordered for non of the above.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

Approval

1

1

1

1
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71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Myasthenia gravis, Fatigable weakness in
bilateral deltoids, Neurological examination
shows fatigable right ptosis, vertical diplopia on
sustained upgaze, fatigable weakness in
bilateral deltoids consistent with generalized
myasthenia gravis. Although ant; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The study is
being ordered for none of the above.; This study
is being ordered for non of the above.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

There is radiologic evidence of non-resolving
pneumonia for 6 weeks after antibiotic
treatment was prescribed.; A Chest/Thorax CT is
being ordered.; This study is being ordered for
known or suspected inflammatory disease or
pneumonia.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

71550 MRI CHEST

; This study is NOT being ordered for a Work-up
for Suspicious Mass, Known Tumor, Known or
Suspected Inflammatory Disease, etc...; This is a
request for a chest MRI.

1
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71550 MRI CHEST

1. *paresthesias &#x0D; The patient presents
with a history of intermittent paresthesias
involving his left arm and hand. He says this
began several years ago when he had a gunshot
wound to his left upper arm which she says
traveled down through his thoraci; This study is
NOT being ordered for a Work-up for Suspicious
Mass, Known Tumor, Known or Suspected
Inflammatory Disease, etc...; This is a request
for a chest MRI.

1

71550 MRI CHEST

Stated that he has lost strength in his left hand.
Numbness. stated that it has happened for the
last month. Stated that he woke up one day and
his hand wasn't working right. stated he has
problems with neck pain and had fusion surgery
about 10 years ago.; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; Unknown; It is not
known if there has been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; lost strength in left hand.
Numbness. neck pain numbness in thumb and
on the dorsal part of the hand. weakness in left
hand

1

71550 MRI CHEST

This is to obtain views of the Brachial Plexus;
This study is NOT being ordered for a Work-up
for Suspicious Mass, Known Tumor, Known or
Suspected Inflammatory Disease, etc...; This is a
request for a chest MRI.
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71550 MRI CHEST

Approval

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for follow-up to
trauma.; "The ordering physician is not a
surgeon, pulmonologist, or cardiologist."; There
is radiologic evidence of mediastinal widening.;
This is a request for a chest MRI.
&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is not to be part
of a Myelogram.; This is a request for a Cervical
Spine CT; Call does not know if there is a reason
why the patient cannot have a Cervical Spine
MRI.

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

This study is not to be part of a Myelogram.;
This is a request for a Cervical Spine CT; This
study is being ordered due to neurological
deficits.; The patient is experiencing or
presenting symptoms of lower extremity motor
weakness documented on physical exam.; There
is a reason why the patient cannot have a
Cervical Spine MRI.

1

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

This study is not to be part of a Myelogram.;
This is a request for a Cervical Spine CT; This
study is being ordered due to neurological
deficits.; The patient is experiencing or
presenting symptoms of radiculopathy.; There is
a reason why the patient cannot have a Cervical
Spine MRI.

1
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Approval

1

1

Approval

72128 CT THORACIC
SPINE, UPPER BACK NO
CONTRAST

Approval

72128 CT THORACIC
SPINE, UPPER BACK NO
CONTRAST

Neurology

Approval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

Neurology

Approval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

Neurology

Neurology

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; &lt; Enter date of
initial onset here - or Type In Unknown If No
Info Given &gt;; It is not known if there has
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
&lt; Describe primary symptoms here - or Type
In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;
; This is a request for a thoracic spine CT.; There
is no reason why the patient cannot undergo a
thoracic spine MRI.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient does not have a history of severe low
back trauma or lumbar injury.; This is a
preoperative or recent post-operative
evaluation.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT
This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient does not have a history of severe low
back trauma or lumbar injury.; This is not a
preoperative or recent postoperative
evaluation.; This study is not part of a
myelogram or discogram.; The patient is
experiencing symptoms of radiculopathy for six
weeks or more.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

1

1
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72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK
72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient does not have a history of severe low
back trauma or lumbar injury.; This is not a
preoperative or recent postoperative
evaluation.; This study is to be part of a
myelogram or discogram.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient has a history of severe low back trauma
or lumbar injury.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

1

6

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; &lt; Enter date of
initial onset here - or Type In Unknown If No
Info Given &gt;; It is not known if there has
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
&lt; Describe primary symptoms here - or Type
In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

2

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 01/01/2013; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
FACIL PAIN NUMBNESS DEGENERATIVE
CHANGES; MEDICATION

1
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 11/17/2016; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
mbr has numbness, weakness, vision issues and
eye pain with headaches and sleep disruption;
medication

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 12 years; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
muscle cramps, vertigo, diplopia, leg and arm
pain, having trouble with tripping and falling;
different doctors, patient still has worsening
symptoms

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 2014; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; Gait,
numbness, neck pain, back pain, headache, lack
of coordination , blurred vision , wwakness;
Medication

1
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 3-2016; There has
not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; r upper extremity weakness and
numbness associated with headaches, syncope,
black outs, abnormal gait, unstable, tender c
spine, r tenderness t spine, r shoulder arm drop
2 inches over 30 secs. grip on r hand 4+ out of 5,
decreased sensation on r side of

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; 2
years ago; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; tingling and numbness;
nerve conduction study was done
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
3/31/2015; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; &lt; Describe primary
symptoms here - or Type In Unknown If No Info
Given &gt;; medications,

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 2/21/17; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; imbalance,
headache; &lt; Describe treatment /
conservative therapy here - or Type In Unknown
If No Info Given &gt;

1
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute
or Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is reflex abnormality.; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; There is not xray evidence of a recent cervical spine fracture.;
Hyperreflexic
; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.

1
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; ABOUT A YEAR AGO; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; ;
Medication and Dose&#x0D; Start Date&#x0D;
Sig Description&#x0D; Sample&#x0D;
Qty&#x0D; Vitamin D3 2,000 unit
capsule&#x0D; 06/30/2014&#x0D; &#x0D;
N&#x0D; 0&#x0D; trazodone 150 mg
tablet&#x0D; 05/01/2017&#x0D; TAKE 1
TABLET BY MOUTH EVERY DAY AT
BEDTIME&#x0D; N&#x0D; 30&#x0D; Depakote
500 mg tablet,delayed release&#x0D;
05/12/2017&#x0D;

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; Approximately 2013; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Constant
pain in his arms and legs and constant fatigue,
twitching, cramping, loss of feeling in
extremities.; Copaxone from 2013-2014: Patient
had to stop taking due to injection site side
effects

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; April 2016; There has been treatment
or conservative therapy.; fatigue, memory loss,
blurred vision, difficulty walking and with
balance, chronic pain bilaterally in lower
extremeties; Aubagio
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; Gait abnormality&#x0D; and muscle
atrophy; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Gait ABnormality and
Muscle atrophy; medication

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; November 2015; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; tongue
numbness, numbness in hands and feet, blurred
vision, headaches, incontinence; Diomox 500mg
in morning to 1000mg in evening; diet change

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; original date of onset is unknown,
however patient stated that they saw another
neurologist previously for this same issue in
2011.; It is not known if there has been any
treatment or conservative therapy.;

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; Patient stated this started "several
years ago"; It is not known if there has been any
treatment or conservative therapy.; shaking,
jerking, gait disturbance, imbalance, numbness
of extremeties

1
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; pt has RR MS. pt has increased
weakness, gait instability, HA, tingling and
numbness that has just began.; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; pt has new
tingling and numbness, HA, weakness, fatigue
and gait instability; pt is on ampyra and Rebif for
his RR MS

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for Inflammatory/
Infectious Disease.; Symptoms began March
2017 started with numbness in feet that moved
up body into trunk and under breast around her
back; There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; numbness in bilateral lower extremity
into trunk and stops under breasts; treated with
prednisone and mobic without help

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; Approx 2006; It is not known
if there has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; Tingling and pain in extremities,
bladder incontinence, fatigue, muscle spasms,
muscle stiffness
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; unknown; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; a burning
sensation in her legs and continuous HA.;
Patient has tried numerous medications with
minimal success.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

27-year-old lady presents with concerns for
multiple sclerosis. Her sister has MS and had a
very unusual course and workup. Her sister had
a negative brain and cervical spine MRI.
Ultimately had 16 oligoclonal bands on lumbar
puncture.; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; unknown; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
The patient reports that she has numbness in
her left lateral calf. Some numbness in her left
toes on occasion. She is also reported urgency
incontinence. She has popping and twisting of
her neck. Seems to have gotten worse over
time. She has never h
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

53-year-old lady with what am afraid his a
spinal cord compression. Her arms do not have
increased tone which raised the possibility that
it may be a thoracic lesion instead of cervical.;
This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; August 2016; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; ; patient
had lumbar MRI, has been prescribed a cane,
brain MRI was done

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

56 y/o woman with worsening sensory loss. Her
MRI c-spine has patchy white matter lesions
highly suggestive of a demyelinating disorder
such as multiple sclerosis. She is back on the
walker full time, she has fallen 4x in the last
week, her right side is ; This is a request for
cervical spine MRI; It is not known if there is
laboratory evidence of osteomyelitis.; Known or
Suspected Multiple Sclerosis, Infection or
abscess; It is not known if there is laboratory or
x-ray evidence of meningitis.; It is not known if
there is laboratory or x-ray evidence of a
paraspinal abscess.; It is not known if there is
laboratory or x-ray evidence of an infected disc,
septic arthritis, or "discitis".

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Abnormal Neurologic Exam.; This study is being
ordered for a neurological disorder.;
01/01/2017; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Left side paresis, Ataxic
gait; Physical Therapy, Daily ASA
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Based on the patient symptoms we need to do
MRI of the brain and cervical and thoracic with
and without contrast to evaluate for multiple
sclerosis; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 04/26/2017; There has
not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; Patient is experience numbness in
upper and lower Extremities, Gait Dysfunction
and Bilateral Leg Weakness

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

constant numbness and tingling in all
extremities worse in the left, balance issues,
walking sideways, walking into walls, trouble
concentrating, and difficulty thinking; This study
is being ordered for a neurological disorder.; 6
to 7 years ago; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; constant numbness and
tingling in all extremities worse in left, balance
issues, walking sideways, walking into walls,
trouble concentrating, and difficulty thinking;
gabapentin, lyrica, OTC aleve,

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Demyelinating disease; This study is being
ordered for a neurological disorder.;
06/29/2016; There has not been any treatment
or conservative therapy.; Right thorax
numbness, right lower extremity numbness
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Derek Mayo is a 28 year old male seen in the
clinic today for tingling and numbness. Patient
stated this started in 2011. Stated that he was
driving home and all of a sudden his left arm
started hurting and became numb. Explained
that he felt like it was; This study is being
ordered for a neurological disorder.; year 2011;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Tingling and Numbness , barely walk
to for 2 weeks after the episode. weakness,
Problems with urination. Vision problems.;
Currently on Lexapro AND Xanax

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

double study + ambetter = automatic clinical
review, will just fax notes; This study is being
ordered for a neurological disorder.; 2012;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; double study + ambetter = automatic
clinical review, will just fax notes; double study
+ ambetter = automatic clinical review, will just
fax notes

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Double study plus Ambetter equals automatic
review...will just fax notes.; This study is being
ordered for a neurological disorder.; MARCH
2015; There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Double study plus Ambetter equals
automatic review...will just fax notes.; Double
study plus Ambetter equals automatic
review...will just fax notes.
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Enter answer hereHEADACHES, MUSCLE
WEAKNESS UPPER EXTREMITIES, TRANSIENT
LIMB WEAKNESS UPPER EXTREMITIES,
NUMBNESS AND TINGLING UPPER EXTREMITIES
- or Type In Unknown If No Info Given.; This
study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; Enter date of initial onset here
HEADACHES AND CERVICAL RADICULOPATHYor Type In Unknown If No Info Given; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Describe primary symptoms hereHEADACHES
BEHIND LEFT EYE OR LEFT TEMPORAL AREA,
NECK PAIN WITH NUMBNESS AND TINGLING BIL
UPPER EXTREMETIES- or Type In Unknown If No
Info Given; Describe treatment /MEDICATIONS:
TYLENOL AND IBUPROFEN PRN conservative
therapy here - or Type In Unknown If No Info
Given

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Enter answer hereSPEECH DISTURBANCE,
ABNORMAL MRI BRAIN - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given.; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; Enter date of initial onset
here ABNORMAL MRI BRAIN, DEMYELINATION
WITHIN THE LEFT FRONTAL CENTRUM
SEMIOVALE. SPEECH DISTURBANCE- or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given; It is not known if
there has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; Describe primary symptoms
hereTREMORS AND SPEECH DISTURBANCES - or
Type In Unknown If No Info Given
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

evaluate multiple sclerosis; This study is being
ordered for a neurological disorder.; &lt; Enter
date of initial onset here - or Type In Unknown
If No Info Given &gt;; There has not been any
treatment or conservative therapy.; neuropathy
and weakness of limbs

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

follow up to 2008 MRI to make sure no changes
have occurred; This study is being ordered for
Congenital Anomaly.; since birth; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; foot
disformity , malformation of the brain,
obstruction of cerebrospinal fluid outflow;
genetic testing,

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Intractable chronic migraine without aura and
without status migrainosus (G43.719).&#x0D; I
discussed the differential diagnosis of migraine
and why I think these headaches are migraines.
Went over risk factors that can be modified.
Handout given with supple; This is a request for
cervical spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck
and/or back pain; The patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There
is no weakness or reflex abnormality.; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; There is not xray evidence of a recent cervical spine fracture.
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Known Chiari malformation with cervicalgia and
intractable headaches.; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 6 years; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; intractable
headaches, known chiari malformation;
Topiramate for headaches

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Migraine headaches and neck pain; This study is
being ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 01/01/2016; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Neck pain,
Muscle weakness and joint pain,; Neck and back
surgery
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Motor Exam: no discernible laterality in the
uppers. normal tone in the uppers. Decreased
tone in the left lower. 0/5 in HF, HE, KE, KF, DF,
PF in the left. No abduction and adduction.
&#x0D; Sensory Exam: absent PP in the left leg.
Felt slight vibration at th; This study is being
ordered for a neurological disorder.; 2003;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; complete loss of of use in left lower
extremity. Right arm progressively weaker and
numb. loss of bladder control. occasional facial
numbness. abdominal pain. episodes of loss of
consciousness. whole body spasms.; he has had
extensive GI and orthopedic work-ups.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

MS Follow up &#x0D; The patient is a pleasant
32 year old female with a history of multiple
sclerosis here for follow-up. The patient had an
extensive heavy burden of lesions in her brain
and cervical and thoracic cord. and placed on
Tysabri after her diagnosi; This is a request for
cervical spine MRI; There is no laboratory or xray evidence of osteomyelitis.; Known or
Suspected Multiple Sclerosis, Infection or
abscess; There is not laboratory or x-ray
evidence of meningitis.; There is not laboratory
or x-ray evidence of a paraspinal abscess.; There
is not laboratory or x-ray evidence of an
infected disc, septic arthritis, or "discitis".
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

ms; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 01/01/2014; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
migraines; ms; medications;
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

MUSCLE LESIONS, R/O CORD LESION AND
MALIGENCY; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 12/03/2013;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; HEADACHES, FORGETFULNESS,
FATIGUE, ANXIETY, JOINT PAIN,
DEPRESSION,RESTLESS LEGS, CRYING SPELLS,
POSSIBLE WHITE MATTER DISEASE;
MEDICATIONS
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Negative MS panels can be seen in 5-10 % of
MS patients. I have reviewed her brain images
and some of the lesions to have an appearance
as seen in demyelinating disease but overall the
findings are mild thus I'm still not convinced
that this is MS. Given ; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 5/17/17; It is not known if
there has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; Tight band around her stomach and
back. balance, worsens her balance and new
onset bladder dysfunction too.
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SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

New onset BLE numbness and weakness;
urinary incontinence; extreme fatigue; gait
disturbance - history suspicious for MS; This
study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 1 month&#x0D; Hx of similar
symptoms that occurred 10 years ago, lasted for
a couple weeks then resolved (very suspicious
for MS); There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; New onset BLE
numbness and weakness; urinary incontinence;
extreme fatigue; gait disturbance - history
suspicious for MS; He has tried medications
including Neurontin and muscle relaxers. He has
seen PT and a podiatrist
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Parasethsis; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 1/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Pain and
weakness in lower extremities, headache,
numbness in arms; Medications
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient has known case of Multiple Sclerosis
with increasing symptoms.; This study is being
ordered for a neurological disorder.; diagnosed
with multiple sclerosis 20+ years ago.; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
confirmed Multiple Sclerosis. Known
lesions.&#x0D; paroxysmal parethesia, R leg
numbness and Bilateral upper extremity
numbness. severe heat intolerance.; patent has
been on Betaseron injections for 15 years in the
past for Multiple Sclerosis

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient is a 36 year old female seen in the clinic
on 05/16/17 for follow up. Patient stated she
has a pacemaker but it is MRI compatible and
has had 2 MRIs since getting it placed. Stated
that she saw Dr. Doyle and was told that "there
is pressure on my ; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 3 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

patient was diagnosed with multiple sclerosis in
2009. He has some worsening of symptoms with
increase in fatigue, vision loss etc.; This study is
being ordered for a neurological disorder.; ;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; patient has known Multiple Sclerosis;
patient was started on MS therapy at time of
diagnosis in 2009. He was first on Copaxone and
then Gilenya.
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SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient was seen in clinic on March 6, 2017 and
again on May 23, 2017 with same symptoms.
She states the pelvic pain and other symptoms
are debilitating and getting worse.; This study is
being ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; Unknown; It is not known if
there has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; Patient complains of unidentifiable
pelvic pain, profound fatigue, and
tremulousness instability.
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Possible MS. Noted positive oligoclonal bands
on CSF. Of note, patient's brother was
diagnosed with MS this past month. To
complete patient's workup for positive findings
on CSF studies, will send for an MRI scan of her
cervical and Thoracic spine to loo; This study is
being ordered for a neurological disorder.;
Unknown; It is not known if there has been any
treatment or conservative therapy.; Blurred
Vision, facial pain , headaches, Trigeminal
Neuralgia
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Provider would like to rule out a demyelinating
disease as a previous MRI of brain and MRI of
cervical spine showed nonspecific scattered
T2white matter foci, but these were performed
without contrast.; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
Patient states symptoms started approximately
a year ago.; It is not known if there has been
any treatment or conservative therapy.; The
patient continues to have numbness across her
lips and on the bottom part of her face. She
also has numbness in her arms, hands, and feet
that is intermittent. She feels weak in her arms
and it appears that she has 4/5 weakness in
both arms along wi
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Pt heard a pop. Now has diminished grip
strength.; This is a request for cervical spine
MRI; Trauma or recent injury; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; His grip
strength is diminished. Atrophy of the deltoid
muscle.; It is not known if the patient has new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; It is not known if there is x-ray
evidence of a recent cervical spine fracture.
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

r/o cervical radiculopathy; This is a request for
cervical spine MRI; Neurological deficits; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is reflex
abnormality.; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent cervical spine fracture.; 2+ throughout
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

r/o Devic's disease; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 10 years ago; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
severe headaches, neuro myelitis optica,
location of headaches in corners of both eyes;
treated by pcp w/OTC medications for
headaches, getting increasingly worse. when
she was 13 she was diagnosed with Devic's
disease
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Rule out CVA or cervical disc herniation; This
study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 6 months; There has been treatment
or conservative therapy.; Headaches; Physical
therapy, OTC and RX pain medications, and
activity modification.
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

She also continues to have neck pain. She
sometimes has pain that shoots down either
one of her arms. She also stated she has some
paresthesia symptoms. She has some of
weakness in her arms and legs; This is a request
for cervical spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck
and/or back pain; The patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There
is no weakness or reflex abnormality.; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; It is not known if
there is x-ray evidence of a recent cervical spine
fracture.
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

She also had an MRI scan of her brain showed
extensive white matter disease concerns for
demyelinating process at white county
memorial in November 2016. After consultation
appointment with Dr. daaif at Baptist neurology
patient was sent for an EEG which ; This study is
being ordered for a neurological disorder.;
November 2016; It is not known if there has
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
New onset behavioral outbursts, mood changes,
memory loss.
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

started that he has lost strength in his left
hand. Numbness. Stated that it has happened
for the last month. Stated that he woke up one
day and his had wasn't working right. stated he
has problems with neck pain and had fusion
surgery, about 10 years ago; This is a request for
cervical spine MRI; Neurological deficits; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is weakness.; Cannot
dorsiflex the left hand. Can't extend fingers or
wrist. Finger abduction and adduction present;
The patient does not have new signs or
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.;
There is not x-ray evidence of a recent cervical
spine fracture.
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient has failed a course of antiinflammatory medication or steroids.; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; There has been a
supervised trial of conservative management
for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or Chronic neck
and/or back pain; No, the patient does not
demonstrate neurological deficits.; It is not
known if this patient had a recent course of
supervised physical Therapy.
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient has failed a course of antiinflammatory medication or steroids.; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; There has been a
supervised trial of conservative management
for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or Chronic neck
and/or back pain; Yes, the patient demonstrate
neurological deficits.; No, there is not a
documented evidence of extremity weakness
on physical examination.; No, there is no
evidence of recent development of unilateral
muscle wasting.; No, this patient did not have a
recent course of supervised physical Therapy.
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient is not presenting new symptoms.;
This study is being ordered for follow-up.; This is
a request for cervical spine MRI; "The patient is
being seen by or is the ordering physician an
oncologist, neurologist, neurosurgeon, or
orthopedist."; The last cervical spine MRI was
performed within the last 6 months.; Known
Tumor with or without metastasis;
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient does have new signs or
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; Yes, the patient
demonstrate neurological deficits.; No, there is
not a documented evidence of extremity
weakness on physical examination.; Yes, there is
evidence of recent development of unilateral
muscle wasting.
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; Yes, the patient
demonstrate neurological deficits.; yes, there is
a documented evidence of extremity weakness
on physical examination.

59

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Known
or Suspected Multiple Sclerosis, Infection or
abscess; ; No, the patient does not have new or
changing neurological signs or symptoms.; yes,
there are documented clinical findings of
Multiple sclerosis.
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Known
or Suspected Multiple Sclerosis, Infection or
abscess; Yes, the patient have new or changing
neurological signs or symptoms.; No, the patient
is not experiencing or presenting new
symptoms of upper extremity weakness?; No,
the patient is not demonstrating unilateral
muscle wasting.; Yes, the patient is experiencing
or presenting new symptoms of Bowel or
bladder dysfunction.; yes, there are
documented clinical findings of Multiple
sclerosis.
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Known
or Suspected Multiple Sclerosis, Infection or
abscess; Yes, the patient have new or changing
neurological signs or symptoms.; No, the patient
is not experiencing or presenting new
symptoms of upper extremity weakness?; Yes,
the patient is demonstrating unilateral muscle
wasting.; yes, there are documented clinical
findings of Multiple sclerosis.
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Known
or Suspected Multiple Sclerosis, Infection or
abscess; Yes, the patient have new or changing
neurological signs or symptoms.; Yes, the
patient is experiencing or presenting new
symptoms of upper extremity weakness.; yes,
there are documented clinical findings of
Multiple sclerosis.
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SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Neurological deficits; 28y/o man with right
sided headaches with pressure behind the eye.
Migraine or cluster headaches are possible. His
right arm symptoms are suggestive of cervical
radiculopathy.; No, the patient is not
experiencing or presenting new symptoms of
upper extremity weakness?; No, the patient is
not demonstrating unilateral muscle wasting.;
No, the patient is not experiencing or presenting
new symptoms of Bowel or bladder
dysfunction.; Yes, the patient is experiencing
new onset of parathesia diagnosed by a
neurologist.; No, the patient is not experiencing
or presenting x-ray evidence of a recent
fracture.
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SPINE OR NECK SPINE
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This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Neurological deficits; History / Dx: G95.9
Myelopathy &#x0D; History / Dx: She's having
pain in her right thoracic region.&#x0D; &#x0D;
She is also having a lot of neuropathic pain in
her feet. Also with neuropathic pain in the back
of her thighs. Duration less than a year. Has
been appl; No, the patient is not experiencing or
presenting new symptoms of upper extremity
weakness?; No, the patient is not
demonstrating unilateral muscle wasting.; No,
the patient is not experiencing or presenting
new symptoms of Bowel or bladder
dysfunction.; Yes, the patient is experiencing
new onset of parathesia diagnosed by a
neurologist.; No, the patient is not experiencing
or presenting x-ray evidence of a recent
fracture.
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Neurological deficits; hx spells; temors; abn mri;
lesion; mri for demyelination of the c-spine; No,
the patient is not experiencing or presenting
new symptoms of upper extremity weakness?;
No, the patient is not demonstrating unilateral
muscle wasting.; No, the patient is not
experiencing or presenting new symptoms of
Bowel or bladder dysfunction.; No, the patient is
not experiencing new onset of parathesia
diagnosed by a neurologist; No, the patient is
not experiencing or presenting x-ray evidence of
a recent fracture.
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Neurological deficits; No, the patient is not
experiencing or presenting new symptoms of
upper extremity weakness?; Yes, the patient is
demonstrating unilateral muscle wasting.
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
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This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Neurological deficits; NUMBNESS/HAS BURNED
SELF SEVERAL TIMES AND NOT AWARE OF
BURN; No, the patient is not experiencing or
presenting new symptoms of upper extremity
weakness?; No, the patient is not
demonstrating unilateral muscle wasting.; No,
the patient is not experiencing or presenting
new symptoms of Bowel or bladder
dysfunction.; Yes, the patient is experiencing
new onset of parathesia diagnosed by a
neurologist.; No, the patient is not experiencing
or presenting x-ray evidence of a recent
fracture.
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Neurological deficits; Patient with MS and
known DDD c-spine with central spinal stenosis
with new pain and spasm. Needs further MRI to
evaluate pre-op surgical referral; No, the patient
is not experiencing or presenting new
symptoms of upper extremity weakness?; No,
the patient is not demonstrating unilateral
muscle wasting.; No, the patient is not
experiencing or presenting new symptoms of
Bowel or bladder dysfunction.; Yes, the patient
is experiencing new onset of parathesia
diagnosed by a neurologist.; No, the patient is
not experiencing or presenting x-ray evidence of
a recent fracture.
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SPINE OR NECK SPINE
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This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
The patient does have new signs or symptoms
of bladder or bowel dysfunction.
This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Neurological deficits; Yes, the patient is
experiencing or presenting new symptoms of
upper extremity weakness.
This is a request for cervical spine MRI; None of
the above; &lt;Enter Additional Clinical
Information&gt;; No, the patient is not
experiencing or presenting new symptoms of
upper extremity weakness?; No, the patient is
not demonstrating unilateral muscle wasting.;
No, the patient is not experiencing or presenting
new symptoms of Bowel or bladder
dysfunction.; No, the patient is not experiencing
new onset of parathesia diagnosed by a
neurologist; No, the patient is not experiencing
or presenting x-ray evidence of a recent
fracture.
This is a request for cervical spine MRI; None of
the above; Yes, the patient is experiencing or
presenting new symptoms of upper extremity
weakness.
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This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; No, the patient
does not demonstrate neurological deficits.;
Yes, this patient had a recent course of
supervised physical Therapy.
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SPINE OR NECK SPINE
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This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; Yes, the patient
demonstrate neurological deficits.; No, there is
not a documented evidence of extremity
weakness on physical examination.; No, there is
no evidence of recent development of unilateral
muscle wasting.; Yes, this patient had a recent
course of supervised physical Therapy.
This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There is
laboratory or x-ray evidence of osteomyelitis.;
Known or Suspected Multiple Sclerosis,
Infection or abscess

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There is
no evidence of tumor or metastasis on a bone
scan or x-ray.; Suspected Tumor with or without
Metastasis; &lt;Enter Additional Clinical
Information&gt;
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SPINE OR NECK SPINE
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This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There is
no evidence of tumor or metastasis on a bone
scan or x-ray.; Suspected Tumor with or without
Metastasis; History / Dx: G95.19 Edema, spinal
cord &#x0D; History / Dx: : Severe neck pain.
Doing much better with chiropractic and PT. She
has home traction unit, as well as massage
device for the muscles. Met wtih
Neurosurgeons, no surgery indicated. Cspine
MRI show
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SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Trauma
or recent injury; Patient was in an MVA and has
had persistent neck pain and headaches since
the wreck. Also non stop numbness and tingling
of arms and wrist.; Yes, the patient have new or
changing neurological signs or symptoms.; No,
the patient is not experiencing or presenting
new symptoms of upper extremity weakness?;
No, the patient is not demonstrating unilateral
muscle wasting.; No, the patient is not
experiencing or presenting new symptoms of
Bowel or bladder dysfunction.; Yes, the patient
is experiencing new onset of parathesia
diagnosed by a neurologist.; No, the patient is
not experiencing or presenting x-ray evidence of
a recent fracture.
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This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Trauma
or recent injury; This 60 year old male presents
with dizziness and neck pain.&#x0D; Mr. Glenn
is a 60y/o man presenting for evaluation of
dizziness and neck pain. His symptoms began in
March. He was riding a dirt bike up a mountain
when he lost control of it and bounced down t;
Yes, the patient have new or changing
neurological signs or symptoms.; No, the patient
is not experiencing or presenting new
symptoms of upper extremity weakness?; No,
the patient is not demonstrating unilateral
muscle wasting.; No, the patient is not
experiencing or presenting new symptoms of
Bowel or bladder dysfunction.; No, the patient is
not experiencing new onset of parathesia
diagnosed by a neurologist; No, the patient is
not experiencing or presenting x-ray evidence of
a recent fracture.
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.
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SPINE OR NECK SPINE
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Unknown. Please see notes.; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; Unknown. Please see notes.;
It is not known if there has been any treatment
or conservative therapy.; Unknown. Please see
notes.
unknown; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 09/2016; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; weakness,
back and neck pain, dizziness, muscle pain,
cramps; pt, medication,
unknown; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 9/2016; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; chronic
back pain, defuse pain all over, hyperreflexia on
examination, parasitism , radiculopathy,
myelopathy, spinal cord impingement; pt,
medication
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SPINE OR NECK SPINE
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unknown; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; unknown; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; Left
arm burning and pins &amp; needles sensation.
Constant involuntary movement of left arm.
Constant discomfort in that arm. Fatigue; 46year-old lady with multiple sclerosis. She likely
needs to file for disability. We will help her with
any paperwork needed. She has constant
movement in her left arm. Symptoms of
burning, tingling and incoordination are
worsening. She had her last
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SPINE OR NECK SPINE
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UNKNOWN; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; UNKNOWN; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
WORSENING, RADIATING CERVICAL
SPINE/RIGHT SHOULDER PAIN; LOW BACK PAIN
WITH NUMBNESS AND TINGLING COUPLED
WITH HEADACHE; RADIATION OF PAIN INTO
LEGS AND NUMBNESS WITH TINGLING IN THE
HANDS AND FEET; MEDICATION THERAPY
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 10/01/2016;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Headaches Possible Seizure Activity
Diplopia; UNKNOWN
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SPINE OR NECK SPINE
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Unknown; This study is being ordered for
Vascular Disease.; Unknown; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
Patient is having numbness in left side of face
and left arm which lasts for 5 to 10 minutes. It
has a distinct beginning and ending. Sometimes
her arm will be weak during this period of
numbness as evidenced by the fact that she will
drop what she is h
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72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

WILL JUST FAX NOTES AS THIS IS A DOUBLE
STUDY WHICH MEANS AUTOMATIC REVIEW.;
This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; JANUARY 2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Woman
with onset January 2017 of painful numbness
and weakness in the legs, with paresthesias
going up into the trunk. Fairly benign exam, but
cannot stand up from a squat, and has reduced
light touch in the toes and along the thoracic
spine.&#x0D; MRI T-spin; GABAPENTIN
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SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Worsening of pain in all four extremeties and
numbness with parathesia&#x0D; .; This study is
being ordered for a neurological disorder.;
unknown date of onset gradual worsening;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Numbness tingling upper extremites
with some involuntary type jerking. Pain and
numbness in bilateral leg pain; medication
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72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

There are no documented clinical findings of
immune system suppression.; This is a request
for a thoracic spine MRI.; The patient is not
experiencing back pain associated with
abdominal pain.; The caller indicated the the
study was not ordered for: Chronic Back pain,
Trauma, Known or suspected tumor with or
without metastasis, Follow up to or Preoperative evalution, or Neurological deficits.";
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72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

There are no documented clinical findings of
immune system suppression.; This is a request
for a thoracic spine MRI.; The patient is not
experiencing back pain associated with
abdominal pain.; The caller indicated the the
study was not ordered for: Chronic Back pain,
Trauma, Known or suspected tumor with or
without metastasis, Follow up to or Preoperative evalution, or Neurological deficits.";
The symptoms are reported as being mild. The
symptoms occur constantly. The location is
brain, spine. Aggravating factors include
sleeplessness. Relieving factors include not. She
states the symptoms are chronic and are stable.
3 times in several months,
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&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 12 years; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
muscle cramps, vertigo, diplopia, leg and arm
pain, having trouble with tripping and falling;
different doctors, patient still has worsening
symptoms
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&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; 2
years ago; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; tingling and numbness;
nerve conduction study was done
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; This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; It is not known if there is weakness
or reflex abnormality.; The patient does not
have new signs or symptoms of bladder or
bowel dysfunction.; The patient does not have a
new foot drop.; It is unknown if there is recent
evidence of a thoracic spine fracture.
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; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 2011; There has not been any
treatment or conservative therapy.; electric
shocks all over, trouble swallowing, back pain
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; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; Approximately 2013; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Constant
pain in his arms and legs and constant fatigue,
twitching, cramping, loss of feeling in
extremities.; Copaxone from 2013-2014: Patient
had to stop taking due to injection site side
effects
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; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; April 2016; There has been treatment
or conservative therapy.; fatigue, memory loss,
blurred vision, difficulty walking and with
balance, chronic pain bilaterally in lower
extremeties; Aubagio
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; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; November 2015; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; tongue
numbness, numbness in hands and feet, blurred
vision, headaches, incontinence; Diomox 500mg
in morning to 1000mg in evening; diet change
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; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; Patient stated this started "several
years ago"; It is not known if there has been any
treatment or conservative therapy.; shaking,
jerking, gait disturbance, imbalance, numbness
of extremeties
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; This study is being ordered for Inflammatory/
Infectious Disease.; Symptoms began March
2017 started with numbness in feet that moved
up body into trunk and under breast around her
back; There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; numbness in bilateral lower extremity
into trunk and stops under breasts; treated with
prednisone and mobic without help
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; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; Approx 2006; It is not known
if there has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; Tingling and pain in extremities,
bladder incontinence, fatigue, muscle spasms,
muscle stiffness
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53-year-old lady with what am afraid his a
spinal cord compression. Her arms do not have
increased tone which raised the possibility that
it may be a thoracic lesion instead of cervical.;
This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; August 2016; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; ; patient
had lumbar MRI, has been prescribed a cane,
brain MRI was done
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Assessment&#x0D; Weakness (R53.1).&#x0D;
Impression&#x0D; Possible cervical myelopathy
due to degenerative disease of the cervical
spine..&#x0D; Patient Plan&#x0D; Keep
appointment with neurosurgeon in this
regard.&#x0D; Check MRI of the thoracic spine
to exclude thoracic myelopathy.&#x0D;; This is
a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is weakness.; Examination is notable for
hyperreflexia of the upper and lower
extremities with bilateral fine ankle clonus.
Sensation is intact. There are no fasciculations
or muscle atrophy. Strength is five minus/5 in
the upper and lower extremities.; The patient
does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
not have a new foot drop.; There is recent
evidence of a thoracic spine fracture.
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Based on the patient symptoms we need to do
MRI of the brain and cervical and thoracic with
and without contrast to evaluate for multiple
sclerosis; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 04/26/2017; There has
not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; Patient is experience numbness in
upper and lower Extremities, Gait Dysfunction
and Bilateral Leg Weakness
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CONTINUED FOLLOW UP FOR
EVALUATION&#x0D; RULE OUT MALIGNANCIES;
This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 2013; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; LOWER
EXTREMITY WEAKNESS, LOW BACK PAIN,
FREQUENT UPPER BOD JERKS, DIFFICULTY
GETTING UP FROM BEING SEATED ON THE
FLOOR, BACK POPS SEVERAL TIMES WHILE
ATTEMPTING TO STAND, INCREASE IN PAIN.;
ACHILLES TENDON LENGTHENING, CELEBREX,
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Demyelinating disease; This study is being
ordered for a neurological disorder.;
06/29/2016; There has not been any treatment
or conservative therapy.; Right thorax
numbness, right lower extremity numbness
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Derek Mayo is a 28 year old male seen in the
clinic today for tingling and numbness. Patient
stated this started in 2011. Stated that he was
driving home and all of a sudden his left arm
started hurting and became numb. Explained
that he felt like it was; This study is being
ordered for a neurological disorder.; year 2011;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Tingling and Numbness , barely walk
to for 2 weeks after the episode. weakness,
Problems with urination. Vision problems.;
Currently on Lexapro AND Xanax
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double study + ambetter = automatic clinical
review, will just fax notes; This study is being
ordered for a neurological disorder.; 2012;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; double study + ambetter = automatic
clinical review, will just fax notes; double study
+ ambetter = automatic clinical review, will just
fax notes
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evaluate multiple sclerosis; This study is being
ordered for a neurological disorder.; &lt; Enter
date of initial onset here - or Type In Unknown
If No Info Given &gt;; There has not been any
treatment or conservative therapy.; neuropathy
and weakness of limbs
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Motor Exam: no discernible laterality in the
uppers. normal tone in the uppers. Decreased
tone in the left lower. 0/5 in HF, HE, KE, KF, DF,
PF in the left. No abduction and adduction.
&#x0D; Sensory Exam: absent PP in the left leg.
Felt slight vibration at th; This study is being
ordered for a neurological disorder.; 2003;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; complete loss of of use in left lower
extremity. Right arm progressively weaker and
numb. loss of bladder control. occasional facial
numbness. abdominal pain. episodes of loss of
consciousness. whole body spasms.; he has had
extensive GI and orthopedic work-ups.
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MUSCLE LESIONS, R/O CORD LESION AND
MALIGENCY; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 12/03/2013;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; HEADACHES, FORGETFULNESS,
FATIGUE, ANXIETY, JOINT PAIN,
DEPRESSION,RESTLESS LEGS, CRYING SPELLS,
POSSIBLE WHITE MATTER DISEASE;
MEDICATIONS
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Negative MS panels can be seen in 5-10 % of
MS patients. I have reviewed her brain images
and some of the lesions to have an appearance
as seen in demyelinating disease but overall the
findings are mild thus I'm still not convinced
that this is MS. Given ; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 5/17/17; It is not known if
there has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; Tight band around her stomach and
back. balance, worsens her balance and new
onset bladder dysfunction too.
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New onset BLE numbness and weakness;
urinary incontinence; extreme fatigue; gait
disturbance - history suspicious for MS; This
study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 1 month&#x0D; Hx of similar
symptoms that occurred 10 years ago, lasted for
a couple weeks then resolved (very suspicious
for MS); There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; New onset BLE
numbness and weakness; urinary incontinence;
extreme fatigue; gait disturbance - history
suspicious for MS; He has tried medications
including Neurontin and muscle relaxers. He has
seen PT and a podiatrist
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Patient has MS. His is having very bad gait
problems. This a 3 month mri check up; This is a
request for a thoracic spine MRI.; Neurological
deficits; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; It is not known if
there is weakness or reflex abnormality.; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
not have a new foot drop.; There is recent
evidence of a thoracic spine fracture.
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Patient is a 36 year old female seen in the clinic
on 05/16/17 for follow up. Patient stated she
has a pacemaker but it is MRI compatible and
has had 2 MRIs since getting it placed. Stated
that she saw Dr. Doyle and was told that "there
is pressure on my ; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 3 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
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Patient was seen in clinic on March 6, 2017 and
again on May 23, 2017 with same symptoms.
She states the pelvic pain and other symptoms
are debilitating and getting worse.; This study is
being ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; Unknown; It is not known if
there has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; Patient complains of unidentifiable
pelvic pain, profound fatigue, and
tremulousness instability.
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pt has thoracic pain and spasms along with
paresthesia; This is a request for a thoracic
spine MRI.; Neurological deficits; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; MS patient with
increased weakness and gait instability.; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
not have a new foot drop.; There is recent
evidence of a thoracic spine fracture.
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She also had an MRI scan of her brain showed
extensive white matter disease concerns for
demyelinating process at white county
memorial in November 2016. After consultation
appointment with Dr. daaif at Baptist neurology
patient was sent for an EEG which ; This study is
being ordered for a neurological disorder.;
November 2016; It is not known if there has
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
New onset behavioral outbursts, mood changes,
memory loss.
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The patient does have neurological deficits.; It
is not known if the patient has failed a course of
anti-inflammatory medication or steroids.; This
is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; It is not
known if there has been a supervised trial of
conservative management for at least six
weeks.; The study is being ordered due to
chronic back pain or suspected degenerative
disease.; The patient is experiencing sensory
abnormalities such as numbness or tingling.; pt
reports an urge to move both her legs, that
occurs mainly at night, occurs at least 3
nights/week. She reports a weird,
uncomfortable sensation associated with an
urge to move. It starts whenever she lays down
to sleep, and will prevent her from fallin; The
patient is not experiencing or presenting
symptoms of abnormal gait, lower extremity
weakness, asymmetric reflexes, fracture,
radiculopathy or bowel or bladder dysfunction.
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The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to chronic back pain
or suspected degenerative disease.; &lt;Enter
Additional Clinical Information&gt;; The patient
is experiencing or presenting symptoms of
lower extremity weakness documented on
physical exam.
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The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to chronic back pain
or suspected degenerative disease.; ; The
patient is experiencing or presenting symptoms
of lower extremity weakness documented on
physical exam.
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The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to chronic back pain
or suspected degenerative disease.; The patient
is experiencing or presenting symptoms of
abnormal gait.
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The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to chronic back pain
or suspected degenerative disease.; The patient
is experiencing or presenting symptoms of
asymmetric reflexes.
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The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; There
has been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; The study is
being ordered due to chronic back pain or
suspected degenerative disease.; The patient is
experiencing sensory abnormalities such as
numbness or tingling.; The patient is not
experiencing or presenting symptoms of
abnormal gait, lower extremity weakness,
asymmetric reflexes, fracture, radiculopathy or
bowel or bladder dysfunction.
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The patient does not have any neurological
deficits.; This is a request for a thoracic spine
MRI.; There has been a supervised trial of
conservative management for at least 6 weeks.;
The study is being ordered due to chronic back
pain or suspected degenerative disease.
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The patient had a nerve conduction study that
showed mild axonal neuropathy of the right
peroneal nerve; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 8/2014; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Numbness
from thighs to feet accompanied by
paresthesias; Muscle relaxers
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The patient is a pleasant 32 year old female
with a history of multiple sclerosis here for
follow up. The patient had an extensive heavy
burden of lesions in her brain, and cervical and
thoracic cord and placed on Tysabri after her
diagnosis in 2016. She ; This is a request for a
thoracic spine MRI.; There is no laboratory or xray evidence of osteomyelitis.; Known or
Suspected Infection or abscess; There is not
laboratory or x-ray evidence of meningitis.;
There is not laboratory or x-ray evidence of a
paraspinal abscess.; There is not laboratory or xray evidence of an infected disc, septic arthritis,
or "discitis".
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; "The
patient has been seen by, or the ordering
physician is, a neuro-specialist, orthopedist, or
oncologist."; The study is being ordered due to
follow-up to surgery or fracture within the last 6
months.
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This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
The patient does have a new foot drop.
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This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to Neurological
deficits.; ; The patient is experiencing or
presenting symptoms of lower extremity
weakness documented on physical exam.
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This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to Neurological
deficits.; Patient continues to have significant
back pain and leg pain with weakness in his legs.
He was seen by Dr Phillips who recommended
patient continue physical therapy for
conditioning and strengthening in his legs since
he may have component of neuropathy a; The
patient is experiencing or presenting symptoms
of lower extremity weakness documented on
physical exam.
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This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to Neurological
deficits.; The patient is experiencing or
presenting symptoms of abnormal gait.
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This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to Neurological
deficits.; The patient is experiencing or
presenting symptoms of asymmetric reflexes.
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to Neurological
deficits.; The patient is experiencing or
presenting symptoms of bowel or bladder
dysfunction.
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This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.;
There has been a supervised trial of
conservative management for at least 6 weeks.;
The study is being ordered due to Neurological
deficits.; The patient is experiencing sensory
abnormalities such as numbness or tingling.;
The patient is not experiencing or presenting
symptoms of abnormal gait, lower extremity
weakness, asymmetric reflexes, fracture,
radiculopathy or bowel or bladder dysfunction.
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.;
There is evidence of tumor or metastasis on a
bone scan or x-ray.; The study is being ordered
due to suspected tumor with or without
metastasis.
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This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.;
There is x-ray or laboratory evidence of
osteomyelitis.; The study is being ordered due
to known or suspected infection or abscess.
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This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.
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unknown; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 09/2016; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; weakness,
back and neck pain, dizziness, muscle pain,
cramps; pt, medication,
unknown; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 9/2016; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; chronic
back pain, defuse pain all over, hyperreflexia on
examination, parasitism , radiculopathy,
myelopathy, spinal cord impingement; pt,
medication
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Unspecified injury at T7-T10 level of thoracic
spinal cord. Unspecified abnormalities of gait.;
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is reflex abnormality.; The patient does
not have new signs or symptoms of bladder or
bowel dysfunction.; The patient does not have a
new foot drop.; Her MSRs are a much more
brisk 2/4 than her upper extremities.; There is
recent evidence of a thoracic spine fracture.
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72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
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Worsening of pain in all four extremeties and
numbness with parathesia&#x0D; .; This study is
being ordered for a neurological disorder.;
unknown date of onset gradual worsening;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Numbness tingling upper extremites
with some involuntary type jerking. Pain and
numbness in bilateral leg pain; medication
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&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
above
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&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; &lt; Enter date of
initial onset here - or Type In Unknown If No
Info Given &gt;; It is not known if there has
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
&lt; Describe primary symptoms here - or Type
In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;
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&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 3-2016; There has
not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; r upper extremity weakness and
numbness associated with headaches, syncope,
black outs, abnormal gait, unstable, tender c
spine, r tenderness t spine, r shoulder arm drop
2 inches over 30 secs. grip on r hand 4+ out of 5,
decreased sensation on r side of
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&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 4-24-17; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
tingling and cramping; &lt; Describe treatment /
conservative therapy here - or Type In Unknown
If No Info Given &gt;
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&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 8/8/2016; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
falling difficulty swallowing , dysphasia; meds
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; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; Neurological
Exam:&#x0D;
" The visual fields are full to
confrontation and visual acuity is intact. &#x0D;
" Ductions are full in all directions. There is no
ptosis. &#x0D;
" Facial sensations are
intact in all three branches of Trigemin; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.
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; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 2011; There has not been any
treatment or conservative therapy.; electric
shocks all over, trouble swallowing, back pain
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; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; Gait abnormality&#x0D; and muscle
atrophy; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Gait ABnormality and
Muscle atrophy; medication
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; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; unknown; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; a burning
sensation in her legs and continuous HA.;
Patient has tried numerous medications with
minimal success.
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50-year-old lady with possible diabetic
polyneuropathy and also possible radiculopathy
as a cause of her bilateral feet pain. Nerve
conduction study of the legs. MRI of the lumbar
spine. Increase gabapentin to 800 mg 3 times
daily. Decreased bupropion; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; None of the
above; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is no
weakness or reflex abnormality.; The patient
does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.
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complaints today. She says she cannot feel
when she passes urine or stools. She does not
have saddle anesthesia. She feels the touch in
her perineal area. She also does not feel pain
during blood draws or after recent fall when she
hit her head. stroke, e; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; UNKNOWN; It is not known if
there has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; complaints today. She says she cannot
feel when she passes urine or stools. She does
not have saddle anesthesia. She feels the touch
in her perineal area. She also does not feel pain
during blood draws or after recent fall when she
hit her head. Had a str

1

Neurology

Neurology

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

CONTINUED FOLLOW UP FOR
EVALUATION&#x0D; RULE OUT MALIGNANCIES;
This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 2013; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; LOWER
EXTREMITY WEAKNESS, LOW BACK PAIN,
FREQUENT UPPER BOD JERKS, DIFFICULTY
GETTING UP FROM BEING SEATED ON THE
FLOOR, BACK POPS SEVERAL TIMES WHILE
ATTEMPTING TO STAND, INCREASE IN PAIN.;
ACHILLES TENDON LENGTHENING, CELEBREX,

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

gait disturbance, paresthesia; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; It is
not known if there is weakness or reflex
abnormality.; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent lumbar fracture.

1

Neurology

Neurology

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Migraine headaches and neck pain; This study is
being ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 01/01/2016; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Neck pain,
Muscle weakness and joint pain,; Neck and back
surgery

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Ms. Charlette Benet is a 56y/o woman
presenting for evaluation of difficulty walking
and lower extremity&#x0D; numbness and
tingling. She reports she had parasthesias about
15 years ago and was "worked up for MS".
At&#x0D; that time, she thinks her MRI brain
was ne; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; Neurological deficits; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; Ms. Charlette
Benet is a 56y/o woman presenting for
evaluation of difficulty walking and lower
extremity&#x0D; numbness and tingling. She
reports she had parasthesias about 15 years ago
and was "worked up for MS". At&#x0D; that
time, she thinks her MRI brain was ne; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

Neurology

Neurology

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Multiple Sclerosis.; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient does NOT have
acute or chronic back pain.; This procedure is
being requested for None of the above

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

pain to right back &#x0D; from thoracic back to
lumbar &#x0D; &#x0D; &#x0D; no back injury
&#x0D; &#x0D; pain radiates down RLE &#x0D;
pareasthesia to RLE &#x0D; weakness to RLE
&#x0D; no incontinence; The study requested is
a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back
pain; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; pain to right back &#x0D; from
thoracic back to lumbar &#x0D; &#x0D; &#x0D;
no back injury &#x0D; &#x0D; pain radiates
down RLE &#x0D; pareasthesia to RLE &#x0D;
weakness to RLE &#x0D; no incontinence; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

Neurology

Neurology

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient has right hip pain. She is tender over
the right trochanteric bursa. She also has
associated numbness in the heel which raises
suspicion for possible radicular etiology. Pt. also
states that right hip is difficult to sleep on.; The
study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; It is
unknown if the patient has acute or chronic
back pain.; This procedure is being requested
for None of the above

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient is having bad back pain. He had a MRI
Lumbar in 11-2016 Which showed impingement
of the right L5 nerve root; The study requested
is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back
pain; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is no
weakness or reflex abnormality.; The patient
does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient is seen by rheumatology in Memphis,
MRI is needed for continuum of care; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is weakness.; Absent left superficial
peroneal sensory nerve response&#x0D;
Prolonged H Reflex response; The patient does
not have new signs or symptoms of bladder or
bowel dysfunction.; It is not known if the
patient has a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.
R/o lumbar stenosis; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
above

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

since this is ambetter and double study,
request will automatically go to review. will just
fax notes.; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; since this is ambetter
and double study, request will automatically go
to review. will just fax notes.; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; since this is
ambetter and double study, request will
automatically go to review. will just fax notes.;
since this is ambetter and double study, request
will automatically go to review. will just fax
notes.

Approval

1

1

1

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient had a nerve conduction study that
showed mild axonal neuropathy of the right
peroneal nerve; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 8/2014; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Numbness
from thighs to feet accompanied by
paresthesias; Muscle relaxers

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient is a 25-year-old woman who comes
in complaining of low back pain radiating down
both legs.; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or chronic
back pain.; The patient has none of the above
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient does have a new foot
drop.

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient does have new signs or
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The
patient does not have a new foot drop.

Approval

1

1

1

1

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
foot drop.; There is x-ray evidence of a recent
lumbar fracture.
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient does NOT have acute or chronic
back pain.; The patient has Neurological
abnormalities; This procedure is being
requested for Trauma or recent injury
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient does NOT have acute or chronic
back pain.; This procedure is being requested
for Known or suspected tumor with or without
metastasis
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient does NOT have acute or chronic
back pain.; This procedure is being requested
for Neurologic deficits
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has 6 weeks of completed conservative
care in the past 3 months or had a spine
injection
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has an Abnormal nerve study involving
the lumbar spine

1

1

1

4

31

7

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has Neurological deficit(s)

26

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Unknown; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is weakness.; ; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is weakness.; back
pain; The patient does not have new signs or
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The
patient does not have a new foot drop.; There is
not x-ray evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

2

Neurology

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or chronic
back pain.; The patient has none of the above
UNKNOWN; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; UNKNOWN; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
WORSENING, RADIATING CERVICAL
SPINE/RIGHT SHOULDER PAIN; LOW BACK PAIN
WITH NUMBNESS AND TINGLING COUPLED
WITH HEADACHE; RADIATION OF PAIN INTO
LEGS AND NUMBNESS WITH TINGLING IN THE
HANDS AND FEET; MEDICATION THERAPY
This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The request
is for pelvic trauma or injury.

Neurology

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Neurology

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

Neurology

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

Neurology

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The request
is for suspicion of joint or bone infection.
This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The request
is for suspicion of tumor, mass, neoplasm, or
metastatic disease?

73200 CT ARM OR
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity,
shoulder, scapula, elbow, hand, or wrist joint
CT.; There is a history of upper extremity joint
or long bone trauma or injury.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

Neurology

Approval

1

1
1

1

1

1

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Stated that he has lost strength in his left hand.
Numbness. stated that it has happened for the
last month. Stated that he woke up one day and
his hand wasn't working right. stated he has
problems with neck pain and had fusion surgery
about 10 years ago.; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; Unknown; It is not
known if there has been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; lost strength in left hand.
Numbness. neck pain numbness in thumb and
on the dorsal part of the hand. weakness in left
hand

Approval

73220 MRI UPPER
EXTREMITY , ENTIRE
EXTREMITY, NOT A
JOINT
73220 MRI UPPER
EXTREMITY , ENTIRE
EXTREMITY, NOT A
JOINT

Approval

73220 MRI UPPER
EXTREMITY , ENTIRE
EXTREMITY, NOT A
JOINT

The request is for an upper extremity non-joint
MRI.; This is a preoperative or recent
postoperative evaluation.
The request is for an upper extremity non-joint
MRI.; This is not a preoperative or recent
postoperative evaluation.; There is suspicion of
upper extremity neoplasm or tumor or
metastasis.

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Diminished right hand grip strength. Weakness 5/5 proximally in right upper extremity with
positive empty; The requested study is a
Shoulder MRI.; The pain is from a recent injury.;
Surgery or arthrscopy is not scheduled in the
next 4 weeks.; The request is for shoulder pain.;
There is a suspicion of tendon, ligament, rotator
cuff injury or labral tear.

Approval

Approval

1

1

1

1

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Approval

Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; "The
caller indicated the study was not ordered for:
Known or Suspicious Mass or Tumor with or
without metastasis, Known or suspected Joint
Infection, Aseptic Necrosis, Trauma, Chronic
Pain, or Pre or Post operative evaluation.";
CONTINUED RIGHT SHOULD PAIN WITH PAIN
AND NUMBNESS IN HANDS. NO RELIEF FROM
GABAPENTIN WORSE AT NIGHT.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has completed and failed a
course of conservative treatment of at least 4
weeks.; The ordering physician is not an
orthopedist.; There is documented findings of
severe pain on motion.

3

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There is no history of significant
trauma, dislocation or injury to the joint within
the past 6 weeks.; The patient does have an
abnormal plain film study of the joint.; The
patient has been treated with and failed a
course of four weeks of supervised physical
therapy.

1

Neurology

Approval

Neurology

Approval

Neurology

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There is no history of significant
trauma, dislocation or injury to the joint within
the past 6 weeks.; The patient does not have an
abnormal plain film study of the joint.; The
patient has been treated with and failed a
course of four weeks of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient does not have a
documented limitation of their range of
motion.; The patient has experienced pain for
greater than six weeks.; The patient has been
treated with anti-inflammatory medication in
conjunction with this complaint.; This study is
not being ordered by an operating surgeon for
pre-operative planning.

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT
73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a foot MRI.; "There is not a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is a suspected tarsal coalition.; There is a
history of new onset of severe pain in the foot
within the last two weeks.
This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; Non-acute
Chronic Pain; Instability

1

1

1

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

. The LBP started when he was in high school
and got much worse beginning 2016. He started
to use a cane by then. He fell several times with
his legs buckling / giving out. No incontinence or
retention was noticed. He had some neck pain
going on, on-off,; This study is being ordered for
a neurological disorder.; . The LBP started when
he was in high school and got much worse
beginning 2016. He started to use a cane by
then. He fell several times with his legs buckling
/ giving out. No incontinence or retention was
noticed. He had some neck pain going on, onoff,; It is not known if there has been any
treatment or conservative therapy.; pain in hips,
falling, weaknes in BLE.
&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is not a hematologist/
oncologist.
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; Infection such as pancreatitis,
appendicitis, abscess, colitis and inflammatory
bowel disease; Yes, the patient has been seen
by a specialist or are the studies being
requested on behalf of a specialist for an
infection.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

2

1

2

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is a known or a strong
suspicion of kidney or ureteral stones.;
Kidney/Ureteral stone; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

Neurology

Approval

Neurology

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST
75635 CTA AA&BI
ILIOFEM LXTR RS&I C/C+ POST-PXESSING

Approval

78608 BRAIN PET
[POSITRON EMISSION
TOMOGRAPHY]

Approval

78608 BRAIN PET
[POSITRON EMISSION
TOMOGRAPHY]

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
abdominal arteries.
Epilespy; This is a request for a Metabolic Brain
PET scan; This study is not being ordered for
refractory seizures, dementia, Alzheimer's
disease or Tumor/Cancer.
This is a request for a Metabolic Brain PET scan;
This study is being ordered for refractory
seizures.; This study is being ordered for presurgical evaluation.

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
The suspicion of cancer is based on an imaging
study.; This study is being ordered to establish a
cancer diagnosis.; This study is being ordered
for something other than Breast CA, Lymphoma,
Myeloma, Ovarian CA, Esophageal CA, Lung CA,
Colorectal CA, Head/Neck CA, Melanoma, Soft
Tissue Sarcoma, Pancreatic CA or Testicular CA.;
This study is being requested for an other solid
tumor.; This would be the first PET Scan
performed on this patient for this cancer.; This
is NOT a Medicare member.

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Approval

1

1

1

1

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Cardiac Embolism.

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Heart Failure; This is for the initial evaluation of
heart failure.

1

Approval

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of Left
Ventricular Function.; The patient does not have
a history of a recent heart attack or
hypertensive heart disease.

1

Neurology

Approval

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

Neurology

Disapproval

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Pulmonary Hypertension.
Radiology Services ; This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The
Denied Not
study is being requested for evaluation of a
Medically
headache.; The headache is described as chronic
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
or recurring.

Disapproval

; This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The
study is being requested for evaluation of a
Radiology Services headache.; The headache is described as sudden
Denied Not
and severe.; The patient has dizziness.; The
Medically
patient had a recent onset (within the last 4
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
weeks) of neurologic symptoms.

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Approval

Approval

1

1

1

Neurology

Disapproval

Neurology

Disapproval

Neurology

Disapproval

Will order an CTA of the neck and soft tissue
w/wo to rule out lymphadenopathy due to Mri
finding.; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 2008; There has been
Radiology Services treatment or conservative therapy.; Neck
70490 CT NECK SOFT
tightness, migraines with stroke like symptoms.
Denied Not
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI Medically
Vision problems with unable to talk, confusion.;
D ETC. NO CONTRAST
Excedrin
Necessary
70496 CT
Radiology Services
ANGIOGRAPHY HEAD
Denied Not
W/CONTRAST/NONCON Medically
TRAST
Necessary
70496 CT
Radiology Services ; This study is being ordered for a neurological
ANGIOGRAPHY HEAD
Denied Not
disorder.; 09/02/2016; There has been
W/CONTRAST/NONCON Medically
treatment or conservative therapy.; vascular
TRAST
Necessary
headache; medications

Disapproval

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
70496 CT
Radiology Services disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
ANGIOGRAPHY HEAD
Denied Not
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; ; There has been treatment or
W/CONTRAST/NONCON Medically
TRAST
Necessary
conservative therapy.; Blurry vision, nausea;

Neurology

1

1

1

1

Neurology

Neurology

Disapproval

39 year old female seen in the clinic today for
trigeminal neuralgia. Patient stated she started
having pain since 1991 after being shot on the
left side of her face with a pellet gun. stated
that the pellet is still lodged in my eye.
explained the pain w; This study is being
ordered for a neurological disorder.; 1991;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; pain, burning, and tingling. feeling like
constantly being struck by lighting. Numbness
and tingling in her fingers and tinnitus in her left
ear; amitriptyline 100mg, baclofen 20mg TID,
70496 CT
Radiology Services Tylenol #4 BID and aspirin 81mg daily. Failed
ANGIOGRAPHY HEAD
Denied Not
gabapentin, tegretol, trileptal, and
Depakote&#x0D; pt is on Lyrica and
W/CONTRAST/NONCON Medically
TRAST
Necessary
Hydrocodone 10-325mg PRN

1

Disapproval

70496 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY HEAD
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

1

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

Aneurysm; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 3/15/2017; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; TIA,
headache, dizziness, fatigue; Office visit

Neurology

Neurology

Disapproval

Because of the abnormal MRI of the brain we
are wanting to make sure the patient has not
stenosis; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 11/15/2016 Abnormal
mri results; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Mri of the brain on
11/15/16 showed patchy white matter signal
changes that likely relates to small vessel
disease but demyelinating process cannot be
excluded. Family member stated the patient
70496 CT
Radiology Services had a manic episode where " she wasn't making
ANGIOGRAPHY HEAD
Denied Not
any sense and h; Currently on Lithium 300mg
W/CONTRAST/NONCON Medically
daily, Paxil 10 daily, Risperdal 1mg nightly, and
TRAST
Necessary
clonazepam 1mg BID

1

Disapproval

Complete Stroke work-up; This study is being
ordered for a neurological disorder.; December
70496 CT
Radiology Services 2016; There has been treatment or conservative
ANGIOGRAPHY HEAD
Denied Not
therapy.; Confusion, left sided weakness;
Patient has been on ASA 81 mg since December,
W/CONTRAST/NONCON Medically
2016
TRAST
Necessary

1

Neurology

Disapproval

Neurology

Disapproval

Neurology

Disapproval

Neurology

Disapproval

Neurology

Disapproval

Robyn Kelley is a 57 year old female seen in the
clinic today for headaches, neck pain, and back
pain. Patient stated this has been going on for
30-40 years. Stated that she has had multiple
head injuries in the past. Describe having a
lightening pain in ; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 30 -40 YEARS.; It is
not known if there has been any treatment or
70496 CT
Radiology Services conservative therapy.; Headaches, neck pain,
and back pain. lightning pain in the right side of
ANGIOGRAPHY HEAD
Denied Not
W/CONTRAST/NONCON Medically
my head. muscle tightness, numbness, and
tingling. neck pain, ,
TRAST
Necessary

70496 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY HEAD
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST
70496 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY HEAD
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST
70498 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY NECK
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST
70498 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY NECK
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

severe carotid artery stenosis seen on carotid
Radiology Services doppler; This study is being ordered for Vascular
Denied Not
Disease.; 05/04/2017; There has been
Medically
treatment or conservative therapy.; postural
Necessary
dizziness with presyncope; blood thinner
Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
Necessary
brain.
Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary
Radiology Services ; This study is being ordered for a neurological
Denied Not
disorder.; 09/02/2016; There has been
Medically
treatment or conservative therapy.; vascular
Necessary
headache; medications

1

1

5

2

1

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Disapproval

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
70498 CT
Radiology Services disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
ANGIOGRAPHY NECK
Denied Not
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
W/CONTRAST/NONCON Medically
vascular disease.; ; There has been treatment or
TRAST
Necessary
conservative therapy.; Blurry vision, nausea;

1

Disapproval

39 year old female seen in the clinic today for
trigeminal neuralgia. Patient stated she started
having pain since 1991 after being shot on the
left side of her face with a pellet gun. stated
that the pellet is still lodged in my eye.
explained the pain w; This study is being
ordered for a neurological disorder.; 1991;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; pain, burning, and tingling. feeling like
constantly being struck by lighting. Numbness
and tingling in her fingers and tinnitus in her left
ear; amitriptyline 100mg, baclofen 20mg TID,
70498 CT
Radiology Services Tylenol #4 BID and aspirin 81mg daily. Failed
ANGIOGRAPHY NECK
Denied Not
gabapentin, tegretol, trileptal, and
W/CONTRAST/NONCON Medically
Depakote&#x0D; pt is on Lyrica and
TRAST
Necessary
Hydrocodone 10-325mg PRN

1

Disapproval

70498 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY NECK
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

1

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

Aneurysm; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 3/15/2017; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; TIA,
headache, dizziness, fatigue; Office visit

Neurology

Neurology

Disapproval

Because of the abnormal MRI of the brain we
are wanting to make sure the patient has not
stenosis; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 11/15/2016 Abnormal
mri results; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Mri of the brain on
11/15/16 showed patchy white matter signal
changes that likely relates to small vessel
disease but demyelinating process cannot be
excluded. Family member stated the patient
70498 CT
Radiology Services had a manic episode where " she wasn't making
ANGIOGRAPHY NECK
Denied Not
any sense and h; Currently on Lithium 300mg
W/CONTRAST/NONCON Medically
daily, Paxil 10 daily, Risperdal 1mg nightly, and
TRAST
Necessary
clonazepam 1mg BID

1

Disapproval

Complete Stroke work-up; This study is being
ordered for a neurological disorder.; December
70498 CT
Radiology Services 2016; There has been treatment or conservative
ANGIOGRAPHY NECK
Denied Not
therapy.; Confusion, left sided weakness;
Patient has been on ASA 81 mg since December,
W/CONTRAST/NONCON Medically
2016
TRAST
Necessary

1

Neurology

Disapproval

Neurology

Disapproval

Neurology

Disapproval

Neurology

Disapproval

CTA head and neck to look for new area of
blockage and possible stroke.; This study is
being ordered for a neurological disorder.;
patient had stroke November 2, 2013; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; He
reports that around the first of this month he
gradually lost the ability to taste over the course
of one day. He ultimately went to PCP and MRI
was on on 3/31. The previous left BG lacunar
stroke was seen. There was a new area of white
70498 CT
Radiology Services matter damage h; patient has been under
ANGIOGRAPHY NECK
Denied Not
neurological care since 2013. he has been on
W/CONTRAST/NONCON Medically
preventative medication since 2013. &#x0D;
TRAST
Necessary
MRI was done on 3/31/17
severe carotid artery stenosis seen on carotid
doppler; This study is being ordered for Vascular
Disease.; 05/04/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; postural
dizziness with presyncope; blood thinner
Will order an CTA of the neck and soft tissue
w/wo to rule out lymphadenopathy due to Mri
finding.; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 2008; There has been
70498 CT
Radiology Services treatment or conservative therapy.; Neck
ANGIOGRAPHY NECK
Denied Not
tightness, migraines with stroke like symptoms.
W/CONTRAST/NONCON Medically
Vision problems with unable to talk, confusion.;
TRAST
Necessary
Excedrin
70498 CT
Radiology Services
ANGIOGRAPHY NECK
Denied Not
W/CONTRAST/NONCON Medically
Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
TRAST
Necessary
Neck.
70498 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY NECK
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

1

1

1

1

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
Radiology Services congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
4/2012; There has been treatment or
70540 MRI
Denied Not
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O Medically
conservative therapy.; vision loss; Monthly
DYE
Necessary
infusion, MRI and lab every 6 mo,

1

Disapproval

Doctor wants to check for MS flare up; This
study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; DX with MS March of 2017. She is
Radiology Services having a lot of trouble started yesterday 5-0170540 MRI
Denied Not
2017; There has been treatment or conservative
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O Medically
therapy.; Increased falls, blurred vision, fatigue,
DYE
Necessary
hand shaking, MS; She is on MS drug

1

Disapproval

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 6/2016; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; SEEN
EAR NOSE AND THROST DOC // DEPLOPIA /
BALANCE ISSUES/ ACHING SENSATION / SCALP
TINGLING/ EARS ARE STOPPED UP POP WHEN
Radiology Services CHEW OR YARN FACIAL NUMBNESS /VERITGO /
Denied Not
HEART PALPUTATIONS WITH ALL SYMTHOMS/;
Medically
HEARING TEST/ VISIT PRIMARY CARE FOR
DIZZINESS
Necessary

1

Neurology

Neurology

Disapproval

Disapproval

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

HEADACHE DISORDER,MOHAWK BAND ALONG
VERTEX FROM FRONT TO BACK THAT HURTS
HER,TINGLING NUMBNESS,THROBBING,DEC
2016 MRI-WHITE MATTER CHANGES,R/O
VENOUS CLOT,VASCULAR LESION,NECK
PAIN,DISC DISEASE; There is not an immediate
family history of aneurysm.; The patient does
not have a known aneurysm.; The patient has
Radiology Services not had a recent MRI or CT for these
symptoms.; There has not been a stroke or TIA
Denied Not
within the past two weeks.; This is a request for
Medically
a Brain MRA.
Necessary

1

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

History / Dx: R41.3 Memory loss &#x0D;
History / Dx: sharp head pains. Duration about
1 year. Frequency: About twice a day. Level of
pain is excruciating. He can bring her to her
knees. Lasix just about 20 seconds. Location:
Left frontal region.&#x0D; Has a; There is not an
immediate family history of aneurysm.; The
patient does not have a known aneurysm.; The
Radiology Services patient has not had a recent MRI or CT for these
symptoms.; There has not been a stroke or TIA
Denied Not
Medically
within the past two weeks.; This is a request for
a Brain MRA.
Necessary

1

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

R/O:ANEURYSM,CLOTS&#x0D; Headache
disorder &#x0D; History / Dx: &#x0D; Her case
is complex. She's had a lot of neurological
symptoms previously. Went to the Mayo Clinic
and they felt she had PTSD.&#x0D; &#x0D; She
has had headaches for quite some time but
they've gotten worse ; There is not an
immediate family history of aneurysm.; The
patient does not have a known aneurysm.; The
Radiology Services patient has not had a recent MRI or CT for these
Denied Not
symptoms.; There has not been a stroke or TIA
Medically
within the past two weeks.; This is a request for
Necessary
a Brain MRA.

1

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

There is not an immediate family history of
aneurysm.; The patient does not have a known
Radiology Services aneurysm.; The patient has had a recent MRI or
Denied Not
CT for these symptoms.; There has not been a
Medically
stroke or TIA within the past two weeks.; This is
Necessary
a request for a Brain MRA.

3

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

There is not an immediate family history of
aneurysm.; The patient does not have a known
Radiology Services aneurysm.; The patient has not had a recent
Denied Not
MRI or CT for these symptoms.; There has not
Medically
been a stroke or TIA within the past two weeks.;
Necessary
This is a request for a Brain MRA.

7

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

tremors and shaking. patient stated this has
been going on for a couple of years and has
gotten worse over time. Will order an MRI of
the brain w/wo to rule out CVA and stenosis and
will order an MRA head and neck to look at
blood vessels and rule out ste; There is NOT a
family history of a brain aneurysm in the parent,
Radiology Services brother, sister or child of the patient.; This is a
Denied Not
request for a Brain and Neck MRA combination.;
It is unknown if there has been a recent (less
Medically
Necessary
than 2 week) neck or carotid artery ultrasound.

1

70547 Mr angiography
neck w/o dye

tremors and shaking. patient stated this has
been going on for a couple of years and has
gotten worse over time. Will order an MRI of
the brain w/wo to rule out CVA and stenosis and
will order an MRA head and neck to look at
blood vessels and rule out ste; There is NOT a
family history of a brain aneurysm in the parent,
Radiology Services brother, sister or child of the patient.; This is a
Denied Not
request for a Brain and Neck MRA combination.;
Medically
It is unknown if there has been a recent (less
than 2 week) neck or carotid artery ultrasound.
Necessary

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 04/11/17; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
pain; medications

1

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary
Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

1. Neckpain &#x0D; The severity of the
problem is moderate. The frequency of pain is
constant. The patient describes the pain as
aching. Aggravating factors include turning
head. The patient experiences no relief from
massage, NSAIDs and OTC medications; This
study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 8 MONTHS AGO; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; 1.
Neckpain &#x0D; The severity of the problem
is moderate. The frequency of pain is constant.
Radiology Services The patient describes the pain as aching.
Denied Not
Aggravating factors include turning head. The
Medically
patient experiences no relief from massage,
Necessary
NSAIDs and OTC medications; FAILED PT

Disapproval

; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient has a chronic or recurring headache.
; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has dizziness.; It is
unknown why this study is being ordered.

5

1

1

Neurology

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

42-year-old lady with traumatic brain injury.
Hopefully the Topamax is contributing some to
the cognitive slowing and word finding
difficulty. I wonder reduce that to 75 mg twice
daily. I will get an EEG reportedly history of
seizures. MRI of the brai; This study is being
ordered for a neurological disorder.;
approximately 2010; There has been treatment
or conservative therapy.; Recurring nerve
palsies, weight loss, Bell's palsy, decreased taste
Radiology Services and smell beginning 2 1/2 years ago, shooting
Denied Not
pains in lower extremities.; patient is on
Medically
medication but still experiences a variety of
Necessary
symptoms

1

Neurology

Neurology

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

63-year-old lady with chronic migraine
headaches as well as some radiculopathy
symptoms. Image her neck to look for any
spinal cord impingement or further surgical
need. MRI of the brain and I would also like to
look for evidence of damage that would ca; This
study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 30 years ago; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; 63-year-old
lady presents with headaches. She started
having headaches in her 30s. She has a heavy
family history however in many of her aunt
started having headaches as children. For the
past month they've been worse and more
frequent though not as se; She saw a
neurologist recently diagnosed with
fibromyalgia. I don't think he medications were
Radiology Services undertaken. She's been tried on "everything".
Denied Not
She cannot recall been on propranolol or
Medically
valproic acid. She thinks she may have been on
Necessary
Lyrica. She was on Top
blurred vision, headaches 1-2 per week,
Radiology Services memory loss; This request is for a Brain MRI;
Denied Not
The study is being requested for evaluation of a
Medically
headache.; The patient has a chronic or
Necessary
recurring headache.

1

1

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Compare to mri done in 2016; This study is
Radiology Services being ordered for trauma or injury.; 15yrs ago;
Denied Not
There has been treatment or conservative
Medically
therapy.; Upper back pain extends into the UE;
Necessary
Prednisone and Hydrocodone

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Doctor wants to check for MS flare up; This
study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; DX with MS March of 2017. She is
Radiology Services having a lot of trouble started yesterday 5-01Denied Not
2017; There has been treatment or conservative
Medically
therapy.; Increased falls, blurred vision, fatigue,
Necessary
hand shaking, MS; She is on MS drug

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Enter answer heretension headaches, cervical
radiculopathy, neck pain, numbness and tingling
upper extremities, lumbar radiculopathy,
lumbago, numbness and tingling lower
extremities - or Type In Unknown If No Info
Given.; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; Enter date of initial onset
here05/24/2017 - or Type In Unknown If No Info
Given; It is not known if there has been any
treatment or conservative therapy.; Describe
primary symptoms heretension headaches,
Radiology Services cervical radiculopathy, neck pain numbness and
tingling, lumbar radiculopathy, low back pain
Denied Not
Medically
numbness and tinging lower extremities - or
Necessary
Type In Unknown If No Info Given

1

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

IMPRESSION: Pleasant 51-year-old gentleman
with Chief Reason for Referral: cognitive
impairment/memory loss. MRI brain will be
ordered to further workup.&#x0D; &#x0D; He is
only getting several hours of sleep at night (he
mentions 2-3) and this has gotten worse as; This
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient has dizziness.; The patient had a
Radiology Services recent onset (within the last 4 weeks) of
neurologic symptoms.; This study is being
Denied Not
ordered for stroke or TIA (transient ischemic
Medically
Necessary
attack).
Intermittent vertigo/dizziness; This request is
Radiology Services for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT being
Denied Not
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
Medically
patient has dizziness.; It is unknown why this
Necessary
study is being ordered.
Radiology Services memory loss; This request is for a Brain MRI;
Denied Not
The study is being requested for evaluation of a
Medically
headache.; The patient has a chronic or
Necessary
recurring headache.

1

1

1

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Ms. Keena Harton is now a 30 year old right
handed Caucasian female who has been
referred to me for evaluation and management
of headaches that have bothered her since
beginning her menstrual cycle. The headaches
are worse during the menstrual cycle. It; This
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is being
Radiology Services requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient has a sudden and severe headache.; The
Denied Not
patient has NOT had a recent onset (within the
Medically
Necessary
last 3 months) of neurologic symptoms.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Ms. Rose Johnson is now 37 year old right
handed Caucasian female who has been
referred to me for evaluation and management
of headaches that have bothered her since
2002. It would usually start over her neck and
Radiology Services radiate to the front of her head. It could; This
Denied Not
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is being
Medically
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient has a chronic or recurring headache.
Necessary

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Multiple sclerosis; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; has had chronic
Radiology Services pain for 27 years has been getting worse in last
Denied Not
few months; There has been treatment or
Medically
conservative therapy.; pain numbness in upper
Necessary
extremeties; medications

1

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

New patient, not aware of all medical hx.; This
study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Radiology Services or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Denied Not
vascular disease.; 6/13/2017; There has not
Medically
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
Necessary
Multiple Sclerosis.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient having problems with memory,
addresses, phone numbers and often repeats
conversations; This request is for a Brain MRI;
Radiology Services The study is NOT being requested for evaluation
Denied Not
of a headache.; The patient has a sudden
Medically
change in mental status.; It is unknown why this
Necessary
study is being ordered.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Robyn Kelley is a 57 year old female seen in the
clinic today for headaches, neck pain, and back
pain. Patient stated this has been going on for
30-40 years. Stated that she has had multiple
head injuries in the past. Describe having a
lightening pain in ; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 30 -40 YEARS.; It is
not known if there has been any treatment or
Radiology Services conservative therapy.; Headaches, neck pain,
and back pain. lightning pain in the right side of
Denied Not
Medically
my head. muscle tightness, numbness, and
tingling. neck pain, ,
Necessary

1

Neurology

Neurology

Disapproval

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Scott Sweet is a 48 year old male seen in the
clinic today for tremors and shaking. Patient
stated this has been going on for a couple of
years and has gotten worse over time. Stated
happens while he sleeps and he doesn't sleep
well because of it . Explai; This request is for a
Radiology Services Brain MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The patient has
Denied Not
dizziness.; It is unknown why this study is being
Medically
ordered.
Necessary

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

She stated she was in car accident where she
suffered a concussion and whiplash. She also
reports headaches symptoms since the
accident. Her headaches are located at the bas
of her head radiating to the front. She has
associated symptoms of sound and l; This
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
Radiology Services patient has a sudden and severe headache.; It is
unknown if the patient had a recent onset
Denied Not
Medically
(within the last 3 months) of neurologic
symptoms.
Necessary

1

Neurology

Neurology

Disapproval

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Sheryl Jefferson is a 53 year old female seen in
the clinic today for numbness and tingling.
Patient stated that this started 3 months ago.
stated that she woke up one day and her right
hand became numb and turned purple.
Explained that it usually goes aw; This study is
being ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 3 months ago; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Numbness
and tigling, facial numbness, difficulty urinating
and balance problems. sharp pain on the top of
Radiology Services her head at times; coreg 25mg BID,
Denied Not
Hydrocodone 7.5/325mg, isosorbide 30mg
Medically
daily, pravastatin 20mg nightly, and lorazepam
Necessary
1mg nightly

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Short Term Memory Loss; This request is for a
Radiology Services Brain MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
Denied Not
evaluation of a headache.; The patient has a
Medically
sudden change in mental status.; It is unknown
Necessary
why this study is being ordered.

1

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient comes in for a follow-up
visit.&#x0D; &#x0D; Problem #1 headaches.
She says she's been under a lot more stress.
She's had memory loss that is gotten worse over
the past few years and we talked about her
brain MRI so we'll go ahead and order
Radiology Services this.&#x0D; &#x0D; P; This request is for a Brain
Denied Not
MRI; The study is being requested for evaluation
Medically
of a headache.; The patient has a chronic or
Necessary
recurring headache.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Radiology Services The headache is described as chronic or
Denied Not
recurring.; The headache is presenting with a
Medically
sudden change in severity, associated with
Necessary
exertion, or a mental status change.

3

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Radiology Services The headache is described as sudden and
Denied Not
severe.; There recent neurological deficits on
Medically
exam such as one sided weakness, speech
Necessary
impairments or vision defects.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Radiology Services The patient has one sided arm or leg weakness.;
Denied Not
The patient has a sudden and severe headache.;
Medically
The patient had a recent onset (within the last 3
Necessary
months) of neurologic symptoms.

1

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
There is a new and sudden onset of a headache
less than 1 week not improved by medications.;
The headache is described as a “thunderclap” or
the worst headache of the patient’s life.; Not
Radiology Services requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
Denied Not
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
Medically
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
Necessary
seizures; The patient has Bell's Palsy.

1

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
Radiology Services being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Denied Not
Requested for evaluation of Multiple Sclerosis;
Medically
The patient has undergone treatment for
Necessary
multiple sclerosis.

3

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of seizures; There has
not been a previous Brain MRI completed.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of tumor; A biopsy has
Radiology Services not been completed to determine tumor tissue
type.; There are recent neurological symptoms
Denied Not
Medically
such as one-sided weakness, speech
impairments, or vision defects.
Necessary

1

Disapproval

Disapproval

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Trigeminal Neuralgia; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The patient does not
have dizziness, fatigue or malaise, sudden
Radiology Services change in mental status, Bell's palsy, Congenital
Denied Not
abnormality, loss of smell, hearing loss or
Medically
vertigo.; It is unknown why this study is being
Necessary
ordered.

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is being requested for evaluation of a
Radiology Services headache.; The patient has dizziness.; The
Denied Not
patient has a sudden and severe headache.; The
Medically
patient had a recent onset (within the last 3
Necessary
months) of neurologic symptoms.
Radiology Services Unknown; This study is being ordered for a
Denied Not
neurological disorder.; 6/7/2017; There has
Medically
been treatment or conservative therapy.; pain;
Necessary
home exercise

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

We are wanting to rule out MS; This study is
being ordered for a neurological disorder.; Ms.
Rosemary Craig is now a 45year -old righthanded White female who has been referred to
me for evaluation and management of dizziness
that landed her in . Patient did describe a sense
of room spinning around. She denied any sense
Radiology Services of spinning in the h; There has been treatment
Denied Not
or conservative therapy.; Dizziness,
Medically
sensorineural hearing loss on the right side with
Necessary
frequent falls.; Medications

Disapproval

1

1

1

1

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

POSITIVE VOLTAGE GATED POTASSIUM
CHANNEL ANTIBODY; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 3
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
Radiology Services being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Denied Not
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
Medically
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is not a
Necessary
hematologist/ oncologist.

1

71550 MRI CHEST

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
Radiology Services disorder.; Gait abnormality&#x0D; and muscle
Denied Not
atrophy; There has been treatment or
Medically
conservative therapy.; Gait ABnormality and
Necessary
Muscle atrophy; medication

1

71550 MRI CHEST

Multiple sclerosis; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; has had chronic
Radiology Services pain for 27 years has been getting worse in last
Denied Not
few months; There has been treatment or
Medically
conservative therapy.; pain numbness in upper
Necessary
extremeties; medications

1

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

Continued problems cervical pain, swelling lt
lateral neck and difficulty swallowing.; This
study is not to be part of a Myelogram.; This is a
request for a Cervical Spine CT; This study is
being ordered due to suspected tumor with or
Radiology Services without metastasis.; There is no evidence of
Denied Not
tumor or metastasis on a bone scan or x-ray.;
Medically
There is a reason why the patient cannot have a
Necessary
Cervical Spine MRI.

1

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

This study is not to be part of a Myelogram.;
This is a request for a Cervical Spine CT; This
study is being ordered due to neurological
deficits.; There has been a supervised trial of
conservative management for at least 6 weeks.;
"The caller indicated that the patient is not
experiencing or presenting symptoms of
Abnormal Gait, Lower Extremity Weakness,
Asymmetric Reflexes, Cauda Equina Syndrome,
Bowel or Bladder Disfunction, New Foot Drop,
Radiology Services or Radiculopathy."; The patient is experiencing
Denied Not
sensory abnormalities such as numbness or
Medically
tingling.; There is a reason why the patient
Necessary
cannot have a Cervical Spine MRI.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back
pain; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is no
Radiology Services weakness or reflex abnormality.; The patient
Denied Not
does not have new signs or symptoms of
Medically
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; There is not xray evidence of a recent cervical spine fracture.
Necessary

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
Radiology Services No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
Denied Not
for a neurological disorder.; 04/11/17; There
Medically
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Necessary
pain; medications

1

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
Radiology Services No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
Denied Not
for a neurological disorder.; 2 years ago; There
Medically
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Necessary
weakness pain and numbness; medication

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 8/8/2016; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
falling difficulty swallowing , dysphasia; meds

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; since 2015; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Radiology Services patient is having chronic neck pain arm pain and
Denied Not
lower back pain and numbness; patient has
Medically
been on medications, injections symptoms are
Necessary
worse

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is no weakness or reflex abnormality.;
Radiology Services The patient does not have new signs or
Denied Not
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.;
Medically
There is not x-ray evidence of a recent cervical
Necessary
spine fracture.

1

Neurology

Neurology

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
Radiology Services There is reflex abnormality.; The patient does
Denied Not
not have new signs or symptoms of bladder or
Medically
bowel dysfunction.; There is not x-ray evidence
Necessary
of a recent cervical spine fracture.;

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

1. Neckpain &#x0D; The severity of the
problem is moderate. The frequency of pain is
constant. The patient describes the pain as
aching. Aggravating factors include turning
head. The patient experiences no relief from
massage, NSAIDs and OTC medications; This
study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 8 MONTHS AGO; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; 1.
Neckpain &#x0D; The severity of the problem
is moderate. The frequency of pain is constant.
Radiology Services The patient describes the pain as aching.
Denied Not
Aggravating factors include turning head. The
Medically
patient experiences no relief from massage,
Necessary
NSAIDs and OTC medications; FAILED PT

1

Neurology

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

63-year-old lady with chronic migraine
headaches as well as some radiculopathy
symptoms. Image her neck to look for any
spinal cord impingement or further surgical
need. MRI of the brain and I would also like to
look for evidence of damage that would ca; This
study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 30 years ago; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; 63-year-old
lady presents with headaches. She started
having headaches in her 30s. She has a heavy
family history however in many of her aunt
started having headaches as children. For the
past month they've been worse and more
frequent though not as se; She saw a
neurologist recently diagnosed with
fibromyalgia. I don't think he medications were
Radiology Services undertaken. She's been tried on "everything".
Denied Not
She cannot recall been on propranolol or
Medically
valproic acid. She thinks she may have been on
Necessary
Lyrica. She was on Top

1

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

also sensitivity to light, dizziness, and nausea;
This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Radiology Services vascular disease.; 1/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; daily
Denied Not
migraines, neck pain, numbness, tingling,;
Medically
Necessary
medication

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

Compare to mri done in 2016; This study is
being ordered for trauma or injury.; 15yrs ago;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Upper back pain extends into the UE;
Prednisone and Hydrocodone

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Enter answer heretension headaches, cervical
radiculopathy, neck pain, numbness and tingling
upper extremities, lumbar radiculopathy,
lumbago, numbness and tingling lower
extremities - or Type In Unknown If No Info
Given.; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; Enter date of initial onset
here05/24/2017 - or Type In Unknown If No Info
Given; It is not known if there has been any
treatment or conservative therapy.; Describe
primary symptoms heretension headaches,
Radiology Services cervical radiculopathy, neck pain numbness and
Denied Not
tingling, lumbar radiculopathy, low back pain
Medically
numbness and tinging lower extremities - or
Necessary
Type In Unknown If No Info Given

1

Neurology

Neurology

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

headaches have worsened since second steroid
injection and moved up her neck to her head.;
This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 11/01/2016; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Feels like a
muscle spasm at the base of her skull. It has
moved up onto the skull itself. Happens for a
Radiology Services split second to a few seconds. Can happen
Denied Not
several times per day. Felt like her ear needed
Medically
to pop.; medication management and steroid
Necessary
injection

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Her neck pain may be a trigger for her
headaches.; This is a request for cervical spine
MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is reflex
abnormality.; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
Radiology Services dysfunction.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
Denied Not
recent cervical spine fracture.; Reflex exam
Medically
shows 2+ reflexes throughout with downgoing
toes bilaterally.
Necessary

1

Neurology

Neurology

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Her neck pains and back pains contribute to her
headaches that happen several times per week.;
Radiology Services This study is being ordered for a neurological
Denied Not
disorder.; apx 15 years ago; There has been
Medically
treatment or conservative therapy.; Neck pains
Necessary
and back pains; Topamax or Maxalt

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

increased headache due to physical therapy of
the neck.; This is a request for cervical spine
MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; patient has completed 6 weeks of
physical Therapy for the neck. He does have
better ROM of the neck but PT of the neck has
Radiology Services increased HA.; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
Denied Not
Medically
dysfunction.; It is not known if there is x-ray
evidence of a recent cervical spine fracture.
Necessary

1

Neurology

Neurology

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

It is not known if the patient has failed a course
of anti-inflammatory medication or steroids.;
This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; It is not known if
the patient demonstrate neurological deficits.;
No, this patient did not have a recent course of
supervised physical Therapy.; No, the patient
did not have six weeks of Chiropractic care
related to this episode.; The patient is a 39 year
old male with a history of trigeminal neuralgia
and chronic headaches here for follow-up. He is
Radiology Services on Tegretol 20 Mg. Three times a day and due
to no improvement on the higher dose of
Denied Not
Medically
Tegretol was given adjunct therapy of
Gabapentin.
Necessary

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

New patient, not aware of all medical hx.; This
study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Radiology Services or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Denied Not
vascular disease.; 6/13/2017; There has not
Medically
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
Necessary
Multiple Sclerosis.

1

Neurology

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient Plan&#x0D; The patient also
experiences weakness in the right leg. She does
not feel that her leg supports her. The patient
has suffered falls due to her right leg symptoms.
The patient does not recall any injury to her
right leg prior to her symptom o; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or Chronic
neck and/or back pain; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is weakness.; On her examination, the
patient had some weakness in her right leg. She
did not appear to have sensory deficits in either
leg. The patient was hyperreflexic in both legs
and appears to have increased muscle tone in
Radiology Services the right leg.; The patient does not have new
Denied Not
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
Medically
dysfunction.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
Necessary
recent cervical spine fracture.

1

Neurology

Neurology

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Previous history of cervical fracture.; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; Neurological
deficits; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; She feels the headaches stem from
her fractured neck 20 years ago when she had
to wear a Halo for 6 months. It would usually
start on both sides of her head above the ears
and radiate to the back of her head. It could
Radiology Services last from few minutes to few hours.; The patient
Denied Not
does not have new signs or symptoms of
Medically
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; There is not xNecessary
ray evidence of a recent cervical spine fracture.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Robyn Kelley is a 57 year old female seen in the
clinic today for headaches, neck pain, and back
pain. Patient stated this has been going on for
30-40 years. Stated that she has had multiple
head injuries in the past. Describe having a
lightening pain in ; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 30 -40 YEARS.; It is
not known if there has been any treatment or
Radiology Services conservative therapy.; Headaches, neck pain,
and back pain. lightning pain in the right side of
Denied Not
Medically
my head. muscle tightness, numbness, and
tingling. neck pain, ,
Necessary

1

Neurology

Neurology

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Severe neck, shoulder and arm pain. Patient is
also experience migraines associated with neck
pain.; This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Acute or Chronic neck and/or back pain; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is reflex
abnormality.; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
Radiology Services dysfunction.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent cervical spine fracture.; 2+ upper
Denied Not
extremities with a slight decrease
Medically
brachioradialias
Necessary

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Sheryl Jefferson is a 53 year old female seen in
the clinic today for numbness and tingling.
Patient stated that this started 3 months ago.
stated that she woke up one day and her right
hand became numb and turned purple.
Explained that it usually goes aw; This study is
being ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 3 months ago; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Numbness
and tigling, facial numbness, difficulty urinating
and balance problems. sharp pain on the top of
Radiology Services her head at times; coreg 25mg BID,
Denied Not
Hydrocodone 7.5/325mg, isosorbide 30mg
Medically
daily, pravastatin 20mg nightly, and lorazepam
Necessary
1mg nightly

1

Neurology

Neurology

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient has failed a course of antiinflammatory medication or steroids.; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; There has been a
supervised trial of conservative management
for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or Chronic neck
Radiology Services and/or back pain; No, the patient does not
demonstrate neurological deficits.; It is not
Denied Not
known if this patient had a recent course of
Medically
Necessary
supervised physical Therapy.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; Yes, the patient
demonstrate neurological deficits.; yes, there is
a documented evidence of extremity weakness
on physical examination.

3

Neurology

Neurology

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Known
or Suspected Multiple Sclerosis, Infection or
abscess; &lt;Enter Additional Clinical
Information&gt;; Yes, the patient have new or
changing neurological signs or symptoms.; No,
the patient is not experiencing or presenting
new symptoms of upper extremity weakness?;
No, the patient is not demonstrating unilateral
muscle wasting.; No, the patient is not
experiencing or presenting new symptoms of
Bowel or bladder dysfunction.; No, the patient is
not experiencing new onset of parathesia
Radiology Services diagnosed by a neurologist; No, the patient is
Denied Not
not experiencing or presenting x-ray evidence of
Medically
a recent fracture.; yes, there are documented
clinical findings of Multiple sclerosis.
Necessary

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has not been a supervised trial of conservative
Radiology Services management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Denied Not
Chronic neck and/or back pain; No, the patient
Medically
does not demonstrate neurological deficits.;
Necessary
&lt;Enter Additional Clinical Information&gt;

1

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has not been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; Yes, the patient
demonstrate neurological deficits.; No, there is
not a documented evidence of extremity
Radiology Services weakness on physical examination.; No, there is
Denied Not
no evidence of recent development of unilateral
Medically
muscle wasting.; &lt;Enter Additional Clinical
Necessary
Information&gt;

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; This is a request for cervical spine
MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
Radiology Services weakness.; ; The patient does not have new
Denied Not
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
Medically
dysfunction.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
Necessary
recent cervical spine fracture.

1

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Unknown; This is a request for cervical spine
MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
Radiology Services weakness.; having neck pain; It is not known if
Denied Not
the patient has new signs or symptoms of
Medically
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; There is not xNecessary
ray evidence of a recent cervical spine fracture.
Radiology Services Unknown; This study is being ordered for a
Denied Not
neurological disorder.; 6/7/2017; There has
Medically
been treatment or conservative therapy.; pain;
Necessary
home exercise

1

1

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; November 2016; There
Radiology Services has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Denied Not
severe dizziness, neck stiffness and neck pain,
Medically
gait imbalance, can not walk normally,;
Necessary
medications

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

We are wanting to rule out MS; This study is
being ordered for a neurological disorder.; Ms.
Rosemary Craig is now a 45year -old righthanded White female who has been referred to
me for evaluation and management of dizziness
that landed her in . Patient did describe a sense
of room spinning around. She denied any sense
Radiology Services of spinning in the h; There has been treatment
Denied Not
or conservative therapy.; Dizziness,
Medically
sensorineural hearing loss on the right side with
frequent falls.; Medications
Necessary

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

xray in April that showed degenerative changes,
pain has gotten worse along w/ numbness and
tingling; This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Acute or Chronic neck and/or back pain; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is no weakness or
Radiology Services reflex abnormality.; The patient does not have
new signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
Denied Not
dysfunction.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
Medically
recent cervical spine fracture.
Necessary

1

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
for a neurological disorder.; 2 years ago; There
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
CONTRAST
Necessary
weakness pain and numbness; medication

1

Disapproval

Possible MS. Noted positive oligoclonal bands
on CSF. Of note, patient's brother was
diagnosed with MS this past month. To
complete patient's workup for positive findings
on CSF studies, will send for an MRI scan of her
cervical and Thoracic spine to loo; This study is
being ordered for a neurological disorder.;
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services Unknown; It is not known if there has been any
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
treatment or conservative therapy.; Blurred
Vision, facial pain , headaches, Trigeminal
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
Neuralgia
CONTRAST
Necessary

1

Disapproval

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to chronic back pain
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services or suspected degenerative disease.; backpain;
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
The patient is experiencing or presenting
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
symptoms of lower extremity weakness
CONTRAST
Necessary
documented on physical exam.

1

Disapproval

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to chronic back pain
or suspected degenerative disease.; Patient
stated that she has weakness in her legs and she
cant move them, I have a hard time walking.
Complained of numbness and tingling all over
her legs as well. She is having leg weakness and
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services stated she couldn't hold herself up. Complained
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
of feelin; The patient is experiencing or
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
presenting symptoms of lower extremity
CONTRAST
Necessary
weakness documented on physical exam.

1

Disapproval

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services study is being ordered due to chronic back pain
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
or suspected degenerative disease.; The patient
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
is experiencing or presenting symptoms of
CONTRAST
Necessary
abnormal gait.

3

Neurology

Disapproval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

Neurology

Disapproval

Neurology

Neurology

This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to Neurological
deficits.; ; The patient is experiencing or
presenting symptoms of lower extremity
weakness documented on physical exam.
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to Neurological
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services deficits.; has been falling a lot; The patient is
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
experiencing or presenting symptoms of lower
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
extremity weakness documented on physical
CONTRAST
Necessary
exam.
Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

2

1

Disapproval

This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to Neurological
deficits.; RO MS; developing herniated disc L5S1 at age 25 or 26. Brain MRI revealed 3
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services periventricular ovoid lesions.; The patient is
SPINE CHEST SPINE
experiencing or presenting symptoms of lower
Denied Not
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
extremity weakness documented on physical
CONTRAST
exam.
Necessary

1

Neurology

Disapproval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

1

Neurology

Disapproval

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Disapproval

Disapproval

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to Neurological
deficits.; The patient is experiencing or
presenting symptoms of abnormal gait.
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services study is being ordered due to Neurological
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
deficits.; The patient is experiencing or
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
presenting symptoms of bowel or bladder
CONTRAST
Necessary
dysfunction.
&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 2 years ago; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
weakness pain and numbness; medication

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; since 2015; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Radiology Services patient is having chronic neck pain arm pain and
Denied Not
lower back pain and numbness; patient has
Medically
been on medications, injections symptoms are
Necessary
worse

1

1

1

Neurology

Neurology

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

42-year-old lady with traumatic brain injury.
Hopefully the Topamax is contributing some to
the cognitive slowing and word finding
difficulty. I wonder reduce that to 75 mg twice
daily. I will get an EEG reportedly history of
seizures. MRI of the brai; This study is being
ordered for a neurological disorder.;
approximately 2010; There has been treatment
or conservative therapy.; Recurring nerve
palsies, weight loss, Bell's palsy, decreased taste
Radiology Services and smell beginning 2 1/2 years ago, shooting
Denied Not
pains in lower extremities.; patient is on
Medically
medication but still experiences a variety of
Necessary
symptoms

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Enter answer heretension headaches, cervical
radiculopathy, neck pain, numbness and tingling
upper extremities, lumbar radiculopathy,
lumbago, numbness and tingling lower
extremities - or Type In Unknown If No Info
Given.; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; Enter date of initial onset
here05/24/2017 - or Type In Unknown If No Info
Given; It is not known if there has been any
treatment or conservative therapy.; Describe
primary symptoms heretension headaches,
Radiology Services cervical radiculopathy, neck pain numbness and
Denied Not
tingling, lumbar radiculopathy, low back pain
Medically
numbness and tinging lower extremities - or
Necessary
Type In Unknown If No Info Given

1
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Neurology

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Her gait is very stiff. She is contantly shifting
around when she is sitting because of her back
pain.; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is reflex abnormality.; The
Radiology Services patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
Denied Not
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
Medically
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
Necessary
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.;

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Her neck pains and back pains contribute to her
headaches that happen several times per week.;
Radiology Services This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; apx 15 years ago; There has been
Denied Not
Medically
treatment or conservative therapy.; Neck pains
and back pains; Topamax or Maxalt
Necessary
Injury back in 1994 and has had pain every
Radiology Services since. Worst in the Lumbar; The study
Denied Not
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient
Medically
has acute or chronic back pain.; The patient has
Necessary
none of the above

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

Disapproval

Parasethsis; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 1/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Pain and
weakness in lower extremities, headache,
numbness in arms; Medications

1

1

1

1
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Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

Parathesia numbness bilaterally legs worsening;
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has none of the above

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient complains of a one year history of back
pain. patient denies any trauma. patient reports
that this has seemed to progress since January.
Patient reports that the pain has become more
severe and occasionally does go into her legs.
Patient reports t; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is no
weakness or reflex abnormality.; The patient
Radiology Services does not have new signs or symptoms of
Denied Not
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
Medically
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
Necessary
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

r/o degenerative disc disease, difficulty with
ambulation, severe pain; The study requested is
a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back
pain; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; It is not known if
there is weakness or reflex abnormality.; The
Radiology Services patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
Denied Not
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
Medically
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
Necessary
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Neurology

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Neurology

Disapproval

72196 MRI PELVIS

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary
Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary
Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically

Disapproval

73200 CT ARM OR
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity,
shoulder, scapula, elbow, hand, or wrist joint
CT.; There is not a history of upper extremity
joint or long bone trauma or injury.; This is not a
preoperative or recent postoperative
evaluation.; There is not suspicion of upper
extremity neoplasm or tumor or metastasis.;
Radiology Services There is not suspicion of upper extremity bone
Denied Not
or joint infection.; The ordering physician is not
Medically
an orthopedist or rheumatologist.; Yes this is a
Necessary
request for a Diagnostic CT

Disapproval

POSITIVE VOLTAGE GATED POTASSIUM
CHANNEL ANTIBODY; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 3
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
Radiology Services being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Denied Not
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is not a
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
hematologist/ oncologist.

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient does NOT have acute or chronic
back pain.; This procedure is being requested
for Neurologic deficits
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has Neurological deficit(s)
pelvic pain.; This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.;
The request is not for any of the listed
indications.

1

2

1

2

1

Neurology

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

Disapproval

Approval

Approval

Approval

78608 BRAIN PET
[POSITRON EMISSION
TOMOGRAPHY]

Radiology Services
Denied Not
; This is a request for a Metabolic Brain PET
Medically
scan; This study is being ordered for dementia.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; This study is being requested for
Suspicion of a TIA (Transient Ischemic Attack).;
Metallic implants such as Pacemakers, ICD
(cardioverter/defibrillator), vascular clips,
prosthesis or joint replacement is the reason
why an MRI is not being considered

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Elevated prolactin level.; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; The study is NOT being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient does not have dizziness, fatigue or
malaise, sudden change in mental status, Bell's
palsy, Congenital abnormality, loss of smell,
hearing loss or vertigo.; This study is being
ordered for something other than trauma or
injury, evaluation of known tumor, stroke or
aneurysm, infection or inflammation, multiple
sclerosis or seizures.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

This is a request for a brain/head CT.; There is a
suspected or known brain tumor.; This study is
being requested for known or suspected brain
tumor, mass or cancer.

1

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; It is unknown if the study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; Not
requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; It is not known if the condition is
associated with headache, blurred or double
vision or a change in sensation noted on exam.;
It is not known if a metabolic work-up done
including urinalysis, electrolytes, and complete
blood count with results completed.; The
patient does NOT have dizziness, fatigue or
malaise, Bell's Palsy, a congenital abnormality,
loss of smell, hearing loss or vertigo.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

infertility for 8 years. Mri for tumor for further
evaluation.; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient does not have dizziness,
fatigue or malaise, sudden change in mental
status, Bell's palsy, Congenital abnormality, loss
of smell, hearing loss or vertigo.; It is unknown
why this study is being ordered.

1

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

Approval

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

SIGNIFICANT PROLACTIN LEVELS ELEVATED
FROM 126 LAST YEAR TO 238 THIS YEAR; This
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient does not have dizziness, fatigue or
malaise, sudden change in mental status, Bell's
palsy, Congenital abnormality, loss of smell,
hearing loss or vertigo.; It is unknown why this
study is being ordered.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as chronic or
recurring.; The headache is presenting with a
sudden change in severity, associated with
exertion, or a mental status change.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Not requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; The patient does
NOT have dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's
Palsy, a congenital abnormality, loss of smell,
hearing loss or vertigo.

1

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Not requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results completed.;
The lab results were abnormal; The patient does
NOT have dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's
Palsy, a congenital abnormality, loss of smell,
hearing loss or vertigo.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of tumor; A biopsy has
not been completed to determine tumor tissue
type.; There are not recent neurological
symptoms such as one-sided weakness, speech
impairments, or vision defects.; There is not a
new and sudden onset of headache (less than 1
week) not improved by pain medications.; The
tumor is a pituitary tumor or pituitary
adenoma.; There are physical findings or
laboratory values indicating abnormal pituitary
hormone levels.

2

OB/Gynecology

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

OB/Gynecology

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

OB/Gynecology

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

OB/Gynecology

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
This study is being ordered for a tumor.
&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; The study is being ordered for none of
the above.; This study is being ordered for non
of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.
A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study
is being ordered for known tumor.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

2

1

1

1

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

Approval

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study
is being ordered for screening of lung cancer.;
The patient is between 55 and 80 years old.;
This patient is a smoker or has a history of
smoking.; The patient has a 30 pack per year
history of smoking.; The patient did NOT quit
smoking in the past 15 years.; The patient does
NOT have signs or symptoms suggestive of lung
cancer such as an unexplained cough, coughing
up blood, unexplained weight loss or other
condition.; The patient has NOT had a Low Dose
CT for Lung Cancer Screening or a Chest CT in
the past 11 months.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Patient has had a chest xray that was normal.;
A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study
is being ordered for screening of lung cancer.;
The patient is 54 years old or younger.; The
patient has NOT had a Low Dose CT for Lung
Cancer Screening or a Chest CT in the past 11
months.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

positive cancer results; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 2
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is not a
hematologist/ oncologist.

1

OB/Gynecology

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

R/O METS, PROBABLE UTEREN CANCER; This
study is being ordered for a metastatic disease.;
There are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI,
CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is not
a hematologist/ oncologist.

1

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient has not responded to concservative
therapy and has this acute back pain that is not
relieved by any therapy we have attempted.
&#x0D; Needs eval with MRI to essentially guide
us in the plan for a continued orthopedic eval of
the disc or nerves vs. this; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 6/17 back pain started, after a
6/15/17 emergency LSC salpingectomy for a
rupture ectopic pregnancy.; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Low back
pain &#x0D; Severe at this point&#x0D; ER visits
on 6/18 &amp; 6/27 with CT scan performed at
both. &#x0D; Psoas muscle inflammation seen
&#x0D; 6/18 and secondary CT the area was not
inflammed (it was post steroid injection).
Radiologist recommends MRI of pelvis and ba;
Oral meds with Toradol and Valium with rest
initially, then NSAIDS and on 6/22/17--Steroid
injection into area of psoas muscle
inflammation seen on CT from 6/18/17 ER visit
&#x0D; Provided 2 days of releif
Pt has back pain that is radiating down to the
right leg and having right hip pain. Pain is 8/10.
Numbness in right thigh. Pain is worse w/
walking and moving. o; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
above

1

1

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient does have new signs or
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The
patient does not have a new foot drop.
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient does NOT have acute or chronic
back pain.; This procedure is being requested
for Pre-operative evaluation; The patient has
not had a Lumbar Spine MRI performed within
the past 2 weeks.
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has 6 weeks of completed conservative
care in the past 3 months or had a spine
injection

Approval

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for some other reason than the choices given.;
This is a request for a Pelvis CT.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
; This study is being ordered for some other
reason than the choices given.; This is a request
for a Pelvis CT.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

NOT CLEAR ETIOLOGY; This study is being
ordered for some other reason than the choices
given.; This is a request for a Pelvis CT.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

Approval

1

1

1

1

1

1

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

Approval

Approval

Approval

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

post-op complication, pain, bleeding, fever;
This study is being ordered due to known or
suspected infection.; "The ordering physician is
a surgeon, gynecologist, urologist,
gastroenterologist, or infectious disease
specialist or PCP ordering on behalf of a
specialist who has seen the patient."; This is a
request for a Pelvis CT.; Yes this is a request for
a Diagnostic CT

1

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

prior transvaginal us found a mass on 6/2/17;
The patient is not undergoing active treatment
for cancer.; This study is being ordered for
known tumor, cancer, mass, or rule-out
metastasis.; "The ordering physician is an
oncologist, urologist, gynecologist,
gastroenterologist or surgeon or PCP ordering
on behalf of a specialist who has seen the
patient."; This study is not being ordered for
initial staging.; The patient is presenting new
signs (e.g. lab findings or imaging) or
symptoms.; This is a request for a Pelvis CT.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

rectal bleeding and cramps; This study is being
ordered for some other reason than the choices
given.; This is a request for a Pelvis CT.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; This study is being ordered as preoperative evaluation.; "The ordering physician is
an oncologist, urologist, gynecologist,
gastroenterologist or surgeon or PCP ordering
on behalf of a specialist who has seen the
patient."; This is a request for a Pelvis CT.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

72196 MRI PELVIS

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; over 6
months ago; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; chronic pain; oral
contraceptive

1

72196 MRI PELVIS

Pre-Op MRi; This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.;
Surgery is not planned for within 30 days.; The
study is being ordered for Evaluation of the
pelvis prior to surgery or laparoscopy.

1

72196 MRI PELVIS

R/O endometriosis, pelvic pain; This is a request
for a Pelvis MRI.; The study is being ordered for
endometriosis.; A diagnosis of endometriosis
has NOT been established.; The study is being
ordered for something other than follow up
treatment or pre surgical evaluation.

1

OB/Gynecology

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

OB/Gynecology

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

OB/Gynecology

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

OB/Gynecology

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

OB/Gynecology

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

OB/Gynecology

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The patient
had previous abnormal imaging including a CT,
MRI or Ultrasound.; A tumor or mass was noted
on previous imaging.; An abnormality was found
in the ovary.; The study is being ordered for
suspicion of tumor, mass, neoplasm, or
metastatic disease.
This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The request
is for evaluation of the pelvis prior to surgery or
laparoscopy.
This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The request
is for pelvic trauma or injury.
This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The request
is for suspicion of pelvic inflammatory disease
or abscess.
This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The request
is for suspicion of tumor, mass, neoplasm, or
metastatic disease?
unknown; This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.;
The request is not for any of the listed
indications.

72196 MRI PELVIS

Unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 4/2/2017; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Pain severe and constant, worse with sitting,
started 3 months ago, mass noted 4/2/2017,
physical activity and sitting she feels much more
pressure; transvaginal ultrasound and CT pelvis

OB/Gynecology

Approval

1

5
3

3

7

1

1

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a lower extremity MRI.;
This is not a pulsatile mass.; "There is no
evidence of tumor or mass from a previous
exam, plain film, ultrasound, or previous CT or
MRI."; There is not a suspicion of an infection.;
The patient is not taking antibiotics.; This is not
a study for a fracture which does not show
healing (non-union fracture).; This is not a preoperative study for planned surgery.

1

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for an infection such as
pancreatitis, appendicitis, abscess, colitis and
inflammatory bowel disease.; Yes, the patient
has been seen by a specialist or are the studies
being requested on behalf of a specialist for an
infection.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

5
&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
pain.; This is not the first visit for this
complaint.; There has been a physical exam.;
The patient is female.; A pelvic exam was
performed.; The results of the exam were
abnormal.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Continued lower left quad pain Vaginal spotting
Bloating Sharp stabbing sensations Cysts in left
ovary Mass on right ovary; This is a request for
an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis
has been completed.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
The results of the urinalysis were normal.; It is
not known if the pain is acute or chronic.; This is
the first visit for this complaint.; It is unknown if
the patient had an Amylase or Lipase lab test.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Patient is 7 weeks post op LAVH/BSO. She has
been in pain ever since. Patient did experience
bleeding of the right rectus muscle during
surgery and this was repaired at the time of
surgery.; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis
CT combination.; This study is being requested
for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the
first visit for this complaint.; There has been a
physical exam.; The patient is female.; A pelvic
exam was performed.; The results of the exam
were normal.; The patient did not have an
Ultrasound.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Pelvic exam unable to produce mass, but upon
siting 2-3 cm above the C-Section incision,
suspicious for neuroma or scarring associated
with her incision; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
pain.; This is not the first visit for this
complaint.; There has been a physical exam.;
The patient is female.; A pelvic exam was
performed.; The results of the exam were
abnormal.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

positive cancer results; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 2
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is not a
hematologist/ oncologist.

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

R/O METS, PROBABLE UTEREN CANCER; This
study is being ordered for a metastatic disease.;
There are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI,
CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is not
a hematologist/ oncologist.

1

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; Infection such as pancreatitis,
appendicitis, abscess, colitis and inflammatory
bowel disease; Yes, the patient has been seen
by a specialist or are the studies being
requested on behalf of a specialist for an
infection.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

5

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; It is not known if there is a
suspicious mass found using ultrasound, IVP,
Endoscopy, colonoscopy, or sigmoidoscopy.;
There are no new symptoms including
hematuria.; It is not known if there are new lab
results or other imaging studies including
ultrasound, Doppler or plain films findings.; It is
not known if there is a suspicion of an adrenal
mass.; This is a request to confirm a suspicious
renal mass suggested by physical exam, lab
studies, IVP or ultrasound.; Suspicious Mass or
Tumor; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is pre-op
or post op evaluation.; The study is requested
for post-op evaluation.; The study is requested
as a first follow up study for a suspected or
known post-op complication.; This study is not
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is not requested for hematuria.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The requested study is for postoperative evaluation.; The requested study is a
first follow up study for a post operatove
complication.; Pre-op or post op evaluation; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

10

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The requested study is for postoperative evaluation.; The requested study is
not a first follow up study for a post operative
complication.; Pre-op or post op evaluation;
pelvic pain and checking to see if pain is due to
post op complication; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The requested study is for preoperative evaluation.; The study is requested by
a surgeon, specialist or PCP on behalf of a
specialist who has seen the patient.; Pre-op or
post op evaluation; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

1

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are abnormal lab results or
physical findings on exam such as rebound or
guarding that are consistent with peritonitis,
abscess, pancreatitis or appendicitis.; Infection
such as pancreatitis, appendicitis, abscess,
colitis and inflammatory bowel disease; No, the
patient has not been seen by a specialist or are
the studies being requested on behalf of a
specialist for an infection.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

2

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are clinical findings or
indications of Hematuria.; Other; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

9

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are clinical findings or
indications of unexplained weight loss of greater
than 10% body weight in 1 month; Other; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

OB/Gynecology

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

OB/Gynecology

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

OB/Gynecology

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are NO abnormal lab
results or physical findings on exam such as
rebound or guarding that are consistent with
peritonitis, abscess, pancreatitis or
appendicitis.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Crohn's disease,
Abscess, Ulcerative Colitis, Acute Non-ulcerative
Colitis, Diverticulitis, or Inflammatory bowel
disease.; There are no findings that confirm
hepatitis C.; Infection such as pancreatitis,
appendicitis, abscess, colitis and inflammatory
bowel disease; No, the patient has not been
seen by a specialist or are the studies being
requested on behalf of a specialist for an
infection.; &lt;Enter Additional Clinical
Information&gt;; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; &lt;Enter Additional
Clinical Information&gt;; Yes this is a request for
a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; ; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

2

3

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

OB/Gynecology

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

OB/Gynecology

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Cancer; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Patient is complaining of
bilateral flank pain, and bladder area
discomfort, painful urination. US showed a left
ovarian cyst.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Pelvic Pain; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; pt having abdominal pain;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

Approval

1

1

1

1

OB/Gynecology

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

OB/Gynecology

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

OB/Gynecology

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

OB/Gynecology

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; SIGNIFICANT LOWER BACK
PAIN, TENDER OF LUMBAR AREA; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; unable to urinate; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; unknown; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is a known or a strong
suspicion of kidney or ureteral stones.;
Kidney/Ureteral stone; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is a suspicious mass found
using ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy,
or sigmoidoscopy.; Suspicious Mass or Tumor;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

OB/Gynecology

Approval

1

1

1

6

9

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is evidence of organ
enlargement on ultrasound, plain film, or IVP.;
Organ Enlargement; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

3

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is no suspicious mass found
using ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy,
or sigmoidoscopy.; There are new symptoms
including hematuria.; Suspicious Mass or Tumor;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This is a request for follow up of a
known tumor or cancer involving both the
abdomen and pelvis and the patient is
undergoing active treatment.; Known Tumor,
Cancer, Mass, or Rule out metastases; Yes this is
a request for a Diagnostic CT

4

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This is not a request for follow up
of a known tumor or cancer involving both the
abdomen and pelvis or if this patient is
undergoing active treatment.; This is a request
for initial staging of a known tumor other than
prostate.; Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or Rule
out metastases; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This is not a request for follow up
of a known tumor or cancer involving both the
abdomen and pelvis or if this patient is
undergoing active treatment.; This is not a
request for initial staging of a known tumor
other than prostate.; There has NOT been a
recent (within the last 3 months) Abdomen
and/or Pelvis CT.; This patient does NOT have
known prostate cancer with a PSA (prostatespecific antigen) greater than 10.; Known
Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or Rule out metastases;
yes, there is a palpable or observed abdominal
mass.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This is not a request for follow up
of a known tumor or cancer involving both the
abdomen and pelvis or if this patient is
undergoing active treatment.; This is not a
request for initial staging of a known tumor
other than prostate.; There is an abdominal and
pelvic or retroperitoneal mass that has been
confirmed by previous imaging other than a CT.;
This patient does NOT have known prostate
cancer with a PSA (prostate-specific antigen)
greater than 10.; Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass,
or Rule out metastases; No, there is not a
palpable or observed abdominal mass.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This is not a request for follow up
of a known tumor or cancer involving both the
abdomen and pelvis or if this patient is
undergoing active treatment.; This is not a
request for initial staging of a known tumor
other than prostate.; There is no abdominal and
pelvic or retroperitoneal mass that has been
confirmed by previous imaging other than a CT.;
There are no new signs or symptoms including
hematuria, presenting with known cancer or
tumor.; This patient does NOT have known
prostate cancer with a PSA (prostate-specific
antigen) greater than 10.; Known Tumor,
Cancer, Mass, or Rule out metastases; No,
there is not a palpable or observed abdominal
mass.; Known endometrial cancer; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

unknown; This is a request for an abdomenpelvis CT combination.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
The study is being ordered for chronic pain.;
This is not the first visit for this complaint.;
There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
female.; A pelvic exam was performed.; The
results of the exam were abnormal.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

Approval

Approval

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; over 6
months ago; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; chronic pain; oral
contraceptive

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is not being ordered for known tumor,
suspicious mass or suspected tumor/metastasis,
organ enlargement, known or suspected
vascular disease, hematuria, follow-up trauma,
or a pre-operative evaluation.; currently
pregnant, abnormality noted to the babies
brain. need a mri to determine where she needs
to deliver.

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

Unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 4/2/2017; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Pain severe and constant, worse with sitting,
started 3 months ago, mass noted 4/2/2017,
physical activity and sitting she feels much more
pressure; transvaginal ultrasound and CT pelvis

1

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

Approval

Approval

Approval

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for Breast
MRI.; This study is being ordered as a screening
examination for known family history of breast
cancer.; It is not known if this is an individual
who has known breast cancer in the
contralateral (other) breast.; It is unknown if
there are benign lesions in the breast associated
with an increased cancer risk.; There is NOT a
pattern of breast cancer history in at least two
first-degree relatives (parent, sister, brother, or
children).

1

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for Breast
MRI.; This study is being ordered as a screening
examination for known family history of breast
cancer.; There are NOT benign lesions in the
breast associated with an increased cancer risk.;
There is NOT a pattern of breast cancer history
in at least two first-degree relatives (parent,
sister, brother, or children).

1

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

A mammogram has been performed and the
results came back abnormal; This is a request
for Breast MRI.; This study is being ordered for
something other than known breast cancer,
known breast lesions, screening for known
family history, screening following genetric
testing or a suspected implant rupture.

1

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

Approval

Approval

Approval

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

Family history consists of Mother at age 58,
Maternal Aunt at age 70 and paternal
grandmother at age 70. Her lifetime risk is
30.7%; This is a request for Breast MRI.; This
study is being ordered as a screening
examination for known family history of breast
cancer.; There are NOT benign lesions in the
breast associated with an increased cancer risk.;
There is NOT a pattern of breast cancer history
in at least two first-degree relatives (parent,
sister, brother, or children).

1

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

high risk; This is a request for Breast MRI.; This
study is being ordered as a screening
examination for known family history of breast
cancer.; There are NOT benign lesions in the
breast associated with an increased cancer risk.;
There is NOT a pattern of breast cancer history
in at least two first-degree relatives (parent,
sister, brother, or children).

1

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

MOTHER WITH BREAST CANCER AT AGE
41&#x0D; &#x0D; TYRER-CUZICK SCORE IS
21.51%; This is a request for Breast MRI.; This
study is being ordered as a screening
examination for known family history of breast
cancer.; It is unknown if there is a pattern of
breast cancer history in at least two first-degree
relatives (parent, sister, brother, or children).

1

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

Approval

Approval

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

MULTIPLE PALPABLE AREAS WITH NO
MAMMOGRAPHIC OR SONOGRAPHIC FINDINGS.
MRI REQUESTED FOR BIOPSY PLANNING.; This is
a request for Breast MRI.; This study is being
ordered for known breast lesions.; No, this is
not an individual who has known breast cancer
in the contralateral (other) breast.; No, this is
not a confirmed breast cancer.; No, this patient
does not have axillary node adenocarcinoma.;
No, there are no anatomic factors (deformity or
extreme density) that make a simple
mammogram impossible.; It is unknown if there
are benign lesions in the breast associated with
an increased cancer risk.

1

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

NIPPLE DISCHARGE; This is a request for Breast
MRI.; This study is being ordered for something
other than known breast cancer, known breast
lesions, screening for known family history,
screening following genetric testing or a
suspected implant rupture.

1

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

Approval

Approval

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

-nipple pain&#x0D; -family history of breast
cancer; This is a request for Breast MRI.; This
study is being ordered as a screening
examination for known family history of breast
cancer.; No, this is not an individual who has
known breast cancer in the contralateral (other)
breast.; No, this is not a confirmed breast
cancer.; No, this patient does not have axillary
node adenocarcinoma.; No, there are no
anatomic factors (deformity or extreme density)
that make a simple mammogram impossible.; It
is unknown if there are benign lesions in the
breast associated with an increased cancer risk.;
There is NOT a pattern of breast cancer history
in at least two first-degree relatives (parent,
sister, brother, or children).

1

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

Patient has a Lifetime Risk of 26.7% using the
Tyrer-Cusik Risk Assessment.; This is a request
for Breast MRI.; This study is being ordered as a
screening examination for known family history
of breast cancer.; There are NOT benign lesions
in the breast associated with an increased
cancer risk.; There is NOT a pattern of breast
cancer history in at least two first-degree
relatives (parent, sister, brother, or children).

1

OB/Gynecology

Approval

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

PATIENT HAS A LIFETIME RISK OF 29.5% USING
THE TYRER-CUSIK RISK ASSESSMENT. THIS IS A
BREAST CANCER SCREENING.; This is a request
for Breast MRI.; This study is being ordered as a
screening examination for known family history
of breast cancer.; No, this is not an individual
who has known breast cancer in the
contralateral (other) breast.; No, this is not a
confirmed breast cancer.; No, this patient does
not have axillary node adenocarcinoma.; No,
there are no anatomic factors (deformity or
extreme density) that make a simple
mammogram impossible.; It is unknown if there
are benign lesions in the breast associated with
an increased cancer risk.; There is NOT a pattern
of breast cancer history in at least two firstdegree relatives (parent, sister, brother, or
children).

1

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

Approval

Approval

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

PATIENT IS AT INCREASED RISK OF BREAST
CANCER. HER LIFETIME RISK IS 31.9% USING
THE TYRER-CUSIK RISK ASSESSMENT.; This is a
request for Breast MRI.; This study is being
ordered as a screening examination for known
family history of breast cancer.; No, this is not
an individual who has known breast cancer in
the contralateral (other) breast.; No, this is not
a confirmed breast cancer.; No, this patient
does not have axillary node adenocarcinoma.;
No, there are no anatomic factors (deformity or
extreme density) that make a simple
mammogram impossible.; It is unknown if there
are benign lesions in the breast associated with
an increased cancer risk.; There is NOT a pattern
of breast cancer history in at least two firstdegree relatives (parent, sister, brother, or
children).

1

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

Patient's lifetime risk = 26.7% using the TyrerCusik Risk Assessment.; This is a request for
Breast MRI.; This study is being ordered as a
screening examination for known family history
of breast cancer.; There are NOT benign lesions
in the breast associated with an increased
cancer risk.; There is NOT a pattern of breast
cancer history in at least two first-degree
relatives (parent, sister, brother, or children).

1

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

Approval

Approval

Approval

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

PT HAD ENHANCING MASS ON MRI IN LT
BREAST. SONOGRAPHIC CORRELATE WAS
IDENTIFIED AND ULTRASOUND BIOPSY WAS
PERFORMED WITH PATHOLOGY OF FAT
NECROSIS. 6 MONTH FOLLOW UP WAS
RECOMMENDED TO DOCUMENT STABILITY OF
LESION.; This is a request for Breast MRI.; This
study is being ordered for known breast
lesions.; There are NOT benign lesions in the
breast associated with an increased cancer risk.

1

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

PT HAS CALCIFICATIONS IN LT BREAST
SUSPICIOUS FOR MALIGNANCY AS WELL AS AN
ADDITIONAL MASS IN LT BREAST SUSPICIOUS
FOR MALIGNANCY. MRI IS REQUESTED PRIOR
TO BIOPSY TO DETERMINE MULTIFOCAL
DISEASE/BIOPSY PLANNING.; This is a request
for Breast MRI.; This study is being ordered for
known breast lesions.; There are NOT benign
lesions in the breast associated with an
increased cancer risk.

1

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

PT HAS CALCULATED LIFETIME RISK OF 30.5%
BASED ON MULTIPLE RELATIVES.; This is a
request for Breast MRI.; This study is being
ordered as a screening examination for known
family history of breast cancer.; There are NOT
benign lesions in the breast associated with an
increased cancer risk.; There is NOT a pattern of
breast cancer history in at least two first-degree
relatives (parent, sister, brother, or children).

1

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

Approval

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

Approval

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

PT PRESENTS WITH BLOODY NIPPLE DISCHARGE
IN RT BREAST. PT HAS HAD NEGATIVE
MAMMOGRAM AND ULTRASOUND WORK UP.;
This is a request for Breast MRI.; This study is
being ordered for something other than known
breast cancer, known breast lesions, screening
for known family history, screening following
genetric testing or a suspected implant rupture.
This is a request for Breast MRI.; This study is
being ordered as a screening examination
following genetic testing for breast cancer.; The
patient has a lifetime risk score of greater than
20.

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

This is a request for Breast MRI.; This study is
being ordered as a screening examination for
known family history of breast cancer.; There
are benign lesions in the breast associated with
an increased cancer risk.; There is NOT a pattern
of breast cancer history in at least two firstdegree relatives (parent, sister, brother, or
children).

1

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

This is a request for Breast MRI.; This study is
being ordered as a screening examination for
known family history of breast cancer.; There is
a pattern of breast cancer history in at least two
first-degree relatives (parent, sister, brother, or
children).

6

Approval

Approval

1

1

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

Approval

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

This is a request for Breast MRI.; This study is
being ordered for a known history of breast
cancer.; No, this is not an individual who has
known breast cancer in the contralateral (other)
breast.; Yes, this is a confirmed breast cancer.;
Yes, the results of this MRI (size and shape of
tumor) affect the patient's further
management.

2

Approval

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

This is a request for Breast MRI.; This study is
being ordered for a known history of breast
cancer.; Yes, this is an individual who has known
breast cancer in the contralateral (other) breast.

1

Approval

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

This is a request for Breast MRI.; This study is
being ordered for known breast lesions.; No,
this is not an individual who has known breast
cancer in the contralateral (other) breast.; No,
this is not a confirmed breast cancer.; No, this
patient does not have axillary node
adenocarcinoma.; Yes, there are anatomic
factors (deformity or extreme density) that
make a simple mammogram impossible.; It is
unknown if there are benign lesions in the
breast associated with an increased cancer risk.

1

Approval

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

This is a request for Breast MRI.; This study is
being ordered for known breast lesions.; There
are benign lesions in the breast associated with
an increased cancer risk.

7

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

Approval

Approval

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

TYRER - CUZICK IS 35.5%&#x0D; &#x0D; MOM
HAD INFLAMMATORY BC AT AGE 58 AND DIED
AT AGE 60&#x0D; &#x0D; MAT AUNT HAD BC
AT AGE 63 AND AGAIN IN THE OTHER BREAST
AT 68; This is a request for Breast MRI.; This
study is being ordered as a screening
examination for known family history of breast
cancer.; There are NOT benign lesions in the
breast associated with an increased cancer risk.;
There is NOT a pattern of breast cancer history
in at least two first-degree relatives (parent,
sister, brother, or children).

1

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

while she does not have a history of 2 first
degree relatives she does have a Personal
history of mother with breast cancer at age
33and maternal aunt with breast cancer at age
40 something. This should qualify her for the
exam.; This is a request for Breast MRI.; This
study is being ordered as a screening
examination for known family history of breast
cancer.; There are NOT benign lesions in the
breast associated with an increased cancer risk.;
There is NOT a pattern of breast cancer history
in at least two first-degree relatives (parent,
sister, brother, or children).

1

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

Approval

Approval

Approval

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

WHILE SHE DOES NOT HAVE TWO FIRST
DEGREE RELATIVES, HER MOTHER WAS
DIAGNOSED PRE MENOPAUSAL AT AGE 33; This
is a request for Breast MRI.; This study is being
ordered as a screening examination for known
family history of breast cancer.; There are NOT
benign lesions in the breast associated with an
increased cancer risk.; There is NOT a pattern of
breast cancer history in at least two first-degree
relatives (parent, sister, brother, or children).

1

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

would like to document the stability of biopsy
proven calcification.; This is a request for Breast
MRI.; This study is being ordered for something
other than known breast cancer, known breast
lesions, screening for known family history,
screening following genetric testing or a
suspected implant rupture.

1

77078 CT bone mineral
density study, 1 or more
sites; axial skeleton

This is a request for a Bone Density Study.; This
patient has not had a bone mineral density
study within the past 23 months.; This is a bone
density study in a patient with clinical risk of
osteoporosis or osteopenia.

1

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

Approval

Approval

Approval

78813 PET IMAGING
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being ordered for something other
than Breast CA, Lymphoma, Myeloma, Ovarian
CA, Esophageal CA, Lung CA, Colorectal CA,
Head/Neck CA, Melanoma, Soft Tissue Sarcoma,
Pancreatic CA or Testicular CA.; This study is
being requested for Cervical Cancer.; This is NOT
a Medicare member.

2

78813 PET IMAGING
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for something other
than Breast CA, Lymphoma, Myeloma, Ovarian
CA, Esophageal CA, Lung CA, Colorectal CA,
Head/Neck CA, Melanoma, Soft Tissue Sarcoma,
Pancreatic CA or Testicular CA.; This study is not
being ordered for Cervical CA, Brain
Cancer/Tumor or Mass, Thyroid CA or other
solid tumor.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

78813 PET IMAGING
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being ordered for
something other than Breast CA, Lymphoma,
Myeloma, Ovarian CA, Esophageal CA, Lung CA,
Colorectal CA, Head/Neck CA, Melanoma, Soft
Tissue Sarcoma, Pancreatic CA or Testicular CA.;
This study is being requested for Cervical
Cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

Approval

Approval

Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being ordered for something other
than Breast CA, Lymphoma, Myeloma, Ovarian
CA, Esophageal CA, Lung CA, Colorectal CA,
Head/Neck CA, Melanoma, Soft Tissue Sarcoma,
Pancreatic CA or Testicular CA.; This study is
being requested for Cervical Cancer.; This is NOT
a Medicare member.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered to establish a cancer
diagnosis.; This study is being ordered for
something other than Breast CA, Lymphoma,
Myeloma, Ovarian CA, Esophageal CA, Lung CA,
Colorectal CA, Head/Neck CA, Melanoma, Soft
Tissue Sarcoma, Pancreatic CA or Testicular CA.;
This study is being requested for Cervical
Cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Congenital Heart Defect.; This is for initial
diagnosis of congenital heart disease.

1

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

Disapproval

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; There is headache not improved
by pain medications.; "There are no recent
neurological symptoms or deficits such as oneRadiology Services sided weakness, vision defects, speech
Denied Not
impairments or sudden onset of severe
dizziness."; This study is being requested for a
Medically
headache.
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; Not requested for
evaluation of trauma/injury, tumor,
stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; It is not known if the condition is
associated with headache, blurred or double
vision or a change in sensation noted on exam.;
It is not known if a metabolic work-up done
including urinalysis, electrolytes, and complete
Radiology Services blood count with results completed.; The
Denied Not
patient does NOT have dizziness, fatigue or
Medically
malaise, Bell's Palsy, a congenital abnormality,
Necessary
loss of smell, hearing loss or vertigo.

1

1

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

Disapproval

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Hyperprolactinemia level is 23.9 NG/ML
reference range is 3.0-18.6 NG/ML &#x0D;
Abnormal uterine bleeding for 3 months no past
history.; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; Not requested for evaluation of
trauma/injury, tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workRadiology Services up done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
Denied Not
complete blood count with results was not
Medically
completed.; The patient is experiencing fatigue
Necessary
or malaise.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

unknown; There is no radiologic evidence of
asbestosis.; "There is no radiologic evidence of
sarcoidosis, tuberculosis or fungal infection.";
There is no radiologic evidence of a lung abscess
or empyema.; There is no radiologic evidence of
pneumoconiosis e.g. black lung disease or
silicosis.; There is NO radiologic evidence of nonresolving pneumonia for 6 weeks after antibiotic
treatment was prescribed.; A Chest/Thorax CT is
Radiology Services being ordered.; This study is being ordered for
Denied Not
known or suspected inflammatory disease or
Medically
pneumonia.; Yes this is a request for a
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

1

OB/Gynecology

Disapproval

OB/Gynecology

Disapproval

This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient does not have a history of severe low
Radiology Services back trauma or lumbar injury.; This is a
Denied Not
preoperative or recent post-operative
72131 CT LUMBAR
Medically
evaluation.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
SPINE, LOW BACK
Necessary
CT
See clinical notes; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
Beginning of 2017; There has been treatment or
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services conservative therapy.; Chronic pain,
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
numbneww; Patient has been in pain
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
management with no relief. Also sees an
CONTRAST
Necessary
orthopedist.

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

History of fracture; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
Radiology Services had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
Denied Not
seen the doctor more then once for these
Medically
symptoms.; The physician has not directed
Necessary
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

Disapproval

pain that worsens with activity or sex, before
they do a hysterectomy they want to have an
mri done.; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or chronic
back pain.; The patient has none of the above

1

1

1

1

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Post operative pain; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
above
See clinical notes; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
Beginning of 2017; There has been treatment or
Radiology Services conservative therapy.; Chronic pain,
Denied Not
numbneww; Patient has been in pain
Medically
management with no relief. Also sees an
Necessary
orthopedist.

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

72196 MRI PELVIS

15-year-old G0 white female presents as a
consult. Her mother is Melissa Jones he was 1
of my patients. She has a history of left upper
quadrant pain and an intermittent mass in the
left upper quadrant for about a year. She was
seen by her local physic; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 2
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
Radiology Services being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
Denied Not
Medically
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is not a
Necessary
hematologist/ oncologist.

Disapproval

Disapproval

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

Will fax.; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; It is unknown if the patient has acute or
chronic back pain.; This procedure is being
requested for None of the above

1

1

1

1

OB/Gynecology

Disapproval

72196 MRI PELVIS

OB/Gynecology

Disapproval

72196 MRI PELVIS

Patient has not responded to concservative
therapy and has this acute back pain that is not
relieved by any therapy we have attempted.
&#x0D; Needs eval with MRI to essentially guide
us in the plan for a continued orthopedic eval of
the disc or nerves vs. this; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 6/17 back pain started, after a
6/15/17 emergency LSC salpingectomy for a
rupture ectopic pregnancy.; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Low back
pain &#x0D; Severe at this point&#x0D; ER visits
on 6/18 &amp; 6/27 with CT scan performed at
both. &#x0D; Psoas muscle inflammation seen
&#x0D; 6/18 and secondary CT the area was not
inflammed (it was post steroid injection).
Radiologist recommends MRI of pelvis and ba;
Oral meds with Toradol and Valium with rest
Radiology Services initially, then NSAIDS and on 6/22/17--Steroid
Denied Not
injection into area of psoas muscle
Medically
inflammation seen on CT from 6/18/17 ER visit
Necessary
&#x0D; Provided 2 days of releif
Radiology Services This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The request
Denied Not
is for suspicion of pelvic inflammatory disease
Medically
or abscess.

1

1

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

Disapproval

73220 MRI UPPER
EXTREMITY , ENTIRE
EXTREMITY, NOT A
JOINT

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; since
Radiology Services 13; It is not known if there has been any
treatment or conservative therapy.; trying to
Denied Not
find a birth control that was placed in patients
Medically
arm at the age of 13 and never got it taken out
Necessary

2

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis
has not been completed.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
Radiology Services The study is being ordered for chronic pain.;
Denied Not
This is the first visit for this complaint.; The
patient did not have a amylase or lipase lab
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
test.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary

1

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; The reason
for the study is suspicious mass or suspected
tumor or metastasis.; This study is not being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
Radiology Services The study is not requested for hematuria.; The
patient did NOT have an abnormal abdominal
Denied Not
Ultrasound, CT or MR study.; Yes this is a
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
request for a Diagnostic CT
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary

1

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for acute pain.;
Radiology Services There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
Denied Not
male.; A rectal exam was performed.; The
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
results of the exam are unknown.; Yes this is a
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
pain.; This is not the first visit for this
complaint.; There has been a physical exam.;
The patient is female.; A pelvic exam was
performed.; The results of the exam were
normal.; The patient had an Ultrasound.; The
Radiology Services Ultrasound was normal.; A contrast/barium xDenied Not
ray has NOT been completed.; The patient did
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
not have an endoscopy.; Yes this is a request for
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
a Diagnostic CT

1

Disapproval

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The requested study is for postoperative evaluation.; The requested study is
not a first follow up study for a post operative
complication.; Pre-op or post op evaluation;
PATIENT HAS BEEN IN THE CLINIC 3/23/2017,
3/28/2017 AND 4/3/2017 FOR EVALUATION
Radiology Services BECAUSE OF THE PAIN. SHE HAS BEEN
Denied Not
EVALUATED AND WILL NEED A SCAN TO SEE
WHAT IS THE CAUSE OF THE PAIN.; Yes this is a
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
request for a Diagnostic CT
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary

1

OB/Gynecology

Disapproval

OB/Gynecology

Disapproval

OB/Gynecology

Disapproval

OB/Gynecology

Disapproval

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
Radiology Services loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
Denied Not
gastroparesis; Other; &lt;Enter Additional
Clinical Information&gt;; Yes this is a request for
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
a Diagnostic CT
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Chronic right lower
quadrant pain since 2011. It is not constant or
daily and does not seem to be exacerbated by
Radiology Services any particular activities. She states that
Denied Not
sometimes sharp pulling pain that lasts just for a
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
few minutes and other times it is a crampy
W/O CONTRAST
stron; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
Necessary
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
Radiology Services loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
Denied Not
gastroparesis; Other; lower abdominal pain;
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
dysfunctional uterine bleeding; Yes this is a
W/O CONTRAST
request for a Diagnostic CT
Necessary
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Radiology Services Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
Denied Not
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
gastroparesis; Other; UNKNOWN; Yes this is a
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
request for a Diagnostic CT

2

1

1

1

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

Disapproval

unknown; This is a request for an abdomenpelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis has not
been completed.; This study is being requested
for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
Radiology Services being ordered for chronic pain.; This is the first
Denied Not
visit for this complaint.; The patient did not
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
have a amylase or lipase lab test.; Yes this is a
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Disapproval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

15-year-old G0 white female presents as a
consult. Her mother is Melissa Jones he was 1
of my patients. She has a history of left upper
quadrant pain and an intermittent mass in the
left upper quadrant for about a year. She was
seen by her local physic; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 2
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
Radiology Services being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
Denied Not
Medically
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is not a
hematologist/ oncologist.
Necessary

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

Mass located on bottom right rib; This request
is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study is being
ordered for suspicious mass or suspected
Radiology Services tumor/ metastasis.; The patient has NOT had
Denied Not
previous abnormal imaging including a CT, MRI
Medically
or Ultrasound.; This study is NOT being ordered
Necessary
to evaluate an undescended testicle in a male.

1

Disapproval

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

Disapproval

Disapproval

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

PT HAS RIGHT NIPPLE DISCHARGE WITH
NEGATIVE MAMMO AND ULTRASOUND. MRI IS
REQUESTED FOR FURTHER EVALUATION OF
NIPPLE DISCHARGE.; This is a request for Breast
MRI.; This study is being ordered for something
Radiology Services other than known breast cancer, known breast
lesions, screening for known family history,
Denied Not
screening following genetric testing or a
Medically
Necessary
suspected implant rupture.

1

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

PT PRESENTS WITH LT BLOODY NIPPLE
DISCHARGE AS WELL AST LT PALPABLE MASS. PT
HAS A NEGATIVE MAMMO AND ULTRASOUND.
MRI IS REQUESTED FOR FURTHER EVALUATION.;
This is a request for Breast MRI.; This study is
Radiology Services being ordered for something other than known
Denied Not
breast cancer, known breast lesions, screening
Medically
for known family history, screening following
genetric testing or a suspected implant rupture.
Necessary

1

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

she has pain in heart when she runs, and
sometimes it feels like it is not beating right,
and gets sob at night when she wants to go to
sleep; This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has not had other testing done to evaluate new
or changing symptoms.; The patient has 1 or
less cardiac risk factors; The study is not
requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass,
CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.; There
are new or changing cardiac symptoms
including atypical chest pain (angina) and/or
Radiology Services shortness of breath.; The study is requested for
Denied Not
suspected coronary artery disease.; The
Medically
member has known or suspected coronary
Necessary
artery disease.; The BMI is 20 to 29

1

78813 PET IMAGING
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being ordered for
something other than Breast CA, Lymphoma,
Myeloma, Ovarian CA, Esophageal CA, Lung CA,
Radiology Services Colorectal CA, Head/Neck CA, Melanoma, Soft
Denied Not
Tissue Sarcoma, Pancreatic CA or Testicular CA.;
Medically
This study is being requested for Cervical
Cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.
Necessary

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

1

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for another reason;
The reason for ordering this study is unknown.

Occupational
Medicine

Occupational
Medicine

Occupational
Medicine

Occupational
Medicine

Approval

Approval

Approval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; No, the patient
does not demonstrate neurological deficits.;
Yes, this patient had a recent course of
supervised physical Therapy.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has completed Treatment with a facet
joint or epidural injection in the past 6 weeks

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
The suspicion of cancer is based on something
other than a diagnostic test, imaging study or
biopsy.; This study is being ordered to establish
a cancer diagnosis.; This study is being
requested for Lymphoma or Myeloma.; This is
NOT a Medicare member.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

X ray spondylosis and degenerative joint
disease; This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Acute or Chronic neck and/or back pain; The
patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
Radiology Services had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
Denied Not
seen the doctor more then once for these
Medically
symptoms.; The physician has not directed
Necessary
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.

1

Oncology

Oncology

Oncology

Approval

Approval

Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; There
has not been recent trauma or other injury to
the neck.; There is suspicion of or known tumor,
metastasis, lymphadenopathy, or mass.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

2

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

; "There is NO evidence of a lung, mediastinal
or chest mass noted within the last 30 days."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have not been performed on
the member in the past 3 months.

1

Oncology

Oncology

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have not been performed on
the member in the past 3 months.

1

Oncology

Oncology

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

to eval response to chemo treatment; This
study is being ordered for a metastatic disease.;
There are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI,
CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.; Follow
up treatment for cancer; Imaging studies have
been performed on the member in the past 3
months.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have not been performed on
the member in the past 3 months.

1

Oncology

Oncology

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have not been performed on
the member in the past 3 months.

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

Oncology

Oncology

Oncology

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have not been performed on
the member in the past 3 months.

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

to eval response to chemo treatment; This
study is being ordered for a metastatic disease.;
There are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI,
CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.; Follow
up treatment for cancer; Imaging studies have
been performed on the member in the past 3
months.

1

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

This is a request for Breast MRI.; This study is
being ordered for a known history of breast
cancer.; No, this is not an individual who has
known breast cancer in the contralateral (other)
breast.; Yes, this is a confirmed breast cancer.;
Yes, the results of this MRI (size and shape of
tumor) affect the patient's further
management.

1

Oncology

Oncology

Oncology

Oncology

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

This is a request for Breast MRI.; This study is
being ordered for known breast lesions.; There
are benign lesions in the breast associated with
an increased cancer risk.

1

78813 PET IMAGING
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being requested for Breast Cancer.;
This is NOT for an evaluation of axillary lymph
nodes.; This would be the first PET Scan
performed on this patient for this cancer.; This
is NOT a Medicare member.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
A nodule of less than 4 centimeters has been
identified on recent imaging; This study is being
ordered to evaluate a solitary pulmonary
nodule.; The solitary pulmonary nodule was
identified on an imaging study in the last 30
days.; This study is being requested for Lung
Cancer.; This would be the first PET Scan
performed on this patient for this cancer.;

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being requested for Lung Cancer.;
This would be the first PET Scan performed on
this patient for this cancer.;

1

Oncology

Ophthalmology

Ophthalmology

Ophthalmology

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being requested for Lung Cancer.;
This would be the first PET Scan performed on
this patient for this cancer.; This is NOT a
Medicare member.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; Thi study is being requested for
None of the above.; This procedure is being
requested for other indications

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

; This is a request for a brain/head CT.; This
study is being requested for Suspicion of a TIA
(Transient Ischemic Attack).; Metallic implants
such as Pacemakers, ICD
(cardioverter/defibrillator), vascular clips,
prosthesis or joint replacement is the reason
why an MRI is not being considered

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; ; It is not known if there has been any
treatment or conservative therapy.;

1

Ophthalmology

Ophthalmology

Ophthalmology

Approval

Approval

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Rule out thyroid eye disease; This study is
being ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; unknown; It is not known if
there has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; Double vision that is progressively
getting worse

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

This is a request for a brain/head CT.; There is
headache not improved by pain medications.;
"There are recent neurological symptoms or
deficits such as one-sided weakness, vision
defects, speech impairments or sudden onset of
severe dizziness."; This study is being requested
for a headache.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

vision loss; This is a request for a brain/head
CT.; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The patient does not
have dizziness, fatigue or malaise, sudden
change in mental status, Bell's palsy, Congenital
abnormality, loss of smell, hearing loss or
vertigo.; This study is being ordered for
something other than trauma or injury,
evaluation of known tumor, stroke or
aneurysm, infection or inflammation, multiple
sclerosis or seizures.

1

Ophthalmology

Ophthalmology

Ophthalmology

Approval

Approval

Approval

70480 CT ORBIT,EYE
SOCKET, SELLA
TURCICA, POSTERIOR
FOSSA,EAR ETC.

"This request is for orbit,sella, int. auditory
canal,temporal bone, mastoid, CT.239.8";
"There is not suspicion of bone infection,
cholesteatoma, or inflammatory disease.ostct";
"There is a history of serious head or skull,
trauma or injury.ostct"; Yes this is a request for
a Diagnostic CT

3

70480 CT ORBIT,EYE
SOCKET, SELLA
TURCICA, POSTERIOR
FOSSA,EAR ETC.

"This request is for orbit,sella, int. auditory
canal,temporal bone, mastoid, CT.239.8";
"There is not suspicion of bone infection,
cholesteatoma, or inflammatory disease.ostct";
"There is not a history of serious head or skull,
trauma or injury.ostct"; "There is not suspicion
of neoplasm, or metastasis.ostct"; This is a
preoperative or recent postoperative
evaluation.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

70480 CT ORBIT,EYE
SOCKET, SELLA
TURCICA, POSTERIOR
FOSSA,EAR ETC.

"This request is for orbit,sella, int. auditory
canal,temporal bone, mastoid, CT.239.8";
"There is not suspicion of bone infection,
cholesteatoma, or inflammatory disease.ostct";
"There is not a history of serious head or skull,
trauma or injury.ostct"; "There is not suspicion
of neoplasm, or metastasis.ostct"; This is not a
preoperative or recent postoperative
evaluation.; "There is not suspicion of acoustic
neuroma, pituitary or other tumor. ostct"; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

3

Ophthalmology

Ophthalmology

Ophthalmology

Ophthalmology

Approval

70480 CT ORBIT,EYE
SOCKET, SELLA
TURCICA, POSTERIOR
FOSSA,EAR ETC.

"This request is for orbit,sella, int. auditory
canal,temporal bone, mastoid, CT.239.8";
"There is not suspicion of bone infection,
cholesteatoma, or inflammatory disease.ostct";
"There is not a history of serious head or skull,
trauma or injury.ostct"; "There is not suspicion
of neoplasm, or metastasis.ostct"; This is not a
preoperative or recent postoperative
evaluation.; "There is suspicion of acoustic
neuroma, pituitary or other tumor. ostct"; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Approval

70480 CT ORBIT,EYE
SOCKET, SELLA
TURCICA, POSTERIOR
FOSSA,EAR ETC.

"This request is for orbit,sella, int. auditory
canal,temporal bone, mastoid, CT.239.8";
"There is suspicion of bone infection,
cholesteatoma, or inflammatory disease.ostct";
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

4

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
3/24/17; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; Chronic pain around the
left eye

1

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; ; It is not known if there has been any
treatment or conservative therapy.;

1

Approval

Approval

70480 CT ORBIT,EYE
SOCKET, SELLA
TURCICA, POSTERIOR
FOSSA,EAR ETC.
70480 CT ORBIT,EYE
SOCKET, SELLA
TURCICA, POSTERIOR
FOSSA,EAR ETC.

Ophthalmology

Approval

70480 CT ORBIT,EYE
SOCKET, SELLA
TURCICA, POSTERIOR
FOSSA,EAR ETC.

; This study is being ordered for Inflammatory/
Infectious Disease.; ; There has not been any
treatment or conservative therapy.;

Ophthalmology

Approval

Ophthalmology

Approval

70480 CT ORBIT,EYE
SOCKET, SELLA
TURCICA, POSTERIOR
FOSSA,EAR ETC.
70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

Approval

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

Rule out thyroid eye disease; This study is
being ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; unknown; It is not known if
there has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; Double vision that is progressively
getting worse
"This request is for face, jaw, mandible
CT.239.8"; "There is a history of serious facial
bone or skull, trauma or injury.fct"; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
"This request is for face, jaw, mandible
CT.239.8"; "There is not a history of serious
facial bone or skull, trauma or injury.fct"; "There
is suspicion of neoplasm, tumor or
metastasis.fct"; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
3/24/17; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; Chronic pain around the
left eye

Ophthalmology

Ophthalmology

Approval

1

1

1

1

1

Ophthalmology

Ophthalmology

Ophthalmology

Approval

Approval

Approval

70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; There is not a suspicion of
an infection or abscess.; It is unknown if this
examination is being requested to evaluate
lymphadenopathy or mass.; There is not a
suspicion of a bone infection (osteomyelitis).; It
is unknown if there is a suspicion of an orbit or
face neoplasm, tumor, or metastasis.; This is a
request for an Orbit MRI.; There is not a history
of orbit or face trauma or injury.

1

70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; &lt; Enter date of
initial onset here - or Type In Unknown If No
Info Given &gt;; It is not known if there has
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
&lt; Describe primary symptoms here - or Type
In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

1

70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
4/11/2017; There has not been any treatment
or conservative therapy.; BLURRY VISION
HEADACHE INCREASED IOP

1

Ophthalmology

Ophthalmology

Ophthalmology

Approval

Approval

Approval

70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
4/27/17; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; decreased in vision.

1

70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; 4-212017; There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; diplopia, blurred vision; ct

2

70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
6/5/17; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; Vision loss in the right
eye

1

; There is not a suspicion of an infection or
abscess.; It is unknown if this examination is
being requested to evaluate lymphadenopathy
or mass.; It is unknown if there is a suspicion of
a bone infection (osteomyelitis).; It is unknown
if there is a suspicion of an orbit or face
neoplasm, tumor, or metastasis.; This is a
request for an Orbit MRI.; It is unknown if there
is a history of orbit or face trauma or injury.
; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ;

Ophthalmology

Approval

Ophthalmology

Approval

70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE
70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE

Approval

70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; ; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.;

2

70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE

HYPERTENSION; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; FIRST VISIT
03/29/2017; There has not been any treatment
or conservative therapy.; SUDDEN DECREASED
VISION LOSS, BLURREY VISION

1

Ophthalmology

Ophthalmology

Approval

1

1

Ophthalmology

Ophthalmology

Ophthalmology

Approval

Approval

Approval

70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE

LXT in extreme downgaze; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 2 years ago-2015; It is not
known if there has been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; Intermittent
exotropia&#x0D; Infantile nystagmus

1

70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE

N/A; This study is being ordered for
Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.; 2/2017; It is
not known if there has been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; Optic nerve swelling
Headaches Barred vision

1

70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE

none; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; x 2 days; There has not been
any treatment or conservative therapy.; Vision
loss in the right eye, shadows and redness and
dryness.

1

Ophthalmology

Ophthalmology

Ophthalmology

Ophthalmology

70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE

Optic neuropathy OS nasal VF defect noted on
VF, severe cupping OS; suspect NTG (+FH
glaucoma) OS; r/o compressive lesion on L optic
nerve; There is not a suspicion of an infection or
abscess.; This examination is NOT being
requested to evaluate lymphadenopathy or
mass.; There is not a suspicion of a bone
infection (osteomyelitis).; There is NOT a
suspicion of an orbit or face neoplasm, tumor,
or metastasis.; This is a request for an Orbit
MRI.; It is unknown if there is a history of orbit
or face trauma or injury.

1

70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE

r/o compressive type process such as tumor or
MS; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is not a hematologist/ oncologist.

1

Approval

70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE

suspicion for pituitary tumor; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 3 exams are being ordered.; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is not a
hematologist/ oncologist.

1

Approval

70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE

There is a suspicion of an infection or abscess.;
This is a request for a Face MRI.; There is not a
history of orbit or face trauma or injury.

1

Approval

Approval

Ophthalmology

Ophthalmology

Ophthalmology

Ophthalmology

Ophthalmology

Approval

70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE
70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE

Approval

70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE

This is a request for an Orbit MRI.; There is a
history of orbit or face trauma or injury.
Unknown; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; May 12th 2017; There
has not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; Optic nerve evalution request; No
symptoms

70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 06/16/2017;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; headache, migraines , need to rule out
brain lesions; sleep study

1

70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 1/11/2017; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
double vision. eye lid drooping.; Seen specialist.
specialist recommends mri

1

Approval

Approval

Approval

There is a suspicion of an infection or abscess.;
This is a request for an Orbit MRI.; There is not a
history of orbit or face trauma or injury.

2

1

1

Ophthalmology

Ophthalmology

Ophthalmology

Ophthalmology

70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE

Unknown; This study is being ordered for
trauma or injury.; 06/05/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Unknown;
Visual field and other extensive testing

1

Approval

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 02/22/2017; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Headache, nausea, vomiting, and Not
responding to medication.; Medication, and
Lumbar Puncture

1

Approval

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; ; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.;

1

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

There is not an immediate family history of
aneurysm.; The patient does not have a known
aneurysm.; The patient has not had a recent
MRI or CT for these symptoms.; There has not
been a stroke or TIA within the past two weeks.;
This is a request for a Brain MRA.

1

Approval

Approval

Ophthalmology

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; Not requested for
evaluation of trauma/injury, tumor,
stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; It is not known if the condition is
associated with headache, blurred or double
vision or a change in sensation noted on exam.;
It is not known if a metabolic work-up done
including urinalysis, electrolytes, and complete
blood count with results completed.; The
patient does NOT have dizziness, fatigue or
malaise, Bell's Palsy, a congenital abnormality,
loss of smell, hearing loss or vertigo.

1

Ophthalmology

Ophthalmology

Ophthalmology

Approval

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; Requested for
evaluation of infection or inflammation; The
patient does not have a fever, stiff neck AND
positive laboratory findings (like elevated WBC
or abnormal Lumbar puncture fluid examination
that indicate inflammatory disease or an
infection.; The doctor does not note on exam
that the patient has delirium or acute altered
mental status.; The patient does not have a
Brain CT showing abscess, brain infection,
meningitis or encephalitis.

2

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; &lt; Enter date of
initial onset here - or Type In Unknown If No
Info Given &gt;; It is not known if there has
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
&lt; Describe primary symptoms here - or Type
In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 02/22/2017; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Headache, nausea, vomiting, and Not
responding to medication.; Medication, and
Lumbar Puncture

1

Ophthalmology

Ophthalmology

Ophthalmology

Approval

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
4/11/2017; There has not been any treatment
or conservative therapy.; BLURRY VISION
HEADACHE INCREASED IOP

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
4/27/17; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; decreased in vision.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; 4-212017; There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; diplopia, blurred vision; ct

1

Ophthalmology

Ophthalmology

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
6/5/17; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; Vision loss in the right
eye

1

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient has a chronic or recurring headache.

1

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; ; It is not known if there has been any
treatment or conservative therapy.;
; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ;
; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; ; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.;

Ophthalmology

Approval

Ophthalmology

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST
70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Ophthalmology

1

1

3

Ophthalmology

Ophthalmology

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Evaluating for compression chiasmal lesions.;
This request is for a Brain MRI; It is unknown if
the study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; Not requested for evaluation of
trauma/injury, tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; It is not known if a
metabolic work-up done including urinalysis,
electrolytes, and complete blood count with
results completed.; The patient does NOT have
dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's Palsy, a
congenital abnormality, loss of smell, hearing
loss or vertigo.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

HYPERTENSION; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; FIRST VISIT
03/29/2017; There has not been any treatment
or conservative therapy.; SUDDEN DECREASED
VISION LOSS, BLURREY VISION

1

Ophthalmology

Ophthalmology

Ophthalmology

Ophthalmology

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Loss of vision in the right eye; This request is for
a Brain MRI; The study is NOT being requested
for evaluation of a headache.; The patient does
not have dizziness, fatigue or malaise, sudden
change in mental status, Bell's palsy, Congenital
abnormality, loss of smell, hearing loss or
vertigo.; It is unknown why this study is being
ordered.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

LXT in extreme downgaze; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 2 years ago-2015; It is not
known if there has been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; Intermittent
exotropia&#x0D; Infantile nystagmus

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

N/A; This study is being ordered for
Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.; 2/2017; It is
not known if there has been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; Optic nerve swelling
Headaches Barred vision

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

none; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; x 2 days; There has not been
any treatment or conservative therapy.; Vision
loss in the right eye, shadows and redness and
dryness.

1

Ophthalmology

Ophthalmology

Ophthalmology

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Pt has been sent to a Neurological
ophthalmologist. bilateral disc edema,
headaches, blurred vision, pressure behind eyes
that radiates to skull, nausea,; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is not a
hematologist/ oncologist.

r/o compressive type process such as tumor or
MS; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is not a hematologist/ oncologist.
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as chronic or
recurring.; It is not known if the headache is
presenting with a sudden change in severity,
associated with exertion, or a mental status
change.; There are recent neurological
symptoms or deficits such as one sided
weakness, speech impairments, or vision
defects.

1

1

4

Ophthalmology

Ophthalmology

Ophthalmology

Approval

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as chronic or
recurring.; The headache is not presenting with
a sudden change in severity, associated with
exertion, or a mental status change.; There are
recent neurological symptoms or deficits such
as one sided weakness, speech impairments, or
vision defects.

4

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as chronic or
recurring.; The headache is presenting with a
sudden change in severity, associated with
exertion, or a mental status change.

3

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as sudden and
severe.; There recent neurological deficits on
exam such as one sided weakness, speech
impairments or vision defects.

6

Ophthalmology

Ophthalmology

Ophthalmology

Approval

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Not requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; The patient does
NOT have dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's
Palsy, a congenital abnormality, loss of smell,
hearing loss or vertigo.

8

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Not requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; The patient is
experiencing dizziness.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of stroke or
aneurysm; There are recent neurological
symptoms such as one sided weakness, speech
impairments, or vision defects.

2

Ophthalmology

Ophthalmology

Ophthalmology

Ophthalmology

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of tumor; A biopsy has
not been completed to determine tumor tissue
type.; There are recent neurological symptoms
such as one-sided weakness, speech
impairments, or vision defects.

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
This study is being ordered for a tumor.
Unknown; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; May 12th 2017; There
has not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; Optic nerve evalution request; No
symptoms

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 06/16/2017;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; headache, migraines , need to rule out
brain lesions; sleep study

Approval

1

1

1

1

Ophthalmology

Ophthalmology

Ophthalmology

Approval

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 1/11/2017; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
double vision. eye lid drooping.; Seen specialist.
specialist recommends mri

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Unknown; This study is being ordered for
trauma or injury.; 06/05/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Unknown;
Visual field and other extensive testing

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

We need to have MRI of brain and orbits to find
or rule out cause of problem; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 2 months ago, with 2 episode
2 weeks ago; There has not been any treatment
or conservative therapy.; Left Eye got stuck in
an upward gaze lasting 1-2 hours with diplopia
occurring from eye being misaligned.

1

Ophthalmology

Disapproval

Ophthalmology

Disapproval

Ophthalmology

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Radiology Services Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; It is not known
if there has been any treatment or conservative
Denied Not
therapy.; &lt; Describe primary symptoms here Medically
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
Radiology Services congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; 2
Denied Not
weeks ago; There has not been any treatment
Medically
or conservative therapy.; Patient thought she
saw a parasite in her eyes.
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
Radiology Services
Denied Not
; This study is being ordered for Inflammatory/
Medically
Infectious Disease.; ; There has not been any
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
treatment or conservative therapy.;

1

1

1

Ophthalmology

Ophthalmology

Disapproval

Disapproval

70480 CT ORBIT,EYE
SOCKET, SELLA
TURCICA, POSTERIOR
FOSSA,EAR ETC.

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Radiology Services Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; It is not known
if there has been any treatment or conservative
Denied Not
therapy.; &lt; Describe primary symptoms here Medically
Necessary
or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

1

70480 CT ORBIT,EYE
SOCKET, SELLA
TURCICA, POSTERIOR
FOSSA,EAR ETC.

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
Radiology Services congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; 2
Denied Not
weeks ago; There has not been any treatment
Medically
or conservative therapy.; Patient thought she
saw a parasite in her eyes.
Necessary

1

Ophthalmology

Disapproval

Ophthalmology

Disapproval

Ophthalmology

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; There has not
Radiology Services been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
VISUAL DISRURB, AGGRAVATION , WORSENING,
70540 MRI
Denied Not
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O Medically
EYES THROBBING VISION GETS DARK WHEN
HAVING HEADACHES
DYE
Necessary
Radiology Services
70540 MRI
Denied Not
; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; ; It is not known if there has been any
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O Medically
DYE
Necessary
treatment or conservative therapy.;
Pressure behind eye; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
Radiology Services infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
70540 MRI
Denied Not
vascular disease.; 4/18/2017; There has not
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O Medically
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
DYE
Necessary
Swelling, flashing in eye

1

1

1

Ophthalmology

Ophthalmology

Ophthalmology

Disapproval

Pt has been sent to a Neurological
ophthalmologist. bilateral disc edema,
headaches, blurred vision, pressure behind eyes
that radiates to skull, nausea,; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of the
Radiology Services studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
70540 MRI
Denied Not
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O Medically
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is not a
hematologist/ oncologist.
DYE
Necessary

1

Disapproval

suspicion for pituitary tumor; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 3 exams are being ordered.; One of the
Radiology Services studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
70540 MRI
Denied Not
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O Medically
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is not a
DYE
Necessary
hematologist/ oncologist.

2

Disapproval

We need to have MRI of brain and orbits to find
or rule out cause of problem; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 2 months ago, with 2 episode
Radiology Services 2 weeks ago; There has not been any treatment
70540 MRI
or conservative therapy.; Left Eye got stuck in
Denied Not
an upward gaze lasting 1-2 hours with diplopia
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O Medically
DYE
Necessary
occurring from eye being misaligned.

1

Ophthalmology

Ophthalmology

Ophthalmology

Oral/Maxillofacial

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

70336 MRI
TEMPROMANDIBULAR
JOINT,TMJ,JAW JOINT

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; There has not
Radiology Services been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
VISUAL DISRURB, AGGRAVATION , WORSENING,
Denied Not
EYES THROBBING VISION GETS DARK WHEN
Medically
HAVING HEADACHES
Necessary
Pressure behind eye; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
Radiology Services infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 4/18/2017; There has not
Denied Not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
Medically
Swelling, flashing in eye
Necessary
Unknown; This study is being ordered for a
Radiology Services neurological disorder.; May 12th 2017; There
Denied Not
has not been any treatment or conservative
Medically
therapy.; Optic nerve evalution request; No
Necessary
symptoms

This is a request for a temporomandibular joint
MRI.

1

1

1

2

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

Patient had trauma to the head, with vision
changes; This is a request for a brain/head CT.;
The study is NOT being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The patient has vision changes.;
The patient had a recent onset (within the last 4
weeks) of neurologic symptoms.; This study is
being ordered for trauma or injury.
This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; There
has not been recent trauma or other injury to
the neck.; There is no suspicion of or known
tumor, metastasis, lymphadenopathy, or mass.;
There is not a suspicion of an infection or
abscess.; This is not being ordered by an ENT
specialist.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; There
has not been recent trauma or other injury to
the neck.; There is suspicion of or known tumor,
metastasis, lymphadenopathy, or mass.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

EMG testing and Ct scans have been done.
bladder incontinence; This study is being
ordered for trauma or injury.; 3/21/2012; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
pain radiating down both legs, abnormal
reflexes of the LE &amp; LIE; pain management,
nuerologist

1

Approval

Approval

1

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

RULE OUT BRAIN TUMOR; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 4/17/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; HISTORY OF
GAIT DISTURBANCE, LOSS OF BALANCE,
POSTURAL CHANGES OF THE TRUNK AS WELL AS
RADICULAR PAIN DOWN THE RIGHT LOWER
EXTREMITY; FLEXERIL, MELOXICAM, WALKER

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested due to trauma or injury.; There are
new, intermittent symptoms or deficits such as
one sided weakness, speech impairments, or
vision defects.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

"The ordering physician IS a surgeon,
pulmonologist or PCP ordering on behalf of a
specialist who has seen the patient."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for known or suspected
inflammatory disease or pneumonia.; Yes this is
a request for a Diagnostic CT

3

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

"There IS evidence of a lung, mediastinal or
chest mass noted within the last 30 days."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

5

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; There is not a known
inflammatory disease.; There is not a known
tumor.; There is no known vascular disease.; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The patient
is NOT having an operation on the chest or
lungs.; The study is being ordered for none of
the above.; This study is being ordered for a preoperative evaluation.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 5/2017; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
chest pain .........stabbing

1

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

; There is no radiologic evidence of mediastinal
widening.; There is no physical or radiologic
evidence of a chest wall abnormality.; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The study is
being ordered for none of the above.; This study
is being ordered for follow up trauma.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT
A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study
is being ordered for known tumor.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

6

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Enter answer here - or Type In USummer Riley
comes in complaining of new onset invagination
of her chest wall in the region of the sternum.
Mother states it is new. She has no history of
trauma. It is visibly evident that something
morphologically is n; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; The study is being ordered for none of
the above.; This study is being ordered for non
of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Mr. Efird has a mass in left shoulder. Dr.
Lawrence is needing to verify if it is a Tumor
with the MRI Left Shoulder with and without
and is Looking for origin of primary cancer.; This
study is being ordered for a metastatic disease.;
There are 3 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

The ordering physician a Surgeon,
Pulmonologist, or Cardiologist.; A Chest/Thorax
CT is being ordered.; The study is being ordered
for none of the above.; This study is being
ordered for follow up trauma.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

2

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have not been performed on
the member in the past 3 months.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Initial Staging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

2

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

3

Orthopedics

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Orthopedics

Approval

71550 MRI CHEST

Orthopedics

Approval

71550 MRI CHEST

unknown; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is not a hematologist/
oncologist.

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for follow-up to trauma.; "The ordering
physician is not a surgeon, pulmonologist, or
cardiologist."; There is no radiologic evidence of
mediastinal widening.; There is no physical or
radiologic evidence of a chest wall abnormality.;
This is a request for a chest MRI.
This study is being ordered for follow-up to
trauma.; "The ordering physician is a surgeon,
pulmonologist, or cardiologist."; This is a
request for a chest MRI.

1

1

2

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 1/10/2013; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Severe pain
in the upper back, middle back and lower back.
Radiculopathy and weakness w/numbness in
the bilateral legs, hands and feet. S1 left and
right nerve root sensory distribution. L5 right
and left nerve root sensory distribution.;
Physical Therapy, steroid injections, medications
and rhizotomy

1

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

; This study is not to be part of a Myelogram.;
This is a request for a Cervical Spine CT; There is
no reason why the patient cannot have a
Cervical Spine MRI.

3

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

decreased mobility, gait disturbances, hand
clumsiness, numbness, spasms, tenderness and
weakness in legs. Severe headaches, R hand
shakes; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 11/4/2016; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
severe pain in the bilateral neck, bilateral
shoulders, arms, lumbar area, gluteal area, and
bilateral legs. Weakness and numbness in left
side of neck, left shoulder, left arm and
bilatereal legs; medication, physical therapy,
steriod injections

1

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

has had previous back surgery and is having
severe problems; This study is not to be part of
a Myelogram.; This is a request for a Cervical
Spine CT; There is no reason why the patient
cannot have a Cervical Spine MRI.

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

Approval

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

It is not known if the patient has any
neurological deficits.; This study is not to be part
of a Myelogram.; This is a request for a Cervical
Spine CT; This study is being ordered due to
chronic neck pain or suspected degenerative
disease.; There has been a supervised trial of
conservative management for at least 6 weeks.;
The patient is experiencing sensory
abnormalities such as numbness or tingling.;
There is a reason why the patient cannot have a
Cervical Spine MRI.
None; This study is not to be part of a
Myelogram.; This is a request for a Cervical
Spine CT; Call does not know if there is a reason
why the patient cannot have a Cervical Spine
MRI.

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

patient has a previous fusion.; This study is
being ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 11/2/15; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; pain with
radiating symptoms; medication, and steroid
injection

1

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

Patient is having chronic neck pain, that has
been present since Spetember 2015.; This study
is not to be part of a Myelogram.; This is a
request for a Cervical Spine CT; There is no
reason why the patient cannot have a Cervical
Spine MRI.

1

Approval

Approval

3

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

Patient is having chronic neck pain.; This study
is not to be part of a Myelogram.; This is a
request for a Cervical Spine CT; There is no
reason why the patient cannot have a Cervical
Spine MRI.

1

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

Patient is having neck pain and stiffness in neck.
Patient has had oral steroids, physical therapy
and injections.; This study is not to be part of a
Myelogram.; This is a request for a Cervical
Spine CT; There is no reason why the patient
cannot have a Cervical Spine MRI.

1

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

Status post C4-6 ACDF with possible delayed
healing. Adjacent segment degenerative disc
disease, C6-7. CT and MRI to evaluate the
fusion and adjacent level; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; August 2016; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; severe neck
pain with radiculopathy; Physical Therapy,
medication and injections

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

The patient does not have any neurological
deficits.; This study is not to be part of a
Myelogram.; This is a request for a Cervical
Spine CT; This study is being ordered due to
chronic neck pain or suspected degenerative
disease.; There has been a supervised trial of
conservative management for at least 6 weeks.;
There is a reason why the patient cannot have a
Cervical Spine MRI.

1

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

This study is not to be part of a Myelogram.;
This is a request for a Cervical Spine CT; This
study is being ordered due to follow-up surgery
or fracture within the last 6 months.; "The
patient has been seen by, or the ordering
physician is, a neuro-specialist, orthopedist, or
oncologist."; There is a reason why the patient
cannot have a Cervical Spine MRI.

1

This study is not to be part of a Myelogram.;
This is a request for a Cervical Spine CT; This
study is being ordered due to neurological
deficits.; The patient is experiencing or
presenting symptoms of radiculopathy.; There is
a reason why the patient cannot have a Cervical
Spine MRI.

1

This study is to be part of a Myelogram.; This is
a request for a Cervical Spine CT

4

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST
72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

72128 CT THORACIC
SPINE, UPPER BACK NO
CONTRAST

; This is a request for a thoracic spine CT.; There
is no reason why the patient cannot undergo a
thoracic spine MRI.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

72128 CT THORACIC
SPINE, UPPER BACK NO
CONTRAST

PREOP FOR SURGERY; This study is being
ordered for trauma or injury.; &lt; Enter date of
initial onset here - or Type In Unknown If No
Info Given &gt;; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; &lt; Describe primary
symptoms here - or Type In Unknown If No Info
Given &gt;; PT SPINAL INJECTION MEDICATION

1

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 1/10/2013; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Severe pain
in the upper back, middle back and lower back.
Radiculopathy and weakness w/numbness in
the bilateral legs, hands and feet. S1 left and
right nerve root sensory distribution. L5 right
and left nerve root sensory distribution.;
Physical Therapy, steroid injections, medications
and rhizotomy

1

Orthopedics

Approval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

decreased mobility, gait disturbances, hand
clumsiness, numbness, spasms, tenderness and
weakness in legs. Severe headaches, R hand
shakes; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 11/4/2016; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
severe pain in the bilateral neck, bilateral
shoulders, arms, lumbar area, gluteal area, and
bilateral legs. Weakness and numbness in left
side of neck, left shoulder, left arm and
bilatereal legs; medication, physical therapy,
steriod injections

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

MRI to evaluate for nerve impingement causing
left leg radiculopathy&#x0D; CT to evaluate
prior fusion level; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; Pt had a L5-S1
minimally invasive TLIF and PSIF on 1/31/17. Pt
continues to have persistent low back pain and
left leg radiculopathy; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Persistant
low back pain with L leg radiculopathy. Pain and
burning with throbbing in the l leg. limited
physical moement; Extensive Physical Therapy
and several steroid injections

1

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

PREOP FOR SURGERY; This study is being
ordered for trauma or injury.; &lt; Enter date of
initial onset here - or Type In Unknown If No
Info Given &gt;; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; &lt; Describe primary
symptoms here - or Type In Unknown If No Info
Given &gt;; PT SPINAL INJECTION MEDICATION

1

Orthopedics

Approval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

Orthopedics

Approval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

Approval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

Orthopedics

Status post L4-5 revision decompression with
TLIF and PSIF on 4/19/16 with persistant
radiculopathy; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 9/14/15; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Low back pain with radiculopathy down both
legs; Physical Therapy, medicatons, steroid
injections, surgery
This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient does not have a history of severe low
back trauma or lumbar injury.; This is a
preoperative or recent post-operative
evaluation.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT
This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient does not have a history of severe low
back trauma or lumbar injury.; This is not a
preoperative or recent postoperative
evaluation.; This study is not part of a
myelogram or discogram.; The patient is
experiencing symptoms of radiculopathy for six
weeks or more.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

6

7

Orthopedics

Approval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

Orthopedics

Approval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

Approval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

Orthopedics

This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient does not have a history of severe low
back trauma or lumbar injury.; This is not a
preoperative or recent postoperative
evaluation.; This study is not part of a
myelogram or discogram.; The patient is not
experiencing symptoms of radiculopathy for six
weeks or more.; There is no neurologic
symptoms of bowel or urinary bladder
dysfunction.; There is no suspicion of lumbar
spine infection.; There is no suspicion of lumbar
spine neoplasm or tumor or metastasis.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient does not have a history of severe low
back trauma or lumbar injury.; This is not a
preoperative or recent postoperative
evaluation.; This study is to be part of a
myelogram or discogram.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient has a history of severe low back trauma
or lumbar injury.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

6

1

20

Orthopedics

Approval

Orthopedics

Approval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK
72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

X-ray Interpretation&#x0D; AP and lateral x-ray
of the lumbar spine ordered, obtained, and
interpreted today reveals severe bone-on-bone
disc space collapse at L4-5. Very mild
degenerative disc disease at L3-4. There is mild
retrolisthesis at L4-5.&#x0D; &#x0D; MRI o; This
study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 02/01/2014; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; 60-year-old
female with chronic multiyear history of severe
back pain that radiates down the right leg to the
knee and occasionally past the knee. The pain is
moderate but can become severe. The pain is
aching and sharp. The pain is getting worse.
Res; Oral Steroids, Epidural Steroid injections,
NSAID Therapy, Narcotics for pain relief, Home
exercise program,

1

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back
pain; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; It is not known if
there is weakness or reflex abnormality.; It is
not known if the patient has new signs or
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.;
There is not x-ray evidence of a recent cervical
spine fracture.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back
pain; The patient does not have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; The
patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The
patient has not seen the doctor more then once
for these symptoms.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for Congenital Anomaly.; Birth; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Upper and
lower back pain, Leg pain; PT, Meds

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; Feb
2017; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; numbness &amp;
weakness in fingers &amp; arms

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; n/a; It
is not known if there has been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; Scoliosis, headaches

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute
or Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; It is not known if there is weakness
or reflex abnormality.; The patient does not
have new signs or symptoms of bladder or
bowel dysfunction.; There is not x-ray evidence
of a recent cervical spine fracture.

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute
or Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient
does not have new or changing neurologic signs
or symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; It is not
known if the physician has directed conservative
treatment for the past 6 weeks.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is reflex abnormality.; The patient does
not have new signs or symptoms of bladder or
bowel dysfunction.; There is not x-ray evidence
of a recent cervical spine fracture.;

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is weakness.; NEUROLOGIC: The patient
has 5/5 strength in all upper extremity
myotomes, except 4/5 right tricep. Sensation
intact to light touch in upper extremity
dermatomes, except decreased right C7.
Negative Hoffmann's. Positive clonus, 1 beat
bilaterally appre; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent cervical spine fracture.

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 12/30/16; There has been treatment
or conservative therapy.; severe and persistant
pain in the R neck, R shoulder, bilateral lumbar
area, bilateral legs. weakness/numbness in the
bilateral legs and fingers. balance disturbances,
decreased mobility, gait disturbance, numbness,
tenderness, tinling in legs, tingling ; Physical
therapy, medication, shoulder surgery

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 3/2017; There has not been
any treatment or conservative therapy.; BACK
PAIN, PRADER-WILLIE SYNDROME AND SHORT
STATURE WITH SIGNIFICANT SYNDROMIC
KYPHOSCOLIOSIS

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; Pt has adolescent idiopathic
scoliosis. Not sure of initial date; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; back
pain with radiculopathy; Medication, spinal
exercises, steroid injections

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ;

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

6/16/17 re-exam: Mr. Tallada reports
completing the steriods with no pain relief. He
reports the pain is in his neck. He states the
intensity of the pain comes and goes. He states
the pain radiates down his arm. He sleeps with
his arm above his head. ; This is a request for
cervical spine MRI; Neurological deficits; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is weakness.; Motor
test: Weak on exam when compared to
contralateral side; The patient does not have
new signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent cervical spine fracture.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Abduction strength of the left shoulder today is
3/5&#x0D; Active abduction motion today of
the left shoulder is 90.Passive glenohumeral
abduction is 85.Jobe positive.Neer positive.
ASSESSMENT Left RCS in addition to arm pain
and cts&#x0D; L UE radiculopathy.Plan i; This is
a request for cervical spine MRI; Pre-Operative
Evaluation; Surgery is not scheduled within the
next 4 weeks.

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Advanced imaging needed for spine team
evaluation&#x0D; Patient cannot bear weight
on R leg&#x0D; Degenerative disc disease; This
study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 3-4 months ago - approx. Feb/March
2017; There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; unable to bear weight on R leg&#x0D;
stabbing, aching back pain&#x0D; 2+ patellar (?
Hyper) and ankle reflexes&#x0D; Positive
straight leg raise on R leg; therapy

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

AP and lateral x-ray of the cervical spine
ordered, obtained, and interpreted today
reveals straightening of the normal cervical
curvature. Mild to moderate disc height loss at
C5-6. Slight retrolisthesis.&#x0D; &#x0D;
Assessment&#x0D; Cervical degenerative disc
disea; This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is reflex abnormality.; The patient does
not have new signs or symptoms of bladder or
bowel dysfunction.; There is not x-ray evidence
of a recent cervical spine fracture.;
NEUROLOGIC: The patient has 5/5 strength in
all upper extremity myotomes, except 4/5 right
hand grip. Sensation intact to light touch in
upper extremity dermatomes. Negative
Hoffmann. Positive clonus particularly on the
right, at least two beat. Refl

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

c spine pain, chronic, no injury that patient
remembers. positive drop arm,
antiinfalmatories have not helped, home
excersises have not helped.Hydrocodone pain
medicine not helping anymore.; This is a request
for cervical spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck
and/or back pain; The patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There
is weakness.; positive drop arm.; The patient
does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; There is not xray evidence of a recent cervical spine fracture.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

EMG testing and Ct scans have been done.
bladder incontinence; This study is being
ordered for trauma or injury.; 3/21/2012; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
pain radiating down both legs, abnormal
reflexes of the LE &amp; LIE; pain management,
nuerologist

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

FOR CONTINUED EVALUATION - FOLLOW UP
FROM WEARING BACK BRACE FOR SCOLIOSIS.
NEEDS NEW BRACE.; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
MARCH 2016; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; SCOLIOSIS; BOSTON
BRACE

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

IMPRESSION:&#x0D; Cervicalgia&#x0D; Left
arm cervical radiculopathy; This is a request for
cervical spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck
and/or back pain; The patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There
is weakness.; Her pain radiates to her left arm
and she has trouble lifting that arm; The patient
does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; There is not xray evidence of a recent cervical spine fracture.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

It is not known if the patient has failed a course
of anti-inflammatory medication or steroids.;
This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; No, the patient
does not demonstrate neurological deficits.; No,
this patient did not have a recent course of
supervised physical Therapy.; No, the patient
did not have six weeks of Chiropractic care
related to this episode.; This is a 17-year-old
young woman with a mild cervicothoracic
deformity and left anterior chest wall deformity.
While she is skeletally mature and I am not
concerned that this deformity is going to
progress, I do want to ensure that there is no
intracana

1

Orthopedics

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

No Info Given; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; April of 2017;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; The pain began after pulling and lifting
50 pound shelves. The pain is worse with
overhead activity and reaching behind and
better with rest and medications. &#x0D;
Patient is currently taking Ibuprofen. Pt has
history of nerve damage in the neck.; Ibuprofen

1

Orthopedics

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

PLAN:&#x0D; The x-ray and exam findings
were reviewed with the patient. Options were
discussed. She has tried and failed oral steroids
and NSAIDs with a gradual increase in her right
cervical radiculopathy. Given her 12 week
history of symptoms with right upp; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; Neurological
deficits; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is reflex
abnormality.; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent cervical spine fracture.; Document exam
fiRange of Motion:&#x0D; &#x0D; Cervical
spine&#x0D; Forward flexion is full with
reproduction of right trapezius pain. Extension
just past neutral further limited due to trapezius
and parascapular pain. Right lateral rotation is
limited due to pain.
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Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

PRE-OPERATIVE; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 2015; There has
not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; 53.8 DEGREE RIGHT MAIN THORACIC
CURVE WITH A 19.5 DEGREE LEFT PROXIMAL
THORACIC CURVE, AND A 31.1 DEGREE LEFT
LUMBAR CURVE, HER TRIRADIATES ARE CLOSED,
SHE IS A RISSER 0

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Pt can no longer do overhead movement due
to pain. She is very painful on supraspinatus
isolation and impingement provocative
maneuvers. Neck shows an element of
radicular discomfort into the C6 distribution
with extremes of rotation as well as flexion/;
This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; July of 2016; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Left upper
neck and extremity pain. The pain radiates to
the periscapular region medially and down into
C6 distribution of the fingers.; She has had
extensive physical therapy, anti-inflammatory
medications, activity medication but continues
to be quite limited with movement

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

R/O scoliosis; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 4/27/2017; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
back pain; unknown

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

radiculophy; This is a request for cervical spine
MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is reflex
abnormality.; It is not known if the patient has
new signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent cervical spine fracture.; no sensation,
tenderness, decreased motor skills

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

RULE OUT BRAIN TUMOR; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 4/17/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; HISTORY OF
GAIT DISTURBANCE, LOSS OF BALANCE,
POSTURAL CHANGES OF THE TRUNK AS WELL AS
RADICULAR PAIN DOWN THE RIGHT LOWER
EXTREMITY; FLEXERIL, MELOXICAM, WALKER

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Scoliometer readings were 12 degrees in the
thoracic spine and 14 degrees in the lumbar
spine. Xrays show stable scoliosis greater than
60 degrees. Patient is scheduled for surgery
August 2.; This study is being ordered for
Congenital Anomaly.; Approximately 2005;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Right-sided lumbar pain with lateral
bending to the right. Pain throughout thoracic
and lumbar spine described as aching and
stabbing in nature.; Patient has tried
cardiovascular and strength training workouts
to strengthen his back

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

She does have mild weakness and biceps
function on the right compared to left but
otherwise her neurologic exam is intact in terms
of her strength. She has diminished sensation in
the see 6 dermatomal pattern on the right; This
is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has not directed conservative
treatment for the past 6 weeks.

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

She has an approximate 3 month history of
neck pain. She has history of multiple left
shoulder surgeries.&#x0D; &#x0D; Pain is
moderate to severe in intensity and burning,
sharp in nature. Pain is getting worse. Pain
radiates from the left shoulder region proxim;
This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has NOT had back pain
for over 4 weeks.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Status post C4-6 ACDF with possible delayed
healing. Adjacent segment degenerative disc
disease, C6-7. CT and MRI to evaluate the
fusion and adjacent level; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; August 2016; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; severe neck
pain with radiculopathy; Physical Therapy,
medication and injections

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

suspect stenosis to the cervical spine as well as
lumbar spine.; This is a request for cervical spine
MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back pain; It
is not known if the patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; It is
not known if the patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The paient has a postivie Spurling test, she has
numbness and pain in both of her wristl she has
had NSaids Bracing rest and bilateral carpal
tunnel release.; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; Neurological deficits; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; It is not known if there is weakness
or reflex abnormality.; The patient does not
have new signs or symptoms of bladder or
bowel dysfunction.; There is not x-ray evidence
of a recent cervical spine fracture.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient has failed a course of antiinflammatory medication or steroids.; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; It is not known if
there has been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least six weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; No, the patient
does not demonstrate neurological deficits.; It is
not known if this patient had a recent course of
supervised physical Therapy.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient has failed a course of antiinflammatory medication or steroids.; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; There has been a
supervised trial of conservative management
for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or Chronic neck
and/or back pain; No, the patient does not
demonstrate neurological deficits.; It is not
known if this patient had a recent course of
supervised physical Therapy.

4

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient has failed a course of antiinflammatory medication or steroids.; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; There has been a
supervised trial of conservative management
for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or Chronic neck
and/or back pain; No, the patient does not
demonstrate neurological deficits.; No, this
patient did not have a recent course of
supervised physical Therapy.

6

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient has failed a course of antiinflammatory medication or steroids.; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; There has been a
supervised trial of conservative management
for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or Chronic neck
and/or back pain; Yes, the patient demonstrate
neurological deficits.; No, there is not a
documented evidence of extremity weakness
on physical examination.; No, there is no
evidence of recent development of unilateral
muscle wasting.; No, this patient did not have a
recent course of supervised physical Therapy.

4

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient has not failed a course of antiinflammatory medication or steroids.; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; There has been a
supervised trial of conservative management
for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or Chronic neck
and/or back pain; No, the patient does not
demonstrate neurological deficits.; No, this
patient did not have a recent course of
supervised physical Therapy.; No, the patient
did not have six weeks of Chiropractic care
related to this episode.;

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; "The
patient has been seen by, or the ordering
physician is, a neuro-specialist, orthopedist, or
oncologist."; Follow-up to Surgery or Fracture
within the last 6 months

3

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; It is not known if
the patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?
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Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?

7

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has not
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?; The
patient has been treated with medication.;
other medications as listed.; The patient has
completed 6 weeks or more of Chiropractic
care.; Methocarbamol

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; Yes, the patient
demonstrate neurological deficits.; yes, there is
a documented evidence of extremity weakness
on physical examination.

51

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Neurological deficits; Right shoulder pain
following a 300lb man tackling her in October
2016. She has numbness and tingling in her
hand and fingers. She states middle, ring, and
small fingers are discolored. She has been doing
physical therapy, taking anti-inflammatories,
usin; No, the patient is not experiencing or
presenting new symptoms of upper extremity
weakness?; No, the patient is not
demonstrating unilateral muscle wasting.; No,
the patient is not experiencing or presenting
new symptoms of Bowel or bladder
dysfunction.; No, the patient is not experiencing
new onset of parathesia diagnosed by a
neurologist; No, the patient is not experiencing
or presenting x-ray evidence of a recent
fracture.
This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Neurological deficits; Yes, the patient is
experiencing or presenting new symptoms of
upper extremity weakness.

1
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Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; None of
the above; &lt;Enter Additional Clinical
Information&gt;; No, the patient is not
experiencing or presenting new symptoms of
upper extremity weakness?; No, the patient is
not demonstrating unilateral muscle wasting.;
No, the patient is not experiencing or presenting
new symptoms of Bowel or bladder
dysfunction.; No, the patient is not experiencing
new onset of parathesia diagnosed by a
neurologist; No, the patient is not experiencing
or presenting x-ray evidence of a recent
fracture.

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; None of
the above; X-ray showing abnormality; No, the
patient is not experiencing or presenting new
symptoms of upper extremity weakness?; No,
the patient is not demonstrating unilateral
muscle wasting.; No, the patient is not
experiencing or presenting new symptoms of
Bowel or bladder dysfunction.; No, the patient is
not experiencing new onset of parathesia
diagnosed by a neurologist; No, the patient is
not experiencing or presenting x-ray evidence of
a recent fracture.
This is a request for cervical spine MRI; None of
the above; Yes, the patient is experiencing or
presenting new symptoms of upper extremity
weakness.

4

1

4
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Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; PreOperative Evaluation; No, the last Cervical
spine MRI was not performed within the past
two weeks.

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; It is not known if
the patient demonstrate neurological deficits.;
Yes, this patient had a recent course of
supervised physical Therapy.

10

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; No, the patient
does not demonstrate neurological deficits.;
Yes, this patient had a recent course of
supervised physical Therapy.

19

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; Yes, the patient
demonstrate neurological deficits.; No, there is
not a documented evidence of extremity
weakness on physical examination.; No, there is
no evidence of recent development of unilateral
muscle wasting.; Yes, this patient had a recent
course of supervised physical Therapy.

1

5

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has not been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; No, the patient
does not demonstrate neurological deficits.;
&lt;Enter Additional Clinical Information&gt;

2

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has not been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; Yes, the patient
demonstrate neurological deficits.; No, there is
not a documented evidence of extremity
weakness on physical examination.; No, there is
no evidence of recent development of unilateral
muscle wasting.; AP and lateral of the lumbar
spine show evidence of disc space narrowing
and degenerative changes at L3-4 and at L4-5.
This is also identified on an MRI of the lumbar
spine where there is significant degenerative
changes identified at the same levels wit

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has not been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; Yes, the patient
demonstrate neurological deficits.; No, there is
not a documented evidence of extremity
weakness on physical examination.; No, there is
no evidence of recent development of unilateral
muscle wasting.; Pt with BILATERAL RADICULAR
pain TO ARMS WORSENING PAIN.&#x0D;
STRETCHING. Pt has used NSAIDS.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Trauma
or recent injury; ; Yes, the patient have new or
changing neurological signs or symptoms.; No,
the patient is not experiencing or presenting
new symptoms of upper extremity weakness?;
No, the patient is not demonstrating unilateral
muscle wasting.; No, the patient is not
experiencing or presenting new symptoms of
Bowel or bladder dysfunction.; No, the patient is
not experiencing new onset of parathesia
diagnosed by a neurologist; No, the patient is
not experiencing or presenting x-ray evidence of
a recent fracture.

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Trauma
or recent injury; Pt is taking Advil, Flexural, and
Prednisone. Prednisone is helping significantly.
She complains of some LT hip pain and some
C/Spine pain from the MVA as well. Outside xrays LT shoulder shows no significant arthritis.
Outside C/Spine x-rays show mild de; No, the
patient does not have new or changing
neurological signs or symptoms.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Trauma
or recent injury; RE: Curtis Johnson,
#1809721&#x0D; DOB: 04/14/1958&#x0D;
&#x0D; Dear Dr. Throneberry:&#x0D; &#x0D; It
was a pleasure to see your patient, Curtis
Johnson, in the office today. My office notes
are as follows:&#x0D; &#x0D; DATE:
04/06/2017 ESTABLISHED PATIENT OFFICE
VISIT&#x0D; &#x0D; SUBJECTIVE: ; No, the
patient does not have new or changing
neurological signs or symptoms.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Trauma
or recent injury; Yes, the patient have new or
changing neurological signs or symptoms.; Yes,
the patient is experiencing or presenting new
symptoms of upper extremity weakness.
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Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Unknown If No Info Given.; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 6 weeks; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; He states
he was using a screwdriver when he noted the
acute onset of pain and soreness in his right
shoulder. He now has considerable pain in the
anterior aspect of the right shoulder which is
aggravated by overhead activities. Furthermore
he notes nec; NSAIDS, RICE

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Unknown; This is a request for cervical spine
MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back pain;
The patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.; It is not known if the physician has
directed conservative treatment for the past 6
weeks.

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

There are no documented clinical findings of
immune system suppression.; This is a request
for a thoracic spine MRI.; The patient is not
experiencing back pain associated with
abdominal pain.; The caller indicated the the
study was not ordered for: Chronic Back pain,
Trauma, Known or suspected tumor with or
without metastasis, Follow up to or Preoperative evalution, or Neurological deficits.";
This is a 17-year-old young woman with a mild
cervicothoracic deformity and left anterior chest
wall deformity. While she is skeletally mature
and I am not concerned that this deformity is
going to progress, I do want to ensure that
there is no intracana

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for Congenital Anomaly.; Birth; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Upper and
lower back pain, Leg pain; PT, Meds

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; It is not known
if there has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; &lt; Describe primary symptoms here or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; ; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
PAIN; MEDICATIONS

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; n/a; It
is not known if there has been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; Scoliosis, headaches

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; unknown; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; mbr has
pain in back and numbness and tingling and
weakness; mbr had PT

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 12/27/16; There has been treatment
or conservative therapy.; Severe persistant pain
in the left lumbar area, left gluteal area, left
thigh and leg with weakness and numbness in
the left leg. spasms and tenderness; medication,
therapy, trigger point injections and steroid
injections

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 3/2017; There has not been
any treatment or conservative therapy.; BACK
PAIN, PRADER-WILLIE SYNDROME AND SHORT
STATURE WITH SIGNIFICANT SYNDROMIC
KYPHOSCOLIOSIS

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; Pt has adolescent idiopathic
scoliosis. Not sure of initial date; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; back
pain with radiculopathy; Medication, spinal
exercises, steroid injections

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

EMG testing and Ct scans have been done.
bladder incontinence; This study is being
ordered for trauma or injury.; 3/21/2012; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
pain radiating down both legs, abnormal
reflexes of the LE &amp; LIE; pain management,
nuerologist

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

FOR CONTINUED EVALUATION - FOLLOW UP
FROM WEARING BACK BRACE FOR SCOLIOSIS.
NEEDS NEW BRACE.; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
MARCH 2016; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; SCOLIOSIS; BOSTON
BRACE

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

It is not known if the patient has any
neurological deficits.; This is a request for a
thoracic spine MRI.; There has been a
supervised trial of conservative management
for at least 6 weeks.; The study is being ordered
due to chronic back pain or suspected
degenerative disease.; The patient is
experiencing sensory abnormalities such as
numbness or tingling.

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

PRE-OPERATIVE; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 2015; There has
not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; 53.8 DEGREE RIGHT MAIN THORACIC
CURVE WITH A 19.5 DEGREE LEFT PROXIMAL
THORACIC CURVE, AND A 31.1 DEGREE LEFT
LUMBAR CURVE, HER TRIRADIATES ARE CLOSED,
SHE IS A RISSER 0

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

Problem is severe and has worsened. Pain is
persistant. symptoms include: hand clumsiness,
numbness, spasms and weakness in legs.
Decreased mobility, pt states she cannot take
deep breathes without pain. Can't reach arms
out or away from her body witho; This is a
request for a thoracic spine MRI.; Neurological
deficits; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; Decreased mobility, weakness in
legs. Gait disturbance, numbness, spasms; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
not have a new foot drop.; There is recent
evidence of a thoracic spine fracture.

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

Pt had L5-S1 TLIF and PSIF on 2/26/15. Pt has
had residual back pain in the thoracolumbar
area. Meds, physical therapy have not helped;
This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; January 18, 2017; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
thoracolumbar pain over T12-L1 and L5-S1; Antiinflammatory non steroidal medication, Physical
Therapy

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

R/O scoliosis; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 4/27/2017; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
back pain; unknown

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

RULE OUT BRAIN TUMOR; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 4/17/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; HISTORY OF
GAIT DISTURBANCE, LOSS OF BALANCE,
POSTURAL CHANGES OF THE TRUNK AS WELL AS
RADICULAR PAIN DOWN THE RIGHT LOWER
EXTREMITY; FLEXERIL, MELOXICAM, WALKER

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

Scoliometer readings were 12 degrees in the
thoracic spine and 14 degrees in the lumbar
spine. Xrays show stable scoliosis greater than
60 degrees. Patient is scheduled for surgery
August 2.; This study is being ordered for
Congenital Anomaly.; Approximately 2005;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Right-sided lumbar pain with lateral
bending to the right. Pain throughout thoracic
and lumbar spine described as aching and
stabbing in nature.; Patient has tried
cardiovascular and strength training workouts
to strengthen his back

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to chronic back pain
or suspected degenerative disease.; The patient
is experiencing or presenting symptoms of
abnormal gait.

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; There
has been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; The study is
being ordered due to chronic back pain or
suspected degenerative disease.; The patient is
experiencing sensory abnormalities such as
numbness or tingling.; The patient is not
experiencing or presenting symptoms of
abnormal gait, lower extremity weakness,
asymmetric reflexes, fracture, radiculopathy or
bowel or bladder dysfunction.

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

The patient does not have any neurological
deficits.; The patient has failed a course of antiinflammatory medication or steroids.; This is a
request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The patient
has had 3 or fewer thoracic spine MRIs.; There
has not been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; The study is
being ordered due to chronic back pain or
suspected degenerative disease.

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

The patient does not have any neurological
deficits.; This is a request for a thoracic spine
MRI.; There has been a supervised trial of
conservative management for at least 6 weeks.;
The study is being ordered due to chronic back
pain or suspected degenerative disease.

8

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

The patient is not presenting new symptoms.;
This study is being ordered for follow-up.; The
patient is not undergoing active treatment for
cancer.; This is a request for a thoracic spine
MRI.; It is not known how many follow-up
thoracic spine MRIs the patient has had.; "The
patient is being seen by or is the ordering
physician an oncologist, neurologist,
neurosurgeon, or orthopedist."; The study is
being ordered due to known tumor with or
without metastasis.;

1

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to Neurological
deficits.; The patient is experiencing or
presenting symptoms of abnormal gait.

2

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

Will attach clinicals.; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; 2 year
history of intermittent low back&#x0D; pain
radiating into the lower extremities; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; Low
back pain radiating into lower extremities.;
Gabapentin since 04/02/2015. Ibuprofen since
04/02/2015. &#x0D; diclofenac since
06/09/2017

1

Approval

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; Bilateral lower extremities; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; Document exam findings; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; SEVERE RIDICULOPATHY; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
not seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; It is unknown if the patient
has acute or chronic back pain.; This procedure
is being requested for None of the above
&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
above

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for Congenital Anomaly.; Birth; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Upper and
lower back pain, Leg pain; PT, Meds

Approval

1

2

1

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; It is not known
if there has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; &lt; Describe primary symptoms here or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; ; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
PAIN; MEDICATIONS

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; n/a; It
is not known if there has been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; Scoliosis, headaches

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; unknown; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; mbr has
pain in back and numbness and tingling and
weakness; mbr had PT

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; It is not known if there is weakness
or reflex abnormality.; The patient does not
have new signs or symptoms of bladder or
bowel dysfunction.; The patient does not have a
new foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent lumbar fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is no weakness or reflex
abnormality.; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent lumbar fracture.

2

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; ; It is not known
if the patient has new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; Patient is
having pain and weakness in right leg.; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has not seen the
doctor more then once for these symptoms.

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has not
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?; The
patient has been treated with medication.; The
patient was treated with oral analgesics.; The
patient has not completed 6 weeks or more of
Chiropractic care.; The physician has not
directed a home exercise program for at least 6
weeks.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has not directed conservative
treatment for the past 6 weeks.

1

Orthopedics

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is reflex abnormality.; The patient does
not have new signs or symptoms of bladder or
bowel dysfunction.; The patient does not have a
new foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent lumbar fracture.;
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
None of the above; It is not known if the patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; It is not known if the patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Pre-Operative Evaluation; Surgery is not
scheduled within the next 4 weeks.

1

Orthopedics

Approval

Orthopedics

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST
72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has none of the above

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 12/27/16; There has been treatment
or conservative therapy.; Severe persistant pain
in the left lumbar area, left gluteal area, left
thigh and leg with weakness and numbness in
the left leg. spasms and tenderness; medication,
therapy, trigger point injections and steroid
injections

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

1

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 12/30/16; There has been treatment
or conservative therapy.; severe and persistant
pain in the R neck, R shoulder, bilateral lumbar
area, bilateral legs. weakness/numbness in the
bilateral legs and fingers. balance disturbances,
decreased mobility, gait disturbance, numbness,
tenderness, tinling in legs, tingling ; Physical
therapy, medication, shoulder surgery

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 04/01/2013; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; ; N-said
Therapy, &#x0D; Epidural Steroid Injection,
&#x0D; Home Exercise Program, &#x0D;
Narcotics for pain, &#x0D; Muscle Relaxers,

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 3/2017; There has not been
any treatment or conservative therapy.; BACK
PAIN, PRADER-WILLIE SYNDROME AND SHORT
STATURE WITH SIGNIFICANT SYNDROMIC
KYPHOSCOLIOSIS

1

Orthopedics

Approval

Orthopedics

Approval

Orthopedics

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; pain has been present with an
original onset of 2 years ago 05/01/2015; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
back pain with radiating to right lower
extremity with weakness. patient has a history
of avascular necrosis; patient has been treated
with activity modification and oral NSAIDS

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST
72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; Pt has adolescent idiopathic
scoliosis. Not sure of initial date; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; back
pain with radiculopathy; Medication, spinal
exercises, steroid injections
; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ;

1

1

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Acute onset of severe debiliting right sided low
back pain with radiculopathy. Pain has been
going on for 48 hours. Pt not able to move at all
without pain. no range of motion at all. Xray
shows bilateral L5 pars defects. Miled disc space
narrowing L4-5; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
above

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Advanced imaging needed for spine team
evaluation&#x0D; Patient cannot bear weight
on R leg&#x0D; Degenerative disc disease; This
study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 3-4 months ago - approx. Feb/March
2017; There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; unable to bear weight on R leg&#x0D;
stabbing, aching back pain&#x0D; 2+ patellar (?
Hyper) and ankle reflexes&#x0D; Positive
straight leg raise on R leg; therapy

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

bypassing clinical questions and faxing in
clinicals; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; It is unknown if the patient has acute or
chronic back pain.; This procedure is being
requested for None of the above

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Central right paracentral disc protrusion at L12. Degenerative disc disease throughout the
entire lumbar spine except for L2-3; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient
has acute or chronic back pain.; The patient has
none of the above

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Continued lumbar pain despite conservative
treatment; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; It is not
known if the patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; It
is not known if the patient has completed 6
weeks of physical therapy?; The patient has
been treated with medication.; The patient was
treated with oral analgesics.; It is not known if
the patient has completed 6 weeks or more of
Chiropractic care.; The physician has directed a
home exercise program for at least 6 weeks.;
The home treatment did include exercise,
prescription medication and follow-up office
visits.; Home exercises and NSAID

1

Orthopedics

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

deformity no gibbous or rib hump deformity
&#x0D; palpation Tender bilateral lumbar
facets&#x0D; skin intact &#x0D; triggers No
triggers points are palpated &#x0D; leg legs are
even length &#x0D; range of motion full range
of motion&#x0D; &#x0D; Flip test negative
bilateral &#x0D; supine Not p; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is weakness.; Patient reports constant
burning pain/numbness in anterior and lateral
thigh. Patient also reports weakness in left thigh
musculature; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent lumbar fracture.

1

Orthopedics

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

DOROTHY SPENCER&#x0D; 06/15/2017&#x0D;
Ms. Spencer has degenerative spondylolisthesis,
radicular lumbar pain and hip joint distribution
pain and early osteoarthritis. Her hip pain is
greater than expected for the degree of
osteoarthritis present on plain x-rays.&#x0D; ;
This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; DOROTHY SPENCER&#x0D;
06/15/2017&#x0D; Ms. Spencer has
degenerative spondylolisthesis, radicular lumbar
pain and hip joint distribution pain and early
osteoarthritis. Her hip pain is greater than
expected for the degree of osteoarthritis
present on plain x-rays.&#x0D; ; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; DOROTHY
SPENCER&#x0D; 06/15/2017&#x0D; Ms.
Spencer has degenerative spondylolisthesis,
radicular lumbar pain and hip joint distribution
pain and early osteoarthritis. Her hip pain is
greater than expected for the degree of
osteoarthritis present on plain x-rays.&#x0D; ;
Patient took NSAID and completed 6 weeks of
physical therapy with relief.

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

FOR CONTINUED EVALUATION - FOLLOW UP
FROM WEARING BACK BRACE FOR SCOLIOSIS.
NEEDS NEW BRACE.; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
MARCH 2016; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; SCOLIOSIS; BOSTON
BRACE

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

IMPRESSION:&#x0D; Left lumbar radiculopathy;
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is reflex abnormality.; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.;
Reflexes:&#x0D; Patellar Tendon:&#x0D;
2+&#x0D; Achilles Tendon:&#x0D; 2+

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Lower back pain 1 year. hurts after dancing
with acrobatic maneuvers especially when she
bends back to do walk overs. Nsaid with no
relief. Went through Chiropractic PT with no
help. Getting to limit her ability to dance. has
restricted extensions of the ; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient
has acute or chronic back pain.; The patient has
none of the above

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Lytic pars defect. lateral epicondylitis. Possible
surgical candidate; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 2012; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; back pain
that radiates into the bilateral legs and gluteal
area; physical therapy and several steroid
injections, medication
making sure cancer has not spread. Wants to
r/o HNP.; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; The patient has acute or chronic back
pain.; The patient has none of the above
member having surgery on 06/01/2017; The
study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The
patient does NOT have acute or chronic back
pain.; This procedure is being requested for Preoperative evaluation; It is unknown if the
patient had a Lumbar Spine MRI performed
within the past 2 weeks.; It is unknown if the
patient is experiencing new or changing
symptoms.

1

1

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Mr. Byers returns for followup of his left-sided
sciatica with severe degenerative disc disease at
L2-3 and L5-S1. He has taken his medication,
stayed at light activity, used heat therapy and
gone to physical therapy. He is minimally better
but continues ; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is no weakness or
reflex abnormality.; The patient does not have
new signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent lumbar fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

MRI to evaluate for nerve impingement causing
left leg radiculopathy&#x0D; CT to evaluate
prior fusion level; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; Pt had a L5-S1
minimally invasive TLIF and PSIF on 1/31/17. Pt
continues to have persistent low back pain and
left leg radiculopathy; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Persistant
low back pain with L leg radiculopathy. Pain and
burning with throbbing in the l leg. limited
physical moement; Extensive Physical Therapy
and several steroid injections

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

no EMG evidence of Charcot-Marie-Tooth; The
study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute
or Chronic back pain; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is reflex abnormality.; The patient does
not have new signs or symptoms of bladder or
bowel dysfunction.; The patient does not have a
new foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent lumbar fracture.; pain, ankle instability,
foot deformity on the left side, he has been
wearing the ankle support orthosis&#x0D; pain
over the 5th metatarsal base, from lateral
overload&#x0D; significant low back pain and
hip pain that been present for several
years&#x0D; Left forefoot d

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

None; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; N/A; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

Orthopedics

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient comes clinic complaining of low back
pain pain in the right leg going down to the right
ankle. In 1989 he had surgery on his lower back
in symptoms right lower extremity he's done
well until about 3 years ago.; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; It is not known if the patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; It is not known if the
patient has completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?; The patient has been treated with
medication.; The patient was treated with oral
analgesics.; It is not known if the patient has
completed 6 weeks or more of Chiropractic
care.; It is not known if the physician has
directed a home exercise program for at least 6
weeks.

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient is having lower back and neck pain . and
after conservative treatment the Doctor agree
that it seem to be some neurological issues.;
This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; Patient is having lower back
pain and also neck pain for sometime this pain
has some what improved with Hydrocodone as
well as heat. Patient has tried physical therapy
for both which involved a TENs unit heat and ice
pain medications and anti-inflammatori; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
the lower extremity there is decreased
sensation of the right lower extremity. constant
numbness or tingling.; Physical Therapy and
pain meds with anti-inflammatories.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

PRE-OPERATIVE; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 2015; There has
not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; 53.8 DEGREE RIGHT MAIN THORACIC
CURVE WITH A 19.5 DEGREE LEFT PROXIMAL
THORACIC CURVE, AND A 31.1 DEGREE LEFT
LUMBAR CURVE, HER TRIRADIATES ARE CLOSED,
SHE IS A RISSER 0

1
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Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Pt had L5-S1 TLIF and PSIF on 2/26/15. Pt has
had residual back pain in the thoracolumbar
area. Meds, physical therapy have not helped;
This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; January 18, 2017; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
thoracolumbar pain over T12-L1 and L5-S1; Antiinflammatory non steroidal medication, Physical
Therapy

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Pt has severe degenerative disc disease and
disc space collapse, L5-S1 with axial back pain.
Surgical intervention is required; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is no weakness or reflex abnormality.;
The patient does not have new signs or
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The
patient does not have a new foot drop.; There is
not x-ray evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Pt is having back pain, degenerative disc
disease; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is reflex abnormality.; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.; Lower
extremities

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

R/O scoliosis; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 4/27/2017; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
back pain; unknown

1

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Results for orders placed during the hospital
encounter of 05/22/17&#x0D; MRI THORACIC
WO CONTRAST IMPRESSION:&#x0D; 1. No acute
osseous abnormality is identified.&#x0D; 2.
Small central disc protrusion at T7-T8 that
impresses on the anterior thecal sac.&#x0D;
&#x0D; A/P: Left up; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
above
right hip pain and low back pain; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient
has acute or chronic back pain.; The patient has
none of the above

1

1
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Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

RULE OUT BRAIN TUMOR; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 4/17/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; HISTORY OF
GAIT DISTURBANCE, LOSS OF BALANCE,
POSTURAL CHANGES OF THE TRUNK AS WELL AS
RADICULAR PAIN DOWN THE RIGHT LOWER
EXTREMITY; FLEXERIL, MELOXICAM, WALKER

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Scoliometer readings were 12 degrees in the
thoracic spine and 14 degrees in the lumbar
spine. Xrays show stable scoliosis greater than
60 degrees. Patient is scheduled for surgery
August 2.; This study is being ordered for
Congenital Anomaly.; Approximately 2005;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Right-sided lumbar pain with lateral
bending to the right. Pain throughout thoracic
and lumbar spine described as aching and
stabbing in nature.; Patient has tried
cardiovascular and strength training workouts
to strengthen his back

1

Orthopedics
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Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

She's had EMG and nerve study done showing
what appears to be neurological problems with
possibly associated with her neuropathy. The
EMG Examiner could not rule out nerve root
problem and recommended imaging studies to
further elucidate the problem.; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; It is
not known if there is weakness or reflex
abnormality.; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent lumbar fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Status post L4-5 revision decompression with
TLIF and PSIF on 4/19/16 with persistant
radiculopathy; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 9/14/15; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Low back pain with radiculopathy down both
legs; Physical Therapy, medicatons, steroid
injections, surgery

1
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Approval

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient's AP and lateral lumbar x-rays today
in standing revealed just a hint of listhesis at L45 and decreased disk height at L5-S1.
Otherwise, no significant findings. She is
straight. No scoliosis. MRI from 2013, revealed
disk bulge at lumbar ; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Pre-Operative Evaluation;
Surgery is not scheduled within the next 4
weeks.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; It is not known if
the patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?

10

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient does have new signs or
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; It is
not known if the patient has a new foot drop.

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; It is not known if the patient has a
new foot drop.; There is x-ray evidence of a
recent lumbar fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?

23

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has not
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?; The
patient has been treated with medication.; The
patient was treated with an Epidural.

2
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Orthopedics

Orthopedics
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Approval

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Follow-up to Surgery or Fracture within the last
6 months; The patient has been seen by or is
the ordering physician an oncologist,
neurologist, neurosurgeon, or orthopedist.

2

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; It
is unknown if the patient has acute or chronic
back pain.; This procedure is being requested
for Neurologic deficits

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
The patient does have a new foot drop.

1

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
The patient does not have new signs or
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The
patient does not have a new foot drop.; There is
x-ray evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Pre-Operative Evaluation; No, the last Lumbar
spine MRI was not performed within the past
two weeks.; Surgery is scheduled within the
next 4 weeks.

1

1
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Orthopedics
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Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient does NOT have acute or chronic
back pain.; The patient has Symptoms or x-ray
evidence of a recent fracture; This procedure is
being requested for Trauma or recent injury
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72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient does NOT have acute or chronic
back pain.; This procedure is being requested
for Follow-up to surgery or fracture within the
last 6 months; The patient been seen by or the
ordering physician is a neuro-specialist,
orthopedist, or oncologist.
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has 6 weeks of completed conservative
care in the past 3 months or had a spine
injection
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has an Abnormal nerve study involving
the lumbar spine
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has an Abnormal x-ray indicating a
significant abnormality

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has completed Treatment with a facet
joint or epidural injection in the past 6 weeks

Approval
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Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has Neurological deficit(s)

64

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a 36-year-old woman who I been
following for some time now. She has had a
known previous right-sided disc herniation at L5S1 that we have treated conservatively with
physical therapy and injections. The injections
gave her temporary relief but ; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; PreOperative Evaluation; Surgery is not scheduled
within the next 4 weeks.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

UNKNOWN; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 10/18/2016;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; LEG PAIN; PHYSICAL THERAPY

1

Orthopedics

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Will attach clinicals.; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; 2 year
history of intermittent low back&#x0D; pain
radiating into the lower extremities; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; Low
back pain radiating into lower extremities.;
Gabapentin since 04/02/2015. Ibuprofen since
04/02/2015. &#x0D; diclofenac since
06/09/2017

1

Orthopedics

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

X-ray Interpretation&#x0D; AP and lateral x-ray
of the lumbar spine ordered, obtained, and
interpreted today reveals severe bone-on-bone
disc space collapse at L4-5. Very mild
degenerative disc disease at L3-4. There is mild
retrolisthesis at L4-5.&#x0D; &#x0D; MRI o; This
study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 02/01/2014; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; 60-year-old
female with chronic multiyear history of severe
back pain that radiates down the right leg to the
knee and occasionally past the knee. The pain is
moderate but can become severe. The pain is
aching and sharp. The pain is getting worse.
Res; Oral Steroids, Epidural Steroid injections,
NSAID Therapy, Narcotics for pain relief, Home
exercise program,

1
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Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

X-ray:&#x0D; AP and lateral lumbar spine
reveal mild lumbar scoliosis he with left lateral
osteophytes noted at L4-L5 and grade 1
retrolisthesis L4-L5. Moderate disc height loss at
L4-L5 with mild disc height loss L5-S1.&#x0D;
&#x0D; &#x0D; IMPRESSION:&#x0D; Lumbar
spondylosis&#x0D; L; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is reflex
abnormality.; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent lumbar fracture.; Extension:&#x0D;
Extension is slightly limited with reproduction of
low back pain and left buttock pain. &#x0D;
Hip

1
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Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

X-ray:&#x0D; AP, lateral, and spot view of the
lumbar spine shows mildly decreased lumbar
lordosis. Osteophyte formation to L2, L3, L4,
and L5. There is decreased disc height seen at
L3-L4 and L4-L5.&#x0D; &#x0D;
IMPRESSION:&#x0D; Lumbar pain&#x0D; Left
leg radiculopathy&#x0D; &#x0D; &#x0D; P; The
study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute
or Chronic back pain; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is reflex abnormality.; The patient does
not have new signs or symptoms of bladder or
bowel dysfunction.; The patient does not have a
new foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent lumbar fracture.; Reflexes:&#x0D;
Patellar Tendon:&#x0D; 1+ bilateral&#x0D;
Achilles Tendon:&#x0D; 1+ bilateral

1

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The patient is undergoing active treatment for
cancer.; This study is being ordered for known
tumor, cancer, mass, or rule-out metastasis.;
"The ordering physician is an oncologist,
urologist, gynecologist, gastroenterologist or
surgeon or PCP ordering on behalf of a specialist
who has seen the patient."; This study is not
being ordered for initial staging.; This is a
request for a Pelvis CT.; Yes this is a request for
a Diagnostic CT
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72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered as a follow-up to
trauma.; "The ordering physician is a
gastroenterologist, urologist, gynecologist, or
surgeon or PCP ordering on behalf of a specialist
who has seen the patient."; This is a request for
a Pelvis CT.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered as a follow-up to
trauma.; There is NO laboratory or physical
evidence of a pelvic bleed.; There are no
physical or abnormal blood work consistent
with peritonitis or pelvic abscess.; There is
physical or radiological evidence of a pelvic
fracture.; "The ordering physician is not a
gastroenterologist, urologist, gynecologist, or
surgeon or PCP ordering on behalf of a specialist
who has seen the patient."; This is a request for
a Pelvis CT.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered as pre-operative
evaluation.; "The ordering physician is an
oncologist, urologist, gynecologist,
gastroenterologist or surgeon or PCP ordering
on behalf of a specialist who has seen the
patient."; This is a request for a Pelvis CT.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
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72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for known tumor,
cancer, mass, or rule-out metastasis.; "The
ordering physician is an oncologist, urologist,
gynecologist, gastroenterologist or surgeon or
PCP ordering on behalf of a specialist who has
seen the patient."; This study is being ordered
for initial staging.; This is a request for a Pelvis
CT.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
; This study is being ordered for some other
reason than the choices given.; This is a request
for a Pelvis CT.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

CT is needed to further evaluation cystic lesion
in pelvis; This study is being ordered because of
a suspicious mass/ tumor.; "The patient has had
a pelvic ultrasound, barium, CT, or MR study.";
This is a request for a Pelvis CT.; There are NO
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Dr Ball feels that even though the MRI did not
show a hernia that this may well be a hernia and
a CT will better visualize this.; This study is being
ordered for some other reason than the choices
given.; This is a request for a Pelvis CT.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1
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Approval
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Approval

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Orthopedics

Approval

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Orthopedics

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

Pain radiates down right thigh &amp; prevents
sleeping Night sweats; This study is being
ordered due to known or suspected infection.;
"The ordering physician is NOT a surgeon,
gynecologist, urologist, gastroenterologist, or
infectious disease specialist or PCP ordering on
behalf of a specialist who has seen the patient.";
"There are active, clinical findings or endoscopic
findings of Crohn's disease, ulcerative colitis, or
diverticulitis."; "There are no physical findings or
abnormal blood work consistent with
peritonitis, pelvic inflammatory disease, or
appendicitis."; This is a request for a Pelvis CT.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

Patient has known heterotopic ossification and
is scheduled for surgery on 4/24. This is needed
for surgical planning.; There is not a known
tumor.; This study is being ordered as preoperative evaluation.; "The ordering physician is
NOT an oncologist, urologist, gynecologist,
gastroenterologist or surgeon or PCP ordering
on behalf of a specialist who has seen the
patient."; There is NO known pelvic infection.;
This is a request for a Pelvis CT.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a Pelvis
MRI.; The request is not for any of the listed
indications.

1

1

1

Orthopedics

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

; This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The patient
had previous abnormal imaging including a CT,
MRI or Ultrasound.; An abnormality was found
in something other than the bladder, uterus or
ovary.; The study is being ordered for suspicion
of tumor, mass, neoplasm, or metastatic
disease.

Orthopedics

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

Orthopedics

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

Orthopedics

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

AP and lateral x-ray of the lumbar spine
ordered, obtained, and interpreted today
reveals overall relatively maintained alignment.
There may be slight exaggeration of lumbar
lordosis. Degenerative changes.&#x0D; &#x0D;
Assessment&#x0D; 1. Mild left lateral recess
nar; This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The
request is not for any of the listed indications.
I cannot however explain her right groin pain
and I made it clear to her today.; This is a
request for a Pelvis MRI.; The request is not for
any of the listed indications.
left Buttock Atrophy with pelvis pain; This is a
request for a Pelvis MRI.; The request is not for
any of the listed indications.

72196 MRI PELVIS

PAPABLE MASS IN HER RIGHT UPPER THIGH
AND HIP AREA. PRESENT FOR SEVERAL
MONTHS. GRADUALLY GETTING LARGER.; This is
a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The patient has NOT
had previous abnormal imaging including a CT,
MRI or Ultrasound.; The study is being ordered
for suspicion of tumor, mass, neoplasm, or
metastatic disease.

Orthopedics

Approval

1

1

1

1

1

Orthopedics

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

Orthopedics

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

Orthopedics

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

Orthopedics

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

r/ o AVN on bilateral hips; This is a request for a
Pelvis MRI.; The request is not for any of the
listed indications.
Rule out Avascular Necrosis of right hip; This is
a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The request is not
for any of the listed indications.
suspicion of AVM; This is a request for a Pelvis
MRI.; The request is not for any of the listed
indications.
This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The request
is for pelvic trauma or injury.

1

1

1
9

Orthopedics

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

Orthopedics

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The request
is for suspicion of joint or bone infection.
This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The request
is for suspicion of tumor, mass, neoplasm, or
metastatic disease?

72196 MRI PELVIS

This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The study is
being ordered for joint pain or suspicion of joint
or bone infection.; The study is being ordered
for bilateral hip avascular necrosis.

1

72196 MRI PELVIS

X-RAY REVEALED LEG LENGTH DISCREPANCY
WITH RIGHTWARD PELVIC TILT, MRI
RECOMMENDED FOR CONTINUED HIP PAIN;
This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The study is
being ordered for joint pain or suspicion of joint
or bone infection.; The study is being ordered
for something other than arthritis, slipped
femoral capital epiphysis, bilateral hip avascular
necrosis, osteomylitis or tail bone pain or injury.

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

4

4

Orthopedics

Approval

73200 CT ARM OR
UPPER EXTREMITY

3

Orthopedics

Approval

73200 CT ARM OR
UPPER EXTREMITY

Orthopedics

Approval

73200 CT ARM OR
UPPER EXTREMITY

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; It is not known
if there has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; &lt; Describe primary symptoms here or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;
There is a history of upper extremity joint or
long bone trauma or injury.; This is a request for
an Arm CT Non Joint; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

73200 CT ARM OR
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity,
shoulder, scapula, elbow, hand, or wrist joint
CT.; There is a history of upper extremity joint
or long bone trauma or injury.

1

73200 CT ARM OR
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity,
shoulder, scapula, elbow, hand, or wrist joint
CT.; There is a history of upper extremity joint
or long bone trauma or injury.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

56

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

2

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

73200 CT ARM OR
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity,
shoulder, scapula, elbow, hand, or wrist joint
CT.; There is not a history of upper extremity
joint or long bone trauma or injury.; This is a
preoperative or recent postoperative
evaluation.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

8

73200 CT ARM OR
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity,
shoulder, scapula, elbow, hand, or wrist joint
CT.; There is not a history of upper extremity
joint or long bone trauma or injury.; This is not a
preoperative or recent postoperative
evaluation.; There is not suspicion of upper
extremity neoplasm or tumor or metastasis.;
There is not suspicion of upper extremity bone
or joint infection.; The ordering physician is an
orthopedist or rheumatologist.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

11

73206 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY UPPER
EXTREMITY

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
&lt; Describe primary symptoms here - or Type
In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

2

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

73206 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY UPPER
EXTREMITY

73220 MRI UPPER
EXTREMITY , ENTIRE
EXTREMITY, NOT A
JOINT
73220 MRI UPPER
EXTREMITY , ENTIRE
EXTREMITY, NOT A
JOINT

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
upper extremity.

1

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
1/17/2017; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; &lt; Describe primary
symptoms here - or Type In Unknown If No Info
Given &gt;; immunosuppressive therapy

1

; This study is being ordered for Inflammatory/
Infectious Disease.; ; There has been treatment
or conservative therapy.; ;

1

Orthopedics

Approval

73220 MRI UPPER
EXTREMITY , ENTIRE
EXTREMITY, NOT A
JOINT

LT Shoulder shows moderate AC joint arthritis
and very subtle spur off humeral head
inferiorly.A.C. Joint provocative tests are
positive. Impingement signs are positive.
&#x0D; Tenderness to palpation over
biceps.Mild pain with ROM.; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 1 year ago; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Positive
pain at night. Some numbness and tingling at
night in the hands. Pt points to the biceps/upper
arm as the area of most pain.&#x0D; The pain is
described as numb/burning pain that is
intermittent and 6 out of 10 in severity. &#x0D;
The pain is worse with o; Mobic, Injection,
Activity Modification

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

73220 MRI UPPER
EXTREMITY , ENTIRE
EXTREMITY, NOT A
JOINT
73220 MRI UPPER
EXTREMITY , ENTIRE
EXTREMITY, NOT A
JOINT

pain and swelling for more than 8 weeks, pain
with range of motion of wrist and fingers,
moderate swelling in both wrist and hands, not
aware of any trauma or bite, no obvious sign of
infection; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; February 2017;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; pain and swelling of right hand; anti
inflammatory, steroids, physical therapy

1

The request is for an upper extremity non-joint
MRI.; This is a preoperative or recent
postoperative evaluation.

28

73220 MRI UPPER
EXTREMITY , ENTIRE
EXTREMITY, NOT A
JOINT

The request is for an upper extremity non-joint
MRI.; This is not a preoperative or recent
postoperative evaluation.; There is not
suspicion of upper extremity neoplasm or tumor
or metastasis.; There is no suspicion of upper
extremity bone or soft tissue infection.; The
ordering physician is an orthopedist.

18

73220 MRI UPPER
EXTREMITY , ENTIRE
EXTREMITY, NOT A
JOINT

The request is for an upper extremity non-joint
MRI.; This is not a preoperative or recent
postoperative evaluation.; There is not
suspicion of upper extremity neoplasm or tumor
or metastasis.; There is suspicion of upper
extremity bone or soft tissue infection.

8

Orthopedics

Approval

Orthopedics

Approval

Orthopedics

Approval

Orthopedics

Approval

73220 MRI UPPER
EXTREMITY , ENTIRE
EXTREMITY, NOT A
JOINT

73220 MRI UPPER
EXTREMITY , ENTIRE
EXTREMITY, NOT A
JOINT
73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The request is for an upper extremity non-joint
MRI.; This is not a preoperative or recent
postoperative evaluation.; There is suspicion of
upper extremity neoplasm or tumor or
metastasis.

7

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Initial Staging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1
8

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The requested study is a
Shoulder MRI.; The pain is described as chronic;
The request is for shoulder pain.; The physician
has directed conservative treatment for the
past 6 weeks.; It is not known if the patient has
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?; It is
not known if the patient has been treated with
medication.; It is not known if the patient has
completed 6 weeks or more of Chiropractic
care.; It is not known if the physician has
directed a home exercise program for at least 6
weeks.

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The requested study is a
Shoulder MRI.; The pain is described as chronic;
The request is for shoulder pain.; The physician
has not directed conservative treatment for the
past 6 weeks.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The requested study is a
Shoulder MRI.; The pain is from a recent injury.;
Surgery or arthrscopy is not scheduled in the
next 4 weeks.; The request is for shoulder pain.;
There is a suspicion of tendon, ligament, rotator
cuff injury or labral tear.

2

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The requested study is a
Shoulder MRI.; The pain is from an old injury.;
The request is for shoulder pain.; The physician
has not directed conservative treatment for the
past 6 weeks.

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Shoulder
pain. Decreased range of motion.;
Injections,home exercise program, antiinflammatory medication.

2

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
1/17/2017; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; &lt; Describe primary
symptoms here - or Type In Unknown If No Info
Given &gt;; immunosuppressive therapy

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; 10
years ago; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Pt has numbness/
swelling and popping of shoulder joint/ tingling;
Pt has had some testing previously

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; 2016;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; pain, weakness; meds w/no relief

2

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
5/5/2015; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ROM PAIN; INJECTION
MEDS THERAPY

2

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; Feb
2017; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; numbness &amp;
weakness in fingers &amp; arms

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; foot 1 year shoulder 2
months; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; mbr has pain in shoulder
and through neck when pushing, reaching, and
lifting things and for the foot there is
numbness; rest ice and medication for both
; The pain is from a recent injury.; It is not know
if surgery or arthrscopy is scheduled in the next
4 weeks.; There is a suspicion of tendon or
ligament injury.; This request is for a wrist MRI.;
This study is requested for evalutation of wrist
pain.

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

; The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The
pain is described as chronic; The request is for
shoulder pain.; It is not known if the physician
has directed conservative treatment for the
past 6 weeks.

Approval

1

1

1

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

; The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The
pain is described as chronic; The request is for
shoulder pain.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; It
is not known if the patient has completed 6
weeks of physical therapy?; The patient has
been treated with medication.; It is not known if
the patient has completed 6 weeks or more of
Chiropractic care.; It is not known if the
physician has directed a home exercise program
for at least 6 weeks.; The patient received oral
analgesics.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

; The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The
pain is described as chronic; The request is for
shoulder pain.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has not completed 6 weeks of
physical therapy?; The patient has been treated
with medication.; The patient has not
completed 6 weeks or more of Chiropractic
care.; The physician has not directed a home
exercise program for at least 6 weeks.; antiinflammatory, steroids; The patient recevied
medication other than joint injections(s) or oral
analgesics.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

; The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The
pain is described as chronic; The request is for
shoulder pain.; The physician has not directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.

1

Orthopedics

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Orthopedics

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

; The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The
pain is from a recent injury.; It is not know if
surgery or arthrscopy is scheduled in the next 4
weeks.; The request is for shoulder pain.; There
is a suspicion of tendon, ligament, rotator cuff
injury or labral tear.
; The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The
pain is from a recent injury.; Surgery or
arthrscopy is not scheduled in the next 4
weeks.; The request is for shoulder pain.; There
is a suspicion of tendon, ligament, rotator cuff
injury or labral tear.

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

; The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The
pain is from an old injury.; The request is for
shoulder pain.; The physician has not directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.

1

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 12/30/16; There has been treatment
or conservative therapy.; severe and persistant
pain in the R neck, R shoulder, bilateral lumbar
area, bilateral legs. weakness/numbness in the
bilateral legs and fingers. balance disturbances,
decreased mobility, gait disturbance, numbness,
tenderness, tinling in legs, tingling ; Physical
therapy, medication, shoulder surgery

1

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

; This study is being ordered for Inflammatory/
Infectious Disease.; ; There has been treatment
or conservative therapy.; ;

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

2

5

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 1 year ago; It is not known if
there has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.;

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 2015; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; ;
; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ;

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

AFTER 12 WEEKS OF CONSERVATIVE
TREATMENT SHE IS NOT GETTING BETTER. SHE
MAY COME TO SURGICAL TREATMENT.; This
study is being ordered for trauma or injury.;
03/14/2017 MVA; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; SHOULDER AND ELBOW
PAIN. LIMITED RANGE OF MOTION.
IMPINGEMENT AND CROSS-OVER ARE POSITIVE.
ER SS ARE SLIGHTLY WEAK. SHE CONTINUES TO
BE QUITE SYMPTOMATIC.; NSAIDS, CSI, HOME
EXERCISE PLAN, PHYSICAL THERAPY, AND ANTIINFLAMMATORIES

Approval

2

2

2

2

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

After a skiing injury, patient presents to clinic
with symptoms and physical exam consistent
with both meniscus/ligament tears and rotator
cuff/labral tears. Further imaging of the
shoulder and knee are necessary to rule out
tears in the shoulder and knee; This study is
being ordered for trauma or injury.; 03/24/17;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Pain, radiating. Dull, piercing and
sharp pain. Ice relieves symptoms, limited ROM,
pushing and lying in bed aggravate symptoms.;
Rest/Ice/Anti-inflammatories

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Attaching Clinicals; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
Approximately 2005 from an injury to right.
Then re-injured in 2015. Left shoulder for 4-6
months.; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; Bilateral shoulder pain.
Markedly limited range of motion. Documented
weakness on exam bilaterally. Pain at rest that
wakes him at night. Negative bilateral shoulder
xrays.

2

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Chronic bilateral elbow pain. He has had
multiple injections into the elbow and taken
anti-inflammatories. He has had physical
therapy and worn compression bands with no
lasting relief. MRIs are ordered of left and right
elbows for evaluation.; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 3/3/2016; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Bilateral
elbow pain, limited range of motion, and
tenderness. Pain with flexion, extension, and
gripping.; He has had physical therapy and he
has done home exercises. He has received
multiple elbow injections. He has taken antiinflammatories. He has worn elbow
compression bands.

2

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Dirtbike accident 5/20/17 with right shoulder
dislocation. Has had 2 previous right shoulder
dislocations in the past.; The requested study is
a Shoulder MRI.; The pain is from a recent
injury.; It is not know if surgery or arthrscopy is
scheduled in the next 4 weeks.; The request is
for shoulder pain.; There is a suspicion of
tendon, ligament, rotator cuff injury or labral
tear.

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

HAS INSTABILITY, SEVERE PAIN,HAS HAD
MONTHS OF CONSERVATIVE TX,WANTS TO R/O
CT; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; SEVERE PAIN X 2 YEARS; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
SEVERE PAIN WHEN REACHING
BEHIND,REACHING OVERHEAD, NO RELEIVING
FACTORS.; HAS HAD CHANGE IN ACTIVITY,
NSAIDS, USED ICE AND REST.

2

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

He had a left distal radius fracture and he had
closed reduction and percutaneous pin fixation.
He is about 2-1/2 months postop. At last visit
we removed his pins, he has been doing
therapy. He is describing some neuropathic pain
really in some of the med; The pain is from a
recent injury.; It is not know if surgery or
arthrscopy is scheduled in the next 4 weeks.;
There is a suspicion of tendon or ligament
injury.; This request is for a wrist MRI.; This
study is requested for evalutation of wrist pain.

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

I have reviewed her cervical spine MRI as well
as her nerve conduction studies. She does have
evidence of carpal tunnel syndrome on the left
side, but I do not think this is causing all of her
symptoms. She has pain pretty much all day and
she is unable t; The requested study is a
Shoulder MRI.; The pain is described as chronic;
The request is for shoulder pain.; The physician
has directed conservative treatment for the
past 6 weeks.; It is not known if the patient has
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?; The
patient has been treated with medication.; It is
not known if the patient has completed 6 weeks
or more of Chiropractic care.; The physician has
directed a home exercise program for at least 6
weeks.; The home treatment did not include
exercise, prescription medication and follow-up
office visits.; The patient received oral
analgesics.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Left shoulder pain for 7 months. She has pain in
the clavicle that sometimes radiates to the
biceps. Lateral motion and reaching out causes
pain. She saw her primary care physician for this
in the past and was given tramadol and
cyclobenzaprine with no ch; The requested
study is a Shoulder MRI.; The pain is described
as chronic; The request is for shoulder pain.;
The physician has not directed conservative
treatment for the past 6 weeks.

1

Orthopedics

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

lt shoulder pain for several years.l + speeds
test, + apprehension test, dec ROM, painful and
not improving with conservative care for several
weeks; The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.;
The pain is described as chronic; The request is
for shoulder pain.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has not completed 6 weeks of
physical therapy?; The patient has been treated
with medication.; The patient has not
completed 6 weeks or more of Chiropractic
care.; It is not known if the physician has
directed a home exercise program for at least 6
weeks.; The patient received oral analgesics.

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

LT Shoulder shows moderate AC joint arthritis
and very subtle spur off humeral head
inferiorly.A.C. Joint provocative tests are
positive. Impingement signs are positive.
&#x0D; Tenderness to palpation over
biceps.Mild pain with ROM.; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 1 year ago; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Positive
pain at night. Some numbness and tingling at
night in the hands. Pt points to the biceps/upper
arm as the area of most pain.&#x0D; The pain is
described as numb/burning pain that is
intermittent and 6 out of 10 in severity. &#x0D;
The pain is worse with o; Mobic, Injection,
Activity Modification

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Mr. Efird has a mass in left shoulder. Dr.
Lawrence is needing to verify if it is a Tumor
with the MRI Left Shoulder with and without
and is Looking for origin of primary cancer.; This
study is being ordered for a metastatic disease.;
There are 3 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Negative x-rays, positive impingement,
weakness of supraspinatus, positive active
compression, limited internal rotation, positive
AC joint tenderness.; The requested study is a
Shoulder MRI.; The pain is from a recent injury.;
Surgery or arthrscopy is not scheduled in the
next 4 weeks.; The request is for shoulder pain.;
There is a suspicion of tendon, ligament, rotator
cuff injury or labral tear.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

No Info Given; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; April of 2017;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; The pain began after pulling and lifting
50 pound shelves. The pain is worse with
overhead activity and reaching behind and
better with rest and medications. &#x0D;
Patient is currently taking Ibuprofen. Pt has
history of nerve damage in the neck.; Ibuprofen
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

pain , fell , has popping limited ranged of
motion , tenderness, positive speed test; The
requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The pain is
from an old injury.; The request is for shoulder
pain.; The physician has not directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

pain and swelling for more than 8 weeks, pain
with range of motion of wrist and fingers,
moderate swelling in both wrist and hands, not
aware of any trauma or bite, no obvious sign of
infection; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; February 2017;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; pain and swelling of right hand; anti
inflammatory, steroids, physical therapy
Pain in right shoulder for the last year,
progressing over the last six months. She has
previously had right shoulder surgery cleanup
for a small tear four years ago. She has anterior
joint pain that radiates to the lateral forearm.
Reaching causes pain w; The requested study is
a Shoulder MRI.; The pain is described as
chronic; The request is for shoulder pain.; The
physician has not directed conservative
treatment for the past 6 weeks.
pain; The pain is from a recent injury.; Surgery
or arthrscopy is not scheduled in the next 4
weeks.; There is a suspicion of tendon or
ligament injury.; This is a request for an elbow
MRI; The study is requested for evaluation of
elbow pain.
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UPPER EXTREMITY

Patient has been treated with gabapentin,
naproxen, tramadol and hydrocodone; The
requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The pain is
described as chronic; The request is for shoulder
pain.; The physician has directed conservative
treatment for the past 6 weeks.; It is not known
if the patient has completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?; The patient has been treated with
medication.; It is not known if the patient has
completed 6 weeks or more of Chiropractic
care.; The physician has directed a home
exercise program for at least 6 weeks.; The
home treatment did include exercise,
prescription medication and follow-up office
visits.; No change; The patient received oral
analgesics.
Patient has failed 8 weeks of conservative
treatment to include rest, ice, NSAIDs, heat and
physical therapy; The requested study is a
Shoulder MRI.; The pain is from a recent injury.;
It is not know if surgery or arthrscopy is
scheduled in the next 4 weeks.; The request is
for shoulder pain.; There is a suspicion of
tendon, ligament, rotator cuff injury or labral
tear.
patient has had therapy and injection with no
relief.; The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.;
The pain is not from a recent injury, old injury,
chronic pain or a mass.; The request is for
shoulder pain.
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Patient has limited range of motion upon exam,
pain with abduction, positive drop arm test and
positive lift off test.; The requested study is a
Shoulder MRI.; The pain is from a recent injury.;
It is not know if surgery or arthrscopy is
scheduled in the next 4 weeks.; The request is
for shoulder pain.; There is a suspicion of
tendon, ligament, rotator cuff injury or labral
tear.
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

PATIENT HAS LONG HISTORY OF SHOULDER
PAIN, RECENTLY HAD SURGERY ON LT
SHOULDER AND HAS HAD TO COMPENSATE
WITH RT SHOULDER, HAS USED NSAIDS,
CONTINUED PAIN; The requested study is a
Shoulder MRI.; The pain is described as chronic;
The request is for shoulder pain.; The physician
has directed conservative treatment for the
past 6 weeks.; It is not known if the patient has
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?; The
patient has been treated with medication.; It is
not known if the patient has completed 6 weeks
or more of Chiropractic care.; The physician has
directed a home exercise program for at least 6
weeks.; The home treatment did include
exercise, prescription medication and follow-up
office visits.; PATIENT HAS HAD SURGERY ON
OTHER SHOULDER AND HAS BEEN DOING P.T.,
USING NSAIDS. STILL CONTINUES TO HAVE PAIN
IN BOTH SHOULDERS. POSS RCT; The patient
received oral analgesics.
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

PATIENT IS A 45 YEAR OLD FEMALE WHO
REPORTS A MANY YEAR HISTORY OF LEFT
SHOULDER PAIN. SHE SAYS OVER THE LAST FEW
MONTHS IT HAS BEEN INCREASINGLY WORSE
AND SHE HAS SIGNIFICANT LIMITATION OF
MOTION. SHE HAS FORWARD ELEVATION OF
APPROX. 90 DEGREES, ABDUCTI; The requested
study is a Shoulder MRI.; The pain is not from a
recent injury, old injury, chronic pain or a mass.;
The request is for shoulder pain.
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UPPER EXTREMITY

PATIENT IS HAVING SEVERE PAIN WITH ALL
ADL'S, HAS BEEN TO THE ER TWICE, HAS TAKEN
NSAIDS,OTC AND QUITE A BIT OF
CONSERVATIVE TX WITH NO RELIEF.; The
requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The pain is
described as chronic; The request is for shoulder
pain.; The physician has directed conservative
treatment for the past 6 weeks.; It is not known
if the patient has completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?; The patient has been treated with
medication.; It is not known if the patient has
completed 6 weeks or more of Chiropractic
care.; The physician has directed a home
exercise program for at least 6 weeks.; The
home treatment did include exercise,
prescription medication and follow-up office
visits.; PATIENT HAS HAD TO CHANGE HER
ACTIVITY LEVEL DUE TO THE SEVERE PAIN. SHE
HAS TAKEN MOBIC,ULTRAM AND IBUPROFEN,
SHE HAS HAD TO REST THE SHOULDER DUE TO
PAIN WHEN LIFTING OVERHEAD AND BEHIND.
NO RELIEVING FACTORS.; The patient received
oral analgesics.
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UPPER EXTREMITY

Patient is unable to take NSAIDS due to Kidney
Disease. Physician believes the patient has a
rotator cuff tear.; The requested study is a
Shoulder MRI.; The pain is described as chronic;
The request is for shoulder pain.; The physician
has directed conservative treatment for the
past 6 weeks.; The patient has not completed 6
weeks of physical therapy?; The patient has
been treated with medication.; The patient has
not completed 6 weeks or more of Chiropractic
care.; The physician has directed a home
exercise program for at least 6 weeks.; The
home treatment did not include exercise,
prescription medication and follow-up office
visits.; It is not known what type of medication
the patient received.
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Positive load/shift test. Positive apprehension
test. Can not do Physical Therapy because of
shoulder pain.; The requested study is a
Shoulder MRI.; The pain is described as chronic;
The request is for shoulder pain.; The physician
has not directed conservative treatment for the
past 6 weeks.
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Pt can no longer do overhead movement due
to pain. She is very painful on supraspinatus
isolation and impingement provocative
maneuvers. Neck shows an element of
radicular discomfort into the C6 distribution
with extremes of rotation as well as flexion/;
This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; July of 2016; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Left upper
neck and extremity pain. The pain radiates to
the periscapular region medially and down into
C6 distribution of the fingers.; She has had
extensive physical therapy, anti-inflammatory
medications, activity medication but continues
to be quite limited with movement
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Pt has a tendon tear; r/o rotator cuff tear; The
requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The pain is
from an old injury.; The request is for shoulder
pain.; The physician has not directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

PT HAS HAD PAIN FOR QUITE AWHILE, HAS
HAD PLENTY OF CONSERVATIVE TX, DR
SUSPECTS BURSITIS, DERANGEMENT AND/OR
CUFF TEAR; The requested study is a Shoulder
MRI.; The pain is described as chronic; The
request is for shoulder pain.; The physician has
directed conservative treatment for the past 6
weeks.; It is not known if the patient has
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?; The
patient has been treated with medication.; It is
not known if the patient has completed 6 weeks
or more of Chiropractic care.; The physician has
directed a home exercise program for at least 6
weeks.; The home treatment did include
exercise, prescription medication and follow-up
office visits.; HAS HAD SEVERAL WEEKS OF
PHYSICIAN DIRECTED HOME EXERCISES WITH
NO IMPROVEMENT. HAS USED NSAIDS,
MODIFIED ADLS, STILL HAVING PAIN.; The
patient received oral analgesics.
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right shoulder pain and weakness. Pain with
cross over testing pain with stress isolation
testing. AC joint tenderness.; The requested
study is a Shoulder MRI.; The pain is from a
recent injury.; It is not know if surgery or
arthrscopy is scheduled in the next 4 weeks.;
The request is for shoulder pain.; There is a
suspicion of tendon, ligament, rotator cuff
injury or labral tear.
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UPPER EXTREMITY

Right shoulder pain. Started two months ago
after wrestling around. It popped out at the
time. Now it hurts to throw over hand or lift
heavy objects. Sharp pain with movement. Dull
and achy at rest. Patient has failed with IBU and
steroids.; The requested study is a Shoulder
MRI.; The pain is from a recent injury.; Surgery
or arthrscopy is not scheduled in the next 4
weeks.; The request is for shoulder pain.; There
is a suspicion of tendon, ligament, rotator cuff
injury or labral tear.
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UPPER EXTREMITY

RIGHT wrist pain for 2 weeks after patient
caught a dryer falling out of a truck and she
twisted her wrist. Patient states pain is a
stabbing, aching pain that is 2 out of 10 in
severity. Pain is worse when using a splint and
pushing in and better when sh; The pain is from
a recent injury.; It is not know if surgery or
arthrscopy is scheduled in the next 4 weeks.;
There is a suspicion of tendon or ligament
injury.; This request is for a wrist MRI.; This
study is requested for evalutation of wrist pain.
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suspected bilateral rotator cuff tear; This study
is being ordered for something other than:
known trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; January 28, 2017; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; bilat
shoulder pain; steroid injection, physical
therapy, over the counter anti imflammatory,
tramadol, Mobic, home exercise
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UPPER EXTREMITY

SYMPTOMS: DECREASED MOBILITY, JOINT
TENDERNESS, LOCKING, PAIN, POPPING,AND
WEAKNESS.&#x0D; INJURY WHILE DRIVING
REACHED BACKWARDS AND HEARD &amp; FELT
A POP, SINCE THEN POOR ROM. PATIENT
STATES THAT TAKING IBUPROFEN WITHOUT
ANY RELIEF.; The requested study is a Shoulder
MRI.; The pain is from a recent injury.; Surgery
or arthrscopy is not scheduled in the next 4
weeks.; The request is for shoulder pain.; There
is a suspicion of tendon, ligament, rotator cuff
injury or labral tear.
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The pain is described as chronic; The member
has failed a 4 week course of conservative
management in the past 3 months.; This is a
request for an elbow MRI; The study is
requested for evaluation of elbow pain.
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The pain is described as chronic; The member
has failed a 4 week course of conservative
management in the past 3 months.; This request
is for a wrist MRI.; This study is requested for
evalutation of wrist pain.
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The pain is from a known mass.; The diagnosis
of Mass, Tumor, or Cancer has been
established.; The study is requested for staging.;
This request is for a wrist MRI.; This study is
requested for evalutation of wrist pain.
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The pain is from a recent injury.; Surgery or
arthrscopy is scheduled in the next 4 weeks.;
There is a suspicion of tendon or ligament
injury.; This is a request for an elbow MRI; The
study is requested for evaluation of elbow pain.
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The pain is from a recent injury.; Surgery or
arthrscopy is scheduled in the next 4 weeks.;
There is a suspicion of tendon or ligament
injury.; This request is for a wrist MRI.; This
study is requested for evalutation of wrist pain.
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The pain is from an old injury.; The member has
failed a 4 week course of conservative
management in the past 3 months.; This is a
request for an elbow MRI; The study is
requested for evaluation of elbow pain.
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The pain is from an old injury.; The member has
failed a 4 week course of conservative
management in the past 3 months.; This request
is for a wrist MRI.; This study is requested for
evalutation of wrist pain.
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The patient has persistent symptoms of pain in
the ulnar aspect of the right wrist despite a
period of observation and symptomatic
measures since initial injury on 3/5/2017. There
is a mild prominence over the right distal ulna
however, X rays did not sho; The pain is from a
recent injury.; Surgery or arthrscopy is not
scheduled in the next 4 weeks.; There is a
suspicion of tendon or ligament injury.; This
request is for a wrist MRI.; This study is
requested for evalutation of wrist pain.
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; "The
caller indicated the study was not ordered for:
Known or Suspicious Mass or Tumor with or
without metastasis, Known or suspected Joint
Infection, Aseptic Necrosis, Trauma, Chronic
Pain, or Pre or Post operative evaluation.";
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; "The
caller indicated the study was not ordered for:
Known or Suspicious Mass or Tumor with or
without metastasis, Known or suspected Joint
Infection, Aseptic Necrosis, Trauma, Chronic
Pain, or Pre or Post operative evaluation."; &lt;
Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If No
Info Given. &gt;
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; "The
caller indicated the study was not ordered for:
Known or Suspicious Mass or Tumor with or
without metastasis, Known or suspected Joint
Infection, Aseptic Necrosis, Trauma, Chronic
Pain, or Pre or Post operative evaluation."; 14
y/o softball player injured her right shoulder
sliding into a base. Initially felt to likely be
strain, treated conservatively with rest and antiinflammatories. After minimal improvement,
she was sent to physical therapy and still
continued to have
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; "The
caller indicated the study was not ordered for:
Known or Suspicious Mass or Tumor with or
without metastasis, Known or suspected Joint
Infection, Aseptic Necrosis, Trauma, Chronic
Pain, or Pre or Post operative evaluation.";
Chronic left shoulder pain and possible
weakness&#x0D; &#x0D; Suspect rotator cuff
tear
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; "The
caller indicated the study was not ordered for:
Known or Suspicious Mass or Tumor with or
without metastasis, Known or suspected Joint
Infection, Aseptic Necrosis, Trauma, Chronic
Pain, or Pre or Post operative evaluation."; EXray:Right shoulder x-rays reviewed from
Morrilton show small glenoid avulsion fracture
status post dislocation and reduction. &#x0D;
&#x0D; IMPRESSION:Status post right shoulder
dislocation and reduction, small glenoid
avulsion fracture&#x0D; &#x0D;
PLAN:Discussed options
The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; "The
caller indicated the study was not ordered for:
Known or Suspicious Mass or Tumor with or
without metastasis, Known or suspected Joint
Infection, Aseptic Necrosis, Trauma, Chronic
Pain, or Pre or Post operative evaluation."; fell
in the shower 03/22/2017. 10/10 pain in
shoulder with limited ROM. Pain with Hawkins
test

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; "The
caller indicated the study was not ordered for:
Known or Suspicious Mass or Tumor with or
without metastasis, Known or suspected Joint
Infection, Aseptic Necrosis, Trauma, Chronic
Pain, or Pre or Post operative evaluation."; Left
shoulder pain associated with recurrent anterior
dislocation
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; "The
caller indicated the study was not ordered for:
Known or Suspicious Mass or Tumor with or
without metastasis, Known or suspected Joint
Infection, Aseptic Necrosis, Trauma, Chronic
Pain, or Pre or Post operative evaluation."; Ms.
Burgos is a 60-year-old female seen today for
right shoulder pain. I have previously treated
her for her left knee. She recently spent a lot of
time laying on her side and had an onset of right
shoulder pain. She was seen by her PCP and had
x-rays tha

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; "The
caller indicated the study was not ordered for:
Known or Suspicious Mass or Tumor with or
without metastasis, Known or suspected Joint
Infection, Aseptic Necrosis, Trauma, Chronic
Pain, or Pre or Post operative evaluation.";
olles' fracture of the right wrist. Possible
rotator cuff tear right shoulder.
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; "The
caller indicated the study was not ordered for:
Known or Suspicious Mass or Tumor with or
without metastasis, Known or suspected Joint
Infection, Aseptic Necrosis, Trauma, Chronic
Pain, or Pre or Post operative evaluation.";
Patient has complaints of right 5/10 shoulder
pain that has been going on for about a few
months. he has not had an injury to the
affected shoulder. Pain is intermittent and
sharp in nature. Pain does seem to radiate down
to the middle of the arm. Pain
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; "The
caller indicated the study was not ordered for:
Known or Suspicious Mass or Tumor with or
without metastasis, Known or suspected Joint
Infection, Aseptic Necrosis, Trauma, Chronic
Pain, or Pre or Post operative evaluation."; Pt
has severe R shoulder pain. weakness and
difficulty moving. Possible rotator cuff tear
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; "The
caller indicated the study was not ordered for:
Known or Suspicious Mass or Tumor with or
without metastasis, Known or suspected Joint
Infection, Aseptic Necrosis, Trauma, Chronic
Pain, or Pre or Post operative evaluation."; R
painful shoulder. Not able to lift over head.
Rotator cuff tear suspected
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; "The
caller indicated the study was not ordered for:
Known or Suspicious Mass or Tumor with or
without metastasis, Known or suspected Joint
Infection, Aseptic Necrosis, Trauma, Chronic
Pain, or Pre or Post operative evaluation."; r/o
rct on tendonitis
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; "The
caller indicated the study was not ordered for:
Known or Suspicious Mass or Tumor with or
without metastasis, Known or suspected Joint
Infection, Aseptic Necrosis, Trauma, Chronic
Pain, or Pre or Post operative evaluation.";
Rotator Cuff Tear
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; "The
caller indicated the study was not ordered for:
Known or Suspicious Mass or Tumor with or
without metastasis, Known or suspected Joint
Infection, Aseptic Necrosis, Trauma, Chronic
Pain, or Pre or Post operative evaluation.";
Severe R shoulder pain with weakness and
difficulty moving. probably rotator cuff tear
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; "The
caller indicated the study was not ordered for:
Known or Suspicious Mass or Tumor with or
without metastasis, Known or suspected Joint
Infection, Aseptic Necrosis, Trauma, Chronic
Pain, or Pre or Post operative evaluation."; she
has had an injury to the affected shoulder. Pain
is intermittent and sharp in nature. Pain does
seem to radiate down to the middle of the arm.
Pain is aggravated by attempted movement
overhead and with sleeping on the involved
side. Alleviated by immo
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; "The
caller indicated the study was not ordered for:
Known or Suspicious Mass or Tumor with or
without metastasis, Known or suspected Joint
Infection, Aseptic Necrosis, Trauma, Chronic
Pain, or Pre or Post operative evaluation.";
suspected labral tear of right shoulder
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; "The
caller indicated the study was not ordered for:
Known or Suspicious Mass or Tumor with or
without metastasis, Known or suspected Joint
Infection, Aseptic Necrosis, Trauma, Chronic
Pain, or Pre or Post operative evaluation.";
suspected rotator cuff tear
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; It is not known if the patient has
completed and failed a course of conservative
treatment.;

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; It is not known if the patient has
completed and failed a course of conservative
treatment.; 06/13/17&#x0D; 53-year-old white
male in today for follow-up of his left hip
fracture bipolar 5/27/2017. He also injured the
right shoulder. X-rays at Baptist show anterior
inferior Bankart bony lesion.he has had previous
shoulder arthroscopy by Dr. Martin. &#x0D;
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; It is not known if the patient has
completed and failed a course of conservative
treatment.; exam demonstrates painful arc,
pain with crossover testing and significient pain
with impingement testing. weakness with
supraspinatus isolation testing, pain with direct
palpation of the AC joint. Has been taking Aleve
but not helping.
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The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; It is not known if the patient has
completed and failed a course of conservative
treatment.; left shoulder pain on and off for a
year patient was in a car accident and states
shoulder blade was fracture and in a sling for 6
weeks. Pain is in the RC area.
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The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; It is not known if the patient has
completed and failed a course of conservative
treatment.; Patient fell injuring R shoulder. She
is only 5 months out from right rotator cuff
repair. Fear she may have retorn rotator cuff
The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; It is not known if the patient has
completed and failed a course of conservative
treatment.; patient has been taking Ibuprofen
with no relief. Laying down and using it make sit
worse.

73221 MRI JOINT OF
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The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; It is not known if the patient has
completed and failed a course of conservative
treatment.; Student athlete with shoulder pain
and reduced range of motion.
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; It is not known if the patient has
completed and failed a course of conservative
treatment.; upper extremity weakness,
The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has completed and failed a
course of conservative treatment of at least 4
weeks.; The ordering physician is an
orthopedist.

73221 MRI JOINT OF
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The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has completed and failed a
course of conservative treatment of at least 4
weeks.; The ordering physician is not an
orthopedist.; There is documented findings of
severe pain on motion.
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The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has not completed and failed
a course of conservative treatment of at least 4
weeks.;
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The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has not completed and failed
a course of conservative treatment of at least 4
weeks.; &lt; Enter answer here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given. &gt;
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has not completed and failed
a course of conservative treatment of at least 4
weeks.; 06-13-17&#x0D; &#x0D; assessment:
Recurrent dislocation of the right shoulder with
possible labral tear &#x0D; &#x0D; HPI: This
patient is here today as a consult concerning an
injury to her right shoulder. She has a history of
seizure disorder which began approximate 4
year
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The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has not completed and failed
a course of conservative treatment of at least 4
weeks.; HISTORY: Jeremie P Archer is following
up on their right shoulder with a working
diagnosis of rotator cuff syndrome. he reports
has not improved since our last visit. &#x0D; At
that time we instituted the following
treatments:&#x0D; Injection and PT.Abduction
stre
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The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has not completed and failed
a course of conservative treatment of at least 4
weeks.; Injury over 72 hours ago, went to ER

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has not completed and failed
a course of conservative treatment of at least 4
weeks.; Known tear, limited range of motion,
xray,

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has not completed and failed
a course of conservative treatment of at least 4
weeks.; left shoulder pain/ limited forward
flexion and abduction/ positive empty can test/
negative arm drop/ positive obriens

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has not completed and failed
a course of conservative treatment of at least 4
weeks.; pain between 7/9 level, had a fall.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has not completed and failed
a course of conservative treatment of at least 4
weeks.; Pain in right shoulder which is burning
and dull pain and is a 6 out of 10 in severity.
Patient has taken Hydrocodone .

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has not completed and failed
a course of conservative treatment of at least 4
weeks.; Patient states pain for 1 month and
denies any injury causing pain. Patient reports
the pain wakes him in the night and his strength
in right arm has decreased. PCP gave patient a
shot that gave him no relief. Doctor's current dx
is right shoulder impinge

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has not completed and failed
a course of conservative treatment of at least 4
weeks.; Psitive Obrien's test. Popping in
shoulder

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has not completed and failed
a course of conservative treatment of at least 4
weeks.; R/O labral tear
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Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has not completed and failed
a course of conservative treatment of at least 4
weeks.; There is very limited range of motion
with forward flexion and abduction of only 6570 degrees before apprehension overcomes
her. she has apprehension with stressing
anteriorly and with inferior stress and midly
positive sulcus sign.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has not completed and failed
a course of conservative treatment of at least 4
weeks.; unknown

1
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to trauma within past 72
hours.; It is not known if the patient has had
recent plain films of the shoulder.; Patient fell
on shoulder and arm she is in constant pain
which is dull ache and sharp with movements.
The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to trauma within past 72
hours.; The patient has had recent plain films of
the shoulder.; The plain films were normal.; The
patient is experiencing joint locking or
instability.

1
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Orthopedics

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to trauma within past 72
hours.; The patient has had recent plain films of
the shoulder.; The plain films were normal.; The
patient is NOT experiencing joint locking or
instability.; The patient has a documented
limited range of motion on physical
examination.

1

Orthopedics

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Orthopedics

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to trauma within past 72
hours.; The patient has had recent plain films of
the shoulder.; The plain films were not normal.
The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to trauma within past 72
hours.; The patient has had recent plain films of
the shoulder.; The results of the plain films is
not known.; The patient is experiencing joint
locking or instability.

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to trauma within past 72
hours.; The patient has had recent plain films of
the shoulder.; The results of the plain films is
not known.; The patient is NOT experiencing
joint locking or instability.; The patient has a
documented limited range of motion on
physical examination.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to trauma within past 72
hours.; The patient has not had recent plain
films of the shoulder.; &lt; Enter answer here or Type In Unknown If No Info Given. &gt;

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval
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Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered for post-operative evaluation.;
The ordering physician is an orthopedist.

10

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered for pre-operative evaluation; It is
not known if the study is ordered prior to
arthroscopic surgery.; "This study is not being
ordered prior to a planned or scheduled open
surgery (joint replacement, etc.).";

2

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered for pre-operative evaluation; It is
not known if the study is ordered prior to
arthroscopic surgery.; "This study is not being
ordered prior to a planned or scheduled open
surgery (joint replacement, etc.)."; 7 months s/p
right shoulder SAD on 11/3/2016. Pt states she
is still having the same pain as before the
surgery. Pain is worse with lifting and reaching
behind and better with rest. No new injuries
noted. &#x0D; Strength:
Supraspinatus/Infraspinatus/Subscapul

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered for pre-operative evaluation; It is
not known if the study is ordered prior to
arthroscopic surgery.; "This study is not being
ordered prior to a planned or scheduled open
surgery (joint replacement, etc.)."; A.C. Joint
provocative tests are positive. Impingement
signs are positive. Pain with jobes testing.
Positive biceps testing. Tenderness to palpation
over anterolateral acromion. &#x0D; Outside xrays show moderate AC joint arthritis and type 2
acromion.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered for pre-operative evaluation; It is
not known if the study is ordered prior to
arthroscopic surgery.; "This study is not being
ordered prior to a planned or scheduled open
surgery (joint replacement, etc.)."; A.C. Joint
provocative tests are positive. Impingement
signs are positive. X-ray: 4 views RIGHT shoulder
with No Glenohumeral arthritis, Mild AC joint
arthritis, and a Type 3 acromion. No obvious
masses. No fractures or dislocations.
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Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered for pre-operative evaluation; It is
not known if the study is ordered prior to
arthroscopic surgery.; "This study is not being
ordered prior to a planned or scheduled open
surgery (joint replacement, etc.).";
Approximately 4 months ago this man states
that he was straining his left shoulder knees
have persistent pain and soreness in his left
shoulder with overhead activities abduction
sense. Used to be getting worse at this time.
He is right-hand-dominant.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered for pre-operative evaluation; It is
not known if the study is ordered prior to
arthroscopic surgery.; "This study is not being
ordered prior to a planned or scheduled open
surgery (joint replacement, etc.)."; LEFT
shoulder pain after a lawn mower accident on
4/7/17. No previous surgeries or problems with
this shoulder. Pt points to the anterior shoulder
as the area of most pain. The pain is described
as sharp, stabbing, achy pain that is constant
and 6 out of
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Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered for pre-operative evaluation; It is
not known if the study is ordered prior to
arthroscopic surgery.; "This study is not being
ordered prior to a planned or scheduled open
surgery (joint replacement, etc.)."; LEFT
shoulder pain after falling off a mountain bike
around 5/1/17. Pt reports pain at night. No
numbness and tingling. No previous surgeries or
problems with this shoulder. The pain is
described as stabbing, achy pain that is
intermittent and 8 out of 1

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered for pre-operative evaluation; It is
not known if the study is ordered prior to
arthroscopic surgery.; "This study is not being
ordered prior to a planned or scheduled open
surgery (joint replacement, etc.)."; LEFT
shoulder pain since 5/20/2017 after he was hit
from behind playing football. Pain at night is
noted. &#x0D; The pain is worse with overhead
activity and reaching behind and better with
rest and medications.
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Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered for pre-operative evaluation; It is
not known if the study is ordered prior to
arthroscopic surgery.; "This study is not being
ordered prior to a planned or scheduled open
surgery (joint replacement, etc.)."; Left
shoulder: Forward
elevation/Abduction/External Rotation
160/150/80&#x0D; Strength:
Supraspinatus/Infraspinatus/Subscapularis
mildly weak/strong/strong

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered for pre-operative evaluation; It is
not known if the study is ordered prior to
arthroscopic surgery.; "This study is not being
ordered prior to a planned or scheduled open
surgery (joint replacement, etc.)."; Pain at night.
Numbness and tingling is noted.The patient
describes the most painful area as the Anterior
shoulder down the biceps/deltoid, and only
seems to be getting worse.&#x0D; The pain is
worse when sleeping.Impingement signs are
positive. &#x0D; Tenderness
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Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered for pre-operative evaluation; It is
not known if the study is ordered prior to
arthroscopic surgery.; "This study is not being
ordered prior to a planned or scheduled open
surgery (joint replacement, etc.)."; Patient had
full elbow ROM. There was swelling indicated.
Popeye deformity was noted. There is pain with
supination. Positive biceps testing. x-rays 3
views right shoulder shows mild AC joint
arthritis.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered for pre-operative evaluation; It is
not known if the study is ordered prior to
arthroscopic surgery.; "This study is not being
ordered prior to a planned or scheduled open
surgery (joint replacement, etc.)."; patient has
had pain for 6 months . patient has had
therapy,injections and medication with no
relief.
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Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered for pre-operative evaluation; It is
not known if the study is ordered prior to
arthroscopic surgery.; "This study is not being
ordered prior to a planned or scheduled open
surgery (joint replacement, etc.)."; RIGHT
shoulder pain for approximately 18 months
after catching a falling board. No pain at night.
No occasional numbness and tingling.The pain is
worse with use and better with rest and
medications. &#x0D; Patient states that
physical therapy made her worse.
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered for pre-operative evaluation; It is
not known if the study is ordered prior to
arthroscopic surgery.; "This study is not being
ordered prior to a planned or scheduled open
surgery (joint replacement, etc.)."; RIGHT
shoulder pain since 12/15/16. She is currently in
therapy, which she states is causing more pain.
X-ray: 4 views RIGHT shoulder with No
Glenohumeral arthritis, advanced AC joint
arthritis. No obvious masses. No fractures or
dislocations.
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Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered for pre-operative evaluation; It is
not known if the study is ordered prior to
arthroscopic surgery.; "This study is not being
ordered prior to a planned or scheduled open
surgery (joint replacement, etc.)."; Shoulder
ROM is 80/70/45 with pain. Pain noted with
PROM.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered for pre-operative evaluation; It is
not known if the study is ordered prior to
arthroscopic surgery.; "This study is not being
ordered prior to a planned or scheduled open
surgery (joint replacement, etc.)."; The patient
reports that she was moving some items around
her home 3 weeks ago and felt a pop in her
right shoulder. The pain has been unbearable
since that time. She works in a restaurant
washing dishes and working in the kitchen,
which has worsened sh
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Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered for pre-operative evaluation; It is
not known if the study is ordered prior to
arthroscopic surgery.; "This study is not being
ordered prior to a planned or scheduled open
surgery (joint replacement, etc.)."; X-ray:
Outside x-rays of LEFT shoulder with No
Glenohumeral arthritis, no AC joint arthritis, and
a Type 2 acromion. No obvious masses. No
fractures or dislocations. No significant
arthritis.&#x0D;
Supraspinatus/Infraspinatus/Subscapularis
weak/weak/strong &#x0D;

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered for pre-operative evaluation; It is
not known if the study is ordered prior to
arthroscopic surgery.; It is not known if the
study is for pre-operative planning.;

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered for pre-operative evaluation; It is
not known if the study is ordered prior to
arthroscopic surgery.; It is not known if the
study is for pre-operative planning.; X-rays of
the right shoulder are made for views. These xrays show no evidence of fracture or
dislocation. X-rays of the right hand are made.
This patient has no arthritis in the right hand
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Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered for pre-operative evaluation; This
study is being ordered prior to arthroscopic
surgery.;

11

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered for pre-operative evaluation; This
study is being ordered prior to arthroscopic
surgery.; &lt; Enter answer here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given. &gt;

2

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered for pre-operative evaluation; This
study is being ordered prior to arthroscopic
surgery.; 15 year old guy who has multiple
shoulder dislocation while playing basketball.
mri to evaluate for preop planning.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered for pre-operative evaluation; This
study is being ordered prior to arthroscopic
surgery.; 6.8.17 pt was walking her dog and is
bolted to one side and jerked her arm and
caused her to fall. r/o traumatic cuff tear
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Orthopedics

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Orthopedics

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered for pre-operative evaluation; This
study is being ordered prior to arthroscopic
surgery.; Acute injury 2 weeks ago, continues to
have severe pain despite rest, ice elevation and
medication. Hill Sach's lesion confirmed per xray, very limited range of motion ,Crank test
was postive, posterior load and shift test was
positive, we are looking fo
The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered for pre-operative evaluation; This
study is being ordered prior to arthroscopic
surgery.; Chronic Pain, has tried anti
inflammatories

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered for pre-operative evaluation; This
study is being ordered prior to arthroscopic
surgery.; Enter answer here - or Type In UCaitlin
Graves comes back and still complaining of right
shoulder pain after a fall from a horse on the
right shoulder on 05/30/2017. I injected on
06/02/2017 for impingement symptomatology.
She still has pain. She did n

Orthopedics

Approval

1

1

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered for pre-operative evaluation; This
study is being ordered prior to arthroscopic
surgery.; Enter answer here - or Type In UnkMr.
Davis comes in today for evaluation of his right
shoulder. The patient was at work and he was
pulled on heavy object when he felt a pop
within his shoulder, since then he has had
persistent pain within his shoulder a

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered for pre-operative evaluation; This
study is being ordered prior to arthroscopic
surgery.; Enter answer here - or Type In
UnknHistory: Ms. Porchia is a 28-year-old
female who comes in with a chief complaint of
pain in her right shoulder. She dislocated her
shoulder on 06/10/2017. She was seen in the
ER. It was reduced. She presents with a

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered for pre-operative evaluation; This
study is being ordered prior to arthroscopic
surgery.; Enter answer here - or Type In
UnknWanda Beckham comes in after having
Medrol Dosepak for her left-sided sciatica.
While she was on a medicine, she did get
significant relief, but since she has been off it
has been "deteriorating somewhat." She also
com
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Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered for pre-operative evaluation; This
study is being ordered prior to arthroscopic
surgery.; Patient complains of shoulder pain
developing after fall sustained while performing
construction work. He is been treated in a sling
but notes little improvement. He complains of
pain while attempting to elevate arm. He denies
numbness or tingling. No his

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered for pre-operative evaluation; This
study is being ordered prior to arthroscopic
surgery.; patient felt a pop when lifting a
bushhog . Patient has a positive drop arm test
also a positive Hawkins. patient has ac
tenderness subacromial tenderness. crepitus
with nighttime pain

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered for pre-operative evaluation; This
study is being ordered prior to arthroscopic
surgery.; patient has ac tenderness subacromial
tenderness bicep tenderness pain with dls
forward elevation is only 90 and external
rotation is 40 patient also has night time pain
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Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered for pre-operative evaluation; This
study is being ordered prior to arthroscopic
surgery.; Patient has history of infection in
shoulder and has had surgery in the past.
Patient has requested surgical intervention.
MRI is requested to see if surgery is necessary.
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered for pre-operative evaluation; This
study is being ordered prior to arthroscopic
surgery.; patient heard a pop while lifting a
water heater has decreased strength has had
injections and is still having pain
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Orthopedics

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Orthopedics

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Orthopedics

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered for pre-operative evaluation; This
study is being ordered prior to arthroscopic
surgery.; Patient symptoms are worse and the
pain is a 7 out 10 the pain is sharp and
sometimes dull .
The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered for pre-operative evaluation; This
study is being ordered prior to arthroscopic
surgery.; Persistant pain and profound
weakness of the supraspinatus with isolation.
post rotator cuff repair in 2014, probable retear.
The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered for pre-operative evaluation; This
study is being ordered prior to arthroscopic
surgery.; popping in shoulder, right shoulder
pain.
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered for pre-operative evaluation; This
study is being ordered prior to arthroscopic
surgery.; pre opt, persistent pain for 2 months,
soft ball pitcher, constant instability, pain with
all range of motion, normal x rays
The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered for pre-operative evaluation; This
study is being ordered prior to arthroscopic
surgery.; Preoperative evaluation for rotator
cuff
The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered for pre-operative evaluation; This
study is being ordered prior to arthroscopic
surgery.; Pre-operative evaluation, rotator cuff
tear

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered for pre-operative evaluation; This
study is being ordered prior to arthroscopic
surgery.; right shoulder pain after shoulder
dislocation suspected rotator cuff tear. shoulder
range of motion grossly limited and with pain

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered for pre-operative evaluation; This
study is being ordered prior to arthroscopic
surgery.; right shoulder pain with range of
motion. weakness with external rotation.
positive neer and hawkins impingement signs.
suspected slap tear
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Approval
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1

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics
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Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered for pre-operative evaluation; This
study is being ordered prior to arthroscopic
surgery.; rotator cuff tear

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered for pre-operative evaluation; This
study is being ordered prior to arthroscopic
surgery.; Subscapularis intact with
supraspinatus is very weak with crepitus
through range of motion. Strength only 3 out of
5. Very painful limiting physical function.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered for pre-operative evaluation; This
study is being ordered prior to arthroscopic
surgery.; The patient is here for evaluation of
his right shoulder. He said he originally injured
his right shoulder about a year ago. He then has
had several recurrent injuries to his right
shoulder, most recently just about a month ago
when he was coming down o

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered for pre-operative evaluation; This
study is being ordered prior to arthroscopic
surgery.; This is a 41 year old male who comes
in for a chief complaint of shoulder pain,
involving the right shoulder. This&#x0D;
occurred in the context of lifting heavy box on
5/13/17 and has been treated with sling and
muscle relaxants. The right&#x0D; shoulder pain
occu
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Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered for pre-operative evaluation; This
study is being ordered prior to arthroscopic
surgery.; This is a 51 year old female who is
following up for Post-op Shoulder Rotator Cuff
Repair on the right shoulder.&#x0D; She was
seen on January 16, 2017, at which time&#x0D;
at which time was assessed with the following
details: The patient is 126 days s/p right su
The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered for pre-operative evaluation; This
study is being ordered prior to arthroscopic
surgery.; unknown

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered for pre-operative evaluation; This
study is not being ordered prior to arthroscopic
surgery.; "This study is being ordered prior to a
planned or scheduled open surgery (joint
replacement, etc.)."
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1
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Orthopedics
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered for pre-operative evaluation; This
study is not being ordered prior to arthroscopic
surgery.; "This study is not being ordered prior
to a planned or scheduled open surgery (joint
replacement, etc.)."; Enter answer here - or
Type In Unkno&#x0D; Kuntz comes in
complaining pain in the region of right coracoid.
It is prominent when I compared to the left one.
He denies any history of trauma. Further
history is available in his health information
sheet, which
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered for pre-operative evaluation; This
study is not being ordered prior to arthroscopic
surgery.; "This study is not being ordered prior
to a planned or scheduled open surgery (joint
replacement, etc.)."; March 14, 2017&#x0D;
&#x0D; &#x0D; Stephen B. Tilley, M.D.&#x0D;
Little Rock, AR&#x0D; Fax No. 501-6631874&#x0D; &#x0D; RE: Lanita Hall,
#1702598&#x0D; DOB: 10/17/1962&#x0D;
&#x0D; Dear Dr. Tilley:&#x0D; &#x0D; It was a
pleasure to see your patient, Lanita Hall, in the
office today. My office notes are as foll
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY
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73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered for suspicious
mass/tumor/metastasis.; It is not known if the
patient has had a recent bone scan.; It is not
known if the patient has had recent plain films
of the shoulder.; &lt; Enter answer here - or
Type In Unknown If No Info Given. &gt;; The
patient had a recent CT of the shoulder.; The
shoulder CT was abnormal
The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered for suspicious
mass/tumor/metastasis.; The patient has had
recent plain films of the shoulder.; The plain
films were not normal.

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered for suspicious
mass/tumor/metastasis.; There are physical
findings (palpable mass) of a suspicious mass or
known primary site of cancer.; The patient has
not had a recent bone scan.; The patient has
had recent plain films of the shoulder.; The plain
films were normal.; The patient has not had a
recent CT of the shoulder.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The
pain is described as chronic; The request is for
shoulder pain.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; It
is not known if the patient has completed 6
weeks of physical therapy?; The patient has
been treated with medication.; The patient
recevied joint injection(s).

5

Approval

Approval

1

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The
pain is described as chronic; The request is for
shoulder pain.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The
pain is described as chronic; The request is for
shoulder pain.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has not completed 6 weeks of
physical therapy?; The patient has been treated
with medication.; The patient recevied joint
injection(s).
The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The
pain is from a recent injury.; Surgery or
arthrscopy is scheduled in the next 4 weeks.;
The request is for shoulder pain.; There is a
suspicion of tendon, ligament, rotator cuff
injury or labral tear.

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The
pain is from an old injury.; The request is for
shoulder pain.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?

Approval

33

5

3

17

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The
pain is from an old injury.; The request is for
shoulder pain.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has not completed 6 weeks of
physical therapy?; The patient has been treated
with medication.; The patient recevied joint
injection(s).

2

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The
study is for a mass, tumor or cancer.; The
diagnosis of Mass, Tumor, or Cancer has been
established.; The study is requested for followup.; The study is requested to detect residual
cancer after a course of treatment has been
completed?; The study is not requested for
shoulder pain.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The
study is for post operative evaluation.; There
are physical or plain film findings of delayed or
failed healing.; The study is not requested for
shoulder pain.

2

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a 50 year old male who comes in for a
chief complaint of shoulder pain, involving the
left shoulder. This&#x0D; occurred in the
context of slipping and falling (IN MARCH). The
pain has been present for 5 months. The left
shoulder&#x0D; pain occurs intermit; The
requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The pain is
from a recent injury.; Surgery or arthrscopy is
not scheduled in the next 4 weeks.; The request
is for shoulder pain.; There is a suspicion of
tendon, ligament, rotator cuff injury or labral
tear.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There has has been a history of
significant trauma, dislocation or injury to the
joint within the past 6 weeks.; The patient does
have an abnormal plain film study of the joint.

22

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There has has been a history of
significant trauma, dislocation or injury to the
joint within the past 6 weeks.; The patient does
not have an abnormal plain film study of the
joint.; The patient has been treated with and
failed a course of four weeks of supervised
physical therapy.

24

Orthopedics

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There has has been a history of
significant trauma, dislocation or injury to the
joint within the past 6 weeks.; The patient does
not have an abnormal plain film study of the
joint.; The patient has not been treated with
and failed a course of four weeks of supervised
physical therapy.; The patient has a
documented limitation of their range of
motion.; The patient has experienced pain for
greater than six weeks.; The patient has been
treated with anti-inflammatory medication in
conjunction with this complaint.

9

Orthopedics

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There has has been a history of
significant trauma, dislocation or injury to the
joint within the past 6 weeks.; The patient does
not have an abnormal plain film study of the
joint.; The patient has not been treated with
and failed a course of four weeks of supervised
physical therapy.; The patient has a
documented limitation of their range of
motion.; The patient has not experienced pain
for greater than six weeks.; The patient has
been treated with anti-inflammatory
medication in conjunction with this complaint.;
This study is being ordered by the operating
surgeon for pre-operative planning.

9

Orthopedics

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There has has been a history of
significant trauma, dislocation or injury to the
joint within the past 6 weeks.; The patient does
not have an abnormal plain film study of the
joint.; The patient has not been treated with
and failed a course of four weeks of supervised
physical therapy.; The patient has a
documented limitation of their range of
motion.; The patient has not experienced pain
for greater than six weeks.; The patient has
been treated with anti-inflammatory
medication in conjunction with this complaint.;
This study is not being ordered by an operating
surgeon for pre-operative planning.

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There has has been a history of
significant trauma, dislocation or injury to the
joint within the past 6 weeks.; The patient does
not have an abnormal plain film study of the
joint.; The patient has not been treated with
and failed a course of four weeks of supervised
physical therapy.; The patient has a
documented limitation of their range of
motion.; The patient has not experienced pain
for greater than six weeks.; The patient has not
been treated with anti-inflammatory
medication in conjunction with this complaint.;
This study is being ordered by the operating
surgeon for pre-operative planning.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There is no history of significant
trauma, dislocation or injury to the joint within
the past 6 weeks.; The patient does have an
abnormal plain film study of the joint.; The
patient has been treated with and failed a
course of four weeks of supervised physical
therapy.

6

Orthopedics

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There is no history of significant
trauma, dislocation or injury to the joint within
the past 6 weeks.; The patient does have an
abnormal plain film study of the joint.; The
patient has not been treated with and failed a
course of four weeks of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient does not have a
documented limitation of their range of
motion.; The patient has experienced pain for
greater than six weeks.; The patient has been
treated with anti-inflammatory medication in
conjunction with this complaint.; This study is
being ordered by the operating surgeon for preoperative planning.

3

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There is no history of significant
trauma, dislocation or injury to the joint within
the past 6 weeks.; The patient does have an
abnormal plain film study of the joint.; The
patient has not been treated with and failed a
course of four weeks of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient has a documented
limitation of their range of motion.; The patient
has experienced pain for greater than six
weeks.; The patient has been treated with antiinflammatory medication in conjunction with
this complaint.

6

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There is no history of significant
trauma, dislocation or injury to the joint within
the past 6 weeks.; The patient does not have an
abnormal plain film study of the joint.; The
patient has been treated with and failed a
course of four weeks of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient has a documented
limitation of their range of motion.; The patient
has experienced pain for greater than six
weeks.; The patient has been treated with antiinflammatory medication in conjunction with
this complaint.

19

Orthopedics

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There is no history of significant
trauma, dislocation or injury to the joint within
the past 6 weeks.; The patient does not have an
abnormal plain film study of the joint.; The
patient has not been treated with and failed a
course of four weeks of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient does not have a
documented limitation of their range of
motion.; The patient has experienced pain for
greater than six weeks.; The patient has been
treated with anti-inflammatory medication in
conjunction with this complaint.; This study is
not being ordered by an operating surgeon for
pre-operative planning.

1

Orthopedics

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There is no history of significant
trauma, dislocation or injury to the joint within
the past 6 weeks.; The patient does not have an
abnormal plain film study of the joint.; The
patient has not been treated with and failed a
course of four weeks of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient has a documented
limitation of their range of motion.; The patient
has experienced pain for greater than six
weeks.; The patient has been treated with antiinflammatory medication in conjunction with
this complaint.; This study is being ordered by
the operating surgeon for pre-operative
planning.

10

Orthopedics

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There is no history of significant
trauma, dislocation or injury to the joint within
the past 6 weeks.; The patient does not have an
abnormal plain film study of the joint.; The
patient has not been treated with and failed a
course of four weeks of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient has a documented
limitation of their range of motion.; The patient
has experienced pain for greater than six
weeks.; The patient has been treated with antiinflammatory medication in conjunction with
this complaint.; This study is not being ordered
by an operating surgeon for pre-operative
planning.

3

Orthopedics

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There is no history of significant
trauma, dislocation or injury to the joint within
the past 6 weeks.; The patient does not have an
abnormal plain film study of the joint.; The
patient has not been treated with and failed a
course of four weeks of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient has a documented
limitation of their range of motion.; The patient
has experienced pain for greater than six
weeks.; The patient has not been treated with
anti-inflammatory medication in conjunction
with this complaint.; This study is not being
ordered by an operating surgeon for preoperative planning.

1

Orthopedics

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There is no history of significant
trauma, dislocation or injury to the joint within
the past 6 weeks.; The patient does not have an
abnormal plain film study of the joint.; The
patient has not been treated with and failed a
course of four weeks of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient has a documented
limitation of their range of motion.; The patient
has not experienced pain for greater than six
weeks.; The patient has been treated with antiinflammatory medication in conjunction with
this complaint.; This study is being ordered by
the operating surgeon for pre-operative
planning.

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There is no history of significant
trauma, dislocation or injury to the joint within
the past 6 weeks.; The patient does not have an
abnormal plain film study of the joint.; The
patient has not been treated with and failed a
course of four weeks of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient has a documented
limitation of their range of motion.; The patient
has not experienced pain for greater than six
weeks.; The patient has not been treated with
anti-inflammatory medication in conjunction
with this complaint.; This study is being ordered
by the operating surgeon for pre-operative
planning.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does not have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There has has been a history of
significant trauma, dislocation or injury to the
joint within the past 6 weeks.; The patient does
have an abnormal plain film study of the joint.

4

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does not have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There has has been a history of
significant trauma, dislocation or injury to the
joint within the past 6 weeks.; The patient does
not have an abnormal plain film study of the
joint.; The patient has not been treated with
and failed a course of four weeks of supervised
physical therapy.; The patient does not have a
documented limitation of their range of
motion.; The patient has experienced pain for
greater than six weeks.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does not have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There has has been a history of
significant trauma, dislocation or injury to the
joint within the past 6 weeks.; The patient does
not have an abnormal plain film study of the
joint.; The patient has not been treated with
and failed a course of four weeks of supervised
physical therapy.; The patient has a
documented limitation of their range of motion.

3

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does not have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There is no history of significant
trauma, dislocation or injury to the joint within
the past 6 weeks.; The patient does have an
abnormal plain film study of the joint.; The
patient has not been treated with and failed a
course of four weeks of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient does not have a
documented limitation of their range of
motion.; The patient has experienced pain for
greater than six weeks.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does not have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There is no history of significant
trauma, dislocation or injury to the joint within
the past 6 weeks.; The patient does have an
abnormal plain film study of the joint.; The
patient has not been treated with and failed a
course of four weeks of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient has a documented
limitation of their range of motion.

6

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does not have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There is no history of significant
trauma, dislocation or injury to the joint within
the past 6 weeks.; The patient does not have an
abnormal plain film study of the joint.; The
patient has been treated with and failed a
course of four weeks of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient has a documented
limitation of their range of motion.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does not have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There is no history of significant
trauma, dislocation or injury to the joint within
the past 6 weeks.; The patient does not have an
abnormal plain film study of the joint.; The
patient has not been treated with and failed a
course of four weeks of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient does not have a
documented limitation of their range of
motion.; The patient has experienced pain for
greater than six weeks.; The patient has been
treated with anti-inflammatory medication in
conjunction with this complaint.; This study is
being ordered by the operating surgeon for preoperative planning.

5

Orthopedics

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does not have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There is no history of significant
trauma, dislocation or injury to the joint within
the past 6 weeks.; The patient does not have an
abnormal plain film study of the joint.; The
patient has not been treated with and failed a
course of four weeks of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient does not have a
documented limitation of their range of
motion.; The patient has experienced pain for
greater than six weeks.; The patient has been
treated with anti-inflammatory medication in
conjunction with this complaint.; This study is
not being ordered by an operating surgeon for
pre-operative planning.

4

Orthopedics

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does not have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There is no history of significant
trauma, dislocation or injury to the joint within
the past 6 weeks.; The patient does not have an
abnormal plain film study of the joint.; The
patient has not been treated with and failed a
course of four weeks of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient does not have a
documented limitation of their range of
motion.; The patient has experienced pain for
greater than six weeks.; The patient has not
been treated with anti-inflammatory
medication in conjunction with this complaint.;
This study is being ordered by the operating
surgeon for pre-operative planning.

1

Orthopedics

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does not have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There is no history of significant
trauma, dislocation or injury to the joint within
the past 6 weeks.; The patient does not have an
abnormal plain film study of the joint.; The
patient has not been treated with and failed a
course of four weeks of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient does not have a
documented limitation of their range of
motion.; The patient has not experienced pain
for greater than six weeks.; The patient has
been treated with anti-inflammatory
medication in conjunction with this complaint.;
This study is not being ordered by an operating
surgeon for pre-operative planning.

1

Orthopedics

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does not have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There is no history of significant
trauma, dislocation or injury to the joint within
the past 6 weeks.; The patient does not have an
abnormal plain film study of the joint.; The
patient has not been treated with and failed a
course of four weeks of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient has a documented
limitation of their range of motion.; The patient
has experienced pain for greater than six
weeks.; The patient has been treated with antiinflammatory medication in conjunction with
this complaint.; This study is being ordered by
the operating surgeon for pre-operative
planning.

1

Orthopedics

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does not have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There is no history of significant
trauma, dislocation or injury to the joint within
the past 6 weeks.; The patient does not have an
abnormal plain film study of the joint.; The
patient has not been treated with and failed a
course of four weeks of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient has a documented
limitation of their range of motion.; The patient
has experienced pain for greater than six
weeks.; The patient has been treated with antiinflammatory medication in conjunction with
this complaint.; This study is not being ordered
by an operating surgeon for pre-operative
planning.

2

Orthopedics

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does not have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There is no history of significant
trauma, dislocation or injury to the joint within
the past 6 weeks.; The patient does not have an
abnormal plain film study of the joint.; The
patient has not been treated with and failed a
course of four weeks of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient has a documented
limitation of their range of motion.; The patient
has not experienced pain for greater than six
weeks.; The patient has been treated with antiinflammatory medication in conjunction with
this complaint.; This study is not being ordered
by an operating surgeon for pre-operative
planning.

1

Orthopedics

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; This is a request for an upper extremity
joint MRI.; The patient does have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; The patient does not have
documented weakness or partial loss of feeling
in the upper extremity.; There is no history of
significant trauma, dislocation or injury to the
joint within the past 6 weeks.; There is no
history of significant trauma, dislocation or
injury to the joint within the past 6 weeks.; The
patient does have an abnormal plain film study
of the joint.; The patient does not have an
abnormal plain film study of the joint.; The
patient has not been treated with and failed a
course of four weeks of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient has not been treated with
and failed a course of four weeks of supervised
physical therapy.; The patient has a
documented limitation of their range of
motion.; The patient does not have a
documented limitation of their range of
motion.; The patient has experienced pain for
greater than six weeks.; The patient has not
experienced pain for greater than six weeks.;
The patient has been treated with antiinflammatory medication in conjunction with
this complaint.; The patient has not been

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Initial Staging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Unknown If No Info Given.; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 6 weeks; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; He states
he was using a screwdriver when he noted the
acute onset of pain and soreness in his right
shoulder. He now has considerable pain in the
anterior aspect of the right shoulder which is
aggravated by overhead activities. Furthermore
he notes nec; NSAIDS, RICE

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

unknown; The requested study is a Shoulder
MRI.; The pain is from a recent injury.; Surgery
or arthrscopy is not scheduled in the next 4
weeks.; The request is for shoulder pain.; There
is a suspicion of tendon, ligament, rotator cuff
injury or labral tear.

2

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

2

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a Lower
Extremity CT.; This is not a preoperative or
recent postoperative evaluation.; There is no
suspicion of a lower extremity neoplasm, tumor
or metastasis.; There is no suspicion of lower
extremity bone or joint infection.; There is not a
history of lower extremity joint or long bone
trauma or injury.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is not a preoperative or
recent postoperative evaluation.; There is no
suspicion of a lower extremity neoplasm, tumor
or metastasis.; There is no suspicion of lower
extremity bone or joint infection.; There is not a
history of lower extremity joint or long bone
trauma or injury.; This is a request for a Knee
CT; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Approval

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

This is a preoperative or recent postoperative
evaluation.; This is a request for a Knee CT; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

22

Approval

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

This is a preoperative or recent postoperative
evaluation.; This is a request for a Leg CT.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

5

Approval

Approval

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

This is a request for a foot CT.; "There is a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is a suspected tarsal coalition.; There is a
history of new onset of severe pain in the foot
within the last two weeks.; The patient has a
documented limitation of their range of
motion.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

This is a request for a foot CT.; "There is a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; There
is a history of new onset of severe pain in the
foot within the last two weeks.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

10

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

This is a request for a foot CT.; "There is a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; There
is not a history of new onset of severe pain in
the foot within the last two weeks.; The patient
has a documented limitation of their range of
motion.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

This is a request for a foot CT.; "There is not a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is a suspected tarsal coalition.; There is a
history of new onset of severe pain in the foot
within the last two weeks.; The patient has an
abnormal plain film study of the foot other than
arthritis.; The patient has a documented
limitation of their range of motion.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

This is a request for a foot CT.; "There is not a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; There
is a history of new onset of severe pain in the
foot within the last two weeks.; The patient has
a documented limitation of their range of
motion.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

5

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

This is a request for a foot CT.; "There is not a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; There
is not a history of new onset of severe pain in
the foot within the last two weeks.; The patient
has an abnormal plain film study of the foot
other than arthritis.; The patient has a
documented limitation of their range of
motion.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

This is a request for a foot CT.; The patient has
not used a cane or crutches for greater than
four weeks.; "There is not a history (within the
past six weeks) of significant trauma,
dislocation, or injury to the foot."; There is not a
suspected tarsal coalition.; There is not a history
of new onset of severe pain in the foot within
the last two weeks.; The patient does not have
an abnormal plain film study of the foot other
than arthritis.; The patient has been treated
with and failed a course of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient has a documented
limitation of their range of motion.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

This is a request for a foot CT.; The patient has
used a cane or crutches for greater than four
weeks.; "There is not a history (within the past
six weeks) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the foot."; There is not a suspected
tarsal coalition.; There is a history of new onset
of severe pain in the foot within the last two
weeks.; The patient does not have an abnormal
plain film study of the foot other than arthritis.;
The patient does not have a documented
limitation of their range of motion.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Orthopedics

Approval

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

This is a request for a hip CT.; This study is
being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic CT.;
There is not a suspected infection of the hip.;
The patient has not been treated with and failed
a course of supervised physical therapy.; There
is a mass adjacent to or near the hip.; "There is
no a history (within the last six months) of
significant trauma, dislocation, or injury to the
hip."; There is a suspicion of AVN.; The patient
had an abnormal plain film study of the hip
other than arthritis.; The patient has not used a
cane or crutches for greater than four weeks.;
The patient has a documented limitation of
their range of motion.; The patient has been
treated with anti-inflammatory medication in
conjunction with this complaint.; This study is
not being ordered by an operating surgeon for
pre-operative planning.; Yes this is a request for
a Diagnostic CT

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

This is a request for a hip CT.; This study is
being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic CT.;
There is not a suspected infection of the hip.;
The patient has not been treated with and failed
a course of supervised physical therapy.; There
is not a mass adjacent to or near the hip.;
"There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient had an abnormal plain film
study of the hip other than arthritis.; The
patient has not used a cane or crutches for
greater than four weeks.; The patient has a
documented limitation of their range of
motion.; The patient has been treated with antiinflammatory medication in conjunction with
this complaint.; This study is being ordered by
the operating surgeon for pre-operative
planning.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

This is a request for a hip CT.; This study is not
being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic CT.;
There is not a suspected infection of the hip.;
"There is a history (within the last six months) of
significant trauma, dislocation, or injury to the
hip."; There is a suspicion of AVN.; The patient
had an abnormal plain film study of the hip
other than arthritis.; The patient has a
documented limitation of their range of
motion.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

This is a request for a hip CT.; This study is not
being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic CT.;
There is not a suspected infection of the hip.;
"There is a history (within the last six months) of
significant trauma, dislocation, or injury to the
hip."; There is not a suspicion of AVN.; The
patient has a documented limitation of their
range of motion.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

8

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

This is a request for a hip CT.; This study is not
being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic CT.;
There is not a suspected infection of the hip.;
"There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient does not have an abnormal
plain film study of the hip other than arthritis.;
The patient has used a cane or crutches for
greater than four weeks.; The patient has a
documented limitation of their range of
motion.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

This is a request for a hip CT.; This study is not
being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic CT.;
There is not a suspected infection of the hip.;
"There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient had an abnormal plain film
study of the hip other than arthritis.; The
patient has a documented limitation of their
range of motion.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

6

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

This is a request for a hip CT.; This study is not
being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic CT.;
There is not a suspected infection of the hip.;
The patient has been treated with and failed a
course of supervised physical therapy.; "There is
no a history (within the last six months) of
significant trauma, dislocation, or injury to the
hip."; There is not a suspicion of AVN.; The
patient does not have an abnormal plain film
study of the hip other than arthritis.; The
patient has not used a cane or crutches for
greater than four weeks.; The patient has a
documented limitation of their range of
motion.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

5

Orthopedics

Approval

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

This is a request for a hip CT.; This study is not
being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic CT.;
There is not a suspected infection of the hip.;
The patient has been treated with and failed a
course of supervised physical therapy.; There is
not a mass adjacent to or near the hip.; "There
is no a history (within the last six months) of
significant trauma, dislocation, or injury to the
hip."; There is a suspicion of AVN.; The patient
does not have an abnormal plain film study of
the hip other than arthritis.; The patient has not
used a cane or crutches for greater than four
weeks.; The patient has a documented
limitation of their range of motion.; The patient
has been treated with anti-inflammatory
medication in conjunction with this complaint.;
This study is not being ordered by an operating
surgeon for pre-operative planning.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Orthopedics

Approval

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

This is a request for a hip CT.; This study is not
being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic CT.;
There is not a suspected infection of the hip.;
The patient has not been treated with and failed
a course of supervised physical therapy.; There
is not a mass adjacent to or near the hip.;
"There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is a suspicion of AVN.;
The patient does not have an abnormal plain
film study of the hip other than arthritis.; The
patient has used a cane or crutches for greater
than four weeks.; The patient has a documented
limitation of their range of motion.; The patient
has been treated with anti-inflammatory
medication in conjunction with this complaint.;
This study is not being ordered by an operating
surgeon for pre-operative planning.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Orthopedics

Approval

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

This is a request for a hip CT.; This study is not
being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic CT.;
There is not a suspected infection of the hip.;
The patient has not been treated with and failed
a course of supervised physical therapy.; There
is not a mass adjacent to or near the hip.;
"There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient does not have an abnormal
plain film study of the hip other than arthritis.;
The patient has not used a cane or crutches for
greater than four weeks.; The patient does not
have a documented limitation of their range of
motion.; The patient has not been treated with
anti-inflammatory medication in conjunction
with this complaint.; This study is not being
ordered by an operating surgeon for preoperative planning.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

Approval

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

Approval

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

This is a request for a hip CT.; This study is not
being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic CT.;
There is not a suspected infection of the hip.;
The patient has not been treated with and failed
a course of supervised physical therapy.; There
is not a mass adjacent to or near the hip.;
"There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient does not have an abnormal
plain film study of the hip other than arthritis.;
The patient has not used a cane or crutches for
greater than four weeks.; The patient has a
documented limitation of their range of
motion.; The patient has been treated with antiinflammatory medication in conjunction with
this complaint.; This study is being ordered by
the operating surgeon for pre-operative
planning.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT
This is a request for a Lower Extremity CT.; This
is a preoperative or recent postoperative
evaluation.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT
This is a request for a Lower Extremity CT.; This
is not a preoperative or recent postoperative
evaluation.; There is no suspicion of a lower
extremity neoplasm, tumor or metastasis.;
There is suspicion of lower extremity bone or
joint infection.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

12

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

This is a request for a Lower Extremity CT.; This
is not a preoperative or recent postoperative
evaluation.; There is suspicion of a lower
extremity neoplasm, tumor or metastasis.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

2

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an ankle CT.; "There is a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the ankle.";
There is a history of new onset of severe pain in
the ankle within the last two weeks.; There is
not a suspected tarsal coalition.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

5

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an ankle CT.; "There is a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the ankle.";
There is not a history of new onset of severe
pain in the ankle within the last two weeks.;
There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; The
patient has a documented limitation of their
range of motion.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

3

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an ankle CT.; "There is not
a history (within the past six weeks) of
significant trauma, dislocation, or injury to the
ankle."; There is a history of new onset of
severe pain in the ankle within the last two
weeks.; The patient does not have an abnormal
plain film study of the ankle other than
arthritis.; The patient has not used a cane or
crutches for greater than four weeks.; There is
not a suspected tarsal coalition.; The patient has
been treated with and failed a course of
supervised physical therapy.; The patient does
not have a documented limitation of their range
of motion.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an ankle CT.; "There is not
a history (within the past six weeks) of
significant trauma, dislocation, or injury to the
ankle."; There is a history of new onset of
severe pain in the ankle within the last two
weeks.; The patient does not have an abnormal
plain film study of the ankle other than
arthritis.; The patient has used a cane or
crutches for greater than four weeks.; There is a
suspected tarsal coalition.; The patient does not
have a documented limitation of their range of
motion.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an ankle CT.; "There is not
a history (within the past six weeks) of
significant trauma, dislocation, or injury to the
ankle."; There is a history of new onset of
severe pain in the ankle within the last two
weeks.; The patient does not have an abnormal
plain film study of the ankle other than
arthritis.; The patient has used a cane or
crutches for greater than four weeks.; There is a
suspected tarsal coalition.; The patient has a
documented limitation of their range of
motion.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an ankle CT.; "There is not
a history (within the past six weeks) of
significant trauma, dislocation, or injury to the
ankle."; There is a history of new onset of
severe pain in the ankle within the last two
weeks.; The patient had an abnormal plain film
study of the ankle other than arthritis.; There is
not a suspected tarsal coalition.; The patient
does not have a documented limitation of their
range of motion.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

2

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an ankle CT.; "There is not
a history (within the past six weeks) of
significant trauma, dislocation, or injury to the
ankle."; There is a history of new onset of
severe pain in the ankle within the last two
weeks.; There is not a suspected tarsal
coalition.; The patient has a documented
limitation of their range of motion.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

2

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an ankle CT.; "There is not
a history (within the past six weeks) of
significant trauma, dislocation, or injury to the
ankle."; There is not a history of new onset of
severe pain in the ankle within the last two
weeks.; The patient had an abnormal plain film
study of the ankle other than arthritis.; There is
not a suspected tarsal coalition.; The patient has
a documented limitation of their range of
motion.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

This is not a preoperative or recent
postoperative evaluation.; There is no suspicion
of a lower extremity neoplasm, tumor or
metastasis.; There is no suspicion of lower
extremity bone or joint infection.; There is a
history of lower extremity joint or long bone
trauma or injury.; This is a request for a Knee
CT; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

6

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
lower extremity.

1

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY
73706 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY LOWER
EXTREMITY

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

12

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a Knee
MRI.; It is not known if patient had recent plain
films of the knee.; It is not known if the ordering
physician is an orthopedist.; There is no
supsected meniscus,pre-op or post-op
evaluation,non-acute Chronic Pain,supsected
tumor or Aseptic Necrosis; There is no symptom
of locking,Instability, Swelling,Redness,Limited
range of motion or pain.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a Knee
MRI.; It is not known if patient had recent plain
films of the knee.; The ordering physician is an
orthopedist.; Non-acute Chronic Pain; There is
no symptom of locking,Instability,
Swelling,Redness,Limited range of motion or
pain.

2

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a Knee
MRI.; It is not known if patient had recent plain
films of the knee.; This study is being ordered
prior to arthroscopic surgery.; The ordering
physician is an orthopedist.; Pre-operative
Evaluation; Redness

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a Knee
MRI.; The patient had recent plain films of the
knee.; The results of the plain films is not
known.; The ordering physician is an
orthopedist.; Non-acute Chronic Pain; Pain
greater than 3 days; No, patient has not
completed and failed a course of conservative
treatment.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a Knee
MRI.; The study is requested for knee pain.; The
pain is from a recent injury.; There is a suspicion
of a meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury.;
Surgery or arthrscopy is not scheduled in the
next 4 weeks.

2

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Patient has
a cyst in the back of her knee; Medication

2

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; foot 1 year shoulder 2
months; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; mbr has pain in shoulder
and through neck when pushing, reaching, and
lifting things and for the foot there is
numbness; rest ice and medication for both

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

. Closed nondisplaced fracture of distal phalanx
of right great toe&#x0D; &#x0D; Turf toe, initial
encounter; This is a request for a foot MRI.; The
study is being ordered forfoot pain.; The study is
being ordered for acute pain.

1

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

; This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
had recent plain films of the knee.; The results
of the plain films is not known.; The ordering
physician is an orthopedist.; Non-acute Chronic
Pain; Pain greater than 3 days; It is not known if
patient has completed and failed a course of
conservative treatment.
; This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The study is
not requested for knee pain.; There is a
suspicion of a meniscus, tendon, or ligament
injury.; Surgery or arthrscopy is not scheduled in
the next 4 weeks.; The member has a recent
injury.

1

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

; This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The study is
requested for knee pain.; The pain is described
as chronic; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; It
is not known if the patient has completed 6
weeks of physical therapy?; The patient has
been treated with medication.; The patient has
not completed 6 weeks or more of Chiropractic
care.; It is not known if the physician has
directed a home exercise program for at least 6
weeks.; acetaminophen 300 mg-codeine 30
mg&#x0D; Diclofenac ER 100 mg; The patient
recevied medication other than joint
injections(s) or oral analgesics.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

; This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The study is
requested for knee pain.; The pain is described
as chronic; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has not completed 6 weeks of
physical therapy?; The patient has been treated
with medication.; The patient has not
completed 6 weeks or more of Chiropractic
care.; The physician has directed a home
exercise program for at least 6 weeks.; The
home treatment did include exercise,
prescription medication and follow-up office
visits.; 05/17/; The patient received oral
analgesics.

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

; This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The study is
requested for knee pain.; The pain is from a
recent injury.; There is a suspicion of a
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury.; It is not
know if surgery or arthrscopy is scheduled in the
next 4 weeks.
; This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The study is
requested for knee pain.; The pain is from a
recent injury.; There is a suspicion of a
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury.; Surgery
or arthrscopy is not scheduled in the next 4
weeks.

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

; This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The study is
requested for knee pain.; The pain is from an
old injury.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has not completed 6 weeks of
physical therapy?; The patient has been treated
with medication.; The patient has not
completed 6 weeks or more of Chiropractic
care.; The physician has not directed a home
exercise program for at least 6 weeks.; The
patient received oral analgesics.

1

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

; This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The study is
requested for knee pain.; The pain is from an
old injury.; The physician has not directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.

2

1

6

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

; This is a request for an Ankle MRI.; It is not
know if surgery or arthrscopy is scheduled in the
next 4 weeks.; The study is requested for ankle
pain.; There is a suspicion of tendon or
ligament injury.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

; This is a request for an Ankle MRI.; Surgery or
arthrscopy is not scheduled in the next 4
weeks.; There is not a suspicion of fracture not
adequately determined by x-ray.; The study is
requested for ankle pain.; It is not known if
there is a suspicion of tendon or ligament injury.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

; This is a request for an Ankle MRI.; Surgery or
arthrscopy is not scheduled in the next 4
weeks.; There is not a suspicion of fracture not
adequately determined by x-ray.; The study is
requested for ankle pain.; Tendon or ligament
injuryis not suspected.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

; This study is being ordered for Inflammatory/
Infectious Disease.; 2014; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Pain is right
worse than left, moderately severe, worsened
with weightbearing. Pain is mostly constant and
associated with stiffness; She was diagnosed in
2014 and was under the care of Dr. Columbus
Brown then. She had MRI at the time. She
subsequent has switched physicians to Dr.
Michail Ivanovsky, pain management physician,
who is providing Oxycodone 15 mg q.i.d. and
the patient said

2

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ;

2

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 3 years; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; ; Physical
therapy, NSAID's and steroid injections every 3
months

2

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; 04/27/17; There has not been any
treatment or conservative therapy.; aching
shooting, pain is fluctuating, tingling, loss of
motion, loss of sensation and muscle weakness.
Unable to bear weight to left lower extremity
due to injury. Pt twisted knee during a fall while
fishing

2

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; 04/27/17; There has not been any
treatment or conservative therapy.; aching,
shooting, fluctuating down left lower extremity,
tingling, loss of motion, loss of sensation,
muscle weakness, unable to bear weight. Pt had
a twisting injury to left knee during a fall while
fishing. Pt's foot folded under him and felt a pop
in h

2

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; 3-1-2017; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Aching, throbbing, giving
away, decreased range of motion &amp;
swelling; Activity modification &#x0D; Steroid
Injections&#x0D; Home Exercise
Program&#x0D; NSAIDS&#x0D; Bracing

2

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

03-31-17&#x0D; 52-year-old female with left
foot pain. No fall or trauma. Pain started several
weeks ago. She noticed pain with prolonged
weightbearing. The pain progressively
worsened. She now has difficulty with
prolonged standing or walking. Pain is in the ;
The patient has not had a recent bone scan.;
This is a request for a foot MRI.; The study is
being ordered for suspected fracture.; They did
not have 2 normal xrays at least 3 weeks apart
that did not show a fracture.

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

27 yr old male w/ knee pain; chronic; This is a
request for a Knee MRI.; The study is requested
for knee pain.; The pain is described as chronic;
It is not known if the physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

31-year-old white male in today for his left
knee. He reports she has had left knee pain off
and on for years. He describes having dislocated
the kneecap in the past some point. He has had
increased symptoms since the first of the week
of May.&#x0D; He is taki; This is a request for a
Knee MRI.; The study is requested for knee
pain.; The pain is described as chronic; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has not
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?; The
patient has been treated with medication.; The
patient has not completed 6 weeks or more of
Chiropractic care.; The physician has directed a
home exercise program for at least 6 weeks.;
The home treatment did include exercise,
prescription medication and follow-up office
visits.; ; The patient received oral analgesics.

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

37 yr old male w/ dislocated patella in ER; This
is a request for a Knee MRI.; The study is
requested for knee pain.; The pain is from a
recent injury.; There is a suspicion of a
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury.; Surgery
or arthrscopy is not scheduled in the next 4
weeks.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

A 24-year-old black female, who is a
receptionist at UALR also works at Buffalo Wild
Wings states that a couple of weeks ago she
began having aching pain in her left ankle and a
became excruciating two days ago, when she
went to urgent care. They put her ; This is a
request for an Ankle MRI.; Surgery or arthrscopy
is not scheduled in the next 4 weeks.; The study
is requested for ankle pain.; There is a suspicion
of tendon or ligament injury.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

After a skiing injury, patient presents to clinic
with symptoms and physical exam consistent
with both meniscus/ligament tears and rotator
cuff/labral tears. Further imaging of the
shoulder and knee are necessary to rule out
tears in the shoulder and knee; This study is
being ordered for trauma or injury.; 03/24/17;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Pain, radiating. Dull, piercing and
sharp pain. Ice relieves symptoms, limited ROM,
pushing and lying in bed aggravate symptoms.;
Rest/Ice/Anti-inflammatories

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Chief complaint of Right knee pain.&#x0D; Ms
Bell is a 40 year old female who complains of
right knee pain. She presents with pain,
weakness and swelling on the right side. She
states that the symptoms have been acute nontraumatic and began 1 month ago. She ; This is a
request for a Knee MRI.; The study is requested
for knee pain.; The pain is described as chronic;
The physician has not directed conservative
treatment for the past 6 weeks.
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Chronic left foot pain. Patient has been treated
with NSAIDs and orthotics. There is a
calcification and soft tissue near the 5th
metatarsal head. There is some slight cortical
cortical reaction at the distal 5th metatarsal.;
This is a request for a foot MRI.; The study is
being ordered forfoot pain.; The study is being
ordered for chronic pain.; The patient has had
foot pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
been treated with anti-inflammatory
medication for at least 6 weeks.
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chronic right ankle sprain/ pain. stiffness and
possible peroneal instability. Failed conservative
measures for over 4 weeks including NSAIDS
home therapy excercises.; This is a request for
an Ankle MRI.; Surgery or arthrscopy is not
scheduled in the next 4 weeks.; The study is
requested for ankle pain.; There is a suspicion of
tendon or ligament injury.
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Closed nondisplaced fracture of right calcaneus
with delayed healing, unspecified portion of
calcaneus; This is a request for an Ankle MRI.; It
is not know if surgery or arthrscopy is scheduled
in the next 4 weeks.; The study is requested for
ankle pain.; There is a suspicion of tendon or
ligament injury.
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David is complaining mostly of his right ankle
after an injury six years ago, but he also has
some other medical issues like spasms in his
chest. He is definitely overweight now. Was
working at that time as a roofer. He also has
what appears to be a mild ; This is a request for
an Ankle MRI.; Surgery or arthrscopy is not
scheduled in the next 4 weeks.; The study is
requested for ankle pain.; There is a suspicion of
tendon or ligament injury.
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effusion with tenderness about the medial
aspect of the knee; imaging shows osteoarthritis
in all 3 compartments most pronounces at
patellofemoral joint. Osteophytes present
consistent with history of patellar fracture; This
is a request for a Knee MRI.; The study is
requested for knee pain.; The pain is from a
recent injury.; There is a suspicion of a
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury.; Surgery
or arthrscopy is not scheduled in the next 4
weeks.
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HAD BOAT ACCIDENT ON 1/27/17. SYMPTOMS:
PAIN, SWELLING, DECREASED MOBILTIY, JOINT
INSTABILITY, JOINT TENDERNESS, LIMPING,
POPPING, WEAKNESS, BRUISING. PHYSICAL
EXAM: STRENGTH DECREASED, LIMITED
ROM,EFFUSION-MILD, MAX
TENDERNESS:MEDIAL JOINT LINE, MEDIAL P;
This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The study is
requested for knee pain.; The pain is from a
recent injury.; There is a suspicion of a
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury.; It is not
know if surgery or arthrscopy is scheduled in the
next 4 weeks.
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He has clinical findings consistent with MCL
sprain and or ACL tear. He may have additional
intra-articular pathology. It is medically
indicated to place them into a hinged knee
brace and obtain an MRI to more fully evaluate
the soft tissue injuries about; This is a request
for a Knee MRI.; The study is requested for knee
pain.; The pain is from a recent injury.; There is
a suspicion of a meniscus, tendon, or ligament
injury.; Surgery or arthrscopy is not scheduled in
the next 4 weeks.
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he tripped twisting injury as he was going down
a hill, now has significant pain in the
anteromedial aspect of his knee, with decreased
range of motion, and mild to moderate effusion.
He has pain on weightbearing but is able to limp
on that leg. Right kn; This is a request for a
Knee MRI.; The study is requested for knee
pain.; The pain is from a recent injury.; There is
a suspicion of a meniscus, tendon, or ligament
injury.; It is not know if surgery or arthrscopy is
scheduled in the next 4 weeks.
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INJURY DURING SOCCER ON 4/12/17.
SYMPTOMS: SWEELING, JOINT INSTABILITY,
JOINT LOCKING, JOINT TENDERNESS, POPPING,
AND WEAKNESS.&#x0D; PHYSICAL EXAM:
POSTIVE MCMURRAY'S, POSITIVE PIVOT SHIFT,
EFFUSION- LEFT TRACE,MAX TENDERNESS: LEFT
MEDIAL JOINT LINE, ASTROPY-; This is a request
for a Knee MRI.; The study is requested for knee
pain.; The pain is from a recent injury.; There is
a suspicion of a meniscus, tendon, or ligament
injury.; It is not know if surgery or arthrscopy is
scheduled in the next 4 weeks.
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Just stiffness in the knee for 1 year. The pain is
dull. The pain is a 3 out of 10; This is a request
for a Knee MRI.; The patient had recent plain
films of the knee.; The results of the plain films
is not known.; The ordering physician is an
orthopedist.; Non-acute Chronic Pain; Pain
greater than 3 days; Yes, patient has completed
and failed a course of conservative treatment.;
There is no conservative treatment of Physical
Therapy, physician directed course of nonsteroidal medications, Immobilization or
Physical directed exercise.
Knee pain, pt had unsuccessful therapy, the
pain causes her to limp, she is having catching
to the knee; This is a request for a Knee MRI.;
The study is requested for knee pain.; The pain
is not from a recent injury, old injury, chronic
pain or a mass.
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Lakesa was referred to Dr. Powell by Dr. Bonner
for treatment of her right knee. Pt. c/o right
knee pain for 1 year with increasing pain for 2
months. She complains of her right knee
swelling and she complains of lateral knee pain.
She states it feels sim; This is a request for a
Knee MRI.; The study is requested for knee
pain.; The pain is described as chronic; The
physician has not directed conservative
treatment for the past 6 weeks.
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left ankle pain. Physical therapy has failed,
bracing has failed.NSAIDS have failed. All
conservative measures for the past 3 months
have failed. xrays are normal. no previous
advanced imaging has been performed.; This is
a request for an Ankle MRI.; Surgery or
arthrscopy is not scheduled in the next 4
weeks.; The study is requested for ankle pain.;
There is a suspicion of tendon or ligament
injury.
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Left knee and from derangement, rule out
medial meniscal tear. &#x0D; Osgood-Schlatter
disease with free fragment of bone at her tibial
tubercle.; This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The
study is requested for knee pain.; The pain is
described as chronic; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; It
is not known if the patient has completed 6
weeks of physical therapy?; The patient has
been treated with medication.; It is not known if
the patient has completed 6 weeks or more of
Chiropractic care.; The physician has directed a
home exercise program for at least 6 weeks.;
The home treatment did not include exercise,
prescription medication and follow-up office
visits.; The patient received oral analgesics.
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LEFT knee pain after falling and twisting his leg.
Pt was seen in the ER on 4/18/17. Pain is
described as sharp, achy, constant, and 7/10 in
severity. Pain is worse with WB and better with
rest. Patient points to the patella as the area
that is most pai; This is a request for a Knee
MRI.; The study is requested for knee pain.; The
pain is from a recent injury.; There is a suspicion
of a meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury.; It is
not know if surgery or arthrscopy is scheduled
in the next 4 weeks.
limited range of motion ...swelling ....pain; This
study is being ordered for trauma or injury.;
1/2017; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; tenderness; physical
therapy
locked left knee; This is a request for a Knee
MRI.; The study is requested for knee pain.; The
pain is from a recent injury.; There is a suspicion
of a meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury.; It is
not know if surgery or arthrscopy is scheduled
in the next 4 weeks.
Locking, Catching, giving way X 1 year.; This is a
request for a Knee MRI.; The study is not
requested for knee pain.; The study is not
requested for any of the standard indications
for Knee MRI
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lt knee pain for several mths, lateral joint line
tenderness, + mcmurrays, r/o meniscal tear;
This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The study is
requested for knee pain.; The pain is described
as chronic; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has not completed 6 weeks of
physical therapy?; The patient has been treated
with medication.; The patient has not
completed 6 weeks or more of Chiropractic
care.; It is not known if the physician has
directed a home exercise program for at least 6
weeks.; The patient received oral analgesics.
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meniscal tear or other intra-articular
pathology.; This is a request for a Knee MRI.;
The study is requested for knee pain.; The pain
is from a recent injury.; There is a suspicion of a
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury.; Surgery
or arthrscopy is not scheduled in the next 4
weeks.
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Pain started 2 weeks ago; no injury; Abnormal
Xray; r/o stress Fx; This is a request for a Knee
MRI.; The study is requested for knee pain.; The
pain is not from a recent injury, old injury,
chronic pain or a mass.
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patient fell and continues to hurt,; This is a
request for an Ankle MRI.; Surgery or arthrscopy
is not scheduled in the next 4 weeks.; The study
is requested for ankle pain.; There is a suspicion
of tendon or ligament injury.
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Patient has had knee pain for sometime now
and is getting worse. Patient has tried orthovisc;
This is a request for a Knee MRI.; It is not known
if patient had recent plain films of the knee.;
The ordering physician is an orthopedist.; Nonacute Chronic Pain; Pain greater than 3 days
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patient has right and left knee medial and
lateral joint line pain and tenderness, Positive
Crepitaiton, Positive McMurray's exams. X-rays
were neg for fracture.; This study is being
ordered for trauma or injury.; 11/30/2015;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; bilateral pain anteriorly and swelling.;
PCP drained fluid out of the right knee and
patient has taken ibuprofen.
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Patient has tried Physical therapy with no relief.
There is some pain to palpation of the sinus
tarsi some pain with talar tilt; This is a request
for an Ankle MRI.; Surgery or arthrscopy is not
scheduled in the next 4 weeks.; It is not known
if there is a suspicion of fracture not adequately
determinjed by x-ray.; The study is requested
for ankle pain.; It is not known if there is a
suspicion of tendon or ligament injury.
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Patient has tried Tylenol Extra strength and
Ibuprofen with no relief. Patient tore ACL 11
years ago with no treatment. Patient feels
unstable.; This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The
study is requested for knee pain.; The pain is
described as chronic; It is not known if the
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.
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patient having continued knee pain after an
injury. Has failed with conservative treatment
of activity modification, NSAIDS, knee brace;
This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The study is
requested for knee pain.; The pain is from a
recent injury.; There is a suspicion of a
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury.; Surgery
or arthrscopy is not scheduled in the next 4
weeks.
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patient still having continued pain and swelling
after an injury due to a heavy cart rolling across
foot and ankle. No relief after walking boot ,
steroids and oral NSAIDS and pain medication;
This is a request for an Ankle MRI.; Surgery or
arthrscopy is not scheduled in the next 4
weeks.; The study is requested for ankle pain.;
There is a suspicion of tendon or ligament
injury.
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Patient with ankle pain since 03/21/2017. has
completed 4 weeks of physical therapy with no
improvement of symptoms. Following up with
Blickenstaff after results of MRI for potential
surgical intervention; This is a request for an
Ankle MRI.; It is not know if surgery or
arthrscopy is scheduled in the next 4 weeks.;
The study is requested for ankle pain.; There is a
suspicion of tendon or ligament injury.
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Physical examination of the bilateral knee
reveals pain over Medial joint line of knee There
is no effusion, but no erythema or
ecchymosis.ROM is from 0-120. Muscle strength
is 5/5 on flexion and extension of the knees.
Ligament exam is stable. Positive M; This study
is being ordered for trauma or injury.;
12/08/2016; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Pain is intermittent and
aching and stabbing in nature. There is some
intermittent catching symptoms. Pain is
aggravated with activity such as running, cutting
or rising from chair . No stiffness or locking, but
the knee does give way on occasion. Pain i; She
has tried, rest, elevating, ice, OTC NSAID's,
Home PT
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Playing basketball and fell. Rest is the only
thing that makes it better.; This is a request for
a Knee MRI.; It is not known if patient had
recent plain films of the knee.; The ordering
physician is an orthopedist.; Non-acute Chronic
Pain; Pain greater than 3 days
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Pt has a history of arthroscopy surgery for a
partial lateral meniscectomy in 2016. she was
doing well until about a month ago when she
developed significant medial joint line pain. She
is in severe pain with direct palpitation over the
medial joint lin; This is a request for a Knee
MRI.; The study is requested for knee pain.; The
pain is not from a recent injury, old injury,
chronic pain or a mass.
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Pt. has a history of degenerative osteoarthritis
in her right knee. She is diabetic and therefore
not a candidate for steroid medications or
injections. X-rays done show signigicant
degenerative changes in the medial
compartment. There are sclerotic ch; This is a
request for a Knee MRI.; The study is requested
for knee pain.; The pain is described as chronic;
The physician has not directed conservative
treatment for the past 6 weeks.
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recent injury heard a pop. Buckling and giving
way. Has worn a brace,Nsaids and has
completed home exercise program and has had
no improvement.; This is a request for a Knee
MRI.; The study is not requested for knee pain.;
There is a suspicion of a meniscus, tendon, or
ligament injury.; Surgery or arthrscopy is not
scheduled in the next 4 weeks.; The member
has a recent injury.
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right ankle pain with OA on X-ray. tenderness
at lateral malleolus and consistent with tendon
sprain versus tear. Evaluation to see if canadate
for ankle scope versus tendon repair. Has tried
brace, NSAIDS, injection and activity
modification with no im; This is a request for an
Ankle MRI.; It is not know if surgery or
arthrscopy is scheduled in the next 4 weeks.;
The study is requested for ankle pain.; There is a
suspicion of tendon or ligament injury.
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RIGHT knee pain for 2+ months. No specific
injury. Pain is described as sharp, constant 6/10
in severity pain. Pain is worse with
weightbearing and better with rest. Patient
points medially as the area that is most painful.
Pt states the knee swells o; This is a request for
a Knee MRI.; The study is requested for knee
pain.; The pain is not from a recent injury, old
injury, chronic pain or a mass.
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Right knee pain, rule out meniscal tear.; This is
a request for a Knee MRI.; The study is
requested for knee pain.; The pain is described
as chronic; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; It
is not known if the patient has completed 6
weeks of physical therapy?; The patient has
been treated with medication.; It is not known if
the patient has completed 6 weeks or more of
Chiropractic care.; It is not known if the
physician has directed a home exercise program
for at least 6 weeks.; Meloxicam; The patient
recevied medication other than joint
injections(s) or oral analgesics.
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Right knee pain: The patient is a 38-year-old
male presenting with a little over one year of
right knee pain. The patient recalls a twisting
event that resulted in pain. He did not seek out
immediate medical attention. The pain is
persistent but an on and; This is a request for a
Knee MRI.; The study is requested for knee
pain.; The pain is from an old injury.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has not
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?; The
patient has been treated with medication.; The
patient has not completed 6 weeks or more of
Chiropractic care.; The physician has directed a
home exercise program for at least 6 weeks.;
The home treatment did include exercise,
prescription medication and follow-up office
visits.; ; ibuprofen; The patient recevied
medication other than joint injections(s) or oral
analgesics.
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Rule out posterior tibial tendon tear; This is a
request for an Ankle MRI.; Surgery or arthrscopy
is not scheduled in the next 4 weeks.; The study
is requested for ankle pain.; There is a suspicion
of tendon or ligament injury.
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see previous notes; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; July
26, 2016; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; snapping popping,
insabilty, can not fully extend knee without
becoming unstable. previous notes; Injection
and home exercise program, Anti inflamatories

Severe ankle sprain. He's a couple of months
out from his injury. He's been doing therapy and
taking anti-inflammatories. He still having pain.
He has lateral ankle pain. He has some Achilles
pain to a lesser extent. He does complain of
instability.; This is a request for an Ankle MRI.;
Surgery or arthrscopy is not scheduled in the
next 4 weeks.; The study is requested for ankle
pain.; There is a suspicion of tendon or
ligament injury.
Stress Fracture in right foot.; This is a request
for a foot MRI.; The study is being ordered
forfoot pain.; The study is being ordered for
chronic pain.; The patient has NOT had foot pain
for over 4 weeks.
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suspected meniscal tear-new and recurrent ACL
tear upon physical exam. Pain, swelling,
decreased mobility, popping, locking, joint
instability, weakness x 3 weeks.; This is a
request for a Knee MRI.; The study is requested
for knee pain.; The pain is described as chronic;
The physician has not directed conservative
treatment for the past 6 weeks.
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Suspected Meniscus tear or Cartilage Injury;
This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The study is
requested for knee pain.; The pain is from an
old injury.; The physician has not directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.
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SYMPTOMS: PAIN SWELLING, CREPITUS,
DECREASED MOBILITY, JOINT INSTABILITY,
JOINT TENDERNESS, LIMPING, AND
WEAKNESS.&#x0D; PYSICLA EXAM: PAINFUL
RANGE OF MOTION, LACHMAN'S - POSITIVE,
ANTERIOR DRAWER-POSITIVE.&#x0D; X-RAY
ON6/21/17 SHOWS MILD MEDIAL JOINT
ARTHROSIS O; This is a request for a Knee MRI.;
The study is requested for knee pain.; The pain
is from an old injury.; The physician has not
directed conservative treatment for the past 6
weeks.
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SYMPTOMS:PAIN, SWELLING, DECREASED
MOBILITY, JOINT INSTABILITY, JOINT
TNEDERNESS, POPPING, WEAKNESS.&#x0D;
PHYSICAL EXAM: STRENGTH DECREASE, LIMITED
ROM, MILD EFFUSION, MILD SWELLING,
MCMURRAY'S - POSITIVE.; This is a request for a
Knee MRI.; The study is requested for knee
pain.; The pain is from a recent injury.; There is
a suspicion of a meniscus, tendon, or ligament
injury.; It is not know if surgery or arthrscopy is
scheduled in the next 4 weeks.
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The patient has pain and an intra-articular
effusion. He had a twisting injury 2 days ago. He
needs an MRI for further evaluation. He may
have a medial meniscus tear based on his exam.
Discontinue the immobilizer. Start working on
range of motion. I sent ; This is a request for a
Knee MRI.; The study is requested for knee
pain.; The pain is from a recent injury.; There is
a suspicion of a meniscus, tendon, or ligament
injury.; Surgery or arthrscopy is not scheduled in
the next 4 weeks.
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The patient's history and exam are c/w a
probable meniscal tear&#x0D; Recommend an
MRI left knee to rule out internal derangement
due to failure of conservative management to
include medication and rehab.; This is a request
for a Knee MRI.; The study is requested for knee
pain.; The pain is not from a recent injury, old
injury, chronic pain or a mass.
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There is an obvious defect of the right Achilles
tendon with palpitation and swelling. point
tender over the insertion point on the
calcaneus. Positive Thompson test. he has had
appropriate conservative management to this
point, however, an MRI is nece; This is a request
for an Ankle MRI.; It is not know if surgery or
arthrscopy is scheduled in the next 4 weeks.;
The study is requested for ankle pain.; There is a
suspicion of tendon or ligament injury.
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This is a request for a foot MRI.; "There is a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is a suspected tarsal coalition.
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This is a request for a foot MRI.; "There is a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; There
is a history of new onset of severe pain in the
foot within the last two weeks.
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This is a request for a foot MRI.; "There is a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; There
is not a history of new onset of severe pain in
the foot within the last two weeks.; The patient
does not have an abnormal plain film study of
the foot other than arthritis.; The patient has
not used a cane or crutches for greater than
four weeks.; The patient has not been treated
with and failed a course of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient has been treated with antiinflammatory medications in conjunction with
this complaint.; The patient does not have a
documented limitation of their range of motion.
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This is a request for a foot MRI.; "There is a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; There
is not a history of new onset of severe pain in
the foot within the last two weeks.; The patient
has a documented limitation of their range of
motion.
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This is a request for a foot MRI.; "There is not a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is a suspected tarsal coalition.; There is a
history of new onset of severe pain in the foot
within the last two weeks.
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This is a request for a foot MRI.; "There is not a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; There
is a history of new onset of severe pain in the
foot within the last two weeks.; The patient
does not have an abnormal plain film study of
the foot other than arthritis.; The patient has
not used a cane or crutches for greater than
four weeks.; The patient has not been treated
with and failed a course of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient has been treated with antiinflammatory medications in conjunction with
this complaint.; The patient does not have a
documented limitation of their range of motion.
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This is a request for a foot MRI.; "There is not a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; There
is a history of new onset of severe pain in the
foot within the last two weeks.; The patient
does not have an abnormal plain film study of
the foot other than arthritis.; The patient has
used a cane or crutches for greater than four
weeks.; The patient does not have a
documented limitation of their range of motion.

2

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a foot MRI.; "There is not a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; There
is a history of new onset of severe pain in the
foot within the last two weeks.; The patient has
a documented limitation of their range of
motion.
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73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a foot MRI.; "There is not a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; There
is not a history of new onset of severe pain in
the foot within the last two weeks.; The patient
does not have an abnormal plain film study of
the foot other than arthritis.; The patient has
not used a cane or crutches for greater than
four weeks.; The patient has been treated with
and failed a course of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient has a documented
limitation of their range of motion.

1

Orthopedics

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a foot MRI.; "There is not a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; There
is not a history of new onset of severe pain in
the foot within the last two weeks.; The patient
does not have an abnormal plain film study of
the foot other than arthritis.; The patient has
not used a cane or crutches for greater than
four weeks.; The patient has been treated with
and failed a course of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient has been treated with antiinflammatory medications in conjunction with
this complaint.; The patient does not have a
documented limitation of their range of motion.

1

Orthopedics

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a foot MRI.; "There is not a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; There
is not a history of new onset of severe pain in
the foot within the last two weeks.; The patient
does not have an abnormal plain film study of
the foot other than arthritis.; The patient has
not used a cane or crutches for greater than
four weeks.; The patient has not been treated
with and failed a course of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient has been treated with antiinflammatory medications in conjunction with
this complaint.; This is for pre-operative
planning.; The patient does not have a
documented limitation of their range of motion.

2

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a foot MRI.; "There is not a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; There
is not a history of new onset of severe pain in
the foot within the last two weeks.; The patient
does not have an abnormal plain film study of
the foot other than arthritis.; The patient has
not used a cane or crutches for greater than
four weeks.; The patient has not been treated
with and failed a course of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient has not been treated with
anti-inflammatory medications in conjunction
with this complaint.; This is not for preoperative planning.; The patient has a
documented limitation of their range of motion.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a foot MRI.; "There is not a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; There
is not a history of new onset of severe pain in
the foot within the last two weeks.; The patient
does not have an abnormal plain film study of
the foot other than arthritis.; The patient has
used a cane or crutches for greater than four
weeks.; The patient has a documented
limitation of their range of motion.

2

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a foot MRI.; "There is not a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; There
is not a history of new onset of severe pain in
the foot within the last two weeks.; The patient
does not have an abnormal plain film study of
the foot other than arthritis.; The patient has
used a cane or crutches for greater than four
weeks.; The patient has not been treated with
and failed a course of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient has been treated with antiinflammatory medications in conjunction with
this complaint.; This is for pre-operative
planning.; The patient does not have a
documented limitation of their range of motion.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a foot MRI.; "There is not a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; There
is not a history of new onset of severe pain in
the foot within the last two weeks.; The patient
has an abnormal plain film study of the foot
other than arthritis.; The patient has a
documented limitation of their range of motion.

2

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a foot MRI.; "There is not a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; There
is not a history of new onset of severe pain in
the foot within the last two weeks.; The patient
has an abnormal plain film study of the foot
other than arthritis.; The patient has not used a
cane or crutches for greater than four weeks.;
The patient has not been treated with and failed
a course of supervised physical therapy.; The
patient has been treated with anti-inflammatory
medications in conjunction with this complaint.;
This is for pre-operative planning.; The patient
does not have a documented limitation of their
range of motion.
This is a request for a foot MRI.; The study is
being ordered forfoot pain.; The study is being
ordered for chronic pain.; The patient has had
foot pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
been treated with a protective boot for at least
6 weeks.
This is a request for a Knee MRI.; It is not
known if the study is ordered prior to
arthroscopic surgery.; It is not known if the
study is for pre-operative planning.; The
ordering physician is an orthopedist.; Preoperative Evaluation; Instability

1

1

1

Orthopedics

Approval

Orthopedics

Approval

Orthopedics

Approval

Orthopedics

Approval

Orthopedics

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; No, the
patient did not have a recent ultrasound of the
knee.; The patient had recent plain films of the
knee.; There are physical findings (palpable
mass) of a suspicious mass or known primary
site of cancer.; The patient has not had a recent
bone scan.; The plain films were normal.;
Additional Clinical InforMr. Bates comes in with
a chief complaint of pain in his left knee. He is
complaining of a mass over the medial aspect of
the knee. He says it catches at times. Just over
3 months ago, he had a left knee arthroscopy.
He presen; Suspicious Mass or Suspected
Tumor/ Metastasis

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT
73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is an oncologist or orthopedist.; This
study is being ordered for follow-up.; The
patient is undergoing active treatment for
cancer.; Known Tumor
This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is an orthopedist.; Non-acute Chronic
Pain; Instability

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT
73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is an orthopedist.; Non-acute Chronic
Pain; Limited range of motion
This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is an orthopedist.; Non-acute Chronic
Pain; Locking

1

1
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8

10

Orthopedics

Approval

Orthopedics

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT
73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is an orthopedist.; Non-acute Chronic
Pain; Swelling greater than 3 days
This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is an orthopedist.; Post-operative
Evaluation
This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is an orthopedist.; Suspected
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is an orthopedist.; There is no
supsected meniscus,pre-op or post-op
evaluation,non-acute Chronic Pain,supsected
tumor or Aseptic Necrosis; Instability
This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is an orthopedist.; There is no
supsected meniscus,pre-op or post-op
evaluation,non-acute Chronic Pain,supsected
tumor or Aseptic Necrosis; Limited range of
motion

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is an orthopedist.; There is no
supsected meniscus,pre-op or post-op
evaluation,non-acute Chronic Pain,supsected
tumor or Aseptic Necrosis; Locking

Approval

12

11

690

2

2

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is an orthopedist.; There is no
supsected meniscus,pre-op or post-op
evaluation,non-acute Chronic Pain,supsected
tumor or Aseptic Necrosis; Swelling greater than
3 days

3

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
had recent plain films of the knee.; The plain
films were normal.; It is not known if the study
is ordered prior to arthroscopic surgery.; It is
not known if the study is for pre-operative
planning.; The ordering physician is an
orthopedist.; Pre-operative Evaluation; Pain
greater than 3 days

2

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
had recent plain films of the knee.; The plain
films were normal.; The ordering physician is an
orthopedist.; Non-acute Chronic Pain; Pain
greater than 3 days

33

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
had recent plain films of the knee.; The plain
films were normal.; The ordering physician is an
orthopedist.; Non-acute Chronic Pain; There is
no symptom of locking,Instability,
Swelling,Redness,Limited range of motion or
pain.

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
had recent plain films of the knee.; The plain
films were normal.; The ordering physician is an
orthopedist.; There is no supsected
meniscus,pre-op or post-op evaluation,nonacute Chronic Pain,supsected tumor or Aseptic
Necrosis; Pain greater than 3 days

2

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
had recent plain films of the knee.; The plain
films were normal.; This study is being ordered
prior to arthroscopic surgery.; The ordering
physician is an orthopedist.; Pre-operative
Evaluation; Pain greater than 3 days

2

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
had recent plain films of the knee.; The plain
films were normal.; This study is not being
ordered prior to arthroscopic surgery.; "This
study is being ordered prior to a planned or
scheduled open surgery (joint replacement,
etc.)."; The ordering physician is an
orthopedist.; Pre-operative Evaluation; Pain
greater than 3 days

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
had recent plain films of the knee.; The plain
films were not normal.; It is not known if the
study is ordered prior to arthroscopic surgery.;
It is not known if the study is for pre-operative
planning.; The ordering physician is an
orthopedist.; Pre-operative Evaluation; Pain
greater than 3 days
This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
had recent plain films of the knee.; The plain
films were not normal.; Patient has chronic knee
pain; need to evaluate calcification mass;
Suspicious Mass or Suspected Tumor/
Metastasis

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
had recent plain films of the knee.; The plain
films were not normal.; Possible loose bodies, xrays reveal chondrocalcinosis.; Suspicious Mass
or Suspected Tumor/ Metastasis

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
had recent plain films of the knee.; The plain
films were not normal.; The ordering physician
is an orthopedist.; Non-acute Chronic Pain; Pain
greater than 3 days
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Approval

Approval

2

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
had recent plain films of the knee.; The plain
films were not normal.; The ordering physician
is an orthopedist.; There is no supsected
meniscus,pre-op or post-op evaluation,nonacute Chronic Pain,supsected tumor or Aseptic
Necrosis; Pain greater than 3 days

4

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
had recent plain films of the knee.; The plain
films were not normal.; The ordering physician
is not an orthopedist.; Suspected meniscus,
tendon, or ligament injury; Yes, there is a
known trauma involving the knee.; Pain greater
than 3 days

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
had recent plain films of the knee.; The plain
films were not normal.; This study is being
ordered prior to arthroscopic surgery.; The
ordering physician is an orthopedist.; Preoperative Evaluation; Pain greater than 3 days

2

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
had recent plain films of the knee.; The plain
films were not normal.; This study is not being
ordered prior to arthroscopic surgery.; "This
study is being ordered prior to a planned or
scheduled open surgery (joint replacement,
etc.)."; The ordering physician is an
orthopedist.; Pre-operative Evaluation; Pain
greater than 3 days

2

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
has not had recent plain films of the knee.; The
ordering physician is an orthopedist.; Non-acute
Chronic Pain; Pain greater than 3 days; Yes,
patient has completed and failed a course of
conservative treatment.; Physical Therapy

2

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The study is
not requested for knee pain.; There is a
suspicion of a meniscus, tendon, or ligament
injury.; Surgery or arthrscopy is scheduled in the
next 4 weeks.; The member has a recent injury.

1

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The study is
requested for knee pain.; The pain is described
as chronic; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; It
is not known if the patient has completed 6
weeks of physical therapy?; The patient has
been treated with medication.; The patient
recevied joint injection(s).
This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The study is
requested for knee pain.; The pain is described
as chronic; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?

1

35

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The study is
requested for knee pain.; The pain is described
as chronic; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has not completed 6 weeks of
physical therapy?; The patient has been treated
with medication.; The patient recevied joint
injection(s).

8

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The study is
requested for knee pain.; The pain is from a
known mass.; The diagnosis of Mass, Tumor, or
Cancer has been established.; The study is
requested for staging.

1

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The study is
requested for knee pain.; The pain is from a
recent injury.; There is a suspicion of a
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury.; Surgery
or arthrscopy is scheduled in the next 4 weeks.
This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The study is
requested for knee pain.; The pain is from an
old injury.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?

9

19

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The study is
requested for knee pain.; The pain is from an
old injury.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has not completed 6 weeks of
physical therapy?; The patient has been treated
with medication.; The patient recevied joint
injection(s).

1

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; This is a
request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering physician
is an orthopedist.; The ordering physician is an
orthopedist.; Suspected meniscus, tendon, or
ligament injury; Suspected meniscus, tendon,
or ligament injury

1

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; This study is
being ordered prior to arthroscopic surgery.;
The ordering physician is an orthopedist.; Preoperative Evaluation; Instability

2

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; This study is
being ordered prior to arthroscopic surgery.;
The ordering physician is an orthopedist.; Preoperative Evaluation; Limited range of motion

2

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; This study is
being ordered prior to arthroscopic surgery.;
The ordering physician is an orthopedist.; Preoperative Evaluation; Swelling greater than 3
days

3

Approval

Approval

Approval

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; This study is
not being ordered prior to arthroscopic
surgery.; "This study is being ordered prior to a
planned or scheduled open surgery (joint
replacement, etc.)."; The ordering physician is
an orthopedist.; Pre-operative Evaluation;
Instability

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Lower Extremity CT.; This
is not a preoperative or recent postoperative
evaluation.; There is suspicion of a lower
extremity neoplasm, tumor or metastasis.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a lower extremity MRI.;
There is a pulsatile mass.; "There is evidence of
tumor or mass from a previous exam, plain film,
ultrasound, or previous CT or MRI."; There is not
a suspicion of an infection.; The patient is not
taking antibiotics.; This is not a study for a
fracture which does not show healing (nonunion fracture).; This is a pre-operative study for
planned surgery.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a lower extremity MRI.;
There is a pulsatile mass.; "There is no evidence
of tumor or mass from a previous exam, plain
film, ultrasound, or previous CT or MRI."; There
is a suspicion of an infection.; The patient is not
taking antibiotics.; This is not a study for a
fracture which does not show healing (nonunion fracture).; This is a pre-operative study for
planned surgery.

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a lower extremity MRI.;
There is a pulsatile mass.; "There is no evidence
of tumor or mass from a previous exam, plain
film, ultrasound, or previous CT or MRI."; There
is not a suspicion of an infection.; The patient is
not taking antibiotics.; This is not a study for a
fracture which does not show healing (nonunion fracture).; This is not a pre-operative
study for planned surgery.

1

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a lower extremity MRI.;
This is not a pulsatile mass.; "There is evidence
of tumor or mass from a previous exam, plain
film, ultrasound, or previous CT or MRI."

12

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a lower extremity MRI.;
This is not a pulsatile mass.; "There is no
evidence of tumor or mass from a previous
exam, plain film, ultrasound, or previous CT or
MRI."; There is a suspicion of an infection.; The
patient is taking antibiotics.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a lower extremity MRI.;
This is not a pulsatile mass.; "There is no
evidence of tumor or mass from a previous
exam, plain film, ultrasound, or previous CT or
MRI."; There is not a suspicion of an infection.;
The patient is not taking antibiotics.; This is a
study for a fracture which does not show
healing (non-union fracture).; This is a preoperative study for planned surgery.

3

Approval

Approval

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a lower extremity MRI.;
This is not a pulsatile mass.; "There is no
evidence of tumor or mass from a previous
exam, plain film, ultrasound, or previous CT or
MRI."; There is not a suspicion of an infection.;
The patient is not taking antibiotics.; This is a
study for a fracture which does not show
healing (non-union fracture).; This is not a preoperative study for planned surgery.

2

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a lower extremity MRI.;
This is not a pulsatile mass.; "There is no
evidence of tumor or mass from a previous
exam, plain film, ultrasound, or previous CT or
MRI."; There is not a suspicion of an infection.;
The patient is not taking antibiotics.; This is not
a study for a fracture which does not show
healing (non-union fracture).; This is a preoperative study for planned surgery.

3

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a lower extremity MRI.;
This is not a pulsatile mass.; "There is no
evidence of tumor or mass from a previous
exam, plain film, ultrasound, or previous CT or
MRI."; There is not a suspicion of an infection.;
The patient is not taking antibiotics.; This is not
a study for a fracture which does not show
healing (non-union fracture).; This is not a preoperative study for planned surgery.

11

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a lower extremity MRI.;
This is not a pulsatile mass.; "There is no
evidence of tumor or mass from a previous
exam, plain film, ultrasound, or previous CT or
MRI."; There is not a suspicion of an infection.;
The patient is taking antibiotics.; This is not a
study for a fracture which does not show
healing (non-union fracture).; This is a preoperative study for planned surgery.

2

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a lower extremity MRI.;
This is not a pulsatile mass.; "There is no
evidence of tumor or mass from a previous
exam, plain film, ultrasound, or previous CT or
MRI."; There is not a suspicion of an infection.;
The patient is taking antibiotics.; This is not a
study for a fracture which does not show
healing (non-union fracture).; This is not a preoperative study for planned surgery.

3

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for an Ankle MRI.; "There is a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the ankle.";
There is a history of new onset of severe pain in
the ankle within the last two weeks.; There is
not a suspected tarsal coalition.

48

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for an Ankle MRI.; "There is a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the ankle.";
There is a suspected tarsal coalition.

3

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for an Ankle MRI.; "There is a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the ankle.";
There is not a history of new onset of severe
pain in the ankle within the last two weeks.; The
patient does not have an abnormal plain film
study of the ankle other than arthritis.; The
patient has not used a cane or crutches for
greater than four weeks.; There is not a
suspected tarsal coalition.; The patient has been
treated with and failed a course of supervised
physical therapy.; The patient does not have a
documented limitation of their range of motion.

2

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for an Ankle MRI.; "There is a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the ankle.";
There is not a history of new onset of severe
pain in the ankle within the last two weeks.;
There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; The
patient has a documented limitation of their
range of motion.

2

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for an Ankle MRI.; "There is
not a history (within the past six weeks) of
significant trauma, dislocation, or injury to the
ankle."; There is a history of new onset of
severe pain in the ankle within the last two
weeks.; The patient does not have an abnormal
plain film study of the ankle other than
arthritis.; The patient has not used a cane or
crutches for greater than four weeks.; There is
not a suspected tarsal coalition.; The patient has
been treated with and failed a course of
supervised physical therapy.; The patient does
not have a documented limitation of their range
of motion.

5

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for an Ankle MRI.; "There is
not a history (within the past six weeks) of
significant trauma, dislocation, or injury to the
ankle."; There is a history of new onset of
severe pain in the ankle within the last two
weeks.; The patient does not have an abnormal
plain film study of the ankle other than
arthritis.; The patient has not used a cane or
crutches for greater than four weeks.; There is
not a suspected tarsal coalition.; The patient has
not been treated with and failed a course of
supervised physical therapy.; The patient has
been treated with anti-inflammatory
medications in conjunction with this complaint.;
The patient does not have a documented
limitation of their range of motion.

2

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for an Ankle MRI.; "There is
not a history (within the past six weeks) of
significant trauma, dislocation, or injury to the
ankle."; There is a history of new onset of
severe pain in the ankle within the last two
weeks.; The patient does not have an abnormal
plain film study of the ankle other than
arthritis.; The patient has not used a cane or
crutches for greater than four weeks.; There is
not a suspected tarsal coalition.; The patient has
not been treated with and failed a course of
supervised physical therapy.; The patient has
not been treated with anti-inflammatory
medications in conjunction with this complaint.;
The patient does not have a documented
limitation of their range of motion.; This study is
being ordered by the operating surgeon for preoperative planning.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for an Ankle MRI.; "There is
not a history (within the past six weeks) of
significant trauma, dislocation, or injury to the
ankle."; There is a history of new onset of
severe pain in the ankle within the last two
weeks.; The patient does not have an abnormal
plain film study of the ankle other than
arthritis.; The patient has used a cane or
crutches for greater than four weeks.; There is
not a suspected tarsal coalition.; The patient
does not have a documented limitation of their
range of motion.

3

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for an Ankle MRI.; "There is
not a history (within the past six weeks) of
significant trauma, dislocation, or injury to the
ankle."; There is a history of new onset of
severe pain in the ankle within the last two
weeks.; The patient had an abnormal plain film
study of the ankle other than arthritis.; There is
not a suspected tarsal coalition.; The patient
does not have a documented limitation of their
range of motion.

13

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for an Ankle MRI.; "There is
not a history (within the past six weeks) of
significant trauma, dislocation, or injury to the
ankle."; There is a history of new onset of
severe pain in the ankle within the last two
weeks.; There is a suspected tarsal coalition.

2

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for an Ankle MRI.; "There is
not a history (within the past six weeks) of
significant trauma, dislocation, or injury to the
ankle."; There is a history of new onset of
severe pain in the ankle within the last two
weeks.; There is not a suspected tarsal
coalition.; The patient has a documented
limitation of their range of motion.

26

Orthopedics

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for an Ankle MRI.; "There is
not a history (within the past six weeks) of
significant trauma, dislocation, or injury to the
ankle."; There is not a history of new onset of
severe pain in the ankle within the last two
weeks.; The patient does not have an abnormal
plain film study of the ankle other than
arthritis.; The patient has not used a cane or
crutches for greater than four weeks.; There is
not a suspected tarsal coalition.; The patient has
been treated with and failed a course of
supervised physical therapy.; The patient has a
documented limitation of their range of motion.

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for an Ankle MRI.; "There is
not a history (within the past six weeks) of
significant trauma, dislocation, or injury to the
ankle."; There is not a history of new onset of
severe pain in the ankle within the last two
weeks.; The patient does not have an abnormal
plain film study of the ankle other than
arthritis.; The patient has not used a cane or
crutches for greater than four weeks.; There is
not a suspected tarsal coalition.; The patient has
not been treated with and failed a course of
supervised physical therapy.; The patient has
not been treated with anti-inflammatory
medications in conjunction with this complaint.;
The patient does not have a documented
limitation of their range of motion.; This study is
not being ordered by an operating surgeon for
pre-operative planning.

2

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for an Ankle MRI.; "There is
not a history (within the past six weeks) of
significant trauma, dislocation, or injury to the
ankle."; There is not a history of new onset of
severe pain in the ankle within the last two
weeks.; The patient does not have an abnormal
plain film study of the ankle other than
arthritis.; The patient has used a cane or
crutches for greater than four weeks.; There is
not a suspected tarsal coalition.; The patient has
a documented limitation of their range of
motion.

2

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for an Ankle MRI.; "There is
not a history (within the past six weeks) of
significant trauma, dislocation, or injury to the
ankle."; There is not a history of new onset of
severe pain in the ankle within the last two
weeks.; The patient had an abnormal plain film
study of the ankle other than arthritis.; There is
not a suspected tarsal coalition.; The patient has
a documented limitation of their range of
motion.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for an Ankle MRI.; Surgery or
arthrscopy is scheduled in the next 4 weeks.;
The study is requested for ankle pain.; There is a
suspicion of tendon or ligament injury.

2

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This patient comes in today for evaluation. 6
weeks ago she twisted her ankle. She had
significant lateral swelling. She iced and
elevated it and bought an over-the-counter
brace. She continues with difficulty today. The xrays don't show any obvious ; This is a request
for an Ankle MRI.; Surgery or arthrscopy is not
scheduled in the next 4 weeks.; The study is
requested for ankle pain.; There is a suspicion of
tendon or ligament injury.

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have not been performed on
the member in the past 3 months.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Initial Staging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

2

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

unknown; This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The
study is requested for knee pain.; The pain is
from a recent injury.; There is a suspicion of a
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury.; Surgery
or arthrscopy is not scheduled in the next 4
weeks.

2

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Unknown; This is a request for a Knee MRI.;
This is a request for a Knee MRI.; It is not known
if patient had recent plain films of the knee.;
The ordering physician is an orthopedist.; It is
not known if the ordering physician is an
orthopedist.; Suspected meniscus, tendon, or
ligament injury; There is no supsected
meniscus,pre-op or post-op evaluation,nonacute Chronic Pain,supsected tumor or Aseptic
Necrosis; There is no symptom of
locking,Instability, Swelling,Redness,Limited
range of motion or pain.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

UNKNOWN; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 02/13/2017;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; PAIN WHEN EXTENDING BILATERAL
KNEES; STERIOD INJECTION

2

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

UNKNOWN; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 10/18/2016;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; LEG PAIN; PHYSICAL THERAPY
X-rays show 50% medial joint narrowing
Patellofemoral narrowing; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 2007; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Bilateral
medial joint line pain knees; NSAIDS
Daily&#x0D; Cortisone shots&#x0D; Physical
Therapy

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

X-rays show significant flatfoot without obvious
tarsal coalition and two views x-rays show
somewhat skewfoot appearance of the
forefoot.; This is a request for a foot MRI.; The
study is being ordered forfoot pain.; The study is
being ordered to rule out tarsal coalition.; The
patient has had foot pain for over 4 weeks.; The
patient has been treated with anti-inflammatory
medication for at least 6 weeks.

Approval

1

2

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

x-rays showed some osteopenia, some sclerosis
of her lateral femoral condyle and mild
arthrosis.; This is a request for a Knee MRI.;
Suspected Aseptic Necrosis; Yes, the patient had
recent plain films or bone scan of the knee.; No,
the plain films/scans are not normal.

1

Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a requests for a hip
MRI.; The hip pain is not due to a recent injury,
old injury, Chronic Hip Pain or a Mass.; The
request is for hip pain.

1

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; It is not known
if there has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; &lt; Describe primary symptoms here or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

2

Approval

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 2013 hip 1/1/2017
shoulder; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; hip - having decrease
range of motion positive impingement
shoulder - decrease range of motion positive
relocation test, pain on the effective side when
sleeping; hip - had prior surgery for the hip in
2015 anti inflammatory , home excersie also
for the shoulder
; This is a requests for a hip MRI.; It is not
known if the member has failed a 4 week course
of conservative management in the past 3
months.; The hip pain is chronic.; The request is
for hip pain.

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 2003; It is not known if there
has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.;

Approval

1

1

2

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 4/9/2017; There has not been
any treatment or conservative therapy.;
increased pain about the left hip; concerned
about his metal on metal right hip

2

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 6 months; There has not been
any treatment or conservative therapy.; The
patient reports the hip pain is worse with
weight bearing and is worse after period of
inactivity,walking long distances. Associated
symptoms: pain in the groin. Aggravating
symptoms include: any weight bearing,
inactivity and walking.

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; pain has been present with an
original onset of 2 years ago 05/01/2015; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
back pain with radiating to right lower
extremity with weakness. patient has a history
of avascular necrosis; patient has been treated
with activity modification and oral NSAIDS

1

Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ;

1

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

Discomfort tender over left groin; This study is
being ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 04/17/2016; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Hip pain
aching pain sharp pain thigh pain limp stiffness
giving away; Creams OTC meds Rx medication

2

Approval

Orthopedics

Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

DOROTHY SPENCER&#x0D; 06/15/2017&#x0D;
Ms. Spencer has degenerative spondylolisthesis,
radicular lumbar pain and hip joint distribution
pain and early osteoarthritis. Her hip pain is
greater than expected for the degree of
osteoarthritis present on plain x-rays.&#x0D; ;
This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; DOROTHY SPENCER&#x0D;
06/15/2017&#x0D; Ms. Spencer has
degenerative spondylolisthesis, radicular lumbar
pain and hip joint distribution pain and early
osteoarthritis. Her hip pain is greater than
expected for the degree of osteoarthritis
present on plain x-rays.&#x0D; ; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; DOROTHY
SPENCER&#x0D; 06/15/2017&#x0D; Ms.
Spencer has degenerative spondylolisthesis,
radicular lumbar pain and hip joint distribution
pain and early osteoarthritis. Her hip pain is
greater than expected for the degree of
osteoarthritis present on plain x-rays.&#x0D; ;
Patient took NSAID and completed 6 weeks of
physical therapy with relief.

2

Orthopedics

Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

DUE TO PT'S MULTIPLE BACK ISSUES HE IS NOW
EXPERIENCING DEGENERATIVE HIP ISSUES AS
WELL. HAVING PAIN WITH WALKING AND
STANDING, CANNOT TAKE NSAIDS, NO
RELIEVING FACTORS. HAS HAD INJECTIONS,
CHANGE IN ACTIVITY; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; PATIENT HAS HAD MULTIPLE
BACK FX AND HAS BEGIN HAVING
DEGENERATIVE CHANGES OF BOTH HIPS. PAIN
WITH WALKING AND STANDING, CANNOT TAKE
NSAIDS DUE TO RENAL ISSUES.; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; LACKS FULL
ROM, PAIN WITH WALKING AND STANDING,
HAS HAD TO MODIFY ACTIVITY; PT HAS HAD
INJECTIONS, NON NSAIDS, CHANGE IN ACTIVITY,
NO RELEIVING FACTORS

2

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

possible inflammatory problem, metal on metal
disease, pseudo-tumor indication, elevated
cobalt and Chromium serum; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; elevated labs--possible
infection--hx of BIL hip replacement; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; right
and left hip pain; Physical Therapy, meloxicam,
hydrocodone

2

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

The physical exam reveals that he is welldeveloped well-nourished and walks with a
distinct gait with a slow pace and stiff hips and
knees. He can flex his right hip against gravity
but is very painful for him. He does not have a
Trendelenburg sign and; This is a requests for a
hip MRI.; The member has not failed a 4 week
course of conservative management in the past
3 months.; The hip pain is chronic.; The request
is for hip pain.

1

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; The diagnosis
of Mass, Tumor, or Cancer has been
established.; The study is requested for followup.; The study is not requested to detect
residual cancer after a course of treatment has
been completed?; The patient is presenting with
unresolved or new symptoms; The hip pain is
due to a mass.; The request is for hip pain.

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; The member
has failed a 4 week course of conservative
management in the past 3 months.; The hip
pain is chronic.; The request is for hip pain.
This is a requests for a hip MRI.; The member
has failed a 4 week course of conservative
management in the past 3 months.; The hip
pain is due to an old injury.; The request is for
hip pain.

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic MRI.;
"There is a history (within the last six months) of
significant trauma, dislocation, or injury to the
hip."; There is not a suspicion of AVN.; The
patient is not receiving long-term steriod
therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The patient
does not have an abnormal plain film study of
the hip other than arthritis.; The patient has not
used a cane or crutches for greater than four
weeks.; The patient has not been treated with
and failed a course of supervised physical
therapy.; There is not a mass near the hip.; The
patient has been treated with anti-inflammatory
medications in conjunction with this complaint.;
This is not for pre-operative planning.; The
patient has a documented limitation of their
range of motion.

Approval

15

2

1

Orthopedics

Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic MRI.;
"There is a history (within the last six months) of
significant trauma, dislocation, or injury to the
hip."; There is not a suspicion of AVN.; The
patient is not receiving long-term steriod
therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The patient
does not have an abnormal plain film study of
the hip other than arthritis.; The patient has
used a cane or crutches for greater than four
weeks.; The patient has been treated with and
failed a course of supervised physical therapy.;
The patient has a documented limitation of
their range of motion.

1

Orthopedics

Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic MRI.;
"There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is a suspicion of AVN.;
The patient is not receiving long-term steriod
therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The patient
had an abnormal plain film study of the hip
other than arthritis.; The patient has not used a
cane or crutches for greater than four weeks.;
The patient has not been treated with and failed
a course of supervised physical therapy.; There
is not a mass near the hip.; The patient has been
treated with anti-inflammatory medications in
conjunction with this complaint.; The patient
has a documented limitation of their range of
motion.

1

Orthopedics

Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic MRI.;
"There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient is not receiving long-term
steriod therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The
patient does not have an abnormal plain film
study of the hip other than arthritis.; The
patient has not used a cane or crutches for
greater than four weeks.; The patient has not
been treated with and failed a course of
supervised physical therapy.; There is not a
mass near the hip.; The patient has been
treated with anti-inflammatory medications in
conjunction with this complaint.; This is not for
pre-operative planning.; The patient has a
documented limitation of their range of motion.

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic MRI.;
"There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient is receiving long-term steriod
therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The patient
had an abnormal plain film study of the hip
other than arthritis.; The patient has not used a
cane or crutches for greater than four weeks.;
The patient has been treated with and failed a
course of supervised physical therapy.; The
patient has a documented limitation of their
range of motion.

1

Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is a suspicion of AVN.

5

Orthopedics

Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient is not receiving long-term
steriod therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The
patient does not have an abnormal plain film
study of the hip other than arthritis.; The
patient has not used a cane or crutches for
greater than four weeks.; The patient has not
been treated with and failed a course of
supervised physical therapy.; There is not a
mass near the hip.; The patient has not been
treated with anti-inflammatory medications in
conjunction with this complaint.; This is for preoperative planning.; The patient does not have a
documented limitation of their range of motion.

2

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient is not receiving long-term
steriod therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The
patient does not have an abnormal plain film
study of the hip other than arthritis.; The
patient has used a cane or crutches for greater
than four weeks.; The patient does not have a
documented limitation of their range of motion.

1

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient is not receiving long-term
steriod therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The
patient has a documented limitation of their
range of motion.

30

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient is receiving long-term steriod
therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is a suspicion of AVN.;
The patient is not receiving long-term steriod
therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The patient
does not have an abnormal plain film study of
the hip other than arthritis.; The patient has not
used a cane or crutches for greater than four
weeks.; The patient has not been treated with
and failed a course of supervised physical
therapy.; There is not a mass near the hip.; The
patient has been treated with anti-inflammatory
medications in conjunction with this complaint.;
The patient does not have a documented
limitation of their range of motion.

1

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is a suspicion of AVN.;
The patient is not receiving long-term steriod
therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The patient
had an abnormal plain film study of the hip
other than arthritis.; The patient does not have
a documented limitation of their range of
motion.

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is a suspicion of AVN.;
The patient is not receiving long-term steriod
therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The patient
has a documented limitation of their range of
motion.

12

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is a suspicion of AVN.;
The patient is receiving long-term steriod
therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).

7

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient is not receiving long-term
steriod therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The
patient does not have an abnormal plain film
study of the hip other than arthritis.; The
patient has not used a cane or crutches for
greater than four weeks.; The patient has been
treated with and failed a course of supervised
physical therapy.; The patient has a
documented limitation of their range of motion.

23

Orthopedics

Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient is not receiving long-term
steriod therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The
patient does not have an abnormal plain film
study of the hip other than arthritis.; The
patient has not used a cane or crutches for
greater than four weeks.; The patient has been
treated with and failed a course of supervised
physical therapy.; There is not a mass near the
hip.; The patient has been treated with antiinflammatory medications in conjunction with
this complaint.; The patient does not have a
documented limitation of their range of motion.

1

Orthopedics

Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient is not receiving long-term
steriod therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The
patient does not have an abnormal plain film
study of the hip other than arthritis.; The
patient has not used a cane or crutches for
greater than four weeks.; The patient has not
been treated with and failed a course of
supervised physical therapy.; There is a mass
near the hip.; The patient has been treated with
anti-inflammatory medications in conjunction
with this complaint.; This is not for preoperative planning.; The patient does not have a
documented limitation of their range of motion.

1

Orthopedics

Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient is not receiving long-term
steriod therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The
patient does not have an abnormal plain film
study of the hip other than arthritis.; The
patient has not used a cane or crutches for
greater than four weeks.; The patient has not
been treated with and failed a course of
supervised physical therapy.; There is not a
mass near the hip.; The patient has been
treated with anti-inflammatory medications in
conjunction with this complaint.; This is for preoperative planning.; The patient has a
documented limitation of their range of motion.

5

Orthopedics

Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient is not receiving long-term
steriod therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The
patient does not have an abnormal plain film
study of the hip other than arthritis.; The
patient has not used a cane or crutches for
greater than four weeks.; The patient has not
been treated with and failed a course of
supervised physical therapy.; There is not a
mass near the hip.; The patient has been
treated with anti-inflammatory medications in
conjunction with this complaint.; This is not for
pre-operative planning.; The patient has a
documented limitation of their range of motion.

5

Orthopedics

Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient is not receiving long-term
steriod therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The
patient does not have an abnormal plain film
study of the hip other than arthritis.; The
patient has not used a cane or crutches for
greater than four weeks.; The patient has not
been treated with and failed a course of
supervised physical therapy.; There is not a
mass near the hip.; The patient has not been
treated with anti-inflammatory medications in
conjunction with this complaint.; This is not for
pre-operative planning.; The patient does not
have a documented limitation of their range of
motion.

3

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient is not receiving long-term
steriod therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The
patient does not have an abnormal plain film
study of the hip other than arthritis.; The
patient has used a cane or crutches for greater
than four weeks.; The patient has a documented
limitation of their range of motion.

4

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient is not receiving long-term
steriod therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The
patient does not have an abnormal plain film
study of the hip other than arthritis.; The
patient has used a cane or crutches for greater
than four weeks.; The patient has been treated
with and failed a course of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient does not have a
documented limitation of their range of motion.

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient is not receiving long-term
steriod therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The
patient had an abnormal plain film study of the
hip other than arthritis.; The patient has a
documented limitation of their range of motion.

12

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient is not receiving long-term
steriod therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The
patient had an abnormal plain film study of the
hip other than arthritis.; The patient has not
used a cane or crutches for greater than four
weeks.; The patient has not been treated with
and failed a course of supervised physical
therapy.; There is a mass near the hip.; The
patient does not have a documented limitation
of their range of motion.

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient is not receiving long-term
steriod therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The
patient had an abnormal plain film study of the
hip other than arthritis.; The patient has not
used a cane or crutches for greater than four
weeks.; The patient has not been treated with
and failed a course of supervised physical
therapy.; There is not a mass near the hip.; The
patient has not been treated with antiinflammatory medications in conjunction with
this complaint.; This is for pre-operative
planning.; The patient does not have a
documented limitation of their range of motion.

1

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

UNKNOWN; This study is being ordered for
Vascular Disease.; 10 YEARS AGO; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
NUMBNESS IN BOTH LEGS, PAIN, TENDERNESS,
PAIN WITH RANGE OF MOTION; INJECTIONS,
PAIN MEDS, ANTI INFLAMMATORY, SURGERY

2

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 5/2017; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
chest pain .........stabbing

1

Orthopedics

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Orthopedics

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Orthopedics

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Orthopedics

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for organ enlargement.; There
is evidence of organ enlargement on ultrasound,
plain film, or IVP.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
Mr. Efird has a mass in left shoulder. Dr.
Lawrence is needing to verify if it is a Tumor
with the MRI Left Shoulder with and without
and is Looking for origin of primary cancer.; This
study is being ordered for a metastatic disease.;
There are 3 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; Infection such as pancreatitis,
appendicitis, abscess, colitis and inflammatory
bowel disease; Yes, the patient has been seen
by a specialist or are the studies being
requested on behalf of a specialist for an
infection.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The requested study is for preoperative evaluation.; The study is requested by
a surgeon, specialist or PCP on behalf of a
specialist who has seen the patient.; Pre-op or
post op evaluation; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

1

1

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is a suspicious mass found
using ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy,
or sigmoidoscopy.; Suspicious Mass or Tumor;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is no suspicious mass found
using ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy,
or sigmoidoscopy.; There are no new symptoms
including hematuria.; There are no new lab
results or other imaging studies including
ultrasound, Doppler or plain films findings.;
There is a suspicion of an adrenal mass.;
Suspicious Mass or Tumor; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This is a request for follow up of a
known tumor or cancer involving both the
abdomen and pelvis and the patient is
undergoing active treatment.; Known Tumor,
Cancer, Mass, or Rule out metastases; Yes this is
a request for a Diagnostic CT

2

Orthopedics

Approval

Orthopedics

Approval

Orthopedics

Approval

Orthopedics

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST
75635 CTA AA&BI
ILIOFEM LXTR RS&I C/C+ POST-PXESSING

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Initial Staging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.
This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.
unknown; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is not a hematologist/
oncologist.
Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
abdominal arteries.

1

1

1

2

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Patient has chronic right shoulder pain at her
right scapula, no improvement with injection,
concern for snapping scapula on the right; A
Radiology Services Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The study is
Denied Not
being ordered for none of the above.; This study
is being ordered for non of the above.; Yes this
Medically
Necessary
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Disapproval

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Radiology Services Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; It is not known
Denied Not
if there has been any treatment or conservative
Medically
therapy.; &lt; Describe primary symptoms here or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;
Necessary

1

Disapproval

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

; This study is not to be part of a Myelogram.;
This is a request for a Cervical Spine CT; There is
no reason why the patient cannot have a
Cervical Spine MRI.

1

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

Continued cervical pain in spite of conservative
treatment to include PT and NSAIDs.; This study
Radiology Services is not to be part of a Myelogram.; This is a
Denied Not
request for a Cervical Spine CT; Call does not
Medically
know if there is a reason why the patient cannot
Necessary
have a Cervical Spine MRI.

1

Disapproval

Disapproval

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Disapproval

Radiology Services
Denied Not
72128 CT THORACIC
SPINE, UPPER BACK NO Medically
CONTRAST
Necessary

; This is a request for a thoracic spine CT.; There
is no reason why the patient cannot undergo a
thoracic spine MRI.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

Disapproval

X-ray of lumbar spine obtained today shows
that she has implants from L1-2 extending down
to the iliac. She has a broken R iliac screw. she
has interbody graft at L5-S1.. &#x0D; &#x0D;
Questionable L5-S1 pseudoarthrosis. Left
buttock and groin pain, possibly SI ; This study is
being ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 2/2015; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Severe low
Radiology Services back pain with radiculopathy to the hips and left
72128 CT THORACIC
Denied Not
leg; Patient has had several spine surgeries,
SPINE, UPPER BACK NO Medically
therapy, medications and injections over the
CONTRAST
Necessary
years

1

Disapproval

Lytic pars defect. lateral epicondylitis. Possible
surgical candidate; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 2012; There has been
Radiology Services treatment or conservative therapy.; back pain
Denied Not
that radiates into the bilateral legs and gluteal
Medically
area; physical therapy and several steroid
Necessary
injections, medication

1

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

Orthopedics

Disapproval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

Orthopedics

Disapproval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

Orthopedics

Disapproval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient does not have a history of severe low
Radiology Services back trauma or lumbar injury.; This is a
Denied Not
preoperative or recent post-operative
Medically
evaluation.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
Necessary
CT
This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient does not have a history of severe low
back trauma or lumbar injury.; This is not a
preoperative or recent postoperative
evaluation.; This study is not part of a
myelogram or discogram.; The patient is not
experiencing symptoms of radiculopathy for six
weeks or more.; There is no neurologic
symptoms of bowel or urinary bladder
Radiology Services dysfunction.; There is no suspicion of lumbar
Denied Not
spine infection.; There is no suspicion of lumbar
Medically
spine neoplasm or tumor or metastasis.; Yes
Necessary
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
Radiology Services This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
Denied Not
patient has a history of severe low back trauma
Medically
or lumbar injury.; Yes this is a request for a
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

2

1

2

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Disapproval

Disapproval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

X-ray of lumbar spine obtained today shows
that she has implants from L1-2 extending down
to the iliac. She has a broken R iliac screw. she
has interbody graft at L5-S1.. &#x0D; &#x0D;
Questionable L5-S1 pseudoarthrosis. Left
buttock and groin pain, possibly SI ; This study is
being ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 2/2015; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Severe low
Radiology Services back pain with radiculopathy to the hips and left
Denied Not
leg; Patient has had several spine surgeries,
Medically
therapy, medications and injections over the
Necessary
years

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back
pain; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
Radiology Services weakness.; Document exam findings; The
Denied Not
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
Medically
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; There is not xray evidence of a recent cervical spine fracture.
Necessary

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back
pain; The patient does not have new or
Radiology Services changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; The
Denied Not
patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The
patient has not seen the doctor more then once
Medically
Necessary
for these symptoms.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Radiology Services Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; It is not known
Denied Not
if there has been any treatment or conservative
Medically
therapy.; &lt; Describe primary symptoms here or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;
Necessary

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; 10
Radiology Services years ago; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Pt has numbness/
Denied Not
swelling and popping of shoulder joint/ tingling;
Medically
Pt has had some testing previously
Necessary

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute
or Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
Radiology Services symptoms.; There is weakness.; ; The patient
Denied Not
does not have new signs or symptoms of
Medically
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; There is not xNecessary
ray evidence of a recent cervical spine fracture.

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute
or Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; Document This
radiates from the right side of her neck to the
trapezius and to the anterior and lateral aspects
of her shoulder along the axillary area down to
her index and long finger. This is classic for a CRadiology Services 7 radiculopathy. exam findings; The patient
does not have new signs or symptoms of
Denied Not
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; There is not xMedically
ray evidence of a recent cervical spine fracture.
Necessary

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute
or Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient
does not have new or changing neurologic signs
or symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
Radiology Services over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
Denied Not
more then once for these symptoms.; The
Medically
physician has not directed conservative
Necessary
treatment for the past 6 weeks.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute
Radiology Services or Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient
Denied Not
does not have new or changing neurologic signs
Medically
or symptoms.; The patient has NOT had back
Necessary
pain for over 4 weeks.

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is no weakness or reflex abnormality.;
Radiology Services The patient does not have new signs or
Denied Not
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.;
Medically
There is not x-ray evidence of a recent cervical
Necessary
spine fracture.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 2 months ago; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; evaluation
of numbness tingling right upper extremity and
right shoulder pain. Approximately 2 months
Radiology Services ago this man states that he went to bed and
Denied Not
woke up with paresthesias numbness in his right
Medically
arm. He has had pain since that time. He has
Necessary
gone to his c; Chiropractor and antiinflamitories

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

cervical radiculopathy, advanced degenerative
changes an anterior osteo c45, c56 and c67 with
loss of cervical lordosis; This is a request for
cervical spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck
and/or back pain; The patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There
Radiology Services is no weakness or reflex abnormality.; The
Denied Not
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
Medically
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; There is not xNecessary
ray evidence of a recent cervical spine fracture.

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Cervical Spine: near FROM. No pain with ROM.
No radiculopathy with ROM or axial loading Xray: 2 views of neck show loss of lordosis curve.
Assessment: RIGHT shoulder pain secondary to
stenosis, an old Acronic AC injury, and DDD at cspine.; This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Acute or Chronic neck and/or back pain; The
patient does not have new or changing
Radiology Services neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
Denied Not
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
Medically
not seen the doctor more then once for these
Necessary
symptoms.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

c-spine pain with left cervical radiculopathy. left
shoulder pain and arm weakness. negative mri
of shoulder. failed conservative treatment.
numbness and weakness in left upper
extremity; This is a request for cervical spine
MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; c-spine pain with left cervical
radiculopathy. left shoulder pain and arm
weakness. negative mri of shoulder. failed
conservative treatment. numbness and
Radiology Services weakness in left upper extremity; The patient
Denied Not
does not have new signs or symptoms of
Medically
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; There is not xNecessary
ray evidence of a recent cervical spine fracture.

1

Orthopedics

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

c-spine pain with right cervical radiculopathy
following trauma. patient has failed
conservative treatment. patient has significant
right arm pain and weakness. suspected cervical
disc protrusion; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; Neurological deficits; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; c-spine pain
with right cervical radiculopathy following
trauma. patient has failed conservative
treatment. patient has significant right arm pain
and weakness. suspected cervical disc
Radiology Services protrusion; The patient does not have new signs
Denied Not
or symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.;
Medically
There is not x-ray evidence of a recent cervical
Necessary
spine fracture.

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Enter answer here - or Type In&#x0D;
Billingsley comes in today for evaluation of his
neck and left upper extremity. The patient is
complaining of pain and stiffness within his neck
and also is complaining of numbness in his small
finger and ring finger to hi; This is a request for
cervical spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck
and/or back pain; The patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There
Radiology Services is no weakness or reflex abnormality.; The
Denied Not
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
Medically
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; There is not xNecessary
ray evidence of a recent cervical spine fracture.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Injured playing basketball, hurt R shoulder,
taking him to surgery Monday, neck issues,
numbness, weakness, pain going down his arm,
limited activities and pain medications; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or Chronic
neck and/or back pain; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
Radiology Services There is weakness.; Unknown; The patient does
Denied Not
not have new signs or symptoms of bladder or
Medically
bowel dysfunction.; There is not x-ray evidence
of a recent cervical spine fracture.
Necessary

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

neck pain w left arm pain, numbness in lt hand;
This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is no weakness or reflex abnormality.;
Radiology Services The patient does not have new signs or
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.;
Denied Not
There is not x-ray evidence of a recent cervical
Medically
Necessary
spine fracture.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

neck pain worsen after PT, medication; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or Chronic
Radiology Services neck and/or back pain; The patient does not
Denied Not
have new or changing neurologic signs or
Medically
symptoms.; The patient has NOT had back pain
Necessary
for over 4 weeks.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

patient has a previous fusion.; This study is
being ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Radiology Services vascular disease.; 11/2/15; There has been
Denied Not
treatment or conservative therapy.; pain with
Medically
radiating symptoms; medication, and steroid
injection
Necessary

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient has been in Physical Therapy for 4
weeks with no improvement; This is a request
for cervical spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck
and/or back pain; The patient does not have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
The patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.;
The patient has seen the doctor more then once
for these symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has not completed 6 weeks of
physical therapy?; The patient has been treated
with medication.; other medications as listed.;
Radiology Services The patient has not completed 6 weeks or more
Denied Not
of Chiropractic care.; The physician has not
Medically
directed a home exercise program for at least 6
weeks.; ibuprofen&#x0D; Muscle Relaxer
Necessary

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

pt been treated for carpal tunnel but left hand
nyumbness continues. r/o cervical pathology
due to continued pain; This is a request for
cervical spine MRI; Neurological deficits; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is no weakness or
Radiology Services reflex abnormality.; The patient does not have
new signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
Denied Not
Medically
dysfunction.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
Necessary
recent cervical spine fracture.

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Stephanie Maestas 01-12-80
04-1317&#x0D; SUBJECTIVE: Stephanie Maestas is a
37-year-old female who presents to the clinic as
a self-referral with regards to acute-on-chronic
neck pain with intermittent left upper extremity
numbness, mainly originating; This study is
being ordered for trauma or injury.; 2008; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.; ;
xrays show lumbar and cervical lordosis,
physical therapy, chiropractic adjustments,
Radiology Services NSAIDS like Aleve, Pain Meds like Tramadol and
Denied Not
Hydrocdone, physical therapy has failed and is
Medically
now contraindicated because Physical therapy
Necessary
makes her symptoms worse.She

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient has failed a course of antiinflammatory medication or steroids.; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; There has been a
supervised trial of conservative management
for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or Chronic neck
Radiology Services and/or back pain; No, the patient does not
Denied Not
demonstrate neurological deficits.; No, this
Medically
patient did not have a recent course of
supervised physical Therapy.
Necessary

2

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient has not failed a course of antiinflammatory medication or steroids.; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; It is not known if
there has been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least six weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; No, the patient
does not demonstrate neurological deficits.; It is
not known if this patient had a recent course of
Radiology Services supervised physical Therapy.; No, the patient
Denied Not
did not have six weeks of Chiropractic care
Medically
related to this episode.; &lt;Enter Additional
Necessary
Clinical Information&gt;

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The Pt has continued left shoulder and neck
pain, pain and weakness on exam. Pt
completed PT. Pt is unable to lift over 25 lbs
due to pain. weakness w flexion and abduction
due to pain. decreased sensation to light touch
in lateral shoulder and thumb.; This is a request
for cervical spine MRI; Neurological deficits; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is weakness.; The Pt
Radiology Services has weakness in left upper extremithy; The
Denied Not
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
Medically
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; There is not xray evidence of a recent cervical spine fracture.
Necessary

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Radiology Services Chronic neck and/or back pain; Yes, the patient
demonstrate neurological deficits.; yes, there is
Denied Not
a documented evidence of extremity weakness
Medically
Necessary
on physical examination.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Neurological deficits; Patient is in Physical
Therapy for Neck and shoulder. Pain with
Looking to the right. Patient is taking Mobic.;
No, the patient is not experiencing or presenting
new symptoms of upper extremity weakness?;
No, the patient is not demonstrating unilateral
muscle wasting.; No, the patient is not
experiencing or presenting new symptoms of
Bowel or bladder dysfunction.; No, the patient is
Radiology Services not experiencing new onset of parathesia
Denied Not
diagnosed by a neurologist; No, the patient is
Medically
not experiencing or presenting x-ray evidence of
a recent fracture.
Necessary

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Neurological deficits; Positive pain at night.
Positive numbness and tingling to the forearm.
Patient points posterior up to the neck as the
area which is most painful.; No, the patient is
not experiencing or presenting new symptoms
of upper extremity weakness?; No, the patient
is not demonstrating unilateral muscle wasting.;
No, the patient is not experiencing or presenting
new symptoms of Bowel or bladder
dysfunction.; No, the patient is not experiencing
Radiology Services new onset of parathesia diagnosed by a
Denied Not
neurologist; No, the patient is not experiencing
Medically
or presenting x-ray evidence of a recent
Necessary
fracture.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; None of
the above; New onset pain from cervical spine
not improved by injection.; No, the patient is
not experiencing or presenting new symptoms
of upper extremity weakness?; No, the patient
is not demonstrating unilateral muscle wasting.;
No, the patient is not experiencing or presenting
new symptoms of Bowel or bladder
dysfunction.; No, the patient is not experiencing
Radiology Services new onset of parathesia diagnosed by a
Denied Not
neurologist; No, the patient is not experiencing
Medically
or presenting x-ray evidence of a recent
Necessary
fracture.

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Radiology Services Chronic neck and/or back pain; It is not known if
Denied Not
the patient demonstrate neurological deficits.;
Medically
Yes, this patient had a recent course of
Necessary
supervised physical Therapy.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Radiology Services Chronic neck and/or back pain; No, the patient
Denied Not
does not demonstrate neurological deficits.;
Medically
Yes, this patient had a recent course of
Necessary
supervised physical Therapy.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; Yes, the patient
demonstrate neurological deficits.; No, there is
not a documented evidence of extremity
Radiology Services weakness on physical examination.; No, there is
Denied Not
no evidence of recent development of unilateral
Medically
muscle wasting.; Yes, this patient had a recent
Necessary
course of supervised physical Therapy.

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has not been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; Yes, the patient
demonstrate neurological deficits.; No, there is
not a documented evidence of extremity
Radiology Services weakness on physical examination.; No, there is
Denied Not
no evidence of recent development of unilateral
Medically
muscle wasting.; radiculopathy with radiating
Necessary
pain to shoulder
unknown; This study is being ordered for
trauma or injury.; 09/2016; There has been
Radiology Services treatment or conservative therapy.; patient is
Denied Not
having numbering and tinling in right arm and
Medically
neck pain, twitch in neck.; chiropractic care,
Necessary
medication.

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

very limited rom neck with bilateral numbness
/tingling radiating down bilateral hands to all
fingers- neck xrays shows djd and ddd; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or Chronic
neck and/or back pain; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is weakness.; Bilateral upper extremity
Radiology Services weakness numbness and tingling; The patient
Denied Not
does not have new signs or symptoms of
Medically
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; There is not xray evidence of a recent cervical spine fracture.
Necessary

Disapproval

1

1

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Disapproval

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; There
has been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; The study is
being ordered due to chronic back pain or
suspected degenerative disease.; The patient is
experiencing sensory abnormalities such as
numbness or tingling.; The patient is not
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services experiencing or presenting symptoms of
abnormal gait, lower extremity weakness,
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
asymmetric reflexes, fracture, radiculopathy or
bowel or bladder dysfunction.
CONTRAST
Necessary

1

Disapproval

The patient does not have any neurological
deficits.; This is a request for a thoracic spine
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services MRI.; There has been a supervised trial of
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
conservative management for at least 6 weeks.;
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
The study is being ordered due to chronic back
CONTRAST
Necessary
pain or suspected degenerative disease.

4

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; unstated; The patient does not have
Radiology Services new signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
Denied Not
Medically
foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
Necessary
recent lumbar fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
Radiology Services No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Denied Not
Lumbar Spine MRI.; It is unknown if the patient
Medically
has acute or chronic back pain.; This procedure
Necessary
is being requested for None of the above
&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
Radiology Services No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Denied Not
Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
Medically
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
Necessary
above

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; It is not known if
the patient does have new or changing
Radiology Services neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
Denied Not
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; It is not know if
Medically
the patient has seen the doctor more then once
for these symptoms.
Necessary

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is no weakness or reflex
abnormality.; The patient does not have new
Radiology Services signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
Denied Not
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
Medically
foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent lumbar fracture.
Necessary

2

Disapproval

Disapproval

2

2

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; ; The patient
Radiology Services does not have new signs or symptoms of
Denied Not
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; It is not known if
the patient has a new foot drop.; There is not xMedically
Necessary
ray evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; ; The patient
Radiology Services does not have new signs or symptoms of
Denied Not
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
Medically
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
Necessary
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
Radiology Services not have new or changing neurologic signs or
Denied Not
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
Medically
over 4 weeks.; The patient has not seen the
Necessary
doctor more then once for these symptoms.

1

Orthopedics

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has not
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?; The
patient has been treated with medication.; The
patient was treated with oral analgesics.; The
patient has not completed 6 weeks or more of
Chiropractic care.; The physician has directed a
Radiology Services home exercise program for at least 6 weeks.;
Denied Not
The home treatment did include exercise,
Medically
prescription medication and follow-up office
Necessary
visits.; Minimal relief for 1mth

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has not
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?; The
patient has been treated with medication.; The
patient was treated with oral analgesics.; The
Radiology Services patient has not completed 6 weeks or more of
Denied Not
Chiropractic care.; The physician has not
Medically
directed a home exercise program for at least 6
Necessary
weeks.

2

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
It is not known if there is weakness or reflex
abnormality.; The patient does not have new
Radiology Services signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
Denied Not
dysfunction.; It is not known if the patient has a
Medically
new foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent lumbar fracture.
Necessary

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is reflex abnormality.; The patient does
Radiology Services not have new signs or symptoms of bladder or
Denied Not
bowel dysfunction.; The patient does not have a
Medically
new foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
Necessary
recent lumbar fracture.;

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is weakness.; ; The patient does not have
Radiology Services new signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
Denied Not
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
Medically
foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
Necessary
recent lumbar fracture.

1

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is weakness.; Reflexes are absent knee
and ankle. Motor- EHL,FHL, quads, and hams
are 4+/5.; The patient does not have new signs
Radiology Services or symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.;
The patient does not have a new foot drop.;
Denied Not
Medically
There is not x-ray evidence of a recent lumbar
fracture.
Necessary
Radiology Services
Denied Not
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Medically
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
Necessary
patient has none of the above

1

2

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

2 views of the lumbar spine show a slight loss
of lumbar lordosis; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Neurological deficits; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is weakness.;
Strength is appropriate across the hip given the
discomfort.&#x0D; Lumbar spine exam: Straight
leg raise is positive.; The patient does not have
Radiology Services new signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
Denied Not
foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
Medically
recent lumbar fracture.
Necessary

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Attaching Clinicals.; The study requested is a
Radiology Services Lumbar Spine MRI.; Trauma or recent injury;
Denied Not
The patient does not have new or changing
Medically
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
Necessary
NOT had back pain for over 4 weeks.

1

Orthopedics

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

DR WANTS TO EVAL TO SEE IF ANY NEW ISSUES
WITH PREV BACK SURGERY; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; The patient does not have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
The patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.;
The patient has seen the doctor more then once
for these symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; It
is not known if the patient has completed 6
weeks of physical therapy?; The patient has
been treated with medication.; The patient was
treated with oral analgesics.; It is not known if
the patient has completed 6 weeks or more of
Chiropractic care.; The physician has directed a
home exercise program for at least 6 weeks.;
The home treatment did include exercise,
prescription medication and follow-up office
Radiology Services visits.; PATIENT HAS HAD TO CHANGE SOME OF
Denied Not
ADL'S DUE TO CONSTANT PAIN, USES NSAIDS,
Medically
RADICULOPATHY, HAS HAD PREVIOUS LUMBAR
Necessary
FUSION. STILL IN PAIN, NO RELIEVING FACTORS

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Enter answer here - or Type In UnknMr. Lagios
comes in today for evaluation of of his hip and
back. The patient is complaining of pain. He
reports pain in his back going into his groin
down into his leg, feels like there is swelling
within his leg. The; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
Radiology Services injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
Denied Not
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; ; There
Medically
Necessary
has been treatment or conservative therapy.; ;

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

further evaluation; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; Further evaluation; has had pain for
3 years; PT, rest, exercise ... nothing has helped;
Radiology Services The patient does not have new signs or
Denied Not
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The
Medically
patient does not have a new foot drop.; There is
Necessary
not x-ray evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

His biggest problem today is recurrent low back
pain for which he has had lumbar epidural
steroid injections in the past. I am going to refer
him for lumbar epidural steroid injection with
Dr. Lovett, refill his Vicodin. Return two weeks.;
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; It is not known if there is weakness
or reflex abnormality.; The patient does not
Radiology Services have new signs or symptoms of bladder or
Denied Not
bowel dysfunction.; The patient does not have a
Medically
new foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
Necessary
recent lumbar fracture.
Radiology Services I WILL FAX THE CLINICALS TO YOU.; The study
Denied Not
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient
Medically
has acute or chronic back pain.; The patient has
Necessary
none of the above

1

1

Orthopedics

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

IMPRESSION:&#x0D; Lumbar degenerative disc
disease&#x0D; Transient bilateral lower
extremity radiculopathy&#x0D; &#x0D;
PLAN:&#x0D; The x-ray and exam findings were
reviewed with the patient and his wife. Options
were discussed. A prescription for physical
therapy was given for ; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Neurological deficits; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is reflex
abnormality.; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent lumbar fracture.; FOCUSED EXAM:
Lumbar Spine Exam:&#x0D; &#x0D;
Observation:&#x0D; Normal gait and
station&#x0D; Palpation:&#x0D; &#x0D;
Spinal process:&#x0D; TTP bilateral lumbar
Radiology Services facet throughout the L3-L5 distribution with L4Denied Not
L5 the most tender&#x0D; Paraspinous
Medically
muscles:&#x0D; No tenderness &#x0D;
Necessary
Skin:&#x0D; intact

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Injuried on 5/8/2017 pain worsening- Steriods
and pain MEDS done no improvement- Pain
radiating down both buttocks- pain with straight
leg raises- tender to palpations R side mid line
and lower back; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; It is not known if
there is weakness or reflex abnormality.; The
Radiology Services patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
Denied Not
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
Medically
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
Necessary
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

low back pain with lumbar tenderness. lumbar
region radiculopathy. right leg weakness.
patient has failed all conservative treatment;
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; low back pain
with right lumbar region radiculopathy. right leg
weakness. patient has failed conservative
treatment; The patient does not have new signs
Radiology Services or symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.;
Denied Not
The patient does not have a new foot drop.;
Medically
There is not x-ray evidence of a recent lumbar
Necessary
fracture.

1

Orthopedics

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Ms. Neal reports several months of
axial/nonradicular axial back pain which she
rates as a 10 out of 10. She has not previously
undergone conservative management with
physical therapy, chiropractic care, or targeted
spine injections in the past. She does ; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; It is not known if the patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has not
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?; The
patient has been treated with medication.;
other medications as listed.; It is not known if
the patient has completed 6 weeks or more of
Radiology Services Chiropractic care.; It is not known if the
Denied Not
physician has directed a home exercise program
Medically
for at least 6 weeks.; hydrALAZINE &#x0D;
Necessary
levothyroxine

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Ms. Rush is a 56-year-old female seen today for
followup on her left knee manipulation and left
greater trochanteric bursitis. Her date of
manipulation was 3/24/17. She has reached 130
degrees of flexion one time in therapy. She is at
Radiology Services 1 degree extension. ; The study requested is a
Denied Not
Lumbar Spine MRI.; It is unknown if the patient
Medically
has acute or chronic back pain.; This procedure
Necessary
is being requested for None of the above

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

n/a; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is reflex abnormality.; The
Radiology Services patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
Denied Not
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
Medically
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
Necessary
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.; n/a

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

None.; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient
does not have new or changing neurologic signs
or symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has not
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?; The
patient has been treated with medication.;
other medications as listed.; The patient has not
completed 6 weeks or more of Chiropractic
Radiology Services care.; The physician has not directed a home
Denied Not
exercise program for at least 6 weeks.;
Medically
Hydrocodone, Meloxicam, Tizanidane,
Necessary
Tramadol.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

none; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient
Radiology Services does not have new or changing neurologic signs
Denied Not
or symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
Medically
over 4 weeks.; The patient has not seen the
doctor more then once for these symptoms.
Necessary

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

patient has a previous fusion.; This study is
being ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Radiology Services vascular disease.; 11/2/15; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; pain with
Denied Not
radiating symptoms; medication, and steroid
Medically
Necessary
injection

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient has grade 1 spinal listhesis of the L4-5;
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is reflex abnormality.; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
Radiology Services bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
Denied Not
Medically
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.; Positive
straight leg raise
Necessary

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient was bucked off of a horse on
06/17/2017! Landed on her back and right hip.
Seen in ER in Paris, AR. CT scans done of her
head, cervical spine, chest, abdomen, and
pelvis. Patient is taking Cyclobenzaprine and
Radiology Services Ibuprofen. In wheelchair. Severe low b; The
Denied Not
study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The
Medically
patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has none of the above
Necessary

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Pt has had several surgeries on her spine. X-ray
shows she has implants from L1-2 extending
down to the iliac. She has a broken right iliac
screw. she has interbody graft at L5-S1; The
study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute
or Chronic back pain; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
It is not known if there is weakness or reflex
abnormality.; The patient does not have new
Radiology Services signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
Denied Not
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
Medically
foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
Necessary
recent lumbar fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

radiculopathy; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
patient does not have new or changing
Radiology Services neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
Denied Not
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
Medically
not seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.
Necessary

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Rule out a herniated disk low back. Started with
pain approximately 2 weeks ago with moving
tile. Has been seeing chiropractor for
adjustments. Increased low back pain Sunday
and couldn't lay down.Had to go to emergency
room on Monday, 04/24/17 due to int; The
study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute
Radiology Services or Chronic back pain; The patient does not have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
Denied Not
The patient has NOT had back pain for over 4
Medically
weeks.
Necessary

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Stephanie Maestas 01-12-80
04-1317&#x0D; SUBJECTIVE: Stephanie Maestas is a
37-year-old female who presents to the clinic as
a self-referral with regards to acute-on-chronic
neck pain with intermittent left upper extremity
numbness, mainly originating; This study is
being ordered for trauma or injury.; 2008; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.; ;
xrays show lumbar and cervical lordosis,
physical therapy, chiropractic adjustments,
Radiology Services NSAIDS like Aleve, Pain Meds like Tramadol and
Hydrocdone, physical therapy has failed and is
Denied Not
now contraindicated because Physical therapy
Medically
makes her symptoms worse.She
Necessary

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

the patient pain has worsened over the last
year with no relief from therapy or a
chiropractor. Patient has also tried steroids,
Toradol , muscle relaxers as well as pain meds.
the pain radiates to bilateral lower extremities
with some weakness.; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
above
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has 6 weeks of completed conservative
care in the past 3 months or had a spine
injection
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has an Abnormal nerve study involving
the lumbar spine
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has an Abnormal x-ray indicating a
significant abnormality

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary
Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary
Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary
Radiology Services
Denied Not
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Medically
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
Necessary
patient has Neurological deficit(s)

1

2

1

1

4

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This patient is new here. She is 62 years of age
and has a long history of bilateral hip pain. She
says the pain is in the lateral posterior aspect of
her hips and she has been treated over the
years by Dr. Kilgore with injections. She has not
had one ; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is no weakness or reflex
abnormality.; The patient does not have new
Radiology Services signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
Denied Not
dysfunction.; It is not known if the patient has a
Medically
new foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
Necessary
recent lumbar fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

To determine if patient is a Canidate for surgery
or injections; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
patient does not have new or changing
Radiology Services neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
Denied Not
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; It is not know if
Medically
the patient has seen the doctor more then once
Necessary
for these symptoms.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

To evaluate for back pain; The study requested
is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back
pain; The patient does not have new or
Radiology Services changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; The
Denied Not
patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The
Medically
patient has not seen the doctor more then once
Necessary
for these symptoms.

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Unknown; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
patient does not have new or changing
Radiology Services neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
Denied Not
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
not seen the doctor more then once for these
Medically
Necessary
symptoms.

1

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

1

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

Unknown; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; It is unknown if the patient has
acute or chronic back pain.; This procedure is
being requested for None of the above
unknown; This study is being ordered for
trauma or injury.; 09/2016; There has been
Radiology Services treatment or conservative therapy.; patient is
Denied Not
having numbering and tinling in right arm and
Medically
neck pain, twitch in neck.; chiropractic care,
medication.
Necessary

1

Orthopedics

Disapproval

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Orthopedics

Disapproval

72196 MRI PELVIS

X-ray of lumbar spine obtained today shows
that she has implants from L1-2 extending down
to the iliac. She has a broken R iliac screw. she
has interbody graft at L5-S1.. &#x0D; &#x0D;
Questionable L5-S1 pseudoarthrosis. Left
buttock and groin pain, possibly SI ; This study is
being ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 2/2015; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Severe low
Radiology Services back pain with radiculopathy to the hips and left
Denied Not
leg; Patient has had several spine surgeries,
Medically
therapy, medications and injections over the
Necessary
years
Radiology Services
Denied Not
; This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The request
Medically
is not for any of the listed indications.

1

2

Orthopedics

Disapproval

72196 MRI PELVIS

Orthopedics

Disapproval

72196 MRI PELVIS

Orthopedics

Disapproval

72196 MRI PELVIS

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 6 months; There has not been
any treatment or conservative therapy.; The
patient reports the hip pain is worse with
weight bearing and is worse after period of
Radiology Services inactivity,walking long distances. Associated
symptoms: pain in the groin. Aggravating
Denied Not
symptoms include: any weight bearing,
Medically
inactivity and walking.
Necessary
Radiology Services R/O labral or muscle tear or stress fx; This is a
Denied Not
request for a Pelvis MRI.; The request is not for
Medically
any of the listed indications.
Radiology Services
Denied Not
This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The request
Medically
is for pelvic trauma or injury.

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 2013 hip 1/1/2017
shoulder; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; hip - having decrease
range of motion positive impingement
shoulder - decrease range of motion positive
Radiology Services relocation test, pain on the effective side when
Denied Not
sleeping; hip - had prior surgery for the hip in
Medically
2015 anti inflammatory , home excersie also
Necessary
for the shoulder

Orthopedics

Disapproval

1

1

1

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Disapproval

Disapproval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

; The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The
Radiology Services pain is from an old injury.; The request is for
Denied Not
shoulder pain.; It is not known if the physician
Medically
has directed conservative treatment for the
Necessary
past 6 weeks.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 2 months ago; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; evaluation
of numbness tingling right upper extremity and
right shoulder pain. Approximately 2 months
Radiology Services ago this man states that he went to bed and
Denied Not
woke up with paresthesias numbness in his right
Medically
arm. He has had pain since that time. He has
gone to his c; Chiropractor and antiinflamitories
Necessary

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; Initial onset of knee was
approximately 2 years ago and the shoulder
pain has been ongoing for 1 year; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; knee
pain, instability, weakness, shoulder pain,
limited range of motion , arm pain, and arm
weakness; patient has been treated with oral
Radiology Services Nsaids since November 7, 2016 and had a
Denied Not
steroid injection by his primary care physician in
Medically
October of 2016. Patient has tried activity
Necessary
modification, rest, elevation

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Radiology Services or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Denied Not
vascular disease.; Unknown; It is not known if
Medically
there has been any treatment or conservative
Necessary
therapy.; pain

2

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

Dog bite in elbow; The study is not requested
for any of the standard indications for Knee
MRI; This is a request for an elbow MRI; It is not
know if the study is requested for evaluation of
elbow pain

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Disapproval

Disapproval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Left shoulder pain after injury, rule out rotator
cuff tear.; The requested study is a Shoulder
MRI.; The pain is from a recent injury.; It is not
Radiology Services know if surgery or arthrscopy is scheduled in the
Denied Not
next 4 weeks.; The request is for shoulder pain.;
Medically
There is a suspicion of tendon, ligament, rotator
Necessary
cuff injury or labral tear.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

left shoulder pain with limited range of motion.
suspected rotator cuff tear. patient suffered a
fall 3/18/17. failed all conservative treatment
including activity modifications and NSAID's.
pain is worsening with radiating down her arm.
Also complains of; The requested study is a
Shoulder MRI.; The pain is from a recent injury.;
Radiology Services Surgery or arthrscopy is not scheduled in the
Denied Not
next 4 weeks.; The request is for shoulder pain.;
Medically
There is a suspicion of tendon, ligament, rotator
cuff injury or labral tear.
Necessary

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Disapproval

Disapproval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Left shoulder pain, rule out rotator cuff tear;
The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The
pain is described as chronic; The request is for
shoulder pain.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; It
is not known if the patient has completed 6
weeks of physical therapy?; The patient has
been treated with medication.; It is not known if
the patient has completed 6 weeks or more of
Chiropractic care.; It is not known if the
Radiology Services physician has directed a home exercise program
Denied Not
for at least 6 weeks.; Aspirin; The patient
Medically
recevied medication other than joint
Necessary
injections(s) or oral analgesics.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Patient is currently taking Meloxicam but states
it does not help. Patient is Allergic to
Cortisone.&#x0D; X-ray: Outside: 3 views LEFT
shoulder with No Glenohumeral arthritis,
Moderate AC joint arthritis, and a Type 2
acromion. No obvious masses. No fracture; The
requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The pain is
from a recent injury.; It is not know if surgery or
Radiology Services arthrscopy is scheduled in the next 4 weeks.;
The request is for shoulder pain.; There is a
Denied Not
Medically
suspicion of tendon, ligament, rotator cuff
injury or labral tear.
Necessary

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Disapproval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Disapproval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

sharp stabbing pain, stiffness and swelling; The
requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The pain is
from a recent injury.; Surgery or arthrscopy is
Radiology Services not scheduled in the next 4 weeks.; The request
Denied Not
is for shoulder pain.; There is a suspicion of
Medically
tendon, ligament, rotator cuff injury or labral
Necessary
tear.
The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The
pain is from a recent injury.; Surgery or
Radiology Services arthrscopy is scheduled in the next 4 weeks.;
Denied Not
The request is for shoulder pain.; There is a
Medically
suspicion of tendon, ligament, rotator cuff
Necessary
injury or labral tear.

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There has has been a history of
significant trauma, dislocation or injury to the
joint within the past 6 weeks.; The patient does
Radiology Services not have an abnormal plain film study of the
joint.; The patient has been treated with and
Denied Not
Medically
failed a course of four weeks of supervised
physical therapy.
Necessary

Disapproval

1

1

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This patient is seen today for their intitial
evaluation of stiffness pain of the left shoulder.
Patient also notes paresthesias of his left hand.
Have explained to this gentleman and his
brother that I think he might benefit from
arthroscopic capsular r; The requested study is a
Radiology Services Shoulder MRI.; The pain is described as chronic;
Denied Not
The request is for shoulder pain.; The physician
Medically
has not directed conservative treatment for the
Necessary
past 6 weeks.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This young lady fell at home four days ago,
when she fell off her bed sustained recurrent
injury to the left wrist. She had a sprain several
months ago that took a long time to heal. She
was x-rayed today and no osseous
abnormalities noted. I reviewed the; The pain is
from a recent injury.; Surgery or arthrscopy is
Radiology Services not scheduled in the next 4 weeks.; There is a
Denied Not
suspicion of tendon or ligament injury.; This
Medically
request is for a wrist MRI.; This study is
requested for evalutation of wrist pain.
Necessary

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Unknown; The requested study is a Shoulder
Radiology Services MRI.; The pain is from an old injury.; The
Denied Not
request is for shoulder pain.; It is not known if
Medically
the physician has directed conservative
Necessary
treatment for the past 6 weeks.

1

Orthopedics

Disapproval

Orthopedics

Disapproval

Orthopedics

Disapproval

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY
73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

I recommend a 3.0T MRI of LT knee with and
without contrast at BRMC and refer to Dr. Cory
Montgomery. I have discussed this patient with
Dr. Cory Montgomery. We would also like to
get a CT scan without contrast to better
evaluate the mass.&#x0D; X-ray: 4 vie; This
study is being ordered for a metastatic disease.;
There are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of
Radiology Services the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI,
CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Denied Not
Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is not
Medically
a hematologist/ oncologist.
Necessary
Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a Knee
MRI.; The study is requested for knee pain.; The
pain is described as chronic; The physician has
directed conservative treatment for the past 6
weeks.; The patient has not completed 6 weeks
of physical therapy?; It is not known if the
patient has been treated with medication.; It is
Radiology Services not known if the patient has completed 6 weeks
or more of Chiropractic care.; It is not known if
Denied Not
Medically
the physician has directed a home exercise
program for at least 6 weeks.
Necessary

1

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a Knee
MRI.; The study is requested for knee pain.; The
pain is described as chronic; The physician has
directed conservative treatment for the past 6
weeks.; The patient has not completed 6 weeks
of physical therapy?; The patient has been
treated with medication.; The patient has not
completed 6 weeks or more of Chiropractic
care.; The physician has directed a home
exercise program for at least 6 weeks.; The
Radiology Services home treatment did include exercise,
Denied Not
prescription medication and follow-up office
Medically
visits.; not better; The patient received oral
Necessary
analgesics.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a Knee
Radiology Services MRI.; The study is requested for knee pain.; The
Denied Not
pain is described as chronic; The physician has
Medically
not directed conservative treatment for the
Necessary
past 6 weeks.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 02/06/2017; There has
Radiology Services been treatment or conservative therapy.; right
Denied Not
ankle pain hurt playing sports swelling / issue 2
Medically
months prior / tenderness / limited rom and
Necessary
pain /; boot /

2

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Radiology Services ; This is a request for a foot MRI.; The study is
Denied Not
being ordered forfoot pain.; The study is being
Medically
ordered for acute pain.

; This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The study is
requested for knee pain.; The pain is from a
recent injury.; It is not known if there is a
Radiology Services suspected meniscus, tendon, or ligament
Denied Not
injury.; Surgery or arthrscopy is not scheduled in
Medically
the next 4 weeks.; There is not a suspicion of
Necessary
fracture not adequately determined by x-ray.
; This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The study is
requested for knee pain.; The pain is from a
Radiology Services recent injury.; There is a suspicion of a
Denied Not
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury.; Surgery
Medically
or arthrscopy is not scheduled in the next 4
Necessary
weeks.

1

1

2

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Disapproval

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; Initial onset of knee was
approximately 2 years ago and the shoulder
pain has been ongoing for 1 year; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; knee
pain, instability, weakness, shoulder pain,
limited range of motion , arm pain, and arm
weakness; patient has been treated with oral
Radiology Services Nsaids since November 7, 2016 and had a
Denied Not
steroid injection by his primary care physician in
Medically
October of 2016. Patient has tried activity
Necessary
modification, rest, elevation

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

25-year-old phlebotomist and native of Illinois
relates spontaneous swelling of her right knee
about a month ago. She's had a bit of night pain
and limping and some giving way. Exam shows
2+ effusion right knee. Feels an occasional
catching sensation in t; This is a request for a
Knee MRI.; The study is requested for knee
Radiology Services pain.; The pain is from a recent injury.; There is
Denied Not
a suspicion of a meniscus, tendon, or ligament
Medically
injury.; Surgery or arthrscopy is not scheduled in
the next 4 weeks.
Necessary

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Disapproval

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

3 view standing right foot x-ray was ordered,
obtained, and interpreted. Findings reveal no
fractures or dislocations. Joint spaces appear to
maintained. There is mild ankle joint space
narrowing anteriorly.Right sesamoiditis and mild
cavus foot; This is a request for a foot MRI.; The
Radiology Services study is being ordered forfoot pain.; The study is
Denied Not
being ordered for chronic pain.; The patient has
Medically
had foot pain for over 4 weeks.; No treatments
Necessary
are underway or completed.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

evaluate cartilage on posterior patella&#x0D;
Patient is a possible candidate for left knee
arthroscopy with chondroplasty and possible
lateral release depending on MRI results.&#x0D;
&#x0D; Lateral tilt and alignment of the patella
on sunrise view.; This is a request for a Knee
MRI.; The study is requested for knee pain.; The
pain is from an old injury.; The physician has
directed conservative treatment for the past 6
weeks.; The patient has not completed 6 weeks
of physical therapy?; The patient has been
treated with medication.; The patient has not
completed 6 weeks or more of Chiropractic
Radiology Services care.; The physician has not directed a home
Denied Not
exercise program for at least 6 weeks.;
Medically
Naproxen; The patient recevied medication
Necessary
other than joint injections(s) or oral analgesics.

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

failed PT; meds;; This is a request for a Knee
MRI.; The study is requested for knee pain.; The
pain is described as chronic; The physician has
directed conservative treatment for the past 6
weeks.; The patient has not completed 6 weeks
of physical therapy?; The patient has been
treated with medication.; The patient has not
Radiology Services completed 6 weeks or more of Chiropractic
care.; The physician has not directed a home
Denied Not
exercise program for at least 6 weeks.; The
Medically
Necessary
patient received oral analgesics.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

I recommend a 3.0T MRI of LT knee with and
without contrast at BRMC and refer to Dr. Cory
Montgomery. I have discussed this patient with
Dr. Cory Montgomery. We would also like to
get a CT scan without contrast to better
evaluate the mass.&#x0D; X-ray: 4 vie; This
study is being ordered for a metastatic disease.;
There are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of
Radiology Services the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI,
CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Denied Not
Medically
Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is not
a hematologist/ oncologist.
Necessary

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Left ankle pain and swelling with pes planus of
the left foot.; This is a request for an Ankle MRI.;
Radiology Services Surgery or arthrscopy is not scheduled in the
Denied Not
next 4 weeks.; The study is requested for ankle
Medically
pain.; There is a suspicion of tendon or
Necessary
ligament injury.

1

Orthopedics

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

LEFT knee pain for approximately 6 weeks. No
specific injury. Pt denies any locking or catching
to the knee. Pain is worse with getting up and
better with rest. Patient reports Dr. Bruton
gave her an injection in the LT knee and it was
Radiology Services no help. Pt is ta; This is a request for a Knee
MRI.; The study is requested for knee pain.; The
Denied Not
pain is not from a recent injury, old injury,
Medically
Necessary
chronic pain or a mass.

1

Orthopedics

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Left knee pain: The patient is a 59-year-old
female who presents with left knee pain. The
patient&#x0D; denies any recent or distant
history of trauma fall or other injury. She denies
past surgery to the knee.&#x0D; She denies past
surgery to the spine. She complai; This is a
request for a Knee MRI.; The study is requested
for knee pain.; The pain is described as chronic;
The physician has directed conservative
treatment for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has
not completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?;
The patient has been treated with medication.;
The patient has not completed 6 weeks or more
of Chiropractic care.; The physician has directed
a home exercise program for at least 6 weeks.;
The home treatment did include exercise,
prescription medication and follow-up office
Radiology Services visits.; 6 weeks of home treatment with no
Denied Not
relief; Glucosamine&#x0D; meloxicam; The
Medically
patient recevied medication other than joint
Necessary
injections(s) or oral analgesics.

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

lt knee pain x 1 mth, no improvement w nsaids
.; This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The study is
requested for knee pain.; The pain is described
as chronic; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has not completed 6 weeks of
physical therapy?; The patient has been treated
with medication.; The patient has not
Radiology Services completed 6 weeks or more of Chiropractic
care.; The physician has not directed a home
Denied Not
exercise program for at least 6 weeks.; The
Medically
patient received oral analgesics.
Necessary

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

mass found on physical exam, rule out possible
tumor, x ray preformed; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 2
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
Radiology Services being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Denied Not
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
Medically
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is not a
Necessary
hematologist/ oncologist.
Radiology Services N/A; This study is being ordered for a
Denied Not
neurological disorder.; 4/24/2017; There has
Medically
been treatment or conservative therapy.; Knee
Necessary
pain.; Physical Therapy

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Right knee is swelling and has worsend since
the last visit 4/4/17; This is a request for a Knee
Radiology Services MRI.; The study is requested for knee pain.; The
Denied Not
pain is described as chronic; The physician has
Medically
not directed conservative treatment for the
Necessary
past 6 weeks.

Disapproval

1

2

2

1

Orthopedics

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Rule out meniscal tear, chondromalacia, and
patellofemoral chondromalacia - pre-operative
evaluation prior to proceeding with
conservative treatment.; This is a request for a
Radiology Services Knee MRI.; The study is requested for knee
Denied Not
pain.; The pain is from an old injury.; The
Medically
physician has not directed conservative
Necessary
treatment for the past 6 weeks.

1

Orthopedics

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

The patient has chondromalacia of bilateral
patellas. He is limited on her antiinflammatories that she can take secondary to
GI upset. Celebrex but only thing she can
tolerate and she is not going to try different one
because of her stomach sensitivity; This study is
being ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; OFFICE VISIT
09/27/2016&#x0D; Patient comes in for
bilateral knee pain. She's had pain now for at
least 5 or 6 years.; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; The patient has
chondromalacia of bilateral patellas. He is
limited on her anti-inflammatories that she can
take secondary to GI upset. Celebrex but only
thing she can tolerate and she is not going to try
different one because of her stomach
sensitivity; The patient comes in for follow-up of
the injection for her left knee. She states she
Radiology Services got some relief with the injection but still has
Denied Not
pain which is not acceptable. She states the
Medically
right knee is also been very painful lately. She is
Necessary
taking Celebrex whic

2

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Disapproval

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

The patient's history and exam are c/w a
probable meniscal tear&#x0D; Recommend an
MRI right knee to rule out internal derangement
due to failure of conservative management to
include medication and rehab.; This is a request
Radiology Services for a Knee MRI.; The study is requested for knee
Denied Not
pain.; The pain is described as chronic; It is not
Medically
known if the physician has directed conservative
Necessary
treatment for the past 6 weeks.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

The Pt has difficulty ambulating knew feels
heavy and stiff, Pain intermittent x 12 months.;
This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The study is
requested for knee pain.; The pain is described
as chronic; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has not completed 6 weeks of
physical therapy?; The patient has not been
treated with medication.; The patient has not
completed 6 weeks or more of Chiropractic
care.; The physician has directed a home
Radiology Services exercise program for at least 6 weeks.; It is not
Denied Not
known if the The home treatment included
Medically
exercise, prescription medication and follow-up
Necessary
office visits.

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a foot MRI.; "There is a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
Radiology Services trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
Denied Not
There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; There
Medically
is a history of new onset of severe pain in the
Necessary
foot within the last two weeks.
Radiology Services
Denied Not
This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
Medically
physician is an orthopedist.; Suspected
Necessary
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a lower extremity MRI.;
There is a pulsatile mass.; "There is evidence of
tumor or mass from a previous exam, plain film,
ultrasound, or previous CT or MRI."; There is not
a suspicion of an infection.; The patient is not
Radiology Services taking antibiotics.; This is not a study for a
Denied Not
fracture which does not show healing (nonMedically
union fracture).; This is not a pre-operative
study for planned surgery.
Necessary

Disapproval

Disapproval

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
had recent plain films of the knee.; The plain
films were not normal.; ; Suspicious Mass or
Suspected Tumor/ Metastasis

1

6

1

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a lower extremity MRI.;
This is not a pulsatile mass.; "There is no
evidence of tumor or mass from a previous
exam, plain film, ultrasound, or previous CT or
MRI."; There is not a suspicion of an infection.;
Radiology Services The patient is not taking antibiotics.; This is a
study for a fracture which does not show
Denied Not
healing (non-union fracture).; This is not a preMedically
Necessary
operative study for planned surgery.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a lower extremity MRI.;
This is not a pulsatile mass.; "There is no
evidence of tumor or mass from a previous
exam, plain film, ultrasound, or previous CT or
MRI."; There is not a suspicion of an infection.;
Radiology Services The patient is not taking antibiotics.; This is not
Denied Not
a study for a fracture which does not show
Medically
healing (non-union fracture).; This is not a preoperative study for planned surgery.
Necessary

2

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for an Ankle MRI.; "There is
not a history (within the past six weeks) of
significant trauma, dislocation, or injury to the
ankle."; There is a history of new onset of
Radiology Services severe pain in the ankle within the last two
Denied Not
weeks.; There is not a suspected tarsal
Medically
coalition.; The patient has a documented
Necessary
limitation of their range of motion.

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

This is a request for an Ankle MRI.; "There is
not a history (within the past six weeks) of
significant trauma, dislocation, or injury to the
ankle."; There is not a history of new onset of
severe pain in the ankle within the last two
weeks.; The patient does not have an abnormal
plain film study of the ankle other than
arthritis.; The patient has used a cane or
Radiology Services crutches for greater than four weeks.; There is
Denied Not
not a suspected tarsal coalition.; The patient has
a documented limitation of their range of
Medically
Necessary
motion.

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Disapproval

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
73721 MRI JOINT OF
Radiology Services or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP Denied Not
vascular disease.; 08/17/2015; There has been
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR Medically
treatment or conservative therapy.; increasing
FOOT JOINT
Necessary
left hip pain;

2

Disapproval

Enter answer here - or Type In UnknMr. Lagios
comes in today for evaluation of of his hip and
back. The patient is complaining of pain. He
reports pain in his back going into his groin
down into his leg, feels like there is swelling
within his leg. The; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
73721 MRI JOINT OF
Radiology Services injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP Denied Not
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR Medically
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; ; There
FOOT JOINT
Necessary
has been treatment or conservative therapy.; ;

1

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Disapproval

Patient presented with severe pain in bilateral
hips which has worsened. Patient's x-rays were
normal.; This study is being ordered for
Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.; no specific
date of onset, just worsening hip pain over the
last month or so; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; It is very difficult for the
patient to ambulate due to the bilateral hip
73721 MRI JOINT OF
Radiology Services pain.; Patient had been taking Naprosyn and has
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP Denied Not
not been able to do much walking or exercise
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR Medically
due to the pain. Dr Pollard started the patient
FOOT JOINT
Necessary
on Mobic and d/c the Naprosyn.

2

Disapproval

This is a 38-year-old gentleman who I
previously treated for an isthmic
spondylolisthesis at L5-S1 surgically 2 years ago.
He did well for some time and then last year
developed signs of femoral acetabular
impingement on the left hip. He received an inj;
This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
73721 MRI JOINT OF
Radiology Services vascular disease.; 06/17/2016; There has been
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP Denied Not
treatment or conservative therapy.; Pain and
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR Medically
giving way of his leg whenever he tries to bear
FOOT JOINT
weight on it occasionally; Injection
Necessary

2

Disapproval

73725 MRA, MRI
ANGIOGRAPHY LOWER
EXTREMITY
WITH/WITHOUT
CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

Disapproval

74174 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY
ABDOMEN AND PELVIS
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
This is a request for CT Angiography of the
Necessary
Abdomen and Pelvis.

Disapproval

Left flank and back pain.; This is a request for
an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; It is not
known if a urinalysis has been completed.; This
study is being requested for abdominal and/or
pelvic pain.; The study is being ordered for
Radiology Services chronic pain.; This is the first visit for this
Denied Not
complaint.; It is unknown if the patient had an
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
Amylase or Lipase lab test.; Yes this is a request
W/O CONTRAST
for a Diagnostic CT
Necessary

1

Orthopedics

Disapproval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Lymphoma or Myeloma.; The study is NOT
Radiology Services being ordered after completing a course of
Denied Not
treatment initiated in the last 8 weeks or
Medically
because they are experiencing new singns or
Necessary
symptoms.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

Osteopath

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

SWELLING, tenderness of the medial ankle,
tenderness of the lateral ankle, tenderness of
the dome of talus, catching/locking; This is a
request for a ankle MRA (lower extremity joint
MRA)

1

1

1

Osteopath

Osteopath

Osteopath

Approval

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Chronic couth and spitting up green mucus.; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for screening of lung cancer.; The
patient is between 55 and 80 years old.; This
patient is a smoker or has a history of smoking.;
The patient has a 30 pack per year history of
smoking.; The patient did NOT quit smoking in
the past 15 years.; The patient has signs or
symptoms suggestive of lung cancer such as an
unexplained cough, coughing up blood,
unexplained weight loss or other condition.; The
patient has NOT had a Low Dose CT for Lung
Cancer Screening or a Chest CT in the past 11
months.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

patient has chest X ray that showed nodule;
"There is NO evidence of a lung, mediastinal or
chest mass noted within the last 30 days."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 12/22/2016; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; knee
pain; injections

2

Osteopath

Approval

Osteopath

Approval

Osteopath

Disapproval

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are NO abnormal lab
results or physical findings on exam such as
rebound or guarding that are consistent with
peritonitis, abscess, pancreatitis or
appendicitis.; There are known or endoscopic
findings of Inflammatory bowel disease.;
Infection such as pancreatitis, appendicitis,
abscess, colitis and inflammatory bowel disease;
No, the patient has not been seen by a specialist
or are the studies being requested on behalf of
a specialist for an infection.; Yes this is a request
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST
for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is a known or a strong
suspicion of kidney or ureteral stones.;
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
Kidney/Ureteral stone; Yes this is a request for a
W/O CONTRAST
Diagnostic CT
&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
Radiology Services No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
72148 MRI LUMBAR
Denied Not
Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
Medically
SPINE OR LOW BACK
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
WITHOUT CONTRAST
Necessary
above

Approval

70336 MRI
TEMPROMANDIBULAR
JOINT,TMJ,JAW JOINT

Other

This is a request for a temporomandibular joint
MRI.

1

1

1

6

Other

Other

Other

Other

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

This is a request for a brain/head CT.; There is
not headache not improved by pain
medications.; "There are recent neurological
symptoms or deficits such as one-sided
weakness, vision defects, speech impairments
or sudden onset of severe dizziness."; This study
is being requested for a headache.
This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.;
Surgery is scheduled within the next 30 days.;
The study is being ordered as a pre-operative
evaluation.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; There
has not been recent trauma or other injury to
the neck.; There is suspicion of or known tumor,
metastasis, lymphadenopathy, or mass.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE

N/A; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 4/10/2017; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
Sudden vision loss of R eye.

1

Approval

Approval

1

1

Other

Other

Other

Other

Other

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

N/A; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 4/10/2017; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
Sudden vision loss of R eye.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as chronic or
recurring.; The headache is presenting with a
sudden change in severity, associated with
exertion, or a mental status change.

3

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested due to trauma or injury.; There are
new, intermittent symptoms or deficits such as
one sided weakness, speech impairments, or
vision defects.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of seizures; There has
not been a previous Brain MRI completed.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

"There IS evidence of a lung, mediastinal or
chest mass noted within the last 30 days."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

3

Other

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study
is being ordered for suspected pulmonary
Embolus.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

Other

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Other

Approval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Reoccurrence of cancer; Other
tests such as laboratory or ultrasound or patient
symptoms indicate that the cancer may be
present or reoccurring.
This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient has a history of severe low back trauma
or lumbar injury.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute
or Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; It is not known if there is weakness
or reflex abnormality.; The patient does not
have new signs or symptoms of bladder or
bowel dysfunction.; There is not x-ray evidence
of a recent cervical spine fracture.

Other

Approval

1

1

1

1

Other

Approval

Other

Approval

Other

Approval

Other

Other

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This is a request for cervical spine MRI; None
of the above; The patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; It is
not known if there is weakness or reflex
abnormality.; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent cervical spine fracture.

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST
72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; ; It is not known if there has been any
treatment or conservative therapy.;
; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ;

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ;

3

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; Yes, the patient
demonstrate neurological deficits.; yes, there is
a documented evidence of extremity weakness
on physical examination.

4

1

1

1

Other

Other

Other

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; No, the patient
does not demonstrate neurological deficits.;
Yes, this patient had a recent course of
supervised physical Therapy.

1

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has not completed 6 weeks of
physical therapy?; The patient has been treated
with medication.; It is not known was
medications were used in treatment.; It is not
known if the patient has completed 6 weeks or
more of Chiropractic care.; It is not known if the
physician has directed a home exercise program
for at least 6 weeks.

1

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has none of the above

2

Approval

Other

Approval

Other

Approval

Other

Other

Other

Other

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST
72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; ; It is not known if there has been any
treatment or conservative therapy.;
; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ;

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ;

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; It is not known if
the patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has 6 weeks of completed conservative
care in the past 3 months or had a spine
injection
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has an Abnormal x-ray indicating a
significant abnormality

1

1

2

2

11

1

Other

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

sciatica&#x0D; histoy of ovarian cancer&#x0D;
right side pelvis pain&#x0D; trouble
sleeping&#x0D; bulging disc; This is a request
for a Pelvis MRI.; The request is not for any of
the listed indications.

Other

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Other

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has completed and failed a
course of conservative treatment of at least 4
weeks.; The ordering physician is not an
orthopedist.; There is documented findings of
severe pain on motion.
The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to trauma within past 72
hours.; The patient has had recent plain films of
the shoulder.; The plain films were normal.; The
patient is NOT experiencing joint locking or
instability.; The patient has a documented
limited range of motion on physical
examination.

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to trauma within past 72
hours.; The patient has had recent plain films of
the shoulder.; The plain films were not normal.

Other

Approval

1

2

1

1

Other

Other

Other

Other

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

R/O infection of the bone; This is a request for
a foot MRI.; Surgery or other intervention is not
planned for in the next 4 weeks.; The study is
being oordered for infection.; There are physical
exam findings, laboratory results, other imaging
including bone scan or plain film confirming
infection, inflammation and or aseptic necrosis.

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a foot MRI.; "There is a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; There
is not a history of new onset of severe pain in
the foot within the last two weeks.; The patient
has a documented limitation of their range of
motion.
This is a request for a foot MRI.; The study is
being ordered forfoot pain.; The study is being
ordered for chronic pain.; The patient has had
foot pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
been treated with a protective boot for at least
6 weeks.

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
has not had recent plain films of the knee.; The
ordering physician is not an orthopedist.;
Suspected meniscus, tendon, or ligament
injury; Yes, there is a known trauma involving
the knee.; Pain greater than 3 days; Yes, patient
has completed and failed a course of
conservative treatment.; Immobilization

Approval

1

1

1

1

Other

Other

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a lower extremity MRI.;
This is not a pulsatile mass.; "There is no
evidence of tumor or mass from a previous
exam, plain film, ultrasound, or previous CT or
MRI."; There is a suspicion of an infection.; The
patient is taking antibiotics.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a lower extremity MRI.;
This is not a pulsatile mass.; "There is no
evidence of tumor or mass from a previous
exam, plain film, ultrasound, or previous CT or
MRI."; There is not a suspicion of an infection.;
The patient is not taking antibiotics.; This is a
study for a fracture which does not show
healing (non-union fracture).; This is not a preoperative study for planned surgery.

1

Other

Other

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for an Ankle MRI.; "There is
not a history (within the past six weeks) of
significant trauma, dislocation, or injury to the
ankle."; There is a history of new onset of
severe pain in the ankle within the last two
weeks.; The patient does not have an abnormal
plain film study of the ankle other than
arthritis.; The patient has not used a cane or
crutches for greater than four weeks.; There is
not a suspected tarsal coalition.; The patient has
not been treated with and failed a course of
supervised physical therapy.; The patient has
not been treated with anti-inflammatory
medications in conjunction with this complaint.;
The patient does not have a documented
limitation of their range of motion.; This study is
not being ordered by an operating surgeon for
pre-operative planning.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

x ray and labs done, rule out osteomyelitis; This
is a request for a foot MRI.; Surgery or other
intervention is not planned for in the next 4
weeks.; The study is being oordered for
infection.; There are physical exam findings,
laboratory results, other imaging including bone
scan or plain film confirming infection,
inflammation and or aseptic necrosis.

1

Other

Other

Other

Approval

Approval

Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is a suspicion of AVN.

1

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient is not receiving long-term
steriod therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The
patient has a documented limitation of their
range of motion.

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

diarrhea&#x0D; cramping sensation
pain&#x0D; shooting pains; This is a request for
an Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Kidney/Ureteral stone,
&#x0D; Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O
metastases, Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ
Enlargement, &#x0D; Known or suspected
infection such as pancreatitis, etc..; There are no
findings of Hematuria,
Lymphadenopathy,weight loss,abdominal
pain,diabetic patient with gastroparesis; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Other

Other

Other

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for another reason besides
Kidney/Ureteral stone, &#x0D; Known Tumor,
Cancer, Mass, or R/O metastases, Suspicious
Mass or Tumor, Organ Enlargement, &#x0D;
Known or suspected infection such as
pancreatitis, etc..; There are clinical findings or
indications of unexplained weight loss of greater
than 10% body weight in 1 month; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
r/o gastric cancer; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
pain.; This is not the first visit for this
complaint.; There has been a physical exam.;
The patient is male.; A rectal exam was not
performed.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are clinical findings or
indications of Hematuria.; Other; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

Approval

1

1

1

Other

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Other

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; dysuria&#x0D; pain in
flank&#x0D; sharp pains&#x0D; urinary
frequency&#x0D; burning when urinate&#x0D;
low back pain&#x0D; running fever&#x0D; not
better with meds; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is a known or a strong
suspicion of kidney or ureteral stones.;
Kidney/Ureteral stone; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Reoccurrence of cancer; Other
tests such as laboratory or ultrasound or patient
symptoms indicate that the cancer may be
present or reoccurring.

Other

Approval

1

1

1

Other

Other

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

unknown; This is a request for an abdomenpelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis has been
completed.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; It is not known if
the urinalysis results were normal or abnormal.;
The study is being ordered for chronic pain.;
This is the first visit for this complaint.; The
patient did not have a amylase or lipase lab
test.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

Patient's Lifetime Risk is 47% using the TyrerCusik Risk Assessment.; This is a request for
Breast MRI.; This study is being ordered as a
screening examination for known family history
of breast cancer.; There are NOT benign lesions
in the breast associated with an increased
cancer risk.; There is NOT a pattern of breast
cancer history in at least two first-degree
relatives (parent, sister, brother, or children).

1

Other

Other

Other

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
The suspicion of cancer is based on a more than
1 of the following; diagnostic test, imaging
sstudy, or biopsy.; This study is being ordered to
establish a cancer diagnosis.; This study is being
ordered for something other than Breast CA,
Lymphoma, Myeloma, Ovarian CA, Esophageal
CA, Lung CA, Colorectal CA, Head/Neck CA,
Melanoma, Soft Tissue Sarcoma, Pancreatic CA
or Testicular CA.; This study is being requested
for an other solid tumor.; This would be the first
PET Scan performed on this patient for this
cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

Disapproval

70336 MRI
TEMPROMANDIBULAR
JOINT,TMJ,JAW JOINT

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
This is a request for a temporomandibular joint
Necessary
MRI.

1

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
Radiology Services brain/head CT.; Thi study is being requested for
Denied Not
None of the above.; This procedure is being
Medically
requested for Syncope/Fainting; It is unknown
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
why an MRI is not being considered

1

Approval

78813 PET IMAGING
WHOLE BODY

Other

Other

Other

Other

Disapproval

"This request is for face, jaw, mandible
CT.239.8"; "There is not a history of serious
facial bone or skull, trauma or injury.fct"; "There
is not a suspicion of neoplasm, tumor or
metastasis.fct"; "There is not a suspicion of
70486 CT SINUS,
Radiology Services bone infection, [osteomyelitis].fct"; This is a
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M Denied Not
preoperative or recent postoperative
AXILLOFACIAL NO
evaluation.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
Medically
CT
CONTRAST
Necessary

3

Disapproval

This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; There
has not been recent trauma or other injury to
the neck.; There is no suspicion of or known
tumor, metastasis, lymphadenopathy, or mass.;
Radiology Services It is unknown if there is a suspicion of an
70490 CT NECK SOFT
Denied Not
infection or abscess.; This is not being ordered
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI Medically
by an ENT specialist.; Yes this is a request for a
D ETC. NO CONTRAST
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

1

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
Radiology Services ordered.; The study is being ordered for none of
Denied Not
the above.; This study is being ordered for non
Medically
of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

smoker&#x0D; copd&#x0D; chronic
cough&#x0D; shortness of breath&#x0D;
congested in chest&#x0D; dyspnea; A
Radiology Services Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The study is
Denied Not
being ordered for none of the above.; This study
Medically
is being ordered for non of the above.; Yes this
Necessary
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Disapproval

Other

Other

Disapproval

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

There is no radiologic evidence of non-resolving
pneumonia.; There is no radiologic evidence of
asbestosis.; chest pain when breathing after
antibiotic treatment, had pneumonia and x-ray
shows clear. Symptoms not improved.; "The
ordering physician is NOT a surgeon,
pulmonologist or PCP ordering on behalf of a
specialist who has seen the patient."; "There is
no radiologic evidence of sarcoidosis,
tuberculosis or fungal infection."; There is no
radiologic evidence of a lung abscess or
empyema.; There is no radiologic evidence of
pneumoconiosis e.g. black lung disease or
Radiology Services silicosis.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
Denied Not
This study is being ordered for known or
Medically
suspected inflammatory disease or pneumonia.;
Necessary
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

chronic pain&#x0D; tenderness to neck&#x0D;
not any better with meds&#x0D; unrelenting
pain&#x0D; muscle tightness&#x0D; stiffness;
Radiology Services This study is not to be part of a Myelogram.;
Denied Not
This is a request for a Cervical Spine CT; Call
Medically
does not know if there is a reason why the
Necessary
patient cannot have a Cervical Spine MRI.

1

Other

Other

Other

Other

Other

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
Radiology Services disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Denied Not
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Medically
vascular disease.; ; There has been treatment or
Necessary
conservative therapy.; ;

1

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
Radiology Services 4/7/17; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Sharp and stabbing pain.
Denied Not
Medically
Pain worst when doing activity. Hurts when
sitting down.; Injection
Necessary
Radiology Services
Denied Not
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Medically
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
Necessary
patient has none of the above

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
Radiology Services disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Denied Not
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Medically
vascular disease.; ; There has been treatment or
Necessary
conservative therapy.; ;

3

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

1

Disapproval

Disapproval

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to trauma within past 72
hours.; The patient has not had recent plain
films of the shoulder.; pain, cant lift arm up.

1

1

Other

Other

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
73721 MRI JOINT OF
Radiology Services 4/7/17; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Sharp and stabbing pain.
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP Denied Not
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR Medically
Pain worst when doing activity. Hurts when
sitting down.; Injection
FOOT JOINT
Necessary

1

Disapproval

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
73721 MRI JOINT OF
Radiology Services disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP Denied Not
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; ; There has been treatment or
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR Medically
FOOT JOINT
Necessary
conservative therapy.; ;

1

Other

Other

Otolaryngology

pain into legs&#x0D; abdominal
bloating&#x0D; abnormal on visual
inspection&#x0D; distended, soft&#x0D; no
change in stool&#x0D; no change in urinary
habits&#x0D; lower abdominal pain; This is a
request for an Abdomen CT.; This study is being
ordered for another reason besides
Kidney/Ureteral stone, &#x0D; Known Tumor,
Cancer, Mass, or R/O metastases, Suspicious
Mass or Tumor, Organ Enlargement, &#x0D;
Known or suspected infection such as
pancreatitis, etc..; There are no findings of
Radiology Services Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
Denied Not
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
Medically
gastroparesis; Yes this is a request for a
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

Disapproval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
Radiology Services pain.; The study is being ordered for acute pain.;
Denied Not
There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
female.; A pelvic exam was NOT performed.;
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for Congenital Anomaly.; years; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; head
pressure pain headaches; medication

1

1

1

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

None; This is a request for a brain/head CT.;
The study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The headache is described as chronic
or recurring.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

This is a request for a brain/head CT.; There is a
suspected or known brain tumor.; This study is
being requested for known or suspected brain
tumor, mass or cancer.

2

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

This is a request for a brain/head CT.; There is
headache not improved by pain medications.;
"There are recent neurological symptoms or
deficits such as one-sided weakness, vision
defects, speech impairments or sudden onset of
severe dizziness."; This study is being requested
for a headache.

1

70480 CT ORBIT,EYE
SOCKET, SELLA
TURCICA, POSTERIOR
FOSSA,EAR ETC.

"This request is for orbit,sella, int. auditory
canal,temporal bone, mastoid, CT.239.8";
"There is not suspicion of bone infection,
cholesteatoma, or inflammatory disease.ostct";
"There is not a history of serious head or skull,
trauma or injury.ostct"; "There is not suspicion
of neoplasm, or metastasis.ostct"; This is not a
preoperative or recent postoperative
evaluation.; "There is not suspicion of acoustic
neuroma, pituitary or other tumor. ostct"

2

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Approval

70480 CT ORBIT,EYE
SOCKET, SELLA
TURCICA, POSTERIOR
FOSSA,EAR ETC.

"This request is for orbit,sella, int. auditory
canal,temporal bone, mastoid, CT.239.8";
"There is not suspicion of bone infection,
cholesteatoma, or inflammatory disease.ostct";
"There is not a history of serious head or skull,
trauma or injury.ostct"; "There is suspicion of
neoplasm, or metastasis.ostct"

1

Approval

70480 CT ORBIT,EYE
SOCKET, SELLA
TURCICA, POSTERIOR
FOSSA,EAR ETC.

"This request is for orbit,sella, int. auditory
canal,temporal bone, mastoid, CT.239.8";
"There is suspicion of bone infection,
cholesteatoma, or inflammatory disease.ostct"

52

Approval

70480 CT ORBIT,EYE
SOCKET, SELLA
TURCICA, POSTERIOR
FOSSA,EAR ETC.

"This request is for orbit,sella, int. auditory
canal,temporal bone, mastoid, CT.239.8";
"There is suspicion of bone infection,
cholesteatoma, or inflammatory disease.ostct";
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

3

70480 CT ORBIT,EYE
SOCKET, SELLA
TURCICA, POSTERIOR
FOSSA,EAR ETC.

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 2/7/17; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Ringing in the ears, pressure, hearing loss, pain,
Drainage of the ears, headaches,; Medications

1

Approval

Otolaryngology

Approval

Otolaryngology

Approval

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Approval

Approval

70480 CT ORBIT,EYE
SOCKET, SELLA
TURCICA, POSTERIOR
FOSSA,EAR ETC.
70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST
70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 4/24/2017; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
right facial mass started on 4/1/2017, Abnormal
size in lymph nodes, vision changes; antibiotics,
steroid cream, allergy drops

1

7
"This request is for face, jaw, mandible
CT.239.8"; "There is a history of serious facial
bone or skull, trauma or injury.fct"; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

8

"This request is for face, jaw, mandible
CT.239.8"; "There is not a history of serious
facial bone or skull, trauma or injury.fct"; "There
is not a suspicion of neoplasm, tumor or
metastasis.fct"; "There is not a suspicion of
bone infection, [osteomyelitis].fct"; This is a
preoperative or recent postoperative
evaluation.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

2

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Approval

Approval

Approval

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

"This request is for face, jaw, mandible
CT.239.8"; "There is not a history of serious
facial bone or skull, trauma or injury.fct"; "There
is not a suspicion of neoplasm, tumor or
metastasis.fct"; "There is suspicion of bone
infection, [osteomyelitis].fct"; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for Congenital Anomaly.; years; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; head
pressure pain headaches; medication

1

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for sinusitis.; This is a request for a Sinus CT.; It
is unknown if the patient is immunecompromised.; The patient's current
rhinosinusitis symptoms are described as
(sudden onset of 2 or more symptoms of nasal
discharge, blockage or congestion, facial pain,
pressure and reduction or loss of sense of smell,
which are less than 12 wks in duration); It has
been 14 or more days since onset AND the
patient failed a course of antibiotic treatment;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Approval

Approval

Approval

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for sinusitis.; This is a request for a Sinus CT.; It
is unknown if the patient is immunecompromised.; The patient's current
rhinosinusitis symptoms are described as
Chronic Rhinosinusitis (episode is greater than
12 weeks); Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for sinusitis.; This is a request for a Sinus CT.;
The patient is NOT immune-compromised.; The
patient's current rhinosinusitis symptoms are
described as (sudden onset of 2 or more
symptoms of nasal discharge, blockage or
congestion, facial pain, pressure and reduction
or loss of sense of smell, which are less than 12
wks in duration); It has been 14 or more days
since onset; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for sinusitis.; This is a request for a Sinus CT.;
The patient is NOT immune-compromised.; The
patient's current rhinosinusitis symptoms are
described as Chronic Rhinosinusitis (episode is
greater than 12 weeks); Yes this is a request for
a Diagnostic CT

4

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Approval

Approval

Approval

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for sinusitis.; This is a request for a Sinus CT.;
The patient is NOT immune-compromised.; The
patient's current rhinosinusitis symptoms are
described as Recurrent Acute Rhinosinusitis (4
or more acute episodes per year); Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is not being
ordered for trauma, tumor, sinusitis,
osteomyelitis, pre operative or a post operative
evaluation.; This is a request for a Sinus CT.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

2

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for sinusitis.; This is
a request for a Sinus CT.; The patient is NOT
immune-compromised.; The patient's current
rhinosinusitis symptoms are described as
(sudden onset of 2 or more symptoms of nasal
discharge, blockage or congestion, facial pain,
pressure and reduction or loss of sense of smell,
which are less than 12 wks in duration); It has
been 14 or more days since onset AND the
patient failed a course of antibiotic treatment;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

2

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Approval

Approval

Approval

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for sinusitis.; This is
a request for a Sinus CT.; The patient is NOT
immune-compromised.; The patient's current
rhinosinusitis symptoms are described as
(sudden onset of 2 or more symptoms of nasal
discharge, blockage or congestion, facial pain,
pressure and reduction or loss of sense of smell,
which are less than 12 wks in duration); It has
been 14 or more days since onset; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for sinusitis.; This is
a request for a Sinus CT.; The patient is NOT
immune-compromised.; The patient's current
rhinosinusitis symptoms are described as
Chronic Rhinosinusitis (episode is greater than
12 weeks); Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

6

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

; This study is not being ordered for trauma,
tumor, sinusitis, osteomyelitis, pre operative or
a post operative evaluation.; This is a request
for a Sinus CT.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Approval

Approval

Approval

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

3 rounds of antibiotics and Flonase and nasal
steroid without any change.; This study is being
ordered for sinusitis.; This is a request for a
Sinus CT.; The patient is NOT immunecompromised.; The patient's current
rhinosinusitis symptoms are described as
Chronic Rhinosinusitis (episode is greater than
12 weeks); Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

antibiotics not working for the last 5 years; This
study is being ordered for sinusitis.; This is a
request for a Sinus CT.; The patient is NOT
immune-compromised.; The patient's current
rhinosinusitis symptoms are described as
Chronic Rhinosinusitis (episode is greater than
12 weeks); Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

Cheek Mass The patient is a 55 year old female
who reports a lump on left cheek for about 6
months. She has noticed some enlargement.
She had excision of melanoma in 2002 on left
temple; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is not a hematologist/
oncologist.

1

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Approval

Approval

Approval

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

chronic nasal congestion; This study is being
ordered for sinusitis.; This is a request for a
Sinus CT.; The patient is NOT immunecompromised.; The patient's current
rhinosinusitis symptoms are described as
(sudden onset of 2 or more symptoms of nasal
discharge, blockage or congestion, facial pain,
pressure and reduction or loss of sense of smell,
which are less than 12 wks in duration); It has
been 14 or more days since onset AND the
patient failed a course of antibiotic treatment;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

Chronic sinusitis, unspecified location; This
study is being ordered for sinusitis.; This is a
request for a Sinus CT.; The patient is NOT
immune-compromised.; The patient's current
rhinosinusitis symptoms are described as
Chronic Rhinosinusitis (episode is greater than
12 weeks); Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

Deviated septum with turbinate hypertrophy,
nasal obstruction, chronic and recurrent
sinusitis; This study is being ordered for
sinusitis.; This is a request for a Sinus CT.; The
patient is NOT immune-compromised.; The
patient's current rhinosinusitis symptoms are
described as Recurrent Acute Rhinosinusitis (4
or more acute episodes per year); Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Approval

Approval

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

For the last 5 years she has had chronic
drainage down the back of her throat and out
the front of the nose. She has been evaluated
by Dr. Short 4 years ago for allergies which
came back negative. She has had trouble
breathing through her nose with pressu; This
study is being ordered for sinusitis.; This is a
request for a Sinus CT.; The patient is NOT
immune-compromised.; The patient's current
rhinosinusitis symptoms are described as
Recurrent Acute Rhinosinusitis (4 or more acute
episodes per year); Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

Long history of nasal obstruction with nasal
polyps and chronic sinusitis. Been unresponsive
to medical therapy including multiple rounds of
steroids antibiotics and steroid nasal spray.
Flexible nasal endoscopy shows bilateral nasal
polyps; This study is being ordered for sinusitis.;
This is a request for a Sinus CT.; The patient is
NOT immune-compromised.; The patient's
current rhinosinusitis symptoms are described
as Chronic Rhinosinusitis (episode is greater
than 12 weeks); Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Approval

Approval

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

Nasal congestion Inability to breathe nostril
Post nasal drip Year round symptoms Patient
has had nasal steroid and nasal irrigation Apnea
of obstructive sleep.; This study is not being
ordered for trauma, tumor, sinusitis,
osteomyelitis, pre operative or a post operative
evaluation.; This is a request for a Sinus CT.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

None; This study is being ordered for sinusitis.;
This is a request for a Sinus CT.; The patient is
NOT immune-compromised.; The patient's
current rhinosinusitis symptoms are described
as Chronic Rhinosinusitis (episode is greater
than 12 weeks); Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

2

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Approval

Approval

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

On February 16th, 2017 she began to have pain
and swelling on the right side of her face, mainly
in her cheek. She had a week or so of severe
swelling and pain. She went to see her dentist
who thought she may a dental trouble from a
root canal and placed ; This study is being
ordered for sinusitis.; This is a request for a
Sinus CT.; The patient is NOT immunecompromised.; The patient's current
rhinosinusitis symptoms are described as
(sudden onset of 2 or more symptoms of nasal
discharge, blockage or congestion, facial pain,
pressure and reduction or loss of sense of smell,
which are less than 12 wks in duration); It has
been 14 or more days since onset AND the
patient failed a course of antibiotic treatment;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

Patient also reports a long history of sinusitis.
She has had at least 4 episodes of sinusitis with
bilateral maxillary, ethmoid and frontal
pain/pressure. She also has post nasal drainage
and frequent bilateral variable nasal congestion.
She has rhinorrh; This study is being ordered for
sinusitis.; This is a request for a Sinus CT.; The
patient is NOT immune-compromised.; The
patient's current rhinosinusitis symptoms are
described as Chronic Rhinosinusitis (episode is
greater than 12 weeks); Yes this is a request for
a Diagnostic CT

1

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Approval

Approval

Approval

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

Patient is 25 y/o with nasal obstruction,
deviated nasal septum, large turbinate.; This
study is not being ordered for trauma, tumor,
sinusitis, osteomyelitis, pre operative or a post
operative evaluation.; This is a request for a
Sinus CT.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

pt had tubes place for Chronic mucoid otitis
media of both ears and he keeps a sinus
infection. He needs a CT sinus to rule out
sinusitis that could be the cause of the mucoid
otitis media.; This study is being ordered for
sinusitis.; This is a request for a Sinus CT.; The
patient is NOT immune-compromised.; The
patient's current rhinosinusitis symptoms are
described as Recurrent Acute Rhinosinusitis (4
or more acute episodes per year); Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

PT HAS BEEN TREATED WITH ANTIBIOTICS
SEVERAL TIMES OVER THE LAST 4 MONTHS BY
HER PCP WITH STEROIDS AND IS NOT
BETTER.HAS USED STEROID NASAL SPRAY AND
NASAL ANTIHISTAMINES.HAS HAD ALLERGY
TESTING.; This study is being ordered for
sinusitis.; This is a request for a Sinus CT.; The
patient is NOT immune-compromised.; The
patient's current rhinosinusitis symptoms are
described as Recurrent Acute Rhinosinusitis (4
or more acute episodes per year); Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Approval

Approval

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

Pt has had sinus problems for years with
headaches, congestion and thick drainage on
multiple abxs and allergy meds.; This study is
being ordered for sinusitis.; This is a request for
a Sinus CT.; The patient is NOT immunecompromised.; The patient's current
rhinosinusitis symptoms are described as
Chronic Rhinosinusitis (episode is greater than
12 weeks); Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

Pt is c/o sneezing, cough, nasal congestion and
nasal discharge. She has been treated with
antibiotics that have not helped her symptoms;
This study is being ordered for sinusitis.; This is a
request for a Sinus CT.; The patient is NOT
immune-compromised.; The patient's current
rhinosinusitis symptoms are described as
Chronic Rhinosinusitis (episode is greater than
12 weeks); Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Approval

Approval

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

pt needs a CT sinus to determine if she will
need surgery since she has had sinusitis which
has failed to resolve with antibiotics; This study
is being ordered for sinusitis.; This is a request
for a Sinus CT.; The patient is NOT immunecompromised.; The patient's current
rhinosinusitis symptoms are described as
(sudden onset of 2 or more symptoms of nasal
discharge, blockage or congestion, facial pain,
pressure and reduction or loss of sense of smell,
which are less than 12 wks in duration); It has
been 14 or more days since onset AND the
patient failed a course of antibiotic treatment;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

pt using Flonase and nasal spray with no help.
Allergy shot with no help.; This study is being
ordered for sinusitis.; This is a request for a
Sinus CT.; The patient is NOT immunecompromised.; The patient's current
rhinosinusitis symptoms are described as
(sudden onset of 2 or more symptoms of nasal
discharge, blockage or congestion, facial pain,
pressure and reduction or loss of sense of smell,
which are less than 12 wks in duration); It has
been 14 or more days since onset AND the
patient failed a course of antibiotic treatment;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Approval

Approval

Approval

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

right and left Ethomid; This study is being
ordered for sinusitis.; This is a request for a
Sinus CT.; The patient is NOT immunecompromised.; The patient's current
rhinosinusitis symptoms are described as
Chronic Rhinosinusitis (episode is greater than
12 weeks); Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

She comes to the clinic with several issues.
Starting in January, she was diagnosed with
sinus infections. She states that her symptoms
include severe facial pain, pressure, sensitivity
to light with the pain, "seeing stars" with the
head pain, congestion; This study is being
ordered for sinusitis.; This is a request for a
Sinus CT.; It is unknown if the patient is immunecompromised.; The patient's current
rhinosinusitis symptoms are described as
Chronic Rhinosinusitis (episode is greater than
12 weeks); Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

She is a 42 year-old who I saw over 3 years ago
for evaluation of drainage symptoms and a
headache and I told her I did not think it was
related to her sinuses but she continues to
believe that she has a right frontal sinus
problem because of all the pain; This study is
not being ordered for trauma, tumor, sinusitis,
osteomyelitis, pre operative or a post operative
evaluation.; This is a request for a Sinus CT.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

Suspicious Mass; This study is being ordered for
a metastatic disease.; There are 3 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is not a hematologist/
oncologist.

1

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

The patient had sinus surgery 1 year ago but
symptoms returned after 6 months. He is
complaining of green sinus drainage and sinus
pain; This study is being ordered for sinusitis.;
This is a request for a Sinus CT.; The patient is
NOT immune-compromised.; The patient's
current rhinosinusitis symptoms are described
as Chronic Rhinosinusitis (episode is greater
than 12 weeks); Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

This patient has been experiencing decreased
smell and taste after a viral illness in Feb 2016.
A nasopharyngeal mass is noted on exam.; This
study is not being ordered for trauma, tumor,
sinusitis, osteomyelitis, pre operative or a post
operative evaluation.; This is a request for a
Sinus CT.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

This study is being ordered for a known or
suspected tumor.; This is a request for a Sinus
CT.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

9

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST
70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

Otolaryngology

Approval

Otolaryngology

Approval

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST
70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST
70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for follow-up to
trauma.; This is a request for a Sinus CT.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

This study is being ordered for post-operative
evaluation.; This is a request for a Sinus CT.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

2

This study is being ordered for pre-operative
evaluation.; This is a request for a Sinus CT.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

34

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for sinusitis.; This is
a request for a Sinus CT.; It is unknown if the
patient is immune-compromised.; The patient's
current rhinosinusitis symptoms are described
as Chronic Rhinosinusitis (episode is greater
than 12 weeks); Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

14

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST
70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for sinusitis.; This is
a request for a Sinus CT.; It is unknown if the
patient is immune-compromised.; The patient's
current rhinosinusitis symptoms are described
as Recurrent Acute Rhinosinusitis (4 or more
acute episodes per year); Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT
This study is being ordered for sinusitis.; This is
a request for a Sinus CT.; The patient is immunecompromised.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

9

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for sinusitis.; This is
a request for a Sinus CT.; The patient is NOT
immune-compromised.; The patient's current
rhinosinusitis symptoms are described as
Chronic Rhinosinusitis (episode is greater than
12 weeks); Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

140

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for sinusitis.; This is
a request for a Sinus CT.; The patient is NOT
immune-compromised.; The patient's current
rhinosinusitis symptoms are described as
Recurrent Acute Rhinosinusitis (4 or more acute
episodes per year); Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

39

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

to rule out nasal, and patient has history of
migraines, itchy eyes; This study is not being
ordered for trauma, tumor, sinusitis,
osteomyelitis, pre operative or a post operative
evaluation.; This is a request for a Sinus CT.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

Unknown; "This request is for face, jaw,
mandible CT.239.8"; "There is not a history of
serious facial bone or skull, trauma or
injury.fct"; "There is not a suspicion of
neoplasm, tumor or metastasis.fct"; "There is
not a suspicion of bone infection,
[osteomyelitis].fct"; This is not a preoperative or
recent postoperative evaluation.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

Unknown; This study is being ordered for
sinusitis.; This is a request for a Sinus CT.; The
patient is NOT immune-compromised.; The
patient's current rhinosinusitis symptoms are
described as (sudden onset of 2 or more
symptoms of nasal discharge, blockage or
congestion, facial pain, pressure and reduction
or loss of sense of smell, which are less than 12
wks in duration); It has been 14 or more days
since onset AND the patient failed a course of
antibiotic treatment; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

3

Approval

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

VISABLE NASAL POLLUPS /LEFT SIDE TOTALLY
OBSTRUCTED; This study is not being ordered
for trauma, tumor, sinusitis, osteomyelitis, pre
operative or a post operative evaluation.; This is
a request for a Sinus CT.; Yes this is a request for
a Diagnostic CT

1

Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

Approval

Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

9
&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for neck
soft tissue CT.; The patient has a neck lump or
mass.; There is a palpable neck mass or lump.;
The neck mass is larger than 1 cm.; A fine
needle aspirate was NOT done.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Approval

Approval

Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for neck
soft tissue CT.; The patient has a neck lump or
mass.; There is a palpable neck mass or lump.;
The neck mass is larger than 1 cm.; It is
unknown if a fine needle aspirate was done.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for neck
soft tissue CT.; The patient has a neck lump or
mass.; There is a palpable neck mass or lump.;
The size of the neck mass is unknown.; The neck
mass has been examined twice at least 30 days
apart.; It is unknown if the lump got smaller.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

2

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for neck
soft tissue CT.; The patient has a neck lump or
mass.; There is a palpable neck mass or lump.;
The size of the neck mass is unknown.; The neck
mass has been examined twice at least 30 days
apart.; The lump did not get smaller.; A fine
needle aspirate was NOT done.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

2

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is not a hematologist/
oncologist.

1

Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.;
03/30/2015; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; iron deficiency, fatigue,
tired, upper cervical pain.; medication

1

Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

Approval

; This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; The
patient has a neck lump or mass.; It is not
known if there is a palpable neck mass or lump.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
; This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; The
patient has a neck lump or mass.; There is a
palpable neck mass or lump.; The neck mass is
larger than 1 cm.; A fine needle aspirate was
NOT done.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

1

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Approval

Approval

Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

; This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; The
study is being ordered for Follow Up.; The
patient has a known tumor or metastasis in the
neck.; They had a previous Neck CT in the last
10 months.; The patient has NOT completed a
course of chemotherapy or radiation therapy
within the past 90 days.; There are NO new or
changing symptoms in the neck.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is not a hematologist/ oncologist.

1

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

Cheek Mass The patient is a 55 year old female
who reports a lump on left cheek for about 6
months. She has noticed some enlargement.
She had excision of melanoma in 2002 on left
temple; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is not a hematologist/
oncologist.

1

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Approval

Approval

Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

concerned about her airway, I will obtain a CT
neck without contrast with fine cut of
larynx/trachea swollen supraglottis; This is a
request for neck soft tissue CT.; The patient has
a neck lump or mass.; There is NOT a palpable
neck mass or lump.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

having adema, r/o Cancer; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 2
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is not a
hematologist/ oncologist.

1

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

mouth pain; This is a request for neck soft
tissue CT.; The patient has a neck lump or mass.;
There is a palpable neck mass or lump.; The size
of the neck mass is unknown.; The neck mass
has been examined twice at least 30 days
apart.; The lump did not get smaller.; A fine
needle aspirate was NOT done.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Approval

Approval

Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

Mr. Orlicek is a 56 y.o. male referred in surgical
consultation for evaluation of laryngeal mass
noted on intubation for back surgery several
weeks ago. Surgery was aborted due to lesion.
Patient notes hoarseness x3 months that is
getting worse. No weight; This is a request for
neck soft tissue CT.; The patient has a neck lump
or mass.; There is NOT a palpable neck mass or
lump.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

Neoplasm: neck, metastatic,
suspected/known&#x0D; skin squamous cell
carcinoma of left neck, large. eval for lymphatic
involvement; This is a request for neck soft
tissue CT.; It is unknown if the study is being
ordered for Staging or Follow Up.; The patient
has a known tumor or metastasis in the neck.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

Pt atrophy of the salivary gland due to the
degeneration of cells; This is a request for neck
soft tissue CT.; The study is being ordered for
something other than Trauma or other injury,
Neck lump/mass, Known tumor or metastasis in
the neck, suspicious infection/abcess or a preoperative evaluation.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Approval

Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

pt has lymphadenopathy along with Superficial
cervical and deep cervical adenopathy and she
needs a CT ST neck to evaluate this to make
sure it is not cancer; This is a request for neck
soft tissue CT.; The patient has a neck lump or
mass.; There is a palpable neck mass or lump.;
The neck mass is larger than 1 cm.; A fine
needle aspirate was NOT done.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

Suspicious Mass; This study is being ordered for
a metastatic disease.; There are 3 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is not a hematologist/
oncologist.

1

Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; It is
unknown if there has been recent trauma or
other injury to the neck.; There is suspicion of or
known tumor, metastasis, lymphadenopathy, or
mass.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.;
Surgery is scheduled within the next 30 days.;
The study is being ordered as a pre-operative
evaluation.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

2

2

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; The
patient has been diagnosed with cancer.; The
patient has a neck lump or mass.; There is a
palpable neck mass or lump.; The neck mass is
larger than 1 cm.; A fine needle aspirate was
done.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; The
study is being ordered for Follow Up.; The
patient has a known tumor or metastasis in the
neck.; The patient completed a course of
chemotherapy or radiation therapy within the
past 90 days.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; There
has been recent trauma or other injury to the
neck.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

6

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; There
has not been recent trauma or other injury to
the neck.; It is unknown if there is suspicion of
or known tumor, metastasis, lymphadenopathy,
or mass.; There is a suspicion of an infection or
abscess.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; There
has not been recent trauma or other injury to
the neck.; There is no suspicion of or known
tumor, metastasis, lymphadenopathy, or mass.;
There is a suspicion of an infection or abscess.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

4

Approval

Approval

1

2

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Approval

Approval

Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; There
has not been recent trauma or other injury to
the neck.; There is no suspicion of or known
tumor, metastasis, lymphadenopathy, or mass.;
There is not a suspicion of an infection or
abscess.; This is being ordered by an ENT
specialist.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

5

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; There
has not been recent trauma or other injury to
the neck.; There is suspicion of or known tumor,
metastasis, lymphadenopathy, or mass.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

75

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Approval

Approval

Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

70496 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY HEAD
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST
70496 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY HEAD
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 4/24/2017; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
right facial mass started on 4/1/2017, Abnormal
size in lymph nodes, vision changes; antibiotics,
steroid cream, allergy drops

1

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; 4
months ago; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; decreased
hearing/ringing in both ears/sharp pain/ for
about 4 months, chronic issues with TMJ;
injections and oral antiboticis

1

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
brain.

2

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Approval

70498 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY NECK
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; 4
months ago; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; decreased
hearing/ringing in both ears/sharp pain/ for
about 4 months, chronic issues with TMJ;
injections and oral antiboticis

1

Approval

70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE

"This is a request for orbit,face, or neck soft
tissue MRI.239.8"; The study is ordered for
suspicion of neoplasm, tumor or metatstasis

4

Approval

70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE

Approval

70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE

"This is a request for orbit,face, or neck soft
tissue MRI.239.8"; The study is ordered for the
evaluation of lymphadenopathy or mass
"This is a request for orbit,face, or neck soft
tissue MRI.239.8"; The study is ordered for
trauma or injury of the orbit, face or neck soft
tissue

70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 3 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is not a hematologist/
oncologist.

Approval

1

1

3

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Approval

Approval

Approval

70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; 5
years ago; It is not known if there has been any
treatment or conservative therapy.; pain
........mass on neck growing in size

1

70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE

no info; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; initial onset 2004;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Patient does not currently have any
symptoms present. Routine test to monitor
tumors; left glomus jugulare tumor removal
8/2004&#x0D; soft palate repair 2/2005&#x0D;
left vocal cord implant 10/2004 and
3/2007&#x0D; left carotid glomus tumor
removed 7/2014&#x0D; right carotid and vagal
radiation in the spring 2014

1

70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE

There is not a suspicion of an infection or
abscess.; This examination is being requested to
evaluate lymphadenopathy or mass.; This is a
request for a Face MRI.; There is not a history of
orbit or face trauma or injury.

1

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Approval

Approval

Approval

70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE

This is a request for a Face MRI.; There is a
history of orbit or face trauma or injury.

1

70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE

This is a request for a sinus MRI.; This study is
ordered in conjunction with a head or brain CT
or MRI.; "There is evidence of tumor from a
physical exam, plain sinus film, or previous CT or
MRI study."; This patient has been treated with
medications for at least four weeks with no
improvement.

1

70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Approval

Approval

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

Patient reports right pulsatile tinnitus that
improves with placing pressure on right
neck/under ear. It can be a beating sound or a
whooshing sound. This has been present for
about a year but has not worsened significantly.
It is causing her difficulty w; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; Asymmetric right pulsatile
tinnitus-we will order an MRI of brain and IACs
and MRA to evaluate for any abnormalities that
would be contributing to patient's unilateral,
pulsatile tinnitus; There has not been any
treatment or conservative therapy.; Patient
reports right pulsatile tinnitus that improves
with placing pressure on right neck/under ear. It
can be a beating sound or a whooshing sound.
This has been present for about a year but has
not worsened significantly. It is causing her
difficulty w

1

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

There is not an immediate family history of
aneurysm.; The patient does not have a known
aneurysm.; The patient has not had a recent
MRI or CT for these symptoms.; There has not
been a stroke or TIA within the past two weeks.;
This is a request for a Brain MRA.

1

Otolaryngology

Approval

Otolaryngology

Approval

70547 Mr angiography
neck w/o dye
70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

She comes to the clinic for an ear issue. She
states that she had a cold about 2 months ago
and her left ear became full and muffled. She
feels like her ear is full of fluid. Even after the
cold symptoms resolved, she has noticed her
hearing is still down; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; She
comes to the clinic for an ear issue. She states
that she had a cold about 2 months ago and her
left ear became full and muffled. She feels like
her ear is full of fluid. Even after the cold
symptoms resolved, she has noticed her hearing
is still down; There has not been any treatment
or conservative therapy.; She comes to the
clinic for an ear issue. She states that she had a
cold about 2 months ago and her left ear
became full and muffled. She feels like her ear is
full of fluid. Even after the cold symptoms
resolved, she has noticed her hearing is still
down

1

3

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; It is unknown if the study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; Not
requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; It is not known if the condition is
associated with headache, blurred or double
vision or a change in sensation noted on exam.;
It is not known if a metabolic work-up done
including urinalysis, electrolytes, and complete
blood count with results completed.; The
patient does NOT have dizziness, fatigue or
malaise, Bell's Palsy, a congenital abnormality,
loss of smell, hearing loss or vertigo.

2

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The headache is described as
chronic or recurring.; The headache is not
presenting with a sudden change in severity,
associated with exertion, or a mental status
change.; There are not recent neurological
symptoms or deficits such as one sided
weakness, speech impairments, or vision
defects.; It is not known if there is a family
history (parent, sibling or child of the patient) of
AVM (arteriovenous malformation).

1

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The headache is described as
chronic or recurring.; The headache is not
presenting with a sudden change in severity,
associated with exertion, or a mental status
change.; There are not recent neurological
symptoms or deficits such as one sided
weakness, speech impairments, or vision
defects.; There is not a family history (parent,
sibling or child of the patient) of AVM
(arteriovenous malformation).

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The headache is described as
sudden and severe.; There are NO recent
neurological deficits on exam such as one sided
weakness, speech impairments or vision
defects.; There is not a new and sudden onset
of a headache less than 1 week not improved by
medications.; There is not a family history
(parent, sibling, or child) of stroke, aneurysm, or
AVM (arteriovenous malformation)

1

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; Not requested for
evaluation of trauma/injury, tumor,
stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The patient had a normal audiogram.;
The patient is experiencing hearing loss.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; 5
years ago; It is not known if there has been any
treatment or conservative therapy.; pain
........mass on neck growing in size

1

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; Not requested for evaluation of
trauma/injury, tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; It is not known if a
metabolic work-up done including urinalysis,
electrolytes, and complete blood count with
results completed.; The patient is experiencing
vertigo

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; Requested for evaluation of tumor;
A biopsy has not been completed to determine
tumor tissue type.; There are not recent
neurological symptoms such as one-sided
weakness, speech impairments, or vision
defects.; There is not a new and sudden onset
of headache (less than 1 week) not improved by
pain medications.; The tumor is not a pituitary
tumor or pituitary adenoma.

1

Otolaryngology

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

1. We will go ahead and order an MRI scan of
his brain because of the history traumatic brain
injury in the past, history of disequilibrium and
history of some headaches. &#x0D; 2. Secondly,
he is scheduled for endoscopic sinus surgery
with bilateral maxillary; This request is for a
Brain MRI; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The headache is
described as chronic or recurring.; It is not
known if the headache is presenting with a
sudden change in severity, associated with
exertion, or a mental status change.; There are
not recent neurological symptoms or deficits
such as one sided weakness, speech
impairments, or vision defects.; There is not a
family history (parent, sibling or child of the
patient) of AVM (arteriovenous malformation).

1

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

anosmia 48 YO female who is here as a self
referral for anosmia and loss of taste. Pt reports
that approximately one year ago she had a
tooth infection and shortly after the infection
resolved, Pt had a sudden onset of anosmia.
Since then, there has been; This request is for a
Brain MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; Not requested for
evaluation of trauma/injury, tumor,
stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; A metabolic work up was not done
including urinalysis, electrolytes and complete
blood count with results completed.; The
patient is experiencing loss of smell.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

assymetric hearing loss; This request is for a
Brain MRI; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The headache is
described as chronic or recurring.; It is not
known if the headache is presenting with a
sudden change in severity, associated with
exertion, or a mental status change.; There are
not recent neurological symptoms or deficits
such as one sided weakness, speech
impairments, or vision defects.; There is not a
family history (parent, sibling or child of the
patient) of AVM (arteriovenous malformation).

1

Otolaryngology

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disequilibrium&#x0D; BPPV (benign paroxysmal
positional vertigo), unspecified laterality&#x0D;
Ear pressure, right&#x0D; Hearing loss sensory,
bilateral; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; Not requested for evaluation of
trauma/injury, tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results was not
completed.; The patient is experiencing
dizziness.

1

Otolaryngology

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

HISTORY: This is a 52-year-old gentleman with a
two-month history of left-sided, clear, watery
fluid leakage that was positive for Beta-2
transferrin and a CT scan of his sinuses was
consistent with an area of dehiscence in the left
posterior cribriform p; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; Not requested for
evaluation of trauma/injury, tumor,
stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results was not
completed.; The patient does NOT have
dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's Palsy, a
congenital abnormality, loss of smell, hearing
loss or vertigo.

1

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

no info; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; initial onset 2004;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Patient does not currently have any
symptoms present. Routine test to monitor
tumors; left glomus jugulare tumor removal
8/2004&#x0D; soft palate repair 2/2005&#x0D;
left vocal cord implant 10/2004 and
3/2007&#x0D; left carotid glomus tumor
removed 7/2014&#x0D; right carotid and vagal
radiation in the spring 2014

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient being seen for ringing in hearing
problems with headache. He states that on
Thursday 3-16-17, he woke up with loud ringing
and decreased hearing in both ears, and
headache. He states the symptoms are constant
and invasive. He has never had this is; This
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient does not have dizziness, one sided arm
or leg weakness, the inability to speak, or vision
changes.; The patient does not have HIV or
cancer.; The patient has a sudden and severe
headache.; The patient had a recent onset
(within the last 3 months) of neurologic
symptoms.

1

Otolaryngology

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

patient has vertigo which comes on all of a
sudden which interferes with work r/o tumor;
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is not described as a
“thunderclap” or the worst headache of the
patient’s life.; Requested for evaluation of
tumor; A biopsy has not been completed to
determine tumor tissue type.; There are not
recent neurological symptoms such as onesided weakness, speech impairments, or vision
defects.; There is a new and sudden onset of
headache (less than 1 week) not improved by
pain medications.

1

Otolaryngology

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient reports right pulsatile tinnitus that
improves with placing pressure on right
neck/under ear. It can be a beating sound or a
whooshing sound. This has been present for
about a year but has not worsened significantly.
It is causing her difficulty w; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; Asymmetric right pulsatile
tinnitus-we will order an MRI of brain and IACs
and MRA to evaluate for any abnormalities that
would be contributing to patient's unilateral,
pulsatile tinnitus; There has not been any
treatment or conservative therapy.; Patient
reports right pulsatile tinnitus that improves
with placing pressure on right neck/under ear. It
can be a beating sound or a whooshing sound.
This has been present for about a year but has
not worsened significantly. It is causing her
difficulty w

1

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Pt has a history of headaches and vertigo that is
worsening.; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The headache is described as chronic
or recurring.; It is not known if the headache is
presenting with a sudden change in severity,
associated with exertion, or a mental status
change.; There are not recent neurological
symptoms or deficits such as one sided
weakness, speech impairments, or vision
defects.; It is not known if there is a family
history (parent, sibling or child of the patient) of
AVM (arteriovenous malformation).

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

rule out acoustic neuroma; This request is for a
Brain MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; Requested for
evaluation of tumor; A biopsy has not been
completed to determine tumor tissue type.;
There are not recent neurological symptoms
such as one-sided weakness, speech
impairments, or vision defects.; There is not a
new and sudden onset of headache (less than 1
week) not improved by pain medications.; The
tumor is not a pituitary tumor or pituitary
adenoma.

1

Otolaryngology

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

She comes to the clinic for an ear issue. She
states that she had a cold about 2 months ago
and her left ear became full and muffled. She
feels like her ear is full of fluid. Even after the
cold symptoms resolved, she has noticed her
hearing is still down; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; She
comes to the clinic for an ear issue. She states
that she had a cold about 2 months ago and her
left ear became full and muffled. She feels like
her ear is full of fluid. Even after the cold
symptoms resolved, she has noticed her hearing
is still down; There has not been any treatment
or conservative therapy.; She comes to the
clinic for an ear issue. She states that she had a
cold about 2 months ago and her left ear
became full and muffled. She feels like her ear is
full of fluid. Even after the cold symptoms
resolved, she has noticed her hearing is still
down

1

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

She comes to the clinic with balance issues. She
states this has been an off an on problem for 2
years. She states when she is getting up or
walking, she will stagger. She feels like she is
going to fall, but has not fallen. She has no
history of head inj; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The patient has
dizziness.; It is unknown why this study is being
ordered.

1

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Internal Auditory Canal
MRI.; There is a suspected Acoustic Neuroma or
tumor of the inner or middle ear.

49

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Internal Auditory Canal
MRI.; There is not a suspected Acoustic
Neuroma or tumor of the inner or middle ear.;
There is a suspected cholesteatoma of the ear.;
The patient has not had a recent brain CT or
MRI within the last 90 days.; There are no
neurologic symptoms or deficits such as onesided weakness, speech impairments, vision
defects or sudden onset of severe dizziness.;
This is a pre-operative evaluation for a known
tumor of the middle or inner ear.

1

Approval

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Internal Auditory Canal
MRI.; There is not a suspected Acoustic
Neuroma or tumor of the inner or middle ear.;
There is not a suspected cholesteatoma of the
ear.; The patient has not had a recent brain CT
or MRI within the last 90 days.; There are no
neurologic symptoms or deficits such as onesided weakness, speech impairments, vision
defects or sudden onset of severe dizziness.;
This is not a pre-operative evaluation for a
known tumor of the middle or inner ear.
This request is for a Brain MRI; It is unknown if
the study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; This study is being ordered for a
tumor.
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as chronic or
recurring.; It is not known if the headache is
presenting with a sudden change in severity,
associated with exertion, or a mental status
change.; There are recent neurological
symptoms or deficits such as one sided
weakness, speech impairments, or vision
defects.

1

1

1

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Approval

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as chronic or
recurring.; The headache is not presenting with
a sudden change in severity, associated with
exertion, or a mental status change.; There are
recent neurological symptoms or deficits such
as one sided weakness, speech impairments, or
vision defects.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as chronic or
recurring.; The headache is presenting with a
sudden change in severity, associated with
exertion, or a mental status change.

5

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as sudden and
severe.; There are NO recent neurological
deficits on exam such as one sided weakness,
speech impairments or vision defects.; There is
a new and sudden onset of a headache less than
1 week not improved by medications.; The
headache is described as a “thunderclap” or the
worst headache of the patient’s life.

1

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Approval

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient has one sided arm or leg weakness.;
The patient has a sudden and severe headache.;
The patient had a recent onset (within the last 3
months) of neurologic symptoms.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
This headache is not described as sudden,
severe or chronic recurring.; It is not known if
the headache is presenting with a sudden
change in severity, associated with exertion, or
a mental status change.; There are recent
neurological symptoms or deficits such as one
sided weakness, speech impairments, or vision
defects.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Not requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; The patient is
experiencing dizziness.

1

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Not requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; The patient is
experiencing vertigo

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Not requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results completed.;
The lab results were abnormal; The patient does
NOT have dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's
Palsy, a congenital abnormality, loss of smell,
hearing loss or vertigo.

1

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Not requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The patient did not have a normal
audiogram.; The patient is experiencing hearing
loss.
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of tumor; A biopsy has
been completed to determine tumor tissue
type.

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of tumor; A biopsy has
not been completed to determine tumor tissue
type.; There are recent neurological symptoms
such as one-sided weakness, speech
impairments, or vision defects.

Approval

12

1

3

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as a “thunderclap” or
the worst headache of the patient’s life.;
Requested for evaluation of tumor; It is not
known if a biopsy has been completed to
determine tumor tissue type.; There are not
recent neurological symptoms such as onesided weakness, speech impairments, or vision
defects.; There is a new and sudden onset of
headache (less than 1 week) not improved by
pain medications.

1

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient has hearing loss.; The patient had an
audiogram.; The results of the audiogram were
abnormal.; It is unknown why this study is being
ordered.

1

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
This study is being ordered for a tumor.

4

Approval

Otolaryngology

Approval

Otolaryngology

Approval

Otolaryngology

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST
71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

We discussed several things: &#x0D; 1. Since
she has not had any imaging, we will get an MRI.
&#x0D; 2. If MRI is normal, we will consider a
trial of amitriptyline and maybe PT. I think she
may have weakness of her vestibular nerve. If
not helpful, we could conside; This request is for
a Brain MRI; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The headache is
described as chronic or recurring.; It is not
known if the headache is presenting with a
sudden change in severity, associated with
exertion, or a mental status change.; It is not
known if there are recent neurological
symptoms or deficits such as one sided
weakness, speech impairments, or vision
defects.; It is not known if there is a family
history (parent, sibling or child of the patient) of
AVM (arteriovenous malformation).

1
4

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

"The ordering physician IS a surgeon,
pulmonologist or PCP ordering on behalf of a
specialist who has seen the patient."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for known or suspected
inflammatory disease or pneumonia.; Yes this is
a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

"The ordering physician IS an oncologist,
surgeon, pulmonologist, cardiologist or PCP
ordering on behalf of a specialist who has seen
the patient."; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; The study is being ordered for none of
the above.; This study is being ordered for a preoperative evaluation.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

"There IS evidence of a lung, mediastinal or
chest mass noted within the last 30 days."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; "There IS evidence of a
lung, mediastinal or chest mass noted within
the last 30 days."; They had a previous Chest xray.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This
study is being ordered for work-up for
suspicious mass.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is not a hematologist/
oncologist.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
02/08/2017; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; SINUS INFECTION;
ANTIBIOTICS FOR 4 WEEKS WITH NO
IMPROVEMENT.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

; "There is NO evidence of a lung, mediastinal
or chest mass noted within the last 30 days."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is not a hematologist/ oncologist.

1

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Approval

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study
is being ordered for known tumor.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

2

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

having adema, r/o Cancer; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 2
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is not a
hematologist/ oncologist.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Starting just below the inferior border of the
cricoid cartilage she has circumferential scarring
with a subglottic stenosis. There is a corkscrew
shape to the stenosis with a scar band of
adhesion across the posterior aspect of the
stenosis. This is a fa; "There is NO evidence of a
lung, mediastinal or chest mass noted within
the last 30 days."; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; This study is being ordered for workup for suspicious mass.; Yes this is a request for
a Diagnostic CT

1

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Otolaryngology

Approval

Otolaryngology

Approval

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST
72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.
Vocal cord paralysis and they want to see if it's
from her smoking.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; The study is being ordered for none of
the above.; This study is being ordered for non
of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
Suspicious Mass; This study is being ordered for
a metastatic disease.; There are 3 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is not a hematologist/
oncologist.

1

1

1

1

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.;
03/30/2015; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; iron deficiency, fatigue,
tired, upper cervical pain.; medication
This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Neurological deficits; Yes, the patient is
experiencing or presenting new symptoms of
upper extremity weakness.

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; None of
the above; This could either be new episodes of
drop attacks from Meniere disease, but with his
cervical pain and tingling and numbness along
the right side of the neck and head associated
with these new symptoms, there is a possibility
of cervical vertigo from abno; No, the patient is
not experiencing or presenting new symptoms
of upper extremity weakness?; No, the patient
is not demonstrating unilateral muscle wasting.;
No, the patient is not experiencing or presenting
new symptoms of Bowel or bladder
dysfunction.; No, the patient is not experiencing
new onset of parathesia diagnosed by a
neurologist; No, the patient is not experiencing
or presenting x-ray evidence of a recent
fracture.

Approval

1

1

1

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Approval

73725 MRA, MRI
ANGIOGRAPHY LOWER
EXTREMITY
WITH/WITHOUT
CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

2

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; It is not known if this is a request
for follow up of a known tumor or cancer
involving both the abdomen and pelvis or if this
patient is undergoing active treatment.; It is not
known if this is a request for initial staging of a
known tumor other than prostate.; It is not
known if there is an abdominal and pelvic or
retroperitoneal mass that has been confirmed
by previous imaging other than a CT.; There are
new signs or symptoms including hematuria,
presenting with known cancer or tumor.; This
patient does NOT have known prostate cancer
with a PSA (prostate-specific antigen) greater
than 10.; Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or Rule
out metastases; It is not known if there is a
palpable or observed abdominal mass.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is a known or a strong
suspicion of kidney or ureteral stones.;
Kidney/Ureteral stone; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

1

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

4

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being requested for Head/Neck
Cancer.; The patient does NOT have Thyroid or
Brain cancer.; This would be the first PET Scan
performed on this patient for this cancer.;

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being requested for Head/Neck
Cancer.; The patient does NOT have Thyroid or
Brain cancer.; This would be the first PET Scan
performed on this patient for this cancer.; This
is NOT a Medicare member.

3

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being requested for Lymphoma or
Myeloma.; This would be the first PET Scan
performed on this patient for this cancer.; This
is NOT a Medicare member.

1

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Approval

Approval

Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being ordered for
something other than Breast CA, Lymphoma,
Myeloma, Ovarian CA, Esophageal CA, Lung CA,
Colorectal CA, Head/Neck CA, Melanoma, Soft
Tissue Sarcoma, Pancreatic CA or Testicular CA.;
This study is being requested for an other solid
tumor.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Head/Neck Cancer.; The patient completed a
course of treatment initiated within the last 8
weeks.; The patient does NOT have Thyroid or
Brain cancer.; 1 PET Scans has already been
performed on this patient for this cancer.;

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Head/Neck Cancer.; The patient completed a
course of treatment initiated within the last 8
weeks.; The patient does NOT have Thyroid or
Brain cancer.; 1 PET Scans has already been
performed on this patient for this cancer.; This
is NOT a Medicare member.

1

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Approval

Approval

Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Head/Neck Cancer.; The patient is experiencing
new signs or symptoms indicating a
reoccurrence of cancer.; The patient does NOT
have Thyroid or Brain cancer.; This would be the
first PET Scan performed on this patient for this
cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Head/Neck Cancer.; The study is NOT being
ordered after completing a course of treatment
initiated in the last 8 weeks or because they are
experiencing new singns or symptoms.; The
patient does NOT have Thyroid or Brain cancer.;
This is NOT a Medicare member.

2

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered to establish a cancer
diagnosis.; There is existing evidence of
metastasis or other tumor in the body.; This
study is being requested for Head/Neck Cancer.;
The patient does NOT have Thyroid or Brain
cancer.; This would be the first PET Scan
performed on this patient for this cancer.

1

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered to establish a cancer
diagnosis.; There is existing evidence of
metastasis or other tumor in the body.; This
study is being requested for Head/Neck Cancer.;
The patient does NOT have Thyroid or Brain
cancer.; This would be the first PET Scan
performed on this patient for this cancer.; This
is NOT a Medicare member.
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being requested for Head/Neck
Cancer.; It is unknown if the patient has Thyroid
or Brain cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare
member.

Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

Disapproval

Ear pain, loss of heaing, foul smell coming out
of left ear; This is a request for a brain/head CT.;
Radiology Services Thi study is being requested for None of the
Denied Not
above.; This procedure is being requested for
Medically
Initial evaluation of cholesteatoma; It is
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
unknown why an MRI is not being considered

1

Disapproval

Unable to hear out of left ear after tube
Radiology Services placement; This is a request for a brain/head
Denied Not
CT.; Thi study is being requested for None of the
Medically
above.; This procedure is being requested for
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
other indications

1

1

1

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for sinusitis.; This is a request for a Sinus CT.; It
is unknown if the patient is immunecompromised.; The patient's current
70486 CT SINUS,
Radiology Services rhinosinusitis symptoms are described as
Chronic Rhinosinusitis (episode is greater than
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M Denied Not
12 weeks); Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
AXILLOFACIAL NO
Medically
CONTRAST
Necessary
CT

1

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for sinusitis.; This is a request for a Sinus CT.;
The patient is NOT immune-compromised.; The
70486 CT SINUS,
Radiology Services patient's current rhinosinusitis symptoms are
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M Denied Not
described as Chronic Rhinosinusitis (episode is
Medically
greater than 12 weeks); Yes this is a request for
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST
Necessary
a Diagnostic CT

2

Disapproval

; This study is being ordered for sinusitis.; This is
a request for a Sinus CT.; It is unknown if the
patient is immune-compromised.; The patient's
current rhinosinusitis symptoms are described
as (sudden onset of 2 or more symptoms of
nasal discharge, blockage or congestion, facial
70486 CT SINUS,
Radiology Services pain, pressure and reduction or loss of sense of
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M Denied Not
smell, which are less than 12 wks in duration); It
AXILLOFACIAL NO
Medically
has been 14 or more days since onset; Yes this
CONTRAST
is a request for a Diagnostic CT
Necessary

1

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Disapproval

; This study is being ordered for sinusitis.; This is
a request for a Sinus CT.; The patient is NOT
immune-compromised.; The patient's current
rhinosinusitis symptoms are described as
(sudden onset of 2 or more symptoms of nasal
discharge, blockage or congestion, facial pain,
pressure and reduction or loss of sense of smell,
70486 CT SINUS,
Radiology Services which are less than 12 wks in duration); It has
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M Denied Not
been less than 14 days since onset AND the
AXILLOFACIAL NO
patient improved, then worsened; Yes this is a
Medically
CONTRAST
request for a Diagnostic CT
Necessary

1

Disapproval

; This study is being ordered for sinusitis.; This is
a request for a Sinus CT.; The patient is NOT
immune-compromised.; The patient's current
70486 CT SINUS,
Radiology Services rhinosinusitis symptoms are described as
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M Denied Not
Chronic Rhinosinusitis (episode is greater than
12 weeks); Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
AXILLOFACIAL NO
Medically
CT
CONTRAST
Necessary

3

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Disapproval

chronic sinusitis with severe headaches, PND,
nasal congestion and non responsive to
treatments.; This study is being ordered for
sinusitis.; This is a request for a Sinus CT.; It is
unknown if the patient is immunecompromised.; The patient's current
rhinosinusitis symptoms are described as
(sudden onset of 2 or more symptoms of nasal
discharge, blockage or congestion, facial pain,
pressure and reduction or loss of sense of smell,
70486 CT SINUS,
Radiology Services which are less than 12 wks in duration); It has
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M Denied Not
been 14 or more days since onset AND the
AXILLOFACIAL NO
Medically
patient failed a course of antibiotic treatment;
CONTRAST
Necessary
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Disapproval

Facial Pain The patient is a 46 year old selfreferred male who reports having intermittent,
isolated right maxillary pain and pressure over
the past year. It has happened significantly
twice over the past year. The pain is a dull ache
but occasionally c; This study is not being
70486 CT SINUS,
Radiology Services ordered for trauma, tumor, sinusitis,
osteomyelitis, pre operative or a post operative
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M Denied Not
Medically
evaluation.; This is a request for a Sinus CT.; Yes
AXILLOFACIAL NO
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
CONTRAST
Necessary

1

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Disapproval

He has been having a hard time breathing
through his nose for the past 2 years which has
progressively worsened. He has been allergy
tested which showed that he was allergic to
molds. He finds himself frequently breathing
through his mouth. He blows clear; This study is
being ordered for sinusitis.; This is a request for
a Sinus CT.; The patient is NOT immunecompromised.; The patient's current
70486 CT SINUS,
Radiology Services rhinosinusitis symptoms are described as
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M Denied Not
Recurrent Acute Rhinosinusitis (4 or more acute
AXILLOFACIAL NO
episodes per year); Yes this is a request for a
Medically
CONTRAST
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

1

Disapproval

Migraine Drainage Sinus Infection Ear Pain; This
study is being ordered for sinusitis.; This is a
request for a Sinus CT.; The patient is NOT
immune-compromised.; The patient's current
70486 CT SINUS,
Radiology Services rhinosinusitis symptoms are described as
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M Denied Not
Chronic Rhinosinusitis (episode is greater than
Medically
12 weeks); Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST
Necessary
CT

1

Disapproval

None; This study is being ordered for sinusitis.;
This is a request for a Sinus CT.; The patient is
NOT immune-compromised.; The patient's
70486 CT SINUS,
Radiology Services current rhinosinusitis symptoms are described
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M Denied Not
as Chronic Rhinosinusitis (episode is greater
AXILLOFACIAL NO
Medically
than 12 weeks); Yes this is a request for a
CONTRAST
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

1

Otolaryngology

Disapproval

Otolaryngology

Disapproval

Patient states she has a long h/o sinus
problems. Has had several rounds of antibiotics
for sinusitis or bronchitis. She states that her
symptoms include: facial pain, pressure,
constant post nasal drainage, throat clearing,
constant sneezing, watering ey; This study is
being ordered for sinusitis.; This is a request for
a Sinus CT.; The patient is NOT immunecompromised.; The patient's current
rhinosinusitis symptoms are described as
(sudden onset of 2 or more symptoms of nasal
discharge, blockage or congestion, facial pain,
pressure and reduction or loss of sense of smell,
70486 CT SINUS,
Radiology Services which are less than 12 wks in duration); It has
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M Denied Not
been 14 or more days since onset AND the
AXILLOFACIAL NO
Medically
patient failed a course of antibiotic treatment;
CONTRAST
Necessary
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
Pt has pain, pressure.; This study is being
ordered for sinusitis.; This is a request for a
Sinus CT.; The patient is NOT immunecompromised.; The patient's current
70486 CT SINUS,
Radiology Services rhinosinusitis symptoms are described as
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M Denied Not
Chronic Rhinosinusitis (episode is greater than
AXILLOFACIAL NO
Medically
12 weeks); Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CONTRAST
Necessary
CT

1

1

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Disapproval

pt needs a CT sinus to determine if surgery is
needed. She is currently being treated with
Levaquin and Prednisone and will have a CT
sinus to determine if the medication helped or if
she needs surgical intervention.; This study is
being ordered for sinusitis.; This is a request for
a Sinus CT.; The patient is NOT immunecompromised.; The patient's current
rhinosinusitis symptoms are described as
(sudden onset of 2 or more symptoms of nasal
discharge, blockage or congestion, facial pain,
pressure and reduction or loss of sense of smell,
70486 CT SINUS,
Radiology Services which are less than 12 wks in duration); It has
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M Denied Not
been 14 or more days since onset AND the
Medically
AXILLOFACIAL NO
patient failed a course of antibiotic treatment;
CONTRAST
Necessary
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Disapproval

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

rhinitis; This study is not being ordered for
trauma, tumor, sinusitis, osteomyelitis, pre
operative or a post operative evaluation.; This is
a request for a Sinus CT.; Yes this is a request for
a Diagnostic CT

1

Disapproval

snusitis; This study is being ordered for
sinusitis.; This is a request for a Sinus CT.; The
patient is NOT immune-compromised.; The
70486 CT SINUS,
Radiology Services patient's current rhinosinusitis symptoms are
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M Denied Not
described as Recurrent Acute Rhinosinusitis (4
AXILLOFACIAL NO
Medically
or more acute episodes per year); Yes this is a
CONTRAST
Necessary
request for a Diagnostic CT

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

1

Otolaryngology

Disapproval

Otolaryngology

Disapproval

the patient is complaining of nasal congestion,
sinusitis, headache, facial pain, sore throat, and
thick nasal discharge for 2 months. She has had
two rounds of antibiotics with no improvement.
Physical exam demonstrated deviated nasal
septum and hypertro; This study is being
ordered for sinusitis.; This is a request for a
Sinus CT.; The patient is NOT immunecompromised.; The patient's current
rhinosinusitis symptoms are described as
(sudden onset of 2 or more symptoms of nasal
discharge, blockage or congestion, facial pain,
pressure and reduction or loss of sense of smell,
70486 CT SINUS,
Radiology Services which are less than 12 wks in duration); It has
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M Denied Not
been 14 or more days since onset AND the
AXILLOFACIAL NO
Medically
patient failed a course of antibiotic treatment;
CONTRAST
Necessary
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
70486 CT SINUS,
Radiology Services
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M Denied Not
This study is being ordered for pre-operative
AXILLOFACIAL NO
Medically
evaluation.; This is a request for a Sinus CT.; Yes
CONTRAST
Necessary
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

Disapproval

This study is being ordered for sinusitis.; This is
a request for a Sinus CT.; It is unknown if the
patient is immune-compromised.; The patient's
70486 CT SINUS,
Radiology Services current rhinosinusitis symptoms are described
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M Denied Not
as Chronic Rhinosinusitis (episode is greater
AXILLOFACIAL NO
Medically
than 12 weeks); Yes this is a request for a
CONTRAST
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

Otolaryngology

1

1

1

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Disapproval

This study is being ordered for sinusitis.; This is
a request for a Sinus CT.; The patient is NOT
immune-compromised.; The patient's current
70486 CT SINUS,
Radiology Services rhinosinusitis symptoms are described as
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M Denied Not
Chronic Rhinosinusitis (episode is greater than
AXILLOFACIAL NO
Medically
12 weeks); Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CONTRAST
Necessary
CT

3

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for neck
soft tissue CT.; The patient has a neck lump or
mass.; There is a palpable neck mass or lump.;
Radiology Services The neck mass is 1 cm or smaller.; The neck
70490 CT NECK SOFT
Denied Not
mass has NOT been examined twice at least 30
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI Medically
days apart.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
D ETC. NO CONTRAST
Necessary
CT

1

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for neck
soft tissue CT.; The patient has a neck lump or
mass.; There is a palpable neck mass or lump.;
Radiology Services The size of the neck mass is unknown.; The neck
70490 CT NECK SOFT
Denied Not
mass has NOT been examined twice at least 30
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI Medically
days apart.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
D ETC. NO CONTRAST
Necessary
CT

1

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for neck
soft tissue CT.; The study is being ordered for
something other than Trauma or other injury,
Radiology Services Neck lump/mass, Known tumor or metastasis in
70490 CT NECK SOFT
Denied Not
the neck, suspicious infection/abcess or a preTISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI Medically
operative evaluation.; Yes this is a request for a
D ETC. NO CONTRAST
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

1

Disapproval

Enlarged cervical lymph node for one month.
Local swelling as well as difficulty swallowing
and swelling in chest area. FNA results pending;
This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; The
patient has NOT been diagnosed with cancer.;
Radiology Services The patient has a neck lump or mass.; There is a
70490 CT NECK SOFT
Denied Not
palpable neck mass or lump.; The neck mass is
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI Medically
larger than 1 cm.; A fine needle aspirate was
D ETC. NO CONTRAST
done.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
Necessary

1

Disapproval

I recommended CT of the neck and chest to
rule out underlying compressive mass; This is a
request for neck soft tissue CT.; The study is
being ordered for something other than Trauma
Radiology Services or other injury, Neck lump/mass, Known tumor
70490 CT NECK SOFT
Denied Not
or metastasis in the neck, suspicious
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI Medically
infection/abcess or a pre-operative evaluation.;
D ETC. NO CONTRAST
Necessary
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Otolaryngology

Disapproval

Otolaryngology

Disapproval

Otolaryngology

Disapproval

Pt does not have trouble swallowing and has
had no trouble with reflux.; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; Her problem has been present
for over 4 years. &#x0D; She describes the
symptoms as Pt has hiccups throughout day
everyday after eating; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Pt has had
Radiology Services Chronic Hiccups for over 4 years, everyday after
70490 CT NECK SOFT
Denied Not
eating.; She has had the following previous
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI Medically
treatments for this problem: pt has tried muscle
D ETC. NO CONTRAST
Necessary
relaxers but pt still had hiccups

Pt random episodes of stinging and burning in
the neck . Tightness around the neck; This is a
request for neck soft tissue CT.; The study is
being ordered for something other than Trauma
Radiology Services or other injury, Neck lump/mass, Known tumor
70490 CT NECK SOFT
Denied Not
or metastasis in the neck, suspicious
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI Medically
infection/abcess or a pre-operative evaluation.;
D ETC. NO CONTRAST
Necessary
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
Radiology Services
70540 MRI
Denied Not
There is a suspicion of an infection or abscess.;
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O Medically
This is a request for a Face MRI.; There is not a
DYE
Necessary
history of orbit or face trauma or injury.

1

1

1

Otolaryngology

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
This is a request for an Internal Auditory Canal
Medically
MRI.; There is a suspected Acoustic Neuroma or
Necessary
tumor of the inner or middle ear.

Otolaryngology

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Otolaryngology

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; "Caller is NOT SURE if there
is evidence of a lung, mediastinal or chest mass
Radiology Services noted within the last 30 days."; A Chest/Thorax
Denied Not
CT is being ordered.; This study is being ordered
Medically
for work-up for suspicious mass.; Yes this is a
Necessary
request for a Diagnostic CT
; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This
study is being ordered for screening of lung
cancer.; The patient is 54 years old or younger.;
Radiology Services The patient has NOT had a Low Dose CT for
Denied Not
Lung Cancer Screening or a Chest CT in the past
Medically
11 months.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
Necessary
CT

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

I recommended CT of the neck and chest to
rule out underlying compressive mass or lesion;
Radiology Services A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The study
Denied Not
is being ordered for none of the above.; This
Medically
study is being ordered for non of the above.;
Necessary
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

Otolaryngology

Disapproval

1

1

1

1

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Disapproval

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Pt does not have trouble swallowing and has
had no trouble with reflux.; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; Her problem has been present
for over 4 years. &#x0D; She describes the
symptoms as Pt has hiccups throughout day
everyday after eating; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Pt has had
Radiology Services Chronic Hiccups for over 4 years, everyday after
Denied Not
eating.; She has had the following previous
Medically
treatments for this problem: pt has tried muscle
Necessary
relaxers but pt still had hiccups

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Sharon D. Andrews is a 50 year old African
American/Black female that presents at this
time for f/u on ligual tonsillitis and reflux. Pt
finished clindamycin prescribed on last visit and
with no improvement. She is currently taking
omeprazole for reflux. ; It is not known if the
patient has had a chest x-ray recently.; A
Radiology Services Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The study is
Denied Not
being ordered for none of the above.; This study
Medically
is being ordered for hemoptysis.; Yes this is a
Necessary
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Otolaryngology

Pediatric
Hematology

Pediatric
Hematology

Disapproval

Approval

Approval

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
Radiology Services It is unknown why the study is being ordered.;
Denied Not
This study is being requested for Head/Neck
Medically
Cancer.; The patient does NOT have Thyroid or
Necessary
Brain cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have not been performed on
the member in the past 3 months.

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have not been performed on
the member in the past 3 months.

1

78813 PET IMAGING
WHOLE BODY

Pediatric
Hematology

Disapproval

Pediatric Oncology Approval

Pediatric Oncology Approval

unknown; This is a request for a Knee MRI.; It is
not known if the study is requested for knee
pain; The study is not requested for any of the
standard indications for Knee MRI

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

Pediatrics

Pediatrics

Approval

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

headaches causing vomitting; This is a request
for a brain/head CT.; There is headache not
improved by pain medications.; "There are no
recent neurological symptoms or deficits such
as one-sided weakness, vision defects, speech
impairments or sudden onset of severe
dizziness."; This study is being requested for a
headache.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Judah was seen today for headache. I am
concerned regarding the chronic nature of the
headaches as well as the temporal association
with morning headaches. Concern would be
diagnosis such as Chiari malformation. Will
obtain CT head without contrast for ev; This is a
request for a brain/head CT.; There is not
headache not improved by pain medications.;
"There are no recent neurological symptoms or
deficits such as one-sided weakness, vision
defects, speech impairments or sudden onset of
severe dizziness."; This study is being requested
for a headache.

1

Pediatrics

Pediatrics

Pediatrics

Pediatrics

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

mother with history of pseudo tumor cerebri.
Patient has had a constant headache for 4 days.
Only sleep has helped. Pain is radiating to his
jaw.; This is a request for a brain/head CT.;
There is headache not improved by pain
medications.; "There are no recent neurological
symptoms or deficits such as one-sided
weakness, vision defects, speech impairments
or sudden onset of severe dizziness."; This study
is being requested for a headache.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

R/O SKULL FRACTURE,HISTORY OF SKULL
FRACTURE,OUTBURSTS OF
ANGER,TANTRUMS,PHYSICAL
AGGRESSION,ANXIETY,RESTLESSNESS,NIGHT
TERRORS,; This is a request for a brain/head CT.;
Thi study is being requested for None of the
above.; This procedure is being requested for
other indications

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

This is a request for a brain/head CT.; There is a
suspected or known brain tumor.; This study is
being requested for known or suspected brain
tumor, mass or cancer.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

This is a request for a brain/head CT.; There is
headache not improved by pain medications.;
"There are recent neurological symptoms or
deficits such as one-sided weakness, vision
defects, speech impairments or sudden onset of
severe dizziness."; This study is being requested
for a headache.

4

Pediatrics

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Pediatrics

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

This is a request for a brain/head CT.; There is
not headache not improved by pain
medications.; "There are recent neurological
symptoms or deficits such as one-sided
weakness, vision defects, speech impairments
or sudden onset of severe dizziness."; This study
is being requested for a headache.
This is a request for a brain/head CT.; This study
is being requested for Hydrocephalus or
congenital abnormality.

Approval

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for sinusitis.; This is
a request for a Sinus CT.; The patient is NOT
immune-compromised.; The patient's current
rhinosinusitis symptoms are described as
Recurrent Acute Rhinosinusitis (4 or more acute
episodes per year); Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

2

Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; There
has been recent trauma or other injury to the
neck.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; There
has not been recent trauma or other injury to
the neck.; It is unknown if there is suspicion of
or known tumor, metastasis, lymphadenopathy,
or mass.; It is unknown if there is a suspicion of
an infection or abscess.; This is not being
ordered by an ENT specialist.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Pediatrics

Pediatrics

Pediatrics

Approval

1

1

Pediatrics

Pediatrics

Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

Approval

70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE

Pediatrics

Approval

70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE

Pediatrics

Approval

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; There
has not been recent trauma or other injury to
the neck.; There is suspicion of or known tumor,
metastasis, lymphadenopathy, or mass.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT
r/o optic nerve lesion; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 04/14/17; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; headaches,
and visual field defect; referred to
ophthalmologist thinks the patient may have
lesion on optic nerve

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have not been performed on
the member in the past 3 months.
delayed motor skills; This study is being
ordered for Vascular Disease.; unknown; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
none; aspirin. physical therapy

2

1

1

1

Pediatrics

Pediatrics

Approval

Approval

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has not been
established.; Other tests such as laboratory or
ultrasound or patient symptoms indicate that
the cancer may be present or reoccurring.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The headache is described as
chronic or recurring.; The headache is not
presenting with a sudden change in severity,
associated with exertion, or a mental status
change.; It is not known if there are recent
neurological symptoms or deficits such as one
sided weakness, speech impairments, or vision
defects.; It is not known if there is a family
history (parent, sibling or child of the patient) of
AVM (arteriovenous malformation).

1

Pediatrics

Pediatrics

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The headache is described as
sudden and severe.; There are NO recent
neurological deficits on exam such as one sided
weakness, speech impairments or vision
defects.; There is not a new and sudden onset
of a headache less than 1 week not improved by
medications.; There is not a family history
(parent, sibling, or child) of stroke, aneurysm, or
AVM (arteriovenous malformation)

2

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The headache is not
described as a “thunderclap” or the worst
headache of the patient’s life.; Requested for
evaluation of tumor; A biopsy has not been
completed to determine tumor tissue type.;
There are not recent neurological symptoms
such as one-sided weakness, speech
impairments, or vision defects.; There is a new
and sudden onset of headache (less than 1
week) not improved by pain medications.

1

Pediatrics

Pediatrics

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; unknown; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Leans head; Physical Therapy

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; Not requested for evaluation of
trauma/injury, tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results was not
completed.; The patient does NOT have
dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's Palsy, a
congenital abnormality, loss of smell, hearing
loss or vertigo.

1

Pediatrics

Pediatrics

Pediatrics

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

chronic reoccurring ha w/o relief; looking for
chiari malformation; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The headache is described as
chronic or recurring.; The headache is not
presenting with a sudden change in severity,
associated with exertion, or a mental status
change.; There are not recent neurological
symptoms or deficits such as one sided
weakness, speech impairments, or vision
defects.; There is not a family history (parent,
sibling or child of the patient) of AVM
(arteriovenous malformation).
delayed motor skills; This study is being
ordered for Vascular Disease.; unknown; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
none; aspirin. physical therapy

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

father diagnosed with chiari last year; This
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
headache is described as sudden and severe.; It
is unknown if there recent neurological deficits
on exam such as one sided weakness, speech
impairments or vision defects.; There is not a
new and sudden onset of a headache less than 1
week not improved by medications.; It is not
known if there is a family history (parent,
sibling, or child) of stroke, aneurysm, or AVM
(arteriovenous malformation)

Approval

1

1

1

Pediatrics

Pediatrics

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

headaches over the last several months. has
nausea and voimiting, headaches intensifying.
ibuprofen and Tylenol have been ineffective.;
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as sudden and
severe.; There are NO recent neurological
deficits on exam such as one sided weakness,
speech impairments or vision defects.; There is
not a new and sudden onset of a headache less
than 1 week not improved by medications.; It is
not known if there is a family history (parent,
sibling, or child) of stroke, aneurysm, or AVM
(arteriovenous malformation)
r/o optic nerve lesion; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 04/14/17; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; headaches,
and visual field defect; referred to
ophthalmologist thinks the patient may have
lesion on optic nerve

1

1

Pediatrics

Pediatrics

Pediatrics

Approval

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as chronic or
recurring.; The headache is not presenting with
a sudden change in severity, associated with
exertion, or a mental status change.; There are
recent neurological symptoms or deficits such
as one sided weakness, speech impairments, or
vision defects.

3

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as chronic or
recurring.; The headache is presenting with a
sudden change in severity, associated with
exertion, or a mental status change.

9

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Not requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; The patient does
NOT have dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's
Palsy, a congenital abnormality, loss of smell,
hearing loss or vertigo.

3

Pediatrics

Pediatrics

Pediatrics

Approval

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Not requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The patient has not undergone
treatment for a congenital abnormality (such as
hydrocephalus or craniosynostosis).; There are
recent neurological symptoms or deficits such
as one-sided weakness, speech impairments, or
vision defects.; The patient has a congenital
abnormality.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Not requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The patient has undergone treatment
for a congenital abnormality (such as
hydrocephalus or craniosynostosis).; The patient
has a congenital abnormality.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested due to trauma or injury.; There are
new, intermittent symptoms or deficits such as
one sided weakness, speech impairments, or
vision defects.

2

Pediatrics

Pediatrics

Pediatrics

Pediatrics

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of seizures; There has
not been a previous Brain MRI completed.
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of tumor; A biopsy has
been completed to determine tumor tissue
type.

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has not been
established.; Other tests such as laboratory or
ultrasound or patient symptoms indicate that
the cancer may be present or reoccurring.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have not been performed on
the member in the past 3 months.

1

Approval

Approval

6

2

Pediatrics

Pediatrics

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Unknown; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The headache is described as chronic
or recurring.; It is not known if the headache is
presenting with a sudden change in severity,
associated with exertion, or a mental status
change.; It is not known if there are recent
neurological symptoms or deficits such as one
sided weakness, speech impairments, or vision
defects.; It is not known if there is a family
history (parent, sibling or child of the patient) of
AVM (arteriovenous malformation).

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The headache is described as sudden
and severe.; There are NO recent neurological
deficits on exam such as one sided weakness,
speech impairments or vision defects.; There is
a new and sudden onset of a headache less than
1 week not improved by medications.; The
headache is not described as a “thunderclap” or
the worst headache of the patient’s life.

1

Pediatrics

Pediatrics

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

UNKNOWN; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; Not requested for evaluation of
trauma/injury, tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The patient has not undergone
treatment for a congenital abnormality (such as
hydrocephalus or craniosynostosis).; It is not
known if there are recent neurological
symptoms or deficits such as one-sided
weakness, speech impairments, or vision
defects.; Surgery is not planned within the next
4 weeks.; An operation for shunt placement (for
brain fluid drainage) is not being considered or a
non-metalic shunt is not functioning correctly.;
The patient has a congenital abnormality.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

vomiting, sound and light sensitivity, migraine
has become worse in the last 2 weeks; This
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
headache is described as chronic or recurring.;
The headache is not presenting with a sudden
change in severity, associated with exertion, or
a mental status change.; There are not recent
neurological symptoms or deficits such as one
sided weakness, speech impairments, or vision
defects.; There is not a family history (parent,
sibling or child of the patient) of AVM
(arteriovenous malformation).

1

Pediatrics

Pediatrics

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

"There IS evidence of a lung, mediastinal or
chest mass noted within the last 30 days."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

1. chest pain &#x0D; The patient presents with
a complaint of chest pain. The symptoms began
2 months ago. The patient denies nausea.
Relevant history for this patient excludes
excessive alcohol or drug use. The chest pain is
associated with chronic cough. Th; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The study is
being ordered for none of the above.; This study
is being ordered for non of the above.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Pediatrics

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Pediatrics

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

55 year old with chronic urticarial, chronic
rhinitis, nasal obstruction.; A Chest/Thorax CT is
being ordered.; The study is being ordered for
none of the above.; This study is being ordered
for non of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study
is being ordered for known tumor.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

3

Pediatrics

Pediatrics

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have not been performed on
the member in the past 3 months.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Initial Staging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

Pediatrics

Pediatrics

Pediatrics

Pediatrics

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have not been performed on
the member in the past 3 months.

1

71550 MRI CHEST

This study is being ordered for a congenital
abnormality.; The patient is less than 18 years
old.; This is a request for a chest MRI.

1

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; unknown; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Leans head; Physical Therapy
NEWLY FOUND CHIARI I MALFORMATION ON
BRAIN MRI DONE 5/18/17; This study is being
ordered for a neurological disorder.;
05/18/2017; There has not been any treatment
or conservative therapy.; FRANK ASPIRATION ,
SEVERE DYSPHAGIA, SEVERE DEVELOPMENTAL
DELAY

1

1

Pediatrics

Approval

Pediatrics

Approval

Pediatrics

Approval

Pediatrics

Pediatrics

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST
72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; No, the patient
does not demonstrate neurological deficits.;
Yes, this patient had a recent course of
supervised physical Therapy.

1

unknown; This study is being ordered for
Congenital Anomaly.; 04/27/2017; There has
not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; abnormal ultrasound

1

1
&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; Years; There has
not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; back pain , numbness and shooting
pain up shoulders
NEWLY FOUND CHIARI I MALFORMATION ON
BRAIN MRI DONE 5/18/17; This study is being
ordered for a neurological disorder.;
05/18/2017; There has not been any treatment
or conservative therapy.; FRANK ASPIRATION ,
SEVERE DYSPHAGIA, SEVERE DEVELOPMENTAL
DELAY

1

1

Pediatrics

Approval

Pediatrics

Approval

Pediatrics

Pediatrics

Pediatrics

Pediatrics

Approval

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST
72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; This study is being ordered for
Congenital Anomaly.; 04/27/2017; There has
not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; abnormal ultrasound

1

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient does NOT have
acute or chronic back pain.; This procedure is
being requested for None of the above

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; Years; There has
not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; back pain , numbness and shooting
pain up shoulders

1

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

back pain for a couple of months. wanting to
evaluate pain and make sure no nerve damage;
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has none of the above
NEWLY FOUND CHIARI I MALFORMATION ON
BRAIN MRI DONE 5/18/17; This study is being
ordered for a neurological disorder.;
05/18/2017; There has not been any treatment
or conservative therapy.; FRANK ASPIRATION ,
SEVERE DYSPHAGIA, SEVERE DEVELOPMENTAL
DELAY

1

1

Pediatrics

Pediatrics

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has 6 weeks of completed conservative
care in the past 3 months or had a spine
injection

1

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; This study is being ordered for
Congenital Anomaly.; 04/27/2017; There has
not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; abnormal ultrasound

1

Pediatrics

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

Pediatrics

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.; 06/2016;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; abdominal pain, weight loss,
constipation; colonoscopy, egd
A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study
is being ordered for known tumor.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

73200 CT ARM OR
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity,
shoulder, scapula, elbow, hand, or wrist joint
CT.; There is not a history of upper extremity
joint or long bone trauma or injury.; This is not a
preoperative or recent postoperative
evaluation.; There is not suspicion of upper
extremity neoplasm or tumor or metastasis.;
There is not suspicion of upper extremity bone
or joint infection.; The ordering physician is not
an orthopedist or rheumatologist.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

Pediatrics

Approval

1

1

1

Pediatrics

Pediatrics

Pediatrics

Approval

73220 MRI UPPER
EXTREMITY , ENTIRE
EXTREMITY, NOT A
JOINT

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The request is for an upper extremity non-joint
MRI.; This is not a preoperative or recent
postoperative evaluation.; There is not
suspicion of upper extremity neoplasm or tumor
or metastasis.; There is no suspicion of upper
extremity bone or soft tissue infection.; The
ordering physician is not an orthopedist.; There
is not a history of upper extremity trauma or
injury.

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; "The
caller indicated the study was not ordered for:
Known or Suspicious Mass or Tumor with or
without metastasis, Known or suspected Joint
Infection, Aseptic Necrosis, Trauma, Chronic
Pain, or Pre or Post operative evaluation."; LEFT
SHOULDER PAIN SUFFERED IN MVA IN APRIL
2017, ARM WAS ON THE STEERING WHEEL IN A
LOCKED POSITION AND HAD JARRING AND
POPPING SENSATION OF HIS SHOULDER, WAS
PUT IN A SLING, STILL HAS SIGNIFICANT PAIN,
HE HAD PHYSICAL THERAPY EVALUATION AND
THERE WAS CO
The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has completed and failed a
course of conservative treatment of at least 4
weeks.; The ordering physician is an
orthopedist.

1

1

1

Pediatrics

Pediatrics

Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has completed and failed a
course of conservative treatment of at least 4
weeks.; The ordering physician is not an
orthopedist.; There is documented findings of
severe pain on motion.

2

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There is no history of significant
trauma, dislocation or injury to the joint within
the past 6 weeks.; The patient does not have an
abnormal plain film study of the joint.; The
patient has been treated with and failed a
course of four weeks of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient does not have a
documented limitation of their range of
motion.; The patient has experienced pain for
greater than six weeks.; The patient has been
treated with anti-inflammatory medication in
conjunction with this complaint.; This study is
not being ordered by an operating surgeon for
pre-operative planning.

1

Pediatrics

Pediatrics

Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does not have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There is no history of significant
trauma, dislocation or injury to the joint within
the past 6 weeks.; The patient does not have an
abnormal plain film study of the joint.; The
patient has not been treated with and failed a
course of four weeks of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient has a documented
limitation of their range of motion.; The patient
has experienced pain for greater than six
weeks.; The patient has been treated with antiinflammatory medication in conjunction with
this complaint.; This study is not being ordered
by an operating surgeon for pre-operative
planning.

2

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

TO LOOK FOR INFLAMMATION AND EROSIONS;
This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 4/2016; There has not been
any treatment or conservative therapy.; JOINT
EXAM SHOWED MULTIPLE JOINT CLINICAL
SYNOVITIS ESPECIALLY IN THE WRISTS AND
HANDS, HAS PAIN AND SWELLING IN WRISTS

2

Pediatrics

Approval

Pediatrics

Approval

Pediatrics

Approval

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY
73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Lower Extremity CT.; This
is not a preoperative or recent postoperative
evaluation.; There is suspicion of a lower
extremity neoplasm, tumor or metastasis.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

1

"There is not a history (within the past six
weeks) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the ankle."; There is not a history of
new onset of severe pain in the ankle within the
last two weeks.; The patient does not have an
abnormal plain film study of the ankle other
than arthritis.; The patient has not used a cane
or crutches for greater than four weeks.; There
is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; The patient
has not been treated with and failed a course of
supervised physical therapy.; The patient has
not been treated with anti-inflammatory
medications in conjunction with this complaint.;
The patient does not have a documented
limitation of their range of motion.; This study is
not being ordered by an operating surgeon for
pre-operative planning.; &lt;Enter answer here
OR type 'Unknown' if no info given.&gt;; This is
a request for a bilateral ankle MRI.

2

Pediatrics

Pediatrics

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

"There is not a history (within the past six
weeks) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the foot."; There is not a suspected
tarsal coalition.; There is a history of new onset
of severe pain in the foot within the last two
weeks.; The patient has a documented
limitation of their range of motion.; This is a
request for bilateral foot MRI.; ball of the foot
arches on both feet pain radiates on both legs
worse with weight bearing athlete trauma plays
basketball at college level icing heating pads
crutches ultrasound estem medication swelling
pain on top and bottom unable to practice first

4

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a Knee
MRI.; The patient has not had recent plain films
of the knee.; The ordering physician is not an
orthopedist.; There is no supsected
meniscus,pre-op or post-op evaluation,nonacute Chronic Pain,supsected tumor or Aseptic
Necrosis; There is no symptom of
locking,Instability, Swelling,Redness,Limited
range of motion or pain.; No, patient has not
completed and failed a course of conservative
treatment.

1

Pediatrics

Pediatrics

Pediatrics

Approval

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a Knee
MRI.; The study is requested for knee pain.; The
pain is from a recent injury.; It is not known if
there is a suspected meniscus, tendon, or
ligament injury.; Surgery or arthrscopy is not
scheduled in the next 4 weeks.; There is not a
suspicion of fracture not adequately determined
by x-ray.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

THIGH MASS STEADILY ENLARGING AND
BOTHERSOME, MRI RECOMMENDED TO BETTER
DEFINE THE EXTENT AND NATURE OF THE
LESION; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; APPROXIMATELY
5 YEARS AGO; There has not been any
treatment or conservative therapy.; PER
ULTRASOUND 9 X 9 X 4 cm SOLID MASS IN THE
SUBCUTANEOUS FAT OF THE THIGH DORSALLY,
THAT HAS ENLARGED
SIGNIFICANTLY,BOTHERSOME

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a foot MRI.; "There is a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; There
is a history of new onset of severe pain in the
foot within the last two weeks.

1

Pediatrics

Pediatrics

Pediatrics

Pediatrics

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; Non-acute
Chronic Pain; Instability

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; Suspected
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury; No, there
is no known trauma involving the knee.;
Locking; Yes, the member experience a painful
popping, snapping, or giving away of the knee.
This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; Suspected
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury; Yes, there
is a known trauma involving the knee.;
Instability

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; Suspected
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury; Yes, there
is a known trauma involving the knee.; Swelling
greater than 3 days

Approval

1

1

1

1

Pediatrics

Pediatrics

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
has not had recent plain films of the knee.; The
ordering physician is not an orthopedist.; There
is no supsected meniscus,pre-op or post-op
evaluation,non-acute Chronic Pain,supsected
tumor or Aseptic Necrosis; There is no symptom
of locking,Instability, Swelling,Redness,Limited
range of motion or pain.; Yes, patient has
completed and failed a course of conservative
treatment.; Physician directed course of nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory medications

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a lower extremity MRI.;
This is not a pulsatile mass.; "There is no
evidence of tumor or mass from a previous
exam, plain film, ultrasound, or previous CT or
MRI."; There is not a suspicion of an infection.;
The patient is not taking antibiotics.; This is a
study for a fracture which does not show
healing (non-union fracture).; This is not a preoperative study for planned surgery.

1

Pediatrics

Pediatrics

Pediatrics

Approval

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a lower extremity MRI.;
This is not a pulsatile mass.; "There is no
evidence of tumor or mass from a previous
exam, plain film, ultrasound, or previous CT or
MRI."; There is not a suspicion of an infection.;
The patient is not taking antibiotics.; This is not
a study for a fracture which does not show
healing (non-union fracture).; This is not a preoperative study for planned surgery.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for an Ankle MRI.; "There is
not a history (within the past six weeks) of
significant trauma, dislocation, or injury to the
ankle."; There is a history of new onset of
severe pain in the ankle within the last two
weeks.; There is a suspected tarsal coalition.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for an Ankle MRI.; "There is
not a history (within the past six weeks) of
significant trauma, dislocation, or injury to the
ankle."; There is a history of new onset of
severe pain in the ankle within the last two
weeks.; There is not a suspected tarsal
coalition.; The patient has a documented
limitation of their range of motion.

1

Pediatrics

Pediatrics

Approval

Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient is receiving long-term steriod
therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The patient
has a documented limitation of their range of
motion.

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

abdominal pain; This is a request for an
Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Kidney/Ureteral stone,
&#x0D; Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O
metastases, Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ
Enlargement, &#x0D; Known or suspected
infection such as pancreatitis, etc..; There are no
findings of Hematuria,
Lymphadenopathy,weight loss,abdominal
pain,diabetic patient with gastroparesis; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Pediatrics

Pediatrics

Approval

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

abnormal weight loss , sever abdominal pain;
This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for an infection such as
pancreatitis, appendicitis, abscess, colitis and
inflammatory bowel disease.; It is unknown if
there are abnormal lab results or physical
findings on exam such as rebound or guarding
that are consistent with peritonitis, abscess,
pancreatitis or appendicitis.; This study is being
ordered for another reason besides Crohn's
disease, Abscess, Ulcerative Colitis, Acute Nonulcerative Colitis, Diverticulitis, or Inflammatory
bowel disease.; There are no findings that
confirm hepatitis C.; No, the patient has not
been seen by a specialist or are the studies
being requested on behalf of a specialist for an
infection.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for a suspicious mass or
tumor.; It is not known if there is a suspicious
mass found using ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy,
colonoscopy, or sigmoidoscopy.; There are new
symptoms including hematuria.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Pediatrics

Pediatrics

Pediatrics

Pediatrics

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for an infection such as
pancreatitis, appendicitis, abscess, colitis and
inflammatory bowel disease.; Yes, the patient
has been seen by a specialist or are the studies
being requested on behalf of a specialist for an
infection.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for trauma.; This request is for
follow up to abdominal and/or pelvic trauma
ordered by a specialist or PCP on behalf of a
specialist who has seen the patient.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Approval

74174 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY
ABDOMEN AND PELVIS
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

This is a request for CT Angiography of the
Abdomen and Pelvis.
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; Infection such as pancreatitis,
appendicitis, abscess, colitis and inflammatory
bowel disease; Yes, the patient has been seen
by a specialist or are the studies being
requested on behalf of a specialist for an
infection.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

2

Pediatrics

Pediatrics

Pediatrics

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; It is not known if there is a strong
suspicion of kidney or ureteral stones.; This
patient is experiencing hematuria.;
Kidney/Ureteral stone; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are abnormal lab results or
physical findings on exam such as rebound or
guarding that are consistent with peritonitis,
abscess, pancreatitis or appendicitis.; Infection
such as pancreatitis, appendicitis, abscess,
colitis and inflammatory bowel disease; It is not
known if the patient has been seen by a
specialist or are the studies being requested on
behalf of a specialist for an infection.; Yes this is
a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are abnormal lab results or
physical findings on exam such as rebound or
guarding that are consistent with peritonitis,
abscess, pancreatitis or appendicitis.; Infection
such as pancreatitis, appendicitis, abscess,
colitis and inflammatory bowel disease; No, the
patient has not been seen by a specialist or are
the studies being requested on behalf of a
specialist for an infection.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

4

Pediatrics

Pediatrics

Pediatrics

Pediatrics

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; &lt;Enter Additional
Clinical Information&gt;; Yes this is a request for
a Diagnostic CT

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound and it was a negative
ultrasound report. The doctor is wanting her to
have a abdominal/pelvis ct for further study.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is a known or a strong
suspicion of kidney or ureteral stones.;
Kidney/Ureteral stone; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is neither a known nor a
strong suspicion of kidney or ureteral stones.;
This patient is experiencing hematuria.;
Kidney/Ureteral stone; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

Approval

2

1

3

1

Pediatrics

Pediatrics

Pediatrics

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have not been performed on
the member in the past 3 months.

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Initial Staging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.; 06/2016;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; abdominal pain, weight loss,
constipation; colonoscopy, egd

1

Pediatrics

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

Pediatrics

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

THIGH MASS STEADILY ENLARGING AND
BOTHERSOME, MRI RECOMMENDED TO BETTER
DEFINE THE EXTENT AND NATURE OF THE
LESION; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; APPROXIMATELY
5 YEARS AGO; There has not been any
treatment or conservative therapy.; PER
ULTRASOUND 9 X 9 X 4 cm SOLID MASS IN THE
SUBCUTANEOUS FAT OF THE THIGH DORSALLY,
THAT HAS ENLARGED
SIGNIFICANTLY,BOTHERSOME
This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study."; &lt;
Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If No
Info Given. &gt;

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is not being ordered for known tumor,
suspicious mass or suspected tumor/metastasis,
organ enlargement, known or suspected
vascular disease, hematuria, follow-up trauma,
or a pre-operative evaluation.; FOLLOW UP IN
MEMBER WITH POLYCYSTIC KIDNEY DISEASE,
RENAL ANGIOMYOLIPOMAS

Pediatrics

Approval

1

1

1

Pediatrics

Approval

Pediatrics

Approval

Pediatrics

Pediatrics

Pediatrics

Approval

Approval

Approval

This a request for a Fetal MRI.; It is unknown if
an ultrasound of the mother been completed.

1

This is a request for a heart or cardiac MRI

2

75574 CT Angiography
Heart coronary arteries,
CCTA

This request is for a Coronary CT Angiography
study.; No, patient did not have a Nuclear
Cardiology study within the past six months.;
This study is being ordered for prior equivocal
or uninterruptible cardiac imaging .; Echo was
abnormal on 5/3; Yes, this patient has an
equivocal or uninterpretable stress test
(exercise, perfusion, or stress echo).

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
The suspicion of cancer is based on an imaging
study.; This study is being ordered to establish a
cancer diagnosis.; This study is being requested
for Lymphoma or Myeloma.; This would be the
first PET Scan performed on this patient for this
cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Lymphoma or Myeloma.; The patient
completed a course of treatment initiated
within the last 8 weeks.; 1 PET Scans has already
been performed on this patient for this cancer.;
This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

74712 Fetal MRI
75557 Cardiac MRI
Morph & structure w/o
contrast

Pediatrics

Pediatrics

Pediatrics

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Lymphoma or Myeloma.; The patient
completed a course of treatment initiated
within the last 8 weeks.; 3 PET Scans have
already been performed on this patient for this
cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; There is headache not improved
by pain medications.; "There are no recent
neurological symptoms or deficits such as oneRadiology Services sided weakness, vision defects, speech
Denied Not
impairments or sudden onset of severe
Medically
dizziness."; This study is being requested for a
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
headache.

2

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; There is not headache not
improved by pain medications.; "There are no
recent neurological symptoms or deficits such
Radiology Services as one-sided weakness, vision defects, speech
Denied Not
impairments or sudden onset of severe
Medically
dizziness."; This study is being requested for a
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
headache.

2

1

Pediatrics

Pediatrics

Disapproval

HISTORY OF BRAIN BLEED, 28 WEEK EX PREMIE,
VENTALATOR 21DAYS AT BIRTH. FOLLOWED BY
Radiology Services NEUROLOGY.; This is a request for a brain/head
Denied Not
CT.; Thi study is being requested for None of the
Medically
above.; This procedure is being requested for
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
other indications

1

Disapproval

Judah was seen today for headache. I am
concerned regarding the chronic nature of the
headaches as well as the temporal association
with morning headaches. Concern would be
diagnosis such as Chiari malformation. Will
obtain CT head without contrast for; This is a
request for a brain/head CT.; There is not
headache not improved by pain medications.;
"There are no recent neurological symptoms or
Radiology Services deficits such as one-sided weakness, vision
Denied Not
defects, speech impairments or sudden onset of
Medically
severe dizziness."; This study is being requested
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
for a headache.

1

Pediatrics

Disapproval

Pediatrics

Disapproval

This is a request for a brain/head CT.; There is
headache not improved by pain medications.;
"There are recent neurological symptoms or
Radiology Services deficits such as one-sided weakness, vision
Denied Not
defects, speech impairments or sudden onset of
Medically
severe dizziness."; This study is being requested
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
for a headache.
70540 MRI
Radiology Services ; This study is being ordered for a neurological
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O Denied Not
disorder.; ; There has been treatment or
DYE
Medically
conservative therapy.; ;

1

1

Pediatrics

Disapproval

Pediatrics

Disapproval

Pediatrics

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services ; This study is being ordered for a neurological
Denied Not
disorder.; ; There has been treatment or
Medically
conservative therapy.; ;

Nothing relieves symptoms, Alieve did not help
anymore. Patient is also followed by
Rheumatology at ACH for joint pain including
her back.; This study is being ordered for
Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.;
01/20/2015&#x0D; Patient was seen on
01/30/2015 and it was noted it began 10 days
befor.; It is not known if there has been any
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services treatment or conservative therapy.; Thoracic
SPINE CHEST SPINE
and lumbar pain in back. Patient has joint pain
Denied Not
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
and is followed by rheumatology. We have also
CONTRAST
sent Rx for patient to have Aquatic therapy
Necessary
Radiology Services
72148 MRI LUMBAR
Denied Not
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
SPINE OR LOW BACK
Medically
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
WITHOUT CONTRAST
Necessary
patient has none of the above

1

1

1

Pediatrics

Pediatrics

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Nothing relieves symptoms, Alieve did not help
anymore. Patient is also followed by
Rheumatology at ACH for joint pain including
her back.; This study is being ordered for
Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.;
01/20/2015&#x0D; Patient was seen on
01/30/2015 and it was noted it began 10 days
befor.; It is not known if there has been any
Radiology Services treatment or conservative therapy.; Thoracic
and lumbar pain in back. Patient has joint pain
Denied Not
and is followed by rheumatology. We have also
Medically
sent Rx for patient to have Aquatic therapy
Necessary
Radiology Services numbness .....in lower leg; The study requested
Denied Not
is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
Medically
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
Necessary
above

1

1

Pediatrics

Pediatrics

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Over the last 3-6 months she has started to
have problems with wetting herself during the
day. It is more a dribbled in full urination. It
does not happen always just after urination. She
does not have any painful urination. She does
only have a bowel mov; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; URINARY INCONTINENCE FOR
THE PAST 3-6 MONTHS, NO PAIN, NO BLOOD IN
STOOLS. SHE DID HAVE AN ANAL ATRESIA AT
BIRTH THAT REQUIRED SURGERY.; It is not
known if there has been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; Over the last 3-6 months
she has started to have problems with wetting
Radiology Services herself during the day. It is more a dribbled in
Denied Not
full urination. It does not happen always just
Medically
after urination. She does not have any painful
Necessary
urination. She does only have a bowel mov

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

LEFT SHOULDER PAIN WITH NECK PAIN AND
ARM PAIN; The requested study is a Shoulder
Radiology Services MRI.; The pain is described as chronic; The
Denied Not
request is for shoulder pain.; The physician has
Medically
not directed conservative treatment for the
Necessary
past 6 weeks.

1

Pediatrics

Pediatrics

Disapproval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Disapproval

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

Pediatrics

Disapproval

Pediatrics

Disapproval

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; "The
caller indicated the study was not ordered for:
Known or Suspicious Mass or Tumor with or
without metastasis, Known or suspected Joint
Radiology Services Infection, Aseptic Necrosis, Trauma, Chronic
Denied Not
Pain, or Pre or Post operative evaluation."; &lt;
Medically
Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If No
Necessary
Info Given. &gt;
; This study is being ordered for trauma or
Radiology Services injury.; 05/08/17; There has been treatment or
Denied Not
conservative therapy.; Right foot pain with
Medically
weight bearing; Ibuprofen 800mg TID, Toradol
Necessary
IM

Unknown; This is a request for an Abdomen
CT.; This study is being ordered for another
reason besides Kidney/Ureteral stone, &#x0D;
Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O
metastases, Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ
Enlargement, &#x0D; Known or suspected
infection such as pancreatitis, etc..; There are no
Radiology Services findings of Hematuria,
Lymphadenopathy,weight loss,abdominal
Denied Not
74150 CT ABDOMEN
Medically
pain,diabetic patient with gastroparesis; Yes this
WITHOUT CONTRAST
is a request for a Diagnostic CT
Necessary
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
Radiology Services loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
Denied Not
gastroparesis; Other; Vomiting and pain since
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
feb with weight loss; Yes this is a request for a
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

1

2

1

1

Pediatrics

Disapproval

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Radiology Services Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
Denied Not
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Weight gain, elevated LFT;
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Physical Medicine

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Plastic Surgery

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; No, the patient
does not demonstrate neurological deficits.;
Yes, this patient had a recent course of
supervised physical Therapy.
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient does have a new foot
drop.
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has 6 weeks of completed conservative
care in the past 3 months or had a spine
injection
; This is a request for a brain/head CT.; Thi
study is being requested for None of the above.;
This procedure is being requested for other
indications

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

history of cranioplasty; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; Thi study is being requested for
None of the above.; This procedure is being
requested for other indications

Physical Medicine

Physical Medicine

Plastic Surgery

Approval

1

1

1

2

1

1

Plastic Surgery

Approval

Plastic Surgery

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD
70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

Approval

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

This is a request for a brain/head CT.; This study
is being requested for Hydrocephalus or
congenital abnormality.
"This request is for face, jaw, mandible
CT.239.8"; "There is a history of serious facial
bone or skull, trauma or injury.fct"; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
"This request is for face, jaw, mandible
CT.239.8"; "There is not a history of serious
facial bone or skull, trauma or injury.fct"; "There
is suspicion of neoplasm, tumor or
metastasis.fct"; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE

There is not a suspicion of an infection or
abscess.; This examination is being requested to
evaluate lymphadenopathy or mass.; This is a
request for a Face MRI.; There is not a history of
orbit or face trauma or injury.

1

71550 MRI CHEST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 12/16/2016; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
&lt; Describe primary symptoms here - or Type
In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; PT and meds

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; Yes, the patient
demonstrate neurological deficits.; yes, there is
a documented evidence of extremity weakness
on physical examination.

1

Plastic Surgery

Plastic Surgery

Plastic Surgery

Plastic Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

3

3

1

Plastic Surgery

Plastic Surgery

Plastic Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

back pain; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or chronic
back pain.; The patient has none of the above

1

73220 MRI UPPER
EXTREMITY , ENTIRE
EXTREMITY, NOT A
JOINT

The request is for an upper extremity non-joint
MRI.; This is not a preoperative or recent
postoperative evaluation.; There is not
suspicion of upper extremity neoplasm or tumor
or metastasis.; There is no suspicion of upper
extremity bone or soft tissue infection.; The
ordering physician is not an orthopedist.; There
is a history of upper extremity trauma or injury.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There has has been a history of
significant trauma, dislocation or injury to the
joint within the past 6 weeks.; The patient does
have an abnormal plain film study of the joint.

1

Plastic Surgery

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There has has been a history of
significant trauma, dislocation or injury to the
joint within the past 6 weeks.; The patient does
not have an abnormal plain film study of the
joint.; The patient has not been treated with
and failed a course of four weeks of supervised
physical therapy.; The patient has a
documented limitation of their range of
motion.; The patient has not experienced pain
for greater than six weeks.; The patient has not
been treated with anti-inflammatory
medication in conjunction with this complaint.;
This study is not being ordered by an operating
surgeon for pre-operative planning.

1

Plastic Surgery

Plastic Surgery

Plastic Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY
73706 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY LOWER
EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does not have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There is no history of significant
trauma, dislocation or injury to the joint within
the past 6 weeks.; The patient does not have an
abnormal plain film study of the joint.; The
patient has not been treated with and failed a
course of four weeks of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient does not have a
documented limitation of their range of
motion.; The patient has not experienced pain
for greater than six weeks.; The patient has not
been treated with anti-inflammatory
medication in conjunction with this complaint.;
This study is not being ordered by an operating
surgeon for pre-operative planning.

1

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
lower extremity.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a lower extremity MRI.;
This is not a pulsatile mass.; "There is evidence
of tumor or mass from a previous exam, plain
film, ultrasound, or previous CT or MRI."

1

Plastic Surgery

Plastic Surgery

Plastic Surgery

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This is not a request for follow up
of a known tumor or cancer involving both the
abdomen and pelvis or if this patient is
undergoing active treatment.; This is not a
request for initial staging of a known tumor
other than prostate.; There has NOT been a
recent (within the last 3 months) Abdomen
and/or Pelvis CT.; This patient does NOT have
known prostate cancer with a PSA (prostatespecific antigen) greater than 10.; Known
Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or Rule out metastases;
yes, there is a palpable or observed abdominal
mass.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Approval

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

This is a request for Breast MRI.; This study is
being ordered for a known history of breast
cancer.; No, this is not an individual who has
known breast cancer in the contralateral (other)
breast.; Yes, this is a confirmed breast cancer.;
Yes, the results of this MRI (size and shape of
tumor) affect the patient's further
management.

1

Approval

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

This is a request for Breast MRI.; This study is
being ordered for a suspected implant rupture.;
Yes,this study is being ordered to evaluate a
suspected silicone implant rupture.

1

Approval

Plastic Surgery

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
Radiology Services for a neurological disorder.; 12/16/2016; There
Denied Not
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Medically
&lt; Describe primary symptoms here - or Type
Necessary
In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; PT and meds

Plastic Surgery

Disapproval

Plastic Surgery

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services for a neurological disorder.; 12/16/2016; There
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
&lt; Describe primary symptoms here - or Type
CONTRAST
Necessary
In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; PT and meds
&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
Radiology Services No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
72148 MRI LUMBAR
Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
Denied Not
SPINE OR LOW BACK
Medically
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
WITHOUT CONTRAST
above
Necessary

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
Radiology Services for a neurological disorder.; 12/16/2016; There
Denied Not
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Medically
&lt; Describe primary symptoms here - or Type
Necessary
In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; PT and meds

Plastic Surgery

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

1

1

1

1

Plastic Surgery

Podiatry

Podiatry

Podiatry

Disapproval

Approval

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a lower extremity MRI.;
This is not a pulsatile mass.; "There is no
evidence of tumor or mass from a previous
exam, plain film, ultrasound, or previous CT or
MRI."; There is not a suspicion of an infection.;
Radiology Services The patient is not taking antibiotics.; This is not
a study for a fracture which does not show
Denied Not
healing (non-union fracture).; This is not a preMedically
Necessary
operative study for planned surgery.

1

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

Unknown; This study is being ordered for
trauma or injury.; 2003; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; decrease
range of motion, trigger point areas along
thoracic, reflexes brisk in lower extremities,
severe pain in thoracic area,; Physical therapy,
medication, history of thoracic fusion,

1

72128 CT THORACIC
SPINE, UPPER BACK NO
CONTRAST

Unknown; This study is being ordered for
trauma or injury.; 2003; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; decrease
range of motion, trigger point areas along
thoracic, reflexes brisk in lower extremities,
severe pain in thoracic area,; Physical therapy,
medication, history of thoracic fusion,

1

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

Unknown; This study is being ordered for
trauma or injury.; 2003; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; decrease
range of motion, trigger point areas along
thoracic, reflexes brisk in lower extremities,
severe pain in thoracic area,; Physical therapy,
medication, history of thoracic fusion,

1

Podiatry

Podiatry

Podiatry

Podiatry

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; No, the patient
does not demonstrate neurological deficits.;
Yes, this patient had a recent course of
supervised physical Therapy.
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has 6 weeks of completed conservative
care in the past 3 months or had a spine
injection
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has an Abnormal nerve study involving
the lumbar spine

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

This is a request for a foot CT.; "There is a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; There
is a history of new onset of severe pain in the
foot within the last two weeks.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

Approval

1

3

1

2

Podiatry

Podiatry

Approval

Approval

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

This is a request for a foot CT.; "There is not a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; There
is a history of new onset of severe pain in the
foot within the last two weeks.; The patient has
a documented limitation of their range of
motion.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

This is a request for a foot CT.; The patient has
not used a cane or crutches for greater than
four weeks.; "There is not a history (within the
past six weeks) of significant trauma,
dislocation, or injury to the foot."; There is not a
suspected tarsal coalition.; There is a history of
new onset of severe pain in the foot within the
last two weeks.; The patient does not have an
abnormal plain film study of the foot other than
arthritis.; The patient has not been treated with
and failed a course of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient has not been treated with
anti-inflammatory medications in conjunction
with this complaint.; This is not for preoperative planning.; The patient does not have a
documented limitation of their range of
motion.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Podiatry

Podiatry

Podiatry

Approval

Approval

Approval

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an ankle CT.; "There is a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the ankle.";
There is a history of new onset of severe pain in
the ankle within the last two weeks.; There is a
suspected tarsal coalition.; The patient has a
documented limitation of their range of
motion.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an ankle CT.; "There is not
a history (within the past six weeks) of
significant trauma, dislocation, or injury to the
ankle."; There is a history of new onset of
severe pain in the ankle within the last two
weeks.; The patient had an abnormal plain film
study of the ankle other than arthritis.; There is
a suspected tarsal coalition.; The patient has a
documented limitation of their range of
motion.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an ankle CT.; "There is not
a history (within the past six weeks) of
significant trauma, dislocation, or injury to the
ankle."; There is a history of new onset of
severe pain in the ankle within the last two
weeks.; There is not a suspected tarsal
coalition.; The patient has a documented
limitation of their range of motion.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Podiatry

Approval

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an ankle CT.; "There is not
a history (within the past six weeks) of
significant trauma, dislocation, or injury to the
ankle."; There is not a history of new onset of
severe pain in the ankle within the last two
weeks.; The patient does not have an abnormal
plain film study of the ankle other than
arthritis.; The patient has not used a cane or
crutches for greater than four weeks.; There is
not a suspected tarsal coalition.; The patient has
not been treated with and failed a course of
supervised physical therapy.; The patient has
been treated with anti-inflammatory
medications in conjunction with this complaint.;
The patient has a documented limitation of
their range of motion.; This study is being
ordered by the operating surgeon for preoperative planning.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

Podiatry

Podiatry

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

"There is not a history (within the past six
weeks) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the foot."; There is not a suspected
tarsal coalition.; There is a history of new onset
of severe pain in the foot within the last two
weeks.; The patient does not have an abnormal
plain film study of the foot other than arthritis.;
The patient has not used a cane or crutches for
greater than four weeks.; The patient has not
been treated with and failed a course of
supervised physical therapy.; The patient has
not been treated with anti-inflammatory
medications in conjunction with this complaint.;
This is not for pre-operative planning.; The
patient does not have a documented limitation
of their range of motion.; This is a request for
bilateral foot MRI.; soft tissues masses
bilaterally in arches

2

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a foot
MRI.; The study is being ordered forfoot pain.;
The study is being ordered for neuroma.; The
patient has had foot pain for over 4 weeks.; The
patient has been treated with anti-inflammatory
medication for at least 6 weeks.

1

Podiatry

Podiatry

Podiatry

Podiatry

Podiatry

Approval

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
Ankle MRI.; Surgery or arthrscopy is not
scheduled in the next 4 weeks.; The study is
requested for ankle pain.; There is a suspicion of
tendon or ligament injury.

3

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
Ankle MRI.; Surgery or arthrscopy is not
scheduled in the next 4 weeks.; There is not a
suspicion of fracture not adequately determined
by x-ray.; The study is requested for ankle pain.;
Tendon or ligament injuryis not suspected.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 4/19/17; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; pain,;
walking boot, bandage, steroids.

1

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

; This is a request for a foot MRI.; The study is
being ordered forfoot pain.; The study is being
ordered for chronic pain.; The patient has had
foot pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
been treated with anti-inflammatory
medication for at least 6 weeks.
knot on the side of the left foot,; This is a
request for a foot MRI.; The study is being
ordered forfoot pain.; The study is being
ordered for acute pain.

1

1

Podiatry

Podiatry

Podiatry

Podiatry

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

MD wants to look further at Sinus tarsi area for
impingements or injuries to that joint; This is a
request for an Ankle MRI.; Surgery or arthrscopy
is not scheduled in the next 4 weeks.; The study
is requested for ankle pain.; There is a suspicion
of tendon or ligament injury.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

negative xray, pain with difficutly walking, joint
has been injected previously and continued
pain, failed anti-inflammatory,; This is a request
for a foot MRI.; The study is being ordered
forfoot pain.; The study is being ordered for
acute pain.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

none; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 06/21/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; sharp pain;
stretching

2

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Pain in right ankle and joints of right foot; This
is a request for an Ankle MRI.; Surgery or
arthrscopy is not scheduled in the next 4
weeks.; There is not a suspicion of fracture not
adequately determined by x-ray.; The study is
requested for ankle pain.; It is not known if
there is a suspicion of tendon or ligament injury.

1

Podiatry

Podiatry

Podiatry

Podiatry

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

THERE IS PAIN AND SWELLING OF THE L FOOT
AND ANKLE, FOLLOWING AN INJURY FROM A
FALL APPROX 12 DAYS AGO. ACUTE PAIN ON
PALPATION AND SWELLING LATERAL ANKLE
AND REAR FOOT. CONSERVATIVE TX HAS BEEN:
CORTICOSTEROIDS INJECTIONS, WALKING
BOOT, IMMOBILIZATION A; This is a request for
an Ankle MRI.; Surgery or arthrscopy is not
scheduled in the next 4 weeks.; The study is
requested for ankle pain.; There is a suspicion of
tendon or ligament injury.

1

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a foot MRI.; "There is a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is a suspected tarsal coalition.

5

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a foot MRI.; "There is a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; There
is a history of new onset of severe pain in the
foot within the last two weeks.

12

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a foot MRI.; "There is not a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is a suspected tarsal coalition.; There is a
history of new onset of severe pain in the foot
within the last two weeks.

4

Approval

Approval

Podiatry

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a foot MRI.; "There is not a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is a suspected tarsal coalition.; There is
not a history of new onset of severe pain in the
foot within the last two weeks.; The patient
does not have an abnormal plain film study of
the foot other than arthritis.; The patient has
not used a cane or crutches for greater than
four weeks.; The patient has not been treated
with and failed a course of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient has not been treated with
anti-inflammatory medications in conjunction
with this complaint.; This is not for preoperative planning.; The patient does not have a
documented limitation of their range of motion.

1

Podiatry

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a foot MRI.; "There is not a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; There
is a history of new onset of severe pain in the
foot within the last two weeks.; The patient
does not have an abnormal plain film study of
the foot other than arthritis.; The patient has
not used a cane or crutches for greater than
four weeks.; The patient has not been treated
with and failed a course of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient has been treated with antiinflammatory medications in conjunction with
this complaint.; The patient does not have a
documented limitation of their range of motion.

1

Podiatry

Podiatry

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a foot MRI.; "There is not a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; There
is a history of new onset of severe pain in the
foot within the last two weeks.; The patient
does not have an abnormal plain film study of
the foot other than arthritis.; The patient has
not used a cane or crutches for greater than
four weeks.; The patient has not been treated
with and failed a course of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient has not been treated with
anti-inflammatory medications in conjunction
with this complaint.; This is not for preoperative planning.; The patient does not have a
documented limitation of their range of motion.

2

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a foot MRI.; "There is not a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; There
is a history of new onset of severe pain in the
foot within the last two weeks.; The patient has
a documented limitation of their range of
motion.

12

Podiatry

Podiatry

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a foot MRI.; "There is not a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; There
is a history of new onset of severe pain in the
foot within the last two weeks.; The patient has
an abnormal plain film study of the foot other
than arthritis.; The patient does not have a
documented limitation of their range of motion.

2

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a foot MRI.; "There is not a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; There
is not a history of new onset of severe pain in
the foot within the last two weeks.; The patient
does not have an abnormal plain film study of
the foot other than arthritis.; The patient has
not used a cane or crutches for greater than
four weeks.; The patient has been treated with
and failed a course of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient has been treated with antiinflammatory medications in conjunction with
this complaint.; The patient does not have a
documented limitation of their range of motion.

1

Podiatry

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a foot MRI.; "There is not a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; There
is not a history of new onset of severe pain in
the foot within the last two weeks.; The patient
does not have an abnormal plain film study of
the foot other than arthritis.; The patient has
not used a cane or crutches for greater than
four weeks.; The patient has not been treated
with and failed a course of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient has been treated with antiinflammatory medications in conjunction with
this complaint.; This is for pre-operative
planning.; The patient does not have a
documented limitation of their range of motion.

2

Podiatry

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a foot MRI.; "There is not a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; There
is not a history of new onset of severe pain in
the foot within the last two weeks.; The patient
does not have an abnormal plain film study of
the foot other than arthritis.; The patient has
not used a cane or crutches for greater than
four weeks.; The patient has not been treated
with and failed a course of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient has been treated with antiinflammatory medications in conjunction with
this complaint.; This is not for pre-operative
planning.; The patient has a documented
limitation of their range of motion.

1

Podiatry

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a foot MRI.; "There is not a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; There
is not a history of new onset of severe pain in
the foot within the last two weeks.; The patient
does not have an abnormal plain film study of
the foot other than arthritis.; The patient has
not used a cane or crutches for greater than
four weeks.; The patient has not been treated
with and failed a course of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient has not been treated with
anti-inflammatory medications in conjunction
with this complaint.; This is for pre-operative
planning.; The patient does not have a
documented limitation of their range of motion.

2

Podiatry

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a foot MRI.; "There is not a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; There
is not a history of new onset of severe pain in
the foot within the last two weeks.; The patient
does not have an abnormal plain film study of
the foot other than arthritis.; The patient has
not used a cane or crutches for greater than
four weeks.; The patient has not been treated
with and failed a course of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient has not been treated with
anti-inflammatory medications in conjunction
with this complaint.; This is not for preoperative planning.; The patient does not have a
documented limitation of their range of motion.

1

Podiatry

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a foot MRI.; "There is not a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; There
is not a history of new onset of severe pain in
the foot within the last two weeks.; The patient
has an abnormal plain film study of the foot
other than arthritis.; The patient has not used a
cane or crutches for greater than four weeks.;
The patient has not been treated with and failed
a course of supervised physical therapy.; The
patient has been treated with anti-inflammatory
medications in conjunction with this complaint.;
This is for pre-operative planning.; The patient
does not have a documented limitation of their
range of motion.

1

Podiatry

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a foot MRI.; "There is not a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; There
is not a history of new onset of severe pain in
the foot within the last two weeks.; The patient
has an abnormal plain film study of the foot
other than arthritis.; The patient has not used a
cane or crutches for greater than four weeks.;
The patient has not been treated with and failed
a course of supervised physical therapy.; The
patient has been treated with anti-inflammatory
medications in conjunction with this complaint.;
This is not for pre-operative planning.; The
patient does not have a documented limitation
of their range of motion.

1

Podiatry

Podiatry

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a foot MRI.; "There is not a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; There
is not a history of new onset of severe pain in
the foot within the last two weeks.; The patient
has an abnormal plain film study of the foot
other than arthritis.; The patient has not used a
cane or crutches for greater than four weeks.;
The patient has not been treated with and failed
a course of supervised physical therapy.; The
patient has not been treated with antiinflammatory medications in conjunction with
this complaint.; This is for pre-operative
planning.; The patient does not have a
documented limitation of their range of motion.
This is a request for a foot MRI.; The study is
being ordered forfoot pain.; The study is being
ordered for neuroma.; The patient has had foot
pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has been
treated with a protective boot for at least 6
weeks.

1

1

Podiatry

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a foot MRI.; This is a
request for a foot MRI.; "There is not a history
(within the past six weeks) of significant trauma,
dislocation, or injury to the foot."; "There is not
a history (within the past six weeks) of
significant trauma, dislocation, or injury to the
foot."; There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.;
There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; There
is a history of new onset of severe pain in the
foot within the last two weeks.; There is not a
history of new onset of severe pain in the foot
within the last two weeks.; The patient does not
have an abnormal plain film study of the foot
other than arthritis.; The patient has not used a
cane or crutches for greater than four weeks.;
The patient has not been treated with and failed
a course of supervised physical therapy.; The
patient has not been treated with antiinflammatory medications in conjunction with
this complaint.; This is not for pre-operative
planning.; The patient has a documented
limitation of their range of motion.; The patient
does not have a documented limitation of their
range of motion.

1

Podiatry

Podiatry

Podiatry

Podiatry

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a lower extremity MRI.;
There is a pulsatile mass.; "There is no evidence
of tumor or mass from a previous exam, plain
film, ultrasound, or previous CT or MRI."; There
is not a suspicion of an infection.; The patient is
not taking antibiotics.; This is a study for a
fracture which does not show healing (nonunion fracture).; This is a pre-operative study for
planned surgery.

1

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a lower extremity MRI.;
This is not a pulsatile mass.; "There is evidence
of tumor or mass from a previous exam, plain
film, ultrasound, or previous CT or MRI."

2

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for an Ankle MRI.; "There is a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the ankle.";
There is a history of new onset of severe pain in
the ankle within the last two weeks.; There is
not a suspected tarsal coalition.

28

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for an Ankle MRI.; "There is a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the ankle.";
There is a suspected tarsal coalition.

3

Approval

Approval

Podiatry

Podiatry

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for an Ankle MRI.; "There is a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the ankle.";
There is not a history of new onset of severe
pain in the ankle within the last two weeks.;
There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; The
patient has a documented limitation of their
range of motion.

2

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for an Ankle MRI.; "There is
not a history (within the past six weeks) of
significant trauma, dislocation, or injury to the
ankle."; There is a history of new onset of
severe pain in the ankle within the last two
weeks.; The patient does not have an abnormal
plain film study of the ankle other than
arthritis.; The patient has not used a cane or
crutches for greater than four weeks.; There is
not a suspected tarsal coalition.; The patient has
not been treated with and failed a course of
supervised physical therapy.; The patient has
been treated with anti-inflammatory
medications in conjunction with this complaint.;
The patient does not have a documented
limitation of their range of motion.

2

Podiatry

Podiatry

Podiatry

Approval

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for an Ankle MRI.; "There is
not a history (within the past six weeks) of
significant trauma, dislocation, or injury to the
ankle."; There is a history of new onset of
severe pain in the ankle within the last two
weeks.; The patient had an abnormal plain film
study of the ankle other than arthritis.; There is
not a suspected tarsal coalition.; The patient
does not have a documented limitation of their
range of motion.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for an Ankle MRI.; "There is
not a history (within the past six weeks) of
significant trauma, dislocation, or injury to the
ankle."; There is a history of new onset of
severe pain in the ankle within the last two
weeks.; There is a suspected tarsal coalition.

2

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for an Ankle MRI.; "There is
not a history (within the past six weeks) of
significant trauma, dislocation, or injury to the
ankle."; There is a history of new onset of
severe pain in the ankle within the last two
weeks.; There is not a suspected tarsal
coalition.; The patient has a documented
limitation of their range of motion.

10

Podiatry

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for an Ankle MRI.; "There is
not a history (within the past six weeks) of
significant trauma, dislocation, or injury to the
ankle."; There is not a history of new onset of
severe pain in the ankle within the last two
weeks.; The patient does not have an abnormal
plain film study of the ankle other than
arthritis.; The patient has not used a cane or
crutches for greater than four weeks.; There is
not a suspected tarsal coalition.; The patient has
been treated with and failed a course of
supervised physical therapy.; The patient has
been treated with anti-inflammatory
medications in conjunction with this complaint.;
The patient does not have a documented
limitation of their range of motion.; This study is
being ordered by the operating surgeon for preoperative planning.

1

Podiatry

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for an Ankle MRI.; "There is
not a history (within the past six weeks) of
significant trauma, dislocation, or injury to the
ankle."; There is not a history of new onset of
severe pain in the ankle within the last two
weeks.; The patient does not have an abnormal
plain film study of the ankle other than
arthritis.; The patient has not used a cane or
crutches for greater than four weeks.; There is
not a suspected tarsal coalition.; The patient has
not been treated with and failed a course of
supervised physical therapy.; The patient has
been treated with anti-inflammatory
medications in conjunction with this complaint.;
The patient has a documented limitation of
their range of motion.; This study is not being
ordered by an operating surgeon for preoperative planning.

2

Podiatry

Podiatry

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for an Ankle MRI.; "There is
not a history (within the past six weeks) of
significant trauma, dislocation, or injury to the
ankle."; There is not a history of new onset of
severe pain in the ankle within the last two
weeks.; The patient does not have an abnormal
plain film study of the ankle other than
arthritis.; The patient has not used a cane or
crutches for greater than four weeks.; There is
not a suspected tarsal coalition.; The patient has
not been treated with and failed a course of
supervised physical therapy.; The patient has
not been treated with anti-inflammatory
medications in conjunction with this complaint.;
The patient does not have a documented
limitation of their range of motion.; This study is
not being ordered by an operating surgeon for
pre-operative planning.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for an Ankle MRI.; "There is
not a history (within the past six weeks) of
significant trauma, dislocation, or injury to the
ankle."; There is not a history of new onset of
severe pain in the ankle within the last two
weeks.; The patient had an abnormal plain film
study of the ankle other than arthritis.; There is
not a suspected tarsal coalition.; The patient has
a documented limitation of their range of
motion.

5

Podiatry

Podiatry

Podiatry

Podiatry

Podiatry

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for an Ankle MRI.; Surgery or
arthrscopy is scheduled in the next 4 weeks.;
The study is requested for ankle pain.; There is a
suspicion of tendon or ligament injury.

2

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Tissue Tumor in arch of foot; This is a request
for a foot MRI.; The study is being ordered
forfoot pain.; The study is NOT being ordered
for chronic pain, acute pain, rule our tarsal
coalition, known or suspected septic arthritis or
oseteomylitis, tendonitis, neuroma or plantar
fasciitis.

1

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Will FAx; This is a request for a foot MRI.; The
study is being ordered for a known palpated
mass.; This study is being ordered for evaluation
of Morton's Neuroma.; The patient has had foot
pain for over 4 weeks.; No treatments are
underway or completed.
&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
Radiology Services No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Denied Not
Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
Medically
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
Necessary
above
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Radiology Services The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
Denied Not
patient has 6 weeks of completed conservative
Medically
care in the past 3 months or had a spine
Necessary
injection

1

1

1

Podiatry

Podiatry

Podiatry

Disapproval

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for an ankle CT.; "There is not
a history (within the past six weeks) of
significant trauma, dislocation, or injury to the
ankle."; There is not a history of new onset of
severe pain in the ankle within the last two
weeks.; The patient had an abnormal plain film
study of the ankle other than arthritis.; The
patient has not used a cane or crutches for
greater than four weeks.; There is a suspected
tarsal coalition.; The patient has not been
treated with and failed a course of supervised
physical therapy.; The patient has been treated
with anti-inflammatory medications in
conjunction with this complaint.; The patient
Radiology Services has a documented limitation of their range of
Denied Not
motion.; This study is being ordered by the
Medically
operating surgeon for pre-operative planning.;
Necessary
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
; This is a request for a foot MRI.; The study is
being ordered forfoot pain.; The study is being
Radiology Services ordered for chronic pain.; The patient has had
Denied Not
foot pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
Medically
been treated with anti-inflammatory
Necessary
medication for at least 6 weeks.
; This is a request for an Ankle MRI.; Surgery or
Radiology Services arthrscopy is not scheduled in the next 4
Denied Not
weeks.; The study is requested for ankle pain.;
Medically
There is a suspicion of tendon or ligament
Necessary
injury.

1

1

1

Podiatry

Podiatry

Podiatry

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
Radiology Services disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Denied Not
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Medically
vascular disease.; ; There has been treatment or
Necessary
conservative therapy.; ;

2

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

had a bone scan and came back okay, checking
tendons to see if anything is messed up; This
study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Radiology Services or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Denied Not
vascular disease.; 5/11/17; There has been
Medically
treatment or conservative therapy.; Pt has
limited mobility, a lot of swelling, pain; HEP
Necessary

2

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Need to rule out tendon tear.; This study is
being ordered for trauma or injury.; 5-4-17;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Slight pain with firm palpation at
medial and lateral aspect of LEFT calcaneus.
Moderate pain with palpation along LEFT
achilles tendon. Mild irregular contour
appreciable with palpation along this tendon.;
Patient went to the ER after the injury and xrays
were taken. He was instructed to use Ibuprofen
Radiology Services for the pain. Came to see Dr. Brantley on 5-9-17
Denied Not
as the pain and swelling weren't any better.
Medically
Xrays were taken again and were normal. Pt
Necessary
was dispensed a wa

2

Podiatry

Podiatry

Podiatry

Podiatry

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

pain in right ankle is worsened by walking; This
is a request for an Ankle MRI.; Surgery or
arthrscopy is not scheduled in the next 4
Radiology Services weeks.; There is not a suspicion of fracture not
Denied Not
adequately determined by x-ray.; The study is
Medically
requested for ankle pain.; It is not known if
Necessary
there is a suspicion of tendon or ligament injury.
patient has burning sharp pain at 8 on 1-10
scale, pt ahs history of Achilles tendon rupture
and repair; This is a request for an Ankle MRI.;
Radiology Services Surgery or arthrscopy is not scheduled in the
Denied Not
next 4 weeks.; The study is requested for ankle
Medically
pain.; There is a suspicion of tendon or
Necessary
ligament injury.

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a lower extremity MRI.;
This is not a pulsatile mass.; "There is no
evidence of tumor or mass from a previous
exam, plain film, ultrasound, or previous CT or
MRI."; There is not a suspicion of an infection.;
Radiology Services The patient is not taking antibiotics.; This is not
Denied Not
a study for a fracture which does not show
Medically
healing (non-union fracture).; This is not a preoperative study for planned surgery.
Necessary

1

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

1

This is a request for an Ankle MRI.; Surgery or
arthrscopy is scheduled in the next 4 weeks.;
The study is requested for ankle pain.; There is a
suspicion of tendon or ligament injury.

1

1

Podiatry

Psychiatry

Psychiatry

Pulmonary
Medicine

Disapproval

Approval

Approval

Approval

unknown; This is a request for a foot MRI.; The
Radiology Services study is being ordered forfoot pain.; The study is
Denied Not
being ordered for chronic pain.; The patient has
Medically
had foot pain for over 4 weeks.; No treatments
Necessary
are underway or completed.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; This study is being requested for
Suspicion of a TIA (Transient Ischemic Attack).; It
is unknown why an MRI is not being considered

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested due to trauma or injury.; There are
new, intermittent symptoms or deficits such as
one sided weakness, speech impairments, or
vision defects.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

This is a request for a brain/head CT.; There is
headache not improved by pain medications.;
"There are recent neurological symptoms or
deficits such as one-sided weakness, vision
defects, speech impairments or sudden onset of
severe dizziness."; This study is being requested
for a headache.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Pulmonary
Medicine

Approval

Pulmonary
Medicine

Approval

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Approval

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD
70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have not been performed on
the member in the past 3 months.

1

1

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for sinusitis.; This is
a request for a Sinus CT.; It is unknown if the
patient is immune-compromised.; The patient's
current rhinosinusitis symptoms are described
as Recurrent Acute Rhinosinusitis (4 or more
acute episodes per year); Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

1

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for sinusitis.; This is
a request for a Sinus CT.; The patient is NOT
immune-compromised.; The patient's current
rhinosinusitis symptoms are described as
Recurrent Acute Rhinosinusitis (4 or more acute
episodes per year); Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Approval

Approval

Approval

Pulmonary
Medicine

Approval

Pulmonary
Medicine

Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST
70496 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY HEAD
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST
70498 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY NECK
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST
70498 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY NECK
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; There
has not been recent trauma or other injury to
the neck.; There is suspicion of or known tumor,
metastasis, lymphadenopathy, or mass.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 11/22/2016; It is
not known if there has been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; Lymphadinopathy

1

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
brain.

2

HA/NECK PN; This study is being ordered for
Vascular Disease.; MONTHS AGO; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
HA/NECK PAIN; SAW NEUROLOGIST

1

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
Neck.

1

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine
Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Approval

Approval
Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST
71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; Not requested for
evaluation of trauma/injury, tumor,
stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results was not
completed.; The patient does NOT have
dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's Palsy, a
congenital abnormality, loss of smell, hearing
loss or vertigo.
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of tumor; A biopsy has
been completed to determine tumor tissue
type.

1

1
60

"The ordering physician IS a surgeon,
pulmonologist or PCP ordering on behalf of a
specialist who has seen the patient."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for known or suspected
inflammatory disease or pneumonia.; Yes this is
a request for a Diagnostic CT

78

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

"The ordering physician is a surgeon,
pulmonologist, or cardiologist."; A Chest/Thorax
CT is being ordered.; This study is being ordered
for vascular disease other than cardiac.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

2

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

"There IS evidence of a lung, mediastinal or
chest mass noted within the last 30 days."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

44

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

"There IS evidence of a lung, mediastinal or
chest mass noted within the last 30 days."; They
did not have a previous Chest x-ray.; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

"There is no radiologic evidence of sarcoidosis,
tuberculosis or fungal infection."; There is
radiologic evidence of a lung abscess or
empyema.; It is unknown if there is radiologic
evidence of non-resolving pneumonia for 6
weeks after antibiotic treatment was
prescribed.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; This study is being ordered for known
or suspected inflammatory disease or
pneumonia.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Approval

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

"There is no radiologic evidence of sarcoidosis,
tuberculosis or fungal infection."; There is
radiologic evidence of a lung abscess or
empyema.; There is NO radiologic evidence of
non-resolving pneumonia for 6 weeks after
antibiotic treatment was prescribed.; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for known or suspected
inflammatory disease or pneumonia.; Yes this is
a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; "Caller is NOT SURE if there
is evidence of a lung, mediastinal or chest mass
noted within the last 30 days."; A Chest/Thorax
CT is being ordered.; This study is being ordered
for work-up for suspicious mass.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; "There IS evidence of a
lung, mediastinal or chest mass noted within
the last 30 days."; They had a previous Chest xray.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This
study is being ordered for work-up for
suspicious mass.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Approval

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; "There is NO evidence of a
lung, mediastinal or chest mass noted within
the last 30 days."; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; This study is being ordered for workup for suspicious mass.; Yes this is a request for
a Diagnostic CT

11

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; The study is being ordered for none of
the above.; This study is being ordered for non
of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

11

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; There is no radiologic
evidence of asbestosis.; "There is no radiologic
evidence of sarcoidosis, tuberculosis or fungal
infection."; There is no radiologic evidence of a
lung abscess or empyema.; There is no
radiologic evidence of pneumoconiosis e.g.
black lung disease or silicosis.; There is NO
radiologic evidence of non-resolving pneumonia
for 6 weeks after antibiotic treatment was
prescribed.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; This study is being ordered for known
or suspected inflammatory disease or
pneumonia.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

2

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

; "There IS evidence of a lung, mediastinal or
chest mass noted within the last 30 days."; They
had a previous Chest x-ray.; A Chest/Thorax CT
is being ordered.; This study is being ordered for
work-up for suspicious mass.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

2

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

; "There is NO evidence of a lung, mediastinal
or chest mass noted within the last 30 days."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

4

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The
study is being ordered for none of the above.;
This study is being ordered for non of the
above.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

6

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This
study is being ordered for screening of lung
cancer.; The patient is between 55 and 80 years
old.; This patient is a smoker or has a history of
smoking.; The patient has a 30 pack per year
history of smoking.; The patient did NOT quit
smoking in the past 15 years.; The patient has
signs or symptoms suggestive of lung cancer
such as an unexplained cough, coughing up
blood, unexplained weight loss or other
condition.; The patient has NOT had a Low Dose
CT for Lung Cancer Screening or a Chest CT in
the past 11 months.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This
study is being ordered for screening of lung
cancer.; The patient is between 55 and 80 years
old.; This patient is a smoker or has a history of
smoking.; The patient has a 30 pack per year
history of smoking.; The patient quit smoking in
the past 15 years.; The patient has signs or
symptoms suggestive of lung cancer such as an
unexplained cough, coughing up blood,
unexplained weight loss or other condition.; The
patient has NOT had a Low Dose CT for Lung
Cancer Screening or a Chest CT in the past 11
months.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
3 month follow up on abnopathy; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The study is
being ordered for none of the above.; This study
is being ordered for non of the above.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT
3 month follow up; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; The study is being ordered for none of
the above.; This study is being ordered for non
of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

1

1

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

3 MONTH RADIOGRAPHIC FOLLOW UP OF
PULMONARY NODULES,MONITOR ENLARGING
OR NEW NODULES; "There is NO evidence of a
lung, mediastinal or chest mass noted within
the last 30 days."; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; This study is being ordered for workup for suspicious mass.; Yes this is a request for
a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

40 pack year smoking history, now smoking 7
to 8 cigars daily. He would like to quit. Treated
for COPD exacerbations three times in last six
months. Currently being treated for COPD
exacerbation with ABX and steroids.; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The study is
being ordered for none of the above.; This study
is being ordered for non of the above.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Pulmonary
Medicine

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Pulmonary
Medicine

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

6 month followup on lung nodule; "There is NO
evidence of a lung, mediastinal or chest mass
noted within the last 30 days."; A Chest/Thorax
CT is being ordered.; This study is being ordered
for work-up for suspicious mass.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study
is being ordered for known tumor.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

48

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study
is being ordered for screening of lung cancer.;
The patient is between 55 and 80 years old.;
This patient is a smoker or has a history of
smoking.; The patient has a 30 pack per year
history of smoking.; The patient did NOT quit
smoking in the past 15 years.; The patient does
NOT have signs or symptoms suggestive of lung
cancer such as an unexplained cough, coughing
up blood, unexplained weight loss or other
condition.; The patient has NOT had a Low Dose
CT for Lung Cancer Screening or a Chest CT in
the past 11 months.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

3

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study
is being ordered for screening of lung cancer.;
The patient is between 55 and 80 years old.;
This patient is a smoker or has a history of
smoking.; The patient has a 30 pack per year
history of smoking.; The patient quit smoking in
the past 15 years.; The patient does NOT have
signs or symptoms suggestive of lung cancer
such as an unexplained cough, coughing up
blood, unexplained weight loss or other
condition.; The patient has NOT had a Low Dose
CT for Lung Cancer Screening or a Chest CT in
the past 11 months.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

2

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study
is being ordered for suspected pulmonary
Embolus.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

9

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Abnormal chest x-ray, weight loss and fever; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The study is
being ordered for none of the above.; This study
is being ordered for non of the above.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Pulmonary
Medicine

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Pulmonary
Medicine

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Abnormal CXR done 02/22/2017; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The study is
being ordered for none of the above.; This study
is being ordered for non of the above.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT
Abnormal PFT r94.2; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; The study is being ordered for none of
the above.; This study is being ordered for non
of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

ADENOPATHY,OBSTRUCTIVE PATTERN PRESENT
ON PULMONARY FUNCTION
TESTING,OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE IN WORK
PLACE,14MM RIGHT HILAR NODE ABD CT, TO
DETERMINE IF THE ABNORMAL FINDINGS ARE
STILL PRESENT; "There is NO evidence of a lung,
mediastinal or chest mass noted within the last
30 days."; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
This study is being ordered for work-up for
suspicious mass.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

Pulmonary
Medicine

Approval

1

1

1

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

-Chest pain occurs when he coughs. No chest
pain with a deep breath. Also occurs when he
changes body position and rolled over in bed.
No fever no change in sputum production or
hemoptysis&#x0D; -Began after moving
furniture&#x0D; -Likely muscular in nature
&#x0D; -If w; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; The study is being ordered for none of
the above.; This study is being ordered for non
of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
chronic bronchitis; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; The study is being ordered for none of
the above.; This study is being ordered for non
of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Congenital malformation of the bronchial; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The study is
being ordered for none of the above.; This study
is being ordered for non of the above.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

Approval

1

1

1

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

CT chest 3-13-17 demonstrating severe
emphysematous changes with a new 4mm
nodule in the posterolateral right lower lobe
and a new 4mm nodule in the superior segment
of the right lower lobe. Another stable 8mm x
4mm nodule seen in the sup segment Right lo; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The study is
being ordered for none of the above.; This study
is being ordered for non of the above.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

CT chest ordered to ensure resoluttion of
pneumonia; There is no radiologic evidence of
asbestosis.; "There is no radiologic evidence of
sarcoidosis, tuberculosis or fungal infection.";
There is no radiologic evidence of a lung abscess
or empyema.; There is no radiologic evidence of
pneumoconiosis e.g. black lung disease or
silicosis.; There is NO radiologic evidence of nonresolving pneumonia for 6 weeks after antibiotic
treatment was prescribed.; A Chest/Thorax CT is
being ordered.; This study is being ordered for
known or suspected inflammatory disease or
pneumonia.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

evaluate any nodules for stability; "There is NO
evidence of a lung, mediastinal or chest mass
noted within the last 30 days."; A Chest/Thorax
CT is being ordered.; This study is being ordered
for work-up for suspicious mass.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

F/U on HX thyroid cancer- found lung nodule;
"There is NO evidence of a lung, mediastinal or
chest mass noted within the last 30 days."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

First followup on lung nodule found on
coronary calcium score test.; "There is NO
evidence of a lung, mediastinal or chest mass
noted within the last 30 days."; A Chest/Thorax
CT is being ordered.; This study is being ordered
for work-up for suspicious mass.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Focal groundglass opacity posteriorly in the
right upper lobe could&#x0D; reflect acute
infiltrate or developing nodule. There is also
a&#x0D; subpleural nodule in the left lower
lobe; "There is NO evidence of a lung,
mediastinal or chest mass noted within the last
30 days."; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
This study is being ordered for work-up for
suspicious mass.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

follow up ct lung nodule 2mm right middle lobe
nodule, 1.2cm right lower lobe pulmonary
nodule has not changed in size but has
developed central cavitation since the prior
exam.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The
study is being ordered for none of the above.;
This study is being ordered for non of the
above.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
Follow up for a mass; A Chest/Thorax CT is
being ordered.; The study is being ordered for
none of the above.; This study is being ordered
for non of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

follow up from previous study; "Caller is NOT
SURE if there is evidence of a lung, mediastinal
or chest mass noted within the last 30 days."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

follow up of lung nodule; "There is NO evidence
of a lung, mediastinal or chest mass noted
within the last 30 days."; A Chest/Thorax CT is
being ordered.; This study is being ordered for
work-up for suspicious mass.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Approval

Approval

1

1

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

FOLLOW UP TO WATCH THE NODULE; "There is
NO evidence of a lung, mediastinal or chest
mass noted within the last 30 days."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
follow up; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
The study is being ordered for none of the
above.; This study is being ordered for non of
the above.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Follow-up for a lung nodule.; A Chest/Thorax CT
is being ordered.; The study is being ordered for
none of the above.; This study is being ordered
for non of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Follow-up for a RUL nodule density.; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The study is
being ordered for none of the above.; This study
is being ordered for non of the above.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Has history of smoking. Significant Weight loss,
Increased shortness of breath, productive
cough.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
This study is being ordered for screening of lung
cancer.; The patient is 54 years old or younger.;
The patient has NOT had a Low Dose CT for
Lung Cancer Screening or a Chest CT in the past
11 months.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

Approval

Approval

Approval

1

1

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

INTERSTITIAL LUNG DISEASE,WORSENING
COUGH,SHORTNESS OF
BREATH,HONEYCOMBING THROUGHT LUNG
PARENCHYMA,CYSTIC CHANGES,; There is no
radiologic evidence of asbestosis.; "There is no
radiologic evidence of sarcoidosis, tuberculosis
or fungal infection."; There is no radiologic
evidence of a lung abscess or empyema.; There
is no radiologic evidence of pneumoconiosis e.g.
black lung disease or silicosis.; There is NO
radiologic evidence of non-resolving pneumonia
for 6 weeks after antibiotic treatment was
prescribed.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; This study is being ordered for known
or suspected inflammatory disease or
pneumonia.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
Known 6mm nodule that has never been
followed up on.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; The study is being ordered for none of
the above.; This study is being ordered for non
of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

1

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Approval

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

LAST CT 1/9/2017- SHOWED NODULES AND
REQUIRED 6 MONTH FOLLOW UP. STABLE
2.3CM SPLENIC ARTERY ANURSYM PRESENTED
1.3 CM; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 6/9/2015; There
has not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; SHORTNESS OF BREATH

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

lobulated mass density adjacent to the major
fissure on the right and measuring
approximately 3.8 centimeters in greatest
dimension. There is a adjacent large bleb. Other
smaller blebs are identified. A pleural based left
lower lobe nodule is again iden; "There is NO
evidence of a lung, mediastinal or chest mass
noted within the last 30 days."; A Chest/Thorax
CT is being ordered.; This study is being ordered
for work-up for suspicious mass.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Lung nodule being monitored for 1 year; "There
is NO evidence of a lung, mediastinal or chest
mass noted within the last 30 days."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Approval

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Lymphdenopathy; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; The study is being ordered for none of
the above.; This study is being ordered for non
of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Multiple lung nodules being monitored; "There
is NO evidence of a lung, mediastinal or chest
mass noted within the last 30 days."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

N/A; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The
study is being ordered for none of the above.;
This study is being ordered for non of the
above.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Pulmonary
Medicine

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Pulmonary
Medicine

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Need follow up imaging to ensure clearing of
lungs. Abnormal CT findings include lungs
hyperinflated with emphysematous changes
diffusely scattered throughout both lungs.
Interlobular septal thickening seen both lungs,
again increased opacity posteriorly ; There is no
radiologic evidence of asbestosis.; "There is no
radiologic evidence of sarcoidosis, tuberculosis
or fungal infection."; There is no radiologic
evidence of a lung abscess or empyema.; There
is no radiologic evidence of pneumoconiosis e.g.
black lung disease or silicosis.; There is NO
radiologic evidence of non-resolving pneumonia
for 6 weeks after antibiotic treatment was
prescribed.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; This study is being ordered for known
or suspected inflammatory disease or
pneumonia.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
nodule; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
The study is being ordered for none of the
above.; This study is being ordered for non of
the above.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

2

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

NONE GIVEN; There is no radiologic evidence of
asbestosis.; "There is no radiologic evidence of
sarcoidosis, tuberculosis or fungal infection.";
There is no radiologic evidence of a lung abscess
or empyema.; There is no radiologic evidence of
pneumoconiosis e.g. black lung disease or
silicosis.; There is NO radiologic evidence of nonresolving pneumonia for 6 weeks after antibiotic
treatment was prescribed.; A Chest/Thorax CT is
being ordered.; This study is being ordered for
known or suspected inflammatory disease or
pneumonia.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
patient had CTA 12/16/16. It was found to have
multiple lung nodules, pleural effusion, ground
glass densities. Recommended to have follow
up CT; "There is NO evidence of a lung,
mediastinal or chest mass noted within the last
30 days."; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
This study is being ordered for work-up for
suspicious mass.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
patient has empyema; A Chest/Thorax CT is
being ordered.; The study is being ordered for
none of the above.; This study is being ordered
for non of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

1

1

Pulmonary
Medicine

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Patient has neuromuscular disorder with
swallowing dysfunction. One year follow up
since 2/2014; "There is NO evidence of a lung,
mediastinal or chest mass noted within the last
30 days."; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
This study is being ordered for work-up for
suspicious mass.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

Pulmonary
Medicine

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Pulmonary
Medicine

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

patient has pulmonary nodule 1.3cm; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The study is
being ordered for none of the above.; This study
is being ordered for non of the above.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT
pt had a lung mass, he had a pet scan in
December; "There is NO evidence of a lung,
mediastinal or chest mass noted within the last
30 days."; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
This study is being ordered for work-up for
suspicious mass.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

pt has a lung abnormailtiy; A Chest/Thorax CT is
being ordered.; The study is being ordered for
none of the above.; This study is being ordered
for non of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

pt has a lung nodule this is a followup; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for screening of lung cancer.; The
patient had a Low Dose CT for Lung Cancer
Screening or a Chest CT in the past 11 months.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Approval

Approval

1

1

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Approval

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

pt has a lung nodule.; A Chest/Thorax CT is
being ordered.; This study is being ordered for
screening of lung cancer.; The patient had a Low
Dose CT for Lung Cancer Screening or a Chest CT
in the past 11 months.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

pt has a lung nodule.; A Chest/Thorax CT is
being ordered.; This study is being ordered for
screening of lung cancer.; The patient is
between 55 and 80 years old.; This patient is a
smoker or has a history of smoking.; The patient
has a 30 pack per year history of smoking.; The
patient did NOT quit smoking in the past 15
years.; The patient has signs or symptoms
suggestive of lung cancer such as an
unexplained cough, coughing up blood,
unexplained weight loss or other condition.; The
patient has NOT had a Low Dose CT for Lung
Cancer Screening or a Chest CT in the past 11
months.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

pt has a lung nodule; A Chest/Thorax CT is
being ordered.; This study is being ordered for
screening of lung cancer.; The patient had a Low
Dose CT for Lung Cancer Screening or a Chest CT
in the past 11 months.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

pt has a lung nodule; A Chest/Thorax CT is
being ordered.; This study is being ordered for
screening of lung cancer.; The patient is
between 55 and 80 years old.; This patient is a
smoker or has a history of smoking.; It is
unknown if the patient has a 30 pack per year
history of smoking.; The patient has NOT had a
Low Dose CT for Lung Cancer Screening or a
Chest CT in the past 11 months.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

pt has hemoptysis and multiple pulmonary
nodules; The patient has NOT had a chest x-ray
recently.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
The study is being ordered for none of the
above.; This study is being ordered for
hemoptysis.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

pt has hemoptysis and a lung nodule; The
patient has NOT had a chest x-ray recently.; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The study is
being ordered for none of the above.; This study
is being ordered for hemoptysis.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

pt has mediastinal lymphadenopathy; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The study is
being ordered for none of the above.; This study
is being ordered for non of the above.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

pt has multiple pulmonary nodules. This is a
followup; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
This study is being ordered for screening of lung
cancer.; The patient had a Low Dose CT for Lung
Cancer Screening or a Chest CT in the past 11
months.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

pt has multiple pulmonary nodules; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for screening of lung cancer.; The
patient had a Low Dose CT for Lung Cancer
Screening or a Chest CT in the past 11 months.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Pt having shortness of breath since March 13,
2017; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The
study is being ordered for none of the above.;
This study is being ordered for non of the
above.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

PULMONARY INFILTRATE IN LEFT LUNG ON
CHEST X RAY,ABNORMAL CT-WORSENING
INFILTRATES,EVALUATE FOR CAUSE OF
INFILTRATE,R/O LUNG CANCER; A Chest/Thorax
CT is being ordered.; This study is being ordered
for screening of lung cancer.; The patient had a
Low Dose CT for Lung Cancer Screening or a
Chest CT in the past 11 months.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Pulmonoary nodule found on CTA in Feb 2017;
Follow up imaging needed; "There is NO
evidence of a lung, mediastinal or chest mass
noted within the last 30 days."; A Chest/Thorax
CT is being ordered.; This study is being ordered
for work-up for suspicious mass.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
R/O causes for cough and followup on Pulm
nodules; "There is NO evidence of a lung,
mediastinal or chest mass noted within the last
30 days."; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
This study is being ordered for work-up for
suspicious mass.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Radiology Results: I have reviewed his films
myself, Chest X-ray PA and Lateral done today
shows the heart is at the upper limits of normal,
no infiltrates or effusion.&#x0D; &#x0D; Chest
CT scan with contrast 10/26/16 done at DMH
and a copy of which was brought wi; This study
is being ordered for something other than:
known trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; ; There has not been any
treatment or conservative therapy.; Shortness
of breath with activity and productive cough.

Approval

1

1

1

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

sarcoidosis; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; The study is being ordered for none of
the above.; This study is being ordered for non
of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

2

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

severe COPD, dyspnea on exterion, smoking
history 1 PPD for 50 years. CXR non-diagnostic.;
A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The study
is being ordered for none of the above.; This
study is being ordered for non of the above.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
shortness of breath; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; The study is being ordered for none of
the above.; This study is being ordered for non
of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

The ordering physician a Surgeon,
Pulmonologist, or Cardiologist.; A Chest/Thorax
CT is being ordered.; The study is being ordered
for none of the above.; This study is being
ordered for follow up trauma.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

The patient has had a chest x-ray recently.; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The study is
being ordered for none of the above.; This study
is being ordered for hemoptysis.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

3

Approval

Approval

1

1

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

The patient is presenting new signs or
symptoms.; "There is radiologic evidence of
sarcoidosis, tuberculosis or fungal infection."; It
is unknown if there is radiologic evidence of nonresolving pneumonia for 6 weeks after antibiotic
treatment was prescribed.; A Chest/Thorax CT is
being ordered.; This study is being ordered for
known or suspected inflammatory disease or
pneumonia.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

The patient is presenting new signs or
symptoms.; "There is radiologic evidence of
sarcoidosis, tuberculosis or fungal infection.";
There is NO radiologic evidence of non-resolving
pneumonia for 6 weeks after antibiotic
treatment was prescribed.; A Chest/Thorax CT is
being ordered.; This study is being ordered for
known or suspected inflammatory disease or
pneumonia.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

Pulmonary
Medicine

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

There is no radiologic evidence of non-resolving
pneumonia.; There is no radiologic evidence of
asbestosis.; &lt; Enter answer here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given. &gt;; "The caller
doesn't know if the ordering physician is a
surgeon, pulmonologist or PCP ordering on
behalf of a specialist who has seen the patient.";
"The caller doesn't know if there is radiologic
evidence of sarcoidosis, tuberculosis or fungal
infection."; There is no radiologic evidence of a
lung abscess or empyema.; It is not known if
there is radiologic evidence of pneumoconiosis
e.g. black lung disease or silicosis.; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for known or suspected
inflammatory disease or pneumonia.; Yes this is
a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Pulmonary
Medicine

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

There is no radiologic evidence of non-resolving
pneumonia.; There is no radiologic evidence of
asbestosis.; CHRONIC COUGH,FAILED
TREATMENT WITH INHALERS&#x0D; Chest xray: PA and lateral images reviewed from 5-917. No prior images for comparison. The lungs
appear hyperinflated with flattened diaphragms
on lateral view. Trachea is midline. No
cardiomegaly. No ; "The ordering physician is
NOT a surgeon, pulmonologist or PCP ordering
on behalf of a specialist who has seen the
patient."; "There is no radiologic evidence of
sarcoidosis, tuberculosis or fungal infection.";
There is no radiologic evidence of a lung abscess
or empyema.; There is no radiologic evidence of
pneumoconiosis e.g. black lung disease or
silicosis.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
This study is being ordered for known or
suspected inflammatory disease or pneumonia.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Approval

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

There is radiologic evidence of non-resolving
pneumonia after at least 4 weeks of treatment.;
"The caller doesn't know if the ordering
physician is a surgeon, pulmonologist or PCP
ordering on behalf of a specialist who has seen
the patient."; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; This study is being ordered for known
or suspected inflammatory disease or
pneumonia.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

There is radiologic evidence of non-resolving
pneumonia for 6 weeks after antibiotic
treatment was prescribed.; A Chest/Thorax CT is
being ordered.; This study is being ordered for
known or suspected inflammatory disease or
pneumonia.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

2

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

this is a 3 month followup; A Chest/Thorax CT is
being ordered.; This study is being ordered for
screening of lung cancer.; The patient had a Low
Dose CT for Lung Cancer Screening or a Chest CT
in the past 11 months.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

This is a follow up exam for pulmonary
cryptococcosis; It is not known if the patient is
presenting new signs or symptoms.; "There is
radiologic evidence of sarcoidosis, tuberculosis
or fungal infection."; It is unknown if there is
radiologic evidence of non-resolving pneumonia
for 6 weeks after antibiotic treatment was
prescribed.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; This study is being ordered for known
or suspected inflammatory disease or
pneumonia.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
unknown; "There is NO evidence of a lung,
mediastinal or chest mass noted within the last
30 days."; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
This study is being ordered for work-up for
suspicious mass.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
unknown; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
The study is being ordered for none of the
above.; This study is being ordered for non of
the above.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

2

4

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Approval

Approval

Pulmonary
Medicine

Approval

Pulmonary
Medicine

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX
71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Unknown; There is no radiologic evidence of
asbestosis.; "There is no radiologic evidence of
sarcoidosis, tuberculosis or fungal infection.";
There is no radiologic evidence of a lung abscess
or empyema.; There is no radiologic evidence of
pneumoconiosis e.g. black lung disease or
silicosis.; There is NO radiologic evidence of nonresolving pneumonia for 6 weeks after antibiotic
treatment was prescribed.; A Chest/Thorax CT is
being ordered.; This study is being ordered for
known or suspected inflammatory disease or
pneumonia.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 11/22/2016; It is
not known if there has been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; Lymphadinopathy
Will fax.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
The study is being ordered for none of the
above.; This study is being ordered for non of
the above.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

1

1

4

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Approval

71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

HA/NECK PN; This study is being ordered for
Vascular Disease.; MONTHS AGO; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
HA/NECK PAIN; SAW NEUROLOGIST

1

Approval

71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Hx of pulmonary AVM; This study is not
requested to evaluate suspected pulmonary
embolus.; This study will be performed in
conjunction with a Chest CT.; Yes, this is a
request for a Chest CT Angiography.

1

Approval

Approval

Approval

71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST
71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

None; This study is not requested to evaluate
suspected pulmonary embolus.; This study will
be performed in conjunction with a Chest CT.;
Yes, this is a request for a Chest CT Angiography.

1

This study is requested to evaluate suspected
pulmonary embolus.; Yes, this is a request for a
Chest CT Angiography.

11

71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Unknown-will attach additional clinicals; This
study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 03/13/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Shortness
of Breath, Dyspnea, Chest pain, nausea; ProAir

1

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Approval

Approval

Pulmonary
Medicine

Approval

Pulmonary
Medicine

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

LAST CT 1/9/2017- SHOWED NODULES AND
REQUIRED 6 MONTH FOLLOW UP. STABLE
2.3CM SPLENIC ARTERY ANURSYM PRESENTED
1.3 CM; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 6/9/2015; There
has not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; SHORTNESS OF BREATH

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 11/22/2016; It is
not known if there has been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; Lymphadinopathy

1

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study.";

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN
78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

2

Pulmonary
Medicine
Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Approval
Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study
78813 PET IMAGING
WHOLE BODY

78813 PET IMAGING
WHOLE BODY

The study is being ordered for suspected CAD.;
The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
There are no documented clinical findings of
hyperlipidemia.; The patient has not had a
recent non-nuclear stress test.; This patient is
clinically obese or has an emphysematous chest
configuration.; The patient's age is between 45
and 64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has a physical limitation to exercise.

1
1

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
A nodule of less than 4 centimeters has been
identified on recent imaging; This study is being
ordered to evaluate a solitary pulmonary
nodule.; The solitary pulmonary nodule was
identified on an imaging study in the last 30
days.; This study is being requested for Lung
Cancer.; This would be the first PET Scan
performed on this patient for this cancer.; This
is NOT a Medicare member.

1

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

78813 PET IMAGING
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
The suspicion of cancer is based on an imaging
study.; This study is being ordered to establish a
cancer diagnosis.; This study is being ordered
for something other than Breast CA, Lymphoma,
Myeloma, Ovarian CA, Esophageal CA, Lung CA,
Colorectal CA, Head/Neck CA, Melanoma, Soft
Tissue Sarcoma, Pancreatic CA or Testicular CA.;
This study is being requested for an other solid
tumor.; This would be the first PET Scan
performed on this patient for this cancer.; This
is NOT a Medicare member.

1

Approval

78813 PET IMAGING
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for something other
than Breast CA, Lymphoma, Myeloma, Ovarian
CA, Esophageal CA, Lung CA, Colorectal CA,
Head/Neck CA, Melanoma, Soft Tissue Sarcoma,
Pancreatic CA or Testicular CA.; This study is not
being ordered for Cervical CA, Brain
Cancer/Tumor or Mass, Thyroid CA or other
solid tumor.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

Approval

5

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Approval

Approval

Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
A nodule of less than 4 centimeters has been
identified on recent imaging; This study is being
ordered to evaluate a solitary pulmonary
nodule.; The solitary pulmonary nodule was
identified on an imaging study in the last 30
days.; This study is being requested for Lung
Cancer.; This would be the first PET Scan
performed on this patient for this cancer.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
A nodule of less than 4 centimeters has not
been identified on recent imaging; This study is
being ordered to evaluate a solitary pulmonary
nodule.; This study is being requested for Lung
Cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
It is unknown why the study is being ordered.;
This study is being ordered for something other
than Breast CA, Lymphoma, Myeloma, Ovarian
CA, Esophageal CA, Lung CA, Colorectal CA,
Head/Neck CA, Melanoma, Soft Tissue Sarcoma,
Pancreatic CA or Testicular CA.; This study is
being requested for Thyroid Cancer.; This is NOT
a Medicare member.

1

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Approval

Approval

Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
The suspicion of cancer is based on an imaging
study.; This study is being ordered to establish a
cancer diagnosis.; This study is being ordered
for something other than Breast CA, Lymphoma,
Myeloma, Ovarian CA, Esophageal CA, Lung CA,
Colorectal CA, Head/Neck CA, Melanoma, Soft
Tissue Sarcoma, Pancreatic CA or Testicular CA.;
This study is being requested for an other solid
tumor.; This would be the first PET Scan
performed on this patient for this cancer.; This
is NOT a Medicare member.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being requested for Lung Cancer.;
This would be the first PET Scan performed on
this patient for this cancer.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being requested for Lymphoma or
Myeloma.; This would be the first PET Scan
performed on this patient for this cancer.; This
is NOT a Medicare member.

2

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Approval

Approval

Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for something other
than Breast CA, Lymphoma, Myeloma, Ovarian
CA, Esophageal CA, Lung CA, Colorectal CA,
Head/Neck CA, Melanoma, Soft Tissue Sarcoma,
Pancreatic CA or Testicular CA.; This study is not
being ordered for Cervical CA, Brain
Cancer/Tumor or Mass, Thyroid CA or other
solid tumor.

4

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for something other
than Breast CA, Lymphoma, Myeloma, Ovarian
CA, Esophageal CA, Lung CA, Colorectal CA,
Head/Neck CA, Melanoma, Soft Tissue Sarcoma,
Pancreatic CA or Testicular CA.; This study is not
being ordered for Cervical CA, Brain
Cancer/Tumor or Mass, Thyroid CA or other
solid tumor.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

3

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have not been performed on
the member in the past 3 months.

1

Pulmonary
Medicine

Approval

Pulmonary
Medicine

Approval

Pulmonary
Medicine

Approval

Pulmonary
Medicine

Approval

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL
G0297 Low dose CT
scan (LDCT) for lung
cancer screening

G0297 Low dose CT
scan (LDCT) for lung
cancer screening

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for another reason;
This study is being ordered for evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x-ray or EKG) indicative
of heart disease.; This is for the initial evaluation
of heart failure.; This is for the initial evaluation
of abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings,
or diagnostic studies (chest x-ray or EKG)
indicatvie of heart disease.; The patient has
shortness of breath; Known or suspected
Congestive Heart Failure.

1

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Pulmonary Hypertension.

1

3
patient currently smokes 1ppd for 42 yrs.
Patient symptoms include; fatigue, wheezing,
productive cough, dyspnea with exertion.; This
request is for a Low Dose CT for Lung Cancer
Screening.; No, I do not want to request a Chest
CT instead of a Low Dose CT for Lung Cancer
Screening.; The patient is presenting with
pulmonary signs or symptoms of lung cancer or
there are other diagnostic test suggestive of
lung cancer.

1

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Approval

Approval

G0297 Low dose CT
scan (LDCT) for lung
cancer screening

This request is for a Low Dose CT for Lung
Cancer Screening.; This patient has NOT had a
Low Dose CT for Lung Cancer Screening in the
past 11 months.; The patient is between 55 and
80 years old.; This patient is a smoker or has a
history of smoking.; The patient has a 30 pack
per year history of smoking.; The patient is NOT
presenting with pulmonary signs or symptoms
of lung cancer nor are there other diagnostic
test suggestive of lung cancer.; The patient has
not quit smoking.

6

G0297 Low dose CT
scan (LDCT) for lung
cancer screening

This request is for a Low Dose CT for Lung
Cancer Screening.; This patient has NOT had a
Low Dose CT for Lung Cancer Screening in the
past 11 months.; The patient is between 55 and
80 years old.; This patient is a smoker or has a
history of smoking.; The patient has a 30 pack
per year history of smoking.; The patient is NOT
presenting with pulmonary signs or symptoms
of lung cancer nor are there other diagnostic
test suggestive of lung cancer.; The patient quit
smoking less than 15 years ago.

3

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Disapproval

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 03-01-2017; There has been
70486 CT SINUS,
Radiology Services treatment or conservative therapy.; wheezing,
shortness of breath, congestion, dyspnea,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M Denied Not
AXILLOFACIAL NO
sputum production; Prednisone and Symbicort,
Medically
CONTRAST
Necessary
allergy panel

1

Disapproval

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 03-01-2017; There has been
Radiology Services treatment or conservative therapy.; wheezing,
70490 CT NECK SOFT
Denied Not
shortness of breath, congestion, dyspnea,
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI Medically
sputum production; Prednisone and Symbicort,
D ETC. NO CONTRAST
allergy panel
Necessary

1

Disapproval

"The ordering physician IS a surgeon,
pulmonologist or PCP ordering on behalf of a
specialist who has seen the patient."; A
Radiology Services Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
Denied Not
being ordered for known or suspected
Medically
inflammatory disease or pneumonia.; Yes this is
Necessary
a request for a Diagnostic CT

2

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; "There IS evidence of a
lung, mediastinal or chest mass noted within
the last 30 days."; They had a previous Chest xRadiology Services ray.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This
Denied Not
study is being ordered for work-up for
Medically
suspicious mass.; Yes this is a request for a
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
Radiology Services ordered.; The study is being ordered for none of
Denied Not
the above.; This study is being ordered for non
Medically
of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

4

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

; "There is NO evidence of a lung, mediastinal
or chest mass noted within the last 30 days."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

31 year old woman with hx of IVDA, Hep C,
active smoker 20 pack year, has been referred
for the evaluation of possible obstructive lung
disease. Dyspnea not clearly explained by
degree of obstructive lung disease seen on PFT.
Possibility of associated int; A Chest/Thorax CT
Radiology Services is being ordered.; The study is being ordered for
none of the above.; This study is being ordered
Denied Not
Medically
for non of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

1

Pulmonary
Medicine

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Pulmonary
Medicine

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

4/14/2017&#x0D; Likely post-viral. Cannot rule
out intrinsic lung disease, obstructive lung
disease or vocal cord issues&#x0D; Obtain CT
chest&#x0D; Obtain PFTs&#x0D; Re-evaluate in
clinic in 4 weeks; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
Radiology Services ordered.; The study is being ordered for none of
the above.; This study is being ordered for non
Denied Not
of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
Medically
Necessary
Diagnostic CT
Radiology Services A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study
Denied Not
is being ordered for known tumor.; Yes this is a
Medically
request for a Diagnostic CT

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Follow up for Nodules.; "There is NO evidence
of a lung, mediastinal or chest mass noted
Radiology Services within the last 30 days."; A Chest/Thorax CT is
Denied Not
being ordered.; This study is being ordered for
Medically
work-up for suspicious mass.; Yes this is a
Necessary
request for a Diagnostic CT

Pulmonary
Medicine

Disapproval

1

1

1

Pulmonary
Medicine

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Pulmonary
Medicine

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Known or suspected inflammatory disease;
There is no radiologic evidence of asbestosis.;
"There is no radiologic evidence of sarcoidosis,
tuberculosis or fungal infection."; There is no
radiologic evidence of a lung abscess or
empyema.; There is no radiologic evidence of
pneumoconiosis e.g. black lung disease or
silicosis.; There is NO radiologic evidence of nonresolving pneumonia for 6 weeks after antibiotic
treatment was prescribed.; A Chest/Thorax CT is
Radiology Services being ordered.; This study is being ordered for
Denied Not
known or suspected inflammatory disease or
Medically
pneumonia.; Yes this is a request for a
Necessary
Diagnostic CT
Lung disease; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
Radiology Services ordered.; The study is being ordered for none of
the above.; This study is being ordered for non
Denied Not
Medically
of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
Necessary

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

Pulmonary
Medicine

Disapproval

none; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The
study is being ordered for none of the above.;
This study is being ordered for non of the
above.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

1

2

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Patient has severe emphysema with acute
exacerbation of COPD. Need to follow up on a
paraesophageal nodule 2mm to 4mm. Need
imaging on opacity with air bronchorgram
formation causing collapse of RML. Atelectasis
in RLL and a small nodule on the diaphragm ; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
Radiology Services being ordered for screening of lung cancer.; The
patient had a Low Dose CT for Lung Cancer
Denied Not
Screening or a Chest CT in the past 11 months.;
Medically
Necessary
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
pt had a lung nodule this is a followup; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
Radiology Services being ordered for screening of lung cancer.; The
Denied Not
patient had a Low Dose CT for Lung Cancer
Medically
Screening or a Chest CT in the past 11 months.;
Necessary
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
pt has a lung abnormality; A Chest/Thorax CT is
Radiology Services being ordered.; The study is being ordered for
Denied Not
none of the above.; This study is being ordered
Medically
for non of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
Necessary
Diagnostic CT
pt has a lung mass; "There is NO evidence of a
lung, mediastinal or chest mass noted within
Radiology Services the last 30 days."; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
Denied Not
ordered.; This study is being ordered for workMedically
up for suspicious mass.; Yes this is a request for
a Diagnostic CT
Necessary

1

1

1

1

Pulmonary
Medicine

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

pt has a rash, had a lung biopsy, suspected nsip
due to connected tissue disorder, medispial
lymphadenopathy, shortness of breathe, never
smoked, history of asthma; A Chest/Thorax CT is
being ordered.; This study is being ordered for
Radiology Services screening of lung cancer.; The patient had a Low
Denied Not
Dose CT for Lung Cancer Screening or a Chest CT
Medically
in the past 11 months.; Yes this is a request for a
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

1

Pulmonary
Medicine

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

severely decreased diffusion capacity and CXR
from OLF with coarsened chronic chest
findings&#x0D; &#x0D; PFT (5/2017) FVC
2.30/75%, FEV1 1.22/54%, ratio 53%. TLC 121,
RV 178. DLCO 39&#x0D; Moderate obstruction
with BDR, mild hyperinflation and air trapping
with seve; It is not known if there is radiologic
evidence of asbestosis.; "The caller doesn't
know if there is radiologic evidence of
sarcoidosis, tuberculosis or fungal infection.";
There is no radiologic evidence of a lung abscess
or empyema.; It is not known if there is
radiologic evidence of pneumoconiosis e.g.
black lung disease or silicosis.; There is NO
radiologic evidence of non-resolving pneumonia
for 6 weeks after antibiotic treatment was
prescribed.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
Radiology Services ordered.; This study is being ordered for known
Denied Not
or suspected inflammatory disease or
Medically
pneumonia.; Yes this is a request for a
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

1

Pulmonary
Medicine

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Pulmonary
Medicine

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Pulmonary
Medicine

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

There is radiologic evidence of asbestosis.;
"There is no radiologic evidence of sarcoidosis,
tuberculosis or fungal infection."; There is no
radiologic evidence of a lung abscess or
empyema.; There is no radiologic evidence of
pneumoconiosis e.g. black lung disease or
silicosis.; There is NO radiologic evidence of nonresolving pneumonia for 6 weeks after antibiotic
treatment was prescribed.; A Chest/Thorax CT is
Radiology Services being ordered.; This study is being ordered for
Denied Not
known or suspected inflammatory disease or
pneumonia.; Yes this is a request for a
Medically
Necessary
Diagnostic CT
Radiology Services Unknown.; This study is being ordered for
Denied Not
Vascular Disease.; 05/8/2017; It is not known if
Medically
there has been any treatment or conservative
Necessary
therapy.; Unknown.
unknown; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
Radiology Services The study is being ordered for none of the
Denied Not
above.; This study is being ordered for non of
Medically
the above.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
Necessary
CT

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Unknown-will attach additional clinicals; This
study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Radiology Services or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Denied Not
vascular disease.; 03/13/2017; There has been
Medically
treatment or conservative therapy.; Shortness
Necessary
of Breath, Dyspnea, Chest pain, nausea; ProAir

Pulmonary
Medicine

Disapproval

1

1

1

1

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Disapproval

Disapproval

Pulmonary
Medicine

Disapproval

Pulmonary
Medicine

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Worsening Dyspnea, chronic cough.; A
Radiology Services Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The study is
Denied Not
being ordered for none of the above.; This study
Medically
is being ordered for non of the above.; Yes this
Necessary
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Worsening last several months&#x0D; -Dry
cough&#x0D; -Evaluated by ENT with normal
exam (Dr. Monte)&#x0D; -Never Smoker&#x0D;
-Obtain HRCT Chest&#x0D; -Continue current
respiratory medications; A Chest/Thorax CT is
Radiology Services being ordered.; The study is being ordered for
none of the above.; This study is being ordered
Denied Not
for non of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
Medically
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study
78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

pt has chest pain and COPD; The patient is not
diabetic.; The patient is less than 45 years old.;
The patient has not had a recent exercise
treadmill test that was positive.; The patient has
NONE of the following: heart transplant, aortic
aneurysm, carotid artery narrowing or stenosis,
Radiology Services and/ or peripheral vascular disease or narrowed
Denied Not
blood vessels in the legs.; This is a request for
Medically
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).
Necessary
Radiology Services Unknown.; This study is being ordered for
Denied Not
Vascular Disease.; 05/8/2017; It is not known if
Medically
there has been any treatment or conservative
Necessary
therapy.; Unknown.

1

1

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

78813 PET IMAGING
WHOLE BODY

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered to establish a cancer
diagnosis.; This study is being requested for
Lung Cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for something other
than Breast CA, Lymphoma, Myeloma, Ovarian
CA, Esophageal CA, Lung CA, Colorectal CA,
Head/Neck CA, Melanoma, Soft Tissue Sarcoma,
Radiology Services Pancreatic CA or Testicular CA.; This study is not
being ordered for Cervical CA, Brain
Denied Not
Cancer/Tumor or Mass, Thyroid CA or other
Medically
Necessary
solid tumor.

1

Disapproval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for something other
than Breast CA, Lymphoma, Myeloma, Ovarian
CA, Esophageal CA, Lung CA, Colorectal CA,
Head/Neck CA, Melanoma, Soft Tissue Sarcoma,
Radiology Services Pancreatic CA or Testicular CA.; This study is not
Denied Not
being ordered for Cervical CA, Brain
Medically
Cancer/Tumor or Mass, Thyroid CA or other
solid tumor.; This is NOT a Medicare member.
Necessary

1

Disapproval

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

5

Disapproval

Disapproval

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for another reason;
The reason for ordering this study is unknown.

Pulmonary
Medicine

Pulmonary
Medicine

Disapproval

Disapproval

Radiation Oncology Approval

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for another reason;
This study is being ordered for evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x-ray or EKG) indicative
of heart disease.; This is for the initial evaluation
of abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings,
Radiology Services or diagnostic studies (chest x-ray or EKG)
Denied Not
indicatvie of heart disease.; The patient has
Medically
shortness of breath; Shortness of breath is not
Necessary
related to any of the listed indications.

1

G0297 Low dose CT
scan (LDCT) for lung
cancer screening

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Low
Dose CT for Lung Cancer Screening.; No, I do not
want to request a Chest CT instead of a Low
Radiology Services Dose CT for Lung Cancer Screening.; The patient
Denied Not
is presenting with pulmonary signs or symptoms
Medically
of lung cancer or there are other diagnostic test
suggestive of lung cancer.
Necessary

1

70480 CT ORBIT,EYE
SOCKET, SELLA
TURCICA, POSTERIOR
FOSSA,EAR ETC.

"This request is for orbit,sella, int. auditory
canal,temporal bone, mastoid, CT.239.8";
"There is not suspicion of bone infection,
cholesteatoma, or inflammatory disease.ostct";
"There is not a history of serious head or skull,
trauma or injury.ostct"; "There is suspicion of
neoplasm, or metastasis.ostct"; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Radiation Oncology Approval

Radiation Oncology Approval

Radiation Oncology Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is not a hematologist/
oncologist.

1

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

Patient has been diagnosed with multiple node
positive right tonsil cancer. Patient has received
postoperative radiotherapy and chemotherapy.;
This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

r/o METS; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Restaging of Cancer;
Imaging studies have been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

Radiation Oncology Approval

Radiation Oncology Approval

Radiation Oncology Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; It is
unknown if there has been recent trauma or
other injury to the neck.; It is unknown if there
is suspicion of or known tumor, metastasis,
lymphadenopathy, or mass.; It is unknown if
there is a suspicion of an infection or abscess.; It
is unknwon if this is being ordered by an ENT
specialist.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; The
study is being ordered for Follow Up.; The
patient has a known tumor or metastasis in the
neck.; The patient has NOT completed a course
of chemotherapy or radiation therapy within
the past 90 days.; There are new or changig
symptoms in the neck.; Yes this is a request for
a Diagnostic CT

1

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; The
study is being ordered for Follow Up.; The
patient has a known tumor or metastasis in the
neck.; They have not had a previous Neck CT in
the last 10 months.; The patient has NOT
completed a course of chemotherapy or
radiation therapy within the past 90 days.;
There are NO new or changing symptoms in the
neck.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Radiation Oncology Approval

Radiation Oncology Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; There
has not been recent trauma or other injury to
the neck.; There is no suspicion of or known
tumor, metastasis, lymphadenopathy, or mass.;
There is not a suspicion of an infection or
abscess.; This is not being ordered by an ENT
specialist.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; There
has not been recent trauma or other injury to
the neck.; There is suspicion of or known tumor,
metastasis, lymphadenopathy, or mass.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

5

Radiation Oncology Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

Radiation Oncology Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

This is for restaging of cancer of accessory
sinus; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 3 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Restaging of Cancer;
Imaging studies have been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.
unknown; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is not a hematologist/
oncologist.

1

1

Radiation Oncology Approval

Radiation Oncology Approval

70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE

"This is a request for orbit,face, or neck soft
tissue MRI.239.8"; The study is ordered for
suspicion of neoplasm, tumor or metatstasis

1

70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE

This is a request for a sinus MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a head or
brain CT or MRI.; "There is evidence of tumor
from a physical exam, plain sinus film, or
previous CT or MRI study."

1

Radiation Oncology Approval

70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE

Radiation Oncology Approval

70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE

This is for restaging of cancer of accessory
sinus; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 3 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Restaging of Cancer;
Imaging studies have been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.
will FAX; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is not a hematologist/
oncologist.

2

2

Radiation Oncology Approval

Radiation Oncology Approval

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have not been performed on
the member in the past 3 months.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; Requested for
evaluation of tumor; A biopsy has not been
completed to determine tumor tissue type.; It is
not known if there are recent neurological
symptoms such as one-sided weakness, speech
impairments, or vision defects.; It is not known
if there is a new and sudden onset of headache
(less than 1 week) not improved by pain
medications.; The tumor is not a pituitary tumor
or pituitary adenoma.

1

Radiation Oncology Approval

Radiation Oncology Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; Not requested for evaluation of
trauma/injury, tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results completed.;
The results of the lab tests are unknown.; The
patient does NOT have dizziness, fatigue or
malaise, Bell's Palsy, a congenital abnormality,
loss of smell, hearing loss or vertigo.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

new diagnosis lung cancer need to complete
work up; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; Not requested for evaluation of
trauma/injury, tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results was not
completed.; The patient does NOT have
dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's Palsy, a
congenital abnormality, loss of smell, hearing
loss or vertigo.

1

Radiation Oncology Approval

Radiation Oncology Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

none; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study
is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; Requested for evaluation of tumor;
A biopsy has not been completed to determine
tumor tissue type.; There are not recent
neurological symptoms such as one-sided
weakness, speech impairments, or vision
defects.; There is not a new and sudden onset
of headache (less than 1 week) not improved by
pain medications.; The tumor is not a pituitary
tumor or pituitary adenoma.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Scan from 4/14/2017 shows:Increase in size of
a now 2.9 x 1.3 cm mass in the left occipital
lobe, with interval&#x0D; development of a
small amount of surrounding vasogenic edema.
This mass has a broadbased&#x0D; dural
attachment and is located along the superior m;
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of tumor; A biopsy has
not been completed to determine tumor tissue
type.; It is not known if there are recent
neurological symptoms such as one-sided
weakness, speech impairments, or vision
defects.; It is not known if there is a new and
sudden onset of headache (less than 1 week)
not improved by pain medications.; It is not
known if the tumor is a pituitary tumor or
pituitary adenoma.

1

Radiation Oncology Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiation Oncology Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiation Oncology Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This imaging will be done for SRS planning. Last
MRI Brain was done 05/23/2017 This has been
ordered by our radiation physician.; This request
is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT being
requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of tumor; It is not
known if a biopsy has been completed to
determine tumor tissue type.; There are not
recent neurological symptoms such as onesided weakness, speech impairments, or vision
defects.; There is not a new and sudden onset
of headache (less than 1 week) not improved by
pain medications.; It is not known if the tumor is
a pituitary tumor or pituitary adenoma.
This request is for a Brain MRI; It is unknown if
the study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; Requested for evaluation of tumor;
A biopsy has been completed to determine
tumor tissue type.
This request is for a Brain MRI; It is unknown if
the study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; Requested for evaluation of tumor;
A biopsy has not been completed to determine
tumor tissue type.; There are recent
neurological symptoms such as one-sided
weakness, speech impairments, or vision
defects.

1

1

1

Radiation Oncology Approval

Radiation Oncology Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as chronic or
recurring.; The headache is presenting with a
sudden change in severity, associated with
exertion, or a mental status change.

2

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as sudden and
severe.; There recent neurological deficits on
exam such as one sided weakness, speech
impairments or vision defects.

2

Radiation Oncology Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiation Oncology Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Not requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; The patient does
NOT have dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's
Palsy, a congenital abnormality, loss of smell,
hearing loss or vertigo.
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of tumor; A biopsy has
been completed to determine tumor tissue
type.

1

16

Radiation Oncology Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiation Oncology Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of tumor; A biopsy has
not been completed to determine tumor tissue
type.; There are recent neurological symptoms
such as one-sided weakness, speech
impairments, or vision defects.
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of tumor; It is not
known if a biopsy has been completed to
determine tumor tissue type.; There are recent
neurological symptoms such as one-sided
weakness, speech impairments, or vision
defects.

Radiation Oncology Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
This study is being ordered for a tumor.

2

1

2

Radiation Oncology Approval

Radiation Oncology Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This study is being ordered by our radiation
physician for SRS planning. Pt has new lesion in
brain.; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study
is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; Requested for evaluation of tumor;
A biopsy has not been completed to determine
tumor tissue type.; There are not recent
neurological symptoms such as one-sided
weakness, speech impairments, or vision
defects.; There is not a new and sudden onset
of headache (less than 1 week) not improved by
pain medications.; It is not known if the tumor is
a pituitary tumor or pituitary adenoma.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have not been performed on
the member in the past 3 months.

1

Radiation Oncology Approval

Radiation Oncology Approval

Radiation Oncology Approval

Radiation Oncology Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; Requested for evaluation of tumor;
A biopsy has not been completed to determine
tumor tissue type.; There are not recent
neurological symptoms such as one-sided
weakness, speech impairments, or vision
defects.; There is not a new and sudden onset
of headache (less than 1 week) not improved by
pain medications.; The tumor is not a pituitary
tumor or pituitary adenoma.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

"There IS evidence of a lung, mediastinal or
chest mass noted within the last 30 days."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; "There is NO evidence of a
lung, mediastinal or chest mass noted within
the last 30 days."; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; This study is being ordered for workup for suspicious mass.; Yes this is a request for
a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; The study is being ordered for none of
the above.; This study is being ordered for non
of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

Radiation Oncology Approval

Radiation Oncology Approval

Radiation Oncology Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Follow up treatment for
cancer; Imaging studies have been performed
on the member in the past 3 months.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is not a hematologist/
oncologist.

2

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

Radiation Oncology Approval

Radiation Oncology Approval

Radiation Oncology Approval

Radiation Oncology Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study
is being ordered for known tumor.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

9

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Patient has been diagnosed with multiple node
positive right tonsil cancer. Patient has received
postoperative radiotherapy and chemotherapy.;
This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Patient has been referred for initial staging for
radiation treatments.; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 2
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

r/o METS; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Restaging of Cancer;
Imaging studies have been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

Radiation Oncology Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Radiation Oncology Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Radiation Oncology Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have not been performed on
the member in the past 3 months.
This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.
unknown; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is not a hematologist/
oncologist.

1

1

1

Radiation Oncology Approval

Radiation Oncology Approval

Radiation Oncology Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 3 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is not a hematologist/
oncologist.

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 3 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is not a hematologist/
oncologist.

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

completion of radiation; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 2
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is not a
hematologist/ oncologist.

1

Radiation Oncology Approval

Radiation Oncology Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Restaging of Cancer;
Imaging studies have been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 3 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is not a hematologist/
oncologist.

1

Radiation Oncology Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiation Oncology Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

completion of radiation; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 2
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is not a
hematologist/ oncologist.
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has an Abnormal x-ray indicating a
significant abnormality

1

1

Radiation Oncology Approval

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiation Oncology Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

Radiation Oncology Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

pain; The patient is not undergoing active
treatment for cancer.; This study is being
ordered for known tumor, cancer, mass, or ruleout metastasis.; "The ordering physician is an
oncologist, urologist, gynecologist,
gastroenterologist or surgeon or PCP ordering
on behalf of a specialist who has seen the
patient."; This study is not being ordered for
initial staging.; The patient is presenting new
signs (e.g. lab findings or imaging) or
symptoms.; This is a request for a Pelvis CT.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Restaging of Cancer;
Imaging studies have been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.
This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for a suspicious mass or
tumor.; There is a suspicious mass found using
ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy, or
sigmoidoscopy.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

1

1

Radiation Oncology Approval

Radiation Oncology Approval

Radiation Oncology Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Follow up treatment for
cancer; Imaging studies have been performed
on the member in the past 3 months.

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is not a hematologist/
oncologist.

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

Radiation Oncology Approval

Radiation Oncology Approval

Radiation Oncology Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Patient has been referred for initial staging for
radiation treatments.; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 2
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This is a request for follow up of a
known tumor or cancer involving both the
abdomen and pelvis and the patient is
undergoing active treatment.; Known Tumor,
Cancer, Mass, or Rule out metastases; Yes this is
a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This is not a request for follow up
of a known tumor or cancer involving both the
abdomen and pelvis or if this patient is
undergoing active treatment.; This is not a
request for initial staging of a known tumor
other than prostate.; There is an abdominal and
pelvic or retroperitoneal mass that has been
confirmed by previous imaging other than a CT.;
This patient does NOT have known prostate
cancer with a PSA (prostate-specific antigen)
greater than 10.; Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass,
or Rule out metastases; No, there is not a
palpable or observed abdominal mass.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Radiation Oncology Approval

Radiation Oncology Approval

Radiation Oncology Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have not been performed on
the member in the past 3 months.

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

78813 PET IMAGING
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
It is unknown why the study is being ordered.;
This study is being requested for Head/Neck
Cancer.; The patient does NOT have Thyroid or
Brain cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

Radiation Oncology Approval

Radiation Oncology Approval

Radiation Oncology Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
It is unknown why the study is being ordered.;
This study is being ordered for something other
than Breast CA, Lymphoma, Myeloma, Ovarian
CA, Esophageal CA, Lung CA, Colorectal CA,
Head/Neck CA, Melanoma, Soft Tissue Sarcoma,
Pancreatic CA or Testicular CA.; This study is
being requested for Thyroid Cancer.; This is NOT
a Medicare member.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
The suspicion of cancer is based on a more than
1 of the following; diagnostic test, imaging
sstudy, or biopsy.; This study is being ordered to
establish a cancer diagnosis.; This study is being
ordered for something other than Breast CA,
Lymphoma, Myeloma, Ovarian CA, Esophageal
CA, Lung CA, Colorectal CA, Head/Neck CA,
Melanoma, Soft Tissue Sarcoma, Pancreatic CA
or Testicular CA.; This study is being requested
for an other solid tumor.; This would be the first
PET Scan performed on this patient for this
cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being requested for Breast Cancer.;
This is NOT for an evaluation of axillary lymph
nodes.; This would be the first PET Scan
performed on this patient for this cancer.; This
is NOT a Medicare member.

1

Radiation Oncology Approval

Radiation Oncology Approval

Radiation Oncology Approval

Radiation Oncology Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being requested for Colo-rectal
Cancer.; 1 PET Scans has already been
performed on this patient for this cancer.; This
is NOT a Medicare member.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being requested for Head/Neck
Cancer.; The patient does NOT have Thyroid or
Brain cancer.; This would be the first PET Scan
performed on this patient for this cancer.

2

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being requested for Lung Cancer.;
This would be the first PET Scan performed on
this patient for this cancer.;

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being requested for Lung Cancer.;
This would be the first PET Scan performed on
this patient for this cancer.; This is NOT a
Medicare member.

4

Radiation Oncology Approval

Radiation Oncology Approval

Radiation Oncology Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being requested for Ovarian or
Esophageal Cancer.; This would be the first PET
Scan performed on this patient for this cancer.;
This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Breast Cancer.; The study is NOT being ordered
after completing a course of treatment initiated
in the last 8 weeks or because they are
experiencing new singns or symptoms.; This is
NOT a Medicare member.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Colo-rectal Cancer.; The patient is experiencing
new signs, symptoms indicating a reoccurrence
of cancer or a rising CEA.; 4 PET Scans have
already been performed on this patient for this
cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

Radiation Oncology Approval

Radiation Oncology Approval

Radiation Oncology Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Head/Neck Cancer.; The patient completed a
course of treatment initiated within the last 8
weeks.; The patient does NOT have Thyroid or
Brain cancer.; 1 PET Scans has already been
performed on this patient for this cancer.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Head/Neck Cancer.; The patient completed a
course of treatment initiated within the last 8
weeks.; The patient does NOT have Thyroid or
Brain cancer.; 1 PET Scans has already been
performed on this patient for this cancer.; This
is NOT a Medicare member.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Lymphoma or Myeloma.; The patient is
experiencing new signs or symptoms indicating
a reoccurrence of cancer.; This would be the
first PET Scan performed on this patient for this
cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

Radiation Oncology Approval

G0297 Low dose CT
scan (LDCT) for lung
cancer screening

This request is for a Low Dose CT for Lung
Cancer Screening.; This patient has NOT had a
Low Dose CT for Lung Cancer Screening in the
past 11 months.; The patient is between 55 and
80 years old.; This patient is a smoker or has a
history of smoking.; The patient has a 30 pack
per year history of smoking.; The patient is NOT
presenting with pulmonary signs or symptoms
of lung cancer nor are there other diagnostic
test suggestive of lung cancer.; The patient quit
smoking less than 15 years ago.

Radiation Oncology Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
Radiology Services for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
70551 MRI HEAD,
Denied Not
being ordered.; One of the studies being
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
Medically
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
WITHOUT CONTRAST
Necessary
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
For radiation therapy followup.; This is a
Radiology Services request for a thoracic spine CT.; There is no
72128 CT THORACIC
Denied Not
reason why the patient cannot undergo a
SPINE, UPPER BACK NO Medically
thoracic spine MRI.; Yes this is a request for a
CONTRAST
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

Radiation Oncology Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
Radiology Services for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
Denied Not
being ordered.; One of the studies being
Medically
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
Necessary
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

Radiation Oncology Disapproval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

2

1

1

1

Radiology

Radiology

Radiology

Radiology

Radiology

Radiology

Approval

Approval

70496 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY HEAD
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST
70498 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY NECK
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

; This study is being ordered for Vascular
Disease.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ;

1

; This study is being ordered for Vascular
Disease.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ;

1

Approval

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

Approval

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for Vascular Disease.; &lt; Enter date of initial
onset here - or Type In Unknown If No Info
Given &gt;; It is not known if there has been any
treatment or conservative therapy.; &lt;
Describe primary symptoms here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;
; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.

Approval

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

There is an immediate family history of
aneurysm.; This is a request for a Brain MRA.

1

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

UNKNOWN; This study is being ordered for
Vascular Disease.; 05/01/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; PAIN,
HEADACHES, DIZZINESS; MEDICATIONS

1

Approval

1

1

Radiology

Radiology

Radiology

Radiology

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for Vascular Disease.; &lt; Enter date of initial
onset here - or Type In Unknown If No Info
Given &gt;; It is not known if there has been any
treatment or conservative therapy.; &lt;
Describe primary symptoms here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;
; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of stroke or
aneurysm; There are recent neurological
symptoms such as one sided weakness, speech
impairments, or vision defects.

1

UNKNOWN; This study is being ordered for
Vascular Disease.; 05/01/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; PAIN,
HEADACHES, DIZZINESS; MEDICATIONS

1

Approval

Approval

Radiology

Approval

Radiology

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST
71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST
72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

This study is requested to evaluate suspected
pulmonary embolus.; Yes, this is a request for a
Chest CT Angiography.
possible fracture; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 03/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; back pain;
injection

1

1

1

1

Radiology

Approval

Radiology

Approval

Radiology

Approval

Radiology

Radiology

Radiology

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST
74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has an Abnormal x-ray indicating a
significant abnormality
possible fracture; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 03/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; back pain;
injection

1
1

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for a known tumor, cancer,
mass, or rule out metastases.; Yes, this is a
request for follow up to a known tumor or
abdominal cancer.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; Infection such as pancreatitis,
appendicitis, abscess, colitis and inflammatory
bowel disease; Yes, the patient has been seen
by a specialist or are the studies being
requested on behalf of a specialist for an
infection.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are no
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has not had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study.";

Approval

1

3

2

2

Radiology

Radiology

Radiology

Radiology

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN
75635 CTA AA&BI
ILIOFEM LXTR RS&I C/C+ POST-PXESSING

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; The patient had
previous abnormal imaging including a CT, MRI
or Ultrasound.; A liver abnormality was found
on a previous CT, MRI or Ultrasound.; There is
suspicion of metastasis.

1

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
abdominal arteries.

1

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

has implants and family history of breast and
ovarian cancer; This is a request for Breast MRI.;
This study is being ordered as a screening
examination for known family history of breast
cancer.; There are NOT benign lesions in the
breast associated with an increased cancer risk.;
There is NOT a pattern of breast cancer history
in at least two first-degree relatives (parent,
sister, brother, or children).

1

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

This is a request for Breast MRI.; This study is
being ordered as a screening examination for
known family history of breast cancer.; There
are benign lesions in the breast associated with
an increased cancer risk.; There is NOT a pattern
of breast cancer history in at least two firstdegree relatives (parent, sister, brother, or
children).

1

Radiology

Radiology

Radiology

Approval

Approval

Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Colo-rectal Cancer.; The patient completed a
course of treatment initiated within the last 8
weeks.; 1 PET Scans has already been
performed on this patient for this cancer.; This
is NOT a Medicare member.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Colo-rectal Cancer.; The study is NOT being
ordered after completing a course of treatment
initiated in the last 8 weeks or because they are
experiencing new signs, symptoms or a rising
CEA.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

G0297 Low dose CT
scan (LDCT) for lung
cancer screening

This request is for a Low Dose CT for Lung
Cancer Screening.; This patient has NOT had a
Low Dose CT for Lung Cancer Screening in the
past 11 months.; The patient is between 55 and
80 years old.; This patient is a smoker or has a
history of smoking.; The patient has a 30 pack
per year history of smoking.; It is unknown if the
patient is presenting with pulmonary signs or
symptoms of lung cancer or if there are other
diagnostic test suggestive of lung cancer.; The
patient has not quit smoking.

1

Radiology

Radiology

Radiology

G0297 Low dose CT
scan (LDCT) for lung
cancer screening

This request is for a Low Dose CT for Lung
Cancer Screening.; This patient has NOT had a
Low Dose CT for Lung Cancer Screening in the
past 11 months.; The patient is between 55 and
80 years old.; This patient is a smoker or has a
history of smoking.; The patient has a 30 pack
per year history of smoking.; The patient is NOT
presenting with pulmonary signs or symptoms
of lung cancer nor are there other diagnostic
test suggestive of lung cancer.; The patient has
not quit smoking.

3

Approval

G0297 Low dose CT
scan (LDCT) for lung
cancer screening

This request is for a Low Dose CT for Lung
Cancer Screening.; This patient has NOT had a
Low Dose CT for Lung Cancer Screening in the
past 11 months.; The patient is between 55 and
80 years old.; This patient is a smoker or has a
history of smoking.; The patient has a 30 pack
per year history of smoking.; The patient is NOT
presenting with pulmonary signs or symptoms
of lung cancer nor are there other diagnostic
test suggestive of lung cancer.; The patient quit
smoking less than 15 years ago.

1

Disapproval

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

Approval

Radiology Services
Denied Not
There is an immediate family history of
Medically
aneurysm.; This is a request for a Brain MRA.

1

Radiology

Radiology

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

CT study of the cervical spine performed by
taking thin, submillimeter,&#x0D; noncontrast
sections in the axial plane and reconstructing in
the&#x0D; axial, coronal and sagittal
planes.&#x0D; CT DOSE INDEX VOLUME:&#x0D;
29.23.&#x0D; CT DOSE LENGTH
PRODUCT:&#x0D; 603.9.&#x0D;
Radiology Services FINDINGS:&#x0D; Str; This study is being
ordered for trauma or injury.; 11/04/2016;
Denied Not
There has been treatment or conservative
Medically
Necessary
therapy.; back pain; Epidural injection

1

Disapproval

CT study of the cervical spine performed by
taking thin, submillimeter,&#x0D; noncontrast
sections in the axial plane and reconstructing in
the&#x0D; axial, coronal and sagittal
planes.&#x0D; CT DOSE INDEX VOLUME:&#x0D;
29.23.&#x0D; CT DOSE LENGTH
PRODUCT:&#x0D; 603.9.&#x0D;
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services FINDINGS:&#x0D; Str; This study is being
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
ordered for trauma or injury.; 11/04/2016;
There has been treatment or conservative
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
therapy.; back pain; Epidural injection
CONTRAST
Necessary

1

Radiology

Rehabilitations

Disapproval

Approval

Rehabilitations

Approval

Rehabilitations

Approval

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Cardiac Murmur.; This request is for initial
evaluation of a murmur.; It is unknown if the
murmur is grade III (3) or greater.; It is unknown
Radiology Services if there is clinical symptoms supporting a
suspicion of structural heart disease.; This is
Denied Not
NOT a request for follow up of a known
Medically
murmur.
Necessary

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

; This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The
study is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has dizziness.; The
patient had a recent onset (within the last 4
weeks) of neurologic symptoms.; This study is
being ordered for stroke or aneurysm.; This
study is being ordered for a previous stroke or
aneurysm.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST
72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

n/a; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 9/2016; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Severe
headache, numbness and aching sensation.;
Physical Therapy, medication, over the counter
meds, home exercises, and heat knife.
; This is a request for cervical spine MRI; PreOperative Evaluation; Surgery is not scheduled
within the next 4 weeks.

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

1

1

Rehabilitations

Rehabilitations

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?

3

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; It is not known if
the patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; It
is not known if the patient has completed 6
weeks of physical therapy?; The patient has
been treated with medication.; other
medications as listed.; It is not known if the
patient has completed 6 weeks or more of
Chiropractic care.; The physician has not
directed a home exercise program for at least 6
weeks.;

1

Rehabilitations

Rehabilitations

Rehabilitations

Approval

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; It is not known if there is weakness
or reflex abnormality.; The patient does not
have new signs or symptoms of bladder or
bowel dysfunction.; The patient does not have a
new foot drop.; It is not known if there is x-ray
evidence of a lumbar recent fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

n/a; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 9/2016; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Severe
headache, numbness and aching sensation.;
Physical Therapy, medication, over the counter
meds, home exercises, and heat knife.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient does have new signs or
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The
patient does not have a new foot drop.

1

Rehabilitations

Rehabilitations

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?

3

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown
&#x0D; R knee MRI to look at medial meniscual
injuryInfo Given.; This is a request for a Knee
MRI.; The study is requested for knee pain.; The
pain is described as chronic; The physician has
directed conservative treatment for the past 6
weeks.; It is not known if the patient has
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?; The
patient has been treated with medication.; It is
not known if the patient has completed 6 weeks
or more of Chiropractic care.; The physician has
directed a home exercise program for at least 6
weeks.; The home treatment did include
exercise, prescription medication and follow-up
office visits.; ; ; The patient recevied medication
other than joint injections(s) or oral analgesics.

1

Rehabilitations

Rehabilitations

Rehabilitations

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
Radiology Services disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Denied Not
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Medically
vascular disease.; ; There has been treatment or
Necessary
conservative therapy.; ;

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; It is not known if
the patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; It
is not known if the patient has completed 6
weeks of physical therapy?; The patient has
been treated with medication.; other
medications as listed.; It is not known if the
patient has completed 6 weeks or more of
Chiropractic care.; The physician has directed a
Radiology Services home exercise program for at least 6 weeks.;
Denied Not
The home treatment did include exercise,
Medically
prescription medication and follow-up office
visits.; ;
Necessary

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
Radiology Services disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Denied Not
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Medically
vascular disease.; ; There has been treatment or
Necessary
conservative therapy.; ;

1

Rehabilitations

Rheumatology

Rheumatology

Disapproval

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
Radiology Services more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
Denied Not
for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has
Medically
Necessary
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

This is a request for a brain/head CT.; There is
headache not improved by pain medications.;
"There are recent neurological symptoms or
deficits such as one-sided weakness, vision
defects, speech impairments or sudden onset of
severe dizziness."; This study is being requested
for a headache.

1

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for sinusitis.; This is
a request for a Sinus CT.; The patient is NOT
immune-compromised.; The patient's current
rhinosinusitis symptoms are described as
(sudden onset of 2 or more symptoms of nasal
discharge, blockage or congestion, facial pain,
pressure and reduction or loss of sense of smell,
which are less than 12 wks in duration); The
time since onset is unknown; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Rheumatology

Rheumatology

Rheumatology

Rheumatology

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

unknown; This study is being ordered for
Vascular Disease.; 2 years ago; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Pt has a
bulge; some therapy

1

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

; This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.;
Surgery is NOT scheduled within the next 30
days.; The patient has a suspicious infection or
abscess.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as chronic or
recurring.; The headache is not presenting with
a sudden change in severity, associated with
exertion, or a mental status change.; There are
recent neurological symptoms or deficits such
as one sided weakness, speech impairments, or
vision defects.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of tumor; A biopsy has
not been completed to determine tumor tissue
type.; There are not recent neurological
symptoms such as one-sided weakness, speech
impairments, or vision defects.; There is not a
new and sudden onset of headache (less than 1
week) not improved by pain medications.; The
tumor is a pituitary tumor or pituitary
adenoma.; There are physical findings or
laboratory values indicating abnormal pituitary
hormone levels.

1

Rheumatology

Rheumatology

Rheumatology

Rheumatology

Rheumatology

Approval

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

"The ordering physician IS a surgeon,
pulmonologist or PCP ordering on behalf of a
specialist who has seen the patient."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for known or suspected
inflammatory disease or pneumonia.; Yes this is
a request for a Diagnostic CT

2

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

"There IS evidence of a lung, mediastinal or
chest mass noted within the last 30 days."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

2

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; "There is NO evidence of a
lung, mediastinal or chest mass noted within
the last 30 days."; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; This study is being ordered for workup for suspicious mass.; Yes this is a request for
a Diagnostic CT

1

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; This study is being ordered for
screening of lung cancer.; The patient had a Low
Dose CT for Lung Cancer Screening or a Chest CT
in the past 11 months.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study
is being ordered for known tumor.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

1

Rheumatology

Rheumatology

Rheumatology

Approval

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

n/a; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The
study is being ordered for none of the above.;
This study is being ordered for non of the
above.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Necrotizing granuloma present on biopsy of
lymph node&#x0D; Peripheral polyneuropathy
(HCC)&#x0D; Adult-onset Still's disease (HCC);
This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

SCLERODERMA,,DECREASED DLCO ON
SPIROMETRY,DECREASE SLCO ON
SPIROMETRY,MUSCULOSKELETAL
PAIN,BILATERAL HAND,RIGHT KNEE,RIGHT
SHOULDER PAIN,SWELLING; A Chest/Thorax CT
is being ordered.; The study is being ordered for
none of the above.; This study is being ordered
for non of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

Rheumatology

Rheumatology

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

There is no radiologic evidence of non-resolving
pneumonia.; There is no radiologic evidence of
asbestosis.; UNKNOWN; "The ordering physician
is NOT a surgeon, pulmonologist or PCP
ordering on behalf of a specialist who has seen
the patient."; "There is no radiologic evidence of
sarcoidosis, tuberculosis or fungal infection.";
There is no radiologic evidence of a lung abscess
or empyema.; There is no radiologic evidence of
pneumoconiosis e.g. black lung disease or
silicosis.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
This study is being ordered for known or
suspected inflammatory disease or pneumonia.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

There is radiologic evidence of non-resolving
pneumonia after at least 4 weeks of treatment.;
"The ordering physician is NOT a surgeon,
pulmonologist or PCP ordering on behalf of a
specialist who has seen the patient."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for known or suspected
inflammatory disease or pneumonia.; Yes this is
a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Rheumatology

Rheumatology

Rheumatology

Rheumatology

Rheumatology

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

There is radiologic evidence of non-resolving
pneumonia for 6 weeks after antibiotic
treatment was prescribed.; A Chest/Thorax CT is
being ordered.; This study is being ordered for
known or suspected inflammatory disease or
pneumonia.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST
71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; It is not known whether this
study is requested to evaluate suspected
pulmonary embolus.; This study is being
ordered for another reason besides Known or
Suspected Congenital Abnormality, Known or
suspected Vascular Disease.; Yes, this is a
request for a Chest CT Angiography.

1

This study is requested to evaluate suspected
pulmonary embolus.; Yes, this is a request for a
Chest CT Angiography.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient does have new signs or
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; Yes, the patient
demonstrate neurological deficits.; yes, there is
a documented evidence of extremity weakness
on physical examination.

5

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Rheumatology

Rheumatology

Rheumatology

Rheumatology

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Neurological deficits; Yes, the patient is
experiencing or presenting new symptoms of
upper extremity weakness.

4

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; It is not known if
the patient demonstrate neurological deficits.;
Yes, this patient had a recent course of
supervised physical Therapy.

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; There
has been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; The study is
being ordered due to chronic back pain or
suspected degenerative disease.; The patient is
experiencing sensory abnormalities such as
numbness or tingling.; The patient is not
experiencing or presenting symptoms of
abnormal gait, lower extremity weakness,
asymmetric reflexes, fracture, radiculopathy or
bowel or bladder dysfunction.

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

The patient does not have any neurological
deficits.; This is a request for a thoracic spine
MRI.; There has been a supervised trial of
conservative management for at least 6 weeks.;
The study is being ordered due to chronic back
pain or suspected degenerative disease.

1

Rheumatology

Rheumatology

Rheumatology

Rheumatology

Rheumatology

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to Neurological
deficits.; ; The patient is experiencing or
presenting symptoms of lower extremity
weakness documented on physical exam.
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient does have a new foot
drop.

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has 6 weeks of completed conservative
care in the past 3 months or had a spine
injection
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has an Abnormal x-ray indicating a
significant abnormality

1

1

1

14

2

Rheumatology

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Rheumatology

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

Rheumatology

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

Rheumatology

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

Rheumatology

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

Rheumatology

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

Rheumatology

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has Neurological deficit(s)

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; ; There
has not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; &lt; Describe primary symptoms here or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;
abnormal x-ray; This is a request for a Pelvis
MRI.; The request is not for any of the listed
indications.
rule out sacriolytis; This is a request for a Pelvis
MRI.; The request is not for any of the listed
indications.
This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The request
is for suspicion of joint or bone infection.
This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The request
is for suspicion of pelvic inflammatory disease
or abscess.
This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The request
is for suspicion of tumor, mass, neoplasm, or
metastatic disease?

3

1

1

1

8

3

1

Rheumatology

Rheumatology

Rheumatology

Rheumatology

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

This is a request for an upper extremity,
shoulder, scapula, elbow, hand, or wrist joint
CT.; There is not a history of upper extremity
joint or long bone trauma or injury.; This is not a
preoperative or recent postoperative
evaluation.; There is not suspicion of upper
extremity neoplasm or tumor or metastasis.;
There is suspicion of upper extremity bone or
joint infection.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

2

73200 CT ARM OR
UPPER EXTREMITY
73206 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY UPPER
EXTREMITY

weakness, pain, limited ROM, swelling and
stiffness; This study is being ordered for
Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.; Feb 2017;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Pt has pain, weakness, rheumatoid
arthritis, old fracture of wrist showed on xray;
medications

2

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
upper extremity.

2

73220 MRI UPPER
EXTREMITY , ENTIRE
EXTREMITY, NOT A
JOINT

Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If No
Info PATIENT IS NOT ON ANY RHEUMATOID
TREATMENT AT ALL. THIS TEST WILL ASSIST IN
CHOOSING MEDICATION AND TREATMENT; This
study is being ordered for Inflammatory/
Infectious Disease.; ; There has been treatment
or conservative therapy.; ;

1

73200 CT ARM OR
UPPER EXTREMITY

Rheumatology

Rheumatology

Rheumatology

Rheumatology

Approval

73220 MRI UPPER
EXTREMITY , ENTIRE
EXTREMITY, NOT A
JOINT

The request is for an upper extremity non-joint
MRI.; This is not a preoperative or recent
postoperative evaluation.; There is not
suspicion of upper extremity neoplasm or tumor
or metastasis.; There is no suspicion of upper
extremity bone or soft tissue infection.; The
ordering physician is not an orthopedist.; There
is a history of upper extremity trauma or injury.

Approval

73220 MRI UPPER
EXTREMITY , ENTIRE
EXTREMITY, NOT A
JOINT

Approval

73220 MRI UPPER
EXTREMITY , ENTIRE
EXTREMITY, NOT A
JOINT

The request is for an upper extremity non-joint
MRI.; This is not a preoperative or recent
postoperative evaluation.; There is not
suspicion of upper extremity neoplasm or tumor
or metastasis.; There is suspicion of upper
extremity bone or soft tissue infection.
The request is for an upper extremity non-joint
MRI.; This is not a preoperative or recent
postoperative evaluation.; There is suspicion of
upper extremity neoplasm or tumor or
metastasis.

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The pain is described as chronic; The member
has failed a 4 week course of conservative
management in the past 3 months.; This request
is for a wrist MRI.; This study is requested for
evalutation of wrist pain.

Approval

1

15

1

1

Rheumatology

Rheumatology

Rheumatology

Rheumatology

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has completed and failed a
course of conservative treatment of at least 4
weeks.; The ordering physician is not an
orthopedist.; There is documented findings of
severe pain on motion.

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has not completed and failed
a course of conservative treatment of at least 4
weeks.; Patient has significant limitation in
range of motion in the right shoulder since
falling a week ago. She is only able to abduct
her right shoulder to 45 degrees. She has pain
when lying down and when she is trying to
reach. She is already on oxycodone
The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to trauma within past 72
hours.; The patient has had recent plain films of
the shoulder.; The plain films were normal.; The
patient is experiencing joint locking or
instability.
The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered for suspicious
mass/tumor/metastasis.; The patient has had
recent plain films of the shoulder.; The plain
films were not normal.

3

1

1

1

Rheumatology

Rheumatology

Rheumatology

Approval

Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The
pain is described as chronic; The request is for
shoulder pain.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?

3

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There has has been a history of
significant trauma, dislocation or injury to the
joint within the past 6 weeks.; The patient does
have an abnormal plain film study of the joint.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There is no history of significant
trauma, dislocation or injury to the joint within
the past 6 weeks.; The patient does have an
abnormal plain film study of the joint.; The
patient has been treated with and failed a
course of four weeks of supervised physical
therapy.

1

Rheumatology

Rheumatology

Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There is no history of significant
trauma, dislocation or injury to the joint within
the past 6 weeks.; The patient does have an
abnormal plain film study of the joint.; The
patient has not been treated with and failed a
course of four weeks of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient has a documented
limitation of their range of motion.; The patient
has experienced pain for greater than six
weeks.; The patient has been treated with antiinflammatory medication in conjunction with
this complaint.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does not have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There is no history of significant
trauma, dislocation or injury to the joint within
the past 6 weeks.; The patient does have an
abnormal plain film study of the joint.; The
patient has not been treated with and failed a
course of four weeks of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient has a documented
limitation of their range of motion.

1

Rheumatology

Rheumatology

Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does not have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There is no history of significant
trauma, dislocation or injury to the joint within
the past 6 weeks.; The patient does not have an
abnormal plain film study of the joint.; The
patient has been treated with and failed a
course of four weeks of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient does not have a
documented limitation of their range of
motion.; The patient has experienced pain for
greater than six weeks.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does not have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There is no history of significant
trauma, dislocation or injury to the joint within
the past 6 weeks.; The patient does not have an
abnormal plain film study of the joint.; The
patient has not been treated with and failed a
course of four weeks of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient has a documented
limitation of their range of motion.; The patient
has experienced pain for greater than six
weeks.; The patient has been treated with antiinflammatory medication in conjunction with
this complaint.; This study is not being ordered
by an operating surgeon for pre-operative
planning.

1

Rheumatology

Rheumatology

Rheumatology

Rheumatology

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

73706 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY LOWER
EXTREMITY

unknown; This study is being ordered for
Vascular Disease.; 2 years ago; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Pt has a
bulge; some therapy

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

"There is not a history (within the past six
weeks) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the foot."; There is not a suspected
tarsal coalition.; There is not a history of new
onset of severe pain in the foot within the last
two weeks.; The patient has an abnormal plain
film study of the foot other than arthritis.; The
patient has a documented limitation of their
range of motion.; This is a request for bilateral
foot MRI.; bilateral foot pain for years. Pt has
Xrays of feet in June 2015 which showed small
bilateral plantar calcaneal spurs, otherwise
normal.

2

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

looking for internal derangement of knees; This
study is being ordered for Inflammatory/
Infectious Disease.; ; There has been treatment
or conservative therapy.; Today, c/o pain and
stiffness in right 2nd finger (6/10), both thumbs
and both knees;

2

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a foot MRI.; "There is not a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is a suspected tarsal coalition.; There is a
history of new onset of severe pain in the foot
within the last two weeks.

1

Rheumatology

Rheumatology

Rheumatology

Rheumatology

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a foot MRI.; "There is not a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; There
is a history of new onset of severe pain in the
foot within the last two weeks.; The patient has
a documented limitation of their range of
motion.
This is a request for a Knee MRI.; It is not
known if the study is ordered prior to
arthroscopic surgery.; "This study is being
ordered prior to a planned or scheduled open
surgery (joint replacement, etc.)."; The ordering
physician is an orthopedist.; Pre-operative
Evaluation; Instability

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; Non-acute
Chronic Pain; Swelling greater than 3 days

5

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; Suspected
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury; No, there
is no known trauma involving the knee.;
Locking; Yes, the member experience a painful
popping, snapping, or giving away of the knee.

1

Approval

1

1

Rheumatology

Rheumatology

Rheumatology

Approval

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; Suspected
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury; No, there
is no known trauma involving the knee.;
Swelling greater than 3 days; Yes, the member
experience a painful popping, snapping, or
giving away of the knee.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a lower extremity MRI.;
This is not a pulsatile mass.; "There is no
evidence of tumor or mass from a previous
exam, plain film, ultrasound, or previous CT or
MRI."; There is a suspicion of an infection.; The
patient is taking antibiotics.

2

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This is a
requests for a hip MRI.; This study is not being
ordered in conjunction with a pelvic MRI.; This
study is not being ordered in conjunction with a
pelvic MRI.; "There is a history (within the last
six months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; "There is no a history (within
the last six months) of significant trauma,
dislocation, or injury to the hip."; There is a
suspicion of AVN.; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient is receiving long-term steriod
therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The patient
has a documented limitation of their range of
motion.

1

Rheumatology

Rheumatology

Rheumatology

Approval

Approval

Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is a suspicion of AVN.;
The patient is receiving long-term steriod
therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).

1

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient is not receiving long-term
steriod therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The
patient does not have an abnormal plain film
study of the hip other than arthritis.; The
patient has not used a cane or crutches for
greater than four weeks.; The patient has been
treated with and failed a course of supervised
physical therapy.; The patient has a
documented limitation of their range of motion.

1

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient is receiving long-term steriod
therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The patient
has a documented limitation of their range of
motion.

2

Rheumatology

Rheumatology

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for an infection such as
pancreatitis, appendicitis, abscess, colitis and
inflammatory bowel disease.; Yes, the patient
has been seen by a specialist or are the studies
being requested on behalf of a specialist for an
infection.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

Approval

74174 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY
ABDOMEN AND PELVIS
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

This is a request for CT Angiography of the
Abdomen and Pelvis.

2

Rheumatology

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Rheumatology

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Necrotizing granuloma present on biopsy of
lymph node&#x0D; Peripheral polyneuropathy
(HCC)&#x0D; Adult-onset Still's disease (HCC);
This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; Infection such as pancreatitis,
appendicitis, abscess, colitis and inflammatory
bowel disease; Yes, the patient has been seen
by a specialist or are the studies being
requested on behalf of a specialist for an
infection.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

2

Rheumatology

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Rheumatology

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Rheumatology

Rheumatology

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST
75635 CTA AA&BI
ILIOFEM LXTR RS&I C/C+ POST-PXESSING

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The requested studies are not
being ordered for known or suspected
aneurysms, hematoma, or blood clot,
thrombosis, or stenosis and are being ordered
by a surgeon or by the attending physician on
behalf of a surgeon.; There is evidence of
vascular abnormality seen on plain film and/or
Ultrasound/ Doppler.; Vascular disease; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is a known or a strong
suspicion of kidney or ureteral stones.;
Kidney/Ureteral stone; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

2

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is no suspicious mass found
using ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy,
or sigmoidoscopy.; There are no new symptoms
including hematuria.; There are no new lab
results or other imaging studies including
ultrasound, Doppler or plain films findings.;
There is not a suspicion of an adrenal mass.;
This is not a request to confirm a suspicious
renal mass suggested by physical exam, lab
studies, IVP or ultrasound.; Suspicious Mass or
Tumor; mass to figure out what it is; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
abdominal arteries.

1

Rheumatology

Rheumatology

Rheumatology

Rheumatology

Approval

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Congenital Heart Defect.; This is for evaluation
of change of clinical status.
AS, SOB,; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
Radiology Services The study is being ordered for none of the
Denied Not
above.; This study is being ordered for non of
Medically
the above.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
Necessary
CT

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has not been a supervised trial of conservative
Radiology Services management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Denied Not
Chronic neck and/or back pain; No, the patient
Medically
does not demonstrate neurological deficits.;
Necessary
&lt;Enter Additional Clinical Information&gt;

1

Disapproval

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to chronic back pain
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services or suspected degenerative disease.; back
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
spasms; The patient is experiencing or
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
presenting symptoms of lower extremity
CONTRAST
Necessary
weakness documented on physical exam.

1

1

1

Rheumatology

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Rheumatology

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Rheumatology

Disapproval

72196 MRI PELVIS

Rheumatology

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Radiology Services Lumbar Spine MRI.; None of the above; It is not
Denied Not
known if the patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; It is not known if
Medically
Necessary
the patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.
pain; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Radiology Services vascular disease.; n/a; There has been
Denied Not
treatment or conservative therapy.; pain ,
Medically
popping , neck pain muscle pain , lower region;
Necessary
rehab , injections
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Radiology Services The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
Denied Not
patient has 6 weeks of completed conservative
Medically
care in the past 3 months or had a spine
Necessary
injection
Radiology Services
Denied Not
Back pain, in lower back and hip area.; This is a
Medically
request for a Pelvis MRI.; The request is not for
Necessary
any of the listed indications.

1

1

1

1

Rheumatology

Rheumatology

Rheumatology

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72196 MRI PELVIS

pain; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Radiology Services vascular disease.; n/a; There has been
Denied Not
treatment or conservative therapy.; pain ,
Medically
popping , neck pain muscle pain , lower region;
Necessary
rehab , injections

1

72198 MRA , MRI
PELVIS ANGIOGRAPHY
WITH/WITHOUT
CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
Radiology Services congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; ; There
Denied Not
has not been any treatment or conservative
Medically
therapy.; &lt; Describe primary symptoms here Necessary
or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

1

73220 MRI UPPER
EXTREMITY , ENTIRE
EXTREMITY, NOT A
JOINT

The request is for an upper extremity non-joint
MRI.; This is not a preoperative or recent
postoperative evaluation.; There is not
suspicion of upper extremity neoplasm or tumor
or metastasis.; There is no suspicion of upper
Radiology Services extremity bone or soft tissue infection.; The
Denied Not
ordering physician is not an orthopedist.; There
Medically
is not a history of upper extremity trauma or
injury.
Necessary

1

Rheumatology

Rheumatology

Rheumatology

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

; The pain is from a recent injury.; Surgery or
arthrscopy is not scheduled in the next 4
Radiology Services weeks.; There is a suspicion of tendon or
Denied Not
ligament injury.; This request is for a wrist MRI.;
Medically
This study is requested for evalutation of wrist
Necessary
pain.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If No
Info PATIENT IS NOT ON ANY RHEUMATOID
TREATMENT AT ALL. THIS TEST WILL ASSIST IN
Radiology Services CHOOSING MEDICATION AND TREATMENT; This
Denied Not
study is being ordered for Inflammatory/
Medically
Infectious Disease.; ; There has been treatment
Necessary
or conservative therapy.; ;

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There is no history of significant
trauma, dislocation or injury to the joint within
the past 6 weeks.; The patient does not have an
abnormal plain film study of the joint.; The
patient has not been treated with and failed a
course of four weeks of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient has a documented
limitation of their range of motion.; The patient
has experienced pain for greater than six
weeks.; The patient has been treated with antiRadiology Services inflammatory medication in conjunction with
Denied Not
this complaint.; This study is not being ordered
Medically
by an operating surgeon for pre-operative
Necessary
planning.

3

Rheumatology

Disapproval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does not have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There is no history of significant
trauma, dislocation or injury to the joint within
the past 6 weeks.; The patient does not have an
abnormal plain film study of the joint.; The
patient has not been treated with and failed a
course of four weeks of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient does not have a
documented limitation of their range of
motion.; The patient has experienced pain for
greater than six weeks.; The patient has been
Radiology Services treated with anti-inflammatory medication in
Denied Not
conjunction with this complaint.; This study is
Medically
not being ordered by an operating surgeon for
Necessary
pre-operative planning.

1

Rheumatology

Disapproval

Rheumatology

Disapproval

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does not have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There is no history of significant
trauma, dislocation or injury to the joint within
the past 6 weeks.; The patient does not have an
abnormal plain film study of the joint.; The
patient has not been treated with and failed a
course of four weeks of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient has a documented
limitation of their range of motion.; The patient
has experienced pain for greater than six
weeks.; The patient has been treated with antiRadiology Services inflammatory medication in conjunction with
Denied Not
this complaint.; This study is not being ordered
73221 MRI JOINT OF
Medically
by an operating surgeon for pre-operative
UPPER EXTREMITY
Necessary
planning.
73706 CT
Radiology Services
ANGIOGRAPHY LOWER Denied Not
Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
EXTREMITY
Medically
lower extremity.

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
Radiology Services congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
Denied Not
11/22/15; There has been treatment or
Medically
conservative therapy.; pain in foot and ankle;
Necessary
medication

Rheumatology

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

1

1

2

Rheumatology

Rheumatology

Rheumatology

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

She has erosive osteoarthritis/de Quervain's
tenosynovitis. She has symptoms of
fibromyalgia. She describes an aching
discomfort. She has taken Vicoprofen in the
past but this has caused significant gastritis. She
states she has taken multiple anti-inflam; This is
a request for a foot MRI.; The study is being
ordered forfoot pain.; The study is being
Radiology Services ordered for chronic pain.; The patient has had
foot pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
Denied Not
been treated with anti-inflammatory
Medically
medication for at least 6 weeks.
Necessary

1

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a lower extremity MRI.;
This is not a pulsatile mass.; "There is no
evidence of tumor or mass from a previous
exam, plain film, ultrasound, or previous CT or
MRI."; There is not a suspicion of an infection.;
Radiology Services The patient is not taking antibiotics.; This is not
Denied Not
a study for a fracture which does not show
Medically
healing (non-union fracture).; This is not a preoperative study for planned surgery.
Necessary

1

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
73721 MRI JOINT OF
Radiology Services for Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.; 3/8/17;
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP Denied Not
There has not been any treatment or
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR Medically
conservative therapy.; radiating leg pain,
FOOT JOINT
Necessary
bilateral knee pain, joint pain and swelling

2

Disapproval

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for another reason;
This study is being ordered for evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x-ray or EKG) indicative
of heart disease.; There has NOT been a change
in clinical status since the last echocardiogram.;
Radiology Services This is not for the initial evaluation of abnormal
Denied Not
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x-ray or EKG) indicatvie of heart
Medically
Necessary
disease.

Sports Medicine

Approval

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL
72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

Sports Medicine

Approval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

This study is to be part of a Myelogram.; This is
a request for a Cervical Spine CT
This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient has a history of severe low back trauma
or lumbar injury.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; approximately 1
year plus; It is not known if there has been any
treatment or conservative therapy.; &lt;
Describe primary symptoms here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

Rheumatology

Sports Medicine

Disapproval

Approval

1

1

1

1

Sports Medicine

Sports Medicine

Sports Medicine

Sports Medicine

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?

2

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; Yes, the patient
demonstrate neurological deficits.; yes, there is
a documented evidence of extremity weakness
on physical examination.

2

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; No, the patient
does not demonstrate neurological deficits.;
Yes, this patient had a recent course of
supervised physical Therapy.

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to chronic back pain
or suspected degenerative disease.; The patient
is experiencing or presenting symptoms of
radiculopathy documented on EMG or nerve
conduction study.

1

Sports Medicine

Approval

Sports Medicine

Approval

Sports Medicine

Approval

Sports Medicine

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST
72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has not seen the
doctor more then once for these symptoms.
; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ;

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?

1

1

1

3

Sports Medicine

Sports Medicine

Sports Medicine

Sports Medicine

Sports Medicine

Sports Medicine

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
The patient does not have new signs or
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The
patient does not have a new foot drop.; There is
x-ray evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has 6 weeks of completed conservative
care in the past 3 months or had a spine
injection
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has an Abnormal nerve study involving
the lumbar spine
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has an Abnormal x-ray indicating a
significant abnormality

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has Neurological deficit(s)

2

72196 MRI PELVIS

The ordering physician is an orthopedist.; This is
a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The study is being
ordered for pelvic trauma or injury.; This is an
evaluation of the pelvic girdle.

1

Approval

1

4

1

1

Sports Medicine

Sports Medicine

Sports Medicine

Sports Medicine

Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has completed and failed a
course of conservative treatment of at least 4
weeks.; The ordering physician is an
orthopedist.

2

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The
pain is from an old injury.; The request is for
shoulder pain.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?

2

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a Knee
MRI.; It is not known if patient had recent plain
films of the knee.; It is not known if the ordering
physician is an orthopedist.; There is no
supsected meniscus,pre-op or post-op
evaluation,non-acute Chronic Pain,supsected
tumor or Aseptic Necrosis; There is no symptom
of locking,Instability, Swelling,Redness,Limited
range of motion or pain.
; This is a request for an Ankle MRI.; It is not
know if surgery or arthrscopy is scheduled in the
next 4 weeks.; The study is requested for ankle
pain.; There is a suspicion of tendon or
ligament injury.

1

1

Sports Medicine

Sports Medicine

Sports Medicine

Sports Medicine

Sports Medicine

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is an orthopedist.; Suspected
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury
This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The study is
requested for knee pain.; The pain is described
as chronic; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The study is
requested for knee pain.; The pain is from a
known mass.; The diagnosis of Mass, Tumor, or
Cancer has been established.; The study is
requested for staging.
This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The study is
requested for knee pain.; The pain is from an
old injury.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?

Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ;

7

1

1

2

1

Sports Medicine

Approval

Sports Medicine

Disapproval

Sports Medicine

Disapproval

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is a history (within the last six
73721 MRI JOINT OF
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
AVN.; The patient is receiving long-term steriod
FOOT JOINT
therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).
72141 MRI CERVICAL
Radiology Services ; This study is being ordered for a neurological
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
Denied Not
disorder.; ; There has been treatment or
WITHOUT CONTRAST
Medically
conservative therapy.; ;

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

cervical radiculopathy; This is a request for
cervical spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck
and/or back pain; The patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There
Radiology Services is no weakness or reflex abnormality.; The
Denied Not
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
Medically
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; There is not xray evidence of a recent cervical spine fracture.
Necessary

1

1

1

Sports Medicine

Disapproval

Sports Medicine

Disapproval

Sports Medicine

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Mr. South is a 53-year-old male seen today for
routine follow-up of his left shoulder pain. This
is associated with a rotator cuff strain. When I
saw him as a new patient on 6 weeks ago I gave
him a subacromial corticosteroid injection. We
recommended he ; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back
pain; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is no
Radiology Services weakness or reflex abnormality.; The patient
Denied Not
does not have new signs or symptoms of
Medically
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; There is not xNecessary
ray evidence of a recent cervical spine fracture.

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST
72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; approximately 1
Radiology Services year plus; It is not known if there has been any
Denied Not
treatment or conservative therapy.; &lt;
Medically
Describe primary symptoms here - or Type In
Necessary
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;
Radiology Services ; This study is being ordered for a neurological
Denied Not
disorder.; ; There has been treatment or
Medically
conservative therapy.; ;

1

1

1

Surgery

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; knee injury 2016, head
injury -2 weeks ago; There has been treatment
or conservative therapy.; Left knee pain, severe
headache; knee x-ray, negative labs

Surgery

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Surgery

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 1/18/17; There has not been
any treatment or conservative therapy.;
MRI on 4/1/17 recommended CT,; This is a
request for a brain/head CT.; There is not a
suspected or known brain tumor.; The patient
currently does not have cancer.; This is not a
evaluation for a bone tumor or abnormality of
the skull.; This study is being requested for
known or suspected brain tumor, mass or
cancer.

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study
is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; This study is being ordered for
evaluation of known tumor.

Surgery

Approval

1

1

1

1

Surgery

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Surgery

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

This is a request for a brain/head CT.; There is
headache not improved by pain medications.;
"There are recent neurological symptoms or
deficits such as one-sided weakness, vision
defects, speech impairments or sudden onset of
severe dizziness."; This study is being requested
for a headache.
This is a request for a brain/head CT.; There is
not a suspected or known brain tumor.; The
patient currently does not have cancer.; This is a
evaluation for a bone tumor or abnormality of
the skull.; This study is being requested for
known or suspected brain tumor, mass or
cancer.

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 3 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is not a hematologist/
oncologist.

1

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is not a hematologist/ oncologist.

1

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

Approval

1

1

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 1/18/17; There has not been
any treatment or conservative therapy.;

Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; It is
unknown if there has been recent trauma or
other injury to the neck.; It is unknown if there
is suspicion of or known tumor, metastasis,
lymphadenopathy, or mass.; It is unknown if
there is a suspicion of an infection or abscess.; It
is unknwon if this is being ordered by an ENT
specialist.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT
This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; There
has not been recent trauma or other injury to
the neck.; There is no suspicion of or known
tumor, metastasis, lymphadenopathy, or mass.;
There is not a suspicion of an infection or
abscess.; This is not being ordered by an ENT
specialist.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; There
has not been recent trauma or other injury to
the neck.; There is suspicion of or known tumor,
metastasis, lymphadenopathy, or mass.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

Approval

1

1

1

4

Surgery

Approval

Surgery

Approval

Surgery

Approval

Surgery

Approval

Surgery

Approval

70496 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY HEAD
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

; This study is being ordered for Vascular
Disease.; 03/30/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Headaches,
fatigue. Facial drooping and dysarthria;
Anticoagulation therapy in the form of aspirin
and Plavix
; This study is being ordered for Vascular
Disease.; 03/30/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Headaches,
fatigue. Facial drooping and dysarthria;
Anticoagulation therapy in the form of aspirin
and Plavix

70498 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY NECK
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST
70498 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY NECK
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST
70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
Neck.
"This is a request for orbit,face, or neck soft
tissue MRI.239.8"; The sudy is ordered for preoperative evaluation

70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
06/23/17; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; there is no palpable
mass, when he looks at feet he can feel bulge,
numbness and tingling thru left arm,

1

1

2

1

3

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; Not requested for evaluation of
trauma/injury, tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results was not
completed.; The patient does NOT have
dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's Palsy, a
congenital abnormality, loss of smell, hearing
loss or vertigo.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

syncope and amnesia; This request is for a
Brain MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; Not requested for
evaluation of trauma/injury, tumor,
stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results was not
completed.; The patient does NOT have
dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's Palsy, a
congenital abnormality, loss of smell, hearing
loss or vertigo.

1

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of stroke or
aneurysm; There are recent neurological
symptoms such as one sided weakness, speech
impairments, or vision defects.
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of tumor; A biopsy has
been completed to determine tumor tissue
type.

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
This study is being ordered for a tumor.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

"The ordering physician IS an oncologist,
surgeon, pulmonologist, cardiologist or PCP
ordering on behalf of a specialist who has seen
the patient."; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; The study is being ordered for none of
the above.; This study is being ordered for a preoperative evaluation.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

2

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

"There IS evidence of a lung, mediastinal or
chest mass noted within the last 30 days."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

7

Approval

Approval

1

1

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; The study is being ordered for none of
the above.; This study is being ordered for non
of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; This study is being ordered for
screening of lung cancer.; The patient is
between 55 and 80 years old.; This patient is a
smoker or has a history of smoking.; The patient
has a 30 pack per year history of smoking.; The
patient did NOT quit smoking in the past 15
years.; The patient has signs or symptoms
suggestive of lung cancer such as an
unexplained cough, coughing up blood,
unexplained weight loss or other condition.; The
patient has NOT had a Low Dose CT for Lung
Cancer Screening or a Chest CT in the past 11
months.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 3 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is not a hematologist/
oncologist.

1

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

; "There is NO evidence of a lung, mediastinal
or chest mass noted within the last 30 days."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

2

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is not a hematologist/ oncologist.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 1/18/17; There has not been
any treatment or conservative therapy.;

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 11/16/16; There has not been
any treatment or conservative therapy.; liver
cyst resection after efforts to unroof it and drain
percutaneously failed. She is a tearful historian
especially when recounting the months of
drains. She has a right subcostal incision from
the resection which is well-healed but bothers
her because

1

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study
is being ordered for known tumor.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

3

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Cancer Staging; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Initial staging breast cancer.; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 2
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
None; This study is being ordered for
Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.; 05/17/2017;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; abdominal pain.; Pain meds and
operation

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Patient examined. She has a large left breast
mass which almost doubles the size of her
breast. This has been biopsied and
demonstrated a probable lipoma. This is an
unusual presentation for a lipoma. We will
discuss her information and films at the Multi;
"There is NO evidence of a lung, mediastinal or
chest mass noted within the last 30 days."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

Approval

1

1

1

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Patient had a chest x-ray on 4/28/17, showing
abnormal findings of a &#x0D; left pulmonary
density, possible nodule. CT is has been ordered
to further assess this density.; "There IS
evidence of a lung, mediastinal or chest mass
noted within the last 30 days."; They had a
previous Chest x-ray.; A Chest/Thorax CT is
being ordered.; This study is being ordered for
work-up for suspicious mass.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Patient needs restaging ct prior to surgery for
surgical mapping; This study is being ordered for
a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Restaging of Cancer;
Imaging studies have been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

The ordering physician a Surgeon,
Pulmonologist, or Cardiologist.; A Chest/Thorax
CT is being ordered.; The study is being ordered
for none of the above.; This study is being
ordered for follow up trauma.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have not been performed on
the member in the past 3 months.

2

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 4/19/2017; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Bilateral lymphadenopathy in groins,
enlargement of the lymph nodes, not
responding to antibiotics therapy; Medication

1

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

Approval

71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

; This study is not requested to evaluate
suspected pulmonary embolus.; This study will
not be performed in conjunction with a Chest
CT.; This study is being ordered for another
reason besides Known or Suspected Congenital
Abnormality, Known or suspected Vascular
Disease.; Yes, this is a request for a Chest CT
Angiography.

2

71550 MRI CHEST

This study is being ordered for pre-operative
evaluation.; The ordering physician is an
oncologist, surgeon, pulmonologist, or
cardiologist.; This is a request for a chest MRI.

1

Surgery

Approval

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

Surgery

Approval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The patient does have
neurological deficits.; The patient has not failed
a course of anti-inflammatory medication or
steroids.; This study is not to be part of a
Myelogram.; This is a request for a Cervical
Spine CT; This study is being ordered due to
trauma or acute injury within 72 hours.; It is not
known if there has been a supervised trial of
conservative management for at least six
weeks.; The patient is experiencing sensory
abnormalities such as numbness or tingling.;
There is a reason why the patient cannot have a
Cervical Spine MRI.; This study is being ordered
for another reason besides Abnormal gait,
Lower extremity weakness, Asymmetric
reflexes, Documented evidence of Multiple
Sclerosis, &#x0D; Bowel or bladder dysfunction,
Evidence of new foot drop, etc...
This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient does not have a history of severe low
back trauma or lumbar injury.; This is a
preoperative or recent post-operative
evaluation.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

1

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; It is not known
if there has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; &lt; Describe primary symptoms here or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; Yes, the patient
demonstrate neurological deficits.; yes, there is
a documented evidence of extremity weakness
on physical examination.

2

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; It is not known if
the patient demonstrate neurological deficits.;
Yes, this patient had a recent course of
supervised physical Therapy.

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

The patient does not have any neurological
deficits.; This is a request for a thoracic spine
MRI.; There has been a supervised trial of
conservative management for at least 6 weeks.;
The study is being ordered due to chronic back
pain or suspected degenerative disease.

1

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Several lipoma's on her spine.; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient
has acute or chronic back pain.; The patient has
none of the above
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has 6 weeks of completed conservative
care in the past 3 months or had a spine
injection

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has Neurological deficit(s)

1

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
because of a suspicious mass/ tumor.; "The
patient has had a pelvic ultrasound, barium, CT,
or MR study."; This is a request for a Pelvis CT.;
There are documented physical findings
(painless hematuria, etc.) consistent with an
abdominal mass or tumor.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

1

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
because of a suspicious mass/ tumor.; "The
patient has NOT had a pelvic ultrasound,
barium, CT, or MR study."; This is a request for a
Pelvis CT.; There are documented physical
findings (painless hematuria, etc.) consistent
with an abdominal mass or tumor.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Approval

Approval

1

5

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered as pre-operative
evaluation.; "The ordering physician is an
oncologist, urologist, gynecologist,
gastroenterologist or surgeon or PCP ordering
on behalf of a specialist who has seen the
patient."; This is a request for a Pelvis CT.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered because of a
suspicious mass/ tumor.; "The patient has NOT
had a pelvic ultrasound, barium, CT, or MR
study."; This is a request for a Pelvis CT.; There
are documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for known tumor,
cancer, mass, or rule-out metastasis.; "The
ordering physician is an oncologist, urologist,
gynecologist, gastroenterologist or surgeon or
PCP ordering on behalf of a specialist who has
seen the patient."; This study is being ordered
for initial staging.; This is a request for a Pelvis
CT.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; one month long history; There
has not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; 36 year old male seen in evaluation for
right inguinal hernia for Joan McLean, APRN. He
reports a one month long history of R groin
bulging and mild pain that is worse with lifting

1

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

fluid at incision site. along with Inguinal Pain;
This study is being ordered as pre-operative
evaluation.; "The ordering physician is an
oncologist, urologist, gynecologist,
gastroenterologist or surgeon or PCP ordering
on behalf of a specialist who has seen the
patient."; This is a request for a Pelvis CT.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

His anatomy was so distorted this looked like
this was essentially retroperitoneal fat that had
completely herniated through his inguinal ring
into the left hemiscrotum; This study is being
ordered as pre-operative evaluation.; "The
ordering physician is an oncologist, urologist,
gynecologist, gastroenterologist or surgeon or
PCP ordering on behalf of a specialist who has
seen the patient."; This is a request for a Pelvis
CT.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

lymph nodes enlargement. Right groin pain.;
This study is being ordered due to organ
enlargement.; There is no ultrasound or plain
film evidence of a pelvic organ enlargement.;
This is a request for a Pelvis CT.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

need CT scan to guide for IVP; The patient has
painful hematuria.; The patient has not had an
IVP.; This study is being ordered due to
hematuria.; This is a request for a Pelvis CT.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Pain and swelling in scrotum.Pt had scrotal US
6/14/17-Pain extending into (L) scrotumpossible fat-containing hernia (L) ing region.
Needs correlation with CT of pelvis for further
assessment and pre-op planning.; This study is
being ordered as pre-operative evaluation.;
"The ordering physician is an oncologist,
urologist, gynecologist, gastroenterologist or
surgeon or PCP ordering on behalf of a specialist
who has seen the patient."; This is a request for
a Pelvis CT.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

peri-rectal abscess with increasing rectal pain
radiating down left leg. Need to rule out larger
pelvic abscess.; This study is being ordered due
to known or suspected infection.; "The ordering
physician is a surgeon, gynecologist, urologist,
gastroenterologist, or infectious disease
specialist or PCP ordering on behalf of a
specialist who has seen the patient."; This is a
request for a Pelvis CT.; Yes this is a request for
a Diagnostic CT

1

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

rectal pain and tenderness; This study is being
ordered due to known or suspected infection.;
"The ordering physician is a surgeon,
gynecologist, urologist, gastroenterologist, or
infectious disease specialist or PCP ordering on
behalf of a specialist who has seen the patient.";
This is a request for a Pelvis CT.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; The patient is not undergoing active
treatment for cancer.; This study is being
ordered for known tumor, cancer, mass, or ruleout metastasis.; "The ordering physician is an
oncologist, urologist, gynecologist,
gastroenterologist or surgeon or PCP ordering
on behalf of a specialist who has seen the
patient."; This study is not being ordered for
initial staging.; The patient is presenting new
signs (e.g. lab findings or imaging) or
symptoms.; This is a request for a Pelvis CT.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Surgery

Approval

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Surgery

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

Surgery

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

Surgery

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

Surgery

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

Wanting to rule out hernia.; The patient is not
undergoing active treatment for cancer.; This
study is being ordered for known tumor, cancer,
mass, or rule-out metastasis.; "The ordering
physician is an oncologist, urologist,
gynecologist, gastroenterologist or surgeon or
PCP ordering on behalf of a specialist who has
seen the patient."; This study is not being
ordered for initial staging.; The patient is
presenting new signs (e.g. lab findings or
imaging) or symptoms.; This is a request for a
Pelvis CT.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT
&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a Pelvis
MRI.; The request is not for any of the listed
indications.

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; ; It is not known if there has
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The request
is for evaluation of the pelvis prior to surgery or
laparoscopy.
This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The request
is for suspicion of tumor, mass, neoplasm, or
metastatic disease?

1

1

1

1

2

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

unknown; This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.;
The request is not for any of the listed
indications.

Approval

72198 MRA , MRI
PELVIS ANGIOGRAPHY
WITH/WITHOUT
CONTRAST

Approval

73200 CT ARM OR
UPPER EXTREMITY

Initial staging for rectal cancer; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is not a
hematologist/ oncologist.
There is a history of upper extremity joint or
long bone trauma or injury.; This is a request for
an Arm CT Non Joint; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

73200 CT ARM OR
UPPER EXTREMITY

There is not a history of upper extremity joint
or long bone trauma or injury.; This is a
preoperative or recent postoperative
evaluation.; This is a request for an Arm CT Non
Joint; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

Approval

Approval

73200 CT ARM OR
UPPER EXTREMITY

Approval

73200 CT ARM OR
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity,
shoulder, scapula, elbow, hand, or wrist joint
CT.; There is a history of upper extremity joint
or long bone trauma or injury.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an upper extremity,
shoulder, scapula, elbow, hand, or wrist joint
CT.; There is not a history of upper extremity
joint or long bone trauma or injury.; This is a
preoperative or recent postoperative
evaluation.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

1

1

1

7

8

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

Approval

73220 MRI UPPER
EXTREMITY , ENTIRE
EXTREMITY, NOT A
JOINT

CONTINUED FOLLOW UP OF POSSIBLE
FRACTURE, CONTINUES TO HAVE SEVERE PAIN
THAT RADIATES; This study is being ordered for
trauma or injury.; 4/27/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; CONCERN
FOR POSSIBLE UNDISPLACED SALTER-HARRIS I
FRACTURE OF THE DISTAL RADIUS, SEVERE
PAIN, CENTERED ON THE DORSAL ASPECT OF
THE WRIST AT THE LEVEL OF THE DISTAL
RADIOULNAR JOINT AND RADIATES UP TO THE
LATERAL ASPECT OF THE ELBOW. HAS
DISCOMFORT IN HER F; PLACED IN A SPLINT,
THEN PLACED IN A SHORT ARM CAST,
OXYCODONE, AND OVER THE COUNTER
MEDICATION

1

73220 MRI UPPER
EXTREMITY , ENTIRE
EXTREMITY, NOT A
JOINT

FOLLOW UP OF MASSES OF THE RIGHT THUMB
AND LEFT INDEX FINGER WITH A DIFFERENTIAL
OF POSSIBLE VASCULAR MALFORMATION
VERSUS DIGITAL FIBROMATOSIS; This study is
being ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; FEBRUARY 2017; There has
not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; FOLLOW UP OF MASSES OF THE RIGHT
THUMB AND LEFT INDEX FINGER WITH A
DIFFERENTIAL OF POSSIBLE VASCULAR
MALFORMATION VERSUS DIGITAL
FIBROMATOSIS

2

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

Approval

73220 MRI UPPER
EXTREMITY , ENTIRE
EXTREMITY, NOT A
JOINT

The request is for an upper extremity non-joint
MRI.; This is a preoperative or recent
postoperative evaluation.

13

73220 MRI UPPER
EXTREMITY , ENTIRE
EXTREMITY, NOT A
JOINT

The request is for an upper extremity non-joint
MRI.; This is not a preoperative or recent
postoperative evaluation.; There is not
suspicion of upper extremity neoplasm or tumor
or metastasis.; There is no suspicion of upper
extremity bone or soft tissue infection.; The
ordering physician is an orthopedist.

3

Approval

73220 MRI UPPER
EXTREMITY , ENTIRE
EXTREMITY, NOT A
JOINT

Approval

73220 MRI UPPER
EXTREMITY , ENTIRE
EXTREMITY, NOT A
JOINT

The request is for an upper extremity non-joint
MRI.; This is not a preoperative or recent
postoperative evaluation.; There is not
suspicion of upper extremity neoplasm or tumor
or metastasis.; There is suspicion of upper
extremity bone or soft tissue infection.
The request is for an upper extremity non-joint
MRI.; This is not a preoperative or recent
postoperative evaluation.; There is suspicion of
upper extremity neoplasm or tumor or
metastasis.

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

clicking in his small left sided finger.; This study
is being ordered for trauma or injury.; 11/2016;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; numbness, pain, swelling, and when
moves it snaps and pops, very painful clicking;
hand therapy

Approval

1

4

2

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

CONTINUED FOLLOW UP OF POSSIBLE
FRACTURE, CONTINUES TO HAVE SEVERE PAIN
THAT RADIATES; This study is being ordered for
trauma or injury.; 4/27/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; CONCERN
FOR POSSIBLE UNDISPLACED SALTER-HARRIS I
FRACTURE OF THE DISTAL RADIUS, SEVERE
PAIN, CENTERED ON THE DORSAL ASPECT OF
THE WRIST AT THE LEVEL OF THE DISTAL
RADIOULNAR JOINT AND RADIATES UP TO THE
LATERAL ASPECT OF THE ELBOW. HAS
DISCOMFORT IN HER F; PLACED IN A SPLINT,
THEN PLACED IN A SHORT ARM CAST,
OXYCODONE, AND OVER THE COUNTER
MEDICATION

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has completed and failed a
course of conservative treatment of at least 4
weeks.; The ordering physician is not an
orthopedist.; There is documented findings of
severe pain on motion.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to trauma within past 72
hours.; The patient has had recent plain films of
the shoulder.; The plain films were not normal.

1

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered for suspicious
mass/tumor/metastasis.; There are physical
findings (palpable mass) of a suspicious mass or
known primary site of cancer.; The patient has
not had a recent bone scan.; The patient has not
had recent plain films of the shoulder.; The
patient has not had a recent CT of the shoulder.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There has has been a history of
significant trauma, dislocation or injury to the
joint within the past 6 weeks.; The patient does
have an abnormal plain film study of the joint.

8

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There is no history of significant
trauma, dislocation or injury to the joint within
the past 6 weeks.; The patient does have an
abnormal plain film study of the joint.; The
patient has been treated with and failed a
course of four weeks of supervised physical
therapy.

23

Surgery

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There is no history of significant
trauma, dislocation or injury to the joint within
the past 6 weeks.; The patient does have an
abnormal plain film study of the joint.; The
patient has not been treated with and failed a
course of four weeks of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient does not have a
documented limitation of their range of
motion.; The patient has experienced pain for
greater than six weeks.; The patient has been
treated with anti-inflammatory medication in
conjunction with this complaint.; This study is
being ordered by the operating surgeon for preoperative planning.

1

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There is no history of significant
trauma, dislocation or injury to the joint within
the past 6 weeks.; The patient does have an
abnormal plain film study of the joint.; The
patient has not been treated with and failed a
course of four weeks of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient has a documented
limitation of their range of motion.; The patient
has experienced pain for greater than six
weeks.; The patient has been treated with antiinflammatory medication in conjunction with
this complaint.

5

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There is no history of significant
trauma, dislocation or injury to the joint within
the past 6 weeks.; The patient does not have an
abnormal plain film study of the joint.; The
patient has been treated with and failed a
course of four weeks of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient has a documented
limitation of their range of motion.; The patient
has experienced pain for greater than six
weeks.; The patient has been treated with antiinflammatory medication in conjunction with
this complaint.

1

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There is no history of significant
trauma, dislocation or injury to the joint within
the past 6 weeks.; The patient does not have an
abnormal plain film study of the joint.; The
patient has not been treated with and failed a
course of four weeks of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient does not have a
documented limitation of their range of
motion.; The patient has experienced pain for
greater than six weeks.; The patient has not
been treated with anti-inflammatory
medication in conjunction with this complaint.;
This study is being ordered by the operating
surgeon for pre-operative planning.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does not have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There has has been a history of
significant trauma, dislocation or injury to the
joint within the past 6 weeks.; The patient does
have an abnormal plain film study of the joint.

1

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does not have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There has has been a history of
significant trauma, dislocation or injury to the
joint within the past 6 weeks.; The patient does
not have an abnormal plain film study of the
joint.; The patient has been treated with and
failed a course of four weeks of supervised
physical therapy.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does not have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There is no history of significant
trauma, dislocation or injury to the joint within
the past 6 weeks.; The patient does have an
abnormal plain film study of the joint.; The
patient has not been treated with and failed a
course of four weeks of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient does not have a
documented limitation of their range of
motion.; The patient has experienced pain for
greater than six weeks.

1

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does not have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There is no history of significant
trauma, dislocation or injury to the joint within
the past 6 weeks.; The patient does not have an
abnormal plain film study of the joint.; The
patient has been treated with and failed a
course of four weeks of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient does not have a
documented limitation of their range of
motion.; The patient has experienced pain for
greater than six weeks.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does not have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There is no history of significant
trauma, dislocation or injury to the joint within
the past 6 weeks.; The patient does not have an
abnormal plain film study of the joint.; The
patient has been treated with and failed a
course of four weeks of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient has a documented
limitation of their range of motion.

1

Surgery

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does not have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There is no history of significant
trauma, dislocation or injury to the joint within
the past 6 weeks.; The patient does not have an
abnormal plain film study of the joint.; The
patient has not been treated with and failed a
course of four weeks of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient does not have a
documented limitation of their range of
motion.; The patient has experienced pain for
greater than six weeks.; The patient has been
treated with anti-inflammatory medication in
conjunction with this complaint.; This study is
being ordered by the operating surgeon for preoperative planning.

1

Surgery

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does not have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There is no history of significant
trauma, dislocation or injury to the joint within
the past 6 weeks.; The patient does not have an
abnormal plain film study of the joint.; The
patient has not been treated with and failed a
course of four weeks of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient does not have a
documented limitation of their range of
motion.; The patient has experienced pain for
greater than six weeks.; The patient has been
treated with anti-inflammatory medication in
conjunction with this complaint.; This study is
not being ordered by an operating surgeon for
pre-operative planning.

3

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Approval

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does not have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There is no history of significant
trauma, dislocation or injury to the joint within
the past 6 weeks.; The patient does not have an
abnormal plain film study of the joint.; The
patient has not been treated with and failed a
course of four weeks of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient does not have a
documented limitation of their range of
motion.; The patient has not experienced pain
for greater than six weeks.; The patient has not
been treated with anti-inflammatory
medication in conjunction with this complaint.;
This study is being ordered by the operating
surgeon for pre-operative planning.
This is a request for a Lower Extremity CT.; This
is a preoperative or recent postoperative
evaluation.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

73706 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY LOWER
EXTREMITY

Needing CTA with runoff. Doppler showed
arterial blockage bilateral legs.; This study is
being ordered for Inflammatory/ Infectious
Disease.; May 17, 2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Pain in
lower extremities, Rest pain, infected left groin,
post-op.; Arterial Doppler, wound culture,
wound care, CBC, antibiotics.

Approval

1

2

1

Surgery

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

"There is not a history (within the past six
weeks) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the foot."; There is not a suspected
tarsal coalition.; There is a history of new onset
of severe pain in the foot within the last two
weeks.; The patient does not have an abnormal
plain film study of the foot other than arthritis.;
The patient has not used a cane or crutches for
greater than four weeks.; The patient has not
been treated with and failed a course of
supervised physical therapy.; The patient has
not been treated with anti-inflammatory
medications in conjunction with this complaint.;
This is not for pre-operative planning.; The
patient does not have a documented limitation
of their range of motion.; This is a request for
bilateral foot MRI.; wounds on both feet

2

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

"There is not a history (within the past six
weeks) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the foot."; There is not a suspected
tarsal coalition.; There is not a history of new
onset of severe pain in the foot within the last
two weeks.; The patient does not have an
abnormal plain film study of the foot other than
arthritis.; The patient has used a cane or
crutches for greater than four weeks.; The
patient has not been treated with and failed a
course of supervised physical therapy.; The
patient has been treated with anti-inflammatory
medications in conjunction with this complaint.;
This is not for pre-operative planning.; The
patient does not have a documented limitation
of their range of motion.; This is a request for
bilateral foot MRI.; bilateral foot ulcer and
bilateral osteomyelitis

2

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
9/2016; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; The pt has 3 non healing
ulcers &amp; osteomyelitis &amp; pain.;
Multiple dressings, antibiotics IV &amp; oral,
offloading.

2

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a foot MRI.; "There is a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; There
is not a history of new onset of severe pain in
the foot within the last two weeks.; The patient
has a documented limitation of their range of
motion.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a foot MRI.; "There is not a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is a suspected tarsal coalition.; There is a
history of new onset of severe pain in the foot
within the last two weeks.

2

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a foot MRI.; "There is not a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; There
is a history of new onset of severe pain in the
foot within the last two weeks.; The patient has
a documented limitation of their range of
motion.

1

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a foot MRI.; "There is not a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; There
is a history of new onset of severe pain in the
foot within the last two weeks.; The patient has
an abnormal plain film study of the foot other
than arthritis.; The patient does not have a
documented limitation of their range of motion.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a foot MRI.; "There is not a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; There
is not a history of new onset of severe pain in
the foot within the last two weeks.; The patient
has an abnormal plain film study of the foot
other than arthritis.; The patient has not used a
cane or crutches for greater than four weeks.;
The patient has not been treated with and failed
a course of supervised physical therapy.; The
patient has not been treated with antiinflammatory medications in conjunction with
this complaint.; This is not for pre-operative
planning.; The patient does not have a
documented limitation of their range of motion.

1

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a lower extremity MRI.;
This is not a pulsatile mass.; "There is evidence
of tumor or mass from a previous exam, plain
film, ultrasound, or previous CT or MRI."

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a lower extremity MRI.;
This is not a pulsatile mass.; "There is no
evidence of tumor or mass from a previous
exam, plain film, ultrasound, or previous CT or
MRI."; There is not a suspicion of an infection.;
The patient is not taking antibiotics.; This is not
a study for a fracture which does not show
healing (non-union fracture).; This is a preoperative study for planned surgery.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for an Ankle MRI.; "There is a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the ankle.";
There is a history of new onset of severe pain in
the ankle within the last two weeks.; There is
not a suspected tarsal coalition.

2

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for an Ankle MRI.; "There is
not a history (within the past six weeks) of
significant trauma, dislocation, or injury to the
ankle."; There is a history of new onset of
severe pain in the ankle within the last two
weeks.; The patient had an abnormal plain film
study of the ankle other than arthritis.; There is
not a suspected tarsal coalition.; The patient
does not have a documented limitation of their
range of motion.

1

Surgery

Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient is not receiving long-term
steriod therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The
patient does not have an abnormal plain film
study of the hip other than arthritis.; The
patient has not used a cane or crutches for
greater than four weeks.; The patient has not
been treated with and failed a course of
supervised physical therapy.; There is a mass
near the hip.; The patient has been treated with
anti-inflammatory medications in conjunction
with this complaint.; This is for pre-operative
planning.; The patient does not have a
documented limitation of their range of motion.

1

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT
73725 MRA, MRI
ANGIOGRAPHY LOWER
EXTREMITY
WITH/WITHOUT
CONTRAST

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient is not receiving long-term
steriod therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The
patient does not have an abnormal plain film
study of the hip other than arthritis.; The
patient has not used a cane or crutches for
greater than four weeks.; The patient has not
been treated with and failed a course of
supervised physical therapy.; There is a mass
near the hip.; The patient has not been treated
with anti-inflammatory medications in
conjunction with this complaint.; This is for preoperative planning.; The patient does not have a
documented limitation of their range of motion.

1

r/o infection and blood flow impairment; Is this
a request for one of the following? MR
Angiogram lower extremity

1

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for a
suspicious mass or tumor.; There is no
suspicious mass found using ultrasound, IVP,
Endoscopy, colonoscopy, or sigmoidoscopy.; It
is not known if there are new symptoms
including hematuria.; There are no new lab
results or other imaging studies including
ultrasound, Doppler or plain films findings.;
There is not a suspicion of an adrenal mass.; It is
not known if this is a request to confirm a
suspicious renal mass suggested by physical
exam, lab studies, IVP or ultrasound.; Yes this is
a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Kidney/Ureteral stone,
&#x0D; Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O
metastases, Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ
Enlargement, &#x0D; Known or suspected
infection such as pancreatitis, etc..; There are no
findings of Hematuria,
Lymphadenopathy,weight loss,abdominal
pain,diabetic patient with gastroparesis; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

2

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 3 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is not a hematologist/
oncologist.

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

abdominal hernia; This is a request for an
Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Kidney/Ureteral stone,
&#x0D; Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O
metastases, Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ
Enlargement, &#x0D; Known or suspected
infection such as pancreatitis, etc..; There are no
findings of Hematuria,
Lymphadenopathy,weight loss,abdominal
pain,diabetic patient with gastroparesis; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Mildly elevated ALP, nausea,; This is a request
for an Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered
for a known tumor, cancer, mass, or rule out
metastases.; This is not a request for initial
staging of a known tumor other than prostate.;
There are no new signs or symptoms including
hematuria, presenting with known cancer or
tumor.; This patient does NOT have known
prostate cancer with a PSA (prostate-specific
antigen) greater than 10.; No, this is not a
request for follow up to a known tumor or
abdominal cancer.; No, there is a palpable or
observed abdominal mass.; No,there is not an
abdominal and pelvic or retroperitoneal mass
that has been confirmed.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

None.; This is a request for an Abdomen CT.;
This study is being ordered for another reason
besides Kidney/Ureteral stone, &#x0D; Known
Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O metastases,
Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ Enlargement,
&#x0D; Known or suspected infection such as
pancreatitis, etc..; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

Surgery

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Surgery

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

SEE NOTES ATTACHED...; This is a request for an
Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Kidney/Ureteral stone,
&#x0D; Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O
metastases, Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ
Enlargement, &#x0D; Known or suspected
infection such as pancreatitis, etc..; There are no
findings of Hematuria,
Lymphadenopathy,weight loss,abdominal
pain,diabetic patient with gastroparesis; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered as a pre-op or post op
evaluation.; The requested study is for postoperative evaluation.; The requested study is a
first follow up study for a post operatove
complication.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered as a pre-op or post op
evaluation.; The requested study is for preoperative evaluation.; The study is requested by
a surgeon, specialist or PCP on behalf of a
specialist who has seen the patient.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

Surgery

Approval

1

3

3

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for a known tumor, cancer,
mass, or rule out metastases.; This is not a
request for initial staging of a known tumor
other than prostate.; This patient does NOT
have known prostate cancer with a PSA
(prostate-specific antigen) greater than 10.; No,
this is not a request for follow up to a known
tumor or abdominal cancer.; Yes, there is a
palpable or observed abdominal mass.; Yes,
there has been a recent abdominal CT scan.; No,
this is not a repeat of a CT of the abdomen
within 6 weeks.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for a known tumor, cancer,
mass, or rule out metastases.; Yes, this is a
request for follow up to a known tumor or
abdominal cancer.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

3

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for a kidney/ureteral stone.;
There is a known or a strong suspicion of kidney
or ureteral stones.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for a suspicious mass or
tumor.; There is a suspicious mass found using
ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy, or
sigmoidoscopy.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for an infection such as
pancreatitis, appendicitis, abscess, colitis and
inflammatory bowel disease.; There are
abnormal lab results or physical findings on
exam such as rebound or guarding that are
consistent with peritonitis, abscess, pancreatitis
or appendicitis.; No, the patient has not been
seen by a specialist or are the studies being
requested on behalf of a specialist for an
infection.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

Approval

74174 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY
ABDOMEN AND PELVIS
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

This is a request for CT Angiography of the
Abdomen and Pelvis.

1

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

3

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis
has not been completed.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; It
is not known if the pain is acute or chronic.; This
is the first visit for this complaint.; It is unknown
if the patient had an Amylase or Lipase lab test.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

2

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; It is not
known if a urinalysis has been completed.; This
study is being requested for abdominal and/or
pelvic pain.; The study is being ordered for
chronic pain.; This is the first visit for this
complaint.; It is unknown if the patient had an
Amylase or Lipase lab test.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
pain.; This is not the first visit for this
complaint.; There has been a physical exam.;
The patient is male.; A rectal exam was not
performed.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
pain.; This is not the first visit for this
complaint.; There has been a physical exam.;
The patient is male.; It is not known if a rectal
exam was performed.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has not been
completed.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for chronic pain.; This is the first
visit for this complaint.; It is unknown if the
patient had an Amylase or Lipase lab test.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has not been
completed.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for chronic pain.; This is the first
visit for this complaint.; The patient did not
have a amylase or lipase lab test.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; It is not known if a urinalysis has
been completed.; This study is being requested
for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for chronic pain.; This is the first
visit for this complaint.; It is unknown if the
patient had an Amylase or Lipase lab test.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is none
of the listed reasons.; It is not know if this study
is being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is not requested for hematuria.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for acute pain.; There has been a
physical exam.; The patient is male.; A rectal
exam was performed.; The results of the exam
were abnormal.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 1/18/17; There has not been
any treatment or conservative therapy.;

1

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 11/16/16; There has not been
any treatment or conservative therapy.; liver
cyst resection after efforts to unroof it and drain
percutaneously failed. She is a tearful historian
especially when recounting the months of
drains. She has a right subcostal incision from
the resection which is well-healed but bothers
her because

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

4X6X7 (SIZE) ABDOMINAL MASS, TENDER TO
TOUCH; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis
CT combination.; A urinalysis has not been
completed.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for chronic pain.; This is the first
visit for this complaint.; The patient did not
have a amylase or lipase lab test.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Abdominal and pelvic pain, she had surgery a
year ago, and that's the area where the pain is.
H/O seroma; This is a request for an abdomenpelvis CT combination.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
The study is being ordered for acute pain.;
There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
female.; A pelvic exam was NOT performed.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Abdominal pain, nausea, evaluation of some
groin pain. She has actually had significant
bilateral groin pain for several months which is
worse on the left. It is sharp in nature and
nonradiating although she does have occasional
flank pain. It seems to be; This is a request for
an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; It is not
known if a urinalysis has been completed.; This
study is being requested for abdominal and/or
pelvic pain.; The study is being ordered for
chronic pain.; This is the first visit for this
complaint.; It is unknown if the patient had an
Amylase or Lipase lab test.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Cancer Staging; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

chronic diarrhea, r/ o celiac disease; This is a
request for an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being ordered
for chronic pain.; This is not the first visit for this
complaint.; There has been a physical exam.;
The patient is female.; A pelvic exam was NOT
performed.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Colon mass found on colonoscopy; This is a
request for an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.;
The reason for the study is suspicious mass or
suspected tumor or metastasis.; This study is
not being requested for abdominal and/or
pelvic pain.; The study is not requested for
hematuria.; The patient did NOT have an
abnormal abdominal Ultrasound, CT or MR
study.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

EGD and colonscopy done on 04/06/2017.
Gastric erosion noted.; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
pain.; This is not the first visit for this
complaint.; There has been a physical exam.;
The patient is female.; A pelvic exam was NOT
performed.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

followup after sigmoid colectomy for
diverticulitis with abscess and early abdominal
wall disruption and dehisced.(sx 2/1/17)
Abdominal wall was repaired with 2 layers of
absorbable patch. I fully expect him to get a
recurrent hernia at some point the abd; This is a
request for an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.;
A urinalysis has not been completed.; This study
is being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
pain.; This is the first visit for this complaint.;
The patient did not have a amylase or lipase lab
test.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

hernia; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis
CT combination.; This study is being requested
for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the
first visit for this complaint.; There has been a
physical exam.; The patient is female.; A pelvic
exam was performed.; The results of the exam
are unknown.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

hx of surgery in abdomen, left lingual pain; This
is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for acute pain.; There has been a
physical exam.; The patient is female.; A pelvic
exam was NOT performed.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Inguinal pain, has a well-healed Pfannenstiel
scar and just off its left lateral extent she has
fairly well localized tenderness without bulge or
mass. The skin color and contour are normal,
Given her history of cesarean section and
heightened by the loca; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; It is not
known if a urinalysis has been completed.; This
study is being requested for abdominal and/or
pelvic pain.; The study is being ordered for
chronic pain.; This is the first visit for this
complaint.; It is unknown if the patient had an
Amylase or Lipase lab test.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Initial staging breast cancer.; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 2
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Initial staging for rectal cancer; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is not a
hematologist/ oncologist.

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

MASS on the back which goes pain.; This is a
request for an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.;
The reason for the study is suspicious mass or
suspected tumor or metastasis.; This study is
not being requested for abdominal and/or
pelvic pain.; The study is not requested for
hematuria.; The patient did NOT have an
abnormal abdominal Ultrasound, CT or MR
study.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Member is having abdominal pain, diarrhea and
has had a colonoscopy; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
pain.; This is not the first visit for this
complaint.; There has been a physical exam.;
The patient is female.; A pelvic exam was NOT
performed.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

None; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis
CT combination.; The reason for the study is
suspicious mass or suspected tumor or
metastasis.; This study is not being requested
for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
not requested for hematuria.; The patient did
NOT have an abnormal abdominal Ultrasound,
CT or MR study.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
None; This study is being ordered for
Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.; 05/17/2017;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; abdominal pain.; Pain meds and
operation

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Occult blood in stool with normal EGD and
colonoscopy. CT enterography needed to look
for GI bleed.; This is a request for an abdomenpelvis CT combination.; The reason for the study
is none of the listed reasons.; This study is not
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is not requested for hematuria.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

Approval

1

1

1

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Patient had a cholecystectomy on 05/12/2017.
Patient is experiencing severe post up right
upper quadrant pain; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis
has not been completed.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
The study is being ordered for chronic pain.;
This is the first visit for this complaint.; The
patient did not have a amylase or lipase lab
test.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Patient has an incisional hernia causing pain
and is enlarging. Abd/pelvis CT to confirm hernia
and size.; This is a request for an abdomenpelvis CT combination.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
The study is being ordered for chronic pain.;
This is not the first visit for this complaint.;
There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
female.; A pelvic exam was NOT performed.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Patient needs restaging ct prior to surgery for
surgical mapping; This study is being ordered for
a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is a hematologist/
oncologist.; The diagnosis of cancer or tumor
has been established.; Restaging of Cancer;
Imaging studies have been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Patient with colonic fistula status post hernia
repair at outside hospital. We've given and
about 3 months for the hostility of the abdomen
to die down. She is very anxious to have
surgery. I have discussed with her the risks and
benefits of the procedure; This is a request for
an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study
is being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
pain.; This is not the first visit for this
complaint.; There has been a physical exam.;
The patient is female.; A pelvic exam was NOT
performed.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

Surgery

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Surgery

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

post op from 4-20 2017 hernia repair weight
fain of 20 plus pounds bulge at the hernia site
that was repaired causing her pain; This is a
request for an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.;
It is not known if a urinalysis has been
completed.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for chronic pain.; This is the first
visit for this complaint.; It is unknown if the
patient had an Amylase or Lipase lab test.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
Post-OP hematoma; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
pain.; This is not the first visit for this
complaint.; There has been a physical exam.;
The patient is male.; A rectal exam was not
performed.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Pre-OP evaluation; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis
has not been completed.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
The study is being ordered for chronic pain.;
This is the first visit for this complaint.; It is
unknown if the patient had an Amylase or
Lipase lab test.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

Surgery

Approval

1

1

1

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Pt has a large abdominal scar-now with
advancing hernia becoming bothersome. Pt had
a splenectomy for a ruptured spleen years ago.
This request is for pre-op planning for ventral
hernia-possibly incarcerated.; This is a request
for an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; A
urinalysis has not been completed.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
pain.; This is the first visit for this complaint.;
The patient did not have a amylase or lipase lab
test.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Pt has a long-standing ventral hernia near his
umbilicus with a large proboscis-like
appearance. The some nodularity makes me
worry about a caput medusa. He denies any sort
of liver disease, cirrhosis, fatty liver, hepatitis.
recommended a CT scan with I; This is a request
for an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This
study is being requested for abdominal and/or
pelvic pain.; The study is being ordered for
acute pain.; There has been a physical exam.;
The patient is male.; A rectal exam was not
performed.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

pt has had a hernia repair and now umbilicus is
still hard and hurting.; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis
has been completed.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
The results of the urinalysis were normal.; The
study is being ordered for chronic pain.; This is
the first visit for this complaint.; The patient did
not have a amylase or lipase lab test.; Yes this is
a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Pt has had hernia repair by another doctor; still
having significant pain; r/o incisional hernia;
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; It is not known if a urinalysis has
been completed.; This study is being requested
for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for chronic pain.; This is the first
visit for this complaint.; It is unknown if the
patient had an Amylase or Lipase lab test.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Pt has incisional hernia but the origin is
unknown as to which of the two areas in
question are where the hernia is from. Pt has a
history of a C-section and appendectomy; This is
a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for acute pain.; There has been a
physical exam.; The patient is female.; A pelvic
exam was NOT performed.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Questionable abdominal hernia. Abdomen
severely obese.; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for acute pain.;
There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
female.; A pelvic exam was NOT performed.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Restaging for pancreatic cancer; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is not a
hematologist/ oncologist.

1

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Surgery for hernia 5/3/16. Post op in 2016.
Problems currently are recurrent after surgery;
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the
first visit for this complaint.; There has been a
physical exam.; The patient is male.; A rectal
exam was not performed.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

The patient has a non reducible bulge in her
abdomen that is thought to be an incisional
hernia. Scan is being done to evaluate for
possible treatment; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; The reason
for the study is none of the listed reasons.; This
study is not being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The study is not requested
for hematuria.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

The patient is c/o right upper quadrant pain x
4years. She had an open cholecystectomy in
2012 and there is concern for a possible
incisional hernia; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
pain.; This is not the first visit for this
complaint.; There has been a physical exam.;
The patient is female.; It is not known if a pelvic
exam was performed.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

The Pt has nausea, vomiting. Pt has incisional
hernia.; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis
CT combination.; A urinalysis has been
completed.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The results of
the urinalysis were normal.; The study is being
ordered for chronic pain.; This is the first visit
for this complaint.; The patient had an lipase lab
test.; The results of the lab test were normal.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Surgery

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Surgery

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

THE PT IS BEING TREATED FOR DIVERTICULITIS
AND WILL BE RESCOPED IN 6 WEEKS BUT HEA IS
HAVE ALOT OF LLQ PAIN AND TENDERNESS AND
THE ULTRA SOUND SHOWS SLUDGE BALL VS
POLYPS OR A COMBO AND POLYPS OR STONE
AT THE NECK OF THE GALLBLADDER NEED A
BETTER LOOK; This is a request for an abdomenpelvis CT combination.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
The study is being ordered for acute pain.;
There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
male.; A rectal exam was performed.; The
results of the exam were abnormal.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; Infection such as pancreatitis,
appendicitis, abscess, colitis and inflammatory
bowel disease; Yes, the patient has been seen
by a specialist or are the studies being
requested on behalf of a specialist for an
infection.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

25

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; It is not known if there is a
suspicious mass found using ultrasound, IVP,
Endoscopy, colonoscopy, or sigmoidoscopy.;
There are no new symptoms including
hematuria.; It is not known if there are new lab
results or other imaging studies including
ultrasound, Doppler or plain films findings.;
There is not a suspicion of an adrenal mass.;
This is not a request to confirm a suspicious
renal mass suggested by physical exam, lab
studies, IVP or ultrasound.; Suspicious Mass or
Tumor; ; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; It is not known if there is
evidence of organ enlargement on ultrasound,
plain film, or IVP.; Organ Enlargement; ; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; It is not known if this is a request
for follow up of a known tumor or cancer
involving both the abdomen and pelvis or if this
patient is undergoing active treatment.; It is not
known if this is a request for initial staging of a
known tumor other than prostate.; It is not
known if there is an abdominal and pelvic or
retroperitoneal mass that has been confirmed
by previous imaging other than a CT.; It is not
known if there are new signs or symptoms
including hematuria, presenting with known
cancer or tumor.; It is unknown if this patient
has prostate cancer with a PSA (prostatespecific antigen) greater than 10.; Known
Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or Rule out metastases; It
is not known if there is a palpable or observed
abdominal mass.; &lt;Enter Additional Clinical
Information&gt;; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; It is not known if this is a request
for follow up of a known tumor or cancer
involving both the abdomen and pelvis or if this
patient is undergoing active treatment.; This is a
request for initial staging of a known tumor
other than prostate.; Known Tumor, Cancer,
Mass, or Rule out metastases; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; It is unknown if there are
abnormal lab results or physical findings on
exam such as rebound or guarding that are
consistent with peritonitis, abscess, pancreatitis
or appendicitis.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Crohn's disease,
Abscess, Ulcerative Colitis, Acute Non-ulcerative
Colitis, Diverticulitis, or Inflammatory bowel
disease.; There are no findings that confirm
hepatitis C.; Infection such as pancreatitis,
appendicitis, abscess, colitis and inflammatory
bowel disease; It is not known if the patient has
been seen by a specialist or are the studies
being requested on behalf of a specialist for an
infection.; COLON CANCER; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is follow
up trauma.; There is laboratory or physical
evidence of an intra-abdominal bleed.; This
study is not being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The study is not requested
for hematuria.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is known
tumor.; This is not request for evaluation of
prostate cancer.; This study is being ordered for
follow-up.; The patient is presenting new
symptoms.; This study is not being requested
for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
not requested for hematuria.; The patient is
male.; The patient has NOT completed a course
of chemotherapy or radiation therapy within
the past 90 days.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is known
tumor.; This is not request for evaluation of
prostate cancer.; This study is being ordered for
follow-up.; This study is not being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is not
requested for hematuria.; The patient is male.;
The patient completed a course of
chemotherapy or radiation therapy within the
past 90 days.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is pre-op
or post op evaluation.; The study is requested
for post-op evaluation.; The study is requested
as a first follow up study for a suspected or
known post-op complication.; This study is not
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is not requested for hematuria.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

2

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is pre-op
or post op evaluation.; The study is requested
for preoperative evaluation.; Surgery is planned
for within 30 days.; This study is not being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
The study is not requested for hematuria.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

3

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The requested study is for postoperative evaluation.; It is not known if the
requested study is a first follow up study for a
post operative complication.; Pre-op or post op
evaluation; ; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The requested study is for postoperative evaluation.; The requested study is a
first follow up study for a post operatove
complication.; Pre-op or post op evaluation; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The requested study is for postoperative evaluation.; The requested study is
not a first follow up study for a post operative
complication.; Pre-op or post op evaluation;
&lt;Enter Additional Clinical Information&gt;;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

Surgery

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Surgery

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The requested study is for postoperative evaluation.; The requested study is
not a first follow up study for a post operative
complication.; Pre-op or post op evaluation; ;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The requested study is for postoperative evaluation.; The requested study is
not a first follow up study for a post operative
complication.; Pre-op or post op evaluation;
unknown; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

27

1

1

1

Surgery

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Surgery

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Surgery

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The requested study is for preoperative evaluation.; It is not known if the
study is requested by a surgeon, specialist or
PCP on behalf of a specialist who has seen the
patient.; The pre-op evaluation is not for
planned or possible ventral hernia repair
ordered by a surgeon.; The pre-op evaluation is
for a known tumor excision.; Pre-op or post op
evaluation; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The requested study is for preoperative evaluation.; The study is NOT
requested by a surgeon, specialist or PCP on
behalf of a specialist who has seen the patient.;
The pre-op evaluation is for planned or possible
ventral hernia repair ordered by a surgeon.; Preop or post op evaluation; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The requested study is for preoperative evaluation.; The study is requested by
a surgeon, specialist or PCP on behalf of a
specialist who has seen the patient.; Pre-op or
post op evaluation; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

1

50

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are abnormal lab results or
physical findings on exam such as rebound or
guarding that are consistent with peritonitis,
abscess, pancreatitis or appendicitis.; Infection
such as pancreatitis, appendicitis, abscess,
colitis and inflammatory bowel disease; No, the
patient has not been seen by a specialist or are
the studies being requested on behalf of a
specialist for an infection.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

2

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are clinical findings or
indications of unexplained abdominal pain in
patient over 75 years of age.; Other; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are clinical findings or
indications of unexplained weight loss of greater
than 10% body weight in 1 month; Other; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; &lt;Enter Additional
Clinical Information&gt;; Yes this is a request for
a Diagnostic CT

1

14

Surgery

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Surgery

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Surgery

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Surgery

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Surgery

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; ; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; abdomen pain, swelling
and drainage with a foul order; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; abdominal pain; Yes this is
a request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; check the size and detail
of the reoccur ant incisional hernia, repair in
2014-and 2015; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; chromes disease; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

4

1

1

1

1

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; dr looking at hernia that
the mesh possibly loosened and hernia
returned. recurrent abdominal pain.; Yes this is
a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; fever and abdominal pain;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Surgery

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Surgery

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; follow up of diverticular
abscess; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; For abdominal pain; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

1

Surgery

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Surgery

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; had ultrasound that
showed cholelithiasis; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; hernia; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Moderate abdominal pain
and diarrhea; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; n.a; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; painful bulge chronic pain
referred by different doctor for a hernia; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

1

4

1

1

1

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Patient has a recurrent
umbilical hernia. States she is continuing to
have pain and a "knot" at the site of&#x0D; her
previous umbilical hernia repair where her dog
jumped on her belly a&#x0D; couple of weeks
ago. She states that the pain is bothering her so
much a; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Patient with acute GI
Bleed, Normal colonoscopy and EGD; Yes this is
a request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; patient with iron
deficiency anemia. colonoscopy normal. Needs
CT Enterography to evaluate; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

1

1

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; pt has 2 enlarging
symptomatic hernias. she has had multiple
hernia repairs int eh past.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Pt has been experiencing
abdominal pain in an area of her abdomen
where a previous ventral hernia was repaired in
2015. The doctor is concerned that the patients
hernia has reoccurred and is wanting imaging to
confirm hernia before proceeding with surgica;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Pt was seen in the clinic
today with Right Lower Quadrant Pain with
tenderness and rebound. She has had pain for
greater than 48 hours. She had a transvaginal
ultrasound today that was negative.; Yes this is
a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Surgery

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Surgery

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Surgery

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Surgery

Surgery

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; The patient is having left
upper quadrant abdominal pain which is
aggravated by meals.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; The patient is post
cholecystectomy. She is having right upper
quadrant pain, epigastric pain and reflux; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; umblical hernia; Yes this is
a request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; unknown; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is a known or a strong
suspicion of kidney or ureteral stones.;
Kidney/Ureteral stone; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

1

1

1

5

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is a suspicious mass found
using ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy,
or sigmoidoscopy.; Suspicious Mass or Tumor;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is evidence of organ
enlargement on ultrasound, plain film, or IVP.;
Organ Enlargement; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is no evidence of organ
enlargement on ultrasound, plain film, or IVP.;
Organ Enlargement; UNKNOWN; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is no suspicious mass found
using ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy,
or sigmoidoscopy.; It is not known if there are
new symptoms including hematuria.; There are
no new lab results or other imaging studies
including ultrasound, Doppler or plain films
findings.; There is not a suspicion of an adrenal
mass.; This is not a request to confirm a
suspicious renal mass suggested by physical
exam, lab studies, IVP or ultrasound.; Suspicious
Mass or Tumor; ; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

Approval

Approval

4

1

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is no suspicious mass found
using ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy,
or sigmoidoscopy.; There are new symptoms
including hematuria.; Suspicious Mass or Tumor;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is no suspicious mass found
using ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy,
or sigmoidoscopy.; There are no new symptoms
including hematuria.; There are new lab results
or other imaging studies including ultrasound,
Doppler or plain films findings.; Suspicious Mass
or Tumor; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

2

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is no suspicious mass found
using ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy,
or sigmoidoscopy.; There are no new symptoms
including hematuria.; There are no new lab
results or other imaging studies including
ultrasound, Doppler or plain films findings.;
There is not a suspicion of an adrenal mass.; It is
not known if this is a request to confirm a
suspicious renal mass suggested by physical
exam, lab studies, IVP or ultrasound.; Suspicious
Mass or Tumor; &lt;Enter Additional Clinical
Information&gt;; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is no suspicious mass found
using ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy,
or sigmoidoscopy.; There are no new symptoms
including hematuria.; There are no new lab
results or other imaging studies including
ultrasound, Doppler or plain films findings.;
There is not a suspicion of an adrenal mass.;
This is a request to confirm a suspicious renal
mass suggested by physical exam, lab studies,
IVP or ultrasound.; Suspicious Mass or Tumor;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

2

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is no suspicious mass found
using ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy,
or sigmoidoscopy.; There are no new symptoms
including hematuria.; There are no new lab
results or other imaging studies including
ultrasound, Doppler or plain films findings.;
There is not a suspicion of an adrenal mass.;
This is not a request to confirm a suspicious
renal mass suggested by physical exam, lab
studies, IVP or ultrasound.; Suspicious Mass or
Tumor; &lt;Enter Additional Clinical
Information&gt;; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

2

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is no suspicious mass found
using ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy,
or sigmoidoscopy.; There are no new symptoms
including hematuria.; There are no new lab
results or other imaging studies including
ultrasound, Doppler or plain films findings.;
There is not a suspicion of an adrenal mass.;
This is not a request to confirm a suspicious
renal mass suggested by physical exam, lab
studies, IVP or ultrasound.; Suspicious Mass or
Tumor; ; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

2

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is no suspicious mass found
using ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy,
or sigmoidoscopy.; There are no new symptoms
including hematuria.; There are no new lab
results or other imaging studies including
ultrasound, Doppler or plain films findings.;
There is not a suspicion of an adrenal mass.;
This is not a request to confirm a suspicious
renal mass suggested by physical exam, lab
studies, IVP or ultrasound.; Suspicious Mass or
Tumor; mass found on exam; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This is a request for follow up of a
known tumor or cancer involving both the
abdomen and pelvis and the patient is
undergoing active treatment.; Known Tumor,
Cancer, Mass, or Rule out metastases; Yes this is
a request for a Diagnostic CT

11

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This is not a request for follow up
of a known tumor or cancer involving both the
abdomen and pelvis or if this patient is
undergoing active treatment.; This is a request
for initial staging of a known tumor other than
prostate.; Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or Rule
out metastases; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

2

Surgery

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This is not a request for follow up
of a known tumor or cancer involving both the
abdomen and pelvis or if this patient is
undergoing active treatment.; This is not a
request for initial staging of a known tumor
other than prostate.; It is not known if there is
an abdominal and pelvic or retroperitoneal
mass that has been confirmed by previous
imaging other than a CT.; There are new signs or
symptoms including hematuria, presenting with
known cancer or tumor.; This patient does NOT
have known prostate cancer with a PSA
(prostate-specific antigen) greater than 10.;
Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or Rule out
metastases; No, there is not a palpable or
observed abdominal mass.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

1

Surgery

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This is not a request for follow up
of a known tumor or cancer involving both the
abdomen and pelvis or if this patient is
undergoing active treatment.; This is not a
request for initial staging of a known tumor
other than prostate.; There has NOT been a
recent (within the last 3 months) Abdomen
and/or Pelvis CT.; This patient does NOT have
known prostate cancer with a PSA (prostatespecific antigen) greater than 10.; Known
Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or Rule out metastases;
yes, there is a palpable or observed abdominal
mass.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

2

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This is not a request for follow up
of a known tumor or cancer involving both the
abdomen and pelvis or if this patient is
undergoing active treatment.; This is not a
request for initial staging of a known tumor
other than prostate.; There is no abdominal and
pelvic or retroperitoneal mass that has been
confirmed by previous imaging other than a CT.;
There are no new signs or symptoms including
hematuria, presenting with known cancer or
tumor.; This patient does NOT have known
prostate cancer with a PSA (prostate-specific
antigen) greater than 10.; Known Tumor,
Cancer, Mass, or Rule out metastases; No,
there is not a palpable or observed abdominal
mass.; &lt;Enter Additional Clinical
Information&gt;; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This request is for follow up to
abdominal and/or pelvic trauma ordered by a
specialist or PCP on behalf of a specialist who
has seen the patient.; Trauma; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

2

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This request is not for follow up
to abdominal and/or pelvic trauma ordered by a
specialist or PCP on behalf of a specialist who
has seen the patient.; There is no recent trauma
with physical findings or abnormal blood work
indicating either peritonitis or abscess.; There
are no physical findings or lab results indicating
an intra-abdominal bleed.; Trauma; &lt;Enter
Additional Clinical Information&gt;; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for acute pain.; There has been a
physical exam.; The patient is female.; A pelvic
exam was performed.; The results of the exam
were normal.; The patient had an Ultrasound.;
The Ultrasound was abnormal.; The ultrasound
showed something other than Gall Stones,
Kidney/Renal cyst, Anerysm or a Pelvis Mass.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have not been performed on
the member in the past 3 months.

2

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

2

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

To eval pt has a Hernia.; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis
has not been completed.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
The study is being ordered for chronic pain.;
This is the first visit for this complaint.; It is
unknown if the patient had an Amylase or
Lipase lab test.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

Surgery

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

unknown, abnormal weight loss; This study is
being ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; unknown; There has not been
any treatment or conservative therapy.; L abd.
pain, complications with pancreas

Surgery

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Surgery

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

Unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 4/19/2017; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Bilateral lymphadenopathy in groins,
enlargement of the lymph nodes, not
responding to antibiotics therapy; Medication
; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; ; It is not known if there has
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;

Surgery

Approval

1

1

1

1

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

follow up MRI for abdominal
lymphadenopathy; This request is for an
Abdomen MRI.; This study is not being ordered
for known tumor, suspicious mass or suspected
tumor/metastasis, organ enlargement, known
or suspected vascular disease, hematuria, followup trauma, or a pre-operative evaluation.

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

Restaging for pancreatic cancer; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is not a
hematologist/ oncologist.

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for known or suspected
infection.; "The ordering physician is a
gastroenterologist, urologist, or infectious
disease specialist."; &lt; Enter answer here - or
Type In Unknown If No Info Given. &gt;

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for Known Tumor.; The patient
is not presenting new symptoms.; The patient
has had 3 or fewer follow-up abdomen MRIs.;
This study is being ordered for follow-up.; The
patient is not undergoing active treatment for
cancer.; "The ordering physician is an
oncologist, urologist, gastroenterologist, or
surgeon."; unknown

1

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for Known Tumor.; The patient
is presenting new symptoms.; This study is
being ordered for follow-up.; The patient is not
undergoing active treatment for cancer.; "The
ordering physician is an oncologist, urologist,
gastroenterologist, or surgeon."; She had some
improvement in her right upper quadrant pain
but now it is recurring, more frequent, and
more severe. At the time of her laparoscopic
cholecystectomy she was noted to have a
nodular formation in the segment 5 of the liver
adjacent to the gall

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for Known Tumor.; This study is
being ordered for staging.; "The ordering
physician is an oncologist, urologist,
gastroenterologist, or surgeon.";

2

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for Known Tumor.; This study is
being ordered for staging.; "The ordering
physician is an oncologist, urologist,
gastroenterologist, or surgeon."; CT scan shows
adrenal mas. confirming adneoma

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for pre-operative evaluation.;
"The ordering physician is an oncologist,
urologist, gastroenterologist, or surgeon.";

2

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for pre-operative evaluation.;
Surgery is planned for within 30 days.

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study.";
Additional imaging needed to determine
treatment of abdominal wall mass. This patient
has a known history of kaposi sarcoma with a
newly developed abdominal wall mass.

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study."; Followup of her recent hospitalization for obstructive
jaundice. She was found to have a gallstone in
the common bile duct and underwent ERCP
with stone removal by Dr. Khan. She developed
ERCP pancreatitis almost immediately and was
in the hospital for a

1

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study."; N/A

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study."; Pt has
previous pancreatic mass that was imaged 6
months ago, it was found to be pancreatic cyst.
Doctor is assessing the status of the mass to see
if there have been any changes in its size or
composition.

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are no
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has not had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study."; &lt;
Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If No
Info Given. &gt;

1

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is not being ordered for known tumor,
suspicious mass or suspected tumor/metastasis,
organ enlargement, known or suspected
vascular disease, hematuria, follow-up trauma,
or a pre-operative evaluation.; epigastric pain
nausea vomiting CT showed pancreatic atrophy
could correlated with CA19-9

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is not being ordered for known tumor,
suspicious mass or suspected tumor/metastasis,
organ enlargement, known or suspected
vascular disease, hematuria, follow-up trauma,
or a pre-operative evaluation.; Patient has RUQ
abdominal pain post lap chole. Need to rule out
common bile duct stone

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is not being ordered for known tumor,
suspicious mass or suspected tumor/metastasis,
organ enlargement, known or suspected
vascular disease, hematuria, follow-up trauma,
or a pre-operative evaluation.; Patient still
having RUQ abdominal pain with nausea post
lap chole. Need to rule out bile duct stone

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is not being ordered for known tumor,
suspicious mass or suspected tumor/metastasis,
organ enlargement, known or suspected
vascular disease, hematuria, follow-up trauma,
or a pre-operative evaluation.; Unknown

2

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

Ultrasound retroperitoneal complete done on
4/25/2017 showed an ill-defined fatty mass in
the left retroperitoneum lateral to the left
kidney and inferior to the spleen. This measures
at least 13.8 x 10.9 x12.9 cm in size although the
extent of the lesion; This request is for an
Abdomen MRI.; This study is being ordered for
suspicious mass or suspected tumor/
metastasis.; The patient had previous abnormal
imaging including a CT, MRI or Ultrasound.; The
abnormality found on a previous CT, MRI or
Ultrasound was not in the liver, kidney,
pancreas or spleen.

1

Surgery

Approval

Surgery

Approval

Surgery

Approval

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

Approval

75635 CTA AA&BI
ILIOFEM LXTR RS&I C/C+ POST-PXESSING
75635 CTA AA&BI
ILIOFEM LXTR RS&I C/C+ POST-PXESSING
77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

Needing CTA with runoff. Doppler showed
arterial blockage bilateral legs.; This study is
being ordered for Inflammatory/ Infectious
Disease.; May 17, 2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Pain in
lower extremities, Rest pain, infected left groin,
post-op.; Arterial Doppler, wound culture,
wound care, CBC, antibiotics.

1

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
abdominal arteries.

2

1

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for Breast
MRI.; This study is being ordered for known
breast lesions.; There are NOT benign lesions in
the breast associated with an increased cancer
risk.

1

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for Breast
MRI.; This study is being ordered for something
other than known breast cancer, known breast
lesions, screening for known family history,
screening following genetric testing or a
suspected implant rupture.

1

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

; This is a request for Breast MRI.; This study is
being ordered for something other than known
breast cancer, known breast lesions, screening
for known family history, screening following
genetric testing or a suspected implant rupture.

Approval

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

Approval

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

59 y.o. F with new L breast mass, concerning
for malignancy.&#x0D; &#x0D; -Touch Prep of
USG CNBx positive for malignancy&#x0D; -Will
obtain MRI to assess for chest wall invasion,
nodes, and contralateral breast.&#x0D; -MONC
referral, as she will likely need neoadjuvant
ther; This is a request for Breast MRI.; This study
is being ordered for known breast lesions.;
There are NOT benign lesions in the breast
associated with an increased cancer risk.
Initial staging for breast cancer; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of the
studies being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

Newly Diagnosed Breast Cancer, need MRI for
pre-surgery planning.; This is a request for
Breast MRI.; This study is being ordered for a
known history of breast cancer.; It is not known
if this is an individual who has known breast
cancer in the contralateral (other) breast.

Approval

1

1

1

1

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

Approval

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

newly diagnosed with DCIS, Mri to evaluate
extent of disease and treatment planning..; This
is a request for Breast MRI.; This study is being
ordered for known breast lesions.; There are
NOT benign lesions in the breast associated with
an increased cancer risk.

1

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

PT HAS CALCIFICATIONS IN LT BREAST THAT
REQUIRE ADDITIONAL INFORMATION; This is a
request for Breast MRI.; This study is being
ordered for known breast lesions.; There are
NOT benign lesions in the breast associated with
an increased cancer risk.

1

Approval

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

Approval

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

This is a request for Breast MRI.; This is a
request for Breast MRI.; This study is being
ordered for known breast lesions.; This study is
being ordered for known breast lesions.; There
are benign lesions in the breast associated with
an increased cancer risk.; There are benign
lesions in the breast associated with an
increased cancer risk.
This is a request for Breast MRI.; This study is
being ordered as a screening examination
following genetic testing for breast cancer.; The
patient has a lifetime risk score of greater than
20.

1

2

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

This is a request for Breast MRI.; This study is
being ordered as a screening examination
following genetic testing for breast cancer.; Yes,
the patient have a known mutation such as
BRCA1, BRCA2, PTEN or TP53.; The patient does
NOT have a lifetime risk score of greater than
20.

1

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

This is a request for Breast MRI.; This study is
being ordered as a screening examination for
known family history of breast cancer.; There is
a pattern of breast cancer history in at least two
first-degree relatives (parent, sister, brother, or
children).

2

Approval

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

This is a request for Breast MRI.; This study is
being ordered for a known history of breast
cancer.; No, this is not an individual who has
known breast cancer in the contralateral (other)
breast.; Yes, this is a confirmed breast cancer.;
Yes, the results of this MRI (size and shape of
tumor) affect the patient's further
management.

12

Approval

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

This is a request for Breast MRI.; This study is
being ordered for a known history of breast
cancer.; Yes, this is an individual who has known
breast cancer in the contralateral (other) breast.

8

Approval

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

This is a request for Breast MRI.; This study is
being ordered for known breast lesions.; There
are benign lesions in the breast associated with
an increased cancer risk.

1

Approval

Approval

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

78071 Parathyroid
SPECT Imaging

This is a request for Parathyroid SPECT
imaging.;

1

78813 PET IMAGING
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being requested for Breast Cancer.;
This is for evaluation of axillary lymph nodes.

1

78813 PET IMAGING
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being requested for Breast Cancer.;
This is for evaluation of axillary lymph nodes.;
This is NOT a Medicare member.

3

Approval

78813 PET IMAGING
WHOLE BODY

Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Colo-rectal Cancer.; The patient is experiencing
new signs, symptoms indicating a reoccurrence
of cancer or a rising CEA.; It is unknown how
many PET Scans have already been performed
on this patient for this cancer.; This is NOT a
Medicare member.
; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

2

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

Initial staging for breast cancer; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of the
studies being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
The suspicion of cancer is based on a more than
1 of the following; diagnostic test, imaging
sstudy, or biopsy.; This study is being ordered to
establish a cancer diagnosis.; This study is being
requested for Soft Tissue Sarcoma, Pancreatic
or Testicular Cancer.; This would be the first PET
Scan performed on this patient for this cancer.;
This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being requested for Breast Cancer.;
This is NOT for an evaluation of axillary lymph
nodes.; This would be the first PET Scan
performed on this patient for this cancer.; This
is NOT a Medicare member.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being requested for Colo-rectal
Cancer.; 1 PET Scans has already been
performed on this patient for this cancer.; This
is NOT a Medicare member.

1

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Head/Neck Cancer.; The patient did NOT have a
thyroidectomy and radioiodine ablation.; The
patient has Thyroid cancer.; This is NOT a
Medicare member.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Melanoma.; The patient completed a course of
treatment initiated within the last 8 weeks.; 1
PET Scans has already been performed on this
patient for this cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare
member.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Soft Tissue Sarcoma, Pancreatic or Testicular
Cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Cardiac Embolism.

1

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

S8037 mrcp

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for MRCP.;
There is a reason why the patient cannot have
an ERCP.; The patient has not undergone an
unsuccessful ERCP.; The patient does not have
an altered biliary tract anatomy that precludes
ERCP.; The patient does not require evaluation
for a congenital defect of the pancreatic or
biliary tract.; The MRCP will not be used to
identify a pancreatic or biliary system
obstruction that cannot be opened by ERCP.;
"The patient is not an infant or young child, and
not an adult who is debilitated or uncooperative
in such a manner that ERCP is unsafe or cannot
be performed."; "The patient has neither a
documented allergy to iodine-based contrast
materials, or a general history of allergic
responses."; The patient does not have acute
pancreatitis.

1

S8037 mrcp

; This is a request for MRCP.; There is no reason
why the patient cannot have an ERCP.

1

S8037 mrcp

Abnomal Cholagiogram during
Cholecystectomy, possible CBD stone.; This is a
request for MRCP.; There is no reason why the
patient cannot have an ERCP.

1

S8037 mrcp

pt is post surgery gallbladder removal; This is a
request for MRCP.; There is no reason why the
patient cannot have an ERCP.

1

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

S8037 mrcp

This is a request for MRCP.; There is a reason
why the patient cannot have an ERCP.; The
patient has not undergone an unsuccessful
ERCP.; The patient does not have an altered
biliary tract anatomy that precludes ERCP.; The
patient does not require evaluation for a
congenital defect of the pancreatic or biliary
tract.; The MRCP will be used to identify a
pancreatic or biliary system obstruction that
cannot be opened by ERCP.

1

Approval

S8037 mrcp

This is a request for MRCP.; There is a reason
why the patient cannot have an ERCP.; The
patient has not undergone an unsuccessful
ERCP.; The patient has an altered biliary tract
anatomy that precludes ERCP.

2

Disapproval

Lymphadenopathy; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
Radiology Services congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; First
Denied Not
seen by mdo on 05/23/2017.; There has not
Medically
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
Discomfort when she lays on her left side

Approval

1

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

Lymphadenopathy; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
Radiology Services congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; First
70490 CT NECK SOFT
Denied Not
seen by mdo on 05/23/2017.; There has not
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI Medically
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
D ETC. NO CONTRAST
Necessary
Discomfort when she lays on her left side

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The headache is described as
chronic or recurring.; The headache is not
presenting with a sudden change in severity,
associated with exertion, or a mental status
change.; There are not recent neurological
symptoms or deficits such as one sided
Radiology Services weakness, speech impairments, or vision
Denied Not
defects.; There is not a family history (parent,
Medically
sibling or child of the patient) of AVM
Necessary
(arteriovenous malformation).

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; "There IS evidence of a
lung, mediastinal or chest mass noted within
the last 30 days."; They had a previous Chest xRadiology Services ray.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This
Denied Not
study is being ordered for work-up for
Medically
suspicious mass.; Yes this is a request for a
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

1

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
Radiology Services ordered.; The study is being ordered for none of
Denied Not
the above.; This study is being ordered for non
Medically
of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
Radiology Services ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
Denied Not
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
Medically
ordering physician is not a hematologist/
Necessary
oncologist.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
Radiology Services disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
Denied Not
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
Medically
4/12/2017; There has not been any treatment
Necessary
or conservative therapy.; RIGHT NODULE

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

swollen lymph node treated with antibiotics
and steroid with no relief; "There is NO
evidence of a lung, mediastinal or chest mass
Radiology Services noted within the last 30 days."; A Chest/Thorax
Denied Not
CT is being ordered.; This study is being ordered
Medically
for work-up for suspicious mass.; Yes this is a
Necessary
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

unknown, abnormal weight loss; This study is
being ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
Radiology Services infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Denied Not
vascular disease.; unknown; There has not been
Medically
any treatment or conservative therapy.; L abd.
Necessary
pain, complications with pancreas

1

71550 MRI CHEST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
Radiology Services disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Denied Not
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Medically
vascular disease.; ; There has been treatment or
Necessary
conservative therapy.; ;

1

71550 MRI CHEST

PT. COMPLAINSOF HAVING PAIN IN THE RUQ
ALSO AFTER EATING SHE SWELLS IN THIS AREA
WHICH BEGAN 11 YEARS AGO AND HAS BEEN
SEVERE PT STATES" SHE FEELS LIKE SOMETHING
IS EATING A HOLE IN HER STOMACH"; This study
Radiology Services is NOT being ordered for a Work-up for
Suspicious Mass, Known Tumor, Known or
Denied Not
Medically
Suspected Inflammatory Disease, etc...; This is a
request for a chest MRI.
Necessary

1

Surgery

Surgery

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

THE PATIENT HAS UNDERGONE 6 WEEKS OF
PHYSICAL THERAPY WITH NO IMPROVEMENT.
&#x0D; &#x0D; THE PATIENT HAS ALSO TRIED
SEVERAL MEDICATIONS WITH NO
IMPROVEMENT; This study is being ordered for
trauma or injury.; SEVERAL YEARS AT LEAST 5;
There has been treatment or conservative
Radiology Services therapy.; CERVICAL PAIN &#x0D; THORASIC
PAIN&#x0D; SHOULDER PAIN&#x0D;
Denied Not
DEGENERATIVE DISC DISEASE; PHYSICAL
Medically
Necessary
THERAPY&#x0D; INJECTIONS

1

Disapproval

n/a; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; radiculopathy for several
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services years, back to Nov. 16 2011; There has been
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
treatment or conservative therapy.; radiating
pain down both legs with lower and upper back
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
pain; Over the years, surgery and therapy
CONTRAST
Necessary

1

Surgery

Surgery

Disapproval

Disapproval

THE PATIENT HAS UNDERGONE 6 WEEKS OF
PHYSICAL THERAPY WITH NO IMPROVEMENT.
&#x0D; &#x0D; THE PATIENT HAS ALSO TRIED
SEVERAL MEDICATIONS WITH NO
IMPROVEMENT; This study is being ordered for
trauma or injury.; SEVERAL YEARS AT LEAST 5;
There has been treatment or conservative
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services therapy.; CERVICAL PAIN &#x0D; THORASIC
PAIN&#x0D; SHOULDER PAIN&#x0D;
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
DEGENERATIVE DISC DISEASE; PHYSICAL
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
CONTRAST
Necessary
THERAPY&#x0D; INJECTIONS

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Radiology Services Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; It is not known
Denied Not
if there has been any treatment or conservative
Medically
therapy.; &lt; Describe primary symptoms here Necessary
or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

1

1

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; &lt; Enter date of initial
onset here - or Type In Unknown If No Info
Given &gt; 01/2016; It is not known if there has
Radiology Services been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
&lt; Describe primary symptoms here - or Type
Denied Not
In Unknown If No Info Given &gt; pain and
Medically
Necessary
numbness

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
Radiology Services disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Denied Not
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Medically
vascular disease.; ; There has been treatment or
Necessary
conservative therapy.; ;

1

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

n/a; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; radiculopathy for several
Radiology Services years, back to Nov. 16 2011; There has been
Denied Not
treatment or conservative therapy.; radiating
Medically
pain down both legs with lower and upper back
pain; Over the years, surgery and therapy
Necessary
Radiology Services The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Denied Not
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
Medically
patient has an Abnormal x-ray indicating a
Necessary
significant abnormality

1

1

Surgery

Disapproval

72196 MRI PELVIS

Surgery

Disapproval

73200 CT ARM OR
UPPER EXTREMITY

mri was recommand by what was seen on ct
scan; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; found on ct scan 6/1/17;
There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; pt was here for abd pain
Radiology Services has a incisional herniaand suprapubic ventral
incisional hernia confirmed by ct abd/pelvic it
Denied Not
was during that the low-density lesion in the
Medically
liver both rt. and LT. lobes
Necessary
This is a request for an upper extremity,
shoulder, scapula, elbow, hand, or wrist joint
CT.; There is not a history of upper extremity
Radiology Services joint or long bone trauma or injury.; This is a
preoperative or recent postoperative
Denied Not
evaluation.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
Medically
CT
Necessary

1

1

Surgery

Surgery

Disapproval

Disapproval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Her main complaint is the neuropathies of her
upper extremities. They're make her feel weak
and she is dropping objects, waking her up at
night and causing her pain and discomfort is
affecting her function and comfort.; This study is
being ordered for a neurological disorder.;
1/01/2015; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Neuropathies throughout
her both upper extremities/hands mostly in the
median nerve areas. She has positive spasticity
Radiology Services or wrist bilaterally.; Carpal tunnel releases as
Denied Not
well as including anti-inflammatories, activity
Medically
modifications, splints, and even in formal
Necessary
therapy.

2

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There is no history of significant
trauma, dislocation or injury to the joint within
the past 6 weeks.; The patient does have an
Radiology Services abnormal plain film study of the joint.; The
patient has been treated with and failed a
Denied Not
Medically
course of four weeks of supervised physical
therapy.
Necessary

2

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; one month long history; There
has not been any treatment or conservative
Radiology Services therapy.; 36 year old male seen in evaluation for
Denied Not
right inguinal hernia for Joan McLean, APRN. He
Medically
reports a one month long history of R groin
Necessary
bulging and mild pain that is worse with lifting

1

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

surgery on foot in the past.; This is a request for
a Lower Extremity CT.; This is not a preoperative
or recent postoperative evaluation.; There is no
suspicion of a lower extremity neoplasm, tumor
or metastasis.; There is no suspicion of lower
Radiology Services extremity bone or joint infection.; There is not a
Denied Not
history of lower extremity joint or long bone
Medically
trauma or injury.; Yes this is a request for a
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
Radiology Services for trauma or injury.; knee injury 2016, head
Denied Not
injury -2 weeks ago; There has been treatment
Medically
or conservative therapy.; Left knee pain, severe
Necessary
headache; knee x-ray, negative labs

1

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a lower extremity MRI.;
This is not a pulsatile mass.; "There is no
evidence of tumor or mass from a previous
exam, plain film, ultrasound, or previous CT or
MRI."; There is not a suspicion of an infection.;
Radiology Services The patient is not taking antibiotics.; This is not
a study for a fracture which does not show
Denied Not
healing (non-union fracture).; This is not a preMedically
Necessary
operative study for planned surgery.

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
Radiology Services ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
Denied Not
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
Medically
ordering physician is not a hematologist/
Necessary
oncologist.

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
Radiology Services disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
Denied Not
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
Medically
4/12/2017; There has not been any treatment
Necessary
or conservative therapy.; RIGHT NODULE

1

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis
has not been completed.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; It
Radiology Services is not known if the pain is acute or chronic.; This
is the first visit for this complaint.; It is unknown
Denied Not
if the patient had an Amylase or Lipase lab test.;
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
Radiology Services pain.; The study is being ordered for acute pain.;
Denied Not
There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
female.; A pelvic exam was NOT performed.;
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Disapproval

; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
Radiology Services being ordered for acute pain.; There has been a
Denied Not
physical exam.; The patient is male.; A rectal
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
exam was not performed.; Yes this is a request
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
for a Diagnostic CT

1

Surgery

Surgery

Disapproval

patient has left side abdomen hernia she is
having c/o pain on right side need to obtain
ctscan for preop; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis
has not been completed.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
Radiology Services The study is being ordered for chronic pain.;
This is the first visit for this complaint.; The
Denied Not
patient did not have a amylase or lipase lab
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
test.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary

1

Disapproval

Patient presents with right groin pain. He has
had right inguinal hernia repair in the past at St.
Bernard's the patient says the pain is similar to
what he had when he had his last operation. CT
needed for preop evaluation; This is a request
for an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; A
urinalysis has not been completed.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
Radiology Services pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
pain.; This is the first visit for this complaint.;
Denied Not
The patient did not have a amylase or lipase lab
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
test.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary

1

Surgery

Disapproval

Surgery

Disapproval

Surgery

Disapproval

post opt gallbladder surgery; This is a request
for an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; A
urinalysis has been completed.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The results of the urinalysis were normal.;
The study is being ordered for chronic pain.;
Radiology Services This is the first visit for this complaint.; The
patient had an amylase lab test.; The results of
Denied Not
the lab test were normal.; Yes this is a request
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
for a Diagnostic CT
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
SCOPE TEST DONE, EDG DONE; This is a request
for an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This
study is being requested for abdominal and/or
pelvic pain.; The study is being ordered for
chronic pain.; This is not the first visit for this
Radiology Services complaint.; There has been a physical exam.;
Denied Not
The patient is male.; It is not known if a rectal
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
exam was performed.; Yes this is a request for a
W/O CONTRAST
Diagnostic CT
Necessary
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The requested study is for preoperative evaluation.; The study is requested by
Radiology Services a surgeon, specialist or PCP on behalf of a
Denied Not
specialist who has seen the patient.; Pre-op or
post op evaluation; Yes this is a request for a
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
Diagnostic CT
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary

1

1

1

Surgery

Disapproval

Surgery

Disapproval

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are NO abnormal lab
results or physical findings on exam such as
rebound or guarding that are consistent with
peritonitis, abscess, pancreatitis or
appendicitis.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Crohn's disease,
Abscess, Ulcerative Colitis, Acute Non-ulcerative
Colitis, Diverticulitis, or Inflammatory bowel
disease.; There are no findings that confirm
hepatitis C.; Infection such as pancreatitis,
appendicitis, abscess, colitis and inflammatory
bowel disease; No, the patient has not been
seen by a specialist or are the studies being
Radiology Services requested on behalf of a specialist for an
Denied Not
infection.; &lt;Enter Additional Clinical
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
Information&gt;; Yes this is a request for a
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
Radiology Services loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
Denied Not
gastroparesis; Other; &lt;Enter Additional
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
Clinical Information&gt;; Yes this is a request for
W/O CONTRAST
a Diagnostic CT
Necessary

1

2

Surgery

Surgery

Disapproval

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Patient has had dysphagia
for several years and has gotten worse in the
last 4 weeks. Patient complains of bloating and
Radiology Services epigastric pain for 3-4 years. Has breakthrough
reflux 3-4 times a day. Discomfort on palpation
Denied Not
to LLQ RLQ and mid suprapubic area.; Yes this is
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Disapproval

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
Radiology Services gastroparesis; Other; PHYSICAL EXAM SHOWED
Denied Not
SWELLING IN RIGHT GROIN AREA, PAIN WITH
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
LIFTING AND WITH SEXUAL INTERCOURSE; Yes
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Surgery

Disapproval

Surgery

Disapproval

Surgery

Disapproval

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is no suspicious mass found
using ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy,
or sigmoidoscopy.; There are no new symptoms
including hematuria.; There are no new lab
results or other imaging studies including
ultrasound, Doppler or plain films findings.;
There is not a suspicion of an adrenal mass.;
Radiology Services This is not a request to confirm a suspicious
Denied Not
renal mass suggested by physical exam, lab
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
studies, IVP or ultrasound.; Suspicious Mass or
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
Tumor; ; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

74181 MRI ABDOMEN
75635 CTA AA&BI
ILIOFEM LXTR RS&I C/C+ POST-PXESSING

mri was recommand by what was seen on ct
scan; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; found on ct scan 6/1/17;
There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; pt was here for abd pain
Radiology Services has a incisional herniaand suprapubic ventral
incisional hernia confirmed by ct abd/pelvic it
Denied Not
Medically
was during that the low-density lesion in the
liver both rt. and LT. lobes
Necessary
Radiology Services
Denied Not
Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
Medically
abdominal arteries.

1

1

1

Surgery

Surgery

Disapproval

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

This is a request for Breast MRI.; This study is
being ordered as a screening examination for
Radiology Services known family history of breast cancer.; There is
Denied Not
a pattern of breast cancer history in at least two
Medically
first-degree relatives (parent, sister, brother, or
Necessary
children).

1

Disapproval

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

This is a request for Breast MRI.; This study is
being ordered for known breast lesions.; There
are benign lesions in the breast associated with
an increased cancer risk.

1

Initial staging of newly diagnosed metastatic
lung adenocarcinoma.; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 2
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Surgical Oncology

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Surgical Oncology

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Surgical Oncology

Surgical Oncology

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
This study is being ordered for a tumor.
A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study
is being ordered for known tumor.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
follow up of mediastinal abscess and lung
nodules; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
The study is being ordered for none of the
above.; This study is being ordered for non of
the above.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

8

1

Surgical Oncology

Surgical Oncology

Surgical Oncology

Approval

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

had a CT in December and it showed increased
In the nodule that they had seen in previous
imaging, and it was ground glass.; "There is NO
evidence of a lung, mediastinal or chest mass
noted within the last 30 days."; A Chest/Thorax
CT is being ordered.; This study is being ordered
for work-up for suspicious mass.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

2

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

Surgical Oncology

Surgical Oncology

Surgical Oncology

Approval

Approval

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Will fax clinicals if needed; This is a request for
an Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered as
a pre-op or post op evaluation.; The requested
study is for post-operative evaluation.; The
requested study is not a first follow up study for
a post operative complication.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The requested study is for postoperative evaluation.; The requested study is a
first follow up study for a post operatove
complication.; Pre-op or post op evaluation; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are NO abnormal lab
results or physical findings on exam such as
rebound or guarding that are consistent with
peritonitis, abscess, pancreatitis or
appendicitis.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Crohn's disease,
Abscess, Ulcerative Colitis, Acute Non-ulcerative
Colitis, Diverticulitis, or Inflammatory bowel
disease.; There are no findings that confirm
hepatitis C.; Infection such as pancreatitis,
appendicitis, abscess, colitis and inflammatory
bowel disease; No, the patient has not been
seen by a specialist or are the studies being
requested on behalf of a specialist for an
infection.; Drain; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

Surgical Oncology

Surgical Oncology

Surgical Oncology

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This is not a request for follow up
of a known tumor or cancer involving both the
abdomen and pelvis or if this patient is
undergoing active treatment.; This is a request
for initial staging of a known tumor other than
prostate.; Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or Rule
out metastases; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

2

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

This is a request for Breast MRI.; This study is
being ordered as a screening examination for
known family history of breast cancer.; There is
a pattern of breast cancer history in at least two
first-degree relatives (parent, sister, brother, or
children).

3

Surgical Oncology

Surgical Oncology

Surgical Oncology

Surgical Oncology

Approval

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

This is a request for Breast MRI.; This study is
being ordered for a known history of breast
cancer.; No, this is not an individual who has
known breast cancer in the contralateral (other)
breast.; Yes, this is a confirmed breast cancer.;
Yes, the results of this MRI (size and shape of
tumor) affect the patient's further
management.

3

Approval

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

This is a request for Breast MRI.; This study is
being ordered for a known history of breast
cancer.; Yes, this is an individual who has known
breast cancer in the contralateral (other) breast.

1

Approval

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

This is a request for Breast MRI.; This study is
being ordered for known breast lesions.; No,
this is not an individual who has known breast
cancer in the contralateral (other) breast.; No,
this is not a confirmed breast cancer.; No, this
patient does not have axillary node
adenocarcinoma.; Yes, there are anatomic
factors (deformity or extreme density) that
make a simple mammogram impossible.; It is
unknown if there are benign lesions in the
breast associated with an increased cancer risk.

2

Approval

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

This is a request for Breast MRI.; This study is
being ordered for known breast lesions.; There
are benign lesions in the breast associated with
an increased cancer risk.

1

Surgical Oncology

Surgical Oncology

Surgical Oncology

Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Thoracic Surgery

Approval

Thoracic Surgery

Approval

Thoracic Surgery

Approval

Initial staging of newly diagnosed metastatic
lung adenocarcinoma.; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 2
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered to establish a cancer
diagnosis.; This study is being requested for
Lung Cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.
Radiology Services A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study
Denied Not
is being ordered for known tumor.; Yes this is a
Medically
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

1

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD
70498 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY NECK
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

This is a request for a brain/head CT.; There is a
suspected or known brain tumor.; This study is
being requested for known or suspected brain
tumor, mass or cancer.

1

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
Neck.

2

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

"The ordering physician IS a surgeon,
pulmonologist or PCP ordering on behalf of a
specialist who has seen the patient."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for known or suspected
inflammatory disease or pneumonia.; Yes this is
a request for a Diagnostic CT

2

Thoracic Surgery

Thoracic Surgery

Thoracic Surgery

Thoracic Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

"The ordering physician is a surgeon,
pulmonologist, or cardiologist."; A Chest/Thorax
CT is being ordered.; This study is being ordered
for vascular disease other than cardiac.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

2

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

"The ordering physician IS an oncologist,
surgeon, pulmonologist, cardiologist or PCP
ordering on behalf of a specialist who has seen
the patient."; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; The study is being ordered for none of
the above.; This study is being ordered for a preoperative evaluation.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

"There IS evidence of a lung, mediastinal or
chest mass noted within the last 30 days."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

"There IS evidence of a lung, mediastinal or
chest mass noted within the last 30 days."; They
did not have a previous Chest x-ray.; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Thoracic Surgery

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Thoracic Surgery

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Thoracic Surgery

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Thoracic Surgery

Thoracic Surgery

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; "There is NO evidence of a
lung, mediastinal or chest mass noted within
the last 30 days."; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; This study is being ordered for workup for suspicious mass.; Yes this is a request for
a Diagnostic CT
; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; About 2 yrs ago; There has
not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; sob
A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study
is being ordered for known tumor.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study
is being ordered for suspected pulmonary
Embolus.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT
aortic aneurysm; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; The study is being ordered for none of
the above.; This study is being ordered for non
of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

1

4

2

1

Thoracic Surgery

Thoracic Surgery

Thoracic Surgery

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

follow up after doing a CT 6 month go and seen
a small mass.; "There is NO evidence of a lung,
mediastinal or chest mass noted within the last
30 days."; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
This study is being ordered for work-up for
suspicious mass.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
left interior descending,; Surgery is NOT
scheduled within the next 30 days.; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The patient
is having an operation on the chest or lungs.;
The study is being ordered for none of the
above.; This study is being ordered for a preoperative evaluation.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Surgery is scheduled within the next 30 days.; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The patient
is having an operation on the chest or lungs.;
The study is being ordered for none of the
above.; This study is being ordered for a preoperative evaluation.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

Approval

1

1

2

Thoracic Surgery

Thoracic Surgery

Thoracic Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have not been performed on
the member in the past 3 months.

1

71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; ; There
has not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; &lt; Describe primary symptoms here or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

1

71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Dilated aortic root.; This study is not requested
to evaluate suspected pulmonary embolus.; This
study will not be performed in conjunction with
a Chest CT.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Known or Suspected
Congenital Abnormality, Known or suspected
Vascular Disease.; Yes, this is a request for a
Chest CT Angiography.

1

Thoracic Surgery

Thoracic Surgery

Thoracic Surgery

Thoracic Surgery

Thoracic Surgery

Approval

71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Approval

71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST
71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Approval

74174 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY
ABDOMEN AND PELVIS
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Approval

74174 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY
ABDOMEN AND PELVIS
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Approval

dissection of aortic in 2014 it was repaired
yearly cta to follow up; This study is not
requested to evaluate suspected pulmonary
embolus.; This study will not be performed in
conjunction with a Chest CT.; This study is being
ordered for another reason besides Known or
Suspected Congenital Abnormality, Known or
suspected Vascular Disease.; Yes, this is a
request for a Chest CT Angiography.
Ruptured aneurysm; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 01/24/2017; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Ruptured aneurysm; Surgery for repair of
ruptured aneursym
This study is requested to evaluate suspected
pulmonary embolus.; Yes, this is a request for a
Chest CT Angiography.

1

1

1

1
Ruptured aneurysm; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 01/24/2017; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Ruptured aneurysm; Surgery for repair of
ruptured aneursym

1

Thoracic Surgery

Thoracic Surgery

Thoracic Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

74174 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY
ABDOMEN AND PELVIS
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

This is a request for CT Angiography of the
Abdomen and Pelvis.

1

74175 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY
ABDOMEN
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; ; There
has not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; &lt; Describe primary symptoms here or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have not been performed on
the member in the past 3 months.

1

Thoracic Surgery

Thoracic Surgery

Thoracic Surgery

Thoracic Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

Upper abdominal pain with swelling for a few
months Mild to moderate pain Vomiting Abdominal hernia repaired years ago Abdominal
is soft - recurrent hernia. Small bowel
adhesions and status of mesh. MD wants to do
surgery; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis
CT combination.; This study is being requested
for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for acute pain.; There has been a
physical exam.; The patient is female.; A pelvic
exam was NOT performed.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN
75635 CTA AA&BI
ILIOFEM LXTR RS&I C/C+ POST-PXESSING

; This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This
study is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; The patient had
previous abnormal imaging including a CT, MRI
or Ultrasound.; A liver abnormality was found
on a previous CT, MRI or Ultrasound.; It is
unknown if there is suspicion of metastasis.

1

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
abdominal arteries.

3

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being requested for Ovarian or
Esophageal Cancer.; This would be the first PET
Scan performed on this patient for this cancer.;
This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Thoracic Surgery

Thoracic Surgery

Thoracic Surgery

Thoracic Surgery

Approval

Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being requested for Soft Tissue
Sarcoma, Pancreatic or Testicular Cancer.; This
would be the first PET Scan performed on this
patient for this cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare
member.

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for another reason;
The reason for ordering this study is unknown.

1

Pt is complaining of SOB, recent wt gain on last
study he had pleural &amp; pericardial effusion
wanting to rule out worsening of these. He is
post-op coronary bypass; A Chest/Thorax CT is
Radiology Services being ordered.; The study is being ordered for
Denied Not
none of the above.; This study is being ordered
Medically
for non of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

1

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Disapproval

To evaluate and decide the extent/size of the
hernia; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis
CT combination.; The reason for the study is
Radiology Services none of the listed reasons.; This study is not
Denied Not
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
pain.; The study is not requested for hematuria.;
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Thoracic Surgery

Unknown

Unknown

Disapproval

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Radiology Services or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Denied Not
vascular disease.; About 2 yrs ago; There has
Medically
not been any treatment or conservative
Necessary
therapy.; sob

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

1. f/u fall injury &#x0D; The symptoms began 6
weeks ago. The symptoms are reported as being
moderate. The symptoms occur daily. He states
the symptoms are acute. fall injury 6 weeks ago
injuring face and hands, states he lost
consciouness with the fall and ; This is a request
for a brain/head CT.; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
headache is described as sudden and severe.;
The patient has dizziness.; The patient had a
recent onset (within the last 4 weeks) of
neurologic symptoms.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

HA comes on suddenly, get so bad, makes him
sick, even during the night and wakes him up;
This is a request for a brain/head CT.; There is
headache not improved by pain medications.;
"There are no recent neurological symptoms or
deficits such as one-sided weakness, vision
defects, speech impairments or sudden onset of
severe dizziness."; This study is being requested
for a headache.

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

None; This is a request for a brain/head CT.;
The study is NOT being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The patient has fatigue or
malaise; This study is being ordered for
something other than trauma or injury,
evaluation of known tumor, stroke or
aneurysm, infection or inflammation, multiple
sclerosis or seizures.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

patient had head trauma 3 days ago and is now
experiencing headache, vomiting, neck pain;
This study is being ordered for trauma or injury.;
04/25/17; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; head trauma, neck pain,
vomiting, headache, vertigo, nausea; patient
took Excedrin and bc powder

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

Patient has been having frequent headaches
that sometimes last 12 hours with vision
changes and body feels "numb", Over the
counter medications are not helping, patient
needs CT to rule out brain Mass.; This is a
request for a brain/head CT.; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
headache is described as chronic or recurring.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

This is a request for a brain/head CT.; "There
are recent neurological symptoms or deficits
such as one-sided weakness, vision defects,
speech impairments or sudden onset of severe
dizziness."; This study is being requested for a
recent head trauma or injury.

3

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study
is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The headache is described as sudden
and severe.; The headache is described as a
“thunderclap” or the worst headache of the
patient’s life.; The patient does NOT have a
recent onset (within the last 4 weeks) of
neurologic symptoms.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study
is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; This study is being ordered for
infection or inflammation.

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD

This is a request for a brain/head CT.; There is
headache not improved by pain medications.;
"There are recent neurological symptoms or
deficits such as one-sided weakness, vision
defects, speech impairments or sudden onset of
severe dizziness."; This study is being requested
for a headache.

1

This is a request for a brain/head CT.; There is
not headache not improved by pain
medications.; "There are recent neurological
symptoms or deficits such as one-sided
weakness, vision defects, speech impairments
or sudden onset of severe dizziness."; This study
is being requested for a headache.

1

; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; ; It is not known if there has been any
treatment or conservative therapy.;

1

70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD
70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a known or
suspected tumor.; This is a request for a Sinus
CT.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for sinusitis.; This is
a request for a Sinus CT.; The patient is NOT
immune-compromised.; The patient's current
rhinosinusitis symptoms are described as
Chronic Rhinosinusitis (episode is greater than
12 weeks); Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

5

70486 CT SINUS,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M
AXILLOFACIAL NO
CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for sinusitis.; This is
a request for a Sinus CT.; The patient is NOT
immune-compromised.; The patient's current
rhinosinusitis symptoms are described as
Recurrent Acute Rhinosinusitis (4 or more acute
episodes per year); Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for neck
soft tissue CT.; The study is being ordered for
something other than Trauma or other injury,
Neck lump/mass, Known tumor or metastasis in
the neck, suspicious infection/abcess or a preoperative evaluation.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

Patient continues to have pain and swelling
even after multiple treatments with antibiotics.;
This study is being ordered for Inflammatory/
Infectious Disease.; Initial onset was on
05/22/2017. Patient seen in this clinic on
05/24. Admitted overnight to Piggott hospital
on 05/27/17. Released after overnight stay and
then later admitted to Lawrence memorial 2 to
3 days after the overnight stay at Piggott. Was;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Pain and swelling of the face and neck.
Sore Throat.; Patient was treated with Levaquin
at the Piggott hospital and treated for 4 days at
Lawrence Memorial with Cleocin.

1

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; It is
unknown if there has been recent trauma or
other injury to the neck.; It is unknown if there
is suspicion of or known tumor, metastasis,
lymphadenopathy, or mass.; It is unknown if
there is a suspicion of an infection or abscess.; It
is unknwon if this is being ordered by an ENT
specialist.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; It is
unknown if there has been recent trauma or
other injury to the neck.; There is suspicion of or
known tumor, metastasis, lymphadenopathy, or
mass.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; There
has not been recent trauma or other injury to
the neck.; There is suspicion of or known tumor,
metastasis, lymphadenopathy, or mass.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

5

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; This is
a request for neck soft tissue CT.; There has not
been recent trauma or other injury to the neck.;
There has not been recent trauma or other
injury to the neck.; There is suspicion of or
known tumor, metastasis, lymphadenopathy, or
mass.; There is suspicion of or known tumor,
metastasis, lymphadenopathy, or mass.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT ; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

2

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST

US report: Abnormal nodule in the left
submandibular gland. Malignancy is a
possibility.&#x0D; Suggest further evaluation
with CT scan of neck with contrast. 1.8 x 1.6 cm
hypoechoic echogenic nodule.&#x0D; EXAM:
firm, freely movable nodule beneath the left
mandibl; This is a request for neck soft tissue
CT.; The patient has a neck lump or mass.; There
is a palpable neck mass or lump.; The neck mass
is larger than 1 cm.; A fine needle aspirate was
NOT done.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

70496 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY HEAD
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Follow up from surgical intervention.; This
study is being ordered for Vascular Disease.;
12/2016; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Weakness, sleepiness,
balance disturbances, falling, stroke x 5;
Cerebral angiogram and carotid stenting on
01/30/17

1

70496 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY HEAD
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Follow-up after recent CVA due to left carotid
artery dissection.; This study is being ordered
for Vascular Disease.; January 2017; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Aphasia, right sided weakness; Endovascular
carotid artery stenting

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

Approval

70496 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY HEAD
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Patient needs to have inguinal hernia repair
and surgeon needs patient to come off of Plavix
and/or Aspirin for fear of bleeding out. Dr.
Erdem needs to f/u after 4V cerebral angiogram
to clear him to come off of Plavix and/or aspirin
so he can clear him; This study is being ordered
for Vascular Disease.; 04/2015; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Prior
history of TIA, s/p 4V cerebral angiogram follow
up; Aspirin, Plavix and 4V stenting

1

70496 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY HEAD
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

This is a follow up visit after a procedure. Tests
are required to view stent placement.; This
study is being ordered for Vascular Disease.;
04/04/13; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Follow up to Internal
carotid artery stenting with protection device
for 80% right internal carotid artery origin
stenosis; IR Carotid Stent - 10/31/16

1

70498 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY NECK
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Follow up from surgical intervention.; This
study is being ordered for Vascular Disease.;
12/2016; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Weakness, sleepiness,
balance disturbances, falling, stroke x 5;
Cerebral angiogram and carotid stenting on
01/30/17

1

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

Unknown

Approval

Unknown

Approval

70498 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY NECK
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Follow-up after recent CVA due to left carotid
artery dissection.; This study is being ordered
for Vascular Disease.; January 2017; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Aphasia, right sided weakness; Endovascular
carotid artery stenting

1

70498 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY NECK
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Patient needs to have inguinal hernia repair
and surgeon needs patient to come off of Plavix
and/or Aspirin for fear of bleeding out. Dr.
Erdem needs to f/u after 4V cerebral angiogram
to clear him to come off of Plavix and/or aspirin
so he can clear him; This study is being ordered
for Vascular Disease.; 04/2015; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Prior
history of TIA, s/p 4V cerebral angiogram follow
up; Aspirin, Plavix and 4V stenting

1

This is a follow up visit after a procedure. Tests
are required to view stent placement.; This
study is being ordered for Vascular Disease.;
04/04/13; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Follow up to Internal
carotid artery stenting with protection device
for 80% right internal carotid artery origin
stenosis; IR Carotid Stent - 10/31/16

1

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
Neck.

1

70498 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY NECK
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST
70498 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY NECK
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE

; "This is a request for orbit,face, or neck soft
tissue MRI.239.8"; The reason for the study is
not for trauma, infection,cancer, mass, tumor,
pre or post-operative evaluation

1

70540 MRI
ORBIT/FACE/NECK W/O
DYE

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Initial Staging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

1

Unknown

Approval

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 08/2016; There has been treatment
or conservative therapy.; Migraine headaches
that have worsened over the past several
months. Now having left sided pain, weakness,
diplopia, vision changes, dizziness, nausea and
vomiting; Nortrityline

Unknown

Approval

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

There is an immediate family history of
aneurysm.; This is a request for a Brain MRA.

4

70544 Mr angiography
head w/o dye

There is not an immediate family history of
aneurysm.; The patient does not have a known
aneurysm.; The patient has had a recent MRI or
CT for these symptoms.; There has not been a
stroke or TIA within the past two weeks.; This is
a request for a Brain MRA.

1

Unknown

Approval

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

70547 Mr angiography
neck w/o dye

The patient has had a recent MRI or CT for
these symptoms.; This is a request for a Neck
MR Angiography.

1

70547 Mr angiography
neck w/o dye

This is a request for a Neck MR Angiography.;
The patient had an ultrasound (doppler) of the
neck or carotid arteries.; The ultrasound
showed dissection (tearing) of the artery.

1

Approval

70547 Mr angiography
neck w/o dye

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for a Neck MR Angiography.;
The patient had an ultrasound (doppler) of the
neck or carotid arteries.; The ultrasound
showed stenosis (narrowing) of the artery.
&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The patient has
dizziness.; It is unknown why this study is being
ordered.

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 1975; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; MS;
&lt; Describe treatment / conservative therapy
here - or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 2011; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
numbness in right arm, double vision, fatigue:
tires easily, abnormal brain MRI; medication

1

Approval

Approval

1

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt;progress left are weakness and contraction
of hand. she can no longer open hand need
comparison to MRI in 2016 from St Marys; This
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient does NOT have a recent onset
(within the last 4 weeks) of neurologic
symptoms.; This study is being ordered for
stroke or TIA (transient ischemic attack).; This
study is NOT being ordered as a 12 month
annual follow up.

1

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient has a chronic or recurring headache.

2

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has dizziness.; The
patient had a recent onset (within the last 4
weeks) of neurologic symptoms.; This study is
being ordered for trauma or injury.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 08/2016; There has been treatment
or conservative therapy.; Migraine headaches
that have worsened over the past several
months. Now having left sided pain, weakness,
diplopia, vision changes, dizziness, nausea and
vomiting; Nortrityline

1

Approval

Approval

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; Enter date of initial onset here
- or Type In Unknown If No Info Give episodes
of syncope x 1 week numbness in left arm and
left jaw to chin numb sporadically occurring
lasting 2 hour feels like 1000 needles in it light
headed real dizzy seeing spots n; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
EPISODES OF NUMBNESS ON LEFT SIDE OF
FACE;; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study
is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; This study is being ordered for
seizures.; There has NOT been a change in
seizure pattern or a new seizure.; This is not a
new patient.

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient complains of a headache from 3
months ago and when he awoke after having
the headache he has a black spot in his field of
vision on the right.; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The patient does not
have dizziness, fatigue or malaise, sudden
change in mental status, Bell's palsy, Congenital
abnormality, loss of smell, hearing loss or
vertigo.; It is unknown why this study is being
ordered.

Approval

1

1

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as chronic or
recurring.; The headache is not presenting with
a sudden change in severity, associated with
exertion, or a mental status change.; There are
recent neurological symptoms or deficits such
as one sided weakness, speech impairments, or
vision defects.

4

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as chronic or
recurring.; The headache is presenting with a
sudden change in severity, associated with
exertion, or a mental status change.

10

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as sudden and
severe.; There recent neurological deficits on
exam such as one sided weakness, speech
impairments or vision defects.

3

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient has one sided arm or leg weakness.;
The patient has a sudden and severe headache.;
The patient had a recent onset (within the last 3
months) of neurologic symptoms.

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
This headache is not described as sudden,
severe or chronic recurring.; The headache is
not presenting with a sudden change in severity,
associated with exertion, or a mental status
change.; There are recent neurological
symptoms or deficits such as one sided
weakness, speech impairments, or vision
defects.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Not requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; The patient does
NOT have dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's
Palsy, a congenital abnormality, loss of smell,
hearing loss or vertigo.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Not requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; The patient is
experiencing dizziness.

1

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Not requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; A metabolic workup done including urinalysis, electrolytes, and
complete blood count with results completed.;
The lab results were abnormal; The patient does
NOT have dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's
Palsy, a congenital abnormality, loss of smell,
hearing loss or vertigo.

2

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Not requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The patient has undergone treatment
for a congenital abnormality (such as
hydrocephalus or craniosynostosis).; The patient
has a congenital abnormality.

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested due to trauma or injury.; There are
new, intermittent symptoms or deficits such as
one sided weakness, speech impairments, or
vision defects.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of Multiple Sclerosis;
The patient has not undergone treatment for
multiple sclerosis.; There are intermittent or
new neurological symptoms or deficits such as
one-sided weakness, speech impairments, or
vision defects.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of Multiple Sclerosis;
The patient has undergone treatment for
multiple sclerosis.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of seizures; There has
not been a previous Brain MRI completed.

6

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of stroke or
aneurysm; There are recent neurological
symptoms such as one sided weakness, speech
impairments, or vision defects.

3

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of tumor; A biopsy has
been completed to determine tumor tissue
type.

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
This study is being ordered for a tumor.
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
This study is being ordered for seizures.; There
has been a change in seizure pattern or a new
seizure.

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This request is for a Brain MRI; This request is
for a Brain MRI; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as sudden and
severe.; There recent neurological deficits on
exam such as one sided weakness, speech
impairments or vision defects.; Requested for
evaluation of seizures; There has not been a
previous Brain MRI completed.

Approval

4

2

1

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Initial Staging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

"The ordering physician IS a surgeon,
pulmonologist or PCP ordering on behalf of a
specialist who has seen the patient."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for known or suspected
inflammatory disease or pneumonia.; Yes this is
a request for a Diagnostic CT

6

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

"There IS evidence of a lung, mediastinal or
chest mass noted within the last 30 days."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

8

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; "There is NO evidence of a
lung, mediastinal or chest mass noted within
the last 30 days."; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; This study is being ordered for workup for suspicious mass.; Yes this is a request for
a Diagnostic CT

2

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; The study is being ordered for none of
the above.; This study is being ordered for non
of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; It is not known
if there has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; &lt; Describe primary symptoms here or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

1

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

; "There IS evidence of a lung, mediastinal or
chest mass noted within the last 30 days."; They
had a previous Chest x-ray.; A Chest/Thorax CT
is being ordered.; This study is being ordered for
work-up for suspicious mass.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

; "There is NO evidence of a lung, mediastinal
or chest mass noted within the last 30 days."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Unknown

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Unknown

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Unknown

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 02/10/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; PE AND
DEEP VEIN THROMBOSIS; MEDICATIONS
A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study
is being ordered for known tumor.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study
is being ordered for suspected pulmonary
Embolus.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

10

1

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Abnormal chest x-ray&#x0D; chest mass&#x0D;
cough.; "There IS evidence of a lung, mediastinal
or chest mass noted within the last 30 days.";
They had a previous Chest x-ray.; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

COPD with exacerbation If No Info Given.
Personal history of tobacco use, presenting
hazards to health. Family history of cancer; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for screening of lung cancer.; The
patient is between 55 and 80 years old.; This
patient is a smoker or has a history of smoking.;
The patient has a 30 pack per year history of
smoking.; The patient did NOT quit smoking in
the past 15 years.; The patient has signs or
symptoms suggestive of lung cancer such as an
unexplained cough, coughing up blood,
unexplained weight loss or other condition.; The
patient has NOT had a Low Dose CT for Lung
Cancer Screening or a Chest CT in the past 11
months.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

evaluate for cad for the stress test. And
evaluate for Pulmonary embolus for CT chest
w/con - PE Protacol.; This study is being ordered
for Vascular Disease.; 05/10/2017; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
syncope while driving. sob and chest pain.;
cyclobenzaprine

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

FOLLOW UP TO A SOLITARY PULMANRY
NODULE.; "There IS evidence of a lung,
mediastinal or chest mass noted within the last
30 days."; They had a previous Chest x-ray.; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Inital evaluation for COPD.; A Chest/Thorax CT
is being ordered.; The study is being ordered for
none of the above.; This study is being ordered
for non of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Ordering follow up scan to previous abnormal
scan on 2/13/17.; "There is NO evidence of a
lung, mediastinal or chest mass noted within
the last 30 days."; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; This study is being ordered for workup for suspicious mass.; Yes this is a request for
a Diagnostic CT

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

patient has a suspicious mass; "There IS
evidence of a lung, mediastinal or chest mass
noted within the last 30 days."; They had a
previous Chest x-ray.; A Chest/Thorax CT is
being ordered.; This study is being ordered for
work-up for suspicious mass.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Patient was previous seen for pulmonary
nodule on 3/3/17. The patient denies to
symptoms of weight loss, hoarseness,
hemoptysis, and dyspnea. She does complain of
severe acid reflux. &#x0D; A previous CXR was
performed on 10/25/2016 and was reported to
be 10 m; "There is NO evidence of a lung,
mediastinal or chest mass noted within the last
30 days."; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
This study is being ordered for work-up for
suspicious mass.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

RESTAGING AFTER CHEMOTHERAPY; This study
is being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.;
Restaging of Cancer; Imaging studies have been
performed on the member in the past 3
months.

1

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Rule out malignancy; Nodule increased in size
by 1-2 mm; "There is NO evidence of a lung,
mediastinal or chest mass noted within the last
30 days."; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
This study is being ordered for work-up for
suspicious mass.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

The last chest CT was performed within the last
6 months.; There is no radiologic evidence of
non-resolving pneumonia.; Right upper lobe and
right lower lobe reticulonodular airspace
disease&#x0D; as discussed above with right
upper lobe cavitary lesions, with the&#x0D;
largest containing an intralesional nodule.
Findings are most&#x0D; consistent with fungal
infection or possibly reacti; The patient is NOT
presenting new signs or symptoms.; "The
ordering physician is NOT a surgeon,
pulmonologist or PCP ordering on behalf of a
specialist who has seen the patient."; "There is
radiologic evidence of sarcoidosis, tuberculosis
or fungal infection."; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; This study is being ordered for known
or suspected inflammatory disease or
pneumonia.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

The ordering physician a Surgeon,
Pulmonologist, or Cardiologist.; A Chest/Thorax
CT is being ordered.; The study is being ordered
for none of the above.; This study is being
ordered for follow up trauma.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

The patient has had a chest x-ray recently.; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The study is
being ordered for none of the above.; This study
is being ordered for hemoptysis.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

There is no radiologic evidence of non-resolving
pneumonia.; There is no radiologic evidence of
asbestosis.; Patient has recurrent cough for 4
months. Patient still smokes. &#x0D; CXR
unremarkable&#x0D; Patient had tried betaagonist inhaler, oral steroids and OTC cough
suppressant for the symptoms.; "The ordering
physician is NOT a surgeon, pulmonologist or
PCP ordering on behalf of a specialist who has
seen the patient."; "There is no radiologic
evidence of sarcoidosis, tuberculosis or fungal
infection."; There is no radiologic evidence of a
lung abscess or empyema.; There is no
radiologic evidence of pneumoconiosis e.g.
black lung disease or silicosis.; A Chest/Thorax
CT is being ordered.; This study is being ordered
for known or suspected inflammatory disease or
pneumonia.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have not been performed on
the member in the past 3 months.

2

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Initial Staging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

9

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

To evaluate extent of pleural effusion; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The study is
being ordered for none of the above.; This study
is being ordered for non of the above.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Unknown

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

worsening area of fluctuance and now pain check CT; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; chest area with
larger bulge and now more pain with
movement. No fevers, but + for general
malaise/fatigue and some chills. Tolerating his
PO abx suppression without issues. Wound
remains healed. Concerned that he is feeling
similar to the way he felt whe; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; R chest
area with larger bulge and now more pain with
movement. No fevers, but + for general
malaise/fatigue and some chills. Tolerating his
PO abx suppression without issues. Wound
remains healed. Concerned that he is feeling
similar to the way he felt w; Caucasian male
presents with open wound on R chest. He has
been dealing with the wound for months. He is
followed by Dr. Friesen and has had 3 surgeries
by Dr. Woodworth to try and correct the fistula.
He has been on IV abx only while in the hospital.

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST
71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is not requested
to evaluate suspected pulmonary embolus.; This
study will not be performed in conjunction with
a Chest CT.; This study is being ordered for
Suspected Vascular Disease.; There are new
signs or symptoms indicative of a dissecting
aortic aneurysm.; Yes, this is a request for a
Chest CT Angiography.

1

This study is requested to evaluate suspected
pulmonary embolus.; Yes, this is a request for a
Chest CT Angiography.

10

71550 MRI CHEST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Initial Staging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

71555 MRA, MRI
ANGIOGRAPHY
CHEST[NOT
MYOCARDIUM]
WITH/WITHOUT
CONTRAST

To rule out Aortic Stenosis w/Hyhpertophic
Cardio Myopathy from left inriclar non
compassion without left verdicular out flow
tract obstruction due to Mysin finding protein C
Mutation.; This study is being ordered for
Congenital Anomaly.; 7/15/2015; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
Exercise intolerance

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

Approval

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

Approval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.
patient had head trauma 3 days ago and is now
experiencing headache, vomiting, neck pain;
This study is being ordered for trauma or injury.;
04/25/17; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; head trauma, neck pain,
vomiting, headache, vertigo, nausea; patient
took Excedrin and bc powder
This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient does not have a history of severe low
back trauma or lumbar injury.; This is not a
preoperative or recent postoperative
evaluation.; This study is not part of a
myelogram or discogram.; The patient is
experiencing symptoms of radiculopathy for six
weeks or more.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

1

2

Approval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

Unknown

Approval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

Unknown

Approval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

Unknown

This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient does not have a history of severe low
back trauma or lumbar injury.; This is not a
preoperative or recent postoperative
evaluation.; This study is not part of a
myelogram or discogram.; The patient is not
experiencing symptoms of radiculopathy for six
weeks or more.; There is no neurologic
symptoms of bowel or urinary bladder
dysfunction.; There is no suspicion of lumbar
spine infection.; There is no suspicion of lumbar
spine neoplasm or tumor or metastasis.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient does not have a history of severe low
back trauma or lumbar injury.; This is not a
preoperative or recent postoperative
evaluation.; This study is not part of a
myelogram or discogram.; The patient is not
experiencing symptoms of radiculopathy for six
weeks or more.; There is no neurologic
symptoms of bowel or urinary bladder
dysfunction.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient has a history of severe low back trauma
or lumbar injury.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

1

4

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back
pain; The patient does not have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; The
patient has NOT had back pain for over 4 weeks.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 1975; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; MS;
&lt; Describe treatment / conservative therapy
here - or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 2011; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
numbness in right arm, double vision, fatigue:
tires easily, abnormal brain MRI; medication

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; It is not known
if there has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; &lt; Describe primary symptoms here or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
6/2016; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; PAIN; MEDS HEP CHIRO
; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

1

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for Congenital
Anomaly.; patient was born with scoliosis and
kyphoscoliosis.; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; patient has scoliosis with
neck pain; when younger patient was sent to
Arkansas Children's hospital and he wore a
brace for sometime. he is now over the age of
18 and they won't see him anymore.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ;

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; Enter date of initial onset here
- or Type In Unknown If No Info Give episodes
of syncope x 1 week numbness in left arm and
left jaw to chin numb sporadically occurring
lasting 2 hour feels like 1000 needles in it light
headed real dizzy seeing spots n; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;

1

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Cervical radiculopathy, Neck pain, Shoulder
pain, Has had 6 weeks of P. T so far as well as
nsadis and conservative tx . and only slight
improvement noted,numbness and tingling
(BUE); This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; ; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Cervical
radiculopathy, Neck pain, Shoulder pain, Has
had 6 weeks of P. T so far as well as nsadis and
conservative tx . and only slight improvement
noted,numbness and tingling (BUE),; Has had 6
weeks of P. T so far as well as nsadis and
conservative tx

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Clinical Information&#x0D; History / Dx:
M54.12 Cervical radicular pain &#x0D; History /
Dx: R20.9 Paresthesias/numbness&#x0D;
History / Dx: Shooting pains from neck to left
3rd and 4th fingers. Abnormal sensation
throughout left side of body&#x0D; &#x0D;
Duration of Symptoms:; This is a request for
cervical spine MRI; Neurological deficits; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is no weakness or
reflex abnormality.; The patient does not have
new signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent cervical spine fracture.

1

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

history of neck surgery x 2, history of cyst near
cervical spine; This is a request for cervical spine
MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; It is not known if
there is weakness or reflex abnormality.; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; There is not xray evidence of a recent cervical spine fracture.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Joshua Sutherland 07-04-90 cc: Dr. Dunaway
05-03-17&#x0D; SUBJECTIVE: Joshua is here
with neck pain and right arm pain. About three
to four weeks ago, he was at the gym. He was
working on bench presses and had increased
the amount of weight that he was; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or Chronic
neck and/or back pain; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is weakness.; cervical spine pain with
weakness on right upper extremity with slightly
positive spurling maneuver with pain to the
shoulder but nothing down the arm. Not able to
sleep at night because of the pain.; The patient
does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; There is not xray evidence of a recent cervical spine fracture.

1

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

left sided upper extremity weakness and neck
pain for a year, x-rays are normal for cervical
spine and left shoulder, patient has had physical
therapy for over 8 weeks and has tried change
in activity level and NSAIDS for a year. NO
previous MRI of cervic; This is a request for
cervical spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck
and/or back pain; The patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There
is weakness.; upper extremity weakness on left
side that has been going on for a year; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; There is not xray evidence of a recent cervical spine fracture.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Low back pain, has problems with fine finger
motions of upper extremities, does admit to
intermittent numbness of lower and upper
extremities, states that he is unsteady on his
feet, Recommend MRI cervical spine to rule out
spinal cordcompression; This is a request for
cervical spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck
and/or back pain; The patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There
is reflex abnormality.; The patient does not have
new signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent cervical spine fracture.; has problems
with fine finger motions of upper extremities

1

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient complains of exacerbation of pain
which is not being controlled with rest, activity
modification and home exercise program and
current pain medication(s) regimen. The patient
complains of pain at neck. She describes the
quality of pain as aching, ; This is a request for
cervical spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck
and/or back pain; The patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There
is weakness.; She reports severity of pain on
numerical reporting scale, at its worse is 7/10,
least is 3/10, on an average 6/10, and right now
it is 5/10. Worsening factor(s) include: any
increased physical activity, lifting, looking up,
looking down, sitting, standin; The patient does
not have new signs or symptoms of bladder or
bowel dysfunction.; There is not x-ray evidence
of a recent cervical spine fracture.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

r/o spinal cord compression. Sensory Exam:
Sensation: grossly intact. Sensation on the
Upper Extremity Right: C5 normal, C6 normal,
C7 normal, C8 normal, T1 normal, and T2
normal. Sensation on the Upper Extremity Left:
C5 normal, C6 normal, C7 normal, C8 ; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or Chronic
neck and/or back pain; It is not known if the
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; It is not known if the
patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient has failed a course of antiinflammatory medication or steroids.; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; It is not known if
there has been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least six weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; It is not known if
the patient demonstrate neurological deficits.;
It is not known if this patient had a recent
course of supervised physical Therapy.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient has failed a course of antiinflammatory medication or steroids.; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; There has been a
supervised trial of conservative management
for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or Chronic neck
and/or back pain; No, the patient does not
demonstrate neurological deficits.; No, this
patient did not have a recent course of
supervised physical Therapy.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; "The
patient has been seen by, or the ordering
physician is, a neuro-specialist, orthopedist, or
oncologist."; Follow-up to Surgery or Fracture
within the last 6 months

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; It is not known if
the patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?

2

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; Yes, the patient
demonstrate neurological deficits.; yes, there is
a documented evidence of extremity weakness
on physical examination.

13

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Known
or Suspected Multiple Sclerosis, Infection or
abscess; Yes, the patient have new or changing
neurological signs or symptoms.; Yes, the
patient is experiencing or presenting new
symptoms of upper extremity weakness.; yes,
there are documented clinical findings of
Multiple sclerosis.
This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Neurological deficits; Yes, the patient is
experiencing or presenting new symptoms of
upper extremity weakness.
This is a request for cervical spine MRI; PreOperative Evaluation; Surgery is scheduled
within the next 4 weeks.; The last Cervical Spine
MRI was not perfomed within the past two
weeks.

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; No, the patient
does not demonstrate neurological deficits.;
Yes, this patient had a recent course of
supervised physical Therapy.

Approval

1

2

1

5

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; Yes, the patient
demonstrate neurological deficits.; No, there is
not a documented evidence of extremity
weakness on physical examination.; No, there is
no evidence of recent development of unilateral
muscle wasting.; Yes, this patient had a recent
course of supervised physical Therapy.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has not been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; No, the patient
does not demonstrate neurological deficits.;
Patient was at the ER for continued neck pain
which radiates down left arm. Had a normal
shoulder xray and started pain medication.
Patient has been going to physical therapy and
pain is much worse afterward.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Trauma
or recent injury; The patient does not have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; The
patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The
patient has seen the doctor more then once for
these symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

Approval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Initial Staging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 1975; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; MS;
&lt; Describe treatment / conservative therapy
here - or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for Congenital
Anomaly.; patient was born with scoliosis and
kyphoscoliosis.; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; patient has scoliosis with
neck pain; when younger patient was sent to
Arkansas Children's hospital and he wore a
brace for sometime. he is now over the age of
18 and they won't see him anymore.

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST
72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ;

1

; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; ; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.;

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

Chronic-appearing mild anterior wedging of
several lower thoracic vertebral bodies and mild
degenerative changes in the thoracic spine.
Unchanged minimal dextroscoliosis.&#x0D;
IMPRESSION:&#x0D; Unchanged minimal
levoscoliosis. Otherwise unremarkable lumbar
spine; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; UNKNOWN; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; ;
MEDICATION THERAPY, PAIN CLINIC,
ORTHOPEDIC REFERRAL, RHEUMOTOLOGY
REFERRAL,

1

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

Enter answer here - or Type In Unk&#x0D;
Thoracic and Lumbar spine MRI. Pain above
lumbar incision with concern for new thoraco
lumbar internal disc disruption. Midline axial
lumbosacral pain with radiation down the
bilateral posterolateral thighs and into t; This
study is being ordered for trauma or injury.;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Give&#x0D; 12/1/2014;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; ;

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

Golf ball sized mass noted directly beside the
spine on right side, flank area. Pain upon
palpation. Pt states it feels like it is putting
pressure on spine.pt states occasional
numbness and tingling down buttocks and legs
with the back pain.; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
unknown; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Golf ball sized mass
noted directly beside the spine on right side,
flank area. Pain upon palpation. Pt states it
feels like it is putting pressure on spine.pt states
occasional numbness and tingling down
buttocks and legs with the back pain.; pt
prescribed muscle relaxants at yesterday's visit

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

The patient does have neurological deficits.;
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to chronic back pain
or suspected degenerative disease.; Multiple
Sclerosis &#x0D; The symptoms began 30 years
ago. The symptoms are reported as being
moderate. The symptoms occur constantly. The
location is brain c and t spine. Aggravating
factors include time. Relieving factors include
copaxone. He states the symp; The patient is
experiencing or presenting symptoms of lower
extremity weakness documented on physical
exam.

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

The patient does not have any neurological
deficits.; This is a request for a thoracic spine
MRI.; There has been a supervised trial of
conservative management for at least 6 weeks.;
The study is being ordered due to chronic back
pain or suspected degenerative disease.

2

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; "The
caller indicated that there is not a known
condition of: Tumor, Infection or Neurological
deficits."; The study is being ordered due to preoperative evaluation.; Patient is having a
vertebroplasty done on Lumbar Spine and needs
a thoracic MRI done in order to have the
Thoracic region included in the surgery.

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient does have a new foot
drop.

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has not
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?; The
patient has been treated with medication.; The
patient was treated with an Epidural.

1

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Initial Staging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for follow-up.; The
patient is undergoing active treatment for
cancer.; This is a request for a thoracic spine
MRI.; "The patient is being seen by or is the
ordering physician an oncologist, neurologist,
neurosurgeon, or orthopedist."; The study is
being ordered due to known tumor with or
without metastasis.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; Document exam findings; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; It is unknown if the patient
has acute or chronic back pain.; This procedure
is being requested for None of the above
&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
above

1

2

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; It is not known
if there has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; &lt; Describe primary symptoms here or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
6/2016; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; PAIN; MEDS HEP CHIRO

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; leg weakness
due to low back pain; The patient does not have
new signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent lumbar fracture.

1

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is no weakness or reflex abnormality.;
The patient does not have new signs or
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The
patient does not have a new foot drop.; There is
not x-ray evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has none of the above

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST
72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST
72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for Congenital
Anomaly.; patient was born with scoliosis and
kyphoscoliosis.; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; patient has scoliosis with
neck pain; when younger patient was sent to
Arkansas Children's hospital and he wore a
brace for sometime. he is now over the age of
18 and they won't see him anymore.
; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ;
; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; ; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.;

Unknown

Approval

Unknown

Approval

Unknown

Approval

1

1

1

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

27 year old female presents with c/o Low back
pain Back pain is present. reports fall last night.
She was seen in the ED. She was given Tylenol 3
which she is taking without benefit. She reports
numbness of the feet since the fall. History of
scoliosis a; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; It is not known if there is
weakness or reflex abnormality.; The patient
does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Chronic-appearing mild anterior wedging of
several lower thoracic vertebral bodies and mild
degenerative changes in the thoracic spine.
Unchanged minimal dextroscoliosis.&#x0D;
IMPRESSION:&#x0D; Unchanged minimal
levoscoliosis. Otherwise unremarkable lumbar
spine; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; UNKNOWN; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; ;
MEDICATION THERAPY, PAIN CLINIC,
ORTHOPEDIC REFERRAL, RHEUMOTOLOGY
REFERRAL,

1

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Enter answer here - or Type In Unk&#x0D;
Thoracic and Lumbar spine MRI. Pain above
lumbar incision with concern for new thoraco
lumbar internal disc disruption. Midline axial
lumbosacral pain with radiation down the
bilateral posterolateral thighs and into t; This
study is being ordered for trauma or injury.;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Give&#x0D; 12/1/2014;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; ;

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If No
Info Given&#x0D; The pain is aching, throbbing,
tender, pins and needles, deep, sharp, and
tingling. The low back pain radiates down her
legs.&#x0D; &#x0D; Pain Scale 6/10.; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is reflex abnormality.; The patient does
not have new signs or symptoms of bladder or
bowel dysfunction.; The patient does not have a
new foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent lumbar fracture.;

1

Unknown

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

failed conserevative measures &#x0D; personal
hx of lupus&#x0D; right lower ext
radiculopathy&#x0D; loss of DTR reflex; The
study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is weakness.; loss of DTR reflex at right
knee&#x0D; right lower ext radiculopthy; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

His last lumbar MRI was in 2008. His last
surgery was with Dr. Shahim in 2009 and was an
L5-S1 fusion. He has not had any recent spine
treatments. On my review of his prior medical
records his last lumbar MRI on 6/30/08 showed
left paracentral disc hernia; The study requested
is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Neurological deficits;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; L1-2 Motor Strength on the Right:
hip flexion iliopsoas 4/5. L1-2 Motor Strength on
the Left: hip flexion iliopsoas 4/5. L3-L4 Motor
Strength on the Right: knee extension
quadriceps 4/5 and ankle dorsiflexion tibialis
anterior 4/5. L3-L4 Motor Strength on; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; It is not known if
the patient has a new foot drop.; There is not xray evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

history of hip replacement; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; started getting worst within
last 30 days; There has not been any treatment
or conservative therapy.; Rigth hip pain,
numbness back of leg

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient had xray lumbar spine no significant
degenerative changes. Patient complains of
back pain low back right sided. The pain has
been increasing in severity. Patient has tried
anti-inflammatories without relief.; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient
has acute or chronic back pain.; The patient has
none of the above

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; It is not known if
the patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient does have a new foot
drop.

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
foot drop.; There is x-ray evidence of a recent
lumbar fracture.

Approval

1

5

1

1

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; It is not known if the
patient has completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?; The patient has been treated with
medication.; the patient was treated with a
facet joint injection.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?

6

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has not
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?; The
patient has been treated with medication.; The
patient was treated with an Epidural.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has not
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?; The
patient has been treated with medication.; The
patient was treated with oral analgesics.; The
patient has completed 6 weeks or more of
Chiropractic care.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Follow-up to Surgery or Fracture within the last
6 months; The patient has been seen by or is
the ordering physician an oncologist,
neurologist, neurosurgeon, or orthopedist.

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
The patient does have a new foot drop.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Neurological deficits; The patient does not have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
The patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.;
The patient has seen the doctor more then once
for these symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?

1

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient does NOT have acute or chronic
back pain.; The patient has Neurological
abnormalities; This procedure is being
requested for Trauma or recent injury
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient does NOT have acute or chronic
back pain.; This procedure is being requested
for Neurologic deficits
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has 6 weeks of completed conservative
care in the past 3 months or had a spine
injection
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has an Abnormal x-ray indicating a
significant abnormality

1

1

35

5

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has completed Treatment with a facet
joint or epidural injection in the past 6 weeks

2

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has Neurological deficit(s)

21

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
There is no laboratory or x-ray evidence of
osteomyelitis.; Known or Suspected Infection or
abscess; There is not laboratory or x-ray
evidence of meningitis.; There is laboratory or xray evidence of a paraspinal abscess.; It is not
known if there is laboratory or x-ray evidence of
an infected disc, septic arthritis, or "discitis".

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Trauma or recent injury; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
The patient does not have new signs or
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The
patient does not have a new foot drop.; There is
x-ray evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

Approval

Approval

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Initial Staging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; It is unknown if the patient has
acute or chronic back pain.; This procedure is
being requested for None of the above

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 03/27/2017;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; radiculopathy, low back pain, bilateral
buttock pain , numbness, tingling, pain
radiating down bilateral legs ,; pt

1

Unknown

Approval

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Unknown

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

Unknown

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

Unknown

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

Unknown

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

Unknown

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

Unknown

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

2 week history of left hip pain with radiation to
left posterior leg. X-ray done at ER was negative
for acute fracture. At times unable to walk due
to pain. Pain is constant. Has taken NSAIDs
without improvement; This study is being
ordered for some other reason than the choices
given.; This is a request for a Pelvis CT.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT
history of hip replacement; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; started getting worst within
last 30 days; There has not been any treatment
or conservative therapy.; Rigth hip pain,
numbness back of leg
This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The request
is for evaluation of the pelvis prior to surgery or
laparoscopy.
This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The request
is for pelvic trauma or injury.
This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The request
is for suspicion of pelvic inflammatory disease
or abscess.
This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The request
is for suspicion of tumor, mass, neoplasm, or
metastatic disease?
This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The study is
being ordered for joint pain or suspicion of joint
or bone infection.; The study is being ordered
for osteomyelitis.

1

1

1
1

1

1

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Initial Staging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

73200 CT ARM OR
UPPER EXTREMITY
73220 MRI UPPER
EXTREMITY , ENTIRE
EXTREMITY, NOT A
JOINT

This is a request for an upper extremity,
shoulder, scapula, elbow, hand, or wrist joint
CT.; There is a history of upper extremity joint
or long bone trauma or injury.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

6

The request is for an upper extremity non-joint
MRI.; This is a preoperative or recent
postoperative evaluation.

1

73220 MRI UPPER
EXTREMITY , ENTIRE
EXTREMITY, NOT A
JOINT

The request is for an upper extremity non-joint
MRI.; This is not a preoperative or recent
postoperative evaluation.; There is not
suspicion of upper extremity neoplasm or tumor
or metastasis.; There is no suspicion of upper
extremity bone or soft tissue infection.; The
ordering physician is an orthopedist.

2

72196 MRI PELVIS

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

Approval

73220 MRI UPPER
EXTREMITY , ENTIRE
EXTREMITY, NOT A
JOINT

The request is for an upper extremity non-joint
MRI.; This is not a preoperative or recent
postoperative evaluation.; There is not
suspicion of upper extremity neoplasm or tumor
or metastasis.; There is no suspicion of upper
extremity bone or soft tissue infection.; The
ordering physician is not an orthopedist.; There
is a history of upper extremity trauma or injury.

1

73220 MRI UPPER
EXTREMITY , ENTIRE
EXTREMITY, NOT A
JOINT

The request is for an upper extremity non-joint
MRI.; This is not a preoperative or recent
postoperative evaluation.; There is not
suspicion of upper extremity neoplasm or tumor
or metastasis.; There is no suspicion of upper
extremity bone or soft tissue infection.; The
ordering physician is not an orthopedist.; There
is not a history of upper extremity trauma or
injury.

1

73220 MRI UPPER
EXTREMITY , ENTIRE
EXTREMITY, NOT A
JOINT

The request is for an upper extremity non-joint
MRI.; This is not a preoperative or recent
postoperative evaluation.; There is not
suspicion of upper extremity neoplasm or tumor
or metastasis.; There is suspicion of upper
extremity bone or soft tissue infection.

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

Approval

73220 MRI UPPER
EXTREMITY , ENTIRE
EXTREMITY, NOT A
JOINT

this pt has had a mri of his spine performed and
found that this pt needed to see ns. we are
thing the same thing about his arm.; This study
is being ordered for trauma or injury.;
06/09/2017; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; some pain in his right
upper arm, right elbow, and in his right
shoulder.; pt has been on nsaid and pain meds.
he also has pt ordered and scheduled.

1

73220 MRI UPPER
EXTREMITY , ENTIRE
EXTREMITY, NOT A
JOINT

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have not been performed on
the member in the past 3 months.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The requested study is a
Shoulder MRI.; The study is not requested for
any of the standard indications for Knee MRI; It
is not known if the study is requested for
shoulder pain.

1

Unknown

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Unknown

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

; The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The
pain is from a recent injury.; It is not know if
surgery or arthrscopy is scheduled in the next 4
weeks.; The request is for shoulder pain.; There
is a suspicion of tendon, ligament, rotator cuff
injury or labral tear.
; The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The
pain is from a recent injury.; Surgery or
arthrscopy is not scheduled in the next 4
weeks.; The request is for shoulder pain.; There
is a suspicion of tendon, ligament, rotator cuff
injury or labral tear.

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

; The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The
pain is from an old injury.; The request is for
shoulder pain.; It is not known if the physician
has directed conservative treatment for the
past 6 weeks.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; 03/25/17; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; SINCE THIS IS A DOUBLE
STUDY AND AMBETTER, IT AUTOMATICALLY
WILL GO TO REVIEW...WILL JUST FAX NOTES.;
BRACE/SPLINT/RX MEDS/OTC MEDS

1

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

1

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

suspected left rotator cuff tear, needs to have
mri and be seen back after it by our surgeon for
a rotator cuff repair ASAP.; The requested study
is a Shoulder MRI.; The pain is from a recent
injury.; Surgery or arthrscopy is not scheduled in
the next 4 weeks.; The request is for shoulder
pain.; There is a suspicion of tendon, ligament,
rotator cuff injury or labral tear.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The pain is described as chronic; The member
has failed a 4 week course of conservative
management in the past 3 months.; This is a
request for an elbow MRI; The study is
requested for evaluation of elbow pain.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The pain is described as chronic; The member
has failed a 4 week course of conservative
management in the past 3 months.; This request
is for a wrist MRI.; This study is requested for
evalutation of wrist pain.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; "The
caller indicated the study was not ordered for:
Known or Suspicious Mass or Tumor with or
without metastasis, Known or suspected Joint
Infection, Aseptic Necrosis, Trauma, Chronic
Pain, or Pre or Post operative evaluation."; &lt;
Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If No
Info Given. &gt;

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; "The
caller indicated the study was not ordered for:
Known or Suspicious Mass or Tumor with or
without metastasis, Known or suspected Joint
Infection, Aseptic Necrosis, Trauma, Chronic
Pain, or Pre or Post operative evaluation.";
acute Injury

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; "The
caller indicated the study was not ordered for:
Known or Suspicious Mass or Tumor with or
without metastasis, Known or suspected Joint
Infection, Aseptic Necrosis, Trauma, Chronic
Pain, or Pre or Post operative evaluation.";
shoulder pain, decreased ROM, Shoulder
Instability, Arm Weakness; pain when reaching,
lifting, rain and cold outside

1

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; "The
caller indicated the study was not ordered for:
Known or Suspicious Mass or Tumor with or
without metastasis, Known or suspected Joint
Infection, Aseptic Necrosis, Trauma, Chronic
Pain, or Pre or Post operative evaluation."; this
pt has been having pain in his shoulder and
without any improvement. we have xray but
nothing acute but this pt still has problems with
his shoulder-km
The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has completed and failed a
course of conservative treatment of at least 4
weeks.; The ordering physician is an
orthopedist.

1

7

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non-acute or chronic
pain.; The patient has completed and failed a
course of conservative treatment of at least 4
weeks.; The ordering physician is not an
orthopedist.; There is documented findings of
severe pain on motion.

11

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The
pain is described as chronic; The request is for
shoulder pain.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?

6

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The
pain is from an old injury.; The request is for
shoulder pain.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?

2

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There has has been a history of
significant trauma, dislocation or injury to the
joint within the past 6 weeks.; The patient does
not have an abnormal plain film study of the
joint.; The patient has been treated with and
failed a course of four weeks of supervised
physical therapy.

1

Unknown

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There has has been a history of
significant trauma, dislocation or injury to the
joint within the past 6 weeks.; The patient does
not have an abnormal plain film study of the
joint.; The patient has not been treated with
and failed a course of four weeks of supervised
physical therapy.; The patient has a
documented limitation of their range of
motion.; The patient has experienced pain for
greater than six weeks.; The patient has been
treated with anti-inflammatory medication in
conjunction with this complaint.

1

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There is no history of significant
trauma, dislocation or injury to the joint within
the past 6 weeks.; The patient does not have an
abnormal plain film study of the joint.; The
patient has not been treated with and failed a
course of four weeks of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient does not have a
documented limitation of their range of
motion.; The patient has experienced pain for
greater than six weeks.; The patient has been
treated with anti-inflammatory medication in
conjunction with this complaint.; This study is
not being ordered by an operating surgeon for
pre-operative planning.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does not have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There has has been a history of
significant trauma, dislocation or injury to the
joint within the past 6 weeks.; The patient does
not have an abnormal plain film study of the
joint.; The patient has not been treated with
and failed a course of four weeks of supervised
physical therapy.; The patient has a
documented limitation of their range of motion.

1

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does not have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There is no history of significant
trauma, dislocation or injury to the joint within
the past 6 weeks.; The patient does not have an
abnormal plain film study of the joint.; The
patient has not been treated with and failed a
course of four weeks of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient has a documented
limitation of their range of motion.; The patient
has experienced pain for greater than six
weeks.; The patient has been treated with antiinflammatory medication in conjunction with
this complaint.; This study is not being ordered
by an operating surgeon for pre-operative
planning.

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

this pt has had a mri of his spine performed and
found that this pt needed to see ns. we are
thing the same thing about his arm.; This study
is being ordered for trauma or injury.;
06/09/2017; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; some pain in his right
upper arm, right elbow, and in his right
shoulder.; pt has been on nsaid and pain meds.
he also has pt ordered and scheduled.

2

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

Approval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Initial Staging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

2

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

This is a request for a foot CT.; "There is a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; There
is a history of new onset of severe pain in the
foot within the last two weeks.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

This is a request for a foot CT.; "There is not a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; There
is not a history of new onset of severe pain in
the foot within the last two weeks.; The patient
has an abnormal plain film study of the foot
other than arthritis.; The patient has a
documented limitation of their range of
motion.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

This is a request for a hip CT.; This study is
being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic CT.;
There is not a suspected infection of the hip.;
The patient has been treated with and failed a
course of supervised physical therapy.; There is
not a mass adjacent to or near the hip.; "There
is a history (within the last six months) of
significant trauma, dislocation, or injury to the
hip."; There is not a suspicion of AVN.; The
patient does not have an abnormal plain film
study of the hip other than arthritis.; The
patient has not used a cane or crutches for
greater than four weeks.; The patient has a
documented limitation of their range of
motion.; The patient has been treated with antiinflammatory medication in conjunction with
this complaint.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

This is a request for a Lower Extremity CT.; This
is not a preoperative or recent postoperative
evaluation.; There is no suspicion of a lower
extremity neoplasm, tumor or metastasis.;
There is no suspicion of lower extremity bone or
joint infection.; There is a history of lower
extremity joint or long bone trauma or injury.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 3-29-17; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; LESIONS
STICKING OUT THE SKIN ON THIGHS VERY
PAINFUL FLUID UNDERNEATH FRACTURED
TIBIA TIBIA PLATEAU FRACTURE; HOSPITALIZED

2

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

; This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The study is
requested for knee pain.; The pain is described
as chronic; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has not completed 6 weeks of
physical therapy?; The patient has been treated
with medication.; The patient has not
completed 6 weeks or more of Chiropractic
care.; The physician has directed a home
exercise program for at least 6 weeks.; The
home treatment did not include exercise,
prescription medication and follow-up office
visits.; The patient received oral analgesics.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Assess level of infection in bone, if present; This
study is being ordered for trauma or injury.;
4/12/2016; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Pain and swelling; skin
defect with loss of subcutaneous structures in
medial side of ankle; Surgical-irrigation and
debridement with external fixator placement of
lower leg spanning right ankle.

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

failed conservative treatment, decreased
activity and OTC antiimflammatories/ failed
injection on 5-25-17; This is a request for a Knee
MRI.; The study is not requested for knee pain.;
There is a suspicion of a meniscus, tendon, or
ligament injury.; Surgery or arthrscopy is not
scheduled in the next 4 weeks.; The member
has a recent injury.
NOne; This study is being ordered for Vascular
Disease.; 02/01/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Pain, ulcer
in area, nuropathy, diabetes; Compression
therapy

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Patient has been having right foot pain for 2
years with swelling and numbness.; This is a
request for a foot MRI.; The study is being
ordered forfoot pain.; The study is being
ordered for chronic pain.; The patient has had
foot pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
been treated with anti-inflammatory
medication for at least 6 weeks.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Patient has chronic right knee pain. He has had
arthroscopy and a series of Supartz injections
with no relief. He is a roofer by trade and this is
severely impacting his job function.; This is a
request for a Knee MRI.; It is not known if
patient had recent plain films of the knee.; The
ordering physician is not an orthopedist.; Nonacute Chronic Pain; Pain greater than 3 days

1

Approval

Approval

1

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Patient was in a motor vehicle accident 2 weeks
ago, he states the dash crashed into his knee, he
continues with pain; This is a request for a Knee
MRI.; The study is requested for knee pain.; The
pain is from a recent injury.; There is a suspicion
of a meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury.;
Surgery or arthrscopy is not scheduled in the
next 4 weeks.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

possible MMT or loose body; This is a request
for a Knee MRI.; The study is requested for knee
pain.; The pain is described as chronic; The
physician has not directed conservative
treatment for the past 6 weeks.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a foot MRI.; "There is a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; There
is a history of new onset of severe pain in the
foot within the last two weeks.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a foot MRI.; "There is not a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is a suspected tarsal coalition.; There is
not a history of new onset of severe pain in the
foot within the last two weeks.; The patient has
a documented limitation of their range of
motion.

1

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a foot MRI.; "There is not a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; There
is a history of new onset of severe pain in the
foot within the last two weeks.; The patient has
a documented limitation of their range of
motion.

4

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a foot MRI.; "There is not a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; There
is a history of new onset of severe pain in the
foot within the last two weeks.; The patient has
an abnormal plain film study of the foot other
than arthritis.; The patient does not have a
documented limitation of their range of motion.

1

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a foot MRI.; "There is not a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; There
is not a history of new onset of severe pain in
the foot within the last two weeks.; The patient
does not have an abnormal plain film study of
the foot other than arthritis.; The patient has
not used a cane or crutches for greater than
four weeks.; The patient has not been treated
with and failed a course of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient has not been treated with
anti-inflammatory medications in conjunction
with this complaint.; This is not for preoperative planning.; The patient does not have a
documented limitation of their range of motion.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; No, the
patient did not have a recent ultrasound of the
knee.; The patient had recent plain films of the
knee.; There are physical findings (palpable
mass) of a suspicious mass or known primary
site of cancer.; The patient has not had a recent
bone scan.; The plain films were normal.; Tissue
mass seen on previous MRI, needs advanced
imaging with contrast; Suspicious Mass or
Suspected Tumor/ Metastasis

1

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; No, the
patient did not have a recent ultrasound of the
knee.; The patient had recent plain films of the
knee.; There are physical findings (palpable
mass) of a suspicious mass or known primary
site of cancer.; The patient has not had a recent
bone scan.; The results of the plain films is not
known.; &lt;Additional Clinical Information&gt;;
Suspicious Mass or Suspected Tumor/
Metastasis
This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is an orthopedist.; Post-operative
Evaluation

Unknown

Approval

Unknown

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT
73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is an orthopedist.; Suspected
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT
73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; Non-acute
Chronic Pain; Limited range of motion
This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; Non-acute
Chronic Pain; Locking

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; Suspected
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury; No, there
is no known trauma involving the knee.;
Swelling greater than 3 days; It is not known if
the member experience a painful popping,
snapping, or giving away of the knee.

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Unknown

Approval

Unknown

Approval

1

1

10

2

1

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; Suspected
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury; No, there
is no known trauma involving the knee.;
Swelling greater than 3 days; Yes, the member
experience a painful popping, snapping, or
giving away of the knee.
This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; Suspected
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury; Yes, there
is a known trauma involving the knee.;
Instability

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; Suspected
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury; Yes, there
is a known trauma involving the knee.; Limited
range of motion

2

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; Suspected
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury; Yes, there
is a known trauma involving the knee.; Swelling
greater than 3 days

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
had recent plain films of the knee.; The plain
films were normal.; The ordering physician is
not an orthopedist.; Non-acute Chronic Pain;
Pain greater than 3 days

1

Approval

Approval

Approval

2

5

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
had recent plain films of the knee.; The plain
films were not normal.; The ordering physician
is not an orthopedist.; Suspected meniscus,
tendon, or ligament injury; Yes, there is a
known trauma involving the knee.; Pain greater
than 3 days

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
has not had recent plain films of the knee.; The
ordering physician is not an orthopedist.; Nonacute Chronic Pain; Pain greater than 3 days;
Yes, patient has completed and failed a course
of conservative treatment.; Physical Therapy

1

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient
has not had recent plain films of the knee.; The
ordering physician is not an orthopedist.; Nonacute Chronic Pain; Pain greater than 3 days;
Yes, patient has completed and failed a course
of conservative treatment.; Physician directed
course of non-steroidal anti-inflammatory
medications
This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The study is
requested for knee pain.; The pain is described
as chronic; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?

1

3

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The study is
requested for knee pain.; The pain is described
as chronic; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has not completed 6 weeks of
physical therapy?; The patient has been treated
with medication.; The patient recevied joint
injection(s).
This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The study is
requested for knee pain.; The pain is from an
old injury.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a lower extremity MRI.;
This is not a pulsatile mass.; "There is evidence
of tumor or mass from a previous exam, plain
film, ultrasound, or previous CT or MRI."

2

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a lower extremity MRI.;
This is not a pulsatile mass.; "There is no
evidence of tumor or mass from a previous
exam, plain film, ultrasound, or previous CT or
MRI."; There is a suspicion of an infection.; The
patient is not taking antibiotics.; This is a study
for a fracture which does not show healing (nonunion fracture).

1

Approval

Approval

1

2

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a lower extremity MRI.;
This is not a pulsatile mass.; "There is no
evidence of tumor or mass from a previous
exam, plain film, ultrasound, or previous CT or
MRI."; There is a suspicion of an infection.; The
patient is taking antibiotics.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a lower extremity MRI.;
This is not a pulsatile mass.; "There is no
evidence of tumor or mass from a previous
exam, plain film, ultrasound, or previous CT or
MRI."; There is not a suspicion of an infection.;
The patient is not taking antibiotics.; This is not
a study for a fracture which does not show
healing (non-union fracture).; This is a preoperative study for planned surgery.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a lower extremity MRI.;
This is not a pulsatile mass.; "There is no
evidence of tumor or mass from a previous
exam, plain film, ultrasound, or previous CT or
MRI."; There is not a suspicion of an infection.;
The patient is not taking antibiotics.; This is not
a study for a fracture which does not show
healing (non-union fracture).; This is not a preoperative study for planned surgery.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for an Ankle MRI.; "There is a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the ankle.";
There is a history of new onset of severe pain in
the ankle within the last two weeks.; There is
not a suspected tarsal coalition.

3

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for an Ankle MRI.; "There is a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the ankle.";
There is a suspected tarsal coalition.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for an Ankle MRI.; "There is
not a history (within the past six weeks) of
significant trauma, dislocation, or injury to the
ankle."; There is a history of new onset of
severe pain in the ankle within the last two
weeks.; The patient does not have an abnormal
plain film study of the ankle other than
arthritis.; The patient has used a cane or
crutches for greater than four weeks.; There is
not a suspected tarsal coalition.; The patient
does not have a documented limitation of their
range of motion.

1

Unknown

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for an Ankle MRI.; "There is
not a history (within the past six weeks) of
significant trauma, dislocation, or injury to the
ankle."; There is not a history of new onset of
severe pain in the ankle within the last two
weeks.; The patient does not have an abnormal
plain film study of the ankle other than
arthritis.; The patient has not used a cane or
crutches for greater than four weeks.; There is
not a suspected tarsal coalition.; The patient has
been treated with and failed a course of
supervised physical therapy.; The patient has
been treated with anti-inflammatory
medications in conjunction with this complaint.;
The patient does not have a documented
limitation of their range of motion.; This study is
being ordered by the operating surgeon for preoperative planning.

1

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for an Ankle MRI.; "There is
not a history (within the past six weeks) of
significant trauma, dislocation, or injury to the
ankle."; There is not a history of new onset of
severe pain in the ankle within the last two
weeks.; The patient does not have an abnormal
plain film study of the ankle other than
arthritis.; The patient has not used a cane or
crutches for greater than four weeks.; There is
not a suspected tarsal coalition.; The patient has
not been treated with and failed a course of
supervised physical therapy.; The patient has
not been treated with anti-inflammatory
medications in conjunction with this complaint.;
The patient does not have a documented
limitation of their range of motion.; This study is
not being ordered by an operating surgeon for
pre-operative planning.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have not been performed on
the member in the past 3 months.

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

Approval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

unknown; This is a request for a Knee MRI.; It is
not known if patient had recent plain films of
the knee.; It is not known if the study is ordered
prior to arthroscopic surgery.; "This study is
being ordered prior to a planned or scheduled
open surgery (joint replacement, etc.)."; It is not
known if the ordering physician is an
orthopedist.; Pre-operative Evaluation; There is
no symptom of locking,Instability,
Swelling,Redness,Limited range of motion or
pain.

1

Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ;

1

Approval

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is a suspicion of AVN.

2

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic
MRI.; "There is no a history (within the last six
months) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the hip."; There is not a suspicion of
AVN.; The patient is not receiving long-term
steriod therapy (Prednisone or Cortisone).; The
patient does not have an abnormal plain film
study of the hip other than arthritis.; The
patient has not used a cane or crutches for
greater than four weeks.; The patient has been
treated with and failed a course of supervised
physical therapy.; The patient has a
documented limitation of their range of motion.

1

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Kidney/Ureteral stone,
&#x0D; Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O
metastases, Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ
Enlargement, &#x0D; Known or suspected
infection such as pancreatitis, etc..; There are no
findings of Hematuria,
Lymphadenopathy,weight loss,abdominal
pain,diabetic patient with gastroparesis; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This
study is being ordered for another reason
besides Kidney/Ureteral stone, &#x0D; Known
Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O metastases,
Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ Enlargement,
&#x0D; Known or suspected infection such as
pancreatitis, etc..; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

Unknown

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient presents with complaints of left side
pain that started about 3 days ago. The pain is a
steady, sharp pain that makes her want to cry.
When she sits down it feels like a basketball is
under her ribs. It hurts when she coughs or
sneezes. She cannot; This is a request for an
Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Kidney/Ureteral stone,
&#x0D; Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O
metastases, Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ
Enlargement, &#x0D; Known or suspected
infection such as pancreatitis, etc..; There are no
findings of Hematuria,
Lymphadenopathy,weight loss,abdominal
pain,diabetic patient with gastroparesis; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Pt had 15 sheets of Sheetrock to fall on her last
night hitting her in her abdomen and pinning
her against the counter. Pt has been having
abdominal pain since. Pt has bruising in lower
abdomen and left lower back is tender.; This is a
request for an Abdomen CT.; This study is being
ordered for trauma.; This request is not for
follow up to abdominal and/or pelvic trauma
ordered by a specialist or PCP on behalf of a
specialist who has seen the patient.; It is not
known if there is recent trauma with physical
findings or abnormal blood work indicating
either peritonitis or abscess.; It is not known if
there are physical findings or lab results
indicating an intra-abdominal bleed.; Yes this is
a request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered as a pre-op or post op
evaluation.; The requested study is for postoperative evaluation.; The requested study is a
first follow up study for a post operatove
complication.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered as a pre-op or post op
evaluation.; The requested study is for preoperative evaluation.; The study is requested by
a surgeon, specialist or PCP on behalf of a
specialist who has seen the patient.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

Approval

1

1

2

Unknown

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for a known tumor, cancer,
mass, or rule out metastases.; Yes, this is a
request for follow up to a known tumor or
abdominal cancer.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

Unknown

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Unknown

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for a kidney/ureteral stone.;
There is a known or a strong suspicion of kidney
or ureteral stones.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for a suspicious mass or
tumor.; There is a suspicious mass found using
ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy, or
sigmoidoscopy.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for a suspicious mass or
tumor.; There is no suspicious mass found using
ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy, or
sigmoidoscopy.; There are new symptoms
including hematuria.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

Unknown

Approval

3

1

1

1

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for a suspicious mass or
tumor.; There is no suspicious mass found using
ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy, or
sigmoidoscopy.; There are no new symptoms
including hematuria.; There are new lab results
or other imaging studies including ultrasound,
Doppler or plain films findings.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for an infection such as
pancreatitis, appendicitis, abscess, colitis and
inflammatory bowel disease.; There are
abnormal lab results or physical findings on
exam such as rebound or guarding that are
consistent with peritonitis, abscess, pancreatitis
or appendicitis.; No, the patient has not been
seen by a specialist or are the studies being
requested on behalf of a specialist for an
infection.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for an infection such as
pancreatitis, appendicitis, abscess, colitis and
inflammatory bowel disease.; There are
abnormal lab results or physical findings on
exam such as rebound or guarding that are
consistent with peritonitis, abscess, pancreatitis
or appendicitis.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Crohn's disease,
Abscess, Ulcerative Colitis, Acute Non-ulcerative
Colitis, Diverticulitis, or Inflammatory bowel
disease.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for an infection such as
pancreatitis, appendicitis, abscess, colitis and
inflammatory bowel disease.; Yes, the patient
has been seen by a specialist or are the studies
being requested on behalf of a specialist for an
infection.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have not been performed on
the member in the past 3 months.

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

worsening area of fluctuance and now pain check CT; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; chest area with
larger bulge and now more pain with
movement. No fevers, but + for general
malaise/fatigue and some chills. Tolerating his
PO abx suppression without issues. Wound
remains healed. Concerned that he is feeling
similar to the way he felt whe; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; R chest
area with larger bulge and now more pain with
movement. No fevers, but + for general
malaise/fatigue and some chills. Tolerating his
PO abx suppression without issues. Wound
remains healed. Concerned that he is feeling
similar to the way he felt w; Caucasian male
presents with open wound on R chest. He has
been dealing with the wound for months. He is
followed by Dr. Friesen and has had 3 surgeries
by Dr. Woodworth to try and correct the fistula.
He has been on IV abx only while in the hospital.

Approval

74174 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY
ABDOMEN AND PELVIS
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

This is a request for CT Angiography of the
Abdomen and Pelvis.

1

3

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; It is not
known if a urinalysis has been completed.; This
study is being requested for abdominal and/or
pelvic pain.; The study is being ordered for
chronic pain.; This is the first visit for this
complaint.; It is unknown if the patient had an
Amylase or Lipase lab test.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
pain.; This is not the first visit for this
complaint.; There has been a physical exam.;
The patient is female.; A pelvic exam was
performed.; The results of the exam are
unknown.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; It is not known
if there has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; &lt; Describe primary symptoms here or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for acute pain.; There has been a
physical exam.; The patient is female.; A pelvic
exam was NOT performed.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 02/10/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; PE AND
DEEP VEIN THROMBOSIS; MEDICATIONS

1

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Anita @ mdo called says After P2P discussion
with ordering MD. Needed an ultrasound and
says request would be approved if ultrasound
was done; This is a request for an abdomenpelvis CT combination.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
The study is being ordered for chronic pain.;
This is not the first visit for this complaint.;
There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
female.; It is not known if a pelvic exam was
performed.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

CVA tenderness (left mild,), Left flank pain; This
is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has been completed.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; It is not known if the
urinalysis results were normal or abnormal.; It is
not known if the pain is acute or chronic.; This is
the first visit for this complaint.; It is unknown if
the patient had an Amylase or Lipase lab test.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

due to increased abdmominal pain, hematuria,
and hx of renal calculi, needing CT abd pelvis
with stone protocal.; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for acute pain.;
There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
female.; A pelvic exam was NOT performed.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Nausea and vomiting, low grade fever; This is a
request for an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being ordered
for acute pain.; There has been a physical
exam.; The patient is male.; A rectal exam was
not performed.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

patient has recurrent incisional hernia with
plans for surgery.; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; The reason
for the study is pre-op or post op evaluation.;
The study is requested for preoperative
evaluation.; Surgery is not planned for within 30
days.; It is not know if this study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
The study is not requested for hematuria.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

patient has rlq pain; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis
has been completed.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
The results of the urinalysis were normal.; The
study is being ordered for chronic pain.; This is
the first visit for this complaint.; The patient did
not have a amylase or lipase lab test.; Yes this is
a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Patient having abdominal pain right side flank
and right lower abdomen. Patient does have
history of kidney stones.; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis
has not been completed.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
The study is being ordered for chronic pain.;
This is the first visit for this complaint.; The
patient did not have a amylase or lipase lab
test.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Patient with recurrent incisional hernia. Surgical
planning; This is a request for an abdomenpelvis CT combination.; The reason for the study
is pre-op or post op evaluation.; The study is
requested for preoperative evaluation.; Surgery
is not planned for within 30 days.; This study is
not being requested for abdominal and/or
pelvic pain.; The study is not requested for
hematuria.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

pt has been to the er several times and
reported has passed 13 stones.; This is a request
for an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This
study is being requested for abdominal and/or
pelvic pain.; The study is being ordered for
chronic pain.; This is not the first visit for this
complaint.; There has been a physical exam.;
The patient is male.; A rectal exam was not
performed.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

RESTAGING AFTER CHEMOTHERAPY; This study
is being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is a
hematologist/ oncologist.; The diagnosis of
cancer or tumor has been established.;
Restaging of Cancer; Imaging studies have been
performed on the member in the past 3
months.

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has been completed.;
The reason for the hematuria is not known.;
This study is not being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The study is requested for
hematuria.; The results of the urinalysis were
abnormal.; The urinalysis was positive for
hematuria/blood.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; Infection such as pancreatitis,
appendicitis, abscess, colitis and inflammatory
bowel disease; Yes, the patient has been seen
by a specialist or are the studies being
requested on behalf of a specialist for an
infection.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

8

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; It is unknown if there are
abnormal lab results or physical findings on
exam such as rebound or guarding that are
consistent with peritonitis, abscess, pancreatitis
or appendicitis.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Crohn's disease,
Abscess, Ulcerative Colitis, Acute Non-ulcerative
Colitis, Diverticulitis, or Inflammatory bowel
disease.; It is not known if there are findings
that confirm hepatitis C.; Infection such as
pancreatitis, appendicitis, abscess, colitis and
inflammatory bowel disease; It is not known if
the patient has been seen by a specialist or are
the studies being requested on behalf of a
specialist for an infection.; &lt;Enter Additional
Clinical Information&gt;; Yes this is a request for
a Diagnostic CT

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is
infection.; The patient does not have a fever
and elevated white blood cell count or
abnormal amylase/lipase.; This study is not
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is not requested for hematuria.;
The patient has Diverticulitis.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is
infection.; The patient has a fever and elevated
white blood cell count or abnormal
amylase/lipase.; This study is not being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
The study is not requested for hematuria.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The requested study is for postoperative evaluation.; The requested study is a
first follow up study for a post operatove
complication.; Pre-op or post op evaluation; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The requested study is for preoperative evaluation.; The study is requested by
a surgeon, specialist or PCP on behalf of a
specialist who has seen the patient.; Pre-op or
post op evaluation; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

5

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are abnormal lab results or
physical findings on exam such as rebound or
guarding that are consistent with peritonitis,
abscess, pancreatitis or appendicitis.; Infection
such as pancreatitis, appendicitis, abscess,
colitis and inflammatory bowel disease; No, the
patient has not been seen by a specialist or are
the studies being requested on behalf of a
specialist for an infection.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are clinical findings or
indications of Hematuria.; Other; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

2

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are clinical findings or
indications of unexplained abdominal pain in
patient over 75 years of age.; Other; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are clinical findings or
indications of unexplained weight loss of greater
than 10% body weight in 1 month; Other; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

2

11

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are NO abnormal lab
results or physical findings on exam such as
rebound or guarding that are consistent with
peritonitis, abscess, pancreatitis or
appendicitis.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Crohn's disease,
Abscess, Ulcerative Colitis, Acute Non-ulcerative
Colitis, Diverticulitis, or Inflammatory bowel
disease.; There are findings that confirm
hepatitis C.; Infection such as pancreatitis,
appendicitis, abscess, colitis and inflammatory
bowel disease; No, the patient has not been
seen by a specialist or are the studies being
requested on behalf of a specialist for an
infection.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; &lt;Enter Additional
Clinical Information&gt;; Yes this is a request for
a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; ; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

1

2

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; abnormal weight loss, not
able to eat a lot, GI upset, recent egd and
colonoscopy with no significant pathology. 30
lb weight loss in less than a year; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Continuous flank pain for
the past 6 weeks.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Enter Additional Clinical
InformReason for Appointment &#x0D; 1.
Abdominal pain follow up &#x0D; &#x0D;
&#x0D; History of Present Illness &#x0D; HPI:
&#x0D;
43 year old white who returns for
her second follow up for abdominal pain after
hospital admission. Patient called the; Yes this is
a request for a Diagnostic CT

Approval

1

1

1

Unknown

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; nausea since this morning;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

Unknown

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Unknown

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Onset of left sided mid
thoracic back pain- pain is stabbing and wakes
her up at night- onset of pain is sometimes
gradual but some times acute. She is very
anxious about the potential cause of the pain
due to her recent hx of renal CA.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is a known or a strong
suspicion of kidney or ureteral stones.;
Kidney/Ureteral stone; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is a suspicious mass found
using ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy,
or sigmoidoscopy.; Suspicious Mass or Tumor;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

Unknown

Approval

1

1

17

3

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is neither a known nor a
strong suspicion of kidney or ureteral stones.;
This patient is not experiencing hematuria.;
Kidney/Ureteral stone; Liver abscess&#x0D;
Intra-abdominal abscess&#x0D; Crohn's disease
of large intestine with abscess&#x0D; C. difficile
colitis&#x0D; Lower abdominal pain&#x0D;
abdominal infection; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is no suspicious mass found
using ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy,
or sigmoidoscopy.; There are new symptoms
including hematuria.; Suspicious Mass or Tumor;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This is a request for an abdomenpelvis CT combination.; There is a suspicious
mass found using ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy,
colonoscopy, or sigmoidoscopy.; There is a
suspicious mass found using ultrasound, IVP,
Endoscopy, colonoscopy, or sigmoidoscopy.;
Suspicious Mass or Tumor; Suspicious Mass or
Tumor; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT ;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This is a request for follow up of a
known tumor or cancer involving both the
abdomen and pelvis and the patient is
undergoing active treatment.; Known Tumor,
Cancer, Mass, or Rule out metastases; Yes this is
a request for a Diagnostic CT

3

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This is not a request for follow up
of a known tumor or cancer involving both the
abdomen and pelvis or if this patient is
undergoing active treatment.; This is a request
for initial staging of a known tumor other than
prostate.; Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or Rule
out metastases; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Initial Staging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

6

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

eval liver mass; This request is for an Abdomen
MRI.; This study is being ordered for suspicious
mass or suspected tumor/ metastasis.; The
patient has NOT had previous abnormal imaging
including a CT, MRI or Ultrasound.; This study is
NOT being ordered to evaluate an undescended
testicle in a male.

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

MRI abdomen to assess small bowel Crohn's
disease; This request is for an Abdomen MRI.;
This study is not being ordered for known
tumor, suspicious mass or suspected
tumor/metastasis, organ enlargement, known
or suspected vascular disease, hematuria, followup trauma, or a pre-operative evaluation.

1

Unknown

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

Patient had Liver Lesions on last Scan and this is
a follow up on that.; This request is for an
Abdomen MRI.; This study is being ordered for
suspicious mass or suspected tumor/
metastasis.; The patient had previous abnormal
imaging including a CT, MRI or Ultrasound.; A
liver abnormality was found on a previous CT,
MRI or Ultrasound.; There is NO suspicion of
metastasis.

Unknown

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

Unknown

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

Patient with RUQ pain and elevated liver
functions, MRI needed for preop evaluation;
This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for pre-operative evaluation.; It
is not known if surgery is planned for within 30
days.
This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for known or suspected
infection.; There are physical findings or
abnormal blood work consistent with
pancreatitis.; An amylase abnormality was
noted.

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for Known Tumor.; This study is
being ordered for follow-up.; The patient is
undergoing active treatment for cancer.; "The
ordering physician is an oncologist, urologist,
gastroenterologist, or surgeon.";

Unknown

Approval

1

1

1

1

Unknown

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study.";

Unknown

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

Unknown

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study.";
Abnormal MRI T Spine found 1cm liver lesion
This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study."; Liver
MASS

75557 Cardiac MRI
Morph & structure w/o
contrast

To rule out Aortic Stenosis w/Hyhpertophic
Cardio Myopathy from left inriclar non
compassion without left verdicular out flow
tract obstruction due to Mysin finding protein C
Mutation.; This study is being ordered for
Congenital Anomaly.; 7/15/2015; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
Exercise intolerance

Unknown

Approval

1

1

1

1

Unknown

Approval

75574 CT Angiography
Heart coronary arteries,
CCTA

Unknown

Approval

Unknown

Approval

75635 CTA AA&BI
ILIOFEM LXTR RS&I C/C+ POST-PXESSING
75635 CTA AA&BI
ILIOFEM LXTR RS&I C/C+ POST-PXESSING

Approval

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

Unknown

The patient has three or more of the following
conditions: age over 50, diabetes, history of
hypertension, history of LDL cholesterol above
130, history of HDL cholesterol below 35,
obesity (BMI above 35), and/or active history of
smoking.; This request is for a Coronary CT
Angiography study.; No, patient did not have a
Nuclear Cardiology study within the past six
months.; This study is being ordered for
suspected Coronary Artery Disease (CAD) and
symptomatic?; No, patient does not have new
onset congestive heart failure.; &lt;Additional
Clinical Information&gt;; Yes, there is Chronic
Chest Pain.
NOne; This study is being ordered for Vascular
Disease.; 02/01/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Pain, ulcer
in area, nuropathy, diabetes; Compression
therapy

1

1

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
abdominal arteries.

1

; This is a request for Breast MRI.; This study is
being ordered for something other than known
breast cancer, known breast lesions, screening
for known family history, screening following
genetric testing or a suspected implant rupture.

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

Approval

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

BREAST CALCIFICATIONS FOUND ON MAMMO
AND US; This is a request for Breast MRI.; This
study is being ordered for something other than
known breast cancer, known breast lesions,
screening for known family history, screening
following genetric testing or a suspected
implant rupture.

1

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

THE PATIENT'S MOTHER HAD BREAST CANCER.
THERE IS ALSO A FAMILY HISTORY OF COLON
AND OVARIAN CANCER.; This is a request for
Breast MRI.; This study is being ordered as a
screening examination for known family history
of breast cancer.; There are NOT benign lesions
in the breast associated with an increased
cancer risk.; There is NOT a pattern of breast
cancer history in at least two first-degree
relatives (parent, sister, brother, or children).

1

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

THE PATIENT'S MOTHER HAD BREAST CANCER.
THERE IS ALSO A FAMILY HISTORY OF OVARIAN
AND COLON CANCER.; This is a request for
Breast MRI.; This study is being ordered as a
screening examination for known family history
of breast cancer.; There are NOT benign lesions
in the breast associated with an increased
cancer risk.; There is NOT a pattern of breast
cancer history in at least two first-degree
relatives (parent, sister, brother, or children).

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

This is a request for Breast MRI.; This study is
being ordered as a screening examination for
known family history of breast cancer.; There is
a pattern of breast cancer history in at least two
first-degree relatives (parent, sister, brother, or
children).

2

Approval

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

This is a request for Breast MRI.; This study is
being ordered for a known history of breast
cancer.; Yes, this is an individual who has known
breast cancer in the contralateral (other) breast.

1

Approval

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

This is a request for Breast MRI.; This study is
being ordered for known breast lesions.; There
are benign lesions in the breast associated with
an increased cancer risk.

1

77084 Magnetic
resonance imaging,
bone marrow blood
supply

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Follow up treatment for cancer;
Imaging studies have not been performed on
the member in the past 3 months.

1

Approval

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

Approval

77084 Magnetic
resonance imaging,
bone marrow blood
supply

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Restaging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

2

77084 Magnetic
resonance imaging,
bone marrow blood
supply

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Initial Staging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

evaluate for cad for the stress test. And
evaluate for Pulmonary embolus for CT chest
w/con - PE Protacol.; This study is being ordered
for Vascular Disease.; 05/10/2017; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
syncope while driving. sob and chest pain.;
cyclobenzaprine

1

Unknown

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Mr Brannon is a 41 year old male referred for
chest pain. He was admitted to HRMC for this
and had negative Troponins. He had an echo by
Dr Bell which was interpreted as normal. He has
used Methamphetaime for the past 25 years
although he has been clean f; The patient is not
diabetic.; The patient is less than 45 years old.;
The patient has not had a recent exercise
treadmill test that was positive.; The patient has
NONE of the following: heart transplant, aortic
aneurysm, carotid artery narrowing or stenosis,
and/ or peripheral vascular disease or narrowed
blood vessels in the legs.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).

1

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Reason for Appointment &#x0D; 1. Chest Pain
&#x0D; &#x0D; &#x0D; History of Present
Illness &#x0D; HPI: &#x0D;
Mr Gray is a 54
year old male referred for chest pain. This
started about a year ago. It has gotten a little
worse. It feels like stabbing in the center of his
ches; The study is being ordered for suspected
CAD.; The patient is presenting with symptoms
of atypical chest pain and/or shortness of
breath.; The patient has not had previous
cardiac surgery or angioplasty.; The patient has
not had a recent non-nuclear stress test.; The
patient's age is between 45 and 64.; The patient
has not had a stress echocardiogram within the
past eight weeks.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient does not have a
physical limitation to exercise.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

THE PATIENT HAS A HISTORY OF PULMONARY
EMBOLUS WITH CHEST PAIN; The caller
indicated that the study was not ordered for:
Known or suspected coronary artery disease,
post myocardial infarction evaluation, pre
operative or post operative (Cardiac surgery,
angioplasty or stent) evaluation.; The patient's
age is between 45 and 64.; The patient has not
had a stress echocardiogram within the past
eight weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

The study is being ordered for suspected CAD.;
The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
There are documented clinical findings of
hyperlipidemia.; The patient has not had a
recent non-nuclear stress test.; The patient's
age is between 45 and 64.; The patient has not
had a stress echocardiogram within the past
eight weeks.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient has a physical limitation to exercise.
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has 3 or more cardiac risk factors; The study is
not requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac
mass, CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.;
The study is requested for suspected coronary
artery disease.; The member has known or
suspected coronary artery disease.; The BMI is
40 or greater
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has 3 or more cardiac risk factors; The study is
requested for congestive heart failure.; The
study is requested for suspected coronary
artery disease.; The member has known or
suspected coronary artery disease.; The BMI is
40 or greater

3

3

1

Unknown

Approval

Unknown

Approval

Unknown

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study
78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has not had other testing done to evaluate new
or changing symptoms.; The patient has 2
cardiac risk factors; The study is not requested
for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal
defects, or valve disorders.; There are new or
changing cardiac symptoms including atypical
chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of breath.;
The study is requested for suspected coronary
artery disease.; The member has known or
suspected coronary artery disease.; The BMI is
40 or greater
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The study
is requested for evaluation of the heart prior to
non cardiac surgery.

78813 PET IMAGING
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
A nodule of less than 4 centimeters has been
identified on recent imaging; This study is being
ordered to evaluate a solitary pulmonary
nodule.; The solitary pulmonary nodule was
identified on an imaging study in the last 30
days.; This study is being requested for Lung
Cancer.; This would be the first PET Scan
performed on this patient for this cancer.; This
is NOT a Medicare member.

1

1

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

Approval

78813 PET IMAGING
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being ordered for something other
than Breast CA, Lymphoma, Myeloma, Ovarian
CA, Esophageal CA, Lung CA, Colorectal CA,
Head/Neck CA, Melanoma, Soft Tissue Sarcoma,
Pancreatic CA or Testicular CA.; This study is
being requested for an other solid tumor.; This
would be the first PET Scan performed on this
patient for this cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare
member.

2

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
The suspicion of cancer is based on a biopsy.;
This study is being ordered to establish a cancer
diagnosis.; This study is being requested for
Head/Neck Cancer.; The patient has Thyroid
cancer.; This would be the first PET Scan
performed on this patient for this cancer.; This
is NOT a Medicare member.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being ordered for something other
than Breast CA, Lymphoma, Myeloma, Ovarian
CA, Esophageal CA, Lung CA, Colorectal CA,
Head/Neck CA, Melanoma, Soft Tissue Sarcoma,
Pancreatic CA or Testicular CA.; This study is
being requested for Cervical Cancer.;

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being requested for Lung Cancer.;
This would be the first PET Scan performed on
this patient for this cancer.; This is NOT a
Medicare member.

4

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being requested for Lymphoma or
Myeloma.; This would be the first PET Scan
performed on this patient for this cancer.

2

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being requested for Lymphoma or
Myeloma.; This would be the first PET Scan
performed on this patient for this cancer.; This
is NOT a Medicare member.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for something other
than Breast CA, Lymphoma, Myeloma, Ovarian
CA, Esophageal CA, Lung CA, Colorectal CA,
Head/Neck CA, Melanoma, Soft Tissue Sarcoma,
Pancreatic CA or Testicular CA.; This study is not
being ordered for Cervical CA, Brain
Cancer/Tumor or Mass, Thyroid CA or other
solid tumor.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being ordered for
something other than Breast CA, Lymphoma,
Myeloma, Ovarian CA, Esophageal CA, Lung CA,
Colorectal CA, Head/Neck CA, Melanoma, Soft
Tissue Sarcoma, Pancreatic CA or Testicular CA.;
This study is being requested for an other solid
tumor.;

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being ordered for
something other than Breast CA, Lymphoma,
Myeloma, Ovarian CA, Esophageal CA, Lung CA,
Colorectal CA, Head/Neck CA, Melanoma, Soft
Tissue Sarcoma, Pancreatic CA or Testicular CA.;
This study is being requested for Cervical
Cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Lymphoma or Myeloma.; The patient
completed a course of treatment initiated
within the last 8 weeks.; This would be the first
PET Scan performed on this patient for this
cancer.

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Lymphoma or Myeloma.; The patient
completed a course of treatment initiated
within the last 8 weeks.; This would be the first
PET Scan performed on this patient for this
cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Lymphoma or Myeloma.; The patient is
experiencing new signs or symptoms indicating
a reoccurrence of cancer.; 2 PET Scans have
already been performed on this patient for this
cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Initial Staging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

1

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for another reason;
This study is being ordered for evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x-ray or EKG) indicative
of heart disease.; There has been a change in
clinical status since the last echocardiogram.;
This is not for the initial evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x-ray or EKG) indicatvie of heart
disease.

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for another reason;
This study is being ordered for evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x-ray or EKG) indicative
of heart disease.; This is for the initial evaluation
of abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings,
or diagnostic studies (chest x-ray or EKG)
indicatvie of heart disease.; The abnormal
symptom, condition or evaluation is not known
or unlisted above.

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Cardiac Murmur.; This request is for initial
evaluation of a murmur.; The murmur is grade
III (3) or greater.

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Cardiac Valves.; This is an annual re-evaluation
of artificial heart valves.; It has been at least 12
months since the last echocardiogram was
performed.

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Cardiac Valves.; This is an annual review of
known valve disease.; It has been 12 - 23
months or more since the last echocardiogram.

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Cardiac Valves.; This is an annual review of
known valve disease.; It has been 24 months or
more since the last echocardiogram.

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Cardiac Valves.; This is an initial evaluation of
suspected valve disease.

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Cardiac Valves.; This is NOT for prolapsed mitral
valve, suspected valve disease, new or changing
symptoms of valve disease, annual review of
known valve disease, initial evaluation of
artificial heart valves or annual re-eval of
artifical heart valves.

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Heart Failure; This is for the initial evaluation of
heart failure.

4

Approval

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of Left
Ventricular Function.; The patient has a history
of hypertensive heart disease.; There is a
change in the patient’s cardiac symptoms.

3

Approval

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Pulmonary Hypertension.

1

Approval

Approval

Approval

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

Approval

93312 TEE R-T IMG 2D
W/PRB IMG ACQUISJ
I&R

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transesophageal Echocardiogram.;
This study is beibg requested for evalutaion of
atrial fibrillation or flutter to determine the
presence or absence of left atrial thrombus or
evaluate for radiofrequency ablation procedure.

2

93350 ECHO TTHRC R-T
2D -+M-MODE
COMPLETE REST&STRS

This is a request for a Stress Echocardiogram.;
The patient had cardiac testing including Stress
Echocardiogram, Nuclear Cardiology
(SPECT/MPI), Coronary CT angiography (CCTA)
or Cardiac Catheterization in the last 2 years.;
The patient is experiencing new or changing
cardiac symptoms.; The member has known or
suspected coronary artery disease.

3

93350 ECHO TTHRC R-T
2D -+M-MODE
COMPLETE REST&STRS

This is a request for a Stress Echocardiogram.;
The patient has NOT had cardiac testing
including Stress Echocardiogram, Nuclear
Cardiology (SPECT/MPI), Coronary CT
angiography (CCTA) or Cardiac Catheterization
in the last 2 years.; The member has known or
suspected coronary artery disease.

8

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

G0297 Low dose CT
scan (LDCT) for lung
cancer screening

This request is for a Low Dose CT for Lung
Cancer Screening.; This patient has NOT had a
Low Dose CT for Lung Cancer Screening in the
past 11 months.; The patient is between 55 and
80 years old.; This patient is a smoker or has a
history of smoking.; The patient has a 30 pack
per year history of smoking.; It is unknown if the
patient is presenting with pulmonary signs or
symptoms of lung cancer or if there are other
diagnostic test suggestive of lung cancer.; The
patient has not quit smoking.

1

G0297 Low dose CT
scan (LDCT) for lung
cancer screening

This request is for a Low Dose CT for Lung
Cancer Screening.; This patient has NOT had a
Low Dose CT for Lung Cancer Screening in the
past 11 months.; The patient is between 55 and
80 years old.; This patient is a smoker or has a
history of smoking.; The patient has a 30 pack
per year history of smoking.; The patient is NOT
presenting with pulmonary signs or symptoms
of lung cancer nor are there other diagnostic
test suggestive of lung cancer.; The patient has
not quit smoking.

1

This request is for a Low Dose CT for Lung
Cancer Screening.; This patient has NOT had a
Low Dose CT for Lung Cancer Screening in the
past 11 months.; The patient is between 55 and
80 years old.; This patient is a smoker or has a
history of smoking.; The patient has a 30 pack
per year history of smoking.; The patient is NOT
presenting with pulmonary signs or symptoms
of lung cancer nor are there other diagnostic
test suggestive of lung cancer.; The patient quit
smoking less than 15 years ago.

1

Unknown

Approval

G0297 Low dose CT
scan (LDCT) for lung
cancer screening

Unknown

Approval

S8037 mrcp

; This is a request for MRCP.; There is no reason
why the patient cannot have an ERCP.

1

Approval

S8037 mrcp

This is a request for MRCP.; There is a reason
why the patient cannot have an ERCP.; The
patient has not undergone an unsuccessful
ERCP.; The patient does not have an altered
biliary tract anatomy that precludes ERCP.; The
patient requires evaluation for a congenital
defect of the pancreatic or biliary tract.

1

Disapproval

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The headache is
described as chronic or recurring.

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Disapproval

; This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The
study is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has dizziness.; This study
Radiology Services is being ordered for something other than
trauma or injury, evaluation of known tumor,
Denied Not
stroke or aneurysm, infection or inflammation,
Medically
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
multiple sclerosis or seizures.

1

Disapproval

; This is a request for a brain/head CT.; Thi
study is being requested for None of the above.;
This procedure is being requested for Infection
Radiology Services or Inflammation; There is another reason why
Denied Not
an MRI is not being considered; Patient has had
Medically
chronic sinusitis with history of abcess and
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
provider is wanting CT to rule out any masses.

1

Disapproval

HEADACHE BACK OF HEAD AND MORE ON
RIGHT SIDE. wIND HITTING HEAD MAKES IT
WORSE. VISUAL CHANGES, CLUMPSY, TRIPPING
WHEN SHE TRIES TO WALK, SHE HAS A HX OF
Radiology Services TRIGEMINAL NEURALGIA; This is a request for a
Denied Not
brain/head CT.; The study is being requested for
Medically
evaluation of a headache.; The headache is
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
described as chronic or recurring.

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Disapproval

Patient complains of a headache from 3
months ago and when he awoke after having
the headache he has a black spot in his field of
vision on the right.; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; The study is NOT being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient does not have dizziness, fatigue or
malaise, sudden change in mental status, Bell's
palsy, Congenital abnormality, loss of smell,
hearing loss or vertigo.; This study is being
Radiology Services ordered for something other than trauma or
Denied Not
injury, evaluation of known tumor, stroke or
Medically
aneurysm, infection or inflammation, multiple
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
sclerosis or seizures.

1

Disapproval

This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study
is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
Radiology Services headache.; The patient does NOT have a recent
Denied Not
onset (within the last 4 weeks) of neurologic
Medically
symptoms.; This study is being ordered for
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
trauma or injury.

1

Disapproval

This is a request for a brain/head CT.; There is
headache not improved by pain medications.;
"There are recent neurological symptoms or
Radiology Services deficits such as one-sided weakness, vision
Denied Not
defects, speech impairments or sudden onset of
Medically
severe dizziness."; This study is being requested
70450 CT BRAIN, HEAD Necessary
for a headache.

1

Unknown

Disapproval

Unknown

Disapproval

Unknown

Disapproval

; This study is being ordered for Inflammatory/
Infectious Disease.; Previous faint nodule
identified on chest CT; Having symptoms of
sinusitis, recurrent cough and SOB.; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Chronic cough that leads to fainting/dizziness
and headaches. Has chest tightness along with
70486 CT SINUS,
Radiology Services cough.; Prednisone 40 mg&#x0D; Zithromax 250
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M Denied Not
mg &#x0D; symbicort inhaler&#x0D; albuterol
AXILLOFACIAL NO
Medically
inhaler&#x0D; tussinex suspension 8-10mg/5
CONTRAST
Necessary
mL

; This study is being ordered for sinusitis.; This is
a request for a Sinus CT.; The patient is NOT
immune-compromised.; The patient's current
rhinosinusitis symptoms are described as
(sudden onset of 2 or more symptoms of nasal
discharge, blockage or congestion, facial pain,
70486 CT SINUS,
Radiology Services pressure and reduction or loss of sense of smell,
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M Denied Not
which are less than 12 wks in duration); It has
Medically
AXILLOFACIAL NO
been less than 14 days since onset; Yes this is a
CONTRAST
Necessary
request for a Diagnostic CT
70486 CT SINUS,
Radiology Services
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M Denied Not
; This study is being ordered for trauma or
AXILLOFACIAL NO
Medically
injury.; ; It is not known if there has been any
CONTRAST
Necessary
treatment or conservative therapy.;

1

1

1

Unknown

Unknown

Disapproval

Disapproval

Patient continues to have pain and swelling
even after multiple treatments with antibiotics.;
This study is being ordered for Inflammatory/
Infectious Disease.; Initial onset was on
05/22/2017. Patient seen in this clinic on
05/24. Admitted overnight to Piggott hospital
on 05/27/17. Released after overnight stay and
then later admitted to Lawrence memorial 2 to
3 days after the overnight stay at Piggott. Was;
There has been treatment or conservative
70486 CT SINUS,
Radiology Services therapy.; Pain and swelling of the face and neck.
FACE,JAW,MANDIBLE,M Denied Not
Sore Throat.; Patient was treated with Levaquin
AXILLOFACIAL NO
Medically
at the Piggott hospital and treated for 4 days at
CONTRAST
Necessary
Lawrence Memorial with Cleocin.

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; It is unknown if the study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient does not have dizziness, fatigue or
Radiology Services malaise, sudden change in mental status, Bell's
Denied Not
palsy, Congenital abnormality, loss of smell,
Medically
hearing loss or vertigo.; It is unknown why this
study is being ordered.
Necessary

1

1

Unknown

Unknown

Disapproval

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Radiology Services or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Denied Not
vascular disease.; 6-14-2017; There has not
Medically
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
Necessary
chest pain headache shaking numbness

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Headaches 4-5 x per week for 4 1/2 months;
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as chronic or
recurring.; The headache is not presenting with
a sudden change in severity, associated with
exertion, or a mental status change.; It is not
known if there are recent neurological
symptoms or deficits such as one sided
Radiology Services weakness, speech impairments, or vision
Denied Not
defects.; It is not known if there is a family
Medically
history (parent, sibling or child of the patient) of
Necessary
AVM (arteriovenous malformation).

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

none; This request is for a Brain MRI; It is
unknown if the study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; Not requested for
evaluation of trauma/injury, tumor,
stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; It is not known if the condition is
associated with headache, blurred or double
vision or a change in sensation noted on exam.;
It is not known if a metabolic work-up done
including urinalysis, electrolytes, and complete
Radiology Services blood count with results completed.; The
Denied Not
patient does NOT have dizziness, fatigue or
Medically
malaise, Bell's Palsy, a congenital abnormality,
Necessary
loss of smell, hearing loss or vertigo.

1

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

patient had head trauma and now has a
headache; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is being requested for evaluation of a
Radiology Services headache.; The patient has a sudden and severe
Denied Not
headache.; The patient has NOT had a recent
Medically
onset (within the last 3 months) of neurologic
Necessary
symptoms.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

"There IS evidence of a lung, mediastinal or
Radiology Services chest mass noted within the last 30 days."; A
Denied Not
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
Medically
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Necessary
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Unknown

Unknown

Disapproval

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Radiology Services Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; It is not known
if there has been any treatment or conservative
Denied Not
therapy.; &lt; Describe primary symptoms here Medically
Necessary
or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
Radiology Services congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
Denied Not
1/2017; There has not been any treatment or
Medically
conservative therapy.; LOST 25 LBS SINCE
1/2017 FORMER SMOKER
Necessary

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

; This study is being ordered for Inflammatory/
Infectious Disease.; Previous faint nodule
identified on chest CT; Having symptoms of
sinusitis, recurrent cough and SOB.; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Chronic cough that leads to fainting/dizziness
and headaches. Has chest tightness along with
Radiology Services cough.; Prednisone 40 mg&#x0D; Zithromax 250
Denied Not
mg &#x0D; symbicort inhaler&#x0D; albuterol
Medically
inhaler&#x0D; tussinex suspension 8-10mg/5
Necessary
mL

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Clavicle gland swelling for 1 week, pain,
tenderness, fatigue, sore throat, fever. No
history of asthma, no tobacco use.; A
Radiology Services Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The study is
Denied Not
being ordered for none of the above.; This study
Medically
is being ordered for non of the above.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT
Necessary

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

due to persistent worsening of shortness of
breath, wheezing, and worsening symptoms
despite treatment for COPD; A Chest/Thorax CT
Radiology Services is being ordered.; The study is being ordered for
Denied Not
none of the above.; This study is being ordered
Medically
for non of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

1

Unknown

Unknown

Disapproval

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

PT HAS HAD 30 LB WEIGHT LOSS IN A YEAR.
NOT ABLE TO EAT DUE TO GI UPSET., FEELS
WEAK, RECENT EGD AND COLONOSCOPY WITH
NO SIGNIFICANT PATHOLOGY. RECENT SYNCOPE
AND COLLAPSE; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
Radiology Services ordered.; The study is being ordered for none of
Denied Not
the above.; This study is being ordered for non
Medically
of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

1

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
Radiology Services congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
Denied Not
12.1.2015; There has not been any treatment or
Medically
conservative therapy.; lower back pain right hip
Necessary
pain // lower side pain

1

Unknown

Unknown

Disapproval

72125 CT CERVICAL
SPINE, NECK SPINE NO
CONTRAST

chronic worsening pain&#x0D; unable to bend
neck&#x0D; stiffness of neck; The patient does
have neurological deficits.; This study is not to
be part of a Myelogram.; This is a request for a
Cervical Spine CT; This study is being ordered
due to chronic neck pain or suspected
degenerative disease.; Caller does not know
whether the patient is experiencing sensory
abnormalities such as numbness or tingling.;
There is a reason why the patient cannot have a
Cervical Spine MRI.; This study is being ordered
for another reason besides Abnormal gait,
Radiology Services Lower extremity weakness, Asymmetric
Denied Not
reflexes, Documented evidence of Multiple
Medically
Sclerosis, &#x0D; Bowel or bladder dysfunction,
Necessary
Evidence of new foot drop, etc...

1

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
Radiology Services congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
72128 CT THORACIC
Denied Not
12.1.2015; There has not been any treatment or
SPINE, UPPER BACK NO Medically
conservative therapy.; lower back pain right hip
CONTRAST
pain // lower side pain
Necessary

1

Unknown

Unknown

Disapproval

Disapproval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
Radiology Services congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
Denied Not
12.1.2015; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; lower back pain right hip
Medically
Necessary
pain // lower side pain

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 4/7/2017; There
Radiology Services has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Denied Not
The pt has chronic neck, low back pain.;
Medically
Medication to help control the pain, xray on
Necessary
4/7/2017.

1

Unknown

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute
or Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient
does not have new or changing neurologic signs
or symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; It is not known if the
patient has completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?; The patient has been treated with
medication.; The patient was treated with oral
analgesics.; It is not known if the patient has
completed 6 weeks or more of Chiropractic
care.; The physician has directed a home
exercise program for at least 6 weeks.; The
home treatment did include exercise,
prescription medication and follow-up office
visits.; home treatment &#x0D; apply
heat&#x0D; muscle rub&#x0D; monitor BP
daily&#x0D; increase exercise&#x0D; diet
Radiology Services modifications&#x0D; increase fluids&#x0D;
Denied Not
avoid sugar/starch/fried foods&#x0D; include
Medically
vegetables and fruits in daily diet&#x0D;
Necessary
rest&#x0D; hydrate&#x0D; RTC as needed.

1

Unknown

Disapproval

Unknown

Disapproval

Unknown

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST
72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
Radiology Services There is weakness.; ; It is not known if the
Denied Not
patient has new signs or symptoms of bladder
Medically
or bowel dysfunction.; There is not x-ray
Necessary
evidence of a recent cervical spine fracture.
Radiology Services ; This study is being ordered for trauma or
Denied Not
injury.; ; There has been treatment or
Medically
conservative therapy.; ;

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

cervical neck pain with radiculopathy to left
upper foreman and bilateral hands; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; Neurological
deficits; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is reflex
abnormality.; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
Radiology Services dysfunction.; It is not known if there is x-ray
Denied Not
evidence of a recent cervical spine fracture.;
Medically
patient has numbness to bilateral hands with
decreased grip.
Necessary

1

4

1

Unknown

Unknown

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

DDD lumbar - R anterosuperior right labral tear;
This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 4/17/17; There has not been
any treatment or conservative therapy.; Neck
pain- over the spine and upper back- over the
Radiology Services spine- feels burning sensation over the base of
Denied Not
neck on L and a knot there and the pain is
radiating to her L shoulder- has tingling and
Medically
Necessary
burning, no weakness of shoulder

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

increased cervical pain with radiculopathy
associated with grip weakness; This is a request
for cervical spine MRI; Neurological deficits; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is weakness.; weak
Radiology Services grip / radiculopathy to bilateral forearms; The
Denied Not
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
Medically
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; There is not xray evidence of a recent cervical spine fracture.
Necessary

1

Unknown

Unknown

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

It is not known if the patient has failed a course
of anti-inflammatory medication or steroids.;
This is a request for cervical spine MRI; It is not
known if there has been a supervised trial of
conservative management for at least six
weeks.; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back pain;
It is not known if the patient demonstrate
neurological deficits.; It is not known if this
patient had a recent course of supervised
physical Therapy.; No, the patient did not have
six weeks of Chiropractic care related to this
episode.; Patient complains of headaches
Radiology Services starting 5/4/17 which is located in back of the
Denied Not
neck and is a tension and severe. Neck pain and
Medically
radiculopathy noted by provider. Headaches
Necessary
migraine as well.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient c/o no improvement in symptoms,
imaging needed in order to better treat and
possibly refer to specialist.; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; Patient first c/o neck and low
back pain to our clinic on 12/8/16.; There has
Radiology Services been treatment or conservative therapy.; Neck
Denied Not
pain, low back pain, lumbar disc degeneration.;
Medically
Patient was tried on Hydrocodone in December
Necessary
and January with no improvement.

1

Unknown

Unknown

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

She reports onset of pain gradual. Reports
frequency of her pain as constant with
intermittent flare ups. She describes the quality
of pain as penetrating, pins and needle, sharp,
stabbing, tender and throbbing. Pain radiates to
bilateral upper extremitie; This is a request for
cervical spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck
and/or back pain; The patient does not have
Radiology Services new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
Denied Not
The patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.;
Medically
The patient has not seen the doctor more then
Necessary
once for these symptoms.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

SUBJECTIVE: Matthew Pulis is here for follow
up on his EMG bilateral upper extremities. He
unfortunately went a little sooner than we
wanted to and had after bilateral carpal tunnel
injections. His EMG came back only showing
mild carpal tunnel syndrome; This is a request
for cervical spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck
and/or back pain; The patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There
is weakness.; weakness in Bilateral upper
extremities. cannot grasp, cant not pick up
things over one lbs. xrays negative for fracture.;
Radiology Services The patient does not have new signs or
Denied Not
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.;
Medically
There is not x-ray evidence of a recent cervical
Necessary
spine fracture.

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient has failed a course of antiinflammatory medication or steroids.; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; There has been a
supervised trial of conservative management
for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or Chronic neck
Radiology Services and/or back pain; No, the patient does not
demonstrate neurological deficits.; No, this
Denied Not
patient did not have a recent course of
Medically
Necessary
supervised physical Therapy.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient does have new signs or
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; None of
the above; &lt;Enter Additional Clinical
Information&gt;; No, the patient is not
experiencing or presenting new symptoms of
upper extremity weakness?; No, the patient is
not demonstrating unilateral muscle wasting.;
No, the patient is not experiencing or presenting
new symptoms of Bowel or bladder
dysfunction.; No, the patient is not experiencing
Radiology Services new onset of parathesia diagnosed by a
Denied Not
neurologist; No, the patient is not experiencing
Medically
or presenting x-ray evidence of a recent
Necessary
fracture.

1

Unknown

Unknown

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There
has not been a supervised trial of conservative
Radiology Services management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Denied Not
Chronic neck and/or back pain; It is not known if
Medically
the patient demonstrate neurological deficits.;
Necessary
neck pain

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

To better evaluate and therefore better treat
the patient.; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; Neck pain 2/24/2017&#x0D; Low back pain - 1/12/2016;
Radiology Services There has been treatment or conservative
Denied Not
therapy.; Neck and low back pain.; Patient has
Medically
been taking Hydrocodone and Gabapentin for
over 6 weeks, no improvement to symptoms.
Necessary

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

To evaluate if patient needs referred back to his
surgeon for neck issues, and to better be able to
treat back and neck pain.; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; Patient reports previous disc
replacement in neck over 2 years ago, no neck
Radiology Services pain until recently. Patient reports new onset of
low back pain.; It is not known if there has been
Denied Not
any treatment or conservative therapy.; Neck
Medically
Necessary
and low back pain.

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknow; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
Radiology Services anomaly, or vascular disease.; 2-15-17; It is not
Denied Not
known if there has been any treatment or
Medically
conservative therapy.; back pain&#x0D; neck
Necessary
pain &#x0D; low back pain

1

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 03/27/2017;
Radiology Services There has been treatment or conservative
Denied Not
therapy.; radiculopathy, low back pain, bilateral
Medically
buttock pain , numbness, tingling, pain
Necessary
radiating down bilateral legs ,; pt

1

Unknown

Disapproval

72141 MRI CERVICAL
SPINE OR NECK SPINE
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
Radiology Services anomaly, or vascular disease.; unknown; There
Denied Not
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Medically
back pain; PT&#x0D; chiropractor&#x0D; otc
Necessary
pain relief

Unknown

Disapproval

Unknown

Disapproval

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
vascular disease.; ; There has been treatment or
CONTRAST
Necessary
conservative therapy.; ;
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
; This study is being ordered for trauma or
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
injury.; ; There has been treatment or
CONTRAST
Necessary
conservative therapy.; ;

Disapproval

after pt and medication this pt has still been
having issues and we would like to find out why;
This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 4/29/14; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; numbness and tingling in
his arm and hands. some decreased rom st
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services times. sharp pain all the time in his neck back;
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
pt has had some home pt and has been on nsaid
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
and anti imflamatory mediction with no change
CONTRAST
in his condition
Necessary

Unknown

1

1

1

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Disapproval

DDD lumbar - R anterosuperior right labral tear;
This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 4/17/17; There has not been
any treatment or conservative therapy.; Neck
pain- over the spine and upper back- over the
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services spine- feels burning sensation over the base of
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
neck on L and a knot there and the pain is
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
radiating to her L shoulder- has tingling and
CONTRAST
Necessary
burning, no weakness of shoulder

1

Disapproval

72146 MRI THORACIC
SPINE CHEST SPINE
UPPER BACK WITHOUT
CONTRAST

1

Disapproval

This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The
study is being ordered due to Neurological
deficits.; Patient has pain that radiates to arm
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services and when he sneezes it causes him to drop to
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
his knees.; The patient is experiencing or
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
presenting symptoms of lower extremity
CONTRAST
Necessary
weakness documented on physical exam.

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

Postlaminectomy syndrome - surgical planning
for spinal cord stimulator; This is a request for a
thoracic spine MRI.; Pre-Operative Evaluation; It
is not known when surgery is scheduled.

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Disapproval

unknow; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services anomaly, or vascular disease.; 2-15-17; It is not
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
known if there has been any treatment or
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
conservative therapy.; back pain&#x0D; neck
CONTRAST
Necessary
pain &#x0D; low back pain

1

Disapproval

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services anomaly, or vascular disease.; unknown; It is
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
not known if there has been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; low back pain and right
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
CONTRAST
Necessary
hip pain

1

Disapproval

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
72146 MRI THORACIC Radiology Services anomaly, or vascular disease.; unknown; There
SPINE CHEST SPINE
Denied Not
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
UPPER BACK WITHOUT Medically
back pain; PT&#x0D; chiropractor&#x0D; otc
CONTRAST
Necessary
pain relief

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 4/7/2017; There
Radiology Services has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Denied Not
The pt has chronic neck, low back pain.;
Medically
Medication to help control the pain, xray on
Necessary
4/7/2017.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

. The patient has been experiencing this pain
for several years. She reports onset of pain
gradual. Reports frequency of her pain as
constant with intermittent flare ups. She
describes the quality of pain as cramping, sharp,
stabbing, tender and throbbing; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; It is
not known if there is weakness or reflex
abnormality.; The patient does not have new
Radiology Services signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
Denied Not
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
Medically
foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
Necessary
recent lumbar fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; It is not known if there is weakness
or reflex abnormality.; The patient does not
Radiology Services have new signs or symptoms of bladder or
Denied Not
bowel dysfunction.; The patient does not have a
Medically
new foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
Necessary
recent lumbar fracture.

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
It is not known if there is weakness or reflex
abnormality.; It is not known if the patient has
Radiology Services new signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; It is not known if the patient has a
Denied Not
new foot drop.; It is not known if there is x-ray
Medically
Necessary
evidence of a lumbar recent fracture.
Radiology Services
Denied Not
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Medically
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
Necessary
patient has none of the above

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Trauma or recent injury; The patient does not
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment
for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has not
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?; The
patient has been treated with medication.; The
patient was treated with oral analgesics.; The
Radiology Services patient has not completed 6 weeks or more of
Denied Not
Chiropractic care.; The physician has not
Medically
directed a home exercise program for at least 6
Necessary
weeks.

Disapproval

1

1

1

Unknown

Disapproval

Unknown

Disapproval

Unknown

Disapproval

Unknown

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST
72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST
72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
Radiology Services disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Denied Not
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Medically
vascular disease.; ; There has been treatment or
Necessary
conservative therapy.; ;
Radiology Services ; This study is being ordered for trauma or
Denied Not
injury.; ; It is not known if there has been any
Medically
treatment or conservative therapy.;
Radiology Services ; This study is being ordered for trauma or
Denied Not
injury.; ; There has been treatment or
Medically
conservative therapy.; ;

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

38-year-old male presents to the office with on
and off symptoms of back pain for the past 4
years. Patient states that his symptoms got
worse over the past 2 months. Patient denies
any numbness or tingling or pain in the lower
extremities. No weakness in; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; The patient does not have
Radiology Services new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
Denied Not
The patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.;
Medically
It is not know if the patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.
Necessary

1

1

5

1

Unknown

Unknown

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Acute low back pain, Lumbar Spine:
Radiographic Findings: 6 lumbar vertebrae are
noted to be present. there is possibly abnormal
posterior aspect of the 5th lumbar vertebrae.
Radiology Services there is also mild disc space loss.; The study
Denied Not
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient
Medically
has acute or chronic back pain.; The patient has
Necessary
none of the above

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

after pt and medication this pt has still been
having issues and we would like to find out why;
This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 4/29/14; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; numbness and tingling in
his arm and hands. some decreased rom st
Radiology Services times. sharp pain all the time in his neck back;
Denied Not
pt has had some home pt and has been on nsaid
Medically
and anti imflamatory mediction with no change
Necessary
in his condition

1

Unknown

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

bilateral leg pain numbness/tingling + tinel sign
neuropathic pain of thigh has tried steroid and
gabapentin for pain with no improvement; The
study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute
or Chronic back pain; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is reflex abnormality.; The patient does
not have new signs or symptoms of bladder or
bowel dysfunction.; The patient does not have a
new foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
recent lumbar fracture.; bilateral leg
Radiology Services pain&#x0D; numbness/tingling &#x0D; + tinel
Denied Not
sign&#x0D; neuropathic pain of thigh&#x0D;
Medically
has tried steroid and gabapentin for pain with
Necessary
no improvement

1

Unknown

Unknown

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

chronic low back pain&#x0D; back tenderness;
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; It is not known if
the patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has not completed 6 weeks of
physical therapy?; The patient has been treated
with medication.; other medications as listed.; It
is not known if the patient has completed 6
weeks or more of Chiropractic care.; It is not
Radiology Services known if the physician has directed a home
Denied Not
exercise program for at least 6 weeks.;
Medically
cyclobenzaprine 10 mg&#x0D; Norco 5-325
mg&#x0D; sertraline 50 mg
Necessary

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

disc disease noted on x-ray, radiologist
recommended MRI; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is no
weakness or reflex abnormality.; The patient
Radiology Services does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
Denied Not
Medically
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.
Necessary

1

Unknown

Unknown

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Golf ball sized mass noted directly beside the
spine on right side, flank area. Pain upon
palpation. Pt states it feels like it is putting
pressure on spine.pt states occasional
numbness and tingling down buttocks and legs
with the back pain.; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
unknown; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Golf ball sized mass
noted directly beside the spine on right side,
flank area. Pain upon palpation. Pt states it
Radiology Services feels like it is putting pressure on spine.pt states
Denied Not
occasional numbness and tingling down
Medically
buttocks and legs with the back pain.; pt
Necessary
prescribed muscle relaxants at yesterday's visit

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

history of back pain w/radiation to bilateral
legs. Pain is now constant.; The study requested
is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back
pain; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; History of back pain w/ radiation to
bilateral legs. Pain is now constant.; The patient
Radiology Services does not have new signs or symptoms of
Denied Not
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
Medically
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
Necessary
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

Unknown

Unknown

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

HPI Comments: MVA age 16. Cervical fracture.
Has done ok but now cervical and lumbar pain.
Wishes ref to pain mgmt in Ar. (45 min from
home). Accompanied by daughter. Did go to
Radiology Services ER in Harrison 6/23 - tramadol and Soma.; The
Denied Not
study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The
Medically
patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
Necessary
patient has none of the above

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Joey J Paxton is a 30 y.o. male. Who complains
of bilat ankle pain "since I was 14."&#x0D; Pt
denies any injury or trauma. &#x0D; Reports
that pain in both ankles - comes and goessometimes will last 15 minutes.; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; None of the
above; The patient does not have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; The
patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The
patient has seen the doctor more then once for
these symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has not completed 6 weeks of
physical therapy?; The patient has been treated
with medication.; The patient was treated with
oral analgesics.; The patient has not completed
6 weeks or more of Chiropractic care.; The
Radiology Services physician has directed a home exercise program
Denied Not
for at least 6 weeks.; It is not known if the The
Medically
home treatment included exercise, prescription
Necessary
medication and follow-up office visits.

1

Unknown

Unknown

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Location: low back, Duration: awhile, Timing:
constant, Intensity: moderate to sever, Quality:
painful, hurts to stand, walk or sit with legs
down, Symptom(s) Began: gradual, Symptom(s)
progressed: worse, Context: "I have had this for
Radiology Services years, just getting ; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
Denied Not
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
Medically
Necessary
above

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Neurological: The patient reports headache,
numbness and tremors.&#x0D; -Recommend
MRI Lumbar Spine - MRI lumbar spine is being
requested to further evaluate the patient's
persistent pain and symptoms. Findings from
this study will be incorporated, in conjunct; The
study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute
or Chronic back pain; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is weakness.; She reports severity of pain
on numerical reporting scale, at its worse is
10/10, least is 2/10, on an average 5/10, and
right now it is 6/10. Worsening factor(s) include:
bending, cold and rainy weather, getting up
from a sitting or lying position, house; The
Radiology Services patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
Denied Not
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
Medically
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
Necessary
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

Unknown

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient c/o no improvement in symptoms,
imaging needed in order to better treat and
possibly refer to specialist.; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; Patient first c/o neck and low
back pain to our clinic on 12/8/16.; There has
Radiology Services been treatment or conservative therapy.; Neck
Denied Not
pain, low back pain, lumbar disc degeneration.;
Medically
Patient was tried on Hydrocodone in December
Necessary
and January with no improvement.

1

Unknown

Unknown

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient has back pain that is not relieved by
medications. Patient has had this pain for more
than 6 weeks. Requesting MRI to better
evaluation and therefore better treatment.; The
study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute
or Chronic back pain; The patient does not have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
The patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.;
The patient has seen the doctor more then once
for these symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has not completed 6 weeks of
physical therapy?; The patient has been treated
with medication.; The patient was treated with
Radiology Services oral analgesics.; The patient has not completed
6 weeks or more of Chiropractic care.; The
Denied Not
physician has not directed a home exercise
Medically
program for at least 6 weeks.
Necessary

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient has had severe back pain, completed
steroids and pain medication from ER and has
had minimal relief after 2 days no activity. Pain
rated 10/10. 1 or 2/10 resting 4 or 5/10 if
moving. The pain radiates down left leg at times
Radiology Services and sometimes has to cr; The study requested is
Denied Not
a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
Medically
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
Necessary
above

1

Unknown

Unknown

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient has low back pain. Patient has diagnosis
of intervertebral disc disorder, lumbar region,
myelopathy. Patient's pain is worsening.; The
study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute
or Chronic back pain; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is no weakness or reflex abnormality.;
Radiology Services The patient does not have new signs or
Denied Not
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The
patient does not have a new foot drop.; There is
Medically
Necessary
not x-ray evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient reports back pain. He reports
numbness; right leg numbness. &#x0D; &#x0D;
Musculoskeletal: Joints, Bones, And Muscles:
tenderness; mild right lumbar paraspinous
tenderness. SLR negative bilaterally.; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Trauma or
recent injury; The patient does not have new or
Radiology Services changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; The
Denied Not
patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.; It is
Medically
not know if the patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.
Necessary

1

Unknown

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient was brought in to the ER. CT displayed
bulging discs.; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is weakness.; Both
legs went out from under patient.; The patient
Radiology Services does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
Denied Not
not have a new foot drop.; There is not x-ray
Medically
evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.
Necessary

1

Unknown

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Professional caregivers seen in the past include
family physician, pain medicine physician, spine
surgeon and orthopedist. The following tests
have been done in the past: X-rays . She has
tried NSAIDs- ibuprofen, aleve, tylenol, sports
creams, Robaxin, Fl; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has not completed 6 weeks of
physical therapy?; The patient has been treated
with medication.; other medications as listed.;
The patient has not completed 6 weeks or more
of Chiropractic care.; The physician has not
directed a home exercise program for at least 6
weeks.; She has tried NSAIDs- ibuprofen, aleve,
tylenol, sports creams, Robaxin, Flexeril,
Radiology Services Gabapentin/Horizant, tizanadine,
Denied Not
Ultram/Ultram ER and Hydrocodone in the past.
Medically
The treatment tried in the past includes Heat
Necessary
and Ice.

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

radiculopathy; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is weakness.; Unable
to stand and bend over at certain times when
she was working.; It is not known if the patient
Radiology Services has new signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; It is not known if the patient has a
Denied Not
new foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
Medically
recent lumbar fracture.
Necessary

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Reports frequency of her pain as constant with
intermittent flare ups. She describes the quality
of pain as aching, cramping and throbbing. Pain
radiates to right hand, right lower extremity and
right sided hip. She reports severity of pain on
numerical r; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
Radiology Services had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
Denied Not
seen the doctor more then once for these
Medically
symptoms.; The physician has not directed
Necessary
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

sciatic pain, burning paresthesias possible
Radiology Services radiculitis; The study requested is a Lumbar
Denied Not
Spine MRI.; The patient does NOT have acute or
Medically
chronic back pain.; This procedure is being
Necessary
requested for None of the above

1

Unknown

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

She has tried NSAIDs- ibuprofen, aleve, tylenol,
sports creams, Flexeril, Diclofenac,
Gabapentin/Horizant, Paxil, Cymbalta and
Ultram/Ultram ER in the past. She says that the
prior treatments tried have not helped much.
Pain radiates to bilateral lower ex; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is weakness.; : dependence on others for
activities of daily living, difficulty in carrying out
certain physical activities, difficulty staying
asleep due to pain and frustrated because of
Radiology Services pain .; The patient does not have new signs or
Denied Not
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The
Medically
patient does not have a new foot drop.; There is
Necessary
not x-ray evidence of a recent lumbar fracture.

1

Unknown

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient complains of pain at multiple joints.
The patient has been experiencing this pain for
6 months. She reports onset of pain gradual.
Reports frequency of her pain as constant with
intermittent flare ups. She describes the quality
of pain as pins; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is no weakness or
reflex abnormality.; The patient does not have
Radiology Services new signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
Denied Not
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
Medically
foot drop.; There is not x-ray evidence of a
Necessary
recent lumbar fracture.

1

Unknown

Unknown

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

The patient has been experiencing this pain for
several years. He reports onset of pain gradual.
Reports frequency of his pain as constant with
intermittent flare ups. He describes the quality
of pain as aching, burning, cramping, dull,
numbness, pins and; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.;
The patient has not completed 6 weeks of
physical therapy?; The patient has been treated
with medication.; The patient was treated with
Radiology Services oral analgesics.; The patient has not completed
6 weeks or more of Chiropractic care.; The
Denied Not
Medically
physician has not directed a home exercise
program for at least 6 weeks.
Necessary
Radiology Services
Denied Not
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Medically
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
Necessary
patient has Neurological deficit(s)

1

1

Unknown

Unknown

Disapproval

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

To better evaluate and therefore better treat
the patient.; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; Neck pain 2/24/2017&#x0D; Low back pain - 1/12/2016;
Radiology Services There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Neck and low back pain.; Patient has
Denied Not
been taking Hydrocodone and Gabapentin for
Medically
Necessary
over 6 weeks, no improvement to symptoms.

1

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

To evaluate if patient needs referred back to his
surgeon for neck issues, and to better be able to
treat back and neck pain.; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; Patient reports previous disc
replacement in neck over 2 years ago, no neck
Radiology Services pain until recently. Patient reports new onset of
Denied Not
low back pain.; It is not known if there has been
Medically
any treatment or conservative therapy.; Neck
Necessary
and low back pain.

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknow; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
Radiology Services anomaly, or vascular disease.; 2-15-17; It is not
Denied Not
known if there has been any treatment or
Medically
conservative therapy.; back pain&#x0D; neck
Necessary
pain &#x0D; low back pain
Radiology Services
Denied Not
Unknown; The study requested is a Lumbar
Medically
Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or chronic
Necessary
back pain.; The patient has none of the above

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
Radiology Services anomaly, or vascular disease.; unknown; It is
Denied Not
not known if there has been any treatment or
Medically
conservative therapy.; low back pain and right
Necessary
hip pain

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST
73206 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY UPPER
EXTREMITY

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary
Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

1

1

1

Pelvic Pain , hernia; This study is being ordered
for some other reason than the choices given.;
This is a request for a Pelvis CT.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
upper extremity.

3

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; 03/25/17; There has been treatment or
Radiology Services conservative therapy.; SINCE THIS IS A DOUBLE
Denied Not
STUDY AND AMBETTER, IT AUTOMATICALLY
Medically
WILL GO TO REVIEW...WILL JUST FAX NOTES.;
Necessary
BRACE/SPLINT/RX MEDS/OTC MEDS

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Cervical radiculopathy, Neck pain, Shoulder
pain, Has had 6 weeks of P. T so far as well as
nsadis and conservative tx . and only slight
improvement noted,numbness and tingling
(BUE); This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; ; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Cervical
radiculopathy, Neck pain, Shoulder pain, Has
had 6 weeks of P. T so far as well as nsadis and
Radiology Services conservative tx . and only slight improvement
Denied Not
noted,numbness and tingling (BUE),; Has had 6
Medically
weeks of P. T so far as well as nsadis and
Necessary
conservative tx

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

Patient has had a normal xray. having shoulder
pain after MVA. has tried conservative therapy
with no relief.; The requested study is a
Shoulder MRI.; The pain is from a recent injury.;
Radiology Services Surgery or arthrscopy is not scheduled in the
Denied Not
next 4 weeks.; The request is for shoulder pain.;
Medically
There is a suspicion of tendon, ligament, rotator
Necessary
cuff injury or labral tear.

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

see scanned documents; negative xrays; This
study is being ordered for trauma or injury.;
Radiology Services 06/18/2017; There has been treatment or
Denied Not
conservative therapy.; pain and popping of
Medically
joints; decadron injection, small amount of
Necessary
hydrocodone given

1

73221 MRI JOINT OF
UPPER EXTREMITY

This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There has has been a history of
significant trauma, dislocation or injury to the
joint within the past 6 weeks.; The patient does
not have an abnormal plain film study of the
joint.; The patient has not been treated with
and failed a course of four weeks of supervised
physical therapy.; The patient has a
documented limitation of their range of
motion.; The patient has not experienced pain
for greater than six weeks.; The patient has
Radiology Services been treated with anti-inflammatory
Denied Not
medication in conjunction with this complaint.;
Medically
This study is not being ordered by an operating
Necessary
surgeon for pre-operative planning.

1

73700 CT LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY

Xray negative for fracture and symptoms have
not improved.; This study is being ordered for
trauma or injury.; June 11th, 2017; There has
Radiology Services been treatment or conservative therapy.; Edma,
Denied Not
ecchymosis, pain with weight bearing,
Medically
extremely cool to touch.; Rest, ice,
Necessary
compression, elevation and Ibuprofen.

2

Unknown

Disapproval

Unknown

Disapproval

Unknown

Disapproval

Unknown

Disapproval

Unknown

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

"There is not a history (within the past six
weeks) of significant trauma, dislocation, or
injury to the foot."; There is not a suspected
tarsal coalition.; There is a history of new onset
Radiology Services of severe pain in the foot within the last two
Denied Not
weeks.; The patient has a documented
Medically
limitation of their range of motion.; This is a
Necessary
request for bilateral foot MRI.;

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT
73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT
73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a Knee
Radiology Services MRI.; It is not known if patient had recent plain
Denied Not
films of the knee.; It is not known if the ordering
Medically
physician is an orthopedist.; Non-acute Chronic
Necessary
Pain; Pain greater than 3 days
Radiology Services ; This study is being ordered for trauma or
Denied Not
injury.; ; It is not known if there has been any
Medically
treatment or conservative therapy.;
Radiology Services ; This study is being ordered for trauma or
Denied Not
injury.; ; There has been treatment or
Medically
conservative therapy.; ;

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Assess level of infection in bone, if present; This
study is being ordered for trauma or injury.;
4/12/2016; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Pain and swelling; skin
Radiology Services defect with loss of subcutaneous structures in
medial side of ankle; Surgical-irrigation and
Denied Not
Medically
debridement with external fixator placement of
Necessary
lower leg spanning right ankle.

2

1

1

1

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Disapproval

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Patient fell while playing basketball with family
members. Pain began directly after fall. Pt
sought emergency care where XR was
performed that was normal.; This is a request
Radiology Services for an Ankle MRI.; Surgery or arthrscopy is not
Denied Not
scheduled in the next 4 weeks.; The study is
Medically
requested for ankle pain.; There is a suspicion of
Necessary
tendon or ligament injury.

1

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Patient was seeing a podiatrist for this problem
but never got MRI. We are needing this to
evaluate and better treat patients pain.; This is a
request for a foot MRI.; The study is being
ordered forfoot pain.; The study is being
Radiology Services ordered for chronic pain.; The patient has had
Denied Not
foot pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
Medically
been treated with anti-inflammatory
medication for at least 6 weeks.
Necessary

1

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

Pt fell while playing basketball. Pain began
directly after fall. Pt sought out emergency tx
where XR was normal.; This is a request for a
Knee MRI.; The study is requested for knee
Radiology Services pain.; The pain is from a recent injury.; There is
Denied Not
a suspicion of a meniscus, tendon, or ligament
Medically
injury.; Surgery or arthrscopy is not scheduled in
Necessary
the next 4 weeks.
see scanned documents; negative xrays; This
study is being ordered for trauma or injury.;
Radiology Services 06/18/2017; There has been treatment or
Denied Not
conservative therapy.; pain and popping of
Medically
joints; decadron injection, small amount of
Necessary
hydrocodone given

1

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a foot MRI.; "There is not a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the foot.";
There is not a suspected tarsal coalition.; There
is a history of new onset of severe pain in the
foot within the last two weeks.; The patient
does not have an abnormal plain film study of
the foot other than arthritis.; The patient has
not used a cane or crutches for greater than
four weeks.; The patient has not been treated
with and failed a course of supervised physical
therapy.; The patient has not been treated with
Radiology Services anti-inflammatory medications in conjunction
Denied Not
with this complaint.; This is not for preMedically
operative planning.; The patient does not have a
Necessary
documented limitation of their range of motion.

1

Disapproval

73720 MRI LEG OR
LOWER EXTREMITY ,
OTHER THAN JOINT

This is a request for a lower extremity MRI.;
This is not a pulsatile mass.; "There is no
evidence of tumor or mass from a previous
exam, plain film, ultrasound, or previous CT or
MRI."; There is not a suspicion of an infection.;
Radiology Services The patient is not taking antibiotics.; This is a
Denied Not
study for a fracture which does not show
Medically
healing (non-union fracture).; This is not a preoperative study for planned surgery.
Necessary

1

Disapproval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

Radiology Services
Denied Not
; This study is being ordered for trauma or
Medically
injury.; ; It is not known if there has been any
Necessary
treatment or conservative therapy.;

2

Disapproval

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Radiology Services
Denied Not
; This study is being ordered for trauma or
Medically
injury.; ; There has been treatment or
Necessary
conservative therapy.; ;

Disapproval

73721 MRI JOINT OF
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR
FOOT JOINT

Disapproval

Need further evalution due a knot on right
lower hip on the back and also continued hip
pain with no resolve after PT at home and
Ensaids and medrol dose pak.; This is a requests
for a hip MRI.; The diagnosis of Mass, Tumor, or
Cancer has not been established.; The patient
73721 MRI JOINT OF
Radiology Services has had recent plain films, bone scan or
LOWER EXTREMITY, HIP Denied Not
ultrasound of the knee.; The imaging studies
OR KNEE OR ANKLE OR Medically
were not abnormal; The hip pain is due to a
FOOT JOINT
mass.; The request is for hip pain.
Necessary

1

Disapproval

; This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This
study is being ordered for another reason
besides Kidney/Ureteral stone, &#x0D; Known
Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O metastases,
Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ Enlargement,
&#x0D; Known or suspected infection such as
pancreatitis, etc..; There are no findings of
Radiology Services Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
Denied Not
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
Medically
gastroparesis; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
Necessary

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Disapproval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
Radiology Services or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
Denied Not
vascular disease.; 6-14-2017; There has not
Medically
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
Necessary
chest pain headache shaking numbness

Disapproval

74174 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY
ABDOMEN AND PELVIS
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
This is a request for CT Angiography of the
Necessary
Abdomen and Pelvis.

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
pain.; This is not the first visit for this
Radiology Services complaint.; There has been a physical exam.;
The patient is female.; It is not known if a pelvic
Denied Not
exam was performed.; Yes this is a request for a
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
Diagnostic CT
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary

1

1

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here - or Type In
Radiology Services Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; It is not known
if there has been any treatment or conservative
Denied Not
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
therapy.; &lt; Describe primary symptoms here W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
or Type In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;

1

Disapproval

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
Radiology Services congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
Denied Not
1/2017; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; LOST 25 LBS SINCE
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
1/2017 FORMER SMOKER
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary

1

Disapproval

; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
Radiology Services being ordered for acute pain.; There has been a
Denied Not
physical exam.; The patient is female.; A pelvic
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
exam was NOT performed.; Yes this is a request
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
for a Diagnostic CT

1

Unknown

Unknown

Disapproval

Carolyn Dunigan is a 60 year old female
referred by Dr. Cheryl Verma.Patient had a CAT
scan in 2015 that showed sigmoid diverticulitis.
A mass could not be excluded. the patient was
treated with antibiotics and her abdominal pain
resolved. The patient; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
pain.; This is not the first visit for this
complaint.; There has been a physical exam.;
The patient is female.; A pelvic exam was
Radiology Services performed.; The results of the exam were
Denied Not
normal.; It is unknown if the patient had an
Ultrasound.; Yes this is a request for a
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

1

Disapproval

Left upper quadrant pain; This is a request for
an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis
has not been completed.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
Radiology Services The study is being ordered for chronic pain.;
Denied Not
This is the first visit for this complaint.; The
patient did not have a amylase or lipase lab
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
test.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary

1

Unknown

Unknown

Disapproval

Patient continues to have right upper quadrant
abdominal pain post cholecystectomy; This is a
request for an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being ordered
for chronic pain.; This is not the first visit for this
Radiology Services complaint.; There has been a physical exam.;
Denied Not
The patient is male.; It is not known if a rectal
exam was performed.; Yes this is a request for a
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

1

Disapproval

Pt with complaints of abdominal pain , nausea,
diarrhea and bloating. Also has fatigue and
malaise.; This is a request for an abdomenpelvis CT combination.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
The study is being ordered for chronic pain.;
This is not the first visit for this complaint.;
Radiology Services There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
Denied Not
female.; It is not known if a pelvic exam was
performed.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
CT

1

Unknown

Disapproval

Unknown

Disapproval

Unknown

Disapproval

Unknown

Disapproval

testicular pain, feel like he needs to pee , but it
hurts.Lower back pain, has had burning,
urgency, frequency, some foul odor.Some
nausea.Finding of a kidney stone.; This is a
request for an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; It is not known if the pain is
acute or chronic.; This is not the first visit for
Radiology Services this complaint.; There has been a physical
Denied Not
exam.; The patient is male.; A rectal exam was
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
not performed.; Yes this is a request for a
W/O CONTRAST
Diagnostic CT
Necessary
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
Radiology Services loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
Denied Not
gastroparesis; Other; &lt;Enter Additional
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
Clinical Information&gt;; Yes this is a request for
W/O CONTRAST
a Diagnostic CT
Necessary
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
Radiology Services combination.; There is a known or a strong
Denied Not
suspicion of kidney or ureteral stones.;
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
Kidney/Ureteral stone; Yes this is a request for a
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
Diagnostic CT
76498 Unlisted
magnetic resonance
Radiology Services
procedure (eg,
Denied Not
Medically
; Requestor has decided to proceed with the
diagnostic,
interventional)
Necessary
unlisted code.

1

1

1

1

Unknown

Unknown

Disapproval

Disapproval

77058 MRI
breast,without and/or
with contrast
material(s);unilateral

Patient with abnormal mammogram and
history of cervical cancer, family history breast
cancer, family history ovarian cancer.; This is a
request for Breast MRI.; This study is being
ordered as a screening examination for known
family history of breast cancer.; There are NOT
Radiology Services benign lesions in the breast associated with an
increased cancer risk.; There is NOT a pattern of
Denied Not
breast cancer history in at least two first-degree
Medically
relatives (parent, sister, brother, or children).
Necessary

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
as a pre-operative evaluation.; The patient is
presenting with symptoms of atypical chest pain
and/or shortness of breath.; The patient has not
had previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.;
The patient has not had a recent non-nuclear
stress test.; The patient has not had a recent
stress echocardiogram.; The patient has
suspected CAD.; The patient's age is between 45
and 64.; The patient has not had a stress
echocardiogram within the past eight weeks.;
This evaluation is prior to major surgery
Radiology Services involving general anesthesia.; This is a request
for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Denied Not
Medically
Cardiology Study).; The patient does not have a
Necessary
physical limitation to exercise.

1

Unknown

Unknown

Disapproval

Disapproval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

ANGINA&#x0D; SOB; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has 3 or more
cardiac risk factors; The study is not requested
for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal
Radiology Services defects, or valve disorders.; The study is
requested for suspected coronary artery
Denied Not
disease.; The member has known or suspected
Medically
Necessary
coronary artery disease.; The BMI is 30 to 39

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

He has requested cardiac clearance in order to
be able to return to work on an oil rig. We will
go ahead and request a nuclear treadmill stress
test for assessment of his coronary artery
disease.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient has NOT had cardiac testing
including Stress Echocardiogram, Nuclear
Cardiology (SPECT/MPI), Coronary CT
angiography (CCTA) or Cardiac Catheterization
in the last 2 years.; The study is not requested
for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal
defects, or valve disorders.; There are not new
or changing cardiac symptoms including atypical
chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of breath.;
There is known coronary artery disease, history
Radiology Services of heart attack (MI), coronary bypass surgery,
Denied Not
coronary angioplasty or stent.; The member has
Medically
known or suspected coronary artery disease.;
Necessary
The BMI is 20 to 29

1

Unknown

Disapproval

Unknown

Disapproval

Unknown

Disapproval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

Ms. Patton is here for a follow up visit. She has
some left sided pain that goes into her left arm,
unrelated to activity. This can last up to 20
minutes. She has no associated symptoms, with
this. She denies any stroke like symptoms. She
feels her heart ; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient has not had other testing done to
evaluate new or changing symptoms.; The study
is not requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac
mass, CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.;
There are new or changing cardiac symptoms
including atypical chest pain (angina) and/or
shortness of breath.; There is known coronary
Radiology Services artery disease, history of heart attack (MI),
Denied Not
coronary bypass surgery, coronary angioplasty
Medically
or stent.; The member has known or suspected
Necessary
coronary artery disease.; The BMI is less than 20

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study
78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study

This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The study
Radiology Services is not requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac
Denied Not
mass, CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.; It
Medically
is not known if the member has known or
Necessary
suspected coronary artery disease.
Radiology Services This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Denied Not
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The study
Medically
is requested for known or suspected valve
Necessary
disorders.

1

1

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Lymphoma or Myeloma.; The patient
Radiology Services completed a course of treatment initiated
Denied Not
within the last 8 weeks.; 3 PET Scans have
Medically
already been performed on this patient for this
Necessary
cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
This study is being ordered for another reason;
The reason for ordering this study is unknown.

1

Disapproval

93307 TTHRC R-T IMG
2D +-M-MODE REC
COMPL

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
Radiology Services request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.;
Denied Not
This study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Medically
Cardiac Valves.; It is unknown what type of
Necessary
cardiac valve conditions apply to this patient.

1

Disapproval

Radiology Services
93350 ECHO TTHRC R-T Denied Not
Medically
2D -+M-MODE
COMPLETE REST&STRS Necessary

Disapproval

Disapproval

This is a request for a Stress Echocardiogram.;
None of the listed reasons for the study were
selected; The member does not have known or
suspected coronary artery disease

1

Urology

Urology

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; Not requested for evaluation of
trauma/injury, tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change
in sensation noted on exam.; It is not known if a
metabolic work-up done including urinalysis,
electrolytes, and complete blood count with
results completed.; The patient does NOT have
dizziness, fatigue or malaise, Bell's Palsy, a
congenital abnormality, loss of smell, hearing
loss or vertigo.
; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; This study is being ordered for an
aneurysm.; This study is being ordered as a
screening for an aneurysm or AVM
(arteriovenous malformation).

1

1

Urology

Approval

Urology

Approval

Urology

Approval

Urology

Approval

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST

70551 MRI HEAD,
BRAIN, BRAINSTEM
WITHOUT CONTRAST
71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Elevated prolactin and LH; This request is for a
Brain MRI; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; This headache is not
described as sudden, severe or chronic
recurring.; It is not known if the headache is
presenting with a sudden change in severity,
associated with exertion, or a mental status
change.; There are not recent neurological
symptoms or deficits such as one sided
weakness, speech impairments, or vision
defects.; There is not a family history (parent,
sibling or child of the patient) of AVM
(arteriovenous malformation).

1

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as chronic or
recurring.; The headache is presenting with a
sudden change in severity, associated with
exertion, or a mental status change.

1
2

"There IS evidence of a lung, mediastinal or
chest mass noted within the last 30 days."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Urology

Urology

Urology

Urology

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

"There IS evidence of a lung, mediastinal or
chest mass noted within the last 30 days."; They
did not have a previous Chest x-ray.; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is not a hematologist/
oncologist.

1

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is not a hematologist/ oncologist.
A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study
is being ordered for known tumor.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

2

3

Urology

Urology

Urology

Urology

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

CYSTOSCOPY DONE ON 6/9/17 REVEALED A
LARGE TUMOR OCCUPYING THE ENTIRE LEFT
SIDE OF THE BLADDER. HE HAD DIFFUSE
TUMOR THROUGHOUT HIS BLADDER WITH
LARGE TUMOR AT THE BASE OF THE BLADDER;
This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is not a hematologist/ oncologist.
Kidney Cancer and Lung nodule follow up.; This
study is being ordered for a metastatic disease.;
There are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI,
CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is not
a hematologist/ oncologist.
KIDNEY CANCER; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; The study is being ordered for none of
the above.; This study is being ordered for non
of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
LUNG NODULE; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; The study is being ordered for none of
the above.; This study is being ordered for non
of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

1

2

4

Urology

Urology

Urology

Urology

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

LUNG NODULES; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; The study is being ordered for none of
the above.; This study is being ordered for non
of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
none; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is not a hematologist/
oncologist.

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Testicular cancer surveillance; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is not a
hematologist/ oncologist.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

The patient has a history of testicular cancer.
He underwent a left radical orchiectomy on
3/27/2014. He has completed radiation
treatments. His previous chest CT scans have
shown left mediastinal prevascular nodes
measuring 11 mm and a 6 mm right middle ;
This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is not a hematologist/ oncologist.

1

Approval

Approval

2

1

Urology

Urology

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

The patient has a recently diagnosed left
testicular carcinoma. Pathologic stage pT1. He
underwent a radical orchiectomy on 5/4/2017.
Scan is being done for initial metastatic
surveillance; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is not a hematologist/
oncologist.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

The patient was diagnosed with testicular
cancer and underwent radical orchiectomy on
6/19/2014. No evidence of recurrence. He also
has a pulmonary nodule that was identified in
5/2016. Scan is being done for routine
surveillance; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is not a hematologist/
oncologist.

1

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Urology

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Urology

Approval

72131 CT LUMBAR
SPINE, LOW BACK

Urology

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Initial Staging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.
unknown; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is not a hematologist/
oncologist.
This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient does not have a history of severe low
back trauma or lumbar injury.; This is a
preoperative or recent post-operative
evaluation.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

2

1

1

Urology

Urology

Urology

Urology

Approval

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for known tumor, cancer, mass, or rule-out
metastasis.; "The ordering physician is an
oncologist, urologist, gynecologist,
gastroenterologist or surgeon or PCP ordering
on behalf of a specialist who has seen the
patient."; This study is being ordered for initial
staging.; This is a request for a Pelvis CT.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

; This study is being ordered for known tumor,
cancer, mass, or rule-out metastasis.; "The
ordering physician is an oncologist, urologist,
gynecologist, gastroenterologist or surgeon or
PCP ordering on behalf of a specialist who has
seen the patient."; This study is being ordered
for initial staging.; This is a request for a Pelvis
CT.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
; This study is being ordered for some other
reason than the choices given.; This is a request
for a Pelvis CT.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
Follow up Pt suffers testicular pain during
ejaculations.; This study is being ordered for
some other reason than the choices given.; This
is a request for a Pelvis CT.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

1

1

1

1

Urology

Urology

Urology

Approval

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Initial staging for prostate cancer; This study is
being ordered for known tumor, cancer, mass,
or rule-out metastasis.; "The ordering physician
is an oncologist, urologist, gynecologist,
gastroenterologist or surgeon or PCP ordering
on behalf of a specialist who has seen the
patient."; This study is being ordered for initial
staging.; This is a request for a Pelvis CT.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
PAIN IN GROIN AREA POSSIBLE ABCESS IN
GROIN AREA FROM POST OP SURGERY; This
study is being ordered due to known or
suspected infection.; "The ordering physician is
a surgeon, gynecologist, urologist,
gastroenterologist, or infectious disease
specialist or PCP ordering on behalf of a
specialist who has seen the patient."; This is a
request for a Pelvis CT.; Yes this is a request for
a Diagnostic CT

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

patient had bladder injury with perforation..we
are needing a ct pelvis to check for healing and
leakage; This study is being ordered as a followup to trauma.; "The ordering physician is a
gastroenterologist, urologist, gynecologist, or
surgeon or PCP ordering on behalf of a specialist
who has seen the patient."; This is a request for
a Pelvis CT.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

Approval

1

1

1

Urology

Urology

Urology
Urology

Approval

Approval

Approval
Approval

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Patient recently diagnosed with prostate
cancer, checking to make sure the cancer is
contained within the prostate.; This study is
being ordered for known tumor, cancer, mass,
or rule-out metastasis.; "The ordering physician
is an oncologist, urologist, gynecologist,
gastroenterologist or surgeon or PCP ordering
on behalf of a specialist who has seen the
patient."; This study is being ordered for initial
staging.; This is a request for a Pelvis CT.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST

pt had bladder perforation during hysterectomy
and now we need a t ct pelvis to look and see if
bladder is healing without leaks; This study is
being ordered as a follow-up to trauma.; "The
ordering physician is a gastroenterologist,
urologist, gynecologist, or surgeon or PCP
ordering on behalf of a specialist who has seen
the patient."; This is a request for a Pelvis CT.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST
72196 MRI PELVIS

The patient has a known left distal ureteral
stone. Scan is being done to see if stone has
moved and if intervention is necessary; The
patient has painful hematuria.; The patient has
not had an IVP.; This study is being ordered due
to hematuria.; This is a request for a Pelvis CT.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1
3

Urology

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
02/06/17; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; left renal mass

Urology

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

Urology

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

; This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The patient
has NOT had previous abnormal imaging
including a CT, MRI or Ultrasound.; The study is
being ordered for suspicion of tumor, mass,
neoplasm, or metastatic disease.
; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.

72196 MRI PELVIS

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 04/25/17; There has not been
any treatment or conservative therapy.; left
testicular pain&#x0D; undescended testicle

Urology

Approval

1

1

1

1

Urology

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

Urology

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

Urology

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

Urology

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

Urology

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

ABNORMALITY AT RIGHT PERICHERAL ZONE
DETECTED ON AN ULTRASOUND; This is a
request for a Pelvis MRI.; The request is not for
any of the listed indications.
Elevated PSA- past PSA's: 3.63 (2/10/17), 2.71
(7/28/16), 2.48 (4/12/16), 2.22 (1/19/16). 4K
score was 10 which is intermediate risk; This is a
request for a Pelvis MRI.; It is unknown if the
patient had previous abnormal imaging
including a CT, MRI or Ultrasound.; The study is
being ordered for suspicion of tumor, mass,
neoplasm, or metastatic disease.
elevated psa; This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.;
The request is not for any of the listed
indications.
Liver Mass found; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is not a hematologist/
oncologist.
none given; This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.;
The request is not for any of the listed
indications.

1

1

1

1

1

Urology

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

Urology

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

Urology

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

Urology

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

Urology

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

Pt has a kidney mass and is scheduled for
nephrectomy.; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 04/19/2017;
There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; Pt has a kidney mass
Renal mass: CT (5/11/17): more solid
component with modest enhancement of the
cystic component is noted in left side, highly
indicative of renal cell carcinoma; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of the
studies being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.
rising PSA level; This is a request for a Pelvis
MRI.; It is unknown if the patient had previous
abnormal imaging including a CT, MRI or
Ultrasound.; The study is being ordered for
suspicion of tumor, mass, neoplasm, or
metastatic disease.
TCC OF BLADDER; This is a request for a Pelvis
MRI.; The patient had previous abnormal
imaging including a CT, MRI or Ultrasound.; An
abnormality was found in the bladder.; The
study is being ordered for suspicion of tumor,
mass, neoplasm, or metastatic disease.
This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The request
is for evaluation of the pelvis prior to surgery or
laparoscopy.

1

1

1

1

1

Urology

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

Urology

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS

Urology

Approval

Urology

Approval

72196 MRI PELVIS
74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Urology

Urology

Approval

Approval

This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The request
is for suspicion of pelvic inflammatory disease
or abscess.
This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The request
is for suspicion of tumor, mass, neoplasm, or
metastatic disease?
unknown; This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.;
The request is not for any of the listed
indications.

1

32

1
1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for a
suspicious mass or tumor.; There is a suspicious
mass found using ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy,
colonoscopy, or sigmoidoscopy.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Kidney/Ureteral stone,
&#x0D; Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O
metastases, Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ
Enlargement, &#x0D; Known or suspected
infection such as pancreatitis, etc..; There are no
findings of Hematuria,
Lymphadenopathy,weight loss,abdominal
pain,diabetic patient with gastroparesis; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Urology

Urology

Urology

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ;

6 MONTH FOLLOW UP STATUS POST LEFT
PARTIAL NEPHRECTOMY,; This is a request for
an Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for
a known tumor, cancer, mass, or rule out
metastases.; No, this is not a request for follow
up to a known tumor or abdominal cancer.; This
study is ordered for something other than
staging of a known tumor (not) prostate, known
prostate CA with PSA&gt; 10, abdominal mass,
Retroperitoneal mass or new symptoms
including hematuria with known CA or tumor.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
ANGIOMYOLIPOMA OF KIDNEY; This is a
request for an Abdomen CT.; This study is being
ordered for another reason besides
Kidney/Ureteral stone, &#x0D; Known Tumor,
Cancer, Mass, or R/O metastases, Suspicious
Mass or Tumor, Organ Enlargement, &#x0D;
Known or suspected infection such as
pancreatitis, etc..; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

1

1

Urology

Urology

Approval

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

PT IS 2 YEARS OUT FROM ROBOTIC ASSISTED
LAPARASCOPIC PARTIAL NEPHRECTOMY FOR
RENAL CELL CARCINOMA-T1aNxMx, has hx of
renal stones and htn also. &#x0D; &#x0D;
&#x0D; NEEDS FOLLOWUP CT; This is a request
for an Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered
for a known tumor, cancer, mass, or rule out
metastases.; This is not a request for initial
staging of a known tumor other than prostate.;
There are no new signs or symptoms including
hematuria, presenting with known cancer or
tumor.; This patient does NOT have known
prostate cancer with a PSA (prostate-specific
antigen) greater than 10.; No, this is not a
request for follow up to a known tumor or
abdominal cancer.; No, there is a palpable or
observed abdominal mass.; No,there is not an
abdominal and pelvic or retroperitoneal mass
that has been confirmed.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Renal ultrasound showed a hyperechoic mass in
the rt hepatic lobe.; This is a request for an
Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for a
kidney/ureteral stone.; There is neither a known
nor a strong suspicion of kidney or ureteral
stones.; This patient is not experiencing
hematuria.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

Urology

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for a known tumor, cancer,
mass, or rule out metastases.; Yes, this is a
request for follow up to a known tumor or
abdominal cancer.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

Urology

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Urology

Approval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for a kidney/ureteral stone.;
This patient is experiencing hematuria.; The
hematuria is newly diagnosed.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for a suspicious mass or
tumor.; There is a suspicious mass found using
ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy, or
sigmoidoscopy.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for another reason besides
Kidney/Ureteral stone, &#x0D; Known Tumor,
Cancer, Mass, or R/O metastases, Suspicious
Mass or Tumor, Organ Enlargement, &#x0D;
Known or suspected infection such as
pancreatitis, etc..; There are clinical findings or
indications of Hematuria.; The hematuria is
newly diagnosed.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

Urology

Approval

21

1

4

1

Urology

Approval

74175 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY
ABDOMEN
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Urology

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Urology

Urology

Approval

Approval

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
abdomen.

1

13

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis
has been completed.; The reason for the study
is renal calculi, kidney or ureteral stone.; This
study is not being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The study is not requested
for hematuria.; The results of the urinalysis
were normal.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; It is not known if the pain is acute or
chronic.; This is not the first visit for this
complaint.; There has been a physical exam.;
The patient is female.; A pelvic exam was
performed.; The results of the exam were
normal.; The patient did not have an
Ultrasound.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

Urology

Urology

Urology

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for acute pain.;
There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
male.; A rectal exam was not performed.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is not a hematologist/
oncologist.

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has been completed.;
The reason for the hematuria is not known.;
This study is not being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The study is requested for
hematuria.; The results of the urinalysis were
normal.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Urology

Urology

Urology

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has been completed.;
The reason for the study is renal calculi, kidney
or ureteral stone.; It is not know if this study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is not requested for hematuria.;
The results of the urinalysis were abnormal.;
The urinalysis was positive for protein.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is none
of the listed reasons.; This study is not being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
The study is not requested for hematuria.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

2

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is
suspicious mass or suspected tumor or
metastasis.; This study is not being requested
for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
not requested for hematuria.; The patient did
NOT have an abnormal abdominal Ultrasound,
CT or MR study.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

Urology

Urology

Urology

Urology

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for acute pain.; There has been a
physical exam.; The patient is male.; It is not
known if a rectal exam was performed.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the
first visit for this complaint.; There has been a
physical exam.; The patient is female.; A pelvic
exam was performed.; The results of the exam
are unknown.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the
first visit for this complaint.; There has been a
physical exam.; The patient is male.; A rectal
exam was not performed.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is not a hematologist/ oncologist.

2

Urology

Urology

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

41 YO W/ HISTORY OF T1A,GRADE 2 CLEAR
CELL RENAL CELL CARCINOMA, PT IS S/P LEFT
OPEN PARTIAL NEPHRECTOMY FOR A 2.4 CM
MASS I 12-2014. PT HAS MANY SEMATIC
COMPLAINTS. SHE THINKS CANCER IS BACK DUE
TO BACK PAIN,CHRONIC FATIGUE AND HAS
SOME FREQUENCY, RULE O; This is a request for
an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; The reason
for the study is suspicious mass or suspected
tumor or metastasis.; This study is not being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
The study is not requested for hematuria.; The
patient did NOT have an abnormal abdominal
Ultrasound, CT or MR study.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

BILATERAL FLANK PAIN AND RECURRENT UTI;
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has been completed.;
The reason for the study is renal calculi, kidney
or ureteral stone.; This study is not being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
The study is not requested for hematuria.; The
results of the urinalysis were abnormal.; The
urinalysis was positive for ketones.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Urology

Urology

Urology

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

chronic ut I issues and pain and kidney stones,
left flak pain.; This is a request for an abdomenpelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis has been
completed.; The reason for the study is renal
calculi, kidney or ureteral stone.; This study is
not being requested for abdominal and/or
pelvic pain.; The study is not requested for
hematuria.; The results of the urinalysis were
normal.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

CYSTOSCOPY DONE ON 6/9/17 REVEALED A
LARGE TUMOR OCCUPYING THE ENTIRE LEFT
SIDE OF THE BLADDER. HE HAD DIFFUSE
TUMOR THROUGHOUT HIS BLADDER WITH
LARGE TUMOR AT THE BASE OF THE BLADDER;
This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is not a hematologist/ oncologist.

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

FLANK PAIN AND HYNONEPHROSIS; This is a
request for an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.;
A urinalysis has not been completed.; The
reason for the study is renal calculi, kidney or
ureteral stone.; This study is not being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
The study is not requested for hematuria.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Urology

Urology

Urology

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

gross hematuria and vomiting; This is a request
for an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This
study is being requested for abdominal and/or
pelvic pain.; The study is being ordered for
acute pain.; There has been a physical exam.;
The patient is male.; A rectal exam was
performed.; The results of the exam are
unknown.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

gross hematuria, abdominal pain,; This is a
request for an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being ordered
for chronic pain.; This is not the first visit for this
complaint.; There has been a physical exam.;
The patient is female.; It is not known if a pelvic
exam was performed.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

GROSS HEMATURIA; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis
has been completed.; The reason for the
hematuria is not known.; This study is not being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
The study is requested for hematuria.; The
results of the urinalysis were normal.; Yes this is
a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Urology

Urology

Urology

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Hematuria; This is a request for an abdomenpelvis CT combination.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; It
is not known if the pain is acute or chronic.; This
is not the first visit for this complaint.; There has
been a physical exam.; The patient is female.; A
pelvic exam was performed.; The results of the
exam were normal.; It is unknown if the patient
had an Ultrasound.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Kidney Cancer and Lung nodule follow up.; This
study is being ordered for a metastatic disease.;
There are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI,
CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is not
a hematologist/ oncologist.

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

KIDNEY CANCER; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; The reason
for the study is none of the listed reasons.; This
study is not being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The study is not requested
for hematuria.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

Urology

Urology

Urology

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

KNOWN KIDNEY STONES; This is a request for
an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study
is being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for acute pain.;
There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
female.; A pelvic exam was NOT performed.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Mr. Harris has a history of renal stones with
renal colic. Has been 1 week since on set; This
is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has not been
completed.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for chronic pain.; This is the first
visit for this complaint.; The patient did not
have a amylase or lipase lab test.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Multiple non-obstructing stones; This is a
request for an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.;
A urinalysis has not been completed.; The
reason for the study is renal calculi, kidney or
ureteral stone.; This study is not being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
The study is not requested for hematuria.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Urology

Urology

Urology

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

None; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis
CT combination.; A urinalysis has been
completed.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The results of
the urinalysis were abnormal.; The urinalysis
was positive for ketones.; The study is being
ordered for chronic pain.; This is the first visit
for this complaint.; It is unknown if the patient
had an Amylase or Lipase lab test.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

NOne; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis
CT combination.; This study is being requested
for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the
first visit for this complaint.; There has been a
physical exam.; The patient is female.; A pelvic
exam was NOT performed.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

none; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis
CT combination.; This study is being requested
for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the
first visit for this complaint.; There has been a
physical exam.; The patient is male.; A rectal
exam was not performed.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

1

Urology

Urology

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

none; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is not a hematologist/
oncologist.

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

PATIENT HAS A KIDNEY STONE WITH SOME
LEFT FLANK PAIN AND SOME BLOOD IN URINE;
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has been completed.;
The reason for the study is renal calculi, kidney
or ureteral stone.; This study is not being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
The study is not requested for hematuria.; It is
not known if the urinalysis results were normal
or abnormal.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

Urology

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

patient has had chronic abdominal pain/flank
pain since first being seen in our offce on
3/7/17. CT is needed to make sure there is no
renal or abdominal pathology.; This is a request
for an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This
study is being requested for abdominal and/or
pelvic pain.; The study is being ordered for
chronic pain.; This is not the first visit for this
complaint.; There has been a physical exam.;
The patient is male.; A rectal exam was
performed.; The results of the exam were
normal.; It is unknown if the patient had an
Ultrasound.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

Urology

Urology

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

PATIENT HAS PRESENTED WITH ONGOING
CHRONIC FLANK PAIN.&#x0D; HE HAS A
HISTORY OF KIDNEY STONES AND JUST HAD A
RECENT URETEROSCOPY FOR TX OF A KIDNEY
STONE.; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis
CT combination.; This study is being requested
for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the
first visit for this complaint.; There has been a
physical exam.; The patient is male.; A rectal
exam was performed.; The results of the exam
were normal.; The patient had an Ultrasound.;
The Ultrasound results are unknown.; A
contrast/barium x-ray has NOT been
completed.; The patient did not have an
endoscopy.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Patient presents with microscopic hematuria
and renal colic. She has a history of renal
calculi; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis
CT combination.; This study is being requested
for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for acute pain.; There has been a
physical exam.; The patient is female.; A pelvic
exam was NOT performed.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

1

Urology

Urology

Urology

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Patient seen in clinic today for hydronephrosis
and flank pain with a history of stones.; This is a
request for an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.;
A urinalysis has been completed.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The results of the urinalysis were
abnormal.; The urinalysis was positive for
bilirubin.; The study is being ordered for chronic
pain.; This is the first visit for this complaint.; It
is unknown if the patient had an Amylase or
Lipase lab test.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

PROSTATE CANCER; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; The reason
for the study is none of the listed reasons.; This
study is not being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The study is not requested
for hematuria.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Pt has abdominal pain, gross hematuria,
straining to void.; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for acute pain.;
There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
male.; A rectal exam was performed.; The
results of the exam were abnormal.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Urology

Urology

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

pt hx w/renal stones; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; It is not known if the pain is acute or
chronic.; This is not the first visit for this
complaint.; There has been a physical exam.;
The patient is female.; A pelvic exam was NOT
performed.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Pt is also reporting a bulge in her right labia for
the past few weeks that is very painful. Pt
reports wearing 6 liners a day for incontinence.
Reports doing CIC every 5-6x a day. Reports not
having the sensation of needing to urinate.
Reports pain in he; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for acute pain.;
There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
female.; A pelvic exam was performed.; The
results of the exam were abnormal.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Urology

Urology

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

renal abcess, ct done on 05/23 that showed
abcess in the right kidney severe stomach pain
and fever for the past couple of weeks. the
abcess needs to be drained; This is a request for
an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; The reason
for the study is none of the listed reasons.; It is
not know if this study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is not
requested for hematuria.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

RENAL MASS, MUCINOUS TUBLAR AND
SPINDLE CELL CARCINOMA; This is a request for
an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; The reason
for the study is known tumor.; This study is
being ordered for follow-up.; The patient is not
presenting new symptoms.; This study is not
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is not requested for hematuria.;
The patient is female.; The last Abdomen/Pelvis
CT was performed within the past 10 months.;
The patient has NOT completed a course of
chemotherapy or radiation therapy within the
past 90 days.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

Urology

Urology

Urology

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

She passed a small stone back in Feb. CT wo
contrast showed bilateral 1-2mm stones. She
had never passed a stone before. For several
weeks she has had persistent left flank pain and
is concerned she might have another stone. Has
seen no blood in her urine; This is a request for
an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis
has been completed.; The reason for the study
is renal calculi, kidney or ureteral stone.; This
study is not being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The study is not requested
for hematuria.; The results of the urinalysis
were normal.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Testicular cancer surveillance; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering physician is not a
hematologist/ oncologist.

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

TESTICULAR MASS; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; The reason
for the study is none of the listed reasons.; This
study is not being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The study is not requested
for hematuria.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

Urology

Urology

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Testicular pain, hx of kidney stones; This is a
request for an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being ordered
for acute pain.; There has been a physical
exam.; The patient is male.; A rectal exam was
not performed.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

The patient has a history of testicular cancer.
He underwent a left radical orchiectomy on
3/27/2014. He has completed radiation
treatments. His previous chest CT scans have
shown left mediastinal prevascular nodes
measuring 11 mm and a 6 mm right middle ;
This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is not a hematologist/ oncologist.

1

Urology

Urology

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

The patient has a recently diagnosed left
testicular carcinoma. Pathologic stage pT1. He
underwent a radical orchiectomy on 5/4/2017.
Scan is being done for initial metastatic
surveillance; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is not a hematologist/
oncologist.

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

The patient is having recurrent urinary tract
infections. No hematuria. She underwent
surgery for excision of mesh for vaginal mesh
erosion on 5/18/17; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; The reason
for the study is infection.; The patient does not
have a fever and elevated white blood cell
count or abnormal amylase/lipase.; This study is
not being requested for abdominal and/or
pelvic pain.; The study is not requested for
hematuria.; The patient does not have Crohn's
Disease, Ulcerative Colitis or Diverticulitis.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Urology

Urology

Urology

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

The patient was diagnosed with testicular
cancer and underwent radical orchiectomy on
6/19/2014. No evidence of recurrence. He also
has a pulmonary nodule that was identified in
5/2016. Scan is being done for routine
surveillance; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is not a hematologist/
oncologist.

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has been completed.;
The reason for the hematuria is not known.;
This study is not being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The study is requested for
hematuria.; The results of the urinalysis were
abnormal.; The urinalysis was positive for
hematuria/blood.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

27

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has been completed.;
The reason for the study is renal calculi, kidney
or ureteral stone.; This study is not being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
The study is not requested for hematuria.; The
results of the urinalysis were abnormal.; The
urinalysis was positive for hematuria/blood.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

6

Urology

Urology

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has been completed.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The results of the urinalysis
were abnormal.; The urinalysis was positive for
hematuria/blood.; It is not known if the pain is
acute or chronic.; This is the first visit for this
complaint.; It is unknown if the patient had an
Amylase or Lipase lab test.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has been completed.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The results of the urinalysis
were abnormal.; The urinalysis was positive for
hematuria/blood.; It is not known if the pain is
acute or chronic.; This is the first visit for this
complaint.; The patient had an lipase lab test.;
The results of the lab test were normal.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Urology

Urology

Urology

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has been completed.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The results of the urinalysis
were abnormal.; The urinalysis was positive for
hematuria/blood.; The study is being ordered
for chronic pain.; This is the first visit for this
complaint.; It is unknown if the patient had an
Amylase or Lipase lab test.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has been completed.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The results of the urinalysis
were abnormal.; The urinalysis was positive for
hematuria/blood.; The study is being ordered
for chronic pain.; This is the first visit for this
complaint.; The patient did not have a amylase
or lipase lab test.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; Infection such as pancreatitis,
appendicitis, abscess, colitis and inflammatory
bowel disease; Yes, the patient has been seen
by a specialist or are the studies being
requested on behalf of a specialist for an
infection.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

2

1

15

Urology

Urology

Urology

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; It is not known if there is a strong
suspicion of kidney or ureteral stones.; This
patient is experiencing hematuria.;
Kidney/Ureteral stone; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; It is not known if there is a strong
suspicion of kidney or ureteral stones.; This
patient is not experiencing hematuria.;
Kidney/Ureteral stone; ; Yes this is a request for
a Diagnostic CT

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; It is not known if this is a request
for follow up of a known tumor or cancer
involving both the abdomen and pelvis or if this
patient is undergoing active treatment.; It is not
known if this is a request for initial staging of a
known tumor other than prostate.; It is not
known if there is an abdominal and pelvic or
retroperitoneal mass that has been confirmed
by previous imaging other than a CT.; It is not
known if there are new signs or symptoms
including hematuria, presenting with known
cancer or tumor.; It is unknown if this patient
has prostate cancer with a PSA (prostatespecific antigen) greater than 10.; Known
Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or Rule out metastases; It
is not known if there is a palpable or observed
abdominal mass.; &lt;Enter Additional Clinical
Information&gt;; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

Approval

6

2

1

Urology

Urology

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; It is not known if this is a request
for follow up of a known tumor or cancer
involving both the abdomen and pelvis or if this
patient is undergoing active treatment.; This is a
request for initial staging of a known tumor
other than prostate.; Known Tumor, Cancer,
Mass, or Rule out metastases; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; It is not known if this is a request
for follow up of a known tumor or cancer
involving both the abdomen and pelvis or if this
patient is undergoing active treatment.; This is
not a request for initial staging of a known
tumor other than prostate.; There is no
abdominal and pelvic or retroperitoneal mass
that has been confirmed by previous imaging
other than a CT.; There are no new signs or
symptoms including hematuria, presenting with
known cancer or tumor.; This patient does NOT
have known prostate cancer with a PSA
(prostate-specific antigen) greater than 10.;
Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or Rule out
metastases; No, there is not a palpable or
observed abdominal mass.; &lt;Enter Additional
Clinical Information&gt;; Yes this is a request for
a Diagnostic CT

1

Urology

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Urology

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; It is not known if this is a request
for follow up of a known tumor or cancer
involving both the abdomen and pelvis or if this
patient is undergoing active treatment.; This is
not a request for initial staging of a known
tumor other than prostate.; There is no
abdominal and pelvic or retroperitoneal mass
that has been confirmed by previous imaging
other than a CT.; There are no new signs or
symptoms including hematuria, presenting with
known cancer or tumor.; This patient does NOT
have known prostate cancer with a PSA
(prostate-specific antigen) greater than 10.;
Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or Rule out
metastases; No, there is not a palpable or
observed abdominal mass.; ; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The hematuria is due to Renal
Calculi/kidney/ ureteral stone.; It is not know if
this study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The study is requested for
hematuria.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The hematuria is due to Renal
Calculi/kidney/ ureteral stone.; This study is not
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is requested for hematuria.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

Urology

Approval

1

6

5

Urology

Urology

Urology

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The hematuria is due to tumor or
mass.; This study is not being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
requested for hematuria.; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is
infection.; It is not known if the patient has a
fever and elevated white blood cell count or
abnormal amylase/lipase.; It is not know if this
study is being requested for abdominal and/or
pelvic pain.; It is not known if the study is
requested for hematuria.; The patient has
Diverticulitis.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is known
tumor.; This is a request for evaluation of
prostate cancer.; There is a PSA greater than
10.; It is not know if this study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
The study is not requested for hematuria.; The
patient is male.; The patient did not have a prior
Abdomen/Pelvis CT.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

Approval

1

1

1

Urology

Urology

Urology

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is known
tumor.; This is not request for evaluation of
prostate cancer.; This study is being ordered for
follow-up.; This study is not being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is not
requested for hematuria.; The patient is male.;
The patient completed a course of
chemotherapy or radiation therapy within the
past 90 days.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is
suspicious mass or suspected tumor or
metastasis.; The patient is presenting new
symptoms.; This study is not being requested
for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
not requested for hematuria.; The patient had
an abnormal abdominal Ultrasound, CT or MR
study.; The patient has NOT completed a course
of chemotherapy or radiation therapy within
the past 90 days.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The requested study is for postoperative evaluation.; The requested study is a
first follow up study for a post operatove
complication.; Pre-op or post op evaluation; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

4

Urology

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Urology

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Urology

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Urology

Urology

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The requested study is for preoperative evaluation.; The study is requested by
a surgeon, specialist or PCP on behalf of a
specialist who has seen the patient.; Pre-op or
post op evaluation; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are clinical findings or
indications of Hematuria.; Other; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; &lt;Enter Additional
Clinical Information&gt;; Yes this is a request for
a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; ; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; ECTOPIC URETER; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

4

156

4

6

1

Urology

Urology

Urology

Urology

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; HISTORY OF URETERAL
STRICTURE&#x0D; AND NEEDING STENT
PLACEMENT; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; HYDRONEPHROSIS; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; RECURRENT UTI; Yes this is
a request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Testicular Ultrasound
showed Bilateral Varicoceles. Radiologist
recommended CT of abdomen and pelvis with
Intravenous and oral contrast for further
evaluation.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

1

2

1

Urology

Urology

Urology

Urology

Urology
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74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; UNKNOWN; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; Will FAX; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is a known or a strong
suspicion of kidney or ureteral stones.;
Kidney/Ureteral stone; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is a suspicious mass found
using ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy,
or sigmoidoscopy.; Suspicious Mass or Tumor;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

7

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is neither a known nor a
strong suspicion of kidney or ureteral stones.;
This patient is experiencing hematuria.;
Kidney/Ureteral stone; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

2

Approval

Approval

1

1
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Urology

Urology

Urology

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is neither a known nor a
strong suspicion of kidney or ureteral stones.;
This patient is not experiencing hematuria.;
Kidney/Ureteral stone; &lt;Enter Additional
Clinical Information&gt;; Yes this is a request for
a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There is no suspicious mass found
using ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy,
or sigmoidoscopy.; It is not known if there are
new symptoms including hematuria.; There are
new lab results or other imaging studies
including ultrasound, Doppler or plain films
findings.; Suspicious Mass or Tumor; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This is a request for an abdomenpelvis CT combination.; The requested study is
for post-operative evaluation.; It is not known if
the requested study is a first follow up study for
a post operative complication.; There are no
findings of Hematuria,
Lymphadenopathy,weight loss,abdominal
pain,diabetic patient with gastroparesis; Pre-op
or post op evaluation; Other; post op gross
hematuria; &lt;Enter Additional Clinical
Information&gt;; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT ; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

Urology

Urology

Urology

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This is a request for an abdomenpelvis CT combination.; There is a known or a
strong suspicion of kidney or ureteral stones.;
There is a known or a strong suspicion of kidney
or ureteral stones.; Kidney/Ureteral stone;
Kidney/Ureteral stone; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT ; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This is a request for follow up of a
known tumor or cancer involving both the
abdomen and pelvis and the patient is
undergoing active treatment.; Known Tumor,
Cancer, Mass, or Rule out metastases; Yes this is
a request for a Diagnostic CT

51

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This is not a request for follow up
of a known tumor or cancer involving both the
abdomen and pelvis or if this patient is
undergoing active treatment.; This is a request
for initial staging of a known tumor other than
prostate.; Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or Rule
out metastases; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

4

Urology

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This is not a request for follow up
of a known tumor or cancer involving both the
abdomen and pelvis or if this patient is
undergoing active treatment.; This is not a
request for initial staging of a known tumor
other than prostate.; It is unknown if there has
been a recent (within the last 3 months)
Abdomen and/or Pelvis CT.; This patient does
NOT have known prostate cancer with a PSA
(prostate-specific antigen) greater than 10.;
Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or Rule out
metastases; yes, there is a palpable or observed
abdominal mass.; right renal mass found by PCP
and referred to urology for follow up. Need CT
to ensure where mass is and aid in further
diagnosis; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

Urology

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This is not a request for follow up
of a known tumor or cancer involving both the
abdomen and pelvis or if this patient is
undergoing active treatment.; This is not a
request for initial staging of a known tumor
other than prostate.; There is an abdominal and
pelvic or retroperitoneal mass that has been
confirmed by previous imaging other than a CT.;
This patient does NOT have known prostate
cancer with a PSA (prostate-specific antigen)
greater than 10.; Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass,
or Rule out metastases; No, there is not a
palpable or observed abdominal mass.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

2

Urology

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This is not a request for follow up
of a known tumor or cancer involving both the
abdomen and pelvis or if this patient is
undergoing active treatment.; This is not a
request for initial staging of a known tumor
other than prostate.; There is no abdominal and
pelvic or retroperitoneal mass that has been
confirmed by previous imaging other than a CT.;
It is not known if there are new signs or
symptoms including hematuria, presenting with
known cancer or tumor.; This patient does NOT
have known prostate cancer with a PSA
(prostate-specific antigen) greater than 10.;
Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or Rule out
metastases; No, there is not a palpable or
observed abdominal mass.; PATIENT NEEDS A 6
MONTH SURVEILLANCE FOR HER KIDNEY
CANCER. THIS WAS FOUND 7/2016.&#x0D; WE
WANT TO MAKE SURE THERE HAS BEEN NO
RECURRENCE OR METASTATIC DISEASE.; Yes this
is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Urology

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This is not a request for follow up
of a known tumor or cancer involving both the
abdomen and pelvis or if this patient is
undergoing active treatment.; This is not a
request for initial staging of a known tumor
other than prostate.; There is no abdominal and
pelvic or retroperitoneal mass that has been
confirmed by previous imaging other than a CT.;
There are new signs or symptoms including
hematuria, presenting with known cancer or
tumor.; This patient does NOT have known
prostate cancer with a PSA (prostate-specific
antigen) greater than 10.; Known Tumor,
Cancer, Mass, or Rule out metastases; No,
there is not a palpable or observed abdominal
mass.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Urology

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This is not a request for follow up
of a known tumor or cancer involving both the
abdomen and pelvis or if this patient is
undergoing active treatment.; This is not a
request for initial staging of a known tumor
other than prostate.; There is no abdominal and
pelvic or retroperitoneal mass that has been
confirmed by previous imaging other than a CT.;
There are no new signs or symptoms including
hematuria, presenting with known cancer or
tumor.; This patient does NOT have known
prostate cancer with a PSA (prostate-specific
antigen) greater than 10.; Known Tumor,
Cancer, Mass, or Rule out metastases; No,
there is not a palpable or observed abdominal
mass.; ; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

2

Urology

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This is not a request for follow up
of a known tumor or cancer involving both the
abdomen and pelvis or if this patient is
undergoing active treatment.; This is not a
request for initial staging of a known tumor
other than prostate.; There is no abdominal and
pelvic or retroperitoneal mass that has been
confirmed by previous imaging other than a CT.;
There are no new signs or symptoms including
hematuria, presenting with known cancer or
tumor.; This patient does NOT have known
prostate cancer with a PSA (prostate-specific
antigen) greater than 10.; Known Tumor,
Cancer, Mass, or Rule out metastases; No,
there is not a palpable or observed abdominal
mass.; one year surveillance ct for renal cell
carcinoma diagnosed 8-13-15 fuhrman grade 3
stage T1a,NX; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

Urology

Urology

Urology

Approval

Approval

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This is not a request for follow up
of a known tumor or cancer involving both the
abdomen and pelvis or if this patient is
undergoing active treatment.; This is not a
request for initial staging of a known tumor
other than prostate.; This patient has known
prostate cancer with a PSA (prostate-specific
antigen) greater than 10.; Known Tumor,
Cancer, Mass, or Rule out metastases; Yes this is
a request for a Diagnostic CT

4

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This request is for follow up to
abdominal and/or pelvic trauma ordered by a
specialist or PCP on behalf of a specialist who
has seen the patient.; Trauma; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
physician is a hematologist/ oncologist.; The
diagnosis of cancer or tumor has been
established.; Initial Staging of Cancer; Imaging
studies have not been performed on the
member in the past 3 months.

2

Urology

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Urology

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Urology

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

Urology

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

Ultrasound 3/2/2017 impression:
HYDRONEPHROSIS; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis
has been completed.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
The results of the urinalysis were abnormal.;
The urinalysis was positive for bilirubin.; The
study is being ordered for chronic pain.; This is
the first visit for this complaint.; The patient did
not have a amylase or lipase lab test.; Yes this is
a request for a Diagnostic CT
unknown; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is not a hematologist/
oncologist.

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
02/06/17; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; left renal mass
; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

1

1

1

Urology

Urology

Urology

Approval

Approval

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 04/25/17; There has not been
any treatment or conservative therapy.; left
testicular pain&#x0D; undescended testicle

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

Liver Mass found; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering physician is not a hematologist/
oncologist.

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

Pt has a kidney mass and is scheduled for
nephrectomy.; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 04/19/2017;
There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; Pt has a kidney mass

1

Urology

Urology

Urology

Urology

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

Renal mass: CT (5/11/17): more solid
component with modest enhancement of the
cystic component is noted in left side, highly
indicative of renal cell carcinoma; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of the
studies being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for hematuria.; "The patient
has had an abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR
study."; It is not known if the hematuria is
painful.; &lt; Enter answer here - or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given. &gt;

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for hematuria.; "The patient
has had an abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR
study."; The hematuria is not painful.; CT
showed bilateral small renal stones, one on the
left side almost 6mm, 3mm stone in the right
side

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for Known Tumor.; The patient
is presenting new symptoms.; This study is
being ordered for follow-up.; The patient is not
undergoing active treatment for cancer.; "The
ordering physician is an oncologist, urologist,
gastroenterologist, or surgeon."; patient is
having recurrent UTIs along with Hematuria.

1

Urology

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

Urology

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

Urology

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

Urology

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for Known Tumor.; This study is
being ordered for staging.; "The ordering
physician is an oncologist, urologist,
gastroenterologist, or surgeon.";
This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for pre-operative evaluation.;
"The ordering physician is an oncologist,
urologist, gastroenterologist, or surgeon."; &lt;
Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If No
Info Given. &gt;
This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study.";
This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study."; CT
scan showed 1.3 cm low density lesion of the
right lobe of the liver. It does not appear to be a
simple cyst and MRI is needed to better
evaluate

1

1

1

1

Urology

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

Urology

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

Urology

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study.";
Indeterminate 2 cm hyperdense mass inferiorly
from left kidney.
This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study.";
PATIENT HAD A CT SCAN IN MAY 2016 THAT
NOTED A MIXED/SOLID LESION IN BOLVING THE
UPPER POLE OF HER LEFT KIDNEY. sHE HAD A
REPEAT CT IN OCTOBER 2016 THAT AGAIN
SHOWED THE SAME LESION.&#x0D; MRI IS
REQUESTED FOR FURTHER WORK UP.
This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study."; PT
HAS A SMALL MASS IN THE UPPER RIGHT
KIDNEY

1

1

1

Urology

Urology

Approval

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study."; The
patient has had a CT and an Ultrasound that
demonstrates a solid right renal mass that
measures 5.2x5.3 cm. He also has a left renal
cyst that measures 3.2x3.6 cm. The MRI is being
ordered to classify the right renal mass

1

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study."; There
is an indeterminate 3 cm mass in the posterior
right lobe of the liver.&#x0D; This demonstrates
mild enhancement. Evaluation with MRI is
suggested.&#x0D; &#x0D; Liver Mass, 3 cm
mass per CT on 05/22/2017
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Urology
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74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; "There are
documented physical findings (painless
hematuria, etc.) consistent with an abdominal
mass or tumor."; "The patient has had an
abdominal ultrasound, CT, or MR study.";
ULTRASOUND NON DIAGNOSTIC
This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; It is not known if
there are documented physical findings
consistent with an abdominal mass or tumor.;
"The patient has had an abdominal ultrasound,
CT, or MR study.";

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; It is not known if
there are documented physical findings
consistent with an abdominal mass or tumor.;
"The patient has had an abdominal ultrasound,
CT, or MR study."; Complex cyst: CT pelvis w/
(1.24.17): a complex cystic lesion is partially
visualized in the lower pole the left kidney with
rim calcification measuring 7 cm; Last Cr: 1.5

Urology

Approval

1

1

1

Urology

Urology

Urology

Approval

Approval

Approval

74181 MRI ABDOMEN

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; The patient had
previous abnormal imaging including a CT, MRI
or Ultrasound.; A kidney abnormality was found
on a previous CT, MRI or Ultrasound.; The
patient has a tumor.

1

78813 PET IMAGING
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being ordered for something other
than Breast CA, Lymphoma, Myeloma, Ovarian
CA, Esophageal CA, Lung CA, Colorectal CA,
Head/Neck CA, Melanoma, Soft Tissue Sarcoma,
Pancreatic CA or Testicular CA.; This study is
being requested for an other solid tumor.; This
would be the first PET Scan performed on this
patient for this cancer.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
The suspicion of cancer is based on a biopsy.;
This study is being ordered to establish a cancer
diagnosis.; This study is being ordered for
something other than Breast CA, Lymphoma,
Myeloma, Ovarian CA, Esophageal CA, Lung CA,
Colorectal CA, Head/Neck CA, Melanoma, Soft
Tissue Sarcoma, Pancreatic CA or Testicular CA.;
This study is being requested for an other solid
tumor.; This would be the first PET Scan
performed on this patient for this cancer.; This
is NOT a Medicare member.

1

Urology

Urology

Approval

Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being ordered for something other
than Breast CA, Lymphoma, Myeloma, Ovarian
CA, Esophageal CA, Lung CA, Colorectal CA,
Head/Neck CA, Melanoma, Soft Tissue Sarcoma,
Pancreatic CA or Testicular CA.; This study is
being requested for an other solid tumor.; This
would be the first PET Scan performed on this
patient for this cancer.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being ordered for something other
than Breast CA, Lymphoma, Myeloma, Ovarian
CA, Esophageal CA, Lung CA, Colorectal CA,
Head/Neck CA, Melanoma, Soft Tissue Sarcoma,
Pancreatic CA or Testicular CA.; This study is
being requested for an other solid tumor.; This
would be the first PET Scan performed on this
patient for this cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare
member.

2

Urology

Urology

Urology

Approval

Approval

Approval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being requested for Soft Tissue
Sarcoma, Pancreatic or Testicular Cancer.; This
would be the first PET Scan performed on this
patient for this cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare
member.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for something other
than Breast CA, Lymphoma, Myeloma, Ovarian
CA, Esophageal CA, Lung CA, Colorectal CA,
Head/Neck CA, Melanoma, Soft Tissue Sarcoma,
Pancreatic CA or Testicular CA.; This study is not
being ordered for Cervical CA, Brain
Cancer/Tumor or Mass, Thyroid CA or other
solid tumor.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

2

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Lymphoma or Myeloma.; The patient is
experiencing new signs or symptoms indicating
a reoccurrence of cancer.; This would be the
first PET Scan performed on this patient for this
cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.

1

Urology

Urology

Urology

Urology

Urology

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
Radiology Services One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Denied Not
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Medically
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
Necessary
physician is not a hematologist/ oncologist.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

f/u to CT scan done 4/18/17 by pcp that found
4.5 cm mass; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
Radiology Services ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
Denied Not
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
Medically
ordering physician is not a hematologist/
Necessary
oncologist.

1

Disapproval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

Metastatic work up; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
Radiology Services ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
Denied Not
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
Medically
ordering physician is not a hematologist/
Necessary
oncologist.

1

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

SCIATICA PAIN - POSSIBLY FROM INTERSTITIAL
CYSTITIS; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; The patient has acute or chronic back
pain.; The patient has none of the above

1

Disapproval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Necessary

UNKNOWN; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; The patient does NOT have acute or
chronic back pain.; This procedure is being
requested for None of the above

1

Disapproval

Disapproval

Urology

Urology

Urology

Urology

72196 MRI PELVIS

prostate; This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The
patient had previous abnormal imaging
including a CT, MRI or Ultrasound.; An
Radiology Services abnormality was found in something other than
Denied Not
the bladder, uterus or ovary.; The study is being
Medically
ordered for suspicion of tumor, mass,
Necessary
neoplasm, or metastatic disease.

1

Disapproval

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

f/u to CT scan done 4/18/17 by pcp that found
4.5 cm mass; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
Radiology Services ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
Denied Not
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
Medically
ordering physician is not a hematologist/
Necessary
oncologist.

1

Disapproval

74174 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY
ABDOMEN AND PELVIS
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
This is a request for CT Angiography of the
Necessary
Abdomen and Pelvis.

1

Disapproval

; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the
first visit for this complaint.; There has been a
physical exam.; The patient is male.; A rectal
Radiology Services exam was performed.; The results of the exam
Denied Not
were normal.; The patient did not have an
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
Ultrasound.; Yes this is a request for a
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

Disapproval

2

Urology

Urology

Urology

Disapproval

; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
Radiology Services One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Denied Not
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
physician is not a hematologist/ oncologist.

1

Disapproval

Metastatic work up; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being
Radiology Services ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
Denied Not
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
ordering physician is not a hematologist/
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
oncologist.

1

Disapproval

Patient had ultrasound, patient had fluid on her
kidneys; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis
CT combination.; This study is being requested
for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the
first visit for this complaint.; There has been a
Radiology Services physical exam.; The patient is female.; A pelvic
exam was performed.; The results of the exam
Denied Not
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
were abnormal.; Yes this is a request for a
W/O CONTRAST
Diagnostic CT
Necessary

1

Urology

Urology

Disapproval

Patient no new complaints. Sx much better on
Ditropan 15 mg sr. wo AE, pleased, but admits
to more L sided abd pain. And L flank pain wo
fever or NVCD. Last CT abd 2014. US abd 2016
ess nl &#x0D; Abdomen: Soft, non-tender.
Bowel sounds normal. No masses, no o; This is
a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the
Radiology Services first visit for this complaint.; There has been a
Denied Not
physical exam.; The patient is female.; A pelvic
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
exam was NOT performed.; Yes this is a request
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
for a Diagnostic CT

1

Disapproval

PSA 6.2 2 cores of gleason 6; This is a request
for an abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; The
reason for the study is known tumor.; This is a
request for evaluation of prostate cancer.;
There is not a PSA greater than 10.; There is not
a Gleason Score (sum) 7 or greater.; This study
is not being requested for abdominal and/or
Radiology Services pelvic pain.; The study is not requested for
Denied Not
hematuria.; The patient is male.; The patient did
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
not have a prior Abdomen/Pelvis CT.; Yes this is
W/O CONTRAST
a request for a Diagnostic CT
Necessary

1

Urology

Urology

Urology

Urology

Disapproval

Radiology Services
Denied Not
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary

Disapproval

Radiology Services
Denied Not
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary

Disapproval

Radiology Services
Denied Not
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary

Disapproval

Radiology Services
Denied Not
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; It is not known if there is a strong
suspicion of kidney or ureteral stones.; This
patient is not experiencing hematuria.;
Kidney/Ureteral stone; 4-5 year hx of left
testicular pain that is getting worse. Used to be
intermittent but is now constant with occasional
flaresChronically a 2, sometimes a 10. No assoc
testicular abnl, swelling, redness. No LUTS.
Sometimes the pain radiates to the left i; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; ; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; ab n pel pain; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
gastroparesis; Other; exam being ordered to r/o
a hernia causing his testicle pain.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

1

1

1

Urology

Disapproval

Urology

Disapproval

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; There are no findings of
Radiology Services Hematuria, Lymphadenopathy,weight
Denied Not
loss,abdominal pain,diabetic patient with
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
gastroparesis; Other; RECURRENT UTI; Yes this is
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
a request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
Radiology Services combination.; There is a known or a strong
Denied Not
suspicion of kidney or ureteral stones.;
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
Kidney/Ureteral stone; Yes this is a request for a
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
Diagnostic CT

Disapproval

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; This is not a request for follow up
of a known tumor or cancer involving both the
abdomen and pelvis or if this patient is
undergoing active treatment.; This is not a
request for initial staging of a known tumor
other than prostate.; There is no abdominal and
pelvic or retroperitoneal mass that has been
confirmed by previous imaging other than a CT.;
There are no new signs or symptoms including
hematuria, presenting with known cancer or
tumor.; This patient does NOT have known
prostate cancer with a PSA (prostate-specific
Radiology Services antigen) greater than 10.; Known Tumor,
Denied Not
Cancer, Mass, or Rule out metastases; No,
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
there is not a palpable or observed abdominal
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
mass.; ; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

Urology

1

4

1

Urology

Urology

Urology

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).;
This study is being requested for Soft Tissue
Radiology Services Sarcoma, Pancreatic or Testicular Cancer.; This
Denied Not
would be the first PET Scan performed on this
Medically
patient for this cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare
Necessary
member.

1

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for something other
than Breast CA, Lymphoma, Myeloma, Ovarian
CA, Esophageal CA, Lung CA, Colorectal CA,
Head/Neck CA, Melanoma, Soft Tissue Sarcoma,
Radiology Services Pancreatic CA or Testicular CA.; This study is not
Denied Not
being ordered for Cervical CA, Brain
Medically
Cancer/Tumor or Mass, Thyroid CA or other
solid tumor.; This is NOT a Medicare member.
Necessary

2

78816 PET IMAGING
FOR CT ATTENUATION
WHOLE BODY

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being ordered for
something other than Breast CA, Lymphoma,
Myeloma, Ovarian CA, Esophageal CA, Lung CA,
Radiology Services Colorectal CA, Head/Neck CA, Melanoma, Soft
Denied Not
Tissue Sarcoma, Pancreatic CA or Testicular CA.;
Medically
This study is being requested for an other solid
tumor.; This is NOT a Medicare member.
Necessary

2

Vascular Surgery

Approval

Vascular Surgery

Approval

Vascular Surgery

Approval

70490 CT NECK SOFT
TISSUES,LARNYX,THYROI
D ETC. NO CONTRAST
70498 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY NECK
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

She presents to clinic with complaint of sore
throat and dysphagia. Her previous symptoms
of dysaphia were totally resolved on her last
office visit. Onset of symptoms occurred 1 week
ago and are becoming progressively worse. This
is unlike previous dysph; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 1/25/17; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; complaint
of sore throat and dysphagia.&#x0D; cough
which is agravating the pain; TEVAR and carotid
subclavian bypass

1

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
Neck.

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

"There IS evidence of a lung, mediastinal or
chest mass noted within the last 30 days."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for work-up for suspicious mass.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Vascular Surgery

Vascular Surgery

Vascular Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

She presents to clinic with complaint of sore
throat and dysphagia. Her previous symptoms
of dysaphia were totally resolved on her last
office visit. Onset of symptoms occurred 1 week
ago and are becoming progressively worse. This
is unlike previous dysph; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 1/25/17; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; complaint
of sore throat and dysphagia.&#x0D; cough
which is agravating the pain; TEVAR and carotid
subclavian bypass

1

71250 CT CHEST,
THORAX

STERNUM IS DISLOCATING; A Chest/Thorax CT
is being ordered.; The study is being ordered for
none of the above.; This study is being ordered
for non of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; It is not known whether this
study is requested to evaluate suspected
pulmonary embolus.; This study is being
ordered for another reason besides Known or
Suspected Congenital Abnormality, Known or
suspected Vascular Disease.; Yes, this is a
request for a Chest CT Angiography.

1

Vascular Surgery

Vascular Surgery

Vascular Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is not requested
to evaluate suspected pulmonary embolus.; It is
not known if this study will be performed in
conjunction with a Chest CT.; This study is being
ordered for Known Vascular Disease.; This is a
pre-operative evaluation.; This surgery is not
scheduled/ planned.; Yes, this is a request for a
Chest CT Angiography.

1

71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 5/1/17; There has not been
any treatment or conservative therapy.;

1

71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Patient has innominate artery stenosis.; This
study is not requested to evaluate suspected
pulmonary embolus.; This study will not be
performed in conjunction with a Chest CT.; This
study is being ordered for Known Vascular
Disease.; This is a pre-operative evaluation.; This
surgery is not scheduled/ planned.; Yes, this is a
request for a Chest CT Angiography.

1

The patient has a thoracic aortic aneurysm that
was surgically repaired on 12/9/17. Scan is
being done for 6 month re-evaluation. The
patient is complaining of headaches and
intermittent tingling of the left fingers; This
study is not requested to evaluate suspected
pulmonary embolus.; This study will not be
performed in conjunction with a Chest CT.; This
study is being ordered for Known Vascular
Disease.; This is a post-operative evaluation.; It
is not known whether there is physical evidence
of re-bleed or re-stenosis.; There is no physical
evidence of an infection or other complication.;
Yes, this is a request for a Chest CT Angiography.

Vascular Surgery

Approval

Vascular Surgery

Approval

71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST
71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST
72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

Approval

72148 MRI LUMBAR
SPINE OR LOW BACK
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This study is requested to evaluate suspected
pulmonary embolus.; Yes, this is a request for a
Chest CT Angiography.
; This study is being ordered for Vascular
Disease.; ; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.;
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has 6 weeks of completed conservative
care in the past 3 months or had a spine
injection

Approval

72191 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY PELVIS
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

This is a request for a pelvis CT angiography.

Vascular Surgery

Vascular Surgery

Vascular Surgery

Approval

1

1

1

1

1

Vascular Surgery

Approval

Vascular Surgery

Approval

Vascular Surgery

Vascular Surgery

Approval

Approval

72192 CT PELVIS
WITHOUT CONTRAST
73706 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY LOWER
EXTREMITY

Mr. Hamilton is a 58 year old man with prior
history of left femoral to below knee bypass
using veing and profundoplasty, followed by a
left external iliac stent and arterial bridge in
2016. He underwent stent angioplasty of right
external iliac artery an; This study is being
ordered due to known or suspected vascular
disease.; The ordering physician is a surgeon or
PCP who is ordering on behalf of a surgeon who
has seen the patient.; This is a request for a
Pelvis CT.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
lower extremity.

1

74150 CT ABDOMEN
WITHOUT CONTRAST

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for an infection such as
pancreatitis, appendicitis, abscess, colitis and
inflammatory bowel disease.; Yes, the patient
has been seen by a specialist or are the studies
being requested on behalf of a specialist for an
infection.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

74174 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY
ABDOMEN AND PELVIS
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory
or infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 5/1/17; There has not been
any treatment or conservative therapy.;

1

Vascular Surgery

Vascular Surgery

Vascular Surgery

Vascular Surgery

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

74174 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY
ABDOMEN AND PELVIS
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST
74175 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY
ABDOMEN
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

This is a request for CT Angiography of the
Abdomen and Pelvis.

7

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
abdomen.

3

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

Pain in R groin- Hernia 3 years ago- ULTRA donenegative; This is a request for an abdomenpelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis has not
been completed.; This study is being requested
for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for chronic pain.; This is the first
visit for this complaint.; The patient did not
have a amylase or lipase lab test.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

pt bulge and pain for 2 months, trying to find
out if pt has umbilical hernia or incisional
hernia. physician feels that ULTRA will not show
results that he needs.; This is a request for an
abdomen-pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis
has not been completed.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.;
The study is being ordered for chronic pain.;
This is the first visit for this complaint.; It is
unknown if the patient had an Amylase or
Lipase lab test.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

Vascular Surgery

Vascular Surgery

Approval

Approval

Vascular Surgery

Approval

Vascular Surgery

Approval

Vascular Surgery

Approval

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST

74176 CT ABD & PELVIS
W/O CONTRAST
75635 CTA AA&BI
ILIOFEM LXTR RS&I C/C+ POST-PXESSING
75635 CTA AA&BI
ILIOFEM LXTR RS&I C/C+ POST-PXESSING

This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The requested studies are being
ordered for known or suspected blood clot,
thrombosis, or stenosis and are being ordered
by a surgeon or by the attending physician on
behalf of a surgeon.; Vascular disease; Yes this is
a request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The requested study is for postoperative evaluation.; The requested study is a
first follow up study for a post operatove
complication.; Pre-op or post op evaluation; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis CT
combination.; The requested study is for preoperative evaluation.; The study is requested by
a surgeon, specialist or PCP on behalf of a
specialist who has seen the patient.; Pre-op or
post op evaluation; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
; This study is being ordered for Vascular
Disease.; ; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.;
Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
abdominal arteries.

2

1

2

1

4

Vascular Surgery

Vascular Surgery

Vascular Surgery

1

Disapproval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT);
single study
71275 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY CHEST
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

&lt; Enter answer here - or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
as a pre-operative evaluation.; The patient is
not presenting with symptoms of atypical chest
pain and/or shortness of breath.; The patient
has not had a recent non-nuclear stress test.;
The patient has not had a recent abnormal EKG
consistent with CAD.; The patient has not had a
recent stress echocardiogram.; The patient has
not had a recent stress echocardiogram.; The
patient has suspected CAD.; The patient's age is
between 45 and 64.; The patient has not had a
stress echocardiogram within the past eight
weeks.; This evaluation is prior to major surgery
involving general anesthesia.; This is a request
for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).
Radiology Services
Denied Not
; This study is being ordered for Vascular
Medically
Disease.; ; There has not been any treatment or
Necessary
conservative therapy.;

1

Disapproval

74174 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY
ABDOMEN AND PELVIS
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
; This study is being ordered for Vascular
Medically
Disease.; ; There has not been any treatment or
Necessary
conservative therapy.;

1

Approval

Vascular Surgery

Vascular Surgery

Disapproval

74175 CT
ANGIOGRAPHY
ABDOMEN
W/CONTRAST/NONCON
TRAST

Radiology Services
Denied Not
Medically
Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
Necessary
abdomen.

1

Disapproval

Right lower quad pain, Hernia repair, Eval for
Hernia; This is a request for an abdomen-pelvis
CT combination.; A urinalysis has not been
completed.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
Radiology Services being ordered for chronic pain.; This is the first
visit for this complaint.; The patient did not
Denied Not
have a amylase or lipase lab test.; Yes this is a
74176 CT ABD & PELVIS Medically
W/O CONTRAST
Necessary
request for a Diagnostic CT

1

